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REPORT
OF

SECRETARY OF WAR.
WAR DEP ARTMEN1',

Washington, D. C., November 24, 1896.
To the PRESIDENT:
I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of
this Department for the past year.
The expenditures for the fiscal year ended June 30, 189G, the appropriations for the present year, and the _estimates of amounts required
for the year beginning July 1, 1897, are shown in the following
statement:
Title.

I

Expenditures Appropriations Estimates for
fiscal year
for fiscal
for fiscal
year ending
ending Jnne
lr,ear ended
30, 1898.
une 30, 1896. June 30, 1897.

Salaries and contingent expenses . .................... · $1 , 436, 795. 00
Pay, etc., of the.Army .....·....... ···- ....•.... __ ... . . 13. 505,068.09
Subsistence of the Army .......... ··-···· .•.... ______
1 488, 280. 6 !
Regular supplies, Quartermasters Department ... . _..
l, 858, 288. 09
Incidental expenses, Quartermasters Department ...
555,784.90
Ba rracks and quarters and hospital construction . ....
820. 726. 06
Shooting ranges and contmgencies of Army .... . . ....
10, 978.87
Cavalry and artillery horses ..... : ....•...............
109. 773 . 45
.Army transportation .................................
2. 321 , 727.54
Clothing, etc ...... . ................. _........ . .. .. ...
1 310, 204.46
142, 436. 56
Medical Department ..... . ...... . .•....... ····-···· ...
1, 356, 884.55
Ordnance Department·--··· ........................ ..
::Military Academy ...... .... .........................
458,084. 19
2, 867, 464. 75
Fortifications and seac.oast defenses ..................
39!), 845. 43
.Arsenals, etc . ........................... _............
Ri vers and harbors ..................... _....... . .. . . 17,844,560. 43
808, 067. 99
Park s, cemeteries , m1btary posts, etc ................
3, 13:3, 181. 42
N a tional Soltljers' Homes ..................•.........
.A r tificial limbs, etc ............. ___ ...................
138,637.72
388,736.54
:Brulclings and grounds in aud around Washmgton. _..
847,765. 94
M iscellaneous items ..................................
Total ..................................................

51, 803, 298. 62

$1, 485,956.00
13, 103, 512. 73
1. 050, 000. 00
2, 200, 000. 00
600,000.00
932,000.00
25,000.00
130,000, 00
2, 400, 000. 00
1,050,000.00
155, 500.00
1, 089,000.00
449,525.61
7, 273, 388. 00
239,645.50
15, 963, 458. 96
1, 018, 938. 00
3, 208, 478. 75
577,000.00
153,350.65
339,490.00
54, 044, 244. 20

$1, 404, 236. 00
13, 522, 880. 15
1, 659, 837. 50
2, 200, 000. 00
600, 00(1. 00
832,000.00
25,000.00
130,000.00
2, 500, 000. 00
1, 100, 000. 00
155,200.00
1, 131, 000. 00
521,812.83
15, 822, 043. 75
139,796.00
5, 349, 000. 00
1, 558, 380. 00
3,443,214.23
191,000.00
139,992.75
397, !)90. 00
52, 883, 383. 21
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The aggregat of appropriation for thi Department unexpended and
turned into the g neral fund of the Treasury at the end of the last fiscal
year was $1,975 033.07. For the year 1895 it was $1,764,461.98, and for
1894 it was $1,387,922.21.
ARMY SERVICE .AND S'.l'A.TIONS.

During the past year the only active operations devolved upon the
.Army consisted of scouting in the mountain s of .Arizona and in the
Mexican territory adjacent to the .Arizona line, with the object of
tbe capture of renegade Apache , who, in December, 1895 and March,
1896, raided into Arizona from their resorts south of the boundary line
and committed three murders within our own territory. Detachments
of troops were immediately sent in pursuit; two of the Indians were
killed and one captured. The remainder of the band of renegades
were pursued 150 mi]es south of the Mexican line where the trail
could be no longer followed. The pursuit was continued into Mexican
territory under an international agreement between the United States
and Mexico, which provided for the reciprocal crossing of the frontiers
by the armed detachments of eit.her country when in actual pursuit of
hostile Indians. The service performed was very arduous, and involved
over 42,000 miles march of various organized detachments.
Under the call of the United States marshal made in .August last,
troops were called out in the Department of .Arizona to protect the
.American portion of the town of Nogales against a raid of :filibusters
a11d Mexican Indians. There were no casualties among the troops,
but six Mexicans and eight Indians were killed in the Mexican portion
of the town before the arrival of the troops. The object of the raid
was the capture and plunder of the custom-house. The timely appearance of the troops probably prevented · a serious disturbance and the
loss of life and property of American citizens.
In the Department of Dakota troops were sent to the scene of alleged
depredations by Indians near the Tongue River .Agency in Montana
and to protect the citizens.
The band of refugee Cree Indians, a Canadian tribe who have livad
in Montana for several years, were, in pursuance of the act of Congre s
approved May 13, 1896, collected, deported, and delivered by our troops
to the officials of the Canadian Government-a delicate duty, which
was performed with expedition and discretion.
In response to the request of the Secretary of the Interior, a detachment of troops was ordered to the capital of the Choctaw Nation in the
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Indian Territory, to prevent expected trouble at a tribal election and
the inauguration of a governor. The trouble was averted an<l the
troops were withdrawn.
The military posts of Fort Stanton in New Mexico, Fort Buford in
North Dakota, Fort Hancock in Texas, and Fort Omaha in Nebraska
have been discontinued since October last, and the garrisons withdrawn. The new posts· of Fort · _Harrison, Montana, Fort Crook,
Nebraska, and Little Rock, .Arkansas, have been occupied.
To promote the efficiency of the troops several transfers of regiments and exchanges of stations have been made during the year. The
Twenty-fourth Infantry, which bas had over ·thfrty years' continuous
service in Texas and the Southwestern Territories, was transferred
to Fort Douglas near Salt Lake City. The Fifteenth Infantry, after
five years' service near Chicago, has taken the place of the Twentyfourth, and the Fourth Infantry, which has been in Idaho and Washington for ten years, has succeeded the Fifteenth. The Fifth ..Artillery ·
wa.s brought to posts in New York Harbor after six years' service on
the Pacific Coast. Nine regiments in all were changed.
The equivalent of 5 regiments are now stationed in the Pacific
States, 15 are east of the Missouri River and the meridian of Kansas
City, and 20 regiments are still located in the plains and mountain
country, extending westward from the Missouri River to the eastern
boundary of the Pacific States. Of the cavalry arm, 1 regiment is on
the Pacific, 1½ regiments are east of the meridian of Kansas City, and
the rest, 7½regiments, are serving in the prairie and mountain region,
where are the homes of nearly all the Indians who are still capable of
making trouble. One regiment of artillery is serving on the Pacific
Coast, 1 on the Gulf, and 3 on the ..Atlantic. Of 10 batteries of field
artillery, 2 are in California, 1 in Texas, 3 in Kansas, 1 in Illinois, 1
in Rhode Island, 1 in New York, and 1 in the District of Columbia.
There are eveuty-seven military po ' ts in all. Six have garrisons of
one company each, seventeen have two companies, nine have three
companies; there are nine of four companies, four of five companies,
seven of six companies, two of seven companies, and twenty at which
eight or more companies are serving.
STRENGTH OF THE kRMY.

The number of enlisted men in the service an October 31 was 25,426,
or 284 less than the number authorized by law. Deducting the sick,
t '.. ose absent on fu lough, recruits not joined, the men employed in the
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staff departments anrl on detached service, the effective field strength
of the Army on that day was 22,382 of all arms. The number of officers of the line is 1,619. Of these, 1~300 are serving with their regiments and 319 are on detached duty. The number of officers on
detached service in 1895 was 324, and on the 30th of June, 1893, it
was 470. The strength of the Army as fixed by statute or in pursuance
thereof isEnlisted men .

Officers.

Compa .
nies ~nd Staff.
regiments.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- Cavalry.·-_. _______ . _____ ___ ___ ... ______ . ________________ __ . __ .. __ _
447
6, 170
.Arm.

Staff.

Line.

.Arti Jlery ........ ____ . ____ .. _____ . _. __ - - ... - ... - - - - - . - - - - .. - - . - -. - ..

288 .. _.. - - .

4, 025

Infan try . _... _.. ____ . _. __ .. -- - - - . - ... - - - - - - . - - - .. - -- - - - - - - - - -· -- - - - 88-! ---··- -·
13,125
Engineers __ . __ .. _____ .. _. __ . _... _. _... .. . _. _. __ _.. ______ . _____ . __ __ . . __ ·.. _. . . .... __ .
500
Hospital Corps. _____ ... ·- __ ·---- __ --·-_. ____ . .. ____ .--·- __ . . _. .... . . __ ... _. ___ .. __ . . __ ----·-·
Staff . ____ .. __ ... _... _... ____ ... . . ___ . _. _.. _______ . _... __ .. __ .. _. .. _ . __ . . . . .

710
1, 180

528 . _.... __ . -

----------- -------------

~619 1-528 1~8201,890

'l'otal ·-----·-···----······--··----- · -- -----------·---·--- --·

-!

2,147

25. 710.

The distribution of the troops by geographical departments, accord ing to the latest returns, is as follows:
Department.
- - -- - - -- - - - ·

Californi,a

Colorado ... _......... _.. __ . ____ .. ___ .... __ . . __ .. ____ . __ - .. - - . . - - - - - -- - - - Columbia . __ . __ ... . · - - - __ ·-- __ .·--- ... __ . . __ . - -·- - - .. --·· .. · ·--·· - -· - -- ·
Dakota ......... - .. . . ·- -· ··-· .. . ··- .... _. ... ·---·-. · --- ·- - -··-·---· ·-- · - ·

East-··· · ··-· - ... .. ·-··--· ... .... ·----· · ··- . . -----··----·---··.---······Missouri . . .. _.. . _... __ .. _. __ . . _..... . ___ .. __ . _. __ . _.. _.. ___ . .. __ - - . . .... .
Platte . , ........ --·- . .. ·-··--······-··------------·-·-·-·-----·----··--· : ·
Texas._ .... __ ... .. _. . .. _. . .
Total._ . . · ----·

Officers.

E~~~8;~d

Total.

--- --- - -

-

118
250
124
194
522
334
201
142

1,455
3, 17!)
1,501
2 433
0, 670
4,203
2, 517
1, 771

1,573
3, 429
1,025
2,027
7, l!l2
4,537
2, 718
1, !)13

1,885

23,729

25, 614

- - - - - - - --

LINE ORGANIZATION.

The defect of regime11tal organization that have been pointed out
in previou years have not yet been remedied, but measures pendi11g
in both Hou es of Congress will, if passed, accomplish that result. In
re ·pect to the 11eed of reorganization, thirteen years ago General Sherman, in his la t report. as General in Chief, strongly recommended* * * That each regiment of infantry be composed of twelve companies, tlle
samt, as now with the artillery n.nd cavalry, making three battalions of four companies each in ime of peace ancl eight companies in time of war. " * " Tlle
militia and volunteers of the States would soon follow suit, and we should have
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throughout the country these small, handy battalions of four companies ·instead. of
the large cumbersome regiments of ten companies-a bad foctic::tl unit and in practice always scattered.

Lieutenant-General Sheridan, in 1884, remarked:
I have no scheme to present for reorganization.
"\Vere I called upon to
recommeIHl any change whatever, it would ue simply to make a nniform organization of the tlireo arms of service by adding two oompanie3 and the corresponding
maJors to each regiment of infantry.

Iu the la.st report submitted by Lieutenant~General Schofield as
Commander of the Army, he remarked:
The reorganization of the infantry of the Army into three-battalion regiments,
as long urged by military men, still remains nuder the consideration of Congress.
So! also, the necessary increase of the artillery to provide for tho seacoast defense.
" " ~ I beg leave to suggest that this is a, favorable time for the dispassionate
consideration of this subject with a view to "
such improvement or
organ1zatior. as will make the Army thoroughly efficient for the pu~pose~ for which
it is maintained.

Since these recommendations were made there has been no improvement in means of offense or defense that should warrant us in departiug from the advice of these distinguished leaders, and I renew my
recommendation, contained in previous reports, that the infantry be
reorganized upon the general idea of three light and mobile battalions
of four companies each to the regiment, instead of the unwieldy tencompany formation that was adopted in 1798 aud is still adhered to for
the infantry arm.
The completion of several defensive works and installation of their
modern armament at points where no troops are stationed, and the
approaclling completion of other modern batteries, suggest the pressing need of a larger force of artillerists than is now available. 'I'lie
present approved plans of seacoast defense involve the establisltmeut of upward of 100 distinct batteries, grnuped m 20 or more
harbors. In eaeh. must be a garrison of sufficient strength to take
care of all the gum; and other public property in the harbor, and the
maiutenance of all in a state of efficient defense. Some addition to
the present force of artillery will therefore be indispensably necessary.
The number of line officers erving with their commands is larger
comparatively thau at any time srnce the last war.
The number detached for duty at Washington and at department
headquarters has been reduced from 55 in 1893 to 30. The change in
the metbod of recruiting bas permitted a reduction of officers detached
for that service from 106 to 28. The number of officers attached to
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service schools llas been reduced from 75 in that year to 54, and the
nm:nber assigned as iut1tructors in military <lepartments of sclwo1s· a11tl
colleges and to the militia of the States has been increased from 9G to
128. Officers detached for miscellaneous duties have been redueed
from 85 to 40.
S'l'.A.FF ORG.A.Nl.Z.A.'l'ION.

In previous reports attention bas been called to what are believed to
be defects in the organization of the Army staff-a redundancy of
staff corps, more officers in some corps thau can be usefully employed,
and an excessive number of staff officers of high rank.
Notwithstanding the reductions that have been recently made, the
public interests have in no manner suffered as a consequence, tlle work
is not in arrears or lacking in thoroughness, and there has been no
complaint to the Department that any officer is overworked. On the
contrary, it is• believed that some further reuuctions can be made
without detriment to the service.
Any temporary deficiency of staff officers can be readily and sati~
factorily supplied by details of officers of the line, a course wllich woultl
meet every possible necessity of the service.
In the three departments that deal with . Army pay and supplies 10,}
staff officers are now allowed by law. A. consolidation of tllesc departments, as heretofore recommended, would accord with sound lmsiness methods, and would in itself work a large reduction in the number
of officers employed.
The work of the Corps of Engineers, always important, has dnring
the past season been unusually heavy. The fortification act carried
the largest amount ever appropriated for this object in one act, and tl.ie
ex.pansion of work necessitated by it, together with the large amountsprovided for river and harbor work, has called for the ·greatest activity
on the part of its officers.
The Chief Sigual Officer of the Army reports gratifying success in
important experiments and tests of inventions pertaining to the functions of that corps, and shows that our Army is fully abreast of tlie
progress of the times in this brancll of the service.
DRILL AND INS'l'RUC'l'ION.

During the year the system of drill as laid down for the field artillery
and cavall'y has been revised, published, and is now in· use. '1'1.Je
infantry drill book has also been revised and will be published L>efore
the close of the year.
Manuals and handbooks more clearly specifying tbe duties of
several staff departments than . are found in the general .Arwy
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Regulations have been published during the year. A compilation of
the Federal laws relating to the Army, with references to decisions
of the courts and accounting officers, bas been prepared and will soon
be published and distributed to the Army.
The post lyceums have been well sustained and good results secured
through lectures, essays, and discussions. Their sessions have been
well attended, and the character of the papers submitted and the
diversity of subjects treated gives evidence of intelligent zeal and
interest in the work and of ambition to keep abreast with the march
of improvement, not only in respect of military science, but the other
branches of human knowledge that should interest officers of the
Army.
The War Department library, under the charge of the Chief Signal
Officer, has received many additions during the year, the new books
all of a high standard and selected with care and intelligence. It
has been very greatly improved in character and usefulness, and _m ay
now be classed favorably with the military libraries of the world. In
order that it may serve the Army at large, as well as the officers in
Washington, books are now supplied to any officer, wherever stationed,
on the sole condition that they shall be returned in good condition
within a reasonable time.
Field maneuvers and marches for practice, in addition to the usual
drills, are carried on at all the vos,t s, with results of conceded benefit.
·r he department commanders bear testimony that the discipline of
the troops within their commands was never better than now. The
number of trials by general courts-martial was about 15 per cent less
during the past year than during the year previous.
RUBSISTENCE.

The number of purchasing stations of subsistence stores has been
reduced. by four during the year, but there has been no difficulty in
securing all the supplies required, and upon favorable terms as to price.
The economy that has resulted from their discontinuance and the reduction m the number of officers amounts to several thousand dollars.
The close proximity of nearly all the garrisoned stations -to tines of
railroad has facilitated supp.ly and made 1t unnece sary to accumulate
large stocks of provision at tlle remote posts, as was required a few
years ago. Lo se from wastage, damage, and deterioration are much
reduced.
The articles of food that should constitute an emergency ration, to
be upplied when the full ration can not be trausported, have been
specified anc.1 defined.

10
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The consolidated mess for all the men of a garrison has many
features to recowme11d it, but it bas not met with general approval.
For two yearH past all ·uew barracks built or planned provide for company cooking anu messi11g.
THE POS'.l' EXCHANGE.

The exchange is a general cooperative store, maintained under strict
military supervision, but without expense to tlle Govermnent, at nearly
all military stations, by the enhsted men, in which are kept for sale
most of the commodities that are in demand at military p·osts. The
receipts last year from all sources were more than one and a half
. mil1iun dollars, w1th net profits of about $350,000. These, after deducting a reserve balance of $105,000, were distributed for the followiug
obJects: Paid to the var10us commands as the1r share of the net profits
and applied to better the messes, $225,000; douated to improve the
regimental bands, over $8,000; nearly $2,000 to cultivate gardens; over
$1,000 for books and periodicals for the read mg rooms; nearly $5,000
for gymuasia, aud over $3,000 as prizes in athletic sports.
There are now but two garrisoued posts with sutlers, and iu these
cases except10nal reasons exh;t for a continuance of the old system .
HEALTH.

In no previous year of the history of the Army bas the health of the
troops beeu so satisfactory as during the last fiscal year. Each soldier
was sick 12.4 days, as against a record of 15.3 for the preceding ten
years. Tbe uumber of soldiers so disabled as to require their discharge
from service was 9.15 per thousand, as compared with 23. 77 annually for
file preceding ten years. The mortality rate was 5.16 per thousand of
meau strength, as compared with 7.85 for the preceding decade. The
e11listed men of the colored regiments are appar~ntly less susceptible
to most di ease than tu.Po whites. The reports show that each white
oldier lost 12.6 days ou account of sickness, while the men of the colored regiments lost but 9.6 days.
The officers of the Medical Department are usefully employed.
'fbere are on duty at posts serving with troops 148, an average of
about i to each post. The rest, 29 in number, are required for duty
as assistants in the Surgeon-General's Office, chief surgeons of Departments, attendmg surgeons in cities, and for various other special
service.
The experience gained in carrying on the Army and Navy Hospital
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at Hot Springs, Ark., does not appear to have sustained expectations
in regard to its value to the officers and men of the .A.rmy and Navy,
nor do those expectations appear to be realizable. It would seem that
the only way to keep the hospital filled would be to compel the sick of
the Army and Navy to go there for treatment.
The present buildings have a capacity for 80 patients-16 officers
and 64 enlisted men-bnt the attendance is seldom more than half
the capacity, and frequently not one-fourth. Of the cases admitted,
it appears tbat two-thirds to three-fourths are benefited or cured.
Although designed for tlle treatment of officers and sailors of the
Navy, only a few officers have ever availed themselres of its advantages; 110 sailors have been sent there for mauy years.
The hospital was erected in pursuance wHh the act of Congress
approved June 30, 1882, and, including furnishing, cost $140,500. Two
officers of the Medical Department and one of the line are stationed
there, and a detachment of the Hospital Corps. The annual cost of
the establishment to army appropriations, including pay, rations,
clothing, and all snpplie~, amounts to a sum that it has been estimated
would be ample to pay for first-class hotel accommodations at Hot
Springs and for the best professional attendance for all the officers
and Roldiers who now avail themselves of the privileges of treatment
in the ho pital or who are ent there for that purpose. It does not
seem that the establishme11t hould be maintained by the War Department. I therefore recommend that authority be granted by Congress
for its transfer to the Interior Department, and lease for private use,
the same as building sites and spring-water privileges on the Government Hot Springs Reservation are now lea ed. If this is don~, a considerable revenue s\10uld be derived, and the hospital and army
appropriations somewhat relieved.
PA YMEN'.l' OF TROOPS.

The Paymaster-General reports that during the year the Army was
paid rno11tllly, tlie first year in which tbis result has been attained. It
bas been accomplished with a less number of paymasters than were
last year available. The amount di bur ed wa upward of $14,000,000,
or a little more thau one -fourth of the entire appropriation for the
Military Establishment.
Rules to govern the payip.ent of troops by check and by currPncy
sent by express, as authorized by the act of Congres approved February
27 1893 were embraced i11 tlie uew edition of Army Regulations, and

'
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went into effect in November of last year, although payments under
tbe act cited had been made to a limited extent for some years. A.bout
one-half the enlisted men now receive their monthly pay in the form of
checks sent by mail or in cash sent by express, and long and expensive
journeys of paymasters are not now required.
The e:xpre8s charges on the money disbursed is about the same under
the new system as it was nnder the old, for it has for. some years been
customary to utilize the express facilities for forwarding funds, the
paymaster and clerk usualJy proceeuing by the same conveyance that
transported th9 money, and when arrived at the destrnation the officer
receipted for the package that he himself had shipped.
The paymaster's function at the post was confined to a distribution
of the money that bad been forwarded at public charge. The change
in method consists in requiring one of the officers at the post to distribute these remittances, so saving the Government in each case the
~xpense of the journey of two persons and of so utilizing the services
of the pa.y officers that a smaller number may be able to pay the army.
The system was in operation for seven months of the last fiscal year,
and under jt about three-fourths of the posts and stations were paid.
The sum thus disbursed since December, 1895, amounts to $2,720,000,
and during that per10d two cases have been reported of discrepancy
between the amount claimed to have been shipped a,ucl the amount
received at destination. The sum now involved is but $26.92, or one
one-hundred thousandth of one per cent of the disbursement.
A.fter a few month 'trial of the system as prescribed by the rules
first promulgated, it was seen that some slight modification of the
requirements and a more precise specification of the duties of the pay master and of the officer distributing the pa,y were desirable. If
discrepancies should hereafter occur, which is improbable, there will
be no difficulty in fixing the re ponsibility for the error.
The institution of this ystem of payment results in a considerable
economy, and al ·o insures the prompt payment of ,wery soldier at the
close of each month. The experience so far gained also indicates that
habits of economy on the part of the enlisted men are encoura 0 ·ed, for
the soldiers' deposit during the year were more than $ 100,000 greater
than during the year previous. The saving- to A.rmy appropriation
resulting from the improvement of the pay system ari es from a
reduced cost for transportation of paymasters and their clerk , and
some reduction iu other expenses. The aggregate of these items will
be more than $25,000 annually.
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The total number of paymasters below the grade of brigadiergeneral is 25, and each of these officers is furnished with a clerk.
There.is no other duty devolved upon the Pay Department save that
of distributing the pay to the Army and the Military Academy and
of disbursing the mileage appropriation. When the methods that
are customary among business men and corporations of paying their
employees shall have been more generally applie<l. in the Army, there
is little doubt that the present force of paymasters will be found to be
larger than the necessities of the service require.
The amount expended last year from the mileage appr~priation was
about $106,000, and this included about $50,000 paid to officers as a
reimbursement for outla.ys made by them of full fares paid to railroads
over a part of which the Government i entitled to transportation at
50 per cent of regular rates. The accounting officers of the Treasury
have raised objections to the reimbursement of officers in amount
greater than the railroads are entitled to receive, but the enforcement
of such a rule would work an injustice to the officer, who must advance
full fare. The only practical remedy that has been suggei;;ted is to
transfer to the Quartermaster's Department the duty of furnishing
transportation orders on all the railroad to officers who are traveling
under orders without troops, the same a 1s done now for all other
officers who ~ravel with their commands; but this involves a change
in the existing law, which I recommend.
The estimates submitted this year for mileage call for $80,000, against
$140,000 appropriated .last year. The difference, $ 60,000, is made up
of $10 1000 saved m the mileage appropriation and $50,000 that will
no't be required when all transportation to officers traveling without
troops 1 furnished by the quartermasters, their d1sbur~ements being
paid from the general appropriation for Army transportation. The
Government will thui:s secure the advantage of half rates over the 50
per cent roads, and the officers will not be obliged to make any
advances.
. RECR ITING.

The total number of men enlisted last year was 8,498, of whom
nearly one-half were secured at garri oned posts without expense. The
remainder, 4,636 in number, were enlisted in the cities, and almost
3,000 of these proceeded directly from places of enlistment to the regiments to wt11 ch they had been a signed, while the rest were assembled
in rendezvous before they were ent to their regiment . There were no
guards or e corts for either cla s, , nd therefore no expense attended
their journey ~ save the regular 1·aihoad fare.
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Shortly before the recruiting depots were discontinued in October
1894, there were upward of 1,500 men detained at those establishments. All recruits now reach their companies a few days after enlistment, and come immediately under instruction. by the officers under
whom they are to serve. There is no time lost, and they become
trained soldiers much sooner thau under the old system.
The new practice receives the hearty commendatiou of all who have
observed its practical working. Besides the advantage to the service
through higher efficiency, the economies in direct expenditures reach
· a large sum, while the in.direct and consequential economies are also
important, one of which was the addition to the available barrack
accommodation for regular garrisons of three well-built posts that were
very favorably situated for military purp<?ses.
DESERTION.

When the policy was inaugurated of very greatly reducing the reward
authorized to be paid for the apprehension of deserters from the Army,
and of discontmtiin.g the military prison-which for twenty years had
been maintained exclusively for the confinement of violators of the
rules o~ army discipline-apprehensions were expressed by some lest
there should ensue a great iucrease in the number of army deserters,
but the result bas not justified the forebodings; in fact, it seems to
have been proven that the discipline and efficiency of the service were
in no way affected by the prison, which was established in 1874 and
discontinued on the 30th of June, 1895. Up to 1891 the reward
authorized to be paid for deserters was $30 but during that year it
was increased to $60, and in 1894 it was reduced to $10. Army
desertions numbered 7,157 the year immediately preceding the establishment of the prison. In 1883 there were 3,578 deserters; fo 1893,
1,682; and during the fiscal year just closed the uumber reached 1,365.
The expenditures from specific appropriations made on account of
the Leaven.worth Prison were about $73,000 annually, while the annual
appropriations for the Army were drawn upon for the compensation and
allowances of the 7 officers and 130 soldiers who were employed 'as
wardens, turnkeys, guards, etc., and for other incidental expenses connected with the establishment, the total expenditures, direct and indirect, amounting to about $135,000 per annum, without counting the
rewards paid for the apprehension of deserters, which yearly reached
about $26,0Q0.
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While a reward of $60 was paid, 4,139 men deserted, 1,265 were
apprehended, at a cost of $75,909, and 594 ·surrendered themselves.
During the ]~st two years, the reward being only $10, there were 2,530
deserters, of whom 361 were apprehended, at a cost of $3,GlG, and 314
voluntarily gave themselves up. The desert10ns in the former period
of three _years numbered 1,380 per year, and in the second period of
two years they were 1,265 each year. These figures iudicate that
desertions were certainly not deGreased by fear of punishment as formerly administered at Fort Leavenworth; in fact there is a falling off
since the prison was closed of more than 100 desertions yearly.
All expenditures for the prison are now discontinued, and the officers and soldiers who were formerly there are now rendering efficient
service with their appropriate commands. All offenders against military law are now confined at the larger permanent posts, where their
Jabor is most useful to the Army. The total number of these men
wbo were under discipline on October 1 was 276, while J1 men, who
were guilty of offenses amounting to common-law felonies, are confined in penitentiarie .
THE MILITARY .A.C.A.DEM1'..

The Supe.rintendent of the Military Academy at West Point reports
that the state of discipline of the corp of cadets bas been generally
admirable. The precision of movement of tbe battalion a.nd the general excellence of drill in all the military exerci es in which cadets are
instructed have never been greater than during Jast year.
The health of the cadets for the year wa far from satisfactory. An
expert investigation into the prevalence of malarial fevers pointed to
the use of unfiltered water as a cause. Appropriations are therefore
earnestly recommended for filter beds and for other necessary improve·ment to insure the healtbfulne s of the water supply of the post.
The number of cadets was 332, the largest number that bas ever
attended the academy at one time. N everthe1ess there were forty
vacancies reported in the number assigned by law to the Congressional chstricts. Full use hould be made of tbe facilities for military
instruction which the academy afford , and I renew the recommendation of my former reports that the Pre ident be permitted to name ten
cadets at large each year. Authority should be somewhere lodged
to fill the vacancies in the Congres ional district representation where
for any reason there is a failure to appoint.
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MILI'l'AR~ INSTRUCTION AT COLLEGES.

Military instruction was imparted by officers of the Army at 106
schools and colleges during tbe past fiscal year. Reports of officers
on duty show that 1,376 students attended artillery drills and 9,760
attended infantry drills. Equipments for signalrng have been issued
to 42 schools, and interest and instruction have reached that point
that 16 schools and colleges held military encampments for longer or
shorter periods, during wJucb the students led the daily life of the
soldier in the field. This fact, with others noted in the reports of
officers in charge of instruction at schools arid co!leges, shows that the
effort of the Government to encourage military discipline and training among the youth of the country is appreciated by those in whose
behalf it is put torth, and, on the other band, that the Government is
securing an adequate return for the employment of its officers on this
duty. The system has made steady progress since its inception.
SERVICE SCHOOLS.

The four service schools now provide excellent facilities for officers
to pursue tecl1mcal studies in the higher branches of their profession.
A school for officers and men of the artillery arm has been maintained
at Fort Monroe since J 867, and ]ms attained :~ high standard of excel·
Jenee. Each re_g iment of artillery is represen.ted at this post by one
or more companies, of which there are eight in all. To these organizations are attached, for terms of two years, the subaltern officers of
other companies, so that all the officers of artillery have opportunity
to receive the benefit of this special trainmg.
At Fort Leavenworth a school for the higher instruction of young
officers of infantry antl cavalry bas been maintarned since 1881. It
was established by the late General Sherman as a school of application
in tbe three arms, but by degree its clrnracter bas undergone some
change, in many re pects taking the diaracter of a post-graduate
school, including practical maneuver·. The mstruction given is of
great value, and the desire to take the two-years course is now as
common as wa formerly the obJect10n to it. A full regiment of
infantry and a squadron of cavalry constitute the garrison of the post.
The school at Fort Riley, e. tablished in 1887, is entirely a practical
ne the text-book filling a minor part, and the instruction in field
exerci e and combined movements of the thrPe arms is of great valu
to the ervice. Tlie command consists of eight troops of cavalry and
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three batteries of field artillery, the infantry from Fort Leavenworth
marches to this post for 11artieipation in the exerdses.
In 1866 the Chief of Engineers organized an engineering school at
Willets Point, and in 1885 it was formally recognized by the War
Department. The object of the school is to provide a post-graduate
course in engineering for the young officers of the Corps of Enginrers,
and to give them practical instruction in their duties with engineer
troops, in submarine mining, and higher military engineering. Selected
officers from other arms of the service are also detailed for instruction
at this scl.lool in certain practical branches. The garrison consists of
three companies of the Engineer Battalion, under its battalion commander, and all is supervised by the Chief of Engineers. The course
for engineer officers is three years, and for the officers of other arms
one year. 'fhe value of the training given here is reccgnized by all
who are familiar with its scope. The partic1pation of young infantry
and cavalry officers in its advantages has been most beneficial.
The medical school is in Washington, and conducted under the super- .
vision of the Surgeon-General. It wa established for the purpose of
instruction of tlrn newly appointed medical officers and such others as
might be authorized to attend. The session of the school is of, four
mouths' duration for the students, and the curriculum includes the
special dutie of army medical officers. The facul_ty consists of officers
who arc stat10ned in Wa hington or vicinity.
STA.TE TROOPS.

There are now 35 army officer regularly a. 'igned to State headquarters, and in addition to these 31 officer have been detailed on temporary duty durmg the past year at State encampments. .A.11 concur in
reporting a steady improvement in the training and efficiency of the
militia.
Uamps of instruction were held in thirty-one tate a,ll(l in several
instances regular troops were encamped with the militia, serving not
only to furni. ·h an obj ect les. on i11 matters of detail, l>ut also to
promote cordial relation, 1Jetwee11 the Regular and tate forces.
Within th e 1,ast year effort ha been made to obtain more reliable
anu. complete information than has heretofore been .·ecured concerning
the amount of the actually serviceable articles of military supplies in
the llancls of tlJe State troop , as well as the additions that would be
WA.R 9G-VOL I - - 2
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required if they ~ere to take the field. The returns received indicate
so serious a deficiency in almost every item of armament and equipment necessary for field service, that the General Government should
no longer withhold the appropriations necessary to place the State
forces on a better footing to render efficient aid whene'ver called into
the service of the United St.a tes.
The States appropriate nearly $3,000,000 annually for ihe support of
the militia, not counting contributions from private sources and time
spent in armory •drilling, for which no pay is allowed. The General
Government appropriates $400,000, to be drawn in money or equipment,
as the State authorities may elect.
When the States furnish the armories and defray all expenses incidental to keeping their forces in training, it is suggested that the
United States should provide them with the implements which they
will need in active service-arms and field equipment-as the supply on
hand is totally inadequate for serious and prolonged field .operati011s.
Recommendations made last year are again submitted for action by
Congress which, if approved, will materially benefit the militia without
increase of expense.
The first is that the States be allowed to return such unserviceable,
worn out, or obsolete stores and weapons as have been advanced to
them by the War Department in past years, 1ihat they be sold for
what they wiil bring:, and the proceeds credited to the allotments to
the respective States and Territories for arming and equipping their
militia.
The second is that the Secretary of War be authorized to iR ue
Springfield rifles of caliber .45 to each State and Territory in exchange
for other rifles now held; and,
The third is, that any tate or Territory may, in addition to the
stores and supplies issued under the act for equipping the Militia,
purcha e at regulation prices, such Army stores and supplies as the
Secretary of War ma,y approve.
The following table shows the number of officers and men compd 'ing
the organized militia of the States and Territori , and allotment to
each of the annual appropriation by the General Government, and the
appropri< tion made by each State and Territory.
The artillery arm, compri ing 4,716 officers and men, is maintained
in thirty-four tate ancl tbe cavalry, comprising 4,936 officers and
men, i maintained iu twenty-sh: States.
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State.
Alabama .................................................... .
Alaska .... .. ...... ... .............. ... .. .... . .. ....... . ..... .
Arkansas ... ... ......... . ........................... ........ .
Arizona . . ... . . .... ................ ... ..... .... ............... .
California . .. . .. ....... ..... ....................... .......... .
Colorado ............................................. . . ... .. .
Connecticut. ......................... ·- .............. . .. .... .
Delaware ......... . .... . . . ... .... .... . ....................... .
District of Columbia ............ ............ ..... .. . . .. . .... .
Florida .............. ...... ............... . ........ . .. ... .... .
Georgi a ............ ......... ............. .............. ..... .
ltlabo ...... ... ...................... . ...................... .
Illinois ... ........................ . .................. ... ..... .
Indiana .. . ... ...................... .. .................... ... .
Iow a . ....................................... . ..... ...... .... .
Kansa~ . . ............ ......... ... ... ......................... .
Kentucky . .. ... . ...... ! ................................ .. ... .
Louisiana .. ........ ........ ................................. .
Maine ..... ................................................ . . .
Maryland ... .......... . .................................. ... .
Massachusetts ................ ..... ....... ..... ... ........ .. .
Michigan .. .. . ......................................... .. ... . .
Minnesota ............. ...... .. ... ........... ......... ...... . .
Mississippi ... . .. ............... . ...... . .................... .
Missouri . ...... .. ........ . ........ .......................... .
Montana ..... ...... ... ......... ................ ...... .. ... .. .
N ebra ka ............ .... .......... . ... . .................... .
evada .........................................•........... .
New Hampshire ........................................... . .
New Jersey . ............ . ............. ........ •..............
New Mexico ................................................ .
New York .......................................... . ... . ... .
North Carolina ................................. ........ ..... .
North Dakota ...... . .. .. ........... . ..... ..... .............. .
Ohio ...... .... ...... . ................•.......... .... . ... . ....
Oklahoma . .. ... .................................... ..... . . .. .
Oregon ...................................... •.. ..............
Pennsyl,ania ... . . .............. . ... .. ............... . ... . ... .
Rhode I sland ....... . .. ........... .. .. . . .................. . .. .
Sou th Carolina .... ............... .... .. .... ...... ......... .
South Dakota . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .
Tennessee ......................................... . . ........ .
Texas ................. . ............................. .. .. . .. .
Utah . ............ . ...... . ............................... .. . .
Vermont ...... .................... .......................... .
Virginia .. .. ............... : .........•.•............. .. ... ....
Washington .. . .............................................. .
West Virginia ... . .......... ... .. .......... . ..... .... ........ .
Wisconsin .. .......................................... . .. . ... .

.Aggregate Federal ap·
strength. propriation.
2,552

$9,488.73

$24,000.00

None.

None.

None.
Nooe.

6,900.90
2,000.00
7,763.51
3,450.45
5,175.67
2,587.83
8,000.00
3, 450. 45
11 , 213.96
2, 587. 83
20, i02. 70
12, 939.18
11 , 213.96
8. 6'.W.12
11 ,213.96
6, !JOO. 90
5,175.67
6,900.90
12, !J39. 18
12. 076 57
7, 763. 5.L
7,763 .51
14, 664.41
2, 587 83
6,900.90
2,587 83
3,450.45
8,626.12
3, ooo. 00
31,054.05
13,242
9, 488. 73
1,410
2,587.83
530
19,840.09
6,229
1, 409.48
550
3,450.45
l . 540
'1.7, 603. 60
8,250
3,450.45
1,268
7,763.51
3,530
3, 450.45
795
10,351. 35
2, 379
12,939.18
3. 000
2,590.60
974
3,450.45
800
10,351.35
3 006
3,450.45
1, 051
5,175. 67
892
10,351.35
2,620
2,_
587.83
510
Wyoming ......... . ····················· · ··············· · ··· ·1-_ _ _
_ _ __
__
961
442
3,836
890
2,770
390
1,339
1,088
3,193
594
6,228
2 821
2,441
], 506
1,597
] , 094
l, 367
1,732
5,227
2,524
1 935
I 76\l
2, 210
406
1.190
400
1,390
4,063
42!)

1

Total . . . .... . ... . ..•.........•........... · ··· ···········

State appro.
priation.

111,887

400,000.00

300. 00
111,800.00
31, 344.50
140,000.00
3,000.00
27, b25. 00
12,000.00
15,000. 00
255. 00
180. 000. 00
45 000. 00
50,200.00
16,500.00
10,000.00
24, 500. 00
32,447 83
45,000.00
256, 900.00
73,286.11
50,000. 00
4, 400. 00
10,000.00
22,400.00
30,000 00

None.
30,000.00
167,554.27
1,600.00
448,000.00
6,000.00
11,090.00
317,235.24

None.
60,000.00
350,000.00
67,074.20
10,000. 00
300. 00
8,000.00
5,000.00
3,500.00
18,000.00
11,372.00
20,000.00
15,000.00
110,000.00
5,000.00
_
1

2, 880, 854. 15
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SEA.CO.A.ST DEFENSES.
APPROPRIATIONS,

The following table shows the amounts of money appropriated~ or
authorized for expenditure under contract, for gun and mortar batteries, submarine defenses (including mining casemates), sites, guns,
mortars, gun carriages and mortar carriages, since the date of the
report of the Board on Fortifications and Other Defenses, appointed
pursuant to the act of Congress approved March 3, 1885, for the purpose of carrying out the recommendations of that Board:
Fortifications.
Act.

Gun and
morta~· bat
teries.

Submarine
defenses

Armament .
Sites.

Guns.

Mortars,

Gun
carriages.

Mortar
carriages.

Sept. 22. 1e88 .. ·······-----· $140,081.08 ................ $1,500,000.00 $250, 000. 00 .. . .. ......... . . ..............
35. 000. 00 ... .. . ..... . . ............ $100, 000. 00
Mar. 2, 1889* .. . ...... . . ........ 500, 000.00 · -·-- ----···
.A.ug.18, 1890•. $1,221 , 000. 00 200,000. 00 $500 , 000. 00
70,000.00 400,000.00 . ............... 225,000.00
750,000.00 100, 000. 00 500,000.00
870,000.00 ................ 100,000.00 . ..............
Feb. 24, 1891 ..
July 23, 1892 ..
500,000 00 ······--·--- 500,000.00
925,000.00 100,000.00 300,000. 00 200,000.00
50. 000, 00 ··---------- 175, 000.00
Feb. 18, 1893 ..
775,000.00 .............. 200,000. 00 100: 000, 00
500 , 000 . 00 ................ 150,000. 00
Aug. 1, 1894 ..
425,000.00 .. ...... ..... 100,000.00 -···--······
500. 000 . 00
40,000.00 . ........ .. ....
Mar. 2, 1895 ...
425,000.00 ·····-······ 100,000.00 . ..............
June 6, 1896 .. t4, 900 . 000. 00 100, 000. 00 500,000.00 1, 5'18, 206. 00 810,000.00 1, 114, 500. 00 378,000.00
13, 580, 373. 25
Total.. . 8,421,000. 0011, 080, 081. 0812, 325,000.00 10,153,579. 25i1, 560, ooo. oo 1, 914,500.00 1, 003, 000. 00
*These acts carried authority for 100 guns to be manufactured under contract.
1 Contracts to amount of $2,500,000, but appropriation not yet made.
j Contract price with Bethlehem Iron Company for 100 guns. Final payment, at the option of the
Government, not due till 1903; $2,730,131.25 yet to be appropriated.
Aggregate for p ermanent defenses (including sites) ...•.• . .......••.......•.......... .. $11, 820, 081. 08
Aggrogate for armament . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

14, 631, 079. 25

Grand aggregate.......................................................................

26,457,160.33

Deducting tho amou nt for sites and unappropriated amounts under tho act of June 6, 1896, and
under the Bethlehem Iron Company s contract, leaves $18,902,029 as the amount actually appropriated
for fortifications proper ancl their armament.
THE ACT OF J UNE 6, 1896.

In considering the above aggregate of $26,457,160.33, it is to be
noted that $9,350,000, or between one-third and one-half of the total
o much of the
since 1888, was carried by the act of June 6, 1896.
latter sum a became available for immediate expenditure was allotted
or pla d under contract a oon a wa practicable. The additional
amount authorized ha ither been placed under contract or will be o
pla ·ed at a ery arly date on propo als which have been invited.
ut all f the a tual re. ults of this expenditure can not be apparent
:£ r ·om time to c m .
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The act appropriated $2,400,000 for gun and mortar batteries, to be
expended in the manner heretofore usual in this kind of work. Of
this sum a sma11 part was reserved to provide for the expense of supervision of the work which the same act authorized to be done by contract. The remainder of the amount actually appropriated was allotted
for the construction of the following emplacements:
Six emplacements for 12-inch guns-four on disappearing carriages and two on non disappearing carriages;
Twenty-eight emplacements for 10-inch guns on disappearing
carriages;
Three emplacements for 8-inch guns on disappearing carriages;
Eight emplacements for 5-inch rapid-fire guns;
Four emplacements for 6-pounder rapid-fire guns;*
Forty-four emplacements for 12-inch mortars in four batteries.
Tbe last of these emplacements will be completed, ready for its
armament, by July 1, 1807.
The act further authorized the Secretary of War to enter into contracts "for material and work for construction of fortifications, to be
paid for as appropriations may from time to time be made by law, to
an additional sum in the aggregate not to exceed two million five
hundred thousand dollars." Under this authority proposals ha:ve
been invited for the constructjon, under contract, of the following
emplacements:
Seven emplacements for 12-inch guns-five on disappearing ca.rriages and two on nondi appearing carriages;
Nineteen emplacements for JO-inch guns-eighteen on disappe.a,ring carriages and one on a non disappearing carriage;
Fifteen emplacements for 8-incb guns on disappearing carriages;
Four emplacements for 5-inch rapid-fire guns;
Thirty-two emplacements for 12-inch mortars in three batteries.
The last f these emplacements will be ready for its armament
December 1, 1897.
As will appear from the report of the Chief of Engineers, the Department in making these allotment was guided by a desire to protect as
many of tbe seaports as practicable against marauding· attacks of isolated cruisers a. well a to provide a, more efficient defense for the
important place . In ome ca es, for economy both of time and money,
locations were selected for expenditure where the Government already
* Two of the e partially om1 letecl from prior allotments.
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controlled the site or had a working plant. Finally, the allotment has
been so made as to utilize to the ½est advantage the guns for which
carriages could be most speedily furnished.
Some unavoidable delay has arisen in placing contracts, due in part
to protracted legal proceedings in securing the needed sites, in part to
certain changes in the· style of carriage to be furnished, which required
new designs for platforms. The work has been pushed as rapidly as
possible, and it is believed that all proposals for contract w0rk will be
received early in December, except in ·two cases, where proposals have
not yet been invited, due to nonownersbip of sites.
The following is a summary of the ·emplacements provided for by tbe
act of June 6, 1896, including both those built by hired labor and by
contract:
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These figures are, of course, subject to slight change as the work
progresses. In some cases it is hoped tba.t the numbers may be
increased by means of savings made from some of the allotments,
thus enabling additional emplacements to be constructed.
The $100,000 appropriated for submarine defenses is being expended
in part in the construction of three mining casemates and cable storage tanks and torpedo storehouses at ports where all or part of the
necessary mine equipment has been provided. With the remainder
there are being procured such portions of submarine mining material
as are not subject to rapid deterioration, and which can not be hurriedly procured in an emergency.
Th appropriation of 500,000 for the purcba e of ite i now practically all pledged.
egotiation have been in progre during the
year i r the pur ha e of ite at Portland, Me., arragan t ay,
Ba1timor , and harleston. In all ca e , the site selected for nrcha e
wer uch-due regard eing had to tb requirement of the d fen ea t make th total co
f batterie and ite a minimum.
r au b ri y
v yed y th a t a ontra t ha
en made
he ethlehem Ir n Company f r tw nty-one et f 1 -inch
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and one set of 16-inch steel gnn forgings, while a second contract
was made with the Midvale Steel Company for twenty-one sets of
12-inch forgings. The total cost of these forgings is $1,186,821.01,
l.e aving from the appropriation a balance of $19,216.99 to be applied
in inspection and incidental expenses.
The price per pound paid for these forgings is 24 cents for the
16-inch forgings, 23.65 cents for the 12-inch forgings, and 23.60 cents
for the 10-inch forgings. Under the first contract made by the
Department for steel gun forgings the highest price per pound for
12-inch aud 10-inch forging was 30.5 cents and for 8-inch forgings
27 .5 cents. Previous to that contract the lowest average prices paid
for American forgiugs for gun of these calibers were those paid by
the avy Department under a contract in 1887, vi.i, 33, 32, and 29.5
cents, respectively.
For finishing and assembling 8, 10, and 12 inch guns at the Army Gun
Factory the sum of $343,168 was appropriated. This is being expended
for the purpose authorized as rapidly as the capacity of the factory
will permit.
A contract was made with the Bethlehem Iron Company for twentytwo sets of 12-inch mortar forgings, and with the Midvale Steel Company for fourteen ets. For finishing and assembling twenty of these
sets a contract bas been made with the Builder's hon Foundry, while
the remaining fourteen ets will be finished and assembled at the
Army Gun Factory. In addition, a contract has been made with the
Bethlehem Iron Company for thirty completed mortars. The prices
paid for forgmgs are 23.5 and 23.9 cents per pound; for completed
mortars the contract price is $12,000 per mortar. Thus, for the appropriation of 810,000 the Government obtains sixty-six completed
mortars, with a small balance to be applied to inspection and incid~ntal
expenses.
Contracts have been made with the Bethlehem Iron Uompa;,y, the
Southwark Foundry and Machine Company, and the Niles Tool Works
Com1 any, respectively, for twelve, ten, and eight 10-iuch disappearing
gun carriage·, the latest delivery to be withm nineteen months from
the date of contract, August 17, 1896. The price paid are, respectively, $16,400, 12,000, and $15,975. This division of the work was
necessary in order to have deliveries completed within a reasonable
time. It is hoped that final delivery will be made at an earlier date
than that specified in the contract.
In addition, orders have been placed at the Government carriage
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factory at Watertown Arsenal for the manufacture of five 8-inch, five
10-inch, four 12-inch disappearing carriages, and five 12-inch non.disappearing barbet.te carriages.
Enough funds are available from the appropriation to procure twelve
8-inch front-pintle disappearing carriages on proposals now advertised
for, one 8-inch, one 10-inch, and one 12-inch carriage, all centre-pintle,
and nine 12-inch front-pintle carriages, leaving a sufficient balance for
inspection and incidental expenses.
A contract has been made with the Robert Poole & Sons Company
for fifty-seven 12-inch mortar carriages, and a contract for ten with the
Southwark Foundry and Machine Company. The prices paid are,
respectively, $5,396 and $6,000 per carriage. Tbe latest delivery is to
be within eighteen months of the date of contract, .August 17, 1806.
The total cost is $'367,572, leaving from the appropriation of $378,000
a balance of $10,4~8 to be applied to inspection and incidental expenses.
In all cases where different prices have been paid for the same
article, it has been necessary in order to secure final delivery within a
reasonable time.
The following summary shows the number of gun and mortar carriages provided for by this appropriation:
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TOTAL NUMBER OF EMPLACEMENT$ PROVIDED SINCE FIRST .A.PPROPRI.A.TION,
AUGUST 18, 1890.

The total number of emplacements provided by the aggregate of
$8,421,000 is 128 gun and 15G mortar emplacements. The following
summary shows the proportions of these emplacements as regard the
guns and types of carriages to be mounted in them:
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The number provided by the act of June 6, 1896, is shown on pacre 22.
rior to ti.ii act, provision had been made for 36 gun and 80 mortar
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emplacements. For the coustructiou of 30 gun and 04 mortar emplacements funds had been allotted from the appropriations of 1890, 1891,
and 1892. Most of these, however, were completed for the reception of
their armament with funds provided by subsequent appropriations.
Thus, of the 128 gun and 156 mortar emplacements, 98 and 92, respectively, have Leen entirely provided for since June 30, 1893.
Tlie above summary shows a very large proportion of emplaeernents
intended to receive guns mounted on disappearing carriages. In fact,
of the 481 high-power guns to be emplaced, it js proposed to mount
only about 4 on the nondi appearing principle. The intensity of
fire delivered from the main and secondary batteries of a battle ship
is such as to make adequate cover for the gunners in shore batteries
an absolute neces ity. This condition, rigidly imposed by the Board o
Engineers and various pedal board , iuvolved the solution of a most
difficult problem. Reference will be made to this in connection with the subject of gun carriage . It is here 1uentioned only in explanation
of the lowness with which emplacement for 12-inch guns h~ve proceeded. Until recently the only practica,ble method, it was believed,
for mounting these guns on the di appearing principle was in a gunlift battery. In such a battery the gun and carriage are mounted upon
a platform which, by hydraulic mechani m, can be lowered in a few
seconds to the loading po ition out of sight of the enemy, and with
equal rapjdity be returned to the firing positiou.
In some cases, where the site made it preferable or necessary, it was
proposed to mount these guns m casemates protected by armor plates.
'The combined cost of these two method was estimated at $39,050,000
for emplacement alone. Tl.le device of a satisfactory disappearing carriage woul<l, if it could be used ou all sites planned for gun lifts and
armored casemate , reduce thi cost by more than $20,000,000.
In the hope that the officers charged with thi duty would solve the
problem, the Department bas proceeded very slowly in the matter of
emplacements for the 12-inch gun. Only oue gun-lift battP.ry has been
built. Nearly one-half of the 12-inch emplacement thus far provided
are on site where nondisappeariug carriage are a suitable mount.
In the beljef that the problem ha been solved the appropriations committees were informed at th previous se ion of the present Congress
that this Department propo ed to spend no more money for gunlift batteries. While tating thi · to b the o-en ral policy of the
Department, it is, of course, without prejudice to tlte right and duty
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of the Secretary of War to recommend whatever method seems at the
time to be most judicious.
The emplacements enumerated are distributed among the ports of
Portland, Me., Portsmouth, N. H., Boston, Narragansett Bay, eastern
entrance to Long Island Sound, eastern and southern entrances to
New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington, Hampton Roads,
Wilmington, Charleston, Savannah, Key West, Pensacola, Mobile,
. New Orleans, Galveston, San Diego, San Francisco, the mouth of the
Columbia River, and Puget Sound. I have stated the reasons which
have guided the Department iu allotting the current appropriation.
In addition, it may be said that all of the emplacements have been
located with a view to carrying out ·the project of the Board on Fortifications organized under the act of Congress of March 3, 1885, revised
by the permanent Board of Engineers. This project requires:
(a) Four hundred and eighty-one high-power guns (excluding tlie 16inch gun), so located as to throw, whereve; practicable, the exterior
line of defense at a minimum of 8 to 10 miles from the place to be,
defended;
(b) In each locality it requires that the guns shall be so placed that,
while themselves having the greatest practicable dispersion, they can
concentrate upon any position of an enemy's vessel a fire equal and, if
possible, superior to the heaviest that can be brought to bear from the
most powerful hostile fleet which can attack this position;
(c) To hold these vessels under the fire of the guns and to prevent
them from running the batteries, the project requires a complete
system of submarine mines so planted as to close all navigable channels to an enemy while offeriug no obstruction ·to friendly commerce.
This sy.stem calls for upwards of 6,000 mines with the appliances
necessary for their operation;
(d.) To protect the mine field and prevent their de truction by counter-mining or other mean , the project requires 361 rapid-fire gun
able to give a good account of mall, lightly armored ves els u ed for
that purpo e;
(e) '.fo cover the entire y tern and prevent an en my' fleet from occupying an a vaotageous po ition from which to attack the batt ri , 12in h mortar are so placed, u ually in group of four combin d in a
1 - n
t ry, o a t make it impo ' ible for a ho tile ve. el to anchor
r r main long in one po itiou within a radiu of 5 or 6 mil " of the
d f n ive po ition. ]J or hi ' purpose 1,0-1 mortar are need d.
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To accomplish these objects a few of the high-power guns, where the
nature of the site affords sufficient protection from hostile fire, are to be
mounted in barbette batteries on nondisappearing carriages. The
great majority, however, will be in barbette batteries on disappearing
carriages, which, by the force of recoil, are lowered after each shot from
the view of the enemy, and by the energy thus stored are easily returned
after loading to the firing position. The 12-inch mortars are_placed in
sunken pits or behind massive parapets in such a way as to be entirely
and always screened from view.
The batteries-gun and mortar-thus formed, are made up of the
emplacements frequently m ntioned in tbe preceding paragraphs. It
will, therefore, be understood that thi term does not mean merely the
masonry platform upon which a gun with its carriage is mounted, but
all that part of a fortification which is necessary for the installation,
protection, and service of the gun. In any battery, one ·emplacement
means not only the platform, but all that part of the parapets, traverses, magazines, bombproof>, etc., which i:::1 mad necessary by reason
of that platform and t he gun and carriage mounted upon it.
TOTAL NUMBER OF GUNS PROVIDED SINCE FIR T APPROPRIATION, SEPTEMBE:It
22, 1888.

The following summary shows the total number of guns and mortars
completed by July 1, 1896:
Year and place.
Army Gun Factory:
1890 ..... . .................. .... ................•.........

8-inch
gun.

10-inch
gun.

*l

*l

12-in ch
gn n.

12-inch
mortar.

................... .

7
*1
1891. ........... ······ ······ .....•..... ········ ·· ········· .......... ··········
18
1892. .. .. . ....... ... . . . .. . .. . ... . . . . . . . . ... . . . .. . .. ... . . .
12 .......... -..... -.. 48
18
5
1893. .. ................ .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ . . . . . .... ..
4
12
3
]894 ... . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . ... . .• ... . . . . .. . . . .... ..
3
1895...................... . .................. .. . . . . . . . . . . .
5
8
10
1896 ..................................................... .
West Point Foundry (finishin~ and assembling):
11 ........ , ........ · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
1893, 1894, and 1805 ................................... . .. .
The Bethlehem Iron Company (under its contract for 100
completed guns} :
Up to .Tune 30, 1896 . .. .. .•••• .... .. ..•••• . •. . ..... .• .. . . .
10
15

Total ................................ . ..... . •.......... - - 6 - 1 ---56-. ---21- - - - 80
* Type gun.

Ten rapid-fire guns with their mounts have been contracted for, to
be delivered in February, 1897, aud eight more will be procured with
funds available.
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In addition the following guns and mortars, including those for which
forgings are under contract, are now in process of construction :
12.inch
16-inch 12·inch
S·inch I IO.inch
gun . !i___
gun.
gun.
gun.
mortar.
__ ___ - - - - - -

Place.

_ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ , _ __

Army Gun Factory ............... . ........ . .... .
*1
12
45
46
Builders ' Iron Foundry······ · ··············· · · - · · .................. . .................... .
Bethlehem Iron Company .. .. . .. . . ... . ........... .
25 ..... .. •. .
15
35
Total . ............. . .................•.......

27

I

i

80

71

JG
20
30

66

* Type gun.

It is estimated that there can be completed at the Army Gun Factory
a total of fifty.two 8.incb, sixty.three lO·inch, and forty.three 12.inch
guns by June 30, 1897, and a total of fifty.two 8.inch, eighty 10.mch,
and fifty.four 12.inch guns by June 30, 1898. Under current approprI·
ation the Bethlehem Iron Company should deliver during the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1897, nines.inch, nine 10.inch,-four 12.inch guns, If
the contract rate be not exceeded the Bethlehem Iron Company should
deliver during· the fiscal year ending June 30, 1898, three 8.inch, four
10.incb, an~ two 12.incb guns. Under the contracts the last completed
mortar should be delivered by June 1, 1898.
Thus, without further appropriations, except to meet authorized con·
tracts, and a comparatively small amount for finishin g and assembling
forgings at Wa,tervliet, and at the normal rates of delivery. there
should be completed by June 30, 1897, the followit1g guns and mortars:
8-inch gu ns .................•..••........ . .. ... ........ . . ......
10-inch g uns .... ..........•....... . ...•...........••...... . ....
12-inchguns ....................•............••. . ...•..........
12-inch mortars .....................•.........•................

72
87
47
88

And the following by June 30, 1898:
8·incb gnns .... ....................•........•...•••.... ...... . 75
IO.inch guns .... ....... . ......•...............•.... •.......... 108
12-inch guns ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
12.inrh mortars .. ............••........................ ....... 146

Leaving at the latter date, still in process of con truction, t he fo].
lo wilig:
.inch gnns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ..
10-inch guns . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
12.inch gnns ...... ... .... ................. .. ........ ........... 32
TOTAL ~Tmi-ruER

F CARRIAGE

l'R VIDED SINCE :i nn. T APPROPRIATIO ',

FEBRU RY 24, 1801.

There ba e n no lifficulty in d sig ning noncli appearinO' barb tte
carriage for th compara iv ly f w , 10 and 12 inch gun which ar
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to be placed on sites permitting this form of mount. To provide a
satisfactory disappearing carriage has been a far more serious problem,
the difficulty rapidly increasing with the caliber of the gun.
After careful tests and experiments, extended over a long time, with
many designs, both American and foreign, the Board of Ordnance
and Fortifieation recommended the adoption of the Buffing.ton-Crozier
disappearing carriage as a type for the 8 and 10 inch breech-loading
steel guns. The first carriages were completed in time to have their
official tests begun in November, 1893, and July, 1894, respectively.
The Ordnance Board, in its report on the test of the 10 inch carriage,
stated that " the ad vantages of this system of disappearing carriage,
as set forth in the report of the Board on the 8-inch carriage, are confirmed and emphasized by the trial of a carriage adapted for a gun of
much greater c:-tliber and power, and it is the opinion of the Board that
the exhaustive test to which this system has now been subjected dem:)nstrates that on account of the simplicity of its construction, involving
no valves, pumps, or other complicated appliances, and the fact that
by methods easily understood by the average artillery soldier the operations of loading and maneuvering are effected with remarkable e;:i,se,
certainty, and rapidity, it is worthy of adoption for use in the service
on all sites except those where an all-around traverse is absolutely
necessary."
The construction of these carriages in as large numb~rs as the
appropriations would permit was immediately undertaken both at the
Government carriage factory at the Watertown Arsenal and under
contract. This type was a front-pintle carriage permitting traverse
through an arc of about 120°. Improvements in the design have
increased the traverse to about 170°, and the carriages recently contracted for, known as the model 1896, are of this improved type.
These carriage , however, do not meet the requirements in all cases.
There are some sites on which an all-around :fire is necessary. A carriage which will permit this will enable one gun to do the work of two,
or perhaps more, thus saving the cost of extra guns and carriages, sites,
and fortifications. A still more difficult problem was the designing of
a disappearing carriage for the 12-inch breech-loading rifle. How difficult a problem it was will appear when it i noted that such a carriage
must endure, without breaking or straining any of its parts, the tremendous shock due to the ballistic force necessary to propel a 1,000pound projectile at a velocity of 2,100 feet per econd, lowering its
52-ton gun for a distance of nearly 8 feet to a secure position for loading

.
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and returning it to its firing position, and that it must do this rapidly, certainly, and easily, and by mechanism not liable to get out
of order and easy to be operated by the average soldier. ·The technical difficulties involved may, perhaps, be better appreciated when it
is considered that a similar case would be that of a 50-ton locomotive
and tender, running at a speed of 20 miles per hour, which' is required
to be brought to a full stop from this speed within a distance of 16
feet, or one-third of its length, yet so easily and gently that at the end
of the motion there shall not be the slightest jar.
Both these problems, also, it is believed, have been satisfactorily
solved. One 12-inch all-around traverse disappearing carriage is now
under construction, and 8 and 10-inch carriages of similar design are
about to be commeuced.
During the years 1892-18!:)4 there were manufactured seventy-nine
12-inch mortar carriages under contract with the Builders' Iron Foundry of Providence, Rhode Island, Rober~ Poole & Sons Company, of
Baltimore, and the West Point Foundry, of Cold Spring, New York.
Since that time seven have been completed at the Watertown Arsenal,
making a total of eighty-six, enough for the number of mortars on
hand.
The following summary shows the number of gun and mortar carriages completed and building on October 31, 1896:
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As stated above, there are available sufficient funds to procure ten
12-inch disappearing carriage , one 10-inch disappearing carriage, and
thirteen 8-inch carriages in addition to the above.
Of the carriag~
uildiug, the la t of the 12-inch di appearing, if
complete on s hedule time, will be delivered by August 1897, and
the la t of the 12-inch nondi appearing carriages y June, 1 97. Of
the 10-inch arriage building, from two to three per mo th, beginning
with January next, bould b delivered during 1 97, the la tone eing
due in January, 1 9 . 1 ive 8-inch carriage are due between February
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and June next. It is expected that all the carriages will be completed
within the fiscal year ending J uue 30, 1898.
PRESENT AND PROSPECTIVE CONDITION OF THE COAST DEFENSES.

In the report of the Secretary of War for 1895 it was estimated
that by about July, 1896, the condition of the compfeted components
of our new defenses would be as follows:
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The actual condition at that time was as follows:
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But a considerable number of these elements was approachi.ng
completion .
.As to the 12-inch guns there have been some delays, but the 10 and
8 inch contract guns are being completed more rapidly than originally
contemplated. Of the sixty-six forgings required for the remaining
twenty-one 12-inch guns, all but three tubes, three jackets, and three
hoops are forged and accepted as to physical qualities, and twenty-nine
of them are machined ready for assembling.
The carriages ready at the beginning of this fiscal year were less in
number than was anticipated, due to the failure of contractors in some
cases to make deliveries at the stipulated times.
The total number of emplacement~ was one in excess of that estimated.
In anticipating the condition of things at any given date a rate of
progress must be assumed which depends upon contract stipulations.
.A failure from whatever cause to comply with these stipulations may
materially change the figures representing the work <lone at the given
date. A:,.ssuming- the contract conditions as to time to be complied
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with, the following emplacements will be completed before the end of
December, 1896:
~inch
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8-inch
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To fill these emplacements, there should be completed by January 1,
1897, including those now on hand, 27 gun carriages and 95 mortar
carriages. Those that are ready to be placed in position have been
shipped and mounted, or are being mounted as rapidly as practicable.
Thus, at the end of the calendar year the emplacements will be considerably ahead of the carriages. But it could not be otherwise. The
current appropriation has been available for only four and one-half
months. During that time the engineering work of construction can
make rapid progress. But the work on carriages is slow and can 110t
be hastened beyornl the facilities of the shops. .As the work continues,
however, the two hraucbes tend to equalize.
By July, 1897, there should be ready 70 gun carriages and 123 mortar carriages.
By December, 1897, there should be 113 gun carriages and 153 mortar carriages.
By June 30, 1898, there should be 131 gun carriages for the 128
emplacements that will be then ready, and 153 mortar carriages for
tbe 156 emplacements.
The completion of the several component part -tbe emplacement,
carriage, and gun-mean: th . ub tantial completion of tlie finished
mo lern fortification tbe work of a emb1ing requiring but little time.
DY),AMJTF.

W •.

During the year a battery of thre 15-incb dynamit gun at an
Fran i
wa . ~ ti ~fa tori! t t ,1 au,l ac('epted. Thi.' make ,'ix of
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these guns-five of 15-inch and one of 8-inch caliber-now in position
for the defense of two of our principal ports. The cost of these batteries is as follows: One group of one 8-inch and two 15-inch guns,
$155,935; one group of three 15-inch guns, $176,000. This is excluRive
of the cost of fortificatio11. The cost of projectiles varies from $200 to
$500 per shell, exclusive of the explosive charge.
The contract required an extreme range for the 8-inch gun of 3,200
yards and of 5,500 yard' for the 15-inch gun of 40 calibers length
of bore; the explosive charge diminishing with the range from 100
pounds to 50 pounds for the 8-inch gun, and from 500 pounds to
50 pound for the 15-inch gun.
Assuming a horizontal target 360 by 90 feet, it was required that
in the test for accmacy the V3-incb guns hould how 87 per cent of
hits at 1,000 yard~, 74 per cent at 2,000 yards, 61 per cent at 3,000
yards, 47 per ceut at 4,000 yards, and 35 per cent at 5,000 yards.
Within the limit of its range the same accuracy was required of the
8-inch guns.
The rate of firing was required to be at lea t one in three minutes
for each gun u ing a projectile charged with ~00 pounds of explosive gelatin, or an equivalent bulk of other high explosive, and
twice tbat rate of speed for a projectile charged with 100 pounds of
the explosive.
TTIE ESTI:i\1ATE •

The estimates for the fi scal year ending June 30, 1898, for permanent defense and tLeir armament, amounts to $10,482,268.*
This sum is distributed as follows:
ENGINEERIN

WORK.

For gun aml mortar hatteries .. ... __ . _.. __ .............. _....... . • • • • . $5, 000, 000
For submarin e defenses ................ _.... _.. _.. ___ .•.. . . . . . . . . . . . . • .
150,000
For sites. ___ ._ ... _........ _.. _.. _..... _. _..... _.... __ .... __ . _. __ .•.... _
500, 000
ORDNANCE WORK.

For steel gun forgings . _. _. • .... __ ... __ ...... __ . _. __ .... _. . . . . . . . . . • • . $1, 117, 326
For finishing an <l assembling forgings ... ___ .. ___ . _.... _. _. . . . . . . . . • . • .
306, 142
For mortars ... _.. _.. _...... __ .... __ ... _____ ...... _. _.... ___ .... . . . • • . . 1, 728, 000
For gun carriages . _........... _..... _..... __ . _. _..... ___ .... __ ........
908, 000
For mortar carriages _........ _....... __ .. _. __ .... __ ..... _. _... . . . . . . . .
772, 800

Of emplacement , tbe estimate. will provide 51 for high-power
guns, 113 for rapid-fire gun , and 144 for 12-inch mortars_. ___ _
-- -----

*This does not include $2,500,000 required to meet the contracts authorized by
the fortifications ac·t of June 6, 1896.
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Of forgings they will provide 42 sets for 10-inch and 12-inch guns.
They will also provide 79 rapid-fire guns with tlJeir mounts and from
100 to 200 rounds of ammunition per gun, and 144 completed mortars.
Of carriages they will provide 49 disappearing gun carriages and 138
12-inch mortar carriages.
Thus, including all the contract guns an<l all those for which forgings
will have been procured, provision will have been made forOne hundred and sixty-three high-power gun emplacements;
One hundred and twenty-nine rapid-fire gun emplacements;
Three hundred 12-inch mortar emplacements;
Three hundred and fifty-eight high-power steel guns;
Ninety-seven rapid-fire guns;
Two hundred and ninety 12-inch mortars;
One hundred and eighty 8, 10, and 12 inch gun carriages;
Two hundred and ninety 12-inch mortar carriages.
The construction of the modern ordnance required by the approved
plan of national defenses has been in progress for eigbt years, and
that of emplacements for six years, while a widespread popular
impr~ssion dates this work at the beginning of a still more remote
period of experimentation. During most of this time the visible
results of expenditure, in some important respects, were small. · The
foundations for further progress were not yet · completely laid. This
slow, laborious work of preparation does not appeal to the popular
eye, which sees only accomplished facts.
For this reason there have been occasional evidences of dissatisfaction at what seemed unnecessary tardiness in the execution of the
project. But more rapid progress could have been made only by the
adoption of a plan involving a very much greater expense. Now that
the disappearing gun carriage is perfected, it would seem the part of
wisdom to provide for the ra,pid supply of all that are required for
the guns on band. After that is done, much smaller amounts will
provide the number needed for the annual complement of completed
gun.
My pred ces or in office at th bead of tbe War Department bad,
duriug many . ear , the difficult ta ·k of arou ing the public mind to a
realization f the uatioual deficiencies in the matt r of coa. t defen e.
A tbe i tere t which ha been awakened ha~ grown deep r uce ive Congres e hav made more lib ral provi i n f r th
pli h m nt of the adop d ch me.
Therefor , in ubmitting the e timat for anoth r year I fi l hat it
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is no longer necessary to repeat the arguments and earnest appeals
that have been reiterated so many times. While earnestly inviting
attention to the great work that yet remains to be done, it is also my
fortune to have the more grateful duty of exhibiting the important
results that have been actually accomplished as well as the splendid
progress which is now being made toward the early completion of the
work.
ORDNANCE ESTABLISHMENTS.

At the Rock Island Arsenal fifty 3.2-inch :field-gun carriages with
their limbers, twenty 5-inch siege-gun carriages, and twelve 7-inch
siege-howitzer carriages ·were completed during the year.
The appropriation available for :finishing and assembling guns at
the Watervliet Arsenal gun factory was sufficient to keep the shop
running at only about one-half of its full capacity. The output during the year was ten 8-incb, nine 10-inch, and nine 12-inch guns completely a embled. These, together with a number of guns more or
les advanced toward completion, make a total equivalent of about
thirteen and a half 8-incb, thirteen and one-third 10-inch, and ten and
three-quarters 12-inch guns. There were also completed ten 5-inch
siege guns, ten 7-inch siege howitzers, and ten 3.6-inch :field mor_tars.
At the Watertown Arsenal gun-carriage factory the output during
the year bas been nineteen carriages completed, while considerable
progress is reported upon twenty-two additional gun and mortar
carriages.
During the year the manufacture of new arms at the Spring:field
Armory comprised 10,535 magazine rifles, 7,111 magazine carbines, and
404 cadet rifles, all of caliber .30.
The armament of troops in the regular service with the n~w magazine
arm was completed in May last, when the :final issue of carbines was
made to the cavalry. All of the carbines issued, and all the rifles and
carbines now being manufactured, are of an improved model known as
''model 1896," in which the few minor defects developed by use in the
earlier models have been corrected.
The daily capacity of the armory, with present machines and tools, is now 125 magazine rifles or carbine .
The field gun of 3.2-inch caliber is supplied to all the-light batteries,
which are fully equipped with four guns each.
The resources of the small-arms cartridge factory and shops for the
manufacture of field and siege artillery ammunition at Frankford
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Arsenal were ful_ly employed during the year in the manufacture of the
usual products. The output of .30-caliber ammunition is scarcely more
than enough for the current needs of the service, but it is hoped that a
small reserve supply can be accumulated during the present year.
At all of the above-mentioned establishments improvements have
been made to the extent permitted by the appropriations. The Chief
of Ordnance is urgent in his recommendations that a still further
enlargement of the manufacturing plants be provided. That their
pr~sent capacity is insufficient to assure such a reserve supply of
material as we should provide to meet emergencies is apparent. But
whether the accu~ulation of this reserve supply should be effected by
an increase of Government plants or by encouragiug private facilities
now existing or which can be created, is a matter clP-serving the careful consideration of Congress, involving, as it does, an important
question of goverumental policy.
POWDERS.

Smokeless powder of American manufacture is used in the .30-caliber
rifle and carbine service ammunition. Severe tests, which will be continued, have been made to determine the stability of this powder.
Cartridges containing the several varieties of powders used in service
have been exposed to the weather through winter and summer for
periods of from nine to fourteen months, and then tested in comparison
with others of the same date of manufacture which had been stored
with great care. Other lots were stored for from six to twelve months
in the dry climate of Arizona and then tested along with similar ones
which had been stored in a damp climate. In no case did the powder
subjected to these test show any loss of stability.
The new .s eacoast armament has practiced during· tlle year witll charcoal powders. The manufacture of these powder lrns been thoroughly
sy tematized, and the standard variety for obtaining the best balli tic
results with each gun has been carefully determined. They hav all
b en manufactured, the mold~ and pres e are on hand, and the detail
of the proce es are recorded for their reproduction of tandard grade.
Thu , while it is believed that smokele powder will soon be adopt d
for mo t of the e guu , there wiJl be no difficulty in btaining· charcoal
powd r rapidly an in larg quantities whenever de ired.
h y ar experimen haye b en conducted with mokele s
pow l r on which the Chi f of Ordnan<·e ha ubmi te,l r port .
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BARRACKS AND QU AR'.I'ERS.

The construction of new barracks, and the enlargement of old ones,
has continued as far as the appropriations permitted, the desire being
to provide in the old building the requisite air and floor space, and
proper ventilation. It is a simple matter to accomplish this in new
structures, and the policy ha heeu to plan the new barracks so that they
will each accommodate 100 men, if necessary; but at the old posts many
of the buildings were constructed when from 38 to 42 men constituted
a company, and now that tbe organizations have been increased to 60
and 65 men the barracks are badly crowded. To cure this, additions
are being made as funds are available.
Under the head of "Barracks and quarters," the army bill last year
carried an appropriation of $750,000, of which $100,000 was required
to be expended at Col urn bus Barracks. Of this appropriation there was
expended for repairs to buildings, $254,967; for new buildings, $273,991;
rent at recruiting tations, $23,219; other rents, labor, etc., $92,992;
1eavmg a small balance unexpended.
For military posts, in the sundry civil bill, $225,000 was appropriated. This was expended for new building at Forts Crook, $9,916;
Et11an Allen, $23,887; Hamilton, $2,504; ~arri on, $21,373; Logan,
$16,620; Monroe, $11,998; Myer, $35,344; Platt burg Barracks,
$20,906; Presidio, $53,137, and Thomas, 28,001, leaving a sma.11 balance unAxpended.
The existing accommodations for troops at Portland Harbor, Boston, Narraganset Bay, Delaware Bay, the Potomac below Washington,
Charleston, Pensacola, and Mobile harbors, the Mis i sippi below New
Orleans, and the mouth of' the Columbia River are inadequate and
_should l>e enlarged or reconstructed. Work ha been commenced upon
the new barracks to accommodate the nece ary garri on at Fort Hancock, Sandy Hook.
The sundry civil bill approve<l June 11, 1 96, carried an appropriation of $40,000 for the commencement of a new po tat Bismarck, North
Dakota, but a suitable ite, sati factory in all re pect , at or near that
city has not yet been accepted aR fulfilling all tue conditions required ·
by the act of Congress approved March 2, 1895. A tract of land has
recently been tendered that examination may how to be suitable.
By the act of Congress approved March 2, 1895, antbority was given
to accept the Rite for a post on Puget Sound, if tendereu as a donation
and found mtable. Such a site wa offered near th city of Seattie
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and the donor informed that it would be accepted and utilized if a good
title to the whole tract were conveyed to the United States, but several months have passed and the title papers have not been submitted
for examination.
A site for a new post near Spokane, Wash., was accepted under the
authority contained in the act of Congress approved June 11, 1896, and
the work of construction of quarters at this locality will soon begin.
The present need _is for barracks for the artillerists required to man
tb.e new coast defenses, and it is again urged that the moneys appropriated for barracks and quarters should be distributed in accord with
the Department's judgment of the general requirements of a systematic
plan rather than as the ambitions of individuals or localities may
undertake to control them.
ARMY RECORDS.

In the Record and Pension Office the records of the Revolutionary
war and the war of 1812 have been largely augmented during the year
by loans from several of the States and by transfer from another department of the Government. The work of reproducing these records by
the index-record card system is approaching completion. The loan to
the Department of other State records and those belonging to historical societies is expected. Inquiries relative to personal service in the
early wars are ·constantly increasing, and still fnrther increase may be
expected when it becomes generally known that the records of those
wars have been indexed and arranged for use.
All calls for information from the Pension Bureau and from the
accounting officers of the Treasury, numbering 175,000, have been
promptly answered. The index-record cards prepared during the year
numbered 1,387,362, and those added to the number previously reported .
make a total of 45,207,770 card prepared up to Juue 30, 1896. There
waR a reduction of 300 in the clerical force of the office in 1894 and a
furtb r redu tion of 50 in the year 1896. The estimate, ubmitted contemplate a till further redu tion of 25 clerk the coming :fl ·cal year,
making an aggregate reduction of 75 cl rk in three year and an
e ooomy of 425,000 annually.
The Board of Publication of the ecords of the R hellion report
that the :fficial
ecord, of the Union and C nfed rate armie
r p ctin all th battle. and ampaign of the civil war are c ml t d, and all are publi bed av four volume , which ar in typ · but
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since the publication of this first series was uegun there has been a
large accumulation of official papers not previously accessible to the
War Departmeut, and four supplemental volumes will be required for
this matter. Tile atlas of maps is entirely completed, 178 plates iu all,
au<l. an iu<l.ex.
The records for the second, third, and fourth series are nearly all
ready f~r compilatiou and publication. Five of these volumes are
already in type.
The total number of volumes of War Records that have been distributed i::; 1,34:7 ,995. The number on band uudistributed is 50,242.
The number old is 51,194, an<l. tlle proceed::; of sale, $30,154.30, have
been cover ed in to the Treasury.
The appropriation made for the work since commencement of the
compilat ion in 1875 is $2,334,338.50.
The number of books published last year was six, containing 8,529
pages. The near completion of the copying of records will make it
possible to dispen e w1th a part of the clerical force next year, and the
estimates submitted call for an appropriation $20,000 less than was
n,l lowe<l. for the current year.
INDIAN PRISONERS.

The Indians now in. confinement number 310, all members of the
Apache tribe, who were captured in Arizona iu the years 1887-88.
While in .captivity there have been 117 births and 295 deaths.
They are now established on the military reservation at Fort Sill,
Oklahoma, and are living in comfortable dwellings that have been constructed by their own labor. The climate in this region is arid and
not well adapted to farming, but these Indians last year raised upward
of 3,00Q bushels of au African corn, 400 tons of hay, 300 tons of corn
fodder, 2,500 bushels of potatoes, and 40,000 melons. They have a
herd of 1,157 head of cattle, including 286 calf increase dur:ing the
year.
· The special appropriations made by Congress for their benefit aggregate the sum of $32,500, of which nearly 16,000 was expended for
cattle-for these Indians must become a pastora people-and $8,500
for building material ', tool , ;eds, etc. Th ir rations, clothing,
medicines and incidentals supplied by th Quart rmaster, Subsisteuce
and Medical departments since their arrival at Fort Sill have cost the
additional sum of $44,000. They have now made such progress
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toward a basis of self-sustenance that no further special appropriation
by Congress is needed.
The title to the lands comprised in the military reservation of Fort
Sill is in the Kiowa and Comanche Indians, and when the military
shall have no further use for this post the reservation will revert to
these Indians. The Apaches will then be trespassers on these lands,
unless meanwhile the title to the area occupied by them slla11 be
acquired. I recommend that this be done, and that the status of these
Apaches as prisoners be then terminated. The area required for
their maintenance is about 36,000 acres. Their homes before capture
were in Arizona, but it is not practicable for them to return there. If
settled permanently where they now are they will become entirely selfsustaining in a very few years. If dispossessed from their lands they
must be sent elsewhere, and all work done in their present location
will be lost to them.
RIVERS .A.ND HARBORS.

The condition of the various river aud harbor improvements ordered
by Congress is gi veu in detail in the report of the Chief of Engineers
transmitted herewith. The total expenditures for these purposes during· the year ending June 30, 1896, including those of the Mississippi
and Missouri River Commissions, was $17,039,731.51. Including the
amonnts appropriated by the act of June 3, 1896, there was available
for expenditure on rivers and harbors July 1, $2G,020,974.79.·
The act mentioned, in addition to the direct appropriations, also
authorized the Secretary of War to enter into contract for the completion of a comparatively large number of specified works, payments
for the same being contingent on future appropriation . At the time
the Department estimates were by law require<l. to be transmitted to
the Treasury this discretion had been exerci ed in but few ca es.
Since that time bids have been invited for some additional worl ,
where the conditions seemed to warrant such preliminary action, but
with what result can not at this date be determined.
In everal instances the money provided wa o di proportionate to
the amount required to make a beginning tbi,• year that nothing
could b gained by pledging the Department in contract ait this

tim.
Th 1 cal engineers have prepared . tatem nt showing th amount
that ·a11 be profitably expended during the next fi cal year on the
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various rivers and harbors for which projects of improvement have
been approved by Congress, and for which appropriations have heretofore been made iu river and harbor appropriation acts. Such
amounts are given in the various appendices to the report of the
Chief of Engineers, but the estimates submitted to Congress only
include the amounts for which the Government is obligated by existing ('.ontracts. It is understood that the appropriationl:! for otlter
works made by the act of 1896 were to cover the operations of two
year , and that no further appropriations will be made for such works
by the present Congress.
The 1a ,t river aud harbor act provide for continuing the improvement of tlle tretch of the lVIis i sippi River from the Head of the
Pa ses to the mouth of the Ohio, under the direction of the Secretary of War, in accordance with plans, pecifi.cations, and recommendation of th Mi is ippi River Commission, as approved by the
Chief of Engineers, for the general improvement of the river, for the
building and repair of levees, and for surveys. This act appropriated
$625,000 outright for the wo.r k, and additional expenditures were
authorized amounting to $8,375,000 during the next four years.
By a majority v:ote the Commission on January 11, 1896, adopted
resolution to the effoct that the plan of general and permanent improvement of the Mississippi River by means of bank protection and
contraction work should be discontinued, and that the practical results
of deepening the channel and prevention of flood , contemplated by
the act nuder which the Commis ion was appointed, can be attained
with greater economy, more probability of success and in less time by
the dredging of channels through shoal places during low-water seasons and the maintenance, in cooperation with the State and local
authorities, of an effective levee system.
It is the opinion of a minority of the Commis ion that, in consideration of this conclusion, the purposes for which the Mississippi River
Commission was formed have now been accomplished, and tliat if
tbe future work for the improvement of tlie Mis 1 sippi River from
Cairo to it mouth is confined, as proposed, to the building of levees
and annual dredging, with, ome other minor work, the task is reduced
to an admini trative one1 which can best be cared for by the direct
control of the Secretary of War.
In the last annual report of the Departmeut the question was
presented whether the very costly improvements on tlie Missouri River
were justified by the interests of the commerce involved. The river
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and harbor act of June. 3, 1896, appropriates $300,000 for continuing this improvement and provides for an additional expenditure of
$300,000 per year for three years from July 1, 1897. Congress having
determined that tliis work should continue, it is desirable that the
appropriations should be applied to systematic work in accordance
with the plans of the Commission. Arbitrary allotments from the appropriations for work iu special localities result in little if any benefit
at such places, but interfere with systematic channel improvement,
increase its cost, and postpone the time when navigation_can receive
substantial improvement.
THE GREAT LAKES.

The new lock at the falls of the St. Marys River, though not fully completed, was throwu opeu to commerce August 3, 189G. This lock, which
is 800 feet in length and 100 feet in width, with a depth of 21 feet
on the miter sills and a single lift approximating 18 feet, is an essential link in the chain of improvements which are to give a ship channel
with depth of 20 feet connecting the waters of the Great Lakes between
Chicago, Duluth, and Buffalo. This work, now uearly completed, is
one of great magmtude, and its importauce to the interests of navigation may be judged by the fact that its total cost from its inception to
completion, while amounting to several millions, will be but about 5
per cent of the value of the commerce passing through the Detroit
River during the season of 1895.
During the last fiscal year 16,290 vessels passed through the canal
at St. Marys Falls, aggregating 15,648,025 registered tonnage and
carrying 14,399,332 tons of freight, exceeding the net tonnage through
the Suez Canal during the year 1895 by nearly 6,000,000 ~ons. The
traffic through this canal in the year 1895 was the largest in its history.
The total amount of freight carried to and from Lake Superior in
1895 exceed that of 1894 by 14 per ·cent, an increase largely due to
the improvement in Hay Lake Channel, St. Marys Rivel', which
shortens the route 11 mile and provides safe navigation by night.
The comm rce pa sing through the Detroit River during the year
amounted to about 25, 50 000 ton , w_ith e timated value of 275, 0,000,
an ju rea of "; per cent ovel' the commerce of the pre ediug year.
f the combined net tonnage f London and
Tlii t una 1 m xce
Liv rpo 1 fi r 11 y ar 1 94 a r port d.
· urr d in the water I vel
f h
,.r
Bu little ch ng La
Lake " uriug he p
year from. corre ponding levels of 18 4, and
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as 110 water bas yet been drawn for use in th~ Chicago Drainage
Canal no further facts can be given as ·to the probable effect of
abstracting 10,000 cubic feet of water per second from Lake Michigan. The importance of inaugurating a series of observations and
gangings which will provide reliable data concerning the lake levels
and the probable effect of the Chicago Drainage Canal and the deepening of connecting channels was stated in my last annual report,
but no action in the matter has yet been taken by Congress.
Tb~ law now provides that a notice of thirty days shall be given to
tbe owner of a "unken or wrecked ves el in any river and ha,r bor of
the United State before tbe Secretary of War may direct the removal
of such ob truction to navigation. This interval of notice is altogether
too long to be consi tent with safety to navigation, and is the cause of
frequent and well-founded complaint by those interested in shippmg.
But little time is required for the preparations necessary to begin such
removal of obstructions to navigation, and a change in the law to permit the more prompt exercise of the powers of this Department, when
individuals are tardy or negligent, is earne~tly recommended.
BA1'TLEFIELD P A~KS.

The date of the organic acts, the area included within tbe statutory
limits of the several national battlefield parks, the areas already
acquired, the wholb cost of the same, and the price paid per acre are
as follows:

Name.

Dato of act .Approximate
wit!Jin
aut horizing area
limits de·
estaulisl1·
scribed
in
ment.
the act.

Gettysburg ............ -- ·_.-·_·- :Feb. ll, 1895
Chickamauga __ ............ _-- - - - .A.ug. l!J, 1890
Shiloh --···---- --·- - -··· ------·-- Dec. 27, 1804
.Antietam- ·-·_ - ...... ··- -·· -···-· .Aug. 30, 1800

.Acres.
3,874
8,000
5, 800
(t)

Total ar ea
already

~t\UH;~\:1
States.
Acres .
* 845. 32
5,568.25
t 2G6. 70
22

Total cost.

$13,922.42
200, 033.00
t 6,851.00
2,534.48

Cost per
· acre.

$44.40
37.54
25.69
1]5_ 20

*Of the whole area ownecl 521.77 acres were uonated to the nitecl States by the Gettysburg Battle·
fielcl .Association uuder authority of the act of Congress approved Novembt,r 2, 1895, 1.md 313-65 acres
haYe been purcliasecl.
.
·tt d
tPurchase of 180.90 ncres, costing $6,000, included: but as v ouch er is not yet returned it is omi e
from the succeeding table of cash expenditures.
tNot defined.

The following table sliows the distribution of an outlays by the Government at each battlefield from 1867 to October 31, 1896, but not
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including expenditures upon the national cemeteries nQr those made
by States, associations, and individuals:
Salaries of
commissionersand
experts.

Office expenses.

Traveling
expen ses .

Gettysburg ______ . __ . - ___ - - $27,001.13
Chickamauga .. ____ . ---· __ . 67,010.00
Shiloh-----·-----···--··--· 19,733.33
.A.ntretam - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 24,523. 33

$5, 560.30
14,390.88
3. 890. 75
927. 95

$3, 060. !JS
12, 879.02
1. 512. 87
141. 70

Name.

Name.

Miscellaneous·.

Gettysburg.---- - ______ . __ .
Chickamauga ______ . __ __ ___

$1,151.31
10, 0:35. 43
Shiloh------ - ---·--·-----·· ..................
Antietam ______ . __ ..... ____
1,709.03

Land VJd
legal exp enses.

Services,
labor, mate- Towers,
monul'ials , and
tools under ments,1tD<l
contractor markers.
otherwise.

$0, 779. 00 I $98,657.60
233, 004. 73 , 1l51, 642. 53
851. so I 14,070.73
25,831.79
3, 311. 78

Expended in I
markinfl th e
Total of all
Total expendibattle · eld,
expendi maps, etc.,
tures under
tures.
commiss10n. befo:o comm1 s 1
s1on was
,
authorized.

I

$169. 592 55
751 , 576. 29
40, 100.39
62,713.86

' $81,626.91
7. 300. 00

... ........... .......
....................

.

$251. 219 46
758, 876.29
41,100. 39
62,713 , 80

$24, 382.17
62,613.70
40. 91
6,268.28

Unexpended
balance on
hand.

$30,708. 16
56,408.03
34, 890.61
10,317.14

·7

1 ncludes $:i,419.90 paid for land .

The total expenditures have been $1,113,910.
The more important works carried on during· the year in establishing
the parks and in marking th.e fields were:
At Chattanooga, in erecting monuments that have been furnished by
the States, the procuring and setting of historical and descriptiYe
tablets, and in placing field guns on cast-iron carriages. The clearing
of undergrowth and grubbing of the park are reported as completed.
The map of the park, containing minute topographic details and
positions of the contending armies, it is reported, will be completed
before the close of the calendar year. The expenditures sin ce the
last report amounted to $49,585.13.
At Getty burg work upon macarlamized roads has been continued,
and 7 ~ miles are fini hed; condemnation proceedings are m progres
for securing right of way for the further extension of roads traver ing
other part of the field. A large numb r of field guns on ca t-iron
carriage have been placed; suitable fences con tru ted wh r r quired,
and old tone fence and field de~ n ive work. have be n r to recl.
la.rge numb r of tree. have been l)lante l n ar a that hav b n defore ted ince th att)P. The four tower that were b gun Ja. t year llave
b een ompl te and a fifth added. Tll work f mappin g th fi 1 n
a larg
cal 11
al
progr , d ati. factorily. Th
xp nditur
ince th la t rep rt aggregate th ,·nm f 1
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At Shiloh the· drawing of a t-0pographical map has been completed
and good progress made in marking upon it the positions of troops and
camps. Owing to complications respecting land titles and outstanding
optional agreements to purchase most of the land within the park limits-which the holders refused to surrender unless they were paid a
large sum-it was not possible to make any progress in marking the field
and improving tho roads until this difficulty should be overcome. The
optional agreements referred to expired by their own terms on March _
4, 1896, and immediately t.hereafter steps were taken to secure such
tracts of land as were essential. Condemnation proceedings were
iustitute.d for acquiring title to the farm embracing· Pittsburg Landing,
and ade ·ree has beeu i.,sued vesting title to this property in the United
States. Another farm has been bought, and negotiations are in progress for the purchase of other tracts. It is intended by the Commission to commeuce the work of road making and marking positions at
an early date. The expenditure since the last report amount to
$25,426.89.
At Antietam the work completed consists of about 5 miles of macadam road, fenced ou both sides; the erection of historical, location,
and descriptive tablet ; the marking of the more important artillery
positions with field guns in pl~ce; the near completion of a masonry
observation tower that overlooks the whole field, and the collection of
data for the map of the field that shall exhibit the positions ,o f troops
in the more important phases of this action. The expenditures since
the last report reach the sum of $6,6 3.07.
'l'HE YELLOWS'.l'ONE PARK.

The troops tationed w1tbin the Yellow tone I ark are employed as
guards to prevent poaching, fore t fires, and injury to the natural
beauties of that wonderfully interesting region. Their duty has been.
efficiently performed, and large game is reported to be rapidly increasing.
There ha been an uncertainty as to the limits described in the
Executive order setting aside these public land . In order to resolve
the doubt, it was determined to establi h the boundaries. This has
been begun, points have been .fixed and monuments erected, and in
another season the lines will be completed. When the boundaries are
plainly marked there will be le s difficulty in enforcing the laws for
game protection.
The ·suggestion ha been made that an exten ive forest region in
Wyoming, adjacent to the park on the south, be added to this game
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and forest reserve. The country referred to was the theater of a
recent controversy between the Bannock Indians and the game wardens of the State of Wyoming which involved the calling out of
troops. This suggestion I deem worthy of attentive consideration as
a means of adding to the attractiveness and resources of the park, and
at the same time providing a way to avoid further irritation of the
Indians of that vicinity.
The general scheme for roads to connect the points of greatest interest and natural beauty contemplates a carriage way from the Cafion
of the Yellowstone over Mount Wash burn to Mammoth Hot Springs,
a distance of 40 miles. This is essential to complete the circuit and to
open and make accessible points of great interest. The cost of this
road will be about $2,500 per mile or about $100,000 in all.
· The expenditures last year were $40,000 and sufficed to provide practicable wagon roads entering the park from the west and south, and to
very greatly improve several stretches of incomplete and difficult
roadways. The expense for clerical work, superintendence, and other
contingencies pertaimng to t~is work was less than 3 per cent of the
whole outlay. This and the results attained in the way of improvements show the efficient and economical management of the present
superintendent.
THE WASHINGTON WATER SUPPLY,

The pressing need of the District of Columbia which calls for the
immediate attention of Congress is early provision for an adequate
water supply. While the city of Washington has been exempt from
disaster or serious distress in this matter the danger has long been
apparent to the officers of this· Department. .A commission appointed
by the Chief of Engineers, and composed of experts distinguished for
their experience and success, examined the question thoroughly last
year and recommended the completion of the unfinished tunnel and its
connecting reservoir as the practical and economical way to promptly
meet the emergency.
The work of raising the dam at the Great Falls of the Potomac
River, the ource of supply, to an elevation of 150 feet 6 inche above
mean tide, o that at it lowe t stage the river would fill the mouth
of the 9-foot conduit, will be entirely :fi.ni b cl within a few weeks. .An
increase of 50 per cent in the "upply of water for the re ervoirs will
thu be a sured, and with be tunnel and it r ervoir :fini lied, tlle
ci y of Wa hington will bav one of the mo, t ampl and reliabl wat r
supplie in he coun ry.
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EQUESTRIAN STA'l'UES IN WASHINGTON.

The equestrian statue of General Hanco_c k was completed ar1 · in
the present year and dedicated with appropriate exercise pr id ' l
over by tbe President of the United States.
The statue of General Logan will be erected iii Iowa Circle durin ·
1897, and it is expected that the statue of General Sheridan will b
erected in the park at the intersection of Pennsylvania avenu nnd
Thirteenth street near the end of that year.
The committee of the Society of the Army of the Te1messee havin rr
accepted tbc design for the statue of General Sherman submitt d by
Carl Rohl-Smith, the Commission named by law has selected a par f
the park south of the Treasury Department and adjacent to
nnsylvania avenue as a site, and the contract for the work ha b n
executed.
I renew my recommendation that Congress make early provi., ion for
an appropriate memorial at the national capital worthy to perpetuat
the memory of General Grant.
Each year demonstrates the desirability of the appointment by h
President of a permanent commission of men best qualified to pa
n
questions of art, to whom shall be intrusted the selection of de ign
and sites for the future monuments of the capital. The memorial
at Washington ought to represent the growing artistic sense of h
American people, but it is evident that in numerous instances this has
not been realized. Compliance with the highest standard of excellenceJ
established by experienced and capable judges, should be exacted.
ARLINGTON MEMORIAL BRIDGE.

The favorable consideration which Congress at its late session gave
to the project for an Arlington memorial bridge, which has been
repeatedJy urged by this department, ' encourages the hope that this
necessary structure will be authorized at the coming session. Tbe
bridge is an uudisputed commercial and military necessity as a, means
of communication between the banks of the Potomac at Washington,
but its memorial character ought not to be overlooked. The natural
site and national associations with it afford the opportunity for a
monumental structure unequaled in beauty and signifi.ca~ce. The
Aqueduct Bridge is inadequate and unsightly, if not absolutely unsafe.
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HA.LL OF RECORDS.

The rapid expansion of the business of the Government renders
urgent the need of a hall of records. Fifteen years ago the State, War,
and Navy building was deemed adequate for years to come for an the
purposes for which it ,was designed. It is already necessary to rent
buildings outside tlie Department for the storage of files and records,
and the records and papers which are accumulating in the building
crowd more each year upon the space required for increasing office
. work. I renew the recommendation for the construction of a fireproof
building especially designed for the preservation of such records of
the Departments as are not reqmred for frequent use. Such a building
should be centrally located between the Executive Mans10n and the
Capitol, preferably on the south side of Pennsylvama avenue.
The plan of Washington permits a systematic arrangement of public
buildings hereafter bmlt, not only convenient but impressive beyond
comparison with the 'irregular distribution of the public buildings of
foreign capitals. The construction of the needed ball of records on tlrn
site suggested, following the construction of the city post-office 011 that
site, may, as hereafter the need for other public buildings arises, lead
to the developmeut of Pennsylvania avenue from the Capitol to the
Executive Mansion into the stateliest thoroughfare _in the world, and
at the same time the one best adapted to the transaction of official
business and best representative of our national characteristics.

In closing this my last annual report ns Secretary of "v\Ta,r, I have
satisfaction in placing on record my high appreciation of the character,
ability, and zeal of the officers of our Army and the general spirit of
loyalty and patriotic inspiration which pervade its ranks.
·To these officer:· and men and to the lleads of departments in the
War Office, all of whom llave given faithful support to the admini tra
tion of this Department, I make tlle n.ck11ow1edgmentwhich is their due.
S. LAMONT,
Secretary of lVar.

DANIEL
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Statement of appropriations 101dcr direction of the War De,pa,·tment for the fiscal year ending Ju,ne 30, 1896, showing the amount appropriated miller ccich
title of appropriation, the a1nount drawn by requisition iipon the Treasury, and the balances subject to requisition July 1, 1896.

T1tlo of appropriation.

.Appropriated I Repayments
Balances , I July 1, 1895, July 1, 1895,
July 1, 1895.
to ,Tune 30,
to June 30,
1896.

Carried to I
surplus fuml i Balance
June 30,
June 30, 1890.

Payments
July 1, 1895,
to June 30,

.Aggregate
available.

1896.

1896.

1896.

01
0

1

SALARIES, CO"l'l:'.'\GEN9IES, AND CIVIL APPROPRIATIONS.

~

Salaries, Offico of-

$92,900.00
159,280.00
13,160.00
13,660.00
152,340.00
42,760.00
151,266.00
34,560.00
41,660.00
23,240.00
15,380.00
616,430.00
5,700.00
47,060.00

fi}J}[fJih\:f; f:~;\ll)::'.;[;;:;;;;;;;:;;;;:::. $l;:i:i!
Chief of Or<lnauce ...... ...... ..... ............. .... .. .... .. ......
li92. 81
Chief of Engineers........ . ......................... .. ............
576.11
Pu l,lication of Records of the Rebellion . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .
1, 890. 24
Record and Pension Office, War Department...... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
106, 690. 05
Signal Office ...... ..... .......................................................... .
Of employees, public buildings and grounds, under chief engineer. .
78. 98
Contmgont expenses, publio buildings and grounds, under chief
engineer ......................................... ... .
2. 02
Contingent expenses, War Department ......... .. ...... ..
19, 693. 33
Postage to Postal Union conntnes, \Var Department
Stationery, War Dep:i.rtment ....................... .
11,953.15
Rent of blllldings, W'ar Department ..... .
900. 00
Total salarieR, contingencies,

Total erection of monuments

~~~: ~~ I:~ ~ ~ :~ ::::::::

500. 00
30,033.07
4,600. 00

$89,005.24
157,665.38
13,160.00
13,108.13
151,339.35
43,645.85
150,617.64
34,081.65
41,659.95
23,205.16
15. 306. 28
601,199.43
5. 700. 00
46,997.44

$8,204.00
1,018.94
365. 24
29. 36
2,878.31
1,094.52
319'. 81
289.42
24. 97
42. 90
635. 24
76,856.21

$U,070.13
6,698.38
150. 82
672. 20
3,n8. 59
289.15
3,346.34
85ii. 43
367. 89
568. 05
1,328.72
45,064.41

78. 98

62.56

502. 02
73,751.48
500. 00
41,986.22
5,500.00

493. 46
19,693.33
500. 00
11,208.72
4,600. 00

2. 02
2,621.95

6. 54
36,828.21

5,258.38

25,519.12
900. 00

~4,981.57 1,499. 087. 22 .I- _________ .__ -!·1,674,068. 70
7,921.00
25,748. 62
50,000.00
47,999.21
47,000.00
50,000.00

oo

I

!J9,_!~- 25 1

137,553.54

228, 66s. 83

30,000. 00
1,500.00
5,000.00 1·

I

:J6, 800.

uo

-----

. .............

-I

8,221.00
25, 7-!8. 62
50. 000. 00
47, 999.21
47,000.00
>30, 000. 00
1,500.00
5,000.00
265, 468. 83

2~: ~~!: ~~

1· · · · ·

2: 754: si ·

1 •

49,500. 00 1_. __ • __ ._. _._ .I

50, 284.

•

-

•

-

50: ooo." oo
47,999.21

47

ooo. oo 1-- --- -- ---· · · -1 --···so· ooo." oo

····-·/ tg~: gg· :::::::::::::: ····· -/900." oo
I

79,815. 31

2,754.31

182, 89!J. 21

=====
78!. 35 1

M

1-'d
0
~

8
0

~

8

~

t_,,:j
00

M

0

~

M

8

>

~
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0
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300. 00

13UlLD1NGS AND GROUNDS IN A:\'D AROUND WASHINGTON, ETC.

In1pro,·oment and care of public grounds . ...... .

1 1. 436, 795.

1

.ERECTION OF MONUMENTS.

Battle lines and sites for ta,blets at Antietam ........••...
:Monuments or tablets nt Gettysbui:g ................................. .
Pedestal for statue of Gen. Philtp .ti. Sheridan ....................... .
Pedestal for statue of (}en. J ohu .A. Logan ... .... .................... .
Pedestal for statue of Gen. Winflcld Scott Hancock .. . ........ . ..... .
Pedestal and statno of Gen. William T. Sherman .. . .
Pedestal for statue of SamuelD. GroRs ........... .
Lincoln tablet, Gettysburg :National P,ll'k

54,

$108, '.:!85. 37
165,382.70
13. 676. 06
13,809.69
158,036.25
44,029.52
154,283.79
35. 227. 50
42. 052. 81
23,816.11
17,270.24
723,120.05
5,700.00
47,138.98

35 1

48, 810. 23

I

2l-i4. 35

I

1, 139_ 11

~

>

~

Repairs, fuel , etc., Exocntfre Mansion __ ...............................
5,583.67
Lighting, etc., Executi rn Mansion, etc................................
252 . 71
Repairs to-water pipes nnd tire plugs .. _... _.... ____ ._._._._._ ....... _
6. 37
Telegraph to_connect th~ CapitC?l with the Departments, etc ... -...... -.. _.... __. __ _Care and ma.mtenance of Washmgton Monument ... .. _._ ... -... _.. _...
30. 95
Steam tug, harbor of New York_ .. _... . -·-·-· .. -·_-·········---·......
4,800.00
Prevention of deJ?OSits. harbor of N ew York ..... ··-- _...... _... -·...
14,286.26
Transportation ot reports and mnpd to foreign countries ......... -. . . .
186. 65
Support and medical treatment of d estitute patients..................
1,583.41
National Encam11ment, Grand Army of the Bepubhc ....... _. ........
1,786. 88
Inc_reasin g th(l water supply o~ Wa-shington. D. C ..... ....... .. . ... . ..
401. 0()6. 38
Mamtenanceof Garfield Hospital . ........ - -· .. . ···········- ........................ .
lmprovjug the receiving reservoir, District of Columbia. - _. _- . _... . . .
17,500. 00
Estimate for bridge across the Eastern Branch of the Potomac River_ ........ _..... .
Repairs to Aqueduct Bridie, District of Columbia....................
22,570.00
Ford's Theater building: ..ttepairs .............. __ . _.... - . _. .. __ ... ___ .
9. 39
Investigations pertaining to water rights and titles to land at Great

39,583.67
15,019.21
12,506.37
1,250.00
11,550.95
49,800. 00
53,286.26
286. 65
20,583.41
l. 786. 88
401. 006. 38
19, 000.00
17,500.00
3,500 00
87,570.00
9. 39

Er~~U~;; or" fi~-h-~·a;:~ ~·t-G;~.t..Faii~:::::::: ::::: :: ::: ::: :::: :::::: ::: _..... ~·. ~~~-- ~~ J :: ::::: :: :: :: :1··-· .. -. ·a: 99.
Portrait of Benjamin Harrison, ex-President of the United States....

2,500.00

Total buildings and grounds in and around Wasbmgton, etc ... .
Repayments m excess of payments . ....... - ..... .. .............. . ... _
Aotual expenditures

476,887.02

I

314,136.50

8. 99

4,000.00
8. 99
2, 500.00
791. 032. 51

1,083.67
28,061.14
252. 71
14,256. 80
6. 37
12,460.05
1, 249.30 . ---- - - - - .... .
30. 95
11,364.92
44,914.42
504. 88
48,688.32
86. 65
100. 00
. 04
18,099.96

·--· --------·-

................. ·--·-· ······ -·

10,438.86
509. 61
39. 05
. 70
155. 08
4,885.58
4,003.06
100. 00
1,583.41
1,786.88
301,545.78

------------------·------- · -----·-----------------·--· ------· -·---··
------·-···--· ----------·-··
69,690.30
·-----------··
9. 30
---- -------- --· --------- ·--··
4,000.00
---------·····
·--·---------·- .....................
8. 99
--------------·
2,500.00 ------ ----·--· -------·-·····
99,460.60
19,000.00
17. 500. 00
3,500 00
17,879. 70

388, 745. 53
8. 99

2,249.62

·-----------·-

400,037.36

-----·-·······

l- -----------l-----~------------1
---------388. 736. 54 1-..•. - - .. - . - .. I--------· ··· ··
1. 750. 00

78,532.97

651.12

40.00
919.11
20,452.41
2,809.69
2,033.09
482,386.89
49,875.62
670,097.44
53,917.41

3 640. 00
3. 000 00
15,000.57
18, 192.38
140,000.00
13. 390, 993. 40
1. 650, 665. 33
2, 300, 108. 72
601,128.44
40,772. 84
2,546,267. 43
178,937. 79
129,941.85
45,000.00
7. 000. 00
10, 000. 00

3,581.06
3,680.00
2,594.46
3,919.11
2,354.29
35, 452.98
16,118. 19
21,002.07
113,110.12
142, 033.09
13,873,380.29 13,391,957.97
1, 488, 286 64
1, 700, 540. 95
1, 858, 288. 09
2,970, 206.16
555,784.90
655, 045. 85
759,378.94
836,062.15
2, 321, 727. 54
3, 431, 264. 51
178,937. 79
178,937. 79
109,773.45
186,853.34
54,441.02
f,5, 263. 92
6, 906. 10
7,085.93
8,624.58
10,349.13
Hi, 500. 00
16,500.00
600. 00 . .......................
600.001:- •....•...•..
13. 00 --------------13 00
·
1, 310, 204. 46
1, 670, 898. 46
24,632.91
25,000.00

--··s10: sgs: 46· i~ ioo.-ooo: oo·
1· ·

25,000.00

1,750.00
1,750.00
81,103.50 ......................

----·
--·--------··
· ··-- ----42, 140.1\5
38,962.95

---·---·-----426. 61
9,502.75
292. 52

---···-·-----454,023.05
36,055.77
273,317.55
20, 514. 58
3, 168.15
388,669.12

98. 91
898. 04
23,595.94
4,591.36
28,922.97
27,399.27
176,198.54
888,600.52
78,746.37
73,515.06
72U, 867. 85

pj
t,:i:j

"'O

0

pj

r-3
0

!-:tj

r-3

p::
t,:i:j

'/71
t,:i:j

Q
pj
ttj

r-3

>
pj
~

0

t'tj

~

>

?='

·····-··---------·····----54,066.19
23,013.70
394. 90
47. 8:
338. 70

.428. 00
,132. 02
1, 385.85

······-------- ----- ·- ----···
600. 00
13. 00
--------·-----57,028.70
303,665.30

.......................

...................

367. 09
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Slatcme11t of approp1•iatio11B m1der direction of the War Department for tliefiscal year ending June 30, 1896, etc.-Continued.

Tit In ot' nJ>proprintion.

)tlLlTAlff

Appropriated I Repayments
July l, 1895, Jul.v 1, 1895,
to June 30,
to June 30.

Balances
July 1, 1895.

1896.

1896.

Payments
July 1, 1895,
to .'.tune 30,

~!fi~:ir:~

t,!)

Carried to
surplus fund
Balance
June 30,
June :JO, 1896.

I

1896.

1896.

ESTABLISHMENT-continued.

Army and Navy Hospital, Ilot Springs, Ark ..

Medical and Hospital Department ...............................•.....
Army Mcdicnl Museum . . ....... ...... .
Librar~· , Surgeon.General's Office ............ .
Engineer depot at Willets Pomt, N. Y
Ordnance stores, etc .................. .
Ordnnnco service ..................................................... .
Ordnance material-proceeds of sales
Manufacture of arms .... . ........... .
Pay of :Military Acnllemy . ........................................... .
Current and ordinary expenses, 1U1htary Academy ...... ............. .
M.isceNnneous items :mcl rncidental expenses, Military Academy .... .
Total m1htarr ostablishmeut .................... ............... .
Repayments rn ox.cess of payments ............................•.
Aot11nl expenditnrPs.

$18. 07
90,607.20
.47
5,322.18
41,465.78
120. 94
219,159.88
250,474.67
16,146.87
49. 25

$160, 570. 80
5,000.00
8,000.00
6,500.00
500,027.30
100,000.00
8,705.69
400,000.00
282,832.99
79,867.10
29,310.00

,______ ______
,

------------··
--- --- ---·----$30,573.41
$104. 810. 71

$18. 07
251,178.00
5,000.47
8, ooo. on
11. 822. 18
541,493.08
100,120.94
227,865.57
650,474.137
298,979.86
79,916.35
29,310.00

5,000 . 04
7,988.90
8,367.58
536,756.82
99,328.95
73,826.00
620,377.67
266,911.03
71, 607.47
28. 2li8. 95

.43

--- -· -------421. 59
3,854.46

--------------------------·
1, 80

I

9,923. O!)
6,202.21
190. 83

24, 048. 196 "
I, 356, 92<."'
l, 932. 41 ..............

1------+------+----I

24, 046, 264, 22

$18. 07
115,793. 88

-------------11. 10

3,033.01
881. 80
791. 99
154. 039. 57
30,095.20
22 . 145. 74
106. 67
850. 22

2;

--

2, 706, 000. 11

------ -- -----.... • • ... , . ... --------------

PUBLIC WORKS.

~

1--3

0

l-7j

1--3

::r:
t,,,:.l
U)

t:'.:

0

~
t,zj

~
~

Buildinirs nncl grounds. lUihlnry .Academy ...................••.•.••.. ..... ... ...... .
New academic buHding, Military Academy...........................
. 07
New gymnasium, ~ihtar_y .Academy..................................
11. 37
Memorial ball, West Point, N. Y......................... .• . . . • . . .. . . . 1
241,096.23 , ........••.....

Arsenals.

"tj

0

~

B1iilcli11ys and 9rotmds, Military Academy.

Total buildings and grounds. Military Academy ............... .

~
t,zj

241,107.67

58,451.25
. 07
11. 37
241,096.23
299,558.92

2,154.51 ____________
--------··----,._
.07
11. 37
·····
·
----·--35. 000. 00 -------------206, 096.,23

56,296.74

----···-------..................
91, 296. 74

2,154.58

= = - ~i= = == = = = = : i = = = = l = = =

Jlock Islnn<l bridire, Rock Island, Ill .......•.....•.......
Reconstructing Rock Island brid~e. Rock Island, Ill ................ .
Rock Island Arsenal , Rock Islauct, Ill ........ .
Columbia Arsenal. Columbrn, Tenn .......... .
Frankford Arsenal, Philadelpbia, Pa . ....... . ................ ........ .............. .
lnd~anapolis Arsenal, ludiauapohs, Ind..............................
8,500.00
Spnugfield Arsenal, Sprtngtielcl, Mass...... . ................ .........
1, 146.92
Wator~hetArseual. West Troy, N Y . ........ .... .. ....... .. . .. . ... . .
14,370.00
,vatertown Arsenal, ·watertown. Mass............................... 1
5,979.84
,Repairs of arsenals............ . ........... ..... ...................... ,
65. 51

19,779.92
196, 000.00
57,500.00
8,000.00
5,000 . 00
12,823.15
14,146.92
26,975.00
79,479.84
45,065.51

12,250.00
7,529.92
175,000.00
40,000. 00 ---------- ---7,832. 50 ..................... .
5,000.00 -------·······
6,000.00 ........ ..... ........
13,000.00 ----------·--·
17,000.00 ·- -----------31, 97!1. 84 -----·-···---44,913.09
. 37

------- --····-

---206,107.60

=--===
--------------

21,000.00
17,500.00
167. 50

-- -------·····
ti, 823.15

1,146.92
!), 975. 00
47,500.00
152. 05

~

C

l-7j

~

t,,-.

~

~~~ ; !~ ;~. ~... ·tr g3f ~r ::::::: :::: :::
Benicia. Arsenal, Benicia, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

!i~:11!ii;~E~~i~f4~~

1
~: ~:~~::: ::: : ::::::::::::::::: : : :: ::::::: : •• ••

4, 500. 00 ............. .

Total arsenals.. ... . .. .... . . ... .... .. .. . ... ..................... .

67,479.50

519,178.15 ······ : ······· 1~

·1· .... ........ ·1

19,299. 921······ ... ... ..
19,299.92
88, 087.39
36,870. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51,217.39
10, 000. 00
10, 000. 00 ...•...... ... ....•......... .
4, 500. 00
4, 500. 00 . • • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
586,65~1~9,845.~1

- /=====

Fortifications.
Artesian well. Fortress Monroe, Va ...••......•.. .• . ... • ·•·•······ ····
Armament of fortifications.... . . . . . ..... . .................. . . . ....... . .
Preservation and repair of fort1ticat1ons.... . . . . . . .. .. . •.... ... .. . . . . .
Construc?fion of a counlerp01~e uattery. .. . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:Board ot Onlnance and Fort1ticatwn . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .... .. .. .. . . .. . . .
Board on Fortiticat1ons or Other De tenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~fi~:t~~ t~~t:~~i~~sst. ~~~· F·:~~~? :. : : ::::: :::: :: : ::: : :::: :: :: : ::::::

·1··· · · · · ·· ··· · ·

6, 000.00 · · · • · · · · · · · · · ·
1, 756,518.53
4,991.598. 00 ...•...•• ..••.
7,655. 42
95,000. 00 . . . .........•.
37, 400.00 .... ·: · .. . . ...... . .......... .
241 , 988.84
250,000.00 .....•. .. .... .
28 470. 77 ......••• . .. •• .

i~.gg
66, 535. 71i
2
'

..... io:oou: oo· ::: ::: ::::::::

Torpedoes for harbor defense ....... .. ...... . ..... . ...... . .. .. . . :. . . .. .
140. 000. 00 . ..... . .. .. .. .
Howell counterpoise carriage.................. . ...... . .............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
50,000. Ou ............. .
Machine gnns................. . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15, 000 00 .••...•........ .
Ammunition for mornir:g a.ml evenrng gun.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 21
20, 600.00 ... .. ........ .

l!l~mt~v;.~~zi~::;~;~::: ::::::·: ::: ~ ~:: ::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::: ....·~~·.~~~ ~~......· 0°0:00· ............ ..
6:

Trn·inrh pt,eumatic <fisappearing gun carriage ........ . ............. .
Sea walls and ombruikmeuts .. .... . .......... ... ............ .................. . ...... .
St>li wall, Go,·ernors Island, New York Harbor... .. ... .. .. .... . ......
297. 94
Sites for fortifications and seacoast defenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
149, 993 64
Gnu and mortar batteries....... . ... . . ............. ..... .......... . ...
511 , 082.07
Purchase of sites for seacoast defenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100. 28

l~ti~:1;~rifi:~:t:r~~~~~;: ~~: ~~~~:: : : ::::::::::::::~-: ~~~·: ~~: r····~f ~~r gf:::::: ::::::~:
_ _ __ _ ,

a, 306. 817. rn I o, 131,173. oo

.Actual expenditures

1- - - - - 1

6, oon. oo

6, 748, 116. 53

102,655, 42
37,400.00
491 ,988.84
28, 470.77
2,500.00
10, 900.00
206, 535.76
50,000.00
15 000, 00
20, 600. 21
15, 000.00
6,000, 00
421. 406 41\
40. 000. 00
17,975.07
297. 94
649,903.64
3, 511, 082. 07
100, 28
5,877. 22
40,000. 00
10, OllO. 00

. 01 I 12, 437 , 990. 13

5,900.00

100. 00
1, 782, 3ti5. 54
44,632.14

4, 965, 750. 99

58,023.28
37,400.00 .
414,281. 46 °
28,470, 77
2, 500.00
5,000.00
159,306.65
50,000.00
700. 00
4. 89
15,000.00

.....11: 707 _- 38.

······ 6:000·00·

---------···
233,317.80

188,178.65
17,197.20

····· sf i5o:50········ · ·· ·····
577,204.23
• • . • • . . • . • • • • • • 1 • • • • • • • ••• . . ••

4,200.00

22,802.80
17,975.07
297. 94
566,843.14
2, 933, 877. 84
100. 28
1,677.22
40,000.00
10,000.00

___ _

,
::?, 868 , 759. 'i9
. 07

• 21 I 9, 569, 230. 13

0

r.rj

>-3
~

t:z:.:I

u::i.
t_:i:j

a

~

t:z:.:I

1-3

5d

...::
0

i>
28, 336. 61
37,300.00
115. 78
57, 84
2. 808 65
133,280.12

¥i!\t~Vaj~!iiiii;~y
·iie;e;.;~ii~n::::::::::::: ~ ~:: .................... ,..............
.
Purchase of buildings at military posts ....... ....... ................ .
9,977.48
Military storehouse, Omaha, Nebr ....••..................
.Additional lands, Fort Ethan Allen Military Reservation ............ .
Transfer of school site, l!'ort McClarv Military Reservation, Me ...... .

~

>-3

~

M i litary po,ts.

·wharf at Fortress Monroo, Va .....•..••••
l::iewerage system, Fortress Monroe. Va . ... . ........... . ... . ... . ..... .
llridge over Mill Creek. Fortress Monroe, Va ........................ .
R econstructing bridge, Niobrara Riv er, Nebr ........................ .
\\' at.er supply. Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo . .......... . ...... ............ .

1-c/
0

~

2. 868, 759. 72

······ · ·· ········ ········· 1· ······· · ······

~
t:z:.:I

11 219.1:3
7,000 00
150. 35

28. 336. 61
47,160.00
115. 78
57. 84
2, 808 65
358,280.12
20,000. 00
9,977.48
11,219. ]3
7,000.00
150. 35

fd

28,851. 65
9. 977. 48
11, om. rn
7, 00 I, QQ
150. 35

01·
~

Ol

Statement of approp1·iations unde1· direction of the War Depa1·tment for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, etc.-Continued.
Balances
July 1, 1895.

Title of 11,ppropriation.

! --

-

-

I

Appropriat.ed Repayments
Jul.v 1, 1895, July 1, 1895,
to Ju1.te 30,
to June 3C,
1896.

Aggregate
available.

Payments
July 1, 1895,
to Jun e 30,
1896.

1896.

~

Carried. to
s urplus fund
Balance
June 30,
June 30, 1896.

I

1896.

- - -- - -- - - - - - - - -- - f - - -- - - - - -

WORKS-continued .
.Military posts-Continued.
SbilohNntionnl 1ifilitaryPark... . ... . .................... .... .. ......
$67, 500.00 ..........•.... ..•..••••.....
lmprovement of Yellowstone National Park......................... . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .
$35,000.00 . . . . . • • . .• •• . .
Chiokama111rn nncl Cl:.nttanooga Na,tional Park........................
82,469.35
5,773.13 . . . . • . . . . .. . . .
Gettysbnrg National Park....... . .. . .................... . ............
75, 000.00 .•• .•••..••...•..•......-.....
Payment to Gettysburg Battlefield Memorial Association.. ...... ..... . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
2,000.00 . . . . . • • . . . . . . .
PUBLIC

'.total military posts............. . . . .............................

455,215.31

297,633.1 3 . . . . . . . . . .. • • .

$67,500.00
$25,411.11
35,000.00
35,000.00
88,242.48
88,242.48
75,000.00
62,086.53 ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·
2,000.00 . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
752,848.44

= = = = = ==========1=====

585,111.47

5,000.00
20,000.00
12,000.00
12 000. 00
7,000.00
4,432.39
10,000.00

5,000.00
20,000.00
12,000.00
12, 000 00
7. 000. 00

f ~~l~~f~~'7;_~: ::::: :::::::: :: :: ::: :::: ::: ::::::::: ::: :: ::::::: :::

'.l5, 000. 00
3:<l6. 93

25. 000. 00
326. 93

15,000. 00

Barbor of refuue at-Woods Ilolf. l\Iass . ................................... .
$400. 08
Sanely Bay. Capo Ann, Mass
)52, 000. 00
ImproYing harbor atbos ton , ::\lass . ... ..................................................
240,500.00 ....••.••.•..•...............
Cbatbau1, .:\la~s.. ................... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
597. 85

~It~£*~~~i):: : : :•:••• :• :• •: : : : •:••~•:••:: :••_ _ _'t!!!!! •::;;:::::•;::••::••••~,:;;•

~

~

12,913.47
2,000.00

t-3

164,313.36

0

1-,:_j

t-3
5,000.00
20,000.00
12,000.00
12,000.00
7,000. Ou
-1, 432. 39
10,000.00

~lit!

~
t_,:j

"'Cl
0
1

= = = = =1= = = 1 = = = =

Improving harbor atBelfnst. :Me . . ............................•..•••••.•. ..... . . ........
Rockland , Me . . .. ............................... .
Cnmcleu,Me ................................... .
ImproYing channel in Back Cove, Portland , Me . .................... . .
Breakwater from l\Iount Desert to Porcupine Island, Me
Improving harbor at Portsmouth, N. H ........................... .. ..
Barbor of refuge at Little Harbor, N. H ................. .
Improviuir haroor at-

Nantucket, 1\lass . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$3,423.61

$42,088.89

22, 400.00 ......... .. .................. .

l! ~.1\••••\\•i\•r···fil ;r

t:?:{'.:\'. •:•:: ::)'. -)) )•'.•'.:'. ::'.•) :•••:••:: ••••]'.

400. 08
152, 000.00
240. 500. 00
597. 85
2,500. 00
37, 000. 00
7,500.00
646. 96
22,400.00
20,000.00
6,500.00
3,000.00
5,000. 00
5,000.00
631. 34
7,500.00
238. 70
4,634.43

~

t_,:j
U1

t_,:j

4,432.39
10,000. 00

52,000.00

10,000.00
326. 93
400. 08
100,000.00

80, ooo. 90 I..............
160. 500. oo
............... ... . . . . •. .. . •.
597. 85
2, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
500. 00
10,000.00 .
27,000. Ov .. . . . .. . . . . . . .
7,500. Ou ........... ... ............. .
...•........ . .. ·· · ··· . .•.... .
6-l.6. 96
19, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
3, 400. 00
20, 000. 00 . . . . . ....... ... .... .. ....•.
6, 500. 00 ...•.•......................
. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
3,000. 00
1, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 000. 00
5,000.00 ...............•............
.... .. . . . .. . . .. . ... .. . .. .. . . .
63l. 34
500. OU . . . . . . . . . . .. ..
7,000.00
.•. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •. . •• .
238. 70
....•.............. · -. .•.. ...
4,634.43

0

~
t_,:j

~

~
~

0

1-,:_j

~

>

~

irlfi~1;!1~i;~?;;:;~ii,~;;;:: : :•• • : • •:•••••••:•••••::••I ·;;;:;;; ;1~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ >1:; ;:?~~t

Improving Cove Coasters llnrllor I s lancl, R. I........................
Improvino- barllor ai.1:Hock"'rslnncl. R. I ......... .. .. . ................................. .
Newport, R. I ............. .. ... . . . ............................... .
Improving entrance to Point Judith T'ond, R. I. ..................... .
Breakwater at New Ilnven , Conn ... .. ............................... .
Harbor of refng:6, Duck Island Ilnrbor, Conn . ............. ... . ..... . .
Improving haruor at.Bridgeport, Conn .. . . ...... .
Five Mile Rwer, Conn ... ....... .
New Haven, Conn ............. . ...... .
N orwnlk, Conu . ........ .
Stonington, Conn ....... .
Stamford, Conn ...... ............... .
·wilsons Point, Co1m .............. ; .......... .
Cos Cob and Miamus River, Conn .......... ....... . .
ImproviugButtermilk Channel, N. Y .............. . ......................... .
Arthur li.111, between Staten lslaocl and New Jersey, N. Y. ancl

. 50 .....•..•...•....••.•........

1,500.00
8,000.00
9, 8-!7. 38
85,000.00
30,000.00

1,500.00
8,000.00
9,847.38
85,000.00
30,000.00

300. 00 .......................
5,200.00 ---------- ---·
400. 00 -------------82,500.00 ------·------30,000.00 -----·------- .

3,000.00
2,500.00
10,000.00
13,500.00
4,800.00
10,000.00
500. 00
4, 000.00

3,000.00
2,500.00
10,000.00
13,500.00
4,800.00
10,000.00
503. 10
4,000. 00

3,000.00 -----·-------2, 500.00 . ...................
9. 500. 00 --------·-····

45,000.00

45,000.00

~ ~ ~ ·. ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ::: ::: ::I........ ~:~:~~.

Break~~fe"r. at·R~-l~S~S P~i~i; L~~· Ch;~piai~; N.' Y
Improving-

8t~~~s~f1!i~:aJu";Bay; N: Y:~:: ::~ ~:: :::::: :::: :: :: :: : : :: ::: : ::

2,000.00
110,000.00

Improving harbor at13uffalo, N. Y ................... .
4, 000, 00
Charlotte, N. Y ..•..•....... ..... ...........................•..... .
134,621.95
Dunkirk. N. Y ........... ................... ........ ... ........... .
9,000.00
Improving Flushing Bay, N. Y ............. .. ........................ .
2, 298.41
Improviug harbor at-Great Sodus .Bay, N. Y ............. .
9,000.00
Greenport, N. Y . .. .. .
1. 277. 85
Huntington, N. Y ............... .
2,000.00
Larchmont, N. Y . . ... . .. . .
120. 95
Li• tle Sodus Bay, N . Y . .......... .
4,000. 00
Oak Orchard, N. Y ................................................................ , .............. .

8rc~~tst~f./:
~~:.::: :: ::~ :: :::::::: ::::::: :::: :~:::: :::::: ::: :: ::::
Oswego, N. Y ............................................. ·:····· ..
Port Chester, N . Y . .................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Port Jefferson, N. Y.......................... . . ....................

!: g~~: ~g
18,000.00
1

4, 000. 00
7, !lOO. 00

i~11;li!t:~;;•:: •::•• :• :••;: :;•••:••::••:••:••:•:;•: ---I!![!!

ImprovingTonawanda Harbor and Niagara River, N. Y ..................... .
New York Harbor, !.if. Y .............................. .

I

46,000.00
65,000.00

l, ()00. 00
1, O'iO. 91

1. 500. 00
500. 00 , .......•....•.
1,059.91 ........... . .......... ...... .
2, 500. 00 i ... ........•..
4, 500. 00
280, 000, 00
266, 000. 00
. 50 .............. .

2,000 . 00
14,000.00
. 50
1. 200. 00
2,800.00
() 447. 38
2. 500. 00

------------ ·-------------·
----------··-500 . 00

0

13, 50(). 00
500. 00

8

----···----·-- ·-···· ··5·ofio
-------------- .................
4,000.00 .....................

0

...........................

8

-------------·
··· · ·· 4:300: oo· ........................
10,000.00

-----·--······

45,000.00

-

------------

1, 092. 77
32. 45

---------·--··· ·------------------------ ·· · --------·-----

1, O!l2. 77
;]2. 45

2,000.00
110, 000.00

500. 00 .................
109, 000.00 --------------

1. 500. 00
1, 000.00

4,000.00
134,621.95
9, ooo. 00
2, 298.41

4,000.00 .................. ..................
l'.!5, 996. 00
8, 625.95 -·------- -- --1,750.00
7,250.00 ....................
300. 00 ....................
1,998.41

5,950.00 -------.-------9,000 00
1. 284 -02 .............. ......... ............... . .....
2,000 00 ------·-----··
2, ooo. 00
120. 95 ----·- ·----··-- ·------------2.
550 00 ······--·--··4, 000 . 00
259. 84 --- ·· ---------- ------···-··-12. 500 00 --- -·····----12,500. 00
4,465.35 ·········----- · ···------·---8. 050. 00 ······------·18, ooo. 00
4,000.00
4. coo. 00
7,000.00
7, ooo. 00
239. 25 ---------·----- ··- ··· · ·- --- -1,000. 00 ------··· ··· -1. 000. 00
2,500.00 ·----··-·-····
4,500. 00
4,000.00 ...... ...... . ...
5, 000.00
46,000.00
65,000.00

42,000.00
16, uoo. 00

.................
..... ........ ....

3, 050.00
1,284.02

·····------·120. 95
1,450.00
259. 84

----·---·----4, 465.35

~
trj
~

~

~

P:l
trj

U)

trj

0

~

tr::

~

>
~
~

0

~

~

>

~

9,950.00
239. 25

......................

2. 000. 00
1,000. 00
4,000. 00
49,000.00

°'°'
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Statement of appropriationB un der direction of the Wa1· Department/01· the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, etc.-Continued.

Titlo of appropriation.

l'UDLIC

Balances
July 1, 1895.

I

Appropriated Repayments
July 1, 1895, July 1, 1895,
to June 30,
to June 30,
1896.
1896.

!~lii!ti!~
1

Payments
July 1, 1895,
to June 30,
1896.

~

I

Carried to
surplus fund
Bal an ce
June 30,
June 30, 1896.
1896.

WORKS-continued.
~

Harbors and rivers-Continued.
Improving harbor atSIM.' kott:1 Harbor, N.
Mnnmroneck, N. Y ..•..
,Vilson, N. Y ........... .

·n;1y:N:.r::::::::::::: :::::::::: .......... .........

1mJo~\~~rt~ifa~
lroproYing l1nrbor between Philadelphia, Pa., and Camden , N. J . ..... .
lmproviug harbor at Erie, Pa .. .. . ... ..... ............... .. . . •.. ··· ···
lco harbor ntMnrcus Hook, Pa ....... .
Nowrnstto, Del ........................... ... .... .
Reedy Island, Del ..... .
lmproYing bnrbor ntlJela.wnreBreakwater, Del. .... .. ..... . .
"'ilmington, Del. ..... . ................... . .................. .... .
lfonrd to determine route of Chesapeake and Delaware Cau al. ....... .
Removing obstructions from the harbor at Delo.ware Breakwater .. .. .
lmproYiug harbor atBaltimore, Md ....... .... ................... .... .. . ..... .......... .

t~!~~fJ~~.t<!t:::::::::::::::::: ....... .
Cape Charles City, Va ................ .
Norfolk, Va ........... . .......... .
Benn fort, N. C . ............... . ..... . ........... .
Improving Edenton Bay, N. C ................ .... .
Improving wnterwny betweenNewborn aud B eaufort. N. C . . .... . ... . ..... .
Beaufort Barbor and New RIYer, N. C
Improving harbor nt(;barleaton, S. C . .................. . ........ .
Georgetown, S. C ............ . ........ . . . .... . ... .
lmproving,Vinynw· Bay, S. C . ....... . ................. . ............ . ..... : .. .
OutE'r bar at Brnnswick. Ga ............... .
l rnprol"ing harbor nt Savannah, Ga
1 mpro,, ing.A palncbic?la Bay, Fla ................... .. ..••...•.••....••.......
Channel, (;hnrlotte Ilarbor and Pease Creek, F la ......... .... . . .. .
Tampa Bay~ l!'la. __............................................... .

t:_:,,j

"ti
0

$5,000.00
220. 55
21. 49
5, 000 .. 00
14,000.00
721,000.00
51,786.62

211,000.00
47,302.39

2,947.39
40. 05
16,236.93

2,415.72
40. 05
16,236.23

50,000.00
20. 250. 00
2 436 29
'734. 08

25,000.00
10, 250.,00
2,436.29
734. 08

10,000.00
1 524. 58
6 . 737. 00
10,000.00
67,000.00
3. 000. 00
2,447.41

2,000.00
2,447.41

6. 790 00
8,500.00

6,790.00
4,000.00

415,000.00
1,519. 29

215,000.00
1,519.29

62 000. 00
237, 125.00
496,250.00

8,000 . 00
233,722.74
34,250.00

14, 500.00
15,000.00
.96

.\Ju

~

1-3
0

':rj

1-3
::r1
tr.:l
m
t:_:,,j

0

~
t:_:,,j

~
~
0
r.:.::

~

~
l;lj

Jupiter Inlet, Fla ..
Improving l1arbor at-

ifJii}~[~~~ !!~~:: ~ ~: ~:::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

. . i~iijf ••••.••$;;;:?iiiii:;

500. 00 ... ' .. •. ...... . •.•••..••.••• · j

i

i::: :

97, 000. 00

43, 000. 00 · · · · · · · ·•····· I

500. 00

::::::::::::::1

[i~,

gg~· ~g

3ti~gj~ ··:::::::::: :::
31:000:00
Mobile, Ala . .
331, 300. 00
331, 300. 00 ...•••...••...........••••.•
Improvin~.
617.7'.I
Biloxi Bay, M1ss ....... .•... .........................
--- ------ -617. 73
·--·---·-······ ·-------------617. 73
Channel ju W est GalYe~tou Bay, Tex . .................. . ........ .
-------- -----2,000.00 ------- ------- - -------------------------2,000.00
Sh ip channel in Galveston Bay, Tex ..... ... ........ .
......
..
..
...
........
.
24,500.00
24, 500.00 --·-··---···-·- -------------24,500.00
Improving harbor atBrnzos Santingo, Tex .. . ...... ... .. ...... . .
57, 476. 00
56,855.00 -----------·--621. 00
·-------- --···
57,476. 00
Gah-eston, Tex ...
35,000.00
1, 135, 000. 00
300,000.00 ·------·-···-· 1, 4:{5, 000. 00
Ashtabula, Ohio ..
35,800.00
65,000.00 -- -- -- ----·--· - ............. ....
2!J. 200. 00 -----------···
65 000. 00
Black River, Ohio
8. 200. OU ---- ----- ----- .•..• 35,"000: 00
8,200.00 ··--·-·····- --- ----------- --8,200.00
Cle Yoland, Ohio
8, 800 00 ..................
43,800.00 -------· --·-··· ...................
43.
800.
00
]<'airport, Ohio .. . .... .
10. 200. 00
9,800. OU
20,000.00 -------- -- ····· ...... ............... .
20,
ouo.
00
Huron.Ohio . ..... .
2,000. 00
.
..
..
.
.
.........
...
8. 000. 00 .. ..................
10,000.00
10,000. 00
--- -·-------- P ort, Clinton, Ohio ... ..... ..... .. .
6,000.00
6,000.00 ........ ..... ... ............ ......
6. 000. 00 ... . ·1 500. 00. -------·······
Sandusky City, Ohio.
3,000.
00
.............
.
..........
14,500.00 ---- ----------- ···· ·- -·- -·--14,500. 00
Toledo, Ohio ........... ... ... .
200. 00
76 800. 00 --- ----------77,000. 00 -------- --- ---- ------ -------77,000. 00
V erm ilion, llhio ... . .......... .
2,000.00
...
....................
2. 000. 00 ------------ --- ··------ -- ---2,000.00
... 21: 500. 00 . ... ............... ..... ....... ....
Conneaut, Ohio .....•... . .....
27,500.00 ------ ------ --· . ...... ....... ...
27,500. 00
Michi ga n City, Ind ..... .
21), 000. 00
11,000 00 ..... ....... .........
31,000.00
31,000.00
-----·------·
·
Caln met, I ll ...... .
15,000. 00 ................. -- -··----- -·-·
15,000.00 .. ....... ............ ... ..- .... . .. ... ..
15 oeo. oo
Chicago, Ill . ...... .... .. .
30,000.00
60,
000.00
00, 000. 00 --------------- ----·- ---·- --90 000. 00
Waukegan , Ill ........... .
9,000.00
14,000. 00 ·- -----·--·--·
23,000.00 ------------- -- -- ---·----- --23. 000. 00
Alpona, Mich ........... .
4,000.00
4,000.00 -------·------4, 000, 00 -----·-- ······ · ...................
Harbor of refuge at-Grauel Marais. Mioh.
5,981.01
13, 468.00 ------·------·
19,450.00 ·-·- ----- ------ ----------- · ··
19. 4SO. 00
5,000.00
20,000.00
25,000.00 --- -----------25. 000. 00
..
.
.
..............
97,500.00
7,
500.00
105,000.00 ------ --------- --- -- ·- · · ·-···
105. 000. 00
ImproYino- harbor atBlack'take, Mich .. .... .
13 000. 00 -------------- -·---· -- --- --13, 000.00 ·-- ------------ -------- -----·
rn. ooo. oo
Charlevoix, Mich ......... .
2,500.00
7 500. 00 ··· ··· · ··---- ·
10,000.00 --------------- ----- -- -- -- --10, 000. 00
Frankfort-, 1\.Iich ...... .
]0, 000. 00
41 , 500 00 --·----------51,500.00 ---- ---- ------- -- ------ -- -- -51,500.00
Grand Ha"l"en, Mich .................. . ......... . . .. ... .... .
17, 500.00
7,500.00, ... .... ... .........
25,000.00 ·------------- · ---- --- ····· ·25 000. 00
Manistee, 1\.Iic b ............... .
12, 000. 00 ----- --------- ---·---- ----- 12. 000. 00 --- ---- ·· --- --- ----- -- -- ----·
12. 000. 00
Cheboygan, Mich
15. 000. 00 --------- ---- · ..................
15. 000. 00 ·-------------· ... ... .. ... . ... .
15. 000. 00
Lurlin~ton , Mich ......... ..... ....... .
fl, 000. 00 -------------· ------- -- ·-···
6,000. 00 ----- ----- ----- --····· ·· ----6, 000.00
Manistique, Mich . ...... .
2, 044.95
2,000.00 -------------44. 95
2. 044. 95 ------ ---- --- ·· -------------·
Marquett e, M.ich ............. . .
12,672.24 ... . .. . .. . .......
851. 57
13, 523.81 ------ ---· ·-- ·· . ..... .. .......... .
13 523 81
Monroe, Mich ............ .
•l , 500. 00
1,500.00 --- -- --- ---·-· - -----··------ ·
]. 500 00
M.m1kegon, Mich .
10. 000. 00
25, 000.00 ····-·-------- · ........... .. .. .
25. 000. 00
Ontonagon, Mich ............. .
10. 218 91
10,246.91 -------------·· ---------···· ·
10, 24G. 91
Pent.water, Mith
3,500.00
8,500.00 -------------·· ----··--······
8,500.00
Petoskey, M.ich •.. ..
4:l, uOO. 00
43,000.00 ·--- ---------·- ·-- ----· -----·
43. 000. 00
St, .To,eph, Mich ......................... .
22. 047. 20 ·---- --- -··-··- -------------47 20
22 047. 20
22. 000. 00 1· .... . ....... ·1
South Haven, Mich ...... . . ... .. .
18,000.00 ·-- ------- ---- · ------·------·
18, 000, 00
8 . 000. 00 .......••..•..
10,000.00
White Ri ver, Mich . .. ........•..
9 . 000. 00 ------ -- -- ····· ----------·--·
9, 000. 00
4, 000. 00 ... . .......••.
5,000.00
Saugatuck, Mich .. ...
7,000. 00
7. 000. 00
4. 500. 00 .......••.••••
2,500.00
Ausable, Mich
1!J6.5C .::::~::::::::: :::·.::::::::::
196. 50 .•.•..•... ......•..•..••.••••
196. 50

······iooo:oo·

--------------

··i: .ioo: ooo. oo · ·-------------- --·-···----·

i:

·----- -- --··--·

--------------

------------- ·

fi~~at~!'ct~'t~lc~ ..... .

---- ---- ------

·-------------

~
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Statement of approp1·iations under direction of the War Department for the fiscal year end-ing June 30, 1896, etc.-Continued.

Titlo of appropriation.

PUBLIC

B alances
July 1, 1895.

Appropriated I Repayments
July 1, 1895, July 1.1895,
to June 30,
to June 30,
1896.

~Jffi~tT!~

1896.

Payments
July 1. 1895,
to June 30,
1896.

00

Carried to
sur9lus fund I ,Balance
June 30,
June 30, 1896.
1896.

WORKS-continued .

:;:o

IIarbors and rive1·s-Continued.
l~pro"l'iug-

t_,,,j

$1 . 007. 23
1. 536. 03

"O
0

2,000.00

1-3

$1, io3. 75
] , 536. 03

$96. 52

4, 000.00
!), 500. 00
21,000.00
14. 000, 00
19, 000 00
36,000.00
1 , 000. 00
3,500 00
500 . 00
5,031.75
16, 000. 00
43. 400 . 00
19,000.00

4. 000. 00
9. 500 00
21 000 00
14, 000.00
19. 000. 00
36, 000.00
1. 000 00
3,500. 00
500 00
5. 031. 75
16,000. 00
43. 400. 00
19,000. OD

2. 000. 00
9. 500 00
21. 000 00
13, 000 00
17 . 000. 00
33,000. 00
1,000.00
3,000.00
500. 00
5,000.00
16,000.00
42,500 00
19,000.00

Milwaukee Eny, \Vis ............... ... ..... ...... .............. .. .
.At 1_m trnn~e of Sturg1:on Bay Can~!, Wi~··· ................... .. . .
Impronng Mmnesota Pomt at Superior, Wis ............ .
Ico barl>or at Dubuqne, Iowa .. .......... ..... ........................ .

45,000.00
5,000.00
45. 92
4,503.99

45,000. 00
5, 000. OU
45. 92
4,503.99

44,000.00
4,500.00

Impl?l~~p~1~t~~~:~. · · · · · · ......... · • • • • • •. · • • • • • · · · · · • · · · · · • • • • · · · ·
.Agate Bay, Minn .. ..... ... ....... .
Grnnd Marais, Minn ...... ....... ... ..... ...... ....... .
Duluth, l.Iiun ................................. . ................. . .
Broakwntor and harbor of refuge between Straits of Fuca and Sau
Frnnrisco, Cal ... . . ..... ..... .... ....... ...... .. .. . .... .
Iropr<n-iu~ Humboldt Harbor and Bay, Cal. ............ . .
Improving liarb or atOaklnud, Cal .... .•............................
San Lnis Obispo, Cnl.. .............. .
3nn Diego, Cal .............................. .. .. ................. .
Survey of Snn Fraucii,ro Ilnrbor, San Pablo and Suisun bays, Straits
of darquinez and monthi, or San ,Toaquin and Sacramento rivers,
Cal .... .. ...................... .. ........ ............. . ..... . . .... .. .
Survey of Pacific coast l>etween Points Dnma and Capii,traue, Cal ... .
Examination for deep.water harbor at San Pedro or Santa. Monica
bays. Val ..•..•............ .. ....................•. ••••.. .. . . . . . .. ...

10, 000.00
5,000.00
3, 000. 00
58,317.64

10,000.00 I
~v, v v v , vv
. _ ... _ ...... .. ....... ...... .
5. 000. 00 . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . • .
5, 000. 00
3, 000. 00
3, 000. 00 ............... : . . .. . _.... .
58 317. 64
51, 352. 25 1 . . • • . . . . . . . . . . 1
6, 965. 3\J

ii~~:~/;~~ffi~·ljr?~i u~a~~-ii~;~;,":iii~1~::::::::::::::: ........ ... .

Improvi11g bnrbor nt\lrn npee, \\' is .... ..
l.. tih lnnd, Wia ...... .
,1·oen Bny, Wis
Kouosha, Wis .. .... .
Kownum•e, \ Vis ........ ....... .... ......... . .. . ...... .
l'IInuitowoc, \Yis ... . .. . . ... . .... ........ ......................... .
l'IJ.ilwankl'O, \\'is
Oconto, \Y1s ..... ................. ... ........... .
Peui,nukee, Wis . ............................ . .. . ..... .

~~~In~~ \~i~1.~~~~: .:'~~~::::::::: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • · · · • • · • · · · • • · • • • ·

~~~~i~1:a~'. \vl~~1.~~: ~~~.i~.~.~~: .'.'.'.~: :: ::::::::: :::: ::::: :: :: ::::
Harbor of° r efuge1

$1,103.75
1, 500.00

$36. 03

I ••••••••••••••

:;:o

0

~

1,000.00
2. 000. 00
3,000.00

1-3

500. 00

t_,,,j

:::::: :: ::::::1.. ..... ..~~-.:~

900. 00

~

m
t_,,,j

a
:;:o
t_,,,j

1,000.00
500. 00
,15. !l2
4,503.99

140,858.52
392,000.00

HO, 858. 52
392. 000. 00

262,000.00

140,858.52
130, 000 00

57, 44:J. 74
35,000.00
34,977.30

57,449.74
35,000. Ol!
34,977. 30

46,000.00
20,000.00
34,977.30

11,449.74
15,000.00

1, 000.00
3, 34D. 22

1,000.00
3,349.22

1,000. 00
3,349.22

6,574.96

6,574.96

6,574. 96

1-3
P>

:;:o

~

0

~

~
~

ImprovingEntrance to Coos :Bay and Harbor, Oreg ............. - - ..... . -· · · ·

I:i!~;N[f&1:;:~;:r~:~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Gray's Harbor and' Chehalis River, Wash ......... .. ............ . .
Improvmg harbor atOlympia. Wash ........ . .
Greenville, Miss ............. ... . .. ....... .
Vicksburg, Miss ............ . ...... .
Natcl.Jez ancl Vidalia, Miss .
New Orleans, L11, ............................ . .. . .... ... ....... ... .
dbip channel connecting waters of tho Great Lakes between Chicago,
Duluth , ancl Buffalo .. .. ....... ..... .. ... ........................... .
Committee on water communications between the Great Lakes and
the Atlantic Ocean . ...... . ... . .
ImprovingLubec Channel, Me ..... .......... .
hloosabec Bar at Joues port, Me ..... .... .... . .
Harri,sseckit River, l\le .............. ..... .
Keunebm1k River. Me ........ . . .... ........... .
K enn ebec River, hle
P enobscot River. Me . . ... .. ..... .
r:;:1lfi~~ru~!i~~.e.r:?~~:: :: : : : : : : : :: : : : : : ::: : : : : : ................ .
St. Croix River, Me . .. ....... .......... .
:Bellamy River, N. H ......... .
Cocbeco River, N. H ............... .
Otter Creek, Vt ...... . .. . . .. .... ........ .
Ipswich River, Mass .. ........................ . ...... .
M errimac River, Mass .... . . ... . . .
Powow Rn·er, Mass ..... .
Taunton River, hlitss .................... .

il!~i;!Ai!i~l~~~~~~~: :~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::

R emoYing Green J acket Shoal, Providence River, R. L ...... ... ..... .
l mprodne:Provi<lence Rh-er and Narragansett Bay, R. I. ... . ... ...... . ..... .
rawcatnc:k River, R. I. ............................ . ........ . . ... .
Pawtucket R iver, R. I. ............ . ................. .. .. .. . . .. ... .
Connecticut River, between Hartford and Holyoke ... . .. ...... ... .
Connecticut River, Conn ....... . .............................. ... .
Housatonic River, Conn . ....... . .................. .... . .......... .
Tb1tmes River, Conn . .................... ... . .......... .... .. ..... .

~~~~~t~~:t~f;t~~'n~1~nE~st· Ri~;~; ·a:~a.·

8

Rem
:ir~ii iiit~:
ImprovingBrowns Creek, N . Y . ................... .. . . .
East Chester Creek, N. Y ...... ..... ............ .
Great Cl.tazv Riv er, N. Y ... .. ... ... .. .
Patchogue River, N. Y ..... ..... .. .... .

N: Y::::::::::::

17,500.00
8,000.00
9,584.92
1', 000. 00
7,000.00

17,500.00

5,000.03 , . ... .. ... . ... . ,

~J~~:~g

...... :·. ~~~--~~- ::::::::::::::

500. 00
5, 000.00
35,000.00
80,000.00
10,000.00

500. 00
5,000.00
35,000. oo
80,000.00
10,000.00

····· is:ooo: oo

500, 000.00

500,000.00

461,412. 57

10, 000.00

10,000.00

10,'000. 00

5. 000. 00
6,000.00
10,000.00
1,507. 50
64,000.00
10,000.00
11,500.00
10,000. 00
35,000. 00
15,000.00
15, 000. 00
5,043.40
1,800. 00
1,400.00
26,700.00
3,500.00
10,000.00
19,900.00
7,500.00
7, 500. 00

5,000 00
6. 000. 00
10,000.00
1,507.50
64,000.00
10,000.00
11,500.00
10,000. 00
35,000. 00
15,000.00
15,000. 00
6,043.40
1,882. 09
1,400.00
26,700.00
3,500.00
10, 0()0. 00
19,900.00
7,500.00
7,500. 00

5,000.00
6,000.00
9,963.62

15,100.00
6,000.00
24,000.00
8, 9!0. 30
20,000. 00
19. 000. 00
15,418.00
3,000.00
55,000.00

15,100.00
6,000. 00
24, 000.00
8, 9-10. 30
20,000.00
19,000.00
15,418.00
3,000. 00
55,000. 00

4,000, 00
3,000. 00
3,000.00
4,000. 00

4,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
4. 000. 00

14, 000 00
7,000.00

12,499. O'i
I, 000. 00
9,584.92

14, 000. 00
• 6. 711.17

500. 00
5, 000. 00 . .. ................. . . ... .. .
35, 000. 00
- ----- --- --- --·
65,000.00
·------------ 9,000.00
1,000.00 ---- ---- -- ----

···· ·44:000:00·
. 59
11,500. 00
10,000.00
25,000.00
13, 000.00
10, 000.00

---- ------ ------ --- --------1,400. 00
5,700.00
3,500.00
7,500.00
19,900.00
7, 500.00
7,500.00
10,991.52
5, 100. 01
22,000.00

-----------·-·
11,000.00
13,500.00
8,418.00
3,000.00
50,000.00

38,587.43
------ ---- --- ·
------- -- -- -- - ----·-------- ----- -- ------- --- ------ ---------- --- -- --- - -· · ····--36.--··38
-----·-· ·--- -1,507.50
--- -------- --20,000.00
-------- --- --9, 999.41
--------- --- --- --- --------- -------------·
----------- --- -------------10,000.00
--------- ----·
2,000.00
-- ----- ------5,000. 00
···---· --- -- -5,
043.40
-- ----------··
1,882.09
-- ------- --------- -----·-·· ------· ·· ·····
21,000. 00
---- --- -------------- ----- - ----- --2,------500.00
-- ------ -- --- - ------- ---- ------ ---- ------------ --- -- ---· ·- -· ---- -- -- ---- - - -- - -- --------- ·· --4. 108. 48
---- -- --------899 99
---- ---- --- --2,000. GO
·-------- ·· -··
8, 940. 30
--- --- -------9,000.00
---- -- --- ----5, 500.00

-- - --- · ---- --·
--- - --- -- -··-·

...... . ...... .
.... ..... . ... .

~

tzj

~

0

~

>--3

0

'rj

8

P::
t_:r:j

(P

c.zj

Q
~
tzj

8

>~
~

0

'rj

~

~
~

7,000.00

---- --------5,000.00

4, 000.00
3, 000. 00 1· . . . . . . ' . . . . . · 1 · . . . . . . . . .
2,931. O:J . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
68. 98
4,000.00 ...•...........••••••.......
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Statement of approp1·iations nnder direction of the War Depa,·tment fo1· the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, etc.-Continued.
Balances

Title of appropriation.

July 1, 1895.

I

A.ppropriat,ecl Repayments
July 1, 1895, July 1, 1895,
to June 30,
to Juue 30,
1896.

Aggregate
available.

Payments
July 1, 1895,
to June 30,

I
,

1896.

1896.

O':>

0
1

Carried to
surplus fun<l I Balance
June 30, . June 30, 1896.
1896.

j

-·----·-- - · · - _ _ __ _ ! _ __

.1

WORKS-continned.
Ilarbors and rivers-Uontinuecl.

_

_

l

PUBLIC

i

ImprovingSt. Lawrence Rfrer, N. Y .................. ... .
Harlem Rh-or, N. Y .............. . .......... ... .... .
Hudson River, N. Y ............ .

c~~~r:.1::::: ························

~~~t!~a

Mattawan Creek, N. J ................ .
Ehzal)eth River, N. J .......... . ....... .
Passaic Hiver, N.J ............................................... .
Shrewsbury River, N. J ............ .
Raccoon l<h·er, N. J ..... .

~1~~~c~!"1~r~~;, {r.-j:::::: ·.:::::::::::::: ~:: ..................... .

Raritan Rivt>r, N. J ......................... .
Fr1111kford Creek, Pa ..............................................
])um nt Herrs Islaud, Allogheuy Rfrer, near Pittsburg, Pa . ......... .
l'urch11s0 of upper lock ancl dam. Monongahela River, between Pitts.
hurg, Pa., nncl Morgantown . \V. Va ............ ................... . .
Cost of condemnation of upper lock aud darn, 1\Ionong;ahela River,
l1t1twae11 Pittsuurg, Pa., and Morgantown, W, Va ... - - ..... - . · · · · · · · 1
I111proviu_g·1

t!\~~}!;'
R~~;~,\,;_8a~ci ·i,i_"j :::::: :: : :: : :: :: :: : : ::: ::: : :: : : : : :: : ::1
Schnylkill River, Pa .......................... .. ... ......... ..... ·I
s,N~?: of_ ~~~~~~~~ .~i.~~~ .~~~~:~~~. ~~~~~~~~~~-i~: .~~.-~ ~.~~. ?.~~-~~~'..
Tm proving;-·
i
.Murclerkill Rh-er, Del .......................... .
Mispillio11 Creek, Del. ......................... .

tJ;f.~2t~t'~';~t!~~~~: !:~~: ::::: ::::: ::::::::: :: :·· ············..

llroact (.;reek. Del. .............. .
hoptnnk River, Md .......................... .
bester River, Md .... .
Manokin Rh-er, Md . ................. .. .......................... .
Pntuxent River, Mel . .......................................... ... .
Susquehanna River near Havre de Grace, Md .................... .
Wicomico River, Mel ............................................. .

~~~~~s;i fl:::·.~~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::······················
Warwick Rh·er, Md ...... .

I
I..............

~

1
1

20,000.00
2, 000.00
65, 000.00

$10,150.00
132,285.83
640, 000.00
21,500.00
::i, 000,00
3,000.00
3,000.00
13,000.00
1,500.00
2; 242. 77
2,000.00
399. 70
20,000.00
2,000.00
65,000.00

323,333.13

::23, 333. 13

323,333.13

5,098. 6,1

5,098.64

$10,150. 00
132,285.83
640,000.00
21,500.00
3. 000. 00
3. 000. 00
3,000.00
13,000 00
.1, 500. 00
2,242. 77
2. 000. 00
$399. 70

I
5,098.64 ······ ·········,··············

16,000.00
196,000.00
26,450.00

I

:::::::::::::::!::::::::::::::

16,000.00
196. 000. 00
26,450 00

$8,150.00
127,285.83 I ............. .
515, ooo. oo
18,400.00 ............. .

$2,000.00
5, uoo. 00
125,000.00
3,100.00
3,000.00

I·... _........ .

~
~

::::::!~:;!!liliiii\iii•I
!

60, ooo.

oo I...... . . . ... ..

10,000.00
51,989.40
22,450.00

8

p:t

:::::~;:;

trj

u:.
5,

ooo. oo

6,000.00
144,010.60
4,000.00

4,465.28

4,465.28

6,500.00
10,150. 00
5,000.00
5, 0G0. 00
5,000.00
2,000.00
4,'458. 54
4,000.00
382. 70
10,000 00
3. 000. 00
12. 000. 00
91,000.00
2 000. 00

6,500.00
10, 150. 00
5, 000. 00
5, 000. 00
5, ouo. 00
2, 000. 00
4,458.54
4, 000. 00
382. 70
10, 000. 00
3, 000. 00
12, 000. 00
91, 000. 00
2, 000. 00

6. 500. 00 t •••• •• • • • • • • • • t • . . • • •• • • • • • • •
5, 800. 00 ............. .
4,350.00
1, 000. 00 ... ... ....... .
4,000.00
3. 000. 00 ...... . ...... .
2,000.00
5, 000. 00 ................. .
2, 000. 00 ....... . ................... .
1,500.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,958.54
4, 000. 00 ........................... .
.... •........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
382. 70
............... ...... ........
10, 000. 00
,
3, 000. 00 ........................... .
1·.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .
12, 000. 00
35, 5'.l6. 94 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
55, 463. 06
.
2, 000. 00 ,........................ . . .

:::::::::::::::
\: :::::::::::::
------ ------- -- ···-----------

0

0

4,465.28

············••t :::::::::::•

trj

1-"d

trj

0

~

trj

8

>
~
~

0

"rj

~

~

Lnt1·appe River, Md ................................... .. ......... . '
Waterway .from Chincoteague Bay to Indian River Bay, Md., Va.,
andDeL ........................................ .
Aquia Creek, Va ............ .
Occoqunn Creek, Va .
Nomini Creek, Va ................ .... .... .
Urbana Creek, Va ........................ .
Appomattox River. Va
James River, Va ..... . ... ... .... . .
Mattaponi River, Ya ....•. ..... .
Pamunkey River, Va ................. .
Rappahannock RhTer, Va ....•.......

i~rk
t~e~.i~!·. :>::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
North Landing River, Va. and N. C .................. .
11

New River, Va. ancl W . Ya ......... .
Dan River, Va. nucl N. C .. ... .

i[~~K?~·!t~~~-;~i:::::::••••:••. . . . . . • • • • •
Gauley River. W. Va ............ .
Guyandotte River, W. Va . ..... .
Great Kanawha River, W. Va .................. .

fhe~ a~~~fRf~::,r1w':\r!~:::::::::::::::::: :·::::::::::::::::::::
0 0

~~~~k!~~f N.ocfo.l~ ~~~~~~·- ~~:·. ~~ ·~-1~~~.~~l~- -~~~~.~·- ~: .~:

·waterway between New River and Swansboro, N. r,
Contentum Creek, N. C
Fisbing Creek, N. C ..
Mackoys Creek, N. C ................. .
Cape Fear River. N . C .......... .
Pasquotank River, N. C .••......
New River, N. C ............ .
Nouso Rfrer, N. C ........ ... . ............ .
Lockwood~ ]!'oily River, N. C ....... . .... .
Lumber River, N. C ................ .
Pamlico and Tar riYers, N.
Roanoke River, N. C ..... .
Trent River, N. C ............. . .................................. .
Yadkin River, N. C ............................... . .. . ........... .
Waccamaw River, N. C.
Black River, N. C .......... ... ..................... . ....... . . ... . .
Survey of water ways <'onnecting Dismal Swamp Canal, Va., with
s ounds of North Carolina ..... .... ... . ..... .
mprovingMinp;o Creek, S. C ......... .
vVappoo Cut, S. C ...•......•..........
Beaufort River, S. C .............•....... .
Congaree River, S. C .................. .
Great Pedee River, S. C ...... .

4,750.00

4,750.00

10,500.00
3,000.00
2,500.00
5,000, 00
3,000.00
4,400.00
110,000.00
4,500. 00
1,500.00
12,500.00
8. 084. 77
16,500. 00
1,300.00
2,308 94
39. 63
3,000.00
20. 000. 00
1,500. 00

4,750.00

16,500.00
3,000.00
2,500.00
5,000.00
3,000.00
4,400.00
·--- ............. .
110. 000. 00
1,500.00
4, 500.00
1,500.00
1,500.00
3,000.00
12,500.00
8, 08-1. 77
8, 08-1. 77
2,500.00
16,500.00
300. 00
1,300.00
2,308.94
2, ao8. 94
39. 63
39. 63
000: oci · .... ..... .... .. ....... ... .. .
3,000.00
12, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8, 000. 00
20,000.00
1,500.00
1,500 00 . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
······ ..... .•. ... .... .. ..
3. !6
3. 16
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
..
.
.
.
.
..
...
...
.
..
.
500. 00
500. 00
1,000.00 ...•... . . ...•............ .. .
1,000.00
305, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
465, 63~. 00
770,633.00
38,500.00
38,500.00
16,020.49
16,020.49
200: 00 ·
800. 00
3,000.00
52,500.00
25,000. 00
77,500.00
4,376. 27
4,376.27
• I •••• • • • • • • • • • •
3,500.00
6,500. 00
37. 03 , ...•..........
14,962.97
15,000.00
356.12
356. 12 •••••i3i:
00 • I • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
71,000.00
l32, 000. 00
1,500.00
1,500.00 · ..... j,"
00.
3,500.00
4, 5UO. 00
3,003.00
8,000.00
11, 003. 00
7. 000. 00
7,000.00
2, 500.00
3,000.00
3,500.00
8,500.00
20,000.00
53,006. 76
2,500.00
2, 5H!. 50
4, 497.12
3,500.00
4,000.00
2, 000.00
2,000.00

············i2ei."oo

······a:

500. 00
1, 000.00
770,633.00
38,500.00 ··············· I··············
16,020.49
3,000.00
77, 500. 00
4,200.00
6,500.00
15,000.00
356.12
132,000.00
1, 500.00
4, 500.00
11,003. OU
7,000.00
3,000.00
8,500. 00
53, 006. 76
2,513.50
4,497. 12
4,000.00
2,000.00

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ J::~:: :i~ii~~:

...... 2:
1:::: :::: :: ::::
••••••a: ooo: 00
ooo:
ooo:

4, 500.00

4,500, 00

4, 100.00

400. 00

3,000.00
1,520.29
4, 500.00
3,000.00
4,500.00

3,000.00
1,520.29
4,500. 00
3,000.00
4,500.00

2,500.00
6. 00
4, 500.00

500. 00
1,514.29

1, 50U. UO

1,500.00
500. 00

4,000.00

~

M
""Cf

0
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Statement of app1·opriations unde1· direction of the Wm· Department for the.fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, cfc.-Continued.

I

- I~

'J'itlo of nppropriation.

PUBLIC

Harbors

Bal ances
July 1, 1895.

--- --~-

Appropriated Repayment:;
July 1, 1895, July 1, lil95,
to Jt'me 30,
to June 30,
1896.

!

1896.

I

~,
_,_ , Carried to
1 -,_.,- •• __
raymern.s
Jnl y 1, 1895, surplus fund
Balance
to .June 30,
June 30,
June 30, 1896.
15J011-

Aggregate
available.

N)

I

1896.

•

, ,01

I

I r -- • •

•••

I

1896.

WORKS-continued.
rivers-Continued.

~
t_rj

a11d

$3,500.00
], 762. 24
29,500.00
1,000.00
14,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
4,500.00
499. 39
130,018.27

$3,500.00
2,159.27
29,500.00
1,000.00
14,000.00
3,000.00
3, 000.00
4,500.00
499. 39
130,018.27
1,500.00

4,839.20
1,000.00
1,000.00
4,000.00
3,000.00
3,000 . 00
2. 000. 00
800. 05
20. 000. 00
32,000. 00
37,500. 00
28. 08
240,000.00
263,000.00
2,000.00
2,443.26
5,000.00
5,000.00
2,500.00
10,000.00
G, 409. 40
3,000. 00
3,172,400.1 4
4,000.00

4,839.20
1,000.00
1,000.00
4,000.00
3,000.00
3,000.00
2,000. 00
800 05
20,000.00
32,000. 00
37,500.00
28. 08
240,000.00
263,000.00
2,000.00
2,443.26
5,000.00
5,000.00
2, 500 00
10,000.00
5,409 40
3,000. 00
3, 172,400.14
4, OQQ _00

3,000.00

3,000.00

$3, 000. 00
24,500.00
1, 000.00
7,000.00
2, 500. 00
3,000. 00
4,500.00

I ••••••••••••••

$500. 00
2,159.27
5,000.00

··· ··· ············ ···1: ooo." oo

11::., 000. 00
1. 500. 00

500. 00
499. 39
15,018.27
4,839.20
1,000.00

1,000.00
4,000. 00

1••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••• •

~

8
0

1-:rj

8

P:l
t_rj

UJ

t_rj

a
8

>-

785.12
5,000.00

~

,<

0

lzj

102,000.00
73,900.00
2,000.00
2,443. 26
5,000.00
5. 000. co
5,000.00
5,409.40
3,000.00
2, 276, 680 00
4 , 000.00

0

~
t_rj

a, ooo_ oo

3,000.00
2,000.00
14. 93
15,000.00
32,000.00
22,500.00

1-d

~
-~

895,720.14

3,000.00

From mouth of the Ohi_o River t<? Minneapolis, Minn.............
l3~tween months o.f Ohio an~ Illrnois rivers, Ill. ar.d Mo.........
Gaugmg; the waters of Lower l\.bssissippi aucl its tril>utanes.........
Reserv.oirs at head waters of Mississippi Rfrer . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Operatmi.snaft a~d dredge boats on Upper hl1ssiss1ppi Rh·er........
Const~·uct!ug Je. tt1cs and other works at8outh Pass , '.\Iississ1ppi River
Exammat1ou aud surveys at South Pass, .Mississippi River . ..........
Removing obstructions in Mississippi River..........................
Mississippi River Uomm1ssio11.... .••................ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ImprovingBayou Verm1lhon, La ............. .
Bogue Chitto, La. .... ......... .

2,454. 341. ::l4
35,100.00
...............
10. 618. 82
. . . .... .. . .. . . .
.. .. . . . . .. .. . . .
.... . . . .. . .. . . .
... . . . . . . . . . . . .
50. 40

.•••.•.......
..••.. . ....... ... · ..... . ... .
6. ooo 00 .. ......•.....
.............. ..
1 ............ .
25, 000. CO 1· · · · · · · · .... .
100, 000. 00 ............ .
11,500 GO •• ••••••• . •••
123,000. 00 ..•. . ...•.•..
.•.•..............•...•..... .

i:r~~~ ii~-~1·ot:l~·e,~·~ ·i~:::::: ................................... .
Bayou
Bayou
Bayou
Bayou

Courtableau, La ............. .
Black, La ....... .
D 'Arbouue, La, ..
PJaquemme, La ................. .

~!{.~~: r:~~~~~i~~. i~a.::::: ·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... 77,-900. 00. : : : ::: :: :: : : : : :
6

I
2.GO .•••••••••.•••.•••••••••.••• .

Connecti ng Bayou Techo with Grand Lake at Charenton, La.........
lmpron:1g·.A.mite Rn·er, La..................................................

~~~El~~~:i;/:~;.!l~f~s:~·t~:::::::::::: ~::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ~

.A.tohafalaya aud Red rivers, La...................................

i~~~: ::: :: ::::: ::::::::::::: ::::: :: :: :::: :::

l~~sea;i~~~s~~l·B·;y,"
Month of Brazos River, Tex.......................................

22,100.05 . •........•••.. ............. .

!~~:

1

g~:
g~
67; 500. 00
2
~~; ~~~: ~g
16, 651. 57

1

!~!~1:Bi:f?~~:f}i.:~~;i i;:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :!: ggg: gg
~~ict!{ f/;·:1'.:, Ji:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Sabine River, Tex:.............................. . ..................
Ouachita River. Ark. ancl La........... ... .........................
Remodng obstructions in ..Arkansas River . Ark. and Kans............
Impro,mo--:-

j~~;1~ltr~:F-!!!~ 1l1~~ ..i"1:k::: ::::::: :: ::::::::::::::::::: ::::::
recffue~~\!~~:~rF!1t~~·.·x~1~::
·.::: :: :::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::::
Arkansas River. Ark..............................................
0

White River, Ark..................... ..... .............. ...... ...
Current Ri ,er, Ark. nncl .Mo ................... - . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . .

:: ~g~: ~~

5,000.00 ........ . .......• ••••....•••.
29,500.00 ............................ .
4,500.00 .. ........•••................

7•~g~: ~g

I

:::::: :::::::::······· ······· ·
t
igg:
~~ ::: ::::::::::::I::::::::::::::
160,562 !l9
46,550. 00
3,600. 00

~}J}]~·i;:~1~{~;:~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::······tt~f gg·,: :::::::::::::: ......... .

20. 00

Cu,nberland River b elow NashY1llo. Tenn...... .................. .
Cumberland Rn·er above Nas.bviile, Tenn.......... . ..............
Tennessee River above Chattanooga, Tenn........................

40,000.00
224,000.00
43,400.00

2, <1.54, 34.1. 34.
35.100. 00
6, 000.00
10,618.82
25 000. 00
100,000. 00
11,500.00
123,000. 00
50. 40
5,000. 00
2,500. 00
6 400. 00
4,500.00
5, 000.00
319 31
3. i00. 00
H9, 407. 77
158. 90
77,900.00
22,100.05
2. 50
62, 864.00
125. 200. 00
5. 000. 00
67. 500. 00
260. 000. 00
40. 667. 35
16,651.57
35, 368. 'i8
9. 500. 00
10 !l00. 00
3,000.00
4,157.81
5,000.00
29,500.00
4,500.00
7,000.00
892. 75
5,100. 28
1,000.00
160,362.99
46,550.00
3, GflO. 00
20. 00
4,500.00
6, 900.00
40,000.00
224,000.00
43,400.00

I

1, 829. 083. Uc! 1 · . . . . . . . . . . . . · 1
4. 000 00 ........•.....

2: 500: iiii

---------

------------- .
4,400.00
2,500. 00 -------------·
5,000.00 ---------- -.
_______
:, ______

--------------

625, :Z::id. 30
31,100.00

-------------2,000.00
2,000.00

----·--------31:). 31
--------- ---- - ---- ---------87,007.77
62,400.00 ------------ -158. 90
--- ----------- ·--------- ····
51,000.00
26,900.00 --------·-····
22,
]00. 05
--- --- ----· ···· --············
2. 50
-- --- 41,000.00
------···· -···---------21,864. 00
··············
35,469.11
89,730.89 ·····-- ------·
5,000.00
--------- ----·-·----------··
52,500.00
15,000. 00 -----··- -·· ···
33,700.00
2!:!6, 300. GO ··----- ------40,667.35
---··········-- ---------·---16,651.57
--------------· ------ --- -·--·
35,368.78
-------------- -------------9,500.00 ·------------· -------------10,000.00
----------····· ------ ------- ·
300. 00 ...............
2,700.00
4, 157. 8-1 -------------- ---------·····
5,000.00 --- ----------- --------·-····
22,023.1!:! -------------7,476.88
4,500. uo -------------- -------------4,000.00 ---------- ---3,000.00
892. 75
-------------·
-----------·--4,800.55 ------- -- ----299. 73
1,000.00 --- ----------- --------- ----104,967.49 -------------·
55,595.50
35,000.00 --·-----------11,550.00
2, 300. 00 ------------ -·
1,300. 00
.............. . .... --- ----- -----20. 00
500. 00 ---- -----·-··4, 000. 00
6,900.00 -------------- --------- ----16,000.00 .... ... .. ......
24,000. 00
--------------·
3,700.00

109,000.00 .................
1.8, 900. 00 .••. ··-- ......

115. 000. uo
24,500.00

~
t_,,;

"'d

0

~

1-3
0

~

1-3
::::::
t_,:j

00
~

0

~

t_,,::j
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Statement of approp1·iations under direction of the Wa,. Departrnent for the fiscal yea1· ending June 30, 1896, ctc.-Continncd.

Title of appropriation.

PUBLIO

Balances
July 1, 1895.

I

Appropriated Repayments
July 1, 1895, July 1, 1895,
to June 30,
to June 3l',
1896.
1896.

~ffli!~i!~

Payments
,T nly 1, 1895,
to .June 30,
1896.

..i::,..

Carried to
surplus fnnd I Balance
June 30,
June ao, 1890.
1896.

WORKS-continued.
~

Harbors and rivers-Continued.
ImprovingTennessee River below Chattanooga, Tenn., .A.la., nnd Ky ....... .
Obeys l{frer, Tenn ................ .
Obion River·, TC'nn ................ .
Svuth Fork Cnmbetlancl River, Ky ..... .
Kentuck,v Rh·er, Ky .................... .

¥~:!~~!::11{~!;,· i;; ·· · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· -· · ·

t_,:_j

$681, 848. 71
17 ..86
3,500.00
32. 98
200,870.86
3o, 500. olf
485. 00
150,288.12
6, 000.00
9,565.92

!j:681, 848. 71
17. 8ti
3,500.00
32. 98
200,870.86
30,500.00
485. 00
150, 288. 12
G, 000. 00
9,565.92

Green River, Ky ................................................. .
~urvey of canal O?Dn~ctinf Lake :Iprie with Ohio River, Ohio ........ .
Survey of the Ohio River oelow Pittsburg, Pa ......... .
Impro,in"'Ohio ftiver below PittBburg, Pa ...... ..... ....................... ·1 225,000.00
Ohio l{iver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:116, 419. 92
Muski11gum River, Ohio . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
12,000.00
Opcrnting snag boa,ts on O1.iio River ......... .. .. .... ................... ...... ..... ..
Exaniiuatiou of Portage Lake ancl Lake Superior ship canals.........
2,310.92
lmprovin~Detro1t IUver, l\lioh .............................................. .
50,000.00
Ilay Lake Channel, Sanlt Ste. Marie Rh·er, Mich .
275. 000. 00
~t. Clail' Flats Canul, l\lich ............ .. .. .
134. 17
Black River, Mich ......... .
7,500. Ou
Clinton River, Mich ............ .
5,000.00
Menomonee Rh-er, Mich. aud Wis .......... .
2,000.00
Saginaw River, Mich ......... .
50,000.00
5,000.00
500. 00
1,788,865.00
St. Mnr,vs Rb·er and St. Marys J<'allR Canal, Mich
182. 31
2,000.00
Tur!l~~nu::~i~~ko~~:Jif;!~\ii.cb::: :: :: :: :: :::::::::: :: :: : : : : : : :: : : :
2,000. 00
~uprov1n\ waterway from .R~waun,e<: Bay to Lake Superior, Mich ... .
90,000. 00
Sturgeon ay aud Lake M1cl11gan :ship Canal. ....................... .
11,000.00
Impro,ing-

225,000. 00
316,419.92
12,000.00
25,000.00
2,310.92
50,000.00
275,000.00
4,720.71
7,500. 00
5,000.00
2,000. (10
5u, 000. oo
5,000.00
500. 00
1, 788, 865. 00
182. 31
2. 000. 00
2,000.00
!JO, 000. 00
11, 000. 00

t?c:;~if:t\1r~ff~: ~ ~ ~:: ~: .::~~~ :: ::::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::::

~{Jf~:~~r~'!t~'. :~ ~~i~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :I J~~t ~g :::::::::::::::I:::::::::::~::

D,-images by improvement of Fox and Wisconsin rivers, Wis ......... ............ . . .

,100. 00

1· . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,998.97
l, 000. 00
19, 004.76
400. 00

$409, 014. 36
17. 86
500. 00
32. 98
123,000.00 . . . . . . . .. .. .. .
77,870.86
30,500.00 •••.....•...•.••••••........
48fi. 00
77, 788.p

'"'O
0

9,565.92

;:Q

$272, 834. 35

.......... .. .··1· ............. 1

73,000.00
184,802.31
7,000.00
24,907.69

152,000.00
131 ,617.61
5,000.00
92.:n
2,310.92

20, 000. 00 I. ..... . . . . . . . .
30, ooo. 00
265, 000. 00
10, 000. 00 . • • .. .. .. . .. . .
............... ...... . .......
4,720.71
1, 000. 00 . . . .. . .. . . .. ..
6, 500. 00
4, 000. 00
1, 000. 00 .. .. .. .. .. . . . .
2,000.00 ........................... .
50, 000. 00 ..................•.....•...
............... ...... ........
5,000.00
500. 00 ......................•.....
417,803.92 .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 1,371,061.08
. .. .. .......... ....... ... ...
1S2. 31
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .•. . . . • . . . . . .
2,000.00
. . ............. . . . . ... . . . . ...
2,000.00
87, 000. 9:l . .. . .. .. .. .. • .
2, 99H. 08
10, 000. uu . . . . .. . . .. .. ..
1, 000. 00
2, !}98. !l7
1,000.00
18,000.00

l, 00-i. 70

,:oo. 00

pj

t-3
0

l-%j

t-3

tr.1
'J)

t_zj

0
~

t_zj
1-j

>
~
~

0
~

~
-~

~

:[mprovingRed River of the N ortb, Minn. and Dak . ........ .. .. .
White River, Ind ........... . ............ .
. Wabash R~v~r, ~nd: a~d Ill ....... ·.- ......... .
~ Illmois and M1ss1ss1pp1 Canal ..... . ................................. .
<l Improving-

~2$

~

3,992. 39
4,000.00
,. 000.
000. ;o
00
370,

~i~;:W,}J:lif~t ~~~:: ~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.....~::. ::~::.:::::::::::::::::::::::~~~ ~~.

t~:!!~Ft;!~~·~·n;::::::::::::)::::::::<:::::::::::: ':!:!!!!! ::) <: :: : : : :

M1ssoun R1v~r, from mouth to Sioux City, Iowa..................

II~i~~tt;~;i~;.~~~::;.i~<::::··----- - - - - - - - - ~

3,992. 39
4,000.00
8,000.00
370. 000. 50

Missouri River, from Stubbs Ferry, Mont., to Sioux City, Iowa. . ..
Examination of Missouri River from Three Forks to yanyon Ferry,

Petaluma Creek, Cal. ........... . .... .
Sacramento aml Feather rivers, Cal ..... .
San .Joaquin Ri-,er, Cal .............. .
Mokelumne River, Cal ......................... .
Mouth of Columbia. River, Oreg. and Wash ..... ..... .... ......... .
Columbia luver at Cascades, Oreg ... ............................. .
Examination and survey of Columbia River. Oreg ... .... . .
Gauging waters of Columbia River, Oreg.
.ImprovmgColumbii1. ancl Lower Willamette rivers below Portland, Oreg .....
~i°u4s1!~~e

:/;:r~·8::f:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

914,537.88 : .............. .... ...• .. ....

M, 994. 01 .•. ... . ..••••• • .•••... • ... . . .
754. 01
.41

r~:~!~::ii~;:\v
;~h-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Waterway connecting Puget Sound:with Lakes Union and Wash

ington ..................... .. ................. .
Surveys for deep-water harbor, Gulf of Mex:ico ..... .
ImprovingColorado River at Yuma, Ariz ........................ .
Upper Snake River, ldabo ... ........ ...... .. ····:· ··:· ........... .
-Oper ating and oare of canals and.other wor~s of nav1~at10n ......... ·.·.
Removing sunken vessels or craft obstructmg or enuangermg n av1.
gation

- -------- !

I

78.44
. 50
6,500.00
39. 20

--------- -----

----

11,720. 41
4,000.00
15,000.00
143,230.56
30,017.06
5,000.00
194,180.00
539,653.00
3,169.49
500. 00
19, 000.00
ll. 000. 00
18,000.00
4,200.00
9, 500.00
520. 51

i: iii: ii

96,300.00
4, 950.00
2. 00
6,500.00
1. 000. 00
8,000.00
4,000.00

21,000.00
766. 96

21,000.00
766. 96

37,503.03

l..f~

"' 000.
----.00• 1.....
·
370,
.•• ...•. -1

10,000.00
11,000.00
18,000.00
4,200.00
9,500.00
520. 51

~fl~m~ii~R?!!ra~to~~a}~r~\;,~;· 3i':eef ~~.~ .~~~~ .. .
Examinatiou of obstrnotions in Columbia River .......... .. ......... .
lmprovingColumuia River at Three Mile Rapids, Oreg. and Wash............
96,300.00
\\'iUapa River an<l Harbor, w·ash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4,950.00
Columbia River from Rook Islaml Rapids to Priest Ra-pids, Wash .... ... ....... . . , ...... .. ...... .
Snohomish River, Wash...........................................
6, 500. 00
Cowlitz River, Wash........................... . ..... . ............
1,000.00

UI ;.<.

16, 500. 00
10, 000. 00 .•••.••••..•. .
39. 20 .... · . . .... .. · · - - - - - - - - ·-· ··
15, 000.00
15,000.00
868,880.53
914,537.88
2, 500. 00 .•.•..... __ __
2, 50U. 00
69,300.00
124,800.00
3,700. 00 -- ----·------5,770.53
20,111.88 ------·····--·
21,139.33
49,
411.51
- - -- .. - ---54,994.01
754. 01

11,720.00
4,000.00
15,000.00
143,230.56
30,017.06
5,000.00
194,180.00
539,653.00
3,169.49
500. 00

':..l

I

------ -------- . ---------·----

1-d
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754. 01

f--:l

.

11,720. 41

·----------- -.

-- -- 113,
--------221. 42

--- -·· ·······
·..... 4: ooo: 00 - ------------. ------··--- --15,000.00
30, OO!l.14
16,028.67
5, 000.00
127,000.00
427,001.28

--- -·--- -----13,988.39
--------- ---- ------------·· -------------67,180.00
·------------ - 112,651.
72
-------------3, lti9. 49
----- ---------- -------------500. 00 ·······------- ---------··-· ·
16,500.00 ............... .
8,300.00 ------- -----·17,500.00
2,000.00 -------------9,000.00 ····· ·· - - · -- - -

--------------

!;lj

55,500.00
2,070.53
1,027. 45
5,582.50

2,500.00
2,700.00
500. 00
2,200.00
500. OU
520. 51

218. 25
11, 000. -00
707,704.81

-- ---- -- --- -- -- ------- ------93,300.00
3,000.00 ··--·--------2,650. 00
2,300.00 ... --. -- - - .. - ..
2. 00
----......
.
-------------·ti, 500. 00 ---------- ·-·· ·----· -- --···1,000. 00 -------------- ---- -- --- -- --5,001.80
2,998.20 ------·- -- ---4,000.00
·----- ---- -- --- -----········20, ooo. op
1,000.00 ------------- 766. 96
--- ---- ---- -- -- ------- --- ---218. 25
---- ----------------------4,500. OU
6. 500. 00 ..... . ..............
707,704.81 ------- ------- -------------

37,503.03

37, 503. 03 ...........••. . .••••. : ...•..
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Sfaturncnt of appropriations itnder direction of the Wa1· Department for the fiscal yea1· ending J 'ttne 30, 1896, etc,:..._Continued.

Balances
July 1, 1895.

Title of appropriation.

PUBL10

Appropriated I Repayments
July 1, 1895, July 1, 1895,
to June 30,
to June 30,
1896.

Aggregate
available.

Carried to
surplus fund I Balance
June 30,
June 30, 1896.

Payments
July 1, 1895,
to June 30,

1896.

1896.

1896.

WORKS-Continued.

Harbors and rivers-Continued.
Exnmina tions, eur,·eys, nnd contingencies of rivers and harbors ......

I

$135, 064. 07 1· .............

I

·I· ............ ·I

$135, 064. 071

, $63, 501. 41

I· ..-....... -.-1

~

t_zj

$71, 562. 66
9, 875, 899. 12

." otnl harbors and rivers .. . .......... . ............... ........ _. -1 26, 382,351. 71 $1,338,107.841 $1', 672. 27127, 735, 131. 82117, 859,232.70
Ropnymente in excess of payments ....... ......... ..... ................... . .. . . ............ . ........ .:..:..:..:..=..:..:..=..:..:..:..=..:. ........ - . . . . . .
14,672.27

'"o
0
~
~

1

17,844,560.43

Actual expenditures .... . .. . .... . ...... .

0

1-xj

lll!SCELLANEOUS OBJECTS.

~

l:q

25.58
2. !l4

Total Signal Service .

National cemeteries.
National cen1oterios ...........•.......................................
Pay of snperlntendents of n ational cemeteries ....................... .
Repairing roads to national cemeteries ........• ............ .. .........
Rond to t11e 11ntionnl cemetery, Prcsillio of San Francisco, Cal. . ..... .
Road to tho national cemetery at Hampton, Ya ................. ...... '·
Road from national cemetery 11ear Mound City toMoundsJunction, Ill.
H eadstones for graYes of soldiers .................... . ............... .
:Burial of indigent soldiers .............. .
Rond to the national cemetery, Illinois ...... ......... . . .
Total national cemeteries

Artificial limbs and appliances.
Artificial l imbs ............................. .. .
Trusses for disabled soldiers ................. .
Appliances for disabled soldiers
Total nrtificinl limbs and appliances

11,105.00

27.82

15,592.92
1,849.17
6,559.30
9,995.00
2, 000.00
25. 90
32,541.79
2,002.57

100,000.00
61,880.00
8,000.00
10,000.00

70,566.65

223, 580. 00 . . . • . • • . . • . . . .

51,808.80
1, 274.13
53,082. 93

25,000.00 . ... . . ..•. .• . .
3, 700. 00 . . . . . . . . . • • . . .
15, 000. 00 . . • • • . • . . . . . . .

10,000.00

10,000.00

965. 00
140.00
25. 58
2. 24

166. 66
67. 63

lf)_

t_zj

a

~

t:,,j

4, 649. 61
115,592. 92
110, 943. 31 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63,729.17
61,724.51
$1,068.66
936. 00
9, 964. 51
2, 987. 58
1, 607. 21
14, 559. 30
19, 995. 00
19, 995. 00 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . ............ .
2, 000. 00 ....•............ . _. . . . . . . . . .
2, 000. 00
25. 90 . • . • . . . . . . . . . . .
!l5. 90 ..••..........
57,541. 79
44,126.62 . •• . . . . . . .. . . .
13,415.17
5, 702. 57
1, 502. 57 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 200. 00
15, 000. 00
15, 000. 00 ...................... ·.. . . . . .
294, 146. 65 _

248, 256. 52

4, 082.14

41, 807. 99

130,030.00
5, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,000.00 . ... . . . . . .. •..

181,838.80
5, 000. 00
3,274.13

132,037.72
5,000. 00
1,600.00

47,844.89

1,956.19

434.13

1,240.00

137,030~ ··············

190,112.93 1

138,637.72

§.........
....

t_zj

l......... .... .j

3,196.19

~
0

1-,j

:fl

>-

~

Civil s1wveys.
Snr~ey of rond from .A.quednct Bridge to l\Ionnt Yerno11.-........... .
Sun ey of northern and north western lakes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total civil surveys .. _._ .... ___ ._ ......... __ . ..... _.... _:........

2, ~12. 7! . ......... · . ... · · · · · ·. - ... - . .
11, 343. 2o
27, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
13 , 455 _96

27,000.

oo .......... _...

m: ~~

2, 112. ~~ · · · · · ,33 906: 70 .1· . . . . ... 40.' i5 ·1
38, 3J3. -

~:

40, 45 5_ 96

33,906. 70

6, 509. ll

703,333.48
5, H05. 00
1,500.00
5,000. 00
7,234. 31
167,000.34
6. 331. 75
936,299.74
174,592.33
2,714,758.12
3, 039, 985. 50
5, 666.64
11,792.29
7,766.01
10, 000. 00

182,990. 04
5, 905.00
1,500. 00
5,000.00
17. 36
152,472. 73
796. 00
767,300. 47

40. 15

Miscellaneous .
.Arming and eqnippin~ the militia ... ...... . . ... . .. . _....... .... ......
303,333.48
Seacoast batteries for mstruction of militia ........ . . __ . . . •.........................
Infa11try ancl Can1 lry School, F()rt Leavenworth, Kans ..... . .................. . .... .
.Artillery School, Foi·t Monroe, Va ...... . .. . ................ . ...... .. ............... .
Snpp.ort _of mi,hta"!-'Y: l)rison, Fort.Leavflnwortl1: Kan:9.................
7,234.31
Pu blicahon of Official Records of War of the l,el.Jell10n...............
22, 000. 34
Expense11 of military ronvicts........ .. .. . .. . . . . . . ••. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .
3,331 . 75
State or 'l'erritorinl homes for disabled soldiers and saJlors............
142, 500. 00
Support of Natiounl Home for Disabled Yolnuteer Soldiers. . .........
150,489.04
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Solclier:1 . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .
793,812.12
Snpport of Soldier s' Home........... . ... .. .... . ...................... 2,700, 330.86
Arms ancl qnartermastl'l· ston' s for State of ,vyoming................
5,666.64
.Military stores for Montnua militia. . ........ . ........................
11,792. 29
Expenses of Ualiforma D ebris Commissiou, etc............ . ..........
7,766. 01
Establishment of .Apache 11riso11ers upon military reservations ....... .' .......... . .. .

400,000.00
5,905.00
' l, 500. 00
5,000.00

10, 000. 00 .. •• .. ....... · I

Total m_isceUaueons . ...... : · .................. . .......... _...... 4,148,256.84 · 3,626,286.88
22,621.79 1 7,797,165.51
Repayments m excess of payments .......... _.... _... __. .. _... __ ........ _.............. __ . .. . ... . .. . .... .. .................... __ ..
-••- .- - -••-.- . -. -_.-.-••

1-..-.-.-..-.-.-..-.-_-..

5,567.48 ,. _. ........ . . .

5,567.48

5,689.75 ···············i- ··· · ·········

5,689.75

4
A..chtal expenditures ....................... _....... ... .. . .• . ... _,-_-_-__-_-_-_-. .-.-.-._-_-_ 1-.-. .- .- - -••- .-.-.••- . -. .

-1.

· 520, 343. 44

t:o
t_zj

7,110.94
14, 527.27
4, 073.25
168, 999. 27
1,309.10
1:48, 877.17
2, 718, 432. 52
5,666. 64
11,792. 2!)
3,766.01

106. 01
. 34
1,462.50

..2," 365: sso:95 ·1

l 73, 283 . 23

1!21, 552. 98 .

···...4: ooo:00 ·1: ..... .. . •.•.. .
10,000.00

1
3,817,415.53
22, 621. 79

114, 852. 08

I

3, 804, 897. 90

27, 1882 . ..... . .. . ....................................................

-~~~~f:~1:~~~. ~~~~~~~~.

!~.

~~-~~~.

Rf;s~lt~fest~_1~·c·1~~~~~.
_s_~~~.r~·s·~~~.
Reimbursing State and citizens of Cahtorma for expenses in sup.
pressing Modoc Indian hostilities .... . ..... . .. - . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .

i

925. 65 ....... . ...... · 1·. - ..........

·I

22,L 25 . . ..................... . . . .. .

Total war claims of States ... . ......... . ...... . ................. ~~ - - -5,567~ .. . .. . .. . _.. .

War claims of volunteers.
B oun ty to V<?lunteers, thei~ widows and legal heirs .... . .... . .. . . . .. . .
91,429. 95
209,224. 25
Bounty to F ifteenth and (31xteenth M1ssoun Ca.valry Volunteers... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
166. 66
:Bounty under act of July 28, 1866 .. ....... . . .... .... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
15, 6V9 . 95
27,266.66
Pay of two and three vear volunteers............ . . . .... .. . ... . .. . .. ..
237, 154. l (i
331,920.36
Services and supplies of Montan a volunteers m Nez Perce I ndian war .
657. 00 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
l~!!!n~i~nt~~·ls~p~~~r:i~1g·i·~di~~ -h~~tiii.ti;~: '.::: : : : ::: ::: ::::::: : :: . ... .... ·2i 82
Horses an! oth er property Jost in t he military service.... . ...........
4, 305.32

·I

. .. . ..•.• • . _..
.... .. . . . .. . . .
. . . . . . . . . .• . . .
..............
. . . .. . . ..... ..

925. 65

•

••

··· ·

-~~~: ~~-

:::: :

:

:: :::: :

:

107,225.34 . _... _. _. .. ...

~

~
r.r

t::1

~

t::1
~
p.--

0
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~

1

6,493. 13 ~

224. 25

~

5, 914.00

?J

p.,,-

300, 654.20
240,183. 18
3, 683. 21
56,787.81
166. 60
166. 66 . ... . . ..... ... .. .. . .... . .. . .
42,876.61
26,375. 45
14,403. 71
2,097. 45
569,074.52
324, 814. 52
234,576. 53
9,683.47
657. 00 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
657. 00

~ug

1
0

'lj

~

5,689. 75

2i4. 25 .......... . .. . .
12,407.13

0

:::0

5,567.48 , .. .. ... . . . .. •.

925. 65

t:o
.-3

0

-3-,-7-9-!-,-7-93-.-7-4-1- - - -- - - 1 - -- - -

War claims of States.
Refunding to States expenses incurred in raising ,olunteers.... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Examination of claims ot' States and Territories under act of June

~

0

111,530.66

~ug:::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::

1

73, 580.06 . . . . . . . . . .• . . .

37,950.60

O'";)
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i!3tatement of apprQPriations tinder direction of the War Department /01· the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, etc.-Continued.

Title of appropriation.

Balances
July 1, 1895.

Appropriated I Repayments
July 1, 1895,
to June 30,
1896.

J u\y 1. 1895,
to June 30,
1896.

Aggregate
available.

P ayments
July 1, 1895,
to June 30,
1896.

O':)

00

Carried to
surplus fund J Balance
June 30 1
June 30, 1896.
1896.

MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS-continued.
~
t:_rj

War claims ofvoltmteera-Continued .
Commutation of rations to l)risoners of war in rebel States and to
soldiers on furlongb............ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$32,963.09
$10,059.00
Traveling o:qiem•es, California nncl Nevada volunteers.......... .... .
187. 21
220. 97
Pay of ,·olnntt•ors, Mexican war................. ... ..... . . .. ... .. .... ...... .. . . .. ...
160. 34
Extra pa._,~ to otllcors and men who served in the Mexican war........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
243. 00 .
Cnpturo of Jefferson Davis................... .. ........ ...... ... .. ....
1,503.38 ............................
.
1
Pay, transportation, services, and supplies of Oregon and Washington ,oluuteers in 1855-56. ........................................... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
198. 38
Tot.al war daims of Yolunteers .... .••.•••......

383,832.88

686,834.96

$19,005.61
187. 21

· $43, 022. 09
40818
160. 34
243 . 00
1, 503 . 38

$20,358.68
$3, 657. 80
220 97 . ....... .. ...........
160. 34 ··· ·- --- -----242 . 00 -----·-------1 . 503. 38 ...................

... .... ........

198, 38

108. 38 ---- ·- - · -·· · · ·

--- -- ----·····

1, 070, 667 84

669, 773 . 18 ,

273,022.13

·-- -- --1,503
···--··
38
127,872 53

Relief actB.

c1~r:s ~~yl~):;i ~·iti~e;1;·r~~ ·s-~pplle;·iii~~i;b"e"ci d~~i~g· th~-~eb~iii·~~.: :1 ·'- ·· .. li;!iai oo·

1,838. 84
6,939.00

______ 1,_ ~~~:~~-I::::::::::::: :1 ······ti; !ia!i: oo

1,048.74

1, 048.74

Claims for quartermaster stores and commissary supplies, act July

], 048. 74
130. 00 .......... .... .
. . . • • . . . . . .. . . .
6,124.00

. .......... .. .

. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
14,479.17

... . .. .. . . .. . . .
. . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . . .. . . ..
- -. - ... · · . . · - . .

$96. 37
131,850.00
400. 00
1,776.06 , .. . ....... .. . .
284. li6
80. 74 1. · · · · · · · ·· · -· ·

tfiln il t~flii1t:.t ::::::::)::)!! ) :::::: :: ::::: ::: ::::: ::: :::: Jmn:: :::::: ::

130. 00
6, 1'!4. 00
96. 37
146,329.17
400. 00
1,776.06
284. 66
80. 74
432. 00
1,289.33
6. 363. 95
17,811.96

130. 00
6. 124. 00
131,889.17
·400. 00
1,776. 06
284. 66
80. 74
432. 00
1,289.33

96. 37
14, 440.00

"zj

8

Ill

[.zj

161,830.39

0
pj
t:_rj

8

>

pj

...::

0

"zj

~

>

?=l
6,363.95

17,811.96
161,926. 76
96. 37

.Actual expenclitures

8

0

t_zj

0

4, 186-!............................................................ .. .

pj

u:,

Claims of officers nncl men of the Army for destruction of private

Awnrcls for quartermaster stores ancl commissary supplies taken by
Army in Tennessee............................................ . .....
Stores nnd supplies taken by the Army (Bowman act) March 3, 1891..
ReiruburRement to Col. F. C. Ainsworth... . ....... ...................
llelief on account of the Ford's Theater disaster.. .. ..... .... ... ... . ..
Relit'f of trustees of Presbyterian church, Bethel Springs, Tenn . . . . .
Relief of willow nnll legul representatives of Orsemus B. Boyd.......
Relief of estate nf Johu R. Bigelow...................................
R elief of ow11ers and crow of schooner Henry R. Tilton ....... - - .....

1-d
0

RECAPITULATION.
Salaries, contingencies, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$880, 537. 42 $1, 850, 023. 72
Military Establishment, Army, and Military Academy................ 4, 344, 725. 26 23, 764, 463. 75
Public works . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 30,452, 971. 32 11, 344, 543. 37
Miscellaneous objects................................................. 4,709,736.82 4,874,578.68

Total ........................ .
Repayments in excess of payments
Actual expenditures

I

$8.,.
1,932.41
14,672.34
22.
R 1A .
--, 71
. ____

841

I

$2,730. 570.13 1 $1,905, "'·
$104,724.18
$720, '90.11
28, lll, 121. 42 24, 048,196.63 1,356,924.68
2,706,000.11
41,812,187.03 21,804,246.20
13,108.69 19,994,832.14
9, 607, 033. 66
5, 077, 308. 07
500, 275. 52
4,029,450. 07
1- - - - - · 1 - - - - - - t - - - - -l---___ ... -· I . --- •..
82,260,912.24 I 52, imo, 1ut>. ·14 I 1, •,fio, u33. 07 I 27,450,772.43
39,331.90
4

-

•

52, 795,774.84
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,

Washington, D. 0., November 10, 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith the reports of Major-General Ruger, commanding the Department of the East; Major-General
Merritt, commanding Department of the Mis ouri; Brigadier-General
Brooke, commanding Department of 'Dakota; Brigadier - General
Wheaton, commanding Department of the Colorado; Brigadier-General Otis, commanding Department of the Columbia; Brigadier-General Forsyth, commanding Department of California; Brigadier-General Bliss, commanding Department of Texas; and Brigadier-General _
Uoppmger, commanding Department of tbe Platte; the reports of the
Adjutant-General (Ruggles) and the In pector-General (Breckenridge)
of the Army; also the reports of the commanding officers of the United
States Artillery School at Fort Monroe, Cavalry and Light Artillery
School at Fort Riley, and the Infantry and Cavalry School at Fort
Leaven worth.
These reports give a full history of the military affairs in the different departments, the movement of troop ~ the important military
changes that have occurred during the year, the administration and
discipline, the result of inspection , instruction, and progress made at
the various military schools of practice; al o the report of field operations, practice marche , target practice, etc. I concur in the recommendation contained in the report of Major General Ruger concerning
field exerci e ; also in the recommendation of Brigadier-General Coppinger regarding the Bannock Indians.
Fortunately, during the year the Army baA been called on only to a
limited extent to act either again tho tile Indian or again t bodies of
men who are engaged in violating the United States law or international treaty obligation . There have been everal lawless bands that
have to ome extent di. turbed the peace along the Rio rande and the
border Jine between Mexico and the . outhern border of Arizona and New
Mexico. The troops of the Mexican Republic, as well a our own, have
been engaged in suppre ing uch act f lawle ne as have in a
small degree interfi red with the peace of the communities on both
73
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sides of the border, and 'arrangements have· been made through the
Government of Mexico to secure cooperation of the forces of that
Republic and our own to this end.
The troops in the Department of the Colorado have been actively
engaged, in small detachments, in protecti.n g the settlements against
the depredations of a few Indian outlaws. The zeal and judicious disposition and action of the troops have contributed largely to maintaining a condition of peace and security among the sparsely settled
districts of that frontier.
The personnel of the Army was never in better condition. The percentage of violations of military discipline has been exceedingly small
during the year, and in the main both officers and men have fulfilled
all the requirements that could be expected of a patriotic, intelligent,
and efficient army. ·
The standard of enlisted men is constantly improving. The requirements for entering the service are now so exacting that during the last
year out of 49,240 applicants only 7,465 were accepted as qualified for
service in the Army, showing the care taken in enlistments and the
rising standard of requirements. The soldiers are now very largely
American born and taken {rom every section of our country, and very
many of the most respected families are represented among them. This
condition of affairs has made to a very large degree the elementary
schools established for enlisted men under section 1231, Revised Stat.
utes, unnecessary, and now calls for a different class of instruction,
more strictly professional. It also emphasizes the need of a different
grade of special text-books, and post libraries should be supplied, with
suitable books, for those who would use them. Very many of our soldiers, through their Army training to a faithful performance of duty
with promptness and accuracy, and the instruction they have received
during their service, are engaged in business for themselves or have
secured excellent positions in civil life after their discharge, and are
among the most valued citizens in the community where they reside.
A good post library at every military post is also needed for the use
of the officers iu the post lyceum work. Through this work a valuable
in centive to study and improvement has been provided for the ervice.
lt is recommended that post libraries meeting both these need be
provided.
A great improvement ha been made in the architecture, durability,
and tability of the public building that are now occupied by the
Army which contributes largely to the health and comfort of the occuant and i in the end economical. Yet the nece ity for chai1giug
from the old temporary and rapidly decaying buildings that hav b retofor eeu con tructed, many of them on what wa form rly known a
the Indian frontier to the mor durable and , a11itary building that
ar now ing con tru t d require a large increa.·e of the con truction
fund and thi , add d to th fact that in many ca. e new o, t' bl v to
b c nstructe<l for the accommodation of bat.t rie of artillery, r nder
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it necessary that large appropriations be made, and I therefore recommend that a liberal appropriation be furnished for the construction
and repair of public buildings for the Army. These buildings, once
constructed, will serve their purpose indefinitely with ordinary repairs.
During the last year the country has fortunately been free from any
serious outbreak of Indians, and all the different tribes have been in
the main peaceable, well disposed, and constantly making some progress toward civilization. I attribute this to three causes. The first,
the presence of, and knowledge on the part of the Indians of the
strength and efficiency of, the military forces that are within reach of
all the tribes. The presence of the tioops h.as a wholesome effect in
restraining any turbulent element or spirit of disaffection or dissension
that may occur among the tribes. The second is the fact that the
Indians are receiving more benefits from the General Government and
a just, intelligent, and judicious administration of their affairs. The
third is that many of the most turbulent and heretofore hostile Indian
tribes have been under the care and control of experienced, judicious,
and conscientious officers of the Army, who have had years of experience with tbese people, have administered their affairs with intelligence and :fidelity, and command the respect and confidence of the
Indians. I recommend that the same policy be continned in regard to
the management of the Indians.
Most of the infantry, cavalry, and light artillery have engaged in
practice marches and field maneuvers during the year, which have been
highly beneficial to the service and instructive to both officers and men.
Wherever it ha· been practicable, especially at Fort Riley, Kans., the
forces have been concentrated and practical field maneuvers and problems in minor tactics executed with marked intelligence and efficiency.
Very great attention has been paid to the physieal improvement of
the commands by thorough athletic training through calisthenic and
gymnastic exercises, with highly beneficial results io improving the
physical condition of the different commands. At all military posts
where helter i' needed in winter a suitable gymna ium building-and
for cavalry a riding hall-i · absolutely essential to the efficiency of the
men and the development of their :physical condition.
The requirements of the ervice render it neces ary that troops should
be stationed in the important fortifications along our 8,000 miles of seacoast and at certain points along the 7,000 miles of our national boundary, to give security to our national mtere ts again ta foreign foe and
protection to our border from Indians, etc., ou both sides of the national
boundary; econd, that they hould be located within available reach
of large bodie of Indians who, while apparently peaceful and harmless,
require the presence of strong military forces to keep the hostile element
subdued and in a condition of safety; third, the location of troops at
strategic :points in different parts of the country where they can be
economically supplied with all the materials requtred for the necessities
of the ervice and be on line of communi.cation where they can be

'
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easily concentrated and made available wherever their presence may be
required. While it is important that these positions should be judiciously selected, especially for strategic ·purposes, there will necessarily
be influences used to have the troops stationed where they are not
required, but are for the benefit of local communities or for some purpose other than national requirements. I therefore most earnestly recommend that no consideration- for the location of military posts he
entertained except where they are called for by the military authorities
and deemed absolutely essential for the national requirements.
CO.A.ST DEFENSES.

The question of coast defenses is one of the most important in military affairs, not only as it concerns the military forces, but also as it
affects the interests a!!d welfare of the nation. The history of all civilized nations makes it apparent t4at this important question can not be
disregarded without serious danger to the Government and disaster to
the welfare of its people, as a large portion of the wealth of the nation,
estimated at upward of six billions of property, and a large percentage
of the population are concentrated and congregated in the commercial
ports of the nation, and as the safety and existence of our entire foreign
commerce depend upon well-protected harbors and commercial ports, I
again call attention to this subject and renew the recommendations that
I have heretofore made.
The modern appliances of war are now so entirely different from
those of thirty years ago that it bas become an imperative necessity to
change not only the character and position of the fortifications but the
armament as well. Apparently we have nearly 1·eached the limit in
the present type of high-power guns, having a power of throwing large
armor-piercing projectiles fully i i miles, and it is believed by the best
military authorities that very great improvement in that respect is a
question of extreme doubt. The fact that other nations are armed
with these most destructive equipments renders it imperative that our
ports should be protected by at least an equally efficient class of modern weapons of war. I therefore call attention to my report of last
year, and earnestly renew my recommendations on the subject therein
contained.
During the years between 1888 and 1895 the appropriations for both
guns and fortification were so limited as to practically paralyze the
work for the con truction of high-power guns and fortification for the
protection of our coa t. It i exceedingly gratifying to acknowledge
the fact that the la t Congre made more liberal appropriations for
th gun and fortification than it ha heretofore done, and the work
of manufacturing high-power gun and mortar, , as well a the emplacem nt for such armament, i progre ing sati factorily, and it i of the
highe t jmp rtance that thi work ·hould be continued an d that liberal
and ample appropria iop.s should be made for that purpo e during the
coming fl cal year.
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· The change in the appliances of war has been so great that it necessitates the placing of the high-power guns at much farther distances from
the great centers of wealth, comnmnication, and commerce, rendering
it necessary to build barracks and quarters for the accommodation of
the garrisons to man the works, when completed, by the Ordnance and
Engineers Corps. I therefore recommend that liberal appropriations
be made by the coming Congress for the manufacture of high-power
guns and mortars, the construction of emplacements, platforms, and
fortifications for the same, and the construction of barracks and quarters
for the accommodation of the artillery garrisons that are to man them, ·
and I urge that a sufficient appropriation be made available during the
coming fiscal year, as follows:
For the work of the Ordnance, Engineer, and Quartermaster's
Departments: · For the defenses of Portland, Me., $1,134,850; for the
defenses of the port of Portsmouth, N. H., $393,925; for the defenses of
the port of Boston, Mass., $1,078,350; for the defenses of Narragansett
Bay, Rhode Island, $642,825; for the defenses of Long Island Sound,
eastern entrance, $896,925; for the defenses of New York, eastern
entrance, $913,600; for the defenses of New York, southern entrance,
$1,299,600; for the defenses ·of Philadelphia, Pa., $625,025; for the
defenses of Baltimore, Md., $671,450; for the defenses of Washington,
D. C., $577,925; for the defenses of Hampton Roads, Virginia, $619,325;
for the defenses of Wilmington, N. C., $125,525; for the defenses of
Charleston, S. C., $350,925; for the defenses of Savannah, Ga., $393,925;
for the defenses of Key West, Fla., $32,400; for the defenses of Pensacola, Fla., $150,400; for the defenses of Mobile, Ala., $150,400; for the
defenses of New Orleans, La., $489,400; for the defenses of Galveston,
Tex., $157,925; for the defenses of San Diego, Cal., $600,925; for the
defenses of San Francisco, Cal., $910,850; for the defenses of the mouth
of Columbia River, Oregon, $566,325; for the defenses of Puget Sound,
Washington, $764,050. The above sums are imperatively required for
the present year. The amounts for the construction of barracks and
quarters, included in the above estimates, will be all tbat will be
required for these localities for many years, and probably complete the
work needed for that department.
An unwise argument has been made against the construction of
modern high-po~er guns mortars, and the modern appliances of war
. some
that it is a danger and a ',menace to the laboring classes, and m
instances marked protests have been made against such a national
policy. The arguments seem scarcely worthy of consideration; yet
it is deemed proper to call attention to the fact that the e national safeguards are in no sense a menace to any class of our citizens, not even
to the humblest individual but on the other hand, they are a protection to the life property a~d w~lfare of all classes, from the highest ~o
the lowest. They prot~ct not only the commercial ports, with their
accumulation of public buildings and private dwellings, the commerce,
the shipyards, the factory, the :foundry, the workshop, but also the
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savings banks and the cottage. In fact, the destruction of our gr~at
commercial and manufacturing cities would be a national disaster far
more serious and appalling to the great masses of the laboring population than it would be to any other class of our people.
I also call attention to my report of last year, under the head of
''General condition of the Army,'' in which I refer to the fact that at a
time when we had 30,000,000 less population, and proportionately less
wealth in pubhc and private interests, the Army was double the strength
that it is to-day. The Army was reorganized in 1866, with the available strength of 51,605; m 1869 1t was reduced to 35,036, and in 1870
to 32,788. During the great panic following 1873 it was reduced in 1874
to 25,000. There is no significance in that number any more than in
any other number that might by chance be selected. Unfortunately,
during the long period of serious depression, when the Government was
laboring under a great debt and a protracted panic, a theory became
crystallized that this number was suitable for this great nation of nearly
80,000,000 population and its constantly increasing wealth and numbers. Hence the Army, which is one of the pillars of the Government,
the safeguard of the life, property, and liberty of the people, has remained
stagnant and crystallized, in the same condition that it was twenty
years ago. I again renew my recommendation that a standard be fixed
according to the population and wealth of the nation, which, in my
judgment, would be judicious, patriotic, and eminently wise, not only
for the welfare of the people of the present day, but for all time during
the existence of the Republic. I therefore suggest that the enlisted
strength of the Army be fixed at one soldier to every 2,000 of population, as the minimum, and the maximum strength not to exceed one
soldier to every 1,000 population, the strength to be determined within
these limits by the President of the United States according to the
necessities and requirements of the nation.
There are now before Congress bills to'' reorganize the Army" (Senate No. 2202, H. R. No. 5835), introduced by Senator Hawley, chairman
of the Senate Committee on Military Affairs, and Representative Hull,
chairman of the House Committee on Military Affairs. These bills are
identical in provisions, and meet some of the most immediately pressing
wants of the ervice, especially that of the increase of the artiUery.
The three-battalion organization for tl.Je infantry ha, b een repeatedly
recommended; yet there i still a question whether the cumbersomb
battalion adopted in , ome of the large armies of Europe, and the
xteuded-order system, copied from the .American open-order formation,
for individual fighting, have not been rendered fatally defective in their
modification for ervice in our country, e pecially where our country is
r ken by bin ud dal , open fi Ids and den e fore. t , requiring quick
man u r' rapid march night fighting, etc. Th light t n-company
r im nt an kirmi h fi rmation w ref, nnd mo t effe ti e during our
gP
war ud h uld Oongr
not de m it advi abl to adop the
thr -battalion organization f, r the infantry, I recommend that the
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increase herein suggested be made according to the present autborized
formations for regiments of infantry.
I desire also to commend to your favorable consideration the bill
(S. 2420) introduced by Senator Sewell, now before the Senate, to regulate the pay of noncommissioned officers in the Army, and to request
that its passage be urged as a much-needed measure, to encourage
enlisted men to aspire to and fit themselves for the grade of noncommissioned officers. Upon the efficiency and intelligence of this class
depends in a large degree the value of modern heavy guns and their
appliances, machine guns, and magazine small arms.
Attention is inviteq. to the recommendations of the Adjutant-General
of the Army in l1is report to the Secretary of War, under the head of
"Clerical duty in the Army," for the relief of a most deserving class
of army clerks. I entirely concur in his recommendation, which is sustained by those of Maj. Gen. Wesley Merritt, Brig. Gen. Elwe11 S. Otis,
Brig. Gen. Frank Wheaton, and Brig. Gen. Z. R. Bliss on the same
subject in their reports herewith.
I also renew my recommendation of last year concerning the cavalry
and light artillery, and the impor~ance of having at least two stations
east of the Rocky Mountains and one west, suitable for the accommodation of one regiment of cavalry; also the recommendations made
concerning the use of bicycles and motor wagons; and also renew my
recommendation concerning the promotion of enlisted men who s~all
be found competent after thorough examination to the grade of second
lieutenant after five years of service.
Official communications upon military subjects form so important a
branch of the duties of the officers of the Army, both in garrison and
field, and particularly in the supreme hour of battle, that I deemed it
advisable to ascertain the attention paid to this subject, especially by
the officers who have Joined the service since the last great war. Therefore, on the 15th of June last I addressed a circular letter to the officers of the Army, calling for a report direct to me on nine questions
therein propounded. The obJect of this circular was twofold: First, to
ascertain the attention given to this ubject by officers; and, second, to
obtain their unbiased and uninfluenced views on the questions contained in the circular. The replies received have shown that the
officers of the Army as a body are most attentive to their duties and
have given much thought to their profe sion. The reports have, in the
main, been quite satisfactory, aggregating some 10,000 pages. It will
require time to classify and maturely con ·ider them, and I will refer to
thi subject in a sub equent communication.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
NELON A. MILES,
Major-General Commanding.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.
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REPORT OF THE ADJUTANT-GENERAL.
HE.A.DQUAR'l'ERS OF THE ARMY,
ADJUTANT-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,

Washington, October 10, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the annual returns and reports of
tbe Army:
A.-Sbowing the actual strength of the Army June 30, 1896.
B.-Showing position and distribution of the troops, by departments,
taken from the latest return on file in the Adjutant-General's Office.
0.-Geographical departments and posts, with distribution of troops,
post-offices, telegraph stations, aud nearest railroad stations and boat
landings.
D.-Statement showing gain and loss in the enlisted strength of the
Army during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1890.
The number of enlisted men in service June 30, 1896, receiving increased pay under the acts of Congress of August 4, 1854, and May 15,
187~, was as follows:
Five years' continuous service ($2 per month) ............................. - .. 3,451
Ten years' contiuuous service ($3 per month)._._ .. ····-· __ ... _____ ··-_ .. ___ . 2,137
Fifteen years' continuous service ($4 per month). ____ . _____ ... ___ .. ____ . _-... 1, 023
Twenty years' continuous service ($5 per month) .. __ .. __ .. __ ._. ___ . ________ - - 625
Twenty-five years' continuous service ($6 per month) _. _.. ___ . ... ___ ... _- . - . . 395
Thirty years' continuous service ($7 per month). _____ .. __ .. ___ . _____ ... __ - . . .
13
Thirty-five years' contmuous service ($8 per month) . __ .. _. __ .. ____ .. ____ -.. 6
Fort,v year 'continuous service ($9 per month) ___ ... ___ .... __ .. _... _____ .....
1
Reenlisted pay. _. __ ........ _... _...... _.... _... _........ _........... _.. _. ___ 638
Total .... . ... _..... _...•. _... _. _. _. _. _. _______ . _. __ .... ____ . __ .. ____ . . 8, 289
'l1 IIE LINE OF THE ARMY.

The necessity for an increa e of the artillery force and for the reorganization of the infantry bas been fully explained to Congre, s, and the
matter is now pending before it. It i to be hoped that speedy action
may be taken to accomplish the end de ired.
The number of officers detailed on detached service in April, 1894,
was 407; in September, 1895, it was 324, and at the present date it has
been reduced to 321. This reduction has been effected without material
injul'y to the variou interests which have required the details.
WAR 96-VOL I - - 6
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The number of discharges for fral!-dulent enlistment has steadily
decreased since the passage of the law in 1892, viz: In 1893, 301; in
1894, 253; in 1895, 147, and in 1896, 84.
Discharges by favor were 338 in number during the fiscal year ended
.Tune 30, 1895, and 235 during the past year-a decrease of slightly over
30 per cent.
DESEH,TIONS.

The number of desertions from the Army during the year was 1,365,
an increase of 200 over the number reported for last year. It represents
5.46 per cent of the enlisted strength.
Sixty per cent of the whole number deserted during their first year
of service. These men may generally be classed as restless, perhaps
congenitally so, unable to withstand the monotony of a regular life and
mildest discipline. In cases of older soldiers who desert, the incentive
is likely to be found in some local entanglemeut.
The cause of desertion is therefore not altogether in the service; it is
part of human nature. Its absolute eradication can not be hoped for.
POST EX CHANG ES.

To-day an exchange doing its full work embraces the following sections: (a) A well-stocked general store in which such goods are kept
as are usually required at military posts, and as extensive in number
and variety as conditions will justify; ·(b) a well-kept lunch counter
supplied with as great a variety of food as circumstances permit, such
as tea, coffee, cocoa, nonalcoholic drinks, soup, fish, cooked and canned
meats, sandwiches, pastries, etc.; (c) a canteen at which, under certain
eonditions, beer and light wines by the drink and tobaccos may be sold;
( d) reading and recreation rooms, supplied with books, periodicals, and
other reading matter, billiard and pool tables, bowling alley, and facilities for other proper indoor games, as well as apparatus for outdoor
sports and exercises, such as cricket, football, baseball, tennis, etc.;
(e) a well-equipped gymnasium possessing also the requisite parapllernalia for outdoor athletics. Fully two-thirds of the exchanges are now
operating all of these sections. Receipts from the sale of beer have
gradually decreased until now they are over 40 per cent less than in
the early days of the exchange.
The aggregate receipts during the past year were $1,513,829.52, the
expenses $1,1G4,675.24, and the net profits $349,151.28. There bas
been a sligl1t decrease in the volume of business as compared with the
preceding year, but an increa:,;;e of about 4 per cent in profit , due, no
doubt, to improved management. Of the profits, 8,249.32 have been
donated to the funds of the various regimental bands; $1,886.70 to
laying out, preparing, aud cultivating gardens and upplying seed ,
roots, and plants; $1,026 to the purchase of books a.n<l. veriodicat for
post librarie ; $4,'792.0,J to the fitting up of gymnasiums and he purcba e of gymna tic appliance , and $3,~9(L3-1 a prize for the encourag ment of athletic ports. Of the remainder, after etting a. itle a
suffi ·ie11t amount to me t anticipated expen.-es for at l ,c tone mou h
i advance, a required by regulation:, ~~4,979.90 were r turn d to the
various commands a. dividend on their inv ·tmeut. Then t alu of
the 73 exchange now in operation in the Army wa , on J uu 30, 1 9 ,
L ..,,79--.97.
Th ex ·h, nge are now larg ly manned by ci,rilian . On June O,
189 th r
er 15;3 c·i ilian. employed a.' :teward , ookke per and
attendant ' at a mon hly ·0111p 11- at ion f ·;;,30 . At om frontier
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posts it is impracticable to find competent civihans for these positions,
and at small posts the amount of busiuess will not justify the expense
of hiring them, so that there is necessarily a small number of enlisted
men still employed, varying from time to time according to actual
requirements. The revised regulations for the exchange which went
into operation in July, 1895, seem to have met fully the expectations of
the department in simplifying 1ts admrnistration. All reports indicate
that these institutions are giving satisfaction.
POST-GR.A.DU.A.TE SCHOOLS.

The reports from the Infantry and Cavalry School at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., the Cavalry and Light-Artillery School at Fort Riley, Kans.,
and the Artillery School at Fort Monroe, Va., attest the excellence and
thoroughness of the methods of in truct10n as well as of the general
industry, zeal, and proficiency of the student officers.
LYCEUMS.

Department commanders report good result from systematic readings from advanced text-books, from recitations, from essay readings,
and from discussions at post lyceums during the year. Tbe professional papers prepared covered a wider range of su~jects than heretofore and have given evidence of reading, intelligeut thought, and
irnlustry. The system furnishes an incentive for tu<l.y and research;
a.1Hl it assists in keeping officers abreal::!t of the developmeut of militavy
science and of the ever-increasing d·e mands of their profession.
GYMNASIUMS.

The value of gymnastics in military training has been fully demonstrated. N otwithstan<l.iug meager facilities at posts for gymnastic training, much has been accomplished as the result of the great interest manifested by the men as fostered by their officers. Still better results
will be obtaiued when a thorough course of in structiou shall have been
formulated.
A properly equipped gymna. ium should be provided at each permanent post, and its establi .l::.ment should not be dependent, as now, upon
an allotment of the pro.fits of the post exchange or voluntary subscriptions from officers and men.
POST SCHOOLS.

The operations of these schools during the past year have been generally satisfactory. The legal requirement that no person Rllall be
enlisted who can not speak, read, aud write the English languag_e has
les ened the necessity for them. Instruction in typewriting and rn the
making of company, regimeutal, and other military papers and reports
may now be ad vautageously imparted in them.
L.A. NDRIES.

In consideration of the improved conditions of the ervice, inyolving
increased expenditures of the nlisted man to keep hi' clotlung and
bed furniture in proper condition, as required for in, pection, I !enew
tlle recommendation heretofore made by me that po t laundries be
t-d abli bed, under proper :::;upe1vi 'ion, at all permanent posts.
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CONSOLIDATED MESSES.

The consolidated mess is yielding to the troop, the battery, or thP.
company mess. This is necessarily so where the company rather than
the regiment is the unit for service. However, for some considerable
time yet the consolidated mess houses, wherever they have been erected,
must be utilized for the purposes for which they were intended.
Respectfully submitted.
GEO. D. RUGGLES,
Adjutant-General.
Maj. Gen. NELSON .A. MILES,
Commanding the Army.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
B.-Position and distribution of troops, by departme-nts, taken frorn
GARRISONS.

Commanding officer.

Situation.

Post.

PRESENT.

Department of the
East.
Headquarters . . . . . . . Governors I sland, Maj.Gen T.H.Ruger ...... . Department J 2 2 1 5
staff.
N . Y.
1 2d Art ................. .
Fort Preble, Me . . . . . Portland........... Capt. R. M. Rogers, 2d
1
Art.
FortEthan.Allen,Vt . Near Burlington ... Maj . L. T. Morris, 3dCav. 4 3d Cav ........ ........ . .
2 2d Art ... . ....... . .... . .
Fort Warren, Mass .. Boston Harbor . .. .. Maj. C. A . Woodruff, 2d
Art.
Fort Adams, R. I . ... Newport . .... ...... Col. R. Lodor, 2d Art .... . 4 2d & 4th Art ........... .
1 2d Art ... . ...... .... ... .
Fort Trumbull, Conn. New London ...... Capt. F. C. Grugan, 2d
Art.
3
13th Inf ............. .. .
Fort Columbus, N . Y. Govemors Island.. Lieut. Col. W. S. Worth,
13th Inf.
1st Art . ............... .
4
Fort Hamilton, N. Y. N ew York Harbor. Lieut. Col. M. P. Miller,
1st .Art.
1st Art ... ............. .
3
Fort
Wadsworth, . . . .. do ............. Maj. W. L. Haskin, 1st
N. Y.
.A rt.
2d Art .............. . .. .
2
Fort Schuyler, N . Y. Tbroggs N eek ... . Lieut. Col. J. I. Rodgers,
2d Art.
1
1st.Art.......
. ... 1
3
Fort Slocum , N. Y ... Near New Rochelle. MaJ . J, H. Calef. lst .Art ..
Madison Barracks, Sacket Harbor . ... . Col. ·w. J. Lyster, 9th Inf. 819th Inf. .. ......... .. ... .
N.Y.
SI 21st Inf.. .... .
Platts burg Barracks, Plattsburg .... . .. . Col. Horace J ewett, 21st
luf.
NY.
Fort Niagara, N. Y .. Youngstown ..... . Col. A. T. Smith, 13th Inf. 3 13thlnf. ..... .
Fort Porter, N. Y .... Buffalo ..... ..... . Maj. P . H. Ellis, 13th Inf.
¥aJ, G. B. Rodney, 4tb
Fort McHenry, Mel. . Balt1morn ...... .
Art.
5II 3dand4thArt .. . . .. ... . .
Washington Bar- Washington .. . ... . Col. F. L . Guenther, 4th
.Art.
racks,D. C.
Fort Myer, Va ... .... NearWashingtou, Col. S.S. Sumner,6thCav. 4 6th Cav ...... .
D.C.
FortMonroe, Va ....... ... .... .. ...... . . .. CoLR.T.Frank,lst Art . 8 1st, 2d, 3d, 4tlJ, . . . . . . . . 1
and 5th Art.
1
Columbus Barracks, Columbus ......... Col. J. S. Poland ,17thinf. 8 17th Inf.. ....... ~--: . . . . 1
Ohl~
I
1
8I 6th Inf....... .
Fort Thomas, Ky .... Near Newport .. ... Col. M.A. Coch.ran, 6th
J
Inf.
8 5th Inf ....... .
Fort McPherson, Ga .Atlanta . .......... Col. W . L. Kellogg, 5th
Inf.
New
Orleans
.....
..
Maj
.
J.
G.
Ramsay,
3d
2 3d Art .............. ... .
Jackson Barracks,
Art.
La
t
.
.Augustme......
Col.
E.
C.
Bainbridge,
3d
2
3d Art ................. .
St. Francis Barracks,
Fla
1
Art.
KeyWest
..........
Maj.J.R.Myrick,3d.Art
.
2
ild Art ................. .
Kl~~est Barracks,
Warrington
.......
1
Lieut.
Col.
E.
B.
Willis.
2
3d
Art ....... ... ... .
FortBarraucas, Fla ..
ton, 3d .Art.
- - Total Department of the East...... . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100 . .. • . . . . . . . .. . . . 11 21 2 1 8

I

~I!ithl~L::::: ·· ·· ·· ·· ··

I

D,pa,tment of

th,

-

--i---

Heacl:::::·....... Chicago, Ill...... . . Maj. Gen. Wesley Merritt . . . Department 1 3 1 1 2
Staff.
4 19th Inf............. . .. .
Fort Wayne, Mich . . Detroit ........ .. .. Col. Simon Snyder, 19th
Inf.
Fort Brady, Mich.... Sault Ste. Marie... Lieut. Col. C. A. Wikoff,
4 19thinf............... . .
19th Inf.
Fort Sheridan, Ill .... , Highwood ........ ·1Col. R. E . A. Crofton, 11 1st Cav., 1st ........ 1
Art., and
15th Inf.
15th Inf.

I
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MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING 'l'HE ARMY.
the latest returns on file in the Adjutant-Genm·al's Office, 1896.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
B.-Position and distribution of troops, by deparf:rnents, takenfrorn
GARRISONS.

Situation .

Post.

Commanding officer.

PRESENT.

Regiments

D epartment of the
Missouri-Contd
Fort Leavenworth . . .. . ................. . Col . H . S. Hawkins. 20th 12 6th Cav. and
20th Inf.
Kans
Inf
Fort Riley , Kans .. . . . Junction City.. . .... Col. .A. K. .Arnold 1st 11 lst,and 2d Cav.
2d, 3d and
Cav .
4th Art.
Fort R eno Okla . ... . Near Cb e y e n n e Col E. P . Pearson . lOtb 61
and
Inf .
.Agency .
Fort Sill , Okla . ...... 29 miles from Rush Col. E . R. Kellogg, 10th 7 1st and 7th
Cav. and
Inf.
Springs.
10th lnf.
6 3d Cav ....... .
J efferson Barracks, 10 miles below St Lieut. Col. G. V. Henry
3d Cav.
Louis .
Mo.
Capt, J. A . B e hanan, 2 lltb Inf.. ....... ..... .. .
Near Littl e Rock.
11th Inf .
.A.rk .

lsfo3S~r

Totai Department of the Missouri. ... ..... .

. ... 63 ................ 13115

D epartment of
Dakota .
Department
staff.
Fort Snelling, Minn. Near St. Paul....... Col. J. H . Page 3d Inf... . 8 3d Inf .........
Fort Yates , N. Dak. . 60 miles from Bis. .Maj . J . N. Wheelan 8tll 4 8th Cav. and
2d Inf.
marck
Cav.
Fort K eogh , Mont ... .Near Miles City... . Col. J . U. Bates 2d Inf... . 5 10th Cav. and
2d Inf.
Fort Custer, :Mont ...... . ... .............. . Lient. Col. David Perry. 6 10th Cav. and
25th Inf.
10th Cav.
Fort .Assinmboine, Near.Assinniboine .. Col. J . K. Mi zner, 10th 7 10th Cav. and
25th Inf.
Cav.
Mont.
Fort Harrison, Mont. Helena . . ..... . ... . . Lieut.Col.W.M .Wherry, 2 2d Inf.... .. . ..
Headquarters . ....... St.Paul, Minn .. .... Brig.Gen ·J.R.Brooke ..

1 2 1 1 3

.. .. .... ..
........ ..
.........
.. .. .. . . .
........ ..
. .. . . . ... .

2d Inf.

Missonla . .... . ..... . Col. .A.. 8 Burt, 25th Inf .. 4 25th Inf.. ..... .. ...... ..
Y eJlowstone Park . . Capt G. S. Anderson, 2 6th Cav ............... 1
6th Cav.

Fort Missoula Mont
Fort Yellowstone,
Wyo .

'Iota! Department of Dakota .....•......•............. ... ...... . 38 ........ . ....... 1 2 1 1 4

Departmenr of the
Oolorado.
H eadquarters ... .... Den...-er. Colo ....... . Brig. Gen Frank Whea·
ton.
Fort Logan, Colo . .. . . Denver .. ...... .... . Col. H. C Merriam, 7th
Inf.
Fort Du Chesne, Umtab Agency .. .. . .Maj . J . F. Randlett, 9th
Cav.
tah.
Fort D_ouglas , Utah .. Salt Lake Ci ty ... .. . Col. H . A . Theaker,16th
Inf.
Fort Wingate, N. Near Wingate . .... . Col. G. G. Huntt, 2d Cav . .
Mex.
FortBayarrl, N. Mex. Halls ... .... . ...... . Col. J . F. Kent, 24th Inf. .

I

FortGrant,Ariz ..... , 27 miles from W illcox.
Fort .Apache, .A.ri z ... 90 miles from Hol·
1
brook.

Col. E. V. Sumner, 7th
Cav.
Lieut. Col. W. H. Pow·
ell, 11th Inf.

.. Depart.ment 1 2 1 .. 2
staff.
10 2d Uav . and ........ ..
I 7th Inf.
2! 9th Cav ...... .
SJ 16th Inf.. . ... .

2 2d Cav ....... .
6

I Jst

and 7th .. ....... .

Cav . and
Inf.
I 24th
7 7th Cav. and

I

24th Inf.

I

11th Inf.

... . .... ..

6 7th (.;av. and . ..... ... .
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MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.

the latest returns on file in the Adjutant-General's Office, 1896-Continued .
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B.-Position and clistribution of troops, by departrnents, taken f1·orn
PRE ENT.

GARRISONS.

Commanding officer.

Situation.

Post.

Regiments.

I

Department of the
Ooloraclo-Cont'd.
I

·······r

5 1st and 7th
Uav. aucl
24tl1 Jnf.
2 1 11th Inf.

Fort Huachuca, Ariz. Near Huachuca sta- Lieut. Col. J.M. Bacon,
tion.
1st Cav.
Whipple Barracks
Ariz.

I

Prescott ............ Col. I. D. De Russy, 11th
Inf.

12 l ~ 2

Total Department of the Colorado ............................... 48 ................ 1

=

Department of the I
Oolwmbia.
I
Headquarters ........ Vancouver Bar.
racks, Wash.
VancouverBarracks, Vancouver .........
Wash.
Fort Uanby, Wash ... Mouth of the Co·
lumbia River.
Fort Walla Walla, Walla Walla ........
Wash.
Fort Spokane, Wash. j Spokane Falls ......
Fort Sherman, Idaho. Cceur d' .Alene......
Boise Barracks, Idaho Boise City . . . . . . . . . .

1= === =

Brig. Gen. E. S. Otis ...... .. Departm on t 1 1 1 .. 3
stail.
I
I
Col.T.M ..Anderson,14th 9 4th Cav. a11d .. ... ... ..
Inf.
14th Inf.
I
1
Maj. D. H. Kinzie, 5th
5th Art . .. .. ... . ....... .
.A.l't.
I
I
Col. G. E. Compton, 4th 4 4th Cav ....... , .. ....... .
Cav.
S. Carpenter, 4th 3 44tthh IInnff. ·. ·. ·.·. .· ..
·
·I ·.·.
Col. R.H. Hall, 4th Inf. .. 4
Lieut. Col. H. C. Cook, 2 4th Cav. and ....... ·
4th Inf.
4th Inf.
____ _

I
I

I

M:t?·

·I..· ·. ·. ·. ·. ·..

I
1· ·

I

·

Total Department of the Columbia .... ........... . ...... .. ...... 23 . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 l . . 3

D epartment of Gali·
fornia.

= =- =

I

Headquarters ........ San Francisco, Cal.. Brig. Gen. J W. Forsyth . .. Department
statl:.
Fort Mason, Cal. ......... do . .. . . . . . . . . . . . Capt. .A. W. Vogdes, 5th 1 5th .A.rt .......
1
Art.
Presidio, Cal.. .. : ... . ...... do .............. Col. W. M. Graham, 5th 11 4th Cav. and
.A rt.
5th Art .
.Alcatraz Island, Cal. ..... do ......... . ... . L~et tfil' Wm. Sinclair, 2 5th .Art .......
1

11

=,=

1 2 1 1 1
.. ..... .

I

....... .

..... ... ·.
1

Angel Island, Cal.. ......
1 do .............. Col.W.R. Shafter, lstlnf. 4 1st Inf ............... .
BeniciaBarracks,Cal Benicia ............. I Lieut. Col. Evan Miles, 3 1st Inf. ... ........... .
.

San Diego Barracks,
Cal.

.

I

l~t Inf. •

.

I .
1
1 1st Inf ............ . .. .
____ _

San Diego .......... MaJ. T. M. K. Smith, 1st
Inf.

Total Department of California ....................... _........ . ~. _.............. ·~ ~ ~

Department of Texas.

-

D epa rtment 1 2 11.. 2
staff.
Col. J. F. Wade, 5th Cav .. 11 5th Uav., 3d
.A.rt., and
18th lnt.
Ma;j. Henry Wagner, 5th 2 5th Cav. and ......... .
23d lnf.
Cav.
Maj. D .W. Burke, 23dinf. 21 5th Cav. and ... ...... .
23d Inf.
Maj.WirtDavis;5thCav. 2 5th Cav . and ......... .
:.lad Inf.

Hei}.dquarters ... ..... San .Antonio, Tex ... J Brig. Gen.
Fort Sam Houston, ..... do ..............
Tex.
·
I
Fort Brown, Tex .... Brownsville ........
Fort Ringgold, Tex .. Rio Grande._ .......
Fort McIntosh, Tex. Laredo .............

z. R. Bliss . ......

_2 _!

,- - - - -
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF ·wAR.
B.-Position and distribution of troops, by clepa1'trnents, taken frorn
GARRISONS .

Post.

Situation.

Commanding officer.

PRESENT.

Regiments.

- - - - - - - - -l---- - - - - - 1 ~ - - - - - - ---1-1------1-- - - Department of
TexaB-Continued.
Fort Clark, Tex ...... Bracketville ........ Col. S.Ovenshine, 23dlnf. 6 5th Cav. ancl ......... .
:!3d lnf.
Fort Bliss, Tex ...... El Paso ............. Col. lJ. D. Van Valzah, 3 5th Cav. and ....... - · ·
18th Inf.
18th Inf.
EaglePass. Tex...... . .. . ....•............ . Capt. IraFebiger,23dlnf. 1 23d Inf ............... . ··
Total Department of Texas .......................... . .... ...... 27 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2 1 . . 3
-----

Department of the
Platte.

Headquarters ........ Omaha, Nebr ...... . Brig.Gen.J.J.Coppinger.
Fort Crook, Nebr.... Bellevue ........... . Col. J. S. Casey, 22d Inf ..
Fort Nioorara, Nebr. Valentine .......... . Uol. J. N. Andrews, 12th
Inf.
Fort Robinson, Nebr ...................... . Col. James Biddle, 9th
Cav.
Fort D . .A.. Russell, Cheyenne .........._. Col J . J. Van Horn, 8th
Wyo.
Inf.
Fort Washakie, Wyo . Shoshone Agency .. . Capt. J. S. Loud, 9th Cav .
Fort Meade, S. Dak .. Near Sturgis ....... . Col. C. H. Carlton, 8th
Cav .
Total D epartment of the Platte ..... .

Department 1 2 1 1 l
staff.
8 22d Inf........ ... ..... -8 12th Inf............... · ·
6 9th Cav ................ .

8 8th Inf................ ··
2 9th Cav ............... -.
8 8th Cav ...... .

........................... 40 ........·........ 1·\1]rl
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the latest returns on file in the Adjutant-General's Office, 1896-Continued
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REPORT O.P THE SECRETARY OF WAR.

C.-Milita1·y cornniands and posts, with post-offices, telegraph stations, anc:; nea1·ePt railroad stations or boat landings.
ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES.
Headquarters, Washington, D. C., Maj. Gen. N. A. Mr.Es, commanding.
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.
Maj. Gen. T. H. RUGER, commanding.

Headquarters, Governors lsland, New York
City.

Geographical limits.-The New England States, States of New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, MaryJaJJd, Virgmia, West Yirgima, North Carolma, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Louisiana, M1ss1ss1ppi, Alabama, Kentucky, Tennessee,
Ohio, and the District of Columbia.
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
Maj. Gen . WESLEY MERRITT, commanding.

Headquarters, Chicago, Jll.

Geographical limits,-States of Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Kansas, and Arkansas, and Indian and Oklahoma Territories.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.
Brig. Gen. JOHN R. BROOKE, commanding.

Headquarters, St. Paul, Minn.

Geographical limits , -States of Minnesota, South Dakota (excepting so much as Ji3s
south of the forty-fifth parallel west of the Missouri River, and all south of the
forty-fourth parallel east of that river), North Dakota, and Montana and the post
qf Fort Yellowstone, Wyo.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO.
Brig. Gen. FRANK WHEATON, commanding.

Headquarters, Denver, Colo.

Geographical limits.-States of Colorado and Utah, and the Territories of Arizona '.l.nd
New Mexico.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
Brig. Gen. ELWELL S. OTIS, commanding.

Headquarters, Vancouver Barracks, Wash.

Geographical limits. -States of Oregon, Washington, and Idaho, and Alaska Territory,
excepti.ig so much of Idaho as 1s embraced in the Department of the Platte.
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
Brig. Gen. JAMES W. FORSYTH, commanding.

Headquarters, San Francisco, Cal.

Geographical limits.-States of California and Nevada.
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.
Brig. Gen. ZENAS R. Bu , commanding.

Headquarters,

an Antonio, Tex.

Geographical limits.- tate of Texas.
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
Brig. Gen. JOIIN J.

CoPPL GER,

commanding.

Headquarters, Omaha, Nebr.

Geographical lirnits.- 'tates of Iowa, Nebraska, and Wyoming (excepting the post of
F Jrt Y llowstone, Wyo.); o much of Idaho as lies ea t of a lin form d bv th.e
extension of tbe we tern boundary of Utah to the north ea tern boundary of Idaho
and so much of onth Dakota as lies son th of the forty-fifth parallel west of th~
1Ii ouri River, and all south of the forty-fourth parallel east of that river.

MAJOR-GENERAL COMMANDING THE ARMY.
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POSTS.
[Those not garrisonecl are indicated thus*.)

A.darns, Fort, R. I. (Dept. East) .-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Newport, R. I.; boat from
Newport, dist. 1½ m.
Alcatraz lRland, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. stn. San Francisco,
Cal., dist. 4 m.; Govt. steamer daily (except Sunday) to post.
Angellslancl, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R. R stn. San Francisco,
Cal., dist. 7 m.; Govt. steamer daily (except Sunday) to post.
Apache, Fort, Ariz . (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; stage daily from Holbrook, on A. and P.R. R., dist. 90 m.
Army and .Na1;y Genm·al Hospital, Ark.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Hot Springs, Ark.
Assiniboine, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. same; tel. and R. R. stn. (G. N. R.)
Assiniboine, Mont., dist. 1¾ m.
Barrancas, Fort, Fia. (Dept. East).-P. 0. Warrmgton, Fla.; tel. stn. Pensacola NavyYard, Fla.; R.R. stn . at post.
Bayard, Fort, .N. Mex. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. (S. C. and
N. R.) Halls, dist. 3 m.
Benicia Barracks, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0., tel. stn., R.R. stn . and boat landing
Benima, Cal., dist. 1 m.
Bliss, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0. and R.R. stn. El Paso, Tex., dist. 6 m.; tel. stn.
at post.
Boise Banacks, Idaho (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Boise City, Idaho.
Brady, Fort, Mich. (Dept. Mo.).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. Sault Ste. Marie, Mich .,
dist. 1 m.
Brown, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. O., tel. and R. R. stn. (R. G. R.R.) BrownsvilJe,
Tex.
Canby, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0. and tel. stn. at post; daily steamer from
Portland, Oreg., to Astoria, dist. 98 m., and thence by steam tug daily (except
Sunday) to post, dist 14 rn .
. • Carroll, Fort, Md .-P. 0. and tel . stn. Baltimore, Md., dist. 6½ m. by water from
Light st. wharf.
" Ca8well, Fort, N. C.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Southport, N. C., dist. 2 m.; steamer daily
from W1lmmgton to Southport, <list. 22 m.
Clark, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0. Brackettville, Tex.; tel. stn. Fort Clark, via
Spofford Junction, Tex.; daily stage from Spofford Junction, on S. P.R. R., dist. 9 m.
*Clarks Point, Mass., fort at.-P. 0. and tel. stn. New Bedford., Mass., dist. 4 m.
*Clinch, Fo1·t, Fla.-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. Fernandma, Fla., <list. 3 m.
Colurnbus Barrnclcs, Ohio (Dept. East).-P. 0. and R.R. stn. Columbus, Ohio; tel. stn.
at post.
Colurnbus,t F01·t, N. Y . (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Governors Island, New York
City; uovt. steamer to post.
"Constitution, Fort, N. H.-P. 0. New Castle, N H.; tel. and R.R. stn. Portsmouth,
N. H.; stage or steamer from Portsmouth, dist.~ m.
C1·ook, Fort, Nebr. (Dept. Platte).-(10 miles south of Omaha) P. 0. and tel. stn. Bellevue, Nebr., dist. 3 m. ; R.R. stn. at post.
Custer, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., tel. anu R. R stn. same.
D. A. Russell, Fort, Wyo. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn.(U. P., D. andG.)Fort
Russell, Wyo.
* Delaware, Port, Del.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Delaware City, Del.; daily steamer from
Philadelphia to Delaware City, dist. 2 rn. from post.
Douglas, Fort, .Utah (Dept. Colo.).-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. Salt Lake City, Utah, dist.
3 m.; city railway to post.
Du, Cltesne, Fort, Uta h (Dept. Col. ).-P. 0. and tel. stn . same; R R. stn. (R. G. W.R. R.)
PI·ice's Station, dist. 94 m.; stage line to post daily (except l\fondays) .
*Dutch Island, R. l ,fort on.-P. O. Jamestown, R. I . , tel stn
wport, R. I.; steam
ferryfromNewporttoJamcstown, <l.ist. 4m., and private boat thence to post, dist. lm.
Eagle Pass, Carnp (subpost,of Fort Clark, Tex . ) (Dept. Tex.).-P. 0., tel. andR. R. stn.
Eagle l'ass, Tex.
Ethan.Allen, Fort, Vt. (Dept. Ea t).-P. 0. and R.R. stn. Essex Junction, Vt., dist. 2m.,
tel. stn. Burlington, Vt., dist. 5 m.
"Finns Point, N. J., battery at.-P. 0., R.R. and tel stn. Salem, N. J., d1st. om.
*Foote, Fort, Md.-P. 0. New Glatz, Md.; tel. stn. Alexandria, Va.; steamer from Washington, D. C., dist. 9 m.
.
.
*Gai11es, Fort, Alct.-P. O., tel. and R.R. stn. Mobile, Ala.; boat from l\:Iob1le, dist. 30 m.
*Gorges, Fort, Me.-P. 0., R.R. and tel. stn. Portland, Me., dist. 3 m.
Grant, Fort, Ariz. (Dept. Colo. ).-P. 0. and tel. stn. am ; daily stage (except, 'unday)
from Willcox, on S. P.R. R., dist. 27 m.
T
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*Griswold, Fort, Conn.-P. 0. Groton, Conn,; tel. and R. R. stn. New London Conn.·
ferry from New London, dist. 1 m.
'
'
Harnilton, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; city railroad from Brooklyn, dist. 6 m.
*Hancock, Fort, New York Harb01·.-P. 0. Governors Island, New York City; tel. tn.
Sandy Hook, N. J.; Govt. steamer daily from New York City, dist. 20 m.
Harrison, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Helena, Mont., dist. 4 m.
Huachuca, Fort, .A1·iz. (Dept. Colo. ).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; daily buckboard (except
Sunday) from Huachuca Siding on N. Mex. and A R . R., dist. 7 m,
*Independence, Fort, Mass.-P. 0, and tel. stn, Boston, Mass.; Govt. tug from Boston,
dist. 3 m.
Jackson Barrncks, La. (Dept. East).-P. 0. and R.R. stn. New Orleans, La., dist. 6 m. ·
street cars from New Orleans pass the post; tel. stn. Slaughter House, t. Bern arc1
Parish, La.
*Jackson, Fort, La.-P. 0. and R.R. stn. Buras, La., dist 5 m.; tel. stn. Quarantine, La.
J efferson Barracks, Mo (Dept. Mo. ).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
*Jefferson, Fort, Fla.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Key West, Fla.; boat from Key West, di t.
71m.
*Johnston, Fort, N. C.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Southport, N. C.; steamer daily from Wilmington, N. C , dist. 26 m. ·
Keogh, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (N. P.R. R.) same.
Key West Barracks, Fla. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. stn. and boat ldg. Key West, Fla.
* Knox, Fort, Me.-P. 0. Prospect Ferry, Me.; tel. and R.R. stn. Bucksport, Me.; ferry
from Bucksport, dist. ¼m.
* Lafayette, Fort, N. Y. H. -P. 0. and tel. stn. Fort Hamilton, N. Y.; city railroad from
Brooklyn, dist. 6 m.
L eavenworth, Fort, Kans. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
Little Rock, Ark., Post near (Dept Mo .).-P. 0. Baring Cross, Ark.; tel. and R. R. stn.
Little Rock, Ark., dist. 4 m.
*Livingston Fo1·t La.-P. 0. Grand Isle, La.; tel. stn. New Orleans, La.; steamer
weekly f~om New Orleans, dist. 95 m.
Logan, Port, Colo. (10 miles south of Denver) (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. , tn.
(D. and R. G. and U. P.R. R.) same.
.
*Macon, Fort, N. C.-P, 0. and tel. stn. Beaufort, N. C.; R.R. stn. Morehead City, N. C.,
dist. 2 m.
Madison Barracks, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Sacke~ts Harbor, N. Y.
"Marion Fort Fla. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. St. Augustme, Fla.
Mason, Fort, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0. Station A, San Francisco, Cal.; R.R. stn. San
Francisco, Cal., dist. 3 m.; street cars¾ m. from post; tel. stn. at post.
"Mc Clary, Fort, Me.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Kittery Point, Me.
McHenr.lJ, Fort, Md. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Baltimore, Md.
McIntosh, Fort, Tex. (Dept. Tex. ).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Laredo, Tex.
McPherson, Fort, Ga. (Dept. East).-(4 m. from Atlanta, Ga.) P. 0., tel. and R.R.
stn. same.
Meade, Fort, S. Dak. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. stn. (F. E. and M.
V.) Sturgis City, dist. 3 m.
Merritt, Camp (subpost of Fort Keogh, Mont.) (Dept. Dak.).~P. 0. Lame Deer,
Mont.; tel. and R.R. stn. (N. P.R. R.) Rosebud, Mont.; tnweekly stage from
Rosebud, dist. 60 m.
*Mi.fflin, Fort, Pa.-P. 0., Pasehallville stn., Philadelphia, Pa.; R. R. and tel. stn.
Philadelphia, Pa., dist. 5 m.
__
Missoula, Fort, Mont. (Dept. Dak.).-P. 0. same; tel. and R.R. stn . (N. P.) Missoula,
Mont., dist. 4 m.
.
Monroe, Fort, Va. (Dept. East).-P. 0. aml tel. stn. same; steamers daily from
Baltimore, Washington, Norfolk, and New York, and railroad (C. and 0.) from
Richmond, Va.
*Montgomery, F'ort, N. Y.-P. 0., tel. and R. R stn. Rouse's Point, N. Y., dist. 1½ m.
*Morgan, Fort, .Ala.-P. 0. Herndon, Ala.; tel. stn. at post; steamer from Mobile,
dist. 30 m.
*Mo1tltrie, Fort, S. C.-P. 0. Moultrieville, S. C.; tel. and R.R. stn. Charleston, S.
C., di t. 5 m.
My~r Fort, Va. (Dept. East).-P. 0. same, tel. and R. R. stn. Washington, D. C.,
dist. 4 m.; telephone to post.
Ni~gara, Fort, X. Y. (Dept. East) .-P. O, Youngstown, N. Y.; tel. Htn. Niagara
!A-11, .I:". Y.; R.R. stn. Lewiston, N. Y., dist. 7 m.; electric road to post.
Niobrara, Fo1·t, Nebr. (Dept. Platte).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. (F. E. and
M. V.) Valentine, Nebr., dist. 4½m.
:Oglethorpe, Fort, Ga.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Savannah, Ga., dist. 3 m .
.. gmah~, Fort, Neb1·. (Dept. Platte).-P. O., tel. and R. R. stn., Omaha, Nebr.
*Phtar!o, Fo 1·t, N. Y. (Dept. East) .-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Oswego, N. Y.
<.enix, Fort, Mass.-P. 0., R . R. and tel. stn. Fairhaven, Mass.
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* Pickens, Fort, Fla.-P . 0. \Yarrington, Fla.; tel. stn. Pensacola Na\fy -Yard; R .R.

stn . Fort Barrancas, Fla., d1st. 1 m.
Pilot Butte, Camp (subpost of Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.) (Dept. Platte) .-P. 0., tel.
and R.R. stn. (U. P.) Rock Springs, Wyo.
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y. (Dept. East) .-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Plattsburg, N. Y.
* Popham, F01·t, Me.-P. 0. Popham Beach, Me.; tel. and R. R. stn Batb, M.e., dist.
12 m. by water, 15 m. by land.
Porter, Fort,N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Buffalo, N. Y.
Preble, Fort, Me. (Dept. East).-P . 0 ., tel. and R R stn . Portland, 1e, dist. li- m.
Pl'esidio of San Francisco, Cal , (Dept , Cal.) -P. 0 and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. San,
Francisco, Cal , dist . 4½m.; city railway to post.
,. Pulaski, Fort, Ga.-P. 0, R . R. and tel. stn. Savannah, Ga,, dist. H m.
R eno, Fort, Okla. T. (Dept. Mo .).-P. 0., teL and R. R. stn. same.
Riley, Fort, Kans. (Dept. Mo.).-P. 0., tel and H.. R stn. same,
Ringgold, Fort, Tex. (Dept. 'fex.) .-P. 0. R10 Grande, Tex.; tel, stn at post; stage-from Hebbronvil1e, on T . M. R. R.., dist 76 m, and from San Miguel. Mex , on Mex:.
N. R. R., dist. 23 m.
Robinson, Fort, Nebr. (Dept . Platte) .-P. 0 ., tel. and R.R . stn. (F E and M V . 1 same,
Sam Houston, Fort, T<'x. (Dept. Tex ) -P. 0., tel. and R R stn :San Antonw, fex
San Carlos (1;uhpost of Fort Grant), Ariz. (Dept Colo .).-P O and tel. stn same;:
daily stage from Gerommo, Ariz , termmus of Gi la Valley, Globe and Nort-hern R,
R., dist. 35 rn ,
San Diego Barracks, Cal. (Dept. Cal.).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (C. S.) and boat ldg
San Diego, Cal.
.
*Scamrnel, Fort, Me -P. 0., tel. and R. R stn Portland, Me., dist. 2 m.
Schuyle1·, Fort, N. Y. (Dept. East).-P 0 ., tel. and R .R . stn. West Chester, N. Y.,
dist. 4½ m.
*Sewall, Fort, Mass.-P. 0., tel. l1nd R. R. stn. Marblehead, Mass., dist. 1~ m.
Sheridan, Fort, Ill. (Dept. Mo.) .-P. 0 ., R.R. and tel. stn . same.
She.rman, Fort, Idaho (Dept . Columbia).-P. 0. Sherman, Idaho; tel. and R.R. stn.
Coour d'Alene, Idaho ( on branch N. P . R. H.. ), dist. ¾m.
*Ship Island, .Miss., Fort at.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (L. and N.) Biloxi, Miss., dist.
15 m . ; special boat to post.
Sill, Fort, Okla. 1.'. (Dept. Mo . ).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; stage daily from Rush
Springs, Ind. T., on C., R. I and P.R. R., dist. 29 m.
Slocum, Fort . N . Y. (Dept. East) ,-P 0 . and tel. stn. New Rochelle, N. Y.; hor e car
and boat from New Rocht1lle, chst. 3 m.
Snelling, Port, Minn. ( Dept. Dak.) .-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. same; electric st. R.R. to
St. Panl, Minn ., dist. 7 m.
Spokan e, Fort, Wash. (Dept. Columbia) .-P. 0 . Miles, Wash.; tel. and R.R. stn. Davenport, Wash., on C. W.R. R, dist. 25 m.
*Stevens, Fort, Orer1,-P. O. and tel. stn. (Govt . tel. to post) Astoria, Oreg.; steamer
daily from R. R. stn. Portland, Oreg., to Astoria, <list. 98 m.
St. Francis Barracks, Fla. (Dept. East) .-P. 0., tel. and H. H.. stn. St. Augustine, Fla.
"St. Philip, Fort, La -P. 0 . Neptune, La.; tel. stn Old Quarantine stn ., La.; steamer
daily (except Sunday) from New Orleans, dist. 73 m.
*Sumter, Fort, S, C.-P. 0. Moultrieville, S. C.; tel. and R. R. stn. Charleston, , . C.,
dist. 5 m ,
'
* Taylor, Fort, Fla.-P. 0., tel. stn. and boat ldg. Key West, Fla.
Tlwmas, Fort, Ky. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. an1L R.R. stn. Newport, Ky ., dist. 3 m.
T1·1mib11ll, Fort, Conn. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. New London, Conn.,
dist. Im.
Vancoure1· Barracks, Wa sh. (Dept. Colnmbia).-P. 0. and boat ldg. Vancouver,\Va h.;
tel. stn. at post; R R. stn. at Portland, Oreg.; boat from Portlantl, Oreg., daily,
dist. 18 m. , and by ferry and city R.H., dist. 9 m.
H'adsworth, Fo1·l, N. Y. (Dept. East) .-P. 0. Rosebank, Staten Island, N. Y.; tel. stn.
Qnarn.ntine, CJ ifton, ta ten Island, N. Y.
Tflalla Walla, Fort, ll'ash. (Dept. Columbia).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. (0. R. and N.
Co., and W. anil. C.R. R.H..) Walla Walla, Wash., dist. 1 rn.
Trarre11, Fort, Mass. (Dept. East).-1. 0. and tel. stn. Boston, Mass.; stfiamer from
Boston, dist. 7 m.
Washakie, Fort, Tl'yo. (Dept. Platte) .-P. 0. and tel. tn. same; daily stage from Rawlins, Wy'J., on U. P.R. H., dist. 147 m.
Tf'ashingtonBarracks, D. C. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Washington, D. C.
., . 1Vashington,Fort,11ld.-P. 0. ame; tel. stn . Alexandria, Va.; stmbt.from Washing·
ton, D. C., di t. 13 m.
Wayne, Fort, Mich. (Dept. Mo.). -P. 0 . and tel stn. Detroit, Mich.; city raihvay from
Detroit, dist. 4 m.
West Point, N. Y. (U. S . Mil. Acad. ).-P. 0 ., tel. and R. . tn. same.
Whipple Barracks, Arie. (Dept. Colo.) .-P. 0. and R.R. stn. Whipple, .Ariz.; tel. stn.
Prescott, Ariz.
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Willets Point, N. Y. (U.S. Engineer S0hool).-P. 0. and tel. !'!tn. same; R. R. stn.
Whitestone, N. Y., dist. 21 m. (See Engineer Depot.)

* Winfield Scott, Fort, Cal. (Dept. Cal. ).-P. 0. and tel. stn. Presidio of San Francisco,
Cal.; R. R. stn. San Francisco, Cal.
Wingate, Fo1·t, N. Mex. (Dept. Colo.).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. (A. and P.)
Wingate, dist. 3 m.
·* Winthrop, Fort, Mass.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Boston, Mass.; stmbt. from Boston, dist.
2m.
Wood, Fort (subpost of Fort Columbus), N. Y. (Dept. East).-P. 0., tel. and R.R.
stn. N. Y. City.
Yates, Fort, N. Dak. (Dept. Dak .).-P. 0. and tel. stn. same; R.R. stn. Mandan, on
N. P.R. R., dist. 60 m.
Yellowstone, Fort, Wyo. (])ept. Dak.).-P. 0. Mammoth Hot Springs, Wyo.; tel. stn .
Juno 1 to October 1, Mammoth Hot Springs, October 1 to May 31, Cinnabar,Mont.;
R. R. stn. Cinnabar, Mont., via Livingston, on N. P. R.R., dist. 8 m.
ARMORIES, ARSENALS, AND DEPOTS.
ARMORIES, ARSENALSJ AND ORDNANCE DEPOTS •

.Allegheny A1·senal, Pa.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Pittsburg, Pa.; Lieut. Col. F. H.
Parker, comdg.
Augusta Arsenal, Ga. -P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Augusta, Ga., dist. 3 m.; electric R.
R. from Augm,ta to arsenal; Capt. D. M. Taylor, comdg.
Benicia A1·senal, Cal.-P. 0., tel., R.R. stn. and boat landing Benicia,, Cal., dist. 1 m.;
Lieut. Col. L. S. Babbitt, comdg.
Columbia Arsenal, 1'enn.-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Columbia, Tenn.; Maj. J. E.
Greer, comdg.
Fort Monroe Arsenal, Va.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Fort Monroe, Va.; stmbts. daily from
New York, Baltimore, Washington, and Norfolk, and railroad (C. and 0.) from
Richmond, Va.; Lieut. Col. W. A. Marye, comdg.
Frankford A rsenal, Pa.-P. 0. (Station F) and tel. stn. (telephone to post) Philadelphia, Pa.; Lieut. Col. J. P. Farley, comdg.
Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind.-P 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Indianapolis, Ind.; Maj. A. L.
Varney, comdg.
Kennebec Arsenal, Me .-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Augusta, Me.; Maj. J. R. McGinness, comdg.
New York Arsenal, N. Y .-P. 0. and tel. stn. Governors Island, New York City; Govt.
steamer to post; Maj . F. H. Phipps, comdg.
Rock Island A rsenal, lll.-P. 0. and tel. stn. Rock Island, Ill.; special conveyance
from R. R. stns . and boat ldgs. in Rock Island, Ill., and Davenport, Iowa, dist. 2
m.; Col. A. R. Buffington, comdg.
St. L ouis Powder Depot, Mo.-P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. Jefferson Barracks, Mo.; Maj.
J. A. Kress comdg .
Sanely Hook Proving Ground, X. J.-P. 0. Governors Island, New York City; tel. stn .
Sandy Hook, . J.; Govt. steamer daily from New York City, dist. 20 m.; Capt.
Frank Heath, comdg.
San Antonio Arsenal, Tex .--P. 0., tel. and R.R. stn. San Antonio, Tex.; Maj. C. E.
Dutton, comdg.
Springfield Armory, Mass .-P. 0., tel. and R. R. stn. Springfield, Mass.; Col. A.
Mordecai, comclg.
·
. , . Powde1· Depot, N. J.-P. 0 ., tel. (telephone to post) and R.R. stn. Dover, K. J.,
dist. 4t m.; Col. J.M. Whittemore, comdg.
Watertown Arsenal, .Mass.-P. O., tel. and R. R. stn. Watertown, Mass.; Maj. J. W.
Reilly, comdg.
Wate1·vliet Ai·senel, N. Y.-P. 0. and tel. stn. (telephone to post) West Troy, N. Y.;
R. R. atn. Troy, N. Y., dist. 1 m.; electric street cars to Albany, N. Y.; Maj. Isaac
Arnold, jr., comdg.
RECR UIT RENDEZVOUS.

Fort locu1n, N. Y.-P. . ancl tel. stn. Kew Rochelle, N. Y., horse car and boat from
w Rochelle, diRt. 3 m.
Columbus Barrack!J, Oh , ;.-P. 0. and R.R. Atn. Col mbus, Ohio; tel. stn. at post.
J .ffe1·son Barracks, Mo.-P. ., tel. and H.. R. stn. same.
Fort hel'idan, Ill.-P. 0 ., tel. and R.R. stn. same.
ENGI EER DEPOT.

Willets P~nt, N. Y.-P .. 0. and tel. stn. An me; R. R.stn. Whitestone, Queens County,
. Y., dist. 2½ m; bfaJ. J. G.D. Knight, comclg.
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HEADQUARTERS OF REGIMENTS.
CAVALRY.

1. Fort Riley, Kans.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Fort Wingate, N. Mex.
Jefferson Barracks, Mo.
Fort Walla Walla, Wash.
Fort Sam Houstou, Tex.

Fort Myer, Va.
Fort Grant, Ariz.
Fort Meade, S. Dak.
Fort Robinson, Nebr.
Fort Assrnniboine, Mont.

ARTILLERY.

1. St. Francis Barracks, Fla.

2. Fort Adams, R. I.
3. Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.

4. Washington Barracks, D. C.
5. Fort Hamilton, N. Y.
1

INFANTRY.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Angel Island, Cal.
Fort Keogh, Mont.
Fort Suelling, Minn.
Fort Sheridan, Ill.
Fort McPherson, Ga.
Fart Thomas, Ky.
Fort Logan, Colo.
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo.
Madison Barracks, N. Y.
Fort Reno, Okla. T.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz.
Fort Niobrara, Nebr.
Fort Niagara, N. Y.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Vancouver Barracks, Wash.
Fort Bayard, N. Mex.
Fort Sherman, Idaho.
Columbus Barracks, Ohio.
Fort Bliss, Tex.
Fort Wayne, Mich.
Fort Leavenworth. Kans.
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y.
Fort Crook, Nebr.
Fort Clark, Tex.
Fort Douglas, Utah.
Fort Missoula., Mont.

ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., October 1, 1896.
D.-Statement showing gain and loss in the enlisted strength of the Army during the fiscal
year ended Juue 30, 1896.
GAIN.

Enlisted ........ ···-·· ...................... --·- .............. ············
Reenlisted ............................................... - ............... .
From desertion ............................................ ·.............. .

5,676
2,9130
363

Total .............................................................. .

8,999

LOSS.

~iJ~~TI~!i~~·;~;.;{~~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::.- ::::::~ ::::::::::::::::::::
:For disability ............................. ···--- ......................... .
By purchase ............... _............................................. .
For fraudulent enlistment ..................... _.......................... .
By favor ................................................................. .
As veterans ......... _.................................................... .
Under General Orders, No. 80, of 1890 .................................... .
By sentence of general court-martial .................... . ..... . .......... .
For other causes ........................................... ............. .
Retired .................................... : ............... .............. .
Deserted ................................................................. .
Died of disease, etc ..................... : ................................ .

13
2,235
416
387
84
235

101
2,895
597
551

139
1,365
130

Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9, 148

Enlisted. strength June 30, 1895...... ..... ...... ...... .... .. .... .. .. .. . .. . .
Gain. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

25,018
8, 999
34,017

Loss......................................................................
9,118
Eulistecl. strength June 30, 1896 ....... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2-1-, 869
1 In this are included 707 men of the Hospital Corps, which by Jaw are exclnded
from the 25,000 enlisted men authorized, leaving the actual strength on June 30,
1 96, of 24,162 enlisted men.
NoTE.-lndians belonging to the line of the Army........................
69
Indian scouts...................................................
62
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REPORT OF THE INSPECTOR-GENERAL.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
lNSPECTOR- G ENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. 0., Novem ber 4., 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of matters pertaining to this department for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896:
INSPECTION DISTRICTS.

The present inspection districts were established by General Orders,
No. 18, Adjutant-General's Office, March 30, 1895, and are as follows:
North Atlantic di strict, New York City; South Atlantic district, Washington, D. 0.; Middle district, Chicago, Ill.; Northern district, Denver,
Colo.; Southern district, Santa Fe, N. 1Ylex.; Pacific district, San Francisco, Cal. The officers as first assigned continue in charge.
OFFICERS AND DUTIES.

No change has occurred in the personnel of the permanent officers of
the department during the year. During this period they have been
stationed as follows:
Brig. Gen. J. 0. Breckinridge, Insvector-General of the Army, in
charge of the Inspector-General's Office, War Department, Washington.
Col. R. P. Hughes, inspector general, North Atlantic district, New
York City, N. Y., until November 2, 1895, when he availed himself of a
leave of ab ence for six months with petmission to cross the sea, granted
by Special Orders, No. 224, A. G. 0., dated September 25, 1895, which
was further extended ·six months by Special Orders, No. 66, A.G. O.,
dated March 19, 1896.
Uo1. G. H. Burton, in pector-general, Pacific district, San Franci co,
Cal.
Lieut. Col. H. W. Lawton, inspector-general, Southern district, anta
Fe, N. Mex.
Lieut. Col. P. D. Vroom, in 'pector-general, Middle di trict, hicago,
Ill.
Maj. J. P. anger, in, pector general, continued on duty a military
secretary to the Lieutenant-Geueral of the Army until September 30,
1 95, when Le wa a ·igned a as i tapt to the In pector-General of
the Army, Wa ·hington, D. C., an a in pector-general, outh .Atlantic
di trict, by pecial Ord rs, No. 228, A.G. O., dated e_ptember 30, 1893.
lVI~j. E. . Garlington, in pector-general, continued on duty as assi tant to the ln pector- eneral of the Army, and as in pector-general,
outh tlantic di trict, until June 21 1 96, when be availed hirn elf of
a leav of ab e ce for two month·, granted by Special Orders o. 142,
A. .
dated Jun 7, 1 96.
Maj. ra i. .i. I r Fifth avalry,actingiu pector-general, orthern
di trict, Denver, Colo.
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Maj. H. C. Hasbrouck, Fourth Artillery, was detailed as acting
inspector-general, North Atlantic district, wm1 station at Fort Monroe,
Va., by Special Orders, No. 294, A.G. O., dated December 17, 1895, and
assumed duties December 29, 1895.
SPECIAL INSPECTORS.

The following officers were detailed as inspectors of the military
departments uf certain educational institutions, where officers of tue
Army are detailed under section 1225, Hevised Statutes, as amended
by the act of November 3, 1893, under instructions contained iu letters
from the Adjutant-General of the Army of March 11, March 20, and
April 30, 1896, and letters from the Iuspector General of the Army of
March 26 and May 1, 1896: Lieut. Col. E. M . Coates, Sixteenth Infantry;
Maj. G. S. Carpenter, Fourth Infantry; Maj. 0. W. Miner, Sixth
Infantry; Maj. C. F. Robe, Fourteenth Infantry; Capt. C. S. Roberts,
Seventeenth Infantry; Capt. H. H,, Brinkerhoff, Fifteenth Infantry;
Capt. James Fornance, Thirteenth Infantry; Capt. G. K. Hunter, Third
Oiwalry; Capt. W. 0. Buttler, Third Infantry; ,Lieut. A. R. Paxton,
Fifteenth Infantry.
The following is a summary of the work performed by tbe permanent
and these special officers of the Inspector-General's Department during
the past :fiscal year:
Disbursements.

rn

en

"'al

~~

~A

Officer.

Station or district.

Num.
ber of
inspec·
t ns.

Oc;:
rn..,

.A.mcunt in·
volvecl .

.5..0

~
0

p.,

Brig. Gen. J". C. l!reckinridge.
Col. R. P. Hugbrs .... ... . .....
Col. G. H. Burton..............
Lieut. Col. H. W. Lawton .....
Lieut. Uol. P. D . Vroom .......
Maj. J". P. Sang~r ... .. .........

Washington, D. C. ·····-··
North Atlantic . ... .. ...... .
Pacific . ................... .
Southern ................. .
Middle .................... .
SouthAtl~tic ............ .

~!]: ~;a~~l;~~~fe~~~:::::: :: : ·N~~~l~e~;;_
:::::: :::: :::::: ::

Maj. H. C. Hasbrouck ........ . North.Atlantic ............ .
Total .... ............ .... ···-······ ······ ·············

Special inspectors.
Lieut. Col. E. M. Contes ...... .
Maj. G. S. Carpenter ....... . .. .
Maj. C. W. ~iner ...... ....... .
Maj.C. F. Robe . ..... ...... ... .
CaIJt. C. S. Roberts .... ....... .
Ca]lt.H. R. Brinkerhoff ....... .
Capt. J. Fornance ......... . ... .
Capt. G. K. Jluuter ........... .
Capt. W. C. Buttler . .......... .
L1011t . .A.. R. Paxton .......... .

.

8
69
105
69
180
80
67
87
81

~I_

$5, 826, 7g5_ 82
4. 780, 002. 22
6, 262, g23, 55
4, 425,214.26
15. 499 , 651. 84
9, 345, 1:n. 85
6, 757 , 045. ~5
5,213 ,388. 82
7,849,403. 16

a)

b.O

a)

::l

5,.q--0
1./2

0

::)

-- 8

16

16

15
18
7
9

4
1
12
3
5
2

17

65,960,157.77 / 82

--1

ai

[i~

~ 0~ a)
p.

3
3

15
10
16
14

-~I.:_·_:.:
~ ~I~

--,-

i~~i f;i:!::· tJ:~,;::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::: ::: :::::::::,
,~~~~;i~s~~r~a~k·s,ii~;,;:
:::::::: :::::::::::::::: :::. :::· :: ::
ol11mhusBarraclui,Oliio ... ...... .. ................. .. .. ... . .

Fort Sheridan, Ill . ......... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Columbus, . Y. H... . . . . . . . . . ... .. .. . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . .
J efforson Barracks, Mo.... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~~~~anb~~:.gP!.i.~~:::::::: :::: ::: : :::::::::::::::: :::. :: : :: :: ·

~
~

2
4
21

2

~

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
="'==b.c=====I:= = =
Gran tl total. . :. . . . . . . . . . . . ... . ........ - ............ _..
57 104
746
65, 960, 157. 77 8:l

I
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Brig. Gen. J.C. Breckinridge...
95 . . . . . . • . . .
. ..... . 16,478
Col. R. P. Hughes............... . . . . . . . .
2
160
4,354
Col. G. H. Burton...............
626 . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
170
3,767
4,781
Lieut . Col. H. W. Lawton.......
369
227
3,397
Li eut. Col. P. D. Vroom......... 1,592
2
3
178
2,438
Maj. J.P. Sanger............... l. 622
2
146
Maj. E. A. Garlington.......... 1,779
1
77
4,946
M3u. Francis Moore........ . . . . 1. 463
268
Maj. H. C. Hasbrouck.......... .
1
37
Total.....................

Special inspectors.

10,042
2, 3!l0
12,778
11,249
11,829
7,715
9,264
10,620
5,098

,------,--- -7-1.- - - - --1-----;--7, 546
6
263 40, 161 2, 225 1, 118, 785. 65 80, 985
======

Lieut. Col. E. M. Coates .. , ..... .
81
Maj G . S. Carpenter ........... .
164
Maj. C. W. Miner ....... ....... .
506
Maj. C. F. Robe ...............•.
318
Qapt. C. S. Roberts ..... .. . ...... • 440
Capt. H. R. Brinkerhoff........ .
948
Capt. J. Fornance . . ............ . 2,533
Capt. G. K. Hunter .......... .. .
371
Capt. W. C . .Buttler ...........•.
53
Lieut. A. R. Paxton ......... .. . .
51
Total..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

17 .... . ........ .
$345,041.10
263
183,640.43
297
117,731.90
319
178,023.07
398
42,794.69
250
54, 208.78
166
145,158.19
389
52,187.49
126

5, 465

Grand total.......... . .. . . 13, 011

5 .••..••••••

= ==1===t== ====1==

2 . ••··••·

1 ............. .
2
139. 57
12

208
352
611
600
188
584
2,465
724
654
72

3

2
4
21

2
1
1
5 .. . .. .... . .
11

3

I

7

2
1, 265

49 /
40, 161

139. 57

2, 274 /" 1, 118, 925. 22

I

6, 458

I 87, 443

Whether the general inspection should be complete and thorough an<l
fairly alike for all and include every phase of national military effort
and organization, and be performed by the legally authorized InspectorGeneral's Department, will hardly be di~puted now. Evidently all
that has been assigned to the department has been faithfulJy performed.
Omitting Sundays and holidays, the task each day bas been to inspect
0.84 places; 15,945 things, valued at $215,556; 174 persons; travel 286
miles, and submit 7 i:eports. It is not the quantity but quality of work
of this sort tbat deserves attention; and no effort is being spared by
every inspector to warrant favorable judgment and submit acceptable
work.
MILITARY POS'l'S.

Since tlle date of my last annual report the garrisons have been withdrawn from Forts Buford and Pembina, N. Dak.; Fort Hancock, Tex.,
and Fort Stanton, N. Mex., and two new po ts have recently been
garrisoned-Fort Har-ri. on, Mont., and post near Little Rock, Ark.making a net reduction of two m1lit8ry post . During the past year
in~pectors have vi ited and inspected all garrisoned po t except one,
which wa garri oned ince the inspection tour in that section was finished; and tlle record which bas been made, both as to the extent of
ground covered and thorougbne i; and completeness of the work done,
will, it i, believ d, urpa s all other former efforts, and may e tabli ha
standard that will be worthy of the best endeavor of those upon whom
the duty may devolve hereafter if they wish to excel it in the future.
ighty-two po, ts have been inspected, di tributed among the several
in pc ti n di tri t a follow , viz: North Atlantic, 16; outhAtlantic,
H; 1iddl , 7· Paciac, 15; outhern, 18; and Northern,17. The average
numberofday spentatapo t byaniospectori 5.3,an<ltheinspector's
work ke p, him long on the move and is done without regard to hours.
I i de ired that nothing will be allowed to interfere with this solJi rly brancl1 of our duti , for wherever a military organization exists
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no higher nor more exacting duty can devolve during peace upon the
corps of inspectorR-general, and it is being performed with perfect zeal,
so that the excellent results being attained by the Army in its modern
training is clearly recognized and well attested; and it is believed the
best informed do not question the utility nowadays of these 434 days
inspection of commands. The only question concerns those which
escape such inspections.
The following return of troops gives data concerning the troops at the
time of inspections:
Organizations.

Present and
absent.
Detachments .

Inspection dis·
trict.
rt)

d

~

North Atlantic ... . 5
South Atlantic .... 5
Middle ..... . ...... 6
Pacific ............ 7
Southern ......... . 8
Northern ......... . 10
Total ....... .
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~
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1 . - - . ---]51
.... ---- ---210
2,442
2,204
144
1,878
3, 15!)
238
173
3,014
3 ---· ---2, 44:3
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306
3,574
3,884
193
3,012
---·
---- ---· 355 4,821 2,W 4,561 -----·
.... 2
190
3,907
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-
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ff!0

·s8
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inspection.
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en
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.A

P.
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A
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Present at
post.

A
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j

0
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4
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A

1

440

6,258

317

1

1,796

23,780

1,233

0

, ..., 1 ,.,

4,670

758

15,910

22,040

Absent from post.
Officers.
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Inspection district.
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.E
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I>
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Present at p ost, but absent from inspection-Continued .
.Artifi cers, musicians, and privates.

]

Inspection district.
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To this may be added the garrisons at West Point and Willets Point,
N. Y., consistiugof 84 commissioned officers, 322 cadets, and 715 enlisted
men, making a grand aggregate of 26,697. Of the totril strength represented in the above table, 1,233 officers and. 22,040 enlisted men were
present at the posts. From the data given it seems that there was a
total of 1,175 officers and 18,341 enlisted men present at the inspections,
or "an aggregate of 19,516, which is 76.2 per cent of the present and
absent. At Fort Washakie, Wyo., the . number present at inspection
was 85.3 per cent of the aggregate strength for one company, aud at
Fort Reno, Okla., garr~soned by band, companies A, B, F, and E, Teuth
Infantry, and troops Band D, First Cavalry, 84.8 per cent was preseut
at the inspection. The number of posts having a percentage preseutat
inspect10u of 80 or above is 12, and these are divided among the several
districts as follows, viz: South Atlantic,1; Middle, I; Southern, 7, and
Northern, 3. The minimum percentage of aggregate strength prese11t
at inspection was 51 .5. Some of the percentages may be approximately
indicated by the following ti1hle:
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. The num er of .officerA pre ·ent at the post and ab ent from inspec.
t10n w ex ·e dmgly ma11. Tbe Pacific di, tri ct reported the lea. t
number of men, a compared with the total enlisted strenoth on extra
and p ci8;1 dut. , and the ortbern di.'tdct the greatest m11{11Jer; the
figure bemg three.tenths of 1 per cent and 3 per ceut, re pectively.
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Apparently still further progress has been made during. the past year
toward uniting regimental organizations and concentrating the scat tered troops. The following ta!J le shows the gradnal increase in the
number of companies, exclusive of Indians, at permanent aud sul> posts:
Year.
1893 ..••..•.• .. .......... . .......... . .•..... ·. . . ····· · ............. . •....•..........
1894 ..• • .•••....... . ........... . ...... . . . .........•.. . ....... ·•·•·· ............ ... .
1895 . ... ... . ......... . . . ........ . .. . .... . ...................... . .... . ........... . . .
1896 .. . ............. . ..................... . ....................................... .

Numbor .Average
of posts. strength.
89
88
82
80

4. 04
4. 09
4. 89
4 . 50

Since 1893 the number of posts with g·arrisons of individual regiments has increased from 3 to 10, and of those with garrisons of more
than a regiment from 1 to 4. The babit of responsibility which comes
with independent command, and tlrn skill and resourcefulness and
endurance which experience gives in conducting a rnilitary force through
natural difficulties or au euemy's country, does not depend wholly
upon the size of tile command; and our antebellum army acquired a
knack and self-reliance, especially iu the company grades, that we
should in every way gmird a,gainst losing now that th e army is beiug
concentrated into larger couunand!-1 amidst restricting environment.
There is something of good to l>e found jn both types of soldierly
training, and it will be the better for us if we can retain all there is of
good in both.
·
Under the operations of paragraph 875, .Army ReguIrregul~I!~~:3e!~a defi- ]ations, l_,141 irregula_rWes _
and defider)cies were
1·eported m the several rnspect1011 reports of posts. Of
this number 413, or 36.1 per cent, were remedied, leavmg 728 still existing, whjch at the next inspection will prolJabJy be fom1d generally corrected as far as the powers of tlie local authorities will permit. Most
of them are in a single district. All were reported as already remedied
at certain posts iii widely separated district~.
With the .Army Regulatious and orders as a guide, a classification of
the 728 reported detects that are not yet remedied may not be an
impracticable undertaldng; for instance, 25i7 percentappearstoresult
from the coudition of buildings aud 9.3 per cent from the lack of
proper instructi on ; but they usually refer to transient matters and situations, and are berng remedied aR promptly as possible, so their 9lassification is unueces::,ary now.
Tbe reports indicate a very satisfactory state of
Co~ffi~~~ined
affairs as to harmony and efficiency among the. commissioned officers; and tlie number of aJl ranks serving
at posts who possess zeal and abiJity of a high order and excel in the
particular dut.i';S to which they have been assigned receives frequeut
recognition.
The condition and character of the enlisted men
appear to be generally satisfactory, and the growing
Enlisted men
improvement in the quaUty of the young men entering
the Army, which llas been so noticeable dmiug the past few years, bas
not abated in the least. In mauy msta11ces the recruits are said to
be of excellent quality, and at only three posts is there any adverse
criticism.
Both discipline aud behavior have been generally
reported to be "very good. There appears to be about
Discipline.
an average of 48.5 courts-martial per organization

•
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and 138.8 per post. The maximum number of trials reported for any
one cavalry regiment is 483 and the minimum 216. For the infantry
the maximum is 429 and the minimum 189. The number of trials
reported for the only regiment of artillery for which this data has l>een
ascertained regimen tally is 480. So far as reported the regiment of the
three arms having the least number of trials during the year i, the
Twenty-third Infantry, with 18!l, and the one having the largest 1mmber was in another arm and had 483. In the minor organizations one
infantry company appears with a total of two trials (summary), and
the largest number reported, again in a different arm, was 111-100
summary and 11 general.
An analysis of the perceutage of enlisted men not in confinement
during the year for the three arms shows, so far as reported, that the
general average for the Army is 77.6 per cent; for the cavalry, 82; for
_the artillery, 73.7, and for the infantry, 77.2 per cent. The best general and worst regimental averages are 87 and 65.8 per cent. Some of
the higher troop, battery, and company records ranged as follows, viz:
Cavalry, 99.6; artillery, 90.7, and infantry, 99 per cent.
The number of enlisted men who deserted. during
Desertions.
the year has been compiled for all posts and. camps
except six, and foots up 1,075, which gives an average
of 14.5 per post. At Alcatraz Island, California, and Fort Duchesne,
Utah, there were no desertions reported during the year.
Desm·tions reported during the fiscal year 1895-96.

District.

Total
num
ber .

Aver
age per
post.

- Nortb Atlantic ...
Soutb Atlantic . . .

142

6 1

IOI

4. l

Middle .... ... . ...
Pacific ............
Southern .........
Northern .•. - .. ...

144

4 6

133
205
350

Maximum.

M1mmum.
Post.

Per
cent.

Fort Preble, Me . .......... 1. 4
'it Francis Barracks, Fla . l.ti

Fort Wayne Micb ...... . 1.8
Alcatraz Island, Cal . ... . } 0
3 4 { Fort
Duchesne. U tab ....
4. 4 Fort Apach e. Ariz ...... . 1
5 6 Fort Custer , Mont ...... . 1 4

Post.

Ip,

cent.

Fort Warren, Mass ....... 14. 7
Wasbrngton Barracks,
6. 6
D.C .
J etltirson Barracks, Mo . . . 1 7, 5
FortMason,Cal ....... .. . 1 12.1
Fort Hancock, Tex....... 10.1
FortRiltiy, Kans ...... .. . , 12.5

From these reports the Paci fie district has the least general average,
3.4 per cent, and the North At1ant1C the greatest, 6.1 per cent. Of the
three military posts haviug the large t number of desertions during

the year, viz, Fort Warren, Mass., Fort Riley, Kans., and Fort Mason,
Cal., it will be noted that the location of two of them i adjacent to
large cities and the other one 1s 10 a thickly populated country. The
quarters at Fort Warren, Mas ., are rn casemate ; on the other hand,
the quarters at Fort Riley are excellent and supplied with every modern
convenience. Attention ha been called frequ ntly to the un atisfactory condition of the casemates at Fort Warren, which have been
l'eported "not fit for human habitation." Fort McPherson, Ga., and
Fort Monroe, Va., with a difference m enli. ted trength of only 1 mei1,
and widely eparated but having somewhat 1milar urrounding ', have
each reported rn de ertion , giving a percentage of 3.6 and 3.7, respectively. Fort Duche ne, Utah, one of the two po t with zero to repre ent the numb r of de ertions, appears al o to have the banner
organizat10n in thi re pect. The inspector tates that Troop B, Ninth
Cavalry, has not had a de ertiou for more than twelve year .
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The organizations are generally reported in a good
state of instruction and a reasonable state of pro. ficiency, and the regulations and orders have been
complied with. The troops at 5 posts did not recognize readily the
call "To arms,'' and at 14 posts instruction in hasty cover appears to
have been neglected. Generally the facilities for practical instruction
are reported ample and convenient with a few marked exceptions.
Drill halls are reported needed at Fort Brady, ~ich., Fort Sheridan,
Il1., Fort Wingate, N. Mex., Fort Assinniboine, Mont., and Fort Wayne,
Mich. The reports indicate that the number of men absent from drills
was excessive at several posts. In the Atlantic districts i:he lack of
proper and modern artillery equipment militates against thorough
artillery instruction, and the practice in the principles of attack and
defense were circumscribed. Subcaliber practice with the artillery
promises similarly economtcal opportunity to acquire experience and
skill in handling cannon effectively that gallery practice gave for musketry, but the artillery have not yet been given much advantage of it.
The introduction of modern breech-loading cannon and pneumatic
dynamite guns and the construction of others of still larger caliber and
greater penetration or more rapid fire make familiarity with these
weapons and their accessories of growing importance and their skiJlful
and expeditious firiug an absolute necessity. The time bas come when
the men behind the gun deserve increased attention. Much has been
done, but more is needed.
One of the novelties of the year was the simple and iugenious method
of studyiug the speed of the projectile within the bore of the cannon,
introduced by Dr. A. C. Crehore and Lieut. G. 0. Squier at Fort
Monroe. Nothing but good results can be anticipated from the careful,
original, and scientific tudyof exterior and interior ballistics, electricity,
and high explosives which has wit,hin recent years added so much to
the well-founded reputation of the artillery school.
Might not some military exercises be wisely adopted and practiced, at
least at the annual general iuspection, suitable to te t and demoustrate
the practical and general efficiency of the garrison artillery for actual
and immediate defensive military service under the modern system Y
It could embrace the complete service of the cannon, torpedoes, magazines, range finding, means of rapid communication, field defenses, and
the care and transport of the wounded, and all that is essential to a
state of sudden war. The artillery is of course fully capable of meeting
the test of simulated war, now so familiar to the other arms of the military service and recognized indeed among soldiers generally as the
inspection that posse es the principal merit, if 11ot the only acceptable
test of military condition. The recent change jn artillery armament has
at some places been very radical, and thorough familiarity with, and
instruction in, the new system are of the first importance. This bas
received some attention for the inspections of the current fiscal year;
and this Department i more than ready to extend the same sound
principles of inspection to all b1 ancbeR of the military service.
The scope of both the theoretical and practical military instruction
appears to have been more comprehen ive than in any preceding year
and with promi ing effort. toward further improvement. In the cavalry instmction in individual hor emanship IJa rec ived general attention: The course of equitation as prescribed in the Cavalry Drill Regulations is being more thoroughly and more extensively applied than
ever before. Wherever proper facilities exi t this instruction has progressed systematically with rea onable succes . The good results are
Instruction
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evidenced in the better horsemanship of the individual soldier and
improvement in the training of the cavalry horse.
The system of training remounts needs attention and-readjustment.
It is not every man who can train a young horse, nor does every troop
necessarily have on its rolls men skilled in this line; but it is probable
that at every cavalry post at least one officer and enlisted men are
available who have tile kind of skill required. It is therefore suggested
that, in the interest o_f good instruction and as a measure of economy,
at each cavalry post a school for training remounts should be established under an officer, with the necessary assistants, selected for skill
in training and handling young horses. Wbi]e in this school horses
should be bitted, suppled, gaited to the regulation paces, and accustomed to fire, they should not be turned over to the troops until the
officer in charge reports them fit.
lt might be better to organize these schools at regimeuta1 headquarterfs and concentrate all regimental remounts there, but the expense of
co11ecting and redistributmg them after trainmg makes the post plan
more feasible. 1f such a scheme of training remounts were adopted
the efficiency of the cavalry would be much improved and the terms
''vicious" or "unmanageable'' as a cam;e for condemnation would rarely
appear. It would not be very long before every regiment would have
not only trained horses, but a certain number of officers and men skilled
in the art. These schools would approximate to the depot system of
foreign services.
While considering the improved type of training for the mounted
service, it is natural to refer to "cavalry inspect10ns."
To the principles laid down by General von Schmidt, General von
Pelet-Narbonne, one of the leading cavalry experts of Germany, adds
the following:
In the drill inspection of closed squadrons the first point to grasp is, that ti.Je
foundation of all cohesion a11<l precision of maneuver lies in the capacity of the
squadron to ride straight to the front.
This riding "straight to ti.Je front' ' can only be attained when every rider has his
horse well between bis hands and legs, understa.nds "pace," and, without turmng
his bead to either flank, follows bis troop leader at the prescribe1l distance, looking
straight to his front. The degree of accnracy, therefore, attarned in a s1mplo
advance is in itself a t est of the valne of the instruction imparted in inclividual
horsemanship. But the reqnired accuracy can not be obtained unle , before movin<Y
off, every horse stands absolutely square in tbe ranks, poised in hand, ready to move
at the last sound of the word; hence tho importance which attaches to accurate
dressing when halted.
This riding "straight to the front" must be judged either from front or rear,
never from flnnk. It is a good plan when 1he S<Juadron bas proceeded a few bunclred yards to souml fours about, ancl note whether it returns to its original starting
point; bnt this should he clone unexpectedly, otherwise the troop leaders will soon
find out ome <l.odgo of tbrowrng dnst in the inspecting officer's eyes.
The correct maintenance of the pre cribed distance between the ranks is of the
greatest importanc·e; tl11s nrn t he judged from the flank.
articular attention shonl<l be <l.evotecl to the endurance of the horses at the
gallop . Five rnrnnt sat this pa<'e j the lea t,, even in heavy ground, to be followed
by a charge well ridden home, after whic11 the squaclrondisper es, rallies, and halts,
whilst the mspector go<'s ronncl the bor. es, noting heaving flanks, displa.C"ed kits,
or any other sign of neglec·t or di. treRs. During tb gallop the riders must sit still
ancl the horses move in loner, teady strides, without crow<l.ing, pulling, or chano-ing,
all of wh1 ·h indicate waste of energy. Th squadron should he maneuvered
throughout the duration of the gallop, and, 1f po Rtblc, taken over rea onable
ob tacl s.
The charge should be delivered absolutely en maraille, ·with no thought of a po sible mel e to follow. The enemy mu t be made to feel yonr determination to nde
h_im d wn, not merely to min~le with him. Tho ranks must be kept ·lear ancl <listmct, the troop leaders well to tb front, and tbo pa<· r gnlated to the best speed of
the slowest hors , which impli s that up to tho la t the horse. are still in hand.
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The practice founded upon these principles is not untried, for an
English officer writes in .August, 1889, immediately after returning
from the German parade ground on which the inspection pook place,
with the facts still fresh and vivid in his memory:
The first thing that struck me on riding down to the ground was the extraordinary
precision with which the alignment was taken up-every horse dead square to the
front, and when the line was called to attention every man took up his rems, collected his horse, and sat ready to obey t,he word of command. This is an important
feature, for it is on thi s that the extraordinary precision wit.Li which a maneuver is
commenced depends. Again and again, on subsequent occasions, I saw a whole brigade move off at a trot simultaneously, literally Lefore the eye could sweep from end
t.o end of the formation. Of the march past at a walk with which the proceedings
began I need only notice that it was neither better nor worse tllan what we usually
see; but the small horses looked altogether overweighted by their riders, and the
want of smartness fo the turn-out also u:nfavorably impressed me.
But all this was changed when they began to move. After the march past, the
regiment was drawn up in line of sqnadrou colnmu at close rnterval. The "trot"
was sounded, and they moved off with ab8olute precis iou, and, after advancing a
couple of hundred yards, opened ont by inclining to foll intervals. Then they
wheeled into half column of sqnadrons, and contmned tho ad vanco in perfect order
for abont 400 yards, still trotting. Then followed "front form" and line to the front
on the leading squadron, to effect which the rearmost squadron h ad a considerable
gallop. A few more yards to the front to steady them down, and then they broke
into column of divisions (Ztige) to the left, and immediately afterwards the '' gallop"
sounded, and away they went at their fnll gallop of mauenver of 15 miles an hour
without the slightest opening ont. This pace was maintained for abont 1,200 yards,
then the head of the column wheeled to the right, and as soon as the tail of the
column pas ·ed the wheeling point the "wheel foto lino'' sounded, and the movement
was executed with an accuracy I coulcl hardly believe pos8ible. The advance was
continu ed some 300 yards, and then the II charge" so1mcled, and it was delivered
almost like a wall; then mclee and rally followed, and the regiment drew up in its
orig rnal formation of line of sqnaclron columns at close interval. I subsequently
measured up tho distance covered at the gallop on a large scale map, and could not
m:ike it lessthan3,000yards, take it any way I would.
Tho next operation was the debouching from a wood and charging infantry. The
r egiments, which, I s hould have mentioned, numbered five squadrons of 62 to 65 files,
trotted off down one of the numerous cuts through the forest which borders the
dril1 ground, and when all had well disappeared we heard the "halt" and "threes
about " -the Germans still work by threes, and not by fours-and the next moment
the ''gallop" sounded . The regiment came out, not at the gallop, 1m t at the charge.
Each squadron front formed as it got room, aud, selecting its own object about 600
yards from the wood, charged down on it at the fullest extended speed of their horses;
and then all ideaoftbellttlehorses being overweightecl vanishedfromm,y mind. They
came on like the fastest rush on a polo ground, though, of course, the lines were not
so well closed up as before. I had to confess, infantryman as I am, that even repeaters
would have had a poor chance of stopping the rush. Then followed a short halt
without di mounting, and then three more long advancef!, ending with a charge,
melee, and pursuit, were ridden. Nono of the advances w re l ess than 2,000 yards,
and in two out of the three the lme was formed after the" gallop" had been 1:1ouncled,
and not whilst the heads of the columns were still trotting. Tho charges were
beautifully ridden, boot to Loot throughout. In only one point could I find an opening for criticism, viz, that the mcl e were hardly satiRfactory, the men scarcely
leaving the ranks, but only making a pretense of doing so . Probably, as it was
only an infantry general inHpecting them, they thought it safe to try a little "oy~wash.'' I must confess, however, that under no circumstances have I ever seen thrn
part of the show as well done m Germany as I used to see the Eleventh Bengal
Lancers do 1t in India.
The day wound up with a gallop past, for which I have nothing but prai e. The
squadrons swept by at their full 15 miles an honr, horses in hand~ an~ th3:t smooth,
rythnncal swing of the plumes (they wore plumes that day) which implies a total
absence of wasted energy. One might live long at Aldershot and see nothing Letter.
Next day I went down to see the brigade mspection. The brigade tnrned out ~wo
r ecriments of five squadrons each, the squadrons the same strength as the day betore.
After the march pa t the maneuvering commenc~d, as the t,hi~·d lin e of _a di".ision in
line of squadrons at close interval, at a trot., and 1t ,vou1<1 be d1ffirnlt to rniagme anythrng more perfect than the way they chauged front and wheeled. There was no
trncc of raggedness anywhere . They lo~k.ed just like t\VO squar<>s off ~ chessboard
maneuvering about. Then came a repet1t1on of tho gallop to a flank m column of
divisions (Ziige) of the day before. Por about 1,500 yards this tremendous column,
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nearly half a mile long, moved with the same precision as the regiment had done.
Then they simultaneously wheeled into half column to the left. Just at this moment
the h ead of an jnfantry column emerged from the wood to tho right rear, and the
general commanding took them for his target. He sounded "Troops about," which
brought them into half column nght in front, and his gallopers flew. As the leading one reached the right-h and regiment I h eard "Liue to the front" sound, and
the regiment form ed to tbe front, not at the gallop of maneuver, but at racing pace,
and went strai ght for the en emy. The three squadrons on the right of the second
regiment complet ed their wheel, which brought them into column and enabled them
to gain the rear of the first regiment, when they again wheeled iuto line and charged
right into the melee of the first lin e, and the last two squadrons cantered up and
halted as last reserve. I have never seen anything faster or more perfect than the
way this attack was delivered.
The infantry, of conrse, bad nothing to do with the performance, but were only
coming ont to drill, and therefore took no notice of the cavalry; but still, hacl it
been, an ordinary defile, the cavalry were down on th em before 300 men had pai;secl,
and und'er such circumstances that even repeaters could not have given them more
than an average of five shots, or 1,500 bullets, of which probably not 15 would h ave
taken serions effect. The remainder of the inspection consisted of two more long
advances and charges against a skeleton cavalry, all delivered with the same precision as the d ay be.fore, an<l. after a critique and :final gallop past we all marchocl
home together, the squadron leaders congratulating each other on having had two snch
easy days for their horses. And indeed, in comparison to the previous fortnight,
they bad been easy days, for they had had :five days a week of from five to six hours
a day, and on f,hese two days the last squadron was back in barracks in three and a
half hours only. It is difficult to estimate the ground actually covered, but to the
drill ground and back was 8 miles, and in the hour and a half's maneuvering the.v
had covered at least 12 more, or 20 in all. Durin g the preceding period they coul<l
never have done less than 30 miles all told. Yet in spite of this the horses were in
perfect condition, far superior to what I remember them at similar periods five ancl
six years ago. Going round their stables afterwards, I was simply astounded at tho
condition of the animals' legs and sinews. Not a sign of overwork was them
amongst them, the sick lines being nearly empty. Afterwards, in conversation with
the officers who r emembered the old pre-'70 days, I was assnrecl that the improvom nt
in the remounts and the way of managing horses had been so marked that wl1ereas
formerly it was difficult to make np one's mind as to wh ich of horses ought to l;o
cast, because they were all so miserable, nowadays it was difficult to find enough to
cast, so few really b eing literally past work<
--~

The same English officer writes concerning field artillery driving:
What we r eally require is a uniform standard of excellence throughout onr batteries, so high that we can count on the delivery of, say, 20 batteries on a giYcn
point, perhaps 20 miles distant, in the least possible time and with the greatest pos~
sible certainty. Assuming moderate ground in the :first place, the thing required to
turn the fate of an action is the simultaneous appearance of from 10 to 20 batteries,
at decisive range, over against the enemy's position.
For the last twenty-five years or more in Germany, ever since, in fact, Von Ilinclersinn took the matter in hand, the battery commauders have been working a,o-ainst
one another to discover some system by which to insure the endurance of their
horses under the strain that the requirement of modern tactics places on them, chief
amo~gst whi?h is the exact equality of very team, for no battery commander, when
trottmg out m c·olumn of route, with perh aps 10 batteries behind him, can afford
to have a sing] team break down.
Under pressure of this nee s ity the German battery leaders have evolved for
themselves a sy teru of training which, judged by the results achieved is above and
beyond anything elsewhere attained.
·
'
It is based on the gymna tic training of the youno- hor e to u e his ba,ck muscles
for dr~ft p~rpose , and on careful table management, apportioning accurately to
e~ery md1v1dua~ ho:~ the amount of feed nee ssary to supply the waste of bi own
t1 ·~u~s, an_d mam~arnmg cacl.t and all of them 111 the highest pos1:1ible condition of
tram11;1g; mdee<l , 1t amount to notbmg le s than accompli bing for every individual
ho
rn the ba t ry what the kill d trainer secures in the ca e of the younohor ·es
0
committed to his charg . (Journals R. . . I. aud U . . M. I.)

The lyceum and none mi ioned officer ' chool. have been carried
on in accordance with tll r gulatio11 and order,. The order of departm nt commander hav b 11 n ic ably full, exacting, and d tailed and
t~ ir p f OD 1 ~nt I'
< n 1 ~tt ntio11 ha~
gr at]y d Y loped, ,•y t ma .
t1zed, nd I erfo te<l. both drill and practw , uch a r conuoi an e.
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As far as reported, the troops of 37 posts have bad practice
marches and encampments; others have had experience in camping,
and a few have had practice marches only, while only a comparatively
few have remained strictly sedentary. The Army received some practice
in one or all of the important features of mobile military life in changing station, or in movements for instruction or target practice, etc.
Time and money and restricted stations limit the training in the open
field, which becomes far more necessary with a short-service army.
Som~ of our Western stations are large enough if they can be retained
and utilized for this essential practice, without which we may have
soldiers, but hardly an army.
Perhaps no more marked change in routine military
~rmy schoold.
affairs has occurred since the last war than the type of
instruction imparted and expected in the several arms
of the service; and nothing could well be more interesting than its development, especially to this Department, which should possess special relat ions with the military instruction and discipline prevailing in the Army.
Some pressing need was possibly indicated by the establishment of
service schools for the heavy artillery at Fort _Monroe-in 1858; for the
engineers at Willets Point in 1866; for the Infantry and cavairy at
Fort Leavenworth in 1881; for the cavalry and light artillery at Fort
Riley in 1887, besides the several special schools like that for army surgeons at Washing-ton City in 1893, and that for the Signal Corps originally at Fort Myer. Such prototypes as existed in the old Army
doubtless did similar work and met with similar opposition to that
existing to-day, whether company schools, post schools, service schools,
noncommissioned officers' schools, lyceums, examination for promotion,
essays, or what not. As our army organization possesses no higher
·strategic general staff, there is no staff school, which is made so important in European armi s; nor do the schools for enlisted men show such
perfect orgauization nor receive such assistance and fostering care nor
attain such success as there. Whether schools, post graduate or otherwise, which make t.he highest demands upon the class attending them
and promise the lligbest re ults and greatest benefit both to the
instructed and the public service would be more unpopular than an
inferior type is hardly a question of judgment.
We have bad all sorts-good, bad, and indifferent-in our service,
and such as we baYe were never better than, if indeed ever so good as,
to-day. And if there is any better kind wbicn. we have not yet adopted
ought we not to bave them, even if it is a little bard npon the juniors who
have to go through them~ Opportunity and practice for our brightest
m1litary minds is a much more important preparat10n for future contingencies than any curriculum for the general average. Perhaps if
we bad one school that was not compulsory, but voluntary (say a school
where the several arms were combined for the banclhng of mixed commands, and where some proper recognition could be be -towed certainly
and ju tly upon any special ability displayed), it might find a -field of
usefulness and win as high esteem and popularity as the staff colleges
of Europ . We can hardly re t entirely content a long as any other
military force bas developed any higher type of instruct10n than we
possess, either for officer or enh ted men.
Twenty -three problems in minor tactics are hown by
Minor tactics.
the report to have been submitted for solution by the
several inspectors at the date of their inspection of
ibe posts. Of the e, rn were olved practically and the other theoretically. The exercises appear to have been gen rally satisfactory and
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fairly creditable. How admirably this practice bas been developed at'
some of the iservice schools is easily recognized in tlie mastery and
grasp displayed by their eleves, both while at these schools and at their
permanent stations or on such detached service as staff duty and at
colleges. Neitlrer a lack of enthusiasm, interest, intelligent comprehension, proper military forethought and preparation, nor t ardy formations have been reported where they have had charge or direction of
these military exereises and duties, and their best skill is frequently
riva1ed or surpassed by those whose experience was acquired in the
school of actual war.
During the past year a very successful camp of instruction was held
~t Monterey, Cal., in which all the available troops stationed in the
Department of California participated. The troops assembled for the
sole purpose of practice in marching and camping and for instruction
in the minor operatious of war, guard duty being restricted to the least
Iimnber of men consistent with tlie proper protection of camps and
Government property, and the usual camp duties were made as light
as possible. The careful modification of routine instruction at the
posts, accompanfed lJy such encampments, and the zealous practice of
the usual requirements of campaign and battle give fair promise for the
future. No army has bad riper experience in all tbe responsibilities
of rough and exacting military service in the past, nor learned better
how to care for and give good accouut of itself in all the exigencies of
military experience, and it is now due that all its excellent qualities and
traditions i-:;ball be maintain~d amid circumstances that are rapidly
and radically changing.
As far as reported., post schools for enlisted men and
Post schools.
noncommissioned officers' schools appear to have been
generally maintained throughout the Army. It may be
a question whether any better results can be obtained by change of
method, system, instruction, or supervision, and so insure that as comptete military instruction shall be given to the enlisted men of our Army
as to those of any other. At one post there was no school, and the
post commander stated that none of his men needed such instruction.
Excellent progress and satisfactory interest by the enlisted men are
reported at some posts where these schools are of great value, a nd
little or no interest manifested at an equal number. The buildings,
rooms, and furniture have been subjects of some criticism at a number
of post .
'Ihe average daily atten<lance at post school reported is found to be
10~ per cent of the enlisted strength present, or 30.9 men per post; and
for tbe several di tricts it i as follow , viz: · North Atlantic, 30; South
Atlantic, 22.4; l\Iiddle, 55; Pacific, il.7; Southern, 20; and Northern,
19.7. The three po. ts having the highest percentage of average daily
attendance are Fort Hancock, Tex.; Benicia Barrack , Cal., an l K y
We t Barrack, , Fla.
A. far as reported target practic ha. 1J n h 1d at all
'mall pract1c
arm~ target
po. t .· x ·e1}t fonr , <and tbe re ' ults appear
to hav ~nh- n
.
•
g nernl . ati. faction. Pra ti •eat m rng tar<r t , bo h
ith ca1mon or. mall arm.' may. till be improY <1 and be latt r ha.' 11 t
een ery O'en ·ral throughout tbe er i ·e. It i. •ertainly unfor unat
tlrn.t at comparatively 11 w I>O, t, like Fort
cPb r on G-4. and F rt
~ogan Co1o., thi.· important dnty :hon1c1 hav h n hamper d by the
lac·l· f .'nitabl, tare-· t rang<·:. ( 1 ln .. ifiC', tion., w r • no made univer, all in c:011 ·equ011ce of tu• challg of h · · r ic · arm.
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The reports indicate that the provisions of paragrapl
Signaling.

1544, Anny Regulations, have been complied with and

that greater proficiency seems to have been attained
with the flag and torch than with the heliograph. If company commanders desire to impart instruction in signaling they can possibly find plenty
of opportunities for doing Ro in harmony with the work of the officer
detailed for the purpose at each post.
Paragraph 694, Army Regulations, authorizes signal corps sergeants
to account for public property, and it is suggested that all the signal
property at posts where the latter are stationed should he transferred
to and accounted for by them. This would evidently simplify matters,
rednce the number of papers, and obviate the necessity of a divided
responsibility for the same class of property at the same post.
The reports indicate a very satisfactory state of
Hospital corps.
affairs in respect to the efficiency of hospital corps
men, and that this instruction is equal to and in many
cases beyond the average standard of proficiency. Maj. J.P. Sanger,
inspector-general, South Atla11tic district, in bis report of inspection of
Fort l\lyer, Va., makes the followiug pertil1ent rema,rks conceruing the
equipment of the hospital corp , which are concurred in by the chief
surgeon of the Department of the East and the commanding officer of
the post:
The knapsack packed of the hospital corps is entirel.v inappropriate for men whose
most difficult work begins when the marching ends. It weighs 34¼ pounds, and with
the canteen filled, the haversack with three days' rations, th" knife and dressing
case, makes a total weight of 38 pounds. Some other arrangement should be devised
for transporting these effects, or the co rps should al ways be mounted.

.

.

Organized fire departments appear to have been
rnaintamcd
at all posts from which reports
have been
<
'
'
received, and the practice i11struction seems to be
generally satisfactory, though in one or two instances the test resulted
in a rather slow response to the alarm. At seven posts the pressure or
supply of water bas been reported insufficient, and at eight the appliances are reported inadequate. Fire engines are needed at several
posts. The recent destructive fires at two of our Western post , and
the inflammable character of many buildings, emphai:dze the necessity
of looking well to the condition that makes the organization effective.
With the exception of half a dozen posts and field
Equipment of troops. equipage for bands, the troops appear to be properly
equipped and in readiness for field service; and the
condition of the arms, accouterments, and eqmpments were generally
reported excellent.
The cavalry bas been equipped with the new carbine, caliber .30,
model 1 06, which appears to give geHeral satisfaction except as to the
absence of a wmd gauge on the rear sight. A new scabbard or boot for
carrying the carbine when momited is 110w beillg i ued.
fostruction rn gymua tics in some form or other
Gymnasia.
appear to have been giv n at about one-half of the
military po ts, and the tendency to recognize the
importance of, and devote some attention to, having en1i ted men acquire
the art of ~wimming seem to be on the increase. .At one post H bas
beeu reported that the commanding officer i determine<l to have all his
men leam to swim. The p rcentage of po:t. having suitably equipped
gymnasium buildings is much smaller than tlie importa11ce of the, ubject would seem to warrnnt. 'l'hat the phy ical development of t"1:te
soldier is of the very b1gbest importance-greater, perhaps, than m
Fir~
drill
~nd protect1on
agamst
fire.
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any other single profession-will hardly be questioned, and the most
approved way of securing it is by systematic athletic exercise under
the direction of experienced instructors.
The ratio of company to post messes is about as 4
Messing.
to 1. The lack of complaints would appear to indicate that both systems have given very general satisfaction, although at stations where the post mess is in operation inquiry
usually develops the fact that the old system of company messe8 is
preferred. It would hardly seem probable that improved military
instruction bas been aided by freeing the company organizations from
furnishing food for the men and running company gardens and messes,
·which demanded much attention before the increase of the ration and
the establishment of canteens; and possibly there has been no such
coincidence even at the discontinued recruiting depots where the
general mess was first, tried. At any rate, they can be considered
separately now.
The reports indicate the condition of the drainage
Drain~~:g3:c1sew
and sewerage at the several posts is about as reported
in former years. Some improvements are still urgently
needed, and extensions of the systems are required , as at Fort Assinniboine, Mont., and Fort Robinson, Nebr. Eleven posts are reported in
excellent sanitary condition, seven very good, fourteen good, and one
satisfactory.
The bathing facilities appear to be ample and conBathing facilities. venient at a number of posts, and at others they are
reported to be inadequate or need improvement. For
instance, at Fort Du Che8ne, Utah, the facilities were reported to be
miserable at1d inadequate, and at Fort Brown, Tex., they were reported
sufficient, but there were no hot-water connections with bathrooms.
Water is furnished by every variety of means, from
Water supply.
wagon to pipe connection with city supply. lt is some times a problem quite as difficult to solve satisfactorily
as a perfect sewer system. At Fort Logan, near Denver, both tbe e1ty
connection and an air pump is in use, while at the Presidio of San
Francisco the flume in use for so many years is broken nearly under
the pneumatic-gun battery, though this novel, intMesting, and expensive plant is still supplied from it,, and rather a short supply bas been
fumished the post at times since the flume was broken and while the
experimental system under development is bemg completed.
The supply of water has been reported insufficient at the followingposts, viz: Fort Monroe, Va.; St. Francis Barracks, Fla.; Jefferson Barracks, Mo.; Fort Snelling·, Minn.; Fort Canby, Wash.; Fort Douglas,
Utab; Fort Du Chesne, Utah; Fort Apache, Ariz.; Fort Grant, Ariz.;
Fort McIntosh, Tex., and Whipple Barracks, Ariz., and the quality bas
not been atisfactory at a few others. So far as reported, the cost of
water at posts where it i upplied under contract ranges from 12~ to
40 cent per 1,000 gallons, and the consumption from 30 gallons at Fort
Preble, Me., to 250 gallons at Fort Columbus, N. Y., per capita per day.
It i probable that complete and accurate data for all the military
po t would indicate a normal average daily consumption per capita.
An average daily consumption of 100 gallons would not appear extravagant when compared with ome of the large cities of the country.
In the city of Washington, at a time when the demands should not
~a~e been a ove normal, careful measursments by reliable official
mdrnated a daily consumption of 173 gallons per capita.
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These institutions were in operat10n at the time of
the last reports of inspections at all posts except Fort
Ethan Allen, Vt., Jackson Barracks, La., Key West
B~rracks, Fla., St. Francis Barracks, Fla., Angel Island, Cal., San
D1eg? Barracks, Cal., Fort Brown, Tex., and Camps Eagle Pass, Texas,
Merutt, Montana, and Pilot Butte, Wyoming. The :first-named is
located in a prohibition State, and it is understood that orders have
l.Jeen issued for the establishment of exchanges at Key West Barracks,
Fla., and Angel Island, Cal. At Jackson Barracks, La., a post garrisoned by two batteries of artillery, one of the batteries maintained a
company canteen, which was reported as doing a good business. There
bas been little or no discussion as to whether a company canteen by one
organization is more advantageous and de irable at a post than the
institution prescribed by the Regulations in the succes ful operation
of which all the troops of the garrison could join a11d partake equally
of the benefits derived therefrom; but some tendency seems to exist
toward establishing sales and billiard tables, etc., in company barracks,
though of no special utility for :field service, which i one of the most
acceptahle tests of company methods and organization.
The following statement may indicate something concerning the
range of profit reported in the exchanges:
Post exchanges.

.Articles .

Beer .... ..••.......... ...... ......•.. ..........
Cigars . ............ . ................••.........
Eatables ......................•...•..... - ..... .
Other articles ...•..... .... ...••................

Average. Maximum.

F er cent.
91. 8
28. 4
9

l!.4

Per cent.
285
66
55
39

Place.

Fort Leavenworth.

i~~~ ~~~~~-ston .

Pr sidio of San Francisco.

Perhaps the percentage of profit might be more nearly equalized
throughout the Army if it is preferred to have all treated wjth fair uniformity. The data reported from 40 military posts indicate that the
profit on beer is less than 100 per cent at 22 and 100 per cent or over
at 18 posts. Fort Brady, lVIich., is the only post in the Middle district
where this profit is less than 100 per cent, the others ranging from 100
to 200. The general average for that district is found to be 128.6 per
cent, which is 36.8 in excess of the general average for the Army, but
on all other ~ticles the district average is Jes than that for the Army.
In the Southern district the opposite condition appears to prevail, as
the average profit on beer, cigars, eatables, and all other articles is 59.3,
31.9, 11.4, and 14.5 per cent, respectively. Whether the profit should
be regulated at all in such sales under Government supervi ion and how
it should compare with subsi tence sale , and what profit i fair, and
bow it should be distributed, ha of cour e been carefully con idered.
These institutions appear to be giving sati faction, and their importance to thP, Army, even as an aid in the maintenance of good order
and discipline, ha received some , tudy and recognition from various
sources, especially by tho e mo t dire ·t1y concerned. There are s~ill
criticisms in regard to the building occu1 ied by ome of them, which
are reported limited, inadequate, or poor at a number of posts.
The inspection reports at 44 po ts, cattered _t~r_ougbout all the
inspection districts except the Pacific, show 99 c1v1han and 1~0 sol-.
d1ers, or a total of 209 employee , with a monthly compen a~IOJ?- ?f
$5,238, giving about twice as much to the former a the latter. rh1s 1
not quite :five employees a,nd $119.05 per month to each of these
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exchanges. The largest number was reported at Fort Monroe, Va.,
where tlrnre were :five civilians aud four soldiers, with a compensation
of $186 per month, giving $130 to the former and $56 to the latter.
The post having the heaviest pay roll appears to be Fort Custer, Mont.,
where all the employees are civilians, and are designated and paid
as follows, viz: Steward, .$1,325; 2 salesmen, $780 .each ; 1 salesman,
$540; 1 bartender, $540; 1 billiard-room attendant, $480; total, 6, at
$4,445 per annum. The operations of the exchange were reported very
satisfactory.
At Fort Grant, Ariz., Fort Stanton, N. Mex., Fort Ouster, Mont.,
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo., Fort Omaha, Nebr., and Fort Yellowstone,
Wyo., all exchange employees were reported as civilians, while all w~re
soldiers at Forts Hancock and McIntosh, Tex., San Carlos and Whipple Barracks, Ariz., and Fort Washakie, Wyo. Among the stew~rds
reported still in active service, 1 is a quartermaster-sergeant, 1 is a
chief trumpeter, 11 are sergeants, and 6 are corporals; and among
those retired there is 1 commissary-sergeant and 5 sergeants. The
number of exchanges having enlisted men as bartenders appears to be
decreasing rapidly. A novel exchange feature is indicated by the following extract from the report of inspection of Fort McPb~rso~, q-a.,
made by Maj. J. P. Sanger, inspector-general, South Atlantic d1str1ct:
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but the old and probably the best design is still thought by some to be
more satisfactory and comfortable, when only a double row of beds was
allowed in a dormitory, and adequate light and air was given by a
corresponding double row of windows .
For 26 military posts in three of the inspection districts, extending
across the continent upon our soutbern border, the amount estimated
for repairs, etc., was $123,520.84, a1lotted $54,472.72, and received
$29,513.64. Of the amount estimnte<l about 44 per cent, or not quite
one-half, was allotted, and about 24 per cent received. The e timates
from the South Atlantic district were largest, and average $6,578.44
per post. In tile Southern the average per post wa $5,735.36, and in
the Pacific district $3,579.18. The minimum allotments and maximum
estimate seemed to go hand in hand, so tbe most liberal allotments
occur where the estimates were the lowest among these po ts.
With few exceptions th~ officers and euli ted men are hou ed as well
as can be desired or circum tances permit, anrl the comfortable and
well appointed modern structure that gradually replace the buildings
of half a century or more ago compare very favorably with those of
the same class anywhere. The improvements in post buildings have
been marked for a quarter of a century. The defects reported from
time to time by inspectors have been brought to the attention of the
proper authorities, and an that is possible seem to have been done to
remedy objectionable features. It is ubmitted that tlie interests of
the public service would be subRerved by immediate liberal Congressional appropriation for new buildings rather than by expending large
sums for constant repairs on ome of the old and dilapidated buildings.
In this connection the remarks of Col. H. W. Lawton, in pector-g·eneral
of the Southern district, on the condition of the public buildings at
Jfort Grant and Whipple Barracks seem pertinent. Of the former he
says:
This post, like others of its class in this department, seems never to have been
"constructed," but apparently to ha,ve "grown up" from A. camp, as the neces ities
or the conveniences of the garrison demanded and in accordance with the idea, of
tho commanding officer or others most interested. Th officers' q un.rters, while habitable, are neither convenient nor desirable. The barracks, with one exception, are
not fit to more tliau shelter the men. The storehouses, shops, corrals, and in fact all
other bnilding at the post, with a few exceptions, are unsubstantial and unsuitable
and not worth the money to make them satisfactory .

. In regard to Whipple Barracks be report :
The condition of the buildings at thL post is such that unless large sums of money
are expended in the near future for their repair or rebuilding they will soon become
uninhabitable. The barracks are already dilapidated, and, snch as they are, are
overcrowded, uncomfortable, and inconvenient.
ome of the officers' quarters are
little better. The general arrangement of the post is bad, ramblincr, and without
any general plan. * * * Practically, if a garrison is maintained here indefinitely
a new post must be constructed .

..At a few of the artillery po, ts on the ..Atlantic coast casemate are
still occupied for want of b tter accommodation .
The post hospital building. are generally r~ported_ in satisfa~tory
condition· indeed, the structure often seem decidedly m exce of any
ordinary demand , and provid_e for an unusual exigency, though the
reports indicate that new hospital ar needed at everal po t,.
The defects noted in other building , uch as torehou, e , oncommissioned officer ' quarters, guardhouse , etc., have already bLen
acted upon, and a detailed report here may not be necessary.
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In the Southern district the reports indicate that 5.7
per cent of the aggregate strength, or 273 enlisted wen,
are married, as follows, viz: Ninety-six sergeants, 19
corporals, 1 chief trumpeter, and 157 privates. If this percentage holds
for the aggregate enlisted strength of all the inspection districts, the
number of married enlisted men may be about 1,400.
In the Southern district 323 enlisted men have been
Sleeping
out of
reported as sleeping out of quarters, viz, 91 sergeants,
quarters.
1 acting sergeant-major, 21 corporals, 7 musicians, 4
trumpeters, and 199 privates. This gives an average of not quite 18
men per post, and is 6. 7 per cent of the aggregate enlisted strength.
Applying the above percentage to the six inspection districts, the number indicated is about 1,600.
'rhe census of 41 posts shows a total of 3,712 noncensus of posts.
military persons, or an average of about 90 per post.
These are classified as follows: Officers' families, 1,149;
enlisted men's families, 1,704; civilians, 484; unclassified, mostly
Indians, 375. The three posts reporting the largest such census,
Iudians excepted, were the Presidio of San Francisco, 271; Fort Monroe, Va , 24 7, and Fort Sill, Okla., 185; and San Diego Barracks, Cal.,
Camp Eagle Pass, Texas, and Key West Barracks, Fla., report but 7,
8, and 12 persons, respe~tively.
Marri~~!~li sted

SUPPLY DEP .A.RTMENTS.

The purchase, distribution, and accountability of supplies of all ki?ds
appear to have received very careful consideration by the respons11:>le
officers, and in many cases the performance of these important du~ies
has been so thOrough and complete as to call forth the most flatterrng
commendatory remarks by inspecting officers. The following aresome
of the principal supplies taken up on returns during the year under the
operations of army regulation 1063, viz: Three spring wagons, 1 boat,
37 summer coats, 1,209 cords of wood, 834,610 pounds of coal, 124,966
pounds of oats, 158,704 pounds of hay, and 5,380 gallons of oil. The
following extract from the report of a post inspection made by Col.
George H. Burton, inspector-general, Pacific district, may be of interest
in connection with this subject:
The post quartermaster in trusts tho weighing of fuel, forage, and straw to a forage
master. I observed d n ring the inspection of this department that there was no surplus of importance found at the last quarterly inspection of these supplies. At a.
l ar ge majority of the posts inspected in this district there has been more or less
grain, fuel, and mineral oil taken np as surplus from savings . In all cases such
accumulation appear to have resulted from the personal weighing of such supplies
when received by the quartermaster in person. * * * The money value of the
contract for furnishing fuel, forage, and straw at a post of such magnitude is so great
and the opportunities for collusion are so direct that no one short of a commi sioned
officer shonld stand between the contractor and the Government interests.

The quarterma ter upplies appear to have given
very general ati faction • Complaint at a ·ingle po t
of uch an article a the campaign hoe, or the heltertent pin , or the me ware but indicate bow generally they are
accepted as ati fa tory. Complaint" about the I thing e m to be
ler thi year ban ti rmerly. It J1a be n su g ted bat if the loth
a ·J l tri ming were i. . u din bulk the
ov rum nt xp n e for cutting
would be wh lly eliminated and the expense to the oldier should be
th same.
ster's D ·
Qua.rterma
partment.
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In the following list of nine articles it will be observed that the max·
imum cost of six of them occurs in Arizona Territory, viz, hard and
soft coal, hay, oats, corn, and bran:
.Articles.

Maximum
cost.

Hard wood .. per cord ..
Soft wood . ...... do ... .
Hard coal .... p e r ton ..
::ioft coal. . ....... do ... .
Hay ............ . do ... .
Straw .. . ... ..... do ... .
Oats ......... p er cwt ..
Corn ........... . do ... .
Bran ............ do ... .

$10. 00
7. 25
18. 00
40. 00

30 20
20. 00
2. 34
2. 64
2. 17

Place.
San Diego Barracks ....... .
Fort Ringgold ............. .
San Carlos . ................ .
Whipple Barracks ......... .
l!'ort .Apache . . ............ .
St. Francis Barracks ...... .
Fort .Apache ............... .
. .... do ..... .. .............. .
. ... . do ..................... .

I

Minimum
cost
$1. 70

1. 95
3. 28
1. 60
5. 24

4.10
. 83
. 50

. 21

Place.
]'ort Ringgold.
Fort Brady.
Fort M cH onry.
,fofferson Barracks.
Fort Buford.
Fort Meade.
Fort Riley .
Do .
Fort Wayne .

Reports of 51 posts how 445 civilian employees, receiving $23,000.9~
per month. The h eaviest di bun;ernents are reported in tbe Northern
district. The three posts with the large~ t number of employees a11d
heaviest montllly pay rolls, re pectively, are a follow , viz: Fort
Bayard, N. Mex., 3o, $1,535; Fort Riley, Kaus., 27, $1,533.33, and Fort
Sam Houston, Tex., 22, $1,448.67. There were no civilian employees
reported at some posts, the necessary clerical work, labor, etc., being
performed by soldiers.
The number of soldiers employed on extra duty in the Quarter·
master1s Department ranges from 45 at Fort Sam Hou ton, Tex., to 4
at Madison Barracks, N. Y ., and Fort Stanton, N. Mex., and the general
average reported per post is found to be 1 . The reports indicate that
at 47 posts there were 885 soldiers on extra duty, receiving an aggregate of $10,552.50 per month. This would give an average for these
posts of $224.52 each.
The inspector.general on duty in the Southern district gives the foJ.
lovvmg summary coucerning the Quartermaster's Department therein:
Aggregate officers and enlisted men ............. .. ........ ............. .
5,264
Number on quartermaster duty ......................................... .
372
Extra.duty pay (daily) ... .................. ..... .............. ... ...... .
$140.80
Civilian employees . ..... . .. . ............ ... ........ . : .................. .
195
Pay of civilian employees (mon thly) .................................... . $8,379.17
Percentage of duty officers on quartermaster duty . .......... ... ......... .
5
7.23
Percentage of enlisted men on quartermaster duty ...................... .
935
Mules .................................................... ............. . .
442
Vehicles .........................•........................ ......... .....
Men to 1 mule ......................................... ................. .
5.11+
11.05Men to 1 vehicle .......................•••.....•....•....................

He also reporte:
It has been observed that too much responsibility is thrown upon the post quar.
termas ter-sergean t.
Since the policy of concentration bas prevailed, and means of easy and frequent
communication have been established, few stations exiat where l arge accumulations
are n ecessary or economical. lt should be as 0 -reat a fault for a quartermaster to
have on hand articles not accounted for on his return as to have on his return articles not on hand. There exists now little necessity for suppl yin" anything in
advance or m anticipation of pos iule contin gencies. The transfer of the accountability of all rprnrtermaster property to the post quartermaster was a step m ~he
way of curtailing retnrus an<l clerical work 1' rom my experience in exammrng
property sn l..111utted for condemnation it seems that the quantity bas materially
increased since the ::u lopt1on ot the pre ent syst ru
I snggest that uo property be turnerl back t~ th post quarterm~"8ter after having
been issued for use, exce pt on a 11st of said articles prepared and s1gnecl hy the c?m·
man<lin,r officer of the organization ha ving said articles in use, setting forth the time
and chtracter of use, this list to be submitted to the po .. ~ couunander, as, for
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instance, knives, forks, and spoons broken into small pieces, axes upset at the head,
showing that they had been used as sledge or stone hammers-m fact variations of
this kind too numerous to mention.
The expenditures are perhaps as economical as in other branches of the service.
It is an admitted fact that the administration of public affairs is more expensive
than that of private individuals or enterprises. The business is more cumbersome,
owing to the division of respOJ!Sibility and system of checks, the hours of busmess
fewer, and the fact that a force larger thaH. is at all times required 1s inamtained
that capable and trained servants may be at hand when reqmred.
.
Concerning the question of transportation, the subject of adopting the method
practiced by private individuals of through billing, or of establishing a uniform
rate over all lines by contract or otherwise, was considered; also the q nestion of a
umform rate or ticket for all passenger travel. Some prominent transportation
people were consulted, but their views were so discouraging that no scheme worthy
suggesting was adopted. It wonld seem, however, that some )Jetter and more
uniform system than that now practiced should be evolved.

The transportation is generally reported in excellent
condition, except where constantly exposed to the elements from lack of sheds and buildings. 'l'he number
of public animals is reported insufficient at 14 posts. The use of cavalry horses for policing purposes llas been reported at several posts
and at one post for draft purposes. Circular 9, A.G. O., 1883, provides
that mules alone must be used for draft purposes. The price of horses
is phenomenally low among civilians. The law requiring contracts for
such purchases may prevent the Government benefiting as fully from
the depressed market as if the purchases were made direct from the
owners without the middleman's profits.
.
.
With the exception of a very few and transient comSubs1st:ii:t~epart- plaints about fresh beef, :flour, and coffee, the subsistence stores appear to have been good and sufficient.
The necessary labor of the department is performed by soldiers at all
posts, so far as reported, except Washington Barracks, D. C., where
there are 6 civilians, at $425 per month, instead of the depot which
was maintained until recently. .An examination of the reports shows
an average of about 2 soldiers on extra duty per post, with 5 as the
maximum and none as the minimum, the former at Fort Sam Houston,
Tex., and Fort Logan, Colo., and the latter at Fort Stanton, N. Mex .
.Since the wonderful success of the post exchange under the guidance
of the .AdJutant-General's Office there bas been a diminution of the
number of articles kept for sale by the ~ubsistence Department. 'l'be
legislation (sec. 1144, Rev. Stat.) allowing these sales was wise and
generous in its tone and did much to equalize the expense of rough,
isolated, frontier stations with the more desirable eastern stations, practically without any excessive expense by the Government, and was
intended to relieve the service and the soldier of tlle incubus imposed
by the utlers, whose profits aud demoralizing iufluence became proverbial.
The law imposes upon this Department important duties similar to
tho e wllich had pertained to it iu connection with army sutlers; dutie
which llave received constant and faithful attention and who e u efulne ha not departed and can not oon expire. It i' hoped it. influence
ha been pr perly felt; and it is re. pectfully submitted tllat a law wliich
ha provecl o beneficial to th en li ted force, espeeially upon frontier
service, can wi ely remain upon the tatute book uncballeog d, purely
upon it own merit and without considering the effect of any former
attempt to modify it.
o cernin thi, u 0ect, olon l Burton ays :
rm
gnlation , gnarcl the overnment from
" ara 0 Taph I 2 lo R and at the ame time pr tect
olclier in hi right guaranteed
Transportation .
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by law. There are no officers in the Army better acquainted with the
wants and needs of the soldier than the inspectors. There are none
who know· the soldier's suppo ed grievances, or who hearken more
reachly to his request for justice and the privileges which the War
Department desires him to enjoy; hence there are no officials in the
service who should be so fully equipped to repre, ent to the Secretary
of War the enlisted man's proper needs and how they should be bestowed. The law as it stands respecting sales to officers and enlisted
men i.s wholesome, it works well, and it is appreciated by them, and it
should not, in_ my judgment, be changed."
RETIRED ENLISTED MEN.

Perhaps a change in the law or rulings may be necessary to again
relieve the enlisted men of the Army on the retired Ii ·t from the 12½
cents monthly tax for the maintenance of the United State Soldiers'
Home. These men have served thirty or more years and contributed
• during that time to the maintenance of the Home, and now their status
seems somewhat anomalous in that they are compelled to pay a tax
toward the support of an institution which bas denied them admission,
though ordinarily, under the provision of section 4821, Revised Statutes, the benefits of the Home are extended to every soldier of the
United States Army who has erved faithfully for tw nty years. It
appears that soon after the retirement act for enlisted men wa approved,
February 14, 1885, the retired enlisted men were exempted from paying
this tax (vide General Orders 55, H. Q. A., 1885), but in 1889 an amendment to the regulations was announced in General Orders, No. 43,
H. Q. A., directing a monthly deduction of 12½ cents from tlJ.eir pay for
support of the Home.
EXTENSION OF THE CIVIL SER VIOE .

. Section 1754, Revised Statutes, provides that "persons houorab]y
discharged from the military or naval service by reasou of di ability
resulting from wounds or sickne~s incurred in the line of duty ball be
preferred for apporntments to civil offices, provided they are found to
possess the business capacity necessary for the proper discharge of the
duties of such offices." Under Rule VII, section 2, of the Civil Service
Rules, as revised May 6, 1896, all soldiers and sailors who e claims to
preference uuder the provisions of section 1754, Revised Statute , have
been allowed by the Commi sion and who attain an average percentage
of 65 or over shall be placed in the order of their average percentages
at the bead of the proper regi ter of eligibles. It is earne tly recommended that step be taken to have the section of the Revised tatntes
referred to above o amended as to em brace all soldier , 'ailor , and
marines who have been honorably discharged from the ervice of the
United States. It may not be nece sary here to give in detail the
advantages accruing to the Government, and especially the Army, by
such a measure. It would be a rare incentive to good conduct, faitliful
service, and contentment, and fill our regiments with a de irahle element: and this Government could ecure :-or the civil bran h employees
whose habits of discipline and well-tested, tru twortby character and
patriotism, proved by hard hip and honorable ervice under t_he flag,
would give their services exceptionable value in whatever ca:pac1ty the:y
may be a:ppointed.
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INSPECTION OF UNSERVICE ABLE PROPERTY.

For some years past the closest possible attention has been given to
the inspection of the articles offered for condemnation in the Army.
For the fiscal year ending ,June 30, 1896, 1,634 inventory and inspection
reports were received at this office. This is 578 less than in the year
1895 and 748 less than in 1894.
Twelve hundred and sixty-seven inspections, or about 77 per cent of
the total number, were made by officers of this Department, and 367,or
·
23 per cent, by officers especially designated.
While the number of the reports has decreased, the volume of the articles inspected and their approximate value indicate a decided gain
over prior years.
The number of articles offered for inspection, including units of
weights and measures, reached 4,879,1~1, and the original cost,
approximately, was $1,33~,20o.50; and property which cost when new
approximately $1,235,955.65 was condemned and $96,250.85 retained
in service.
Last year the number of articles offered for inspection was 2,152,003;
original value, $863,271.43. Of this amount $685~695.35 was condemned
and $177,576.08 retained in service.
This year's reports i:;;how nearly 90 per cent to have the cost price
given on a majority of the articles offered for condemnation.
In quartermaster supplies the reports show a considerable condemnation of hay, etc., caused iu most cases from· exposure to the weather.
At Fort Meade 200 tons of hay, originally valued at $1,558, was condem11ed for being "rotten and mildewed," and at Assinniboine 100,000
pounds, 50 tons, were condemned as "rotten and worthless," and at
this same post 50,000 pounds of coal were condemned for being in a
slacked and powdered condition. At Logan 72,492 pounds of hay and
rn,ooo pounds of straw were condemned, damaged for want of pro~er
protection, but it is understood that steps have been taken to provide
sheds or ricks for the storage of such forage at this post. At Ringgold
14,500 pounds of hay were condemued and ordered dumped into the
river, and corn, 2,523 pounds, oats, 2,498 pounds, and bran, 369
pounds, became infested with weevil and other vermin to such an
extent as to be entirely worthless.
At the St. Louis clothing depot boots a.ncl shoes to the number of
13,125 pairs were condemned as '' obsolete, mismated, and unfit for i ue
owing to a change in equipment," and ordered sold. These boot- and
shoes originally cost $~8,650.41, as stated on the report , or about $2.20
a pair. They were put up at auction au d brought on an average 45
cents per pair. It is not known what per cent of similar stores are
turned in to the depot in Rmall lots from the various posts throughout
the country, where probably a' good prices at auction could be obtained;
but an effort i eing made to place some limit upon it or exerci e ome
control o er it, , o a· not to add the expeu e of tran portation to the
1
f for · d a le .
I hi r p rt of iu pection of the Philadel1 hie dep t Major anger
ren w hi r omm nda ion of h preceding year j n regard to the hipf uu er i a le prop rty t the d I t, a' f 11 w :
I Y~nt~1re t a aio call atteot~on t the rf' · mmeudation made a y ar ag9 in re()'ard

to b1ppmg to the 1 pot un rv1c able pr perty :.w<l prop rty no Jon err •quir for
u e hut purportin~ to be rvic· al 1 . Th pn ctice till ·on inu
t he d triment
of th
rvi ·e aud th prop rand ffi i nt a<lmini trati n ot h ar nal. I a ted as
iu :p ·tor on a large amount of such property, ancl while much of it would have been
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:perfectly serviceable at a military post, it was not fit for iss ue from the depot, because
it w~nld not have l)een received at any post as servi eable. As the practice referred
to will no doubt continue as long as it i s left to tbe di ·cretion of in spectors or other
officers, I recommend th e issnance of an order from the \Var Departm no which will
provide for the inspection, destruction, or sale of all unserviceable property at the
place where it may be found, and the transfer to military posts or tltesale of property
and su:rplies no longer required for u se. In exceptional cases, and only when express
authonty has been received, shonld such property be sent to this depot. It occupies
room n eeded for other purposes ; it makes a lar 0 ·e and in convenient demand on the
services of th e arsenal employees. already worked to their full capacity, and 1t involves
needless expenditures in packing and transportation, for which ue1ther its intrinsic
nor marketable value is an eqnivalent.

This subject is also mentioned by Lieutenant-Colonel Vroom in his
report of inspection of the Jeffersonville Depot, in connection with the
shipment of property to depot for repairs, as follow :
My attention was invited to th e fact that ranges and stoves are frequently shipped
to this depot from posts for repair and reissne. It seems to me that this practice
entails much unnecessary expense npon the Government and should 1,e (liscontinued.
The parts that must be nsed in mak ing r epairs are expensive and the cost of the
repairs, added to the cost of tran portation to th depot, freq ucntly exceeds the
original cost of the article. Ran1res and stoves that can not be repaired at posts
might better Le sold.

In subsistence stores the amount condemned tlJis year was valued at
$2,617.57; last year it was $3,812.70. As ob erved la t year the inspections of potatoes and tl.Je short time that elap e between their receipt
and condemnation is conspicuous. As shown by the reports received
in the fiscal year 1896, the condemnation of potatoe for that period
reached 67,411 pounds. At one post (hrant) nine ju pections of tllis
article occurred and at another (Whipple) eigllt. A considerabie percentage of these potatoes were purchased in Colorado, whose product
is highly praised.
Two notable inspections in ordnance stores were made during the
year, one at Springfield Armory, Ma s., embracing articles on which
the original cost i given as $298,986.73, and the otlrnr at Augusta
Arsenal, Ga., which was nearly, if not quite, as larg . The articles
iuspected at those places were principally accumulation of many years.
Such accumulations occupy time and pac , aud are , >ldom beneficial
in any way; and better prices can usually be obtained for good if sold
before long storage.
There were 168 inspections of engineer property this year, of an original value estimated to be about $496,254.40, while last year there were
127 reports acted on, and the estimated original cost was $251,032.67.
Such articles as cups and saucer , ngar bowls, plates, etc., are frequently offered y engineer officers to in pectors for condemnation
after they are broken and of no value whatever. Would it not be good
policy to put at least a certain perceutage of such articles on an expendable list, to be dropped when broken or worn out, without the action of
an inspector, as is done in the Quartermaster's Department.
PUBLIC ANIMALS.

The number of public animals offered for condemnation during tl10
fiscal year, as shown by the inventory and inspection report received
to June 30, 1896, was 1,514. One thou and ' three hundred and thirtytwo, whose purchase price was about 179,0-5.61, w~re c~ndemn_ed, and
182 costing in the neighborhood of $25,325.69, retamed m servwe.
Last year's reports showed 1,010 to have been offered for in pe?tion
during the year and the purchase price was about $138,427.57. Sixtysix of these we;e retained in service.
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A tabulation, by inspection districts, of the cavalry a~d artillery
horses condemned during the year will be found hereunder.
It shows that cavalry horses to the number of 970, costing about
$125,105.22, and 101 artillery horses, costing approximately $15,974.27,
a total of 1,071 animals, whose purchase price was about $ L41,079.49,
.were condemned during the year. This number is one-sixth of the
horses pertaining to the cavalry and artillery regiments in the Army.
In the Northern district about three-fifths of the 406 cavalry horses
condemned were condemned by special inspectors, 84 a-'-\ unmanageable,
vicious, etc.
·
The average age reached by horses before condemnation is 12.9 years
for cavalry horses, and 12.5' for artillery horses; one horse in the Northern district reached the age of 28, the oldest age reported.
The age at which the greatest number were condemned was 96 h~rses
of 10 years of age, followed by 87 in their seventh year; aud cons1de:ing length of service when coudemned, there were 97 animals near their
fourth year of service, followed by 89 in their second. Of the cavalry horses, those condemned in the Pacific district, with
an average age of 14. 7 years, seem to have reached the greatest age,
while those condemned in the South Atlantic district, who have an
average age of 11.3 years, were the youngest.
Nine artillery horses condemned in the Southern district bad an
average age of 18.2, while 11 in the Middle district reached an average
age of only 7.3 years before condemnation.
The length of service of these animals, as near as can be determined,
was 6.02 years for cavalry horses and 7.02 years for artillery horses.
This would seem to indicate that artillery horses last just one year
longer than cavalry horses.
.
Twenty-eigl.tt animals were condemned in th~ cavalry and 9 m the
artillery before they bad completed a year's service. Eight of these,
in the artillery, in the Middle district, were condemned for the reason
that they were "unfit for artillery service," and apparently did not see
more than a few days' service. Eight cavalry horses in the Northern
district are reported to have been about sixteen years int.he service.
In most cases more than one blemish is assigned to each horse, making some 50 different classes. The maximum cause for condemnation
was old age, for which 234 animals, or nearly 22 per cent of the total
number, were condemned, and 214 animals, about 20 per cent, bad
lameness assigned as the cause. One hundred and fifty-six were condemned for being runaways, unmanageable, and vicious. This would
seem to indicate a defect in the system of in pection prior to purcba e
or an in ufficient system of training. In the Northern district, where
the vicious and unmanageable bor es appear in the largest numb r ,
"range hor, es" have been purcha ed. TlJe e hors are of the bronc ho
train, un uited tocavalrypurpo e on account of the difficulty of training tb rn and keeping them in a state of training. .A few days' re twill
undo many day ' bard work and labor on the part of the trainer and
the broncho trick will r app ar. Hor e of tbi kind hould not be
purcl.ta ed for tb cavalry a tbe injury tbey do th m n i not to be
m a. ured in m u y · and .tb 11um er ondemn cl for viciou. ne and
th damag they d ad I. much to tb ir original co t. Much ha been
an 1 i. being 1 ne to improve the quality a11d uita ility of the hor e
pur ba
and an qua.11
arn , t an
u
. ful ff, rt i
b wn
t ward im r ving th ·ar an rajning f b h r ,· ft r hey nt r
th
r ic ·
d finite it m und r tue ol l y tem may have nly a
ting inter t.
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ACCOUNT OF SALES AT AUCTION.

It appears that the requirements of paragraph 679, Army Regulations, are not generally known to the officers making· sucb. sales, as the
reports received pertaining to several of the departments have been
very few in number.
UNGARRISONED POSTS.

The biennial inspection of the ungarrisoned posts in New England
and New York has been made durfog the year, and they llave usually
been reported in satisfactory condition. A largt> supply of old powder
was reported at Dutch Island, R I., Fort Griswold, Conn., and Fort
Winthrop, Mass., which the inspector thinks should yet be utilized for
firing the morning and evening gun at military po ts. Four 12-pounder
guns were reported lying idle at Fort Con titution, N. II., which possibly might be put to practical use el ewbere wl1enever it may appear
more feasible or desirable to fill requisitions from stores which have
already been issued to such posts.
INSPECTION SERVICE.

The work done by this department during the pa t year under the
new system of inspection district ha been fairly compl te and very
satisfactory, though there were fewer officers to do it and less miles
traveled.
The Army is reported in as good a condition as ever in respect to
instruction, discipline, and equipment, as well as quality and quantity
of supplies. Considerable attention has been given by inspectors to
problems in minor tactics and training iu the field, wllich, under the
present short-service term, have become more pres ing aud important,
and much care ha been bestowed upon the mo t economical disposition of property and public animal submitted for the action of an
inspector. The progressive spirit of the recent orders coucerning
lyceums, practice marches, advance and rear guard., reconnoissance and
outposts, and other field exercises warrant the hope that the reports a
year hence will continue as satisfactory as tlley have been in the past.
Respectfully submitt.ed.
J. 0. BRECKINRIDGE,
Inspector- General.
The COMMANDING GENERAL, UNITED S'I'A1'ES ARMY.
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CAVALRY AND ARTILLERY HORSES CONDEMNED, FISCAL YEAR 1896.
Table showing number of animals, value when purchased, age at condemnation, length of
service, and cause of condemnation. Inspected by regular and special inspectors.
REPORTED .AGE .AT CONDEMNATION.
Years.
Value
I
11
'~
wl::en
cfa~~-d. 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 1314 15 161718 19 20 2122 23 24 25 26 27 28;

Designation.

i

<I)

z~
-------1------------------------------- - North .Atlantic
district:
Cavalry ........
.Artillery . . . . . . .

43 $6,213.79 ...... 2 3 l 7 6 4 1 4 1 2 2 1.. 2 2 2 1. . .. 1. ... 113.7
27 4, 338. 50 . . . . 1 1 3 3 1 1 . . 2 3 3 3 3 1 1 . . . . . . . . 1 .......... 13. 3

-------- -- ---------------------

Total.........
70 10,552.29 . . . . 1 3 6 4 8 7 4 3 7 4 5 5 2 1 2 2 2 1 1 . . 1 .... 1 . . -.A
{Cav. . . . . .
144. 51 .............. - - ..... - .... - . . . ...... - · · - · · · - · · .. · · · · · · -verage .Art......
160.68 . . ..... ............................. .- · .. ·· .... ·· ·· ·· .. ..

~~~~~

:}l~,~~

80

~ ~~I~~

tic - - : - : , 83
5 5 7 3 2 3 4 2 <1 1 3
11. 3
.Artillery.......
13 2,206.99 . . . . . . . . 1 .. . . 1 1 1 2 .. 4 1 1. .......... . ... - .. . . 114. 2

:~::;.~1~f ,i '·!!!!! • , '. ,.~ , , '. .'. •• : '. '. :'. '. :'. • ~~TT\:•
1

Mb~~~!l~~s_t~- ~~~-.Artillery .......

::::::::::::~~~~~~~~::

~~~~1=:
2 21·: ..

11

7,344.52
1,374.00 .. 4

68

8, 718. 52 . . 4 3 3 5 5 16 2 3 2 5 5 3 2 2 2 2 . . 1 ...... - . - . . . 3 - - - .

.Average{i~~: :::::

m:~f :: :.: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::::

Total . . . . . . .

-~

===,=~~~-- - -

2 ......_.. 1 . . . . . . .... ..... ·· -- .:..:_.:..:_.:..:_.:..:_~

== ::...:.:= ==- = ==-.- - - - - - - - - - -==

== =

NiJe:f~ ~i_s_t~-i~~ '. 406 49 , 960.30 4 3 17 32 2t. l38 32 29 26 20 22 2132 23 23 1114 5 8 4 4 3 1.. 1 8 12. 9
.Artillery ..... .. ~ 2, 401. 18 . . . . 1 1 _1J 1 2 . . . . 1 . 3 . . . . . . 2 2 . . 1 .......... .:..:_ .:..:_ .:..:_ 13. 3
Total.........

·+: : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : ~~ : :

421 52,361.48 4 3 18 33 26 39 34 29 2ti 21 25 213223 2513 14 6 8 4 4 3 1.. 1 8 ..• -

Sou::::a:;~:::·: ·:::: _ Jl!:!) :: :: :: :
Cavalry .... . ...
.Artillery.......

321'-42,573. 19 .. 210392314212024H2219151825 913 4 3 2 .... 1. ... 2312.7
9 1,330.00 ...... ... . j .. . . . . . . . . 1 .... 1 4 .. 2 1 ................ 18.2

:~::~~~{t~i: ::~~~ !iHt: :~ ~?~ ~?4 ~~ ~~~~ ~~ ~; ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ :~ ~~ :~ :~ :~ : : :~ : : ~~ ::::
43

•

I

--

Pacific district:
Cavalry....... .
85 11, 537. 5!! 1.. 3 3 2 2 . 8 2 5 8 6 511 8 3 3 4 5 1 2 . . 1 . . 1 . . 214. 7
.Artillery ....... ~ __:,::3. 60 .:..:_ __: _: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .:..:_ .:..:_ .:..:_ ~ .:..:_ _.: _2 _.: ~..:..:. .:. :_ .:. :_ .:. :_ _.:. :. .:. :_. :. :. .:. :_ .:..:_110. 5
Total......... lll 15,861.191.. 5 5 4 7 312 4 5 8 6 611 9 4 4 6 5 1 2 .. l . . 1 .. 2 ....
.A.erage{~~:

:~:j__{~Ui :. :: :: :: :· :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::,::::

.Aggregate ...

!· 071 ~079. 4!! :::! !:,!! ~,~,~,~ ~ ~ 1 ~ ~l~~-~ 1 ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~,~

Recapitulation:
Cav?,lry........

I

·

1

_:

~ ~ ~,_!: _!:j~I~

I
9 4

!)70 125. 105. 22 4 11 35 81 64 63 87 66 65 47,62 54 65 57 55 26 38,16115
4 31 1 1 37 12. 9
.Artillery •..... ~~!!74.27 .. 6
6 10! 71 4 1, 4 91 5 71 6 9 41 4 2 . .. . 1 .. , ...... 112.5

Iii

B

1
....
1 1

rand total. 1,071141, 070. 4!! 4 17 411s7i7'\7'J,96l70 66 51 71 59 72 63 64 30 42 1s 15 o 5 4! 3I 1 1 3s
1

1

1 1

1 1

1
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Table showing number of animals, value when piircllased, etc.-Continued.
REPORTED LENGTH OF SERVICE.
Years.
Value
when
purchased.

Designation.

:]~a

~

1 i 3 4 5

~

6

7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 -~

-i

H

- - -- - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Xorth .A.tlan tic
dif!trict:
Cavnlry........
.Artillery.......

43 $6,213.79 . • . . . . 5 1 3
.27 4,338.50 .... 1 2 2 2

5 5
4...

8
2

4 . . . . . . . . . 2...
2 2 4 2.. . 2

9 6. 1
l 7. 3

1... . . . . . .
1 .. . . . . . . .

----"-----j-- -------------·-·------ - - - -

Total.. .......
70 10,552.29 ... . 1 7 3 5 9 5 10 6 2 4 2 2 2 2 ..... .. .. 10 .. . .
.A.verage{Cav. . . . . .
144. 51 ............. ...... .... .... ...................... .. ....... .
A.rt . .. _..
160. 68 ..... . ..... ....... .. . .. .. ..... .... ............. ... . . ...... .
South .A.tlan tic
district:
Cavalry_.......
.Artillery.......

58
13

7, 475. 83
3 1 3 2 2 2 1 ...
2, 206. 99 . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . .
1

Total... ... ...

71

9, 682. 8:t
3 1 3 3 2 2 l 1 3 3 2 . . . 1 . . . l . . . . . . . . . 45 ... .
128. 89 .... .. ..... . .................................. . .......... . .
169. 77 ....................... . ........... . . ... .. ... . ...... .. .. __ .

.A.verage{i~~: : : : : :
Middle district:
Cavalry ___ ... _.
.Artillery.......
Total.........

Total.... .....

11
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7,344.52
1,374.00
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8, 718. 52

1 .. . 1 .. . 1 .. . .. . .. .
1 .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .

37 5. 9
8 7. 4

2 3 fi 9 5 . . . 9 3 1 2 3 1 . . . 1 . . .... _.. . . .
8 ..... . ., ........... .... .. ... .. .. .. .......

···1··.

10 3 5 9 5 . . .
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3

1

2
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3
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81 ....
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Pacific district:
Cavalry . ....... .
.Artillery . . . . . . .
Total..... . . ..

8511,537. 59
26 4, 323. 60

5 3 4 6
1 .. . .. . .. .

3
4

8 3 2 ...... 117.8
1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5. 2

4 8 5 711 13

6

7
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Recapi tnlation :
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Artillo.y . ......

I

3515410 7 5
1 3 4 2 7 3 .. . .. .
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5
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1
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5
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·1

CA.USE OF CONDEMNATION.

Value
when
pur·
chased.

Designation.

-------!---------~--------------- - -----North Atlantic
<listrict:
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CAUSE OF CONDEMNATION-Continued.
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Table showing number of animals, 1;alue when purchased, etc. - Continued.
NUMBER OF INSPECTIONS REPORTED IN EACH DISTRICT.
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Average price of cavalry horse condemned, $128.98 = $21.49 + per annum of work, approxi~ately.
Average price of artillery horse condemned, $158.16 = $22.59 + per annnm of work, approximately.
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REPORT OF MAJ. GEN. THOMAS H. RUGER.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMEN'.l' OF '.l'HE EAST,

Governors Island, New York City, September 16', 1 96.
Sm: I have the honor to submit report, as follows, of operations and
occurrences in this department si.nce the date, August 31, 1895, of the
annual report for 1895, made by M~j. Gen. Nel on A . Miles, then commanding this department; also to offer some remarks and sugge'tions.
No military operations distinctively have taken place, but the cavalry
garrisons and most of tho e of infantry have or will soon have Lad
practice marches and limited instruction in field exerci es away from
their stations. Some organizations have had service in as:sociation wjth
the troops of different States at encampments of im,truction., as follows:
CAVALRY.

Troop G, Thfrd Cavalry, Fort Ethan Allen, Vt., encamped with the
New Hampshire National Guard at Concord, . II., from June to
12, 1896.
Troops E and C, Sixth Cavalry, Fort Myer, Va., encamped with the
Pennsylvania State troops at Lewiston, Pa., from July 21 to 25, 1896.
Troop F, Third Cavalry, Fort Ethan Allen, Vt., encamped with the
National Guard, State of New York, at Peekskill, N. Y., from July 30
to August 15, 1896.
Troop C, Third Cavalry, Fort Ethan Allen, Vt., encamped with the
National Guard of Vermont at Burlington, Vt., from .August 18 to
August 21, 1896.
ARTILLERY.

Band and Battery G, Second Artillery, and Light Battery B, Fourth
Artillery, Fort Adams, R. I., encamped with the Rhode I land Militia
at Quonset P int, R. I., from July 7 to 10, 1 96.
Light Battery C, Third Artillery, Washington Barracks, D. 0.,
encamped with the Pennsylvania State troops at Lewiston, Pa., from
July 21 to 25, 1896.
Light Battery K, Fir t Artillery, Fort Hamilton, . Y., encamped
with tlle National Guard, State of New York, at Peek kill, N. Y., from
August 7 to August 15, 1896.
INFANTRY.

Seventeenth Infantry, Columbu Barracks, Ohio, encamped with the
National Guard of Ohio at Camp Moses, Cleveland, Ohio, from July ~O
to August 26, 1896.
Companies D and F, Twenty-first Infantry, Plattsburg Ba~rack ·,
N. Y., encamped with the Nation al Guard of Vermont at urhngtc,n,
.
Vt., from August 18 to August 21, 1896.
This association of the troop · with State force for purpo, of rns truction has been productive of good results not only with refer uce to the
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immediate purpose, but in promoting desirable good feeling between
the troops and State organizations. It seems needless to say that hereafter, as he.retofore, such association should be favored. It is especially
desirable that opportunity should be afforded State artillery organizations for practical instruction with the seacoast defensive armaments.
But few of the States, for evident reason, have organizations of heavy
artillery. It would, I think, be well that action be bad to induce in each
State in which there are seacoast defensive works the designation of
a regiment or of certain companies of the State troops as lleavy artillery without abandonment necessarily of their instruct10ns in general
as infantrv.
The instruction of the troops in this. department is in general
satisfactory uuder existing conditions of comparatively small isolated
commands.
The chief desideratum now in respect to instruction, for the infantry
and cavalry m particular, is per10dical assemblages of sufficient forces
of infantry, with proper proportions of cavalry, ligbt artillery, engineer
troops, and other organizations added for illustration of the operations
and maneuvers of at least the divis10n of infantry with the other arms
in connection.
The Military Academy at vV est Point, 'the schools of application for
engineers at Willets Point, for artillery at Fort Monroe, for infantry
and cavalry at Fort Leavenworth, the practical schools for cavalry
and light artillery at Fort Riley, and tlle supplemental yearly theoretical instruction and practical applications at the vanous posts, are,
within their spheres, effective of their principal object, the training of
officers for command in war. But considered as a whole the system
lacks the final necessary element, that of illustratiou of the principles
and methods taught by forces sufficient for proper representation in
respect to command and direction of troops in war.
The efforts heretofore made to assemble troops for field exercises,
depending upon funds available from appropriations, have been meager
in results compared with necessities; nor does it seem that more effective
outcome in such regard can be expected in future uuless provision shall
be expressly made for the purpose. I would suggest, therefore, whether
it is not advisable that recommendation be made for a, definite provision of a suitable sum by appropriation for the purpose of transportation and other neces ary expenses for assemblages of troops for field
instruction. Nor should the purpose be confi ned to collection of the
regular forces only. It should include the intent of joining with them
the organized forces of the different States within their re pect1ve
limit for combiued instruction, so far a might be practicable, by
cooperative action of the State authorities.
The re 'u lt of trial would doubtle , be so evidently beneficial relative
to both the troops and State forces that continuing appropriation
would be d emed nece sary a a matter of course.
The time is but hort when, p a· continuing, no officer remaining
on the active li t of the Army will hav had opportunity ior ommand
of or even ob ervation in our own couutry of military exerci
by
any on. iderabl body f troop , and thereafter, uul .metbing
eff ctive ~.·mean im done to pr vent, the offi ·er of the hicrb r ra l
ven in the 1 crular Army will ha ha only el mentary peri u ·
in fi ld ex r i · wbil ·t p 'ibly in ca
f war th ma11 uv r' f th
divi i n and ·orp will ha e e n f: miliar pra tice t ur n my.
re ent pr i 'i u fir fiel<l pm ·tie of th Ii bt b· tt,ri i in uffi-ient. The chool t ort Ril y au 'W r · ery well the purpo ·e f r h
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batteries assembled there, but all should have yearly practice on ground
of sufficient extent and variety of surface to admit of free movements
and :firing without concern as to limit to simulate light artillery action
in battle. Suitable ground, of little value for agricultural or other use,
might be had at comparatively small cost and in convenient location
for use by the batteries at eastern statio~s. Eventually, al:'o, as garrisons may be withdrawn from stations no longer required, the ground
obtained might be used for a large garri ' on nuder a general officer, to
which several regiments of infantry, one of cavalry, and light batteries
might be sent in turn for one or two year 'stay, to con titute practically
a, training school, which would be of the greatest advautao·o for preparing our younger of1icer for t11e duties of command which w1ll in
due time devolve upon them and wliich in any ca e the country will
expect them to ,Perform worthily, even the highe t, in time of war.
After tbe fir t co t for bui.l<lingR the expen e cons quent would be less
than is now tlie ca e in maintaining a number of comparatively small
and scattered garrison .
Practice has been bad by some and i in progre s by other of the
garrisons of heavy artillery with the 11ew high-power gun and mortars
at the stations where they are in po Won. ~uclt practice has been
generally satisfactory in result. It has dernonstrate<l that facility in
operating the appliances for use of such guns is readily acquired by
the men of the batteries when intelligently directed.
It seems almost superfluous to allude in this report to the necessity
for au increase of the artillery force, so fully has the ca e been presented
in reports heretofore submitted by the War Department. The present
force is inadequate as a reliable basis for the event of war with a maritime power. 'l'be most pres ing need, I think, in respect to the per onnel
of the Army is an increase of tbe artillery force.
No special remarks re pecting discipline or administra.tion seem
called for in this report; tbe condition as to both has not varied during
the year from the u ual general good tat .
Tlle present condition and expectable progress in onstrnction of the
seacoast defensive works aud tbe armament of tlle, ame at the various
points fixed therefor fo this department will neces arily be fully presented iu reports by the chiefs of engineers and ordnance, to who e
functions these subjects particularly pertain. I may properly say, however, that the present state is in gratifying contra t to that of a few
years past, consequent from the meager mean, then at command.
Accompanying this report are the annual reports by the chiefs of
staff on duty at the headquarters of tlrn department, to which attention is requested for information respecting matter of admini tration
in the several departments represented by uch officer , as follow .
The further full report of the in pector of small-arms practice will be
forwarded as . oon a practicable after the close of the practice ea on.
Col. Henry 0. Corbin, assi tant adjutant-general, adjutant-general
of department.
Brig. Gen. Charles G. Sawtelle, quarterma ter-genera1, until recently
chief quartermaster of the department.
Capt. William S. Patten, a , i. tant quartermaster, a sistant to the
chief quartermaster, quartermaster, Governor Island and Fort 'olumbus, New York Harbor.
Col. Charles C. Byrne, assistant surgeon-general, chief urgeon:
Lieut. Col. Alexander C. M. Pennington, Fourth Artillery, art1ll ry
inspector and ordnan~e officer.
.
.
Lieut. Col. Thoma8 Ward, as istant adJuta:at-gen ral, m, pe ·tor of
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small-arms practice, and in charge judge-advocate's office, and performing duties of judge-advocate during the absence of Col. Thomas
F. Barr, assistant judge-advocate-general.
Lieut. Col. ~sa B. Carey, deputy paymaster-general, chief paymaster.
Maj. Charles A. Woodruff, commissary of subsistence, chief commfr,sary.
Capt. James Allen, Signal Corps, signal officer.
I take pleasure in testifying to their efficient performance of duty in
their several departments, and also to the efficient assistance rendered me by the officers of my personal staff:
Capt. Stephen C. Mills, Twelfth Infantry, aid-de-camp.
First Lieut. Albert S. Uummins, Fourth Artillery, aid-de-camp.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
THOS. H. RUGER,
}lfajor- General, Commanding.
The AD.JU'l'ANT-GENER.A.L, UNITED ST.A.TES ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF MAJ. GEN. WESLEY MERRITT.
HE.A.DQU.A.RTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI,

Chicago, Ill., September 15, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to submit report of affairs in this military
department covering the period from August 30, 1895, the date of the
last annual report, to September 15, 1896.
As will be seen from the record of events herewith submitted, the
year has been singularly free from military operations and the frontiers
liave enjoyed peace and quiet. In the meantime the troops have been
engaged iu perfecting themselves in drill, tactics, and gymnaRtics, and
I feel confident that in all these particulars duriug the last year they
have made important progress.
At every post in the department gymnastic work has been carried on
during tlrn past year, in the majority of cases under difficulties arising
from lack of proper bmldings and equipment, but always with an
interest amounting to enthusiasm among both officers and men. Since
experience has demon. ·trated the value of gymnastics in military training, it i hoped tbat in plans for the construction of fnture po t proYiRion for gymnasiums will be included and that at the posts now
gn,rri oned the necessary alteration or con traction of building for
·ucb purpo e will be authorized.
The pa t pring a uniform system of calisthenics, with rifle and carbine as bell bar ha. been introduced as in truction to tbe garri on, in
tbi d epartment with ati factory result , and during the coming winter
, ea on it i con temp lated to continue this y~tern and to la orate it to
' U h xt 11t a i found po ible with the mean at band.
Durin g a hort visit to outhern ahfornia last pring I witn ·ed a
drill by the naval brigade then rendezvou cl at an iego with rifle.
m;ecl in t a<l f bell bar to ruu i and, thank t ll courte y of Comm nd r Cott n of the avy wa enabled to cure the drill in tru ti n
and mu. i · wbi b through Lieuten~ut Hale, f my per. onal taff ha
n introduced at all the po t. in tbi. ccmmand. Befi re that I had
n, drill wi h
11 bar during an in p ti n f i ort Wa n . Thi
drill while intere ting and inn way irk ome to h m n, i a p werful
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auxiliary in the setting up of the soldier, and bould be made a part of
the instruction of every soldier in the service.
Attention is invited to the report on lyceums by Lieutenant Mott,
aid-de-camp, who is in charge. That the ystem of lyceums as carried
out at the various posts has been of great benefit to the service can not
be doubted. That that system is capable of improvement by alteration
in its details is scarcely less certain, and a scheme for the conduct of
the coming season's course is now being prepared at these headquarters,
with a view of effecting such improvement.
The recent inspection of Forts Riley and Leavenworth and Jefferson
Barracks impressed me very forcibly as to the great advantage of drill
halls, especially for cavalry posts. The drill at Fort Riley of cavalry in
riding-hall exercises is especially excellent. Men and officers take great
interest in the exercises, which tend to educate the hor e a well as
the men. Without disparagement of the managemeut at Fort Leavenworth, I feel called upon to especially commend the in truction at Fort
Riley. It is especially good in being in furtheran e of x ellence in
horsemanship and the use of arm mounted. This i , noti eable in view
of the fact that the tendency in riding-hall exercise generally i too
much in the direction of circu performances.
I mention Jefferson Barracks with tl.Je other larger cavalry po ts to
point out the fact that the cavalry there bas no riding hall and its
absen ce is especially noticeable rn the training of men and liorse .
I earnestly recommend that at each post where cavalryi likely to be
stationed a riding hall be constructed on the general I lan of tho e at
Forts Riley and Leavenworth. They are not expensive and the benefit
which results from their use in winter and at other time to men and
officers morally, physically, and professionally is so great that cost of
construction should not be considered.
In this connection I especially call attention to the neces ity for drill
halls at all permanent infantry posts. In the winter eason at any post,
however propitiously situated as regards climate, there are many days
when drill in the open, even 1f J)racticable, i not attended with good
results. At many posts during the winter sea on, notably Forts Brady
and Wayne, Mich., the wmters are Jong and inclement and out<l.oor
drills are impossible. At such po ts drill balls are imperative necessities, and they should be built at once, being for the good of the service.
Encouraged by the satisfaction given by the photographs and prints
of the different posts in the Department of Dakota made by Lieutenant Hale, aid-de-camp, when I was in command there, I, with the consent of the Secretary of War, have bad similar photographs and prints
made of the posts of this department and by the same officer. Lieutenant Hale ha devoted time and attention to this work and deserves
all credit for its perfection.
I feet justified by the conditions in the matter in calling special attention in this report to the hardship worked on a very de erving cla ' of
Army followers by the act of Congress of August 6, 1 04, a et forth
in the letter of the chief clerk in the Adjutant-General's Office at the e
headquarter , dated July 30, 1896, and published in full in appendix
marked Exhibit No. 5. I concur mo,'t cordially in the concludin O'
clauses of the indorsement of Oolonel Barber, assi taut adjutant-general at these headquarters, and ask that the attention of Congres may
be called to the matter so that by legislation the apparently unint nded
injustice to the clerks and messengers at military headquarters may be
remedied.
In conclusion, 1 call attention to the reports of tbe different staff
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officers at these headquarters and to that of Captain Scott in charge of
the Apache prisoners. This latter officer by bis zeal and perseverance
bas made remarkable progress.in the improvement of the minds, characters, and condition of the Apaches, and deserves great credit for the
thoroughness aucl intelligence ·with which his work has been done.
'l1he report of Assistant Surgeon Glennan on the vital statistics of the
Indians wilJ be found interesting and instructive. I unite with Captain
Scott in commeuding his assistants. They are fully worthy of all the
praise bestowed.
I take it that these Indians during the next year will be turned over
to the charge of the Indian Departmen t,. If such 1s the case ample
notice should be given that everything may ue prepared for the change.
To my staff officers, departmental and personal, I tender my cordi~l
approbation for their good work in their respective positions. Their
reputations as capable officers are too well established to require commendation from me to the War Department.
Very respectfully,
WESLEY MERRITT,
Major-General, Command;ng.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL UNITED STATES ARMY,
Washington, D. C.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. JOHN R. BROOKE.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,

St. Paul, Minn ., Septem ber 10, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to submit my annual report in compliance with
directions of the M3;jor-General Commanding the Army.
The garrisoning of the new post of Fort Harrison, Mont., the removal
of the remaining 3 companies of the Twelfth Infantry from this department to the Department of the Platte, the abandonment of Fort Buford,
N. Dak., and the iutercllange of stations of the 'l1wenty-second and
Second Infantrv necessitated the following changes in the station of
troops in this department:
Companies B and E, Twenty-second Infantry, and 4 privates of the
hospital corps, Capt. Mott Hooton commanding, left Fort Assinniboine,
Mont., by rail September 22, 1895, and arrived and took station at Fort
Harrison, Mont., on September 23. Distance traveled, 310 miles.
Company D, Twenty-second Infantry, left Fort Assinniboine, ]\font.,
September 22, 1895, and Company A, of the same regiment, left Fort
Keogh, Mont., September 24, both companie proceedmg- by rail to
Bismarck, N. Dak., and thence by teaml>oat to Fort Yate , N . Dak.,
arriving and taking tation there epternb r 27. Di tauce traveled by
Company D, 9 3 mile ; by Company A, 'O mile:.
Companie A, 1 , and II, Twelfth Infantry, having been ord red to
take tation at 11 ort i brara
br. I ft ort Yate , N. ak., ept mber :..9, 1 5, an 1 pro ·eeded by t amboat to Pi rre, . Dak., thence by
rail t their 11 w .· tati011.
1 ak. wa.· di. · ntinu •cl
tob r 1, 1895. The garF rt Bufi r<l
ri n con i. ting of r p
ancl f, ' euth 1 ~ valry · 1 ompani
and
E Twen y -fifth nfautry and <let :hm nt f ho.·1 i al · rp und r
mand f Iaj. h . . Wint ' enth (1.n a]ry 1 f u the t da by
ail for ort
·inniboin
1 n . arri in ,,. au takin ·tation there
T .
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October 2. Capt. H. P. Ritzius, Twenty-fifth Infantry, and 15 enlisted
men remained at Fort Buford until the final disposition of property,
and left for Fort Assinniboine November 7, 1895.
The Twenty-second Infantry having been ordered from this department to Fort Crook, Nebr., and the Second Infau try from the Department
of tile Platte to the stations formerly occupied by the Tweuty-second
Infantry, the transfer was effected as follows:
Second Lieut. D_ S. Stanley and 10 enlisted men, Twenty-second
Infantry, left Fort Keogh, Mont., June 20, 189G, for Fort Orook, Nebr.,
for the purpose of receiving property and preparing the post for the
reception of the reg1mPnt. They arrived there June 22.
Companies A and D, Twenty- ·econd Infantry, under command of
Second Lieut. W. II. Wassell, left Fort Yates, N. Dak., June 25, and
proceeded by steamboat to Bismarck, N. Dak., thence by rail to Fort
Crook, Nebr., arriving there June~ . Di tancetraveled, 858 miles.
Companies B aud E, Twenty-second Infantry, comma11ded by Lieut.
Col. J.B. Patterson, left Fort Ilarri ·on, Mont., June 26 by rail and
arrived at Fort Crook, Nebr., June 28. Distance traveled., 1,145 miles.
Lieut. H. E. Ely and 16 enli ted men, Twenty- econd Infantry,
remained. at Fort Harrison until the arrival of the Second Infantry.
They left that post for Fort Crook, Nebr., July 7.
Headquarters, band, and Companie' C, F, G, and H, Twenty-second
Infantry, Col.James S. Casey commanding, left Fort Keogh, Mont., June
27, and proceeded by rail to Fort Crook, Nebr., arriving there June 29.
Distance traveled, 966 miles.
The Second Infantry left Fort Omaha, Nebr., June 29, and arrived at
the several stations in this department on the following dates:
Headquarters, bancl, and Companie A, E, F, aud ll, Col. J. U. Bates
commanding, Fort Keogh, Mont., July 1.
Companies B and C, Lieut. Col. W. M. Wherry commanding, Fort
Harrison, Mont., July 2.
Companies D and G, Capt. Charle Keller commanding, Fort Yates,
N. Dak., July 2.
·
In addition to the foregoing cha11ges, tlJe following movement of
troops took place in this department since my la, t annual report:
Upo11 the representation of the acting Indian agent at Tongue River
Agency, Mont., that the Indian · of the agency were killing cattle
belonging to settlers in the vicinity, directions were received from
tbe Secretary of War to order such cavalry troop as were nece ary to
as._,ist the agent to protect citizens and prevent the killing of cattle.
In compliance therewith, Troops B and E, Tenth Cavalry, under command of .Maj. S. T. Norvell, were ordered to proceed to the agency for
the purposes above indicated. They left Fort Custer, Mont., May 27,
1896, and remained in the vicinity of the agency until ,July 8. The
presence of the troops being no longer required, they were then returned
to their statwn, arriving there July 10, 1896.
Troop D, Sixth Cavalry, commanded by Oapt. George L. Scott, left
Fort Yellowsto11e, Wyo., May 29, 1896, aud went into camp at Lower
Geyser Basin, Yellowstone National I ark, where thoy. wi11 remain during the summer tourist eason. Distance march cl, 38 mile .
Under instructions received from the A iRtant Secretary of War,
Maj. J. M. J. Sanno, Third Infantry, was orclered to proceed t certain
pointf:. in Montana for the purpose of ascertaining and reporting the
number of refugee Canadian Cree Indians in that State, where they
were located, how many had certificate , length of time r~quired to collect them ~t a given point. on railroad for transportatlon to Coutt .
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Station, and what troops would be required to carryout the provisions of
the act of Congress approved May 13, 1896, authorizing the President to
deport from Montana and deliver at the international boundary line the
Canadian Indians referred to above: He left Fort Snelling, Minn., June
3, 1896, and upon receipt of his report containing the required data the
following troops were ordered out from Fort Assinniboine, Mont., for
the purpose of rounding up and transporting these Indians to Coutts
Station, Northwest Territories:
·
Troop D, Tenth Cavalry, Lieut. John J. Pershing commanding, left
post June 13. Rejoined August 14.
Troop C, Tenth Cavalry, under command of Capt. Charles E. Nordstrom, left post June 15 and returned June 19. Distance marched, 300
miles (in detachments).
A detachment of Company C, Twenty-fifth Infantry, commanded by
First Lieut. F. H . .Albright, left post June 18 and returned June ·21.
Distance traveled by rail, 286 miles .
.A. detachment of Company E, Twenty-fifth Infantry, commanded by
First Lieut. William T. Wilder, left post June 20 and returned June 23.
Distance traveled by rail, 300 miles.
Troop I, Tenth Cavalry, Capt. S. L. Woodward commanding, left post
June 24 and returned July 15, except a detachmen t under Second Lieut.
J . .A.. Ryan, which returned July 28. Total distance traveled, 639 miles.
Camp Merritt, Mont., a subpost of Fort Keogh, Mont., was garrisoned
during the past year by detachments consisting of 1 officer and 15
enlisted men each from the latter post, who were relieved every t wo
months up to February, 1896, and every month since then.
Practice marches were made by the troops in this department since
the last annual report as follows:
From Fort A.ssinniboine, Mont.-Troops C, F, and I, Tenth Cavalry,
with 1 medical officer and a detachment of the hospital corps, under
command of Capt. S. L. Wood ward, left post August 13, 1895, marched
via Big Sandy, .Fort Benton, Great Falls, and Sun River Valley to Old
Fort Shaw, Mont., and returned via a more westerly route August 31,
having marched a distance of 283 miles.
From Fort Ouster, Mont.-Troops B, E, G, and K, Tenth Cavalry,
Maj. S. T. Norvell commanding, left post September 11 and returned
September 20, 1895, having made a march of 138 miles.
Companies .A. and D, Twenty-fifth Infantry, commanded by Capt. 0.
J. Sweet, left post October 14 and returned October 23, 1895. Distance
marched, 120 miles.
From Fort Keogh, Mont.-Troop A, Tenth Cavalry, Capt. Charles
L. Cooper commanding, left post September 9, 1895, marched to Fort
Ouster, Mont., ancl returned September 21, covering a di tance of 320
mile.
The band and Companies F, G, and H, Twenty-second Infantry, with
1 medical officer and a detachment of the hospital corps, under command of Col. Jame S. a ey, left po t September 23, 180,5, marched t
Tongue River ancl e tabli bed a camp of in truction. Returned to po t
September 2 . Di tance marched, 24 mile .
The band and ompanie O, 1 , , and
Twenty- cond Infantry
with 1 medical offic r and deta ·hment f the ho ital corp , ol. Jam
. a ey commanding, left o.,t fay 27, 1 96, marched to a point ab u
4 mile from po t and re urn d the ame day.
Tenth a . alry, apt. harles L . Cooper ommanding 1 ft
ro p
po,'t lay 2 1 96 m( r h d t
ooley' r anch. n tbeT n ueI iver and
l'eturned th ame day.
i tance marched. ab ut24 miles .
0
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From Fort Missoula,, 11:font.-=--Uompanies F and H, Twenty-fifth Infantry, under command of Maj. C. McKibbin, left post September 6, 1895,
and marched to the valley of the Big Blackfoot River~ returning to post
September l 9. Total distance marched, 123 miles.
Companies B and G, Twenty-fifth Infantry, under command of Capt.
D. B. Wilson, left post October 2 and marched to Deerlodge, Mont.,
returning October 21, 1895. Distance marche<l, 190 miles.
.
From Fort Snelling, .11finn.-Headquarters band and Companies
.A.., B, C, D, E, F, G, and H, Third Infantry, with l medical officer and
5 enlisted men of the hospital corps (20 officers and 364 enlisted men),
Col. John H. Page commanding, left Fort Snelling, Minn., June 17,
1896, and marched to Lake City, Minn., a distance of 68 miles, for
encampment with the National Guard, State of Minnesota. The regiment arrived there June 22 and remained in camp until July 23, when
it started on its return march to Fort Snelling, arriving there July 27.
From Fort Yates, N . .Dak.-Troops .A.. and C, Eighth Cavalry, and
Company H, Twelfth Infantry, Maj . James N. Wl1celan commanding, left
post September 4, 1895, marched to Cannon Ball River, and returned
September 14, covering a distance of 54 miles.
From Fort Yellowstone, Wyo.-Troop I, Sixth Cavalry, under command of Capt. George s.·Anderson, left post October 9 and returned
October 20, 1895, marching a distance of 188 miles.
Since my last annual report three fires have occurred at posts in this
department. One at Fort Keogh, Mont., on December 1, 1895, partially
destroyed officers' quarters No.12; cause unknown. In the second tbe
stables of Troop .A.., Eighth Cavalry, at Fort YateR, N. Dak., were completely dP,stroyed on January 23, 1896, and with tliem 47 public and 6
private horses, together with nearly all the equipments of the enlisted
men and some other public property. This fire is believed to have been
the work of incen<liarism, although the board of officer convened in
the case was unable to di cover the incendiary. The third fire partially
destroyed officers' quarters Nos. 8 and 10 at Fort Assinniboine, Mont.,
July 31, 1896; cause unknown.
On the 27th of J-une last I left my headquarter to make the annua,l
inspection of posts and garrisons as req_uired by regulations. I visited
the posts in the order named below.
FORT YATES, N. D..AK.

The troops of this garrison a.re well instructed, except in some minor
details, to which the attention of the post command r was calle<l at the
time, with instructions which will correct those points found defective.
The buildings at this post are, except the cavalry barracks, very old
and dilapidated. Con iderable repairs have been made the past year,
but the amount aJlotted for thi purpo e merely enabled a ystem of
patching to be applied, which i not sufficient to maintain the buildings
in a serviceable condition for any length of time.
The bathroom at this post is under the old tank, and is in a very bad
condition. New aud better bathing facilities should be authorized.
FORT C STER, MONT.

The garrison of this post is well instructed and well disciplined.
Such defects as were observed were called to the attention of the commanding officer, with instruction to correct them.
Repairs made to buildings under the allotment of last year were not
sufficient. Their condition bas not been much improved thereby. I
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would renew my recommendation that if the post be maintained it
should be rebuilt.
FORT ASSINNIBOINE, MONT.

The garrison· is well disciplined and well instructed. Any defects
noted were brought to the attention of the commanding officer, with
instructions to correct them.
The enlargement of the barracks recommended last year is now being
made. Other matters recommended have -been approved, and each set
of officers' quarters is now being supplied with a proper heating plant.
The question of water supply is now solvet.1, I believe. Ail tbat is
necessary is to protect the pipes in a proper manner, which has already
been the subject of correspont.lence.
The allotment for repairs was insufficient and should be increased
largely.
The post exchange buildings are still rented from the former post;
trader. I would recommend that these buildings be purchased by the:
Government.
I would renew my recommendation that a riding ball be built at this:
post at the earliest practicable moment.
FORT HARRISON, MONT.

This post is in process of construction. The garrison is in excel1ent
condition as regards discipline and instruction.
There is much to be done at this post which will require a liberal
expenditure of money and labor an<l a Ia,pse of some years to accomplish
the desired results.
FORT MISSOULA, MON'r.

I found this post in the conrlition reported last year. The troops are
well disciplined and well instructed.
Considerable repairs were made and a great deal more should be done.
Particularly would I recommend that a bathroom be added to, each set
of officers' quarters.
FORT YELLOWSTONE, WYO.

The garrison of this post is, as is usual at this· season of the year,.
scattered throughout the Yellowstone National Park. I found the
various detachments in good condition, prompt a,nd careful and attentive to their duties.
I would again recommend that buildings be erected at tbe po t to
take the place of tho e in the old post, and that a, riding hall be built
as soon as practicable.
FORT KEOGH, MONT.

The infautry part of the garrison of this post was changed si'n Ja t
year. I found it and the troop of cavalry well iu trueted aud ". 11
di iplin d.
Many r pair have been made, but much more i 1rneded and h uld
n t e d la d ff the po. t i to be maintained. I ha e dir ted he
·er to adapt on f tbe many , torehou,
at thi ta. mmanding
1 n for th pur o e of a gymna ium. The change can b2 made with
but slight expen e.
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FORT SNELLING, MlNN.

This post is garrisoned by the Third Infantry, which bad but recently
returned from an absence of over a month attending a camp of the
National Guard of Mimiesota at Lake City. I found the troops well
disciplined and instructed, and the commanding officer was directed to
correct such minor defects as were observed.
I would cal1 attention to my remark of last year in regard to the
widely scattered conditiou of the post, particularly the storebouses.
The water system is being enlarged, and it appear to me there will
now be a sufficiency of water for all the needs of the garrison .
I would suggest that the method of heatmg of the company quarters
be changed, substituting steam for the bot-air system now in use as
being less expensive and more sati factory.
In conclusion I would recommend tbat the matter of riding halls at
Fort Assinniboine and Fort Yellowstone reeeive immediate attention,
and that at .Forts Missoula, Harrison, As inniboiue, Yellow tone, a n,1
Snelling suitable buildings be erected for gymna tic and athletic exe1cises, that the directions of the Major-General Commanding tlle Army
may be carried out fully.
I would invite attention to the reports of the chief: of the staff
departments at these headquarters, which give in detail the matters
pertaining to each. The officers stationed here as members of my staff
have shown zeal and ability in their various departments to the benefit
of the service and the satisfaction of their commander.
Respectfully,
JOHN R. BROOKE,
Brigadier- General, Commanding Department.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL UNITED ST.A.TES ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. FRANK WHEATON.
HEADQU.A.R1'ERS DEP.A.RTMENT OF TIIE COLOR.A.DO,

.Denver, Colo., September 30, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to submit my annual report of the Department

of the Colorndo for the year 1895-96 in compliance with tlle instructions
of the Major-General Commanding the Army.
CHANGES .A.·r MILITARY POSTS.

Fort Stanton, N. Mex., has been abandoned within the la t year, thus
reducing the number of regularly garrisoned po ·ts in the department
to nine.
Tile cha nges in stations of troopi:; from and to tlle variou po t will
be found in Appendix B.
INDIA.NS.

As there are 49,894 Indians on reservations within the limit of my
command, it is a sati faction to be ~bl~ to _report th at none are on th_e
warpath, nor are there any present rnd1 ·at10ns th~t set~ler,· on _our Anzona, New Mexico, or Utah ,·par:~ly. ettled fro11t1 r 'Yill be ~1 turbe~
by them. The Apache are 1--teadily thot~{:!,'h s1owly 11n:provrng, cultivating their little farms, supplying our military posts with the results
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of their labor, and

sending numbers of their brightest children to the
Indian school at Albuquerque, N . .Mex.
The progress of the Utes-Uintahs and Uncompaltgres- has been
most gratifying. Under the supervision of their able and devoted
agent, MaJ. James F. Randlett, Ninth Cavalry, they have opened during
the past year miles of irrigating ditches, or rather irrjgating canals.
They are 12 feet wide, and constructed with a view t o permanency,
tlws enabling them to add greatly to their number of very creditably
cultivated farms.
INDIAN DEPRED.A'I'IONS.

While I am able to report as above concerning Indians located within
this large military department, which embraces an area of 424,495
square miles, 33,863 of which are included in Indian reservations, I must
also invite the attention of the AdJutant-General to tlie extraordinary
amount of field service and laborious scouting performed by the troops
in often successful pursuit of bttle parties of renegade Apaches, who at
night skulk across our border from Mexico into Arizona, hiding in most
inaccessible mountain ranges, and seek an opportunity to steal from
unguarded herds, or, as has twice occurred, kill an isolated herder: One
of these murderous little bands of Apaches- there were four m the
party-worked their way stealthily across the border and nort~, up
the San Simon Valley, past the Chiricahua range, to a point in Arizona
east of the Peloncillo range, near the town of Duncau, on ~he 3d of
December, 1895, and committed the first murderous depredat10n of the
year by killing Mr. H. H. Menill and his 17-year-old daughter. News
of this raid reached me on the 4th. Troops from Forts Grant, Bayard,
and Apache were promptly ordered to pursue alld capture or destroy
the invaders. Sheriffs and eager posses near at hand were at once on
their trail and capture seemed inevitable, but the wily Apaches eluded
them during their five days' effort, keeping in the mountains on fo~t,
and it was not until after months of laborious scouting by all the available mounted troops m that portion of my department that the camp
of the renegades was found, attacked, and the leader killed on the 17th
of May by a detachment, beventh Cavalry and Indian scouts, und er
command of First Lieut. Sedgwick Rice, Seventh Cavalry, aided by
Second Lieut. N. K. Averill, of the same regiment.
On March 30 a telegram was received from the commanding officer
Fort Grant, that Alfred Bands, a sheep herder, was reported killed an~
cut to piece by Indians on the 28th at the mouth of Cave Creek,..,
miles south of San Simon, Ariz., and that Lieut. Sedgwick Ric , eventh Cavalry, with a detachment of scouts, bad been sent from Fort
Grant to investigate, and that the commanding officer, Fort Huachuca
had been advi ·ed.
The report of the killing of and having been v rifled, Capt. Jam
M. Bell, "eventh Cavalry, was di patched from Grant with hi ' troop
i ,
eventh Ca alry, to the Chiricabua Mountaius,.__wher be murderer
w re suppo ed t b· ve fl d, and later Capt. P. S . .tlomu , Fir t a airy
with hi troop, , I ir t avalry was ent from Fort Iluaclmca to the
mer i?D t . · operate vt'ith the rant troop and out , their mo ·
nt b mg ire t l a
l1ad auth riz d, by o1. E. V. umu r
enth 1avalry, co malHliug Fort rant an 1 tb Grant di tri of
~" ti ..
n pril Li utena t
i e tel graphed fr m an
rn r lm
1z. h 11 h d tru k th Lr il f and · mnrd r r n ar
h m u h f
ve r ek an l b cl f, 11 , e it
th fr m Ji
1 n illo
nge until 1 p. ru. pril , h re it ·r · ·ed th lin n r the l erdala
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ranch in the Animas Valley, about 40 miles east of San Bernardino;
that the Scouts estimated the band at 4 bucks a11d 1 Rquaw, with 8
horses, 3 rifles and ammunition, and plenty of provisions, which they
had stolen from settlers.
Articles stolen from Hands's..house were found on the trail, among
them a reeeipt for money paid by Mr. Hands.
Troop F, Seventh Cavalry, wa'-; then establi bed in carup at old Camp
Rucker, with an outpost in Guadalupe Canyon, and courier posts
between Rucker and the telegraph station a.t Willcox, with a view bf
patrolling and keeping under observation tlJe adjacent country. First
Lieut. E. U. Bullock, Seventh Cavalry, with Troop E, Seventh Cavalry,
next relieved Captain Bell's troop, a detachment from the latter, and
all the Indian scouts, with First Lieutena11t Rice and Second Lieut.
N. K. A veri11, Seventh Cavalry, being retained at Ru ker.
On May 8 Lieutenant Averill, while couth1g with a detachment
of 12 men, struck an Indian camp near Lang's rancb, outhwest of
Cloverdale. On account of the smallne s of bis force be could not completely surround and surpri e the camp. The camp was attacked and
1 Indian buck mortally wounded, bis body beiug afterwards found.
The Indian scouts also reported that 1 squaw was wounded. A mall
Indian girl and the entire outfit of the ho tiles, except their rifles, were ·
·captured, including 9 horses, 7 saddles, all their blankets, clothing,
and supplies. Lieutenant Averill was of the opinion that this was not
the same band pursued by Lieutenant Rice, as they did not have the
same plunder. For this success Lieutenant Averill and hi command
were congratulated by the Commanding General of the Army and the
department commander.
On the 17th of May Lieutenants Rice and A verill,while scouting in
the ::f>eloncillo Mountains with a detachment of 11 soldier , 10 Indian
scouts, and 4 civilians, located a camp of ho tile Indians in the vicinity
of Guadalupe Canyon. An attempt was made to surround and surprise the camp, but it was not successful, the Indians di covering them
before the different detachments were in po ition and , ucceeding in
escaping. A buck was severely wounded, and abandoned in hi flight
his rifle and a field glass, which were captured, together with clothi11g
which was afterwards identified as belonging to the Merrill family,
showing conclusively that the~ e Indians were of the party that murdered the Merrills.
Tlle Major-General Commanding the Army, by telegram dated June
6, highly commended First Lieut. Sedgwick Rice and Second Lieut.
N. K. Averill, Seventh Cavalry, the noncommi ioned officers, guides,
and Indian scouts under their command, for their efforts and succe s,
and expressed bis high appreciation of the skill, fortitude, and perseverence of the troops engaged in pursuit of the small bands of hostile
Indians.
An international agreement having been concluded on June 4 betweeD;
the United States and Mexico providing for the reciprocal cro ."ing ot
tlle border by troops of both countries in pur uit of hostile Indian , ~ub ·
ject to certain enumerated conditions, wa telegraphed to tl1e cl p rtment commander June 6, and repeated by him to Col. E. . umuer,
Seventh Cavalry, then at :Bisbee, Ariz., 45 mile wei;;t of San B rnarolonel _Sumner
dino, directing the movements ?f troop in the ~e~d.
was directed to be guided strictly by the proVl ions of the rnternational agreement and to caution all hi officers a cordingly, forni hing
each troop, company, and detachment commander with a copy of the
above-mentioned agreement.
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By Special Field Orders, No. 33, dated San Bernardino, June 16,
1896, Uolonel Sumner organ ized an expedition to pursue renegade
Indians from tbe U11itr d S tates a cross the boundary line into Mexico.
The troop compri ing tlie expedition were Troop A, First Cavalry,
Capt. P. S. Bourns and Second Lieut. William Yates; Troop F, Seventh
Cava1ry, Capt. H. G. Sic kel ; a detachment of Indian scouts and gui~es
uuder First Lieut. Sedgwick R ice and Second Lieut. N. K. Aver1l_l,
Seventh Cavalry. Colon el Sumn er's orders provided for dividing this .
forae into sections and det achments, each section to be commanded by _·
a commissioned officer and each detachment by a noncommissioned .
officer; 2 Indian scouts without firms to accompany each detachment ;
as trailers. The expedition was placed under the command of Capt. ·
Peter S. Bomus, First Cavalry.
Tue troops comprising this expedition did exceptionally hard worki ,
scouting in a very rugged country and suffering much exposure and ~
hardship.
'
The detachment under Lieutenant Yates, however, was the only ~me~
which came into actual contact with hostile Indians. On June 21 Lieu-tenant Yates while foilowing a trail came upon and attacked a camp of
hostiles on Pulpito Mountain in Sonora, Mex., 60 miles south of San
Bernardino. An Indian girl about 5 years old was captured, together
with a pony and all the camp equipage. Four bucks, 4 squaws, and
1 child escaped. Captain Bomus in his report states that the captured girl, an intelligent child, stated that the band attacke~ was
known by the Mexicans as Zias's au cl by the Indians as N eclmltp1a's (or
Nashultpie's) band, and that 2 bucks bad been killed up ~o that date
and 1 squaw was missing. Captain Bomus spoke very lnghly of all
the men of his command and especially of Lieutenant Yates ..
When the Indians fled after the attack on their ca.mp, Lieuterntnt
Yates started in pursuit with his detachment, ~ncl Colonel Snmn~r, on
receiving information of the affair, dispatched First Lieut. W. J. Nic_holson, Seventh Cavalry, with a picked detachment to overtake a~d reheve
Lieutenant Yates, if broken down, and to continue the pursmt.
Lieuteuant Nicholson cooperated with Colonel Kosterlitzky,_ o~ ~be
Mexican army, and scouted into Mexico as far south as the line J~mmg_
Oputo and Guanchinerau, but frequent rains caused the obliterat10n of
the trail, and he returned to Fort Grant, reporting July 22 that he was
satisfi~d Nasbultpie's band was 150 miles south of the line in the
mountains of Oputo, an<l that it was useless to attempt further operations in the rainy season (July, Augu st, and September).
.
All the troops in the field were then o dered back to their re pective
stations, but orders were given for patrolling the border district and a
troop of cavalry to be relieved monthly is to be stationed at an
Bernardino with a detachment at Guadalupe Canyon to ob erve the.
trail u ually followed by Apache in cros ing the border. Authority
has al ob en obtained for huilding at ,Jecrraph line from i be to an
B rnardino, and work on hi. line i. now jn progr
und r the p r sonal upervi ion of Ca t.
. . Gla f rd . ignaJ offi · r.
me idea can b one iv cl f th 1, bor
rform d
the tr op
heir earne t and bigul appr ·iat cl ff rt. t ri l riz Ile f b
l n
a her n g. d .· wh h, v -r . : cl ur uth rn b r r from h
i rr· u lalup, uth M xic-anfr n i •r , 11 nJr 1or that th numr f] ile.
r ·h jn riz l1c an l ..... (>W I .·i . in
h le . tannucl
p r l y ffi r : non rnmi .. ion ·<1 ofli c· r : , ncl priva : n thi
rg iz i u. an l tl t a ·lnu ut: i.- 4..., r- 7 mil .
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SAN'rA TERESA FANATICS.

On the 12th of August, 1896, I was very much surprised by the
receipt of telegrams from Lieut. Col. Job11 M. Bacon, First Cavalry,
commanding Fort Huachuca., Ariz., informing me that the Mexican
custom-house at Nogales, Mexico, bad been attacked that morning by
filibusters, said to bave Leen orgauized jn Arizona and led by one Jose
Gomez, of Santa Ritas, Ariz., the attack re ulting in the killing of 3
Mexican citizens and 7 filibusters and the capture of 2 others of the
attacking party.
Colonel Bacon's :first information wa received from Lieut. S. B. Piper,
of the Arizona National Guard, and dated Nogales, Ariz. Lieutenant
Piper also stated that the band had cro sed to the Ariz9na ide. Colonel
Bacon at once dispatched Capt. P. S. Bomu , Fir t avalry, with his
troop and 3 Indian cout to Har haw Ariz., to follow tbe trail, if
found, and reported his action to me. Very soon afterward Colonel
Bacon received a telegram from United State Mar 'lrnl Meade, at Tucson~ Arfa., transmittillg a dispatch he had just received from the collector of customs at Nogales giving an account of the a sault on the
Mexican custom-hon. e, aud ta ting that papers found on the filibusters
proved tuat tuey had met at Tubae, Ariz., and later at ., uebabi, and
tl1at tbe names of the :filibusters were Loreta Rivas, Miguel Leon, Juan
Lungo, Franco Vasquez, Luis Li o, JoRe Salci<lo, Miguel Alvarez,
Juan Valencia, Jose Bacacea i, Juan Buitemea, Franco Raruierez, Juan
Cerano, Ygnado Bachronio, Franci co Abram, Juan Ligiulmea, Juan
· Alvarez, Estevan Fusatajoy, Juan Molino, Raplrnel CerbeR.
It was added that they were anta Tere a, fa,uatic ; that after the
assault the survivors had recro e<l rnto Arizona and were h ading
toward Tubae, to which point the mar hal requested that a company
of soldiers be sent to arre. t them.
Lieutenant Pjper telegraplrnd later to Colonel Bacon tbat it was
reported about 50 Indians were moving on Nogales, Ariz., from about
Tubae, Ariz., and requested that infantry be sent by rail the same
night to protect the city. About tbe ·ame time Colonel Bacon received
a telegram signed by Sam F. Webb, collector, and 'I. J. Wylie, postmaster, Nogales, Ariz., requesting that troops be ent immediately to
protect Nogales against Mexican raider .
In respon e to these appeals Colonel Bacon immediately tarted by
rail for Nogale with two companies of iufantry, telegrnphed me his
action, aud reque ted that instruction be ent him at Nogale .
Upon receipt of the fir t telegram announcing the attack on tbe
custom-hou e and the di patch of Bomni-;'s troop to Harshaw to intercept the :filibu ter on this sid , I telegraphed the commanding officer
at Huachuca to di patch Capt. L. R. llare, Seventh Cavalry, with hi
troop to ome point north of Harshaw to cooperate with Bourn hould
developments, eem to ju tifyit, placing both troops under command of
Maj. H. J. Nowlan, Sev nth Cavalry; :-1,I. o to keep the commanding
officer at Fort Grant ad vi. e<l of the situation and the fatter would
cooperate with J1im, sendrng a troop to tbe westward for that purpose
if necessary, and I telegraphed the commanding officer at Fort Grant
instructions to this effect.
Colonel Bacon having arrived with the rnfantry at Nogales, Ariz.,
about midnight August. 12, a~d .having advi .d m . of hi . arri':al, _I telegraphed him commenclmg h1 promptness m gorng lnm self ~1th. an
adequate force to protect the customs officers at Nogales and d1rectrng
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him to keep in communication and to cooperate with the United States
marshal an<l other civil officers in protecting public property and interests, and assuring bim that all the resources of his own and other military posts in Arizona would be placed at his disposal to insure quiet
and protect persons and property in his district of observation.
Ou the same day, August 13, I telegraphed to the .Adjutant-General
of the Army the dispatches received and reported the dispositions
made to capture the :filibusters should they be found in United States
territory.
Major Nowlan left Huachuca the evening of the 13th with Captain
Hare's troop pf the Seventh Cavalry, marche<l in the direction of
Tubae, and at 1.30 p. m. the same day Colonel Sumner dispatched
Troop E, Seventh Oavalry, from Grant with 10 Indian scouts for
Mendoza in the San Pedro Valley, ·and later in the day Troop F, Seventh Cavalry, to Dragoon Summit, both to report to Colonel Bacon and
to cooperate with other troops in the field. This latter action was
taken in view of telegrams from Major Nowlan that settlers south and
east of Huachuca were becoming a larmed.
.
From Colonel Bacon's detailed rnp0rt it appears that upon h_1s
arrival about midnight, August 12, he found the citizens of Nogales m
a state of intense excitement and alarm. They- were partially armed,
and many were doing guard duty. He reassured them and made
proper dispositions of bis force for the protection of the town. Colonel
Bacon found upon investigation that about 4 a. m. that day (August
12) a band of about 45 or 50 Yaqui Indians, believed to be under the
influence of relig10us fanaticism, indifferently armed with ri:fleR, pistols,
bows and arrows, had dashed into the heart of Mexican Nogales and
captured the Mexican custom-house. The citizens of both towns were
aroused. Many on the American side, securing the arms of the local
Arizona National Guard company, crossed over the line and joined
their Mexican neighbors in expellmg their Yaqui assailants. A fight
ensued which resulted in the killing of 6 Mexicans and 8 Indian s and
the capturing of 3 Inctians and the wounding of another.
Pillage of money and arms and ammunition was reported to be _the
caui;;e of the attack, about $20,000 and some arms being at the time
deposited in the custom -house. The raiders secured tlie latter. Whence
the raiders came and where they fled could not be accurately a certained
beyond the fact that after being driven from the custom-hou. e they
retired with apparently fearless deliberation in a direction a little north
of west of the border line. The presence of the United States troops
had a most tranquilizing effect, not only upon the American side of the
town, but upon the alarmed people across the line. Colonel Bacon
states that the Mexican authorities who called upon him the next
morning as erted mo t emphatically that the raiders were organiz don
our ide of the line, that they had recro e<l it after their repul e and
were being reenforced to renew the attack. Our own p oplo eeme<l t
concur in thi . theory.
everal American citizens who were vouch l for
a being ntirely tru tworthy, reported t Colonel Bacon that th y had
tbat rn rning. een a large camp of ho tile Indian I cat don the anta
ruz line ab ut 9 mil u rth a t fr m
gal .
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marching and partly by rail. Upon hi arri~aJ at Nogales be received
my telegram of August 12, and later instructions to keep his field headquarters at Nogales and to direct the operatious of the tl'oops iu the
field.
Colonel Bacon kept in daily communication with Marshal Meade at
Tucson, and endeavored to comply with his urgent request to arrest
raiders or "filibusters," as be called them.
The marshal having telegraphed on the 13th requesting that a patrol
be sent in tlie direction of Tubae to arrest any and all parties euga.ged
in violations of neutrality laws or lending aid to other violators, Colonel Bacon dispatched Captaiin Dodge with his company, C, Twentyfourth Infantry, to Tubae, where he captured 3 Yaqui Indians and 1
Mexican. The names of two of these Yaquis correspond with names
fouud on the body of one of the Yaqui . killed in tl10 attack on the
custom-house. The other Yaqui a11d the Mexican were captured
together, both armed.
These prisoners were brought before tbe United States eommis ' iouer
at Nogales, and committed to jail by him ou the charge of violatmg
United States Heutrality Jaws.
The United States marshal at Tucson having commumcated bi opinion in several dispatches that the main body of raiders bad a· ernuled
in tbe vicinity of Greaterville, a mining settlement in the Santa Rita
Mountains, 20 miles northwest of Crittendeu, Colone1Bacon as embled
the troops of Bomus, Hare, and Bullock at Crittenden, takiug command in person, with a view of making a dash upon Greaterville, smrounding and capturing the raiders. He had been furnished with two
deputy marshals by Umted States Mar hal Meade, armed with blank
warrants to make arrests. Colonel Bacon sent one of the deputies
to Greaterville with instructions to hire the neces, ary gmdes at the
expense of the United States marshaFs office, a. authorized by the
marshal, gain all information po ' ible a to the locat10n of the raiders,
and then to report back.
On the 22d tl10 deputy marshal returned to Crittenden and reported
that during that and the previous day be and bi guides had earcbed
the town of Greaterville and the urrounding- mountain and bad failed
to find the presence or trace of any Yaqui or other In<lia11s. In the
opinion of the United States marshal and olonel Bacon, in wliich I
concurred, this ended the campaign, aml the troops in the field were
ordered to their posts, Captain Dodge being left with his company at
Nogales until September 1 because of rumors of pos ible attacks by
Indians on that place.
It will be seen, as stated by olonel Bacon in his report, that every
rumor and clew calculated to throw light upon the movements of the
raiders were thoroughly investigated and the entire country in a radius
of nearly 70 miles east, north, and west of Nogales was completely
covered. Had they gone north into Arizona in a body, the troops
with their Apache scouts must inevitably have di covered their trail.
As is we11 known, the Yaquis belong in Mexico and are a warlike tribe,
having been at war with Mexico for year . A few u ually re id on
this side of the line, but most of them lrnve now disappeared, frightened, probably, by the activity of our troops. 1.rhose engaged in the
attack on the Mexican custom-house were undoubtedly follow r of
the so-called St. Teresa, styled from her birthplace anta Tere~a- de
Caborda. Her teachings, however, do not appear to be of a pohtJCal
or revolut'ionary character. Recent pre d~ patches r~port ~vid~ pr ad
disaffection among the peaceable element of the Yaqm ·, which forms a
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large contingent of thf ·working popuiation in the southeastern part
of the State of Sonora, Mexico. In all probability the energetic action
taken on this side of tbe border bas prevented the use of our territory
as a base of operations for the Yaquis and their sympathizers against
the Mexican Government, with resulting international complications.
In a letter to Colonel Bacon, dated Tucson, August .24, United States
Marshal W. K. Meade, writes as follows:
·
Permit me to thank you for your most timely and efficient work in suppressing
the Santa Teresa fanaticism in Arizona. I am of the opinion ·but for your proru_ptness in placing troops in and near Nogales that Arizona would have been therallymg
gronnd for the fili.busters and a much more terrible affair than that of the 12th
instant would have followed.
PRACTICE MARCHES AND FIELD MANEUVERS.

Having witnessed excellent results from orders issued by me requiring practice marches and field maneuvers while exercising commaud
elsewhere, I early in the year prepared a system of military instruction
for the department, assigmng specified duties to each montb. All possible latitude was accorded regimental and post commanders, who we:e
authorized to make requisite changes iu duties prescribed for certam
months to meet climatic conditions at posts so varied in temperature
and elevation.
In my Department Circular No. 1 of January 8, 1896, especial attention was required to be given instruction in fiefd reconnoissances and
the preparation of maps. I have been more than gratified with t~e
results obtainerl. and at the proficiency attained. by the noncommissioned officers and privates of many of the regiments, showing tb~t
their officers have given them most valuable instruction. Much of th1s
work has been so creditable that I have forwarded to the AdjutantGeneral such field maps from all posts.
.
These field sketches, in the majority of cases prepared by noncommissioned officers and privates, eight or ten detachments beiug employed
on the duty, fr~quently the result of one morning's work, have been
platted by the post engineer and forwarded to my headquarters between
the hours of 7.30 in the morning and 3.45 p. m. of the same day. I
believe the future value of such instruction in llasty field sketching to
troops engaged in actual service wi.11 be very great.
ATHLETICS.
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INSPECTION OF POSTS.
FORT APACHE, ARIZ.

Commanded by Lieut. Col. W. H. Powell, Eleventh Infantry; is garrisoned by four companies of tl.ie Eleventh Infantry, two troops of tbe
Seventh Cavalry, and a detachment of Iudian scouts.
The demands upon this post for detacl.ied service investigating col1isions or disputes between White Mountain Apaches and cattle herders
near reservation boundaries required an increase in the mounted force
at this station, and on the 20th of January, 1896, I added Troop H, ·
Seventh Cavalry, Capt. E. S. Godfrey commanding, to the Fort Apache
garrison. Troop G, Seventh Cavalry, Lieut C. W. Fenton commanding, as did Lieut. W. C. Rivers, First Cavalry, in charge of White
Mountain Apaches at that station, made long and, creditable scouts in
December last in cooperation with troopR from other posts in Arizona
when renegade Sierra Madre Apaches from south of the Mexican border were <l.epredating in Arizona soutl1 of tl.ie Gila.
I found the troops, both cavalry and infantry, when I last inspected
that post, in July, 1896, to be in fine condition, well disciplined and
instructed.
There are few more difficult posts to command than Fort Apache,
Ariz. Encroachments by herders on the White Mountain Indian Reserve are frequent, and a comparatively small garri on has much to do
to prevent minor difficulties and collisions from becoming serious and
menacing the Ii ves and property of adjacent towns and , ettlers. The
2,000 Indians surrounding it were until within the pa t few years openly
defiant and not easily controlled. The post is in a wild, rough, mountainous country and about 100 miles from the village of Holbrook, its
nearest railroad station . This road is often clo ed to winter travel by
deep snow in the range 24 miles north of the garri on, wh1cll is in the
heart of the Apache country. I am glad to make an official record of
the highly satisfactory manner in which the difficultie of his command,
requiring rare tact and judgment, have been handled by the officer iu
charge of this remote station-Lieut. Col. W. H. Powell, Eleventh
Infantry.
FORT BA.YARD, N . MEX.

Commanded by Col. J. Ford Kent, Twenty-fourth Infantry, who also
commands the Bayard district of observation; 1s garrisoned by headquarters and four companies Twenty-fourth Infantry, one troop First
and one troop Seventh Cavalry.
At my inspection i11 May last I found the garrison to b e in a high
state of efficiency, w~l1 drilled and in tructed.
Although Fort Bayard is north and east of the trail usually purRued
by depredating renegade Apaches who cross our Arizona border, I have
constantly found it nece ary to use its mounted force, sometime in
conjunction with the Fort Grant troops, jn exten ive field operations
during ·the past year. Capt. John Pitcber, commanding Troop I, First
Cavalry; tllen Lieut. (now Capt.) HerbertJ. Slocum, commanding Troop
D, Seventh Cavalry; Capt. C. J. Crane, Twenty-fourth Infantry; Lieut.
W. :F'. Clark, Seventh Cavalry, and Lieut. I. C. Jenks, Twenty-fourth
Infantry, have frequently during the pa t year been uddenly called on
for det:whed service commarnling cavalry troops ordered in pursuit of
depredating Apaches or to assist in protecting deputy Unit~d ~tat 1
marshals fa serving process on fugitives from justice. Captam Pitcher
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is now absent from this post with bis troop pursuing violators of our
neutrality laws who bad recently attacked. and attempted to rob a,
cmitoms station at Palomas, in the State of Chihuahua, Mexico.
Fort Bayard is constructed of adobe ; was built in 1866. Many of its
buildings are dilapidated and should be reconstructed. A better sewer
system is important here, where it will undoubtedly be best to maintain
a garrison for some years. A cold·- storage system, operated at this J?ost
in connection with the ice machine without expense to the Umted
States, is excellent and r~flects great credit upon Colonel Kent, who
devised it.
FORT DOUGLAS, UTAH.

This post is garrisoned. by the Sixteenth Infantry, Col. H. A. Theaker,
commanding.
At my inspection during the early part of September, 1896, I found
the command in a highly creditable state of efficiency, a most marked
improvement being apparent sjnce my inspection of the previous year.
The barracks and officers' quarters are fairly good, although the
former are much too small for companies of the present strength. The
storehouses and other buildings are generally well adapted to the
purposes for which they are intended, though a new quartermaster's
storehouse is needed.
The post exchange deserves special mention, being model in its
arrangements and operations.
Authority for the expenditure of about $5.000 has been obtained for
a much-needed improvement of the sewer system of the post.
FORT DUCHESNE, UTAH.

This post is garrisoned by two troops ·of the Ninth Cavalry and is
commanded hy Maj. J. F. Randlett, Ninth Cavalry.
At my inspection in October, 1895, I found the command in a very
satisfactory state of efficiency, well drilled and disciplined.
The quarters, barracks, and other buildings were constructed to acc?mmodale a much larger garrison and are in a good state of preservation,
except the stables. An allotment of nearly $2,500 bas recently been
obtained for the improvement of the cavalry stables. The quarterll1:aster stables a!Ho need repairs. Water is supplied. to the post by haulrng
it in barrels.
On account of the proximity of the post to the two Ute Indian reservations it will in all probability Lave to be occupied for many years yet,
and a suitable wat<:'r system should be provided.
The post commander, Major Randlett, is also·acting agent for b_o th the
Uncompahgre an<l. Uintah Utes, and in both capacities ua <lone mo t
creditable work. He has labored uncea illgly for the civilization and
materialimprovementof bi Indian charge with mo texcellentre ult·
Bis retir ment, which occurs at an early date, will be a evere lo Lo
the e Indian .
FORT GRANT, ARIZ.
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scouting and pursuing depredating Apaches in a very rough, mountainous country, and have suffered much exposure and liardship.
· The results accomplished, as well as my inspection, showed that l>0th
officers and men were inured to field. service and particularly efficient
in this important duty.
The quarters and barracks are in fairly good repair, and will be sufficient for the actna1 needs of the normal garrison until this important
post can be rebuilt and enlarged, wliich I recommend. The quartermaster storehouse is comparatively new and the best in the department.
A. new commissary storehouse and a new guardllouse should be constructed here.
A.n estimate for a much-needed improvement of the water and sewer
systems has been forwarded for the action of the Quartermaster-General.
SUBPOST OF SAN CARLOS, ARIZ.

This is a subpost to Fort Grant, and i garrisoned by a troop from Fort
Grant; changed monthly, and a detachment of Indian scouts.
The troops are fairly well quartered and a comfortable as could be
expected in so hot and isolated a place.
FORT HUACHUCA, ARIZ.

This post is at present garrjsoued by three companies of the Twentyfourth Infantry, one troop of the First Cavalry, one troop of the Seventh
Cavalry, and a detachme.:it of Indian scouts, and is commanded by
Lieut. Col. John M.. Bacon, First Cavalry, who also commands the
Huachuca district of observation.
A.11 of the cavalry and most of the infantry have done much hard
and creditable :field service in the past year, particularly Troop A., First
Cavalry, commanded by Capt. P. S. Bomus, Fir t Cavalry, in pursuing
depredating Apaches and violator of neutrality law ..
When I inspected the post in December, 1895, it wa then garrisoned
by four compames of the Twenty-fourth Infantry, commanded by Lieut.
Uol. D. D. Van Valzab, Twenty-fourth Infantry. Th troops were well
drilled and efficient, the barracks and quarter ampl for the then garrison, and in a good state of repair.
FORT LOGAN, COLO.

This post, 10 miles south of the city of Denver, i garri oned by the
entire Seventh Infantry and two troops of the Second Cavalry, and i
commanded by Col. H . C. Merriam, Seventh Infantry.
A.t my inspection or the post in September, 1 96, I found the Seventh
Infantry to be in a magnificent tate of efficiency, admirably drilled and
instructed, and in an excellent state of di cipline. For thi l1ighly
creditable condition of affairs great credit i due the regimental commander, Col. H. C. Merriam.
The cavalry squadron, commanded by Capt. J. L. Fowler, Second
Cavalry, was also found to be very well drilled and instructed and
highly efficient.
On a former occasion I inspected the barrack and other public building at thi post and found them to be well on tructed and in a good
state of repair. Tho building con tructed for a band barrack is entirely
too mall and can not be used for the purpose.
A.t pre eut the officers' quarters are inadequate, but a · mmodious
building intended for bachelors' quarters, officers' club, tc., is in process of construction and wm soon be completed.
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WHIPP L E BARRACKS, ARIZ.

This post, 1 mile north of Prescott, .Ariz., is at presen t garrisoned
by headquarters and two companies of the Eleventh Regiment of Infantry, and is commanded by Col. I. D. DeRussy, Eleventh Infantry. I
last inspected this post early in July, 1896, and found the troops well
drilled and iustructed. I never saw a more beautiful military exercise
than the gymnastic drill with rifles, accompauied by the regimental
band, rendered l>y this battalion a t my last inspection.
Tbe quarters and barracks are sufficient for the officers and men of
the present garrison--two companies-but the barracks recently vacated ·
by the two companies of the Eleventh Infantry ordered to the new post
near Little Rock, Ark., are very much dilapidated and are not fit for
future occupation.
·
Though the troops of the Whipple garrison are rarely called out by
Indian alarms, the presence of a garrison at this point is a matter of
serious importance and prevents depredations by .Apaches or other
tribes in the Verde and Date Creek valleys, where there are not only
farming interests entitled to protection, but where there are some of
the most valuable and .extensive copper and gold mines in the country.
I hope it may be found possible at au early <late to rebuild this
important post at or in the vicinity of its present site, as there are no
other military posts in .Arizona west of the great .Apache reserva,tions,
while Wingate 011 the north, Grant on the south, and Bayard eas.t of
them are well situated to afford proper protection in an emergency.
FORT WINGATE, N. MEX.

This post is at present garrisoned by headquarters, two troops of the
Second Cavalry, and a detachment of Indian scouts, and is commande~
by Col. G. G. Huntt, Second Cavalry. It is near the Navajo and l\loqm
reservations.
I last inspected the post in July, 1896. .A. disastrous fire a few days
before bad destroyed all the ½arracks, several sets of officers' quarter ,
the administration building, post chapel, including library, ordna.n ~e
storehouse, washrooms, and coal sheds, and a large quantity of public
aud private }Jroperty.
.A.t that time four troops of the Second Cavalry garrisoned the po t,
two of which have since been transferred to Fort Riley, Kans. The
remaining two troops are still in tents, but work on a double et of barracks for their accommodation is progressing rapidly under the upervision of Lieut. R. B. Turner, Sixth Infantry, constructing quarterma ter.
The two tro0ps (Pear on's and Schofield's) now pre ent saw ome
bard ervice in April, May, and June la.·t, having been sent to Fruitland an<.l Nolauds' · tor , New 1Iexico, uud er instruction from the W ar
Department, to prevent threaten ed inva1-,ion of the avajo Indian R e ervation by pro p ·tor . rn tance marched, 62G mile.'.
I foun the troop well drill cl and in t ructed. tbe command g nerally
in x ·elleut ondi ion and r ady for th e fi ld at h rt , t noti .
found all the p t prop rl y nppli d, due are xer •i , d in t~
pur ba e and pre ervation of public property, and trict conom y rn
pnbli · xp nditur .
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Troops A and I of the First Cavalry. I am glad to commend these
several organizations for the prompt and soldierly manner in which
they have met the expectations of their commanders and guarded
menaced sections of our frontier.
Indian outb:r-eaks on the southern border of Arizona have necessitated frequent demands for great activity by the troops in the Fort
Grant district Its commander, Col. Ed win V. Sumner, Seventh Cavalry, bas frequently gone in person to threatened points, directing field
operatious.
On tbe 19th and 20th of July last I visited and inspected the public
buildings at Fort Marcy, Santa Fe, N. Mex., and renewed tbe recommendation made by my predecessor in command of this department
and my own of the llth of June, 1895, for the reoccupation of that
important post, a most appropriate station for the headqnarters of a
regiment.
•
PAY OF CIVILIAN CLERKS.

I again invite attention to the comparison made in my last annual
report between the pay of civilian clerks in the adjutant-general's office
at the e lleadquarters and that of clerks in the supply departments
and renew my remarks then made and my recommendations that tlle
matter be brought to the attention of Congress with a view of securing
an increase of pay for tbe adjutant-general's clerks, wbo are now on a
very unequal footing as regards pay compared with clerks in the upply
departments. In this connection I request favorable consideration of
the recommenclations made by the adjutant:general of the department
in his accompanying report.
REPORTS OF DEPARTMENT STAFF.

For particulars relating to administration in the various staff departments attention is invited to the reports of the departmeu t staff herewith submitted. I take pleasure in attesting the :fidelity and efficiency
with which all staff officers at these headquarters have performed their
duties. Appended are reports ofLieut. Col. William J. Volkmar, adjutant-general.
Capt. A. 0. Sharpe, Twenty-second Infantry, acting judge-advocate.
M~j. E. B. Atwood, quartermaster, chief quartermaster.
Col. vV. H. Bell, assistaut commissary-g-eneral of subsistence, chief
commissary.
Lieut. Col. A. A. Woodhull, deputy surge011-general, chief surgeon.
Col. J. P. Canby, assistant paymaster-general, chief paymaster.
Capt. W. A. Glassford, Signal Corps, signal officer.
Second Lieut. G. T. Langhorne, Third Cavalry, acting engineer officer.
The report of First Lieut. John S. Mallory, Second Infantry, inspector
of small-arms practice, is not included, the neces "ary reports from
troops and companies to prepare it not yet being leceived. It will be
forwarded promptly upon completion.
My pen;onal aids, First Lient. John S. Mallory, Second Infantry, and
Second Lieut. G. T. Langhorne, Third Cavalry, have performed the
duties assigned them with mdustry and intelligence.
Very respectfully,
FRANK WHE.A'l'ON,

Brigadier- General, Qommanding.
'rhe 1\D.JU1'AJ'l"'.t'-G]1NE~AL

UNITED St.ATES AR:YY:Y,

Washington, D, 0,
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REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. ELWELL S, OTIS.
HE.A.DQU.A.RTERS DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,

Vancouver Barracks, Wash., August 25, 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to report that the affairs of this depart:ffi:ent
are, and have been for the past year, in an unusually tranquil cond1t10n.
The force which was sent to the Nez Perces Indian Reservation, as
commumcated in my last annual report, returned to its s~ation at F<;>rt
Walla Walla on September 14, having successfully performed the ~uties.
in trusted to it; and smce that date very little detached service of
importance has been required of the troops. The recent :fishermen's
strike on the lower portion of the Columbia River, which threatened to
be quite serious in its consequences, was admirably repressed by t~e
States of Washington and Oregon, wl:l.ich successfully employed their
national guards tor protection and restraint. Tbe border ground of
hostile factions of fishermen was Sand Island, situated very near to F~rt
Canby and along the southern line of the State of w·ashington. This,
with its tide lands, is under United States jurisdiction and has been
reserved for military purposes. Opon 1t it became necessary to place
a detachment from the .F'ort Canby garrison with instructions to warn off
all persons who should attempt trespass and to forcibly eject any who
should land thereon. The commanding officer of Fort Canby was
directed to support this detachment with his available force; an~ lat~r
(b~cause of diminished garrison), to reduce it in numbers, reh~ve it
dally, place it in quick communication with bis post, and bold bi_mself
in readiness to sustain it should occasion require. The execut10n of
these 1m1tructions was of material aid to the State autboritie , whose
united action held the strikers m subjection, suppressed all _h~stile
demonstration, and in a short time restored the accustomed condit10n of
affairs which enabled the :fishing iuterests to successfully prosecute
their business enterprises.
TROOPS-NUMERICAL STRENGTH, GAINS .A.ND LOSSES, PUNISHMENTS
.A.ND HEALTH OF COMM.A.ND.
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The average of the enlisted strength for the past year was 1,473.
The records show a loss of 693 and a gain of 607. The gain through
enlistment and reenlistment was 514, more than one-half of which was
secured ·within the department. The remainder of the gain was by
transfer (71) and from desertion ( 22) .
Ninety-seven per cent of the numerical loss was through discharge,
transfer, and desertion, and m ratios as follows: 66.8, 18.1, and 12.1.
The loss through discharge was 463. Of that number 45.1 per cent
were discharged on application at tbe end of three years and three
months' service, as against a percentage the previous year of 28 ; 33.4
per cent by reason of expiration of terms of service, as against 40.<i for
the previous year; 7.3 per cent through sentence of court-martial, as
against 7.1; 4.7 per cent by purchase, as against 5.4, and 3.8 per cent
for disability, as against 4.4. One and nine-tenths per cent were discharged without honor and 3.2 per cent by favor. It will be seen,
therefore, that a reat proportion of tbi~ loss was due to the advantage
taken of General Orders, No. 80, of -1 90, which still has about a year to
run, whil~ applicant for purchase are dimini hing.
Desertion ha contributed 12 per cent of the entire loss, and its percentage of the mean annual strength is 5.3 as against 4.3 for each of
the two preceding years. I do not attribute this increarnd desertion to
a growing spirit of demoralization or dissatisfaction with the service
among the eulisted men generally, ince it bas been manifested at only
a single post of the department, and one with a moderate garrison.
That post unconsidP-red, department desertions are lighter tban ever
before. I am unable to discover the reason for it, and the boards of
investigat ion called to a~certain causes fail to furni h sati factory information. It was unexpected, remains unexplained, and was confined to
a period of two months. It has been intimated, however, that the
mine discoveries in that sfction of country, with the attendant excitement, contributed largely to produce re 'Ults.
In my report of fa.st year I stated that confinements were 20 per cent
less than for the previous year, and that there were 21 per cent fewer
trials by courts-martial. The accompanying report of the acting judgeadvocate shows a decrease over the prece<ling year of 17 per cent in
general court-martial trials, and of 8.6 per cent in those of inferior
courts. With a slightly increased garrison the total of periods of confinement is· about one-fifth less, but the forfeitures imposed and executed
are one-fifth greater. The decrease in number of men tried the last
over the previous year is about 2 per cent of mean enlisted strength.
Sixty-one per cent of all trials involved offenses of a very light cbaracter,such as slight infractions of discipline or briefunauthorized absences.
The health of the command, which was reported last year as very satisfactory, continues to be excellent. A slight increase in number of
cases taken on the sick list is observed, but discharges for di sability
and deaths from natural causes are fewer. The ratio of sick to duty
men in this department has been and doubtless continues to be much
less than that existing in the entire Army, and for the year 1895 it was
little more than one-half,aJthough the ratio at Fort Walla Walla, where
fevers prevail, very closely approached it-this being due to conditions
belonging to locality in part, but very largely, I think, to an in ufficient
water supply during the late summer and early fall months.
TROOPS-INSTRUCTION, DISCIPLINE, .AND EFFICIENCY.

I have just finished the annual inspection, required by army r _.gnlation 193, of all posts and troops of the department. I have carefully
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observed individual physique and deportment, and supervised tactical
exercises; also examined armament, clothing, methods of caring for
organizations, the quality and quantity of the food supply, and facilities
for its preparation. The military instruction displayed denotes conscientious teaching by post commanders and their subordinate officers.
Officers were as a rule prompt and efficient, with a theoretical and
practical knowledge of the duties required of them; and the evidences
of the existence of satisfactory discipline were quite apparent in the
bearing and conduct of the troops, both when in ranks and in barracks,
and whether or not in the performance of duty. The soldier of to-day
is better fed and clothed, has better barrack conveniences, and more
time to devote to his individual improvement and recreation than ever
before. He is doubtless more fully instructed iu strictly military duty
and is better armed than ever before, and if animated by the right
spirit he should show a correspondingly increased efficiency, as I
believe he does. At all the posts a general contentment prevailed, in
so far as I was able to judge. At aU the troops were most generously
subsisted, the articles composing the ration being of excellent quality
and greatly supplemented through the proceeds of post exchanges.
I received no complaints of any nature except from prisoners serving
confinement under sentences of courts-martial, who requested a more
speedy release than present orders in their cases permitted. All the
troops of the department have received t he new magazine rifle or carbine, and have had opportunity to test them in the annual target firing.
·T his type of gun has given satisfaction, which increases with use, and
the criticisms of last season on its inferior shooting qualities, based
upon poor results obtained at target, practice, and which were probably
mostly due to defective ammunition and erroneous sighting, are no
longer indulged in. Considerable of the known distance shooting of
the year with the new ammunition, notwithstanding the use of the
sights :first issued, is excellent. The gun has displayed great strength
and durability, can be manipulated with ease and rapidity, and only
appears to need stre11gthening in some of its minor part , such as the
magazine cut-off and cocking appliances (which can be done without
difficulty) to complete its effectiveness. Condemnation of its formerly
pronounced mistaken large caliber has apparently ceased. Scientific
research in this matter, endeavoring to secure as fl.at trajectory a po sible with consequent extreme range, and which therefore was seeking
the smalle t practical caliber of bore, is tendiug toward a larger caliber
than tbat formerly urged as best suited for arming troop .
The directed annual announcements in department order of the
periods of tbe year to be given to both practical aud theoreti al military instruction have been made at the proper time . Practical instruction, beginning early in the year with tl..10 impler drill exerci e bas
been progre.. ive, culminating in the fall months with the more important
tactical man uver , with marche , and field operatjon. a exten iv and
varied a. th num ri al ·trength of troop participatiug p rmitted.
It Jia. not
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military tramrng of th oldier. i r this rea on the drill hall and
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gymnasiumcombineclis deemed an essential requisite of every post. In
my report for 1894, when speaking of this necessity, I remarked thatA great aid in the practical acquisition of military education would be derived
from commodious drill balls, however cheap and inartistic their construction. In
this section of conn try the almost continuous rains and snows make out-of-door drills
in certain months of the year impracticable, and it is difficult to give the troops that
physical exercise which even health demands. Drill balls and gymnasiums at every
post would be considered a necessity if that physical training and that healthy daily
occnpation which is essential to produce efficient and well-disciplined soldiers were
rightly considered.

I renew this expression of opinion and beg to have it considered as a
recommendation for authoritative action .
.As to the character and extent of theoretical instruction pursued in
lyceums and schools, I re pectful1y call attention to the appended
1·eports of the a sistant adjutant-general. Ho~ ever distasteful the
lyceum ruay be to officer who have not acquired habits of sy tematic
study, however unpleasant for all may be the drudgery which in a
g:r;eater or le s degree must attend it, however onerou ·· to many the
preparation of the paper or e , ays which are to be read at it meetings
may prove, it ·hould be continued and a i t d, inc it furm hes a lively
incentive to study and re earcb, by which alone officers can now keep
pace with the rapid developments in military cience and with tbe
constantly increasing demand of their profe s10n. Tllis and tlle prescribed examiuations preceding promotion· have exerted a salutary
influence over the younger officers of the Army.
ST.A.FF DEP.A.R'l'MENT .

They have been efficiently and economically administered by those
who have exercised upervi ory charge, ancl ubordmate officers have
been zealous in the performance of duties. ln the departments of
the staff which are considered administrative, as di ti11gmsbed from
those of supply, the clerical force receives much le compen ation than
that performing work in tlie latter, although its labors are fully as
arduous and demand an equally high grade of abillty. This inequahty
of compensation has caused some comment among clerks of the departments receiving the lower rate of pay, as they believe that the services
which they render are not rightly estimated; and there appear to be
good ground for their belief, especially with regard to tbo -·e who are
required to become acquainted with and to ass ist in tran acting the
complex business of an adjutant-general's office, where a general knowledge of all the line and staff duties of the Army i called for in proficient administration. ·rhese clerk have lo t the benefits of all service
and retirement laws which a,ttended tbeirformerenlistments, have b en
placed on the same footing in all respect with oth r civilian employees
of the Government, and there seems to be no reason why they should
not be fully as well paid.
The cost of admini tering the department the past year i less than
during any previous yearly period. The decreased market prices of
subsistence store , and the buying in contiguou markets by the chief
and purcha, ing commi Rary at the e headquarter of a greater portion
than formerly of the components of the ration and of arti~le kept for
ale by the subsi tence department, bas re ulted ma considerable saving of money, not only becau e upplies have b -~n obtained at ch~aper
rates, but ah;o for the reason that tran portat10n over long railway
lines has been rendered mrneces ary. Purcba , too, have b en made
with more frequency and in smaller lots, whereby issues of fresh sup-
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plies ar~ always possible and loss by deterioration avoided. The cost
of subsistence storm~ condemned the past year is only $77.82. Liberal
sales are rnadA to enlisted men and post exchanges, amounting yearly
t o about $29,000, and at th'3 more isolated posts such sales are very
large.
In the quartermaster's departmen t the results of -the year -show a
decreased expenditure in nearly all of its spl:'cial appropriation s. The
total yearly expenditure for 1895 was nearly$40,000 less tllan for 1894,
and for 1896 it was nearly $30,000 less th~n for the prior year-the
reduction in the two years being 26 per cent and the total expenditure
for the fiscal year just closed bemg $H.12,508. Eighty-eight per cent of
this two years' reduction is in the appropriatiou for regular supplies,
and to a considerable extent is due t o the reduced cost of for age and
fuel and the saving resulting from a more economical use ot: t ~ose
art icles. Nearly all of the remaining r eduction 1s in the appropr1at10ns
for incidental expenses and for barracks and quarters. From the
latter appropriation there was paid out in 1894 $20,657.13; in 1895,
$16,352.53, and in 1896, $12,685.38. The allotment for the present year
is $10,487.17-all that tliese headquarters requested. My late inspect ions convinced me that these small sums bad been very judiciously
and economically expended, and the post buildings and grounds never
presented a better appearance. As for Forts Sherman and Spokane,
no efforts at repair except those needed for the preservation of t~e
buildings and the comfort of the garrisons were attempted, as their
abaudoumeut is looked for at an early period.
POS'.I.'S .A.ND RESERVATIONS.
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water for post purposes, using appliances at band a11d improvised
machinery. He has measurably succeeded. The caving of the lower
portion of a well by which he was experimenting an<l. from which he
bad already obtained a large flow has checked efforts for a time, but
they will be resumed very soon. The water bas been located and it only
remains to pierce to the underlying stream to secure an abundance. As
it is, sufficient water bas been secured to greatly change the aspect of
the post, as trees, shrubbery, and grass are now :flourishing where
before they could not retain their fre bness, nor even to any extent
vitality, because of the dry, prolonged heat of summer. Some slight
expenditure may attend further experiment, but it will be of small consequence in comparison with results which are reasonably sure to follow. A large amount of work ha8 been performed by the small garrison
of this post within the year. A portion of the reservation has been
neatly fenced, roads and drives which required con i<l. rable grading
bave been constructed, many trees have been planted, which are constantly watered by means of small acequia , and a numb r of tbe post
buildings have been repaired. The ground , which hitherto hav~ not
received much attention, have been rendered quite invitin°·.
The unsatisfactory health of the Fort Walla Walla garri. on, concerning which I have already commented, is beheved to be largely due to
the insufficiency and quality of it water supply. In that belief the
post surgeon recommends and tbe post commander directs the thorough
boiling of all drinking water during the warm months of the year.
The supply is obtained from springs (doubtless, urface spring ) situated
in marshy land close to the city of Walla Walla, in the immediate
vicinity of which dwellings will soon be constructed. It i piped to
the post and costs tbe Government, in rental, $300 yearly. 1n all
excepting the dry months quantity appears to be abundant and no
complaint i then heard of its quality; but it i evident if Fort Walla
Walla is to be maintained some other source of water supply must be
secured. The po t posses e advantage a a cavalry tation and is
now garrisoned by a large and excellent squadron of cavalry.
I respectfully renew my recent recommendations for the improvement
of Fort Canby, requesting an extension of its parade ground, without
which the efficient practical instruction of its garri:,on i most difficult.
This improvement would contribute largely to tbe garri on's health and
accommodation and to the sightliness and conveniences of the post. I
do not understand that the diminution of that garri on, lately effected
under War Department directions, was intended to be of permanent
continuance, but was consequent upon a desire to advance as much as
possible a technical knowledge of heavy artillery among the artillery
organizations, which can be satisfactorily accomplished only at stations
having modern guns and appliances, none of which Fort Canby as yet
possesses. The importance of the post in the line of Pacific coast
defense is of course conceded by tbe authoritie , and they doubtless
bave in contemplation measures looking to an effective garrison both
at this point and at Fort Stevens. The loss at :B ort Canby of one of
its two batteries during the excitement attending the trike of the
fishermen placed heavy duty upon its remaining force, and
d~ o
in future should that large turbulent element of the Columb1_a l 1 ver
population again manife t a similar spirit of discontent and di. regard
tor constituted government.
All discovered claim~ in conflict with the intere ts of the Government
affecting any portions of the many military re ervation, ~f the dep~rtment have been investigated and trespassers found to be m posse s1on

w:m
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removed. Last season trespassers on Sand Island and the re_ported
illegal occupancy of a part of the reservation of Scarborough Head
compelled department action. The resurvey of the latter became necessary in order to reestablish boundary lines, as former ones could not be
traced. It was also thought desirable to ascertain the loss to the
reserve by erosion-its southern and western sides being washed by
the waters of the Columbia and Bakers Bay.
In November, 1894, I wa8 directed from the Headquarters of the
Army to take such measures as in my judgment might be practicable
for protecting the interests of the Government in the unoccupied military reservations in and about Puget Sound, and· for preserving them
unimpaired as sites for defensive works. In my annual report for 1895
I remarked in regard to these reservations as follows:
Search has developed the fact that some of them are entirely covered by perfected
claims which had inception prior to dates of declaration. " " " The acting
engineer officer of the department, with a small detachment, is now making a careful examination of t.heir condition as regards boundaries, title, illegal interference,
and occupation. It is probable that upon some of the most important ones squatters
will be found who have been in possession for many years, and who have made quite
extensive improvements. If so, the necessary action will be taken.

The officer above referred to visited all of the reservations, determined their boundaries and extent, ascertained the number and
location of occupants, acquainted himself with those of them who bad
possessory rights as shown by a previous examination of land office
records made by bis office assistant, and warned off all others (of whom
there were quite a large number), giving them directions to remove on
or before certain specified dates. Since then two inspections have
been ma.de by officers detailed to discover if orders directing removal
have been complied with and to give more pronounced warning in
cases of failure. The officer who made the last trip, and who returned
from that section a few days ago, reports that the squatters found on
the preceding visit to be derelict had removed with their property, and
that the reservations were clear of trespassers. Tlrnre still remain
upon a few of these reservations, however, a number of residents holding under perfected titles, aud large portions of some of them are
vested in individuals who acquired their rights under the homestead
and donation laud laws, or bypurcba e from those wlio had so acquired
them. Fortunately, the m~jority of these private holdings are ituated
upon the le s important reserves; but in some in tances, especially in
two, they extend to laud which i quite important for Government to
control in order to carry out a11y perfect d cheme of defense. As to
tl1e e and the remaining re ervations of the department, a11 question
of conflicting right , either of po es. ion or title, betw en individual
and Government have been adju 'ted, except one which ha. ari en at
Boi 'e Barracks and involve.· the right to n:e watee flowi11g- from certain
spring. ituated some di. tan ·e above the po: . The que ·tion ha been
adjndi ·at l by the nited tate di trict court for Iclaho and deci 'iou
in fa or of tLe Government obtai1rnd, but I under ·tand that th
d ~ at d 11arty ba app aled bi ca e and tliat the appeal i now
p odiog.
AL
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June, 1877, when its public property was turned over to the '11reasury
Department and all military coutrol over its affairs terminated. A fafr
estimate of its white populatiou, if that element which employs its
summers within it and returns suuth to remain 9-uring the winter.
months is couuted, would place its numbers between 7,000 au°fll8,000about one-1.J.alf of whom are engaged in mining and the remainder in
trade and fishmg. Possibly one-quarter of its wllite inhabitants is on
the Yukon River and tributaries. The most reliable data showR its
native population to bo about 27,000-10,000 Indians and 17,000 Eskimos; and 5,000 of the8e Indians dwell in the southeastem part of tile
territory below Mount St. E1ias.
Until 1884 tile territory was without a civil government. The rather
anomalous Congressional act of tLat year which organized it into a, district, which provided for it executive and judicial establi 'hme11ts but
withheld all legislative power and repreoentation from its people, which
still continues in force without rnodificatiou except that provision lrn,s
been made whereby acquisition of land may be secured for business
purposes, was adapted to its conditions at the time a11<l has worke(l
more satisfactorily than the former methods of control, wlien it was iu
fact an outlyiug province of the United State without political autonomy of any character. With increase of population and the <leve1opment of business interests, the people desire a code of laws better suited
to their present status tl.J.an tbe one now sought to be e11forced a11d
which is drawn from tbo~e general laws of t,IJe United. States and of the
State of Oregon applicable to their existing conditions, supplemeutccl,
in cases in whicll those general laws do 110t apply, by tile practical
employment of such legal maxims as the District judiciary believes tliat
remedial action demands. They have no wish to seek tbi code through
the legislative assembly of a territorial orgamzatio11, for that would
impose individual expense and burdensome taxes, but rather through
such Congre sioual legi ·lation as a permitted representative iu Congress might advise and urge as 11ecessary for their welfare. It is poss ible that an act granting this desired representation without taxation
would be 110 greater departure from the uniform practice of supplying
civil govemmeut for United States territory than was the law of 1884
which created the District; and doubtless its repre ·entative chosen by
the people would understand and could more efficiently demonstrate aud
successfully Recure the measures of relief or assit:itance hoped for than
any party, power, or means which under prevailing circumstances is
available.
Since the passage of the act of 1891, which to a certain extent gave
relief in the matter of individual land title, the objections made to the
present code, ~Lsi<le from assertions of its insufficiency for tL.e growing
communities and increasing industries of the District, a.remoTe particularly addressed to its strictly prohibitory features regardi11g the timber of the country and the introduction and ale of ardent pirits.
Neither of the ·e provisions bas been, nor can be, rigidly enforced.
As to the :first, the people ask that it be at least so far modified as to
permit the free use of the forests by the manufacturing enterpriseH of
the district and for domestic purposes. The second is especially difficult of execution. The Army and the Treasury Department endea vored for fifteen years to carry it out, but only measurably ucceede<l.
The judiciary of the district, backed by the civil power of the country,
by the customs authorities, and by 'assi:tance from the Navy~ l1as
failed to apply the needed restraint, although, aided by t~1e more rntelligent and best intentioned citizens, its efforts for reprei:;s10n have been
W.A.R 96-VOL 1--11
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more effective than any which preceded them. The only prac~i~a:t>Ie
remedy for the evil is believed to exist fa au exchange of proh1b1t10n
for high license, summarily revocable for forbidden action, when ~11
.who avail themselves of the right under the law to trade in liquor w~ll
be pecuniarily interested in conducting a strictly legal business and 1n
suppressing illicit traffic.
Under the present and long prevailing conditions, the native populatiou, ifit has not retrograded, certainly has not advanced, notwithstanding notable exceptions of marked improvement are in evidence to
sustain a contrary opinion; and when under the influence of intoxican~s,
for which it barters freely every available commodity, it has been qmte
threatening in its unfriendly demonstrations and dif.ficult to control.
Probably the presence of the marine detachment at Sitka prevented an
outbreak of the Indians there a short time ago, and occasional manifestation of hostile intention on their part bas given some importance to
the request of citizens for the permanent establishment of a body _of
troops in their midst. The civil and educational authorities of the District, however, say that troops are not required in southeastern Alaska
either for protection or any other purpose, but forcibly assert that they
are quite necessary on the Yukon River near the international boundary
line, where mining interests are extensively conducted. They say that
the Dominion of Canada is represented in that section by its mounted
police, w bile on our side of the line the United States has no legally
organized force to impose restraint or protect its inhabitants. To_be
sure, the civil jurisdiction established by the act of 1884 is coextensive
with the entire Alaskan territory, but the means provided are not
adequate to give it that practical extension which recently developed
conditions in the Yukon country demand.
In considering such a disposition of troops it is difficult to. und_erstand what use could be made of them, unless some special leg1slat10n
should authorize their employment. The law which created tbemo~nt~d
police of Canada vested it with certain well-defined criminal jurisdiction, with power to punish by imprisonment for specific periods of time.
Unaided it can apply all the police regulations necessary to insure t_be
peaceful conduct of a community. But the Anny can not exere1se
authority of such a nature. The act of 1878 makes it unlawful to
employ any part of it "as a pos e comitatus, or otherwise, for the
P.urpose of executing the laws, except iu such cases and under such
mrcumstances as such employmeut of said force may be expre 1
a_utllorized by the Oon. titution or by act of Congress." Troop st~t10~ed on the Yukon might repre s an Indian outbreak, but hat 1
unlikely to oceur, as the natives of that ection are too few in number
t~o much scattered , and too poorly equipp d to engage in any eriou
d_1stu:bance, even if so inclin d. Further than thi legitimate . upat10n for the troop"' would be wanting. Th y could not ngage 111 an
attempted enforcem nt of the prohibit ry mea nres of the law of 1
in re p c to fir arm , amruuui ion, and li. tilled pirit. with ut p ·ial
authorization, aud a mini, ration in. u ·h ma ter · l1a~ lJ n i\· n t tb
civil ov rnrnent pr vid d for th Di tri · .
ncler xi. ting ndi i n •
th n 11
11 ficial-r nit
ould l> ex ·t ,1 from the. r j of tr P
in th int ri r f th T nitory a11 1 a. tl1
i il antb riti · lo n
th ir ai<l. in it .· u h ru ancl m r J> pul n, , ·tion.· t1l ir pr n
1 k i JIO r quir d.
till I 1 n tun r tau nor
Ii v tlJc an
~rm l f r i n
. . ntial f r lt . , f' y, nd pro l rity f jL iuha ·
1t nt . The Ta y an<l. r r a ury
'el · , hicll ply it wat r and the
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excellent marine detachment at its capital enable tbe civil power to
hold the natives in check and. to signally obstruct lawlessness on the
part of its large floating white population.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. s. OTIS,
Brigadier- General, Command'ing.
The .A.DJUT.A.N'l'-GENER.A.L UNITED S1 .A.TES .ARMY.
1

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. JAMES W. FORSYTH.
HE.A.DQU.A.R'l'ERS DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNLA.,

San Francisco, Cal., August 18, 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the fol1owing report of operations
in this department during the past year: ·
The camp of instruction at Monterey, Cal., was discontinued on
..August 17, 1895, and the troops assem b1e<l there returned to their stations. .A. special report relative to tbe instruction imparted at this
camp was forwarde<l to your office on December 31, 1895.
Pursuant to instructions of the Mai or-General Oommauclmgthe .Army,
dated March 21 last, the lieutenant-colonel and ~rroops B, C, I, and K,
Fourth Cavalry, left the Presidio of Sau Francisco, Cal., on May 3, en
route to the national parks, as follows:
Troops B and K, Lieut. Col. Samuel B. M. Young commanding, to the
Yosemite Park, and Troops C and I, Capt. George R. G. Gale commandin g, to tbe Seq_uoia and General Grant parks, for the purpo, e of protecting the same from trespass, under instructions received from -the
Interior Department.
The squadrons arrived at the parks on May 19 and 25, respectively,
and have since continue<l in effective performance of the duties specified.
During the month of June fa t batteries of the Fifth .Artillery
changed stations in San Francisco Harbor as follows:
.
Battery C, from .Alcatraz Island to the Presidio of San Francisco.
Battery E, from .Alcatraz IslaDd to Fort Ma. on.
Battery I, from Fort Mason to the Presidi4' of San Francisco.
Battery K, from the Presidio of San Francisco to .Alcatraz Island.
In accordance with instructions of April 2 last from the Headquarters
of tbe .Army, Battery H, Fifth .Artillery, left the Presidio of San Fran- ·
ci co on June 12 last for Fort Canby, Wasb. (Department of the Columbja), and Batteries B and M, Fifth .Artillery, arrived at .Alcatraz
I land and the Pre~idio of San Francisco, respectively, from Fort
Canby on June 19 last.
~he First Infantry (except Company H) is now in camp at anta
Cruz, Cal., undergoing a course of instruction in 1 ' evolutions of the
regiment," and in field exercises by metborls similar to tho e dlu trated
in the camp of instruction at Monterey la t year. It is thought uch
in truction will prove to be of great benefit to the regiment.
The heavy-artillery practice of tbe batterie of the Fifth Artilley in
the department was conducted with care. Much mterest was manifested by officers and men, and great improvement was Lown in
results obtained.
The Light Artillery Battalion, Fifth .Artillery, under command of
Maj. Tully McCrea, bad a practice march during the mouths of Juno
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and July to Monterey and return via Santa Cruz. While the battalion
was encamped at Monterey it participated in the exercises attending
the semicentennial celebration of tLe American occupation of California, held there on July 7 last, and while encamped at Santa Cruz
it held its annual target practice.
Company H, First Infantry, has alr(tady been in camp two weeks
during target practice, and will make a practice march later in the
season.
From the foregoing it will be seen that all the cavalry, light artillery,
and infantry serving in the department will have been on marches aud
ill camp during the year.
Instruction in the four arms of the service (cavalry, light artillery,
heavy artillery, and infantry) has been conducted systematically pursuant to the provisions of General Orders, No. 2, current series, from
these headquarters, issued, in accordance with the provisions of army
regulation 230, for the purpose of regulating instruction in the department, and marked improvement in results is reported by tLe inspectorgeneral of the Pacific district .
.A statement presenting the methods and indicating results of the
instructiou had at the lyceums of the several posts is attached hereto,
marked Exhibit A.
The condition in respect to discipline during the year has been excellent.
The report of target practice in small-arms firing, not attached
hereto, will be forwarded at the close of the practice season.
For particulars relating to administration in the several staff departments and recommendations by their chiefs on duty at these ~eadquarters atteution is requested to their reports herewith transmitted,
as follows:
Col. 0. D. Greene, adjutant-general.
Maj. Steplren W. Groesbeck, judge-advocate.
Lieut. Col. Amos S. Kimball, chief quartermaster.
Maj. Charles P. Eagan, chief commissary.
Lieut. Col. J. V. D. lVIiddleton, chief surgeon.
Maj. A. E. Bates, chief paymaster.
Maj. Edward Field, Second Artillery, artillery inspector.
First Lieut. J. F: Reynolds Landis, First Cavalry, aid, inspector of
small-arms practice, and acting eugineer officer.
First Lieut. Frank Greene, signal officer.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient serva.ut,
J .A.MES W. l?ORSY'.l'H,
Brigadier- General, Commanding.
The ADJU'.1 .A.NT-GENER.A.L UNITED ST.A.TES ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.
1

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. Z. R. BLISS.
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encampment of the State Volunteer Guard at Tyler, Tex. There have
been no complaints of depredations of any kind committed in any part
of the State, no thefts of cattle or otller raids along the Rio Grande,
and I have never known a more desirable condition of affairs or more
cordial relations between the iuhabitants of the north and south banks
of the river than now exist. This js du e in some measure to the presence of troops on both si<l.es of the river, but principally to the improvement in tbe class of inhabit:-rnts and the promptness and justness with
which tbe laws of each country are enforced.
In obedieuce to instructions from the War Department the companies
on the lower Rio Grande were relieved by otllers and sent to more
desirable stations. On account of the extreme lieat and other considerations troop:; should not be kept at Forts Brow11, Ringgold, McIntosh,
or Eagle Pass for a, greater period than t.wo year . ·rrlrnrn are uow but
three companies 011 tbe lower river that have been there over 0110 year,
and under existing instructions they will have a change of station this
fall. In making the nece sary changes to relieve the troops on the
lower river four companie and seven troop. changed stations, all l.mt
one by marching. These chauges are reported in detail in t,lle report
of the adjutant-general of the departmeut.
Orders were received from the War Department relieving the troops
of the Seventh Cavalry from duty in tlJis department, aud they proceeded by rail to the Department of the Colorado in October, 1895.
Orders were also received to abandon Fort Hancock on the RioGran<.le,
then garrisoned by one troop of the Seventh Cavalry. The post was
abandoned October 24, 1895, and turned over to the Interior Departrnen t January 31, 1 96.
On March 7, 1896, I left this point with Lieutenant Glasgow, aid-decamp, and proceeded to Fort McIntosh. The troops and post were
in pected. I found the garri on in exc~llent condition, well drilled
and instructed and well supplied. A proper magazine and an oil
house are needed at thi post. Thi po t i8 adjoining the city of Laredo, where the Mexican National .Railroad crosses the Rio Grande into
Mexico.
On March 8 I proceeded to Hebbronville by rail, and thence by
spring wagon to lfort Ringgold, arriving March 10. I in. pected the
po t and found it in excellent condition, the troops well drilled and
instructed. The quarters for officers and men are very good. 'Ihe
sewer system is now approaching completion. The officers' quarters
should have porches or galleries on the second stories. The quarters
in the west ends of buildings are exposed to the afternoon sun, render .
ing them very hot day and night. Galleries coul<l. be added to the
second Rtorie at a small expen e, and tliey would add immen ely to
the comfort of the occupants. The thermometer indicate 100° or
more in the shade nearly every day 'for three or four months of the
year, and bas been reported over 119° three day in ucc ssion. In uch
a temperature every reasonable effort lJOuhl l> made to render tbe
quarters as cool as po ible. In my report of 180.3 I . tiated th, t the
river was liable, on its next rise, to cut through into an old bed and
leave the post 3 miles from water. The ri e came, but tl10 river took
such a course as to diminish the danger of its leaving its pre ent
channel.
I left Fort Rin ggold on March 12 and proceedecl by pring wagon
to Fort Brown. The wagon road, . which in wet w~~ther i a1t1;1 t
ab olutely impa sable, was dry and m exc llent concb~10n. 'Ihe nver
boat was at Ringgold, but owing to the low tage of water and the
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uncertainty of the time of her arrival at Brown I took the land route.
The water in the Rio Grande seems to be steadily decreasing in volume.
In 1846 General Taylor moved his troops by boat to Camargo, with
their supplies, but the river could not be depended on now for any
such operations. Thirty years ago boats drawing G feet of water
ascended readily as far as Homa, above Ringgold; now the boat drawing less than 3 feet of water has great difficulty in getting to Ringgold,
and bas made made no trip since last March.
I arrived at Fort Brown March 15 and inspected post and troops.
The troops are well drilled and instructed and well supplied. The
buildings are in good condition, about $4,000 having been expended
during the year in repairs. The pipes, settling tanks, pumps, etc., of
the water system at this post are nearly worn out, having been in use
many years. A new supply is urgently needed. The brush revetment
had saved the administration building and promises to protect the
bank of the river permanently. This revetment consists of brush mattresses bound togetller and held iµ place by wire cables attache~ to
deadmen on tlle banks. Since my last inspection the river bad cut mto
the bank and taken away the porch of the administration building and
cut in several feet toward the lagoon in rear of the officers' quarters.
The revetment was then put in and up to this time has protected the
bank. Still further use of brush in this manner bas been authorized,
and it is hoped. the land and buildings can be saved. So far this remedy bas operated better than any other, though many thousand dollars
have in years past been expended in the effort to prevent the cutting
of the banks by the river, and many schemes have been tried without
success. The commandiug officer at Fort Brown reports September 4,
1896:
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· post is at the crossing of the Rio Grande by the Mexican International .
Railroad. There are two good bridges across the river-the railroad
and a wagon and foot bridge-and there is a fine ford at this point
also·. Oiudad Porfirio Diaz, opposite Camp Eagle Pass, js a flourishing
Mexican city of about 10,000 inhabitants. It contains the offices, shops,
and depots of the Mexican International Railroad, and bas quite a
colony of American employees of that wmpany. Eagle Pass, Tex.,
adjoins the post of Eagle Pass. It is a city of several thousand inhabitants and seems in a prosperous condition. It was the prillcipal port
for exports and imports during the rebellion, and large quantities of
cotton passed through it.
I proceeded to Fort Clark on the 26th of June and inspected that
post and found it in excellent condition. A vegetable cellar has been
constructed during the year, and the post now seems well supplied
with everything 11ecessary to the health an<l. comfort of the command.
Rancberos below the post, on Las Moras Creek, complained of the lack
of water for cattle and irrigating purposes, and instructions w re given
to the commanding officer of Fort Clark to put flood gates in the
numerous dams 011 the reservation and to allow as much water as possible to pass to the ranches below. '1.1hi has been done, and it is
· believed that there will be no scarcity of water in the future that can
be remedied by the authorities at the post. It is repo1'ted that there
is_, or has bee.n, less water in the creek this year thau ever before.
I left Fort Clark on the 27th of June and arri ve<l. at Fort Bliss on the
28th, and inspected troops and buildings. Thi post was badly shattered by a hurricane in the spring of last year and many of the building damaged; all damages have been repaired and the walls reenforced.
A new cavalry table bas been built. .An abu11da11t , upply of fresh
water i obtained from· wells at the post. The barracks and quarters
are excellent and in good police; the troops are wen driIJcd and i11structed. The post is on a mesa and is exposed to high winds and
dust storm . It l1as improved very much in appearance tbe last year.
Trees bave been planted around the parade ground aud gras~ is growing about the quarters of the ofiicerR. With the free u.5e of irrigation
grass can be grown on the parade, and when that il:! accomplished and
the trees grown it will be a handsome and desira,ble post. ~Pliere are
barracks for four companies at this post, but only three are stationed
tuere at present. Another troop of cavalry houlcl be sent to this post
when they can be spared from other statfons. Tltis poRt is opposite the
city of Juarez, Mexico, and 5 miles from the city of Ei Paso, 'fex., both
cities of importance. El Paso is tLe junction of the Santa Fe, the
Southern Pacrfic, the Texas Pacific, and the Mexican Central railroad .
It is a very important point, as "The Pass" is the only one through the
Organ Mountains for about 150 miles that can be u d by railroad', and
all roads going west from Texas and within 100 or 200 miles f El Paso
will go through that pass or the mountains will have to be tunneled.
There is aLo a short road called the Live Oak Railroad that pa ·es
north from El Paso through the reservation of Fort Blis , a11d thi, year
right of way has been granted aero s the reservat10n to till another
road running nortl1. On the Mexican ·ide at Juarez a new road has
been laid out and work lJas commenced on jt, ·r his road runs from
Juarez to OorraJitos, and thence through Sonora to the Paeific. It
will be built by an American company, but the office , hop , and so
·fortb, will all be on the Mexican side of tbe river. Thi, r< ad, he
Rio Graude, Sierra Ma.d re and Pacific Railroad, will, when completed,.
open u]_) the Sierra fadre country, which is noted for 1t' wealth of
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silver mines, and will give to tlie Mexican Government a short and easy
road over which to transfor _troops, and, in connectiou wjth the Mexicn:n
Ceutral Railroad, will make the city of Juarez a point of great strat~gw
importance to Mexico. These roads and the ti ve others now running
into El Paso, Tex., will make the latter place of incre,ased importance
to the Uinted States as a military station.
/
The Hio Grande for many miles above and below El Paso has been
dry this summer, principally due to the great quantity of water taken
from it in Colorado. Before the settlemeut of Colorado and N(>,W .Mexico the river seldom if ever went dry~ but of late years it is of almost
annual occurrence, causing great loss to the fa.rmeJs and grape growers
along the valley. To obviate this calamity it is proposed to place a
dam across the river ,'3 or 4 miles above El Paso, and by meaos of it
to store for irrigation purposes the immense amount of water tllat runs
to waste during the spring and winter months. rrbe International
Water Boundary Comm ission and United States and Mexican engineers
are now engaged in preparatory work for this dam all(l it is to be hoped
that it will l>e constructed and prove a satisfactory solution to the water
question in the Rio Grande Valley of Texas.
1 left El Paso on the 29th and arrived in San Antonio June 30. Total
distance traveled in visiting posts-by rail, 1,823 miles, by spring
wagon, 318; total, 2,141 miles.
The large and important post of Sam Houston is garrisoned by four
traops of the Fifth Cavalry, six companies of the Eighteenth Infantry,
and one light battery of the 'fhfrd Artillery. The post is new and m
excellent condition generally, though some of tbe buildrngs ha,ve se~tled
and cracked from insecure foundations. The troops are well drill ed
and instructed and the post is well supplied in every respect. 1'he
c011 soli<lated mess is complete in every particular and seems to give
general satisfaction. The contract with the San Antomo Water Worl{s
Company to supply the post and department headquarters expired m
June and a new plan was adopted of receiving the water according to
measurement, which bas rncrea.sed the cost of supply. ~I.1his will be
remedied and new arrangements recommended that will supply tile
garrison aud headqnarters of tlJe department with water at alJout the
same cost per man as heretofore. A large qnautity or water i needed
monthly to preserve the numerous trees and keep alive the gras on
the lawns. The contract to furnish water to tlrn post was made ten
years ago, when the number of troops and a11imali:::! was mueh le. s than
now, and it 1s believed that terms more advantageou. to the Government, than the former coutract cau be made, taking 1uto con ideratiou
the increased ·izP, of tbe po t.
Plans of a 1ww i:;ewer, y tem are now completed and will lJe ~mbmitt d
for tlte action of' the proper autbol'ities. Tll1s sewer wiH nece 1tate a
large expeud1ture of money but it i.' ab..:.olutely 11ece f'ary to the h alth
of the comrnaud, which for sorue reason i not a good a at tb
ther
po t in the department.
Ther L.:' 110 1aml b<'l nging" t the Government that can be us d f r
targ t Ira ti and manen ering- gronnd,. A trar·t wa.- electe about
1G mile. · from th po:t for th . puq .~ , but tu ·o:t wa.• c n ..:i 1r d too r , . Dnring h Ia. f , m nth,· about f rty diflePnt
tr_a_ct f 1, 1Hl ha
e~n xamin d by .11 ut 11ant I ad quart rma r
lfth
Lt n t nan
:rla. o-ow r1id-d . ,, mp. Th : trad.
hi. po. var ·ilw fr m , f w m1J :-.
! mil .. .
mi. ing n h, e b n in p c· l by ~ b ard f
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officers appointed for that purpose, and their report will soon be
received. It is probable that none mm be found to so well fulfill all
conditions as the Devine tract, heretofore recommended.
All the posts of the department have beeu well and regularly supplied with quartermaster and subsistence stores during tlie year, and
the unavoidable losses of provisions and stores have been kept at a
minimum.
An officer from each post is now engaged in mapping the country in
the vicinity, a,nd their present work will be completed by the end of the
curreut year.
Commendable efforts have been made by the commanders of posts to
comply with tl!e requirements of orders in relation to physical culture, and a great deal has been accomplished, hut it is believed better
re. ults will be obtained when a more systematic course of instruction
is formulated. Great iuterest has been shown by the enli ted men in
athletic games and sports, and they have been heartily encouraged by
the officers. There are 110 gymnasiums at any of the posts, but temporary arrangements have beeu contrived that J1aYe answered the purpose
so far, though much is needed in this directiou. Many expeditions have
been made on bicycles belonging to officer aud , ol<lier ·. The results
so far attained are not eHcouraging for the use of tlle bicyclo. as a part
of the military equipment in this department. They are very valuable
in the vicinity ofcities wllere good roads are found, but the bicycles in
u e at the different po ts in this department are not strong enough to
stand the llard usage to which they would be nece arily ubjecte.d on
tbe rough country roads that they would be required to travel in se1·vice. The natural roads of Texas are perhaps the best in this country,
but there are no side paths, and they are at times very.muddy and at
others extremely dusty, making it almo t impossible to travel over tlJem
on a wheel; but the worst feature, eems to be the thorn that fall in the
roads, a11d which are con tautly puncturing the tires. Extracts from
the report::, of officers on thi ubject will be app nded to th1 r port.
Tbe troop. of the command have been promptly aud regularly paid,
and the new system of payment by check seems to work satisfactorily
to all concerned.
The troops of the department have macle practice marches or changed
station by marching. In addition to this, thelight battery of theThinl
Artillery, two troops of cavalry, and four companie · of mfantry went
to Tyler to take part in the encampment of the Texas State Guard.
They were cordially and hospitably received, and the service was undoubtedly of great benefit to both organization '. The aggregate distance traveled by the troops of the department was-by rail, 5,171 mile. ;
by marchmg·, 5;595 miles ; average di. tance marched by each company of
infantry, 150.2 mile ; by each troop and battery, 209.4 mile . Tl.le Southern Pacific transported Captain Augur's troop of the Fifth Uava lry
from Fort Sam Houston to Fort Bli , a <li tance of GW mile,, and the
troops to and from Tyler were carried by the International and Great
Northern Railroad Company, all being done promptly and in a ati . . factory manner. The railroad service i so complete in thi
tate that
all the troops in the department could be concentrated at almo t any
de ired point in a very short time. Tlte only post' not havi g railroad
connections with the general sy tern are Fort' Ringgold and Brown.
The post exchanges at the variou po t,· liave been i-tL snce~,, fol.
operation during the year, and have added greatly to the comfort of
the me11.
·
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In the lyceums the prescribed course of studies has been pursued,
and essays have been written by officers at the posts, with the usual
excellent results.
The following staff officers are on duty at these headquarters, and
attenion is respectfully invited to their complete and excellent reports
hereto attached:
Lieut. Col. Arthur MacArthur, assistant adjutant-general.
Capt. Frank L. Dodds, acting judge-advocate.
Lieut. Col. Gilbert 0. Smith, chief quartermaster.
Oapt. Edward E. Dravo, chief commissary.
Col. Francis L. Town, chief surgeon.
Maj. Fra11cis S. Dodge, chief paymaster.
Seconrl Lieut. ·wmiam ,J. Glasgow, First Cavalry, aid-de-camp, acting engineer officer.
Maj. Clarence E. Dutton, chief ordnance officer.
First Lieut. Samuel Reber, chief signal officer.
First Lieut.John Little, Fourteenth Infantry, aid-de-camp, inspector
of small -arms practice.
Attention is respectfully invited to the remarks of the adjutantgeneral of the department in regard to clerks at department llea<lquarters, which are concurred in and approved. The present Jaws bear
eRpecially hard and apparently mijustly discriminate against this class
of men.
Target practice has not yet been completed, but as soon as the report
of the inspector of small-arms practice is received it will be forwarded.
Very respectfully, your obe<lieut servant,
z. R. Buss,
Brigadier- General, Commanding.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL UNITED 8'.l'A'.l'ES ARMY,

Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF BRIG. GEN. J. J. COPPINGER.
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had been its only garrison, having previou~ly reopened au old trail
forming the shortest route to the Hole, was relieved from duty at the
post aud ordered to join its regiment at Fort D. A. Russell. A detailed
account of the movements of the troops under Major Chaffee appears
in an exhibit to this report.
Under date of May 25, 1896, the United States Supreme Court decided
in the case of the Indian Race Horse, brought before it by appeal from
the circuit court for v'Vyoming, that the right to hm1t under certain conditions on tbe unoccupied lands of the United States in Wyoming
which was granted in 186U to the Bannock and Eastern Band of Shoshone Indians, in a treaty entered into between tllem a11d the United
States, bad lapsed with the admission of Wyoming as a State into the
Union . Under this decision a highly valued privilege acquired by
treaty was legally termina,ted without their assent. Thi would seem
to entitle these untutored people to some substantial compensation at
the hands of a just and generous Government.
Other changes in the stations of troops to be noted are the followin g :
Pursuant to ·war Department orders, Companies B and G, Eighth
Infautry, were transferred on September 22 from Fort Niobrara, Nebr.,
to Fort D. A. Russel l, Wyo., and ou the following day tbc companies
of the Seventeenth Infantry still in this department (B, F, and H)"left
that post en route for a station in the Department of the East.
ln accordance with telegraphic in::,tructious from the Secretary of
War, dated June 18, 1896, the transfer of the companie of the Twentysecond Infantry from their several posts ill tlle Department of Dakota
to Fort Crook, Nebr., a new post situated 10 miles south of this city,
and that of the Second Infantry from Fort Omaha, Nebr., to the former
stations of the Twenty-second Infantry, wa effected about the close of
the last fl cal year. Never before in its history has the Twenty-second
Infa,utry been thus concentrated.
A detachment of two officers and thirty-five enlisted men ·of the Second Infantry remains at Fort Omaha engaged in di pm,ing of the movable public property tbere preparatory to its .final abandonment as a
military tation. No iu ·tructions have so far been received as to the
disposition to be made of the po~t or the manner in whicll the buildings
and grounds arc to be cared for . The detacl1ment will probably join
its regiment early in September.
The troops of this department are well located in respect of any service
tllat may be required of them e1tber witl:.Jin or without the department.
All except the g·arrison of Fort Washakie are at posts within ready
access to one or more hues of railway. It is ta,ken for granted tJJat
the desirability of concentrating the troops of each of tbe two cavalry
regiments whose headquarters are in this department whenever local
conditions shall admit of it is kept in view by the authoritie, .
All of tlJe troops save tho, e composing the Jacksons Role expedition engaged during August and September, 1895, in practice marche
varying from 107 to 170 miles in lengtll, in connection with wuich field
exercises were performed and arm and equipments ubjected to the
test of field service. Subsequently a practice march, extending to a
point not less than 6 or 7 miles from the po t, was made once a week
by the troops of all posts during a period of six moo th , a a ml by
battalion (squadron). These weekly marches, on which the fu~l equjp.
ment was carried, proved to be an excelleut mean ~or k{lep1~g both
officers and men in condition for field work. Further m£ rmat10n concerniug them and of the exerci es gone tlirough with iu that connection
wrn be found in a table submitted oy the adjutant-general of the
department.
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In accordance with instructions already issued the troops at Forts
Meade, Robinson, Russell, and Crook have arranged to start on extended
practice marches the latter part of this or early next rn011th.
A course of practical instruction, embracing the tactical drills of
their arm, field, and battle exercises, target firing, and the drill of
detachments in signaling and iu the use of HotchkiRs and Gatling
guns, has been pursued by the troops at all posts since April 1; and,
except when interrupted by the practice marches above mention e?,
will be continued until October 31. The various l>ranches of the drill
were taken up in their proper sequence and are to be carried on progressively throughout the season, affording to the commander of each
unit the requisite facilities for brmging it up to the proper standar~l.
Absenteeism being a serious hindrauce to the accomplishment of this
end, measures were taken for enforcing a full attendance at drill and
exercises of every kind, and to avoid loss of interest and other b~d
effects incidental to a distribution of military instruction over the entire
day, the interval between breakfast and dinner-that is, the full forenoon-was set apart for such instruction. This arrangement, whic_h w~s
initiated last year, has proved eminently satisfactory. For oue thmg, It
has served-afternoons berng thus left free fo r administrative w:ork
and recreation-to stimul ate athletic games aud sports of every kmd,
interest in which has been further increased by periodical competitions
for prizes, participated in by the bulk of the command.
.
Whenever practicable gymnastic exercises have been held pa:Ipassu
with other instructions, and will receive special attention durrng . tlle
coming winter. At only two of the posts are there suitable bl~Il~mgs
that have been fitted up as gymnasiums. In the Jack of such bmldrngs,
the men have been exercised outdoors or in their barracks. .A properly
equipped gymnasium, supplied also with ample bathing facilities, _is,
however, so obviously necessary for the proper training of the soldier
that the provision of one a,t every permanent post sho uld not be made
dependent upon exchange profits and the precarious assistance of the
Qu artermaster's Department.
·
.
During four months from November 1 last lyceums were in operat10n,
and conducted in accordance with the regulations, at all po "ts, all the
officers except those falling under the exemptiolls being· in attendance.
Recitations in various subjects relatP.d to the military profession were
held and a professional paper was prepared and read by each m mber,
which was subsequently discussed. Theoretical instrnction intended
to fit them for a better discharge of their duties in peace and war wa
also given noncommissi011ed officerR by the commanders of their re pective compan ies The results of the in ~truction in tbe ca es of both
officers and noncommissioned officers are reported a , and from my
persona~ observation a~e believed to have been, f-atisfac~ory. ~ •ho _l ·
for sold1e~ and for chll<lren have been maintained, a IS reqmr l m
each garnso11 . Special information is embodi din a subreport t nching the ·u~j ct taught, methods applied, and progre attain cl in
the e i:1c110ot .
Good on1('r and good di, cipJine have pr vaiJed within thi, command.
Gau~ecl by th numb r of <·our -martial trials, u. nall. cou,_ider <~ ar lia le rndcx the ·011eln t of the nli ted men ha been b tt r dnrrn°· 11
pa.
ar han 111 any one of the pr viou t n y ar of "·hi h th r ~ a
r a h .·e b a lquc rter.-. Thi . fat of atfa,ir i the mor o-rat1rrin . c 11 ~1 o-arri. on. ha~ ·ontrihut d to b1 ing H about. . be
f h JU g -.. ,lY ·at t whi·h I a k yom :1 cial ~tt nh
m are
itb. tli av r g f he preceding three
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falling off in the year 1895-96 of 4.18 per cent in the percentage of trials
by general court-martial to enlisted strength, as well as a marked
decrease iu that year from the year previous in the number of such trials
for offenses iuvol ving drnnkenuess. The comparative sl1owing in respect
of inferior court-martial trials is also highly creditable to the troops.
Io the matter of une:s:.cept10Dable con<luct and the almost total abseuce
of desertion (on the subject of which a special report bas been recently
submitted) the palm must be awarded to the Ninth Cavalry, a colored
regiment.
I renew my recommendation of last year that our military code be so
modified as to provide Dot only for the better organization of the summary court urg·ed with much force by the Judge-Advocate-General, but
also for the enlargement of the jurisdiction aud pm1i ·hiug power of the
garrison court-martial. There can be no que ·tion that the eillcacy of
punishment is increased bypromptne · iu its a<lmini tmtion; a11dfrom
the nature of the case the rnetbods of the ganison court, made up of
four officers, and therefore fa irly entitled to a wider· range of action
than the summary court, for which it is at present only a substitute, are
more direct and less dilatory and expeusive than those of the higher
tribunal. Our garrisons are now for the mo t part of considerable
strength, and it would ill my judgment be entirely safe to vest in their
commanders, men of rank and experience, and iu ,tho garrison courts a
larger measure of discretion aud power, mcluding that of dishonorably
discharging, 01· discharging· without honor, soldiers whose conduct
renders them unfit to continue in service.
I have recently finished a tour of inspection of all the posts in the
department except Fort Crook, and can say from personal knowledge
that the troops are well disciplined and as a rule well iustructed. At
oue post neither the battalion nor the regimental drill was satisfactory
to me, but here the proper remedy has been promptly applied. At
another po t the performance of the troops under a new commander
showed marked proficiency as compared with the previom.; year, espedally in the various .field exercises, with tbe great importance of which
all commanding officers are now duly impressed. All tl10 troops were
found to be prepared for immediate field service .
.As the result of the annihilation of what ha be011 termed the "frontier" our .Army bas reac:!:ied a stage in it· developmeut at which the
individual a11d collective training of the troops must be con idered
paramount to post and other kinds of work. It bas bee11 alrea<ly intimated that tl1orough training can best be effected uy leaving the companies, as far as practicable, intact. Any draft upon them, whether
for fatigue, extra duty, guard,or detached service,coustitutes a greater
or less ob tacle to progress, and so doe the joining of uninstructed
recruits in the spring and early summer. A guard is of cour~e n cessary both for instruction and di cipline, but at larO'e postR all its members might well be drawn in turn from one company. Fa,tign also
are and always will be indispen able, though under exi ·ting conditions
they iuterfere less than fol'merly with military work. Entir organiznition, · rather than mixed detail .-l.10u]d be employed for this purpose>
and this has been done here whei1ever practitable.
A pecial servire corps, as separate and di. tin ct from tbe corn bataut
forc·e a the hospital corps, and chiefly made up of dii;;ciplin <l x-Roldiers,
for the performance of what i known a "extra <luty" w uld be a great
boon to the Army. Not only would it .-top the drain from tbe :fighting
units and abo1i h to a great extent the difference betwe 11 th ir paper
and a'ctual strength-in war a fruitful source of confusion and disaster-
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but it would open up to the man who has entered the Army for life
a useful career suitable to a more mature yet still vigorous age, and
what is even more important, it would vastly improve aud at the same
tjme cheapen the administrative service.
Among the labor which in the interest of thorough training and good
discipline may in my judgment be dispensed with at many posts is that
involved in the cultivation of post gardens. The ration bas been
increased of late by an allowance of a pound of vegetables and may be
further supplemented by purchases from exchange profits; besides,
fresh vegetables can be bought at reasonable prices at most of our military posts. A regulation giving to the department commander power
to decide whether and to what extent troops shall be required or permitted to work a garden would seem to be better adapted to present
conditions than the one now in force.
From the report of the chief surgeon, an interesting document which
I commend to your notice, it appears that during the time which it
covers the rate of ''admission to sick report" has been higher, and tpe
rate of" daily ineffective" lower, than the mean of each of those rates
for the seven years beginning with the year 1890. The increase of the
admission rate ov.er the normal is the result, the chief surgeon points
out, of the great number of admissions at three of the posts in the
department on account of alcoholism and venereal disease, especially
the former. Instructions were accordingly issued to the garrisons concerned in March last, when the matter was :first brought to my attention, having for their object the expulsion from the service, either by
court-martial sentence or in a summary way, of men addicted to the
excessive use of liquor ; and it is hoped that the medical statistics f~r
t.he next year wm show that this object has been fully obtained. It 1s
to be noted, however, that the surgeon's :figures show that on the wbole
sickness from all causes bas less interfered with military duty and that
the judge-advocate's tables warrant the deduction that excessive drinking has been less prejudicial to discipline in the year under con ideration than in the antecedent period embraced by the comparison.
The quality of the recruits obtained is reported as good, aud a superior, all things considered, to that of the recruits that were gotten under
the old system, which did not (in fact under tl,ie exi ting conditio~
could not) recognize the principle that the men needed for a certam
regiment should be enlisted, and from the outset instructed aud. di ·ciplined, by officers of that command.
.
Defects apparent or real which field use of them ha developed m
the arms and equipments in the hands of the troops have b n ar ·
fully investigated, and the reports of the inve tigation, have be n ·nbmitted to higher authority. A preponderance of opiuion among t~,
officers favor a rear Right with which allowance can ue made for drift
and wind. While I incline to the belief that a very imple rear ight .
such as that of the present servfr-e arm, i best adapted for th u e of
the averag s ldier when in battle or under excitem nt I would r gard
it de irable that a few guns having rear igl1t UPI Ji d with a wrnd
gauge be i ued to each company and IJlaced i 11 the haud of tb . pert
bots who could be utilized, when occa iou offi•r,, a Hl1arp b t r ·
It will b rem mbere<l that soldier of hi cla wb n · nc al 111
the bran he of high tr , or placed at imilar point of vantage did
effecti e worlT during ur lat war.
con ur in th r · mm nd~ i 11 f h a ting ·hi f rdnan
ffi r
tba nffi i 11 1 r i ion b
t
ry I t for h pr p r ·t ra •
f ordnanc uppli .
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Since January 1, 1 90, tlie cavalry mving in this department bas
been supplied from Kentucky with about 89 remount horses. .Although
these animals have not yet been tested by active service conditions,
they are looked upon with favor, and it is generally conceded that they
are superior to the untractable, vic10us, and treacherous broncho, a type
of horse which experience has demonstrated to be unfit for cavalry
purposes. Sixty-two additional remouut horses are required and have
been estimated for.
The payment of the troops has been effected throughout the year
with regularity and dispatch. Their supplies, both as reg·ards quality
and quantity, have been all that could be desired.
The conditfon of the buildings at the several posts, as well a,s the
character and adequacy of the accommodations they provide, were
among the matters inquired into auring my recent inspection tour. I
found that the buildings at Forts Washakie and Robinson were in fair
repair and sufficient in capacity for the comfort :md needs of the garrisons. .At Fort Meade the barracks are in a more or le H advanced
state of decay, though sufficiently roomy. With a full complement of
officers at the post, the quarters for th m are, however, inadequate and
crowding results. This post should be rebuilt or extensively over-.
hauled. .At Fort Niobrara the officers' quarter are satisfactory as to
condition and number, but with tl1e larger companies we now have five
of the barracks are overcrowued a11d addition to them ought to be at
once provided. Estimates have been banded in with tl1i object in
view. .A special appropriation of $40,000 ha been rna<le for con 'tructing much ueeded addition to the eight barrack. at Fort D . .A. Rn ell.
When cornpletP-<l. the requir ments of this po t a regard barrack
accommodation will have been fully met. Twenty-one of tl1e thirtyfour · t of officer 'quarter there consi. t of more r le dilapidated
frame building·, m arranged and deficient in modern conveniences.
They sh ould be promptly replaced by new one , now that tbe mai11tenance of tbe po t a a military tation appear to have been decided
upon. Fort Crook, a new po, ·t occupied for the fir t time by troops on
June 28 la t, who e building iu many respect afford extraordinary
comfort to both o.fllccrs and men, is yet deficient in tructures which
have always l>een re()'arded a e ·eutia1 , if not absolutely indi pcnsa
ble. No provi 'ion ha been made there, a regimeutal po t, for quar
tering a band, foe tabling mouRted officer ' horse , for the storage of
ordnance supplie., mineral oil, o~ ice, and the officers' quarter are
insufficient in number for a full garrison.
The exchange sy, tern ha. continued to work well at every po t. At
Fort Robinson the autboritie of the county embracing tli 1mlitary
r servation,jurisdietion over which ha been ceded to the Fed ral Government, cau, ed the arrest on .April 1 la t of the officer in char of the
exchange and of an attendant for elling beer in the exchange room
without having paid for and obtained the license required by the law of
the State of Nebra ka. Fortunately the question of the ex bange'
amenability to this lawwa promptlypa ed upon bytbe Unit d ~tate
circuit court for the district of Nebra ka-thejudge.-advocate at the e
headquarter ably presenting tbe ide of the exchange-and l ciued in
the negative; the immediate re ult being the liberat10n of the arr t d
official , jn whose behalf a writ of hab a corpu had been n cl out.
.Among the change m tbe conduct of the exchange wbi ·Ii, sine the
new exchange regulations have been in operat10n, e:xperi nee ha ·hown
to be desirable are the followh1g: 1. To prevent its b in don perfunctorily and devolved upon a subordinate, the taking of tock by the
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exchange council should be required but on~e a quarter instead of
monthly. 2. It would be preferable, in view vf the well-known tendency of company commanders to so operate the institution that it will
yield a large profit, to organize the council with the officer of the line
next in rank to the post commander, a company commander, and the
exchange officer as members. .At posts where there are several field
officers one of them would tlms be utilized for this important service.
Such a constitution of the exchange council would, I think, serve to
prevent the exchange from degenerating into a mere drinking place.
3. The absence of au explicit rule upon the basis of wbich profits are
to be distributed is apt to produce friction. The old rule, which made
the number subsisted at the mess of each participating organization
such a basis, should be restored.
•
Herewith inclosed are the reports· of the heads of the several staff
departments at these headquarters covering the fiscal year last past.
Very respectfully,
J. J. COPPINGER,
Brigaclier- Geneml, Gomm,a,nding.
The ADJU'l'ANT-GENERAL UNITED STATES ARMY,
Washington, D . G.

REPORT OF THE COMMANDANT OF THE CA VALRY AND LIGHT
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Paragraph 29 of the school regulations requires the written order
of the commandant for the di bursement of tlie funds appropriated for
the school. This paragraph, so far, bas been a dead letter, as no funds
have ever been appropriate<l. I earnestly request tllat an appropriation of $ 1,500 be asked from Congress for the purchase of a printing
and binding plant, professional books for the scl.1001 library, and for
other material needed.
I recommend that tlds post be furnished with au electrical plant for
lighting tlle barracks, quarters, and treet.·. It is believed that this
method of lighting the post would lJe cheaper tbau tlle one now in
vogue, and it would 1Jeyo11d doubt be far more satisfactory.
The last Congress appl'opriated $75,000 for con:tructiuu of buildings
at this post. The War Department has authorized the expenditure of
this sum as follows:
For con tructiou ofOne set of barracks in artillery subpm,t.
Two double sets of captains' quarters iu artillery ul>po t.
Five stable-guard buildi11gs iu rear of cavalry table·.
One quartermaster's workshop.
One quartermaster's stable, corral, aud wagon she<l.
One chapel and schoolroom.
'rhe e are buildillgs much needed, and will tend gr atly toward the
convenience aud comfort of the garrison .
In order, however, to complete the po t as originally contemplated
(12 troop of cavalry and 5 batteries of light arti ll ry) there 'hould be
erected in the main post a barrack for the baud, a talJle for headquarter. and ban<l hor, e , 4 :;;tables for troop l1or es, G sets of cavalry
lieutenant ·' quarter , a ve:terinary ho p1tal, a11d paddock.
In tlle subpost will be required 2 Rets of barracks, 4 double ets of
Jieuteuant 'quarters, aud 3 gun heds.
The neces ity aud jmportance of the ·e buildings have been ·o often
urged that a repetitiou of the same here i cou idered unnecessary.
1 particu1ar1y invite attention and renew the recommendations made
in my Ja ·t anuual report, dated December 20, 1895. The work of tl1e
school would be materially eubauced were the recommendations made
ther ein favorably acted upoll.
'l'be present metho<l of making payment · to the command at this
po -t and school works very smoothly, and so far lias been entirely satisfactory.
The followiug changes have occurred in the staff of the commanding
officer since last annual report:
LOSS.

Capt. W. H. Miller, a i ' ta11t quarterma -ter, relieved from duty at
Fort Hiley, Kans., per Special Orders, No. 118, currm1t i:;eries, djutantGeueral's Office.
Capt. '1. U .Raymond, as. istantsul'geon, United StateR .c rllly, relieved
from <luty at Fort Rj]ey, Kau ., per Sr ecial Orders, No. 122, current
serie", Adjutant-General'<' Office.
Fir t Lieut. W. W. Quintou, a " i taut surgeon, relieved from duty at
Fort Riley, Kans., per Special Orders, No. 35, curreut s ril' , AdjutantGeneral's Office.
GAIN.

0apt. G. Ruhlen, assiRtant quartermaster, a, ig11e~ to (h_1ty at 1!ort
Riley, Kan . ., per S1 ecial Order , :ro. 11 , current 1:,er1es Ad,;nta11t- •neral' Office.
W .A.R 96-VOL 1--12
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Capt. A. B. Heyl, assistant surgeon, United States Army, assigned
to duty at Fort Riley, Kans., per Special Orders, No.122, current series,
Adjutant-Genera-l's Office.
In conclusion I am pleased to report tbat all officers and soldiers Lave
exhibited the greatest interest and zeal in the performance of all duties
and drills pertaining to tho course of instruction foHowed.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
A. K. ARNOLD,
Colonel First Oavcilry, Oomniandant.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL UNITED S'l'ATES ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.

REPORT OF THE COMMANDANT OF THE UNITED STATES INFANTRY
AND CAVALRY SCHOOL.
UNITED STATES INFANTRY AND CAVALRY SCHOOL,

Fort Leavenworth, Kans., August 1, 1896.
Srn: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations
of the United States Infantry and Cavalry School for tbe first school
year commencing September 1, 1895, and ending May 31, 1896:
The student class comprised the foJiowing-named officers:
Second Lieu ts. William .!YI. Crofton, First Infantry; Peter E. Marquart, Second Infautry; Paul A. Wolf, Third Infantry; Guy I:I. B.
Smith, Fourth Infantry; John F. Madden, Fifth Infantry; Frank_ D.
Webster, Sixth Infantry; John R. M. Taylor, Seventh Infantry; J.:irst
Lieuts. Edgar Hubert, Eighth Infantry; John P. Finley, Nmth
Infantry; Second Lieu ts. John F. Stephens, Tenth Infantry; Herber~ 0.
Williams, Eleventh Infantry; Willis Uline, Twelfth Infantry; _First
Lieut. William N. Hug lies, Thirteenth Infantry; Second Lien~s.
James R. Lindsay, Fourteenth Infantry; George McD. ~eeks? F 1:·
teen th Infantry; George D. Guyer, Sixteenth Infantry; Fir~t Lieut.:!,
James T. Kerr, Seventeenth Infantry; John C. Gregg, Eighteenth
Infantry; Second Lieuts. Joseph Frazier, Nineteenth Infantry; Robert W. Mearns, Twentieth Infantry; William M. Morrow, Twenty-fir t
Infantry; Orrin R. ·w olfe, Twenty-secoud Infantry; TL om as F. Schley,
Twenty-third Infantry; Harrison J. Price, Twenty-fourth Infaut_ry;
Vernon A. Caldwell, Twenty-fifth Infantry; Edward Anderson, Fit~t
Cavalry; Cornelius C. Smith, Second Cavalry; George P. White Tlurl
Cavalry; James H. Reeves, Fourlh Cavalry· Powell Clayton, jr., Fifth
C~valry; Fir t Lieut. .John lVI. Stotsenburg·, Sixth Cavalry; S ·ond
L~ 'ut . Frank Tompkin , Seventh Cavalry; George W. Kirkpatri k,
E1gbtb Cavalry; Fir t Lieuts. Charles J. Steveus Ninth --,ava1ry·
Wmiam . Smith, Tenth Cavalry.
'
t th exami?ation in January, 18 6, the following-narn cl offi · r
w r found <lefic1 ut and were recomm ndecl to l> reli v cl from furtb r
att ndance at the school:
_
u Li ut.. . I. rofton, First Infantry in military ar ·
L1 ut._ C. . .m1th • con l Cavalry, in ngin erin ·.
Y m. ruct1 n. fr m h Maj r- 11 ral ' rumandin · th Army tb
a " -n _ l . f!i · r w ·r r t, iu lat the. cbool and re<1uir 1 t mak
g o l h 1r 1 fi :1 n~ b_ f r h
inniug of then x
h l :r , r.
h
anm1, tI n lll , nn 1 9
· 11 Li nt. . . ~ 'rnitl1
, valry w, .- HQ, in fo wcl 1 •fki 11 in mili , r ar an rn
n r · mm ·n l l
r •Ii v fr ill 'ur her a t udau · a
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REPORTS OF CHIEFS OF DEP.A.R'l.'MENT.

The course pursued in theoretical and practica l work during the term
is fully described in reports of chiefs of department, to which attention
is invited. In the printing of these reports I have caused certain parts
to be omitted in order to lessen their length. Tbe omitted parts enumerate assistant instructors, give names of officers delivering the
lectures, and give critici8ms on practical exercises in the field. and
solution of problems, all of which, while nece. sary for the records of the
staff, are not essential to the annual report of the commandant.
Special attention is invited to the report of the instructor in the
department of military art and to that of the instructor in the department of engineering, both of which show bow practical work in the field
has been increa ed. It is hoped in tbe future to still further increase
this prnctical work and to determine by experience what more of the
theory can be profitably omitted.
In the department of law the interest of the student has been timulated by the introduction of its practical feature in citing for solution
suppo able ca es in internatiom1,I que tious which might require immediate action by an officer. Attention i therefore invited to the report
of tlle in tructor.
I am indebted to Capt. H . C. Taylor, president of the United States
Naval War College, at Newport, R. I., for sugge tious as to development along tbi line, which he made by letter, inclosing imilar problem offered. for solution by officers of the Navy taking the course at the
college.
'H.A.NGES IN SCHOOL REGULATIONS.

From the experience of the , chool year ju t clos d it n1ay he safely
asserted that the abolition of the system of markfog for daily recita
tioo ba proved to be a wi e mea ure. The following remark of the
instructor in the department of engineering cover tue, ubject i:,o thorougllly that they are given here ratl.J.er than embodied in the printed
copy of his report:
The experience in this <lepartment has been almo t entirely beneficial, for while
we realize tilo fact that some students ha ve made occa ion a l ca.rele ' S recitations
which the spur of the daily mark might have obviated, still, on the other hautl, the
immense ad vantage to the student of .having the instructor's mind free to jmpart
im1truction, answer <)_uestions, and make suggestions more than outweighs tlte disadvantagA referred to.
From an instructor's as well as a student's stamlpomt I can say confidently that
absolute fairness in 111arking oral reci tat10ns is impo iule. Ono instructor will
place a higher value on certain points of a rlemon tration than another; then, a,rain,
ouo studen t will talk more :fluently than another and clecei vo an i nstrn tor by avoiding points on which he is weak, while the furth ~r faC't tbat on man may draw an
ea y subject to recite upon anrl another a difficult one can11ot bo avoid d
oder the marking system my experience was that tbe Rtu<l ot, espef'iall y if striving for honors, felt himself to be on the defensive whi le the in stru<·tor a ·tcd as
in<J.uisitor. Now there is more freedom for both; the t.utlent does not fear losing lus
place in the class by a pos ible accident, and the instructor <loes not ba\·e to div rt
his own mind from the matter under discus ion to think of'' tenths." In this connection 1t is pertinent to state that in the examrnation JU t conclud d, and wh1 ·h
coverecl the subjects of map constrnction, map reading, and military topography in
general more thoroughly than any previous one srnce the or~an~zation of tb is school,
there was bn1, one man ,Yho got l ess than 83 per cent, while rn the c·orre. pond mg
exami nation two years ago there were fourteen with a low r percentage than 3, or,
to put the statement in another way, the examination just closed showed a _gen~ral
average of 92 per c nt, while tho class before, in the corre ponding exa,m1nat!?n,
atta in ed au av rage of 86 per cent and the class b fore that
p r ~nt . . I be
reason for this remarkable advance in the general average of tb ~xam111at1 n 1 ~10t
obvious, the average ability of tho present and tho two previous lasses being
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about the same, so that the reason must be due to different methods of instruction.
The new text-book being fnller and. more comprehensive, probably accounts for ~ost
of the advance, but it is believed that part of the gain may jnstly be attribute~l to
the freedom on the part of the instructor to give his entire attention to instructmg,
insteau of having his mind uiverted from that object in his endeavor to give the
student a just mark on his recitation.
Whether this conclusion is fully justified or not I am satisfied that the doing awa_y
with the daily marking system has on the whole been a distinctive advance to this
school.
·

The instructor m the department of m11itary art remarks upon this
point f1S follows: _
In the recitations during the past year tho new regulation abolishing the rec~tatiou marks was carried into effect with excellent results. It was formerly practicable for au officer to pass an indifferent examination and still take a respectable
standing in class rank by virtue of a high aggregate of recitation marks. Thi~ is
now impossible, as the result depends entirely upon the knowledge of the ~ubJect
retained by the officer at the encl of the term of instruction. It was feared _tha~ t]rn
abolition of recitation marks might materially affect the quality of the rec1tat10ns,
but such does not seem to be the case. The recitations during the past y~ar ':ere
on an average fully equal to those of the preceding classes, and the exammat10ns
were on the whole the most satisfactory ever held at the school.
CONSOLIDATION OF DEP .AR'l'MENTS.
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the department of cavalry. The department of artillery has had no
representative since the light battery was removed.
As a matter of fact, the practical course in the handling of companies
and battalions of infantry aucl the squadron of cavalry and every
phase of minor tactics in the · field goes on now in the department of
military art, and anything which might be attempted in that line by
either the department of cavalry or the department of infantry must
necessarily be a mere repetition.
The consolidated department, embracing the department of military
art, the department of infantry, the department of cayalry, and the
department of artillery, could have some distinctive title, such as "the
tactical department," with one chief as seuior instructor, and such
assistant instructors as experience would determine to be necessary.
One objection has heretofore ca.u ed me to hesitate in recommending
such a step. The school staff should bave, as it does at present, a
sufficient number of member to avoid tie votes upon important questions and to impo e dio-nity in it session . However, in pite of such
. con olidation, these OQject could be attained by making the senior
a istant instructor in each branch of the tactical department a member of the s bool staff ex officio.
It i note ential that the chief of tbe tactical department or that
either a si tant should be a field officer, although tb i would be desirable where rank i combined with requisite qualification , which em brace
more than familiarity with drill.
INCRE.A.SE IN NUMBER OF STUDENTS.

It has been recommended several times that one class of officers be
graduated every year by having two classes simultaneom;ly under
instruction. The main ob tacle reported ha been the lack of quarters.
This will continue to be strictly true, no matter what may be the exp nditure of the Government in erectiug additional quarters, so long as
married officer arc to be sent to the sclwol for instruction.
If none but bachelor officer· were sent a tu<lents the accommodations now existing would, with a little crowding, admit of the detail of
two officers from each regiment, provided that marriage while at the
school would insure the student's immediate return to bis regiment.
The incentive for effort by the ,·tud nt should be pride in l.lis profession, impelling him to acquire all that be can. Unfortunately other
stimulus is needed. This may be found by causing the diploma to
exempt a graduate from examination upon any ubject covered in the
school coursA when he is brought before a board prior to promotion.
Greater proficiency in attaining the diploma being required, there would
be greater effort on the part of the student.
INSTRUCTION IN '.l'HE THREE .A.RMS.

T properly conduct operations in minor tactics a light battery is
greatly needed at the school. The battery which wa formerly available was removed on account of lack of quarter, . Thi defi ·iency ould
be supplied by using the present hospital a a barrack. It i not uited
to it present use. It is a perfect labyrinth and, being in uffici nt, the
medical department is c011templating more additions _which can nev~r
make it what a modern hospital Rhould be. By erectmg a new ho, p1tal the old building will answer for the light battery.
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ANNUAL APPROPRIATION.
.Attention is invited to the report of the secretary showing the necessity for an increase in the amount appropriated for the use of the school.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. S. HAWKINS,
Colonel Twentieth Infantry, Commandant.
The .ADJUTANT-GENERAL UNITED STA'l'ES ARMY,
Washington, D. C.

REPORT OF THE COMMANDANT OF THE UNITED STATES
ARTILLERY SCHOOL.
UNITED ST.A.TES .AR'l'ILLERY SCHOOL,

Fort Monroe, Va., August 31, 1896. •
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the United
States Artillery School for the year ending August 31, 1896:
The period covered by this report embraces courses of study in steam
and mechanism, electricity and mines, chemistry and explosives, and
military science. The nature and scope of these studies as well as the
details and methods of instruction have been already described. Three
months were given to steam and mechanism, four months to the_ two
departments of electricity and mines and chemistry aud explosives,
instruction being given simultaneously in both departments, and fo·ll'
months to military science.
STEAM AND MECHANISM.

The value of the course in steam and mechanism is yearly made more
evident by the increased interest taken in it and by the results accomplished. Modern guns and carriages are complicated machines, and
· with the hydraulic, pneumatic, and steam plant sometimes used tooper~te
them, systematic instruction in the principles of mechanism is essential
to a proper understanding of them. While the cour e is limited to _the
wants of arti1lery officers, in the opinion of the instructor the time
allotted to it should be somewhat increased and the subject hould
come in the first school year.
ELECTRICITY AND MINE .

The purpo e of the ourse in electricity and mine is 11ot only to make
officer famil~ar with t~e principle and law of electricity, butt en.able
them to ac mre, experimentally, a working knowledge of u h ubJ .t
aud apparatu a they may be required to n e in the op rati n of a
~odern. ea- a t fort~e .. ~he importance f thi u d ti c n tantly
m !ea mg, and more tlille, 1t1 believed can e ad an ageou ly a
to it.
PL

IVE' .
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MILITARY SCIENCE.

In tbe department of military science instruction was given under the
usual beaus of minor tacfacs, grand tactics, strategy, and logistics. The
last week of tbe course was given to the practical solution of problems
in minor tactics in the :field. The instructor and class, provideu. with
bicycles and good maps, and all being sufficiently expert in the use of
the bicycle to make 30 or 35 miles a day without fatigue, were assembled
on the ground and the problem was stated. The students were then
sent in various directions to obtain the information necessary for its
solution, after which they assembled at a des~gnated point, where, from
the reports made, the solution of the problem was discussed. Tbe
advent of the bicycle and its general use by officers have made this
interestmg and profitable method of instruction in the principles of
minor tactics entirely practicable.
LABORATORIES.

The laboratorie of the several departments of the school and thei.:
equipmell t have been improved year by year and afford substantial
adva11tages for practical and experimental work. The experiments
mention din my last annual report as being conducted jointly by Lieutenant Squier, Third .Artill.e ry, now in charge of the department of
electricity and mines, and Professor Crehore, of Dartmouth _College,
with a view to developing a 11ew instrument for measuring the velocities
of projectiles by the use of polarized light, have been entirely successful, and an instrument based on this principle bas been constructed
under their supervision whicl}. promises to be valuable, not only for
measuring velocities of projectile in the bore of the piece as well as at
other parts of the tr~jectory, but for the general purposes of science.
First Lieut. George L. Anderson, Fourth Artillery, who has been in
charge of the department of electricity and mines since 1890, and
through whose zeal and interest it was brought to a high state of.efficiency, was relieved from duty at the school by Special Orders, No. 260,
Adjutant-General's Office, 1895. Lieut. George 0. Squier, Third Artillery, was assigned as instructor in that department November 5, 1895,
and had charge oftbe instruction of the preseut graduating class.
ENLISTED MEN'S DIVISION.

The enlisted men's division of the school continues to be the efficient
means of instructing the noncommissioned officers and more intelligent
private soldiers of the post, in the technical part~ of their duties. This
instruction not only enables men to perform such duties more intelligently, but increases their interest in them. With the better cla of
men now entering the service, no difficulty is found by them in understanding the principles requisite to an intelligent performance of their
duties as noncommissioned officers and gunners.
Of the 50 member of the school in attendance at the clo e of this
session, 12 were proficient on the entire two years' course and were given
diplomas; 21 were proficient on the :first year's course, and 17 will be
permitted to take the first year's course over again.
LIBRARY.

There have been added to the library since my la t report, by purchase and otherwise, 391 volumes. The work of card indexing commenced several years ago by Captain Caziarc, librarian, ha made
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steady progress, upward of 15,000 cards having been added durin_g
the past year. The library now numbers about 11,500 volumes, and IS
contained ii.\ a small frame building which affords insufficient room for
its accommodation and very iuadequate protection for such valuable
property. The need of a new fireproof or slow-burning building, in a
safe locality, is now imperative.
BINDERY AND PRINTING PRESS.

The bindery and printing press have been efficiently and economically
administered and, as heretofore, contribute materially to the wants of
all departments of the school.
.ARTILLERY PRACTICAL EXERCISES.,

Practical artillery instruction during the year embraced marching
maneuvers, the service of field and machine guns, the 8-inch B. ~- R.
gun, the 12-inch B. L. R. mortar, the 8-inch M. L. R. gun, tbe 15-mch
S. B. gun, and the entire schedule of mechanical maneuvers; also target practice with all these pieces. Besides tbe foregoing exerch;es,
the practical work of unloading from the cars tbe new gm1s and mo~tars and their carriages recently received, and moving them to t_he_1r
emplacements and mounting them, is now m progress. This work IS m
charge of Lieutena.11t, Duvall, Fifth Artillery, and Lieuten_ant Pa-:khurst, Fourth Artillery, and is being successfully accomph~bed w!th
such makeshifts as are at band. The post is very well provided with
material for handling the old guns and carriages, hut the receipt of the
new ones makes more evident than ever the inadequate equipment
of the post for this and future work. · With the present unsuitable
material much time is consumed and the labor of many men employ_ed
to do that which with suitable means could be done speedily and with
but few men.
Two cranes, one at the railroad depot and one at the wharf, each
capable of raising 30,000 pounds, should be furnished without delay
_for unloading ordnance material; for transporting it, convenient sections of railway tracks and suitable trucks 8bould be provided.
Much interest was taken in the target practice, especially with tbe
new guns, and the record shows constant improvement from year to
year. With the 8-inch M. L. R. the record for the past three years
shows mean a,bsoJ ute deviations as follows: 1894, 62.4 ya.rel s; 1895, 39.8
yards; 1896, 36 yards.
Some quite remarkable scores were made with the 8-inch B. L. R. gun.
The record of Battery F, First Artillery, shows in a score of thr e b~ts
at 6,000 yards a mean absolute deviation of 6.66 yards, with tbr e hit
• in the 20-foot vertical target; that of Battery E, Fourth Artillery in a.
score of three bots at 6,000 yard , show a mean ab olnte d viation of
6.49 yar<l , with one hit in the vertical target. The gun and carri, o-c
behaved well in this practice, a did al o the 12-inch B. L. R. mortar.
~~e l~tter wa fired at ,000, 7, 00, and ,oo yard . In the mo:tar
firmg 1twa found that he vernier for laying off azimuth ii not mt d
to a cu.rate an_d ui k w rk; be ame may e. aid of the o-radna i?o
n th md x cir le. Th p i ion f the vernier i unf rtuna.te in b 111
dir ctlyun~ ~ the h tru ·kin lo, ding p iti n, wh r it i impo i ~
~ r t t 1t fr m th tru ·k a it i
r u h up t tbi po i i u. Thi
~1ffi ul _y w ul
t l and h l ying ff f a.zimn h n th
rnd ~ 1rcl a. . w J ll
, n wi h it z r
to t h , outh iu plifi d by
I I, mg th ' rmer n h fr n part of 11
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A Lewis depression range finder was received at tbe post several
months ago and a site has been selected for it, bnt as yet no emplacement has been prepartd on which to mount it. It 1s important that
this should be done at an early day in order that I may introduce into
the drills of the school some of the elements of the problem of fire
control and direction as a first step toward the preparation of drill
regulations for that system.
DISCIPLINE.

The discipline of the school is believed to be excellent. Professional
zeal, devotion to duty, and obedience to military requirements a1dmate
both officers and enlisted men. There has been no serious infraction of
discipline, and the enlisted strength of the command is kept constantly
near its maximum chiefly by enlistments made at the post. Outdoor
~ports and athletics of all kinds are encouraged and participated in by
the meu, and due attention is given to their systematic physical
training.
·
BANITARY CONDITION.

The new ewer system, extending to all buildings on tbe post, baving
been completed,itssanitarycondition is nowentireJy satisfactory. There
bas been but little sickness in the command during the year and no
deaths. TlJe drainage is not and can not be made satisfactory except
at large expense, but though the water may occasion some inconvenience
by standing in pools, and even flooding the parade after long and heavy
rains, as tbe soil is sandy it quickly soaks off when the storm has
abated, leaving no rnjurious erfects.
REMARKS.

As tbe curriculum of the school is at present arranged, each instructor
bas but one course of study and gives instruction in that once every
two years. In my opinion tbey would be mucb more in touch with their
work, and in other respects it would be a great ad vantage, if each
instructor were given two <;ourses, instruction to be given in one course
the first year alld in the otller the second year. A more definite
and detailed statement of this plan will be submitted later for the
consideration of the M~jor-General Commanding the Army.
The special reports with respect to the graduating class, requfred by
paragraph 23, Artrnery SchoolRegulatfons,'bave been already submitted.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
ROYAL T. FRANK,
Oolonel First .Artillery, Commandant.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL UNITED STATES ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.
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ANNUAL REPORT
OF THE

ADJUTANT-GENERAL TO THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
W .A.R DEl) .A.R'.l'MEN'.l',
.A.DJUTAN11 -GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,

Hon.

DANIEL

s. LAMONT,

Washington, October 10, 1896.

Secretary of War.
SIR: I have tlle honor to submit my annual report for the year ended
September 1, 1896.
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S DEPARTMENT.

By the retirement· of Colonel Wood tbe Department lias uow come to
the reduced orgauizatiou prescribed by law. All of its officers and
th<;>se of the liue ou duty with tlle Division of lV.filitary Information
in the Adjutant-General's Office have performed their important aud
delicate duties with marked ability and efficiency.
THE DIVISION OF MILITARY INFORMATION.

Upon the retirement of Lieutenant-Gem~ral Schofield in September,
1895, Col. ~Pbomas M. Vin-cent, Assistant Adjutaut-General, on duty as
Assistant Adjutant-General, Headquarters of the Army, was transferred to the Adjutant-General's Office and assigned to the charge of
tue division. One officer has been assigned to duty in the division,
and two have been relieved.
·
Lieut. Col. William Ludlow, Corps of Engineers, whose services were
needed with his corps, bas been relieved from duty as military attache
in London, and his place bas not yet been filled.
At bis own request, after four years' service, Capt. R. K. Evans,
Twelfth Infantry, milit}1ry attacbe in Berlin, has been relieved from
duty in that city. Bis succeHsur has not yet been designated.
There is employment for one or two additional military attaches in
countries in whiclJ tlle United States of America takes a special iotere t.
In the month of March, "The Organized Militia of the United State
in 1895/' pamphlet No. 7 of the Military Information Divi. ion serie ,
waR issued. Thi is tbe third publication of the kind. Like report
were i ·sued for tbe years 1803 and 1894. flie results of the work done
during the past year by army officers on duty with the governor of
States and at the various encampments of the State troop ar here
condensed and presented in convenient shape, togeth r with other ~~t
relating to the miUtia. The report contains a sum11Jary of ~be cond1t1 n
of the State forces and of the progress made by tliem dunng the year
l895,
1 9
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No. 8 of the Military Information Division series, ''Notes on Organization, Armament, and Military Progress," appeared early in May. A
small pamphlet under the same title appeared in August, 1894, as Mili- ·
tary Information Division pamphlet No. 4. The general scheme of
classification adopt ed in the earlier edition was retained, but the work
was revised, made more complete, and brought down to date. The :first
part is devoted to the organization of the arms and services of Euro•pean and American armies ; the second part to notes on small arms, and
the third part to notes on equipment. The demand for this volume has
been 'very great.
No. 9 of the Military Information Division series was issued about
the middle of ,T uly, under the title of "The Military Schools of Europe,
and other Papers selected for Publication." It was followed in August
by No. 10, "Sources of Information on Military Professional Subject~;
a Classification List of Books and Publications." This work is practically a catalogue of official and semiofficial military and statistical
publications on the shelves of the Military Information Division, complete up to April 15, J 896. It contains over 3,500 titles. and a single
title sometimes represents a work of several volumes.
No. 11, "Notes on the War between China and Japan; The European Autumn Manamvres of 1896 ; Orders, Instructions, &c.," was
received from the printer October 8. The volume was so long in the
hands of the printer that most of the maneuvers were completed
before its receipt.
All these publications were distributed to the Army as far as the
limited editions would allow. The law limits -the editions to 1,000
copies each.
Besides the publications of the division, a number of other Government publications have been distributed to the Army, including 125
copies of the special consular reports entitled "The Highways of Commerce," and 50 copies of the navy chart called ''The Submarine Cables
of the Wodd." A number of Government publications and miscellaneous documents, such as the Official Army Register, Reports of the
Cbfof of Ordnance, Official Records of the Rebellion, text-books of the
service schools, etc., have been sent to the military attaches for
purposes of exchange.
The total number of volumes distributed, including t he publications
of this division, amount to about 6,000.
Several attempts have been made to obtain the official staff maps of
variou foreign countries by exchange for our own Government chart
and maps. A>" there are no detailed War Department maps of tb e
territory of the United States, it was propo eel to send in exchange for
these foreign 'taft' maps the maps i sued by the United State Land
Offic and the Unit d States Geological urvey. The number of et
that could be obtained of the ·e wa , however, o limited tl1at only tb
ta:ff map of G rmany an<l Belgium could. be procured in thi way.
The addition to be map , e tion have th refor been rna,cl Jaro-el. Y
pur ha e. There have h n re· iv din all durin the J)a:t y ar ab nt
30 map· (1 00 ,·h t ) of for ign
nntrie . Th r are 11 won :fil
1
map, (3 6 0 be ), iu ludiu 1 outline military map f th
nit l tate . In a li i n b r are 11 arly 1 O atla h t i u d
t, te
1 >0 i ·al ur y. ·
y th ,. nit
hug numb r f ti r i<Tn pu lie-a i n. ]1av b en add d to th fil
b dfri: i n 1nriug the , r. Th aim in tlli - c nn ~eti n Ji,
l' n
, t m1 t , c· ,n ul t a ·om 11 t rnilit, r Jibrar bu t · nfin
11 ·ti n a far :. : J> , i 1
h mi]i ar ancl :tati ti<'n 1 pnhli ,, f f r igu oun ri · u t
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approbation. In collecting such books, the services of the average
book importer are of little value, as many of the works desired are not
for sale, and are consequently not found in publishers' price lists or
advertisements. Such works can be procured only through the military attaches, generally by exchange.
In addition to the books above mentioned, a large number of reports,
manuscript documents, etc., have been received from the military
attaches, and in many cases the info:-mation thus obtained has proved
to be of special military interest and of more than ordinary value.
The classifying and indexing of the information obtained from these
books and documents is entirely in the hands of the officers on duty in
the division, the clerical force being fully occupied with other matters,
and the work has been very laborious. About 15,000 index cards, it is
estimated, have been added to the files during the year.
A great amount of work has been done during the year in answering
calls for military information. Whenever time could be spared from
more pressing duties these calls were answered at length. The large
amount of editing and translating done during the year has, however,
prevented some of these requests from receiving the consideration that
they might otherwise have obtained.
·
The appropriation for contingencies of the Military Information Division is barely sufficient for the necessary expenses of collecting information, maps, etc., but it is not proposed at present, however, to recommend
any increase of the sum heretofore granted.
The work of making a military reconnoissance map of the Unjted
States was commenced at a number of points duriug the past year.
The completion of this labor will require several years. It is intended
to pro ecute the work thu commenced until it is :finished. If the plan
propo ed be carried out the work will be completed with little or no
exp use to the overnment beyond that of the salaries of the army
officer employed on thi duty.
The number of army officers regularly employed at the State headquarters is this year 37, an increase of 4 over the details of last year.
lu addition to the e, 28 officers were detailed on temporary duty with
State troops to visit encampments. This does not include the officers
belonging to troops, batteries, and companies which have encamped
with the militia.
Be ides those visiting i;nilitia encampments, quite a large number of
officers on regular leaves of absence or absent by permission from
their duties at colleges have availed themselves of opportunities offered
to see larger bodies of troops assembled than is usual in the regular
service, and in many instances these officers have performed duty as
in tructors as though regularly detailed.
Effort bas been made during the past six months to secure more
exact information than has ever before been collected in regard to the
armament and equipment of the militia and the quantity of 'upplies
w bicb would be necessary to enable the State troops to take the field
for sixty day .
militia bill submitted by the War Department is now before Oongre s. Its enactment as prepared is recommended.
THE REORUITING SERVICE.

During the pa t year the recruiting service bas been conducte~ with
good re ult under the system establi bed_October I, 1894, ~ ·cordmg to
which all recruits are forwarded to regiment and post w1tll the le~st
delay. Regular assignments are made every ten day , and pe 1al
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assignments from clay to day as applications are received from recruiting stations and rendezvous, and accumulations of recruits at any of
these places are carefully avoided. In August, 189-!, there were 1,516
recruits at the depots, now styled "rendezvous". The largest number at
the fonr rendezvous at any one time during the fiscal year ended June
30, 1896, was 209, the smallest number was 19, and the average number
was 105, or 26 to each rendezvous.
.
During the past fiscal year, 4,882 recruits were forwarded to regiments-2,935 directly from recruiting stations and 1,047 from rendezvous. All of these were sent to their stations under charge of some
member of their respective detachments, and the expense of guards or
escorts has thus been avoided. From these 4,882 men, six deser~ions
ouly occurred en route. It is not certain that these were intent10nal
desertions, for they may have been cases of men accidentally left at
way stations without means to follow the detachments.
The effort to increase the number of enlistments at and in the vicinity of military posts and to thus effect a saving in transportation a_nd
in the number and expense of city stations has been continued with
success, ~s will appear from the followiu-g:
4,636
3,862
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22 general recruiting stations in cities, with 22 officers in charge. These
22 stations are located as follows:
One each in Boston, Mass.; New York City, Albany, and Buffalo,
N. Y.; Philadelphia, Harrisburg, and Pittsburg, Pa.; Cincinnati and
Cleveland, Ohio; Indianapolis and Evausville, Iud.; Detroit, Mich.;
Chicago, Ill.; Milwaukee, Wis.; St. Paul, Minu.; St. Louis, Mo.; Louisville, Ky.; Nashville, Tenn.; Richmond, Va.; Baltimore, Md.; San
Francisco, Cal., and Seattle, Wash. The officer for the station at
San Francisco is detailed by the commanding general Department of
California, and the one at Seattle by the commanding general Department of the Columbia, from regiments serving in their respective
commands.
Officers of the general recruiting detail at city statio11 make enlistments for their own regiments, when it can be done with ecouomy iu
transportation, to fill actual vacancies reported by their regimental
commanders.
Since October, 1893, there bas been a total reduction of 14 in the
11umber of general recruitiug stations located in cities.
Special recruiting is carried on for five regiments and for the light
artillery battalion by officers at the following-named stations: Providence, R. I.; Syraeuse, N. Y.; Jersey City, N. J.; Portland, Oreg.;
Dallas, Tex., and Wheeling, W. Va., with substation at Parkersburg,
W. Va. Enlistments for the general service are also made at these
stations. The substation at Parkersburg and the station at Syracuse
were opened in April and July, 1896, respectively. Four special
recruiting station have recently been closeil, viz, Cumberland, Md.;
Springfield, Ill.; Grand Rapids, Mich., and Des Momes, Jowa. There
were two otber special recruiting parties at temporary stations duricg
portions of the past year, but they have been witl1urawn, and several
applications to ·end out special regimental recrmtrng parties have beAn
refused, as it was found that the regime11t, concerned could be provided with recruits through post enli8tments, supplemented by assignments from general recruiting stations an<l reudezvon ..
The reduction since October, 1893, in the number of special recruiting
stations is 9.
GENERAL RESULTS.

The total number of enlistments and reenlistments in the Army during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1896, for the legal limit of 25,000
men, was 8,498, classified as follows:
For the general recruiting service ........ _... . ... _... _.. _. . .. _.. 6, 200
For the special recruiting service. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
656
For the Department recruiting service and the Battahon of Engineers ( prior to December J, 1895) .. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
609
7,465
For regiments, detachments, etc. (prior to December 1, 1895) . . . .
For staff departments ... _ . . . . . . . . . ...................... -. . . . . .

817

216

Total ... - - .. - - ...... - ........ - - ....... - - - -....... - ... - . - - . 8 498

Of the 8,498 accepted applicants, 6,328 were native born and 2,170 of
foreign birth; 7,766 were white, 063 colored, and 09 Indian,. The
enlistments numbered 5,608, and the reenlistment, _2, 00.
Excluding reenlistments, the percentage of native boru amonp: the
accepted applicants for original enlistmeut was 82~, and the balance
were naturalized citizens.
WAR !.lG-VOL I--13
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Reports show that the recruiting officers making the 7,465 enlistments embraced in tlie first three items of the foregoing list rejected
41,775 applicants, or about 85 per cent of the number seeking enlistment, as lacking in physical, mental, or ' moral qualifications; 2,628
were rejected as aliens, and 2,074 for illiteracy.
While the aim has been to maintain at all times a rate of enlistment
commensurate with the current losses, every care bas been taken ~o
prevent undesirable men from entering tlle Army, and efforts to this
end have been almost entirely successful.
MILITARY COLLEGES.

A statement is presented herewith, tabulated.from the reports of officers on duty as professors of military science and tactics at universities
and colleges for the past year.
The average number of students at the several institutions during
the scholastic year was 3,401 less than during the preceding one, due
perhaps to prevailing monetary depression. The number of those capable of military duty was, however, 3,009 more, and the number required
to be enrolled as military students has increased 2,761. At aJl the
institutions save one the military pupils have been uniformed. The
number of students attending artillery drills was 1,376, and the number
of those attending infantry drills was 9,760. 'J..1he aptitude and interest
ot these students under military instruction is generally satisfactory.
While the several universities and colleges having military professors
during the past year reported an aggregate capacity to educate 51,455
male students, the total average number actually present was 32,237less than 65 per cent. One institution, having capacity to educate 400
pupils, had only an average present of 79, while two others, with a
capacity of 200 e'a ch, had only an average attendance of 67 at one and
60 at the other. ..At one institution having a military professor, with an
average attendance of 3,600 students, nearly two-thirds of the number
reported as capable of military duty, none were required by the authorities to be enrolled as military students, and 43 only received military
instruction , of whom 9 only were uniformed. At a.notll er but 30 of the
300 students present were required to be enrolled, and 6 only were
uniform ed.
.
At oue college with over 500 pupils capable of military duty the
authorities required the entire number to be enrolled as military
students and to be uniformed. All received military instruction, and
their aptitude and interest is reported as excellent. In thi ca e the
efforts of the military professor have been upported by very great
intere t on the part of the faculty and fo tered by the excellent di ·
cipline of the in titution.
'Ih law authorizing detail.· boul<l be am .nd d. Ir commend that
her aft<1r 110 detail be made to any in titution that can not guaraut e
an enrollment of at lea t 15 military tu<lent , and that military pr fi
r, at io tituti n having a 1"' number in their militar departm nt be withdrawn and return d to th ir r giment .
Tbe ffi r wh , with he con 11t of th
ar
partm n v lu nte red hi
r i
a milit ry in: ru ·t r at tbe mah bio-h h l
r port hat he m ha ard f lu ·ati having 1 i 1
11 r nr 11 nt f all mal tn
in h bi ·b . C'h
11r llm
wa me l h n ha
n cn 11
an l th
Ii ;y p r u l in tb
t r f p rm u 11 , u , fr m rill b
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up n

r ut ~ nt rt ining
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b u milit· r drill.
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The average enrollment wa 200, an increa, e of 74 over that of the
preceding year; that of uniformed cadet wa 211, with an avera.ge
attendance of 187; and increa ed intere t, the effect of the two years'
previous training, was taken by the olde1 cadet .
In addition to the battalion of four companie , another company was
attached to it and formed of boys not able to purcha e uniforms, its
officers being selected from the member of the uniformed companies.
A stronger esprit de corps bas pervaded the battalion and it general
tone has improved.
A fife and drum corps of 15 pieces was organized March 1, 1896, and
the services of the leader of the Second United States Infantry band
were secured by the board of education for a course of in truction.
Rapid progress was made, but a good in tructor in :fife and drum mmiic
should be obtained to in ure continued improvement.
The favorable comments of the citizen of Omaha on the igh School
cadets bas stimulated the pride of the latter and created quite a spirit
of emulation among the youn er boys.
1 concur in the recommendation of the military in tructor that more
substantial assistance be extended to the boy in the way of arms and
equipments. The material benefit derived by the cadets i shown by
the high standing in military matters taken at once by those of them
who have entered a military college. There is conceived no better
opportunity of disseminating military knowledge among tho::;:;e whose
minds are at tlle most receptive stage than by encouragillg in every
po sible way military instruction in the public high schools of the
country.
THE MILITARY ACADEMY.

The number of cadets at the Academy September 1, 1896, was 331
· an<l one foreign tudent received at the institution by special autliority
of Oongre s. This is the large ,t numb r of cadet· that has ever
belonged to the Military Academy at one tim . It is still 40 below
tbe legal number, 371. There will be, no doubt, many more vacancies
from various cause before the end of the academic year. Experience
has demonstrated the impos ibility of keeping the number of cadets up
to the ma,.Kirnnm. I therefore renew the recom :llendation that the President be authorized to make ten appointments at large each year and
that each Senator be empowered to nominate one cadet at large from
the State he in part represents, in order to utilize to its full extent the
capacity of the National Military School.
A bill is now pending before Congress, favorably reported by both
military committees, to give the master of the word, who i also
instructor in gymnastics an<l swimming, the rank and pay of a :fir t
lieutenant of infantry.
It is recommended that the senior assistant instructor in the departments of practical engineering and of ordnance and gunnery at the,
Military Academy receive the pay of captain, mounted, as now authorized for the senior assistants in the other departm ut , and that the
adjutant of the Military Academy al o be given the pay of captain,
mounted.
Congress at its Ia.st session repealed o m~ch of Election 1 09 f tbe
Revised Statutes as provided that the chaplarn at the Academr houl
also be professor of history, geography, aud ethics, a~d ~u honz
ue
assistant professor for tha_t department .. The chapl~m 1 n w uahampered in his ministerial work by the dutie of a profe or,
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The discipline and moral tone of the cadets are excellent.
Attention is called to the pressing need existing for reconstructing
the library building, as the library has entirely outgrown its present
limits.
nie recommendation is renewed that the organization and pay of
the Military .Academy band be restored to that existing- prior to the
reduction in 1877.
The health of the command during the past year has been far from
satisfactory, due, as reported after expert examination as to the probable cause, to imperfect filtering arrangements for the water supply. An
appropriation for permanent filter beds is absolutely needed, and it is
recommended that the attention of Congress be called to this subject.
GOVERNMENT HOSPITAL FOR THE INS.A.NE.

The following is a list of persons committed to the Government Hospital for the Insane, under the orders of tile Secretary of War, from
September 1, 1895, to September 1, 1896:
Officers of the United States Army.......... . .................... .. . . . . 1
Officers of the United States Army (retired) .......................... - - 1
Enlisted men of the United States Army ..... . .......................... 18
Late soldier_s of the United States .A.rmy ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Total ........................... . ........... ~ ............ _... . . . . 22

During the past year 2 officers and 12 enlii;;ted men have been discharged from that institution, and 14 e11hsted men, including 1 retired,
have died.
ARMY B.A.NDS.

In my last report I called attention to the necessity for a prop~r
support by the United States of its regimental bands. A bill to tb1~
end introduced in the interest of citizen musicians in their desire to
prohibit competition of military bands, rather than in tllat of the
military service, is now before Congress. Its provisions are incomplete,
and need careful revision.
INTERN.A.TION.A.L COU RTESIES.
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PAY OF NONCOMMISSIONED OFFICER8.

A bill to regulate the pay of noncommissioned officers of the Army,
as recommended in my last report, was introduced during the last
session of Congress and was favorably reported by the respective
military committees of its two branches, with an amendment reducing
somewhat the rate of compensation proposed. The report of the Military Committee of the Senate, concurred in by the Military Committee
of the House, set forththat the needs of the Army call for this increase of pay, and that the amount to be
expended will secure a very much higher state of efficiency, and uesi.deR, being a
necessity for the service, will, in the end, by reason of t.110 better condition of affairs
in attracting to the service intelligent young men and preventing desertion, prove
an economical measure.

The bill is till pending. Thougb the rates of compensation suggested. have been somewhat reduc d, I r commend that tlle attention
of Oongr sat its approaching e ion b called to this su~ject, and
that favorable actiou be asked for, in order that at least a beginning of
betterme t may be attained.
GUNNERS.

In order to ncourage excellence in gunnery, three grades of competition have been established for tlle enlisted men of the artillery arm
of the Army, viz, the battery, the regimental, and the general artillery
competition. The object of the batt~ry competition is to determine
the clas i:ficatiou of gunners in each battery, on a maximum of 100, in
the order of their relative merit after preliminary instruction.
Upon the termination of each battery contest, the regimental board
classifies the competitors into gunners of the first, secoud, or third
class, according as they gain over 90, 80 to 90, or 70 to 80 per cent of
the maximum figure of merit.
The qualifications required embrace the following subjects:
Maximum
:figure of
merit.

Minimum qualifications.

~

3

-ff:: il ;ilfif~~e{i~rt~. !~~ .t:~~~~~~::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:: ::::: :: ::::
L.
9

Servfoe of the piece, including service of' all B. siege p:h3ces, of' the S·inch C.R.,
the IO.inch and 15·inch S. B. gnns, and al. :B. L. seacoast pieces that have been avail·
able for instruction during the year (or such of' them as the exam imng board may
designate), includin~ nomenclature, weights, charg s, projectiles, and preparation
of fuses and ammumtion ........................................................... .
4 .Judging distance to stationary objects .... : .......................................... .

~

g

10

1;1~;1
ii!!tJ !e;!r~t~~~~~~~~~~:::: ::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::: : : : ~
t!f~fr~~~!!~~}~:~~~ ~l~~~~~~~. . ~~~.':".i~~·.~~~~~·.~~~.. .~~~ ~~~~~~::
8

8

.~~-.

~::::::::::::

15
15

15
• 2. 5
2. 5
2. 5
2. 5

20

15

Cordage, blocks and tackle, including their use in such mechanical maneuvers as
may have been executed during: the year, which maneuYers wiU include all that
the available facilities have permitted. No time limit to be r equired under thiR
lu
head······· ··· ·····-· · ······································· ··········· ············ 1 - -~ Total .......... : .. .......... _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100

As these requirements are such as can not always be sustai~ed. or
even met by the veteran artillerymen, many of tbei:n, upon ex~irat10n
of their terms of service, drift, by reenlistment, into rnfantry regiment .
In consideration of the demand upon the intellectual powers and
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technica~ knowledge of these enlisted men, the several boards ais se~n bled durmg the past year unanimously recommended that noncommissioned officers and gunners of the first class be given higher pay, and
that gunners wllo have qualified in two examinations shall not be
required to compete further.
The matter of increase of pay to noncommissioned officers is already
before Oongress. As the cost of every round of heavy artillery ammunition is now very great, proper economy requires trained guuners. I
therefore recommend that the pay of gunners of the first class be
increased $2 per month above that of their respective grades.
'J~ELEGR.APHIC COMMUNIC.A'l'ION.

The storm which visited this city on the 29th of September extended
in violence no further north than Baltimore, yet it so completely P!os trated all telegraph wires that Washington was, for the time bemg,
i8olated from the rest of the world, and telegraphic communication was
only completely rest ored on the 5th of October. In times of _great
excitement, evil-minded persons may easily cause like interrupt10n of
communication from the seat of government, and the necessity of laying wires under ground from this city is thus made apparent.
CHRONOLOGICAL LIST OF BATTLES.

In the absence of any publication on the subject, the work of compiling a chronological list of the battles in which troops of the permanent establishmeut have participated from the orgauization of the Army
in 1789, together with statistics of losses, 1iames of all officers wo~de~
or killed in action, etc .• was undertaken iu this office, as time permitted,
some years ago, and was completed in 1894, t o include tlJat year. Data
have since been prepared which bring this compilation to dat e.
I recommend that Cougress be asked to autborjze the pd~tin~· of _an
edition of 5,000 copies of this publication for official use, for d1str1but1on
to the Army, and for State and other libraries.
CLERIC.AL DUTY IN THE .ARMY.
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THE .ADJU1'.ANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE.

The legal organization of this office remains the same as at the
date of my last report, and its entire clerical force has been actively
employed on work pertaining to the Army.
The number of reports furnished, on calls, to the Pension Office, the
.Auditors for the War and Navy Departments, the Comptroller of the
Treasury, the General Land Office, and the several bureaus of the War
Department, on pension and kindred claims, is exhibited in the following table, which shows that no calls remained unanswered September
1, 1896:
Eur aus.

Ou hand
Calls
Sept. l, 1895. r eceived.

Commissioner of Pensions ............. ....... ... .. ............. .
Auditor for the War Department .. .. ..... ...................... .
A.uditorfortbeNavy apartment .................... . ...•......
Comptroller of the Treasury .. ...... .................. ...... .... .
General Land Office ..... ............. .................... ....... .

llt~I~i:l:~Ft; :••••• ••• •••;•············!
\•: •: •.
Total .. ........................................

4,719
4,400

12
1
10

41
11

52

Reports
Ou hand
furnished. Sept. I, 1896.
4,719 ··· ···••••••
4,400 ...... ··· • ··

12 ........... .

1 ........... .
10 ........... .
41 ........... .

11 . .........•.
52 . •• . · ••··•··

179
• 768

179 ........... .

10,193

JO, 193 ........... .

768 ........... .

A new system of records was commenced in the several bureaus of
the War Department January 1, 1890. This system Rubstituted record
cards for record books.
The record card fir t prescribed were of letter size, about 9 by 11½
inches. By War Department orders dated May 15, 1894, a smaller
card, 8 inches long by 3 4 inches wide, was adopted in order to minimize
the blank space remaining on the old record card or its attached slip
after record of final action . There are thus in the .Adjutant.General's
Office three sets or kinds of records, viz, books, large quarto cards,
and the present cards. These three sets should be reduced to two by
transcribing records from the quarto cards to cards of the present si.ze.
There would be, then, record books for the period extending from
the creation of the War Department to 1890 and record cards since
that date. This would eliminate the experimental card stage, facilitate
business, and · economize space. The records from 1890 to 1894 are
stored in 173 file boxes, 12i by 11! by 3~ inches, each one of which contains 400 cards. An average record on the quarto card requires two
sheets. On the present card such record require~ two shps if type·
written or three when written by hand. The 1890-1894 records represent about 39,600 cases and the 173 file boxes occupy a shelf t1pace
equal to 52.63 cubic feet. If transcribed they would be contained in
about 87 file boxes of the present duuensions and represent 21.18 cubic
feet, or less than one.half the space they now occupy. The present
crowded condition of the file rooms renders it important that this
consolidation be made as soon as possible.
Each record card since 1891 should bear notation of all former records in the case borne on the quarto cards or m the book , to facilitate
intelligent action to date. Much time is now consumed in searching
old files as cases arise and in making such notations. Coincident with
th·e adoption of a new system of records and with a volume f bu ine
fully equal to that of preceding years, the clerical force of the office was
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materially reduced by Congressional action, and since ·then the abolition of the superintendency of the general recruiting service has, of
necessity, devolved upon this office the work performed by the clerical
force heretofore allowed to the superintendent; so that, in view of the
pressing needs of the service, and in the interest of business methods,
as it clearly seems to me, I recommend that a temporary force of ten
clerks be added to the present force of this office for the period of two
years.
While the current business of this office has been promptly and satisfactorily dispatched, it has been a matter of impossibility to complete
the incidental but important work of perfecting the records. .A great
mass of paper&, many of them of importance, have been received during the past year from other bureaus and offices, and all should be
briefed and indexed. The old record books, prior to 1861, should now
be properly indexed; the quarto cards merged into the present record
cards; a systematic examination of the old records and files be made
with a view to the full notations required to supply all existing links
and render unnecessary the tedious examination of voluminous records
for previous papers. This is of special importance in what is known as
"personal files"-that is, in those referring to and makmg part of the
military records of ot'ficers of the .Army.
Then there is the imperative necessity for the constant consolidation
of index cards to prevent uudue accumulation on the alphabetical index
fil e. As under the rule, the briefers '' prepare,such additional index and
cross-referenc·e cards as may be necessary to index the communication
thoroughly," such cards quickly accumulate, and, if not consolidated,
cumber the file, seriously impair the practical value,of the "index file,"
and demand constantly increasing shelf space. Consolidations are now
made at such times when the daily mail is light enough to justify the
temporary transfer of one or more clerks from their regular work to this
service. This method is slow and inadequate.
I take pleasure in recording my appreciation of the general intelhge11ce, zeal, efficiency, aud devotion to duty of clerks and messengers
in this office. In the performance of their duties they have labored
under great inconvenience from crowded rooms and limited air space.
The 12 clerks in the principal working room of the Mail and Record
Division have each but 39 square feet of floor space including the
passageways between the desks. In this division the average floor
space is 54½ square feet. In the Corresponding and Examining Division the average floor space is 70 square feet, and in some rooms it is
reduced as low as 44i square feet.
GEO. D. RUGGLES,
Respectfully submitted.
Adjutant- General.
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REPORT
OF THE

INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF THE ARMY.
WAR DEPARTMENT,
lNSPECTOR-G ENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., October 1, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the opera-

tions of this Department during the past year:
The service of the inspection districts established under the provisions of General Orders, No. 18, Headquarters of the Army, 1895, has
now been in operation sufficiently long to place it beyond the experimental stage and to admit a fair judgment of its merits. The severe
tests to which it has been subjected during the past year, and the results
attained, should dispel any doubts that may still be entertained by the
most conservative as to its efficiency and economy; the high character
and ability of tbe officers, and the thoroughness and impartiality with
which they have performed their duties, are a sufficient guaranty that
their best efforts will be directed toward a continued successful operation and further development of whatever may be the adopted system;
everything that was definitely assigned to them this year has received
faithful and thorough attention.
Detailed reports of inspection of the military establishment, including posts, depots, armories, and ar:;;enals, of the accounts of disbursing
officers, of national cemeteries, and of military departments of civil institutions of learning have been made from time to time and brought
to the attention of the proper authorities, whose interest and orders in
tbe premises have given so much of its effectiveness to the 1'7'0rk. The
criticisms of the inspectors and the defects disclosed have, as a rule,
received prompt remedial action wherever po~sible; and the reports
indicate that the discipline, instruction, and efficiency of our Army
receive untiring attention from all of every rank, and are maintained
in an envfable state of excellence; and there can be no question as to
whatever furtiher improvement and progress may be necessary to keep
our little Army well up in the advanced demands of the times.
DISBURSEMENTS.

A summary of the reports of inspections of the accounts of disbursing officers of the Army, and others required by law, u~der the
supervision of the .Secretary of War, for the fiscal year endmg June
30, 1896, shows the following:
Ralances taken up ........ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . $5, 001, 312. 93
Receipts from Treasury . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $48, 550, 860. 44
,
_
Receipts from sales and other sources - . - - . -- - - - - - - - 2, 4l0, 685 , 16 ,
50 961 545 60
16 135 510.00
Transfers from other officers ...... . ---------------------··· - ··· ------_,_ _,_ _
72 0!:l8 368.53
Total to be accounted for - - - - - - - - - · · · · - , · ·" · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · · ·
' :ZOO
WA.R

~6-vo~ i--H
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Disbursements. - - - - ................... ............... $51,230,004.10
Deposited to credit Treasurer of the United States....
889, 626. 98
Transferred to other officers ............. _......... __ .

52, 119, 631. 08
14, 918, 508. 60
------~67,038, 139.68

Balance to be acco unted for ..... ~. __ ... _..................... . 5,060,228.85
Balance distributed as follows:
United States Treasury .......... __ .. _........... $3,542,787.62
United States depositories ................... _...
1, 439, 305. 60
Cash on hand...... . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
78, 135. 63
5,060,228.85

Of the $78,135.63 reported as cash on band, the sum of $60,654.88,
consisting of $58,300 in State bonds and $2~354.88 cash in safe-deposit
vault, was held by one of the officers of tlie National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, and $413. 78 by the Treasurer of the United
States Soldiers' Home, leaving only the sum of $17,066.97 cash in the
Lands of the disbursing officers-of tue Army at the close of the fiscal
year. It is submitted that it is habitually better Army administration
to keep the balance on hand, both cash and on deposit, thus close down
to a minimum in amount and a minimum in the time kept, either on
hand or in transit to t·he debtor.
In one instance various sums, ultimately aggregating over $100,000,
were held for various periods without being receipted for or placed on
deposit, and then a portion of the funds were returned t_h rough a local
bank not a Government depository.
The method of sending such considerable sums, or indeed any public
money, to the individual instead of direct to the Government depositary has long ago been abandoned elsewhere, and the official language
prescribing the present ipethod is: "Public funds will in general be
transferred as follows: rl'l1e officer making the transfer will draw his
check directing the depositary to place a stated amount to the official
credit of the officer named therein. The check will be sent to the depositary and not to the officer in whose favor it is drawn." (A. R., 594.)
The disbursements during· the fiscal years 1895 and 1896 may be
grouped as follows:
1895.

~~r ~!dbh~~b~l?~\:b~~;~~~~t;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::
Other civil disbursementQ . . _.........••.......•. _...... _.. _.... _. _...

$~f: m: ::e: ::

1896.

$r~: ~~i: ~~~: ~~

7,473,534.38
6,359,617.86
1- - - - - al- - - - Total. .. _.•.. . •. -..... .. _...... _..... .. ..... ____ . .. _...... . • _.... 57, 561, 200. 68
51, 230, 004. 10

The above statement shows a decrease of $6,331,196.58 from the
amount inspected during the preceding year, arising as follows:
Decreased disbursements:
Adjutant-General's Department ............... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$158. 03
Judge-Advocate-General's Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:50. 67
Quartermaster-General's Department ............ .. __ ........ . . . . . 458,674.18
Subsistence Department...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
518,358.45
Medical Department ............... _..... _.................. _. . . .
9:d, 375. 25
Pay Department _............................. ___ .............. _.
910, 707. 64
Engineer Department ..................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 179, 352. 57
Recruiting officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5:3, 655. 88
Miscellaneous _. _..... _...... _................ _...... _.......... __ 3, 422, 482. 04
8,635,914.71
Increased disbursements:
Ordnance Department ...... _........ _........... _.. . $80, 204. 52
National Home for Dieablecl Volunteer Soldiers...... 2, 224, 513. 61
- - - ---- 2, 301, 718. 13

-----

Net decrease .•... _•••...••..... _...•••..... __ . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 331, 196, 58
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The relation during the past four fiscal years 1Jetween the total
amount involved and the disbursements, transfers, deposits in the
Treasury, and balances on hand may be stated as follows:
1893.
- - --

-

-

- - - - - --

1894. ·

1895.

1896.

- - - - -- - - 1· - - - - - - - - -

Disbursement& . ....••......................... .. ..........•.... . ....
Transfers between officers ....•......................................

~!fa°:~~!: \e;;J~ .~~-~~~~.?:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

0. 727
.191
. 025
. 057

0. 756
.158
. 018
. 068

0. 760
.163
.015
. 062

0.710
. 207
. 013
. 070

Tbis shows a general lack of improvement this year from the showing
made last year, and especially is it noticeable in tbe matter of transfers
between officers. Last year an improvement of about 1 per cent was
shown in transfers, as compared with 1894, but this year the amount
of transfers, as compared with the total amount involved, increased
nearly 5 per cent.
The average monthly disbursements of officers of the .Army for the
year was $3,739,198.85, and their final balances represented 114 per
cent of this average, as against 103 per cent in 1895 and 89 per cent
in 1894.
_ The following table shows the variation of these percentages in the
principal disbursing departments during five fiscal years, and it can be
seen where the idle deposits and cash are kept within the most reasonable bounds:
Percentages.

Departments.

1892. 1893. 1894. 1895. 1896.

- - - - - -- - - - - - - - 1 - - - ---- Engineer .......................... _.. _. ........ .. .................. ... 104
82
75
83
Ordnance . . . . . . . ..... ... ... . ... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l'.:l4
105
115
139
Quartermaster .........•.........•.....................•............. 53
120
135
179
Subsistence . .. - .... .. ............................................ . ....
99
39
73
119
Medical. ................................•....... . .... ... ... .. ........ _ 102
186
83
131
Pay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48
90
66
83

116
113
170
89
205
77

The proportion of balances kept in personal possession by disbursing
officers of the Army was about 0.003 of the total amount, while for the
two preceding years it approximated 0.007, showing a very marked
improvement in this respect.
The total number of inspections made, including statements made
under .Army Regulations 877 of 1895, verified by the inspector, was as
follows:
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17 8
33
22
8
10
lO
1 . · · · ·· · · · · · ·

604

235

588
5ll6
12

462 -] 410 494 l , 468

459

1, 145

'

t

_'.:'..___-~

General staff otlicers' .... •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 236
~~~
811 . 205
219
Post staff officers'............................ 223
lO
48
37
6
Otherlineofficers' ....................... -···
2
8
5
5
1
Soldiers' Home ......................... - . · · ·
1
1
Disbursing clerk, War Department · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~ - - Total .......................•.... ······

1896.

1895.

1894.

1893.

--\
881
421
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Average number of inspections.
1893.

1894.

1895.

1896.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - -- - ~ - -1 - - - - - - - - - - - 2.1
For each staff officer............ ................................ .. ...
2. 70
2. 5
2. 6
1. 6
2. 6
For each post officer ... . .. .. ... .. .......................... ·.- . . . . . . . .
3. 41
3. 7

Of the 881 inspections, involving $72,098,368.53, it appears from the
fol1owing tabulation that 757 inspections (including 212 accounts of
post officers), involving $68,679,406.83, were made by officers of this
Department, and 16 inspections (including 1 account of a staff officer),
involving $39,340.15, were made by other officers:
Amo1mt
involved.

Officers
Inspec·
inspected. tions.

Department.

23

$3,708.38

52
86

140
132

11, 837, 881. 20
688,584.50

Miscellaneous .••..•...•......... . .................•................

23
92
4
26
71
24
7
9
16

62
160
11
73
192
45
7
9
27

1, 736, 089. 52
611,463.43
415,108.12
19, 506, 536. 88
21, 830, 598. 67
4, 338, 664. 17
14,075.92
10,412,801.36
702,856.38

Total-. ....................................................... .

421

881

72, 098, 368. 53

Adjutant-General ..•...............................................
Quartermaster.General:
Staff ............. ...... ............. ....... .... ............... .
Post ..... . ...... .... ...... ...................... ............... .
Subsistence Departm~nt:
Staff .......................................................... .
Post ............................ . .............................. .
Medical Department . ............................................. .
Pay Department .................................................. .

~~!~~:~~ B:t!~~::~t :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~!ifi~~it!i!:1~~ ri1~~iiiea.· v~iii~t~~~·s~ia.ie~~::::::::::::::::::::

Department.

Byofficersofthein·
spector.General's By other officers.
Department.
No.

Pay........................................

~:iri~~\Il~o~~·
·i~~ · ni;~biei .va"1~~tee~·
Soldiers. . ................................

Miscellaneous .......... . ....... _... . . . . . . .

No.

Amount.

----·-··----

----6

i~1

1, 605, 860. 67
9
451,444.36
415,108.12 ---- ·
19, 506, 531. 99 ·--· ·
19, 754, 680. 57 ......
3, 532, 969. 73
1
11,991.49

9
25

10 412 801 36
. . . . . . . . . •••.
' 694; 255: 02 : : : . : .•.......... · ..

Total................................. 757
Per cent of total involved ........ _............. .

$3,253.53
11, 811, 684. 42
478,825.57

68, 679, 406. 83
.952+

16

•

d A
R
nu:tio~X:177 .eg·

No.

..............

72
l

Amount.

u

.......

Adjutant.General. . . _.. ... ...... ...... ..... 22
Quartermaster.General:
Staff ..................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . 136
Post . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Subsistence:
Staff................................... 56
Post .. . ................ ................ 112
Medical .................................... 11

~~!~~:~~·: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

11

Amount.

1

$454. 85

$16,597.90

4
26

26,196.78
193, ]61. 03

-----------22,708.65
................

6
39

130,228.85
137,310.42

--·····-----

17
7
5

----.............. 1 ···--·· ···4.-89

······-----33 60
39, 340. 15
.002-

2, 075, 918. 10
805,694.44
2,050.83

2· · ·

108

. ......... · ·
8, 601. 36

3, 379, 621. 55
.046+

How best to guard again~t having money scattered in useless petty
sums and lying idle, in amounts aggregating thousands of doJlarR, and
to avoid an unnecessary number of entries and needless handlings of
the same sum and reporting it over and over again before it reaches the
creditor, has received some, and deserves more, attention. It is easy to
point out how much more direct, simple, and exp~ditious the remittancesare managed, and how much more immediate the control and less the
temptations, in some departments than others. The improvement that
bas been effected indicates periods of most careful administration, which
will doubtless have permanent effects.
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NA.TIONA.L HOMES FOR DISABLED SOLDIERS.

The character, purpose, and excellence of such an institution deserves
to be dearly understood and appreciated by all who have an interest in
such matters. The Inspector-General personally made an inspection
. during the year of the several Branch Homes, and the accountant of
the departmeu t examined their :financial and shop accounts and joined
in the examination of the general treasurer's, as required by the act of
August 18, 1894; and under date of February 29, 1896, a detailed report
of this inspection was submitted to the Secretary of War, who transmitted it to Congress March 5, 189.6, where it was printed as House
Doc. No. 288. This report shows very gratifying results and no deca
deuce anywhere. A comparison of the barracks at the newly constructed branches, like Marion and Leavenworth, with the older ones
gives a strong impression of the greater attention now given to the
comforts, necessities, and due decorum of human life. That a fair
ration of sunlight and unvitiated air should be classed among the first
necessities of healthful or invigorating life, seemed sometimes to be disregarded in former times; and some of the ill effects still hang on,
especially in some of the old places given to scores of men to sleep in,
where even the artificial means of changing the air as rapidly as
required by the laws of health were utterly inadequate or not provided
at all.
It is worthy of note that for several years, without in any way
decreasing the comforts or conveniences of the old soldiers, but, on the
contrary, with every change tending toward their watchful care and
better supplies, a constantly increasing .population of the Home has
been supported out of constantly decreasing appropriations for maintenance and a large surplus turned back in to the Treasury; in one calculation the reduction per capita this year, as compared with last, being
$12.63. It is believed that still further reductions and savings might
be effected if the post and special funds should be subjected to the same
supervisory inspection and examination that is now exercised over the
vouchers of the regular appropriations for the support of the Home.
Much might also be expected from a more satisfactory system of property accountability than now exists, if such accountability should be
subjected to th•e usual supervisory action by a Government Department.
The money appropriated by the Congress for the purchase of such property is affected by the watchful care thus assured in its use and protection.
How far the Government bas any interest or supervisory powers in
either the money it appropriates or the property it purchases, or has protection by legal bond or otherwise for either careless or criminal los_ses,
is hardly worth while to discuss here if it can be agreed on all s1des
that the business of the Home should be conducted throughout under
the laws and regulations controlling public business. This appears
clearly now and for some years pa~t, say from the ~im_e Mr. Randall
was chairman of the House Committee on Appropriat10ns, to be t~e
adopted policy of Congress· and it seems demonstrated that tl1ere ~s
no injury to anyone nor any great difficulty in having the usual pubhc
laws and regulations and sup~rvision con~ro~ these m~tters as far as
0
they relate to these appropriat10ns of pubhc funds_ by Congresd.
ublic
character
of
the
institution
is
one
source
of
its
powter
and
de
ec_tP.
·
·
bl. 1
· · 1 t·
the disbursemen an epo 1
1veness; and 1f the pu ic aws regu a mg
t d
habitually the best
of funds appropriated by Congress are accep e as

tl~\
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rule for such money, perhaps it is good enough for this; or if not tbe
best, ought they not to be made so by proper legislative enactment and
Treasury regulation 1 The interests appear to be too g1~eat to permit
an unusual or indifferent system of control and expenditure.
During the fiscal year 1896 the accounts of the Home, with the exception of those of the general treasurer, have been received monthly,
and generally with promptness and regularity. This has been found
to greatly facilitate the expeditious handling of the accounts in this
office, and much time has thus been gained in forwarding them to the
accounting officers of the Treasury. It is believed that 1t would be a
further advantage if the general treasurer should also submit his
accounts monthly.
·
For the last three quarters of the fiscal year, .by order of the Secre
tary of War, statements of the results of the examination of the
accounts of the Horne by this office lrnve been furnished the general
treasurer, in order that he might make such explanat1ons in the cases
of excepted vouchers as to him might seem fit and proper, before the
accounts should be forwarded to the Auditor for the War Department.
Where the general treasurer acted promptly, tlus was found ad vantageous, as many of the expfanations submitted by him were accepted as
satisfactory.
It is noted that the number of defects and irregularities found in the
vcuchers has steadily decreased, showing that the fundamental principles upon which the disbursements must be· conducted are gradually
being firmly established and clearly recognized, and that the officers of
the Home are capable and willing to .a pply the Jaw and regulations as
established. The progress made may have taken more time than at
first anticipated, but. in great part 1t is apparently permanent, and the
majority of the defects and irregularities now noted may be said to consist in the charging of the cost of certain articles or the payment of
certain services to appropriations to which they do not properly pertain. In many cases this seems to be due to a mere want of elasticity
or excess of details in the schedules furnished the Branch treasurers,
and a fair proportion of them would be cleared away by recognizing
that the purpose to which the article purchased is to be applied should
determine the appropriation to which the cost should be charged. ·
There has been no muster of the resident members by this Department like that made by the National Home of the State Homes; but
au effort was made to see every well member both in the dormitory and
at tabie, and appareled in both the full dress and fatigue suit, and
visit the sick in hospital. They seem to be generally contented; the
absence of complaints, or any just cause for them, is at least noticeable
if not phenomenal, and the faithful effort to do all that seemed possible, economically and intemgeutly, for the comfort and care of the
members is clearly evident on all sides. The intent of the controlling
authority seems to be clearly indicated by thP- various acts of Congress
in relation to these Homes, under which each individual has definite
public duties to perform, and it should be not only permissible but
wise to have all others act harmoniously therewith; so by concert of
action the best results can be attained. The reports of this department
have been submitted by you to Congress and printed and used by it,
and have doubtless received such attention elsewhere as the best
interests of the public service suggest; so neither a description of their
prominent characteri~tics nor what seems to be needed at the Homes
is required in any great detail here.
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The following is a summary of the receipts and disbursements for
tile fiscal year ending Jun,e 30, 1896:
A.-Receipts and disbursements.

STATEMENT

1893 and

prior.

Balance on hand June 30, 1895..........
Received from Treasury. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Posthnmous fund, act August 18, 1895..
Sales, etc...... . .... . ...... ... .... .. ....
Transfers and disallowances..... . . .. ..

$945. 51

1894.

1895.

$19, 489. 25 $391, 226. 62 ....... .. .... .
43,674.74
58, 561. 47
1,015. 57

$411, 6~1. 38
2, 520, 724. 17
43,674.74
63,479.50
16,079.89

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 140, 778. 17 $2, 379, !l46. 00
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.... . . .. . . . ... . . .... . .
4, 918. 03
.... . . . . . .
7,294. 29
7,770. 03

Total........ . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total.

1896.

26, 783. 54

544, 692. 85

2, 483, 197. 78

3, 055, 619. 68

Accounted for as follows :
Disbursements .................................. .
Deposited in Treasury as surplus... . . .
945. 51
Transfers and allowances . . . .. .... .. ... . . .... .... .

17. 50
19,511.02
33. 00

314, 367.03
155,139.06
9,482.02

2, 205, 229. 46

--- -- 2,193.76
----· ·--·

2, 519, 613. 99
175,595.59
11,708.78

Total. ... ...... ...................
945.51
Balance on hand June 30, 1896 . .. ... : ..... . .. .... .

19,561.52
7,222. 02

478,988.11
65,704.74

2, 207, 423. 22
275,774.56

2, 706, 918. 36
348,701. 32

26,783.54

544,692.85

2, 483, 197. 78

3, 055, 619. 68 .

Balance on band June 30, 1895.......... . . . . ...... . • .... .. • • . .
3,610.31
Received from Treasury . ....... .... .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 142, 500. 00

f25, 000. 00

3, 610.31
767,500.00

Total ...... . ........ ..... ... ...... ..... .. .. .. ....... . . . . 146,110.31

625,000.00

771,110.31

-3·o.-is96:::: ::: ::: ::: :::: ::: :::: :::::: :: .~~~: ~~~: ~~.

571,906.84
53, OQ3. 16

718, 017.15
53,093.16

625,000.00

771,110, 31

945. 51

Total.......... .. . ..... .. ..... . . . .

945. 51

State aid funds.

R!i~:i:eo~e;J~ci·j~:;~

Total. . ...... : ................. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 146, 11,0. 31
STATEMENT

B. -.Ll.ppropriations.

The appropriation accounts for· the various :fiscal years may be summarized as follows:
NATIONAL HOME FOR DIS.A.BLED VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.
1893 and

prior.

1895.

1894.

1896.

Total.

Balance in Treasury July 1, 1895 ... . ....
$150, 489. 04 $199, !!12. 12 ---- -- ---·---· $350,401.16
A mount of appropriations .......... ... $172. 40
1,309.10 ---- ------ -- :1;2, 514, 846. 00 2,516,327. 50
Unexpended balance deposited by gen·
178,094.47
eral treasurer ... ................. ... . a 947. 81 b 22,008.60 155,139. 06 --------- ·····

----

Total. ................. . ........ .. 1,120.21
Remitted to disbursing officers ..... ....
Paid on Treasury statements . .... ... ...
Covered into surplus fund . ; ...........

355,051. 18

173,806.74

2, 514, 846. 00

3, 044, 823. 03

140,778. 17 2, 379, 946. 00 2, 520, 724. 17
··-·-------511. 17
295. 84 ·- ---- -------·
172. 40
42. 93
173,283. 23
946. 81 172,336.42 . - . -- ..... . .. - · -· -----·-·· -

Total. .. .. ... ..................... 1, 119. 21
1.00
Balance in Treasury June 30, 1896 ......

172,379.35
1,427.39

I 2m. 977.17

141,074.01

2, 379, 946. 00
134,900.00

2, 694, 518. 57
350,304.56

Total. . ...... . .......... ... . ..... . 1,120.21

173,806.74

355,051.18

2, 514, 846. 00

3, 044, 823. 13

a Includes $1 repaid by Gen . W. B . Franklm to settle bis accounts.
b Includes $118. 29 r epaid by Gen. W. B. Franklin to settle his accountti.

ST.A.TE .A.ID FUNDS.
1894.

1895.

Total.

1896.

Balance in Treasury ,Tuly 1, 1895 .. .............. . ... .. . . ...... . .. $142,500.00 · · · · · · · ·• · · · $142, 500. 00
793,
.A.mount of appropriations......... ......... .... . ...... . . . . . . . . . . 18,799.74 $775,000. OO
Unexpended balance deposited................ .. ...... $199. 53 ... . .. ···· · · · · · · · · ···· · ·

m:i~

936. 499. 27

Total . . ......... . ... _. _..........................

199. 53 161, 299.74 775, 000.00
- - 142, 500. 00 625, 000. 00
Remitted to disbursing officers ..... ·· - · · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·5·3· 18 , 799 _74 150, ooo. 00
Balance in Treasury June 30, 1896. ..... ............ . . . . 1_9_9_. __ J _ _ _ __ ,1_ _ _ _ _
199. 53 161,299.74 775, ooo. oo
-

Total ............................... . ........... .

767, 500. 00
168, 999. 27

--:-:::-·=~

I

936,499. 27
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There was received during· the past fiscal year from the effects of
deceased member , or "po tbumous fund," the snm of $43,674.74, and
paid out on the ame account the sum of $22,841.{13, leaving· a balance
of $20,833.11 to be added to the appropriation for "current expense "
at the Branch Homes, as follows:
Amount
recei:red.

Branch.

I

Amonnt
e:xpende<l.

Balance to
current
expenses.

Central. .................................................•........ $22,248.76
5,619.67
North western ................................................... .
5,289.22
Southern .................................................. _. . ... .
3,308. 78
Eastern ........... .............. ................................ .
3,551. 65
Western ......................................................... .
2,265. 26
Pacific .................................. ... ....... .... . ......... .
1, 391.40
Marion ........................................... ............... .

$12,318.87
2,204.54
1, 88:'i. 97
3,258.05
1. 860. 30
. 747. 60
566. 30

$9,929.89
3,415.13
3,403 25
50 73
1,691.35
l, 517. 66
825.10

43,674.74

22,841.63

20, 833. 11

Total ..................... ..... .. ..... ......... ............ .

Since the passage of the act of August 18,· 1894, requiring the tram;fer of posthumous funds to the appropriation for current expenses, the
transactions Lave been as follows:.
Received.

Balance to
current
expenses.

Disbursed on
postbmuous
account.

~t,• m: fi

Amount transferred, 1894 ... ... : .................... • . . .... a. $152: 232. 63 . • • • . • . . . . . . .
Amount for fiscal :s·ear 1895 . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . .• • • • . .. . • . . . . .
46,954.98
$22,143. 56
Amount for fiscal year 1896....... ••••••.• •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43,674.74
22,841.63

b $123, 058. 74
1

1

'Iotal. ..... ·......... .. ........................ ...... ... --24-2., 8-6-2.-3-5·l--44-,-98-5.- 19· --16-8--,1·-03-_-=-=27
a.$29,173.89 of this was covered into the Treasury.

b1895.

Apparently the operations under this 'provision of law are in line with
army precedents and have been found advantageous in keepi13:g ~M
accounts, and economical in the .use of public funds, without preJud1ce
to the interests of the heirs of deceased members, to whom the Goverument is always responsible; and some legal action seemed to be ueedec1.
Doubtless other suggestions were considered, and the one adopted may
not appear objectionable in practice, even if it does not appear to be
the best that was offered.
The following is a brief statement of the appropriations, the· net dh,·
bursements and unexpended balances relating to the several fiscal years
involved, to include July ::n, 1896:
1893.

1894.

1896.

1895.

1 - - - - - 1- - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1

Appropriated ............. ~- . .... ............ $2,618,013.67 $2,379,872.99 $2,324, 473.00
Posthumous fund-

1'

.

$:l, 514, 84B. OO

.mL::: :::::::::::::::: : : :::: ::::::::: ::::::::: : :: :::::::: : : : . . ~~;:. ~~!:_~;_1:::: :~i.:~~~-:ii

1- - - - -1- - - - - -1- - - - - - - ··- - -- Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 618, 013. 67 2, 379, 872. 99 2, 501, 517. 05 j 2, 535, 679. 11
Net disbursements a ......................... 2,505,224. 98 2,198,887.16 - 2,243, Ofll. 37 1 2, 311,215. 71
Balance unexpended....................... ..
112, 788. 69
180, 985. 83
258, 425. 68
22.J., 463 40
'Fotal ........................ ...... . _.. 2, 618, 01.3. 67 2, 379, 8i2. S9 2, 501,517. 05
2, 535, 679. 11
In United States Trea::mry ............ _. _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8,649.41
255,315.83 '=- 163, 830. 00
Covered into Treasury on surplus warrants.
112, 788. 69
172, 336. 42 ......... -.. · · -· · ·
In hands of treasurers, Na.tional Home for
60,633.40
Disabled Volunteer Soldiers ...... ..... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 109. 85224,463 . 40
Total unexpended . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
112,788.69
180,985.83 I 258,425.68

___ ____ _
__,__

a Disbursements, less proceeds of sales and repayments.
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The following tabulation shows the amount appropriated for maintenance of members and for special constructions for the fiscal years
involved:
Average
member· Appropriation.
ship.

Fiscal year.

1893. - ••••••••.••••••••••••••• , •••.• , • • • • . . • • • • .
14, 661
15,601
1894 ..•••.•••••••• ·-·······-····················
1895. .. . . • . . . . . .. . . . . .• . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .• . •.
16,480
1896 ... -.. .............•••..•••......• ......•...
17,451
1897 .•.....•... ••···•·•· ···-··· ····••••· •••...............

Total ... _..... . ........... _..............

64, 193

$2, 618, 913. 67
2, 379, 872. 99
2,324,473.00
2, 514, 846, 00
2,483,478. 75
12, 321, 584. 41

For special
construe.
tions.

For main·
tenance.

!ll207, 540. 00 $2, 411, 373. 67
1,309. 10
2, 378, 563. 89
94. 100. 00 a 2, 230, 373. 00
173,500.00
2, 341, 346. 00
161. 814. 75
2. 321, 664. 00
638,263.85

11, 683, 320. 56

a Exclusive of $123,058.74 appropriated from po11thumous fund.

Tbe latest report received, September 10, 1896, shows the actual
number present on that date to have been 18,419, a net gain of 1,280
within twelve months.
SOLDIERS' HOME.

Under date of November 26, 1895, a report was submitted, in accordance with the requirements oflaw, of the inspection of the Soldiers' Home
in the District of Columbia. The usual tabular statements, giving in
detail the transactions on account of the Home and other information
concerning it, accompanied the report.
The usual efficient management of tbe institution continued, and the
condition of the buildings, grounds, etc., was generally excellent. A
steadJ- improvement irn all matters connected with this Home has been
noted for years. Disabled soldiers are habitually pedestriaus, ancl need
dry, comfortable walks rather than driveways, but the latter seem still
to dominate, though a better grade than any yet established between
the principal building and gate most used by carriages might still be
possible. Electric cars now reach the Home at nearly opposite sides,
and pedestrians and bicycles throng the grounds more than ever. A
bypath for the latter would afford some needed relief to the roads.
The average number of members present dming the year ending
September 30, 1895, was 678.25, the lowest in four years; and the average uumber absent was 330, the same as for the preceding year. There
were 126 vacant beds reported in tlrn barracks, an mcrease of 73 over
the previous inspection. The avera.ge floor space was 148 squa~e feet,
and average air space 1,635 cubic feet, per man-more than twice the
averages found at the volunteer homes, which nught possibly approach
the same ration of sun and air if the principle of outdoor rel.ief c~uld
be adopted to a proportionate extent, by extending the savrngs from
one year's appropriations to this relief for the most deservmg resident
members durin(J'
the next winter. The volunteer homes are now clo edd
0
·
tlle har
to all ordinary applicants, but this would open t h em d ?-rrng
,
1
winter months to several thousand disabled and deservmg so <her ·
30 1894 was
$2 574, 0' 6. 79
The balance of the permanent fund on hand Septemb er '
'
··
' 1 006. 04
Credit settlements .. - --· . - -··· -----· ··--·· ··-·-· ---· ·----· ·-- ··· ---· _ __,_ _

Totai . ...... __ . ___ - .. - . - . - - - ... - - - - · - · - - - - - - - - - · : ~ ~:: ·_. ___ _
Withdrawn forcurrentexpenses.----· -··- ·----· --·- --Balance Septe~ ber 30, 1895. - - - - · - - · · · - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - - -

.
' .
m bers at th ,
The total expense of mamtammg me
ro r f
year was $i27,514.63, or an average per me

2 7H~ 012. ~:{
' 72
D 00

- - -1~ ·
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the cost per capita, as compared with the two preceding years, $9.88
and $29.44, respectively. This was done, it is claimed, without lowering
either the quantity or quality of the supplies.
The average daily number of men on outdoor relief was 323.25, to
, whom was paid an average per annum of $82.53, aggregating $26,677
for the whole number for the year.
The total annual cost was $154,191.63 for maintaining the 1,001 members, including those on outdoor relief, or an average of $154.19 per
man.
·
The amount paid for services averaged $81.83 per member, an increase
of $2.39 per member over last year, and the ratio of employees to average membership was about 40.7 per cent, an increase of about 3.7 per
cent over last year. While the average population of the Home had
decreased since last year 55.5, the employees had increased by 6 in
number.
·
On October 15, 1895, some 515 of the members present were pensioners, who had to their credit $46,626.04. It is believed that inducements extended to them in the way of offering a smalJ rate of interest
on their savings would have a good effect, and separating this fund idly
from the permanent fund is unnecessary.
The annual average expense of maintaining a man on outdoor relief
is more than $100 less than maintaining him at the Home; and under
the principle of '' the greatest good to the greatest number," this practice might be wort11y of the attention of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, as allowed by law.
The hooks in the treasurer's office are neatly and properly kept, but
the habit of keeping cash balances on hand seems dangerous and undesirable, and where the depository is so easy of access it is also unnecessary. It is understood that two separate sets of accounts are kept,
one as is usual with public accounts which are submitted for inspection,
the other in some special manner not recognized elsewhere in the authorized system of accounting for public moneys.
I

INSPECTIONS UNDER PARAGRAPHS 867 AND 868, ARMY REGULATIONS.

The inspections under Army Regulations 867 and 868, embracing the
quartermaster and commissary depots, armories, arsenals, public works,
and national cemeteries, have been made as prescribed. The reports
indicate that the admimstration of the affairs of the several establishments has been highly satisfactory and the officials in charge have been
very generally commended for their zeal and efficiency. In such an
extensive and varied business it is universaUy recognized how alert
must be the supervision and close the personal attention to insure wise
and economical purchases and well-directed service, timely deJivery,
prompt handling, good stores, and no needless purchasee nor injury from
storage. The prevailing exceJlence of administration is indicated generally in the reports.
Of course uniform business methods control the adQuartermasterdepots. ministration of the affairs of the several depots, especially w·bere the work is of the same general character.
At Philadelphia, Pa., where a comprehensive system of manufacturing
is carried on and the disbursements during the year amounted to almost
a million dollars, the amount required to pay the employees was a httle
in excess of 9 per cent of the disbursements. At otber depots, where
the total expenditures are much less4 the ratio of expenses to disbursements is greater.
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The following table shows the average rate of compensation per month
prevailing at the depots:
Employees.
Clerks........ ......... .....

firl~~}~;~:::.::::::::::::::
ri:~~~:1~:~:::::
::::::: :::·::
Packers...... . ..... ........

Washing·
ton.
$138. 85

11t ~~
i~:60.00gi

Watchmen..................
50. 00
Teamsters ........... : ......
48. 50
Lab0rers... ...... ...... .. . . .
30. 00
Carpenters ................ ............ .

jA:~:c:u~~~ ~~.:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Trimmers .............................. .
Markers .. ........ ........... , ......... .

Philadel·
phia.
$117.18
77. 77
115. 00
70. 00
100. 00
57. 86
65. 00
58. 00
53.57
72. 50
133. 33
60. 00
70. 00
65. 00

New York
City.
.jll26. 38
75. 00
85. 00
60. 00
100. 00
63. 75
70. 00
.. . ..... .. . .
58. 00
85. 00
.••••••.....
......•.....
..•..••.....
....••• .... .

Jefferson·
ville.
$119. 44
60. 00
116. 66
50. 00
75. 00
47. 30
40. 83
41. 66
40. 00
70. 00
45. 00

St. Louis.

San Francisco.

$110. 61
$128. 33
.. ............. . . __ .. __ .
150. 00
116. 66
45. 00
7f>. 00
..... - ........ - ... - .... .
51. 80
66. 25
52. 50
60. 00
45. 00
62. 50
45. 00
35. 00
. . . . . . .. . . . .
82. 50
...... ......
133. 33

~o. oo ....................... .
75. 00 . . . . . . • . . . .
100. 00
40. 00 ............ ·······-·· .•

A.t Jeffersonville, Ind., an urgent plea is made for one additional
clerk and three more packers.
The public works near Little Rock, Ark., were inspected last May, and
the report indicates a very satisfactory state of affairs there. Eighteen
bmldings were reported to be nearing completion aud about ready for
occupancy by troops.
.
These have been thoroughly inspected during the
Subsistence depots. year, and tbe number of civilian employees remains
about as reported last year.
The operation of these €stablishments appears to be
Medical supply
giving
very general satisfaction. The officers in charge
depots.
seem to possess the necessary executive ability, and
are reported as displaying excellent judgment in the performance of
their varied duties. The locatwns of <lepots are said to be desirable
and convenient. At St. Louis, Mo., the building occupied has been
used for the purpose since December, 1880.
A saving in labor, amounting to $2,140 per annum, has been reported
at San Francisco, Cal., and the work of packing is sa.id to be completed
in less than one·third of the time formerly required.
Tbe act of June 11, 1896, authorized the purchase of a.rmy medical _
supplies by the National Home for disabled Volunteer Soldiers, but its
medical officials do not seem to be aware of the cost or quality of these
stores so as to decide as to the wisdom of procuring them. The Quartermaster's Department appears to have effected sales to this institution when it was ·to their mutual benefit or the good of the public
service. Would it not be well to take similar action m regard to medical
stores,
In regard to the sale of stores, it seems only r1gh t
Sale of store'J.
that all Bureaus of the War Department be treated
fairly alike, and the general Jaw on this subject passed
in 18:!5 has been found to answer for seventy years, and gives to the
Secretary of War the fullest powers, and has in it the essential qual~ty
of insiuing the disinterested Judgment of officers not connected with
the Bureau responsible for the property it is desired to elimmate, 111
tlw wisest manner, from the public service. This law has b~en carefully regarded, and deserves consideration again m connection with
recent enactments. It 1s as follows:
.A.N .A.CT to authorize the sale of unserviceable ordnance, arms, and military stores .

· d h 18
. h
by authorized to cause
That the President of the United S~a~es be, an
e
ere to~es or subsistence, or
to be sold any ordnance, arms, ammun1t1on, or other military 9
,
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medical supplies, which, upon proper inspection or survey, .shall appear to be dam•
aged or otherwise unsuitable for the public service, whenever, in bis opinion, tho
sale of such unserviceable stores will be advantageous to the public service.
SEC. 2. That the inspection or survey of the unserviceable stores shall be made by
an inspector-general, or such other officer or officers as the Secretary of \Var may
appoint for that purpose; and the sales shall be made under such rules and regulations as may be prescribed by the Secretary of War.
Approved, March 3, 1825.

This institution was established in 1886 at Hot
Springs
Ark. ' and was first opened. ·for the
reception
.
. '
.
•
of patients January 17, 1887. It 1s eqmpped with
every facility for hydrotherapy, massage and electrical treatment, and
treatment by the Swedish movements, and has recently been fitted up
with a complete bacteriological and pathological laboratory. The
inspector reports it in excellent condition.
·
The arsenals have all been inspected during the past
Arsenalsandarmories. year. There are fourteen of these establishments.
Seven are located in the North Atlantic and two in the
South Atlantic States; three in the Mississippi Valley, one in Texas,
and one on the Pacific Coast. Nine are maintained for the purpose of
repair, storage, and distribution, and at the others an extensive system
of manufactures is carried on. Of the latter, one is in the Mississippi
Vall~y, two in Massachusetts, and one each · in New York and Pennsylvania. The reports indicate that the officers in charge display
excellentjudgment in the administration of affairs, and that they give
the duties to which they have· been assigned their careful personal
supervision.
The number of enlisted men on duty at the arsenals foots up 400, and
ranges from 11 at Fort Monroe, Va., to 62 at West Troy, N. Y. There
are none at Governors Island, New York, and San Antonio, Tex. All
belong to the Ordnance Department except a few members of the hospital corps and several commissary sergeants. They are geuerally
reported properly instructed, competent, and efficient.
The books and records were reported properly kept and up to date.
The buildings, with a few exceptions, appear to be sath,facwry. One
of the new set of quarters at Springfield, Mass., is reported in an unfinished ·condition for lack of sufficient funds. The necessity of more
floor space for the machinery at Frankford Arsenal has been repeatedly
brought to attention.
The total number of civil employees reported is 1,849, all but 60 of
whom are credited to the manufacturing arsenals. The pay appears to
be reasonable and just for a thoroughly competent corps of artisans of
a superior grade of intelligence.
The following extract from the report of inspection of Springfield
Arsenal, Massachusetts, made by Col. R. P. Huglles, inspector-general,
North Atlantic district, indicates t1ie futurf': possibilities in the way of
cctermining tlie amount of money, men, and machinery required to
turn out a fixed number of the new rifles in a single day:
The Army a nd ~avy
General Hosp-ital.

Altbongb it is only about a. year sin ce th e manufacture of the new rifle for the
Army was und ertaken, I fincl that pmisibilities have beeu sufficiently rletermibed to
enable the administration to pnt over 50 per cent of the force on piecework. . Of
course this IDP,ans a. much larger per cent of those to whom it is possible to assign
work by the pie<:e. In looking over the record for the past month I find that less
than one-third of the WQrkmen who are p,rnploye<l 011 piecework have had any of
their work rejected, and that the total value of rejected or condemned work foots u_p
a trifle over $100 for the whole pay roll. When the newness o~ rnan.v of the tools 11::1
taken into consideration, the result must be aceepted as very satisfactory. The data
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are being carefully collected to determine just prices for additional workmen, and in
due time the cost of manufacturing the Army rifle wil1 be determined with approximate fairness and exactness.
Colonel Mordecai has devoted much personal attention to the arranging and grouping of the machines of the various shops in order t,o economize energy and time as
well as floor space. He is also making a careful study of the capabilities of the
machines and how many competent men the Government would require to turn
out any designated number of rifles daily. With the number of men and machines
be has now in operation, his effort is to work each separate factor of the whole complex establishment up to the capacity of doing its share of the work demanded in
turning out 120 completed rifles per day. His data show that the number of machines
now in default of this requirement is very small, and due efforts are being made to
so improve jihese few· as to bring them up to the desired standard.

These are two in number, and are located at St.
Louis, Mo., and near Dover, N. J. Both wer._e found in
a fairly satisfactory condition.
At date of inspection the garri~on of the Sandy Hook
Proving Ground.
Proving Ground consisted of 5 commissioned officers
and 53 enlisted men . of the Ordnance Department.
There was also a civilian force of draftsmen, mechanics, and laborers,
numbering 55, with salaries ranging from $1 per day to $1,500 per
annum, and footing up a total of $1,367.74 per month. The inspector
reports the station is dependent upon the hospital steward for medical
advice and strongly urges that the strength of the garrison and its
isolated location warrant the det.ail of a medical officer.
There seems to be practical unanimity in the opinion
Recruit rendezvous. that the apoJishment of the old recruiting depots has
been of .great benefit to the service. The company is
the home and place of training for all soldiers, and few captains can
prefer that a part of their own proper duties shall be done elsewhere
than under th~ir own direction, where the soldier can be as well set up,
cared for, and mstructed as he can be by some outsider less interested
in him indi_vidually, The company cm;nmanders of no other army can
perform this duty better than ours. It is only needed that recruits be
receive~ 3:t w~ll-~stablished dates in nu1;11bers best suit~d for training
and assim1lat10n m the company and regiment. The rat10 of native to
foreign _born recruits is about as 7 to 1, or about 84 and 16 per cent,
respectively.
Ten national cemeteries have been inspected during
National cemeteries. the year, as follows, viz: Elmira, N. Y.; Philadelphia,
Pa.; Loudon Park, Md.; Camp Nelson, Lebanon, Lexington, and Mill Springs, Ky.; Jefferson Barracks, Mo.; Fort Leavenworth, Kans.; and Keokuk, Iowa. Each of the above is in charge of a
suµerintendent, except Lexington, Ky., where one man is employed to
raise and lower the flag at a compensation of $60 per year, and Woodlawn, N. Y., where the necessary duties are performed by the superintendent of the Woodlawn Cemetery, adjoining the national cemetery,
for $100 per year; both these cemeteries are well cared for. The saIaries of superintendents range from $65 to $75 per month. The maximum estimated cost of maintaining a cemetery for one year is reported
as $2,280.39, and the minimum $945; the general average is fou~~ to
be $1,332.40. The buildings are reported in a satisfo,ctory cond1t10n,
with a few exceptions where minor repairs are needed, and the same
may be said of the inclosures. The cemetery at Fort Leavenworth,
Kans is reported to be about filled, and the inspector recommends ~he
·, of an additional plot of ground. In the repor t Of msp
·
ect10n
purchase
th t
of the national cemetery at Lexington, Ky., the inspector states a
Powder depots.
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be bas been "informed that the Confederate dead still lie in the trenches
where they were buried after the battles of Perryville and Mill Springs,
uncared for. To make the cemetery national in the true sense I strongly
and earnestly recommend that these bodies be moved and reinterred
beside those against whom they fought, in the nearest national cemetery, and the care of the Government extended to all ahke.''
Under the law, deceased honorably discharged soldiers are allowed
burial in these national cemeteries, but most of them are located in the
South, and at the Hampton Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers a new
plot of ground was bought when the old became full. Would it not be
well to establish such cemeteries near all these Homes, which would
insure the best care for the dead, Both are national institut10ns; the
duty of the Home is to care for the living and the cemetery for the dead;
and neither need assume the duties of the other.
TRANSPORTATION OF OFFICERS.

The Comptroller of the Treasury in a decision dated May 14, 1896,
holds that an officer had no rig-ht to claim reimbursement for full fare
over the 50 per cent !and-grant roads. This places the officers in a
dilemma and the q_uestion at once presents itself, how can an officer
traveling under orders without troops avoid unnecessary complications
while conforming to the more economical method of travel the Comptroller desires to insure. ' A blank transportation request or travel
requisition has been suggested similar to .that now issued for travel
over the free and bond-aided Pacific railroads, to be used .hke a telegraph blank and the cost of the transportation furnished on these
requests to be paid by the Pay Department out of the appropriation
under its control for the payment of mileage to officers. Evidently the
transportation is furmshed by the department that pays for it, and the
Pay Department is now charged with the disbursement of the appropriation from which tbe cost of such transportation is paid; and the
Secretary of War is charged with the duty of preventing a deficiency
in this appropriation. 1t may seem advisable that the office- having
cbarge of its disbursement should have early and complete knowledge
of all cnarges against it, and it or any other department can direct or
supervise such requisitions for mileage in kind or for reimbursement as
readily as it would any other requisitions, say for money or property.
Smee advance mileage can not be paid to an officer traveling on pubhe duty, but he is compelled to advance the entire cost from his private
funds and await reimbursement, often at an expense to himself, is it
· not possible, as a measure of partial relief, to furnish him requests for
transportation to be used over the required lines of travel between the
pomts named without reference to the character of the road! The
annoyances and extravagance of the old disjointed way of furnishing
transportation have been referred to in reports to this office. It practically prohibits round-trip tickets, and the decision of the Comptroller
it is hoped will lead to something more practical as well as more
economical.
As this class of travel is wholly met by the Pay Department it hardly
seems affected by the limitations imposed upon the Quartermaster's
Department in its appropriation act, nor should these limitations be
unnecessarily interpreted so as to increase the cost of travel. Probably
no legislation is needed, but the matter can be simplified and improved
as a simple matter of departmental administration ..
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MILITARY COLLEGES.

Some need seems to be felt by officers upon this duty for information
as to what is being done at other institutions, and the improvements
already effected at one place incite to higher efforts and better success
at others, and it may be well to give details that are needed by those
most interested in the work. Careful studies from experience, and from
the data so collected showing the experience of others also doing similar
work, have been made and published by those directly engaged in the
college work ,
During the fiscal year just closed there were 106 educational institutions at which instruction in military science and tactics was givenan increase of two over the number reported at the close of the previous
year. At one.of the institutions-the Marmaduke Military Institute,
at Sweet Springs, Mo.-a disastrous fire unfortunately necessitated
closing the school early in March, and the military professor was subsequently transferred to another institution which had not heretofore
been favored with an Army detail. At no time in the history of these
colleges have there been such opportunities for disseminating and fostering military knowledge as were presented during· the past year, and
it is hoped that a still higher success may yet be reached .
.About the only obstacle this year to a complete
Inspections.
inspection by officers of this Department of all institutions having an Army detail was the desire of all concerned to have the inspections made as near as possible to the close of
the scholastic year, which seems to o,ffer the most fittmg opportunity
of presenting the year's work in its best phase. Of course, where the
commencement exercises occur so close to each other, the service of
special inspectors must be called into requisition, and this is too apt,
amid the great changes constantly occurring in the service, to deprive
the officer of the opportunity to study the effects of his recommendations and the current of improvement by a reinspection next year,
and give undue uncertainty to his work. Of the 106 colleges under
discussion, 62 were visited by officers of this Department and 42 ,by
officers specially detailed for the purpose, and the inspection of two
was omitted, as one institution had closed its doors on account of the
conflagration previously mentioned, and the military department was
to be permanently discontinued at the other. Seventeen were inspected
this year by the same officers who visited them last year. Originally
. only 20 of these details were authorized by law.
The officers deserve praise for the skill and thoroughness with which
they performed this onerous and delicate duty. All but one or two h3:d
profited by prior experience in the duty, and showed good judgmen~ m
its performance. The success and efficiency of the ~ilitary ~ep:1r~
ments are largely influenced by well conducted, careful, and d1scr1m1nating inspections, and the necessity of de-tailing experienced officers for
this duty seems apparent. Some institut~ons have sugg~sted two
inspections during the college year, so the 1mprovement,s eff~cted and
success attained during each year may be clearly recogmzed a nd
recorded. Major Sanger reports ;
. f th t
t.
rtance and whenever
·
The annual inspection of the co11eges 1s ?
e u mos impo
~ffice~s familiar

practicable should be conducted by the mspectors general ~r bbf
company the
with the sJbject The president of the college should inva_n a Yt~tc underarms
·
· the review and
ion be observed,'
inspector and· remain
with h 1m a t 1eas t d urmg
£ mspec
t
may
and the inspector should point out to him personall_y sue~ d: e~ s Tie presence of the
suggesting at the same time the necessary. remedies.
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president gives character to the inspection, as well as the impression that he is personallv interest ed in the result.
In the effort to int erest the State authorities in the military departments of colleges
within Stat e limits, I have upon several occasions invited the adjutant-general and
inspector-general of the State to accompany me. The result has been alto&ether
favorable to the colleg e. " * * This can not fail to put the military professor,
the cadets, and college authorities more upon their mettle, and will make them far
more mindful of their obligations and far more sensible to criticism than they now
are. It will bring these institutions, as well as the cadets, under the direct obse~v ation of the State military authorities, who can not fail to be interested in their
welfare or fail to promote it.

The following table exhibits the names of the officers who made the
inspectio11s of the past year, and the nulllber inspected by each:
Regular inspectori,.

Gen. J . C. Br,ickinridge....... .. . . . . . 1
95
Col. G. H. Burton.......... .. ......... . 3
626
Lieut. Col. H. W. Lawton............. 3
369
Lieut. Col. P. D. Vroom . ......... . .... 15
1,592
Maj.J.P. Sanger ..................... 10
1,622
1,779
MaJ. E. .A. Garlington...... . ......... 16
MaJ.FrancisMoore . .... . ............ 14
1, 463
Total. ...............•. . ........ - - 62
7,546

Special inspectors.

81
164
506
318
440

Lieut. Col. E. M. Coates. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Maj. G. S. Carpenter.... ... ... ....... 2
Maj. C. W . Miner.................... 5
Maj. C. F. Robe...................... 3
Capt. C. S. Roberts.................. 2
Capt. H. R. Brinkerhoff.............. 4
Capt. J. Fornance............. ...... 21
Capt.G.K.Hunter ..-................ 2
Capt. W. C. Buttler... . ... ........... 1
Lieut. .A. R. Paxton ................. 1

2,533
371
53
51

Total... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42

5, 465

948

A copy of the inspection report of each college has been sent to the
_president of the institution as required by General Orders No. 93,
Headquarters oft.he Army, 1893. Other copies, when aRked for, have
usually to be declined, since th.ey are uot printed.
The full number of officers from the active list
Military professors. authorized by the act of November 3, 1893, about
enough to officer two regiments, bas remained on duty
at colleges as professors of military science and tactics. From the
retired list, which is not restricted by Jaw, there has been an increase
of 2, making a total of G retired and 1"00 active officers on this duty
at the close of the year. Of the latter, the cavalry is represented by
23, the artillery by 12, and the infantry by 65 officers. The Fifth and
Sixth regiments of cavalry, the Second Regiment of artillery, and the
Fifteenth Regiment of infantry were not represented in these details.
With respect to rank, 29 of the military professors are captains, of
whom 12 belong to the cavalry and 17 to the infantry arm of the service, and 71 are lieutenants. At the close of the preceding year there
were but 6 cavalry and 11 rnfantry captains on this duty.
At all but six institutions the military professors are members of the
faculty in full standing, and they are generally well supported by the
college authorities, though m some cases more earnestly favorable
sentiments might materially benefit this without detracting from the
efficieucy of the other departments of study. Evidently the best results
can only be obtaiued when all work in harmony; and asking- that military professors and students be placed on an .equal footing in every ·
respect with others in the same institution seems a modest enough
request. Under the provisions of General Orders No. 93 of 1893, military professors may, for their own benefit and tbat of the military
service, also perform other duties than those pertaining to military science and tactics and receive compensation for such services. The
reports show that at 56 schools, or about 53 per cent, they performed
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other duties than those prescribed by the War Department, and at 49
they received compensation ranging from $150 to $1,400 per annum.
Mathematics seems to be the favored branch. At 21 institutions the military professors were provided with quarters. And generally the efforts
of the military instructors and the aid given them by the college authorities toward making the military feature what it deserves to be are
praiseworthy.
The past year witnessed 32 changes in the college details, and 74
officers continued on this duty. These tours are authorized for four
years, so that among the 100 officers detailed from the active list there
should be an average annual change of 25 under ordinary conditions.
The new officer frequently finds an inadequate organization to help, or
no records to guide him, and is left to his own devices. Major Sanger
reports:
A. noti ceable d efect is the utter lack of uniformity in the records kept by the differ ent professors of military science and t actics, as well as the manner of keeping
them. Beyond the qu arterly r eports to the Adjutant-General required by the Army
Regulations, t,he a nnual r eport to the Inspector-General, and the orders and corres p ondence of the W ar Department, some of the offi cers keep no records and are
r eq uired to keep none. Others have an elaborate system of bookkeeping, such as is
fo u nd at posts, which is carried on usually by their own pens in the most laborious
fas hion, and occasion ally through the assistance of the cadet staff.
In s ome cases such essentials as rosters and morning r eports are unknown, and in
very few instan ces a re the records kept whi ch would naturally result from the situation, and even when they are they h a ve but little or no continuity, the particular
· system in vog ue b eginning and ending wHh theofficerin charge at the time. There
is no r eason apparent to me why a set of forms adapted to all institutions should not .
be used, and constituting, with the War Department orders and correspondence, the
p erm anent records of the military department to be regularly turned over, receipted
for, and to be accounted for to the Inspector-General by each new detail in a special
r e port. I have occasionally been informed after looking over the badly kept, scanty,
in complete, and diversifi ed records, in answer to my inquiry, that the officer's predecessor did not turn over any records, and that these he had devised for himself. The
r ecords of the military department should be uniform and continuous, and the officer
should be held strictly accountable that they are so, and that they are neatly and
a cc urately kept.
_
.

The new officer should not be obliged to grope in the dark when a
system of complete records will aid him in determinitig and curing
existing defects without losing time in experiments. The extra labor
involved will add but little to the limited hours of instruction now
required. By having the new detail generally report early in June,
timeforadequatepreparation and opportunity to consult his predecessor
and associates will be given prior to actual operations. The beginning
of school terms, fall and spring, usually are the next most favorable
time for beginning this duty.
.
.
During the past year there were matriculated m the
Students.
106 colleges having an Army detail 40,560 male st~dents or an average of 383 per school. For the previous year the average ~as 372. . About 93 per cent of the matric~~ates
are reported over 14 years of age. The total enrollment m the m1h~ary
departments reached 19 435 or an average of 183 p er school, ap:am~t
19 564 for the preceding 'yea~ with an average of 188, the decre3'.se m
th~ military departments be1~g confined to less th~n h alf of th e
tutions. Major Moore, who inspected 14 colleges m the weSt ern P
of the United States, reports that.

m~~t

b . w ay through expecting
Numbers of them [students] endeavor t<? work~ 1-~1~s s ituated. Th resnl~ i s
employment at the inst itution or the town m w h~o 0 ; t, w it h h opes of r tu~m.ng
that many do not get employment a nd ne cessari/y
r~ w ho consti ute th ma.1 r1ty
at some future time. T h en, aga in , the sons of ~r~:e ~eaR n t wor on th fai~,
of the students are fre q u ently taken. o nt earl )! 1 1 µis t itution, but t he effect 18 vai and return latef. This works b a dly for the W . O e
iicularly felt by the milita r y d ep ar tment .
WAR 96-VOL I--15
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Notwithstanding such drawbacks, about 17,500 students, or over 90
per cent of those enrolled in the military departments, have received
military instruction. Of this number, 16. 7 per cent have been u!1<ler
such instruction for a period of six months or less, 24.4 per cent more
than six months and Jess than one year, 29.5 per cent between one and
two years, 18.8 per cent between two and three years, and 10.6 per cent
over three years. All should feel some impress from the association and
instruction who have been a year or more m such a collegecourse; but
the greatest benefit from the legislation estabhsbrng tactics in the agricultural colleges and authorizing mihtaryprofessors at other mstitutions
must be hoped for among the bright minds who have for over two years
given attention to this military trammg, which is so closely related to
the national defeuse. It is an ally of patriotism, an'd should aid in the
culture of character and in every effective effort to do one's whole duty,
whether in public or private station.
Forty-eight per cent of all male matricula.nts were enrolled in the
military departments; in some institutions practically all were enrolled,
and there is every indication that the efforts and aims of the Government in fostering military instruction and fairly distributing it throughout the national borders are not in vain. The reports show that, the
graduates of 25 schools are represented in the commissioned force of
the Army and of 39 in the National Guard. This is an increase over
the figures given last year. In a country where both the declaration
and proper preparation for defensive war are so controlled by public
opinion and by the chosen r epresentatives of the people, the wide distribution of correct knowledge of what war requires and to what it
leads is of the first importance in order that whatever course is followed it sllall not be ignorantly adopted, nor with foolhardiness, nor
allow any national enemy to catch us unawares. That "knowledge is
power') is never truer than amid times of danger and threatenings of
war.
..
. The cadets are usually organized into battalions and
College :1ti!? 0 r~am- companies of infantry, though t4ree institutions have
regiments, each consisting of two three-company battalions. At 92 schools there are battalions, each consisting of from two
to five companies, and at 11 the force is too small for battalion formations, and they have but a single company each. At some institutions
the number and age of the students and character of the instruction
have made it hardly worth while to have an officer; an intelligent noncommisswned officer would answer their requirements equally well.
Altogether there are 30~ companies, which is an increase of 10 over
the number reported the previous year. In addition there are 28 artillery, 1 cavalry, 16 signal, 4 saber, and 2 cycle detachments, 5 recruit
squads, and 3 companies of small boys, though many of these formations are part of the regular organization and have no independent
existen ce. At 55 schools, bands or drum corps have been organized,
which are maintained either wholly or partly by the college, or by subscriptions and the proceeds of entertainments. Nothing has a greater
tendency to awaken dormant enthusiasm and arouse martial spirit
than national or familiar airs by a well-conducted band. At 68 institutions the cadet soldiery carry the national colors, at 4 they carry
tliem in combination with the State flag, at 8 with the college flag, and
at 7 with either regimental, battalion, or corps flag. At 5 institutions
a regimental, battalion, school, or company flag is carried, but no nation~I,
and at 14 no flag of any kind is carried. The national flag is also dispJ:\y~d at 76 institutions from a flagstaff on the college campus or on~

-
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of the academic buildings. There seems to be no uniform rule for its
display. .At the greater number of schools it flies daily from morning
till evening, or during fair weather only. .At some it is hoisted only on
national and State holidays or on gala days and other special occasions,
and at others it is flown on drill days, or during drills and ceremonies
only.
Diversity is also noted in the methods of appointment of cadet officers
and noncommissioned officers. Perhaps the best plan adopted is to
have the appointing power vested either in the commandant or military
professor, or in the president of the college, and may or may not require
confirm ation by the faculty; and where the president makes the appointments, he u sually does so on the recommendation of the military professor. Officers are principally selected from the higher classes, and
noncommissioned officers from the next lower, due weight being given
to military proficiency, class sta.::.ding, discipline, soldierly bearing, aptitude, and kindred qualifications. At some colleges appointments are
m ade upon competitive examinations, conducted by a board of cadet
officers, presided over by the professor of military science and tactics.
Wherever the college authorities and senior class heartily approve and
sustain military organization, instruction, and discipline, of coursti its
success is assured.
The reports show that there has been some gain durDiscipline.
ing the year in favor of military discipline. But few
serious breaches of discipline occurred, and the cadets
generally observe more respect and courtesy to their superiors than
the other students where the mil,itary professor is in charge of the discipline generally and the cadets are under military restraint at all times.
,
~ ajor Sanger remarks:
The discip line of the cadets in those institutions, as compared with all others, is
v ery good, and is manifest not only in the bearing and official courtesy of the cadets,
b ut in their drill and the care of their arms. Whatever the system may be, however, it is the concurrent t estimony of all college professors who are not blinded by
prejudice, that the bearing of those cadets who stand wen in the military departm ent is more deferential and attentive at all times than that of the students in general, and more especially than those who do not receive military instruction.
The principal difficulties in the enforcement of discipline where it does not prevail g enerally r esults from one of two conditions. If the officer is a suitable one
lack of discipline may be attributed to want of mterest, improper interference, or
insufficient support by the president and faculty of the college. On the other hand,
when the :fitness of the officer is unknown and it can be shown that the college
authorities are generally in favor of military instruction, more especially the president, it m ay be a ssumed without hesitation that the officer is entirely unsuited for
the detail. Where there happens to be a conjunction of either the evil or the good
conditions, you have the greatest demoralization or the best attainable result~.
Under ordinary circumstances, and especially in the State military schools and_ agric ultur al colleges, if the officer has tact, experience, and :firmness a good disciplme
will al ways p r evail.
It sh,mld b e laid down in the instructions to officers ordered to college duty ~h~t
if for a ny cau se they are unable to m aintain good discipline among the cad~~s 1t 18
their duty to state th e reasons explicitly to the college government, and failrng to
secure an immediate r emedy to communicate the facts to the War Department: ..
Many d efects would be r emedied to a great ex tent were great~r responsibility
thrown on the cadets. As a rule there is no division of companies mto squad~, and
ex cept the cap tains the company officers and noncommissioned officers e~ermse ?10
s nperv ision ov er the ca dets save at drill. This necessarily increases the_ d1fficulti~s8
of the military professor, his staff, and the captains, and one of the main suppor
to discipline i s w anting.
.
h
t Of cadets
Much carelessness h as b een noted in the matter of sa~utmg on t
y.ar
tesy but
which, it is believ ed, results from a f~eling that a salute_ lS not 1 ~
rf~e b ot tom
th
th
of servility and ther efore to b e av oided. All ese
rn gs, wd
~ e e:xacted if
'
of military'discipline, a r e entirely feasibl e iu the colleges, an s O
the body of college cadets is to oe properly educa,ted.
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At 34 institutions the cadets are required to march to meals, church,
chapel, recitations, and other studies. These marching formations seem
to some persons 0nly practicable where students live in barracks. 'fhey
promote good conduct and disciplined appearance, and the example set
by these 34: schools could to ad vantage be emulated by some 30 others.
Military uniforms have not come into umversal use
Uniform .
without good reason, but are an aid to discipline and
soldierly instructiou, and wherever attempted deserve
successful attention. Even in this simple matter there is a great deal
of room for proper care to be successful. Cleanliness is essential when
dressed iu uniform. Black cravats look best with uniforms, but uniformity instead of variegated and whimsical hues becomes essential.
The cost seems to be the greatest obstacle, though the reports generally
show that it is sometimes less expensive or will wear better than tailormade civilian dress. It is certainly more suitable for drilling in, and
as a simple fatigue uniform can be had for a minimum outlay, it should
be insisted on whenever practical for all military organizations. At
over 30 per cent of the institutions the uniform is required to be worn
at all times, or at least ou school days. At the others, in the language
of one of the inspectors, "theoretically the cadets are not supposed to
wear their uniform except at drill, but, as a matter of fact, they wear
them when they please."
The kind of uniform, whether cadet gray or blue, whether full dres~
or fatigue, or both, is far less important than the manner and time of
wearing it. Colonel Burton says:
I am not satisfied in my mind that the Government gets good results from colleges
or schools where the uniform is not habitually worn. 'I'he contrast betw_een ~he
pnrel.v military i;,chool with its daily formation 111 military dress and the umyers1ty
or college where the civilian dress obtains except for two hours a week is very
striking. The military bearing and appearance, the moral tone, high standarJ, and
apparent discipline of the purely military school is very encouraging when compared in all these respects to the purely civil colleges.
'

Under the regulations prescribed by the Secretary of
War by virtue of sec•1on
129.5 Revised Statutes and
'
amendments thereof, colleges may be supplled with 2
muzzle-loading wrought- iron rifled guns, caliber 3 inches, with 2 carria~es and limbers, and tLe necessary implements, or in lieu the~eof 2
3.'..!-mch breech-loading steel field guns, with their carriages and implements; with cadet rifles, caliber .45, a11d accouterments, not in excess
of the students actually receiving military instruction; with s.wor?s for
officers and noncommissioned officers; with a limited number ot cavalry sabers when actually required, and with a fixed amount of blank
cartridges for field pieces and of ammunition for Rmall-arms tar~et
practice, or their equivalent value in target supplies or reloadmg
material and tools. The reports show that 73 colleg·es have been supplied with field pieces, all but 1 with cadet rifles, and ul witb swords
or sabers, the issues as reported amounting fo 146 field pieces, 16,845
ritles, and 1,316 swords or sabers. In addition, there are report~d 2
Gatling _guns, 25 carbines, and 10 revolvers. Of this number, 7_ 3 mch
muzzle-loading rifles, 160 cadet rifles, and 7 swords are in unserviceable
condition. This is au increase over the number- reported last yearf
Tlie small arms issued seem to be considerably below the number 0
cadets under military rnstruction, though this deficiency seems, met by
the number of rifles furnished by the State or owr1ed by ~h~ colli~~
Signal equipments have been issued to 42 schools, cons1stmg O .
heliographs, a supply of practice kits, and a few field glasses, all m
serviceable condition except about 14 staffs.
Colleg-~ arms a nd
eqmpments.

,:.i

'

•
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The field pieces are generally protected from the weather and housed,
at all but 1 school, either in the armory, gymnasium, gun shed, or
barn, when not in use. There is no armorer at 64 institutions; and at
the other~ institutions which have an armorer, one of the cadets or
tbejanitor or an old soldier acts in that capacity generally.
The armorers at 13 institutions have seen military service and have
proven very acceptable for this duty. The care of and accountability
for the arms and accouterments issued to cadets leave much to be
desired. Major Sanger reports on this subject:
In respect to issues, I have found much carelessness. In place of following the
simple Army rule of charging rifles, etc., to cadets by their numbers, and keeping
this record in a book with the cadet's receipt, the issues are frequently made without any record whatever, and damages are not discovered until the cadets responsible for them have left the college; even if they have not left, the responsibility can
rarely be determined unless witnessed. by some officer or noncommissioned officer
who considers it bis duty to make report, which, under the prevailing system .of
administering the companies and battalions, is not often.

While orders prescribe that the military course of
instruction shall be both practical and theoretical, and
occupy at least two hours for the former aud one hour
for the latter per week, no conditions seem to be imposed as to what
classes or number of students must take the course. The law merely
-stipulates that the institution must have a capacity to educate at the
same time not less than 150 male students before an army officer may
he detailed to act as superintendent or military professor thereof, and
in some cases the command of the military professor seems hardly to
be commensurate with his rank or pay, nor justify his detail. There
are 40 schools whose enrollment of male students for the year was less
than 150, and 54 at which less than that number were enrolled in the
military department, and there were 66 schools at which the average
in the military department was less than 150 students. Of the last
named, 21 averaged between 100 and 150, 38 between 50 and 100, and
7 had less than 50 in their military departments. It seems evident that
the number of students to be benefited by the military course should
form an important factor in granting details, though the character and .
equipment of the school, facilities for military work, and support of the
college authorities deserve full consideration, quality being of as much
importance as quantity. It bas been suggested by Colonel Vroom and
others, whose opinions are entitled to weight, that before an application
for an Army detail is acted upon, the institution making it be visited by
an inspector for personal observation, so as to aid in selecting the best
from the many applicants. Such localities could be readily visited· during one of the regular tours without much expense or loss of tiJ?e.
Where only half the classes take the military course at a college w~th
less than the established limit of male students, an unfavorable situation
is established.
With the exception of 11 institutions, the military co_urse is g~nerally
prescribed and catalogued or published, but a great difference is noted
in the amount and nature of the instruction given; and the results
accomplished or military proficiency attained vary, even a~ schools <?f
the same class, under nearly equal facilities and surroundmgs. This
condition may find its explanation in the variable number of hours
granted the military department, the efficiency of the militaryPfJfesr:~
the support given him by the faculty, or the encoura~e1;0ent hiumi~r of
the students. The course of instruction and the mimm~m like to all
hours t~ be deyoted thereto, as pr~scribed by 0rd ers, ara. y:rpose. At
institutions, without regard to their character, scope, a
P
Military course.
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many institutions commendable zeal is shown in accomplishing all that
could be desired; at others the minimum demands seem to find indifferent response, and military professors, as well as inspectors, are of the
opinion that the time allotted the military department at many colleges
is insufficient to accomplish what the Government may reasonably
expect. At 56 institutions proficiency in the military department is
necessary for a diploma, and there are 63 institutions at which medals,
prizes, and other inducements were offered during the year for excellence
in military work. Adding to this the publication in the Army Register
of the names of three honor graduates from each college, there would
seem to be considerable impetus to good work if coupled everywhere
with the warmest support of the entire faculty.
,
. .
At institutions collecting the most intelligent youths
Theoretir:~_mstruc- throughout the country, from Harvard and Yale to the
University of California, and upon a subject having
direct reference to the effective defense of our country, it is evident that
correct knowledge and efficient instruction are of the first importance.
Here at least the important truth could be fully accepted that for war
the mental is to the physical as three is to one. But nothing, perhaps,
needs developing more at our institutions where army officers are
detailed than instruction in those essential elements and fundamental
principles of the military art which every intelligent man can master
and it is well for every patriot and citizen to possess. The rigid quality of military discipline is well understood, and it is hardly to be
acquired at a literary institution, though it may be illustrated by an
occasional hour at drill; but knowledge of the science of war is as
easily attained and as important as any other.
The lack of uniformity in this branch of military science is emphasized by the variety of text-books used, and the college classes required
to take it, and the number of hours devoted to this course. There are
nearly thirty different books made the basis of theoretical instruction,
supplemented in some cases by pamphlets, essays, lectures, and the
signal code. The principal books in use are: Infantry, Cavalry, and
Artillery Drill Regulations; Army Regulations; Manual of Guard
·nuty; Small Arms Firing Regulations; Pettit's Elements of Military
Science; Califf's Military Science; Wagner's Security and Information;
Winthrop's Military Law; Wheeler's Field Fortification; Mercur's
Elements of the Art of War; Beach's Field Engineering; Wagner's
Minor Tactics; Ordway's Cycle Regulations; V ogdes's Notes on Minor
Tactics; Hamilton's Military Science; Metcalf's Ordnance and Gunnery; Blunt's Artillery Tactics; Wagner's Outpost Duty; Burnham's
Outposts; Marryatt's Catechism of Military Training; Lippett's Minor
Operations of War; Henry's Target Practice; 0hatham's Military
Engineering; Reed's Artillery Tactics; Manual of Courts-Martial;
Troops in Campaign, etc. How indiscriminate is the selection of these
books at the various colleges may be partially indicated by the following summary list: Seven of these books are used at 4 institutions, 6 at
5, 5 at 3, 4 at 12, 3 at 18, 2 at 24, and 1 at 32, while at 7 schools no tex~books whatever are reported in use. It is hoped that some good 1s
derived from whatever books are used.
It may in general be said that all classes were required to take this
course at 27 schools, 3 at 7, 2 at 19, and 1 at 16; while at 17 only the
officers and noncommissioned officers attended, and at 20 the course
was either elective or voluntary, or there was no theoretical instruction during the year. The time devoted during the year to this course
at the several colleges varied from four hours up.
~
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At 21 colleges e.Jsays were prepared by the students and at 14 campaigns were studied. Lectures, some of them illustrated and some
merely informal, were given by military professors at 94 institutions,
and at a few they were also given by other military men. Major Garlington observes that "military professors should give more attention
in their lecture course to our own Army, its organization, duties, and
traditions, with a view of better acquaintance, creating and fostering
healthy and patriotic interest amof\g the youth of the country. At some
of the schools ignorance of the most commonplace matters connected
with the service was very marked." He also suggests that a sufficient
number of copies of Drill Regulations, Guard Manual, Troops in Campaign, and Army Regulations be furnished for use of these schools free
of cost to the students, and that a copy of publications from the Intelligence Office or from Headquarters of the Army relating to m1htary
instruction and progress be furnished the library of every institution
having a military department,. This may be impracticable under the
law limiting publications however desirable. But little over 70 per cent
of the schools have military literature in their ljbraries, much of which
seems of doubtful utility to the young student. As mere symptoms of
the current situation, a need of uniforms to aid in establishing discipline
in one class of institutions and a need of books to impart the best military knowledge may indicate difficulties which have been largely overcome by the zeal and ability of those most directly engaged in this
important and growing work. At first there were but 20 of these institutions. They would be startled now into admiration 1f they could
witness the work being done by the best 20 to-day.
There are but 53 colleges at which credit in class standing is given
for theoretical instruction.
A similar lack of uniformity, as noted in the theoretiPractical work.
cal course, may be traced throughout the practical
work, which in some cases falls short of the course
imposed by the War Department orders. At 96 institutions one or
more of all the classes are required to take the practical course in some
form; at 7 it is optional or voluntary, and at 3 there are no rules or
report on the subject. The time devoted to this branch of the instruction during the past year is reported at twenty-one hours and upward,
and 50 per cent of the schools exceeded one hundred hours each. At
some a thorough system of drill prevails and excellent work has been
done. One of the inspectors, who visited certain of these institutions
for the first time during the year, reports:
l must say that the inspection afforded a revelation to me, for which I was wholly
unprepared. The students composing the battalions and gun squads at these c_?lleges far exceeded my expectations in their soldierly appearance, bearing, and dnl~.
With some minor exceptions there were .but few differences exhibited between their
movements and those of regular troops. They excelled in the exten~ed-o~der mov~ments, in marching in line, in accomplishing the turn in ch~nging direction, and 1n
the mechanical maneuvers of the :fieldpiece. I believe the mt~rests of the Gover~ment are being largely served by the maintenance of the military departments m
these institution!'!.

The number of school~ that practically have no drill ground ~emains
the same as reported last year, and t~e n1:1mber is not inconsiderable
reporting the facilities for indoor dulls 1_nadequate. At. one 0 th
schools the drills during the year were without arms~ which ha no
yet been received.
' th · r anization
At 56 schools competitive drills were held between e~r O :flg
fi r
.
.
f
· g the battalion ag, or
for trophies, prizes, the honor o c~rrrrn_d 1 mpetitive drill were
position in the battalion, and at 52, mdiVI ua co

J i
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held for appointments and promotions, scholarships, and medals and
other prizes. N otbing stimulates company or individual pride more
than competitions, whether in the scientific or practical part of the
course. At 9 schools part or all of the cadets participated in contests
'Yith other military organizations at other places with excellent results,
five prizes being awarded these cadets. Many of the military professors
express the belief that if time and the necessary funds were available,
intercollegiate contests might be arranged with great benefit to the military department.
Problems in minor tactics were given at 38 institutions, including a
very few where this work was confined to the class room, and it is gratifying to state that the military professors at a number of coll~ges report
the students sufficiently advanced for the solution of such problems.
At 64 schools signal practice was had with fair results; at a few the
proficiency attained is reported excellent.
Small-arms target practice has been reported at 50,
Target practice.
gallery practice at 26, and position and aiming drills
·at 49 institutions, and there are but 35 at which none
of these exercises were held during the year, due, principally, to lack
of facilities or opportunities. At fully one-third of the schools there
are no target ranges and over one-half have no provisions for gallery
practice. Pistol practice has not been held, and artillery practice bas
been confined to the firing of blank cartridges, at a limited number of
schools. The suggestion made last year that at least on8 of the new
rifles be furnished each school for purposes of instruction is again submitted for consideration. Any information concerning, or intelligent
use of, military weapons is better than crass ignorance, -and it sometimes seems a pity that the most intelligent people of our own country
have had hitherto such limited opportunities to obtain correct information concerning our Army and its duties. .A miiitary museum at each
agricultural college would distribute information found to be very much
needed in the communities where they are required to instruct in
''tactics;" and'' tactics" is a word of broad mllitary significance.
The military organizations at 16 institutions held
Field exercises.
encampments duriug the year, and an encampment was
planned at others, but had to be abandoned on account
of unsuitable weather. At two colleges the encampment was held on
the college campus. The duties during these occasions embraced the
usual service calls, policing, guard mounting, drills, target practice,
parades, inspections, outposts, patrols, reconnoissance, and other features. At several the cadets did their own cooking. Tents and other
camp equipage were usually furnished by the State. Too much can
not be said in. favor of encampment as a means of acquirtng practical
information; and the students not only learn valuable lessons that can
not be imparted in any other way, but they enjoy the outdoor work,
and, where once tried, it is usually repeated in succeeding years. Practice marches of various distances were made by the organizations at 28
colleges. At first these outings were considered utterly impracticable
and objectionable before they were tried~ but they have won comme~~ation where skillfully conducted, and their benefits are becoming still
more clearly recognized from experience. Field service is the soul of
military life.
In addition to the 16 schools which held encampments
and maintained a guard during that time, there were
Ceremonies.
20 other schools at which a guard was mounted and
maintained for shorter or longer periods. At 11 insti~utions tb~s pr3:ctice was of daily occurrence. At 19 others instruction was given m
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the ceremony of guard mounting, but no guard was maintained, and
at over half of the schools an officer of t.be day" was detailed either in
connection with the guard or for disciplinary purposes.
Dress parades were held by the organizations at 84 rnstitut10ns, and
street parades by those at 65. Some of these battalions nave becorr,e
models of military bearing_and conduct, exciting the interested admiration of their own communities, and winning the approbation and
praise of professional soldiers.
Military instruction desPrves to be an 'l:ssured feature
Remarks.
of education in this country. Its influence in developing mind and body, in teaching method and precision,
self-control and obedience, discipline and manliness are incalculable;
and the blending of classical with military education is also pregnant
with happy results. The improvements in the military departments
within the past four years are very marked; and I may be pardoned for
stating that many of them are traceable to the work done by inspectors,
who are eminently qualified by practice and experience to determine
the avoidable causes of any objectionable results, to suggest appropriate remedies for their cure, and to bring about uniform methods.
They have done what they could to aid the efforts of the college authorities and military professors. Inspections are looked forward to with
interest, and the reports of inspectors, formerly published in the annual
report of the Inspector-General, have been and still are m demand co
serve as a guide rn conductrng or improving the work.
The demand for military instructor8 is largely m excess of the numoer
authorized by law, as is indicated by the bill mtroduced in the last
Congress (H. R. 3832, Fifty-fourth Congress, first session) providing for
the detail of 50 additional officers to act as instructors in military drill
and tactics wherever good results can be assured in schools with over
500 pupils. Lessons learned in boyhood are seldom forgotten, and ~,he
seed planted by the Government is sure to come to the surface in a
future generation, when the need may be greatest.
While the system of military instruction 1s still in its infancy and 1s
capable of extension and future improvement, it is no longer in the
experimental stage; and the time seems to have come when the Government should i-n sist upon a fair quid pro quo and uniform methods and
system. The suggestion of Major Garlington that 1f the course of
instruction at these schools were based upon the single idea of preparing students to assume the duties of an officer of volunteer infantry,
more uniform and netter results would be attained and greater benefit
accrue to the Government, seems timely and deserving of further consideration. The difficulties of attaining uniformity-a fundamental
principle of all mihtary administration-mherent m the great varietr
of educational institutions, colleges, universities, private, State, d eno~1national, nonsectarian, are fully appreciated and must const~ntly rece1v~
the first considerat10n m effecting improvements. But 1t seems evident that these difficulties can be overcome. The several rel?orts _on
colleges, replete with admirable suggestions looking to~ class1fi.catwn
of all rnstitutions, the grading of those of each class to umform methods,
and an equal amount of military work from each class, have alread_y
been submitted and mere reference to them here may suffice.. 1 \~e
earnestly hoped' that another year m_ay show f~r th er t pri~:~ft~~ion .
good work now carried on at these admirable and unpor an
INSPECTION . SER VICE.
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Hon.
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Wa,shington, D. O., September 19, 1896.
LAMONT,

Secretary of War.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the JudgeAd vocate-General's Department for the year ending August 31, 1896.
Commissioned office1·s tried by general court-martial:
Records reported upon and submitted to tile Secretary of War for action
of the President .... _.... _...... _... _. __ .... _................. - ....... .
2
Records received, revised, and recorded, not reqmring the action of the
President ( convicted, 4; acquitted, 1) .-............................... .
5
Cadets of the United States Military Academy tried by general court-martial:
Records reported upon and su bm1 tted to the Secretary of War ... _....... .
4
Records received, l'evised, and recorded, not requiring further action ( convicted ,..1) ....................................................... - ... - .
1
Enlisted men tried by general court-martial ( convicted, 1,360; acquitted, 114). 1,474
Total trials by general court-martial··--·· _________________ ··-··· .... 1,486
rials by general court-martial:
.
Year ending August 31, 1895. -----· .... ____________ -----· ______ .......... 1,728
Year ending ~ugust 31, 1896 •. _________________ ··--·· ______________ ···--· 1,486
Decrease. ___ ..... _..... _.. ___ .......... _.... _. _.... _.............. __ ..
Decrease in number of trials by general court-martial:
For the year 1893 as compared with 1892 ......... _...... __ ...... _... _____
For the year 1894 as compared with 1893 ................ _............. __ .
For the year 1895 as compare<'l with 1894 ...... ____ .................. ___ . .
For the year 1896 as compared with 1895 ..•••.......... __ ..... _--·· ... ____

242
28
9
461
242

The following _table shows, approximately, the number of convictions
of different offences by general court-martial during the year ending
August 31, 1896:·
Sixteenth article of war:
Selling ammunition .... ______ --··.----·····-·· .............. ______ ......
Seventeenth article of war:
Losing clothing ....... - . - - ... - - ............ - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Losing Government property...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Selling clothing ... _. . .. - ..... - - ....................... . ............... Spoiling Government propert,y .. - - - ... - _.............. . ............. - - . .
Twentieth article of war:
Disrespect to commanding officer. - - .. . ... • ..... ..• ....... - ....... - ... - - ~37

1

11
7
11
2
15
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Twenty-first article of war:
Assaulting superior officer ____ . ____ ... __ •... ____ .. __ . ___ . ____ . _.. - - .. - ...
3
60
Disobeying superior officer . _................. _..... _. _......... __ ... - - ..
1
Lifting up weapon against superior officer .. _._ ... ___ .. _............ ~ ... .
Twenty-fourth article of war:
3
Disobeying noncommissioned officer quelling a fray .. ___ ..... __ .... - ....
Thirty-first article of war:
3
Lying out of quarters ______ ...............•............... -··· ...... ---Thirty-second article of war:
233
Absence without leave ______ ........................ ···--· ............. .
Thirty-third article of war:
124
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc .. _........ _....................... _..
Thirty-eighth article of war:
·
Drunkenness on duty ................ ·-·· ........ __________ ............ .
113
Thirty-ninth article of war:
43
Quitting post ........ ···-·· ......••...... ····-- ............ ______ -----·.
Sleeping on post ______ . _ .. __ ................... _.............. ___ .. __ . _.
31
Fortieth article of war:
31
Quitting guard . _................. __ ................................... .
Forty-seventh article of war:
Desertion .................................... ___ ... _.. __ . _. ___ ... __ . ___ .
256
Fifty-fifth article of war:
1
Destroying property of inhabitants ______ ---··· ............. ____ ....... .
Sixtieth article of war:
Larceny .... ___ . ___ •... ___ .... ___ ......... __ ........................... .
16
4
Selling Government property ............................. _............. Sixty-second article of war:
•
Absence wit.bout leave, not chargeable under the thirty-second article of
war . . _____ . ____ . _......... _................................... _...... .
14
5
Abusing public animal. .........•.......... _-- ~................. _...... .
Allowing prisoner to escape ............ __________ ...................... .
14
Assault ................. _..... _... ____ .. ___ ........ _.... _. _............ .
37
19
Assault and battery .................................. ____ .............. .
17
Assault with dangerous or deadly weapon._ ........ _................... .
8
Assault with intent to kill .......... _................................... .
35
Breach of arrest_ ..... _. _.............. _................................ .
Burglary ......... _.....•....... _... _. __ .. ____ . ___ .. _.... ___ ... _.... __ - .
1
1
Carrying- concealed weapons .. ___ .. _.................... _............... .
8
Committing a nuisance ...... ____ .......................• ______ ...... ---5
Disobedience of standing orders or regulations .. _.. _.. ____ ..... .-. .. - • - -..
30
Disobeying commissioned officer .... __ . ___ . _.. __ .. ___ . ___ ....... - ... - - - ..
81
Disobeying noncommissioned officer .. ___ ... _. __ .......... _....... - .. - - - Diso bey.ing sen tin el. ____ .. ___ . ____ .. ____ ... __ . _.. ___ ..... __ . _..... ·. - ... .
3
Disorderly conduct ... _.... ___ .. ___ . _ .. ___ . _.. _____ ....... _.. _. __ ...... - 7
Disrespect to noncommissioned officer ____________ ...... ______ . ___ : _____ _
5
Disrespect to superior officer .... ____ .•.... ______ .... ______________ -----·
12
1
Drawing check without funds ... _._. ___ . __ ...............•.......... - .. .
82
Drunkenness .... _.. ___ ... _.............. ___ .....•........•...... _..... - .
50
Drunk and disorderly .. ___ . ___ .. _... _.... __ ... _..... __ ..... _........ - - - .
10
Drunkenness, etc., causing arrest, etc., by civil authorities ........ - - . - . - - .
1
Embezzlement . ____ .. _.. __ ...... __ . __ .... _.... _. _. _..... __ ........... - - .
1
Escaping from guard or arrest. __ . _. _....... _.. __ .... _........... -. - - ... 5
Failure to pay debts ......... __ .. __ .......... _. __ .. _...... _... - - - .. - - - . 40
False statement or report .. _. _. _.. ____ . _____ ...•• _.. ___ ....... - . - - - - - - - - False swearing ___ .. _________ . _. _.•.. ___ .. _. __ .. _..•.. _____ ............. .
5
Fighting .. ____ . ___ .. ____ . _________ . _.• _.. ____ . ____ ... __ . __ .. ___ . _. _. ___ _
2
105
Fraudulent enlistment . __ .. ____ . __ .. _____ .. _.. _. _........... - - - - - . . - - - - 5
Hazing cadets .. _. _. ___ . _.. ______ .. _.. _..... _............... - .... - -.. - - 2
Indecent exposure of person ............ ______ ............ ·----- .. -----3
Insn bordinate conduct toward commissioned officer ..... - . - - .. - . - - - - - - - - 63
Insubordinate conduct toward noncommissioned officer . - .. - ....... - - - - - 61
1
66

i1:~w::rri~g-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
i:t~;; -~~ ~-~t-~:::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Resisting arrest ..... _. _... _. _. _. _. _......... _. _.... _............ - ..... - - Selling, losing, or wasting Government property ...... - - -•. -- - - - - - - - - -· - Threatening superior officer . _. _ . ___ . __ . _... ___ .... _..... - - ..... - - .. - - 7 -.Disorders, etc., charged as "condnct to the prejudic~ of good order and military discipline" (not included under previous heads) .•. - .... - - - - - - · · · · · · - -

2

28
4
2

262
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. ~he follmying table shmys th~ desertions, ~lassified according to tbe
hmit of pumshment prescribed m the executive order of ,the President
published in General Orders, No. 16, Headquarters of the Army, 1895;
Num.
ber.

Limit of
confinement.

14

MonthlS.
12
18
30

Surrendered:
After an absence of not more than 30 days .••...•••••••...••. ~ ................ .
After an absence of more than 30 days . ..•••..•......•.... .. ...... . .......•••..
After an absence of more than 30 days and prior conviction considered •.•.
Apprehended:
·
service not more than 6 months at time of desertion .................•...•..
0

in

I~

•••

::~:i: ~~;: i~:~ ~ ~~~~~=-a~a.· i;ri.~~· ~~~;;i~ti~;; ~~~~id~;~d ........ .........

I~~;a~~~:1i\

71

6
62
101
2

18
30
42

~~ ~~~fi!~~!i:.i: ::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::~:::: :::::::::~:: :::: :: ....~~~. ·····2i° S75

. The n~mber of trials by inferior courts.martial, the number resulting
m acqmttal, and the number of different men tried m the different
departments are shown by the following table:
Trials.
Department of-

Garri-

Sum·
mary.

Total.

3

906
1,508
630
4 158
1 349
2· 321
201
853
341

936
1. 548
642
4, 232
1,369
2, 375
I, 246
864
344

289

13 267

13, 556

SOD

g~I~1r::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::: ~:
Wi!{i;~~:: ~::::::::::·::::::::::: ::::::::::::~:::::::::::.:::
East ..•.••.••.•... . . . ..... . ..............•.•... . . ... ...•••..

'.1.'exas ...•.....•.............•.....................•••.•.•..
At posts not in any of the above departments .•••••..•..•. .
Total. ••.•................... ··············· "··········

- - --

30
40
12
74
20
54

45

, 11

1:

DifferAfil~it. entmen
tried.

-41
59
21
115
69
112
21
24
10

-684
1,008
400
2,418
867
1,420
811
539
214

---------472

8,361

The number of trials by inferior courts.martial. for the year ending
August 31, 1899, was 14,296, as against 13,556 for the year covered" by
this report; showing a decrease of 740 cases.
At the last session of Congress the War Department called attention
to the absence of any established system of ordinary criminal jurisdic·
tion in certain places held by the United States for military purposes,
except a very incomplete jurisdiction which was pointed out. To
remedy the evil the Department submitted the draft of a bill, which,
having been referred to the Committee on the Judiciary of the House
of Representatives, was favorably reported (Report No. 446) and passed
(H. R. 63~5). It failed, however, to receive any action _in ~he Senate.
The bill is an important one, and it 1s to be hoped that 1t will pass the
Senate at the next session. The reasons for the bill were fully set
forth in my last annual report.
The War Department also recommended at the last session of Oon.
gress the enactment of certain legislation amending the summary court
act, extending the jurisdiction of the Articles of War ?Ver d1scbar~ed
soldiers held as prisoners under sentence of cour~·~art1~l, and makmg
it an offence indictable in a civil court for c1v1han witnesses before
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courts-martial to refuse to testify. The Committen o·n Military .Affairs
of the House of Representatives struck out the latter prevision, the
opposition to 1t, and, indeed, to any legislation whatever on the subje~t,
being very decided, and. a substitute for the bill (H. R. 9289), contam
ing the recommended legislation with the exception of the provision
referred to, was favorably rnported to the House of Representatives
(Report No. 2132), but was not called up. I feel sure that this legislatwn would materially strengthen the means of ~nforcing discipline m
the Army, and I have the honor to recommend that Its passage, as well
as that of the bill first mentioned, be urged.
I a1so mvite attention to another matter with reference to which legislat10n is desirable. Judge-advocates of departments occupy positions
making them liable at all times to be called on for legal advice on official matters, and it is of importance that they should have reliable law
books at hand. Formerly it was practicable to supply them with books
purchased from the appropriation for contingent expenses of the Army,
but this can no longer be done, as all such purchases must now be made
from the appropriat10n for the contingent expenses at the headquarters of the military departments. This, however, is too small an appropriation to admit of adequate allotments being made. I believe that
these allotments average about $50, which is entirely insufficient to
provide for the wants (not limited to books only) of the offices of ~he
judge-advocates. It is, therefore, important that the appropriation
should be increased sufficiently for this purpose, and also that the legislation should designate the amount intended to be so applied.
The reports of the judge-advocates of departments present matterf3
of interest and value. The remarks of Lieutenant-Colonel Clous, with
reference to the defects of the buildings used for the confinement of
military prisoners, are especially deserving of consideration. He sho_ws
that their present construction is such that resort to the very effective
punishment of solitary confinement is impracticable, the buildmgs not
being suitably constructed for such purpose. Nor, as they are at present constructed, is it practicable to separate the different classes of
prisoners from each other, nor to separate soldiers awaitmg trial from
the prisoners under sentence. These are evils which evidently call for
correction.
In the reports of two of the judge-advocates attention is again called
to the insufficiency of the reward for the apprehension of deserters.
The decrease in the number of trials for desertion in the last two years
would seem to indicate a decrease in the number of desertions, but, as
the proportion of deserters who now escape without recapture is greater
tban formerly, this is not a correct conclusion. On the contrary, desertwn has beeu on the mcrease since 1894, when the reward was :fixed at
its present amount. How much of this increase is due to tbe smallness
of the reward it 1s impossible to say, but the prevailing opinion in tlle
Army is beheved to be that it is in a considerable measure attributable
to it.
G. NORM.AN LIEBER,
Very respectfully,
J udge-A.dvocate- General.

JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL.
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HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI,
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE,
Chicago, Ill., September 8, 1896.
To the JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY,
Washington, D. C.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the annual report of the business of this offico for
the year ending August 31, 1896.
·
GENERAL COURTS-MARTI{\.L,
Commissioned officers tried * ...•.. ...•.•.••.....••••.................... : .
3
Enlisted men tried ......... __ . __ ... _• ___ . ___ . _. ___ •.. _..•••••..• ___ ... ____ . _. _ 277
Number of acquittals ...• _.. _...... _• _.. ____ . _. __ . __ . ____ . _____ ..... _. _.. _.• _. 18
Number of discharges on citation of previous convictions .• _. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • • . 42
Number of convictions of different offences.
Seventeenth article of war:
Losing clothing ...... __ . _. _•..• _.. _..................•.......... - - . - . - - - - Losing Government property ...••.... _...................•.......... -.....
1

~;~t~; i:!~~~::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Twentieth article of war:
,
Disrespect to commanding officer ....•••..•••........••................ - - - .
Twenty-first article of war:
Disobeying superior officer .......••.•....•..............•••....... -.. - - - - Lifting up weapon against superior officer ____ .•........••..•. ------ ...•..
Twenty-fourth article of war:
Disobeying noncommissioned officer quelling a fray ............. - - - .. -..•.
Thirty-first article of war:
Lying out of quarters ... __ . _...••.... .. ...........•••.. - . - - - -- - - - - - --- - -- Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave __________ ..•••.•...••.•..•. ------ .............. ---'l'hirty-third article of war:
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc ..••••...•••......••••....•.•..........
Thirty-eighth article of war:
Drunkenness on duty_ ...•..••...••••.•••........•...•..•.....•••. ---- ....
Thirty-ninth article of war:
Leaving post ............•.•.....•...••••.........•..........•...... -. - . - .
Sleeping on post ...••..........•...........................•............ - .
Fortieth article of war:
Quitting guard ....••...••..••.•••...•..••...••.....•.••......•...........
Forty-seventh article of war:
Desertion_ .. _.....•••..••••.....•....•.............•.......•••....••......
Sixtieth article of war:
Larceny ..............•••..•••....•............•....••.•.••••..••••. -- - - - .
Sixty-second article of war:
Absence without leave not chargeable under the thirty-second article......
Abusing public animal. ...•.............................. - .... - .. - ••.. -. . .
Assault ....•... _.. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Assault with dangerous or deadly wea_pon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Assault with intent to kill................................................
Breach of arrest ....••....•.. _... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Committing a nuisance ...... _........•.......... _.. _... -.-- ....... - . . . . . . . .
Creating a disturbance in quarters ........................ ------------....
Disobeying noncommissioned officer ........... . ............ -... - - -.. - . - -. Disrel:'lpect and insubordinate toward superior officer ................ -. . . . . .
Drunkenness ...•............. - ..... - - - . - - - . - - - - - -........ - - - -.. - - - - - - - - - -Drunk and disorderly .................. -.... - .............. - ... -- - - - - -- - - Drunkenness, etc., causing arrest, etc., by civil authorities .. - .. - ... - -- - - - Fraudulent enlistment •.•••...•••..••••......... - .. - -- .. -.. - - - - - -- - - - - -- - -

5
3

1
1
2
6

1

1
3

58
24

12
7
4
3

68
4

4
3
2
6
1
7
3
2
21
1
6
21
2
27

* These cases are published in General Orders, No. 61, H eadquarters of the Army, 1895, and General
Orders, No.19, of 1895, and No. 3, of 1896, these headquarters..

W .AR 96-V0L 1--16
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Sixty-second article of war-Continued.
Insubordinate conduct toward noncommissioned officer .................... .
Larceny ......... _. _...... __ ... _.............. _........................ __ .
Los~ng 01; wasting Government property .........•..•• .....................

,£i~!f~!~~~~:: : : ::·::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::: ~::

10
7
1
1
11

1
Resisting arrest ........................................ ............. - - . - . - 1
Disorders, etc., charged under the sixty-second article of war (not included
under previous heads) ............. _........... _............ _. _.. . . . . • . . . 19

The fo1lowing table shows the convictions of desertion, classified according to the
limit of punishment prescribed in the President's orders of March 20, 1895:
Num·
ber.

Limit of
confinement.

Months.

Surrendered:
.After an absence of not more than 30 days .................. ................... .
.After an absence of more than 30 days ..............•••••..............••••....
.After an absence of more than 30 days and prior convictions considered ... . •..
.Apprehended:
In service not more than 6 months at time of desertion ....•••... ..•.......•••.
In service more than 6 months ....•.•.•••••.••........•..••••.•••.....••.••••..

6
22
3

12
18
30

16
21

18
30

1- ~ - l - - - - -

Total number of convictions of desertion .........••..........••.......... - . .
68 · · · - · i_- .:__:
2 70
.Average limit of confinement .......••.........•..•••••.•.•.•..•..•..•..•.....••..•..
Qonvictions of desertion:

i::~ :~a~~~ 1.~1~:1 it ii~i :::::: ::::::: :: ::::::: :::::::: :::::: :::::: :: ::: :::: :: :: :::::::::::: g:
Increase ••••••••.•••••••••••••..••••.•••••••.•••••. _••••••••••••••••••••••.•••.•• : . . . • • . . . • . . .13
INFERIOR COURTS.

The number of trials by inferior courts, the number of acquittals, and the number
of different men tried are as follows:
Garrison .. ___ ... ___ .... __ ... ___ ... __ ............. _..... _................. _. .
54
Summary .... _.••... _...... _................. __ ....... _.......... _........ _. 2, 321
Total ... _•..•....... __ .... _. _........ _........ _.... _.......... _. _. . . . . 2, 375
1
~~~ -t~i~~i: : : :: _-::::: :::::: :::: : : :: : ::: :: : : :: ::::::: : :: ::::: : :: : : : : 1,

!~~

tw~:!!t

The following table gives the average enlisted strength and number of_trials by
general and inferior courts for the years named:
·

Year.

1891 ..................................•..•........... .
1892 ................................................. .
1893 ................................................. .
1894 ............................. ·····················
1895 ............ ······ ............................... .
1896 ...... ······ ..................................... .

.Average
enlisted
strength.

Trials by
general
courts.

3,004
3,393
3,308
3,602
3,689
4,020

225
322
290
336
274
277

Per cent.
Trials by of trials by
inferior
inferior
courts. courts-mar·
tial.
1,958
2,653
2,140
1,978
2,369
2,375

65.18
78.19

64. 69
54. 91
64. 21

59.07
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The nurr_iber of desertions, the probable cause therefor, and the posts from which
the desert10ns occurred are shown in the following tables:
Desertions and the probable cause theref01· as found by boards of survey.
The year of enlistment.
The probable cause.

Total.
______________________ ,__ -2d.- -3d.- - -4th.-- -5th.
-- -1st.

!ii.~iI1\l'.!)'.l!!i!i!!l'.i!i!l'.!:\!i'.'.!!i!!!il!!!'.
~o avoid the gibes of comrades................................

I! I\!H{i; !l::::
3

120
35
34
14
10
9
7
7
5

1 ................. .

4

.J:~:l\~~l1:!f~}~:~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::: i i ----~- :::::: ::::::
Hear of recognition as former deserters........................
F omesickness .......................... _. _.................. _.
pear of horses and inability to ride............. . ..............

1
2 ..........•.
3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .
2 ....................... .

';!~1e;Y::itiil:Jiii~:::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::: ~ :::::~ :::t :::::: ::::::
T ent to Texas to join a base-ball team ............ : . . . . . . . . . .

l .............•••........

o join English forces in South Africa . . . . . . •• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total....................................................

3
3
3
3
3
2

201

1 ................. .

46

15

-

2
1
1
1
1
268

The average enlisted strength and the number of desertions from posts in the
department are given in the following table:
Post.

Strength. Desertions. Per cent.
254
443
278
703
396
800

1,,
355

5
12
8

37
23
63
70
50

1. 96
2. 71
2.87
5. 26
5.81
7.87

9.41

1'.08

The percentage of desertions for this year is 6.74.
The percentage of desertions for last year was 5 02.
The maintenance of the discipline and morale of the enlisted men of the Army, as
well as sound principles of military penology, demand, in my opinion, a radical change
in the prison facilities afforded, not only in the old, but also in the more modern guardhouses constructed by the quartermasters' department. The sole prison room in the
latter consists of an iron cage subdivided by a grating in the middle with a number
of iron cells on one end. This prevents the keeping apart of the different classes of
prisoners as enjoined in Army Regulation 907, and the prisoner who happens to be
confined awaiting trial by, or undergoing sentence of, general court-martial for an
ordinary breach of discipline, is forced into companionship with those convicted of
the most serious offences.
Those who have made military punishments a study hold that experience proves
that solitude is the best and safest mode of increasing the severi_ty of a necessarily
short punishm~nt. In solitude the soldier has time and opportumtyto chew the cud
of reflection; while his loneliness is the more oppressive, as so~iety ~as become a
necessitv of civilized life. Several days passed in a dark cell, m ~ohtude, and on
bread and water diet, exercise, it is said, a startling effect on the mmd and body of
the most recalcitrant soldier. This mode of confinement ~as been found ~ost efficacious aa-ainst those with whom the ordinary modes of pumshment have failed.
The ~ustoms of the service and Article VII of the President'~ orde~ of Mar?h 20,
1895, authorize solitary confinement on bread ancl water, but tb~s P"?mshment 1s not;
:r~sorted to by courts b{}Qa~se Qf th~ want of facilities of enforcing it.
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In my opinion the guardhouses should be provided with accommodations for confinement of different degrees of severity, and no guardhouse should be constructed
at any military post except upon plans approved by those having in charge the
maintenance of discipline in the Army and the execution of military punishment.
The military codes of all civilized nations, except that of the United States, authorize the infliction of disciplinary punishments-that is to say, punishments by the
direct orders of a superior without the intervention of a court-for minor offences
of a purely military character. This authority is based upon the necessity of giving
military commanders the effective means of maintaining order and discipline without
unnecessary delay and formality.
In the Army of the United States the same necessity exisbs, but the award of punishment without trial is not authorized, except at the United States Military Academy, where, by existing regulations of the President, the Superintendent is empowered to inflict punishments without trial. This power has been exercised for more
than three-quarters of a century, and experience bas proved it to be one of the most
efficacious methods for maintaining discipline of the highest order.
In connection with this subject it will not be out of place to mention that paragraph 930 of the Army Regulations enjoins the employment of methods for the preservation of discipline other than by trial before a court.
Very respectfully,
J. W. CLOUS,
Lieut. Col., Deputy JudgtJ-Advooate-General, United'Statea Army.

REPORT OF LmUT. COL. EDWARD HUNTER, DEPUTY JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL,
JUDGE-ADVOCATE DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOT.\.1
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE,
St. Paul, Minn., Septeniber 10, 1896.
The JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY,
Washington, D. C.
Sm: Under the requirements of paragraph No. 891, Army Regulations, 1895, I have
the honor to submit the following report, based upon the records of this office for
the twelve months ending August 31, 1896:
Two commissioned officers were tried; enlisted men tried by general courts-martial,
142; convictions, 128, and acquitted, 14. The number of cases tried by inferior courts
during the year was, summary courts, .1,349; garrison courts, 20. Acquittals by
inferior courts, 69. The number of men tried by inferior courts vms 867.
The following list shows the number of convi.:itions of different offenses by general
courts-martial during the year:
Seventeenth article of war:
Losing clothing. ____ . ____ . _____ . ____ . ___ . __ ... _.............. - .. - - -- -- - - - · 1
Losing Government property. _____ . ___ .. ___ .. ___ . __ . _. _.. _.......... - - - . -- 1
Selling clothing __ .............. _. _. __ ... ___ ... _ . ____ .. __ .......... -- - - . - - - 5
Twentieth article of war:
2
Disrespect to commanding officer .... ______ ---~ ____ ............ ----··----··
Twenty-first article of war:
Disobeying a superior officer .... ______________________ ...... -----· ....... -6
Twenty-fourth article of war:
Disobeying a noncommiss10ned officer quelling a fray ......... - - .. -- - . - - - - - 1
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave ________________ .... ____ ...... -----· .... ---· __. __ ---- 10
Thirty-third article of war:
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc .... _.... _._ ...... __ .....•........... - - 12
Thir}lr:!{~!~::;~~edoft;~~-: _________________________________________________ _ 9
Thirty-_ni1;1th article of war:

6

~l~~~I~f E~s;~s-t :::::::::." :::::."::: ::::::::::::::::::_-::: _- :_- _-:: _-: ::_- :::::_-

6

Fortieth article of war:
Quitting guard .....•............. - ......... - ........ - - .... - - - - -- - - -- - - · · ·

5

Fori~~:;~~~-~~:~~l~-~=-~~~~-- ····~- ··~--- ·s·s·· . . • . • . . . • • . . • • • . • . . , ...••••• _

20
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Sixtieth article of war:
Selling Government property _____________________________________________ _
2
Larceny __ .... ___ .. __ . _.. ____ . _. __________ . __ ... ___ . __ .. _..... _....... __ ..
1
Sixty-second article of war:
·
Absence without leave not chargeable under thirty-second article._ .... ___ .
1
Assault .. __ ... ___ .. ___ . ____ . _. __ . _. ___ ... _... _.... - . - - - - - . - - . - - - - . - - - - - .. .
1
Assault and battery. ____ .. ____________ .. ____ .. ____ .. ___ ... ____ . _......... .
1
Assault with dangerous or deadly weapon ..•••....•.... ____________ ...... .
8
Assault with intent to kill . _____ . ____ . _. __ • ____ •. __ . _........ __ .......... .
4
Breach of arrest ____ . ____ . ___ . ______ ... _••.. _........... - .. - - -... -... - . - - .
2
Committing a nuisance •. ____ . _____ . ______________ • _____ .. ____ ......... __ ..
1
4
Disobeying a commissioned officer ...••. ______ -----·-----------·--------- .
Disobeying noncommissioned officer_. ___ ... ___ ....... - ..... - - .. - - - - .. - •.. - 9
Drunkenness __ ... ___ . _______ . ____ ... ___ .. - . - - . - ..... - .. - - - - ... - - - . - - - - - -- 12
Drunkenness, etc., causing arrest by civil authorities . _.. ____ . _........... .
2
Fighting ......... _______ . _. ___ . _ . - ... -- . - . - - - - - ... - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - 1
Fraudulent enlistment ___ . _____ .... - .... - - - - . - -- . - - - . - - - - . - ... -- - - - - - - - - - - 9
Insubordinate conduct toward noncommiss10ned officer. ____ .. ____ . ___ .• ___ _ 9
Larceny .. _.. _. __ . _.. _. _.... __ ..... - . - - - - .. - - - - .. - - - - - -- - - - - - - · · - · · · · · · - · · 13

~:ff:t~!~~:r:!{:::::::::::: ~::: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::

3
3
3

Selling, losing, or wastmg Government property_._ ..... _... _...... ___ .... .
1
Threatening to strike superior officer ........••.....•.. ------ ............. .
Disorders, etc., charged as '' conduct to the prejudice of good order and
m.ilitary discipline" (not included in previous heads).................... 45
Total

0

____ •

________

•

____ • • ___ •

C

_. ___ •

___ • • _____

•

____ • • ____ • • • • • • • _. __ • • •

219

Number of men dishonorably discharged:
·
For desertion __________________ . ____________ .•.••....•.. ______ .••••..•.... 16
Through use of previous convictions ...• ___ •.. __ .. __ ..... __ ...• --- --- . -- . . 12
For serious offenses ••• __ •• ____ •.• __ ..• ____ ..• ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • • • • • • . 29
Total • ____ .. _. __ •. ___ •.. ____ .. _...... _....... _.............. _....... _.• _ 57
Number of noncommissioned officers reduced:
By sentence of general courts-martial. ...............•......• - . . . . . . . . . . . .
By sentence of summary court ..•••••.•....•.. --·-··--·· .... -··- ..••.. ---·

3
19

Total ... _..... __ .. _... __ ... ____ .. __ •... _. ______ .. ____ ....••••... ___ . . . . .

22

Amount of fines imposed by inferior courts ....... : ...... - - .... : ......... $4, 385. 50
It is earnestly recommended that, if possible, a small appropriation be secured to
be applied in the purchase of books for the use of the office of the judge-advocate
at these headquarters.
·
Respectfully submitted.
EDWARD _HUNTER,

Deputy Judge-A.dvocate-<kneral, United States Army.

APPENDIX.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,
QFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCATE,

St. Paul, Minn., July 14, 1896.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA, St. Paul, Minn.
Sm: In compliance with instructions from your office dated July 6, 1896, I have
the honor to submit the following report of the business of this office for the fiscal
year ended June 30, 1896:
One commissioned officer was tried.
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The number of enlisted men tried and the places of trial are shown by the following table:
.
General courts.
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Inferior courts.

Q)

~

.i

$

~

'O
Q)

~

~

Q)

~
.s
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,...o:S
s
-a;
+' 0
]
O'l o:S
+'
p.
p..
~ P-<S
0
~
0
~
C!)
~
H
w
H
P--1
P--1
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

·i::

Cl)

bl)

+'

Cl)

Q)

Q)•.-<

FortAssinniboine, Mont...................
19
Fort Buford, N. Dak .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
Fort Custer, Mont . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
16
Fort Harrison, Mont. a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 .····· ......... j.
Fort Keogh, Mont ......................... · 19
Fort Missoula, Mont ....... ~...............
23
7
2
Fort Snelling, Minn............ . . . .. . . .. .. .
31
4
4
Fort Yates, N. Dak .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .
8
3
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo....................
8 •••·•••· .... .. ..

107

4

310

1

106
50

314
107
50

1

16

3

···20· .... 4.

Total................................ 134
11
10
Acquittals ......••.........•.................•........ ... .•......
Convictions ..................................................... .
Noncommissioned officers reduced ........ . ..................... .

32
39

1

11

8

155
15
140
4

253
17
180
127
144

251
16
177
127
140
106

19

2

10

1,283
65
1,218
17 .

16
5

11

1,299
70
1,229
17

393
239
350
130
339
281
515
245
125
2,617

a Tried at Fort Missoula, Mont., and not computed in total.

Table Bhowing the organizationB in which the trials originated.
Inferior courts.
General ~ - - - - courts. Garri- Summary.
son.

Organization.

----------------------------- - - - - - - - --Non commissioned staff...... : ............................................. .

iil\i~if~fffaiii\/H)\Ei\E\H\E
Twelfth Infantr/i (3 companies) a .................................. __ ..... .

1
3
6
3
31
32
3·
29
37
10

1

9

5
3

49
50
327
309
15
284
240

16

1,283

3
4

!:i:l}t~ii:ff.~~t~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -----!-----Total. •••••••.••••••••••••........•.••..•....•..•...•••••.•...........

......... ..........

155

a These companies left the department for station at Fort Niobrara, Nebr., Sept. 29, 1895.

Table affording a comparison of the number of trialB and the percentage aB to the enlisted
Btrength fo1· the years 1894-95 and 1895-96.
Years.

189'--95 ..•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•.••.•..•.••.
1895- 96 ............. . .................................... .

Trials bf
genera
courts- Percent.
martial.
a288
al45

8. 7
5.5

Trials by
inferior Percent.
courts.
1, 7'5
1,299

53.1
4.9.6

a Cases pertaining to organizations outside of the department are not included.

Number of men dishonorably discharged by sentence of general courts-martial.

For desertion .............•...........•.•.•.••........•.........•.....•..... - • . 20
Through use of previous convic~ions .... : .. .- • _••................ ·: ...•.... - ..... 13
For serious offense.a where previous convictions could not be considered ....•...• ~
Total .••••. --···· •••• -----· .........•••..••.....••...•....•.•..•... ·••••• 61
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DESERTION.

From the special reports of boards of survey upon desertions received and filed in
this office, the following data has been obtained: ·
Total number of desertions. _________________________ . _____________ ~ ___ . _____ __ 120
Posts and organizations from which the men deserted.
Num.
ber.

Post.
Fort Assinniboine, Mont .......... _... _._ ..
Fort Buford, N. Dak. a: •.......... ·--- •••••.
Fort Custer, Mont ......................... .
Fort Harrison~Mont ••.... __ • __ . __ ......... .

i~;~
~!~IJ1@~~~£t:::: ::::·:: :: :·:~:: :·::::::
Fort Pembina, N. Dak. a ..... . .•........ ....

Fort Snelling, Minn ........................ .
Fort Yates, N. Dak ........................ .
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo ...... : .. , .......... .

Total.:.·;. : ...........................

8
2
5
14
19

8
1
34

Organization.

Num•
ber.

Hospital Corps .........•..........•.......
Sixth Cavalry (2 troops) .................. .
Eighth Cavalry (2 troops) ................. .
,T(}]).t4. ,Cavalry ....•.....•..................
Third Infantry ........................... .
Twelfth Infantry (3 companies) b •••.•••••.
Twenty.second ~nfantry .................. .
Twenty-fifth Infantry ........••...........

2
7

9
9
34
6

40
13

21

8

Total ..........•.....•...............

120

120

aAbandoned: Buford, Oct. 1, 1895; Pembina, Aug; 15, 1895.
b Left department September 29, 1895.

Place of enlistment.

i\·
;o~~; f~ :.li~n~:;~~£:!.~~t~ ~ ·. ~: ===: ==: =~ ::: =:: ====: : : : : : :·::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Regimental recruiting parties .. _... ____ ........................ - .. -- -. -- .. - - - .

25
30

Outside of the department .. :.·___ -----·-·---·----·~-- .......... ···--·-···--·--··

63

2

,Total ... __ ... ____ ... _. _... ___ .............................. - .... - - - - . - . . . 120
Length of service at time of desertion.
Less than three months . _... ____ • __ - • -.... - - -. - - - . - . - ... - - . · · · · · · · - --· · .. · - · - · ·
Three to six months. _______________ - - - . - .... -.. - . - - - - . - - - . -· · - - - - · · · · · · - - - - · - Six to twelve months ____________ .. _. _............ - ......... - - -... - - -.. - - - - . -.
One to two years . _.. _ . ____ . __ ... __ - .... - - ............ - - - ....... - -... · .. - -- - . Two to three years. __ .. __ .... __ ................ - .. - ..... ~ .. - - - - - -- - -- . · · ..... .
Three to four years .. ___ . _................................................ - .. .

ir:: ;~a~!~K~ai!~;-::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::;:_::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

11

14
30

23
8
10
3
21

Total .... _____ . ___ ....... ____ . _..... ~ ·. _. ·. ·_- - - .... - -........ - - ... - - . . . . . . 120
Condition as to sobriety when last seen.
Drunk. ___ ... _.•'..... __ ... _.... __ ..... - .......... - - . - .. - - - - .. - - - .... - - - , .• - - - .
5
Under the influence of liquor ... _..... __ .... -............... - - .. - - - .... - - .. - - - . 10
Sobe11-........•.. ____________ -----· .................................. ..... ..... 105
Total .• ____ .. ____ ... _................ - ........... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120
Number of times tried previous to desertion.
Once .. _. _••..•••.. - - - - .. - • - -.. - - - ............. - - - - .... - - ... - - -.. - - - -.. - - - - - -- 27
Twice .. - - .. - •.. - .. - - - - - ... - ..... - . - - - ........... - - - - .. - - - - .. - - - -.• · · · · · · · · · · . 13
Three times. __ .... _. _........................................................ . 8

ir:: :f:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~: ::::::::·:. ::::::::::::::
Six times or over ................................ - - .. - .............. - - · · · · · - - - ·
Never tried .. _• _...... _- .. -........ 1 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • - - • - • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

8
3
6

55

Total .•• - .. - - ................ - ..... - - . -.. - - - - · - - - · -- · · · · · - · · · - - - · · · · · - - · 120
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Cha1·acter as given by troop 01· company commanders.
Excellent. __ •• _.. ____ .. ____ ..••• __ . ____ . ____ . _______ . __ . ____ . ____ .. __ ••. ~ •••••

x~~~ ~~~~

2

:::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

3
58

Fair . ___ ................••...•.................................. -- - - - - - - - · - · · · 18
Indifferent ..... ____ .. ____ .......... _.... __ •. __ . ______ . _.... ___ ... ___ ....... - - .
9
Poor •••• _•. ___ ... ____ .. ___ • _.• ___ ... _•..• _. ____ ••. . ____ . _. _.. _. _.. __ ... _... _. _ 16
7
Bad .... _.............. - ..... - .... - . - . -.. - -.. - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - · · - - · - - · ·
Worthless . ____ .. ____ .. ____ ... ______ . ____ .• ___ . _... ____ .. __ • __ .... __ . . . .... - - .
7
Total •• _... ___ • __ . _.. _..• _.. ___ . _. ___________ . ___ . ___ .. ____ ••. • • • • . . • . . . 120
Moneys due, and to whom, at time of desertion.
To the United States .••••.•••••.•••• ________ •••• ____ •••••••••••••••••••• $1,428.54
To the soldier_ ••••••.•• __ .•••••.•••••...••... __ ••.•••••••• _............. 3,371.47
Preparations before departure.
- Took all belonging to them ..•••• ____________ .••••• ____________ •••••. __________
Took part only ____ . ____ . __________ . _____ . ____ . ___ . ____ . _____ • _• __ .. ____ ..• _...

35
19

t~i;;.;i.:~~~!: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :g
Total .••• __ .. ____ .. ____ . _____ .. __ • _.. _____ . ____ .. ________________ .. __ . . . 120
Percentage of desertions to enlisted strength for the two years indicated.

Year.

Average Number Percentenlisted of deser- e~Yfsfid
strength. tions. strength.

Year.

PercentAverage Number
enlisted of deser- e~Yi~tid
strength. tions. strength.

---

---

1892-93 .••••••••••••
1893-94 ....... ··-···

3,388
3,651

313
127

9.20
3.47

1894-95 ••••••••••••
1895-96 .••••••••••.

3,284
2,617

138
120

4. 07
4.58

Opinions given in 1·eports as bearing upon the causes of desertion.
Habitual drunkards and generally worthless. ____ .• ___ . ________ . ____ ..•••.. --·. 15
Supposed repeaters .••.••. ______ .......• ______ •... ____ -----·-------------· - ---- 7
Influenced by relatives and others ...•.....•....•.•. -----· ____ -----------·--·· - 7
Violated State laws and feared punishment ..... ___ ....... __ . __ ........... - - -- . 5
Fraudulent enlistment and feared discovery and punishment ....•.. _......... -- 4
Heavily in debt. ________________ .•••••.....•••.. __________________________ .... 5
Suspected of being thieves • _..•••• _. _______ • _.• _•.• ___ ••.•. ____ . _____ ...... - . . 3
GUenetrta1 ddissadtisfa?tiond: ____ :t·· __ . ___ . ___ .. ____ . ____ .. ___•_______ .. _____ . . . . . . . . . 9
nse 1e an roving 1spos1 10n . ____ . ____ ••• _•...•................ - - - - -.. -- - - 2
Stupid ( unable to learn his drill) ....•...••.... - - - . - - . - - - - . -- - - - - · - - - - · · - · - - · · ·

i

~~te!!:~::t(~~~j~_c_t_ ~~-~:~l?_t!~-~~~::::::::: :: : : : :: : :: : : : : ::::::: :: : : : : : :::: 1
Theft ( afraid of puniahment) __ .•••• __ .• __ ..... _.. ___ ............... -- . - - - . - -- · 1
From confinement ( ch.a rged with ass au 1t with intent to kill) .•........... - - - - - - 1
From confinement (charged with striking a noncommissioned officer).......... 1
From confinement in hands of civil authorities ( charged with larceny) . - - - - ---- 2
Infatuated with prostitutes and left with them ... -- .. - - - - . ---- -- - - . - - -·· · - - - · ·
Had been and preferred the life of a sailor .. ____ .. __ •....••..... - ... - - - - .. - - - -Heard of a bench warrant being out against him for contempt of court and was
afraid of arrest •••••... - ..... -... - - -.. - - - -... - - •• - - -- - -- - - --- • • - - - · • • - - · - • - · ·
Bigamy .....•..••. -..•. - - - ... - - - - .. - - - • - - -- - -• - • • • - - • • • • - - • • · • • • • • • •• • • • • · · · · · 48
Unknown (no opinions being advanced) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - -- __

i
i

Total ..•..•..•... _........ _.... ____ . _____ •••• _...• ___ .. __ • _.. _...... - - . . 120
Attention is respectfully invited to the remarkably low rate of desertion in the
Tenth Cavalry and the Twenty-fifth Infantry.
Respectfully submitted.
EDWA.RD HUNTER,

Deputy Judge-Advocate-General, U.S. A. 1 Judge-Advocate.
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REPORT OF MAJ. S. W. GROESBECK, JUDGE-ADVOCATE UNITED STATES ARMY, JUDGEADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA,
OFFICE OF JUDGE-ADVOCATE.
San Francisco, Cal., September 51 1896.
To the JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY,
Washington, D. C.
Srn: I have the honor to submit the following report of the business of this office
from September 1, 1895, to and inclusive of August 31, current year:
GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.
Number of sets of charges received for trial by general courts-martiaL •.••••.•• 128
Of this number, 15 were returned for trial by inferior court; 6 were not recommended for trial; and in 2 cases the accused deserted.
Number of trials by general courts-martial, embracing 99 different enlisted men,
as against 106 trials by general courts-martial, embracing 98 different enlisted
men in preceding year _...•..••....••••.•.. __ .. • . • . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • . • • 105
Acquittals.................................................................... 13
The offences for which these men were tried are classified as follows:
Seventeenth article of war:
Selling clothing ...• _. _•.• _•.•• ___ . ___ • _.. _____ . _. __ ....•.... _. . . . . • • . . . . . • 1
Twentieth article of war:
··
Disrespect.to commanding officer ....•............. __ .................•.... 2
Twenty-first article of war:
Disobeying superior officer .••• __ . _. __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave ...••..•••...•..... __..... _... _....... ______ ......•. 17
Thirty-third article of war:
Pai lure to attend roll call .... ____ ... ____ ..... ___ ... __ . _... __ ... ___ ... ___ ..
1
Thirty-eighth article of war:
Drunkenness on duty .••••. ____ .. ___ .. ____ . _....... __ .....• _... ___ ...• ___ . 11
Thirty-ninth article of war:

~1:~;i~iE~s:~~i:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~

Fortieth article of war:
Q 11itting guard . _____ .•••• _ . ____ ...... _. __ ... ___ .• ___ . ____ . ____ .. _. _ ... __ .
2
Forty-seventh article of war:
Desertion .. _._ ... ___ . ____ .... _... _.. _... ___ . _... ___ . ___ .. ___ . _...... ___ ... a 11
Sixty-second article of war:
Allowing prisoner to escape ...... ., .........•.....................•.....••.
3
Assault with intent to kill ........ __ ........•.•••.....•...................
1
Assault .... _.......•........ ; ....• __ •..•••.............•...............•..
4
Disobeying commissioned officer ..............••.•..............•.•........ 1
Disobeying noncommissioned officer .••. ______ ...•.. __________ ............• 4

~~~o:::~1e~~~~-~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Drunk and disorderly .......•....... _.. _........... ____ .....•..•..........
Encouraging attack upon noncommissioned officer_ .. __ . __ .. : ............. ..
Failing to assist noncommissioned officer in quelling disturbance ......... .
Fighting.- __ .•..•.........•...•••.•.........•........•.... -.... - -....... - •
Fraudulent alteration of a pass .••••.••••..........•......................
Fraudulent enlistment ........••..•...•..•............•... ______ .......•..
Giving away Governmentrations ....•.............••.•.......... ____ ...•..
Immoral conduct ....•....................................................
Insubordinate conduct to noncommissioned officer_ ... _... _............... .
Insulting language to sentinel. ....... __ ................................. .
Insulting language of noncommissioned officer to a private ............... .

2
9
7

1
2

1
1
1
1
1
3

t:~~1~~ ~~~-~t~d-p~t~~i:::::::::::: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::::

1
1
1
1

~::l~~g:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::········· ···-

1
1

Neglect of duty .•.......••..••.•...•••...•••.•...................... -. - - - -

a Includes 6 deserters from organizations in other departments.

5
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Summary of punishments imposed by general co~rts-ma1·tial.
Amount of forfeitures (in some cases with confinement) ................. . $1,106.00
15
Dishonorably discharged with forfeiture of pay and allowances ........ .
27
Dishonorably discharged with forfeitures and confinement ............ .. .
Of the foregoing number of men shown as dishonorably discharged, 25 were upon
the citation of previous convictions. .
INFERIOR COURTS-MARTIAL

Number of trials by inferior courts-martial (906 by summary courts and 30
by garrison courts), embracing 684 different enlisted men, as against 929 trials
by inferior courts-martial, embracing 613 different enlisted men, in preceding
year ... ___ . __ . __ •.• ___ .. ___ . _______ . _.... _. _____ ... __ .. __ ........ _..... ___ . . 936
Acquittals. ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. _. __ .. ___ •. ___ .••.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . {1
T he offences for which these men were tried are classified as follows:
Thirty.first article of war:
Lying out of quarters......................................................
Thirty-second article of war:
.
Absent without leave ... _........... _.....................................
Thirty.third article of war:
Failure to attend drills, stables, parades; roll calls.·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Thirty-eighth article of war: ·
Drunkenness on duty .............•.••... __ ... _. _.... _.....•.... _...... - . .
Sixty-second article of war:
Abusive, threatening, or obscene language .. _.•..•....•• _•..•.• _...........
Assault .... _..•............. _.............. ·.....·.·.:........... ____ . . . . . . . .
Disobeying noncommissioned officer.......................................
Disrespect to commissionedofficer ...................... ·... .... •.•• •... ....
Disrespect, or insubordinate conduct to noncommissioned officer............
Disorderly conduct ... - •.... - ..... - - ... - - .... - . -- . - - . -- - - - - - · · · · · · · · · · - · · ·
Drunkenness ............................................................. .
Drunk and disorderly ............. _...... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fighting and other disturbances _....... _.................... _.. . . . . . . . . . .
Garn bling ................... _............................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Introducing liquor into camp..............................................
Neglect of duty ........ _.................................. ~ _... . . . • . . . . . . .
Disorders (not included under previous heads) ·.···-· ..•... •••• ...... ......
0

1
322
216
41
6

2
64
2
6

~
7
72
15
13
1
58
38

Summa1·y of punishments imposed by inferior courts.martial.
Amount of forfeitures ................ _.............••................•.. $3, 791. 83
Number of days' confinement............................................
1, 903

Distribution of trials by general courts-martial.
Organization.

Band. .A..

- - - - - - - - -- - - --1- - - -

B.

-

C.

-

D.

-

E . F. G. H.

---

I.

K.

L. Total.

---

-

--

ltt!!!!ttitt ;:;;j: ii: :I ;;f; :;i 7;t :~/; ;·t: :if:/
:if:

Total trials ................................................ . ..................... · ·
a, Six

22
1
59

19
1
l
2
105

deserters from other departments.

Of the foregoing trials by general courts martial :
Men.

Trials.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --Tried once .................................................. , ....... · • · · · · · · · • · • · · · · · ·
Tried twice .................................................... ~···················-Tried three times ..................................................... · · · · · · · · · • · · · · ·
Total ............................ · · ..... · · · · -·. · · · · · · · · .. · · · · · .. · · · · · · • · .. · · · .. ·

f

9

~

3
1
,---1---99

105
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Distribution of trials by inferior courts-martial.
Organization.

Band.

- - - - - - -- - - -1
1·- --

A.
-

B.
-

C.
-

D. E.

F. G. H.

I. K. L. M. Total.

- - - - - - - - - ---

i}1}!~r~1ir:r~~~t::::::::::: :::::::: :::: :~~: :~~: :::: :::: :::: :.::: :~: :·~i: :~i: :::: ::::

Fifth Artillery •....•... . __ .••...
First Infantry...................

8
12

60
29

3
20

52 120
29 30

18
32

59 . . . . 70 25 · 62 47
3
18 12 10 ....... •......••.

Total trials . • . • . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . • . . . . . . _• . . _. • . . • • . • .. • . . • • . . • • . . • • . . • • .

1
14
202
527
192

936 •

Of the foregoing trials by inferior courts-martial:
Men.
521

Total .••...••.•.•.•.........•...............•...............•..•...••.....•.....

Trials.
521

105

210

38
11
7
2

:14
44
35
12

684

936

A comparison with preceding year is submitted as follows:
1894--95.

Average· enlisted strength ')f the department.... . . . . . • . • • . . . . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . 1, 375
Tot.al number of trials (excluding deserters from other departments), embracmg 703 different enlisted men...... . • . • • . . • • . • . . . • • • • . • • • • . . • • • • . . . . • • . . • 1, 026
1895-96.

Average enlisted strengtµ of the department...... . • • • • . . . . • . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . • 1, 373
To~al nuJnber of trials (excludmg deserters from other departments), embracmg 777 different enlisted .men ... _•• , . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . 1, 035
Very respectfully,. your obedient servant,
S. W. GROESBECK,
Judge-Advocate, United States Army.

REPORT OF MAJ. E. H. CROWDER, JUDGE-ADVOCATE UNITED ST ATES ARMY, JUDGE
ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF l'HE ·PLATTE,
JUDGE-ADVOCATE'S OFFICE,
Omaha, Nebr., Septembe1· 10, 1896.
To the JuDGE-A~v-OCATE:-GENER.U, UNIT:ED ST.A'.f~s· ARMY,
Washington, D. C.
Sm: Under the requirements of paragraph 891, Army Regulations, I have the honor
to submit the following report of the business of this office for the period commencing September 1, 1895, and ending August 31, 1896:
GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.
During the period named 149 sets of charges were received, of which number 113
-were tried by general courts-martial; 8 recommended for trial by summary court; 4:
recommended for trial by garrison court; 6 recommended for trial in other departments; 2 withdrawn; 7 discharged before trial; 2 restored to duty without trial; 7
pending.
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The cases tried includeNoncommissioned officers ..•••..•• __ .•• __ ••. ____ . _____ .... __ ...•• _..••••....•. 8
Privates, etc __ ••••••••... _____ .• ______________ . _______ .. ___ ... _.. _........ . .. - 105
Total .• - - - - - - - - -• - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - ...... - - -.. - - - - .. - - - - . - ...... - : ...... - - - 113
Of these trials 12 resulted in acquittal, and 4 were of men belonging to other
departments.
· The offenses tried include violations of the following articles of war:
• Seventeenth article of war:
Selling ...••••...•••...••••. ________________ ....•....... ______ .••••. ______
1
Losing ... _•• ____________ .. _____ •• _. ____ .... __ . _ . __ . _____ ... __ .. _... . . . . . .
4
Spoiling horse _. _•. ____ .. ____ . _. __ .. ____ .... _. ___ .. __ .. _____ . _... . . . . . . . . . .
1
Twentieth article of war:
Disrespect to commanding officer .. _____ •. __ . _____ . ____ .. ____ .. ___ .. . . . . . .
1
Twenty-first article of war:
Disobeying superior officer ..... ... ____ .: ................ a................. 12
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave-----~ ........ ·.•.. ______ .......... ____________ .. ·. ... 19
Thirty-third article of war:
· Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc. ___ .. _____ . __ . _..... ___ ... _... __ .. . . . . 18
Thirty-eighth article of war:

~~~~~ ~~ ~r:::d~t;:_·_:: ·.:: ~=:::: ~:: -_:: ~:: ·.::::: ·:_::::::: ::~:::: ::: :::: ::: :

Thirty-ninth article of war:

~l~~~:~: ti~~;t:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~

Fortieth article of war:
Quitting guard ..• _••.•• ______ . ______ • ____ . _ . ____ .. ____ . _____ . ____ . _. _. . . .
Forty-seventh article of war:
Desertion .. ____ .. ____ . _. _____ •. _____ •• __ . _ . _________ . _______ . ____ . __ .. _. . .
Sixtieth article of war:
Larceny • _. _ . _____ .•• __ .. _____ . _____ . ____ .. ____ ..•• ____ . _. __ . _______ . __ . _.
Burglary .. ___ .... ____ . _____ . __ ~ ___ . ___ •. _. ________ •. __ . _____ . ____ • _. __ . . . .
Loaning Government property ...... __________ •.................•.. ____ . : ..
Sixty-second article of war:
Assault .... __ .. _______ . ____ .. __ •....... ____ ... _. _.. ____ .. ____ .. __ • _.. _....
Assault with dangerous or deadly weapon. ____ .. _. __ ... _. _.. __ .... _...... - .
Assault with intent to do bodily injury ..... ______ . __________ ........... -- .
Agg_r3:vated assault on civilian ____________ ·----- .... ,. ____ •·u··· ...... ....
Mallc1ous assault . . ____ ... ____ .• ___ .. _. ____ . ________ . _. __ .. ____ .. __ ... . . . .
Absence from extra or special duty . ____ .. ____ .. _____ •. ____ . _. __ t .. . . . . . . . .
Breach of arrest •.... ____ .. _• ____________ . __ . ____ .. ____ . ________ .. _. . . . . . .
Disobeying noncommissioned officer.·-----................................
Disrespect to noncommissioned officer .. _.. ____ . ____ ... ___ .... _ . __ . . . . . . . . .
Disobedience of post orders ...................••.. ____ ...... __________ ---Drunk and disorderly in quarters or post ••• _. ____ .. ____ .. _... ____ . . . . . . . . .
Drunkenness __ . _____ . ____ .. _...•• _______ .. _______ .. ____ .. _____ . ____ .. _. . . .
Drunk. j n quarters ....• __ • _•. _. _•... _________ .. • _•.. __ . _. ____ ... _• . . . . . . . .
False statement. ____ ••.. ____ . .. . ____________ •... ·-----....................
False report ____ .......................................... ____ ...... ,.....
Insu bordmate and disrespectful language to noncommissioned officer .. - - - .
Threatening noncommissioned officer .. . __ ... _... __ .. _____ ...•.......... --- Fraudulent enlistment ________ ...... __________ .•••.. ____________ ..•.......
Larceny .•. _.. _..•.•• _•.•• __ •. . •• _.. __ ... ___ • _.. . ____ . __ . _... _.. . . . . . . . . . .
Neglect of duty ....•.. , _____ ••••.•••.....•...••.•...••.. ________ ----......
Resisting arrest ..................... - . - . , - - - - - . - - - - . - -· - -· · - - - · - · · - · · · · · · ·
Suffering prisoners to escape ............. - - . - - - . - - - - .. - - - - - · - - - - · · - · · · · - · · ·
Theft ..........................•.. _......•... _. __ . _............. - - - ..... .
Conduct to the prejudice of good order and military discipline not mcluded
under previous headings. .•••••••••.•••••.•..•••••••.••.••••.....••. - ... -

9
15
1
1
1
6

1
2

5

2

1
4

13
2
2
6
3

1
4
:&

8

5
9
5
:
2

2
27
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The following table shows the apportionment of the cases tried by general courts- '
martial among the different organizations, with the record for the same period last
year:
Organization.
Second Infantry..............
Seventh Infantry .. .. . . . . . . . .
Eighth Infantry .. .. . . .. . . . ..
Twelfth Infantry . .. .. .. .. .. .
F_ifteenth Infantry...........
Sixteenth Infantry...........
Seventeenth Infantry . .......
Twentieth Infantry..........
Twenty-first Infantry........
Twenty-second Infantry . .. . .
First Cavalry .. .. . .. .. • • • • .. .

1895-96.

1894--95.

37

40

Organization.

1895-96.

1894-95.

Second Cavalry... . .........
1
Sixth Cavalry ........................ .
Eighth Cavalry . . .. . . . • • . . . .
13
Ninth Cavalry . .. . . . . .. .. .. .
10
Tenth Cavalry ...................... ..
......... . Hospital Corps....... . .. . ..
1
27 Private, retired .. , ................... .
'
2 Noncommissioned staff......
1
3
Totals . ............... ..
113
3

. .. . . .. . ..

1

33
12

5
2

50
14

1
1
...... ... .
. .. .. .. . ..
.. .. .. .. ..
2
1

40
1
1
1
1
191

During the last two months of 1895-96 there was but a detachment of the Second
Infantry in this department-1 officer and 35 men.
.
The following table affords a comparison as to the average enlisted strength of the
department and the number of trials by general courts-martial, with percentage of
latter to former, for each of the five years-last past:
Year.

Average
enlisted
strength.

Trials bf
genera Percentcourtsage.
martial.

Year.

Average
enlisted
strength.

--1891-92 .............
1892-93 ..••••••••••.
1893-94 .............

3,676
3,539
2,740

290
307
248

7 8
8. 6
9

1894-95 .•••.•••••..
1895-96 ............

2,116
2,523

Trialsbf
genera Percentcourts age.
martial.
---191
113

9

4.4

These records have all been examined in this office, the decisions and orders of the
department commander indorsed thereon, promulgated in orders, and forwarded to
the office of the Judge-Advocate-General of the Army.
INFERIOR COURTS,

Garrison courts-rnartial.
During the period covered by this report there were 45 trials by garrison courtsmartial. The records of these trials have been received, revised, and filed in this office.
Of the total number of trials by garrison courts-martial, 4 resulted in acquittal.
These trials include violations of the following articles of war:
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave-----···-·-· .............. ··--·· ...•.... -----·-----· 11
Thirty-third article of war:
_
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc ................• - - - . - . - - . - -- . - - - - - . . . • 7
Thirty-eighth article of war:
, Drunk at inspection ............• -...• - - •. -..•... - • - ...... - .. -.... - •.. - . . • .
1
Drunk at guard mount .. _•.. ----·· .••••. -----·-----·------................
1
Sixty-second article of war:
·
1
Assault ..............•••... - - ..• - - - - - . - - - - -- - -- - - - - - -- • - -- - •••.......... -.
1
Breach of arrest ..•........ - -..• - - . - - - - - -- - - - - . - - - - · -- - - - - ... - ... -.. -... - .
Disorderly conduct, causing arrest by civil authorities ... _•.. ____ . _.... __ • 1
Disorderly conduct in quarters .. - •. - .......... - . - -.......•...............• 3
Dirty ri:fl e . _.•............. - -..... -- . - - - -. - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - -- - .. -- - .. - ... - 2
Disobeying noncommissioned officer .•.• - .•.••....•... --.....•. __ . __ . __ ... _ 5
Disobeying company orders ...... - - .•...... - . -- . -... - ••. - -........... __ . __ 2

~~~~kf~~fsf ost order_:::._:::·.::::-_:::::·.:::::·.::::::::::::::::::: : : : : •::::
False statement ........ -.. - -.. - - - - . - -- - - -- - -- - - - - - - . -- - -- . - -- . -. - ... - ..• - ·
Insubordinate and threatening language to noncommissioned officer . __ ... _
Insubordinate conduct to officer. - ........... - ..••.• -.. - - - - . -....... _.. _.. _

2
4
2
4

1
2

-~!~fct of duty::::::······:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Neglect of duty (sentinel) ................ ---- .................. -- .......•
Conduct to the prejudice of good order and military discipline, not included
u:r;ider :previous headings ..................... - ... - ••••••• - . - - - •. -• - •. - - • - -

1
1

7
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The following table shows the apportionment of the cases tried by garrison .courtsmartial among the different organizatiom1 with the record for the same period last
year :
Organization.

1895-96.

St;cond Infantry..............
Eighth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Twelfth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . .
Seventeenth Infantry.. ......

1

3

33
2
3

22
1
16

~ii~tht1fc:i~:rrj,· : ~: ::::::::::: :::: :::::: ........ ~.

1895-96.

Org;;tmzation.

1894-95.

1894-95.

Ninth Cavalry . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
Twenty.secmid Infantry....
.3
Hospital Corps .............. , ........ .
45

Totals . ... . .••...• . .•..

47

The following table affords a comparison as to the average enlisted strength of
the department and the number and percentage of trials by garrison courts.martial,
with the number and percentage of men tried, during the five years last past:

!J!~tfJ

Year.

Trials by garrison
courts-martial.

M

t · d
en rie ·

st reng th - Number. Percent. Number Percent.
1891-92. ····-··········· •••.. •·•••··•·•·· •••..•.•..
1892-93 .. .. ·-· ... ····'·· .•• . .•...••. •••.•. .••....••.
1893-94 : •• • . • .... .•.•. • .•••••••••• .• ••.••••••••.•• .
1894-95 ... . . .. . .• • . . •••• ..•••. , . •••..••••••.••..•• .
1895-96 ·-·-·· ....••.••...•.•..••••••••••••••••••••.

3,676

3,539
2, 740
2,116
2,523

39
43
46
47
45

1.06
1. 2
1. 6
2. 2
1. 7

39
42
46
41

39

1. 06
1.1
1. 6
1. 9

1. 5

SUMMARY COURTS.

During the period covered by this report there were 1,201 trials by summary courts.
The monthly transcripts of these trials have been received, examined, and fil ed in
this office. Of the total number of trials by summary courts, 17 resulted in acqmttal.
In one case sentence was set aside as void for lack of jurisdiction of offense tried.
These trials include violations of the following articles of war:
·
Seventeenth article of war~. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . .
5
Thirty-first article of war .............._............•............. _............ 4
Thirty-second article of war . _................. _...... .: ....................... 282
Thirty-third article of war ......................•..•••........................ 554
Thirty-eighth article of war ......•................•............. ~ ....... __ .... 81
Thirty-ninth article of war . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Sixty-second article of war:
.
Absence without leave not chargeable under thirty-second article of war... 69
Assault . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
Assault with weapon...................................................... 1
Abusing horse............................................................ .. 6
Breach of arrest ...•.•......•••.......... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 23
Committing nuisance...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 8
Dirty gun, clothing, etc...... . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28
Disrespectful and insubordinate language to noncommissioned officer....... 60
Disobeying noncommissioned officer ............................ _. . . . . . . . . . 70
Disobeying post orders ... ......•....•..•••••.............. _... _... . . . . . . . . 15
Disobeying company orders ................................. _............. 9
Disrespectful language to superior officer........... ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
Drunkenness ................................................ _. . . . . . . . . . . . 65
Drunkenness, etc., causing arrest by civil authorities.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . 12
Drunk or disorderly at post or in quarters................................. 60
Drunk and disorderly in city ................................... _.... . . . . . . 8
False report (noncommissioned officer) .................................. . -~ 1
False statement . ................•.........•............. _................. 14
Introducing liquor into post................................... . . . . . . . . . . .. 2
Neglect of duty ..... . ........................ __ .......... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
Neglect of duty (sentinel) ........•....•..............•...... _.. _.......... 18
Resisting arrest .....................•...•............... _.. ... ...... - -- - . . 4
Disorders, etc., charged as'" conduct to the prejudice of good order and
military discipline," not included under previous beadings . ...•.••..•.•.. 162
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The followini:i; f,a,ble shows the apportionment of tho cases tried by summary
courts among foe different organizations, with the record for the same period last
year:
Organization.

1895-96.

1894-95.

Organization.

1895-96.

Second Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . .
233
332 Sixth Cavalry . ...... ................. .
Eighth Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . .
274
328
Eighth Cavalry.............
246
Twelfth Infantry . . . • . . . . . . . .
142
194 Ninth Cavalry --. . . . . . .•......
249
Seventeenth Infantry.-.......
4
146 Hospital Corps ....••• ;......
9
Twenty.first Infantry........ .•...... ..
21
Twenty-second Infantry.....
44 ..••......
Totals ..••....••..•....
1,201

1894-95.
10

32
250
14
1,327

The following table exhibits the number of cases tried by summary courts at the
several posts m the department during the years 1894-95 and 1895-96:
Post.

1895-96.

Fort McKinney (abandoned
November, 1894) ..•....•••......•..-..
Fort Meade .... -· . . . . . . . . . . . .
248
Fort Niobrara. ...............
145
Fort Omaha... ... . . . . . . . . . . . .
235
Fort Robinson.... ...........
206

Post.

1894-95.

31
33
301
357
246

1895-96.

1894-95.

Fort D. .A.. Russell .......... .
Fort Washakie . ......•••....
l!'ort Crook .. : ....•...•......
Camp Pilot Butte .••••••... .

264
50
45
8

323
34

Totals ........•.•......

1,201

1,327

2

The following table shows the average enlisted stren~th of the department, the
number and percentage of trials by summary court, and the number and percentage
of men tried, during the five years last past:
.A.verage Trials ~J:r~~mary

Men tried
enlistecl ,--------,---- , - - -- - , - - - strength. Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent.

Year.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __..:.__I· - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1891-92
1892-93
1893-94
1894-95
1895-96

.......••.......•..........•.•..............
···•· ....••..•••••.........•.............••.
..........••••••.•.....••..••.............•.
.....•..........••.....................•.•..
.. ··•·•··••·• ••.. ••·•••··••····•·· .•. ····•··

3,676
3,539
2,740
2. 116
2,523

2,504
1,736
1,729
1,327
1,201

68.1
49. 0
63.1
62. 7
47.6

1,301
1,043
977
791
772

35. 3
29. 4
35. 6
37. 3
30. 5

. The number of di-ffer~nt men tried by s~mmary courts for this year is somewhat
increased by the transfer of a new regiment to this department in Jnly last. But
for this fact it 1s thought that. the percentage of different men tried would be lower
than heretofore reported in this department.
The following table shows the average enlisted strength of the department, the
nnrnber and percentage of trials of enlisted men by both general and inferior courtsmartial, during the period covered by this report, together with the record for the
same period last year:
Average ,___G_e_n_e_ra_l _. _ _ ,___
G_a_rr~i-so_n_._ _ , ___
s _um
_ m_a~r_y_. _ _
streng th - Number . Per cent. Number. Per cent. Number. Per cent.
- - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Year.

1894-95 ..• •..........•...•....
1895-96 ········•·•·•••···•••··

2,116
2,523

191
113

9. 0

4.4

47
45

2. 2
1.7

1. 327
1,201

62. 7
47.6

----~------- - - - - - - - - -----

The foregoing tables, exhibiting a comparison of the statistics of this year with
those of previous years since the institution of tb~ summary court, show a ~nrk_ed
decrease in the percentage of trials and of men tried by both general and mferior
courts.
E. H . CROWDER,
Very respectfully,
Major and Judge-Advocate 1 United State/3 Army.
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REPORT OF OFFICER IN CHARGE, JUDGE-ADVOCATE'S OFFICE, DEPARTM:ENT OF THE

EAST.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST,
Judge-Advocate's Office, September 9, 1896.
The JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY, Washington, D. C.
Srn: In obedience to the provisions of paragraph 891, Army Regulations, I have
the honor to submit the following report of the business of this office for the period
commencing September 1, 1895, and ending August 31, 1896:
Commissioned officers tried by general court-martial, none.
Enlisted men tried by general court-martial ( convicted, 454; acquitted, 36) ..... 490
Total trials by general court-martial . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. 490
Trials by general court-martial, year ending August 31, 1895 ..••••..•........•. 517
Decrease ....•.••• __ ..•. _•.......... _•... _•..... _.........• ___ . . . . • . . . . . .

27

Cases apparently brought before general court-martial with a view to discharge
on proof of five or more previous convictions:
Year ending August 31, 1895 ....... ..•.......••.........................•.. 144
Year ending August 31, 1896 ..•••...••••••.....................•.......• _.. 61
Decrease ...•...• __ .....• _. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

83

Trials for fraudulent enlistment alone:
Year ending August 31, 1895. . . • • • . . • . • • . . . • • • . • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . •
Year ending August 31, 1896. ...• ..•••• •••• .••••• •••••. ...••. ...... ..•. ...•

21
23

Increase over last year .........•.....•......•....••.........• _.. . . . . . . . .
2
Increase of trials this year as compared with last, leaving out trials with a view
to discharge on proof of prior convictions and trials for fraudulent enlistment. 54
Number of convictions of different offenses, taken from the records of trials by general
courts-martial in the Department C:,uring the year ending August 31, 1896.
Seventeenth article of war:
21
Twe~f
~l!i~f 1;.;~ing · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Disrespect to commanding officer ............••.........•...........•...... 2
Twenty-first article of war:
Attempting to strike superior officer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Disobeying superior officer ..........•.......................... ·. . . . . . . . . . . 17
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave ................................................... . 71_
Thirty-third article of war:
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 42
Thirty-eighth article of war:
Drunkenness on duty...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
Thirty-ninth article of war:
Quitting post ...............•............................................. 11
Sleeping on post ....•................................................... -- 8
Fortieth article of war:
Quitting guard ... ........ ............................................... - - - 7
:Forty-seventh article of war:
Desertion ...•...•.................... -- - - .....••.. - - - - - --- - -- - - - - - - - - - · · · · 128
Fifty-fifth artic]e of war:
.
_
_
_
Destroying property belongmg to mhalntants of the Umted States ....... -- 1
Sixtieth article of war:
Larceny ............. - - - -- - - - - -- - - - - -- - -.......... - - - - -- -- -- - - · · · · · · · · · · · · 2
Sixty-second article of war;
Absence without leave, not chargeable under thirty-second article - -- - -· - -· 3
Abus mg public animal ..................................... - - - -- - - -- -- - - - - 1
Allowing prisoner to escape ........................... - -- - . -- - - -- - - -- -- - - - 3
Assault ............... - .......................... -- -- - -- - -- - - · - · · · · · · · · · · · 12
Assault and battery .....••••..•••••••.••••...••.•.• -.. - .. - ·• • · · · - - • • · • • - • • 7

f!fl ::tf

!
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Sixty-second article of war-Continued.
Assault with intent to kill................................................
Breach of arrest ......................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disobeying commissioned officer.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disobeying noncommissioned officer ................................. .. .. : .

1
13
14
28

0

~~~ ~l~~~s~~~~~~~~:: :: :::::·:::: :: ::::: ::::::: ::::::::::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::: ::

Drunk and disorderly . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Drunkenness, etc., causing arrest, etc., by civil authorities . . . . . . . . . . . .• •. .
Embezzlement ...................•. ~ .•. _.. . • . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . • . . • . . .
False statement.... . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .

i:~~a~r::ri:tii~tJ~;~~t::::::
:::::::::::::::=::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Indecent exposure of person ...... ,.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Insubordinate conduct toward commissioned officer.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Insubordinate conduct toward noncommissioned officer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Introducing liquor in to post ...•................................. a • • • • • • • • •
Larceny ............ ___ ... __ . __ .. _......... ___ ....... ____ .... _.....•. _ . . . .
Neglect of duty .•.. _..... ___ .. ____ ... ___ ...................... ___ ... __ ••. .
Overpowering and escaping from sentinel ............... ~·.... ~ ........ ~...

~::!t:~ ~~;!\~~:: :::::::::::::::::::-: ::::_- _- ::::::::::::::::::::::::_- ::::

3~
3

1

1
13
4~
2
3

13
2

16
16
1

~

Disorders, etc., charged as "conduct to the prejudice of good order and military discipline," not included under previous headings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88

. The following table shows the desertions, classified according to the limit of punishment prescribed in the Executive order of the President, published in General
Orders, No. 16, Headquarters of the Army, 1895:

Surrendered:
.AftfJr an absence of not more than 30 days ........................•.•••....•..
.After an al>sence of more than 30 days ......•........•.......•....••••. - - . - ••.
.Apprehflnded:
In service not more than 6 months ........................••••... - .... - - - - - - •• Iu service more than 6 months ...............•...............••• - - .•. - - - .. -- - - -

Number.

Limit of
confinement.

11

32

Months .
12
18

38
50

18
30

Total number of desertions..................................................
131 .......... .
.Avera,ge limit of confinement................................................ . . . . . . . .
22. 007

Trials for desertion:
Year ending August 31, 1895 ............................................... 111
Year ending August 31, 1896 ............................................... 131
Increase . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20

Of the number brought to trial, 26 were of cases originating in other departments.
Number of desertions in the department from July 1, 1894, to June 30, 1895 ..... 310
Number of desertions in the departme~t from July 1 1 1895, to June 30, 1896 ..•.• 412
Increase over last year.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 102
WAR 96-VOL 1--17
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The a verage enlisted strength, the number of trials by inferior courts-martial, the
number r esulting in acquittal, and the number of different men tried at the different
posts in the departmen_t a re shown in the following table:

Post.

- - -- - - -- - -- -- - - - - --

Trials.
. DuferAverage ,- - - - - - -- -,Acqmt- entmen
strength. Garri- Sum- Total. tals.
tried.
sou.
mary.
- - -- --- - - - - - - - - - - --

Fort Adams, R. I . . • • • • • • • • • . • • . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Barrancas, Fla..............................
Columbus Barracks, Ohio...... . ..... . .......... . .
Fort Columbus, New York Harbor...............
F ort Ethan Allen, Vt........ . ................ . ...
Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor................
Jackson Barracks, La..................... . ......
Key West Barracks, Fla..........................
Madison Barracks, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

314
145
574
227
248
315
143
140
548

J~~ai~ih~~?~:.ri~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Monroe, Va. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

m
543

3
2
4
4

10

~

Fort Myer. Va....................................
313
2
Fort Niagara, N. Y............. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
241
5
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y ...... .... .. ...... .... ..
561
3
Fort Porter, N. Y.... . ............................
136
Fort Preble, Me...................................
72
:Fort Schuyler, New York Harbor................
133
Fort Slocum, New York Harbor a................
216
2
St. Francis Barracks, Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
168
3
Fort Thomas, Ky.................................
562
8
Fort Trumbull, Conn.............................
74
Fort Wadsworth, New York Harbor.............
205
3
Fort Warren, Mass...............................
140 ..... .•.
Washington Barracks, D. C.... .. ...... ..•....... .
415
.9 .
In camps, on marches, etc .................••...................... -.

252
87
379
117
143
148
65
117
345

3~i

177
126
190
216
74
7
70
168
85
427
54
189
55
178
89

255
~9
3 19
121
143
152
65
127
1145

~~g

12
5
5
7
2
5

2

7
4

i

134

3 ~~

75
84
84
36
61
158

1~:

177
5
107
128
80
195
104
219
10
116
74
52
7
7
70
47
170
80
88
2
44
435
18
216
54
30
192
2
118
55
1
47
_ 187
15
123
891. · · · · · · · · · · · · · - ·

Total ..•...•••..·............................ --7-210 --74- 4,158 4,232

-ill~. 418

a Late Davids Island.

The number of trials by inferior courts for the periou ending August 31, 1895, was
4,290, as_ against 4,232, for the year covered by this report, showing a decrease of 58
cases this year as compared with the corresponding period last year.
Very respectfully,
THOMAS WARD,
Assistant Adjutant-General, in Charge of Office.

REPORT OF CAPT. A. C. SHARPE, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF THE
COLORADO.

HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO,
OFFICE OF THE JUDGE-ADVOCA'I'E1
Denve1·, Colo., August 31, 1896.
To the JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY,
Washington, D. C.
Srn: In compliance with paragraph 891, Army Regulations, I have the honor to
snbmit the following report of the business of this office for the year ending this
date:
COURTS-MARTIAL.

*

*

*

There we"e 129 enlisted men tried by general courts.martial during this period,
from the different organizations serving in this department, and including des erters
from organizations not in the department, as followt:1:
1
Noncommissioned staff ...................................•••.•.............. - .
7
First Cavalry ...........•.••....•.....•..... _....• _............ __ ............ .
Second Cavalry .........•..............••..............................•...... 20
21
Seventh Cavalry .........•...............................•................. -· 2
Ninth Cavalry ....•...•........................ _..... _......•.....•......... - .
Seventh Infantry ................................................. - . - .. · · · · · · · 20

JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL.
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~fTwenty-fourth
;;ee:nt~IE;ta~;;y:::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Infantry. ___ . ____ . _____ . ______ . _. ____ • _•• _ . ____ . _.. ______ .. _...

25

Hospital Corps _•. _. ___ ... ___ • __ .• ______ • _____ . ____ .. ____ •• ___ •.. _. _.. __ .. ___ _

2

From other organizations ______________ . ________ •••• ____ •••. ··-·-·-·-·--··----

14

12
124
5

Total _. ____ ... _. ___ . __________ . ____ .. ____ : ___________ . _... ________ . ____ . 129
. The number of enlisted men tried by general courts-martial, at the different posts
m the department, is shown by the following schedule:

iif:i!fi~i~:!:::~~:!::~~::~;:;;:~;i!:\:i;~:i:::;::i;\ii~\:;::~!\\\i\\;:\\~~

ii

tSP1&1'!1':ii~~~s:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:g

Fort Grant ... _..... _... ____ .. __ .. ____ .......... ___ ...... ___..... ~ .... __ ... ____ .
Fort Huachuca . _.. _........ ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. _...... _... __ ................ _..

14
9

Total __ . _.. _......... ____ .. __ .... __ . __ ... __ .. ____ . ___ . _..... _. _.... ___ . . 129
The following schedule exhibits the nature of the offenses for which enlisted men
were tried by general courts-martial:
.
·
Sixteenth article of war:
Selling ammunition. ____ .. ____ . ___ . __ . ______ . ___ ...• __ ..... ___ .... ___ .. _. _ 1
Seventeenth article of war:
Losing clothing .. ___ .. _... ____ .. ____ .. __ • _.. ____ .. _____ ... ___ .. _.. __ . _ . . . .
2
Losing Gov.ernment property. ___ ..... __ ... ___ .. ____ ... ___ .. ____ ... ___ . __ ..
1
Twentieth article of war:
Disrespect to commanding officer ____ . ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. _. _..... _____ . ___ ..
2
Twenty-first article of war:
Disobeying superior officer ____ -----· ____________ -----· ______ ···--·------·3
Twenty-fourth article of war:
Disobeying noncommissioned officer in quelling fray ... - - . - - - - . - . - .. - . - . . . .
1
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave ___ •. __ .. _______ .. ___ .. ____ . _____ .. _. __ .. ____ .. ____ . 20
Thirty-third article of war:
Failure to attend drills, roll call, etc __________________ -----·------ ____ --·- 11
Thirty-eighth article of war:
Drunkenness on duty . _______ . _ . ____ .. ____ . _____ .. ____ .. ____ . _... ____ . ____ 18
Thirty-ninth article of war:
Quitting post .. ___ ... __ • _. _____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ . ____ ... ___ ..... __ .. _. __ .
3
Sleeping on post . _. __ .. ____ . _____ . _.. _. __ .. _____ . ____ ... ___ •• __ . __ . _. ____ .
3
Fortieth article of war:
Quitting guard __________________________________ ..••••. --····----··______
3
FoFty-seventh article of war:
Desertion. ______ . __ .. ___ .. ___ •.. ___ .. ____ .. __ • _______ ... ___ .•. __ . ____ . ____ 18
Sixtieth article of war:
Larceny __ .. _____ ........ _. __ .• __ •.. ___ . __ . _ . ____ .. ___ ... _. __ .. ___ ... ____ .
4
Selling Government property . ___ . ____ .. _. _.. _- - - . - - -- - - . - - - •.. -- . -- . - - -- - 2
Sixty-second article of war:
4
Allowing prisoner to escape ___ . __ .... ____ .. - - - - . - - -.. - - - - .. _... - - - .... - - - .
Assault and battery .... _.... ___ .. - - - -.. __ .. ____ . __ - .. ____ ... ___ ... ___ .. _..
6
Assault with dangerous or deadly weapon .. - -- .. - - -- .. - - - - . -- ....... - . - -- . 2
Breach of arrest .......... ___ .. __ - -... ___ .... __ . _- . - ...... __ . _.... _.... __ .
4
1
Carrying concealed weapons ____ ------·····--···--··---···-·-··-·· ....... .
2
Disobeying commissioned officer ............. _...... - - ... - - ....... _..... - .
4
Disobeying noncommissioned officer. _____ ....... ----·· .... ···-·· ......... .
1
Disobeying sentinel. ..................................................... .
Disrespect to superior officer ........................ - -................... . 2
2
Drunkenness .......................................... __ ................ .
4
Drunk and disorderly ....................................... _.......... -..
1
Drunkenness causing arrest by civil authority ................... - - - - . - - - - .
2
False swearing .. - - -.......• - ... - - ........ -..• -..... - - - . - - - - - - -- - -- - - - - · · - ·
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Sixty second article of war-Continued.
.False marking and scoring at target range .....................•........... 3
:Fraudulent enlistment .........•.......................................... 8
Indecent exposure of person ....•....................................... -. 1
Insubordinate conduct toward noncommissioned officer ............. - ... -.. 4
Larceny ........................................... _...•......... _....... . 4
Making false statements ........... _......•............................... 4
Resis_ting arrest ..................................................... - - . · - · 4
Disorders, etc., charged as "conduct to the prejudice of good order and
military discipline," not included under previous heads ............... - . . 27
Of the whole number of trials by general courts-martial, 5 resulted in acquittal.
Twenty-two men were dishonorably discharged through citation of previous trials
and convictions under paragraph 3, General Orders, No. 16, series 1895, AdjutantGeneral's Office.
Inferi01· courts.
Number of trials byPosts.

Summary
court.

Fort Apache ...•.................... , ............................. .
Fort .Bayard ....................................................... .

~~~t B~~f~~~;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::

Fort Grant ........................................................ .
Fort Huachuca .................................................... .

:;~tc~~r;s~:
:: ::::::::::::::: :::::::: :: :::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::
Whipple Barracks ................................................ .
Fort Wingate ..................................................... .

Total ................•........................................

Garrison
court.

77
211
282
23

116
183
392
15
154 ·•••••
55
1,508

Total.

2
4

79
217
283
'.!4
123
198
394
15
156
59

40

1,548

2
6
1
1

7
15

2

In 40 cases objection was made to trial by summary court.
The following schedule exhibits the nature of the offenses for which enlisted men
were tried by inferior courts:
Violation of theSeventeenth article of war ... _..
1
Twenty-first article of war.....
5
Thirty-first article of war......
2
Thirty.second article of war .... 372
Thirty.third article of war ..... 563

Violation of theThirty-eighth article of war .. - . 81
Thirty-ninth article of war.... . 1
Fortieth article of war.. . . . . . . . 4
Sixty.second article of war ..... 734

Number of acquittals by summary court ................... "··-··............
Number of acquittals by garrison court.martial. •.•..................•..••.• -

5~

Total ....................... _........................ _•.... _~ .... _. . . • . .

59

Number of different men tried ................ _.... _......••.... __ .... _•..... 1, 008
Per cent of enlisted men tried by inferior court ...............•...•. _•..... - . 30. 07
DESERTIONS.

There have been 133 desertions from the different organizations serving in this
department, during the past year, as follows:

Twenty.fourth Infantry .........•....•........................••.....•.... - -

~

Total .. _.......•..........•............................•.......... - • - .

133

il))1[~\if¥!Ii1ii!iiiii::1:::::::::;:::::!:i:::::::::;:::::::;:::::::::
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The number of desertions from the different posis in the department is as follows:
Fort Apache................................................................
8
Fort Bayard ...................•...•................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14
Fort Douglas ..........•..... __ ..... __ ...... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
27
Fort Duchesne ...•..•.•••..•••••••••. _......• _........ ~ .................. _..
O
Fort Grant .........•.•.•.....•..••....•.•............................... _..
6
Fort Huachuca ....••....•...••••.•...... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4

~hf
p~1f:a~~~~k·s·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::::: : : : : : : : : : : : :
f~
Fort vVingate ...•............•.......•.•.. ·--~ ...... ...... ...... ...... ......
14
Total. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

133

Per cent. of desertions t.9 average strength............... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

3. 96

REMARKS,

Comparing the present with former years, it will be observed that the percentage
of trials both by general and inferior courts is steadily diminishing. The condit~ons of garrison life and :field service, and the strength of the command remain practically the same, yet it is gratifying to note that the number of trials of enlisted men
by general courts-martial has fallen from 252 in 1894, and 179 in 1895, to but 129 in the
yea~ just closed. Of these totals, 15 in 1894 were men belonging to organizations
stat10ned in other departments, 8 in 1895, and 5 in the present year. The most
notable decrease occurred in the Twenty-fourth Infantry, wliich stood at 34 in 1894
and 1895, but has fa len during the past twelve months to 12.
Tria1s by inferior courts numbered 2,102 in 1894 and 1,729 in 1895, as against 15 for
the present year. Very few cases of felony or other serious crimes have occurred,
nearly all the offenses considered being mere misdemeanors or lapses of a purely
military character. These :figures suggest a most favorable state of discipline and
morale.
Desertions.-There is a slight decrease in the percentage of desertions since last
year. The reports of boards convened to investigate causes confirm me in the opinion, heretofore expressed, that this evil can be abated only by rendering apprehension
and punishment more certain. Men desert for the most frivolous reasons, and for
no reasons at all. Growing weary of the restraints incident to military life, they
abandon their companies and their colors with as little apparent concern as a laborer
would quit his job. If their apprehension was assured by a reasonable reward and
their punishment in no case less than confinement for a period equal to the unexpired
portion of their enlistment, I feel confident t.liat the percentage of losses and the
consequent demoralizing effect due to this crime would perceptibly diminish.
Very respectfully,
.

A. C. SHARPE,
Captain, United States Army, Acting Judge-Advocate.

REPORT OF CAPT. EDWIN F. GLENN, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF
THE COLUMBIA.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,
JUDGE-ADVOCATE'S OFFICE,

Vancouver Barracks, Wash., Septembe1· 10, 1896.
The

JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY,

Washington, D. C.
In compliance with paragraph 891, Army Regulations, I have the honor to
submit the following report for the year ending August 31, 1896:
SIR:

GENERAL COURTS-MARTIAL.

Number of general court-martial records received, revised, recorded, and forwarded
to the Judge-Advocate-General during the year ending August 31, 1896. Sixty ..five
cases of enlisted men.

x~~ ~t~I~~~~:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::

6
~

'rotal cases ...•...•••.....••..•............................... - .. - - . - · - . . 65
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Comparison of total number 'With tha of two preceding years.
Cases tried: 1893-94 ... __ ... __ .... __ .. __ . ______ . __ ... ___ .. _. __ ... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . 83
1894-95 _......... __ .. ___ .... __ . _ . ____ . ___ . ______ .. __ ... _.. ___ . _. . . 72
1895-96 ... __ ............ __ . ___ .. _•..•.. _ .. _. __ . ___ .. __ .. _..... - . . . 65
Decrease from la.st year ........................ ________ .... __________ -·-- 7
60 men tried once. ___ .. ____ .. _. ___ . _. ______ .. ____ . _________ . _____ ____ ____ 60 cases.
1 man tried twice._ ... ____ .. ___________ . _________ . _ ...•.. __ . _ . _•.. ____ . . 2 cases.
1 man tried three times _.. __ .. ___ .. __ . __________ ... _... ___ ... ___ . _. ____ . 3 cases.

62 men tried with a total of .... _...... ___ . ___ ....... _ ........ __ ••. __ ..._ . . 65 cases.
One commissioned officer of the Fourteenth Infantry tried and dismissed during
the year.
Distribution of cases tried by general coU1·ts among the different military posts in the
clepartrner,;t,
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3
3
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1
1
7
8
Fort Sherman.......................
18
16
2
2
18
Fort Spokane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . .
3
3 ..... - . ..................... .
3
Vancouver Barracks................
30
20
9
1 ....... .
20
Fort Walla Walla...................
13
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10
3 ·····-·· •••••••.
~
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3.3
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8.1
1. 6

2. 5
7. 5
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Numbel' of convictions of different offenses tried by general courts in the department during
the year ending August 31, 1896.
Seventeenth article of war:
Losing accouterments ....... ·----· ........ ..... ________ ....................
1
Twenty-first article of war:
Disobeying superior officer................................................
5
Thirty-second article of war:
Absence without leave ............................... ·----· .......... ·----·
9
Thirty-third article of war:
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc.......................................
6
Thirflr:~f:!~:S:t~c~ed~;~~ .'. _________ . ________ .. ___ . _.. __ . __ . _____ .. __ . ____ . _.
3
Thirty-ninth article of war:
Quitting post. __ .. _........... _.... _. _.. _.............••.... _...... _ .... _.
1
Sleeping on post .......•.. . ......•.••.........•...•••....•. " ....•..... _...
2
Fortieth article of war:
Quitting guard .. __ .... _........ _........ _.... _......•.. _.. _....... _.. . . . . 1
Forty-seventh article of war:
Desertion ........ _.••........ _......... _.. • . . . • ...... _......... _...... _.. 17
Sixtieth article of war:
·
Larceny . _. _........ _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . 3
Sixty-second article of war:
Assault ... __ .. _. _... _...........•..•.•...•••••...•...••••......•....... __ . 2
Attempting to strike noncommissioned officer ... _................. _..... - . .
1
Breach of arrest, private .. _. _... _....... __ . _.. _... ___ . __ .......... _..... - . 1
Disregard of orders . ___ ......... __ . _ .. _....... _.. ___ .. _..... __ ..... __ . . . . . 5
D 1rty at inspection . _. _........... _.... _. _.. _.... _.. __ ..... _..... __ . _. . . . . 1
Drunkenness ........ _. _.. __ .- _.... __ .. _... ____ ........ ___ ... ____ .. _....... - 7
Fraudulent enlistment ............ -----· .................. -----· ______ --·- 8
Makmg false statement ............. __ ...... ___ .... ___ .................... 3
Ne~lect of duty .................. _........... _.. _.. _............ _... ... - . . 4
Retusing medical treatment .. _._ ....... _..... __ .. _....... __ ............ - . - 1
Resisting arrest .•••......... ___ .... _. __ .. ___ .... _..... ___ ....... - .... - . . . . 5
Theft ...•.. ....• .......... - - . - . - - - - - . - - - .. - - - . - . -.. - - - · · - - · - · - - · - -· · · · - · - · ~
Using insolent language to bis commanclrng officer ............. -... - - .. -- - Using insubordinate language ...... -----· ......... .................... --··
3
Using threatening language .................................. -....... -- - . 3
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Comparison of number of cases tried for desertion with that of pi·evious year.
Number of convictions of desertion ..... . ....................... : ............. :
Convicted of "absence without leave," charge "desertion" ............. ___ ....

17

3

Number of cases tried for desertion 1895-96 ..•••••• __ .................... __•••. 20
Number tried last year ....... _..•••..........••.........••...... ______ .... _. __ 13
In crease .... _....•. __ . ___ . . __ . _... _. _....•........... . ... _. _..... _ .. _. _.
Number of men dishonorably discharged .......••.••.•.•.......•.. ·........... _
Saine, last year ... __ .. ____ .. __ .... _.... __ ..... _____ . ____ .............. _.•.. ___ .
Number of. m~n dishonorably discharged for minor offenses on account of previous conv1ct1ons . _.. __ .. _..... _...... ___ .. ____ ..... _... _. _.. ____ .. ____ . ___ ...
Same, last year._ .. __ .. _. _. ___ ... _. ~. _. , . _.... _. _•..•............. _..... __ ... __
Number of trials in which evidence of prev10us convictions was introduced... .
Same, last year .... __ . __ ..... _......... _.......................................
Number of noncommissioned officers reduced to the ranks......................

7
38
27

9
8

21
24
1

Ta{>le exhibiting the organization to which the enlisted men tried by general courts belong.
Organization.

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

Band. A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. L. M. Total.
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - ]3

7

21
17

1
1
2

------------1--.---

Total numbEir of men tried ............ ·............................. . .•............. .

62

It will be observed that one commissioned officer was tried and dismissed during
the year and that the total number of trials of enlisted men by general courts-martial show a decrease of 7 from last year. As the number of trials has decreased
eac~ year since 1893-94, it is worthy of remark. Without any definite data upon
which to base the assumption, it is assumed that this is due to the fact that a
better class of men are enlisting in the Army. There is no doubt that the present
system of detecting repeaters has helped to reduce the number of trials.
INFERIOR COURTS-MARTIAL.

Garrison courts-martial.

N~f::~:~!~9fae·d _-_-_-_-_-_- _-_-: _-_-_- _-_" _" _" _- _-_-_-_-_- _-_-_-_-_-: _- _-_-_-_- _- _- _-_-_-_- _-_-_-_-:: _-_-: _- _-_-: _- _- _-

10

Convictions .... ____ ·----· _________________ ............ -··- .... ·--·-· ..... .
Acquittals··--·--· .... ________ ........... ---· .... ____ .... ________ -··-·· ... .

9
3

Total cases ....•. _..,. ___ . _..... - .. __ - . __ .. _ . _........... - - - .. - ~ - - - - ..

12

Number of cases tried by garrison courts-martial during the year ending

12

Summary courts.
Number of cases tried by summary courts during the year ending August :n,
, 1896 . - ...... _..... _••...••••.. _. - •..................•.••....•.••..... __ ..
Number of men tried ...••..............................................• _..

630
390

Convictions ...........................................•........ . ..........
A cquittals .............••..............•................•.........•........

612

Total cases ...•....••••....•.........................................

630

18

7
Non commissioned officers r educed to the ranks by sentence of inferior courts .
Forfeitures imposed and executed ........ -·-··· ........................ ---- $2,414
30c.
Stoppages imposed and ex ecuted -... -.... -......................... -... - - - .
Number of d ays confinement at b ard labor . ................_... - - -.... - -. - - - - 2,063
10
Number of d ays soli tar y confinement on bread and water diet .... ---- ... -· · ·
1
To be reprimanded by post commander .........................•••.... - ••..
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Distribution of oases tried by inferior courts, with nwrnbm· confined and released without
trial, at the posts in the departrnent.
Number of
Average
cases tried.
strength
of garri- Sum
Garrison.
mary.
son.
--- ---

Post.

Boise Barracks _............................ . .
Fort Canby .............................. .... .
Fort Sherman ................................ .
Fort Spokane . ... .................... ........ .
Vancouver Barracks ......................... .
Fort Walla Walla ............................ .

119
121
282
190
587
246

55
32
137
58
154
194

Total and average.......................

1, 545

630

No. con Num ·
fined and
ber of Percent. released
men men tried. without
tried .
trial
- - - - - - ---35
29
83

29. 4
23. 9
29 4

41

21. 6

5
4

113
101

19. 3
41.1

12

a402

1
2

I

........... .

25. 9

5
3

1
34

43

aTwo men triecl both at Forts Sherman and Walla Walla consequent upon change of station.
'Number of different men tried, 400.

Dist?·ibution of oases and men tried by inferior courts among the different organizations
serving i.n the department.
Organization.

Trials.

Band.

A.

B. _C. D.

E.

F.

G. H.

55

23

20

40

50

57 - .•. 1.. . .

256
135
32

17

21
17
15
8

31

40
27
12
9

20

11 .... 1• • • •
11
I

209
134
139
100

~i8~~~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : I::::
:::: ::::/::::
I

:

Total. .................... {~i8es:~:: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: /:::: :::: :::: )::::

!t~

5 Cases
11
Four th Cavalry ............... . l Men.::
6
Fifth Artillery
5 Cases -.. . - ......
· · · .. •• · • • · · · • • .. l Men . _. . . .. . . . .
5 Cases
4
Four t blnfantry- ............... l Men.::
2
5 Cases
3
Fourteenth Infantry ........... ) Men.::
1
Hospital Corps....... . . • . .. . • . . {

L . / M. Total.

1
27 :::: :::: 15 13 23 24 27
1
- . . . 18
. . . . . . . . . . . . 3 : : : '. /• :ii ·
. . . . 13 ............ ...... _. 3 . . • . 11
38
20
25
20

22
16
25
18

16
12
16
10

13
17
12

16

15

11

1

11 : : : :

1::::

27

I

NoTE.-Troops, batteries, and companies showing no trials in above table are not serving in the
department.

Number of times tried by inferior courts:
268 men tried once .... _... ___ ...... ____ . __ . _.••••...•••.•••••..•••......
63 men tried twice ... __ .. _____ . ____ .. _____ .. ___ .. ____ .. _________ . ____ ..
42 men tried three times __ .. __ . _.... _.... ______ .... _. ___ .. ______ ...... .
19 men tried four times .. ___ ... ___ ... ___ .. __ • _.. ______ ... __ . _. ___ .. __ ..
3 men tried fl. ve times._ ...... __ .. ____ .. _____ . ____ . _........ ____ .. ___ . _
4 men tried six times. ____ .. ____ ......... ___ . ___ ........ ________ ... _.. .
1 1nan tried seven times ..........••...•••.. _... _.••....• __ .•. _.... __ ..

268 cases.
126 cases.
126 cases.
76 cases.
15 cases.
24 cases.
7 cases.

400 men tried with a total of............ ______ .: .... ____________________ 642 cases.
Number of cases tried by inferior courts. ______ ............ ______ .... ____ ...... 642
Number tried last year .................. ____ ...... ______ ...................... 738
Decrease ....••. _.... __ .... _... ___ . ____ . _. __ ... ___ ..... ____ .. _... __ ..... _.

96

Classification of offenses tried by inferior courts.
Absence without leave (laid under thirty-second article) ...................... Absence from drill, roll call, etc. (laid under thirty-third article) ____ .. --·· ....
Drunkenness on uuty (laid under thirty-eighth article)- ...................... Disorders charged as "Conduct to the prejudice of good order and military discipline" (laid under sixty-second article) ..... _. _.. _..... _.... __ ........... - .

135
25:'>
57
_
2o3

Total number of offenses ...... ____ ...... ____ ............ ____ ............ 700

It is noted that there is a large percentage of decrease in trials by inferior courts
also and a corresponding decrease for the past three years. The garrison courtmartial was resorted to by 12 men.
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DESERTIONS,

Number of desertions during the year ending August 31, 1896.... ...... .... ....
Number reported last year....................................................

89
74

In crease ...............••.......•....................•••......... _. . . . . .

15

Causes, etc., of desertion, asce1'tained under the p1·ovisions of paragmph 115, Army Regulations, and cornparison of same data for three preceding years.
Character as set forth
in reports ofboards
of' survey.

1895-96.. •• • . .
1894-95.. •• • • .
1893-94.. ... ..
1892-93.......

3
3
2
2

55
44
27
76

17
12
10
24

5
9
5
8

4
3

5
3

2
8

1

2

Length of service.

Inferior

.

~

court.

[

]

~ ~ ~~ 'd ~
§ S§
~ as ]! E i

]

Q)

.c:l

~~

i

; ~ 8~ ~ ~ ~
4

6
2
1

14
11
13
17

17 -;- 38
20 41 32
11 22 21
21 83 71

~

u-:,

§ . § . § . -!

h

19
18
15
37

A~

1895 ,

h~

5
6
2
1

1896.

~ ~ ~
.0 ~ _.
~~ £! ~ ~ i

~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~

7
3
1
2

15
17
15
43

l---,-----:---,---,---1--,----.-----:--:---.-----;---.---

!~ Po,!"";
~ ~ !
6
4
3
5

74
57
32
79

Months in which desertions occurred.

~~~fc,:,~ ... ~~Q)

- - - - -11-

1~95-96 ......
1894-95 ......
1893-94 .•.•..
1892-93 .••••.

1-.tt

c,:,

.

Nativity.

7 4 11 1
5
1
1 8 1
2
2
2
10 4 10 2 . . . . .. . . . . . . 3 . .. . . . . 1 . . . . 7
4 .. . 7 ....••.••••.•.. 4 . . . . • • . . • •. . . • . 7
23 .. . 4 ............... 9 ............•.. 17

44
37
25
69

4

No. tried by
courts-martial
and No. of trials.

Year.

Causes of desertion-Opinions given in reports of
boards of survey.

i~

~

~ J5 8

15
12
5
6

a
9
3
7

4
6
3
6

6
7
5
8

.c

zA~
6
2
2
4

3
1
6
6

r,-;

1
:a ~
~ ~ ~
I

4 10 14 8 4
2 4 4 11 4
1 1 1 15 5
4 6 14 18 25

~

~ i> ~
.;

~ ~

6 12
9
10 7
7
8 3
4
17 7 ...

Dist1·ibution of cases of desertion among the different military posts in the department.
Post.

Average Number of
Percent.
strength of desertions. Percent. last year.
ga:.TJSOD.

i~~tc~~;!:n~~~~~k;:::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::
Fort Walla Walla ...................................... .

119
121
282
190
587
246

6
7
34
2
32
8

5. 0
5.8
12.1
1.1
5. 5
3. 3

4. 9
3. 2
5. 0
2.1
5. 2
6. 0

'rvtal and average ................................ .

1,545

89

5.8

4. 8

Boise Barracks ........................................ ..
Fort Canby ............................................. .
Fort Sherman ........................... - - .. --• - ....... .
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Distribution of cases of desertion among the different 01·ganizations serving in the
department.

Organization.

Band.

A. B.

C.

D.

- -- -- - - - -, - -- - - - -

E.

F . G. H.

--- -

Fourth Cavalry......... . .. .. . . . 3 (a) (a)
1
5
1
Fifth Artillery.........
(a)
(a) 2 (a) (a) (a) (a) (a)
Fourth Infantry........
4
6 13
1 .... 1
7
4
Fourteenth Infantry... . . . .. . . . 2
3
2
3
2 .8
7

4
1
1
4

Average /
strength P er
L . M. Total. of organ- cent.
.
ization. I
- - - -- - - · - 14
360 1i 3. 9
(a) 4
7
6. 2
.... ....
37
429
8. 6
.... . . •.
31
587
5. 3

113 1

~~:g?:i<S~~~~~~~~~~: :::::::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::::::
Totalandaverage .............................

--·+·-- .... .... ....

89 _

i~ 1::::::
1,545 ,~

a Not serving in the department.

In m.y annual report to the department commander I made use of the following
language which still expresses my views upon this subject, viz:
"It is true tha t the records show an increase of fifteen desertions during the yearj
but I can find nothing contained in the trials by the military courts or in the inves·
tigations-'Report on cause of desertion'-that throws any light upon the subject.
The literature upon this subject that has been published does not help us to ascertain
either the cause of or a cure for the disease.
.
"If the American people were better informed in regard to the profession of arms
a nd particularly as to the exact status of a soldier, it is believed that less sympathy
would exist for those who undertake to violate their contract of enlistment by desertion, and this would necessarily tend to cause a decrease in the number of desertions.
I still think the reward offered for the apprehension of those committing this offense
is too trivial and should be abolished entirely, or made sufficiently large to warrant
an effort upon the part of the officer making such arrests. It is true that one who
deserts is of no value as a soldier, but the punishment imposed is of value as a deterrent, and should be inflicted upon every man who commits the offense."
GENERAL REMARKS.

In conclusion I beg to submit the suggestion that efforts looking to the enabling
of courts-martial to compel civilian witnesses to testify when summoned to appear
before them be renewed and pushed until Congress confers the desired powers. It is
not believed that it is necessary or desirabl_e for courts-martial to ha,ve any further
power than to certi:(y such contempts to the nearest Umted States courts, since as
soon as it is known that a military court possesses the desired power there will be no
occasion for its use.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
EDWIN F. GLENN,
Captain and Acting Ju~ge-Advocate, United States Army.

REPORT OF CAPT. FRANKL. DODDS, ACTING JUDGE-ADVOCATE, DEPARTMENT OF
TEXAS.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS,
JUDGE-ADVOCATE'S OFFICE,

San .Antonio, Tex., September 12, 1896.
To the

JUDGE-ADVOCATE-GENERAL, UNITED STATES ARMY,

Washington, D. C.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the business of this office
for the year ending August 31, 1896:
There were no commissioned officers tried.
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The following table shows the number of general, garrison, and summary courtsm~rtial cases tried at the several posts in the department, with the percentage of
trials:
Number and percentage of trials.
Average
enlisted
strength
o~ gar.
rison.

Post.

General
cases
tried.

Percentage of Garrison Summary Total
inferior
general
cases
cases
cases
cases
tried.
tried.
tried.
tried.

Percentage of
inferior
cases
tried.

-----------1---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- - ---

Fort Bliss ..•.......•..•......
Fort Brown .........•..... _..
:Fort Clark_ ._._ .. _. __..... _..
Camp Eagle Pass ..•• __ ... _...
Fort Hancock a ....... ______ .
Fort McIntosh ....... _... _.. _
Fort Ringgold . __ ._ .....•. _...
Fort Sam Houston ........ __ _

197
125
415
61

15
1
30

7. 61
. 80
7.23

2

59
107
157
3i
1
46
105
346

1
6

6

140
165
694

=~~~~~.

Convi~t1~~~::::::::::::::::::
Acquittals .......... _....... _.·--·--·--·

~-9

9
42

6.43 --···· ••••
5.45 -·········
6.05
2

:ss-- ! --

5

10 -·---·--·-

1

7

i~~ I
17

61
108
163
32
1
46
105
348

30. 96
86. 40
3!1. 28
52.46
16. 67
32. 86
63. 64
50.14

864
840
24

47.92

I

a Abandoned October 25, 1895.
departmtnt.

This post is averaged for the year, to equalize the average for the

There were 539 different enlisted men tried by inferior courts-martial.
The different offenses tried by general courts-martial were as follows:
Article of war
violated.

Nature of offense.

Selling clothing ••••••. ___ . _. _____ ... _..•. _. _.• ___ . _....••.... _•.... _. ___ . Seventeenth ___ .. .
Disrespect toward commanding officer .. _....•. _. _...... ___ __ . _..... _.. __ . Twentieth _. __ ... .

~

0

~~;e~l1~1tt~t1rf~~v :~_e_r.: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~::::::::: : : : h1~i?;!ii!;i::::
Failure to attend drill, roll call, etc._ .... _.......••........ _.............. Thirty·third. -·· ..

Cases
tried.
3

l
7

18
9

!~}I!{~Fl\i/ii/\i://DE}HL:E ;;~i:~l~l[\

15

J~ ::::: :::: :

1
2

U n~awfully removing Government property with intent to wrongfully Sixtieth ...... - . - .
d1spose of same.
Absence without leave not chargeable under thirty-second article of war. Sixty-second. ____ _

1~Ja:fliE1~~?ilt1?~~~~j~:~:: :::: :: : :::::::: ::: : ::: : : : : : :::::::::: :: : : : : : : :
Attempting to bribe another soldier to commit theft ..• -.... - - .. - . - . ---. -.. - - .. do . -- -. - -... -Breach of arrest .. ___ .. _.. ________ ._ .. __ .... _. __ . __ ...... _....... _... ...... __ . . do _--. - - -. - - - .
Challenging a noncommissioned officer to fight ........ - ... _.... - . - - - . - - - ...... do ..• . - ... - - - .
Committing a nuisance_·--·-- ____ ...... _______ ._ .. --··--·--··---·---·--- .. ___ .do··-··· -- ---Conduct to the prejudice of good order and military disciplme .. - .. --- - .. - . - .. do - - - ·-. - ·- - ..
1
0
f>l!~ti:Y1:gd~~\~ ~~!:fs!fo~~~to ffiie~~~~~~~::::: ::::':::::: :: :: : : :: : : : ::: : : : : : : :
Disorderly conduct, causing arrest by civil authorities ... - - . -. _. - - __ . . ____ - - - .. do . - - . -- - -. . - .
Disorderly conduc.t in quarters ... __ . _... _. _........... --- -- -....... - ... - - . - . .. do .... - - .. -. -Disrespect, toward noncommissioned officer __________ - . - --- . -- _.. _. _. _.. _.. - - . . do . - - ..... - - . .
Drunkenness .... _. . ···--- .. .. _.. . . __ . ···- __ ·-····- .. _______ ·--- __ ________ . __ .. do·---·· _____ _
Drunkenness, causing arrest by civil authorities .... - . - _________ . _..... __ ..... do. ____ .. __ . __
Drunkenness, disorderly conduct, and creating a disturbance. ____ . _________ .. do . _.. ___ .. _..
Employing another soldier to commit theft_--··· - -···-------·--------··
··· · do··----··----

:i~::::: :: :::::

--1·

J;mit{ff{~J::f~~~~~?;: ;~?::: : : ::::: :::: : ~ ~ ~:: : ::::: :::::: : :::::i~ :::::: :::: ::

Insubordinate conduct toward noncommissioned officer- -- -.. ____ -· _________ .. do ... _-· ____ ..
Insultin g language toward the national flag of the United States- ______ . 1•• _ • • clo .... __ . ____ _

ll?ii!I~i~~i:!1l::l:; :;;l;\;;;\ll;;;;;;;;;;'.! ;i ;;!:•I!;;;;
l[[

7
3
1

11

1
3

l
1
3
1
2
8
2
2
3

1
2
8

1
5

1
1
1
1
5
1
7

5

4
2

\i l\\\ \\

Threatening, obscene, and abus1ve language toward noncomm1ss1oned - . - .. do ...•...... - officer.

l~:i!i:f~1!~{i~:tii1}F~:~tt::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::J~ ::::::::::::

1
1
3
1
1
5

1
2

3
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The total of cases tried is distributed among organizations as follows:
Inferior trials .
General
trials.

Regiment or corps.

1- - - - , - - - - - - - -

Garri·
son.

Snmmary.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- ---Hospital Corps...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Signal Corps............. . .... . ............................................
Depot detachment, mounted service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4
8
2 ............... .
1
.. .. .

i ...... t. ... 31!

l~!~~&ac~~I1;v ···························································

2

Third Artillery'.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

l~f!fThi~~1f{;{:: \::)i);;

2

!:: :::: :::::::: !:!) :!:: !i!):: !!! .......

Total. ....... . ............. . .... . ...........•.........................

21

:! :::::\ .....~fl

106

853

11

The following table affords comparisons as to the average enlisted strength of the
department, and number and percentage of trials, for the periods stated:
Year.

!:iTi::£

I

Trials by courtsmartial.

f

Percentage o

· 1

tria

s.

st reng th . General. Inferior. General. ' Inferior.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - 1895 ..••.•........ . ..•........•...•... . .........••.
1,987
45. 80
120
6. 04
910
1896 .............................................. .
1,803
47. 92
106
864
5. 88

My annual report to the department commander for the past fiscal year upon the
subject of desertions is made an appendix hereto.
Respectfully submitted.
FRANK L. DODDS,
Captain and Acting Judge-Advocate.
APPENDIX.
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS,
JUDGE-ADVOCATE'S OFFICE,
San Antonio, Tex., July 24, 1896.
To the ADJUTANT-GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.
'
Sm: I have the honor to submit, for the information of the department commander,
in accordance with paragraph 116, Army Regulations, the following report of desertions within this department for the preceding fiscal year:
American born ... __ .............. _...... _.......... _..... _..... __ ... _. . . . . . . . . 82
Foreign born .........•......... _..... _..... _................ _.... __ ... . . . . . . . 16
Total .......... . .................... _......... __ . _. _........... ___ ... _. . 98
Of these, 50 enliRted outside of the department, 48 enlisted in the department.

Causes of dese1·tion, taken frorn the sepa1·ate speoial reports rendered in each case, viz:
Charged with theft and desertion ............................................ .
Committed theft ............................................................. .
Chronic desElrter, "repeater'' ................................................. .
Debts ...•....................................................................
Dislike of service ............................................................ .
Drunkenness .•................................................................
Family troubles ............................................................. .
Fear of punishment for offenses committed ........................ _.......... .
Fear of personal violence at bands of enraged comrades for dastardly crime
committed ................................................................. .
Fraudulent money transactions .............................................. .
Implicated in raping a woman ............................................... .
Intemperate habits .......................................................... .
Objected to serving in Texas ................................................. .
Of unsound mind ............................................................ Reduction to ranks ............................. - .......................... - · ·
To avoid separation from wife or family .............................. - ....... ·
To better himself in Mexico ................................. · · · · · · · · · - - · · · · · · ·

1
1
1
6

9
3

1
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2

1
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'roo much fatigue.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • • . . • • • . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Unpleasant relations with comrades...........................................
Worthlessness . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .
Unknown causes .••••..•.....•.......·....•..........••...........•........•...

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
34 had served one day to six months.
24 had served six months to one year.
11 had served one year to two years.
5 had served two years to three years.
6 had served three years to four years.
4 had served four years to five years.
14 had served five years and over.

#

2
1
3
57
98

98
The following table gives the posts and organizations from which the men deserted:
Num-

Posts.

ber.

l<'ort Bliss ................................. .
Fort Brown ............................... .
Fort Clark ...................... . ......... .

8

2
18
4

j~~PH~~~~eci~~~::: : :::::::::::::: :: : : :: : : :
Fort McIntosh ............................ .
Fort Ringgold ............ , ................ .
Fort Sam Houston ....••••••••••••••••.•...

45

Total . ...................... . .........

98

2
8
11

Num-

Corps or regiment.

ber.

Hospital Corps ...•............•.......... .
Fifth Cavalry ............................ .
Seventh Cavalry ....................... . . .
Third Artillery ...................... . .... .
Eighteenth Infantry ..................... .
Twenty-,third Infantry ................... .

26
27

Total .................. . ............ .

98

2
32

5
6

The following table exhibits the character and rank of these deserters:
Number.

Character.
Excellent ...........••••••••••••••••••.•..••
Excellent when sober ...................... .
Very good ....................•••...• •......
Very good when sober ..................... .
Good ...................................... .
Fair ......................•...•...•••..•.••.
Indifferent ...................••..••.•••..••.

;i~t.~~~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Num ·

Rank.

ber.

8

Sergeants ................................ .

1
16
1
41

i{;~Jl!~e:~:::
:: ::: :::: ::::::::::::::::::::
Privates .................................. .

93

Total ............................... .

98

7

2
2

1

3

1
3

:Bad ........................................ .
Worthless ................................. .
Unknown ................................. .

7

Total.................................

98

5

5

The number of desertions for the year ending June 30, 1895, and the percentage of
loss from this cause, with comparison with t,he fiscal year just closed, are given
below:
Year.
1895 ............................................................. .
1896 ............................................................. .

Average Numberof Percentage
enli sted desertions.
of loss.
strength.
1,963
1,845

120

98

6.11
5. 31

The percentage of loss from desertion has '1ecreased so slightly in the past year
that a recommendation for the restoration of the form er reward for apprehension,
viz, $60, would appear to be advisable, as having a deterrent effect on those who,
contemplating desertion, might consider the chances of arrest and punishment. In
1894, when the reward was $60, the percentage of loss from desertion was but 4.33.
In 1895 and 1896, when but $10 reward was paid, the increase, as shown in the above
table, was marked.
FRANK L. DODDS,
Very respectfully,
Captain and .Acting Judge-Advocate.

REPORT· OF THE QUARTERMASTER-GENERAL
OF THE ARMY.
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QUAR'l'ERMASTER-GENER.AL'S OFFICE,

Washington, October 1, 1896.
I have the honor to submit the annual report ,of the Quartermaster's Department for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1896.
SIR:

FINANCIAL STATEMENT.

By acts of Congress approved February 12 and March 2, 18951 and February 26 and June 81 1896> there was ap-propriated for the service of
.
the Quarterma~ter's Department for the fiscal year ended June>30,
1896, the sum of. .................. .. .............................. $7) 093, 880. 00
During the fiscal year there was deposited to the credit of appropriations 1895-961 am9unts received from sales to officers, etc., the sum of.
412,280.69
Making a total of.... . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

7, 50G, 160. 69

Of this amount there was remitted to disbursing officers. $6,090,597.02

There was paid out on accoun,t of settlements made at
Treasury of claims and accounts.....................

14,222.16
6,104, 819. 18

Leaving a balance available for payment of outstanding obligations incurred, or fultillment of contracts properly entered
into within t,he fiscal year, of............ .. • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 401, 341. 51
On the 1st of July, 1895, there was on hand .from regular appropriations for the service of the Quartermaster's Department, pertaining
to the fiscal year ended June 30, 18!:l5, including the sum of $709,351,
remaining from the $750,000 appropriated for barracks and quarters,
by act approved February 12, 1895, for year 1895-96................. 21 300,924. 71
And from appropri ation s pertaining to previous fiscal years, includmg
those for specific and indefinite purposes, the sum of.... . . . • . . . . . . . 1, 023, 095. 33
Making a total balance on hand from all appropriations July 1,
1895, of ......... .:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,324,020.04
For specific purposes there was appropriated dnring the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1896 .................................... •. . . . . . . . . . .
189,579.33
During the year there was deposited and transferred. to credit of the
appropriations other than those for 1895-96 (shown above) the
sum of.................................... . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
410,225.03
Making a total of ............••.......•....................... 3,923, 8!?<1. 40
Of said amount there was remittecl to disbursing officers
the sum of .. ........................................ $1,877,630.98
There was paid ont on account of Treasury settlementH
450,200.10
and transferred the sum of. ......................... .
792,646.05
There was carried to the surplus fund the sum of ...... .
3,120,477.13
Leaving a balance of. ........................................ .
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DUTIES OF THE QUARTERMASTER'S DEP.A.R1'MEN~.1'.

Under existing laws the Quartermaster's Department, urnler the
directiou of the Secretary of War, provides the Army with military
stores and supplies requisite for its use, such as clothing and equipage,
tents, band instruments, tableware and mess furnitu..:-e, equipments
for post bakerie~, fuel, forage, stationery, lumber, straw for bedding for
men and animals, all materials for camp, and for shelter for troops and
stores, furniture for barracks, such as bunks, benches, chairs, tables,
lockers, heatiug and cooking stoves for use in public barracks and quarters, tools for mecbauics and laborers in the Quartermaster's Department, furniture, text-books, papers, and equipment for post schools,
reading matter for post libraries, wagons, ambulances, carts, saddles,
harness, water supply, sewerage, plumbing, illuminating supplies, and
beating for all military posts and buildmgs.
The Department is also charged with the duty of transporting, by
land and water, troops, munitions of war, equipments, and all articles
of military supplies from the place of purchase to the several armies,
garrisons, posts, and recruiting places.
Under act of Congress amending section 1661, Revised Statutes, for
arming and equipping the militia, this Departrnent' supplies quartermaster stores, clothing, and equipage to the militia of the several States
and Territories, and transports the same to said States and Territories.
It also furnishes transportation for ordnance and ordnance stores issued
by the United States to the militia of the several States and Territories. It also transports the property for other Executive Departments
on requisitions, payments therefor being made by the respective l)epartments to the carriers upon accounts forwarded through the Quarter- .
master-General's Office for that purpose.
This Department prepares the necessary plans and constructs all
buildings at military posts, .such as barracks, quarters, storehouses,
hospitals, etc., builds wharves, ·constructs and repairs roads for military
purposes, builds all necessary military bridges, provides, by hire or purchase, grounds for military encampments and buildings; contracts for
all horses for cavalry, artillery, and for the Indian scouts, and for such
infantry and members of the Hospital Corps in the field campaigns as
may be required to be mounted; pays for all incidental expenses of tlle
military service which are not provided by other corps.
The care and maintenance of national cemeteries is an additional
duty of this Department. lt also provides suitable headstones to mark
the graves of all soldiers, sailors, or marines who served during the late
war, including those who have been buried in private cemeteries and
other burial pl~ces.
Section 1109, Revised Statutes, makes it the duty of the Quartermaster -General, under tlrn direction of the Secretary of War, to pr~scribe and enforce a system of accountability for all quartermaster's
supplies furnished the Army, its officers, seamen, and marines.
The administration of ti.le affairs of the Department during the last
fiscal year was con duded under the able supervision of my predecessor,
Gen. R. N. Batchelder.
CLOTHING AND EQUIP.A.GE SUPPLIES.

The sum of $1,100,000 was appropriated by Congress for this branch
of the service for the past fiscal year.
There was placed to the credit of the appropriation for clothing and
equipage during the fiscal year the sum of $178,545.89 and the sum of
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$84,573.95 from sales to officers, etc., making a total of $1,363,119.84
available for clothing and equipage supplies for the fiscal year.
Of this amount the sum of $1,076,783.09 was paid out during the
y~ar, leaving a balance on hand June 30, 1896, of $?86,336.75, which _
""111 be required to meet outstanding obligations entered into prior to
July 1, 1896.
·
The issues to the militia of the several States and Territories during
the fiscal year amounted to the sum of $180,914.18.
·
The following issues were made duriug the fa,cal year, which, with the
sales credited to miscellaneous receipts, represents a total loss to the
clothing appropriation:
To the militia of the District of Columpia ...............................
For Apache Indian prisoners of war at Fort Sill, Okla ... __ ............. _
Sale of leather and shoe findings left on band at the Fort Leavenworth
Military Prison at the time of its transfer to the Department of Justice,
less expense of sale ................................... _........... ___ .
Sale of old pattern and unserviceable clothing and equipage at the Philadelphia, ~a., Jeffersonville, Ind., St. Louis, Mo., and San Francisco, Cal.,
general depots, less expense of sale .•.................. _. _.. __ . _.... _. .

$1,357.26
2, 114. 99
24, 807.97
18, 424. 71

Total ......••....... _..••.. _.........•...... _.................. _. . 46, 704. 93
1SSUES TO INDIAN PRISONERS OF WAR.

During the past fiscal year the total charge against the appropriations
of this Department on account of isimes, etc., in maintaining the Indian
prisoners of war held in confinement by the military authorities at Fort
Sill, Okla., was as follows:
Clothing and equipage .... _....... _·............••....................... $2,114.99
Other quartermaster's supplies .......................... _............... 6,896.53
Employees (superintendents, interpreters, packers, and teamsters)....... 2,756.80
Total .................•................................ _... . . . . . . . 11, 768. 32
FORAGE CAPS.

The new pattern forage cap was introduced into the Army on January 1 last. The first issue called forth some criticisms, which were
immediately inquired into, resulting in a cap with heavier cloth, lighter
and nonshrinkable lining, and better workmanship.
The caps will hereafter be made of dark-blue cloth, weighing about
16i instead of 14 ounces to the linear yard. Upholsterers' hair cloth,
thoroughly shrunk, will be used as a stiffening for the sides with no
heavy lining in the crown. The aim of the Department has beeu to
construct a cap that will combine lightness with durability and retention of shape, which seems to have been accomplished. Actual ui-e in
service will soon demonstrate whether the object sought has been
attained.
CAP DEVICES FOR ENLISTED MEN.

This Department has . had under consideration for some time the
improvement of the cap devices for tile enlisted men of the Army. An
order has been placed with manufactnrers to furnis_h devices for the
Engineer Corps, and the cavalry, artillery, and infantry arms of the
service. This device is of solid brass, to which are fastened, by means
of hard solder, the letters and numbers and also a screw by mean s of
which the device itself is rigidly fastened to the cap. The entire ornament is gilded and therefore need not be taken from the cap for tbe
purpose of cleaning. This device 11; coml?ar:::it~vely ~nexpensive and
considered more durable. Samples for devices for enlisted men of the
staff corps are now under consideration.
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BUCKSKIN GAUNTLETS.

To overcome the continued dissatisfaction with the leather gauntlets
furnished to mounted troops it has been decided, after years of experiments with goat and calf skin gauntlets, to hereafter make them of tbe
genuine oil-tanned buckskins, which, if properly made, it is believed
will bring about satisfactory results.
ARCTIC OVERSHOES.

The attention of the Department having frequently been called to the
excessive weight of the arctic overshoes, the subject has received careful consideration and a new standard of improved quality and of lighter
weight adopted. The weight of the new shoes is 2 pounds 14 ounces
per pair against 3 pounds 8 ounces per pair of those formerly s:iipplied.
SHOES WITH RUBBER HEEL LIFTS.

During the past year 500 pairs of the present pattern shoes, provided
with rubber heel lifts, were purchased by this Department and issued to
troops at a number of the military posts for trial. From reports received
it appears that these heels are apt to come off; they last only a few
weeks, requiring frequent repair and the issue of extra heels. For
these and other reasons it is not considered advisable to introduce them
into the Army in lieu of the present standard.
RUBBER PONCHOS .

. An improvement has been made in the rubber ponchos, by the adoption of one that will combine lightness with durabihty. Standards.
have been procured and distributed to the general depots to be followed in makiug future purchases. The weight of the new ponchos is:
fixed at not less than 1 pound 15 ounces nor more than 2 pounds 2·
ounces, while the average weight of those formerly issued was 2 pounds
8 ounces.
IMPROVEMENT IN TENTS.

Letters patent upon the improvements in a tent support for conical
wall tents, submitted by Maj. Charles W. Williams, quartermaster,
United States Army, have been granted by the Interior Department to
the officer named free of charge, so that the invention may be used by
the Government without the payment of royalty thereon.
Reports have been received from the posts where 12 of these improved
tents were sent for~trial, from whwh it appears that with a few minor
changes these tents will prove of great value if adopted for general
use. The subject is receiving further consideration.
AUSTRIAN SHEL1'ER TENT AND OVERCOAT COMBINED.

Sixteen of the above-mentioned tents and overcoats combined were
furnished this Department free of charge by the patentees, Messrs. Isaac
Mautner & Son, of Vienna, Austria, and sent to several military posts
for trial. From reports received, the general opinion 1s that the tents
are not adapted to the wants of our service, and that the troops
generally prefer the equipments furnished by this Department.
. ..
During the year all the demands from the Army and from the militia
for clothing and equipage supplies have been promptly met.
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TR.AN SPORT .A.TION.

During the past fiscal year the Quartermaster's Department furnished
transportation for 458,953 persons, 3,932 animals, and 91,067 tons of
material and supplies.
~h~ sum of ~103,541.36 was expended during the fiscal year for the
prmc1pal movement of troops, exclusive of deductions on account of
land-grant and bond-aided railroads.
For summer encampments, practice marches, etc., the sum of $6 1452. 76
was expended, and also the sum of $7.626.13 for the. transportation of
enlisted men engaged in rifle competition and target practice.
Four thousand eight hundred an<l thirty-eight persons, 1,270 animals,
and 37,783,821 pounds of freight were transported durrng the fiscal
year over the bond-aided Pacific railroads, their branches and leased
lines. .
The 8 steamboats owned by the Quartermaster's Department were
kept in service -during the year, at a cost of $91,930.93, including
repairs. In addition to that sum, an expenditure of $3,769 was made
for the hire of vessels temporarily required while 3 of the Government
steamers were undergoiug repairs. An additional sum of $6,394.25
was also expended during the year for the charter and hire of additional
vessels which were temporarily required.
TELEGRAPHING ON .ARMY BUSINESS.

Under a decision of the Comptroller of the Treasury of February
17, 1896, disbursing quartermasters pay telegraph companies transmitting messages over lines operated by these companies along tlie
bond-aided Pacific railroads, and tbe heretofore existing prohibition in
Army Regulations, 1208, has been withdrawn by General Orders, No.
17, Adjutant-General's Office, 1896.
C.A.VALRY .A.ND .A.R'l'ILLERY HORSES.

There have been 873 cavalry and 86 artillery horses provided during
the year, at an average cost for c:walry horses of $130.54 each, and for
artillery bon,es of $149.10 each.
The standard of the horses required for the cavalry and artillery service of the Army has been more explicitly indicated, and the qualities
. as described in the Army Regulations are being rigidly insisted upon.
The horses were purchased exclusively under the contract system, as
provided by law.
Tbirty-eight team horses and 283 mules were purchased at a cost of
$35,973.20, the average cost of the former being- $171.46 each, and the
latter $104.09 each.
During the fiscal year. there were sold, died, etc. , 1,144 cavalry and
artillery horses, 47 team horses, ancl 2-U mules, leaving on band at the
close of the year G,004 cavalry and artillery horses, ~38 team horses,
and 3,082 mules.
•

RO.ADS, W .A.LKS, ETC.

The sum of $178,408.55 was expended during the year fo:- roads, walks,
grading and bridges; $10,879.89 for wharves, and $259,255.34 for water
supply, :'Sewerage, plumbing, and drainage.
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REGULAR SUPPLIES.

The sum of $82,905.47 was expended for lighting, beating, and cooking apparatus, and $24,471.79 for tableware and cooking utensils.
BARRACKS .A.ND 9u.A.RTERS.

By act of Congress approved February 12, 1895, there was provided
under the head of "Barracks and Quarters" the sum of $750,000, of
which the sum of $100,000 was made immediately availahle for improvements at Columbus Barracks, Ohio, leaving for other pnrposes $650,000.
This sum was expended during t.he fiscal year in the constructiou of
barracks, officers' quarters, storehouses, stables, etc., for the repair and
alteration of buildings and for rent, over one-half of the same being
expended for repairs and alterations and for rent.
There was also expended durmg the year the sum of $44,824.76 for
the construction and repair of hospitals at military posts.
MILITARY POSTS.

Congress, by act approved June 30, 1896, provided the sum of $225,000
"for the construction of buildings at and the enlargement of such military ~)osts as in the judgment of the Secretary of War may Q_e necessary.''
This sum was apportioned as follows:
$9,916.95
23,887, 15
2,504.00
21,373.00
360.00
16,620.43
~~~1 ~~~~.~~;z!~::
11,998.26
Fort Myer, Va ........................................................ . 35,344.00
flattsburg Barracks; N. Y ................... ., ......................... . 20,906.20
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. ........................................ . 53,137.00
28,001.44
~~f!;}~~n~~~ i896 _-:::: _-::::: _-::::::: :::: :::: _- _-:: _- _-:: _-:: _-:: _-::: :: :::: 951. 57
FortCrook,Nebr. _____ .. ·.................................... .......... .
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt .. ........... ···-·· ................................ .
Fort Hamilton, N. Y ................................. : ................. .
Fort Harrisou, Mont ............................................. ...... .
Little Rock, Ark ... _....................... _..... :. _.................. .

_- _-:: .·.·:: .· .·::: _-::: _-: _- _- _-: _-::: _- _-:: _- _- .· _- _-_- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _- _-

Jt;

Total ................................... _.................... __ .; 225, 000. 00

Some of the buildings authorized at the posts above mentioued have
already been completed, others are in course of erection, and others
under contrnct.
PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO, 0.AL.

The planting and cultivation of trees on the Presidio Reservation was
continued during ·the year. The roadway to conuect McDowell and
First avenues (via pumping station), contracted for last year, was com·
pleted at a total cost of $8,137.14.
A further sum of $1,055.76 was expended to provid~ a drainage sys.
tern for this roadway to protect the embankment leacting to the bridge
across the arm of Mountain Lake.
·
A contract has been entered into for the construction of a road way to
connect McDowell avenue with the road in the ravine to the southwest
of the national cemetery, at a cost of $2,375.
The stone and iron gateways at Lombard street and First avenue
entrances to the reservation, contracted for in the previous :fiscal year,
have been completed, at a cost of $3-,886.89.
.
A contract has been made for the construction of a stone inclosmg
wall along part of the reservation lines, for au estimated length of
2,200 feet, at $4.67 per linear foot.
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COLUMBUS BARRACKS, OHIO.

From the $100,000 appropriated by act approved February 12, 1895,
under the bead of" Barracks and Quarters," for improvements, barracks,
officers' quarters, and other buildings at this post, the following structures have been contracted for during the year:
Garbage cremator ___ . ___ ........ _. ... _.... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 839. 00
Addition to quartermaster's stable _____ ... _............ _ .. __ .......... _. 1, 467. 00
Coal shed ........... __ .. ________ ............ _._ ..... __ ,, ........... _..... 2,229.49
967. 00
Coal and oil house for barracks No. 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . .
Total . . _....•.••.......................................... .''.... __ . _ 6, 502. 49
DAMAGE BY STORM.

During the year the damage done by storp:1s at Jefferson Barracks,
Mo., Forts Browu and Ringgold, Tex., and Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y.,
amounted to $6,968,46.
RESERVATIONS.

Under act of Congress approved June 27, 1890, appropriating $16,500
for purchase of land for target range for use at Fort McPherson, Ga.,
a desirable tract of about 1,271 acres, situated partly in Carroll and
partly in Haralson counties, 1½ miles southeast of Waco, Ga., and about
50 miles from the post of Fort McPherson, has finally been secured
within the appropriation. The land has been suitably marked by
boundary stones and a wire inclosing fence erected.
.
Onder act approved July 8, 1880, authoriziug the sale of the ground
comprising Old Fort Brady, Mich., 36 lots have been sold at public and
private sale, realizing $32,075.79, which sum, less cost of sales, has been.
deposited in the Treasury.
The remaining unsold lots are in charge of the quartermaster at
Fort Brady, Mir.h., to whom application for purchase is made.
.
Under act of Congress approved March 1, 18\J0, the military reservation of Old Fort Bliss, Tex., was platted, appraised, and advertised
for sale on July 3, 1895. Eight lots have been sold, for which the sum
of $4,950 was realized. This sum, less expense of sale, has been deposited in the Treasury.
The remaining unsold lots are in charge of the quartermaster at
New Fort Bliss, Tex., for <lisposal.
The act of August 9, 1894, provides that when this reservation sliall
have been sold, "so much of the receipts therefrom as may be necessary not to exceed four thousand dollars are hereby appropriated to
the construction of a military road between the city of El Paso and
New Fort Bliss, Texas; said money to be expended under the direction
of the ~ecretary of War."
·
·
Under the acts of Congress approved August 18, 1894, and June 11,
1896, 161.8 acres of additional land has been acquired at Fort Ethan
Allen, Vt. The deed of warranty to this land has l>een obtained and
is now awaiting the opinion of the Department of Justice as to valiuity,
etc. The appropriation made for the purchase of the land in the acts
above mentioned amounted to $10,000.
Under the act approved February 12, 1895, the Secretary of War bas
accepted from the Spokane and Eastern Trust Company, witl10ut cost
to the United States, a site of 1,022 acres of land situated near the
city of Spokane, Wash., for tbe purp?se of locating and establi8hi,ng
au army post thereon. A deed therefor was duly executed October 31,
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1895, and recorded among the county records, tho Department of Jus-

tice having rendered favorable opinion regarding the title.
The sum of $100,UOO was appropriated by act approved June 11, 1896,
to begin the construction of buildings, etc., at this post. •
Tlle citizens of Seattle, Wash., representing the Chamber o.f Commerce, under the authority contained in the act of Congress approved
March 2, 1805, tendered to tlie Secretary of War a tract of 703.21 a0res
on Magnolia Bluff, about 3 miles from Seattle, for tlie new military post
at that place. This site was approved by the Secretary of War March
2, 1806, subject to Department of Justice rendering favorable opinion
regarding title, etc.
Under act of Oongre~s approved March 2, 1895, the Secretary of
War was authorize(! to establish a military post at or near the city
of Bismarck, N. Dak., provided not less than G40 acres of land suitable
for the purpose should be donated free of cost to tlrn United States. .
Under authority of this act and Special Orders 296, Adjutant-General's Office, 1895, a board of officers was appointed to make a thorough
examination of all the sites offered and report its :findings to the Secretary of War for bis action.
The sum of $40,000 was appropriated by act approved June 11, 1896,
to begin the construction of buildings, etc., at this post.
The following reservations have been transferred to the Interior
Department:
Fort Buford, N. Dak.
Fort Hancock, Tex .
. Cat Island, Mississippi, portion of.
Horn Island, Mississippi, portion of.
/
Round Island, Mississippi.
Petit Bois Blanc Island, Mississippi, portion of.
Fort Pembina, N. Dak.
Fort Stanton, N. Mex.
Fort Niobrara, Nebr., 720 acres.
Fort Macomb, La., portion of.
· The Fort Townsend, ,vash., reservation was, by direction of the President, retransferrecl from Interior to War Department for military uses.
NATIONAL CEME'l'ERIES.

There are 83 national cemeteries and 75 autllorized superintendents.
All buildings at national cemeteries which were contracted for duriug
the previous fiscal year have been completed, aml a, gatekeeper's lodge
has been erected at the northeastern entrance to the Arlington, Va.,
National Cemetery.
Contracts have also been made for the erection of a brick outbuilding
in the Chalmette, La., National Cemetery, and for rostrums at the
Baton Rouge, La., Camp Butler, Ill., Poplar Grove, Va., a,nd Salisbury,
·
N. C., national cemeteries.
Ten thousand six hundred and thirty-nine marble headstones were
provided during the year to mark the graves of Union soldiers, sailors,
aud marines in national, post, city, and village cemeteries.
The sum of $9,061.54 was expended during the fiscal year in making
necessary repairs to roadways to uational cemeteries.
At the San Francisco, Cal., National Cemetery the grounds were
enlarged by an addition of about 6 acres on the western side, aud a
contract rrtade for the construction of a stone wall to iuclose the same.
The necessary repairs to the buildings, fence_s, walks, dri~es, dr~iuage,
water supply, etc., have been made at th~ -yanous cemeteries durmg the
year and the grounds kept ia goo<l cond1t10u.
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MEMORIAL BRIDGE.

The matter of constructing a bridge over the Potomac River, between
the Naval Observatory grounds and the .Arlington Reservation, with a
view of furnishing a short and direct route to the Arlington Cemetery
and Park, and afford rapid commuuication between this city and the
military post of Fort Myer, Va., is a very important one. It has been
strongly urged by my predecessor, and I earnestly recommend that a
bill similar to Senate bill 176, Fifty-fourth Congress, first session
(introduced by Senator Frye, of Maine), and ameuded and passed by
the Senate February 12, 1896, may be enacted into law at the coming
session of Congress.
APPIWACHES TO ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEME'l'ERY.

The improvement of the public roads from the Aqueduct Bridge, near
Georgetown, to the .Arlington National Cemetery and Park has also
been strongly urged in previous reports, and it is hoped that this
important matter may receive the favorable action of Congress at its
next sessio11. The estimates made by the engineers of the War Department for the construction of good macadamized roads of a substantial
and durable character fix the cost of this improvement at $50,000.
Respectfully,
0. G. SAWTELLE,
Q·uarterrnaster-General, United Sta,tes A.rmy.
Hon. DANIEL s. LAMONT,
Secretary of War.

List of papers acco1npanying the annnal report of the Quarterrnaster-Generalfor the fiscal
year encled Jutie 30, 1896.
1. .Financial statement prepared by Col. George H. Weeks, assistant quartermastergeneral, U. S. A., showing balances on hand June 30, 1895, amounts appropriated,
expended, etc., and balances remaining on hand June 30, 18!:l6.
2. Report of Capt. C. P. Miller, assistant quartermaster, U. S. A., of the operations of the construction and repair division, for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1896.
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l. 92 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

15.751··········· 1············
1. 92 . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... .

15. 75

17.IH1.
--

17.67 ············ .......••.

17.67 ... '. .. ..... ,........... .

17. 67

4. 15\ .•••••••• · \ 273, 316. 70, •••••••••••.
7. 74 . . . . . . . • • . 20,514.58

273,320.85
20,650.18

1- - - + - - -,- - -

1. 92

1893-94.

·I· .............

Regular supplies .. ..••..•. · J $270, 241. 23\ · •••••.•••••
I
Incidental expenses.... ... .
20,310.54 ....................••..... \

3, 079. 62
339. 6!1.

273, 320. 35, .•••••••••..
20, 650. 18
$127. 86

Horses for c:.ava1ry and ar.
tillery ....... ...... .... .. .
Barracks and quarters ..... .
'llransportation of the Army
and its supplies . ......... .
Clothing, mtmp and garri·
son equipage . ... . . .. ... .. .
Coustruction and repair of
hospitals .... ... ....... . .. .
National cemeteries ....... . .
Pay of snperintendents of
nat.ionnl cemeteries. -. .... .
Shooting galleries and rnnges
Quarters for hospital stewards.
Total

:::::: ::::: :: :1· •· ····2: s1'· ······· ···
412, 471. 94, ...•.• . ••.•..

4,578. 85, ... .. · ·····
544. 73 .... .. .... .

67,977.28

2
~:

m: rg,:::::::::::: 1::::::::::,::::::::::

2:.1, 013. 70
3,168.15

7,299.931 25, 113.14, ......... .

417,050.79

417,050.79
68, 522. 01 !

11, 500. 00

1,m:~~1: .......... .

:::::: ·:····i···· ••••:········· :::::::\]:::::·:·:·
47.81 ..... . . .............. ·................. , ...... ··••·

- - - -·- - - -1- - - -1- - - - - - - 800, 583, 761.... .. . . • .. . · I • • • • • • . • .. . • • • •

6. 00, ........ .

68,522.01

34.46, ......... .

394. 90
1,564. 97

1, 0~8. 661 ........... · 1· . . . . . . . . · 1· . . . . ·,- .. .
338. 70 ................ · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · ·

1,068. 66, . . ......... .
338. 70

1,068. 66
338. 70
47. 81

47. 81 ······ ...... , .......... ,... . ..... .

8, 556.•961.... ...... · I

809,140.721

809,140.72
18,927. 79~ 165. 491...•..... -I 765,047.44, ........... .
. . . ; = 1 = = 1 = = = =======-===

tO

52,844.05 .•.....•... ,
4,440. 64 . . . . . . . . . . .

452, 700. 26
38, 047. 51

74,333. 371
7, 996. 10

452,700.26
38,047. 51

8

691. 85 .......... · 1
2,436.94...........

34,589.64
85,209.97

4,777.201 ....•.. ;.. . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
74, 137. 18
43.11 . • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .

29,812.44
11,029. 68

34,589.64
85, 209.97

495,366. 09

292. 860. 05 102, 724. 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . .

99. 781. 87

495 366. 09

17,328.55

531463. 69

69. 00

673. 51

10,604.80
14. 210 03

783.01
1,384.92

783. 01
1,384.92

116, 98
54 . 93

126. 11
24,304.11

1. 500. 29
2, ooo. 00

1,500.29
2. 000. 00

1, 729.82

14,700.07

1894-95 .

Regular supplies
Incidental expenses ....... .
Horses for c11,valry and ar·

B!;~~t[s·
;~·cl ~i~~~t~~;:::::: :~: ~~i: 6~: ::: :::::: :::1:::: :: ::::::::
Transportation of the Army
and it-s supplies ..........
Clothing, camp and ga.r ri·
son equipn,ge .. .. . . . . .. . . .
Construction and repair of
ho~pitals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
National cemeteries . . . . . . . .
Pay of superintendents of
nn,ti_onal cem~teries.......
Sbootmg galleries and ranges
Quarters for hospital -stew·

yf1\~ry p·~;{;:::::: :::: :: ::

•

28,542.511.. ........ . 1·

502,921.18 ............. , .. . ..•.••.... .

724. 53, .•.•.•.....

9, 880. 27 ...•......... ............. _
1
14,027.95 1. .......................
.. .

182. 08
2.50, .......... .
1, 37t. 49 .......... .

780. 51 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
10. 43 1...... .. ..................
.
24, 2~~:

1i:m.miif.. ·· ····· ·I ... :::J
···I

Barrack~ and quarters 1805
and 1896.
, - . ~ ~ 1 · · ···· . ······ 1······ .....

531,463.691

488, 730. 12

10,604.801
14, 210. 03

10,528. 74
13, 521. 69

128. 57, .......... .

1,500.29
2,000.00

32.94, . ........ .

!4, 700. 071

791=~1

13. 00, .......... .

115,429.

5,351. 581······ . ...

·I

348. 121 25. 056. 90
7.061···~··· .•. , .•.........
14.83 .••.....•.......

783.011· ····· ······1··········1··········
1,384.92 ...... .. ........................ .
126.11
24, 304, 11

rn1:::: :: ::::: ::1:::::::: :: ::::

Repairing roads to national
cemeteries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 371. 72 . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Burial .>findigent soldiers..
2, 000.00 1............ .
Headstones for gra:,es of
soldiers............. .. ... .
14,667. 13, ... .......... , ............ .
Laud for rifle rimgti 11 ear
·
'Madison Barracks, N. Y .. ............ 1 ••• • • • • , ••••• , . . . . . . . . ..
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

23, 852.77 . . . . . . . . . . .

471,513.32 ............... . -~ ........ .

2. 870. 89 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . $375,496.00
368. 70 . • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
29, 682. 71

1 707, ,::

9.13, .•..••.... ,.•........
24, 249. 18 ........... • • • • • • • • • I•••••·

12,751. 71

::1;:;;;:;~;:

218. 54, ....••.•.. ,...•....•..

+;:;;; ;;1;;:;;;:~I.. ... ...I

714,702. 53,, 680,186.991

13. 00

13. 00

711

1, 707, 003. 50

571,456

q

~

tzj
~

~

~
00

8

tzj
~
I

0

(rj

zt_,,j

~

~

:1====-1====1===

440.00~l··· .. . ..

···I

34,075.591.

714,702.58

N)

00

~

Financial statement for fiscal year ending June 30, 1896-Continued.
I

.Appropriated.

Appropriations.

Balance in
Treasury
undrawn
.July 1,
1895.

Amount.

00

1'!:::..

Placed to

1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 credit of

appropriations during the
year, beI Date of act. ing the
proceeds
of sales to
officers,
etc.

~

'

Placed to
credit of
appropriations by
Treasury
transfer
warrants.

Requisitions
issued on
settleRem. itte~ to ments
disbursmg made at
oflicers. Treasury
of claims
and accounts.

/I

Total to
be accounted
for.

- - - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - -- - 1 - - - - - - -1 - - -f-- -- , - ~-

.Amounts
charged
against
appropriations
by Treasury transfer warrants.

.Amounts
carried to
surplus
fund, act
.June 20,
1874.

, -- - 1 ---1

Balances in
Treasury
undrawn
.June 30,
Total ac.
1896, and
available counted for
for outstanding
obligations.
- - - 1- - - · --

Regular supplies. -- -· ..... -.
$2,300, ooo. 001 Feb . 12, 1895 1$137, 226. 941--·· ...•.. -1$2, 437,226. 94 1$1,97. 0,519.EOI $3,703.16 . . . . . . . . . . , . . . _. _. _ . . _ $463, 004. 28 Ii\2, 437, 22G. 94
Incidental expenses _- - .... .
600, ouo. 00 ••.•. do . .. . . .
440. 00 ... . . • . . • . .
600,440.00 550,186.17 1,190.17 1..••••••..
49, 063. 661 600, 440. Qi)
80,000.00 .••. . do ...... }
I
Horses for cavalry and ar- 1{ - - - - · - - - · - ·
tillery ....•• -........... - . · · - · · · · · • · ·
25, 000. 00! Feb. 26, 1896
485. 30 . . . . . . . • • • .
129, 485. 30 104. 738. 05
493. 50, ..•.•••••• ,..••.. _•...
24, 253_ 151 129, 4s5_ 30
24,000. 00, June 8, 1896
--·-------'.l.'ransportation of the Army
a.nd its supplies- ..... - -...
2, 450, 000. 00 Feb. 12, 1895
8,654.91 ·--·------- 2, 458, 654. 91 1, 918, 192. 12 8,372.77
Clothing, camp and garri.
---------- ................. 532,090.02 2, 458, 654. 91
son eqnipage ............. .
1, 100, 000. 00 ···--'do ...... 263,119.84 ................. 1, 363, 119. 84
1, 076, 336. 53
446. 56 ---------· ----------- 286,336.75 1, 363, 119. 84
Construction and repair of
hospitals . _..... . .. . _.... .
45,000.00 · -··- do ......
1, 470.04 ................
46,470.04
46,111.0i -----·---- ...................
National cemeteries ........ .
359. 00
100,000.00 Mar. 2, 1895
46,470.04
----·-----575. 00 ...............
100,575.00
96,582.90
16. 00
Pay of superintendents of
3, 9i6.10
100, 5i5. 00
---····---national cemeteries .... _.. , ........... .
61,880.0°l' •... do ......
16.00 ..•....••..
61,896.00
61, 743. 01 . . ..••..•..•... _.•...•• ,,. •.....
Shooting
galleries
an<l
152. 99
Gl, 89G. 00
ranges ................... .
10,000. '°[Fob. 12,
10,000.00
Quarters for hospital stew.
. 93
10,000.00
9,999.07 ······ ... .. ........
ards .............. ..... .. .
7, 000. 00 ..... do . . . . . .
195. 81 . __ ........
7,195.81
7,180.77 .....•••.........•...••. . ••..••
·Military posts .......... . - - .
15. 04
7,195.81
225, 000. 001 .Mar. 2, 1895
96. 85/ ..••....•..
225,096.85 196,300. ]31 .•••.••••.
Repairinir roads to national
28,796.72
225,096.85
cemeteries ............ . ............... ,
8, 000. 00 ..... do ..... .
8,000.00
Burial of indigent soldiers ............ - .
3,000.00 •.• - .do ..... .
106. 92
8,000.00

I

----·---- -

d~

1895 1........... .__ . __ .....

ervation .......... ....... . ··· ······· ·-

t,:j
~

0

pj

1896.

Headstones
for. . graves
of -. _. .. . . . . . .
soldiers ......
__ .... _....
Road t.o the national ceme~ryPresidio of San Fran.
c!sco, Cal .... _......... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Wayne Military Res.

pj

·1···-·· .....
I................... -.

3,000.00

25, 000. 00 ..... do .............. : ..

10,000.00 .•... do ...•.............

•

20,000.00 .. ;. .. do ...... ........... ...........

I

I: ~gt~~,:::: ::::::1::::: ::: ::........... .

1,500.00

3, 000.00

11,685.35

25,000.00

10,000.00

10, 000. 001 • • • • • • • •.'. I••••••••••

20,000.00

20,000.0°\"········· i·········- I····-······ ..••..••..•.

10,000.00
20, 000.00

25,000.00

Total ................ L. . . . . . . . . . 7,093, 880. '°........ . ... .. . 412, 280. 69 . ... C...... 7, 506, 160.

13, 314. 651 ...••..... , .••••.....

> •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

691,, 090, 597. 02 M,m. " i.......... [...... ..... [;;.;n,-34L 51,:'ooo~iiio:ai
1

J-3

0

1-zj

J-3

:::ti
t,;J

U2
t:;i,.1

0
~

t:c.l
J-3

>

~
~

0

1-zj

~
~

Certified claim,s.
"E.e1,p11ar supplies...........
Inoic1ental expenses . . . . . . . .
Horses for cavalry and artil·
lery. .... .. . .. .... .. . . . . . . .
Barracks and quarters......
Transportation of the Army
and its supplies...........
Horses and other property
lostinthemilitaryservice .
Signal Service transporta·
tion.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Pay, transportation, serv·
ices, and supplies of Ore·
gon a,nd Washington vol·
unteers in 1855 and 1856.
Total.... . ........ . ...

... . . . . . .. . .
.... .. ......

107. 87 June 8, 1896
1,128.44 ..... tlo ..... .

107.87, ....... : .•.. ,
7.63, ..... . : ... , .•......•.. ,
100.24
1, 128. 44 . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 1:8. 44 ..•.......... , ............. . .... .

107. 87
1., 128.44

. .. . . . .. . . . .
... . . . .... . .

250. 00 ..•.. do ..... .
40,772.84 .••.. do ..... .

250. 00 ........•..........•...•.........
12, 363. 05 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
28, 409. 79

40,772.84

$1 , 011. 82

23, 162. 22 ..... do ...... I........... 1 $73, 105. 21

............

107,225.34 ..•.. do .••...

. . . .... ..

2. 24 ..•.. do ..... .

··1····--······1
$1,011.82

8,283. 2:1· ........

·1· ... ~ ..... ·1

474. 8,,,$73, 105. 21 . . . . . . . . . . .

250. 00

88,995.961

97, ~7~. 25

33,645.28

107, ::12.>. 34
2. 24

2. 24

198. 38,.•..••••••

-·····1···········
172,847.33 .•••••••••••••••·••••.••••

- - - - - - 1 - - - -1-151,151.27
---

198. 38 ..... do

22, 707. 88 73, 105. 21, ..•..••••••

198. 38

I:)

246,964.36

I>
~

t-3
~

Indefinite or special.
Additionallands Fort Ethan
Allen Military ResElrva·
tion ...••..................
:Burial of indigent soldiers ..
:Bellevue rifle range . ....... .
Ileadstonesfor graves of sol·
diers ..................... .
Hospital, Fort Meade, S.
Dak ..................... .
Military posts ............. .
Military storehouse, Omaha,
Nebr ........•.•..........
Purchase of buildings at
military posts ............ .
Purchase of land for target
range, Fort McPherson,
Ga ....................... .
Reconstr~ctin~ brldge, Nio·
brara River, Nebraska, ...
Road to the national ceme·
terr Presidio of San Fran.
cisoo, Cal ................ .
Road to the national ceme·
tery, Hampton, Va ....... .
Repairing roads to national
cemeteries .......... . .... .
Road from national ccme·
tery near Mound City to
Mounds .function, IlL .. ..

q

~

~

7,000.00
700. 00
600. 00

·1 ·............ ·1 ·......... ·1· ...•......

7, 000. 00, .•••.••.••••
2. 57
700. 00 J'une 8, 1896 • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••.
600.00 .•••• do .••.••.•••.••••••
29.67, .••.•••••••

17,904.33

24, 450. 00, ••••.•••••.

25,000.00
133, r,oo. 94

700. 00

90.321..•.•••••• 1 17,114.01,.
I

11,219.13
9, 977.4\············

9,977.48

16, 500. 00/ .........••..

16, 500. 001

57. 84, ...•......••.

57. 84

9, 995. 00, ...... · ·••••·

9,995.00

5,187.58, ...... . ..... .
25. 90, ..•.••..•••..

. .···· ····~

1~: m: ~!1;ii;a50: ool:::::::: :J ....557: i2
200.00 .......... , .•••••••••

.......... ,.......... ,........... ,

t,,j

17,904.33

1.0
I

367. 09

25,000.00
133,500.94

11,019.13

11,219.13

. 9,977.48

9,977.48

16, 500. oo,.......... ,......... .

~

~

57.84
9, 995.-00

9,995. 00,.•••.•.•.. , ......... .

2,000.00

.......... , ......... .

2,987. 581. ... . . ······

5,187.58

25. 901.••••.•....•.....•..•.
, ...... . .. .
1

25. 90,........... .

25.90

2, 200. 00

~
trj

ztrj

16,500.00
57.84, .•••.. ······

2,000.00
5, 187. 581

I>
("f).
1-3

7,000.00
702. 57
600. 00

t'3
00

Ot

t-.!)

Financial statement fol' fiscal year ending Jiine 30, 1896-Continued.

00
O";)

.A.ppropriated.

.A.ppropri::itions.

Placed to
credit of
appropriations during the
vear, be.Amount. I Dat.e of act. ·ingthe
proceeds
of sales to
officers,
etc.

Balance in
Treasury
undrawn
July 1,
1895.

Placed to
credi't of
appropriations by
Treasury
transfer
warrants.

Total to
be accounted
for.

Requisitions
issued on
settleRemitte~ to! meuts
disbursmg made at
offi.cers. Treas~ry
of clam1s
and accounts.

.A.mounts
charged
against
appropriations
by Treasury transfer warrants.

.A.mounts
carried to
surplus
fund, act
June 20,
1874.

Balances in
Treasury
undrawn
June 30,
Total ac1896, and counted for .
available
for outstanding
obligations.

~

M
t--c,

0

::0

~

Indefinite or special-Cont'd.
Road to national cemetery,
Illinois ............. ..... · 1· ... ....... · \ $15, 000. 001 June 8, 1896 1•
Sewerage system, Fortress
Monroe, Va...............
$4,800.00 ...••• .. .............•.... .
Water supply, Fort D . .A..
Russell, Wyo .............
2, 808. 65 . . . - - . - - - - - - · 1· - · · · - - · · - · - · Relief of .A.. T. Hensley.. . . . 1. . . . . . . . . . . . 1
432. 00 May 6, 1896
Total indefinite ...... ·

I 221, 499. 75

16, 732. oo,.

..

0
$15, 000. oo,.
$4, 800. 00 ..••..••.•••••••............... J.

4,800.00
2,808.65
432. 00

262, 711. 42j l 74,621.73 17,872.32. _........

. . , $24,479.67

$15,000.00

2,808.651. -- • • • .. . • .. . . .. • •• • • . . • . . . . . . . . $2,808.051 .•.. - •..••..
432.00 j·-·······-··
$432.00 ·· • ····•·· •.•......•. ············

4. 800. 001

:r:::::::::

$15,000.00

23,553.67

46,663.70

1- - - -

262,711.42

~

trj

lf).

trj
0

trj

............ ............ .

mt::::::::::~::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::
1

Total

~

::0

PaC'ific roads.
18!)3 and prior years ...•.....

rtj

.. ,.

$232. 43
6,829.66
151,155.56
20,720.14

1

. ·I

178,937.791

232. 431•••••••••• - • 1 $232. 431••••••••• ·1· ••.•••••. · 1· .••••••• - •.
6, 829. 66 . • • • • • . . . . . . 6, 829. 66 .••.••• _•...•....•.•...•.....•. - .
151, 155. 56 . _. _•..•••.• 151, 155. 56 ..•....••.....•...... . ..•.. - ...•.
20, 720. 14 • • • • • • . . . • . . 20, 720. 14 .....•.•... - ......••.... - ....... .
178,937. 791 •.•• ••.•.... 1178, 937. 79,.....••• .. , .......•..• , ...•••.... . .

232. 43
6,829.66
151,155.56
20,720.14
178,937.79

Grand total. ...... .... 13, 324,020.041 7,283, 45~. 331........••..• -I 570,358.661 252,147. 06111, 429,985. 09f7, 968,228. 00f366, 060. 87f$98, 361. 39\ 792,646. 05f2, 204,688. 78\11, 429,985.09

~

>
~

i-<:

0

rtj

~

~
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QU ARTERMASTFR-GENERAL.

The records of this office show t.he following amounts remitted from
regular and indefinite or special appropriations:
Remitted f1·01n regular appropriaHons ji_scal year 1896.

Departments, etc.

Department of the East .. ......... $302,812.89 $77. 376. 08 ...•...... $103,628. 32 $232. 683. 04
$!18. 00
Department of the Missouri...... 292, 845. 39 58, 675. 50 . __ .•..... 83, 398. 04 229, 093. 91
1, 016, 00
Department of Texas . ............ 1:C:8, 228. 58 30,802.40 ... . .. ...... 36,165.63
89,193.63
26. 20
Department of the Platte......... 191, 007. 80 40. 476. 48 $5,458.80 26,698.02 1 108 692. 93
346. 75
Departm~nt of Dakota............ 236,313.03 44,130.08 . . . . . . . . . . 50,884.33 17\J, 409. 38
1, 105.95
Department of Califorma. . . . . . . . .
76,551.07 26,407.32 4,216.09 24,058.28
8::!, 819. 00
30, 00
Department of the Colorado...... 299. 366. 45 42,404. 70
50. 00 44,319. 96 252,052.40 ......... ..
DepartmentoftheColumbia ......
77,834.54 23,207.88 ...••..... 14. 014.88
71,281.64
47.92
Depot at New York...............
62,314.99 31,147.60 2,800.00
7,681.62 143. 280. 22
103. 76
Depot at Ph1laclelphia.............
.34, 158. 23 25,445. 06 . . . . . . . • . .
9,246.63
63,269.18 910, 899.48
Depot at San Francisco...........
10,131.95 18,525.10 . . . . . . . . . . 14,268.66
30,715.61 70, 488.36
Depot at St. Louis................
19,961.02 18. 936. 70 89,919.50
2,012.24 107,986.48 12,238.64
Depot at Washington.............
38,406.51 25,920.47 . . . • . . . . . . 57,016.85
88,282.89
144. 00
Depot at Jetforsonville. ... .. . .. . . . 124,749.84 28,293.33 .. . . . .. . . .
2,425.06 103,773.17 79,441, 97
Columbus Barracks, Ohio.........
2, 028.20. .. • • . . . . . . • .. . . .. • . 58,096.28
5,935.60 ..•........
Jefferson Barracks, Mo............
3,994.25
720. 20 . . . . . . . . . . 67,651.37
20,189.51 .......... .
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y.... .. . .
1,762.12 5,341.25 . . . . . . . . . .
2,521.20
6,324.10 .......... .
Maclison Barracks, N. Y ....... .. .
295. 03
310. 00. ..•.. .•..
44. 00
157. 50 ....... . . ..
Fort Bliss, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 480. 09 l, 923. 30 . . . • . . . . . . 20, 154. 83
2, 208. 58' .......... .
Fort Crook, Nebr.................
3,710.15
6. 00 . .. . . .. . . . 44,742.26
45,874. :il .......... .
Fort Ethan. Allen, Vt.............
1,016. 58 3,088.06 2,293.60
2,504.59
5,892.71 ......... ..
Fort Harrison, Mont..............
4,257.00 6,225 00 . . . . . .. . . .
3,645.15
6,061.95 .......... .
Fort McPher~on, Ga..............
3,247, 60 4,630.00..........
698. 40
459. 15 .. . ....... .
Foorrtt SRhielery1·d' aKna,nlsll·. ·. ·. ·. .- .· ·. -. ·. ·_ ..
· · ·. -_ ..
· · ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·_ ·_ ·. ·_ ·. -_ 3. 300. 00 -................ - . .. . • . . . . . . • . . . - ........ ..
F
3, 300. 00 . . . • . . . • . .
25. 00 ............... .. ..... .
Fort Thomas, Ky .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 268. 83 4,'242. 21 . • . • • • . . . .
509. 30
12, 389. 32 ......... ..
Fort Wayne, Mich................
35. 00 2,120. 00 . •• • • • . . ..
360. 00
289 . 62 .......... .
Hot Springs, Ark.................
6,424.25 2,188.65 ..........
397. 00
1,349.50 .......... .
Little Rock, Ark..................
2,504.99 4,982.32 . . • • • • . • • .
995. 98
15,534. 58 , .... . ..... .
Powder clepot, Dover, N. J........
110. 74 ............................... ..... . ................ .
Springfield Armory, Mass.........
1, 795.50 1
330. 00 ................. . . .................. .. .... .
WestPomt,N Y..................
26, 868.86 11,567.71.......... •..........
4,874.82
2.00
Willets Point, N. Y. .•••••..... .• .
2,123.50 2,060. 84...... .• • .
2,023.11
4,034.70
10. 00
Los Angeles, Cal...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 000. 00 , . . • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......... .
Military prison, Fort Leavenworth, Kans.................................
352. 00 ....................................... .. ... .
Allegbeny Arsenal, Pa............
496. 71
35. 00 ; . . . . . . • • . . . • • • .. . . ..
83. 41 .......... .
Augusta Ari!enal. Ga..............
686. 72
22. 50 . •• . . • . . . . . . . • • • . . . . .
62. 84 ......... ..
:Benicia Arsenal, Cal...............
1,661.31
_146. 85 ... .. . . . . . ...... .. ...
481. 11 ......... ..
Columbus Arsenal, Tenn..........
776. 45
19. 25. •• • • . .. . . . .. . . . . • ..
45. 27
2. 50
Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia,
Pa . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10. 40 . . . . . . . . .. . • • • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
1,014.96 . .......•..
In~ianapolis Arsenal, IndianapoJ1s, Ind..........................
412. 21
5. 00 ............. .... ............ ... ..... ...... .
Kennebec Arsenal, Augusta, Me..
1,100.00
20. 00.......... . . . . . . .. . . .
25. 00
5. 00
Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island,
Ill............ ............ .......
1,276.21
153. 71 . .. . •• . .. . .. .. .... .. .
1, 082.10 ... . ...... .
Watertown Arsenal, Watertown,
Mass....... ...... ..... . .... .... .
1,859.95
176. 59 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .• . . . .
850. 00
10. 00
Watervliet Arsenal, West Troy,
N. y .. .. .. . .. . . . . ... .. ..........
1,634.56
171. 03 ..• . . . . . . . ... . .. . . . ..
437. 80 ....... ... .
Total ........ ......... ...... 1,970,519.50 550, 186.17 104,738.05 680,186.991, 918, 192. 12 1,076.336.53
1
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.lternitted froni regiilcw app1·opriations fiscal year 1896-Continued.

Department s, etc.•

Pay of
Shooting- Quarters
National t~ide:~~; galleries
for
repair of
ceme. of nation·
ho~pital
and
hospitals.
teries.
al ceme. ranges. stewards.
teries.

q'/i!!~J"

Military
posts.

$6, 904.39 ..•........••••..... $1,610.65
$3,758.77 $12,002.26
Department of the East...........
Department of the Missouri......
3, 726. 23
$51. 50 . • . . . . . . • . 4, 056. 32
536. 25 ........... .
Department of Texas..... . .......
3,123.32 ••• • • . . • • . .•. . • . . . . . 1,187.23
1,279.82 ...•....... Department of the Platte.........
'i07. 32.... .••• •• •••• .• • • • .
335. 80
288. 17 .........•..
Department of Dakota . • . . . . . . . . .
1,123.22 . . • . . . • . • . . • • . . • • . • .
63. 80
411. 52 .•....•..••.
Department of California.........
795. 55......... . . . . . . . . . • .
186. 35
116. 18
36,668. 00
Department of the Colorado......
6,586.34. .. ••. . . • . . .. •. . • • • .
837.17
648. 90
16,620.43
Department of the Columbia.....
569. 94. .. . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . •
221. 75
94. 25 ......•..•..
Depot at New York............... ..•....•.... 3,725.20
$900. 00 ..••.......•••••.......• .'........ .
Depot at Philadelphia............ . . . . . . . . . . . . 3,584. 90 2,280.00 .•..••.....•.•....•.•...•.....••.•
Depot at San Francisco........... ... .. . ...... 5,708.73
736. 00 ...•..........................•••.
Depot at 8t. Louis....... . ... . .... ... . . .. .. . . . 8,377.29 10,620.00 ................................. .
Depot at Washington....... . . . . . .
20, 004. 00 40, 846. 46 21, 894. 18 . . . . • . . • . .
3. 75
35, 344. 00
Depot at Jeffersonville... . ........ ... . .. •..... 1,610.33 3,754.16 ........•........•••.....•......•.
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ................................................••.................... . ....
J efierson Barracks, Mo ..... . ......... . ............................................................ .
21,003.05
Plattsbu-rg Barracks, N. Y ..•...•.... • ••..•....••.••..••..•..•.•... ~........ . . . . . . . •. . . .
Madison Barracks, N. Y ........ . .............. ~ ...........••........................................
Fort Bliss, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................................................... .
Fort Crook, Nebr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 695. 00
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 500. 00 ....·....•.•.
20, 237. 15
Fort Harrison, Mont..............
151. 50 . •• • • • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • . . • . . .
21,373.00

J~~Uti1r:.1r~~~:.~~::::::::::::::
:::::: :::::: .~:·.:~:::~ .::·.~~~:~: :::::: ::: ::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::
Fort Sheridan, Ill ................ . .................•.................•..............................

!~1:~~i:Jf::: :: :: :::::::i::;;:?\::: :: : :; ; :: ::: ;:;: ;:;:: ::::: :~:;;;::
i~ii~~1i~~r~~~t::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::::::
Willets Point, N. Y...............
163. 23 . • • • • . . • . . . . . • • • . • . . . • • • . • • . • .
43. 16 .•.•.•..••.•
Los Angeles, Cal. .................................•..............................•...................
Military prison, Fort Leaven·
worth, Kans ............................................•.............................•.•......•..

t~:~~~~I;;:::IaaI~::::::::::::
:::::::::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: :::::: :::: :::::::::::: :::::: ::::::
Benicia Arsenal, Cal. ............................................................................. - ·
Columbus Arsenal, Tenn ...........•......••..........•..••..•.•.....•••.••..........•..............
Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia,
,
·
Pa ............................. . .........•............................•.•...............•.•...... .
Indianapolis Arsenal, Indianapo
lis, Ind ..................................•..............•••..•••..............•..•.................
Kennebec Arsenal, Augusta, Me ............... ...........•.......................................•..
Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island,
Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
431. 00 . • . . . • • • • • . • • • . • . • . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . ......•.. · ·
Watertown Arsenal, Watertown,
Mass .. . ...........................•......... ······················································
Watervliet Arsenal, West Troy,
N.Y ............................................................................................. .
Total ....... . ..........•....

46, 111. 04, 96, 582. 90 61, 743. 01

9, 999. 07

7, 180. 77

196, 300.13
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lr,emitted froin regula,· app1·opriations fiscal year 1896-Continned.
: Road to
tl.10

national
Repairing
Fort
cemeHead; Burial of
roads to
Wayne
tery,
Departments, etc.
national stones for intli~ent Presidio
Military
Total.
cemeReserva~f;i~~~: soldiers. of San
teries .
tion.
Francisco,
Cal.
- - - - -- - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 -- - - - - - - - - --- -1-- - - - - 1 - - -- Department of the East ......................... .......................................... $7,11 1 194. 40

~!~~;~::~~~! ¥~~!!~~~~~ ~~:::::: :::::::::::: .•• . !~~--~~ :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::

~i~:~~tM

1

~l~~J!i ~~~t;H: : : ;\'. '.: \'.l(J\;::;::; • :::::;:;;:

:\\\\•t'.

1

Depot a.t San Francisco ...... . ........................ . .......... $10,000.00. .. . . . . .. . . .
Depot at St. Louis................
$1,972.41 . . . . . . . •• . .. . • . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Depot at Washington.............
3,804.92
800. 00 $1,500.00.......... .. . . . . ... . . .
Depot at Jeffersonville....... . .... .... .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio . ........................................... ·. ...... . . . . . . . . . . . .

1.

ffl\ rJ:

~

160,574.41
272,024.34
388,468.08
844,047.86
66,060. 08

ili~i1tt-t~;:;.::;: '.t'.:t;:: H:::;:• :;,::::;;:; ;::::::::• :::;::;::::: ;:!iii!
Fort McPherson, Ga..............

2, 115. 75

15. 50 • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

!ll!l;~~i:

i• 11ii i:11ii!\iiIi ::iiIi11fIi::i1:•1iI :iii::•• i:

ii[;\!il ;

Military prison, Fort Leaven-

Sit{€1~it}/: : : :rn::\:: t:::::: :I:::::::::::;::::::::•:+:

Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia,
Pa ..•.................... . .......•.............•.................................. ....
Indianapolis Arsenal, Indianapolis, Ind ..................... .. ... . ..........•.................... . ..... - .. · · · ··· · · ···· · ·
Kennebec Arsenal, Augusta, Me. . . .................................... - ......... - ..... .
Rock Island Arsenal, Rock Island,
Ill. ........ ············· ......... ············ ................................... . ..... .
Watertown Arsenal, Watertown,
Mass ....................................•... -· ········ -· ··· · ··· · ······················
Watervliet Arsenal, West Troy,
N.Y ..................................................................... ... .. .. .... .
Total .....................•.

1, 898. os

WAR 96-VOL I--19

n, 814. 65

1, 500. oo 10, ooo. o~I_ 20, ooo.

64, 972. 56

ii1
352. 00
615.12
772. 06
2, 2~9. 27
848. 47
, 025. 36
417. 21
1, 150. 00
2,943.02
2,896.54
2,243.39

oo o, no, 784. 01
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Rernitted Jroni indefinite 01· special appropriations.

Military
posts.

Department, etc.

Road to the
d t
national
Repairing Military
ea s ones cemetery,
roads to storehouse,
for gr3;ves Presidio of national
Omaha,
of soldiers. San Fran· cemeteries.
Nebr.
cisco, Cal.

H

mi~miiff.~ttL ii::;:::i::. ::~:t: : : : : ~;; :; : : : : : : : : ::iiiiiii :::i:::: ):

Depot at San Francisco . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . $9, 995. 00 .............•........ . .
Depot at Washington................... 26,100.00 . •• . . . . . . . • . . ... . • ... . . . $2,200.00 .•..•......•
Jefferson Barracks, Mo ................ ._ 14, 545. 00 ................................................ .
Fort Bliss, Tex.........................
7,600.00 .•.•.•...............................•..........
FortCrook,Nebr ........................ 17,400.00 ............ ............ ............
$200.00
Fort McPhersvn, Ga ...... • ................. . .......................................................
LittleRock,Ark ........................ 44,851.00 ............... . ..... .. ......................... .
Fort Monroe, Va ....... ... ......................................................................... .
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115, 593. 82

700. 00

9, 995.00

200. 00

2,200.00

Purchase of
Sewerage
land for target Hospital, Fort system, FortFo:ia~ce.Pher- Meade, S. Dak. ress Monroe,
Va.
son, Ga.

Department, etc.

Total.

Department of the Platte .............. ...... ..........
· $24,632.91 .............. .
Department of California .................................... ;:-: .. .. : ................. ..

$24,632.91
4,547.82
700. 00
550. 00
9,995.00
28,300.00
14,545.00
'7,600. 00
17,600.00
16,500.00
44,851.00
4,800.00

B:~~~ ~tia!ir:hi~:::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Depot at San l<'rancisco ............................................................... .

:~

~:c;;s~!1r::r1;:i&st,o~~: :::::::::::::::: :::::::::~:::::.- :::::: ::::::: :: : : ::::: ::: ::::::
Fort Bliss, Tex ..............................•.........................................
Fort Crook, Nebr ... ...... ............. . .................. . ......... . ........... : ..... .

i!{th!ft~tt ~~~:: :: ::: :::: :::: :::: : :~~~·:~~~: ~~: ::::::: ~ ~ :::::::::::ii: ~66: 66:
Total ............................ .

16,500.00

24,632.91

4,800.00

174,621.73

REPORT OF CAPT. C. P. MILLER, !SSISTANT QUARTERltIASTER, UNITED STATES ARMY.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
QUARTERMASTER-GENER.AL'S OFFICE,

Wa,shington, JJ. C., August 15, 1896.
I have the honor to submit my report of the work of the
construction and repairs division of this office during the past :fiscal year.
GENERAL:

Congress by the act making appropriations for the support of the .Army,
approvecl February 12, 1895, under head of "barracks and quarters"

ol~:;l~:~~~ ~ ~: :~:::: .- :::~ ~: :::.- ::::~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $I88: 888: gg

was made immediately available for improvements, barracks, officers'
quarters, and other buildings at Columbus Barracks.

Leaving for other purposes...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 650, 000. 00
From this balance t,here has been authorized for construction and repairs ......................................... $528,958. 71
.Authorized for rent of recruiting stations, lodgings for
recruits, et.c............. ..................... . ..........
23,219.60
Authorized for rent of offices, barracks, quarters, labor, etc.
92,992.81
645, 171. 12
Balance June 30, 1896..... .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4,828.88

Tile buildings constructed with the $100,000 appropriated for imJ?rovements at Columbus Barracks, Ohio, referred to above, are shown m my
report of the operations of this division for the fiscal year endin~ !une
30 1895 and in the tabulated statements of this report under "M11Itary
' '
posts."
There remains an unexpended balance of this amount of $355.28.
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NEW CONSTRUCTION.

During the year there has been authorized from the barracks and
quarters appropriation, for the erection of public buildings at different
military posts, consisting of barracks, officers' quarters, storehouses,
stables, etc., the sum of $273,991.19.
For the construction and repair of hospitals at military posts already
established and occupied there has been authorized from the appropriation for that purpose expenditures amounting to $_44,824. 76.
REPAIRS.

There has been authorized for repairs, alterations, and improvements
to public buildings, and for the purchase of building materials arnl tools
at various posts from the barracks and quarters appropriation expenditures amounti~g to $254,967.52.
The different military departments and depots to which the barracks
and quarters appropriation has been allotted are shown in the following
statement:
Recapitulation of the expenditures authorized for construction, repairs, etc., front the
app1·opriation for barracks and qua1·ters, 1895-96 . .
Construction.

Department, depot, etc.~
Department of the East..... .................................
Department of the Missouri .......... _......................
Department of the Platte . .... _.......... _...................
Department of Dakota . .... _..•.. _.....••................ : ...
Department of Texas .................. _..... _... _........ _..
Department of the Colorado ..................... _......... _. .
Department of California . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Department of the Columbia ......... _..... _........... _.....
Willets Point ......... __ . .. ... _...... . . .... ............ ......

$94,830.45
82, 567. 56
56, 596. 00
20, 753. 41
8,_725. 76
5, 228. 21
1, 230. 50
85. 30
1,900.00

Repairs.
$71,967.49
37, 063. 81
16, 128. 06
24, 003. 20
44, 938. 66
30, 793. 65
11, 059. 18
11,241.83
180. 44

Total.
$166, 79]. 94
119, 631. 37
72, 724. 06
44, 756. 61
53, 664. 42
36, 021. 86
12, 289. 68
11, 327. 13
2,080.44

fii~A!B:: :: :::: ::::t:: t:::I:::::: :::if;H;: 1i!!:il !:!li !l
Hot Springs Army and Navy General Hospital ••• , ••• , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total .. ...... _. _... . ....... _. ___ .... _.. _................

400. 00

400. 00

254, 067. 52

528, 958. 71

1- - - - -1- - - - -1· - - - 273,991, 19

The following list shows the different buildings which have been
authorized to be constructed at the various posts, the expenditures
therefor being included in the foregoing statement under the head of
construction :
Post.

Designation.

Material.

Amount
authorized.

Department of the East.
Davids Island ... _....... _.... . Two observation stations,,,,,.,,., ••••. Wood .••......
Ambulance shed ...... ·········-········ .... . do .... ... .
Ordnance storehouse ..... _.... . . . . . . . . . . Brick . ....... .
Guardhouse ................................... do ....... .
Fort Ethan Allen .......••..... Corr,manding officer's quarters ............... do ....... .
Jackson Barracks ... ......... . Addition to subsistence storehouse .......... do ....... .
Key West Barracks .......... . Addition to quartermaster's storehouse Wood ........ i
Madison Barracks ......... ... . Guardhouse.......... . ................. . Brick ........ .
Fort Myer .................... . T wo double sets officers' quarters ............ do ....... .
'l'wo cavalry stables ......... _... _........... do ...... . .
Shed for band horses . ............ . ...... Wood ........ .
B~tbroom, addition to nonconimissionecl ... .. do ....... .
staff quarters, No. 5.
Bathroom, addition to noncommissioned ..... do ....... .
staff quarters, No. 6.
Stable, guardhouse...................... Brick ........ .
Ordnance storehouse ..•...•.................. uo ....... .

$208. 00
128. 55
4,000.00
7,400.00
10,050.00
1,388.00
445. 00
6, 998.00
26,686.00
21,300.00
262. 21
112. 69
119. 73

1,700.00
1, 475.00
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Post.

Designation.

Department of the EaBt-Con·
tinued.
Fort Myer ............... . .•... Band barracks . . . . . • • . • • • . • • • • • . . . . • . . . .
St. Francis Barracks ......... . Hose.carriage shed ......... ......... . ...
Washington Barracks ........ . vVater-closet for barrack No. 6 ..........
Coalshed .•. . . ..•....•..•.....•..........
Department of the Missouri.

Amount
authorized.

Material.

Brick ... I. ... .
Wood ........ .
Brick ........ .
Wood ..... ·... .

Total. ......• •......•.....•. .......

$7,907.00
52. 27
1,344.00
3,254.00
9-!, 830. 45

Jefferson Barracks .••......... 2 cavalry stables., •••• ,,,.,,, .... ,, ..... Brick ....... . .
8 sets bachelor officers' quarters .............. do ....... .
Wagon shed ..••.................... ..... Wood ........ .
4 double stable guard buildings......... Brick ........ .

Subsistence 1,torehouse ...... ... .... .... ..... . do ....•....
Fort Leavenworth ............. 2 cavalry stables ...........•................. do ....... .
.Alterations in quarters Nos.177 and 178 . Wood ........ .
Toilet addition to guardhouse........... Brick ...... .

18,508.00
18,650.00
1,965.00
5,884.00
3,090.00
2,250.00
5,817.00
7,400.00
17,880.00
184. 56
939. 00

Total...... . • • . . • • .. • .. .. • • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

82, 567. 56

Fort Crook .................... 4 double sets officers' quarters ....••..... Brick .... ... . .
Fort Meade... . ................ 1 cavalry stable.............. .... ....... Wood ........ .
1 double set officers' quarters: ............... do ....... .
Fort Robinson................. Coal shed ....•.•...•••.••.....•...•......... do . ...... .

44,736 00
2,000 00
7,710.00
2,150.00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Department of Dakota.
Fort .Assinniboine............. Quartermaster's stable.................. Brick .. ...... .
.Additions to barracks Nos. 20, 21, 23, 24 ....... do ....... .
Extension of cavalry blacksmith shop ..... do ....... .
No.54.
Fort Custer .................... 44 coal sheds for barracks, quarters, etc . . Wood .. ...... .

· 56, 596. 00

it~;t~1}:c~h;~~~

1
~~:::::::::::::::: ~::: : : : :

Department of the Platte.

J~ ::::::::

i'.i°:i~"z\~:!?.

Fort Harrison . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'.".~~~~~~-s_e,::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : · ii1."i~t_ : : : : : : : :
Fort Missoula ................. .Addition to bath house .... ...... . .. ...... Wood ........ .
Fort Yates ...••............... .Addition to pump house .• •..••.•.•.••....... do ....... .

2,797.00
14,733, 00
1,500.00
758. 40
232. 95
524. 90
139. 06
68.10

Total. .........•.................................. .
Department of Texas.
l!'ort Bliss .................... . Band stand...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Wood .... .... .
Cavalry stable ................••.............. do ....... .
Outhouse for cavalry corral............. Brick ....... . .
Camp Eagle Pass .. ........... . Reconstructing bakery ...............•.. . Brick a n d
stone.
Fort ·s am Houston ............ . Quartermaster's stable.................. Wood ....... .
San Antonio . ................. . Closet in quarters No. 13, department ............... .
headquarters.
Coal shed .. . ...... ........... ...... ..... Wood ........ .
Signal-service building .......... .........•... do ....... .

20,753.41

. Total. ...................... .•.... . .....•...... ....
Department of the Colorado.
Fort Grant . .. .............. . . . 2 sets noncommissioned staff quarters . .. Adobe....... .
Remodelingquartermaster·s and subsist..•... do . . . . . . . .
ence storehouse.
Gunshed ................................ Wood.........
Barrack kitchen ........ ...... ...... ......... do ... . . . . .
Fort Huachuca ............... . Rebuilding outhouses ........•............... do . . . . . . . .
Fort Logan ................... . Toilet addition to guardhouse ........... Brick....... . .
Riding-track mclosure .•..••... ......... Wood......... ,

8,725.76

709. 08
3, 767.13
204. 33
403. 22
2,260.00
• 25. 00
150. 00
1,207.00

2,000.00
854. 57
675.33
167. 25
402. 42
320. 00
808. 64

_____

Total.. .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Department of California.
Benicia Barracks ......... .... . .Addition to quartermaster's storehouse. Wood ........ .
3 company water·closet buildings and 8 ..... do ..•.....
outhouses.
Total. ........................... . ................ .
Department of the Columbia.
Fort Canby .................... Blacks~nith shop ........................ Wood ........ .

General depots, etc.
Philadelphia ................• ·. . Toilet·room addition, building No . 3..... Brick . ....... .
Willet8 Point.................. Garbage cremator ...•........................ do ....... .

I

5, 228. 21

431. 50
799. 00
J, 230. 50

85.30
2,074.00
1,900.00
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Authorizations have also been made from the appropriation for
regular supplies, for construction of buildings, etc., as follows:
Post.

Designation.

A:nount
authorized.

Material

~ti:~
]r~~~~t~~~::::: ::::: : :::: : : :: ;;;i~~~~i~·~~ ___t_ig~

J~~~ W!:iit~~:::::::: ::: :::: :: .~.~~it~~~~~~~~.s.~ ::::::: ::::::: ::::::::: t?i:~~~~~~~.
Do . ........................ Bakeoven .................................... do........

im

· 500

0

!{~~~i~~i:~~::::::::::::: :~:
ltort Myer..................... Addition to forage storehouse .. . .. .. . . . . Brick......... ,
Tota-l . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • . . . . • • . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . . . . . . .

3, 500

21,306

MILITARY POSTS.

In the act making appropriations for sundry civil expenses oi the
Government for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, Congress provided
$225,000 '' for the construction of buildings at and the enlargement of
such military posts as in the judgment of the Secretary of War may
be necessary." This sum bas been apport10ned as follows:
Post.

Allotment.

Character of work.

Fort Crook .................... 1 set of quarters for commanding officer ...... $9, 200 00
Extra work on new buildings, etc............
716. 95
$9, 916.95

Fort Ethan Allen.............. Cavalry drill ball ............................. 20,187 00
l double set noncommissioned staff officers '
quarters................... . ................ 3, 650.00
Printing and advertising.....................
50.15
23,887.15

Fort Hamilton ... . ............. 'frf:t~;~.e?: ::::: : ·. ::: ::: ::::: '. ::: : ::·.: ·.·.::: :· 2, 50~: ~~

~. 504. 00

Fort Harrison ................. 2 double sets officers' quarters................ . ..........
21,373 . 00
Little Rock, Ark..... . ... . . .... Extra work on buildings at nt'w post .. . ............ .. ... , .
360. 00
:Fort Logan ........ . .. ..... .... 8 sets bachelor officers' quarters .............. 16,610. 00
.Advertising....... .. .. . .. . ...... .... .........
10. 43
16, 620.43

Fort Monroe , ............... . .. 8 sets bachelor officers quarters .............. 11, 985. 00
Advertising ...... .. ....................... -- .
13. 26

11 , 998. 26

Fort Myer..................... 1 double barrack .............................. 34. 780. 00
Extra work in barracks Nos. 1 and 2..........
564. 00
35,344. 00

Plattsburg Barracks....... .. . . Infantry drill ball ............................ 20,487.00
Extra work on new hospital..................
419. 20

20,906.20

Presidio of San Francisco ..... 1 double barrack .... : ......................... 36,668.00
Quartermaster's stable ....................... 16, 469. 00

53, 137. 00

Fort Thomas .................. Infantry drill hall ............................ 17, 227.00
1 double set of quarters for medical officers ... 10, 487.00
Extra work, printing, and ad vertismg .. ......
287. 44
Balance.rune 30, 1896 .................................. __

1

28, 001.44
951. 57

Total ... . . ~ ................. . ..................... · j 225, 000 00

- - - -- - - - - -- - - - - - The character and cost of the buildings authorized during the year at
the different military posts and chargeable to the amount indicated in
the preceding table are as stated below.
The expense of plumbing, beatmg, and gas piping in the buildings,
unleRs otherwise shown, is chargeable to other appropriations of the
Quartermaster's Department.
')..
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FORT CROOK, NEBR,

There is being built at this post under contractOne set of commanding officers' q narters (brick) .......................•
Plumbing in same ............................................ ......... .

~:~fJi~; !~n;:~~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~

$9,200.00
674.00
850.00
40.00

FORT ETHAN ALLEN, VT.

At this post there have been builtCavalry drill hall (brick) No. 41. .........•.........................•... $20,187.00
One double set noncommissioned staff officers' quarters (brick)........ . .
3, 650. 00
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23, 837. 00
Pl nm bing in noncommissioned staff officers' quarters .................. _
374. 00
Gas piping in same ... _............................................. _.. .
13. 00
FORT HAMILTON, NEW YORK HARBOR.

Contract has been made for buildingOne wagon shed (wood)---~-- ..........................................

$2,500.00

FORT LOGAN, COLO.

Contract has been entered into for constructing at this postEight sets bachelor officers' quarters (brick) No. 26 ..................... $16,610.00
Plumbing in same . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2,350.00 .

~=:~ft~: r:~:~~:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:: :

2
'

i~g: gg

FORT MONROE, VA.

There have been authorized and are now being constructed at this
post-Eight sets bachelor officers' quarters (brick) No. 80 ...................... $11,985.00

t~~~~~~f

ni~as!:~:::::::: _"::: _" _":: _"::: ."::::::::::: _"::: _"::::::::::::: _-: _-:
Gas piping in same............. . .......................................

i; i~f
gg
75. 00

FORT MYER, VA.

During the year there has been constructed at the above-named
postOne double barrack (brick) No. 54 ...•............ _•.......... _......... $34,780.00
Extrn. work on same .............................. : . .... .... .... .. . .. . .
329. 00
Plu~bing in same .. _................... __ ....... _..................... .
Heating in san1e ....................................... _.............. .
Gas piping 1n same ............................ _....................... .

35,109.00
2,800.00
3,219.24
230.00

PLATTSBURG BARRACKS, N. Y .

.At this post there has been builtOne infantry drill hall ( brick) No. 41. ... __ .......... _..................

20,487.00

FORT HARRISON, . MONT. •

There bas been f.rected at the above post during the year the following additional buildings:
Two double sets officers' quarters (brick) Nos. 7 and 8 ............... -... $21,373.00
Plumbing in same.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 629. 00
Hentmg in same ..................................................... - .
2,497.00
-Gas piping in same ..................... - ................. -·- ..... -- - - · 160. 00
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:FORT THOMAS, KY.

During the year the following additional buildings have be·e n constructed:
Infantry drill hall (brick) No. 56 ................... . .................... $17,297.00
One double set officers' quarters (brick.) Nos. 57 and 58...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 10,630.20

Plum bing iu drill hall ................................................. .
Plumbmg m officers' quarters ......................................... .
Steam beatmg, ranges, etc ., in same ................................... .
Gas p1p1ng ancl fixtures in sani'e .................. : ............ ~ ....... .
Gas machines in same ................................................. -

27,92720
59.00
1,222 00
1,450 00
285.00
526.00

PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL .

Further improvements are being made at this post by the construction ofOne double barrack (brick) No .. 3 ............ . ..... . ....._........... _·___ $36,668.00
One quartermaster's stu.ule (.brick).... . ..... . ............ . ....... . ..... 16,469.00

~;~rr:,t~~l;gtb;~~:~~:~::::: ~::: ::::::::::::::::::~ ~:::::::::: ~:::::::::

Warn.robe lockers m IJarracks ............ _............................ Plumbing 1n stable ..........................................•....... - - -

53, 137. 00

2,194.00
190.00
600.00
'876.00

TREES AND 'fREE CULTURE.

Planting of trees 1n the southwest corner of the reservation was
commenced in December, under authority from this office of June 12J
1895, and coutinued until February 13, when it was suspended under
telegraphic instructions from the Secretary of War. Planting- was
resumed in March under the original plan as modified by the Secretary
of War March 10. Twenty-six acres of the flat in this portion of the
reservation were plowed and harrowed in February and planting of
trees therein was in progress wben work was suspended. Under the
Secretary's instructions the trees planted were removed and the fl.at
sowed in grass.
Purchase of trees dming the year was as follows: 30,101 Monterev
pines, 6,800 Oregon pines, 541 red woods.
The following were raised in the nursery from seed: 51,700 cypress,
25,179 eucalyptus. Of the above-named trees 32,746 pines, 15,250
cypress, 1,820 eucalyptus, and 541 reowoods were set out rn the
southwest corner of the reservation, a1ong portions of the new road "'ay
connecting McDowell avenue with· Fjrst avenue, along the margin of
Mountain Lake, near the Marine Hospital fence, and a1ong the fence
up Lyon street. About 1,000 trees were also set out around the new
mortar battenes on Fort Point Bluffs on request of the E11gineer
Department. Numerous vaC;aut spaces in previous plantings have
been filled. Upward of 17,000 eucalyptus trees, 20,000 cypress trees,
and _1,500 Ore~on pines remain in the nnrsery owing to the decrease of
the area it was originally planned to plant this year. Many of tbe
cypress and pine trees can be utilized next spring in filling vacancies
that will arise in this year's planting, but it 1s feared that eucalyptus
trees will be almost a total loss, as they will then be too large to transplant successfully.
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RO.A.DW A YS.

The roadway to connect McDowell and First avenues, via the pumping station, which was contracted for and commenced in the previous
fiscal year, was completed at a total cost of $8,137.14, including extra
drains, macadamizing, au<l excavations found to be necessary and
ordered during the progress of the work. It was subsequently found
necessary to provide a draiuage system for this roadway to protect the
embankment leadmg to the bridge across the arm of Mountain Lake,
and under authority from this office the work was satisfactorily done at a
cost of $1,055.70.
On plans and specrncations submiUed by the depot quartermaster,
San .F rancisco, the construction of a road way to connect .McDowell
avenue with the road in the ravine to the southwest of the national
cemetery was ordered, and contract entered into for the work at a cost
oJ $2,375. The roadway 1s now being built.
GATEWAYS AND WALLS.

The stone nnd iron gateways at Lombard street and First avenue
eu trances to the reservation, which were contracted for in the previous
fiscal year, were completed at a cost of $3,886.89, including the cost of
preparing and cutting designs for the caps of the posts, and some additional foundations, etc., which were considered necessary and ordered.
These gateways, which are set back a short distance from the reservation lines, have been provided with wing walls, at a cost of $814.89 for
those at Lombard street, including some necessary additional foundations, and $697.44 for those at First avenue, including cost of some necessary preparatory grading.
Under instructions from this office a contract has been entP,red into
or the construction of a stone iuclosing wall along part of the reservation lines, at a cost of $4.67 per lineal foot for an estimated length of
j,200 feet, and work has been commenced at Lombard street entrance
connecting with the wing walls there and running southward.
FLUME AND DI'.l'CHES.

Under authority from this office, dated February 13, 1896, the drainage flume has been repaired and strengthened, and the ditches that
drain tlle Presidio marsh thoroughly cleaned, at a cost of $166.57.
The following is a statement of expenditures during the year from
the special appropriations made for the above purposes, and their condition on June 30, 1896, viz:
From appropriation of $10,000 (act of Congress approved August 5, 1892):
Partial payment for First avenue gateway ........................... $1,347.25
Labor planting and caring for young trees...........................
220.16
Purchase of tree seed ............................. _..... . . . . . . . . . . . .
6. 00
Services of artist drawing design of wreath for caps of posts of Lombard street and First avenue gateways . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
49. 00
Expenditures previously reported . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8,377.59
Total ..... ___ .....•..............................................
From appropriation of $10,000, act of Congress approved March 3, 1893:
Advertising for proposals for new roadway and inclosing wall ...... .
Services inspector construction of roadway ....... . ......... . . .. .... .
Settlement made in Treasury Departm cu t .......................... .
Balance on Land .................................... _............... .

10, 000.00
$57.59
32.50

5.00

!J 904.91

Total .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000. 00
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Expenditure of this balance is provided for in construction of new
roadway and inclosing wall now in progress.
From appropriation of $10,000, act of Congress approved August 18, 1894fiscal year. 1894-95:
Construction of roadway connecting First and McDowell avenues .... $8,137.14
Pa,r tial payment for First avenue and Lombard street gateways...... 1,594.20
Advertising for proposals for gateways ......... __ .... __ ...... . ... __ .
91. 67
Services of engineer setting stakes for line of roadway ...... . ... __ ..
· 20. 00
Inspector construction of roadway and gateways. _______ . ___ ... ___ ..
36. 00
Blue prints of plans of roadway ...... ___ .. ___ .. _......... __ .... ___ ..
8. 16
Expenditures previously reported .... _....... _....• ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
112. 83
Total .......... _.....••.•... __ .. .. .... _.... __ ...• _..... __ . _.... __ . 10, 000. 00
From appropriation of $10,000, act of Congress approved March 2, 1895fiscal year 1895-96:
Advertising for proposals for trees .. ___ - ... - - - - - - .... - - ............. .
Purchase of 36,901 pine trees. ____ ... __ -.. - . - . - - - . - .... - - .... - -- .... .
Purchase of541 redwood trees ............. -·----·· .............. --··
Plowing and harrowing 26 acres_ .... __ . _....... _.... _...... _....... .
Purchase of tree protectors _....... __ .... - ... ___ ................... .
Labor, transplanting, cultivating, and planting young trees, removing, repairing, and constructing inclosing fences, care of nurseries,
hire of teams in connection with tree planting ..... ---·------ ..... .
Construction of drainage system along embankment of roadway connecting First and McDowell avenues .......... ___ ... _... ~. _.... __ .
Purchase of grass seed sowed along embankment. __ ............. _.. .
Advertising for proposals for wing walls. ___ ...... __ .... _. _.. _... __ ..
Preparing ground for wing walls at First avenue entrance . _.... _. _..
Partial payment for wing walls at Lombard street entrance ... _..... _
Removing wooden gateway from First avenue entrance and setting
up at Seventh avenue entrance .. ___ .. _................. _......... .
Partial payment for Lombard street gateway .. _. _... ___ ............•
Services of artist and draftsman preparing plans for designs of gateposts ................. - - .... -... · · - - · · - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - • · - ·
Blue prints of drawing of said plans ___ .... __ . _.. __ . _.. _. _......... .
Purchase of lime for additional foundations for new gateways (not
provided for in the contract) ......... __ ... . .. __ .... __ ...... _.. . .. .
Services of inspector construction of gateways and roadway, connecting McDowell and First avenues .............. _..... _...... _..
Services of engineer establishing lines, etc., for new roadways, aud
inspector construction of wing walls inclosing wall, and roadway
connecting McDowell avenue with the lower road._ ... _......... _..
Repairing drainage flume and cleaning ditches ...... _.... _. __ ... ____ .
Balance on hand ... __ .. _ . __ . __ ...... _. - - .... _.... : ........... -..... .

$81. 45
1,667.95
119. 02
156.25
5.92
·:.. 306. 64
1,055.76
102.00
38.81
25.00
692.44
21. 20
1,582.25
92.50
12.00
18.00
626.50
300.00
166.57
929.74

Total ................ __ ............................. __ .. . . . . . . . . . . 10, 000. 00

This balance is required to make final payment for wing walls at
Lombard street and First avenue entrances.
COLUMBUS BARRACKS, OHIO.

From the $100,000 appropriated by act approved February 12, 1895,
under the head of barracks and quarters, for improvements, barracks,
officers' quarters, and other buildings at tuis post, the following additional structures have been contracted for during the year:
Garbage cremator ........ _.............................................. $1, 839. 00
Addition to quartermaster's stable........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 467. 00
Coal sh ed.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 229. 49
Coal and oil honse for barracks No. 11......... . ........ .. .... ...... .....
967. 00
'l'otal ............................... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6, 502. 49
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Expenditnres ciuthorized .for water s11pply, sewerage, plurnbi"ug, a11rl drainage, also for
roculs, walks, gracling, bridges, wha1·ves, etc. , chargeable to the appropriation for Army
transportation.

Post.
'

l<'ort Adams . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Alcatraz Islancl........................ .••. .. . . ..

:ti/iel1s~~hi.:::: :::::::::::::::: ::: ::: :::: ::: ::.·
Fort Assiniboine................................
Fort Barrancas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .

Water supply, sewer - Roads, walks,
aie, pl um \.J
grading,
Wharves.
mg. and
bridges, etc.
drainage.
$3, 118. 90
$1, 195. 00
928. 01 .. . . . . .. .. .. . .

Miscellaneous.

$70. 50
~;112. 50
916. 10 ........... .

~:tit ·.. ·····45. 00 · ::: ::::::::: ·· · ·· ·ii4,-73

4, 300. 39
1, 011. 35

24. 00 ...................... ..
263. 00
427. 00 ........... .

l~ctfo~:1:~:~d:::
::: :::: :: ::: ::::::::::::::::: ::~ .......4, 360.
'.~~-- ~~17 ........ 813.
~~'.: 80~~- .·.·.·..··525."
00 · : : : :: : : :: :: :
Benecia Barracks......... . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .
. .. • • • .
90. 00
Fort Bliss . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Boise Barracks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Boston, Mass . . .. . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . ..

j~~tt~~::::::: ·:::::::::::: ::::::::: :::::: :::

3, 693. 66
305. 30 . . • . . . . . . . . .
50. 40
1, 620. 03 ....••.•..............................
9. 10 ......................... ... ......... .

~!i: :~ _...... -~~--~:. ::: :::::: ::: ···· · 340.'so
0

Fort Buford . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Candy ............ ·-........................

184. 80 ...............••..••...........•...•.
1,056.36
175. 00
273. 50 ........... .

~~~ia8f~;~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

73t
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ....•. is1 .4, 716. 14
4,816. 25 . . .. . . . .. . . .
495. 00
1,047.00
····s4:6oi:si·
::::::::::::
........
ii:So
7, 412. 98
638. 02
15. 00 ..... ...............•...
802. 04
732. 00 ...•.........•.. - - - .....
2,217.16
4, 162. 07
1, 615. 50
3, 340. 27
64. 05 ...........••...•••......•........•..•

Columbus Barracks..............................
Fort Columbus.................. .... ............ .
Fort Crook.......................................
Fort Custer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort D. A. Russell . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Davids Island...................................
Denver, Colo.....................................

:~~~ N~~f~!!~:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::: ::::::

~~

13,

io

m: ~g .......~9~::~. :::::: :::::: :::: :: :::: ::

Camp Eagle Pass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 460. 59
35. 00 .....••...•.••••.....•..
Fort Ethan Allen................................
1,466.89
3,389. 65 . . . . • . . . . • . .
35. 00
Fort Foote, Md . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
22. 75 .. .... .••.. . .......•.. . ....••. ... .....
Fort Gaines, Ala................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48. 75 ....................... .

i~;:Git!l~~~~~
:: ::::::::::: :: ::: ::: ::: ::::: ::: ~:2, ~!~:
~i
Fort Hamilton...................................
462. 17

Fort Hancock....................................
Fort Harrison...... . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
8
.:::::~::::
Jackson Barracks ......................... .'.....
J efl'erson Barracks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jeffersonville depot..............................

1i:t It~~~fi~!t~:.~~~~~.?-.~~~:~~~

k~~ i~~,\-~l:~~~k~-.-::::::: :: :: :::: :::::::::: :::
Fort Leavenworth...............................
Little Rock, new post near.......................

I~g: :g :::1,572.00
::::::::: ...........
·······20: s8.

3
•
9,399.50

•.• ......••......
j:66i 65 .....••.
. . ... . . .. . . .
25. 00
mJg
::::::::::::::
::::::::::::
.......
~~:~~
301. 25
2, 900. 00 ........... .
1, 772. 10
680. 95
2, 401. 07 · · · · ·

10, 429. 95

1,227. 33
12,365.58 . . . . • • . . .. . .
247. 78 ..................................... .
1

:i: ~~ :::: ::::::::::::: :::::: ::: ........ ii: 00

6,930.16 . •.• • .. . . .. .. . . .. . • . . •. .. .
123. 50
4, 912. 29 ..•.. ~·- ~~~-- ~~. : : : : : : : : : : : : ...... · :

00

58
im ~1~:itI~:::::::::::::::::::::::::~:.::::: :IU~ ·.......
. ·- ·3i9."
29 · :::: :: :::: : : ::: : :: :::: : :
398 . 77. :::: : : ::: : : : ....... 75.' 00
3

,

Fort McIntosh..................................
707. 93
Fort McPherson ...... ..... :.....................
431. 25
Madison Barracks .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 215. 90
Fort Marion, Fla .....•........................................
Fort Mason......................................
158. 50
Fort Meade......................................
6, 974. 50
Fort Missoula...................................
987. 80
Fort Monroe ...................... - . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
5, 401. 49
Fort Myer ..................... ... ... c... . . . . . . . .
18, 982. 20
Fort Niagara....................................
2,270.27

J~~! ~:;:~h:~~:::::: ::::::: :: ::: :::::: :::::: ::::::

Omaba, Nebr.....................................
Fort Ontario.....................................
l'hiladelpbia depot...............................
Camp Pilot Butte................................
Plattsburg Barracks ............. .............~..
Fort Porter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Preble......................................
Presidio of San Francisco........................

588. 00
34. 60
150. 00
389. 66
28.15
1, 014. 90
21, 532. 72
701. 00

.......•.•.......•..•..•
. . . .....•......... ···•·•
.•.•••••••.•..•.•..•.•. •

.... .................•..

i:

..... 320.' 50 ..... 849 .. 00
.... . . .... . .
G24. 00
....••.•••.. ...... ······

~it
tg ·······154.
·5a: 9o · :::: :: ::: : :: ·· · · · · ··s: 40
15. 75
70 ......•............. · · · ·

10. 00
2, :::94. 15
5. 00
319. 63
3, 269. 00
251. 26
29,434. 23

...... . ............ .... · · · . - · · · - · · · · · ·
195. 00 . . .. . . . .. .. .
7,988.90
. · ... · • · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
....• 3,'454.-40. :: :: . . . .. .. .
250. 00
.. .......... ....... .•. ..... - · · · · · · · · · ·
-· · · · .. · .... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
366
41,393.00 : : : : : : : : : : : :
ll. 8
75

:s

im i~~r;:~~~:::::::: : :::::: ::::: ::::::::::: · · ··ritr~t········~ir ~i -:::::::::::: ::::::: :: :: .
Fort Rin~gold . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
}'ort Rob1nson _... _.. __ ... - .......... ............ ... St. Francjs Barracks .................. - .... . .... .. ..... ..

St. Louis depot ....... ............ ··············· ·

5, 659. 89
59. 50
1,584.30
295. 00
759. 80 - - .. -- - - - . - - - - 66. 07 · · • · · · · · · · · · · ·

........... ·
-- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - · - ·
···· ·· ···· ··

.. · · · · · · • · · ·
---- - - - --- ----· --- · · · · ·
• • • • • • · 20 _- 00

i!r;s~~J~~sto~:::: :: ::::::::::::::: :: :::::: ::·····i,·014: 2a · ·······a!i5.' oo · :::::: :: :::: ........... .
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ExpenditU1·es authorized f01· water supply, sewerage,plurnbing, and clminage, etc.-Cont'd.
Water sup·
ply, sewer· Roads, walks,
age, plumb·
grading,
Wharves.
ing, and
bridges; etc.
drainage.

Post.

MisceJla.
neous.

San Antonio, Tex......... ... ... ............... . .
San Carlos. Ariz. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

$2,519.40
$174. 45 .... •. ..................
10. 00 .•...................•.......•........

Fort Sherman..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Sill ... ......... ..... ......... _..............

14,~iui
442. !l!J
191. 57

i~~rift!titt~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

2.mJ~ ·--··t~nf :::::~i6~:i~

75 . 00 ... . ......... . . .. ...... .
1, 000. 00 . ...... ........ .... ... . .

Im !i1R~1~: ::::: ::~::: ::::: :: ::::::: ::::::::: !HJg ...... ,~~!~ !~. ::::: ::::::::::::::::: ::
6

•

Fort Thomas . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Trumbull...................................
Vancouver Barracks.............................

3,234.23
2,027.00
1,351.20

m: ~~

;~;t{v;~~!~fi:
::::: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: ::: :::: ::
Fort Walla Walla...............................

9,348.61 ......... ,.. .
!J7. 89
160. 00
968. 10 ........... .
8. 75 ....................... .

~~

oo· :::: :: ::::::

1,
3~~:
. .... 400:
1,271.09
114. 00 ... .................... .
13,729.98 ........ _.....
557. 50
307. 56
673.10
82.00 ... .... . ........... .... .

Fort Warren . ...... ··--_.........................
Fort vVashakie ...... ...... ...... ...... ....... . . .

;:::~~~!!~~
~,:;~t~~·s·::::::::: :::::::::: ::::: :::
Fort Wayne..................................... .

1,

81J: ~~ .. _.. __ ~::: ~~. :::::::::::: .... _.. ~~: ~~

413. 30
963. 05
2. 00
10. 00
West Point, N. Y .............................................. ··-------····· ...... ......
110. 00
Whipple Barracks ... .............. _.............
649. 20
150. 00 ................ _...... .
Willets Point....................................
2,589. 5.0
654. 64
155. 94 ......... . . .
Fort Wingate...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
575. 84
260 60 ................ _...... .
Fort Winthrop , Mass............................
190 21 ........................... .......... . .
2
·40: 87. :::: :: ::: : : : :: : : : : :: :: : :
'
Miscellaneous . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 398. 50 . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
214. 00

J~~l }!tfo\;st~~~:: :: :::::::::~: :: ::::::: ::: :: ::: Total ..................................... .

m: ~: .......

259,255. 3f,

178, 408. 55

10, 879. 89

18, 316. 69

Grand total, $466,860.47.

Expenclitures auth01·izecl for lighting, heaii'l'lg, and cooking appamtu.s, chargeable to the
appropriationfo1· 1·egular supplies for 1895-96.
Station.
Fort All ams, R. I. ......... ........... .
..A.ngel Island, Cal.. ........ . ......... .
Fort Apache, Ariz ................... .
Fort Assinniboine, Mont . ... : ........ .
Fort Barrancas, Fla ........... .. ... . .
Fort Bayard, N. Mex . .. ..... ... ...... .
Benicia Barracks, Cal .... . .. . ... _.... .
Fort Bliss, 'l'ex ... .. ..... . ........ .... .
Boise Barracks, Irlaho ................ .
Fort Brady, Mich .................... .
Camp Eagle Pass, Tex ...... . ........ .
Fort Cant,y, Wash ................... .
Fort Clark, Tex .............. .. ..... . .
Fort Golnmbus, New York Harbor ... .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ........... .
Fort Crook, Nebr .................... ..
Fort Custer, Mont . ...... . .... . ....... .
FortD A.Russell, Wyo .............. .
Davidf'I Island, N. Y ................. ..
Denver. Colo . ........... ........ ..... .
Fort Douglas, Utah ...... ........... .. .
Fort Ethan All en, Vt ............. .... .
Fort Grant, Ariz ..... ....... .... ..... .
Fort Hamilton, N. Y ...... . .......... .
Fort Harrison, Mont . ................ .
Hot Springs .A.rmyand Navy Hospital,
.A.rk ......... ...................... .
Jackson Barracks, La .. .............. .
Jefferson Barracks, Mo .............. .
Jeffersonville depot, Ind._ .......... _.
Fort Keogh, Mont._ ............. _. - .. .
Fort Leavenworth, Kans .......... - ..
Little Rock, .Ark., new post near ..... .
Fort Logan, Colo ...... ............... .
Madison Barracks, N . Y ...... ___ - .. - ..
Fort McHenry, Md ................... .
Fort McPherson, Ga .....•.•.... - .. _..

Amount.

Station.
Fort Meade, S. Dak . .. . ..............
Fort Missoula, Mont ....... __ ...... ...
Fort Monroe, Va ......... _............
Fort Myer~ Va. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
New York depot,N. Y................
Fort Niagara, N. Y........ . ..........
Fort Nioura.ra, Nebr..................
Fort Omaha, Nebr....................
Philadelphia depot, Pa.···--..........
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y....... .. . . .
Fort Porter, N. Y.....................
Fort Preble, Me ... _...................
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. . . . . . . .
Fort Reno, Okla.......................
Fort Riley, Kans......................
Fort Rin~gold, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Robmson, Nebr............ . .....
St. Paul, Minn..... . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Sam Houston, Tex...............
San Antonio, Tex.....................
Fort Schuyler, N . Y...................
Fort Sheridan, Ill. .... .............. ..
Fort Sill, Okla........................
Fort Snelling, Minn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$764. 00
25. 50
12. 50
18, 906. 00
302. 25
50. 00
58. 00
7. 54
020. 00
231. 84
34. 00
50. 00
223. 00
331. 55
3, 485.94
4,230.00
10. 00
36. 00
2,288.22
3. 85
124. 00
882. 30
56. 72
804.11
2, 657.00
2,744.50
500. 00
2,894.63
1, 101.42
180. 00
2, 501.50
240. 00
2. 351. 40
1,753.67
131. !)5
30. 80

~~~i :t:~~:t~1fi~~;;:: :::: :::::~~::::

Amount.
$1,958.81
31. 25
1,934.30
10, 629. 11
56 22
306. 00
4. 50
30.00
124 . 40
1,350.90
301. 55
231. 70
192. 08
33. 00
4,890.30
66. 30
246. 00
127. 34
438. 85
36. 50
525. 00
2, 654. 14
40. 00
144. 25

3·m: ~;

Vancouver Barracks, Wash...........
85. 00
Fort w ·aclsworth, N. Y................
53. 54
Fort Warren, Mass...................
255. 00
Fort Washakie, Wyo ..... .'...........
74. 00
Washington Barracks, D . C...........
779. 25
Whipple Barracks, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
195. 00
Willets Point, N. Y................ ...
497. 00
Fort Wingate, N. M ex ......... -.... · ·
Fort Yates, N. Dak ......... · • · · ... · · · 1_ _ __

3ig: ~g

I

I

Total . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .

82,005.47
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For shelter, shooting galleries, ranges for small-arms target practice, repairs, and expenses incident thereto Congress, in the act making appropriation for support of the Army, approved February 12, 1895,
provided $10,000, which has been appoJ'.tioned as follows:
Character of work.

Department.

.A.mount.

Department of the East ....•••...•.... ; ............ :-................ Repairs, etc.......... . $3,047.69
Department of the Missouri .............................................. do ............... . 4,056.32
276. 00
· DepartmentofthePlatte ................................................. do ............... .

~:~:~i::~t~}~!!~!~::::::::: ::::::: :::: ::: ::: ::::: ::::::::::::::: :::::~~ :::::: ::: :::::::

Department of the Colorado .............................................. do ............... .
Department of California .....•...•...................................... do ............... .

~!fa~!:J~~~W!8~~~~~~~~::: :: ::: : : : :: ::: :::: :: : ::: : : : :: : ::: :·:::: :::::~~. :::: :: : : : : :: :: ::

123 60
1,187.23
837.17
186. 35
221. 75
63. 89

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . • • . .. . . . . 10, 000. 00

HOSPITALS.

In the act making appropriations for the support of the Army for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, Uongress appropriated $45,000
for construction and repairs of hospitals at military posts already
established and occupied, including the extra-duty pay of enlisted men
employed on the same, and including also all expenditures for construction and repairs required at the Army and Navy Hospital at Hot
Springs, Ark., except quarters for the officers. This fund has b·een
disbursed by officers of the Quartermaster's Department on estimates
approved by the Surgeon-General of the Army, as follows:
Department and post.

Department and post.

$395. 50
47. 01
656. 34
202. 77
495. 68
137.19
150. 00
621. 80
53. 84
40. 27
1, 891. 50
52. 50
20 0
'
31. 75
403. 96
95. 79
160. 84
400. 63
1, 143. 57
400. 00
342. 97
30. 00

Fort D . .A. Russell ................... .
Fort Niobrara ...................... ..
Fort Omaha ........................ ..
Fort Robinson ....................... .
Fort Washakie ........•............ - .

$45. 58
100. 00
10. 31
450. 00
100. 00

Total .......................... .

705. 79

Department of the East.

Department of the Platte.

Fort .A.dams . . • . . . • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Fort Barrancas .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Columbus ...... . ..•... ..........
Columbus Barracks...................
Davids Island .... .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . ..
Fort Ethan Allen.....................
Fort Hamilton........................
Jackson Barracks....................
Key West Barracks..................
Fort McHenry...... .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .
Fort McPherson .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . ..
Fort Monroe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i~~~ ~i~8;a~~·::::::: :: : :: : : : : :: :: : : : : :

Platt burg Barracks .. ..... -:-..........
Fort Porter...........................
Fort Preble . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
St. Francis Barracks...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Schuyler . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. .
Fort Thomas . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Fort Trumbull.......................
Fort Warren .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . ..
W ashingto11 Barracks . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

Department of Dakota.
Fort .A.ssinniboine .............•... -..
Fort Harrison ....................... .

~t :~ ~;~p:¥::~l!-::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::J'ort Yates ........................... .
Total ........................ -..

27, 794. 82

D epartment of the Missouri.

!~t

Ji}~!~!~a~~·;dk;:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
~~
Fort Leavenworth....................
429. 41
Fort Reno . .. . .. ... .. . . .. . . . .... .. . . . .
286. 86
Fort Sheridan .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . .
890. 10
Fort Sill.......................... . . . .
450. 00
Fort Wayne ......................... ·1-_6_1_.8_0 _11
Total . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 805. 66
'-====11

75 . 76
187. 64
176. 90
102. 63
85. 92
290. 67

919. 52
!= == =

Department of Texas.

I Fort Bliss . . . . .. . • • • . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .

1- - - -

Total .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. ..

.Amount.

.A.mount.

Fort Brown...........................
Fort Clark............................
Fort McIntosh........................
Fort Ringgold .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .
Fort Sam Houston . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

227. 80
123. 13
270. 28
82. 00
181. 01
2, 208. 25

Total ........................... =3='=09=2=. 4=7
D epartment of the Oolorado.
Fort .Apache ................. · .. · .. · ..
Fort Bayard . .. . ..... - . - ..... ·. · · · · · · ·

i~~: E~~f!!~~::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Grant .................. · .. · · · · · ·
Fort Huachuca ... -......... · -- .. -- -- ·

507. 23
102. 80
1,136. 15
163. 60
171. 07
633. 75
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Departmen~ and post.

.A.mount.

Department of the Colorado-Cont'd.

Department and post .
Department of the Columbia-Cont'd.

Fort Logan.... . ................. . ....
Whipple Barracks....................
Fort Wmgate... .. ... . ................

$2, 665. 92
122. 40
634. 31
1- - - - -n

Total . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

Fort. Sherman . .•... .. .... . .. ... .. . .. .
Fort Spokane .................... . ... .
Vancouver Barracks ................. .
Fort Walla Walla ...... . .. ... ....... .

$89. 29
106. 63
84. 98
106. 22

6, 131. 13

Total . ..•........ . ...•.. . • . .... .

Depart,.,.,,,eri,t of California. -

Independent posts.
Alcatraz Island ....... ........... . ·- ·.
Angel Island ... .. .. ........ . ........ .
Benicia Barracks . ....... . ......... . . .
Fort Mason . .. . ............•..•..... .
Pres1d10 of San Francisco ....... . ... .

168. 25
123 84
382 or,
206 79
39. 50

Total ... . ........ . ............. .

920. 43

Department of the Oolumbia.
Boise Barracks ... .... .. . .... ....••.. .
Fort Canby .... .................•.....

/

.A.mount.

568. 71

I====

Hot Springs Army and Navy Hospital.
Willets Point.........................

1, 716. 00
163. 23

Total....... ...... ............. ..

1,879 23

Balance Jutte 30, 1896 ............... ..

17f>. 24

Grand totaL . ...................

45, 000. 00

88. 29
93. 30

The above statement inclu<les the cost of a new hospital building at
Fort Myer, Va., which bas been completed.
HOSPITAL STEW .A.RDS' QUARTERS.

In the Army appropriation act for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1896, Congress also appropriated $7,000 for construction of quarters
for hospital stewards at mll1tary posts already established and occupied, includmg the extra-duty pay of enlisted men employed on same.
This sum has been apport.i oned to the posts named below:
Post.

.A.mount.

Fort Adami ...••....... •......••.......
$99. 35
Alcatraz I sland ....................... .
21. 33
Fort Apache . .... .... ..... ....... . .... . .
115. 89
40. 08
Fort Assinniboine ..................... .
Fort Barrancas . ... .. . .... ... .... . .... . . 1,002. 44

I~~tJ:tt:r~~~k~:
·. ·. ·_ ·_ :·.·.-. ·.-.:::·_::::::: ·
Fort Bliss ... . . .. .. ......... ..... . ..... .

Boise Barracks .................... . ... .

J~~~ :~riid·:::::::: ::: ::::::::::: :::: ::

l~~f
8i!~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·.
Fort Columbus ... .. . . .... .. .. . ... ..... .

ColumbuaBarracks .... . ... .. . .... . .... .
Fort Custer . . . . .......... . ..... .. .... .
Fort D . .A.. Russell. ... .. .... .• ......... .
Davids Island .................. ....... .

~~~t 8~~!~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Ramil ton ........ .. .......... .. ... .
Fort Huachuca ........................ .
Jefferson Barracks ................... : .
Fort Leavenworth ..................... .

i~~i~ c1i~~;y·::::: :: ::: :::::: :::::::::
0

Fort Mason .. ... ............... .. ..... .
FortMeade . ... ...... . . . ... .... ........ .

33.00
44 55
26. 10
8 50
57 . 00
67 52
20 00
201 12
35 50
69. 50
53. 10
75 98
97. 25
67 . 40
100. 30
89. 00
129. 50
56. 50
293. 22
60. 21 I
80. 81 '
44. 56 I
102. 77 '

Post.

.A.mount .

Fort Missoula .••. .• •. ..•...•......... .
Fort Myer ... .... .... .. . .............. .

$13. 66

J~~~ ~~:re~r.~:: :: ::: ::::::: ::::::::::::

Balance June 30, 1896 •••....•..•••.....

25 00
103. 68
19 05
52. 40
3. 00
79 . 00
1,640 69
1 009 46
59 24
65 4.8
84.82
8 . 78
90. 75
74 84
48. 00
8. 80
96. 50
239. 75
43 . 16
17 50
35. 55
71. 39
2. 57

Total .. ... ...................... .

7,000.00

Fort Preble ................ . ...... .. .. .
Fort Reno ............................ ..

J~~t
~~~f!~~~:: :·.·: ::: ::·.:::::::::::::
St. Francis Barracks . . . . . . . ......... .
Fort Sam Houston .. .. . .......... ..... .

:~~~ ~~t~!.l~:.::::::: :: ::::: :: :::::::::

I~~t
i~~l~ia~t::: :: : ::::::: : :::::::::::
·F ort Thomas .... ..... ............ .... .

Fort Trumbull . ........... ........... .
Vancouver Barracks ........••.•.......
l<,ort Wall a Walla ... . • ...... .. ... .....
Fort Washakie ....................... .

;f11~~~~ij~f~~-:~~~~:::::::::::::::::
~~~ f~feia~~.::: ::: :::::::: :::::::::::
Fort Yellowstone ...................•..

14 45

Included in the above is a new set of stewaru's quarters at St. Francis
Barracks, Fla.
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DAM.AGES BY STORMS.

On July 17, 1895, a wind and hail storm damaged many of the buildings at Jefferson Barracks, Mo. 'I'he necessary repairs cost $645.
On August 29 and 30, 1895, a severe storm passed over Fort Brown
and Fort Ringgold, Tex., doing con~iderab!e damage to buildings, etc.,
amounting to $2,116.15 at the former and $2,039.44 at the latter post.
On December 31, 1895, Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y., was visited by a
severe wind storm, but the principal damage was confined to the mess
hall kitchen and the cooking and ventilating apparatus and piping 'in
same. Repairs have been completed at a total cost of $2,167.87.
The destructive tornado of May 27, 1896, at St. Louis, Mo., slightly
damaged the buildings at ·the clothing d~pot.
Losses by fire.
Buildings.

Post.

Remarks.

Fort Clark............. 2 cavalry stab lea , Nos. 14 aud 15 ...•.................. Destroyed.
Do.
Do.
Slightly damaged.
Fort Stanton ........... .Barrack No. 6. used as post exchange . ..••••••..•... Destroyed except
stone walls.
Fort Keogh . ........... Officers' quarters No.12 .................•............ Considerably damaged .
Fort Niobrara . . . . . . . . . Hospital No. 44 ..••.................................. Repairs estimated at
$1,238.
Fort Apache ....... . ... Woodshed, etc., at noncommissioned staff quarters Destroyed; of no spe·
No.1.A..
cial value.
Fort Niobrara . . . . . . . . . Barrack No. 18 ...................................... . Cost of repairs about
$350.
Fort Missoula ...... .. . Officers' quarters No.12 .................... .......... . Slightly damaged.
Fort Logan ............ Noncommissioued staff quarters No. 73 ............. . Cost of repairs, $200.
Fort Bliss ........ , .... Barrack No.38 .......... ..... .................. ···-·· Slightly damaged.
Fort Ethan Allen ...... Barrack of Troop F, Third Cavalry ..............•••.
Do.

JiJ~;;~!e:s~~-;a:~k;:::
:~ ~:;:!~{ ~~~~t~-~-.~~::::: ::::: :: :: :::::: :::::: :::: ::
Do .... ..... ........ Buildings Nos. 23, 25, and 48 ........................ .

Statement of property rented by the Quartermaste1·'s Depa1·tment for use as offices, barracks, qiiarters, encampments, etc., during the fiscal year and the amount of rent paid
therefor.
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.
Post or station.

Kind of
property.

Purpose for which used.

Boston, Mass . . . . . . . • . . 8 rooms . . • • . Offices and storerooms, quartermaster's
and subsistence departments.
Baltimore, Md ......... 5 rooms . ... . Offices, quartermaster ·s and subsistence
departments .
2 rooms ... .. Offices, quartermaster's department ..... .
Buffalo, N. Y ............... do ...... Office, quartermaster's department ...... .
New Orleans, La....... 6 rooms . . . . . Offices and storerooms, quartermaster's
and subsistence departments.
Building ..... ... . do ................................... .
Washington, D. C...... 3 rooms ..•.. Quarters for veterinary surgeon, Fort
Myer, Va.
Reading, Mason, Ground . . . . . Camp for First and Second Battalions
Seventeenth Infantry on p r act i o e
Waynesville, Xenia,
march to Fort Thomas, Ky.
Camp Chase , and
West Jefferson, Ohio.
Sacketts Harbor, N. Y . 4 rooms .... . Quarters for 2 lieutenants ............... .
Plattsburg, N. Y ..... . 1 room ... .. . Quarters for hospital steward ........... .
Encampment ......... . Ground .... . Practice march, Light Battery K, from
Fort .A.dams, R. I., to Berkshire Hills,
Mass .. and return.
Burlington, Vt ........ 1 room ..... . Office constructing quartermaster, Fort
Etbau Allen, Vt.
Building ... . Stable for public animals . ............ - .. Office, paymaster .............. : ......... Atlanta, Ga ............ ~
Office, quartermaster .. .. . .. -... ....... .. .
1 room ..••.. Quarters, post quartermaster sergeant .. .
.•... do ...•.. Quarters, sergeant of ordnance ....••.....

.~~d~~:::::

Monthly Total
amount
rate of
rent.
for year.
$90. oo· $1,080. 00
88. 33

416. 65

47. 92
62. 50
70. 00

335. 40
735. 42
490. 00

83. 33
12. 00

- 415. 65
144.00
40.50

12. 00
11. 00

26. 90
44. 00
7. 00

14. 58

156. 24

12. 00
25. 00
25. 00
12. 00
12. 00

144.00
300. 00
800. 00

63. 60
63. 20
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_Statement of property rented by the Quarterrnaster' s Department, cto.-Continue<.1.
DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST- Continued.

Post or station.

Kind of
vroperty.

Purpose for

hich used.

Monthly
rate of
r en t.

Total
amount
for ;year.

- - - -- - - -- 1-- - - - 1 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - --

Atlanta, Ga . ........... 2 rooms ..... Quarters, detachment battalion of eugi·.
neers .
... .. do ....•. Quarters, detachment signal corps.. ......
Cincinnati, Ohio ....... 3 rooms ..... Office, purchasing commissary of su\J.
sistence.
Newport, Ky ........................ Stable accommodations for 2 public ani·
mals.
Total ................ , .....................................................

$25. 00

$125. 60

12. 00

117. 20

35. 00

]57. 50

10. 00

120. 00

=~15,

283. 86

DEP A.RTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
Chicago, Ill ............ 28 rooms.... Offices, headquarters department ......... $1,000.00 $12,000.00
6 floors...... Offices, subsistence d opartmen t and store.
416. 66
4, !l09. 92
houses for quarterma8ter and subsist.
ence departm ents.
150. 00
1,800.00
Building. ... Stables for animals of the quartermaster's
department.
12. 00
144. 00
1 room ..... . Quarters for signal sergeant ............. .
144. 00
12. 00
. .... do ... .. . Qnarters for hospital steward : ..... ...... .
Kansas City, Mo,....... 2 rooms .... . Office, subsistence d epartm ent .. ......... .
50. 00
600. 00
8. 00
32. 00
1 room ..... . Quarters, commissary sergeant .......... .
Lea,enworth,Kans ......... do ..... . Office, paymaster ...... ............ ...... .
25. 00
208. 33
225. 00
Rush Springs, Ind. '£ .. ............. . Shelter for teamsters ...... .... . .. .. .. ... .
25. 00
10. 00
Fort Sheridan, Ill...... Ground . ... . Encampment of troops en route to :-end
from Camp Douglas, Wis.
20. 00
Fort Wayne, Mich .... . .... do ...... Encampme11t of troops en route to and
from target range at Mount Clemens,
Mich.
·
47. 25
. .... do ..... . Encampment of troops en route to and
from Island Lake, M ich .
30. 00
300. 00
Detroit, Mich ......... . Building ... . Office, constructing quarteri;naster, Fort
Wayne, Mich.
300. 00
30. 00
Little Rock , A.rk...... . 3 rooms..... Office; constructing quartermaster of new
post.
Building . .. . Stable for public animals.................
5. 00
60. 00

- - - ----

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21, 010. 50
DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.

umaha, Nebr .... ..... . 41 rooms .... Offices, department headquarters......... $666. 67 $8,000.00
l room ... .. . Quarters for commissary sergeant. .. . ....
12. 00
144. 00
Ogden, Utah . ....... ... 2 rooms ..... Offices and storeroom, quartermaster's
22. 00
264. 00
agent.
22. 67
Marke t ~ake, Idaho ... 1 room...... Quartermaster's storehouse . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
20. 00
77. 33
Montpeber, Idaho ......... . . do ...... k ... .do........ .. .. ......... ...............
20. 00
15. 20
..... do . . . . . . Quartermaster's office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 00
2. 50
Ground .... . Practice march troops ................... . ......... .
Total ····· ······ :i··············

......................... ............................ .

8, 525.70

DEP .A.RTMENT OF DA.KOT.A..
Helena, Mont.......... 5 rooms. ....
1 room . .....
3 rooms .....
. . . .. . . . . . . . . .
St. Paul, Minn . ....... . l room ... ...
Twin L ake, Minn. ..... Ground.....

Offices, quartermaster's department . . . . . .
$50. 00
Storeroom , quartermaster s de partment . .
10. 00
Stable, quartermaster's d par1ment.... ..
10. 00
Lodgings for enlisted men . .. ..... . .. .. ... . ........ .
Quarters for signal sergeant............ . .
12. 00
Camps for United States troops from Fort .. . ..... . .
Sn lling to Lake City, Minn.

f£i;~ir:~1iEf:::::: :::::I:::::::: :::J~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Missoul a, Mont....... . Ground..... C~J[~rfro:~~r~t~!:at;~ffs on practice ... --.... ·

$000. 00
120. 00
120. 00
2. 25
132. 00
13. 00
14. 00
15.00
12. 00
3. 00

Total .•..... -... - -- · · · · · - · · · · · · · - · --· · · · · · --· · · · · · · · · · -· · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · -· · - · · · · -· ·~ ·.L 1, o:n. ~
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iStatement of property rented by the Quartermaster's Department, ef.c.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.
Kind of
property.

Post or station.

Purpose for which used.

Edin burg, Tex......... Building and
ground.
Hebbronville; Tex ..... 1 room......
Santa Maria, Tex. ... : . Building and
ground.
Laredo, Tex.... . . ..... 1 room......

Monthly
Total
rate of amount
rent.
for year.

Quarters and storeroom for a detachment.

$15. 00

$15. 00

Office for quartermaster's agent...... . ...
Quarters and storeroorp for a detachment

8. 00

96. 00
150. 00

Quarters for signal sergeant J<'ort Mc In·
tosh.
San Antonio, Tex ..•........ do...... Quarters for veterinary surgeon Fort Sam
Houston .
. . . . . do...... Quarters for commissary sergeant ....... .
.•... do ...... Quarters for signal sergeant: ......•......
..... do ...... . .... do ................................... .
..... do ........... do ...... .. ........................... .
..... do ........... do ..........•.........................
..... do .. . ........ do .............. . ... ....... .......... .
..... do ........... do ...... . ..•. .. ........................
..... do ........... do . ............. .. ... . .............. .
..... do .......... . do ...................... . ......... . . .
El Paso, Tex .•....•......... do...... Office constrncting quartermaster Eort {
Bliss.

12. 00

144. 00

12. 00

144. 00

12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
12. 00
18. 00
20. 00

144. 00
54. 00
46. 80
102. 80
144. 00
101 . 60
64. 00
6:3. 60
46. 00

Total ....... : . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

}

112. 80
1, 428. 60

DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
San Francisco, Cal.. . . . 5 rooms .... .
4 stalls ..... .
Building ... .
1 room ..... .
Los Angeles, Cal.. .......... do ..... .
San Diego, Cal...... . . . Building ... .
32 rooms . .. .

Offices for department headquarters ..... .
Stabling for public animals ........... . .. .
Stable, headquarters department ..••......
Quarters for s1inal sergi::an t ...•...... .. ..
Office, purchasrng Jomm1ssary ........... .
Post bospital ...•.....•...••..•......... .
Officers' quarters ••••••••••••.••..•......

$750. 00
47. 00
45. 00
12. 00

ao oo
75. 00
12. 00

$9,000 00
423 00
135. 00
144. 00
300 00
900. 00
1,657.20

Total . • • • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 559. 20
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.
Portland, Oreg ......... 6 rooms .. ... Offices. paymasters and depot quarter.
master.

r~~~:~::::: .

-~y~~~t~;·: ::::::: :::::: :!::: :: ::::

$77. 00

$385. 00

~6: gg

777. 00

1

Walla Walla, Wash ....
0-ffi~~~
Fifth Plain Creek, Ground . . . . . Camp for United States troops . ...•............... .
Wash.
Total ..•. , ...............•................................•.. . ...................... .

180. 00
5. 00
1,347.00

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO.

11

Albuquerque, N. Mex.·
room . . . . . . Office for paymaster ................... : . .
~roe~, Ut~ iii ............. go . . . . . . Qua~ters for signal sergeant..............

$25. 00

ig· gg

$300. 00
~~

c~~re;;,elri.z. ~.~:::::: : : : : : d~ : : : : : : : : : : :d~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Denver, Colo ........... 46 rooms .... HeadqnartersDepartmentof tbeColorado.

12: 00
666. 66

144. 00
7, 999.-92

gg:

!~l~fttr~;~:::::::: :~:]!:::::: :~:~~it ~~~~~:~\~?e:~~~:: : : : : : : HJ~ ~Hg
1

Price, Utah ............ Building . ... Qnartermastets storebouse... .. ...... ....
·
1 room...... Quarters for signal sergeant.... . .........
SanAnCtonio:ili:rMex .. ...... go .......... . ~o ....................................

15. 00
12. 00

180. 00
129. 60

10: 00

39. 66

WUle;;::::::::::::1'-'~~·::::: -~~~~::.'•~:;"'.'.~'.'.'~~~~~::::::: ::: .2~00

,,::::

i~;i~rs ~!~ch, u~!b::: :::::d~ : : : : : : : : : : :d~::::: :: : : : :::: :: :: : ::: : :: :: : : : : :::::

g-~~

!t~~
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~tatement of property rented by the Qua,·ter-master's Depa1·tnwnt, etc.-Continued.
GENER.AL DEPOTS OF THE QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.
Post or station.

Kind of
property.

Purpose for whicl1 used.

Monthly Total
rate of amount
rent.
for year.

New York depot ... .... l room ...... Quarters for hospital steward............
$14. 00
Building.... Stable and carriage house for public ani112. 50
mals and vehicles.
Philadelphia depot .... 14 rooms .... Offices and stables........................
179. 17
1 room...... Office for attending surgeon . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
18. 00
Washington depot ..... Ground . .... Stables and storehouses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
150. 00
1 room ...... Qna!'ters for hospital steward.............
21. 00
.... . do ........... do.............................. . ... ..
12. 00
.. . .. do ........... do................... .. .......... .... .
12. 00
..... do ... ... Quarters for private hospital corps.......
12. 00
. .... do ........... do .... .. ...... . ......... .. .... ...... . .
12.00
..... do . . . . . . Quarters for sergeant signal corps........
12. 00
Quarters for sergeant..... . ..... .. ........
12. 00
.... . do ........... do. .... .................... ..... ......
12. 00
..... do ........... do....................................
12. 00
... . . do ........... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12. 00
.... do . . . . . . Office for military attache, Pari s, France . .......... .
Office fur military attache, B erlin Ger - ......... .
many.
Office for military attache . London , Eng. . ........ .
land.
Office for military attache, Rome, Italy . .
Office for military attache, Vienna, A us- ...... ... .
tria.
Office for military attache, Madrid, Spain ... ....... .
Offi ce for military attache. Brussels, Bel .. . ....... .
gium.
St. Louis depot ........ Building .... Storehous efor medical department.......
166. 67
San Francisco depot ........ do . . .... Offices and storerooms for medical, sub 833. 33
sistence, and quartermaster's depart·
ments .
Storehouse for quartermaster's supplies..
125. 00
Storage of oils and turpentine 1-& cents . . . . . . . . . .
per case and 0.12 cents per barrel.
I
1 room ...... Quarters for commissary sergeant ..... ...

·1·........ .

$168. 00
l, 350. 00

2,150.04
216. 00
1,800.00
252. 00
144. 00
144. 00
144. 00
144. 00
144. 00
144. 00
144. 00
84. 60
19. 60

360. 00
360. 00
144. 00
300. 00
180. 00
126. 82
147. 00
2,000.04
9,999.96
1,500. 00
652. 03

___::~J-~0. 40

Total ..................••........................................................... · / 22, 958. 49
'

RECAPITULATION.

Departments, etc.

Amount.

San Francisco depot ..••.•.••.••••••••••••.•..•..•.• , ..•••.•.•••.•.......•..••••....•.... ...

$5,283.86
21,010.50
8, 525.70
1,031.25
1,428.60
12,559.20
9,357.92
1,347.00
1,518.00
2,366.04
4, 782. 02
2,000.04
12,292.39

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .

83, 502. 52

Department of the East ...•.•..•••..•.•.•..•....•.•.....••..••..••.....•••..•........ --. - ..
Department of the Missouri. ........ ... ....... .... ................................. . .... - - .
Department of the Platte .. ................. .. ...... . ............... . . .. . ... . .......... .. . .
Department of Dakota ...... . .................... .. . ...................................... .

N:~:~t::~f it a!ur:r~i~: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::·.::::::::: :::::::: :::::::::::::::

Department of the Colorado .......•........................................................
Department of the Columbia .....••................•.......................................
New York depot . ................•.....................•...... ...... ........... ... ..........
Philadelphia depot . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .. .

~~i,~~i~~~p~~~~~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
W .A.R 96-VOL 1--20
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Statement showing property rentecl by the Qum·tm·master's Department clu1·ing the fiscal
year encling June 30, 1896, for nse as 1·ecruiting stations, etc., and arnount paicl for
lodgings.
Total
Place where rented.

Number of
rooms.

~~iet~}Y amount
for the
rent.
year.

Purpose for which used.

Baltimore, Md ......... Building .... Recruiting station........................
$40. 00
Cumberland,Md ....... :J rooms .. ... .... . do....................................
28.72
..... do ........... do . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . .
29. 00
Lodgings .......................................... .
Boston, Mass . . . . . . . . . . 3 floors . . . . . Recruiting station............ . . . . . . . . . . . .
60. 00
Providence, RI . . . . . . . 2 rooms..... Rccn~iting station ($1 per day) ................. ... .
Lodgings ................... ..... .................. .
Lynn, Mass . . . . . .. . . . . . 1 room...... Recruiting station...................... .
18. 00
..... do . . .... Lodgings.:...............................
8.50

~t

Rutland, Vt ........ .. .. 2.1
~ ~ ~~ ~~~~:it~~/lss~~~~~~:·:::::: :: : : : ::: : :: : : : : : :
gg
Bellows Falls, Vt...... 1 room ........... do....................................
20. 00
Buffalo, N. Y. . .••••.... 7 rooms ... .. Recruiting station........................
45. 00
Albany, N. Y .......... G rnoms .......... do....................................
40. 00
Newark, N. ,T ..•.••.... 9 rooms .......... do....................................
55. 00
JerseyCity,N.J ... .... 2 rooms .......... do....................................
35.00
769 lodgings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ .
Springfield, Mass . . . . . . 1 floor and 1 Recruiting station........................
41. 50
room.
:New Haven, Conn .... . 8Iooms .......... do....................................
45.50
Brookl_yn, N. Y ....... . 3 rooms .......... do .................................. '. .
38. 00
New York City ....... . 14 rooms ... ...... do . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
130. 00
Philadelphia, Pa ...... . 9rooms .... . ... .. do ... ,. .............................. ..
72.50
Pittsburg, Pa ..... . ... . Building .... .. .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . .. . . . . ... . .
75. 00
Harrisburg, Pa ....... . Grooms .......... do ......... ,..........................
17.00
29. 00
~.lleghenJ:, Pa: ....... . 2 roo1ns .......... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cmcmnati, Oh10 ...... . 11 rooms ... ..... . do . .. . . . ... . .. ... . .. . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . .
67. 00
15 rooms ......... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64. OJ
Cle,•eland, Ohio........ 5 rooms .......... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63. 37
DesMoine~,Iowa ...... lroom ... ... . .. .. do....................................
25.00
..... do ...... Dormitory................................
30. 00
Detroit, Mich ....... ·. .. 6 rooms..... Recruiting station........................
63. 00
Evansville, Iml. ....... 8 rooms ... .. . . . .. do . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
50. 41
Grand Rapids, Mich ... 2 rooms .......... do....................................
20. 00
India11apolis, Ind...... 8 rooms .. ...... . . do ...... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .
50. 00

:~i~;~

$480. 00

180. 93
29. uo
35. 25
720. 00
365. 00

277. 00
28.H
13. 28
';5. 00
66. 00
48. 00
540. 00
480. OU
165. 00
420. 00

192. ~5

124. 50
30£00
228. 00
l, 550. 00
870. 00
900. 00
564. 00

137. 27
546. ]3

249. 60
760. 44
300. 00
270. 00

756. 00
604. 02
94. 07
600. 00
684. 00

t~i~s;~~:~.KWi;:
:::::: ~ ;~~:::: ::: ::: J~•:::::: :::::::::: :: :::::: ::::::::::::
Nashville, Tenn ....... 9rooms .......... do....................................

50.00

Springfield,Ill ......... 2rooms .......... do ............ : ...... ~................
.
1 room . . . . . . Dormitory. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Dayton, Oh10 ............... do . . . . . . Temporary recruiting station.............

23.00
16. 00
35. 00

Madison, Wis ....... ...... .. do •......... do....................................

20. 00

40. 00

f{iifl~1~: f1/.1~::::::: :::J~ :::::: :::J~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i~:gg

15. 00
16. 00
12. 00
72. 00

gi: gg

r::!~t~1:: ~;:::::::: i;~~:~::::: :::::i~ :::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: rt gg
0

ift~tf~~it~~~:::::: :;::}t::::: :::J~ :::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: HJ~

Lodgings at various places ..... ..... ... .... ........ .

£:~~f~~J!b;::::::: ::: :::::i~ ::::::. ~~~a.~~i.~!.~~~~i.~~::::::::::::: ::::: ::::::

~t g~

Lodgings .......................................... .
Minneapolis, Minn..... 8 rooms . . . . . Recruiting station..... ...................
72. 00
St. Paul, Minn......... 6 roo.ms ....... ... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
82. 00
.. ... ao ........... do....................................
66.33
Chicago, Ill............ 8 rooms .... .. .... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
82. 00
10 rooms ......... do....... ..... ........................
78. 58
6 rooms and ..... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
86. 33
2 floors.
Dallas,Tex ............ 3rooms .......... do ....................................
34.00
Lodgings................................. . .. . . . . . . .
2
floors......
Recruiting
station........................
64.
00
Washington, D. C•••...
50. 00
Richmond, Va . . ...... . l3nilding . .. ....... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
rooms
..........
do
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
34.
50
Lyncb\>ur~, Va ....... .
70. 00
San Frauc1sco, Cal. ... . 6 rooms ......... . clo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
43. 00
Port.land, Oreg ........ . 5 rooms .......... do . .. . . . ....... .. . .. . .. . . . . ... . . .. . . . .
Lodginl{s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Seattle, Wash .......... 3 rooms ..... Recru.itmg station........................
25. 00

127. 35
301. 74
50. 00

50. 00
3. 25
50-l. 00
738. 00

198. 99
98.t 00
285. 74
60!. 31
408.00
81. 25
192. 00

425. 00
414. 00
840. 00
516. 00
J 50. 25
:~~:

gg
~ - -~~:-~~:- - -1t- -~g

~~~i~~?::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::

~tff~~~: !~l~ :::::::::::~~~It?: :::.

672. 00
600. 00
276. 00
192. 00
3!J. 67
46. 67
22. 00

Total ............................................................................ . . .. , 23, 219.60
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RESERVATIONS.

Under the act of June 27, 1890 (General Orders, No. 69, of 1890),
appropriating $16,500 for purchase of land for target ranges for use of
l 1'ort McPherson, Ga., a desirable tract of about 1,271 acres,. situated
partly in Carroll and partly in Haralson counties, 1½ miles southeast of
Waco, Ga., and about 50 miles from the post of :McPherson, has :finally
Leen secured within the appropriation, favorable opinion regarding
title having been certified by the Department of Justice and deeds
duly recorded among county records.
The land has been suitably marked by boundary stones and a wire
inclosing fence erected.
Under terms of act approved July 8, 1886 (General Orders, No. 52, of
1886), the grounds comprising Old Fort Brady, Mich., authorized to be
sold, were duly platted, appraised, etc., and under public advertisement
the buildings and fencing were disposed of at auction in October, 1893,
for the sum of $2,072.50.
Thirty-six lots have under the act been sold at public and private
sale (at not less than appraised value), total amount realized being
$32,675.79, which sum (less cost attending sales) has been deposited
in the Treasury.
The remaining unsold lots are in charge of the post quartermaster,
Fort Brady, Mich., to whom application for purchase is made.
CT nder act approved March 1, 1890, the military reservation of Old
Fort Bliss, Tex., was platted, appraised, and advertised for sale at
public auction July 3, 1895.
At tha.t sale the following lots were disposed of at not less than
appraised value, deeds covering same being subsequently executed by
the Secretary of War :
Lot 5, with appurtenances, to Consolidated Kansas City Smelting and Refining Co ................... ~.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1, 300
Lot 6, w.ith appurtenances, to Consolidated Kansas City Smelting and Refining Co.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 095
Lot 21 to S. Ryan and J. F. Satterthwaite..................................
50
Lot 22 ........................................ ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
Lot 24 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25
Lot 25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
75
Lots 4 and 12, with appurtenances, were on May 7, 1896, sold at private sale
at appraised valuation to Paul Flury for. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 380
Total thus far realized . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4, 950

which sum, less expenses attending sales, has been deposited in the
Treasury.
Remaining lots are in charge of quartermaster at New Fort Bliss for
disposal.
The act of August 9, 1894, provides that when this reservation shall
have been sold "so much of the receipts therefrom as may be necessary,
not to exceed four thousand dollars, are hereby appropriated to tbe con:
struction of a military road between the city of El Paso aud New Fort
Bliss 2 Texas; sarn money to be expended under the direction of the
Secretary of War." .
In sundry civil act approved August 18, 1894 (General Orders, o.13,
of 1894), $7,000 is granted for acquiring additional land ·, not exceeding 190 acres, at Fort Ethan Allen, Vt.
Owner of desired grounds not being willing to sell for be um appropriated, condemnation proceedings followed, the Department f u ti
advising the War Department January 28, 1896, that the ourt bad
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accepted and confirmed the report of the commissioners and ordered
that Graton Brand, the owner of the land, convey the same to tbe
United States by good and sufficient deed of warranty, upon payment
by the United States of the $10,000 awarded as damages.
In order to complete the purchase, Congress, in sundry civil act of
June 11, 1896, appropriated the additional $3,000. The deed of warranty has been obtained and is now awaiting opinion of the Department of Justice as to validity, etc.
In Army act approved February 12, 1895 (General Orders, No. 10, of
1895), the following appears:
That upon the transfer and conveyance to the United States of a good and sufficient title to not less than one thousand acres of lana, without cost to the United
States, situated at or near the city of Spokane, in the county of Spokane, in the State
of Wasnington, and on or near a railroad and constituting an eligible and suitable
site for an army post, if approved and accepted by the Secretary of War for that
purpose, then and thereupon the Secretary of War is hereby authorized to establish
and locate on said land a Unite(l States Army post of such character and capacity as
the Secretary of War shall direct and approve.

The Secretary of War having accepted a site of 1,022 acres, tendered
through the Spokane and Eastern Trust Company, a deed therefor
was duly executed October 31, 1895, and recorded among county records,
the Department of Justice having previously rendered favorable opinion
regarding title.
In sundry civil act approved June 11, 1896, the following appears:
For beginning the construction of permanent buildings, providing for sewerage,
water supply, roads and other means of communication, and other necessary improvements at the military post at Spokane, Washington, to be expended under the direction of tho Secretary of War, one hundred thousand dollars.

In sundry civil act approved March 2, 1895 (General Orders, No. 13
of 1895), the following appears:
The Secretary of War is hereby authorized within his discretion to establish a
military post at sucb point on Pnget Sound as shall in his judgment best subserve
the pub tic interests: Provided, That six hundred and forty acres of land suttable for
the purpose shall be donated free of cost to the United States, or such greater qnant1ty
of land as in the opinion of the Secretary of War shall be necessary for that purpose.

Citizens of Seattle, representing the Chamber of Commerce, having
tendered a tract of 703.21 acres on Magnolia Bluff, about 3 miles
from Seattle, the site was approved by the Secretary of War March 2,
1896, subject to Department of Justice rendering favorable opinion
regarding title, etc.
Sundry civil act of March 2, 1895 (Gene.ral Orders, No.-13 of 1895),
further provides :
That the Secretary of War is hereby authorized within his discretion to establish
a military post at or near the city of Bismarck, North Dakota, in place of the present
post of Fort Yates, to be abandoned, as in his judgment shall best subserve the public
interest: Provided, That a sufficient quantity of land, not less than six hundred and
forty acres, as in the opinion pf the Secretary of War will be suitable for the pnrpose,
shall be donated free of cost to the United States. Said post to be established only
..after a thorough official examination of all the sites that may be offered to the United
States for the pnrpose above mentioned, such examination to be made by a board of
three army officers to be sole ted by the ecretary of War out ide of the military
di trict in which such post i to be e. tabli heel, and said board shall report its findings in all matters to the Secretary of War for bis action . •

Under Special Orders, o. 296 of 1895, Adjutant-General' Office, a
board of officers was appointed to meet at Bi marck, N. Dak., at call of
senior member, for purpo e of making a thorough examination of all
the sites offered for donation to the United tate' for the purpose and
report its findings to the ecretary of War for hi a tion.
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In sundry civil act approved June 11, 1896, the following appears:
For beginning tho construction of permanent buildings, providmg for sewerage,
water supply, roads and other means of communication, and other necessary improve~ents at the military post at Bismarck, North Dakota, to be expenderl under direct10n of the Secretary of ,var, forty thousand dollars.

Sundry civil act of March 2, 1895 (General Orders, No. 13 of 18~5),
transfers the military prison of Fort Leavenworth, Kans., including
buildings, grounds, etc., "from tbe Department of War to the Department of Justice," while General Orders, No. 19 of 1895 AdJutantGeneral's Office, publishes action of President of February 18, 1895,
defining limits or bounds of the lands '' set apart for the exclusive use
of the military prison."
Under act of June 10, 1896, other designated grounds upon the military reservation are assigned for tbe erection of• new }Jenitentiary
buildings:
·
Provided, That when the United States penitentiary shall be occupied and applied
to the purposes contemplated by this act, the buildings and grounds within the said
military reservation of Fort Leavenworth that were transferred from the Department of War to the Department of Justice in accordance with the pro,visions of the
act of Congress approved March second, eighteen hundred and ninety-five, shall be
restored -~o the control of the said Department of War: And provided further, That
this prison reservation shall be open for military tactical purposes, when such purposes do not interfere with the discipline of said prison.
•

The act approved May 19, 1896, authorizes retransfer of the 409
acres of land comprising the Del Rio Military Reservation, Tex., to
original grantors, "The San Felipe Agricultural Manufactory and
Irrigation Company."
In sundry civil act approved June 11, 1896, the following appears:

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

For improving the Fort Wayne Military Reservation twen-ty thousand dollars, to
be immediately available.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
For the purchase of land for a target range for the use of troops stationed at Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, eighteen thousan<l dolla!s: Pro1,ided,. That any land purchased hereunder shall be unincnmbered by any private or public ways or roads.

General orders affecting military reservations, etc., published during
the fiscal year are as follows:
General Orders, No. 45 of 1895, announces transfer of Fort Meade, S. Dak., to Department of the Platte.
General Orders, No. 49 of 1895, publishes act, etc., transferring Fort Mackinac, ·etc.,
to State of Michigan.
General Orders, No. 50 of 1895, announces that Fort Buford, N. Dak., and Fort Hancock, Tex., will be discontinu ed and public lands turned over to Interior Department
under orders to be promulgated hereafter.
General Orderg, No. 57 of 1895, announces that the fortifications at Sandy Hook,
New York Harbor, will hereafter be known and designated as Fort Hancock, in honor
of the l ate Maj. Gen. W. S Hancock , U.S. A.
General Orders, No. 58 of 1895, publishes President's action for transfer of the following abandoned reservations to the Interior Department: Fort Buford, N. Dak. ;
Cat I sland, Miss., portion of; Horn Island, Miss., portions of; Round Island, Miss.;
Petit Bois Blanc Island, Miss., portions of; Fort Hancock, Tex.
General Orders, No. 60 of 1895, publishes President's action transferring the Fort
Pembina (N. Dak.) Reservation to the Interior Department.
General Orders, No. 3 of 1896, announces transfer of the Fort Stanton (N. Mex.) Mil itary Reservation to the Interior Department.
General Orders, No. 7 of 1 96, announces enla.rgin~ of the San Francisco National
Military Cemetery by taking about 15 a res from l ands heretofore forming part of 1;he
military reservation on northwest side of existing cemetery .
General Ord rs, o. 16 of 1 96, publishes action of the President of April 4, 1896,
reservingnpartofthegronpofisla.n<l known a. 'ucialsland~ i11thc ' nlfo f 'eorgia,
Wa hiugton ; ' for militn-ry purposes and proclaimecl a military r rvatiou."
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- General Orders, No. 18 of 1896, publishes President's action of May 1, 1896, rescinding vrevions order for transfer of Fort Townsend Reservation, Wash., to the Interior
Department and directing its retransfer to the War Department for military uses.
General Orders, No. 19 of 1896, publishes President's action of May 9, 1896, relinquishing 720 acres of the Fort Niobrara (Nebr.) Military Reservation to the Interior
Department.
·
General Orders, No. 21 of 1896, publishes act of May 15, 1896, authorizing Secretary
of War to make use of national military parks and their approaches for military
maneuvers for the Regular Army and the National Guard or Militia of the States.
General Orders, No. 26 of 1896, publishes President's action of June 19, 1896, enlarging limits of the Fort Douglas (Utah) Reservation; also President's action of June 26,
1896, transferring to II:terior Department certain portions of the Fort Macomb (La.)
Military Reservation.

Custodians are employed and paid by the Quartermaster's Department in caring for the following reservations:
Old Fort Bliss, Tex.,- A. G. Mallory, $60 per month.
Madison Barracks target range, James Fleming, $15 per month.
At Fort Townsend, Wash., J. T. Brown, and at Monterey, Cal., }<'ranees Doud
serve as custodians without money consideration.

Very respectfully,
C. P. MILLER,
Captain and Assista,n t Quartermaster, U. S. A.
The

QUAR1'ERM.ASTER-GENERAL
U NI'l'ED ST A,TES ARMY,

Washington, D. 0.
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,
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WAR DEP .A.'RTMENT,
OFFICE COMMISSARY-GENERAL O!i' SUBSIS'l'ENCE,

Washington, D. C., October 1, 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the operations of the Subsistence Department for the :fiscal year ending J mie
30, 1896:

·
RESOURCES AND EXPENDITURES.

The following statement exhibits the aggregate :fiscal resources ,aud
expenditures of the Department for the year mentioned, and the balances at the close of the :fiscal year:
RESOURCES,

Aruounts in the Treasury to the credit of appropriations
of the Subsistence Department on June 30, 1895, as
follows:
Subsistence of the Army, certified claims, act August
23, 1894 ........•..................... - .. -.. - -- - Subsistence of the Army, 1894 .................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1895 .................... .
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furloughCertified claims, acts March 2, 1889, and April 4,
1890 ......... -- ..... - - . - - - · - -.. · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Certified claims, 1894, act March 3, 1893 ....... .
Certified claims, 1895, act August 18, 1894 ..... .
Claims for quartermaster's stores and commissary
suppli es, acts July 4, 1864, an<l March 2, 1895 .....

$0.09
36,093.06
13,782.56

2,117.91
20,358.68
10,486.50
. 08

------

Amounts to the credit of officers of the Subsistence
Department, and of officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department, with the Treasurer, assistant
treasurers, and designated deposit.alies, and in their
personal possession, on June 30, 1895, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1894 .................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1895 .................... .
Commutation of ration t1 to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on fnrlonghCertified cl aims, 1895, act Ao gust 18, 1894 .....

$82,838.88

24.6. 60
l0o,374.24

(i:-.85

106, G86. 69
Amounts appropriated for the Subsistence Department
for the fiscal year ending Juno 30, 1896, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1896, act of February 12,
1895 ...... ....... ..... ............. ............ . l, 650, 000. 00
Subsistence oftheArmy, certified claims, act of .Julle
66:-.33
8 1896 .................................. ······ ..
C01~mut.ation of rations to pri oners of war in r b •l
States and soldiers on furlougbCertifiec1 claims, 1896, act of March 2, 189,.. ..... .
10 000.00
59.00
Certified claims, act of June 8, 1896 ........... .

1,660,724.33
313
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Amounts collected from various sources and refunded
to the appropriations of the Subsistence Department
on the books of the Treasury during the fiscal year
1896, as follows :
Subsistence of the Army, 1893, and prior years ..... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1893, and prior years, transfer account .................................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1894 ..................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1895 ....... ~ .•............
Subsistence of the Army, 1896 ..................... .

$143.44
5. 75
101. 89
1,355.39
541. 93

------

Amounts received by officers of the Subsistence Department and by officers doing duty in the SubAistencc
Department from sales of subsistence stores to the following purchasers during the fiscal year 1896, and
taken up for immediate disbursement under the following appropriations:
Subsistence of the Army, 1895: Sales to enlisted
men ............................. - - - - - - - - - - · - - - Subsistence of the Army, 1896: Sales to officers,
$255,354.66; to enlisted men, companies, detachments, and hospitals, $328,961.86; to post exchanges, $29,347.89;
to civilian employees,
$10,818.09; to Quartermaster's Department, $16.95;
to Indians, $534.52; to Indian agents ancl employees, $1,799.66; to Indian boarding school,
$15.50; to Headquarters of the Army, $5.45; to
Mexican Boundary Commission, $43.91; to circuit
court commission, $101.45; of surplus and condemned stores and property at auction, $980.29;
of boxes, barrels, etc., $97 ..................... .

$2,148.

1,847.44

628,077.23

629,924.1
Amounts taken up by officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department on account of reclamations for
stores lost, damaged, etc., and in correction of errors
in their accounts, etc., during the fiscal year 1896:
Subsistence of the Army, 1895 ..................... .
Subsistence of t be Army, 1896 ... .................. .

9.37
805.20

Amounts charged against officers still in the service on
account of funds an<l stores alleged to have been lost
by theft, etc., for which relief N1i1 only be obtained in
Court of Claims nnder sections 1059 aud 1062, Revised
Statutes, or from Congress, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 188Q ..................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1886 ............. : ....... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1889 ...... .· .............. .

75.92
2,455.82
24.04.

Total resources . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

814.5

2,555.7:

2,, 485, 693. 3!

:JJ;XPENDITURES.

- Amounts expended on the books of tho Treasur,\~ from
the appropriations of the Subsistence Department dnriJJg the fiscal year 1896, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1894 ..................... .
Subsistence of the Army, 1895 ..................... .
Subsistence of tl.Je Army, 1896 ............... .. .... .
Subsistence of the Army, certified claims, :wt June
8, 1896 ...... . .................. - -..... ....... -..
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and ol<liers on fnrlouo-hCertified claims, acts larch 2, 18 9, and April
4, 1890 .................................... ·Certified claims, l 9- a tAugrn,t 1 1894 ...... .
Certifieu claim , 1896 act March 2, 1895 .. .. .... .
Certified claim , act June 8, 1896 .............. .

$2 2.62
375.56
4 6.91
65 .21

73. 0
11.25
13.T
59. 00

------

1,

1.10
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Amounts disbursed by officers of the Subsistence D epartment, and officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department during the fiscal year 189G, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1894.....................
$246. 60
Subsistence of the Army, 1895 . .. __ .... ___ .. ___ . __ .
101,683.52
Subsistence of the Army, 1896. _.... ___ . . ____ . . . . . . 2, 003, 758. 30
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in r ebel
States and soldiers on furloughCertified claims, 1895, act August 18, 1894 . __ . .
368. 00
Certified claims, 1896, act March 2, 1895 .... _..
2, 243. 43
- -- - -. $2,108,299.85
Amounts dropped by officers doing duty in the Subsistence Department in correction of errors in their accounts during the fiscal year 1896:
Subsistence of the Army, 1895 . .•• _.. ____ .. ____ ....
.14
Subsistence of the Army, 1896 . .•••. ___ ____ _____ . ..
87.5487.68
Amount transferred on the books of the Treasury, a ct March 3, 1875
(18 Stat. L., 418):
5.75
Subsistence of the Army, 1893, and prior years, transfer account .. ·
Amount directed to be credited to officer on account of charge for
shortage or subsistence stores at his post, act June 11, 1896:
Subsistence of the Army, 1886 .... _______ .... _.......... --· ... --·
2,455.82
Amount dropped, balance due by deceased officer, uncollectible :
460.24
Subsistence of the Army, 1896 .. .. ___ ....... _. _......••..•......
Amounts carried to the surplus fund on June 29, 1895,
and June 30, 1896:
Subsistence of the Army, certified claims, act Au$0.09
gust 23, 189,l ........ _........ _...... _.. .... - . - - .
143.44
Subsistence of the Army, 1893, and prior years._ .. .
35,912.33
Subsi,stence of the Army, 1894 . .. _.. . ... _......... .
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furlough20,358.68
Certified claims, 1894, act March 3, 1893 •.•.....
56,414.54
Total expenditures. __ ....... .. . _..... _... - . - .............. .

2.169,684.98

BALANCES.

A~ounts in the Treasury to the credit of the appropriations of the Subsistence Department on Jun e 30, 1896,
as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1895 ...... - - .......... - ..
Subsistence of the Army, 1896 .... _.... _- ......... .
SubsisLence of the Army, certified claims, act June .
8, 1896 ............... ___ ....... _. - . .. - - ..... - - ..
Commutation of rations to prisoners of wa,r in r ebel
States and soldiers on furloughCertified claims, acts March 2, 1889, and April 4,
1890 · ----· ..... ···--· -·--·· ·---·· .......... .
Certified claims, 1895, act August 18, 1894 ... _- .
Certified claims, 1896, act March 2, 1895 ... __ ...
Claims for qnart,ermaster's stores and commissary
suppli es, acts Jnly 4, 1864, and March 2, 1895 ... -·

$21,309.78
154,881.64
7.12

2,044.11
9,975.25
6,986.25
.08

------

Amounts to the credit of officers of the Subsistence
Department, and of offi~ers doing duty in the_ Subsistence Department, with tho Treasurer, assistant
treasurers, and designated depositaries, and in their
personal possession, on June 30, 1896, as follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1896 . -----· .... -----· .. ..
Commutation of rations to prisoners of war in rebel
States and soldiers on furloughCertified claims, 1895, act Angn t 18, 1894 ... _..
Certified claims, 1896, act March 2, 1 95 ..... . __

195,204-.23

107,796.26
197. 5
756. 57

Amounts refunded to th": Trea ury near c~os. of fiscal year 189G, but
not carried to the cred1t of the nppropnat1onH hy June 30, 1896, as
follows:
Subsistence of the Army, 1896 .... . _. _...... ___ .... __ . _ . __ ...... _

108,750.68

11,953.47
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Amounts charged against officers still in the service on
account of funds and stores alleged to have been lost
by theft, etc., for which relief can only be obtained
in Court of Claims under sections 1059 and 1062,
Revised Statutes, or from Congress, as follows:
Snbsistence of the Army, 1880 ................. _.. .
Snbsisteuco of the Army, 1889 .................... .

$75.92
24.01

Total balances.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$99.90
- 316, 008. 34-

DISCONTINUANCE OF PURCHASING STA'.l'IONS.

The enactment of the provision of the act of Congress of February
12, 1895, which fixed the number of officers of the grade of commissary

of subsistence with tb.e rank of captain at eight, caused the discontinuance of the purchasing stations of the Subsistence Department in the
following cities on the dates mentioned, viz: Washington, D. 0., March
31, 1895; Cincinnati, Ohio, October 20, 1895; Baltimore, Md., October
31, 1895; Los Angeles, Cal., .April 30, 1896.
•
ISSUES TO INDIANS.

The following issues not chargeable to the Indian Bureau were made
during the year:
To whom made.

Value of
issues.

Apache Indian prisoners at Fort Sill, Okla. (Army appropriation act, February 12, 1895)... $8, 821. 90
Indians visiting military posts (Rev. Stat., 2110)....... . . . .. . ... . . . .. .. .. . ... .. . . ... .. .... . .
155. 06
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8, 976. 90

MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES .A.ND EXPENDITURES.

Destitute citizens were supplied to the extent of 244 incomplete
rations at a few military posts during the year upon orders of the commanding officers.
Fourteen days' rations were furnished, by direction of the Secretary
of War, on requests of ·the Department of State, to J. W. Sparks,
United States consul at Piedras Negra.s, Mexico, for distribution by
him to a number of colored persons, citizens of the United States, nea,r
that place, who were returning in a destit.ute condition from Mexico
to their homes in Alabama. The value of these issues amounted to
$440.08.

For liquid coffee there was expended $3,008.40, a decrease from previous year of $4,734.81; for extra-duty service, $20,181.39, a decrease
of $76.11; for advertising, $4,578.67, a decrea~e of $1,726.89; for meals
for recruits and recruiting parties, $43,403.67, a decrease of $7,252.01.
LOSSES OF S'l'ORES .A.ND PROPERTY.

The va.1ue of the stores lost by accident, by wa. tage in transportation, while in store, etc., during the ye,ir, for which 110 one was hel<l
respon . cible, was $2,403.25, being less by $1,775.49 than that of ,·imilar
losses of previous year.
Supplies lost during the year for which the re pon ibility was fixed
amounted to $654.27, of which but a small amount J.1c1, l)een collected.
The greater part of the los occurre~ S? near tlrnclo e of the fl ·al year
that collection could not be mad~ w1thm tllat yea1·.
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SA.LE OF CONDEl\'lNED AND OBSOLETE S'l'ORES.

- - -- - - - - -- - - --

-

--

-

-

----- - Sul>sist enco stores.
Total.
$5,012.51
778. 80
4, 233.71

A decrease from previous year in the value of the stores condemned
of $1,144.55, and in obsolete stores of $10G.05. From the sale of condenmed subsistence property there was realized the sum of $201.49.
CREDIT SALES.

Sales to officers reported as credit sales and deducted ou pay accounts
amounted to $71.78; the sales to eulisted men on credit amounted to
$8,276.34, and the collections from enlisted men during the year on
muster and pay rolls on account of credit sales in the current and
previous fiscal years amounted to $8,131.78.
EMERGENCY RATION.

'rhe reports from the boards of officers convened in the eight departments of the Army to examine into the propriety of establishing a
ration to be carried on the person of the soldier on emergent occasions
where transportation is limited or not available, together with my report
on the subject-, were sent to the Adjutant-General of tlie Army on
November 25, 1895. The boards represented the Medical and Subsistence Departments as well as 18 regiments of the line, and their reports
indicated intelligent and painstaking labor. On the 28th of March,
1896, the Secretary of War (by S. 0. 74, H. Q. A., 1896) appointed a
board of officers to examine these reports and such views and suggestions as the Major-General Commanding tbe Army and the CommissaryGeneral of Subsistence might lay before it. This board concluded its
labors on the 5th of May, 1896, and submitted its report to the Secretary of War, with whom it at present rests. 1
RATIONS FOR OFFICERS .A.ND '.I.'HEIR SERVANTS .A.CCOMP.A.NY ING 'l'HEM
WHILE SERVING IN THE FIELD OR ON TRANSPORTS.

I renew my recommendation of last year that there be added to the
clause of the act making appropriation for subsistence of the Army, a
proviso in the following form, viz:
Provided, That hereafter each officer serving in the :fiel<l or on transports shall be
entitled, while so serving, to draw one ration per day for himself ancl one ration per
day for one serv ant actually accompanying him, ancl that the commanding offi cer of
a separate command numbering not less than four companies shall be entitled , while
so servin g, to draw an additional ration per day for fm additional servant actually
a ccompanying him.
ARMY COOKS .AND BAKERS.

I also renew my recommendation of last year that cooks and bakers
be enlisted, the pay of chief cook an~ chief baker to be 30 per moi:ith
each; that of cook, 25; that of assistant baker, 18; that of ass1 t ant cook, -$ 16.
The recommendations of the eight departmental boards! and the proceedings 3:nd
ommenda tion of the board appointed March 28, 1896, with the subsequ nt action
~1-°the War Department thereon, are shown in the appendix hereto.
1
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There should be a-cook and assistant cook for each company, and at
each post at which a general mess is established a chief cook and one
baker and assistant baker, with additional assistant bakers, not exceeding one for every 200 rations of bread baked per day in excess of 300.
SALES OF SUBSIS'l'ENCE STORES TO OFFICERS AND ENLISTED MEN.

At the request of this office the matter of the repeal of sectjons 1299
and 1300, Revised Statutes, and the amendment of section 1144, was
specially brought last session to the attention of the Committees on
Military Affairs of the House and Senate by the Secretary of War, who
approved the measure proposed. A bill was introduced in the Senate
(S. 2009) and one in the House (H. R. 6352) embodying the repeal and
the amendment literally as proposed, and both committees reported the
measure favorably. These bills were not reached in either House
before adjournment, and hence did not become law. I hope that the
needed legislation will be obtained at the coming session. The proposed
legislation was as follows:
Be it enacted by the Senate and H01ise of Representatives of the United States of .Anierica
in Congress assernbled, That sectious twelve hundred anrl ninety-nme and thirteen
hundred of the Revised .Statutes of the United States, be, and the same are hereby,
repealed, an<l that section eleven hundred and forty-four of those statutes be, and
the same is hereby, amended, so as to read as follows:
"SEC. 1144. The officers of the Subsistence Department shall procure and keep_for
sale to officers and enlisted men, at cost prices for cash, such articles as may from time
to time be designated by the Secretary of War: Provided, That sales of such stores on
credit shall be made only to officers and enlisted men who haYe not been regularly
paid, or who are in the field where it js impracticable to procure funds, and to
recruits during their :first month of enlistment, the amounts due therefor to_ be
charged on the pay accounts of officers and on the muster and pay rolls of enlisted
men next after the date of purchase and deducted from the payments made upon
such pay accounts or muster and pay rolls by the Pay Department."
MANUAL FOR ARMY COOKS •

.An edition of 1,000 copies of the Manual for Army Cooks has been
printed and distributed, as authorized by the Army appropriation act
of February 12, 1895 (28 Stat. L., 658). An additional" 1,000 have also,
been ordered; and under the A.rmy appropriation act of March 16, 1896
(29 Stat. L., 64), an edWon of 3,000 copies is now in course of preparation, from w hicli officers of the National Guard of the several States
and Territories applying for them through the adjutants-general of the
States and Territories can be supplied.
HANDBOOK OF SUBSISTENCE STORES.

There were prepared, in the years 1893 and 1894, by officers of the
Subsistence Department, upon requests from tliis Office, mono~raphs
giving descriptions aud hints regarding the selection of the prmc1pal
sub isten ce store purchased for the use of and for sales to the ~fficers
and enli, ted men of the Army. Tbe ~e paper , after being con ohdated
in this office, were referred to an officer of the Departm ut of high rank
and great experien e, with instructions to verify the statem n~ ontained in them. a,nd with authority to add to or omit uch portion of
the matter a might iu hi. judgment be deem d judiciou . An appropriation wa obtained in tlie deficiency act of June , 1 6 (--D tat. L.
300), for the publi ation of th , e paper und r the name of lrfam~al of
Subsistence Stor , but the word ' fanual" Jrn,vin°· be n appr pr1 t d
for two other publication of the Sub i tence Department the name of
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the volume has been changed to Handbook of Subsistence Stores, of
which an edition of 600 copies is now in course of publication. The
book will be found useful in the han<ls of all officers intrusted with the
duty of purchasing subsistence stores for the .Army, and will be distributed in a short time.
COMMISSARY SERGEA.NTS.

The number of commissary sergeants in service at the commencement
of the :fiscal year was 90. Duriug the year 9 new commissary Rergea,nts
were appointed, 1 died, 2 were discharged, and G were retired. The
number in service at the close of the fiscal year was 90.
CLERICA.L FORCE, OFFICE COMMISSA.RY-GENERA.L OF SUBSISTENCE.

With regard to the clerical force, I desire to invite attention to my
recommendation made in the annual estimate for salaries in this office
for the :fiscal year ending Ju11e· 30, 1898 (see Book of Estimates, :fiscal
year 18H8), and to urgently request that the rearrangement of the clerical force in accordance with the items emllraced in th at estimate b e
authorized by Congress at its next session, so th~t the classification
shall be as follows:
·
Chief clerk .......•.....••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••...•..••..........
'I'wo clerks of class 4...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .
Two clerks of class 3 .......................................................
Four clerks of class 2 .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
Thirteen clerks of class 1... . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
T en clerks, at $1,000 each . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .
Two assistant messengers, at $720 each:,........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. ..
'I'wo laborers, at $660 each .................................................

$2, 000
3, 600
3,200
5, 600
15, 600
10, 000
1, 440
, 1, 320

Total .................................................. ·· -- · ........ 42,760

This proposed rearrangement bas heretofore met the approval of the
Secretary of War, and does not increase the amount to be appropriated
for the clerical force over the amount annually appropriated for a number of years past.
CLERICA.L WORK OF THE OFFICE OF THE COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF
SUBSISTENCE.

Accounts
current.
On hand J ·une 30, 1895 .. . . . . . • . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. ..
Recei vtd during the fiscal year 1896.................

'l'otal . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . .
Examined during the year. ......................... .
On band June 80, 1896 . . . . . . . . . • .. . . . . • . .. .. . . .

Returns of Returns of
subsistence subsistence
stores.
property.

'.l'otal.

5
1, 798

78
1,852

1
409

79
8,619

1, 803

1, 425
1, 867

470
468

8, 69
3, 625

2

73

1----1-------1- - - - -1----1, 790
18

58 j

The examination of the accounts current required the verification of
34,153 vouchers; the returns of subsistence storei;;, 22,743 vouchers;
and tbe returns of subsistence property, 1,0!:)7 vouchers.
In tbe examinations 2,368 po tal cards were used, 2,196 1~ ter. and
2,264 indorsements written and recorded, and 216 paper copJ cl.
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Certificates for services as acting commissary and certificates of non.
indebtedness to the number of 512 were issued.
The accounts and returns were rendered by 253 officers,
Claims fur i Claims for
commutation commutat10n
of rations
of raUons
while h eld as while on fur prison ers of
loug h . and
war in r ebel miscellan eous
States.
claims.
There were on lrnnd .June 30, 1895 . .. .... .... .. . ........... . . .
R eceived during the fiscal year . ......... .... .. . .............. .
Total. .......................... .. ...•..... . ...•........
Disposed of during year ...................... .. ............ .
0n hand .June 30, 1896 ...... . ............... .. ......... .

Total.

17
213

17
218

34
431

230
213

235
205

465
418

1------1- - - - - - , - - -

1- - - - - -1- - - - - -1-- ---·47
17 I
30
I

The number of communications in connection with the above claims
sent out during the year was 1,682.
DUTIES .A.ND STATIONS OF OFFICERS OF THE SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT.

A roster of the officers of the Subsistence Department on June 30,
1896, showing their duties and stations on that date, and the duration
of their present assignments, is hereto appended.
Very respectfully,
M. R MORGAN,
Commissary .General of Subsistence.
DA.NIEL 8. LAMONT,
Secretary of War.

Roster of the Su.bsistence Depa1·tnient, United States Army, June 30, 1896.
Name and rank.

Duty and station .

Assigned
t o present
station.

COMMISSARY-GENERAL OF
SUBSISTENCE.

Brigadier-general.
Michael R. Morgan.......... Commissary-General of Subsistence, Washin{&t,On, D. C. Oct.

i, 1894

ASSISTANT COMolISS.ARIES·OEN·
ERAL OF SUBSIST.ENCE.

Colonels.
Thomas C., ullivan .. •....... Principal assistant to the Commissary-General ·of ubistence, Washington , D. C.
.
William H. Bell . . ..... ... .... Under order for duty as chief commissary, D partm nt
1 of the Colorado, Denver, CoJo.
Lieutenant-colonels.

.M~y 18, li96

'amuel T. Cushing . -....... . Assistant to t!.Je Commissary-General of ubsist nc ,
Washington, D. C.
.
.
_
.
William A . Elderkin . ... . .. . . Chief commissary, D epartment o1 the Mis ouri . Chicago. Ill.
.
C
b'
WilliamB. Tash .. . . ... . ... . Chief commi sary, Department of the o1nm 1a, and
purchasing commissar~·. an on'\'er Barra ·ks, Wash .

May

8, 1894

May

9, 1896

.Jan.

1, 1890
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Roster of the Siibsistenee Departrnent, United States Arrny, Jiine 80, 1896-Continued .
Name and rank.

A.ssigned
to present
station.

Duty and station.

COJ\1MISSARIES OF SUBSIST·
ENCE.

Majors.
Charles P. Eagan ........... . Purchasing commissary, 36 New Montgomery street,
San Francisco, Ca!.; also acting chief commissary, Department of California, after ;rune 80, 1896.
John F. Weston ...•. -.••. ; .. . Purchasing commissary, New York City._ ............. .
Charle~ A.Woodruff.......•. Chief commissary, Department of the East, GoYernors
faland, New York City.
John J. Clague .......•...... Chief commissary, Department of Dakota, anu purchas.
in~ commissary, 8t. Paul , Minn.
Wells Willard .............•. Assistant to the purchasing commissary, Arm)~ Build·
ing, New York City.
Henry G. Sharpe .•...•...•.. Purchasing commissary, olcl Custom House Building,
St. Louis, Mo.
Frank E. Nye .........••..... Chief commissary, Department of the Platte, and pnr·
chasing commissary, Omaha, Nebr.
William L . .Alexander ..•.... Purchasing commissary, Equitable Building, Denver,
Colo.
Captains.

Apr. 1, 1894
May 29, 1896
May 27, 18!16
Feb.

8, 1802

Apr. 18, 1895
Jan. 21, 1893
Apr. 25, 1894
Mar. 26, 1894

Henry B. Osgood ............ Purchasing commissary, 159 High street, Boston, Mass . . July 20, 1893
Oskaloosa M. Smith......... Purchasing commissary, 250 Illmois street, Chicago, Ill. Oct. 31, 1895
Edward E. Dravo ............ Under orders for rluty as chief commissary, Departm ent
of Texas, and purchasing commissary, San Antonio,

Tn.

'

Abiel L. Smith .............. Purchasing commissary, 716 New York Life Building, June 30, 1893
Kansas City, Mo.
Tasker H. Bliss .............. On dnty in Adjuta,nt neneral's Office, Washington, D. C. Dec. 23, 1892
James N. Allison ............ Purchasing commissary, 1201 Prytania street, New Or· Oct.. 25, 1895
leans, ,.,a,
Vacancy, June 10, 1896 ....... : . , ............................................ ...... .... .
Do .......................................................................... : ...... .

During the last :fiscal year the following casualties occurred in the
Subsisteuce Department:
Maj. Charles B. Penrose, commissary of subsistence, purchasing commissary, Baltimore, Md., died at Carlisle, Pa., September 18, 1895.
Lieut. Col. .Jeremiah H. Gilman, assistant commissary-general of subsistence, chief
commissary, DepartJnent of the Missouri, Chicago, Ill., retfred November 11, 1895, by
operat ion of law (sec. 1, act of June 30, 1882).
Col. J. W. Barriger, asi:,istant commissary-general of subsistence, chief commissa,ry, Department of the East, New York, N. Y., retired at his own request June 1,
1896, being over 62 years of age (sec.1244, Rev. Stat.).
Col. Thomas Wilson, assistant commissary-general of subsistence, purchasing commissary, New York, N. Y., retired June 10, 18!:!6, by operation of law (sec, 1, act of
June 30, 1882).
Capt. Douglas M. Scott, commissary of subsistence, retired June 10, 1896, for disability, under the act of October 1, 1890, with the rank of major.
W.A.R 96-VOL
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APPENDIX.

THE EMERGENCY RATION.
On the 17th of April, 1895, the Commissary-General of Subsistence
addressed a communication to the Adjutant-General of the Army on
the subject of an emergency ration, in which he said:
While no army in the world is so well supplied with food as is ours, there is
believed to be still wanting in our service a special and distinctive ration (for use
in substitution of the ordinary rat-ion), to be carried on the p erson of the soldier on
emergent occasions where tra11sportation is limited or is not available. Such a
ration should combine the qualities of wholesomeness, palatability, proper nutritive
value and portability, and should, in addition, possess good keeping qualities.
The subject has been for some time under consideration in this office, but before
being willing to make any definite recommendation as to the form and character of
the ration which should be officially adopted, I would wish that the officers of the
line-those who command troops and who know intimately their wants-should
become intereste<l in the matter and their aid and cooperation in making choice of
such a ration secured.
With this object in view, therefore, I would respectfully recommend that the
several department commanders may each be instru cted to convene a board, to consist of one officer of the Subsistence Department, one officer of the Medical Department, and three officers of the line, to consider and recommend a proper ration for
troops operating in emergencies, and that.., for the sake of uniformity of act10n,
these several boards should be directed to g1 ve consideration to the following points,
viz:
(1) The component parts of the ration, selected with reference to wholesomeness
and proper nutritive values and to the portability of the ration as a whole.
(2) Acceptability to taste.
(3) Keeping qualities.
(4) Weight of each ration and the kind, size, and form of package in which put
up for convenience of use and of carriage on the person.
(5) Directions for use by the soldier.
(6) Number of rations to be carried on the person and the maximum number that
may be so carried.
(7) Whether to be habitually carried by the soldier ~s a part of his outfit or to be
issued out only for emergent occasions.
If, after the reports have been received by the Commanding General, it should be
found that there are material differences of opinion, it is sug~ested that a .board of
officers be convened at Washington to reconcile these differences if practicable.
I also recommend that a sum not exceeding $100 from subsistence funds may be
assigned to each board to meet the expenses of materialA and preparation thereof in
the experiments necessary to be made by it.

This communication was submitted to the Secretary of War by the
Lieutenant-General, by indori:;ement of April 24, 1895, "recommending
favorable action. The subject is one of great importance." The Secretary of War approved the recommendation l\!ay 6, 1896, and an official
copy of the letter and indorsements was referred by the Adjutant-General to the commanding generals of the eight military departments _on
May 11, 1895, with instructions to convene boards in their respective
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departments, to com;ist in each of one officer of the Subsistence Departmeut, oue of the Medical Department, and. tllree of tlrn line, to com;ider
aud recommend a proper ration for troops operating in emergencies,
and directing them to instruct such boards to give cousideration to the
poill ts mentioned in tl1e Commissary-General's letter. Tl.te reports of
the boards vrnre n~quired to be forwarded to the Adjutant-General, with
such remarks or suggestions by department commander~ as they might desire to make.
On May 25, 1895, the Commissary-General of Subsistence sent the
followipg letter of instructions to all purchasing commissaries, viz:
The commanding general of each military department having been directed to
convene a boar<l of officers "to conside1· and rcc01nrnend a proper ration for troops
operating in emergencies; and that, for tl1e sake of uniformity of action, these several
boards should be directed to give consideration to the following points, viz: (1) The
component parts of the ration, selected with reference to wholesomeness and. proper
nutritive value8, and to the portability of the ration as a whole. (2) Acceptability
to taste. (3) Keeping qualities. (4) Weight of each ratfon, and the kind, size, and
form of package in w bicb put up for convenience of nse and of carriage on the person. (5) Directions for use by the soldier. (6) Number of rations · to be carried on
tLe person, and the maximum number that may be so carried. (7) Whether to be
habitually carried by the i-:oldier as a part of his outfit., or to be issued out only for
emergent occasions * * *"-you are requested to communicate any information
you may think pertinent to the subject to this office or to such of the boards as you
think best.
It frequently happens that the inventors or manufacturers of concentrated foods,
portable packages, etc., desire to have their goods tested by this Department, a11d
as your duties often bring you in contact with them, it is suggested that they be
advised that this is their opportunity and they may accomplish their desires by
communicating with one or more of these boards.
APPOINTMENTS OF BOARDS.

In pursuance of the instructions of the Adjutant-General of .May 11,
1895, boards of officers were convened in all the military departments
by the commanding generals thereof. These boards consisted of the
following officers:
In the Departrnent of the East, under Special Orders, No. Ii4, Headquarters Department of the East, May 13, 1895: Col. J. W. Barriger,
Assistant Uommissary-General of Subsistence, president; Maj. John
Van R. Hoff, Surgeon; Maj. E. P. Ewers, Ninth Infantry; Capt,. Frederick H. E. Ebstein, Twenty-first Infantry, and Capt. James Fornance,
Thirteenth Infantry.
In the Department of the lvlissouri, under Special Orders, No. 79, Headquarters Department of the Missouri, May 28, 1895: Lieut. Col. Jeremiah
H. Gilman, Assistant Commissary-General of Subsistence, presideut;
Capt. W1l~on T. Hartz, Fifteeuth Infantiry; Capt. Henry R. Brinkerhoff, Fifteenth Infantry; Capt. Stephen R. Stafford, Fifteenth Infautry,
and Capt. Charles E. Woodruff, Assistant Surgeon.
In the Department of Dakota, under Special Orders, No. 74, Headquarters Department of Dakota, May 15, 1895: Lieut. Col. Ed ward Moale,
Third Infantry, president; Maj. John J. Olague, Commissary of Subsistence; Capt. Joseph Hale, Third Infantry; Oapt. William 0. Borden,
Assi tant Surgeon, and First Lieut. John H. Beacom, Third Infantry.
In the Department of the Platte, under Special Orde: , No. 6G, Headquarters Department of the Platte, May 17, 1895: Lieut. Col._ George
M. Randall, Eighth Infantry; Maj. John V. Lauderdale, Medical Department; JVIaj. Adna R. Chaffee, ~inth (?avalry; _Capt. Frank E . Nye,
Commissary of Subsistence, and First Lieut. Julius A. Penn, Second,
Infantry.
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In the Department of Texas, under Special Orders, No. 64, Headquarters Department of Texas, May 20, 1895: Lieut. Col. Guy V. Henry,
Fifth Cavalry, president; Maj. John F. ,veston, Commissary of Subsistence; Maj. Louis M. Maus, Surgeon; Capt. William T. Wood, Eighteenth Infantry, and First Lieut. John D. C. Hoskins, Third Artillery.
Jr,. the Department of the Colorado, under Special Orders, Nos. 38 and
43, Headquarters Department of the Colorado, June 17 and J uly6, 1895 :
Lieut. Col. William H. Powell, Eleventh Infantry, president; Capt.
Edward S. Godfrey, Seventh Cavalry; Capt. Louis A. La Garde, Assistant Surgeon; Capt. Ed ward E. Dravo, Oommissary of Subsistence, and
Capt. Edward E . Hardin, Seventh Infantry (relieved by Capt. George
S. Young, Seventh Infantry, July G, 1895).
In the Depcr,rtrnent of California, under Special Orders, No. 68, Headquarters Department of California, May 27, 1895: Lieut. Col. Francis
L. Guenther, Fifth Artillery, president; Lieut. Col. Evan Miles, Twentieth Infantry; Lieut. Col. William H. Bel1, Assistant Commissary-General of Subsistence; Lieut. . Col. Johnson V. D. Middleton, Deputy
Surgeon-General, and Capt. George H. G. Gale, Fourth Cavalry.
In the Department of the Columbia, under Special Orders, Nos. 73 and
109, HeadquartersDepartmentofthe Columbia, May20andJ uly2!), 1895:
Lieut. Col. W. D. Wolverton, Deputy Surgeon-General, president; Maj.
W. H.Nash, Commissary of Subsistence; Maj. J. W.French, Fourteenth
Infantry (relieved by Capt. Frank Taylor, Fourteenth Infantry, July
29, 1895); Capt. John Murphy, Fourteenth Infantry, and First Lieut.
Johu Little, Fonrteenth Infantry.
P APER.S REFERRED TO BOARDS.

In May and June, 1895, the Commissary-General of Subsistence
caused a letter 1 of the following purport to be sent to all officers of the
Subsistence Department serving on the emergency ration boards in the
various departments, viz:
I am directed by the Commissary-General of Subsistence to send, for your informati on, an attfole by Maj. Charles Smart, surgeon, U. S. A.
The tables may l>e of assistance to you and save a great deal of resea,r ch. Their
authorship is sufficient guarantee of their cor"ectness.
I also inclnse copy of a letter from Maj. William Ludlow, United States Engineers.
Copies of Army and Navy Register of dates l\fay 11 anrl.- 25, containing articles
upon the subject of "Rations of foreign armies," have been recently mailed to you.
The principles obtained by the experiments of chemists and scientists, established
and published in various works upon the subject, notably Parke, Pavy, Hammond,
and others, give generally all that is lcnown in this office.
It was to determine the applic[1tion of these priuciples and to decide what articles
will be best for tho purpose by the soldiers of the United States that decided the
Commissary-General of Subsistence to call for the boards.
1 'l'he article by Maj. Charles Smart, Snrgeon, referred to in the above letter, was
a portion of his paper entitled "The relation of concentrated foods to active service
demands," read b y him at the annual convention of the Military Surgeons' Association at Buffalo, N. Y., iu May, 1895. The letter of Maj. William Ludlow, Corps of
Engineers, referred to was a 1etter addressed by him to the Adjutant-General from
the United States embassy at London, on April 12, 1895, conveying information as to
the emergency ration in the Briti h service, in an wer to a request of Capt. Charles
E. Woodruff, Assistant Snrgeon, of date Febrnary 19, 1895.
In addition to the inclosures enumerated in the letter, there was sent to Lieut. Col.
W. H. Bell, Assistant Commissary-General of Subsistence, on June 6, 1895, and to Capt.
Edward E. Dravo, Commissary of Subsistence, on .Jnne 28, 1895, a cop y of tl.Je Army
and Navy Register of Jnue 1, 1895. To the latter was also ent on June 28, 1895, a
copy of a, paper on emergency rations, read by Capt. Charles E. Woodruff, Asshitant
Surgeon, before the officeri,;' lycenm at Fort Slleridan, Ill., May 7, 1895.
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The desire to have a ration of this character came from the liue of the Army, and
it was thought best to obtain the recommendations of those who wished the ration
before making any recommendations from this office.
It may be possible to devise one theoretically correct without obtaining any aclvice1
but to satisfy the soldier it is best to know his wishes.
With this view of the subject it is not considered advisable for this office to express
any opinion until it has an opportunity to examine the recommenclat10m made by the
SAparate boards ordered in different sections of the country, and each of which may
make recommendations suitable for different localities.

PROCEEDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF BOARDS.
:BOARD IN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.

This board was convened at Omaha, Nebr., on the 20th of May, 1895,
and a<ljourned May 31, 1895. Its recommendations and the action of
the Department Commander, the Lieutenant-General, and the Secretary
of War thereon were as follows:
The board visited the leading wholesale grocers, coffee dealers, etc., of Omaha,
and the Cudahy Packing Company, in South Omaha,, and ordered and examined samples of all kinds of concentrated foods obtainable in this market; also endeavored
to obtain samples of certain foods from Eastern markets.
The following articles were 8ubmitted to or purchas8d by the board for trial:
HARD BilE..\DS.

American
Sample l.
Sample 2.
Sample 3.
Sample 4.
Sample 5.
Sample 6.

Biscuit Company, Omaha, Nebr., samples of crackers:
Oatmeal 3 parts, wheat flour 25 parLi', square.
Oatmeal 3 parts, wheat flour 25 parlf;, round.
Oatmeal 7 parts, wheat flonr 25 parts, square.
Oatmeal 7 parts, wheat flour 25 parts, round.
Oatmeal 40 per cent, 9 crackers to the pound, square.
Oatmeal 40 per cent, 14 ci·ackers to the pound, squ_are.
COFFEE.

Sample l. "Crown Liquid" coffee, from McCord, Brady & Co., made by Crown
Liquid Coffee Company, Boston, Mass.
Sample 2. George Hummel's essence coffee, P. W. Daisy, 248 North Third street,
Philadelphia. Submitted by Steele-Smith Grocery Company, Omaha.
Sample 3. ''Best Essence Coffee," P. C. Thompsou, Philadelphia, by Steele-Smith
Grocery Company, Omaha.
Sample 4. Coffee tablets or paste, by Consolidated Coffee Company, Omaha.
Sample 5. Same, with sugar added, from same company. The board also examine<l other essences and extracts of coffee.
Sample 6. Mixture of ground coffee and sugar, pressed, submitted by Major Chaffee, Ninth Cavalry.
MEATS.

Sample 1. All the brands of potted and tinned meats of the Cudahy Packing Company.
Sample 2. Beef extract, Cudahy Packing Company, in jars and in gelatine capS1.1les.
Sample 3. Cudahy's Beef Nutritive, in bottles.
Sample 4. Cudahy's Beef Tutritive, m 4-ounce tins.
Sample 5. Powdered beef, Cudahy Packrng Company.
Sample 6. Brawn, special make, one-half pork, one-half beef (Cudahy).
Sample 7. (Commercial) brawn, 75 per cent pork, 25 per cent beef (Cudahy).
Sample 8. Special smoked beef, Acme brand, in tin, J. W. Beardsley & Sons, 179180 West street, New York, from McCord, Brady & Co., Omaha.
Sample 9. Cudahy's summer sausage .
Sample 10. Meat and potato compound, by Cudahy Packing Company.
Sample 11. Cunningham's desiccated egg food, by Steele-Smith Grocery Company,
Omaha.
SOUPS.

Sample 1. Kopf's pea soup, 4-ounce paper packages, C. W. Kopf & Co., New York:
by Pundt, grocer, Omaha.
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Sample 2. E dwards's desiccated soups in lever-top 4-ounce tins Frederick Kin(J'
0
& Co ., limited, Belfast, from Hobart Williams,- grocer, Omaha.
'
Sample 3. Solidjfied soup, square, prepar ed by E. Lazenby & Son 18 Trinity street
London, S. E., by Hobart Williams, grocer, Omaha.
'
'
The board made special but unsuccessful effort to obtain samples of Weidner's
soup tablets, which were highly recommended to the board by officers who h ad used
them. They were sold originally by the American Ready Food Company Chicago
Ill. The Cudahy Packing Company claimed to be able to make a pea-me~l sausage'
but could not submit sample of the same owing to the illness of the employee wh~
was familiar with its component parts and manufacture.
After careful examination and tests of the samples submitted, and comiiu.erntion
of the q uestion of an emergency ration, the board recommends that the component
parts of the emergency ration be as follows:
Components.

Hard bread ...................................................................... .
Meat ............................................................................. .
Soup cake, pea or bean, 2 cakes, at 2½ ounces each ............ .. .................. .

~~fr!~, i.~~~~e~~~~} ··········· ············ ·····························. ·........ .

Pepper, one.sixteenth ounce .......•..............................................
Salt ................................................................... ······ · ·· ···

Net
weight.

Gross
wejght.

Ounces.

Ounces.

fl
7

9

a9

5
2. 25
. 0625
1

24. 3125
Add for paper wrapp ers for soup cake, coffee, etc. ....... . ... . . . .... . ..... . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . .

Total gross weight........................ . ...... .. .. . .... . .. .. .. . ... ..... . . . . . . .....

5

2. 25
. 0625
1

26. 3125
2. 6875
2!J

a.About.
DETAIL.

HARD BREAD.-Sixteen to the pound, square, each side 3½ inchP.s.

.

In the opinion of the board the h ard bread can be improved by using 20 per cent
oatmeal to 80 per cent wheat flour instead of using wheat flour ::ilone. The board
can not state whether this introduction of oatmeal would injuriously affect the
keeping qualities of the hard bread. This can only be determined by months of
trjal. In the opinion of the board the nutritive value would be increased . Atwater,
in Century, May, 1887, quoted by Surgeon Waters in Journai M. S. I., No. 46, page
704, says:

Wb eat flour ... .. ... -.......................................... .
Oatmeal . .... ....... . .... .... ..... . ... ... . . . ....... ....... .. .. .

8. 7

15

55. 3

1. 3

G8.-!

2

Surgeon Woodhull, Military Hygiene, pages 60-61: "Oatmeal carefully cooked is
very nutritious, developing, ounce for ounce, 130 foot-tons of potential energy against
87.5 for bread. It keeps well, is easily cooked, and while it l acks adhesiveness for
making l arge loaves, small flat cakes can be preserved. This is good military food."
COFFEE.-The board examined a number of coffee extracts, liquid coffees, etc., but
found all more or less ::tdulterated, and some to be even without a trace of pure coffee.
For an emergency ration, pure coffee alone should be used. No adulteration should
be allowed other than that mentioned below. The board is of the opinion that a
suitable coffee cake containing one day's ration of pure ground coffee, 1.25 ounces,
can be made . The Consolidated Coffee Company of Omaha submitted, on request of
the board, two samples of coffee cakes, or paste; the first containing about 20 per
cent glycerin, to give a<1hesiveness to the mass; the second containing in addition
one day's sugar ration, 2 ounces. Both sampl es were tested, and gave excellent
results. The second being too sweet, the amount of sugar l!hould be reduced oncl1alf. Both samples contained, besides the glycerin, a small quantity of what the
chemist of t,be firm called a "preservative." This he assured the board was entirely
harm less, and the board could discover in the tests no injurious effects, but he wished
to r etain the name of the "preservative" used as a trade secret. The coffee was of
good qualit:y, well browned and gronnd before ~eing mixed w ith the g.lyceri~. On
account of short time allowetl the -firm and their lack of proper machmery, 1t was
impossible to rednce the coffee to its small~st compass. It was in the form of au
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ahuost solid paste, covered with an outer covering of paraffin paper. This should
be further covered with tin foil, and then an outer paper cover, with plain directions
as to tirr..e for boiling. It makes a fairly good coffee when boiling water is poured
on it, but is better if allowed to boil a few minutes. The coffee, being gronnd fine,
requires but a few minutes' boiling. The small package containing ono ration of
coffee (1.25 ounces) and sugar (1 ounce) is recommended. The packages should be
packed in h ermetically sealed tins, 50 or 100 rations to a tin, for transportation to
a base and storage.
The chemist assured the board of the keeping quality of the package if iuclosed
in hermetically sealed tins. The great use of adulterants in tho coffee trade and in
browned coffees leads the board to recommend the pr~paring of the coffee cake either
at a Government laboratory or under the strictest surveillance if done by a private
furn.

·

·

MEATS.-The board tested a number of beef extracts, beef nutritives, etc. Beef
extract is merely a stimulant. Beef nutritive is beef extract with powdered beef
added, giving some nutrition.
The board is of the opinion that neither extracts nor nutritives are acceptable to
the taste, and in the opinion of some of the members of the board it is not consi1lered as affording a sufficient quantity of solid matter for the man's stomach. The
Cudahy Packing Company, of South Omaha, Nebr., submitted a mixture of meat
and potatoes-about 80 per cent meat to 20 per cent potatoes-a sample of which is
inclosed. It was impossible to determine the nutritive value of this compound.
The board tested the mixture and found it nutritious -and palatable; the objection
being that the mixture requires cooking. The board was assnred of the keeping
qualities of the same, samples having been kept for over a year by the Packing
Company. Three ounces put into 11 ounces boiling water and cooked twenty
minutes made a nutritious dish.
The board recommends a meat compound composed of one part pork and three
parts corned beef, the latter of full nutritive value if possible; no extracts taken out
other than may be necessary during cooking.
This compound is similar to what is known commercially as "brawn," except that
instead of having 75 per cent pork and 25 per cent beef, the percentage should be as
stated above-25 per cent pork and 75 per cent beef; to bo put up in tins containing 7 ounces net. Tins to be of the same cross section as hard bread, square, 3½
inches each side, for convenience in packing. Sample submitted was spiced and
very palatable. It was spiced with mustard, salt, and pepper. Patent key for
opening. (Sample of corned beef, Rex brand, put up by the Cudahy Canning Company, South Omaha, Nebr.)
Soup CAKE.-The board recommends a soup cake composecl of 2½ ounces of pea or
bean meal, seasoned with salt and pepper, and contai.c.ing a small quantity of bacon,
similar to Lazenby's solidified soup. Square; sample in closed.
It is believed that an American-made tablet, or cake, can be obtained answering
the conditions given. Should be of general form of packages subrnitt.ed. The boa,rd
has made most excellent soup from Kopf's pea meal, introducing a little bacon fat .
In the opinion of the board, a man being on reduced rations-in cases of emergencyshould be allowed two sonp cakes per day. Each sonp cake will make a cup of good
soup when boiled abont ten minutes. The weight of the tablet or cake is so slight,
and the soup is considered such an important addition to a soldier's food when on
reduced rations, that the board urgently recommends two cakes per day as the sonp
ration. It is recommended that eqnnl q nantities of pea ancl bean cakes be provided.
SALT AND PEPPER.-The uoard recommends that one onnce of salt and one-sixteenth of au ounce of pepper be pnt up in separate packa~es of strong paper.
Acceptability to taste.-All articles recommended are believed to be satisfactory in
this particular.
Keeping qualities.-In the opinion of the board, the articles recommended will keep
for a year.
Weight of each ration, etc.-Weight, net 24.3125 ounces, gross 29 ounces. As these
articles come from various manufacturers, the board does not recommend that the
component parts be assembled in one-ration packages. It does recommend that the
hard bread be placed in 9-ounce packages. For carrying in haversn,ck, the meat to
be placed at the bottom and the package of hard bread on the top of it. Tlle smaller
packages the solclier will store away in the most available place, and the board does
not consider it nece sa'ry to recommend special manner for carrying said packages.
Directionsfo1· use by the soldier.-With the exception of the so tip and coffee cakes,
no directions are nece sary. The directions on the latter package need state merely
time of bolling, ten mmutes, and even these directions are not considered absolutely
necessary.
Numbrr of rationti to be cm·1·ied on th e person, elc.-:.\Iaximnm 1111mber that may be
carried, four days.
To be habitually carried on the person of the Boldier.-None
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To be issued only for emergent occasions.
There being no further business before it, the .board, at 12 Ill., May 31, 1895,
adjourned sine die.
GEO. M. RANDALL,

Lieutenant-Colonel, Eighth Iufantry.
J. V. LA U DERDALE,
Majo1· anll Surgeon, U. S . .d..
ADNA R. CHAFFEE,
Major, Ninth Cavalry .
F. E . NYE,
Captain and Commissary of Subsistence.
JULIC S

A.

PENN,

Fvrst Lientenant, Second Infantry.
NOTE 1.-The board based its work largely upon the following definition of an
emergency ration :
.
.
"A military emergency ration is the smallest nutritive e<Juivalent wl.iich will maintain "'a soldier, for forced exertion, for one day, without serious impairment of vigor,
and for a further calculated expenditure of the same energy with tho r epetition of
the same ration for a period not exceeding seven days. The-r ation should be compa ct in form, r esist climatic or intrinsic chemical change for one year, should be
palatable, cooked or uncooked, and not cause digestive disturban ce ." This was
s111Jmitted l>y Colonel Bache, the medical director of the Department of tho Platte.
Four instead of seven days was considere•l by the board as the maximum time.
NOTI~ 2.-In the consideration of the question of an emergency ra.tion, the board
was in session from May 20 to 24, inclusive, ancl from May 27 to 31, inclusive, from ,
10.30 a. m. to 4 p. m.-upon May 29 to 6 p. m. Consideral>le extra timo was devoted
by members to visiting manufacturers securing samples, etc. Th e board cousnlted
many of tlie officers stationed in this vicinity, and referred to or studied the following works on the subject:
Woodhull's Military Hygiene.
Sliarpe's Art of Hubsistiug Armies in War.
Major Schwau's Report on tlie Organization of the German Army.
War Provisious.-Boniva. Journal M. S. I., No. 21.
Proper Diet of the Soldier.-Waters. Journal M. S. I., Ko. 46.
.
Heport of Burgeon Joseph R. Smith, United States Army. Pamphlet.
Army and Navy Register of May 11 and May 25, 1895.
Mannal of Practical Hygiene. (Parkes.) Two volumes.
Food and Dietetics. (Pavy.)
Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences, volume III.
Treatise on Hygiene, by Stevenson and Murphy, volumes I and II.
Mauual of Dietetics. (Fothergill.)
NOTE 3.-Meat sampl~: Cudahy & Co., South Omaha, Nebr., have made, upon
request of tlie board, sample cans of corned beef and brawn which :ire forwarded in
separate package.
Sample tins, brawn, marked "B" on top. ·weight, gross, 10½ ounces; weight,
net, 7 ounces . 'l'he brawn contains 75 per cent corne1L beef and 25 per cent pork.
The pork used is taken almost entirely from the heatl of the hog. Tests of this meat
compound were satisfactory. The meat is well spi ce<l and is more palatable tlian
corned beef. The sample tins are about H ounces heavier than the boa.rd. estimated,
and are not made with patent key opener as the board requested. The Cudah y co mpany, however, would place this patent key opener upon the cans if a largo qu rmt ity
were ordered. The expense was too great to admit of this being done on the few
samples made. It is thought possible also to do away with part, at least, of the rim,
which apparently adds to the weight of tin and takes up space in packing.
Samples marked "C" on top contain corned beef, gross weight, 10¼ to lOt ounces;
net weight, 7 onnces. Sample sent for purposes of comparison with sample of l>rawn.
NOTE 4.-Coffee samples: 'fhe coffee and sugar tablet suhmitted l>y tlio Consolid ated Coffee Company, of Omaha, Nebr., upon request of the board, is not in the
form in which the board wished it to be. Samples fodosed in separate package.
The samples contain 1¼ ounces coffee and 1 ounce sugar, some glycerin, and the preservative heretofore mentioned.
Due to lack of proper machinery, the firm did not-s ncceed in making as solid a.
tablet as the board desired, and frcm inability to secure tin foil and paper for wrapping of suitable kind, the packages are not satisfactory. They are inclosed, however,
to show to a certain extent the ideas of the board in regard to a coffee tablet.
NOTE 5.-Since the adjournment of the board, a member bas received and tP.stecl a
sample of Borden's Extract of Coffee. While an improvement upon the extracts
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previously tested, it is 1)ot considered by the recorder of the board as equal to the
coffee tablet. * *
.
NOTE 6.-Hard bread : The American Biscuit Company, Omaha, Nebr., submitted
a sample of crackers, which are forwarded in separate package. The crackers contain 33¼ per cent oatmeal to 66! per cent wheat flour. The cracker recommended as
apossiblesubstitute for the hard bread should contain but 20 per cent of oatmeal.
Non<J 7.-The ra,tion of salt recommended-1 ounce-is larger than most anthorities would allow, but it is well to provide the soldier with the means of utilizing any
accidental addition to bis ration in the way of fresh meat.
NOTE 8.-Samples of vVeidner's soups were received after adjournment of the
board and were tested and found to give very satisfactory results. Samples of Weidner's bean soups forwarded in separate package. _
NOTE 9.-As the different firms bad uot been able to submit samples according to
the board's specifications at the time of the adjournment of the board, the samples
r eferred to in these notes have been collected and these notes made by the recorder
of the board.
JULIUS A. PENN,
First Lieutenant, Second Infantry.
HEADQUARTERS Dl!.:PARTMENT OF THE PLATT:JJ:
Ornaha, Nebr., Jun e 17, 1895.
Approved. The board seems to have worked• faithfully and well in its efforts to
accomplish the matter in band, but was somewhat hampered by the difficultv of
obt,aining sufficient supplies of desirable samples and materials to work with. ·
The inclosed report is valuable, but, ill my judgment, more time and many tests
will be needed before it is possible to determine the most desirable component parts
of the emergency ration.
J. J. COPPINGER,
Brigadier-General, Commanding.
[First indorsement.]

ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, Jnne 24, 1895.
Respectfully submitted to the Lieutenant-General.
H. C. CORBIN,
AsBistaut Adjutant-General.
[Second indorsement.]

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, Jiine 2b, 1895.
Desired by the Lieutenant-General that these reports as received be referred to
the Commissary-General of Subsistence for his remarks on the snbject after all the
reports shall have been considered by him. Thereafter th~ Lieutenant-General will
extend his final consideration.
THOMAS M. VI CENT,
Assistant Adju1ant-General.
[Third indorsement.]

ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, Jnne 27, 1895.
Respectfully referred to the Commissary-General of Subsistence, United States
Army, for hi s remarks on the i,ubject after all the reports shall have been received
by him.
By order of the Acting Secretary of War:
H. C. CORBIN,
Assistant Adjntant-General.
Box with sampl es accompanying.
THE BOARD IN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.

This board convened on May 28, 1895, and held meetings on May 29,
June 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10, August 6, 7, 8, 9, 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 21, and 22. It
appointed committees to report upon-first, the tea, coffee, cocoa, and
salt components; second, the bread; third, the meats; fourth, the vegetables.
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It made food tests of the following materials:
Date.
1895.
Aug. 8

Article.

Manufacturer.

Special ration: Mutton and vegetables (potatoes,
cabbage, onions, and turnips).

Maconochie Bros., London, England.

8 Oxford roast: Mutton . ............................ . Burnham & Morrill Co., Portland, Me.
O Special ration Beef and vegetables (potatoes. cab- Macouochie Bros , London, England.

9
9

9

9

9

bage, onions, and turmps).
Oxford roast: Beef .......... ....... ..... . .. ... .... .
Patent ration: Beef and vegetables (potatoes, cabbage, onions, and turnips).
Patent ration: Mutton and vegetables (potatoes,
cabbage, onions, and turnips).
Pemmican: Packed for Greely Relief Expedition
(U.S. S. B ear).
No. I, .Army ration: Beef and vegetables (potatoes,
onions, pease. and carrots).

~ ~~: ~: t:~ ~~~!~~:::::: :::::: :::::::::::: ::::::: :::

12
12

12

No. 2, Army ration: Beef and vegetables (potatoes,
onions, turnips, pease, and carrots).
No. 3, Army ration: Beet and vegetab les (potatoes,
.
oniuus, and carrots).
N o. 1, Army ration: Beef, potatoes, onions, pease,
and carrots.

~~~~i~·:~~~- ~~.~~::

Armour & Co., Chicago, Ill.
• Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

II t;}tli\bi;i://HE++Tt
g

Do
K emp, Day & Co, New York, N. Y.

Do.

g I ~::~ii?.:::::::::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

13
13
13
13

Burnham & Morrill Co . Portland, Me.
Maconochie Bros , London , England.

:: ::::::: :::::: ::: ::: :::::::::: ::

Brownsoup ........................................ .
White vegetable soup ............................. .
Tomato soup ....................................... .
Bouillon capsules .................................. .

C.H. Knorr, Heilbronn , Germany.
Califorma Desiccated Food Co.
Do.
C. H. Knorr, Heilbronn, Germany.
Do.
Do.
John t1on & Johnson, New Brunswick,
N. J.
C. H . Knorr. Heilbronn, Germany.
Fred'k King & eo .-. London.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Auker Bouillon Capsule Co., Now
York.
C. G. Bacon & Co .. New York.

13

Beef capsules . .............••............ •• •........

~:

~~;<l~nt~Je~~ff~e: ::: : : : : : : : :: : :: : : : : : : : ::: : :: ::: : : : ~i:d~;.~~mc~e:~eLci~N~:~~-d.
Extract of coffee (Borden's) ......................... New York Condem,ed Milk Co.
Condensed coffee .................................... ' Chase & Sanborn, Boston.
Coffee balls ................•........................ Cahill. New York.
T ea essence ....... ................. . ................
Do.
Tea tablets (tea, 30 grs . ; sac., ¾ gr.) ................ Park e, Davis & Co., Detroit, Mich.
Tea tablets (tea, 20 grs.; sac., ½ gr.)................
Do.
T ea tablets (tea, 20 grs.)............................
Do.
Tea balls .......................... .... .............. Cahill. New York.
Vino kolafra .............................. . . ........ 1 Johnson & Johnson , New Brunswick,
N. J.
Tea tablets (tea, 50 grs .; sac.,¾ gr.; water, 18 oz.). Parke, Davis & Co., Detroit, Mich.
Tea tablets (tea, 70 grs; sac., t gr.; water, 18 oz)....
Do.
Do.
T ea tablets (tea, 90 grs; sac.,¾ gr.; water, 18 oz)....
Gluten wafer..... ... ... .............. ..... ......... Sanitarium Health Food Co., Battle
Creek, Mich.
Sweet potatoes (canned)............................ Diamond Packing Co., Bridgeton,
N.J.
Sliced smoked beef ........... ............ ..•... .... J. W. Beardsley 's Son, New York,
N.Y.
Zwiebach ..... ..... ... ..... •.... .. ..................
Hard bread .................. ·"' .................... . Holm es & Coutts,New York.
Cracker dust, compressed in cake .................. .
Cracker dust, compressed in tablets . .... .......... .
Hard bread, compressed in tablets ................. .
Compressed coffee tablets .......................... . Fraser Tablet Manufacturing Co.,
New York.

13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13
13

13
13

13
13
13

14

15
15
15
15
15
22

I

The recommendations of the board and the action of the department
commander were as follows:
The board having made tests of all articles suitable for a ration for emergencies
obtainable by it, and taken into consideration that, other things being equal, t~e
ideal cover for an emergency ration is one that, itself practically indestructibl e, will
preserve its contents fit for use for a period certainly not less than three years, then
proceeded to investigate the question of package.
The art of preserving food bas reached such a high state of perfection that the
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boarcl naturally inquired into the means adopted to this end , nnd fonnd t,hat, while
with practically all preserveu-footl products a germ less (aseptic) snrronncliug rneclinm
is absolntely essential, in a large proportion of cases this seems to bavo beeu best
accomplished through the germ-free atmosphere of a hermetically sealed tin.
Having determined, as al.Jove set forth, that some practicable form of those universally recognized and ac<.'.eptal>le staple foods which constitute our "daily bread"beef, bread, a vegetable, and a stimnlant-should constitute onr emergency ration,
and having after careful consideration and experiment also cl rtermined upon their
form and the form of package, a description of these IS herewith set fortll in the
points to w h1ch the board is directed to give its consideration, as follows, viz :
First. Tlle component parts of the ration to be 8 ounces dried chipped (smoked)
beef, 8 ounces h::trd bread, 8 ounces pea soup (C. H. Knorr's pea sausage, sample
herewith), 140 grams of tea (in fout tablets each of 35 grains of black tea and 1
grain of saccharin).
It is selected with reference to wholesomeness for such limited time as a ration of
this kind should be used.
Its nntrit,ive value IS as follows:
Protein.
Soup ......... .. .......... . ....... ...... . ...................
Meat . ................ ... ...................................

0.068
. 145

Fat.
0.033
.022

1--:~i--:~

Brnad ...................•.•................. ..._...•....... .

Carbo. Fuelvalue
hydrates. (calories).
0. 573

1,200

. 07]

373

. 07

2,050

. 714 /

3, 623

I

which is considered ample for the short time it should be uecessaryto use this ra.tion.
It is considereu portable as a whole.
Second. As a ration for emergent occasions it is acceptable to the taste. (The
sample beef presented is considered too salty.)
Third. Its kee.ping qualities are excellent.
Fourth. The ration weighs 24.33 ounces.
The experience of many years bas taught that there a.'e four ways in which a
soldier carries the material necessary to his efficiency, viz, on the back, in a lmapsack, suspeuded from one shoulder or the other, a:-; the haversack and canteen, and
suspendell from the belt, ns the cartridge. box. Still another method much iu vogue
among untrained tr11ops is across the shoulders, as i be so.0alle1l blanket roll. As all
of these methods will probably continue to he used hy our future armies, the board
endeavorecl to devise a form of package w hwh might be safely carrie<l in any of the
approved ways. The results of their efforts m this direction are herewith submitted,
and may be described as follows:
(1) A water-proof canvas bag, 6½ by 5½ by 2 inches, inside measurement, with
shoulder strap; the components of the ration to be packed as follows: The meat
in an hermetically sealed tin box, 6 by 2 by 1 rnches, to open on one side by means
of a strip and key, so arranged that the top may be replaced; the hread to b e tied
in a strong parchment-paper parcel, 6t by 3 by 2 iuches; the soup to be in two
packages, each 2!/; by 2 by It inches, :mcl wrapped in parchment paper; the tea to be
in a tin box, 1 by 1 by 2 inclles, in table~s, as already stated; to be arranged in tbe
canvas bag with the meat at one end, the bard bread in the nii<ldle, the soup at the
other end, the tea immediately over the sonp on the upper end; th e whole to b e carried over the shoulder, on the pack or other place as may be found most convenient
to the soldier.
The outside bag to be made with a tightly sewed flap at the top 1 which is only to be
opened when so ordered. The total weight is 2 pounds.
(2) A box of tin, shaped somewhat like an opera-glass case, except that tho top
and bottom are of tlle same dimensions, measuring 51 by 3 by 4~ jucbes, autl consistmg of two parts, first a coYer with sides 3 inches deep, into which fits the bard
bread, cut mto pieces of the <l esired shape; ont ido on top is fastened a, key to open
the box when it is hermet.ically sealed; the cover fits over the lower p art one-half
inch; second, a, lower part or box proper, wh 1ch is 2 inches deep, and is di videcl by
a, partition of tin into two unequal compartments, the larger containing one.half
ponnd of pea meal 1 divided into three equal packets, each wrapped in paraffin
paper and tin foil, and tied; the other compartment contarning..one-half pound of
dried chipped b11ef covered with paraffin paper ancl tin foil. The pea meal is 0ompressed into cakes of the de 'ire(l shape under a pres. ure of 5 tons. Upon the meal
lies a small tin case just large enough to contain four tea tahlet ; one-half inch
below the free edge of the (]o.wer part of the) box rum, a narrow bead, upon which
the cover rests and is solclered. The box and contents complete weigh 2¼ ponncls.
To absolutely insure tho contents agamst contami11at10n the box when packed shou ld
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be submitted to the usual process of sterilization, after which it is believed the
ration will continue fit for use for an indefinite period.
Should it be concluded that this box is most conveniently carried suspended by a
strap across either shoulder, two metal loops can be placed at each end, through
which the strap will pass; or i;hould it be found that it can more conveniently be
carried attached to the back of the knapsack, loops can be placed on the back of
the box.
And, :final1y, the box may be attached to the belt by a strap, or rolled in a blanket.
It is believed that the cost of the box when made in large quantities will be trivial.
The contents are not to be considered as exact.ly rPpresenting the ideas of the board
as to quality (which is certainly not of the highest in every particular, especially
as to the hard bread), but more particularly as to form, with view to its package
in tin.
Samples of both packages accompany proceedings.
Fifth. Each package of component of the ration to have directions for use attached.
Directions for opening exterior covering to be affixed to the outside, together with
instruction s, "To be opened only when so ordered .''
Sixth. Number of rations to be carried on the person, one. Maximum uumber
that may be so carried, two.
Seventh. One of these rations for each man to be kept in the possession of the
company to be issned and carried whenever the field outfit is worn, to be returned
to the possession of the company if not used, and to l>e consumed once each year,
prefera,bly on practice marches or :field exercises, and a new i:;upply obtained.
The other ration to be kept in store by the commissary of the command, and issued
only on the order of the commanding officer.
There being no further business before it, the board adjourned sine die.
J. W. BARRIGER,
Colonel ·and .Assistant Com1n-i8sary-Ge11eral of Su~siatence.
JOHN VAN

R.

HOlf ll',

..Major and Surgeon, U. S. A.

E. P. EWERS,
Major, Ninth Infantry.
:FRED'K H. E. EBSTEIN,

Captain, Twenty-first Infantry.
JAMES F0RNANCE,

,

Captain, Thirteenth Infantry.
[Firtllt h1dorsement.]
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST,

Governor's Island, N. Y., September 20, 1895.
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjut,ant-Genera1, U. S. A., together with the
samples, etc ., examined by the board, and also with an extract of letter of August
22, 18~5, from Lieut. T. J. Clay, U. S. A., retired (Lexington, Ky.), on similar subject.
NELSON A. MILES,

Major-General, United StateB .Army.
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, September 24, 1t95 .
For the Commissary-General of Subsistence, United States Army.
•

:BOARD IN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.

This board convened at Fort Sheridan, Ill., on June 3, 1895, and subsequently met regularly at that po~t 01:1-e da;v in each week, several
times twice a week, and on one occas10n m Chicago.
It addressed circular letters to all food manufacturers who would
be likely to have or to make suitable articles. in which they were
requP-sted "to bring before this board samples_ of sue~ concent:a~ed
foods as may be in your [their] lme, and such mformat10n pertamrng
thereto as you (they] m_ay deem of service t~ th~ board."
.
.
It also addressed a mrcular letter to certam -firms engaged m bread
making, desiring to know whether they could devise an article sue~ as
the hard bread or bard-tack referred to in a paper on emergencyr~~10ns
by Capt. Charles E. Woodruff, assistant surgeon, or the new wa~
bl'ead" (pain de guerre) adopted by the French army; a,nd al owhetbe1
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they could make a, hard bread less bulky than that usually made for
military purposes.
Tlie persons and firms who corresponded with the board in answer
to its circulars were :
Fairbauk Canning Co.; Armour & Co.; Louis Weidner; Libby, McNeill&Libby;
E. L. Prussing & Co.; The Tanty Canning Co.; Sprague, Warner & Co.; Cheltenham Food Co.; Sanitarium Health Food Co.; The Wm. Schmidt Baking Co.; The
Now York Biscuit Co.; The Searle & Hereth Co.; The Franco-American Food Co.;
Swift & Co.; The California Desiccated Food Co.; Austin & Graves; Maconochie
Brothers, London; James Gray, London; Frederick I. King, London; American Biscuit and Manufacturing Co.; Armour Packiug Co.; The Central Commercial Co.;
The New York Condensed Milk Co.; American Grocery Co.

The firms whose representatives appeared before the board were the
following:
E. L. Prussing & Co.; The Tanty Canning Co.; Fairbank Canni_n g Co. ; The, Sanitarium Health Food Co.; Armour & Co.; Armour Packing Co.

Individual members of the hoa.rd made visits of inspection to many
Chicago firms from whom information or samples could be expected.
The persons and firms visited were the following:
Durand & Kasper Co.; Fairbank Canning Co.; Armour & Co.; Louis ,:Veidner;
E. L. Prussing & Co.; The Tanty Canning Co.; The Wm. Schmidt Baking Co.; Tbe
Searle & Hereth Co.; The New York Condensed Milk Co.; Chase & Sanborn; The
Central Commercial Co.
·

Numerous wholesale grocery firms were also visited in search of
information.
The results of the investigations of the board are grouped under
two principal headings in their report, as follows:
PART !.-PRELIMINARY I NVESTIGATIONS.
DEFINITIONS.

The Army has three uses for prepared foods, and these three objects have been
kept in mind in the discussion of each article presented to the board:
(1) As the proper food of man consists of bread, fresh meat, fresh vegetables, and
fresh fruit, with the alternation of dried or otherwise prepared bread, meat, vegetables, and fruits, in smtable amounts and proportions, it is presumed that in
future wars the soldier ju the field will, as a rule, be thus supplied by reason of the
practicable improvements m transportation, cold storage, and the transportation of
cold-storage cars, boats, etc. Iu other ~ords, it is presumed that efforts w ill be
made to feed the field army exactly as the garrisoned army, and that when such
foods are restricted or are not available uy reason of the exigencies of war, efforts
will be made to supply prepared foods which nearest approach the fresh. Such
articles aro called field rations in this report. Field rations are concentrated by
excluding 10digestible or other waste portions, and sometimes by dehydration.
(2) It js presumed that the above can uot, by reason of w eight ancl bulk, be carried by the soldier, and that if, for several days, he is to be separated from other
means of tran portation, or if the transportatiou is to be extremely limited, aR in
rapid movements of detached bodies, the above field r ations will have to be condensed and compressed as much as possible. Such articles will be called emergency
rations. They are still further condensed than field rations by more or less complete dehydration, and p erhaps artificial digestion.
(3) For the occasional emergencies happening to a whole army or large part of it,
where the separation from supplies js of very short duration, caused, for in t ance, by
short delay of wagons, whi ·h emergencies may not be foreseen, the soldier may carry a
very short ration in the form o~ the J?OSt co1;1centrated, most_ nutriti_ous, perhaps
partly dige ted and pe~haps st1mulatmg, articles. Such. articles w1l~ be call_ed
reserve rations. In all circumstances they are re erved until other food 1s unattamable.
CLA

IFI ATION OF ARTICLE

I

VE TIGATED.

A short account of each article inve tigatecl will first be given, with the sphere of
its usefulness. '1 he i terns ·w ill be grouped u nder the heads of !,read; meat; meat and
vegetables: meat, vegetables and ~ereals; vegetables; stimulants; condiments; and
soups.
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:Q.READ.

There should be some form of wheat bread in each kind of ration. With min or
exceptions all civilized nations use wheat or r ye as a daily food, as it is the most
suitable. To substitute any other cereal would be to upset the ~xperience gained
by thousands of generations, and would not be ac ceptable to taste. In addition to
this, oat or corn meal is liable to cause digestive troubles in those unaccustomed
to such food if it is consumed many days. .For a short period this objection does not
hold. Neither oatmeal nor cornmeal can be made into a smtable biscuit hard
enou gh to stand rongh transportation without the addition of considerable wheat
flour to make the . meal adhere. A hard bread of oatmeal with 10 per cent of
wheat flour and 10 per cent 6f lard was ohtamed and examined, and tLoug h of good
tast e it presented a rather rough appearance and was considered in every respect
inferior to the ordinary bard bread. The baker assured the board that if a hard
bread is to be kept a long time it must not contain fat, which will surely become
rancid in time. Suet was considered worse than lard or butter. Such rancidity is
due to a change of the fats into fatty acids, and uot only destroys in great part the
nutritive value of the fats, but the acids f<nmed are irritants to the stomach.
Durand & Kasper Co., 19-25 Market street, Chicago: presented a hard bread made
of one-third oatmeal and two-thirds wheat flour. It was an excellent article;
palata ble and suitable, but it presented no advantages over plain wheat bread
sufficient to recommend it for a special emergency food.
Nothing bas resulted from the efforts made to secure specimens of the n ew pain
de gnerre which is said to have replaced hard bread in the French army.
The American Biscuit and Manufacturing Company, West Twelfth street, New
York City, and Bethune, N. Y., submitted a" somatose biscuit" having the following composition: Wheat flour, 50; somatose, 5 ; powdered kola nut, 5; sn g nr, 15;
butter, 7½; chocolate cocoa, 2½; eggs, 5; milk, 5; other ingredients, 5; total, 100.
Somatose is a mixture of various substances like hemi-allrnminose, resultmg from
the partial digestion of meat. The biscuit is no doubt highly nutritious and palat a ble, and though its present objectionable sweetness could be remedied, th e big-h
cost of the product, 60 cents per half-pound box, places it beyond reach. In addition to this, its poor keeping qualities render it useless for rations.
For th e above reasons there does not seem to be available anything better than
the ordinary hard bread for emergencies in which bread baked from " sponge'' can
not be procured.
MEATS.

C01·ned beef fo cans was submitted by several large packing companies and firms.
It was excellent of its kind and could be made to serve as a reserve ration or as an
emergency or field ration alternating with other things, but it should not be used to
the ex clusion of other meats for any prolonged period. Its saltiness is an obj ection.
In addition, the process of curing damages its di1arestibility to some extent. As other
meats are more suitable, corned b"ef in cans is not recommended except in the limited way above described. A sample can put up for the German army a ccompanies
this report. It weighs 10¾ ounces, contains 7 ounces (200 grams) beef, and has the
shape of the frustum of n pyramid, 2½inches high, base 2¾ by 3½, top 2 by 3¼.
Canne l boiled beef and canned roast beef, from several Chicago companies, were tested.
These articles are quite excellent for any form of ration, though they have a few
minor objections. They sometimes taste of the can, and th e prolonged h eat to which
they are subjected in the "processing" is believed to harden or coagulate th e fiber
suffi cien tl y to render much of it indigestible. The meat often resembles '' soup meat"
which has been boiled a long time. It is stringy and much of it would undoubtedly
pass through the intestine unchanged.
It contains from 35 to 65 per cent of moisture, a r eduction from the raw b eef.
This article can be made still more dry (18 per cent) but the meat is correspondingly
stringy and uninviting. In addition to this there is but little j elly in snch dry specimens. Though the small amount of gelatin thus excluded does not conta in mu ch
nourishment, it is a loss which, in the eyes of practical canners, is very deplorable.
They do not recommend anything drier than 35 per cent .
The canners assert that their most moist specimens of canned meat are so conden sed
by the processing, boiling, and compression, that 10 ounces are equivalent to about
20 ounces of issue beef, or about 17 ounces of lean meat.
The condensation makes the arti cle quite suitable for an emergency ration. Notwithstandin rr its minor defects it stands the test of practice, and v ery much meat
'' conser ve " is used in European armies for iron, emergency, or fielll rat iol!-s . The
following-sized cans used abroad w~re exam_ined: 200 g:ams net (3 inch ~s diameter,
2t inches long), 600 grams net (3 mches diameter, 6 mches long), 1 k1logr~~ net
(4-½ by 3¾inches kidney shaped and 5 inches long). The commercial can contamrng 1
pound net is 4t inches diameter and 2-1- inches long.
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Driecl beef as usually cured with salt is not any more condensed than the canned
meats aboYc mentioned, aud whether in bulk or" chipped '' and paeked in cans it
is entirely too salty for use in reserve or emergency rations. It contains nearly 60
per cent of moisture.
Powderecl d1·ied bel:_f.-Lean beef, either raw or boiled, which is dried and then powdere<1, is condensed so that 1 onuce is equivalent in nutriment to 4¼ onnces raw beef,
or about 5 ounces including bone. In this shape it i,; digest,iole and wholesome if
eaten with bread, but it has such a diRgnsting odor an<l bad taste, i>oth in the powdered form and when boiled, that it i1:1 entirely unsuitable. It must be mixed with
other things m one of the ways mentioned below. Ju the Australian pemmican, or
concentrated bed, prepared by Dr. J. Bancroft, and now a part of the Brit.ish iron
ration, the beef is mixed with fats to the extent of 30 to 40 per cent, and with extract
of beef to give a better flavor. In this form 4 or 5 ounces equal 1 pound of beefsteak. Its composition is about as follows: Moisture, 2.95; fat, 32 to 42.25; allmmii:loids, 42.25; other uitrogen bodies, 12 to 5.20; ash, 3.22.
Though it is seasoned, and both raw anll cooked is digestible and wholesome when
used with bread, it is uot palatab'le. Its odor is unpleasant anrl its flavor also. This
preparation is said to keep indefinitely, even after free exposure to the air, and samples
twenty years ol<l are said to have been good. These statements are no doubt true as
Fegards the meat ingredient of the pemmican, which is in such a dry condition that
it c;:i,n not decay, and the oldest specimens never have a putrid odor. Ent it is an
axiom of chemistry that scarcely any animal fat will keep when exposed to the air.
They all become rancid, i. e., are changed into fatty acids, which may not only be
indigestible bnt actually irritating. The nutritive value of this pemmican then
lessens with time. The sample on band was analyzed by an able chemist. He
extracted the fat, which was probably a lard, bnt which had a very rancid odor,
resembling an old dirty lard can. He believed it was almost entirely changed into
fatty acids. Lard is probably m:ied in the manufacture of tbis pemmican, because it
does not turn rancid as soon as suet. These facts agree perfectly with the state:nents
of the baking company relative to the introduction of any fat into crackers or hard
bread.
~
Ju its present shape, therefore, this preparation is not as good as others to be
m entioned, and though it would serve as p art of a reserve or emergency ration very
well, it is not recommended. It h1 certainly not very palatable.
Spiced beef powrler is better than the pnre beef, but is not recommended, as there are
better forms below mentioned. The mixture is in about the following proportions:
Powdered beef, 120; cloves, 1; pepper, 4; salt, 20.
Spiced mixtures of beef, peptone, and extract of beef have been prepared by Professor
Manns, of Armour & Co. The peptone is the r esult of the digestion of beef, and all
of it is absorbed into the circulation. Theoretically, 1 pound of peptone shonld be
deriYed from 5 pounds of lean beef, but in the laboratory or factory jt takes 6 ponnds
of the beef. Stomach digestion is never perfect on account of in!:Jerent defects of
the stomach or improper cooking, so that ordinarily we do not absori> 1 ponncl of p1~ptone from less than 6 to 8 ponuds of lean beef. Peptone is, then, the most highly
concentratecl digested beef, but is too bitter to be used except in small quantities
and disgnised by other things. The mixtnre suggested by Professor Mauns is :
Extract of beef, 30; peptone, 30; powdered beef, 60; cloves, 1; p epper , 4; salt, 20.
This can be eaten spread upon bread or boilecl into a good soup or broth. If an y
-vegetables are handy, 1t makes a good sonp, or it can of conrse l,e thickened with
h ard bread. About 4 ounces of it are ef)uival1mt to 1 pound of lean beefsteak, including bone. If fat is added in proportion of 35 per cent, in imitation of the English
ration, its ta te is not altered and it bas about the same nourishment as the English
emergency ration.
So far as the board has learned, the combination without the fat is the best form
of beef for a reserve ration. It should be not more than 4 ounces n et and free from
fat. It may be freely exposed to the air indefinitely.
Various other mixtures containing more beef, some with, others without, fat, were
tried, but were not as palrttable as the above and were decidedly objectionable.
AU the o ther preparations containing beef powder, peptone, and extract used for
eoups are subsequently described under that head.
Bacon.-As the fats can not be introduced into the bread or meat portions of the
ration, it must be hermetically sealed in cans. The most convenient form of fat is
bacon, and this article is part of several European iron mtions, au d bas stood the
test as a fielcl ration for a longtime. Armour & Co . exhibited a can of cooked (processed) bacon which bad l,een put up for the East Indian trade. The can was three
years old ancl when opened the bacon was fresh, good, and sweet. The Armour
Packing Co., of Kansas City, Mo. 1 exhibited a new brand of sliced breakfast bacon
in Ii-ounce flat tin cans, which they think will keep at least six months, and probably mnch longer. Tho bacon is slicecl, ready for cooking, packed in the cans, and
th e air withdrawn by vacuum pumps or some similar method. The actual procesia
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is a trade secret, but has been witnessed by Capt. A. L. Smith, commissary of subsistence. The ordinary "processing" can not be used, as the fats would melt and
the bacon present an unsightly appearance soaked in a fluid oil. The ordinary commercial cans were certainly very good and could be made suitable for the Army by
making the slices thicker. The bacon is of the breakfast variety, well streaked with
lean, and containing not more than 65 to 75 per cent of fat. Certain cans were subjected to tern~eratures of 170° and 212° F. for fifteen and five minutes, respectively,
and though more oily were still very good, to all appearances. In other cans the
bacon was subjected to 190° F. before canning, but appeared to be the same as above.
These temperatures are sufficient to kill all trichin m and render the bacon perfectly
safe to be consumed in emergency without cooking.
In this form_, whether sliced or not, the bacon is most excellent as a part of a
reserve, emergency, or field ration. As it is almost devoid of moisture and the skin
is removed, there is no waste nor shrinkage, and it is almost clear nutriment. It
should be cut from dry, salt-cured meat (English belly), and in order to insure its
being well streaked with le:1n should be from light-weight bogs, weighing 1Jot more
than 150 pounds each. Tbongb it costs considerably more than bacon in the piece,
its real cost per ounce of nutriment is not great, considering the absence of waste
and shrinkage.
MEAT AND VEGETABLES IN CANS,

There are numerous mixtures of cooked beef and vegetables resembling "stews,"
put up in tin cans, hermetically sealed, very palatable and nutritious, desirable for
field rations, and to l,e recommended for that purpose not only in war but at the
present time for all troops in the field, whether on practice marches or in active
Indian service. ',rhe only objection to these goods for reserve or emergency rations
is the fact that they contain quite a high per cent of moisture-probably 65 to 70 per
cent. They can easily be made drier-say 55 per cent. Anything drier than this would
lose <l.ecidedly in palatableness, and, indeed, even after great care it is difficult to
get it drier than 25 per cent. The present-sized can, put up for foreign services by
the Armour and Fail'bank companies, under the name of "Army rations," is about
2½ pounds, approxim~tely 1¾pouuds meat and three-fourths of a pound of vegetables.
The cans are 5½inches in diameter and 3 inches high. The combinations ordered by
the French are beef and potatoes, with p ease, or cabbage, or pudding, or rice. A
small quantity of other vegetables, such as ca,rrots, turnips, onions, etc., is also
introduced, These rations, which have been made in Chicago for foreign armies for
several years, are almost identical with Maconochie Brothers' patent ration, put up
in London, in cans which are kidn ey-shaped, to fit on the belt. It contains threefourths of a pound meat and one half of a pound vegetables and weighs 1¾ ponnds,
and is very highly spoken of in England. 'fhe "Army ration" pnt up in Chicago is
perfectly adapted in its present shape as an emergency ration where there is some
transportation, as on pack mules, but the can is too heavy for a reserve ration. It
is also too large for one meal, but that left over after the evening meal can be used
for a breakfast. None of these goods will keep after the can is once opened.
MEAT, VEGETABLES, AND CEREALS IN CANS.

By all odds the most palatable and delicious canned r ation is that put up by The
'l'anty Canning Co., 3048 Lake Park avenu e, Chicago, Ill. This ration was designed
by Mr. Francois Tanty, a noted French chef, for the use of the Russian army, and it
was used by the imperial headquarters and the ambulances in the Rnsso-Turkisq.
war. It is based upon the Rassian nation a l dish-th e tch y , or the French pot-au-fou.
The samples 1mbruitted to the board are based upon the ''French allowance" of
but 300 grams (10½ ounces) meat and are intended each can to constitute a day's
ration for one man.
The tcby referred to above is the national dish of Russia and is a sonp stock thickened with fl.our and containiug cabbage and other vegetables and slices of boiled
beef. It is eaten with bread or a cracked buckwhea,t porridge. The pot-an-fen is
the national French dish, composed of soup stock with slices of bread and vegetables
.and beef. Very much bread is eaten with it.
"Tanty's Concentrated Military Soup" contaius the essentials of a food, namely,
protein, fats, and carbohydrates, but in what proportion is not known. There may
be a, defect in carbohydrates to be overcome by the use of Lard ureacl . The defect
is a minor one, and it is quite evident that the ration would keep a man in health for
a period longer than any emergency liable to keep him from fresh suppli s.
It contains considerable moisture which can be reduced somewhat, but any marked
reduction will seriously damage the palatableness. It i s claimed that H will keep
several years, and that of 185,000 cans kept in the military stores u,t Lyons, France,
WAR 9G-VOL I--22
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for two years but 20 cans were swollen or broken while handling. The ration can
be eaten cold just as it is without further preparati.on, but when prepared by a few
minutes boiling iu two or three times its volume of water, it is a very palatable disL.
The cans are 4¼ inches in diameter, and 2¼ inches high, weig-h 1¼ pounds gross, and
contain 10½ ounces boiled beef. The meat and cereals are in the proportio_ll of sevt·ncighths to one-eighth. One can makes a hearty meal, and will answer as an emergency ration. With the addition of 6 ounces of bard bread it will be mnch Letter.
As a field ration it is certainly excellent. It would barely suffice as a reserve ration.
VEGETABLES.

Desiccated vegetables.-Tbe samples furnished the board were made by C.H. Knorr,
of Germany (Meyer & Lange, agents, 195 Franklin street, New York). They are excellent articles, but are too bulky and contaill too little nutriment for reserve rations
arnl too difficult to prepare (forty-five millutes boiling) for reserv,; or emergency
rations, though they a re appropriate for field or garrisoll where fresh Yegeta bles are
not availal>le. Equally as good as these are of course 1113.de in the U1iited States.
The California Desiccated Food Company, 103 Commercial street, San Francisco, Cal.,
does not recommend their vegetables for emergency purposes, though they speak very
highly of their dessicated onion, 1 pound of which at 20 cents per pound is equivalellt to 10 or 11 pourn:ls of raw onions.
Desiccated potatoes were also furnished by Fred. King & Co., Belfast, Ireland.
The manner in which desic cated cooked vegetables can best be used ill reserve or
emergellcy r ations is in the form of a mixture with beef powder1 beef extract, and
beef peptone, to be made into a sonp. Pease, beans, and potatoes are th e only three
available. Lentils are said to be the best, but they are not yet gro•;,;-n in the United
States in sufficient quantities. Where but one form can be chosen, beans are
decidedly the best, not only being slightly more nutritious than pease but also approximating more to the nature of a national dish. In some companies pease a re not
eaten at all by the majority of the soldiers. Further description of tho sonp tablets
in the market or designed by the members of the board is found below under the
heqd of soups.
STIMULANTS .

A chemical substance which stimulates brain, nerves, and muscles, is a daily necessity and is used by every civilized nation. When there is fatigue and the food is
diminished such a stimulant is indispensable, and must be all ingredient of every
reserve and emergency ration. Even if every article of food value is disca rded in
reserve ration, the stimulant must be retained. A s-<;imulant adds little to tho weight
habitually carried by the soldier and for this reason some officers co nsider it the
ideal emergency ration, but as considerable nutriment can be added to the stim ulant
without adding materially to the weights, it IS considered proper that though a
stimulant should be an im portaut part of the reserve r ation it should uot ue the sole
ingredient. The following stimulants have been investig::~ted; tlu,y arc arranged in
the inverse order of their availability and importance, v iz, extract of Leef, kola. nut,
cocoa, tea, coffee.
Extract of beef.-When extract of beef is made into beef tea or bouillon it is a
r eli able stimulant and is in daily use as such. But small quantities of it are needed
anu it adds but little to the weight carried . It shon ld undoubtedly enter into the
reserve or emergency ration. As a beef tea it is not recommended, because it is too
different from the usual food. In tlie form of caps ules it belongs more properly in
the medical stores; but the extract it elf shonld be introduceu in sufficient qualltities in the meats or soups elsewhere described. Ill this way It c:ould even replace
the caffeine containiug stimulants-cocoa, ten., and coffee-shonld these be lost
through accident. The capsules submitted b,v William Shoemaker, 51 Franklin
street, New York, are made of Johllson's fluid beef, which is said to contain some
nourishment in addition to the stimulant. As this preparation has cousiderabie
moisture it has dissolved the gel atin of the capsule ·. No extract can be placed in
gelatin capsules nnless it is entirely freed of moisture. They usually collapse in
time.
Kola nnt.-The fresh kola nut, as far as known at present, is a powerful a nd snJe ·
stimulant, not accompanied by ill effects nor after depression. Its ch ief power is in
allaying hunger and thirst, ancl in enabling much more muscular work to lie performed. lt is now used to a very great extent by bicycle riders and by other people
who undergo tiresome exertion. The testimony is very strong to its goocl effects.
in tropical America in ome places it is used to th e exclu ion of coffee and for the
Identical purposes for which we use coffee. Though it thus seems to fill the requirements for the stimulant of a reserve ration, its best field is for temporary issu e when
extraordinary exertions must be made, as by couriers carrying dispatches or iu
forced marches irre pective of the character of the ration. It is extremely difficult
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·to keep in its fresh stat,e, and is impracticable in a reserve ration; in addition, no

solid or fluid preparation now made is sufficiently guaranteed to serve our purpose.
Finally, it is still in its experimeutal stage, and while it wonld be desirable to
encourage extensive experiments in our Army to determine finally its exact powers
and usefulness: it is not considered wise to adopt it at present.
Cocoa.-Cocoa is used in the English emergency or resene ration, and has almost
the same effect as coffee, but as it is not a national drink and is more expensive than
tea or coffee it is not recommeude(l. Should the preparat1011s of tea and coffee now
thought suitable for reserve or emergency rations subsequently prove to have bad
keeping qualities or be impractical>le from nuy other cause, then reconrse may be
h~d to cocoa in ~ne of the many_forms of cocoa paste now on the market, put up
with sugar and milk like the specimen of condensed coffee subsequently 111e11tioned.
At present it seems more suitable for the medical stores of the ambniances or field
hospitals.
Tea.-Tea can be compressed into tablets of any size. One that is 1 1\ rncbes in
diameter and three-eighths of an inch thick, weighing one-t.l1ird of an ounce, is sufficient to make about 3 to 4 pints of strong tea. These tablets keep well, and for a
reserYe or emergency rat10n possess the advantage that they require but five minute.s'
boil mg to get tbe whole strength. They are excellent as an ingredient of the resflrve
ration, and probably bett~r than coftee for the field. They are not recommended for
emergency rations because the Amencan soldier, with but few exceptions, wants
coffee, and plenty of it. He wonld be more contented with coffee than with tea, and,
as in times of ileprivation of bis regular food there is apt to be great fatigue, depression, and, perhaps, discontent, anythillg which would lessen the depression should
be adopted. The tea tablets are now used by the North west,ern Canadian mounted
police and are entirely satisfactory, so far as known, but these people prefer tea to
· coffee.
Stanley's tea tablets are made in Chicago, at Armitage avenue and North Paulina
street, by the Compressed Tea Tablet Company, the agent being the Central Commercial Company 1 194 Randolph street. 'l'he tablets are about one -half of an inch
in diameter, 53 to the ounce, two being required for a one-half pmt cup of strong
tea. Twelve to 16 of them woul<:l. be necessa1'y for the soldier's 3 or 4 pints of tea.
Coffee. ---Coffee in liberal amounts should be a part of the emergency ratrnn. Its
valuable property of stimulatmg the mrnd, nerves, and muscle1::1 is just what is
needed in these times of great fatigue and deficient food. For this reason very much
attention has been paid to coffee in au endeavor to get it into a form ready for use
in emergency. The berry will have to be roasted, for there will he no chance to do
this in emergency cases, and roasted coffee, whether ground or not, will keep but a
short period unless it is hermetically sealed. This deterioration results from the
evaporation of the aromatic substances. Various firms have compressed the gronncl
coffee into cubes for military purposes, bnt the product must be u ·eel in two or
three weeks. This information is cleriYed from Fahlberg, List & Co., Salbke-Westerhusen a. E., Germany, makers of sacchariu, who communicated with the makers
of the tablets in question. It also transpires that neither they nor any other maker
of coffee tablets kept the articles in stock on account of this deterioration.
It is said that such cubes are still used in the Germany army, but in civil life compressed coffee, as far as learned, bas been a failure. There is said to be one form
put up uy the military equipment stores, 61 Pall Mall, London, by what is known
as the Martm-de Rosier l)rocess, which will keep indefinitely 1 being hermetically
sealed in small p~,ckets, each large enough to make one large cup of coffee. Efforts
to obtain samples to test have failed. If the claims for this article are correct, it is
exactly what is needed for an individual reserve or emergency ration. It could be
duplicated in this country if a specimen were examined by any maker of such
articles.
At the request of the board, various experiments have been made in compresE:ed
coffee by the Searle & Hereth Company, manufacturing pharmacists, corner North
Wells and Illinois streets, Chicago. They have roasted and ground the coffee, comprPssed it rnto tablets, which w ere then sugar coated, hermeticalJy sealing the contents. As sugar-coated pills retaiu their volatile ingredients a.lmost indefinitely, it
is believed that such coffee tablets will preserrn their virtues a long time.
A difficulty was encountered iu making the tablets adhere sufficiently to stand the
process of sugar coating. After incorporating sugar, tragacanth, and acacia, respect .
ively, the product was so friable as to break down. Better results were obtainecl by
using a small quantity of glucose and sugar. The difficulty was due in part to the
machinery which is not constructed for such heavy work, and would not be encountered if a demand for the tablets would warrant the construction of more powerful
machines. 'rhe tablets are also very small, as the machines are designed to mn:ke
sma11 medicinal tablets. It takes eight to make a pint of coffee. A tablet contaming as rnnch as these eight is. entirely feasible. I_t will of course.take ti~1e to detcrmi11e whether the sugar coatrng successfully retarns the aroma. of the cof:l:ee, and th~
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tablets are forwarded to be kept on hand a sufficient time to cletermine this point.
It has been at,tempted to coyer the tablets with gelatin or isiuglass instea,d of sugar,

but a preliminary experiment in this direction shows tllat tho isinglass cracks upon
drying, and allows the aroma to escape, and the result is not a,8 good as sngar coating.
'l'he sugar coating also gives enough sweetenrng for pra.ctical purposes. The coffee
ration i s so small that the weight and bulk are immaterial. It makes little difference as to bulk whether tlte coffee is compressed or not. \Vith ordinary machines
the coffee can be compressed into two-thirds of its original bulk. With more powerful machines, perhaps, a saving of one -half may be r eached, but this is so trifling
a saving that it can be neglected. Hence if sugar-coated coffee tablets are unsuccessful the coffee may be pla ced in hermetically sealed thin tin cans similar to the
ordinary condensed-milk can but of smaller dimensions.
It bas been stated by coffee experts that ro asted coffee, especially when ground,
will not keep in any method of preparation known. Even hermetically sealing is
not a perfect means of preserving it. and firms dealing in this article have stated that
in the course of a few months the coflce deteriorates or "sours,n the ground coffee
sooner than th e unground. They state that the tot.al exclusion of air 1.Jeing impossible without ruining the coffee in the processing, the sealing of the package excluding more air from entering only delays the det,erioration a few months. It could
not be elicited how 8oon the deterioration is noticeable, and the time is not long
enongli to det erm ine this point by experiment. It may subsequently transpire that
the d eterioration in tweh·e months is not enough to cause the product to be distasteful, and, in that case, sealed ground coffee, compressed ornot, may be suitable. The·
samples forw arded with the report may subsequently prove acceptable.
Extracts of c~ffee.-'fh e trifling saving of weight by using extract of coffee is of
little consequence. The article possesses a decided advantage, in that it can be used
with hot or cold water, and is therefore availahle in the rare occasions when fires
can not be made. It does not require boiling and "settling."
Fluid coffee extracts now on the market are sold iu screw-top bottles, in which they
will keep good a long time. 'l'hey are not hermetically sealed. The glaHs bottle is
not advisable.
The boartl have b een unable to obtaiin any sample of solid exfract of coffee. The
only one beard of was one examined several years ago by one of the members of tho
board. It made a very bad-tasted coffee, and it is presumed from the absence of ·
snch solid extracts from the market that their preparation involve8 the destruction
of th e aromatic and other substances, and that such articles are failures.
Conclensecl co.ff'ee. - The only successful coffee preparation examined was the condensed coffee, with sugar and condensed milk, put up by "The New York Condensed
Milk Co/' (makers of the Gail Borden Engle Brand of condensed milk). All that is
needed to prepare a cup of coffee is to add a dessertspoonful to bot or cold water.
There is no waste and there is in additiou a small amount of nutriment. It is warranted to keep in any climate. As this article is commercially successfnl it is immediately available. The trade cans are 1 pound each and are too large, being 2¾
inches high and 2½ inches in diameter. An individual can 3 inches in diameter and
three-fourths of an inch thick, containing enough (3 ounces) to m ake l t quarts
coffee, would be suitable for a reserve or emergency ration. The sample tested was
very good, but had an objectionable condensed-milk taste.
SALT, PEPPER, S GAR, AND SACCHARIN.

Salt and peppe1' should be included in the meat or soup portion of the ration to
avoid a multiplicity of packages.
·
Sugar is nseful merely to sweeten the tea or coffee. The small amount used contain
so little nutriment that it can b e discarded, but the extra bulk and weight saved on
t h e other hand are too little to be of much advantage. Though sugar ha a tendency
to produ ce flatulence, tbe small amount in the ration is ordmarily perfectly h armless.
Y t the use of con den eel food is report,ed to be followed by flatulence and diarrhea,
and verything which would even remotely favor these conditions should b e avoided
if po ible. Hence the ngar is preferably replaced by accharin, a few o-rains of
which will give the neces ary sweetne ·s anc. also act as an antiseptic and combat
diarrhea. Experiments prove that saccharin administered to men and l ower animals for many years, to the exclusion of all sugar, does not produce any deleterious
effects .
If rrround roasted coffee, hermetically sealed, is found sue es ful, the package
Ahould contain a suffici nt number of tablets of saccharin, wbi ·h can b easily
remo ved by tbo ·e who do not use sweetening. The tea tablet also should contain
saccharin tablets.
OUPS.

1Veid11er's soup tablets.-Tbe tablets formerly rnatle by Mr. Louis Weifdn er (1017
Seminary avenue, Chicago, Ill. ) are the arne as those made by Knorr, of Germany,
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and furnished to the German army, Mr. \Veidner having been employed in Knorr's
factory 11revious to coming to this country. '£be only forms useful for military purposes are lentil, bean, and pea soups. Specimens of the potato soup brought to this
post became putrid. On the other band, a sample of bean soup at least two and onehalf years old was fonud to be excellent. They are w ell seasoned with h erbs, pepper,
and salt, are palatable and well liked. They are made stimulating uy large quantities
of beef extract. They are 2¾ inches square, one-half or three-fourths inch thick, and
weigh nearly 4 ounces, but the machinery is capable of making tablets larger or
smaller. Mr. Weidner still bas the machinery and can make any desired tablet on
thirty or sixty days' notice. He states that he can easily incorporate bee f fiber
powdered in the tablet if required. Though the tablets are entirely suitable for
emergency or field rations, better forms for reserve rations are mention ed below.
Ed'lt'ard's desiccatecl soups, and Lazenby's soups, though excellent articles for an officer's mess, are not suitable for rations, being either difficult to prepare or lacking in
nutriment. In addition they are not made in this country, and are therefore passed
over.
Soup tablets of the Calif01·nia Desiccated Food Company (103 Commercial street, San
Francisco, Cal.). - As far as learned these tablets are the only ones now rna<le in
America. They contain beef fi~er, b ee f extract, and a vegetable-bean or pea being
the only suitable ones tested. They are seasoned and very palatable. They are
reportect to have been used in the Japanese army in the late war with China. The
tablets are rather small for emergency rations, weighing less than 3 ounces. Being
commercial articles now on the market, they lrnve be,m earnestly considered as a
part of the proposed emergency ration. The bean soup is recommended, though the
make:rs r ecommend the pea soup for military purposes.
.
The tablets intended for commercia l use are reported to have the following composition: Water, 8.05; protein, 24.79; fat, 12.22 ;. carbohydrates, 29.55; mineral
salts, 3.21.
The company presented another kind containing more beef, and t asting more of
the beef; its ingredients are unknown, but it is said to h ave the foflowing composition
on analysis: Protein, 47 .22; fat, 11.11; carbohydrates, 20.7; salts, 11.11. This would
be suitable for a reserve ration.
Bovril cartridges.-The cartridges made by the London Bovril Company prove on
testing to be p~latable ancl suitable for reserve or emergency rations. They are said
to be composed of from one-third to one-half beef, and the remainder of pease or potatoes. While the former makes a soup, the latter makes a p alatable hash when mixed
with donble the quantity of bot water. Each double ration weighs 8 ounces. It
will not be made in this country by the Bovril Company, but if it is needed it can
be duplicated by Mr. William Shoemaker, of the Cheltenham Food Company, 51
Franklin street, New York, who has handled Bovril goods in America. They are
not recommended, as other forms made in Ameriea are quite as desirable.
Experiments in soup niix tures. -Nurnerons mixtures have ueeu suggested, then prepared and tested . When powdered beef was mixed with Leef extract ancl powdered
cooked pease, beans, or potatoes, we obtained results almost tb e same as the soup tablets already on the market, and nothing more need be said on this point. The only
improvement we could sugge ·twas the addition of peptone powder to make the
mixture more highly concentrated. We have u sed as a basis the mixture s uggested
by Professor Manns, of Armour &. Co., ae above described; that is, powderecl beef,
150; extract of beef, 50; peptone, 50. This we will call beef. pep tone-extract mixture
or simply beef mixture. When de&iccatecl potatoes were u sed the results were excel ·
lent, but as the experience with Weidner's soup tablets shows the potato form to
be the easiest to spoil and the mof;!t diffi cult to prepare, this vegetable bas been discarded. Mr. Weidner, after years of practical experience in preparing the potato
into soup tablets, announces it tb e most difficult, and it is perhaps impracticable.
The following are the formuhe tested:
·
(1) Beef mixture, 120 parts; bean m eal, 70 parts; p epper, 3 parts; salt, 18 parts.
(2) Same ns above with addition of fat, 31 p arts.
The bean meal used was the partly cooked article sold b y the New York Health
Food Company, Gl Fifth avenue (Chicago office 1601 Wabash avenue).
Th ese mixtures on testing proved to be excellent; the addition of fat did not seem
to make any marked change in the resulting soup .
In place of beans there was also tried a preparation called granola, consisting of
partly cooked wheat and oats, and solcl by the Sanitarium Health Food Company,
·of Battle Creek, Mich. It made a good soup when mi xed with the a.hove beef ruixture. It was tried with beans in one case and with desiccated potatoes ju another.
In each case it was pa latable.
In all the experiments with beef powder as a basis, unless beef extract was used
and the prodnct was hip;hl y seasoned, there was a glue.like odor and a disagre a ble
taste of the beef. In all oases of the beef rnixtnro with vegetables, the l ess the pernentage of vegetables the more did th e resulting soup lose the odor and taste of a
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vegetable soup and resemble in taste and odor the ordinary beef tea. Hence the addition of beaus in large or small quantities may serve two distinc t purposes. When a
large percentage of beaus is used we have a bean soup, suitable for an emergency
ration iuto which other forms of m eat can b e introduced, but when a small percentage is used to h elp disguise the odor and taste of the beef and peptone it makes
a preparation of high meat value useful in a reserve ration where other forms of
meat are not available.
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS.

(1) As previously stated., there are two kinds of emergencies in the field in ~vhich
the soldier is separated from food supplies and must subsist on food he carries on his
person: (ct) Unforeseen ewergencies, lasting usually no t more than twenty-four hours,
such as delay of wagons; (b) foreseen emergencies, caused by direction of the commanding officer, such as the detacbment of troops.
(2) These two emergencies require distinct forms of prepared foods.
(B) Tl10 unforeseen emergency lasts but a few hours, and the ration carried for
this pnrpose need be but small in bulk and weight. It should allay hnnger, should
sustain and nourish, and, as -the occasions are apt to be ones of great fatigue, it
should also stimulate. As th e times for carrying it may extend over considerable
periods, 1ts weight should be limited to the least a mount which will fulfill ~he above
conditions.
The ration which will fulfill these conditions is called a reserve ration, and is
described below.
(4-) Foreseen emergencies, made by order of the commanding· officer, may last for
the extr.eme limit of time for which the soldier can carry food. T he ration rn tl11s
case must not only serve the purposes of the rese rve ration, bnt must conta'in at
least the minimum amount of nutriment which will suffice for the period. As the
commanding officer may desir e this period to be as long as possibll3, the ration must
contain as mnch nutriment as th e weight will permit.
The ration which
fulfill these conditions is ca,lled au emergency ration, and is
described below.

will

HOT PREPARATIONS, BOILED WATER, ETC.

There are several reasons why the food of a man should, as far as possible, be
heated just before it is eaten and consumed while still bot:
(1) The food and water, if raised to the boiling poiut of water for a few mi.nutes,
are sterilized as far as disease germs are concerned.
(2) Cold food is apt to produce derangements of th e stomach and interference w ith
digestion, which do not result if the food is sl ightly warmer than the stomach.
(3) Hot foods are decidedly comforting, conducing to rest and sleep..
(4) Hot foods are actually stimulatrng_, and in con ditions of exhaustion are quite
necessary.
(5) There is an actual economy which, though so slight as to be neglected ordinarily, is sufficient to be of valne when foods are restrictou. iu amonnt . Liquidi, can be
taken at as high a t emperat.urc as 155° F., and as they arc reduced to the uody heat
of abont 100c they give np considerable heat which serves tbo same purpose as that
derived from oxidation of tbe foo<ls. Ou the other baud cold foods must he warmed
up in the stomach, using heat generated by the combustion of other foods. It can
be matllcmatically sta.te<l as follows: Suppmii ng tlrnt 2 pouu<ls of solid food and 2
quarts of water are consumed at 40° or at 155 )_ The savi ng in the latter case, considering the whole mixtnre of 6 pounds to have the specific Leat of water, will be
172 calories of heat (1 calor10 being the heat necessary to raise 1 pound of water 4°
F.). This is equivalent to about 1¼ ounces of ordinary hard bread.
All the above reasons apply with gr eatly increased force in the case of emergen~y
or reserve rnt1ons. It is necessary to give the soltlier foods which can be taken hot
and which will permit of bis consuming the maximum amount of boiled or sterilized
water, as th e danger of infection from drinking unboil<>d water ma strange country
is very great. The more flmds taken with the soups and coffee the less temptation is there of drinking water not boiled. In the emergen cy of fatigue and restricted
food, the comfort and stimulation of bot food <.:an not be ignored, nor can tho sm·11l
economy aboYe mentioned. For theso reasons also the beverages, tea, coffee, etc.,
can be considered indispensable. It sbonld then be considered an axiom that m
r eserve or emergency rations there sbonld be some cooked dry preparation wh_ich can
be quickly made rnto a bot soup, stew, or other hot flnid disli whenever 1t 1s practicable, aucl then when a fire is not practicable such an article can be eaten cold,
either jnst as His or mixed with water.
.
Fmally, the in creased bulk given to tbe foods dist.ends the stom ach and ~bus ~1ds
dio-estion 1 while at the same time it increases the feeling of comfort ancl sat1 fact10n.
The sar'ne foods eaten in the concentrated form are not nearl,v as satisfying, comforting,
nor digestible.
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p ART II.-RECOMMEND A TIO NS.
THE RESERVE RATION.

The board recommencls for the reserve ration the following articles:
Components.

Ounces.

Tea tablet, lk inches diam eter by ,1 inc b thick, containing six ¼·grain tablets of saccharin .. .
Hnrrl bread . . .................... .................. .. . ........................ . ... . ........ .
l:;oup mixture ............ ; .. .................. ..... .......... ..... ... ...................... .
Total. ............ ............. ..... .. ... ..... ... . - - . . - ..... . .... - -. · - - ...... · · · · · · · · · -

The tea tablet is sufficient to make 2 quarts of strong tea. It is recommended in
place of coffee by reason of its small size and convenience of packmg. It fits into
the depression in the top of the can as p er accompanying sample.
The' hard breacl is 3 inc bes in diameter and abo11t 16 to the pound. It is essential
for this mtion as it necessitates masti cation and thus avoids the evils of a meal consisting solely of fluids .
The soup mixture consists of the following ingredients:
Per cent. Ounces.

Components.
Beef extract ................. ..... .... . .................. ................ . ....... .
Peptonc ......... .............. . .. .. ...... ............................ . ... ... . ... .
Beef powder ...................... .... .................. .. .............. .. . .. ..... .
Cooked bean meal {free of all refuse) . ... ......... ... . ...... .... .. ............... .
Pepper ............ .... ............ .. .......... .. ............................... . .
Salt ....... ................................... . . . . .. .. . .. . ............... _....... .

15

15
30
30

l¼
8¾

Total·.......... ..... ..... .... .............................................. .

100

5

This is essentially a highly conuensed lcan beef, the partly cooked bean meal being
added to make the sonp more palatal>le and less like beef t ea. Fat is omitted, as it
will become rancid in the long time which may elapse before the article is used.
Nutritive value of ration.-The following table is assumed to be very nearly correct.
From it are calculated the nutritive values .

Percentage cornposition.
"\Vater.

Calories,
per
pound.

Protein.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Hard bread ........ . ....................... .
Cooked beans ... .. ... . ..................... .
Lean beef......... . ....................... .

]3

4

24
20

5
76

2
3

l

80½
66

1

3

1,825
1,800
500

Food value.
Grams.
Ounces.

Protein.

Fat.

I

cd;!i~?·

- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Hard bread ............................ .. .. .
Lean beef ........ .. . . ........ ..... . ....... .
Peptone ............................... . ... .
Beans ..................................... .
Salt .••....••...............................

8

6.8
. 75
1. 50
. 33

Total. ....... .. ... . ... ...... . .. ... .... .••... .. ..
--- -

Salts.

---

29. 4
38. 6
21. 0

4. 5
182. 7
5. 8 . . ....... .

10. 3

1. 3

28. 5

99. 3

11. 6

211. 2

1.0
2. 0

Caloriee.

--- 912
212
86

_ _.:,__
_ __!._ ___.!._ _ _
1

~

.9
11. 5

171

15. 4

1,381

_ __,___ __

The nutritive value of the beef powder is calculated as follows: One part of this
powder is prepared from 4-½ parts of lean beef, and the 43 s-rams are therefore
equivalent to 193½ grams (6.8 ounces) lean beef. The pepto~e 1s taken as pnre protein, 21 grams (0.75 ounce), One part represents the protcm of about 5 parts of
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lean beef, but in the factory it takes 6 poun<ls of beef to make 1 pound of peptone,
owing perhaps to difficulty of digesting all the beef fiber.
The peptone is entirely\., absorbed in the stomach and intestine, but all the lean
beef eaten is not digestea and absorbed ordinarily, owing to improper cooking and
defective digestion. The amount utilized varies from 92 per cent in supposedly perfect digestion down to 75 per cent, or even l ess. . The 21 grams peptone therefore
give as much nutriment as would ordinarily be obtained from six times its weight of
b eef, or 126 grams.
In the same way the beef powder is more digestible tuan beef usually eaten, the
193½grams probably being equivalent to 215 grams, so that the beef of the soup mixture yields as much nourishment as can be absorbed usually from 12 ounces of lean
beef, or 14 ounces of lean b eef with bone. Including the be::J,ns it is as valuable as
food as about 1 pound of ordi'nary lean beefsteak. It could be made more valuable
as food 'by the intro_d nction of fat, but this would detract from its keeping qualities.
It contains the protein of about 14½ ounces beef as issued, or as much as is usually
digested from about 16 or 17 onn ces of issue b eef. Making these allowances, the
reserve ration is as valuable as ordinary food containing the following:
~otein.
/---

I

114

Fat.
11. 6

Carbobydrates.

Calori:7
j

211. 2

1, ~

Roughly speaking, this is about equal to 1 pound lean beef and three-tourths of a
pound fresh bread.
In addition the soup contains t,he stimulating extract of about 2½ pounds of meat.
WEIGHT OF THE RATION-KIND, SIZE, AND FORM Qlr PACKAGE.

As the ration may be carried a long time before it is used, it should be inclosed in
tin. The package recommended is 3¼ inches in diameter and 6¼ inclies long, weighing 6½ ounces. The hard bread occupies 5 inches of tbe length. It is to be carried
in a haversack or food bag, or it may be tolled in the blanket, the cylindrical form of
the package being recommended for convenience of packing. The net weight is 13½
ounces, the gross weight 19! ounces. It is believed that such a weight being on the
belt would quickly becon;ie intolerable.
The weights have been reduced to the lowest practicable quantity to relieve the
soldier of any unnecessary burden, and it is believed that, though this adds 1¼ pounds
to the present equipment, it could be compensated by snbstituting an aluminum
alloy for otlier metals where possible and by other possible reductions in weights of
equipments.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE BY THE SOLDIER .

Place one-third of the tea tablet in a cup containing 1 pint of boiling water. Let
it stand ten minutes. One or two saccharin tablets will sweeten it.
Mix the soup powder with very little water into a thick, smooth paste, t hen adcl
water, hot or cold, in proportion to the <]_uantity of the sonp powder used, and boil
from fifteen to twenty minutes. Hard bread shoul<l be broken up in it afterwards.
The contents of the box will make from 3 to 4 pints of soup. · When there are no cooking facilities the preparation may be eaten as it is, mixed with a little water into a
paste and spread on the breail. As the powder is highly concentrated, not more
than one-half of it should be used at one meal.
NUMBER OF RATIONS TO BE CARRIED .

One ration to be habitually carried by each man as a part of his outfit during an
active campaign. The maximum number which mny b e carried is two, but more
t,han one is not considered advisable except in extreme cases, as su ch concentrated
food soon produces digestive disorders.
EMERGENCY RATIONS .

The board r ecommends for the emer<rency ration the following articles :
Component .

Ounces.

Hard bread ................................................ ·································
Bacon (canned) .............•.... ··· ·· · ···· · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ··
Soup rnb:ture ..... . ................. · ·. · · · · · · -· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · : · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Compressed ro::.sted and ground coffee, with nin ¼-grain saccharin tablets ... ; ..... -...... .

12

Total. .. ..... ......... ········ --· · -·· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · ·· · · · · · · ·

25~

8
4
1~
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The hard bread should be thoroughly dried and of a size which will conform to the
bacon can, to make a package conveni ent for carriage. The size desired is 3 b y 5
inches, and 12 ounces of this will make a package 3 by 5 by 4½ inches.
•
The bacon should be in one piece, dry salt cure ( English belly), from hogs weighing
not more than 150 pounds each, properly processed at boiling temperature.
The board is favorably impressed with the sliced breakfast bacon put up in hermetically sealed cans and subjected to a temperature of 212° F ., as described in Part I
of this r eport, and if it proYes to have proper keeping qualities, would recomm end
it in preference to the bacon in one piece.
As a substitute for bacon, the board is favorably impressed with the canned roast
01· boiled beef, such as is now put up by Chicago packers, taking the same amount (8
ounces) as of the bacon.
Cojfee.-The board recommends the sealed roasted and gronnd coffee, but is favor.
ably impressed with sugar-coated tablets, three of which containing 1½ ounces coffee
can be packed in a slightly larger space than the above. If after proper lapse of
time both of the above prove not to have good keeping qualit ies, the hoanl r ecommends one-third ounce tea in tablets with saccharin. Condensed coffee with sngar
'lnd milk is not recommended, as its taste of condensed milk is objectionable to many
persons.
The soup mixture has approximat ely the following ingredients:

Componeuts.

Per cent. Ounces .

t:~} :;t~~~f~~~ .~~~~~~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Cooked beans (freed of hulls) . ................................................... .
Pepper ..... . ...................... . ....... ...... ... . . . ................... · · · · · · - Salt .... .. . .. .................................. ... ....... ......... . .. ... .. ........ .

12
12
67
1
8

Total ................. . ................. •... ... . ............................ .

100

0

½
½

2!

-h

!

4

This is a stimulating, seasonecl bean soup . It will make 2 to 3 pints of soup,
which is preferable boiled fifteen to twenty minutes. F'at is omitted to enhan ce its
k eeping qualities. The peptone or beef powder, though desirable, may be omitted,
as there is a meat compouent of the ration. In that case the soup would be essentially the same at> vVeidner's, which is well seasoned with herbs in addition. Weidner's tablets of 4-ounce size may be adopted in lien of the above. The tablets of
the California Desiccated Food Company are also suitable, either pea or bean, bnt
preferably the latter. The commercial variety will do just as well as bis special
military soup with more beef. The tablet weighs about 3 ounces.
Ntdritive value of the ration with bacon.-The composition of the bacon is assumed
as follows:
Water. Protein. Fat.
Salts.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - 1 -- - - - - - - - - - - - 72
10
15
Bacon .................................... .. .... .. .. .. .. ... . .... .

An actual anal:vsis shows it to be on e-fourth meat and three-fourth. · fat, w ith very
little moisture. •
Grams.
Co11;1poneuts.

Hard bread ................ . . ................... . .
Bacon ... ... ... ............ .. .. . .. .. ......... ..... .
Peptone ........................... .... ........... .
Beans ......................... .... ........ .. ..... .

Ounces.

12
8

½

2*

Total .. ... . ............................ . ........ . .... .

Protein .
44. 3
34
14.1
15. 8
108. 3

Carbohy· Calories.
drates.
-----Fat.

6. 8
163. 5

274

-----·-- ··
---------·
·--------·
44
2

1, 360
1, 659
58
264

172. 3

318

3,350

The s{lbstitution of Weidner's or the California soup tablets does not alter t he
above to any material ex tent and is not calculated.
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Nui1'itive value of ration with cannecl beef.-Tbe percentage composition of the beef
J.s assumed as follows:

·C-an_n_e_d-be_e_f_____-_-___-_-__-_-_-__-_-_-__-_-_-__-_-_-__-_-___-_-___-_-_-__-_~J--w-a_t_:-~ _P_r_o_te-:-:-·, __F_a_t._ _ _~-~-~-~-~- - -~ -ru-ts_._
4

Grams.
Components.

Ounces.

- - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --

Har<l bread . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Beef ........... _... _......... _.... ___ ... ___ .. _.. _.

12

8

~~~::~;:: ::::: ::: ::: :::::::::::::::: ::; . ___ ,l

Protein.

Fat.

- -- -

----

44. 3

68

6. 8

9

Carbohy- Calories.
drates.
- --274

. __ . . . . . . .

---1, ~69

303

.!!:! R,;1. ·,: - ,.::

The ration with the beef will serve every purpo'se of the economy for a ] imited
time. Its defect is the ausence of fats. The combiuation with bacon is considered
the best, as it has a much larger percentage of fats-the most economical fuel-and,
in addition, it contains a fair amount of protein, not enough for prolonged use, but
suitable for a short emergency. If more heat value were needed it could be obtained
in more bacon, but it is believed that the amount recommended is large enough
except in very cold weather, when extra bacon can be carried without a.ny special
wrappings.
WEIGHT OF THE RATION-KIND, SIZE, AND FORM OF PACKAGE,

The bacon is in a tin can 3 by 5 by lt inches, weighing 4¾ ounces, opened by key
and strap.
·
The coffee is hermetically sealed in a tin box 3 by 2¾ by t inches, weighing three_fourths of an ounce.
The soup is compressed into a tablet 3 inches square and 1½ inches thick, and is
wrapped in strong paper.
The coffee ca,n and soup tablet are placed on top of the bacon can.
•
The harcl breatl is placed over the soup tablet and coffee can, and the whole secured
with strong paper.
The net weight is 25t ounces, the gross weight 32¾ ounces, the dimensions being
3 by 5 by 6 inches.
If the separate packages of the above ration were made larger, so as to hold enough
for two days, there would be a s::wing of cost-a saving of 3½ ounces weight of tin,
and a saving of about 10 cubic inches of space.
Such packao·es would necessitate the men messing in squads and would hamper
the issue of rations for an odd number of days. Such inconveniences, it is thought,
are so serious that the extra 1¾ounces per. r ation in the single form can well be tolerated for the ad vantage of having each man totally independent of others as far as
his food is concerned, and for the ad vantage of issuing the emergency ration for any
required number of days.
DIRECTIONS FOR USE BY THE SOLDIER.

The soup tablet is best made into a. hot soup. Rub it up in a little water to crush
lumps, add 2 to 3 pints of water, and boil twenty minutes. Chopped bacon an<l
hard bread may be added.
One-third of the ground coffee will make 1 pint of liquid coffee. One saccharin
tablet is equal to 1 teaspoonful of sugar.
NUMBER OF RATION

TO BE CARRIED.

As the emergency ration is to be issued only on emergent occasions, the number to
be carried depends upon the cir nmstances of the emergency and the pla~s of the
commanding officer-ordinarily but one _or tw?, the- max1mnm number ~emg four,
which, with the reserve ration also carried, will enable the men to subsist for five
days.
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METHOD OF CARRYING.

The emergenc;y- ration c~n not be carried conveniently in any way except in a
haversack or rat10n bag. fhe present haversack, measurino- 10 by 8 by 2¾ inches
can carry, by crowding, two of the emergency rations arnl on°e r eserve ration.
'
Tho cl?thing _bag issued to recruits is much ljghter and a more convenient shape
for packmg rations. It measures 10 by 11 by 4½ mches and will hold four emero-ency
0
rations, making a bnlk 3¼ by 10 by 12 iuches.
For the conditions named tbe above r ations are wholesome, palatable, of proper
nutritive value, are portaole 1 and possess good keeping qualities .
There being no further business before it, the board adjourned sine die.
J. II. GILMAN,
Lieutenant-Colonel, .Assistant Commissary-General of Subsistence, Preside~t.
W. T. HARTZ,
Captain, Fifteenth Infant1·y, Member.
H. R. BRINKERHOFF,
Captain, Fifteenth Jnjant?-y, Membm·.
s. R. STAFFORD, ,
Captain, Ji'i.fteenth Injant?-y, Me1nbe1·.
CHAS. E. WOODRUFF,
Captain and .Assistant Suryeon, Recorder
SUPPLEMENT.

Subsequent to the adjournment of the board it was discovered that the report
failed to notice two preparations which had been tested-cannecl brawn and Kopf's
pea soup (English Erbswurst). Tho brawn, consisting of pork and beef, was too
different from the ordinary food and was not recommended. The Kopf's soup was
not considered as good as W eidner's or the California brand, and was not favorably
looked upon, as it is not made in the United States.
CHAS. E. WOODRUFF,
Captain and .Assistant Surgeon, U. S . .A., Recorder.
[First indorsement.]
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE ' MISSOURI,

Chicago, Ill., September 2'l, .1895.
Respectfully forwanled to the Adjutant-General, United States Army. The report
seems to be complete, and the recommendations are worthy of consideration.
W. MERRITT,

Major- General, Conirnanding.
ADJUTANT-GE NERAL'S OFFICE,

September 30, 1895.
:For the Commissary-General of Subsistence, United States Army.
THE BOARD IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA.

This board convened at Fort Snelling, Minn., on May 20, 1895, and
held meetings on June 10 and August 27. The reasons for the lapses
of time .between meetings are given in the proceedingR, which are as

folli~=

.

At the meeting of May 20, 1895the board considered the suggestions of the Commissary-General of Subsistence.
United States Army, in his letter of April 17, 1895. The recorder was directed to
communicate with the commanding officers of the various posts in the Department
of Dakota for the purpose of eliciting correspondence on this subject from any
offi:cers in this department tha.t had g iven the subject any special attention. He
was also directed to communicate with the Commissary-General of Subsistence,
United States Army, Surgeon Smart aml Assistant Surgeon Woodruff, Uni~ed ~ates
Army, with a view to procuring important data for the future r.onsiderat10n o.t the
board.
The board then adjourned to meet at :Fort Snelling, Minn., at 11 o'clock, a. m.
June 10, 1895.
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The board met at Fort So llino-, Min ., Jnn 10 1 9 , pursuant to adjournment,
all the members beino- pre nt.
Replies had been r ceived from all parti to hom letters bad been addressed
with the exception of the c mmanclino- officer, ort feacle, . Dak., and these
replies were read and di u ed at lencrth. For the purpose of affordrng the individual members of the b ard tim for a forth r on ideratiou of tilis data, the board
adjourned to meet June 20, 1 95, it being agr d that at that meeting each member
should state in writing what in hi opinion should be the component parts of the
ration.
·
The board met at Fort Snelling, Minn., August 27, 1 95, at the call of the president, all the members being present.
No meeting bad been held since Jnne 10 owing to the departure on June 20 of a
portion of the Fort Snelling garrison for duty in the field with the National Guard of
Minnesota and of Wisconsin, thus separating the various members of the board and
rendering experillients or consultation impossible.
At this meeting ea.ch member, as agreed npon at the last meeting, submitted a list
of the articles that in his opinion should constitute the emergency ration. The
i-esultant ration adopted by the board as a basis for further consideration is as
follows:
Meat . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Preserved cooked beef, to weigh when ready for the can 12 ounces, 4
ounces of which shall be fat.
Bread................. . . . . . . . 16 ounces of hard brflad. The size and shape of the biscuit to l.Je determined.
Soup......................... A compressed bean soup tablet, sufficient to make 1 pint of goocl soup.
Coffee................. . ...... l¼ ounces of coffee. Sweetening material and form of package to be
determined.
Pepper and salt.............. Amount to depend upon the amount in other parts of the rat.ion.

It was further agreed that the several parts of the ration should be a,ssembled in
such fashion as to constitute a single patlkage, its form to be determined later.
.
The recorder was directed to procure sample packages of these varions articles if
any could be found that had been put up with special reference to tbe requirements
of emergency service, also samples of other articles tbnt had been considered by
the board but had not been adopted. He was furtller directed to procnre data c?ncerning the suitability of various materials for cases in which to pack the rat10n
and to have experimental cases fabricated.
The board then adjourned to meet at the call of the president.
.
The board met at Fort Snelling, Minn., September 20, 1895, at the call of the president. Present: Lieut. Col. .Edward Moale, Third Infantry; Maj. John J. Clague,
commissary of subsistence; Capt. William C. Borden, assistant surgeon. Absent:
Capt. Joseph Hale, Third Infantry, on leave of absence; First Lieut. JolmH.Beacom,
Third Infantry, on general court-martial duty.
The board inspected the samples of foods and packages procu_red since the last
meeting, and read over the correspondence relating to the same; but owing to the
absence of two members no definite action was taken. It being very desirable to
have all the members present before dec.iding on several points under consideration,
and at the same time to close the proceedings as soon as possible, it was decided that
the president shoul<l. call a meeting as soon as aH the members were available.
.
The board met at Fort Snelling, Minn., October 4, 1895, at the call of the president, all the members being present.
The board, after settling some undetermined questions relating to the component
parts of the ration, proceeded to consider the various ways that bad been proposed
for packing it. The conclusions reached are as follows:
Meat, 12 ounces ......... - ... . Cooked preserved beef, to weigh after processing 12 ounces, 4 of which
shall be fat.
Hard bread, 16 ounces ....... . 16 ounces of hard bread of the quality of that now issued to troops,
made into 6 biscuit.<, of the shape indicated in sample package.
Soup ........................ . One tablet of bean soup, sufficient to make 1 pin~ of good s~up.
Coftee, 1¼ ounces ............ . 1¼ ounces, roasted and ground, and sweetened with saccharrn.
Pepper and salt ...... ···-·· .. Quantity to depend upon the amount already in the component parts of
the ration.

The package to be made of aluminum; to consist of a can for. the meat and
another to contain the bread, sonp, coffee, and the pepper nnd. alt th wo to b
rigidly united so as to form a single package; both to be berm~t1cally . ea,l cl nn<~ to
be opened alonrr the line indicated on the model by m an of an ~rcl1.nar. key to
have attachme;ts for fastening it to the belt when necc ·sary, as indicated on tlle
model.
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Our reasons for selecting the above articles as component parts of an emergency
ration are, briefly, as follows:
No radical departure should be made from the accustomed food of the soldier, either
in quantity or character, lest the system become deranged by the suddeu change.
Some reduction must, however, be made in the weight and bulk of the food orilinarily
consumed, in order that the soldier may not be overburdened when compelled to
carry a few days' rations in addition to his regular equipment. The k eeping qualities
required of an emergency ration place further limitation on its composition.
Guided by these considerations the board concluded that a vegetable element is
not necessary. The nutrient value of the ordinary vegetables, considering w eight
aud bulk, is low, and for the few clays that troops will be reqnired to depend entirely
on the emergency ration there will be no need of vegetable foods solely on account
of their antiscorbutic properties.
The kola nut, ancl the preparations made from it, and stimulants of a like nature
may have their place in the medicine chest, but it is not deemed advisable to incorporate t,hem jn the ration.
Having eliminated what we denominated the non-essentials, we proceeded to select
what in our opinion are the essentials.
The American pe'ople are heavy meat eaters, and it was decided to allow a liberal
meat portion. Beef was selected as being the meat most generally used, aud to preserve uniformity and to meet the conditions usually to be encountered in emergencies it was decided that one-third of this should be fat. · This, according to the best
authorities, represents about 24 ounces of green meat, 50 per cent ueing lost in
cooking and processing.
'
Bread in some form is another essential, and the board selected a hard bread made
of wheat flour. The various products made from other cereals may appear nuder
cbemiral analysis to possess equally as good or even bettor qualiti s as a food, but
the board knows of no metho1l of preparation that would render them acceptable to
tlte American soldier. Sixteen ounces is a liberal allowance, ancl it certainly adds
greatly to the bulk of the ration, but the common notion that alruost unlimited condensation of the materials for food is possible is erroneous, and it is don btful w h ethcr
a greater reduction in the bulk of the ration would 1.,e advisable eveu if possible.
To reduce tho space required for tho hard bread we woul<l bavo the ration consist of
but six biscuits, and we are informed on good authority that these can be made to
possess the same consistency and the same keeping qualities as those now in use.
The soup tablets that have been on the markets for several years give gAneral satisfaction, and the board is of the opinion that a small tablet of bean soup (that beiug
the one most generally used and possessing great nutritive v alue) would boa v aluable component of the ration.
The common beverage of the American people is coffee. ·w hile not so nutritious
as chocolate, nor as stimulating perhaps as tea, it is of universal u ·e in the Army, and
is found to be very satisfying. Tlie board th er efore includes tllis in the ration. As
a part of an emergency ration it should Le in sueh slrn,pe ns to re(Juire little time or
trouble for its preparation; therefore it must 1.,e roasted and ground; and to make it
the more palatable it should be sweetened. Saccharin was chosen instead of sugar
because of the consequ ent saving in weight ancl bulk. In order to prevent coffee
from deteriorating when once roasted and ground it is necessary to hermetically seal
it in metal cases. Various other means have been tried, but none so far as known
have been successful. It is tlte intention of the boar<l to have it thus case<l in
aluminum and packed as shown in the prtckage submitte<l herewith.
Salt and pepper (the ordinary condiments) may be added to the meat, bread, an<l
Roup portions of the ration by tlte mnnnfaetnrer, but not in such quantities as t,o snit
the various tastes; and simply to gratify these various tastes, the board recommcuds
that additional salt and pepper be put in a suitable receptacle. This increases the
bulk and weight of the ration slightly and adds nothing to its n'utrient value, but
the increased palatability justifies i,be addition.
It is believed that this ra.tion contains all the essential food elements in sufficient
quantity to enable a man in good phys ical condition to perform arduous labor for
seYeral consecutive clays, and witbo11t other nourishment and without drawing too
heavily on his reserve energies. An emergency ration is one that is to be depended
upon occasionally, and then ouly for a short time. It is therefore not necessary that
such a ration should supply all food stllffs required to sustain lifo for an iudefinite
period of time, but it should contain sufficient nitrogenous and carbon compounds
to supply force and tissue waste in such quantities as to enable the system to c~mtinue in efficient workino· order for a limited l)eriod, It is believed that this rat10n
fulfills these conditions . .b It consists, m01·eover, of articles of ordinary c01_1sumption,
and is on the ·whole very palatable. Its keeping qualities a~c snclt that Jt ne~cl not
be renewed it is believed oftener than once a year, aucl this can be done wJi.bout
much loss, ~sit can be iss;rnd to troops, its component parts taking the place of the
corresponding components of toe regnlation ration. .
The package submitted with this report is intended as an approximate expression
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of our ia.ea on this subj ct. It i not nrn,<le f tho 1ua,terial recommentled, and we can
not determine tho mrnct dimem;ioo nor tb x.act weio-ht. vVe recommend that it be
made of alnmiuum, becau o of the lio·utne. of that metal. Owi ng to the higher
price of the material a,Il(l tbo di fD.cnlti "'of manipulation tho co twill be considerably
more than if tin wore used, but it a,tlvn,ntage offset this iucreaso iu cost.
The poiuts in favor of tho t.vle of packa,o-e s nbmittc<l w ith tll is report are the
following: The can containing the moat i separate and distinct from that contaming the other articles. This is necessary, bccaus tho moat cau must be subjected to
a high tempera,turo un<ler modern anning proce ses, and also because the peop~e
who wpnld contract for the moat are not manufactn rers of the other a rticles. Vanous firms might furnish the different articles, aud the e could all be assembled under
Government direction. The.articles in the larger compartment can easily be removed
and the can used for the preparation of soup or coffee. If only a portion of the contents have b een consumed the cans may be repacked and r eassembled, and owing to
the mutual support the two c0mpc1,rtments give ea,ch other, the package will be almost
intact and can again b e attached to the lJelt and carried on the march. The belt
attachments are so arranged as not to lessen t he compactness of t he package .. None
of the cans submitte<l Ly the firms in correspondence with the bo!lrd were of smtable
form, and all showed that little consideration had been given to tlrnt part of the snbject, the question of economy having governed in the construction of all of them.
That subJJ1itted by an American firm that puts up a r ation for the British army, for
example, was of inconvenien t form, and the nature of th e contents was snch that
wh enever opened the entire r ation must b o consumed-at least the can could not be
reclosed and carried farther without much d amage to the contents.
The cases for the coffee, and the soup, and the sa,lt and pepper, may be m::ulo very
light, as all ure placed within this outer case and thus protected from abrasion and
moisture.
Th e entire ration is a simple one requiring no special directions for use, except
for th e soup, an<l these can l,e put on each package.
The nnmher of such rations that should accompany a command and the number
to be ca rried on the person of the soldier should be left to the discretion of the
commandin g officer, a s the probability of such nn emergenc,v arising as to require the
use of this ration and the probable duration of such emergency should govern in determining the number of rations to be carried. A supply of such rations sl10nl~ be
kept in each company when in garrison ready for immediate issue in the event of the
troops ueing ordered to carry them.
Th o boarcl .is under obligations to Armour & Co., Chicago; the Fairbanks Canning Company, Chicago; E . 'l'. Prussing & Co., Chicago; the California Desiccate~
Food Company, San Francisco; Frederick Stearns & Co., Detroit; the Pure Alum 111mn Company, Lemont, Ill.; the Commissary-General of Subsistence, United Sta_tes
Army; the Bureau of Information, United States Army; Surgeon Smart and Assistant Surgeon Woodrnff, U nited States Army; the post commanders in the Dep'artment of D akota, and to many others, for a id extevded in various ways.
EDWD. MOALE, '

Lieutenant-Colonel, Third Infantry.
JNO. J. CLAGUE,

Major ancl Conirnissary of Subsistence, United States A.r·my.
Jos . HALE,

Captain, Thircl lnfant?-y.
w. C. BORDEN,
Captain and Assistant Surgeon, United States A.rrny.
,JOHN H. RIMCOM,
First Lieutenant, Third hifantry, Recorder.
[First indorsemcn t. J
HE.ADQUAR'fERS DEPARTME ~T OF DAKOTA,

St. Paul, Minn., October 12, 1895.
Respectfully forwarded to the .Adjutant-General United tates Army, in conr~ectiou with indorsement of May 11 1895 on letter of Commissary-General of ubs1stence dated April 17, 1895, on tll~ subject of emergency ration: It appear to_ me
that ihe board bas carefully con idered the snbject and that its recomm_endatwns
aro good. Tho majority of the board are officers of a great deal of x_pcnence _and
are known to me to be close ouservers in sucb matters and I ace pt their conclu ions
and suggest that their recommendations be given a p'ractical trinl.
JonN R. Bn OKE,
Brigadier- eneral, ommancling .
.ADJUTA.. T-GE 'ERAL'

OFFI E,

For the Commissary-General of ubsistence, United States .Army.

Octob

1·

15, 1895.
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BOARD IN THE DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.

This board convened at San Antonio, Tex., on lVIay 27, 1895. It
met again on June 7 and 13, 1895. It called upon the CommissaryGeneral of Subsistence for samples of the compressed rations used in
foreign armies, but these not being in the possession of the 0ommissaryGeneral, and he deeming it not expedient to procure them, were not
furnished. A member of the board addressed a circular letter to certain food companies and individuals requesting them to "prepare and
submit to the board one or more compressed meat, or meat and vegetable, rations," but no satisfactory replies to this letter we1~ received.
On June 13, 1895, each member, in pursuance of a previous agreement of the board, submitted a paper containing his views on emergency
rations for the consideration of the l>oard.
The recommendations of the board, formulated by it on June 13, 1895,
and the action of the department commander thereon, were as follows:
The board proceeded to a carefnl consideration of the several rations proposed and
to a comparison of their respective merits, and after maturely considering the selection of a ration for troops operating in an emergency, tbe board recommends thn,t it
consist of the following articles: Bacon, 8 ounces; peas or beans, 4 ounces; bard
bread, 8 ounces_; coffee, 1½ ounces, or tea, one-half ounce; sugar, one-half ounce.
The bacon with the peas or beans to be properly prepared for eating and suitably
put up together in one daily ration.
The hard bread to be fonr crackers of 2 ounces each.
The coffee or its eq ui valent extract, solid or fluid, into tablets or tubes, preferably
the latter, of one daily ration.
The tea, in tablets or packages of one daily ration.
The sngar, in tablets of one-fourth ounce each.
The gross weight of the ration will be about 25 ounces when prepared in cans or
packages for the :field.
The board is of the opinion that this ration in case of an extraordinary emergency
ruay, on account of its 11utritive qualities, be made to l ast two days 1 since its calories
being 2,849, two of tbem 11ossess three and one-half times tbe potential energy of
one German "iron ration;" a lso, that it will meet all the requirements of an emergency ration, as set forth in the l etter from th e Commissary General-tlrns:
First. Its compon ent parts embrace wholesomeness, nutrition, and portability.
Second. This suggested ration being based upon the present Government ration,
will be equall y as acceptab]e to the taste.
Third. Its several parts if properly prepared will remain intact under any circumstances of climate or ordinary length of ·time, thus making no limit to their keeping
qualities.
Fourth . It may be carried on the person of the soldier when other transportation
is not available; the form of p ackages used to be those found most suitable by the
manufacturer preparing the articles.
Fifth. No special directions for the use of its parts will be required.
Sixth. The number of rations carried to be limited by the number of days required ;
the maximum number would be three days for infantry, and five days for cavalry and
:field artillery.
Seventh. This ration is not to be issued to the soldier, but kept in the commissary
department at all posts so as to [be] avnilable when an emergency arises.
The absence of the board from a point having proper facilities for making desirable experiments prevents it from submitting practically its theoretical recommendations.
There being no further business before it, the board, at 12.50 o'cock p. m., adjourned
sine die.
.
GUY V. HENRY,
Lieutenant-Colonel, Fifth Cavalry, Brevet B1·igadier-General, President.
J. F. WESTON,
Major, Subsistence Departrnent, Mernber.
L. M. MAUS,
Major and Surgeon, U.S. A., Member.
W. T. WOOD,

Captain, Eighteenth Infantry, Member.
J. D. C. BOSI(INS,
First Lieutenant Third Artiller~· Member.
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HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS,

San A11tonio, .June 27, 1895

Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army, approved.

Z. R.

BLISS,

B1·igadie1·- General, Cornrnanding.
ADJUTANT-GENERAJ/S OFFICE, July 1, 1895.

For the Commissary-General of Subsistence, United States Army.
BOARD IN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO.

This board met at Fort Logan, Colo., on June 24, 1895, with all the
members present and contiuued its sessions from time to time to test
and experiment with various articles called for by aud submitted to
them from different mf,l,nufactnrers. From these the board, on August
9, 1895, selected. and recommeuded the following as an emergency ration
for one day:
So:up,-One_2t-ouncc compressed package of beans or pease submitted by _the Califor~ia Consol~dated Food Company, No. 103 Commercial street, San Franc1s_co,_Cal.
This preparat10n was tested by two soldiers who did not understand the prmc1ples
of cooking. The board had tbese men proceed to a suitable point outside the post,
and in its presence a small fire was kindled by which, with their tin cups of cold
water, the soldiers prepared in fifteen rninut;s 1 quart each of delicious bean and pea
soup, well fl3:vored and extremely palatable, from a single package of each of the
articles ment10ned.
Although the firm was written to asking for a report of the constituent parts.of the
above-Hamed packages, it was unable to obtain the desired informat.ion; but, !n consequence of their superior quality, the board has no hesitation in recommendmg ~he
same as part of the ration. Sample packages are herewith transmitted. No prrce
quoted.
Meat.-Onc can, containing 12 ounces of bacon. At the request o~ t_he board this
was prepare~l by Messrs. Armour & Co., of Chicago. The can contarnrn~ tlie bacon
was opened 1n the presence of the board and the bacon was found to beman excellent state of preservation and was prepared for keeping at least one year. This bacon
was kept exposed to the open air for six days and then fried and tested by the memb~i:s of the board, who found it to be perfectly sweet and in a,pparently a~ good conditwn as when originally packed. A sample can is herewith submitted. Pnce quoted,
20 cents per pound.
_ Afte: the experience of y~ars in the field under trying circumstances by the members of the board, they believe there is no kind of meat that can supply the lJlace of
?aeon, ~nd their object has been to secure it in such manner as not only to preserve
~t~_quahty a?<;! freshness, but to prevent the grease from escaping, thereby preservrno the nutr1t10us value of the meat and cleanliness of equipments.
Bread_.-Three cakes, 4 ounces each, of compressed crackers, manufactured, at th e
suggeShon. o_f the board, by the Colorado Breakfast Food Company of Denver, 11nd ~r
th e Supervis10n ?f the chief commissary of the Department of the C<?lora~o, 9~-p tam
Dra:' 0 •. _In_ rnakrn~ these crackers the wheat is first boiled to relieve 1t of its S)lice?u!
?0 ~tm&, it IS then forced through small orifices coming out in threads. In this sh~p
it IS dne<l, then broken into very short threads and toasted thus insuring the bakmg
of eve~y P=:trticle._ With this is mixed a very small portion' of tbe unto~sted tbrea_ds,
ao d th is ~nxture 1 s compressed and baked. Samples in two stages of compre:;Sion
are sub~~tted herewith, t_he one of least compression being reco1:11mcncled by th e
board · ~hese sampl_es, being experimental, are heavier than the s1_ze recommeucled
for adopt!_on. No price has yet been quoted tlle board on tbis form of bread. Sample
of the "food" from which His made is also submitted herewith. 1
•
. Coffee.-Parke, Davis & Co., chemists of Detroit were communicated w 1th rega rd·
rng ~offee capsules and tablets aud they willino-ly undertook the experiments and
furmsb_ed the hoard with two diffei-ent samples tf capsules and a sample ~f tablets.
On testmgthese samples, the board found that the larger capsule, marked No. 2, made
i The board omitted to state, in connection wi.th the bread ration recommencle~,
that the compressed cakes can be dissolved in water and used as a breakfast food m
the same manner as though it ba<l not been compressed and as cracked wheat or
oa.tmeal. The shreds separate thorou o-hly and when ~arm water is nsed, very
quickly. [Appendix D, with report of thi Bo~ra.J '
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a pint of fair coffee; sample No. 1, a smaller capsule, made n, pint of n, better quality;
four of the small tablets made a, pint of very good coffee, the only objection being
the proportion of sugar ( one-seventh) was ouly about half the quanity that it should
contain. It is believed by the board that the tablet form is more advisable for use
in the emergency ration, and that the tn.blets should be manufactured so that each
shoul<l contain four times the quantity shown in the sample, and that the proportion
of coffee and sugar should be three of coffee and one of sugar. Coffee is made by
dropping the tablet in boiling water and being allowed to boil for three or four
minutes. Samples of each submitted herewith.
The prices quoted are as follows: ~o . 1, $5.25 per hun dred; No. 2, $1.75 per hundred; No. 3, 26 cents per hundred, or, as recommended by the l,oard, $1.04 per
hundred.
The entire r ation for one day would consist in weight of;Ounces, Ouuccs,
Compouents.
net.
gross.
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - ]5 .
Meat ................ ........... ............ .. .. .. ...... ...... ............ ..... ... .
12
Bread . ............................................. .. ............. .. ........... . . .
12
12
Soup .................... .... .. . .... . ................... . ....... . . . ............... .
2k
2½
1·
Coffee ...... . ........................................... . .. .............. .. ........ .
¾
Total ............................................... ·· .... ··········· · ······

27¼

30½

The board has no }lleans ava,ilable of arriving at the food value of the ration
recommended, but from their knowledge of its constituents, believes it to be very
high.
The board believes that the prices quoted herein will be greatly reduced should
these articles be supplied on a, large scale.
A "pemmican" ration weighing 10 ounces, consisting of 6 ounces of '' jerked"
beef, 2 ounces of beef fat, 2 ounces of bacon, and one-fourth ounce of salt is recornmen<led for trial as a meat ration in place of the bacon.
The jerked beef is pounded or crushed; the beef fat and bacon are ground or
cl.topped to break up the fiber, antl then cooked with the rations of salt and pepper;
the hot fat is then poured over the pounded dried beef. The whole packed. in a tin
can similar to the bacon can.
A sample prepared by Capt . E. S. Godfrey, Seventh CaYalry, is submitted, and if:!
part of a quantity which was made from 30 ounces of fresh beef, 4 ounces of beef
fat, and 4 ounces of bacon. The 30 ounces of fresh beef dried to 9-,t ounces; one-half
ounce of salt and two rations of pepper were put in the cooked fat . "
*·
The board liaving completed the duties assigned it, adjourned sine die, at 12 m.
(noon) August 9, 1895.
WM. II. POWELL,
Lieutenant- Co lonel, Eleventh Infantry, President.
E . S. GODFREY,
Captain, Seventh Cavafry, Mernber.
LOUIS A. LA G ARD E,
Captain and Assistant Surgeon, U. S. A ., Member.
EDWD. E. DRA vo,
Captain and Commissary of Subsistence, U. S. A., Member.
GEO. S. YOUNG,
Captain, Seventh Infantry, R ecorde1·.

The recommendations of the board were forwarded by the department commander with the following indorsemeut:
[First indorsement.]
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO,

Denver, Colo., August 15, 1895.
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army.
.
.
.
The members of this board have displayed commendable zeal and mterest rn their
efforts to solve the problem of furnishing the Army a suitable emergency ration,
and I consider their report most interesting and valuable. Their proceedings would
have been concluded at a much earlier date but for the delay attending th~ pr~paration of coffee capsules and tablets by Parke, Dav is & Co., chemists, Detroit, Mich.
PRANK WHEATON ,

Brigadier-General, Commanding.
W .AR 96-VOL I--23
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ADJUTA T-GE ~ERAL1S O1rFICE, Auvust 20, 1895.
For the Commissary-G neral of Subsistence, United tate Army.

[Thircl iudorRement.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, OFFICE COMM! SARY-GENERAL OF SUBSISTENCE,

Washington, August 21, 1895.
Respectfully returned to the Adjutant-General of the Army.
If the board considered the fifth, sixth, and seventh points mentioned in letter
from this office dated April 17, 1895, their conclusions are not recorded herein. I
therefore respectfully recommend that these proceedings be returned to the board for
report upon tliese points.
M. R. MORGAN,
Cornm'issa1·y-Geueral of. Subsistence.
[Fourth iudorsement.]
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, August 24, 1895.
Respectfully returned to the commanding general, Department of the Colorado,
who will reconvene a board on an emergency ration, to consist of Captain La Garde,
assistant surgeon, Captain Dravo, commissary of subsistence, and Captain Hardin,
Seventh Infantry, to consider and report upon the points referred to in the third
indorsemen t hereon.
If any action be necessary by Lieutenant-Colonel Powell and Captain Godfrey it
will be had Ly Mrrespondence.
:3y command of Lieutenant-General Schofield:

'

THOMAS

M . VINCENT,

Acting Adjutant-General.
[Fifth inclorsement.J
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO,

Denver, Colo., August 31, 1895.
Respectfullyreierre<l. to Capt. L.A. La Garde, assistant surgeon. Captain La Garde,
assistant surgeon; Capt. E. E. Dravo, commissary of suhsistence, chief commissary
of tmlJsistence, and Capt. E. E. Hardin, Seventy Jnfantry, members of the emergency
ration board as originally constituted, will reassemble for the purpose indicated in
third indorsement. Fourtll indorsement will also be complied with as regards correspondence with Lieutenant-Colonel Powell and Captain Godfrey, if necessary.
By command of Brigadier-General Wheaton:
Jorrn

s.

MALLORY,

Aide-de-Carnp, Acting Assistant Adjutant-General.

The board consequently reassembled, but with Capt. George S. Young,
Seventh Infantry, as a member in place of Capt. E. E. Hardin, Seventll
Infantry, who was absent from the post, and on September 6, 1895, the
board completed its recommendations as follows:
Fourth. "Weight of each ration, and the kinds, size, and form of package in which
put up, for con v-enience of use and of carriage on the person."
The gross weight of the ration recommended is 30½ ounces. It is not believed by
the board that this ration in its entirety should be put up in any kind of permanent
pa,ckage, but that for keeping in store, ready for convenient issue, each complete
ration should be wrapped in a paper parcel. This parcel when issued to the soldier
can be opened by him and the components thereof be distributed about his person
or equipment to the Lest advantage for carrying. The complete ration for one day
forms a package 7 inc!Jes long, 4t inches wide, and 2 inches thick.
everal packages
of such a size would be inconvenient to carry upon the person, but hroke11 up and
parts properly di tribnted they conltl l,e conveniently and easily carried.
J<' ifth. "Directions for use by the soldier."
It is confomplated by the board that the ration will form two snbstantial meal
and one lunch for the soldier as follows: For supper, coffee, one-half ration of bacon,
and one wheat uiscuit For breakfast, same as for supper. For lunch, 1 quart of
bean soup, and one wheat biscuit.
The coffee is prepared by the soldier bringing water to a uoil in his quart cup and
then dropping in the coffee tablet, and allowing it to further boil about thr o or
four minutes.
The soup is prepared by urcaki~g np the_ tablet a_nd mix~ng it in a sn~al~ quantity
of cold water in the qnart cup. fhe cup 1s tlJen filled with water sturmg nt the
same time, and brought to a boil for about ten 1uinutes. '!'he wheat biscuit may be
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eaten dry as issued, or it will disintegrate easily h1 the coffee or soup and make a
palatable dish.
The bacon may be sliced and fri ed. in the meat-ration can or broiled on the coals.
Sixth. "Number of rations to be carried on the person, ::md the maximum that
may be so carried."
As the ration weighs a little less than 2 pounds, the item of weight would seem to
indicate ten rations as the maximum weight to be so carried.
Seventh. '' Whether to be habitually carried by the soldier as a part of his outfit,
or to be issued out for emergency occasions.''
It is believed by the board that this ration should not be habitually carried by the
soldier as part of his outfit, bnt that the issue could be ordered by the commanding
officer in bis discretion.
The board has not fo11nd it necessary to communicate with either LieutenantColonel Powell or Captain Godfrey, as all these points wore thoroughly discussed
and agreed npon by the full board, but its conclusions were inadvertently omitted
from its proceedings.
The board having completed the business assigned it, adjourned sine die.
LOUIS A. LA GARDE,

Captain and ..dssistant Surgeon, U. S. A. ., President.
,
EDWARD E. DRAVO,
Captain and Cornniissary of Subsistence, U.S. A., Mernber.
GEO. S. YOUNG,
Captain, Seventh Infantry, Recorder.
[Sixth indorsement.]
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO,

Denver, Colo., Septembe1· 9, 1895.
Respectfully returned to the Adjutant-General of the Army, with proceedings of
reconvened board attached.
FRANK WHEATON,

Brigadier-General, Commanding.
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OI•FICE, Septernber 16, 1895.
For the Commissary-General of Subsistence, United States.Army.

THE BOARD IN THE DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.

This board convened at San Francisco, Cal., on June 3, 1895. On
August 31, 1895, it submitted its report, tlie following extract from
which shows the character of jts investigations and the recommendations adopted by it, and the action ot' the Department Commander:
The initial meeting of the board was on June 3, 1895, at which time the l etter of
instructions hereto prefixed was read and discussed, and the board adjourned,
pending the acquisition by the members of literature on tbe subject of emergency
rations, and also to allow time to procnre samples of condensed foods, etc., which
might be procured in the San Francisco markets.
After adjournment of the first meeting the board bas reconvened from time to
time, holding in all six sessions, and has examined and considered a large number of
i.;amples of condensed foods, both of Americau and foreign manufacture. Unfortunately, it appears that this matter has receivecl bnt little attention on this side of
the water, and by far the larges t number of samples has come from abroad. Also,
the bol.lrd has been debarred from considering a large number of highly desirable
articles, due to the impossibility of procuring- samples in the markets at band.
On mature consideration of the subject, the boarrl has the honor to unanimously
recommend the following as au emergency rntiou:
Sixteen ounces haru brea.d, 8 ounces ureakfast bacon, 3 ounces pea soup, in tablet
form, L/-5- ounces coffee, roasted and ground, with three 2-grain saccharin tablets,
or in lieu thereof three sweetened coffee tablets.
Experience bas shown that the bread, meat, and coffee portion of this ration is
most acceptable to the American soldier. The soup tablets afford Rometbing over a
quart of highly palatable soup, :W.hich, with a proportionate amount of hard lH'ead,
furnishes a wholesome aucl nutntwus meal.
It is recommended that the bard bread baked for the emergency ration shall be
entirely fre e from lard or any other oily substance and shall be made _of f1011r, salt,
and water alone, thus possessing greater coh~siYe strength, au_d redn crng the waste
to a minimum; that it should be wrappeu m packages of oiled or waxed paper,
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each package to contain not ruore tha,n two bi cuit , the pack:we to be held closed
by hands of thread rubber ro. 1 , oocty ar spat nt.
That the bacon be put up in an oil-skin bag with drawing-string, tho b,tg to be
ma(le long enough to allow th top to be folded over, so that the drawing-string may
be wrapped around the pa kage.
That the packages of pea soup_. which are 3 inche Jong, It inches wide, aucl 1¼
inches thick, should be pn t up in oiled paper and carri din the haversack, in looped
packets similar to tho e of ·the cartridge belt.
That the coffee, if in tablets, should b e kept in packets similar to thoso f~r the
pea soup, and if roasted and gronnd, in round tin cases, with screw tops, loose m the
haversack. 'l'he saccharin to be in a paper package inside the coffee can.
.
These articles are a,11 believed to possess excellent keeping qualities. The weight
of the ration, not including the cases, is 28}.5 ounces. It is believed that if th~ coffee tablet is used, the total weight of the packed ration can be placed at a maximum
of 30 ounces. The board was, however, unable to procure any samples of coffee tablets, and in consequence r ecomrn :· nds their use only provisiona.lly. Should the roasted
and gronnd coffee be nsetl, the weight of the packed ration would consequently be
increased by that of the tin case.
It is believed that should the component parts of the ration, as above reco!nmended, be issued separately, they can be more conveniently carried by the soldier
than if inclosed in a siugle package.
. Directions for use should be as few and simple as possible. The packages of pea
menl and the coffee tablets always contain the necessary instructions, and the rntelligent soldier will lose no time in learning to make the most of his ration.
Regarding the number of rations to be carried on the pernon., it does not appear
that any definite rule can be laid down. · This is a matter to be governed solely _b;v
circumstances, and depends entirely upon the commander, who knows the capab1h_ties of his men and the work lie has in hand.
The board is, however, of the opinion that in order to economize rations and to
minimize the burden of the soldier, the ration or its component parts should never,
under any circnrustances, be put up in portions of more than one day's ratiou, as a
package, once broken, deteriorates in quality, and if turned in is praictically unfit
for reissue.
It being understood that the emergency ration is intended only for the use of
troops separated from their ordinary means of trnnsportation, as in the case of raids,
picket duty, and the like, the board believes that it should not be habitually carried
by the soldier, hut should be carried in the wagon train nnd put up in such a fashion
as to allow of its speedy issue when required. To this end it is recommended that
whatever the form or size of package adopted.for shipping rations in bulk, the complete ration, or its component parts, bo put up in packages of fifty portions. This is
practically a day's ration for a company, and can be issued, like ammunition, as fast
as the men can pass the 1,lace of h,sue in column of files.
The packages of pea meal recommended above were furnished by the California
Desiccated Food Company, 103 Commercial street, San Francisco, Cal., through the
conrtesy of whose manager the recorder of the board was enabled to make a most
satisfactory test of its products during the recent encampment at Monterey, Cal.
The ausolnte value of the soups as a food conlcl not of coprse be accurately determined, but they were pronounced by all who tried them to be palatable and nutritious.
F. L. GUEN'l'l-IEH,
Lieutenant-Colonel, .Fifth Artillery, President.
EVAN MILES,

Lieutenant-Colonel, Twentieth Infantry.
w. H. B ELL,
Lieutenant-Colonel, .Assistant Comrnissary-Generat of Subsistence.
J. V. D. 11DDLETON,
Lieutenant-Colonel, Deputy Surgeon-General.
G. H. G. GALE,
Captain, Fourth Cavalry, Recorder.
[First ioclor cment. ]
fIEADQ ARTER

DEPARTAIENT

F

ALIFORNIA,

an Francisco, Cal., epteniber S, 1895.
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army inviting att ntion
to the within report of the boa.rd.
JA;'l1E '\Y. • R Y'l'H,
Brigadier-General Commanding .
ADJ "l'A~·T-

E.iERAL'

For the Commissary-General of Subsistenc ,

OFFICE,

epteniber 10, 1895.
nited tate Army.
1
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THE BOARD IN THE DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA.

This board convened at Vancouver Barracks, Wash., on May 23,
1895, and directed the recorder to obtain small quantities of condensed
meats, soups, coffees, and other articles of food largely condensed, with
the view of having experiments conducted by the board to determine
the suitableness of such articles for rations for troops operating in
emergencies. The recorder proceeded to Portland, Oreg., the only
probable market for such articles that he could visit, but found none
there, and no laboratories for evaporating or condensing foods . He
wrote to a numb~r of manufacturers and dealers in New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, and other cities, and a number of articles were thus
obtained, including condensed soups, coffees, meats, vegetables, etc.,
which were all tested by the board, the proper apparatus for the purpose having .b een secured.
The board was favorably impressed with an emergency ration prepared for trial by Lieut. Col. W . D. Wolverton, deputy surgeon-general
aud president of the board, but was uot prepared to recommend it for
adoption. It, however, recommended it to the War Department for
experimental purposes.
In concluding its report, the board says:
The board realizes the difficulties with which it has bad to contend in this investigation, as there are neither laboratories nor preserved-foo<l manufactories in this
part of the country, and the practical tests of condensed foods have necessarily been
imited to those compositions that could be obtained from maoufactories in places
remote from this place. But after making such tests as were possible, the board is
of t,he opinion that a reduced ration of the articles usually carried in the field, viz,
bacon, coffee, sugar, and bard bread, supplemented by soup tablets, and using condensed coffee, would be convenient, palat,able, wholesome, and sufficiently nutritive.
The board therefore recommends the following as the ration best suited, in its
opinion, for troops operating in emergencies, viz:
Ounces.

~:~~nb~~~~f_e_c~ ~ : : : : : : : ~:::: : : : : ~::: : : : : : : : : : ~:: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

1~

i;i ::~::~~:~.~~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:::::: ~: ::::~ ~: ~ ~ ~: ~:: ~ ~: ~:: : ~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~:: : ~ i
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
First. The component parts of thi s ration having been in use in onr Army for many
years, their wholesomeness is uuq nest ioned; the '' food value" is known, and shows
sufficient nutritive value for the special object of this ration. The ration as a whole
is easily portable.
.
Second. It is believed that the addition of the snup tablets will make it even more
acceptable to the taste than our present field ration.
Third. The component parts of this ration, with the exception of the soup tablets
and condensed coffee, have long been in use in our Army :wd are known to possess
the requisite keeping qualities, anfl the board is satisfied that the soup and condensed cnffee also pos ess th ese same qualities.
Fourth. The weight of each ration is 25 ounces ; the bacon should be in one piece,
whatever the number of rations carried; each of the other component parts honld
be pnt up in packages containing one day's allowance of each, except the condensed
coffee, which is now put up in a small bottle containing at least four days' supply
of coffee.
Fifth. No special directions for use will be necessary, as the soldier is familiar
with the use of all these articles, Axcept the soups and condensed coffee, and these
are put up in packages containing fn~l di_rections for u e.
_ _
Sixth. Four rations shonld be earned m the h aversack, and tlns 1, the maximum
number that may be so carried.
Seventh . To be issued out only for emergent occasions.
"
.
The board recommends the bean and pea soup tablets manufactured b y tho California Desiccated Food Company," of San Francisco, Cal.; and the condensed coffee
put up by the "Condensed Coffee Company," of New York City.
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In making this investicration tb board lia met from time to time from ]\fay 23 to
September 9, inclusive, and at ach m etincr all the member wer present.
There being no further busines before it, the board, at 2 o'clock p. m., September
9, 1895, adjourned sine die.
W . D. WOLVERTON,
Lieutenant- olonel ancl Deputy Sttrgeon-General, President.
W. H. NASH,
Major ancl Cormnissary of Subsistence, Mernber.
JOHN MURPHY,

Captain, Fourteenth Infant?-y, Member.
:FRANK TAYLOR,

Captwin, Jl'ourteenth Infantry, Member.
JOHN LITTLE,

First Lieutenant, Fourteenth Infantry, Me1nber and Recorder.
[First indorsemen·t. J
HEADQUARTEUS DEPARTMENT OF THE COLUMBIA,

Vancouver Barracks, Wash., September 12, 1895.
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army, in obedience to
instructions from the headquarters of the Army of May 11 last.
E. S. OTIS,
Brigadier-General, Commanding.
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, September 20, 1895.
For the Commissary-General of Subsistence, United States Army.

FINAL_ACTION BY THE WAR DEPARTMENT.

vV

AR DEPARTMENT,
OFFICE O0MMISSARY-GENEH.A.L OF SUBSIS'.l'ENCE,

Washington, D. O., November 25, 1895.
Sm: I have the honor to submit, for the iuformation of the Secretary
of War, the reports of the boards convened in the various military
departments "to consider and recommend a proper ration for troops
operating in emergencies," as recommended in a letter from this office
dated April 17, J895. (Copy iuclosed, A.)
Upon notice reaching this office as to the personnel oft.be boards and
places of meeting, the purchasing commissaries of subsistence at various
stations were requested to cooperate with the boards and to solicit the
assistance of inventors and manufacturers (see letter of May 25, 1895,
copy inclosed, B), and a letter was a<ldressed to the chief commisRary
of subsistence of each military department, each of whom had been
detailed as a member of a board, suggesting sources of information as
to forejgu rations, etc. (See letter of May ~8, 1895, c_o py in.closed 0.) 1
In the composition of the board eighteen regiments of the line were
represented, as well a the medical and ub i tence <lepartment .
The reports from the boar<l show that they availed them elve of all
suggestions and that they obtained useful information and ample
from manufacturer and from other (officers and citizen ) wh became
interested in the subject.
It is fair to a ume t11a the report . ubmitted iv th car fully considered unbia. . ed vi w of tho e mo t intere. ted in th compo ition of
the rati'on and of tho e who may have to u e it. Th r port indicate
1

For the subi.tance of the e letter , see pages 323, 324, 3r, and 326.
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intelligent and painstaking labor, and the result is the compilation of
much valuable information.
·
The recommendations as to the composition of the ration are as
follows:
RATIONS RECOMMENDED BY DEPARTMENT BOARDS .

(1) Department of the Platte:
Hard bread (one-fifth oatmeal, four-fifths wheat) ____________ ·----- __
Meat (one-fourth pork, three-fourths corned beef) . .... ___ .. ____ . _. __
Soup cake, pea or bean _. __ . ____ .. ____ . __ .. _. __ . __ . __ ... _. ____ . . ____ .
Sugar ___ .... ____ .. __________ .. ___ ... ____ .. ____ .. _____ . __ .. ____ ... _..
Co:lfee. _. _ . ____ ... ____ .. _____ . ____ .. ____ . _.. _. _ ... _... _.... _________ _
Pep,per_ .. _ ···- ··---· ··---- ____ ·-·· ____________ ................ ··-···
Salt ......... _. _...... _... __ ..... __ .. . ... __ . _. __ ..... _..... _.. _.. __ ..

Ounces.

9
7

5
1
1. 25

. 0625
1

Total, net .... _. ___ .... __ ........ __ ................. . ..... _.... _.. . 24.3125
Total, gross ............. __ .. . .................. -....... - . - - ...... . 29
Calories,--.
(2) Department of Texas:
Hard breall ........ ···--· .... ____ ........................... ____ ... . 8
Bacon .............. ________ ...... ______ .... ____ .................... . 8
Pea or bean meal .. __ ..... _.. _....... __ ............... __ ........ _. _.. 4
Coffee ............ _..... __ .. __ ............... _. _............... _ ... . 1. 50
(Or tea one-half ounce.)
Sugar .. _......•.......... _.... _.... ___ .. ____ ... __ ..... _. _.. ____ . __ ..
.50
Total, net ... __ .. _. _.. _. _.... _.... _......... _.. _.... _. _.. __ ... ____ . 22
Total, gross ..... _. __ .....••.......• _... _. _..... __ ........ _..... _. . 25
Calories, 2,849. ·
(3) Deparment of California:
Hard bread .. _........ _......... __ ..... _ ........ - ............... - - .. 16
Bacon, breakfast ____ .... -----·-··-··----····-· .... ···-·------·-·--·· 8
Pea soup ____ . _... ___ .. ____ . _- - .. -- - . - -- - ... - - - . - - .. - - - - - . - - - - - - . - - - - 3
Coffee _____ . ____ . _________________ . _ . __ . ___________ .. _. ___ . _____ . _.. . 1. 28
Saccharin 6 grains._ . ____ . __ ..... ___ ............................... - .
.014
Total, net . _... ____ . _.. _. ____ ..... __ ... _______ . __ ......... __ . _____ .
Total, gross _____ ... ____ . ____ .... ___ ... ___ .... _.. _......... __ .. __ . _
Calories,--.
(4) Department of the Columbia:
Hard bread _. _. _. _... __ ... __ .. ____ . _. _...... ___ .... _ ... _.....•. ____ .
Bacon (cooked) ... _. __ . ___ . __ . _. _. _. ____ . _.... _. _.... _.... __ . _ . __ .. _
Soup tablets ....... _.. ___ .. _.. ___ . __ ... __ ... ______ . __ .. __ ... _. _. _.. __

28. 294
30
10
8
4

~11n~:~~~d ~~ff~;-_·_·_::-_:::-_-_:::::::-_:::::-_:::::::-_·_·_:·.·_:::::::: :::::: i
Total, net _. __ . ___ .... _____ .. __ .. __ . __ . __ . __ . __ .. ____ . __ .. ______ ...
Total, gross _. _____ . _.•••. _... __ . _.... __ . __ .. __ .... __ . _.. _.... _- - ..
Calories,--.
(5) Department of the Colorado:
Bread, whole wheat .. _. __ .. ___ .... __ . -. ... __ ... _............... __ - .. .
Bacon .. _____ . _- __ . __ . _..... _. ____ .... _. _... _. _........ - - - - .... - .. - .
Soup tablet. __________________________________ -----···---· _________ _
Coffee ( one-fourth sugar, three-fourths coffee)._._ .......... _. _.... - .

25

m

12
12
2.50
. 75

Total net .. ___ .. ____ ... _, .. _____ . _.. " __ .... __ .. ___ . ___ . _. .. - - - 27. 25
Total gross _.. __ .. _... _. __ . _. _...... ___ .. _. _. __ . __ . ________ .. - 80. 50
Calories, - - .
(6) Department of Dakota:
Hard bread ______ . _. __ ..••.•...•...........•................... - - .. - 16
Meat, cooked beef, one-third fat_ ........ ____ .. __ ... -- . - - - - . -.. -. - - - - 12
Soup tablet. ____ ...... _. __ . __ . _... __ ... __ ..... _ .. ___ .. _. _..... ___ - . . 2
Coffee . - - - - .... - - .. - - - - - . - - - - .. - .... - - - ..• - - - . - - - .... - .... - .. - .. - - - . 1. 25
Pepper and salt ............... __ ................ _........... - .. - .... _1_ _

~~t!i ~~s~-:: ." .": ." ." ." ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~/5

Calories, - - .
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(7) Department of the East :
Ounces.
Hard bread ........................... __ .. _... __ ........ _. ___ . ___ ... 8
Dried (chipped smoked) beef. ....................................... 8
Soup tablet ................... _............. _.. _....... _..... _. . . . . . 8
Tea tablets ....... ........................... __ .. __•___ ...... _.. ____ .............. _........ _.... _... . 33
Total 11et ...•.. _.......... _...... _.... _.... ___ .. __ . ____ .. _....
Total gross ............. _. _..... _ . __ .... __ ...... _ . _.. ____ 32 or
Calories, 3,623.
(8) Departm ent of the Missouri:
I-lard "brea<l ............ _... _. _.... __ . _.... _...... _.. _ .. _...... _. __ ..
Bacon ..........•...... _... _ ... _... _........ _..... _.. _... _.. _. . . . . . .
Soup tablet ................... . .....................................
Coffee and saccharin ..... ... ........................................

24. 33
34
12
8
4
1.50

. Total net ....... _. _..... _...... _.... _..... _....... _...... __ . _. 25. 50
Tot:-11 gross ........... . _.. _.. _... __ ...... _............ __ .. _.. . 32. 25
Calories, 3,350.

~urg. Charles Smart, U. S. A., has kindly examined the suggested
rat10ns and gives as the result of his calculations the· following table
of the_ir calories, or food value:
Department ofThe Platte ......... _....................................•. __ ........ .

2,134
2,699
3,382
3,052
3,526
2,812
2,686
3,032

~:fi~'~r~i·; : : ~ : : ~ ~ : ~ : : : : : : : ~: : : : : : : : ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : ~ : ~ : : ~ ~ : : ~ : : : : : : : : : :

The.Columbia··-~-· . . . .................... ______ ............ . ....... .
'fhe Colorado .. ___ ... ___ .. ___ ......... ____ . __ ......... __ .. ____ .... __ _

~:!~!st- ::::::~ ~:: :::::::::~:: :.::::::~: ~::: ~ ::::::::::::::::::~:::: ~

The Missouri . - .. - . -- .... - . - .. - ............ - - .

- -- ·.· -- _,. .. ... -- -- .... - ... - -- - ......... - -

8)23, 323
Average calories ....... __ ... ___ . __ .. _. __ . __ .... ___ .. ___ . ____ . _... _.
Average net weight ....................................... ounces..

2, 815
26.11

.A. refer~nce to the ·views as to the components of the ration will show
the followmg recommendations as to quantities:
BREAD.

Ounces.
Department ofThe Platte, hard hreacl (one-fifth oatmeal, four-fifths wheat) .•••. ___ . '!t
9
Texas, hard. bread .......................................... ____ ..... .
8
California, llnr<.l bread _. __ . ___ .. __ . ___ . _. ___ . ____ . ____ . _.... _. _. _.. __
16
The Columbia, h a rd bread .......................... ____ ............ .
10
12
The Colorado, hard bread (mn.<lo from whole wheat) .... ____ ......... .
The East, bard bread ____ ........................ ____ ....... .' ....... .
8
16
Dakota, h ard bread .................... ____ ........... . ............. .
12
The Missouri, hard bread ........•................. _...... _.... _. _.. . .

8)91
Average .. .. __ . _................................................. , .

11. 375

Six board recommen<l ordinary hard bread. One recommeud:-; a bread
made from one.fifth oatmeal an<l four-fifth wheat fl.our, and one recommends a bread made from the whole wheat by a peculiar proce s. This
la t bread wa tried in a practice ruarch by a company of the eventh
Infantry, the commanding officer and medical officer of the command
having been member of the board that recommended it. The reports
of these two officers accompany the e papers and how that the trial
was not satisfactory.
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MEAT.

Department ofOunces.
The Platte, brawn (one-fourth pork, three-fonrths corn beef)..........
7
8
TexaA, bacou ........... .. ........................... _............. __ . _
California, bacon (breakfast) ............. _...... _........ _.... __ ... ..
8
The Columbia, bacon (cooked)........................................
8
The Colorado, bacon (breakfast) ........................ _............ _ 12
The East, dried beef, smoked an·d chippe<l. .. _........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Dakota, beef (cooked) ....................... _........................
12
The Missouri, bacon (breakfast).................................. . . . .
8
8)71

Average .......................................................... .

8.875

Five boards recommend bacon and, of the other three, one recommends brawn, one dried l>eef, and the third cooked beef.
One board submitted a sample of "pemmiean," and suggested a
ration which would weigh 10 ounces (G ounces "jerked" beef, 2 ounces
beef fat, and 2 ounces bacon), and although it did uot consider it as
suitable to adopt, recommended it for trial in place of the bacou.
VEGETABLE, BEAN OR PEA MEAL, OR SOUP TABLET .

.All the boards recommend some preparation of beau or pea meal for
soup-making purposes, the average being 4.06 ounces.
Department of the Platte.-5 ounces bean or pea meal (oue-half of each), seasoned
with salt and pepper and containing a E;mall quantity of bacou.
Del)artnient of Texas.-4 ounces beau or pea meal, with some bacon, properly prepared for eating.
Depart?nent of California.-3 ounces pea soup in tablet form (the one tested was
California Desiccated Food Company's meal, fat, and seasoning).
Department of the Columbia.-4 ounces pea or bean meal soup tablet, two 2-ounce
packages (California Desiccated Food Company's).
Department of the Colorado.-2½ ounces pea or bean meal soup tablet (California
Desiccated Food Company's).
Department of Dalcota.-One tablet bean soup, sufficient to make one pint of good
soup.
Department of the East.-8 ounces pea soup (C. H. Knorr's pea sausage) .
Department of the Missouri.-4 ounces soup mixture (beef extract, peptone, beef
powder, cooked bean meal, pepper, salt).
RTIMULANT.

Six boards recommend some form of coffee, one coffee or tea, and
tea.

011c

The average of coffee is .................•••.... _-... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The average of tea is.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1. 19
. 40

Om1ces.

SWEETENING.

Four boards recommend sugar, an average of 0.93 ounce.
Four boards recommend saccharin or sulphinide, an average of about
4 grains.
Department of the .Platte.-1.25 ounces coffee, roaste<l ancl ground and pressed in
cake with 1 ounce sugar.
Department of Texas,-1½ ounces coffee~ or its equivalent extract (ilnill or so~icl , in
tablets or tubes), or one-half ounce tea m tablets and one-lrnlf' ounce sngar m two
tablets.
.
Department of California.-1.]5 ounces coffee, roasted and ground, with three 2-gra!n
saccharin tablets in tin can with screw top, or three sweetened cotfeo tablets m
oiled paper.
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Depa1·t1nent of the Colnmbia.-1 onn e 01H1cn cl coff e a,ud 2 ounces sugar.
Department of tlie Colomdo.-Tllr e-fourth of an ounc of coffee tablets (75 per
cent coffee, 25 per cent sngar).
Department of Dakota,-!¼ ounc coffe , roasted and ground, sweetened with saccharin.
Departrnent of the East.-Four 35-grain tea tablets, each with one grain saccharin.
Department of tlie Missouri.-!½ ounces coffee 1 roasted and gronud and compressed, and nine one-half grain saccharin tablets, or three one-half ounce sugarcoated tablets (sugar enough to be palatable) .
KOLA NUT.

The kola nut has been suggested as a powerful and safe stimulant
that would be of value in an emergency ration .
It was considered by three boards. One made no recommendation.
One said" It is not considered wise to adopt it at present." Another,
"It and stimulants of a like nature may have their place in the medicine chest, but it is not deemed advisable to incorporate them in the
ration."
Its consideration is not recommended, as it is difficult to keep in its
fresh state, is not good unless fresh, and its various preparations are
1
in the experimental stage.
·
CONDIMENTS.

Two boa.rds_recommend 1 ounce pepper and salt.
GENERAL RESULTS.

The ayerage weights recommended as a minimum allowance are:
Ounces.

Bread ...••••••••••••..•..••••••.•••..•••....•.•.•••••...•....•••. : ••.. ·... .
Meat .... . .......................................... . ..................... .
Vegetables ........................................... ... ........ -. - . - . - --·
Coffee .... ... .......... . ............................. - . -. - .. - - - - . - · - · - - -· · ·
Sugar .................................................................... .
Pepper and salt .........•..................................................

11. 37

8.875
4.06
1.19
.92
1

Total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27. 415

The weight of opinion seems to favor hard bread, bacon, bean meal
soup (or tablets), and coffee, ali of which, except soup tablets 7 are components of tbe present ration.
The general opinion is well expressed by a member of one of the
boards, who says :
To adopt any "irou ration," "blue cartridge,"" sausage," or any foreign material
used in those armies) would require the importation of stomachs to eat or relish the
same.

As was to be expected, there were divergent views upon minor details
as to tl10 character of tbe bread, meat, packages for and character of
soup, and of coffee and sugar.
As bacon and hard bread are part of the ordinary ration and are
frequentlyrenewed in store, insurii:ig tbei_r freshJ?- s , it i · 1:1ot believ:ed
that there is any necessity for or wisdom m keeprng a, pecial uantity
on baud especially for emergencie , nor i it believ d that if bacon is
packed in tins for each ration that it would be a portabl and convenient a it would be if i sued iu bulk for di tribution a each individual may desire. A soldier will soon find the mo, t convenient way
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to carry it, and it is not supposed that he will s,bandon or lose it, except
under most pressing contingencies.
Fresh vegetables ht the established ration are a preventive of scurvy,
butitisnotbelieved that a soup tablet will accomplish a similar result;
nor is it thought necessary to provide in an emergency ration against
the contingency of scurvy, as the soldier is generally protected by his
constant use of fresll vegeta.bles in his ordinary garrison food and can
go without vegetables for a time without material detriment.
However, the beans or pease that form tbe recommended soup packages materially assist by replacing the nitrogenous diet lost by the
absence of fresh meats and by supplying the deficiency in the nitrogenous qualities of bacon, which furnishes the required fat. The soup
package wm enable the soldier to prepare a hot meal, which is so comforting after a march. Such a package is more portable and easlly
cooked than the ordinary dried beans or pease.
This office is, therefore, of the opiuion that some soup tablet should
be ma.de a componeut of the ration, to be issued wbeu necessary, iu
lieu of dried aud fresh vegetables.
The soup, to be wholesome and palatable, sl1ould not be eaten until
it is thoroughly cooked, and if the cookiug of the ingredients is not
partially or wholly done before issue, it may be impracticable to completely cook them in the field. Inquiry is suggested as to the possibility of obtaining an article in solid form· or as a soup that can be
eaten either cold or hot.
In the opinion of this office, so important a part of the ration should·
not be a "proprietary" article nor an imported one, and it is believed
that one could be compounded under tbe supervision of the Subsistence
and Medical Departments of tlie Army (if a formula can be prescribed)
of a quality equal to any of those submitted to the boards.
No portion of the ration is more acceptable to the soldier than coffee,
and for the work expected 0£ him during an emergeucy the quantity
now established should not be reducell. The feasibility of providing it
in a more convenient form than is now adopted maybe made the subject
of further experiments, and a character of package better suited for the
purpose of transportation decided upon.
A small quantity of matches and of soap, in some convenient form,
and an extra issue of tobacco miglit be made when troops are reduced
to the minimum allowance. Tobacco allays hunger and is a solace to
those addicted to its use, when the nerves are upon tensiou.
As regards the kind, size, a11d form of package in which the wllole
ration should be put up for convenience of use and of carriage ou tlle
person, tllree models of packageH are submitted-two of tin and oue of
waterproof doth.
The majority of the boards recommend that the rations be kept in
store and issued by the orders of the commanding officer.
The maximum number of rations recommended to be carried upon
the person, if any are to be so carried, varies from one to ten.
A ration bag similar to the one submitted by the Depart111ent of tbe
East may be advisable, but the weigllt of opinion seems to be opp~sed
to having any ration habitually carried on the person. A suffiment
1mmber of these bags might be kept in store for issue iu any exceptional cases when they may be required, and returned wben not needed
for use. .Actual experience in the field may suggest other patterns
better suited for the purpose.
..
From careful consideration of the reports, it appears to me that if
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suitable equivalents for the now prescribed components of the vegetable,
sugar, coffee, and tea ration , e~pecially for u e in the field, can be
determin ed upon and anthorjzed, the matter of an emergency ration,
if it is to be considered as "one suited to atteuding exceptional circumstances," will fix itself.
The troops woul<l be enabled to leave the garrison fully supplied with
food of suitable character for any kind of duty, and this would be
renewed from time to time; then, should the whole command, or detachments or separate colmnns from the main command, be required at any
time for exceptional service, the com:::nanding officer, either of tl.Je entire
command or the detachment directly responsible for the accomplishment of the particular duty, knowing the nature of the duty and all
the circumstances of transportation, haste, etc., may direct what character and quantity of the full field ration available for issue shall be
taken by each soldier and for what period they must last; full fielll
rations will be issued, a11d such as are not taken 011 tlie especial service
to be left with the company or at the commissary as savings, as are all
the unconsumed portions of the regular ration (see A.H.., 1376). The
troops will not cheerfully give up any portion of their ration unless
assured that they will have some benefit from what they can not use
in kind.
Economy should not require tbt~ soldier to forfeit any portion of the
food that has been decided as necessary for his subsistence when be is
in barracks or on ordinary field service because he happens, by chance,
· to be ordered upon more arduous service. 11 be soldier must be kept
satisfied or the smaU amount issued to him will not accomplisb the
purpose. If a soldfor feels that his comrade remaining in camp bas
full rations and he bas llot, he does not see the justice of it unless he
bas received some equivalent.
To guide in determining the smallest quantity that should be taken
by a soldier, the results of the deliberations of the final board as
regards the minimum uecessary should, jf approved, be published for
the general information of tbe Army, and tlwse who may direct issues
should be advised not to vary the components of or to reduce the
quantities as recommended by the board, except under the most critical
circumstances, when the main o~ject to be obtained justifies the imperiling uf the health or lives of those engaged.
RECOMMENDATION.

I have the honor, therefore, to recommend that a board, to consist
of five members, be convened to meet in this city to consider these
reports, the suggestions herein, those in my letter of April 17, and
such views as the Major-General Commanding the Army may lay before
it during its session, and make final recommendations upon t?e gener'.11
subject, particularly the minimum amonut of articles that will sustarn
a soldier in health and activity while in active service in the field for
a limited period, and that the sum of $150, subsistence fund , be allotted for experimental purposes.
Sample of the various articles adopted by the boards are in this
office and at the service of the board.
M. R. MORGAN,
Very respectfully,
001nmissary-General of Subsistence.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY.
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[First indorsement. ]

.A.DJU'l'ANT-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,
·
No1.,eniber .26, 1895.
Respectfully submitted to the Major-General Oommandi11g the Army.
J. 0. GILMORE,
Assistant Adjiitant- General.
[Secon d indorsement.]

HE.A.DQU.A.R'£ERS OF '.l'HE ARMY,
Washington, November .2.9, 1895.
The concluding recommendation of the Commissary-General of Suhsistence is approved by the Major-General Commanding.
·
SAM'L BRECK.
Assistant Adjutant- General.
[Third indorsement.]

.ADJU'.l'.A.N'.l'-GENElUL'S OFFICE,
December 2, 18%.
Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War·, with memorandum
in closed..
THOMAS M. VINCENT,
Acting Adjutant-General.
[Fourth indorsement.]

\V.A.R D"F. P ARTMEN'.l', 111.arch .27, 18%.
Let a board be appointed, as within recommended, to consfot of l\Inj.
C . .A. Woodruff, Subsistence Department; Maj. U. Smart, Medical
Department; M~j. E . .A.. Garlington, Inspector-General's Department;
Capt. Louis .A. Craig, Sixth Cavalry; and First Lieut. vV. U. Brown,
First Cavalry, United States Army.
By order of the Secretary of War:
JOHN TWEED A.LE, Chief Clerk .

.,
'\V.A.R DEP.A.RTlV.IENT,
ADJUTANT-GENERA.L'S OFFICE,
Washington, March 31, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith, by direction of the Secretary of War, the following described papers for the use of the board
appointed by paragraph 3, Special Orders, No. 74, Headquarters of the
Army, .Adjutant-General's Office, March 28, 1896:
Reports of the boards conveue<1 in the sever~l military departmeuts.
Letter of the Commissary-General of Subsistence of November 25,
1895.
Two packages of papers belonging to the files of the office of the
Commissary-General of Subsistence.
J. 0. GILMORE,
Very respectfully,
.Assistant Adjutant-General.
Maj. CHARLES SM.A.RT, Surgeon,
President of Emergency Ration Board,
Washington, D. C.
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DAILY PROCEEDINGS OF A BOARD OF OFFICERS CONVENED BY SPECIAL ORDERS,
NO. 74, ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, MARCH 28, 1896, "TO CONSIDER AND
RECOMMEND A PROPER RATION FOR TROOPS OPERATING IN EMERGENCIES."

DAILY PROCEEDINGS OF A BOARD 01" OFFICERS
ORDER:
SPECIAL ORDERS, {

No. 74.

CONVENED BY THE FOLLOWING

HEADQUARTEUS OF THE ARMY,
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

5

Washington, March 28, 1896.
[Extract.]

--3. By direction of the Secretary of War, a board of officers to consist of Maj.
Charles Smart, surgeon; Maj. Charles A.. Woodruff, commissary of subsistence;
Maj. Ernest A.. Garlington, inspector-general; Capt. Louis A. Craig, Sixth Cavalry,
and First Lieut. William C. Browa, First Cavalry, is appointed to meet in this city
March 31, 1896, or as soon thereafter as practicable, to examine the reports of the
boards which were convened in the several military ,d epartments ''to consider and
recommend a proper ration for troops operating in emergencies," and such views
and suggestions as the Major-General Commanding the Army and the CommissaryGeneral of Subsistence may lay before it. The board will make recommendations
upon the subject and will report upon the minimum amount of articles of food necessary to sustain a soldier in health and activity while in active service in the field for
a limited period.
By command of Major-General Miles:
GEO.

D. RUGGLES,
Adjutant- General. ,

W A.SHINGTON, D. c., March 31, _1896.
The board met at 11 a. m., pursuant to the foregoing order:
Present: Maj. Charles Smart, surgeon; Maj. Charles A. Woodruff;
commissary of subsistence; Uapt. Louis H. Craig, Sixth Cavalry;
Lieut. William C. Brown, First Cavalry. Absent: Maj. Ernest A.
Garlington, inspector-general. Maj. Garlington was absent on temporary duty ordered by the Secretary of War.
The order convenirrg the board, and the letter of March 31, U596,
Adjutant-Genera.l's Office, with its inclosures, were then laid before the
board for its consideration.
•
After thorough discussion of the subject it was decided that all
reports and correspondence submitt d to the board should be carefully
read by its members individually, i.n order that each should have a full
understanding of the subject submitted to it before further proceedings
were held.
It was also decided that application be made to the Adjutant-General
of the Army for a room for the purpose of conducting such experiments
as may be necessary, and for the arrangement of samples of emergency
rations submitted by the Commissary-General of Subsistence.
The reports and correspondence above referred to were then distributed to members of the board.
The board then adjourned to meet at the call of the president.
W .AR DEP .AR'.l.'MEN'.l.',
Washington, D. 0., April 6, 1896.
The board met at 11 o'clock a. m. Pre ent, a11 the members.
The board then proceeded to di ' Cuss the number. f ration which
should be carried by the soldier and to examine samples of "Talley's
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National Emergency Food,".an article which had been sent in since the
receipt of the reports of department boards. ·
The correspondence submitted to the board being quite voluminous,
and several of the members·having been unable to complete tLe reading
of it, it was decided to adjourn until Friday, the 10th instant, in order
that all correspondence might be rea<l by each member.
It was also decided that at the next meeting each member should submit a memorandum expressing his views on what is to be understood a.s
constituting an "emergency."
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D. O., April 10, 1896.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 11 o'clock a. m. Present,
all the members.
.
The memoranda from members of the board called for by its action at
the last meeting were tLen read, thoroughly discussed, and are hereto
appended, marked A1, A 2 , A 3, A4, ·and A 5 •
The board decided that "emergencies" are occasions on which from
any cause the troops are mainly dependent on food carried on the
person.
The emergency rations recommended by the department boards were
then considered in connection with various articles of food supply sub- ·
mitted to this board as suggested components of an emergency ration,
and with the various communications on these articles and on the general subject. It appears that of the eight boards six recommended a
hard bread pure and simple, one a bread from whole wheat, and another
a hard bread composed of one-fifth oatmeal and four-fifths wheat.
In the matter of meat, five of the boards recommended bacon, one
dried (chipped smoked) beef, another a cooked beef, one-third of which
should be fat, and a third board a meat compound composed of one i)art
pork and three parts corned beef.
The reports of the department boards indicate a general belief that
it would be unwise to select as the staples of an emergency ration any
article of food with which the soldier is not familiar or which would
make a material change in his dietary during tlle continuance of the
emergency, for articles of known value will give greater satisfaction,
other tliings being equal, than those of unknown or unusual character,
and change of diet is to be deprecated at a time when the energies of
the soldier have to be sustained under conditions of strain.
This board concurs in these views and therefore rejec£s the suggestion
of a bread containing oatmeal which, although nutritious, palatable,
and in other respects good, is open to the objection tb at while it may be
satisfying to individuals the more familiar wheaten biscuit or hard bread
is probably more acceptable to tlle majority of soldiers. It rejects also
the breafl made from whole wheat as known to be productive of diarrhea,
and when tried, as was to be expected, it failed.
On similar grounds this board rejects all suggestions of pemmicans
or meat pastes prepared from dried aud powdered beef, although some
of these make nutritious and palatable dishes when well spiced and
highly flavored with extractives. It r~jects the suggestion of corned
beef and dried and smoked beef, because the extractives in great part
are lost and the albuminoids hardened in their manufacture, and the
suggestion of canned cooked beef, because such meats are aeknowl dged
by the canners to be flavorless unless there is pres~nt at least 35 to 7r,
per cent of water, thus involving the transportation of that a~ouut of
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innutritious matter in the ration. Many o.f tne canned samples submitted to this board of .stews, roast and boiled meats, etc., although
otherwise good, are objectionable on this ground. 1'he suggestion of
peptonized or partially predigested meat is wholly at variaRce with the
object in view in carrying an emergency ration which is to furnish to
sound digestions the materials to keep them in function.
As all the department boards reported favorably on some variety of
compressed soup to furnish a highly nitrogenous staple of the ration,
and as the documentary evidence is strongly in favor of such an article,
and as moreover this board has satisfied itself by personal experiment
with regard to the preparation, palatability, and keeping qualities of
certain of the compressed soups submitted, it concurs in the unanimous
opinion of the department boards.
It was therefore moved that the bread, meat, aud vegetable components of the emergepcy ration to be recommended for adoption should
in general terms consist of bard bread, bacon, and some variety of
compressed soup.
The board then, at 12.30 p. m., adjourned to meet to-morrow at 10 a. m.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D. O., April 11, 1896.
The board met at 10 a. m., pursuant to adjournment. Present, all
the members.
The board then proceeded to consider the character of the hard
wheaten bread to be recommended as a portion of the emergency ration.
It rejected the suggestion that any substauce of a fatty nature be incorporated in the bread, as the evidence showed that such additions
detracted from the keeping qualities of .the finished article, and as,
moreover, the bacon already recommended as a staple of the ration
would furnish the soldier with the needful fat to be used at his pleasure.
It examined certain samples of bard bread submitted to it, and concluded that the best sample was that which became soonest permeated
when soaked in hot water. The sample which gave the best response
to this test was one which was slightly aerated, its substance being
evenly pervaded with minute or pin-pointvacuolations. Its density was
somewhat lessened by this porosity, so that, pound for pound, it would
occupy somewhat more space t.han ordinary bard bread; but tbe board
considered. that this could be offset in great part by exposing the aerated
hard bread to a higher degree of heat than is used jn the baking of the
ordinary bread.
y this treatment weight would be lessened by getting
rid of a small percentage of water, the percentage of the nutritive elements being thereby in creased, while some of the starch would be converted into dextrine. Thereadypermeabilityof this biscuit would reduce
to a minimum the number of cases of diarrhea that in field service so
frequently originate in imperfectly 5oftened and ma ticated hard bread.
It wa the unanimous opinion of the board that bread thus permeable
and browned on the surface would be improved in its keeping and
nutritious qualitie , and be more acceptable to the men than the present
issue.
In conclusion on this subject, the board decided to recommend, as the
hard bread of the emergency ration, that quality of bread which should
form at the ime the regulation i sue of the Sub iste11ce Department.
The board, however in this connection desires to invite the attention
of superior authority to the po sibility of improvin g the quality of the
ordiuary hard-bread ration on the lines indicated above.
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The character of the bacon of the emergency ration was then discussed to determine whether it should be cooked or raw, or partially
cooked, i.e., sterilized, and whether it was advisable to have a selected
bacon containing, for instance, a larger percentage of lean than is
found fa ordinary issues. As a :r;esult of a full discussion of these
points, the board decided on recommending, as the bacon of the emergency ration, an uncooked bacon of the quality which at the time should
form the regular issue of the Subsistence Department.
The board then proceeded to discuss the character of the soup-making material which it desired to recommend as a component of the
emergency ration. On account of a deficiency of proteids in the hard
bread and bacon already recommended, it was evident that this component should contain a large per cent of this proximate element. This
could be done either by incorporating powdered beef, or by the use of
pea or bean meal. As a matter of fact, one or other of these meals
appeared to enter into the composition of most of the samples submitted
to the board. Most of them purported to contain meat and some showed
the presence of fragments suggestive of dried beef as a constituent; but
the proteids in the analysis before the board were not materially in
excess of that which would be present were pease or beans the only
component. All the samples before the board made excellent soups, but
some required to be boiled twenty-five minutes, which is longer than is
desirable in an article intended for an emergency ration.
To enable the board to have a better understandiug of this subject,
the recorder was directed to communicate with the manufacturers (see
Appendices B 1, B 2, and B 3 ), aud it was also decided to conduct some
microscopic examinations of various articles of food before tbe board.
The board then adjoµmed to meet at 10 a. m., April 14, 1896.

WA:& DEP.A.R'l'MEN'r,

Washington, D. 0., April 14, 1896.
The board mot at 10 a. m. Present, all the members.
As the data desired by tbe board for the further consideration of soupmaking materials were not at band, this subject was passed over for
the present, and consideration was given to other propositions and particularly to those relating to articles usually classified under the heading of accessory foods, stimulants, and condiments.
Cheese, suggested as a desirable article on account of its high proteids
and calorific value, was rejected after a full presentation of the arguments pro and con, and chiefly because it appeared from the evidence
before the board that the Subsistence Department had already made
an unsuccessful effort to introduce it as an article of food for our troops.
The advisability of including tobacco among tlle components of an
, emergency ration was then considered. It is true that tobacco is not
a food, but it is used so generally by soldiert; during campaigns for the
restful feeling which it induces that many men would rather go short
on food than be deprived of their tobacco. Moreover those habituated
to its use suffer acutely from its deprivation, and as it is the object ?f
an emergency ration to keep up tlle powers of the individual at their
maximum for the time being on tlle smallest weight of food to be car- .,.
ried, it is argued tLat half au ounce of tobacco woul~l _conduce mor~ to
comfort, while on short rations, thau would the add1t1on to the ration
WAR 96-VOL I--24
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of an extra half ounce of breail or bacon. While men who use tobacco
always eudeavor to provide themselves with it, experience shows that
it can not always be purcbaRed during campaigns and particularly in
emergencies; and to the argumeut that many do not use tobacco the
reply is brought forward that no man will find difficulty in disposing
of his portion to others for an equivalent in some other article of
the ration. The board therefore decided on including tobacco in the
ration.
In taking up the consideration of coffee as a part of the emergency
ration the claims of choeolate as a palatable, highly nutritious, and
easily prepared accessory were discussed, but on motion it was voted
down as failing to give that general satisfaction which is known to be
obtained from the coffee ration. From the records it appears that seven
of the department boards recommended coffee as a part of the emergency ration. This board concurs in the recommendation, as it believes
coffee to be preferred generally iri the United States to any other dietetic
stimulant. But inasmuch as tea is recommended by one board and as
an alternative by another, as the leaves can be put up in a suitable
form, have good keeping qualities, and are more gratetul to some tastes
than coffee, while the active priucipfo and physiological action are the
same in both, the board recommends that tea may, when called for, be
substituted for coffee in the emergency ration.
The board considered the efforts at concentration in the cai;;e of coffee
to be practicaJiy failures, tliesolidextracts havingnotaste ofroffee, while
the fluid extracts had more of the flavor of chicory than the aroma of
coffee. It therefore decided on recommending that the coffee of the
emergency ration consist of roasted and ground coffee berries.
Several preparations of the kola nut, with .much manuscript and
printed literature on the subject, including recent analyses made in the
laboratory of the Surgeon-General's Office, were reviewed by the board;
but jt regards the whole of this suuject as in the experimental stage
and as such unfit for serious consideration in discussing the constituents of an army ration.
The question of sweetening the coffee or tea, as between saccharin or
sugar, was then brought up for settlement. The de~rtment boards
were divided on this subject. On behalf of sugar the evidence showed
that besides its sweeteuing power it has a high calorific V,ilue. Against
saccharin was its novelty; but on its behalf it was found that the practically immaterial weight of :1 grains possessed the sweetening power
of 2 ounces of sugar, that. it had been used for long periorls in much
larger quantities than would be needful in an emergency ration with no
detrimeutal iutlneuce on health, and that its anti:-;eptic property would
tend to ]e:-;sen tbe prevalencP- of diarrheas dne to iuteHtinal fermentations. Attn ol>taining full information on these and other points connected with the subject, tlie board. decided on recommending saccharin
a the sweett'ning agent of the emergeucy ration. The main consideration which led to th is decision was the d~ 'irability of having a nitrogenous proximate principle in eaeh of the articles which contributed
materially to the weight of the ration, and a:-. sugar contains no nitrogen
the ounces which would have to be carried for sweetening would be
more efficient for the general purposes of the ration if they contained
a percentage of proteid .
It was then decided that pepper and salt, in quantities to be determin d later, l>e recommended a::; compone11t' of the emergency ration.
The board then, at 11.15 a. m., adjourned to meet at 10 a. m. on Friday,
the 17th in ' tan t.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D. 0., April 17, 1896.
The board met at 10 a. m., pursuant to adjournment. Present, all
the members.
·r he board then proceeded to discuss the amount or quantity of the
ration as a whole and of its various components. For the convenience
of its members in appreciating the value of propositions in this connection it prepared the following table as the basis of its calculations.
The precise character of the soup packets being still sub judice, the
proximate elements of pea or bean meal were accepted as representing
those of the soup material to be recommended hereafter.
1 ounce of 437.5 grains.

Nitrogen. Carbon.

Calories. Protein.

Fat.

Starches.

- - - - - - - -- - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Biscuit ..•......••.•••......•...•.......
Beans.--· .•. - .......................... .
Peas ... · -- ·····-························
Bacon.···-·····-·· ..................... .

Grains.
10. 71
15. 96

15.13

Grains.
183. 5
173.1
161. 6

6. 05

27o. 6

Oimce.
107
98

92
203

0.156
• 232
. 22
. 088

Ounce.
0.013
• 021
. 0198

. 733

Ounce.
0. 734

. 574

.529

The question whether the emergency ration should be a minimum or
bare-subsistence dietary or one possessing a high potential energy was
then discussed at length. In this discussion it became apparent that
the board was unanimous in the opinion that when emergency rations
are issued to troops it is to be expected that serious work is ahead of
them, and that a ration of high calorific value is needful to sustain them
under t,he conditions.
·
The board recognized that the difference in weight between that
which is generally accepted as a standard diet for any ordinary man
under ordinary conditions of labor and the ration which will su_stain
the soldier under emergency calls to unusual strain is only a few ounces,
and the experience of its members authori½ed the belief that the high
condition of the men resulting from full diet on such occasions would
be bought cheaply by the carriage of the extra ounces on the person.
Moreover, the board appreciated that if the emergency did not call for
any unusual strain on the physical powers, or if from any cause it
became needful to economize during the emergency, the extra ounces
of a ration, based on a maximum requirement, could be withheld from
consumption to constitute the ration of a period in excess of the face
value of the emergency issue.
Guided chiefly by these considerations the board decided that the
emergency ration should contain as much of the proximate principles
of food as is necessary to sustain the soldier under the maximum of
physical strain.
The board then adjourned to meet at 10 a. m. on Monday, the 20th
instant.
WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D. O., April 20, 1896.
The board met at 10 o'clock a. m., pursuant to adjournment. Present,
all the members.
The members of the board each then submitted their opinions as to
the constituents of the emergency ration. These memoranda are hereto
.
anuexed, marked 01, 02, 03, and 04.
On motion it was then decided that the weight of the emergeucy
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ration should not exceed 34 ounces, and that the amounts of the vari•
ous components should be as follows:
Ounces.

Hard bread . . . • . • . . • • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Bacon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pea soup with meat extract.................................................
Coffee, roasted and ground, with 4 grains saccharin .....•..•..•..............
(Or tea, t ounce, with 4 grains saccharin.)
Tobacco ....................................... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Salt (same as at present)...................................................
Pepper (same as at present) . • • • • • . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

16
10
4
2
.5
.64
. 04

Net weight, with coffee ............................................... 33.18
Net weight, with tea .................................................. 31.68

The nutritive value of this ration is as follows:
Constituent.
16 ounces hard b"read ...............................•.•....

10 ounces bacon ....................................... . .. .
4 ounces pea soup ........................................ .

Total ........•.•.•.•.•...............................

Protein.

Fats.

Carbohy.
drates.

Calories.

0. 208
7.33
• 0792

IL 744

.88
. 88

2.111

], 712
2,030
368

4. 256

7. 6172

13. 855

4,110

2.496

The reply to letter of the 11th instant to Mr. Louis Weidner was
received, laid before the board, and is hereto appended, marked B 1x.
The board then adjourned to meet at 10 a. m. on Wednesday, the 22d
instant.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

1Vashington, D. G., April 22, 1896.
The board met at 10 a. m., pursuant to adjournment. Present, all
the members.
It was decided to be unnecessary to incorporate an antiscorbutic ele.
ment in the emergency ration, as well-fed troops will not suffer from a
temporary deprivation of fresh vegetables 1 and should never require
the issue of vinegar, lime juice, or other articles of medicinal quality.
The form of package of the pea soup was then discussed and the
conclusion arrived at that a cylindrical package would be most suita.
ble as being less likely to become broken when carried in the saddle·
bags or haversack.
It was also decided to recommend that there be kept on hand in the
Subsistence Department a tough paraffin paper for use in wrapping
about bacon when carried on the person.
The board then at 11.30 a. m. adjourned to meet to.morrow, the 23d
instant, at 10 a. m.

WAR DEPAR'l'MENT,

Washington, D. G., April 23, 1896.
The board met at 10 o'clock a. m., pursuant to adjournment. Pres.
ent, all the member .
Practical experiments were made in determination of the strength of
coffee component of the ration, and it was considered that if the sol·
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dier be allowed 3 quarts of coffee, 2 ounces is not too great an amount
to be issued.
Experiment was also made with view to utilizing a small quantity of
bacon, cut in small pieces, cooked with pea soup. This has the effect
of making a richer and more palatable soup, and will be found an
acceptable way of utilizing bacon by those to whom an excess of fats
is more or less distasteful.
The carrying of the ration was next discussed, and effort made in a
practical way to ascertain how many rations could be carried on the
soldier.
The board then adjourned to meet to-morrow, the 24th instant, at 10
o'clock a. m.
W.A.R DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D. O., A.pril 24, 1896.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 o'clock a. m. Present,
all tbe members.
It was decided by the board to recommend that :five days' emergency
rations be the maximum number to be carried by the soldier.
·
It was also decided to recommend that the Subsistence Department
supply the pea soup in compressed form and in a cylindrical package.
As to" the minimum amount of articles of food necessary to sustain
a soldier in health and activity while in active seryice in the field for a
limited period," the board is of the opinion that half of the emergency
ration adopted will suffice for this purpose; in fact, one of the considerations which bas influenced the board in recommending a liberal emergency ration is the desirability of having it sufficiently large that
when placed on half rations, in cases of emergency, troops will still
have enough food to keep them for a limited period while in active
service in the field in health and activity. The nutritive value of this
ration will be as follows:
Protein
8 ounces bard bread • • . • . . . . . . . • . . . • • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • •• • • •
5 ounces bacon............................................
2 ounces pea soup • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • . • . . . .. .. • . . . • • . . •• • • •

1. 248

Fats.

Carbohydrates.
5. 872

Calories.
856

. 44
. 44

-. 104
3. 665
. 0396

1. 0555

184

2. 128

3. 8086

6. 9275

2,055

1,015

- - - -1- - - -1- - - - -1- - -

Total. .......••..•........•........•••............. . ,

The board al~o recommends that suitable bags be prepared and supplied by the Subsistence Department in such numbers as may be necessary for carrying the roasted. and grouud coffee, salt, and pepper.
It was then decjded that the president and the recorder should prepare·from the foregoing record of proceedings a formal report containing a summary of all the experiments, conclus10ns, and recommenda-tions of the board. This to be submitted at the next meeting.
The board then adjourned to meet at the call of the president.
W .AR DEP.A.RTMENT,
.
Washington, D. O., A.pril 30, 1896.
The board met at the call of the president at 10 a. m. Present, all
the members.
1.'he board then proceeded to carefully review the ~umm~ry ~f t~e
for.egoing record of proceedings, pending the completion of which it
adjourned to meet to-morrow, the 1st proximo.
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WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D. O., 2lfay 1, 1896.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10.20 a. m. Present, all
the members.
The board resumed and completed the review of the summary of
record of proceedings and then adjourned until 10 a~ m. the 4th instant,
to enable the recorder to have it typewritten.

WAR DEPARTMENT,

Washington, D. 0., May 4, 1896.
The board met, pursuant to adjournment, at 10 a. m. Present, all
the members.
The board then read and approved the typewritten copy of the summary of the proceedings, which is submitted with this record.
1 1he board also directed that a report of the results of practical tests
of various articles of food suitable, to a greater or less extent, as components of an emergency ration, which were made from time to time
by members of the board be transmitted herewith.
There being no further business before it, the board then adjourned
sine die.
CH. SMART,

Major and Surgeon, Presidep,t.
w. C. BROWN,
First Lieutenant, First Cavalry, Recorder.

Ai.
The order convening this board contains the clause, '' a proper ration for troops operating in emergencies." I regard the word" emergencies" in this order as meaning,
primarily, those occasions developed in the course of field service during which such
service is required of the troops as will probably separate them for a time from their
regular supplies. The emergency is the more or less sudden call to special activity.
On the other hand, an emergency may be constituted by the mere absence of the
regular supplies, and even irrespective of any special call to activity on the part of
the troops. Hence, I would define the word as occasions on which from any cause it
is impossible to furnish the troops with their regular field rations.
Some of the emergencies may be fore een and to some extent prepared for by special
issues-emergency rations. Others can not be foreseen and must be prepared for by
having a personal ration always carried by the soldier. Will one style of ration
answer both purposes f
CH. SMART,
WASHINGTON,

Major and Surgeon, U. S . .A.

D. C., .April 101 1896.

A2.
WASHINGTON, D. C., .April 10, 1896.
The "emergencies" of this order (Special Order No. 74, Headquarters Army, March
28, 1896) are the same as those of letter of the Commissary-General of Subsistence of
April 17, 1895, from which the word is quoted.
That letter aid: '' There is believed to be still wanting in our service a. special and
distinctive ration (for use in substitution of the ordinary ration) to be carried on the
per on of the soldier on emergent occasions where transportation is limited or is not
available."
That is, the commissary provides for the ordinary exigencies, but must be provided
with suitable material to meet the emergencies as they arise. '!he" emergencies" or
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"emergent occasions,". then, aro where a part or t.ho whole of a command, l arge or
small, must ln,rgely or wholly depend upon food carried upon the person; h ence, a
ration that with the minimum of weight possesses the maximum of potential energy.
C. A. w OODRUFF'
Major and Commissary of Subsistence, Un-ited States Army.

A'.J.

It seems to me tbat the emergency contemplate<l in the order convening this and
the department boardEI is that which ttrises <lnrmg the ordinary exigenciPs of service;
that is, when troops are t emporarily separated from their source of subsistence.
I take it that w e are to provide n, portable ration possessing the proper food value,
and of such weight and volume that the soldier can carry at least five of them without discomfort.
Any idea of an '' iron r ation '' to b e carried on the person untouched for an indefinite period, in my opinion, should be dismissed; the American soldier is too selfreliant to admit the necessity of lugging around food, of a questionable kind too,
for use a mont,h, a year, hen <:e or never.
Consequently I am in favor of adopting a liberal ration on the lines of our present
ration, introducing a portable vegetable constituent.
E. A. GARLINGTON,
Major, Inspector-General.

Th~ Commissary-General of Subsistence suggested the n eed of a distinctive ration
(for use in substitution of the ordinary ration) to be carried on the person of the
soldier on emergent occasions, when transportation is limited or is not available .
".Emergent occasions" I would put under two general classes:
First. When food is required for future consumption, as when a command is
ordered out suddenly for a forced march through a country not easily traversed by
transportation, and when the trains are likely to be for a few days too far away to
be depended upon.
Second. When food is required for immediate or almost immediate consumption
by troops, as when a command is awakened un expectedl y and ordered to reenforce
before d aylight a weak portion of a line of battle, with no time to draw, cook, or
otherwise prepare the regular r ation. Similarly for troops doing picket, advance
and rear gua,rd duty, on occasions when impracticable to supply them cooked food
from th e main body.
To meet the '' emerg-ent occasion," the ration, or some part of it sufficient to
sustain strength for short periods, should be easy to prepare from means at hand,
and by men wounded, or separated, for any reason, from a command.
L.A. CRAIG,
Captain, Sixth Cavalry.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
EMERGENCY RATION BOARD,
Washington, Ap1·il 7, 1896.
GENTLEMEN: In pursuance of the resolution of tbe board, I have the honor ~ogive
as follows what in my opmion constitutes such au "emergency" as to r eqmre the
carrying of an emergency rat10n.
First. In time of p eace: On an marches, even pra.ctice marches, and changes of
station by marching, troops should be provided with some means of allaying hunger
in case of accident to the transportation. This should be in the shape o~ th~ compresRed soup and coffee (or tea) component of the regular" emergency ration such
as is to be r ecommend ed by th e board. This is to be used, however, only when
ordered by t.lJe commanding officer.
Second. In time of war: All cavalry raids and all maneuver _marches of all ar.ms
immr,liately preceding a battle are such emergencies as reqll;tre fro~ one to. five
emerg-ency rations to be carried by the soldier. Cavalry and light artillery will of
course be able to carry more than the infantry.
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The nnmbcr of rations to be carried should be prescribed by the officer directing
the movements, who is the best judge of the time troops will probably be separated
from their trains.
It is impossible to foresee all contingencies which may arise in service calling for
the issuance of" emergency rations," but the cases cited are those which it is thought
are most likely to occur.
Very respectfully,
W. C. BROWN,
First Lieutenant, First Cavalry.
The MEMBERS OF THE EMERGENCY RATION BOARD.

WAR DEPARTME:S-T,
EMERGENCY RATION BOARD,
Washington, April 11, 1896.
DEAR Srn: I am directecl by the board of officers convened by Special Orders, No.
74, c. s., A. G. 0., ( copy inclosed), to ask for such information as you may be willing
to give us concerning the compressed soups, particularly the pea and bean soups,
recently manufactured by you. .
Information is desired covering, as far as possible, the following points:
First. The Constituents of soups, with proportions of each constituent.
Second. Method of manufacture.
Third. Results of any tests as to keeping qualities of these soups.
Fourth. How do they differ, if at all, from the ErbswLirste used in the German
armyf
Fifth. Is it practicable to so prepare your pea soup that it can, in emergencies,
be eaten without being cooked 11
•
Sixth. Is there in tho United States any machinery for the manufacture of these
soups. And if so, kindly giv6 approximate cost.
W. C. BROWN,
Very truly, yours,
First Lieutenant, First Cavafry, _
Recorder, Ernergency Ration Board.
Mr. LOUIS WEIDNER,
1017 Seminary A.venue, Chicago, Ill.

CHICAGO, ILL., April 18, 1896.
DEAR Srn: In answer to your esteemed favor of the 11th instant, I beg to say:
Question. "First. The constituents of soups, with proportion of each constituent f"
Question. "Second. Method of manufacture f"
Answer. I can not very well answer. As you are aware, it has cost me a good deal
of time and a great amount of money to learn how to make compressed soups, and
to reveal my secrets without ~ny compensation would be foolish, as I hope very
much to utilize same once more by manufacturing wit,hin a future time. The constituents of the soups are all &uch as nature h as given them. They contain no
chemicals or drugs wbatRoever. Even if I would explain t.be method of manufacture, it would be very difficult to make the s oups for inexperi enced parties.
Question. "Third. Results of any tests as to keeping qu ality of these soupsf"
Answer. The keeping qualities of th ese soups are from twelve to eig-liteen months,
if the soups are kept in a cool pln.ce. Tests have been made to this effect in Europe,
United States of America, Souch America, China, and Japan.
ince giving up the
manufactnre of soups, I have found a method to extend the keeping qualities from
eighteen to thirty months.
.
Question. "Fourth. How do they differ, if at all, from the Erbswiirste used m the
German army f"
Answer. They differ in quality. My soups are better quality, because, on account
of lower prices of meat in our country, I use more of same.
.
.
Question. "Fifth. Is it practicable to so prepare your pea soup that 1t can, m
emergencies, be eaten without bemg cooked "
Answer. No; but in emergency cases it is only necessary to cook the soup for five
minutes.
Que tiou. " ixth. Is there in the nit d tates any machinery for the manufacture
of these soups And if so, kindly give approximate co t."
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Answer. I have machinery for the manufacture of these soups; they cost me about
fp2,500. Some of them hacl to be made specially after my icleas and sketches. This
machinery would be sufficient to furnish the Government with all emergency rations
11eeclecl, even in war times.
The cost of pea and bean soup made in parchment rolls of one-half pound ( equal
lo 12 plates of soup), parchment paper and label included, would be from 3½ to 4
cents per roll, without labor; in large quantities, cheaper;
If the Government would manufacture the soup, I would be willing to superintend
the factory, put up the plant, and give all recipes and information, if engaged to
do so.
Respectfully, yonrs,
Louis WEIDNER,
1017 Sernina1·y Aveniie.
W. C . BROWN, Esq.,

lfirst Lieutenant, Fi1·st Cavaky,
Recordm· Emergency Ration Board, Washington, D. C.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
EMERGENCY RATION BOARD,
Washington, April 18, 1896.
GENTLEMEN: I am directed by the board of officers convened by Special Order,
No. 74-, c. s., A. G. 0., ( copy inclosed), to ask for such information as you may be willing to give us concerning the compressed soups, particularly the pea aml bean soups,
manufactured by yon.
Information is desired covering, as far as possible, the following points:
:First. The constituents of soups, with proportions of each constituent.
Secbnd. Method of manufacture.
·
Third. Results of any tests as to keeping qualities.
Fourth. Is it practicable to prepare your pea soup so that it can, in emergencies,
be eaten without being cooked f An early reply is requested.
Very truly, yours,
W. C. BROWN,

First Lieutenant, FirBt Cavafry,
Recorder Emergency Ration Board.
The C. W. KOPF COMPANY,
130 Lincoln Street, Boston, Mass.
P. S.-A copy of this letter was sent to your New York address on the 11th
instant, b~t thus far no reply has been received.
W.C. B.

NEW YORK, April 29, 1896.
Sm: In response to your letter of the 27th instant, we beg to h1form you that on
inquiry we ]earn Kopf's Compressed Pea Soup is no longer being made: We know
of but one soup of this kind that is ou the market at present, which is a German
preparation, manufactured by C. H. Knorr, of Heilbronn, Germany, and which can
be procured here from Messrs. Bogle & Scott, Hudson and North Moore streets, this
city.
Trusting the foregoing information will be of service to you, we remain,
Very respectfully,
PARK & TILFORD,
Per J. H. TONJES.
Lieut. w. C. BROWN,

Emergency Ration Board,
·
War Depa1·tment, Washington, D. C.

WAR DEPARTMENT, EMERGENCY RATION BOARD,

Washington, Ap1·il 11, 1896.
GENTLEMEN: I am directed by the board of officers convened by Specia,l Orde~, ~o.
74, c. s., A.G. O., (copy inclosed), to ask for such information aR Y?u may be willmg
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to give us concerning the CO)!lpressed soups-particularly the pea and bean soupsmanufactured by you.
Information is desired covering, as far as possible, the following points:
First. 'I'he constituents of soups, with proportions of each constituent.
Second. Method of manufactnre.
Third. Results of any teRts as to keeping qualities.
Fourth. Is it practicable to prepare your pea soup so that it can, in emergencies,
be eaten without being cooked f
Very truly, yours,
W. C. BROWN,
First Lieutenant, First Cavalry,
Rec01·der Emergency Ration Board.
The CALIFORNIA DESICCATED FOOD COMPANY,
103 Commercial street, San Francisco, Cal.
No reply received.
W.C.BROWN,
First Lieutenant, First Cavafry, Recorde1·.

WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington, D. C., April 21, 1896.
GENTLEMEN: I would propose the following· as the quantity of the articles to constitute one emergency ration:
Hard bread ......................••..•••••...••.....•••...•.••...••.•. ounces.. 16
Bacon .........•.................•...........•......•....•......•....... do . . . • 8
Pea meal ..••.•..•.................................................•.... do.. . .
6
2
Coffee .................................................................. do.. . .
Saccharin. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . grains.. 4
Pepper ..••..............................................•............. ounce..
Salt ......................................•.......•..........•.......... do ....
½
'fo bacco . .... : ........ , ......... , ••••• , .... , . , .••.. ,. .•.• , ..•.•.......... do.. . .
½

n

Respectfully,
The MEMBERS

OF

CH. SMART,
)
Major and Surgeon, United States A1·my.
THE EMERGENCY RATION BOARD.

Proposed emergency ration.
Calories.

16 ounces hard bread.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . • • . . . • • • . . . • • • . . • • • • . . . . . 1, 712
12 ounces bacon ............................................................. 2, 436
5 ounces soup material, one-half pea, one-half bean __ ... _. _..... _.. . . . . . . . . .
460
1-.h- ounces coffee, roasted and ground, or eight twenty-fifths ounce tea, preferably in tablets, 3 grains saccharin.
One-half ounce tobacco.
Total weight with coffee, 34t ounces, va1ue ............................ 4, 608
Minimum (one-half rat ion), 17½ onnces; value, 2,304 calories, or, with onehalf beef on the hoof, 2 pounds per ration.
Calories.

8 ounces hard bread.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
856
6 ounces bacon._._ . ___ ... _.............................. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 218
Beef .. _..... _. _... _........ _.................... _.... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 180
5 ounces soup material................... ..... ...... •..• .... .... .... .... .... 460
l i 6 ounce coffee, or eight twenty-fifths ounce tea.
One.half ounce tobacco.
Total weight with coffee, 20¼ ounces, valne ............................ 3, 714
The soldier ca,rries only 7 pounds, bnt has tiv.e daya' good substantial rations,
or, with beef on the hoof, 2 pounds per ration.
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Calories.

8 ounces hard bread.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

:~:~~;; ~~~p ·~~t~~i~i :::: :: ~::::::::::::::::: ::: ::: :::::::::::::::: :::: ::::
lf6 ounces coffee, or eight twenty-fifths ounce t ea.
One-half ounce tobacco.

856
2
'

:~g

Total weight with coffee, 141 ounces, value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 676
or16 ounces hard bread ...•............ ............. ~ .. . ...................... . 1,712
6 ounces bacon ............................................................. . 1,218
6 ounces cheese, skim milk ..........•.......................................
436
5 ounces soup material ............................... .... .................. .
460
lti, ounces coffee, roasted and ground, or eight twenty-fifths ounce t ea, 3 grains
saccharin.
One-half ounce tobacco.

Total weight with coffee, 34! ounces, value . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 826
C. A. wOODRUFF'
Major and Commissary of Subsistence.

Emergency ration p1·oposed by Maj01· Garlington.
Ounces.

Protein.

Starch.

Fat.

- - - - -- - - - - ~- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - · - - .Biscuit ••....••..•.......... •. ...............................
Soup material. .............................................. .
Bacon ... ...•......•........................................•.
Coffee .......................... . ......................... . .. .
Tobacco ........•............................................
Salt and pepper ......•.••.•............................••.••.
Total •••..••••.......•...•..........•........... . ......

16
4

8
2
.5
1
31. 5

2. 496
. 88
• 704

..............
4. 080

11. 744
2.116

.

0. 208
. 0792
5. 804

---------· ---------13. 800

6.1512

E. A. GARLINGTON,
Major, Inspector-General.
L.A. CRAIG,
Captain, Sixth Cavalry.

MEMORANDUM RELATING TO PROPOSED EMERGENCY RATION.

It is assumed that 011 occasions when the emergency ration will be r equir ed that
the work of the soldier will u sually be the hardest which be has to perform.
Now, the desired amount of the elementary food const ituents for a man engaged in
very hard work is as follows: Protein, 6.2 to 6.5 ounces; fats, 4.5 ounces; carbohydrates, 17 ounces.
Let us assume the calories at 3,745, which is considerably more than is required
for "hard work," but not quite what is demanded for " very hard work."
An examination of the analyses of the various articles to which we are limited in
making an emergency ration shows at once that to keep within reasonable limits
and get the desired amount of protein will be difficult, but as ordinary issue bacon
has been selected as the meat component, it will be easy enough to get all, and
more, than the required amount of fat.
The ration may be deficient in carbohydrntes, but that is relatively unimportant.
It will not be especially difficult to secure the proper number of calories.
The department boards as a whole have r ecommended a ration about as follows:
Hard bread, 12 ounces; meat, 8 ounces; soup, 4 ounces.
.
A calculation shows that this r ation for "very bard work " is very defi.cieut rn proteitls, carries more than sufficient fats, and is deficient again in carbohydrates and,
what is of most importance, in calories.
It is therefore proposed to increase the hard bread by 4 oun ces 1 the pea ~oup by
1 ounce, as well as by 2 ounces of coarsely powdered dried beef, these . bemg relatively rich in protein.
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The bacon it is proposed to reduce to 6 ounces, for that amount will still give all
the fats required. It is also recommended that whenever practicable that this component be breakfas t bacon containing a large proportion of l ean, which will nut
only be more acceptable to the men, but will in part make up tlie deficiency in proteids.
I regret that I can not join in the recommendation made by the other members of
tho board that tobacco be made a component part of the emergency ration, although
I believe it to be important that men who are accustomed to its use should ·not in
t.imes of emergency be deprived of it, and every effort shoulcl be made to secure it
for them.
To incorporate it in an emergency ration, however, is to induce men who are not
accustomed to its us~ to try it, and to experiment with their nervous systems at the
very time when they are undergoing the greatest strain; this it is thought would
at best be' a doubtful experiment, would be nnwise, and is at variance with the
princi:12les on which the boa.rd has acted in.selecting, as far as practicable, as components of the emergency ration, articles with which the men are already more or
tess familia,r.
I therefore recommend the following:
Protein.
16 ounces hard bread ................... ... .............. .

Fats.

5 ounces pea sonp ........................... _.......... .
2 ounces powdered dry beef ............................ .
6 ounces bacon .••..............•••.•....•..•............

2. 496
1.1

0. 208
. 0!19

1. 36
.528

.24
4. 398

Total-----····-- ..............-..................... .

4. 484

4. 945

11. 744
2. 645

.......... ..
I .. . . . . . . .... .

14. 389

1,712
460
221
1,218

3,611

One and seven twenty-fifths ounces of coffee, roasted and ground; sixteen twenty-fifths ounce of
salt, and one twenty-fifth ounce of pepper.

W. C. BROWN,
First Lieutenant, First Cavalry.
EMERGENCY. RATION BOARD,

Wa1· Department, Ap1·il 21, 1896.

MEMORANDUM OF TESTS OF VARIOUS ARTICLES OF FOOD SUBMITTED TO THE BOARD.

Tanty's concentmted French soup.-One can makes four times that bulk of rich and
very palatable soup coutaining pieces of beef of various sizes up to as large as a
walnut. Well suited for officers' supplies, but not suitable for an emergency ration.
Tests made by Maj0r Smart, Major Woodruff, and Lieutenant Brown, April 7.
Kopf's peasonp (in pa teboard cartridge) .-This sample had beeu on hand for over
four years, and most of the time in Arizona, and no especial care taken to keep it
fresh.
Boiled 10 minutes.
Soup good, with, however, a slight taint, which was due either to the pasteboard
covering or possibly to the deterioration of the soup material.
Te ts made by Major Woodruff and Lieutenant Brown, April 14.
Lazenby 9· Co .'s soup squares (haricot).-Very hard and difficult to break up.
Boiled 25 minute .
Makes very good soup; thinner than the usual bean and pea soups, and contains
apparently a consideraule proportion of meat ex tract.
Trsts made by Major Woodruff and Lieutenant Brown, April 14.
Weidner's bean soup (tablet).- ample had been on band at least three years. Very
palatable and appetizing and nonri lling, but requires too long (25 minutes) for cooking. Evidently contains beef extract.
Tests made by Major mart, Major Woodruff, and Lieutenant Brown, ~pril 10.
California Desiccatecl Food ompany's pea soup (nackage) .-Coolrnd 20 mmute .
Not as thick as Knorr' . Rather more salty than Knorr's or "\Veidner's, and not so
good as either of the other tested.
Tests made by Iajor mart, April 10.
.
The National Gondensiug Works' cocoa cream and sugar (powdered m can) .-Is rather,
inferior to commissar,y cho colate. Totbing wrong abont it, however; very fair .
Te ts made by lajor 'mar~, fajor Woodru~· and ~ien~ nant Bro":n April _10.
Kopf pea so1tp (in cylio(lncal package, 2 mclles m diameter, 2! rnches h1gh),-:Boiled 20 minutes.
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Not sufficiently s;:1,lty, and not quite equal to some of the other brands.
Tests maie by Major Woodruff and Lieut€lnant Brown, April 11.
The regulation biscuit (French army) . -Sample allowed to soak in hot water. Requires longer time to soften than either the United States hard bread or the nouveau
pain de guerrc. Hardly as palatable as that used in the United States Army.
Tests made by Major Smart and Lieutenant Brown, April 7.
Nouveciu pa,i.n de guerre (F rench army).-Is quite a superior article; palat able, and.
has the peculiarity of having distributed through it uniformly very minute cells,
probably the result of mixing thoroughly in the dough a small quantity of carbonate
of ammonia. Swells considerably in soaking, though not more than United States
hard bread.
Tests made by Major Smart and Lieutenant Brown, April 7.
United States hard b1·eacl (small crackers made in Omaha).-Quite flaky; swells considerably on being soaked.
Tests made by Major Smart and Lieutenant Brown, April 7.
Mocha tablet.-Has , when macle as directed, absolutely no coffee t aste whatever
(probably chicory and licorice with saccharin).
Tests made by Major Smart and Lieutenant Brown, April 7.
Gaffe cosmicos.-Contains coffee ground very fine. Makes very fair coffee.
Tests made by Major Smart, Major Woodruff, anfl Lie n tenant Brown, April 7.
Bovril cartriclge.-Cooked for 10 minutes, as per directions. ·when made according to directions, it makes a thick mush. It is very palatable. (See Report of Emergency Ration Board, Department of the Mi ssouri.)
Tests m ade by Major ·w oodruff and Lieutenant Brown, April 1/5.
Bovril cartridge (blue).-Makes rather an inferior wet hash. (See Report Department of the Missouri.)
T ests made by Major vVoodruff and Lieutenant Brown, April 11.
Knorr's pea soup (in parchment roll or 1::1ausage-shaped package).-Excellent, rich,
and palatable. Tastes a little like a rich gravy. Saniple tested was allowed to boil
12 minutes.
Tests made by Major Smart, Major Woodruff, and Lieutenant Brown, April 10.
Lentils (Army Conserve Factory, Mayence; prepared 1894-95).-Boiled 8 minutes.
Good, palatable, rich soup . Evidently contains consi lerable meat extract.
Tests made by Major Woodruff and Lieutenant Brown.
Cafeinstantane (P. Robertet et Ce., Paris).-Very fair. Evidently contains coffee
and some chicory.
Tests made by Major Smart, Major Woodruff, and Lieutenant Brown, April 10.
C1·ystallized entire' egg (C . Fred Lamont, New York).-Prepared according to directions, but makes a very poor substitute for the real article.
Tests made by Major Smart, Major Woodruff, and Lieutenant Brown.

SUMMA.RY OF PROCEEDINGS, EXPERIMENTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
OF THE BOARD.
WAR DEPAR'.l'MENT,

Washington, D. O., Mciy 4, 18.96.
The board met, pursuant to the foregoing order,1 on March 31, 1896,
and after some discussion it was decided that all reports and correspondence submitted to the board should be carefully read by its
members individually, in order that each should have a full understanding of the subject submitted to it before further proceedings were
held.
The board has held frequent sessions during the past month, as is
shown by the accompanying daily record of proceedings.
The questions as to what should constitute such an emergency as to
require the use of the emergency ration was first discussed, and it was
decided that in the opinion of the board "emergencies" are occasions
on which, from any cause, the troops are mainly dependent on food
,
carried on the person.
The emergency rations recommended by the department boards were
then considered, in connection with various articles of food supply
1

Special order No. 74, Headquarters Army, Adjutn.nt General's Office, March 28, 1896.
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submitted to this board, as suggested components of an emergency
ration, and with the various communications on these articles and on the
general subject. It appears that of the eight boards, six recommended a
hard bread, pure and simple, one a bread from whole wheat, and another
a Lard bread composed of one-fifth oatmeal and four-fifths wheat.
In the matter of meat, five of the boards recommended bacon, one
dried (chipped smoked) beef, another-a cooked beef, one-third of which
should be fat, and a third board a meat compound composed of one part
pork and three parts corned beef.
The reports of the department boards indicate a general belief that
it would be unwise to select, as the staples of an emergency ration, any
a1·ticle of food with which the soldier is not familiar, or which would
make a material change in his dietary during the continuance of the
emergency; for articles of known value will give greater satisfaction,
other things being equal, than those of unknown or unusual character,
and cha11ge of diet is to be deprecated at a time when the energies of
the soldier have to be sustained under conditions of strain.
This board concurs in these views, and therefore rejects the suggestion of a bread containing oatmeal, which, although nutritious, palatable, and in other respects good, is open to the objectwn that, while it may
be satisfying to individuals, the more familiar wheaten biscuit or hard
bread is probably more acceptable to the majority of soldiers. It
rejects, also, the bread made from whole wheat as known to be causative of diarrhea, and when tried, as was to be expected, it failed.
On similar grounds, this board rejects all suggestions of pemmicans
or meat pastes prepared from dried and powdered beef, although some
of these make nutritious and palatable dishes when well spiced and
highly flavored with extractives. It rejects the suggestion of corned
beef and dried and smoked beef, because much of the extractives are
lost and the albuminoids hardened in their manufacture, and the suggestion of canned cooked beef, because such meats are acknowledged
by the canners to be :flavorless unless there is present at least 35 to 75
per cent of water, thus involving the transportation of that amount of
innutritious matter in the ration. Many of the canned samples submitted to this board of stews, roast and boiled meats, etc., although
otherwise good, are objectionable on this ground. The suggestion of
peptonized or partially predigested meat is wholly at variance with the
object in view in carrying an emergency ration which is to furnish to
sound digestions the materials to keep them in function.
A s all the department boards reported favorably on some variety of
compressed soup to furnish a highly nitrogenous staple of tbe ration,
and as the documentary evidence is strongly in favor of such an article,
and as, moreover, this board bas satisfied it. elf by personal experiment
with regard to the preparation, palatability, and keeping qualities of
certain of the compressed soups submitted, it concurs in the unanimous
opinion of the department boards.
It was therefore decided that the three food staples of the emergency ration to be recommended for adoption should, in general terms,
con ist of hard bread, bacon, and some variety of compressed soup.
The board then proceeded to consider the character of the hard
wheaten bread to be recommended as a portion of the emergency
ration. It rejected the uggestion that any ubstance of a fatty nature
be incorporated in the bread, a the evidence bowed that such additions detracted from the keepmg qualitie of the :fini hed article, and
as moreover, the bacon already recommen<led as a taple of the mtion
w~uld furni h the ~oldier with the needful fat to be u, ed at hi plea ure.
It examined certain amples of hard bread ubmitted to it, and
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concluded that the best sample was that which became soonest :t1ermeate<l when soaked in hot water. The sample which gave the best
response to this test was one which was slightly aerated, its substance
being evenly pervaded with minute or pin-point vacuolations. Its density was somewhat lessened by this porosity, so that, pound for pound,
it woul~ occupy somewhat more space than ordinary hard bread; but
the board considered that this could be offset in great part by exposing
the aerated hard bread to a higher degree of heat than is used in the
baking of the ordinary bread; by this treatment weight would be
lessened by getting rid of a small percentage of water, the percentage
of the nutritive elements being thereby increased, while some of the
starch would be converted into de.x:trine. The ready permeability of
this biscuit would reduce to a minimum the number of cases of diarrhea that in field service so frequently originate in imperfectly softened
and masticated hard bread. It was the unanimous opinion of the board
that bread thus permeable, and browned on the surface, would be
improved in its keeping and nutritious qualities, and be more acceptable to the men than the present issue.
In conclusiou, on this subject the board decided to recommend, as the
hard bread of the emergency ration, that quality of bread which should
form at the time the regulation issue of the Subsistence Department.
The board, however, in this connection, desires to invite the attention
of superior authority to the possibility of improving the quality of the
ordinary hard bread ration on the lines indicated above.
The charactn of the bacon of the emergency ration was then discu~sed to determine whether it should be cooked or raw, or partially
cooked, i. e., sterilized, and whether jt was advisable to have a selected
bacon containing, for instance, a larger percentage of lean than is found
in ordinary issues. As a :-esult of a full discussion of these points, the
board decided on recommending as the bacon of the emergency ration
an uncooked bacon of the quality which at the time should· form the
regular issue of the Subsistence Department, preference being given to
those cuts having the largest proportion of lean meat.
The board then proceeded to discuss the character of the soup-making
material which it desired to recommend as a component of the emergency
ration. On account of a deficiency of proteids in the bard bread and
bacon already recommended, it was evident that this component should
contain a large per cent of this proximate element. This could be done
either by incorporating powdered beef, or by the use of pea or bean
meal. As a matter of fact, one or the other of these meals appeared to
enter into the composition of most of the samples submitted to the board.
Most of them purported to contain meat, and some showed the presence
of fragments suggestive of dried beef as a constituent; but the proteids
in the analysis before the board were not materially in excess of that
which would be present were pease or beans the only component. All
tlrn samples before the board made excellent soups, but some required
to be boiled twenty-five minutes, wb.ich is longer than is desirable in an
article intended for an emergency ration.
The board has been unable to obtain from those who have manufa,ctnred compressed soups in this country as full information as is desirable. The detaiL:i of the manufacture of these soups being trade secrets,
it is impossible on a mere request to secure them. So far as known
there have been but three firms in this country who have manufactured
these soups but the demand for them has been so slight that two of
the concern~ have suspended operations, while the third apparently
carries but a small stock.
The board suggests that the attention of the Subsistence Department
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be directed to the elaboration of a soup-making material of t4f3 kind
mentioned, aud in the meantime recommends that pea meal be adopted
for this part of the ration, as a palatable soup can be made from this
meal when seasoned with :finely chopped bacon, pepper, and salt.
Cheese, suggested as a desirable article on accouut of its high pro,
teids and calorific value, was rejected after a full presentation of the
arguments pro and con, and chiefly because it appeared from the evidence before the board that the Subsistence Department had already
made an unsuccessful effort to introduce it as an article of food. for our
troops.
In takiug up t~e consideration of coffee as a part of the emergency
ration, the claims of chocolate as a palatable, highly nutritious, q,nd
easily prepared accessory were discussed, but on motion it was voted
down as failing to give that general satisfaction which is known to be
obtained from the coffee ration. From the records it appears that seven
of the department boards recommended coffee as a part of the emrrgency ration. This board concurs in the recommendation, as it believes
coffee to be preferred generally in the U11ited States to any other dietetic stimulant. B ut, inasmuch as tea is recommended by one board
and as an alternative by another, as the leaves can be put up in a suitable form, liave good keeping qualities, and are more grateful ta some
tastes than coffee, while tlle active principle and physiological action
are the same in both, the board recommends that tea may, when called
for, be substituted for coffee in th~ emergency ration.
The board cornddered the efforts at concentration in the case of coffee
to be practically failures, the solid extracts having no taste of coffee,
while the fluid extracts had more of the flavor of chicory than of the
aroma of coffee, It therefore decided on recommending that the coffee
of the emergency ration consist of roasted and ground coffee berries.
Several preparations of the kola nut, with much manuscript and
printed literature on the subject, including recent analyses made in
the laboratory of the Surgeon-General's Office, were reviewed by the
boa:rd; but it regards the whole of this subject as in the experimental
stage, and, as such, unfit for serious consideration in discussing the
constituents of an army ration.
The question of sweetening the coffee or tea, as between saccharin
or sugar, was then brought up for settlement. The department boards
were divided ou this subject. On l>elialf of sugar the evidence showed
that besides its sweetening power it has a uigh calorific value. Against
saccharin was Hs novelty; but on its bellalf it was found tJJat the
practically immaterial weight of 4 grains possessed the sweetening
power of 2 ounces of sugar; that it has been used for long periods in
much larger quantities than would be needful in an emergency ration
with no detrimental influence on be::iltb, and that its antiseptic property
would tend to lessen the prevalence of diarrhea due to intestinal
fermentations. After obtaining full information on these and other
points connected with the subject, the board decided on recommending
saccharin as the sweetening agent of the emergency ration. The main 1
consideration which led to this decision was the desirability of having
a nitrogenous proximate principle in each of the articles which contribute<l materially to the weight of the ration, and as sugar contains
no nitrogen it was believed that greater efficiency would be obtained
if 2 -ounces of some article containing proteids were substituted for it
in the emergency ration.
It was then decided that pepper and salt, in quantities to be determined later, be recommended as components of the emergency ration.
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The advisability of including tobacco among the components of an
emergency ration was t hen considered. It is true that tobacco is not a
food; but it is used so generally by soldiers during campaigns for the
restful feeling which it induces, that many men would rather go short
on food than be deprived of their tobacco. Moreover, those habituated
to its use suffer acutely from its deprivation, and as it is the object of
an emergency ration to keep up the powers of the individual at their
maximum for the time being on the smallest weight of food to be
carried, it is argued that half au ounce of tobacco would conduce more
to comfort while on short rations than would the addition to the ration
of an extra half ounce of bread or bacon. While men who use tobacco
always endeavor to pro.v ide themselves with it, experience shows that
it can not always be purchased during campaigns, and particularly in
emergencies; and to the argument that many do not use tobacco, the
reply is brought forward that no man will find difficulty in disposing
of his portion to others for an equivalent in some other article of the
ration.
The board then proceeded to . discuss the amount or quantity of the
ration as a whole, and of it various components. For the convenience of its members iu appreciating the value of propositions in this
connection, it prepared the following table as the basis of its calculations:
One ounce of 437.5 grains.·

Nitrogen. Carbon.

Calories. Protein.

- - - - - - - - - - - - 1· - - - - - - - - - - -Biscuit ................................ .
Beaus ................................. .
P eas ................... . ........ . .. . ... .
Bacon····················--········--··

Grains.

Grains.

10. 71

183. 5
173.1

15. 06
15.18
6. 05

161. 6
273. 6

Ounce.

Fat.

Starches.

-----Ounce .

107

0. ]56

0. 013

98
92
203

. 232
. 22
. 'l88

. 021
. 0198

O1mce.
0. 734
. 574
. 529

. 733

The question whether the emergency ration should be a minimum or
bare subsistence dietary, or one possessing a high potential energy, was
then discussed at length. In this discussion it became apparent that
the board was unanimous in the opinion that when emergency rations
are issued to troops, it is to be expected that serious work is ahead of
, them, and that a ration of high calorific value is needful to sustain
them under these conditions.
The board recognized that the difference in weight between that
which is generally accepted as a standard diet for any ordinary man
under ordinary conditions of labor, and the ration which will sustain
the soldier under emergency calls to unusual strain, is only a few ounces,
and the experience of its members authorized the belief that the high
condition of the men, resulting from fall diet on such occasions, would
be bought cheaply by the carriage of the extra ounces on the person.
Moreover, the board appreciated that if the emergency did not call for
any unusual strain on the physical powers, or if from any cause it
became needful to economize duriug the emergency, the extra ounces
of a ration based on a maximum requirement could be withheld from
consumption to constitute the ration of a period in excess of the face
value of the emergency issue.
Guided chiefly by these considerations, the board decided that the
emergency ration should contain as much of the proximate p~inciples
of food as is necessary to sustain the soldier under the maximum of
physical strain.
WAR 96-VOL I--25
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It was then decided that the amounts of the various components
should be as follows :
Ounces.

Hard bread .........................••................••.•.......... ·.. . . . . . .
Bacon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pea meal ......... ~... . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coffee, roasted and ground, with 4 grains saccharin.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
(Or tea, one-half ounce, with 4 grains saccharin.)
Salt .. __ ..... _....... ___ ...... -............ - ......... - - .•.. "......... .. . . . . . .
Pepper •........... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
'fobacco . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Net weight, with coffee .....•............•.............................
Net weight, with tea ...................••••...........•......•........

16
10

4
2
. 64
. 04
.5
33.18
31. 68

It is recommended that the Subsistence Department supply suitable
bags, in such numbers as may be necessary, for carrying the roasted
and ground coffee, and the salt and pepper; also a tough paraffin paper
for use.in wrapping about bacon when carried on the person; also that
the pea meal be issued in a compressed cylindrical package.
The nutritive value of this ration is as follows:

IProtein.

Fats.

c3;!ie~:· Nitrogen. Carbon. Calories.

- - - - - - - - - - - -.~ - GrainB. Grains.
16 ounces hard bread . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 496
0. 208
11. 744
171. 36
2, 936
1,712
10 ounces bacon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 88
7. 33
60. 5
2,736
2,030
4 ounces pea meal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 88
• 0792
2.111
60. 52
646. 4
::::68
Total ...... . ..................... -1-·4-.-25-6-1--7-.6-17-2-j--13-.8-5-5 -29-2-.3-8 -6-,3-1-8.-4 --4; 110

In determining the quantity of the components of this ration, the
board gave due consideration to the various dietaries for hard work, as
stated by those who are generally cited as authorities on the subject.
In general terms, such dietaries consist of 30 ounces of water-free food
having an available energy equivalent to about 4,000 calories. The
emergency ration recommended provides 4,110 calories from 25f ounces
of water-free food. This greater food value from a less weight of
material is obtained by an increase in the fat of the ration as compared
with that of the standard dietaries. It must be remembered, however,
that these dietaries are not intended for temporary, but continuous use.
They express the views of the physiologists and scientists concerning
the waste of the syRtem under conditions of hard labor, and concerning
the quantity and character of the food elements needful to completely
repair their waste. The emergency ration is not intended for continuous use. It is to be used only occasionally, and for short periods. The
necessity of having in it the exact proportion of the proximate principles required by the system is not imperative. The objective in its
construction should be the largest food value in the smal1est weight.
Fat has an available energy of more than twice that of an equal weight
of the proteids or carbohydrates. The amount of fat assimilated by the
sy tern varies not only with the conditions a to heat or cold and rest
or labor, but also with the quantity of carbohydrates in the di t. If
the carbohydrates are not to be had, fat in excess of that ordinarily
assimilated will be utilized by the system. .A.nyde:fici ncyin the proteids
and starche of the emergency ration recommended above i off et by
the higher calorific value of the fatty element. The fat, howe er, can
not take the place of the proieid principles in the r pair of the mu cular
sy tern. This ha to be con ider d from anoth r point of view. .A.
standard dietary for hard work hould have at J a t 4.4 oun e of the
proteid , equivalent to about 3 0 grain of nitrogen, for he average
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introgenous waste of the system amounts to about this quantity. The
standard di~ts call for a larger proportion, but it is questionable
whether this is not a concession to meat-eating habits rather than a
necessity of the system. The emergency ration above recommended
gives close upon the quantity needful to repair muscular wastes. Should
there be a deficiency it could be made up by meat issues when the
emergency is at an end.
The· board is called upon to report upon the minimum amount of articles of food necessary to sustain a soldier in health and activity while
in active service in the field for a limited period. In considering this
subject the board recognized that the wear and tear of the human
machine involved in the mere act of living, i.e., in keeping up the vital
processes and in sustaining the heat of the system at its normal degree,
required the expenditure of a certain amount of energy. To supply
this energy a corresponding amount of food must be introduced into
the system, and this amount is usually spoken of by physiologists as
subsistence diet. The quantities are stated somewhat differently by
different authors. The lowest figures are those of Playfair, who calls
for 14.5 ounces, of which 2 are protein, 12 starches, and 0.5 fat, containing 138 grains of nitrogen, 2,975 of carbon, and having the available
energy of 1,758 calories. The board believes, from the evidence before
it, and as the outcome of its discussions on this subject, that men in
well-fed and healthy condition at starting can undergo the ordinary
fatigues and hardships of an active campaign for at least ten days on
the equivalent of a subsistence diet, such as that given by Playfair,
and without any impairment of health resulting from the temporarily
restricted diet. Hence, if the emergency should require economy in
the use of the emergency ration, the men could be put upon a limited
dietary. Even if put on half rations they would have a full subsistence
diet, so that in the direst emergency, rations for five da,y s might be
made to last for ten. The troops would individually suffer loss of weight
by having to supplement their deficient dietary from their own tissues,
but repair in sound men would be effected by a few days of rest and
full diet.
The board considered from its experiments that emergency rations
for five days should be the maximum 1rnmber of rations to be carried
on the person of the soldier. In emergencies of less than five days the
troops should be required to carry the full ration for the number of
days stated. In emergencies of longer duration the commanding officers may direct economy in the use of the ration, so that the five days'
rations may be made to last for any number of days not exceeding ten.
From their character as issued the articles of the ration are susceptible
of accurate subdivision, by which means they may be used with.any
degree of liberality between a minimum of subsistence diet and a maximum emergency or hard labor diet.
CH.AS. SMART,
Respectfully submitted.
Major and Surgeon, President.
C. A. WOODRUFF,
Major and Commissary of Subsistence.
E. A. GARLINGTON,
Major and ,Inspector- General.
L.A. CRAIG,
Captain, Sixth Cavalry.
W. 0. BROWN,
First Lieutenant, First Cavalry, Recorder.
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W .A.R DEPARTMENT,
SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
W((,shington, May 5, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to forward herewith the summary of proceedings of a board of officers convened by paragraph 3, Special Orders, No.
74, Headquarters of the Army, Adjutant-General's Office, March 28,
18QG, '' to consider and recommend a proper ration for troops operatingin emergencies."
Accompanying this will be found the daily record of proceedings and
its appended papers.
Respectfully,
OH. SMART,
Major and Surgeon, U. S . .A.., President.
The .ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U. S. ARMY,
Washington, D. 0.
[First indorsement.J

WAR DEPARTMENT, October 6, 1896.
Respectfully referred to the Major-General Commanding the Army,
for remark.
DANIEL S. LAMONT,
Secretary of War.
[Second indorsement.]

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
Washington, November 11, 1896.

Respectfully returned to the honorable the Secretary of vVar.
The report of the board as contained in the summary of its proceedings js approved, and the adoption of the recommendations contained
tllerein is advised.
NELSON A. MILES,
JJ;[ajor-General, Commanding.
[Third i-nclorsement.J

NOVEMBER

21, 1896.

Approved.
S. LAl\WN'l',
Secretary of War.

DANIEL
[Fourth indorsoment. J

HEADQUARTERS OF '.l'HE ARMY,

Washington, November 24, 1896'.
F.rom the Major-General Commanding to the .Adjutant-General for
publication, with the orders and instructions to carry it into effect.
SAML. BRECK,

Assistant Adjutant-General.

General Orders, }
No. 49.

HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY,
.ADJUTANT-GENERA.L'S OFFICE,

Washington, Decem,ber 5, 18.96.
1. The following order ha been received from the War Department:

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington, December 5, 1896.
Under the authority vested jn him by section 1146, Revi~ed tatotes, the. President
hereby establishes an emergency ration for troops operatmg for sllort periods under
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circumstances which require them to depend :upon supplies carried upon their persons. Its component parts are as follows: Bacon, 10 ounces; hard bread, 16 ounces;
pea-meal, 4 ounces, or an equivalent in approveu material for making soup; coffee,
roasted and ground, 2 ounces, or tea, one-half ounce; saccharin, 4 grains; salt, .64:
ounce; pepper., .04 ounce; tobacco, one-half o?-nce,
DANIEL S. LAMONT,
Secretary of War.

2. The Secretary of War directs that this emergency ration oe
resorted to only on occasions arising in active operations when the use
of the regularly established ration may be impracticable; that, although
its nutritive qualities vermit, its use on half allowance, it will not be so
used except in cases of overruling necessity, and never for a longer
period than ten days; and that not more than five days' emergency
rations be carried on the person at one time.
3. By direction of the Secretary of War, the Subsisten~e Department will provide tough paraffin paper for wrapping the bacon; will
furnish hard bread in grease-proof packag'3i::, the pea meal in cylindrical packages, and the coffee, tea, saccharin, salt, pepper, and
tobacco in suitable packages.
By command of Major-General Miles:
'
GEORGE D. RUGGLES,
.Adjutant- General.
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DEPARTMENT, SURGEON-GENER.AL'S OFFICE,

.Washington, D. O., September 9, 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of my administration of the duties of this office during the past year. Besides the
health of the troops and the sanitary condition of the various military
posts, this report relates to certain duties imposed upon the SurgeonGeneral of the Army by the Revised Statutes of the United States and
by acts of Congress making appropriations to be disbursed under his
direction.
Among the expenditures authorized by Congress for the year ended
June 30, 1896, were those for artificial limbs and their commutation., for
appliances for disabled soldiers, for trusses, for the support and treatment of destitute patients in the city of Washington, D. C., for the
Army and Navy General Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark., for the Army
Medical Museum and the library of the Surgeon-General's Office, for
the construction and repair of hospitals, and for medical and hospital
supplies for the use of the Army.
.ARTIFICIAL LIMBS .AND THEIR COMMUTATION.

Every officer or enlisted or hired man who has lost a limb or the use
of a limb by injury or disease in the line of duty in the military or naval
service of the United States is entitled to receive once every three years
an artificial limb or apparatus or commutation therefor. A pensioner
whose claim bas been allowed is entitled to benefit only from the date
on which his application wa~ filed in this office; in other words, arrears
of commutation dating back to the time of the injury, the onset of the
disease, or the date on which pension was granted, are not allowed.
When a limb in kind is authorized to be furnished, the beneficiary is
entitled to transportation to and from the selected place of manufacture
to have the limb fitted. The commutation value of an artificial leg is
$75, but transportation is not commuted. Commutatio?, in all ot~er
cases, as in disability without amputation of the leg or m amputation
or disability of the arm or foot, amounts to $50 in each instan_ce. The
laws relating to artificial limbs are the Revised Statutes, sections 4787
to 4791, and the acts approved ,August 15, 1876, March 3, 1891, and
March 2, 1895.
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- During the fiscal year ended June 30, 1896, 21 artificial legs were
furnished under the above laws, and commutation was paid in 101 cases
of amputated leg, in 69 of amputated arm, and 13 of amputated foot.
Commutation was paid also in 2,402 cases in which the use of a limb
was lost. The money expended amounted to $135,518.16, of which
$127,547.46 was from the appropriation for the year ended June 30,
1896, $7,610.74 from that of the previous year, $392.96 from the appropriation for 1894, and $30 from that of 1893, as follows:
Appropriated by act approved March 2, 1895 ......... _-_..... ____ ... ____ $130,000.00
Dis bnrsed during the year ... __ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127, 547. 46
Balance on hand June 30, 1896 ... __ ..................... . ....... .

2,452.54

On hand July 1, 1895, act of August 18, 1894. ......................... .
Disbursed during the year .........•.......... _..... ..... ............ .

9,807.45
7,610.74

Balance on hand June 30, 1896 .................................. .

2,196.71

On hand July 1, 1895, act of March 3, 1893: .. _........... _............ .
Disbursed during the year .... ____________ ............ ·-·-··
$392. 96
Transferred to surplus fund ......... ___ . _....... _........... 48, 140. 00

48,532.96
48,532.96

Certified claim, appropriation June 8, 1896 .. _. __ .... __ ................ .
Disbursed during the year .. ___ ...•.... _............. _•................

30.00
30.00

It is believed that the appropriation of $575,000 for the year ending
June 30, 1897, will suffice to cover the benefits accruing to the pensioners during the current year.
The amount required for the year ending June 30, 1898, will be about
$183,000. This estimate is based on the fact that of the appropriation
of $194,000 for the fiscal year 1895 $184,192.55 was disbursed during
that year and $7,610.74 during the year 1896, making a total of $191,803.29 disbursed from the appropriation. As these benefits recur every
three years, an appropriation will be required for the year ending June
30, 1898, approximating in amount the sum expended from the appropriation for the year ended June 30, 1895. The actual amount that
will be required will depend on the number of those paid in 1895 who
are found to have survived the interval of three years. As well as can
be learned from the statistics the death rate is about 1.6 per cent
annually, or 4.8 per cent for the three years. The estimate for the fiscal
year would, therefore, be the amount paid in 1895 lessened by 4.8 per
cent, or $183,000.
APPLIANCES.

The number of appliances issued to disabled s_oldiers during the year
was 162, for which was disbursed the sum of $1,192.15 from the appropriation approved March 2, 1895, with $53.07 from that approved
August 18, 1894, a total of $1,245.22.
TRUSSES.

There was expended in furnishing and fittin trusses to disabled
soldiers under sectious 1176-78, Revised Statute of the United State ,
and the act of March 3, 1879, the sum of 7,699.70. The number of
trusses issued and fitted during the year was 1,106.
(1'
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PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL.

The act of Congress approved March 2, 1895, appropriated $19,000
for the support and medical treatment of destitute patients in.the city
of Washington, D. 0., under a contract to be made with the Providence
Hospital by the Surgeon-General of the .Army. The amount of relief
afforded under _this appropriation was as follows:
Patients in hospital July 1, 1895---· __________ -·-· ··---· ____ -----· ·----- ---·
Admitted during the year ______ ··-··-·--·---·-····---·-·--··----··--·--·--·

114
1,206

Total number treated ..........•.... _........................ - ... _. __ . 1,320
110
Average number admitted, per month ________ --- - ---- ---· -··· ------ ---- ·--· _
Number remaining in hospital June 30, 1896_. - __ - . ------ --- . ______ - -- . ____ __
105
Total number days treatment afforded. _____ . _____ - - -.. _... _____ . ___________ 41,872
Average number of days treatment per patient. ____ . ____ . ____ .. _____ ---·____
32
Average number of patients treated per day __ _·-· ________ . ______ . _________ .
114
Longest term of treatment (days)-----·-----··-----·----- ____ ·--·------____
366
Shortest t erm of treatment (days) __ - _. __ . __ . _____ . ______ ... . . _ . _.. ___ . ____ .
1
Number of patient,s in hospital during the whole year ..............•....... _
19
ARMY AND NA VY GENERAL HOSPITAL.

The capacity of this hospital is 15 beds for cfficers and 64 for enlisted
men. One room in the officers' division has been fitted up as a surgical
operating room. Nine officers remained under treatment at the close
of the year 1894, 16 were admitted during 1895, 22 were returned to
duty or to their former status of sick leave, and 3 remained under treatment December 31, 1895. The 22 officers, who recovered sufficiently to
resume their duties or return to their homes, were under treatment an
average of fifty-eight days, ranging from eight to one hundred and fifty
days. The register does not show the exact condition of these officers
on leaving the hospital, as many of them resumed sick leave and only
reported for duty when this leave had expired. The largest number of
officers under treatment at any one time was 10, the smallest, 1. In
the soldiers' division 12 men remained under treatment Decern ber 31,
1894, 70 men regularly transferred for treatment and 3 on furlough
- were admitted, making a total of 85 treated during the calendar year
1895. Of these cases 50 were returned to duty, 15 were discharged for
disability, 3 resumed their status on furlough, and 17 remained under
treatment at the close of the year. Inquiries made in regard to the 50
men returned to duty six months after they were sent from the hospital
showed that 36 were doing duty with their commands or were well at
the time they had been discharged for expiration of term of service, 8
had been discharged for disability on account of relapses, and 2 for
venereal disease contracted subsequent to their return to duty; 3
were undergoing treatment on account of relapse, and 2 had deserted.
Of the 68 completed cases 43 were cases of rheumatism, and of these
cases 36 were returued to duty after an average treatment of eightyfive days and 7 were discharged for disability after an average treatment of ninety-five and six-tenths days.
The special advantages afforded by the Government in this general
hospital in the treatment of the diseases mentioned in Circular No. 16,
.A. G. 0., December 8, 1892, do not seem to be appreciated properly by
medical officers of the .Army. It is equipped with all the latest and
best appliances for the treatment of patients by hydrotherapy, _electricity,massage and the Swedish movements. No sanitarium_or pr!vate
establishment at Hot Springs offers any such advantages. It 1s believed
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that if cases suitable for treatment at the Springs were sent earlier in
the progress of the disease many serious complications might be prevented and a larger percentage of recoveries be effected.
The balance, $41.95, on hand July 1, 1895, of the appropriation made
by the act approved .August 11, 1892, for the improvement and maintenance of the grounds of this hospital was disbursed during the ,past
year.
ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM.

The disbursements on behalf of tbe Museum haV'e been as follows:
Appropriated by act approved February 12, 1895 ..•. __ .......... _...... _ $5, 000. 00
Disbursed during the year ..................... _.. _. __ . __ . _. _. __ . ___ . _. _ 4,560. 61
Balance on band June 30, 1896 ........... _. _. _. _.. _. ____ _ ____ _.. _.

439.39

Balance on band July 1, 1895, act August 6, 1894 •....... _·__ . _____ ... _ ____ 1,599.17
Disbursed during the year .................................. _____ .. _ ____ I, 560. 59
Balance on band June 30, 1896 ...................... _......... _ ... .

38.58

Balance on band July 1, 1895, act February 27, 1893 . . . . . . ......... _. _.. .
Disbursed during the year ........................................ $0. 04
Transferred to surplus fund............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. 43

.47
.47

The total number of specimens in the .A.rmy Medical Museum at the
end of tbe fiscal year, June 30, 1896, was 33,746, of which 890 were
received during· the year.
The following statement shows, in detail, the additions and changes
in the different sections:
Pathological section:
In museum .June 30, 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 776
Discarded during the year .......................................-.......
4
Received during the year_ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10,772
249

In museum June 30, 1896 .. .....•.•.....•......•.. ...... .•............ 11,021
Anatomical section:
In museum June 30, 1895 ............................................ _. .
Received during the year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3, 571
74

In museum June 30, 1896 ............•................................

3,645

Section of compara.tive anatomy:
In museum June 30, 1895. ...... .... ...••. ...... ...... .... .... ... . ... ...
Discarded during the year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,717
28

In museum June 30, 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I , 689

Microscopical section:
In museum June 30, 1895 ..............................•........ _....... 12,157
Added during the year ....... ______ ................ ____ ................
203

In museum June 30, 1896 .....•.. __ .... __ ..... _. . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 360
Miscellaneous section:
In museum June 30, 1895 .............. __ ..... ___ .. __ .. .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Received during the year .. _........... __ . _. __ . __ ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

In museum June 30, 1896 _.•.. ____ . _•....••• __ .• _. _•...•.••••..•... _..

2,017
253
2, 270

=
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Provisional pathological section :
In museum June 30, 1895 .......... ... . . . ... . .... ... . ... . . ...... .... .... 1,830
Discarded during the year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Received during the year ............................................. .

1,829
94

In museum June 30, 1896 .................. . .......................... . 1,923
Provisional anatomical section:
In museum Juno 30, 1895 ..... . ........................................ .
Received during the year ........................... ... .............. .

821
17

In museum June 30, 1896 ......................... . .................. .

838

RECAPITULATIO

r.

Specimens in museum June 30, 1895 ........................................ 32,889
Discarded during the year .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33
Received durin g the year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

32,856
890

Specimens in mus um June 30, 1896 ........................................ 33, 746

Among the interesting specimens added to the museum during the
year are the following:
1. Specimens of malformations: (1) Monstrous infant, showing one leg only, spina

bitida, clubfoot, atresia of anus and urethra, and absence of kidneys and
ureters; contributed by Dr. J. D. Bradfield, Washington, D. C. (2) Monstrous
duckling, showing four legs and anencephalns, spina bifida, and defective
maxilla; contributed by Mr. A.H. Wieneke, Washington, D. C. (3) Congenital stenosis of resophagus in an infant; contributed by Dr. S.S . Adams, Washiugton, D. C. (4) Congenital stenosis of tricuspid orifice in a man, age 34;
contributed by Dr. C. G. Stone, Washington, D. C.
2. Three specimens, showing shot fracture of the skull by the Krag-Jorgensen bullet; all were fatal. The fissuring is extensive. Two of the cases were suicides. One of the specimens was contributed by Surg. L. M. Maus, United
States Army; the others by Surg. A. C. Girard, United States Army.
3. Series of nineteen plaster casts of skulls, showing pre-Columbian trephining.
The original skulls are part of the collection made by Dr. Manuel A. Muniz,
surgeon-general of the Peruvian army, Lima, Peru.
4. Series of 79 specimens showing pathology of the teeth, including anomalies,
various degrees of atrophy from wear, caries with or without abscess of jaw,
various forms of the palate, malposition, etc.
5. Series of 69 bones showing the comparative injury from the 45-caliber leaden
bullet and tbe 30-caliber German-silver jacketed bullet, fired at various distances. Experiments made by Asst. Surg. L. A. LaGarde, United States Army,
who contributed the specimens.
6. Two specimens of vermiform appendix, one removed post-mortem, showing tuberculosis, and the other showing perforation, removed by laparotomy; contributed
by Deputy Surg. Gen . W. H. Forwood, United States Army. Also, a third
specimen of vermiform appendix showing inflammatfon with peritonitis,
removed by laparotomy; contributed by Surg. J. C. Worthington, United
States Army.
7. Four spechnens of inguinal hernia in which the radical operation for cure was
performed by extirpation of the hernial sac. In one of the cases there was
also an undescended testicle, which was r emoved; contributed by Deputy
Surg. Gen. W. H. Forwood, United States Army.
8. Two series of plaster casts of leg and foot, showing deformity after Pott's fracture and Kerr's operation for the same; contributed by Dr. J. Kerr, Washington, D. C.
.
9. Plaster cast showing ainhum of little toe; contributed by Dr. J. Kerr, Wasbrngton, D. C.
10. Impacted fracture of neck of femur, unhealed, from a man 82 years old; contributed b y Surg. A. C. Girard, United States Army.
.
11 . .Aneurism of superior mesenteric artery of a horse, due to entozoa; contnbuted
by Veterinary Su;g· C. B. R?binson, W~shington, D. C..
. .
.
12. Series of three spec1111ens showmg ulcerative and perforat1ve en~ocardit1s, w1_th
atheromatous abscess and embolic infarctions of spleen and k1dn~y; cont~ibuted by Dr. E. Gladmon, Washington, D. C. Also, heart of 3'. child, showmg
vegeta.tions on va,lves; contributed by Dr. G. N. Acker_, Washmgton, D. C.
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13. Spontaneous rupture of aorta in a man 76 years old; contributed by Dr. D. S.
Lamb, pathologist, Army Medical Museum.
14. Sarcoma of thymus gland, involving also bronchial glands and lung, from a
child; contributed by Dr. G. N. Acker, Washington, D . C.
15. Two specimens; right half of a brain showing tuberculous masses, and calvaria
showing hypertrophic and atrophic portions, from a child which died of general
tuberculosis; contributed by Dr. S. S. Adams, Washington, D. C.
16. Lung showing emphysema a,nd lymphangiectasis; contributed by Dr. D.S. Lamb,
pathologist, Army Medical Museum.
17. Two specimens, lungs showing gangrenous cavities and ileum showing healing
typhoid ulcers, from a child in which suppurative parotitis occurred; contributed by Dr. G. N. Acker, Washington, D. C.
18. Stomach of infant showing post-mortem digestion; contributed by Dr. J. R.
Wellington, Washington, D. C.
19. A specimen showing a gummatous tumor of liver, with dilatation of bile duct, the
latter due to constriction of h epatic duct, apparently from a gastro-duodenal
catarrh; there is also atrophy of gall bladder, a cicatrix of the colon with
:fistular opening into the gall bladder, and peritonitis. Also, heart in an atrophied condition, with open foramen ovale; th~ pulmonary valve shows only
two leaflets; contributed by Deputy Surg. Gen. W. H. Forwood, United States
Army.
·
20. Ulceration and perforation of ga.11 bladder with fatal peritonitis; contributed
by Deputy Surg. Gen. W. H. Forwood, United States Army.
21. Ulceration, perforation, and diverticulum of ileum, with fatal peritonitis; contributed by Asst. Surg. E. A. Mearns, United States Army.
22. Large melanotic cancer of ileum; contributed by Dr. W. E. Anderson, Pensacola,
Fla.
23. Extensive in vagination of ileum in colon, from an infant of thirteen months;
contributed by Dr. S. S. Adams, Washington, D. C.
24. Two specimens from a woman, age about 45, one showing exstrophy of bladder,
the other bilateral hydronephrosis; contributed by Dr. J. W. Chappell, Washington, D. C.
25. Uterus with a five months' fetus and membranes, removed because of large
:fibroids; recovery; contributed by Dr. J. Taber Johnson, Washington, D. C.
26. Large sarcomatous tumor of scalp, from a child aged 13 years, removed by operation; contributed by Dr. P. S. Conner, Cincinnati, Ohio.
27. Nine specimens showing developmental conditions of the teeth up to an advanced
age; three showing classification of races by the dental index according to Prof.
W. H. Flower; three showing classification of the same by the gnathicindex;
three showing classification of the same by the form of the palate, and ten
showing the anatomy of the teeth on section.
28. Series of 28 plaster casts of skulls of various races of mankind, colored, taken
from specimens in the Museum of the Jardin des Plantes, Paris.
29. Thirteen dry preparations of th e brains of the young of the cat: the dog, the
monkey, and the human subject; prepared by Dr. E . R. Hodge, anatomist, Army
Medical Museum.
30. Dissection of human foot, showing the minute ramifications of the arteries of
the plantar region; prepared by Dr. E. R. Hodge, anatomist, Army Medical
Museum.
31. Hospital corps equipment of the French, Swiss, Prussian, Austro-Hungarian,
Spanish, Norwegian, and J:apanese armies, embracing litters, knapsacks, medicine chests, panniers, canteens, etc.
32. Five life-size figure representing the noncommissioned officers and privates of
the Hospital Corps, Un ited State8 Army, in full, fatigue, and field dress.
LIBRARY OF THE SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE.

The disbursements on behalf of the library during the year have
been as follows :
Appropriated by act approved Pebruary 12, 1895 ..... - . - ... - - . . _......... $8, 000. 00
Refunded during the year ....... - ... . . - ...... - - .......... - ....... . ... - - .
11. 10
Total to be accounted for .. ___ ... ___ ........ ___ ... ___ . .. . ___ .... _..
Disbursed during the year .... ····-· ...................... ··-·-· .... ···-

8,011.10
7, 208.88

Balance on hand June 30, 1896 .. - --· ................. ___ . ___ ...... .

802. 22

Balance on hand July 1, 1895, act August 6, 1894 .... - .. -.... - ......... - - .
Disbursed during the year ..... - ......... - .... - - -....••...••............

438.39
438.39
====
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The following table shows the additions made to the library during
the :fiscal year :
Description.

·On band Added during
Total
June 30, 1895. fiscal year. June 30, 1896.

Medical journals ............................... . ......... ..
Meuical transactions ....... .... .... .- ..... .......... ...... ..
Bound theses ....... ...... ................................. .
Bound pamphlets ........................ ... ........ . .. ... .
Other medical books ................................. ..... .

34-, 345
5,067
1,762
2,61<!
73,475

1,761

35,396
5,269
1,829
2,614
75,236

Total. ......... . . . ... ................. . ........ · .... . .

117, 263

3,081

120,344

Medical theses ........................................... .
Medical pamphlets ........................................ .

a 57, 187
135,844

1,797
5,884

57,872
141,728

Total. ............................................... .

193,031

7,681

199,600

1,051
202
67

.................. .

a, Of the total number of theses on hand June 30, 1895, there were 1,112 bound in G7 volumes during
the year.

There were presented to the library during the year 657 books and
7,940 pamphlets and journals.
Volume I, new series, of the Index-Catalogue, includes the letter
"A" and forms a volume of 828 pages. It is now in the hanus of the
binder and will shortly be ready for distribution. The manuscript of
Volume II, new series, is in the course of preparation for the printer,
the usual appropriation having been made for this volume.
CONSTRUCTION .A.ND REP.A.IR OF HOSPITALS.

The total appropriation for the construction and repair of hospitals
for the year ended June 30, 1896, was $70,000, of which $45,000 was
appropriated by the act approved February 12, 1895, and $25,000, by a
special act approved March 2, 1895, for the construction of a new hospital at Fort Meade, S. Dak.
During the year new hospitals were erected at Fort Meade1 S. Dak.,
and Fort Myer, Va., at a cost of $45,000. Operating rooms and laboratories were built at seven posts at a cost of $5,329.16. Operating
rooms were enlarged at two posts at a cost of $211.45, and operating
rooms were fitted up in hospitals at ten posts at a cost of $1,247.25,
all as summarized below:
New hospitals erected during fiscal year ended June 30, 1896:
Fort Meade, S. Dak., from special appropriation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $25, 000. 00
Fort Myer, Va., from hospital appropriation........................ 20,000.00
Construction of additions for use as operating rooms and laboratories:
Fort .Apache, .Ariz ................................................. .
357.36
Fort Huachuca, Ariz .............................................. .
408.75
Fort Clark, Tex .................................................... .
300.98
Fort Sam Houston, Tex .............. _............................ .
1,685.20
Fort Douglas, Utah ............................................... .
891. 00
Fort McPherson, Ga ............................................... . 1,125.00
Fort Thomas, Ky ... .............................................. .
560.87
Total .................................... ---- ........... - ....... -

5,329.16

Enlarging operating rooms :
.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Army and Navy General Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark................

136. 45
75. 00

Total .............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

---211. 45
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Fitting up rooms for use as operating rooms:
Fort Grant, Ariz ........ ....... .. ....... . ... .••. .'..... .. .. .. ... _.. .
Fort Bliss, Tex ..................................................... .
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ...................................... .. .. _
Fort Logan, Colo ........ .. , .... .... . ........... .. .. ... ........... .
Fort Reno, Okla .............................. _................... .
Fort Yates, N. Dak ................. _. .......... ... . ... ...... _... .. .
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo .... _........... ... . . ..... . .... .. .. .. .. . ... .
Jefferson Barracks, Mo .. _....... ... .. ........ .. . . ....... .. _....... .
Fort Columbus, N. Y .............................................. .
Fort Schuyler, N. Y ................................ .... ........... .
Total ............. .. .................. ... ......

$155.24
117.75
45.05
196.87
71. 80
46.19
47.11
404.85
62.39
100.00

•

1,247.25

Grand total.... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6, 787. 86

0

••••• ••• •

• •• •• ••

The balance of the appropriation was expended for repairs upon
hospitals at various posts.
MEDICAL .A.ND HOSPITAL SUPPLIES.

The following statement shows the disbursements made during the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1896, from appropriations made by act of
Congress for the support of the Medical Department of the Army:
Appropriated by act approved February 12, 1895 ....................... $160,500.00
Refunded during the year.................. ... ........................
22. 94
Total to be accounted for.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160, 522. 94
Disbursed during the year:
Medical supplies ...............•....................... $31, 800. 47
Pay of employees.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31, 696. 55
Expenses supply depots................................
110. 03
Medical attendance and medicines.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 481. 56
Washing at post hospitals..............................
1,145.05
Material for experimental cooking.. ........ . . . . . . . . . . . .
499. 82
Miscellaneous expenses.... • . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
64. 95
Total disbursed ...................•.............................

75,798.43

Balance on hand to be accounted for July 1, 1896 ............... .
In United States Treasury .............................. $69, 813. 06
In hands disbursing officers:
NewYork .................................... . .... .
6,881.23
3,257.51
St. Louis ......................................... .
Washington .............. .. ...................... .
1,550.39
3,222.25
San Francisco .................................... .
. 07
Army and Navy General Hospital. ...••.....•.......

84,724.51

84,724.51
Balance on hand July 1, 1895, act August 6, 1894 ....................... .
Refunded during year ... ..... ........................................ .

88,817.70
115.10

Total to be accounted for ...................................... .
Disbursed during the year :
Medical supplies ... ..... .........•.......•............. $27,831.72
1,118.33
Pay of employees .................. ...... ............. .
31. 77
Expenses of supply depots ............................ .
3,706.78
Medical attendance and meuicines .................... .
177.12
Washing at post hospitals .......... •. ... _... _......... .
53.45
Miscellaneous expenses .•••............................

88,932.80

Total disbursed .. .............................................. .

32,919.17

Balance on hand June 30, 1896...................................

56,013.63
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Bahnce on hand July 1, 1895, act Feuruary 27, 1893 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . • .•
Refunded uuring year...... ........ ...................................

$30,396.68
4. 00

Total to b e accounted. for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Disbursed during the year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$149. 48
Transferred to surplus fund .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30, 251. 20

30, 400. 68
30,400.68

Amount appropriated 1.Jy deficiency act approvetl June 18, 1896...........
Disbursed during year . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

70. 80
70. 80

Of the sum of $84,724.51 on band. July 1, 1896, from the appropriation of February 12, 1895, about $35,000 will be required for payment
for supplies contraeteu for and other obligations incurred pl'ior to July
1, 1896, leaving a balance of about $50,000, which will revert to the
United States Treasury.
The approximate value of tbe medical supplies actually is ued during
the fiscal year ellCled J uue 30, 1896, is $97,097.38.
Advantage was taken of tbe preparation of the new Manual for the
Medical Department of the Army, to revi ·e the snpply table included
therein. Several 1rnw remedies were added, and t.be allowanceofothers
was increase<l wbere experience had sliown this to be advisable. Several recent medical works have been clistl'ibuted for tbe use of medical
officers. Appliances for operating in accoruauce with the requirements
of aseptic urgery have been issued to 05 post hospita,ls. The facilities
for prompt and successful snrgical relief are now much more satisfactory than they have been heretofore. Portable l>ath tubs on wheels,
adapted to giving a patient a bath at his bedside in cases of fever, have
been jssued to mo ·t of the posts. Record books of an improved form
bave been i sued to the more imvortant posts. Tue balance ($117.41)
on band July I, 1895, of the appropriation made for coutingeucies at
hcadquart rs military departments by tlie act appro-rnd February 27,
1893, was transferred to the surplus fund during the pa t year.
MEDICAL OFFICERS.

There were 67 medical officer reported to this office ao having been
on duty with scouting parties aucl on otlier field service during the year.
JJeaths.-One surgeon with tlie rank of major an<l 2 assistant surgeons
witL the rank of captajn,
Retirernents.-On request, after thirty years' service, 1 deputy surgeon general with the rank of lieutenaut-colonel. ;For disability, 1 deputy
surgeon-general with the rank of lieutenant-colonel; 3 surgeon,· with
the rank of major; 1 assistant surgeon with the rank of first lieutenant.
By operation of Ja.w, 1 surgeon with the rauk of major. Wholly retfred,
1 assistant, surgeon with the rank of captain.
Resignations.-One assistant surgeon with the rank of captain.
Promotions.-Two surgeons with th e rank of major to be deputy
surgeons-general with the rank of lieutenant-colonel; 7 assistant ~·urgeons with the rank of captain to be surgeons with tbe rank o-fl m~jor;
3 assistant surgeons with the rank of first lieutenant to be assista11t
surgeons with the rank of captain.
Appo-intments.-Five assistant surgeons with the rank of first lieutenant. These wPre selected by a board convened in Washington,
D. C., October 1, 1895. Fifty- two candidates were invited to appear
before the board; 9 failed and 2 declined to appear; 19 were rejected
for physical disability; 15 were found disqualified professiona~ly, and 2
withdrew after partial examination. Five were found quahfied and
were recommended for appointment.
Vacancies.-There are now four vacancies in the medical departmeut.
WA.Ii 96-VOL 1--26
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THE HOSPI'.l'AL CORPS.

. Of the $215,000 appropriated for the pay of the ·Hospital Corps during the year ended June 30, 1896, it is estimated that $17,~00 remaius
unexpended. It is believed that the appropriation for the curreut year,
$206,280, made by the act approved March 16, 1896, will suffice for the
needs of the Corps unless unforeseen emergencies should arise.
There were in the servke June 30, 1895, 116 hospital stewards, 82
acting hospital stewards, aud 530 privates, making a total of 72,~ men .
The loss during the year by discharge, transfer, retirement, deatll, and
desertion amounted to 270 and tile gain to 249 men, a 11et Joss of 21
men. There were, therefore, in service at the close of the Jast fiscal
year 707 men, of whom 106 were hospital stewar<ls, 94 acting hospital stewards, and 507 privates, the quota under existing regulations
beillg 741.
The Joss to the Corps by the provisions of General Orders, No. 80,
Headquarters of the Army, serirs J 890, whiclJ gra11t a furlough of turee
months after three years' service, was equivalent to 23 men constautly
absent from the strength. ~l1he Corps su.flered no loss by sentern:e of
general court-martial; and although thme were 17 desertions, tbe percentage of loss from this cause was reduced by the return of 8 from .
deR<--rtion.
The appropriation bill above cited provides that uo appointment to
the gTade of hospital steward sllall be ma,do until the number of such
110ucommissioned officers i11 service is reduced below 100. As there are
llOW lOti in the Corps it is 11ot likely that an examination for appointment to this grade wi11 be held for some time to come. Examinations
for the position of acting hospital steward were hekl in November, 1895,
and May, J8U6. Tbe successful candidates, numbering 31 out of 43
recommeuded for examination, have been detailed to duty in their new
J>ositious. Application for permission to enlist in the Corps was made
by 178 persons, 67 of whom were accepted, while the remainder were
rejected or failed to present themselves for examination.
The issue of Hospital Corps knives and of side arms has been discontinued. Members of the Corps may, however, by Circular No. 2,
Headquarters of tbe Army, A. G. O., February 6, 1896, be furnished
with firearms dm'illg Indian wars or when left with sick or wounded
m1der eircumstances which justify the expPctation that their rights as
noncom batauts will not be recognized. The leather waist belt, discontinued in the line, bas been retained for the use of tee Hospital
Corps, General Orders, No. 56, Headquarters of the Army, October 28,
IH95. The co11te11ts of the Hospital Uorps and orderly pouches have
been revised a11d much improved, and the refitted pouches have been
exchanged to replace those formerly in use.
The new litter, mod.--1 of 18H5, is now being issued to military posts.
A new edition of tlrn Drill Regulations of the Ho, pital Corp wa ne,·essitated by the adoption of tbis hand litter. The litter sli11g. of tlte
ha11d litter previou ly i11 use were attached to the randies of the Jitter,
and in tlie chill provi ion wa · made for the di po ition of tbe ~ Jing in
all movement . By detacLing the sling aud making it a part of the
equipmellt of th bear r, to be worn over the shoulders with the e11d
tucked under the belt in front wlH·n not in u e, th drill ha b f'n much
simplified. When the littee i to be rai:ed or lo~er ~ th bearer ?ave
merely to lip the loops at the free eud · of their lrng on r o_ff the
handle . Sperial in . truction in the dutie: of litter b a_r r and_ rn the
method of renderiug fir t aid to the ick and wounded 1 uow g1 n to
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all enlisted men of the .Army by their company officers, in accordance
with General Orders, No. 9, Headquartern of the Army, March 13, 1896.
A change has recently been made in t11e method by which certain of
the recruits for the Corps are to be instructed in their special duties.
It consists in the disbandment of the company of instruction at Fort
Hiley, Kans., a11d the distribution of the men constituting tbe company
in small detachments at selected posts . . Bitbert0 the expense involved
in transporting men to a distauce has prevented the posts on the Pacific
Coast and on the Northwestern frontier from being supplied with men
educated in the company of instruction. By distributing the men and
educating them hereafter in small •detachments each department wm
have its quota of men under instruction, from which assignrneuts may
be made with less. expense for trausportation than if Fort Riley conthrned to be the center of distribution. Emergencies in the East wm
be met, as heretofore, by drawing on the company of instruction at
Washington Barracks, D. C.
Since the close of the fiscal year favorable action has been taken on
mv recommendation tllat tue issue and use of a full-dress unifor111 for
thve men of' the Hospital Corps be discontinued. These men., eve11 on
parade aud occasions of ceremouy, have always to be in readiness to
render service in c::1se of accident or sudden sickness. Fatigue uniform is more suitable for such work than the full-dres s suit. The change
will be of beuefit to the men otherwjse than by relieving them of an
unnecessary u11iform, for by drawing the value of the diseontiuued
articles iu white cotton duck clotbi11g they will have a sufficie11t allow[l,nce for ward service, which bas not hitherto been the case.
ARMY MEDICAL SCHOOL.

I submit herewith the report of Col. Charles B. Aldeu, president of
the faculty of the Army Medical School, which shows the course of
study pursued and the excellent results attained during the session
1895-96. I heartily concur in llis recommendation that the final rank
of the student officers in the Army sllouJ<l be made ,to depend on a
, combination of their mark s at the examinations at entrance into the
service and at the close of thefr school work. At present their relative
rank is settled by the r,~sults of the examination at entrance, a1id tlrnir
work dtujng the session does not alter it. A very desirable incentive
to secure every ad vantage from the practical courses of the school
would be obtained if the class standing of tlle students were made to
influence their future rank.
ARMY MEDICAL SCHOOL,

Washington, D. C., Ma1·ch 20, 1896.
To the SURGEON-GENERAL OF THE ARMY:
SIR: I have the honor, as the presiclen t of the faculty of the Army Medical School,
to submit the following report on its condition, and the course of in stru ction and
proficiency of pupils, as required by General Orders 78, Headquarters of the Army,
Adjutant-General's Office, September 22, 1893.
The session of the school, which closed March 13, 1896, began November 18, and
bas lasted f01u months. 'fhe school had not been formally open since Febrn ar y,
1894, there being no newly appointed medical officers durin g this interval to form a
class. Instruction has, however, been given from time to time in th e chemical and
pathological laboratories to older medical officers.
The retirement of Lieut. Col. J. S. Billings, Deputy Surgeon-General, U. S. A.,
October 1, 1895: and the relief from duty of Capt. J.M. Cabell, assist3:nt surgeo1?,
U. S. A., November 5, 1895, from Washington Barracks, D. C., necessitated th~1r
relief from the faculty, and by Special Orders 241, Headquarters of t~e Army, AdJU·
taut-General's Office, October 15, 1895, copy appended marked A, Lieu!, Col. D. L.
Hnntington, Deputy Surg eon-General, U.S. A., on duty at the Army ~ed1cal fuscum
~nd Library, and Capt. F . R . Keefer, assistant surgeon, U. S. A., 1n comman~l of
Hospital Corps company of instruction, Washington Barracks, D. C., were detailed,
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By the same order a rearrangement of chairs was made, Maj. Charles Smart becoming professor of military hygiene as well as director of the chemical laboratory,
and Lieutenant-Colonel Huntington taking the vacant chair of military medicine.
Captain Keefer relieved Captain Cabell as instructor in Hospital Corps drill and
:first aid.
The main courses of instruction given were those laid down in the orders establishing the school, tmd announcing its faculty, namely: On duties of medical officers,
military surgery, military medicine, military hygiene, sanitary chemistry, clinical
and sanitary microscopy, and Hospital Corps drill and :first aid.
Attention is respectfully invited to the detailed reports of tLe course of instruction in each branch, by the professor or instructor therein, hereto appended, marked
B, C, D, E, F, G; especially to the reports of the professors of military surgery and
of clinical and sanitary microscopy. My colleagues have taken advanta,g e of experience acquired at the former session of the ·Rchool to improve their courses, especially
in the direction of making them more practical. The course in operative surgery on
the cadaver, added to his course by the professor of military surgery, has been of
great value.
Referring to my own branch, that of the duties of medical officers, while the course
has been made as practical as possible, such practical instruction was necessarily
limited, as the school is not directly connected with a military post or military hospital, but endeavor has been made to impress upon the student officers sound principles for their guidance in their futme work.
In addition to the instruction given by the faculty officially connected with the
school, the following auxiliary courses have been given, and have proved very
valuable and interesting:
On military law, 5 lectures by Lieut. Col. G. B. Davis, Deputy Judge-AdvocateGeneral, U. S. A., professor military law, West Point Military Academy.
On mental diseases, 4 clmical lectures at the Government Hospital for the Insane,
Washington, D. C., under the direction of Dr. W. W. Godding, superintendent.
On the Army Medical Library, by Dr. Robert Fletcher, F. R. C. S., principal
assistant librarian, Surgeon-General's Office.
On parasites in man, lectures and laboratory demonstrations by Prof. C. W. Stiles,
Ph. D., Department of Agriculture.
Instruction iu equitation has been given.._at Fort Myer, Va., every Satnrday morning, under the direction of Col. D. S. Gordon, commanding, by Lieut. H. A. White,
Sixth Cavalry, and has been thorough and very valuable.
The thanks of the faculty are due the gentlemen who have supplemented the
regular work of the school by these auxiliary courses.
The daily order of duties appended, marked H, shows the hour and time devoted
to each of the branches above referred to.
The class in attendance during the ,session has been composed of the five newly
appointed medical officers, who were approved by the Army Medical Board in N ovember, 1895, one assistant surgeon, Capt. Thomas U. Raymond, who obtained leave
. froru his station for the purpose, and three other assistant surgeo11s who are stationed
in this city or vicinity, and took such part of the course, chiefly the laboratory
cou~ses, as their regular duties permitted. Two medical offic~rs of the J?istrict
Nat10nal Guard were authorized to attend the lectures and Hospital Corps drill, and
one medical offi cer of the volunteer militia, State of Massachusetts, attended the
lectures on military law.
As a rule, the student officers have been prompt in their attendance, attentive to
th eir duties, and have gratified their instructors by their diligence and interest. No
serious infraction of the rules has occurred. .
Faculty meetings have been held each month as required by orders.
During the last week of the session the required examinations were h eld to ascertain the relative proficiency of the members of the class in each branch. The results
were as follows:
Duties of medical officers: Stone, Wilson, Rand, Fauntleroy, Kirkpatrick.
Military surgery: Kirkpatrick, Rand, F;tone, Fauntleroy, Wilson.
Military medicine: Rand, Kirkpatrick, Stone, and Wilson, equal; Fauntleroy.
Military hygiene: Stone, Rand, Kirkpatrick, Fauntleroy, Wilson.
Sanitary chemistry: Fauntleroy, Stone, Wilson, Rand, Kirkpatrick.
Clinical and sanitary microscopy: Rand, Stone, Fauntleroy, KirJ,:patrick, W~lson.
Hospital Corps cl.rill, etc.: Kirkpatrick and Stone, equal; Rand, Fauntl~roy, Wilson.
The relativo standing of the student officers, taking all th e branches rnto account
and the percentage· attained by each, were as follows:

t ±':t s;[i: !JfffJii:,~~:::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::::ij
4. Ast. urg. T. J. Kirkpatrick-·-··· .. ---· .. ---· -- -·-· -----· -·--·· ... --· -- --·. 7o
5. Asst. Surg. J. S. Wilson ..•.•.....•....... ----··-- .. --·-·· ........ ---- ........ 74
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The closing exercises of the session were held on Friday, March 13, at 3 p. m., and
consisted of introductory remarks by the president of the faculty, an interesting
address to the class by Prof. J. H. Brinton, M. D., of Jefferson College, Philadelpllia,
and the presentation of the certificates of instruction by Gen. J. R. Hawley, chairman of the Senate Committee on Military Affairs, who concluded with brief appropriate remarks.
The faculty have naturally watched with interest the career of the of--ficers who
passed out from the school at the close of its firHt session, an d have been gratWed to
find that they have acquitted themselves creditably and shown the benefit of t he
instruction gained here. In some ins tances the student officer h as become in turn
an instructor, and has communicated his knowledge to those who b ad enjoyed fewer
privileges.
The experience with this class repeated that with the former one, in that the r elative standing as determined by examination at the end of the school course was not
th e same as that giYen on admission to the Corps, which determin ed their mu k. It
would afford a very d esirable incentive for the work of the student officer at the
school if, as recommended in a former report, their final rank in the Army could be
made to depend on a combination of their marks attained at entrance into the service and at the close of the school work. Probably in time this can be accomplished.
Very respectfully,
C.H. ALDEN,
.Assistant Su.rgeon-General, U. S . .A., President Anny Medical School,

A.
SPECIAL ORDERS,

No. 241.

HEADQUARTERS OF TUE ARMY,
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

i
f

Washington, October 15, 1895.
Extract.

2. By direction of the Secretary of War, the following changes in the faculty of
the Army Medical School are announced :
Maj. Charles .Smart, s urgeon, to be professor of military hygiene, vice Lieut. Col.
John S. Billings, retired.
-Lieut. Col. David L. Huntington , deputy surgeon-general, to he professor of military medicine, vice Major Smart, transferred to chair of military hygiene.
Capt. Frank R. Keefer, assistant surgeon, to ue instructor in Hospital Corps drill
and first aid to wounded, vice Capt. Julian M. Cabell, assistant surgeon, hereby
relieved.

*

*
By command of Major-General Miles:
GEO. D. RUGGLES,

.Adjutant-General.

B.
DUTIES OF MEDICAL OFFICERS, ARMY MEDICAL SCHOOL, SESSION

By Asst. Sur g .-Gen. C.H.

ALDEN,

1895-96.

U.S. A.

Lecture I.-Work of medfoal officers compared with that of civil practitioners.
Military discipline; nature, necessity, as it affects 1;0edic!1l officers. Importance of
san itary and administrative duties. Change of duties :'7lth prµgress of a!·t of war
and civilization. Position of United St ates Army medical officer, rank, ti~le, co~mand. Geneva convention. Army Regulations; development from first 1 sue, m
1779, to present, as they affect medi~al officers.
.
.
.
Lecture Jl.-Examinatiou of r ecruits. How foreign armies are recrmted. Organization of United States r ecruiting servi ce. Regula~ionA _n_n<l :equir<-'ments. 1~de
of examination, Most cdmmon defects. Personal 1dent1ti.cat1on system. Outlme
figure cards.
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Lectures III and IV.-Practical instruction in examination of recruits at Washington Barracks ancl Army Medical School. Each student officer required to examine
t'ectnits and make out necessary papers.
Lecture V. -Sanitary duties of medical officers; importa.nce, origin, and developtnent. Para.graph 139::S, Army Regulations. Duties advisory. Study of previous
inspections. Two classes of defects; of construction and administration. Barracks
and quarters, kitcbe11, guardhouse, post flxchange, storehouse, cellar, bakehouse,
water supply, drainage, sewerage, disposal of refuse, sinks, disinfectants, clothing,
habits, cooking, a,nd rations, points to be examin Jd into.
Lecture VI.-Practical instruction in making the sanitary-inspection of a post, at
·washington Barracks, D. C. Student officers shown by inspector points for especial
attention and report of inspection required.
Lecture VII.-Medical attendance. Regula,tions. Persons entitled to it, to medicines, etc., and to admission to hospital. Sick call, how conducted. Records and
re11orts. ' Private practice.
Lectnre VIII.-Certiffcates of disability for discharge. Regulations. Method of
procedure. Points to be specially regarc1ed. Pension Bureau and its work and
· relation to Medical Department. Practical exercises in preparing certificates.
Lecture IX.-Transferring enlisted men on account of health. Disposition of
insane soldiers. Admission to Soldiers' Horne, to Army and Navy General Hospital.
Certificates for sick leave for officers. Practical exercises in preparing certificates.
Lectu1·e X.-Property responsibility and accountability. Proper\1se and preservation of public property. How received, how disposed of. Necessary papers and
returns.
Lecture XI.-Supply table, Medical Department. Special regulations in detail.
Examination of supplies furnished post hospital on deposit in museum.
Lectitrn XII.-Service of hospitals. Paragra,phs 14-35 to 1449. Assignment of
duties, d aily routine. Hospital fund, how it accrues, how Rpent, returns. Construction and repair of hospital. Estimates. Inspection of work.
Lecture XIII.-Medical officers in field. Importance of readiness for emergencies
and detached service, inspection of field equipment, etc. Duties with scouting parties and larger commands, on the :march, in camp, in action. Organization of the
medical department of a divison, 'brigade, and army corps. Duties on board transports. Field reports.
Lectui·e XIV.-Malingering, including concealment, feigning, and artificial production of disabilities. The principal dis-eases and injuries which are the subjects
of malingering and the mode of detection.
Lecture XV.-Dnties of medical officers in command of Hospital Corps detachments.
Assignment of duty, discipline, instruction, employment in personal service,
aceounts, papers, and reports required. Official correspondence. Official and social
etiquette.
NOTE.-As indicated under some of tho abo,-e lectures, practical exercises in duties,
preparation of papers, etc., have been required wherever practicable.

C.
COURSE OF LJJ:CTURES ON MILITARY SURGERY, CARE AND TRANSPORTATION OF
TUE ,vouNDED, A ' D ON HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION, ARMY MEDICAL SCHOOL,
SESSION 1895-96.

By Deputy Surg.-Gen. W. FI. FORWOOD, U. S. A.
Lecture I.-Modern firearms, proj ectiles, and high-power explosives in their relation to military surgery. Evolution of the new small-caliber maga~ine rifle a~d
carbine, the new teel-cased bullet, and smokeless powder. Progressive change 1!1
the character of wonnds cause<l by the cbange m weapons. Illustrated by specimens of the old and new gnus and side arms and the n ew and old projectiles and
powders and l y wall eharts giving the ballistic data of all the more famous smallcaliber guns now ado:ptotl by different nations.
Lcct11re JJ.-Effectti of the new small-caliber steel-cased bullet on inanimate objects
as shown by recent experiments in G rm any and France and by numer911s trials_w_ith
onr own i-mall-caliber rifle at the Barnes Ho pital. Effects upon ves el contamrng
fluid semifluid, aml dry media. Hydro-dynamic t~eory of the explo iv effect
expl~ined. Initinl velocity, rotation, p enetration, a.ctive energ-y, an_d heat produ~ed
in tbe barrel and b y impact. :r'he tr~j ,ctory, effective_ range, elevat1011, and Yeloc1t.v
at differ nt ran(Ye . The op nm lYS of entraueo an<L exit ~nd the racks of the u!1llet
in various object .. Practical deductions. Illustrated W1th harts plate ·, drawma~,
and numerous spec1IDens.
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Lecture lII.-Effects of the modern small-caliber steel-cased bullet on animal
strnctnres as a wound-producing missile. Modifying effect of higher or lower velocities anrl. l arger or smaller caliber and of greater or lesser resistance in the tissues.
Moist and solid st,ructures, fluid in the hollow viscera. Sta,bility of the bullet,
deformation, rupture, lodgment of the bullet, lodgment of fragments. Experience of the German commission, of Professor Kocher, of Professor Demosthenes,
1895. Statistics, charts, and numerous plates and drawings from the works above
quoted and from other sources.
Lectu1'e JV.-Demoustration of the surgical n,natomy of inguinal and femoral
hernia by dissection at post-mortem examination, and operation for the ra<lical cure
of inguinal hernia at Barnes Hospital in lieu of lecture.
Lecture V. - General consideration of gunshot w~mn<ls with modern firearms in
actual warfare. PercPntage of wounds ma<le by the smaH-arm bullet, which is to
be identical for the rifle, carbine, and rnacliine gun. Wonnds of entrance and exit.
The tracks of balls through muscular and conuective tissue, through the viscera,
through bony structures. The exploi-dve effects prollncecl on compact diaph,vses,
results from boue fragments as secondary missiles and not. from hydrodynamic pressnre. .Angle of impact at different ranges and its offect. Lil, e of p1•rf'oration . Iujnry
to Yessels, nerves, and vis1 ·era. Character of wonnds made by the solitl explosive
compound missiles of mo<lern artillery guns. Relative freq ncncy and mort alit,y
of these wounds. Statistical charts from different wars 7 plates, drawing-ts, ~1nd
specimens.
Lecture VI.-Gunshot wounds of the head (including face and neck). Classincation, symptoms, diagnosis, prognosis, anrl. treatment. The telephone probe and
forceps. Illustrative cases. Plate , statistical charts, and numerous specimens.
Lectitre V II.-Gunshot wounds of the chest (including spine). Superficial, penetrating, perforating; symptoms, complications, rnnnagement. Illustrative caHcs from
recent reports of chest wounds wit.h the new small-caliber rifles. Statistical charts,
plates, and specimens.
L ecture V J II.-Gunsbot wounds of the abdomen. Symptoms, diagnosis, prognosis,
and treatment. Penetrating and perforating wounds with nnd without vi:-weral
lei:,ions; methods of differential diagnosis. Wounds in the differel)t visc6ra; diagnostic syrnptoms, relative frequency, mortality. ReJati0n s of shock a11d h e morrhage.
Laparotomy; methods of dealing with intestmal, hepatic, and other internal ahdominal wonn<ls. Comparative mortality Ullf1er operative arnl expec t ant treatment.
Illustrative cases. Statistic al charts, plates, drawings, and specimens.
Lecture J X.-GnnslJot wouncls of the extremit.ies (inclncling the joints). General
character, description, and management. Relativ efreqneucy and prognosis. Nnmerons ilJustrative ca, ei:; from th e reports of the civil war in Chil<', the riots at Biala.,
Anstria, and oth11r sources showing the general ·baracter, co11rse, and results of
the1;e injuries b y tbe new, Slllall-cali her steel-cased bullet. Statistical charts, colored
plates of frozen sedions, and other illustratio11s an<l specim ens.
Lecture X.-Gunsbot fractures. Classifiration, description, prognosis, and treatment. Character oftbese injnries modified by di stance and velocity of missifo, anrl by
density and quality of the bone. Experiments of th e German commission. 1895, aud
others. Mauag-ement of gnnshot fractures in the field, immobilization, splint material. transportation. Conservative management, amputation. Illustrative cases,
statistical tables, plates, and specimens.
LectureXI.-Hemorrhagfl nndshock. Symptoms; comparison irndclifferential diagnosis. Character and frequency of gn11shot hemorrhage; jmmediate, primary, aud
secondary. Regional injnries to vessels ancl he111orrbage ; natnre, diagnoHis, progr1osis, and treatment. Ligation in con ti nu it? and in the wonnd. Canses and
rnanagPm ent of secondary hemorrhage. Hemorrliage on the field; mortality, t he
tourniqnet, aseps is. Natnre, symptoms, diagnosis, prognosis, Ml.cl tren,tment of
sl,ock. Stati1-1tics, illustrations, and specimeus from the museum.
lectu1'e X ll.-Treatmeut of gunsLot injuries. General treatment in hospital.
Treatment of special casPs. Treatment on the field. At the first dressing stations;
at the arn!Julance sta,tions. Resources, m ateri al, cleJiciencies. contingencies. The
que:-;tion of a;,epsis in field practice; the protection of wounds, methods and practical suggestions.
lect1.lre XIII.-Handling tbe woundecl on the field. Means of transportat ion.
'l'be trains of wagon R, ambnlances, an<l other impediments following an army; management, movements, aeeessibility, difficulti es, and delays. The need of brigade
pHc·k animals to secnre a fow stretchers and other mp ·lic-al snpplies early in acti?n·
Rernodng the wonrnled from the firing line Dh·'....i.rng into classes an~l attHchmg
cliag11osis tags at first dressing station. Collection at ambnlan" :, stations an<l at
fit.·ld hospitals. Delays ancl uncertainty _as to location of latter; ne d of an a~l vauce
detachment of light, quick-rnoving ambulances or pack animals to establish the
field hos.pita! ::is early as poss ible.
.
.
Lecf1l1·e XIV.-Hospita1 acl111inir-trntion (nt th e Bnrnes Hosp1ta,l, U1!1tecl t~tes oldiers' Home, D. C.; inspectiou or t he hospital, followed by lecture m the lll.irary).
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Lectu.re XV. - Practical application of the principles of military surgery discussed
in the foregoing lectures. Theoretical and practical lines of medicn.l aid. Experience in the war of the rebellion, in the Franco-German war of1870-71, an d other wars.
War maps and charts, showing the actual places of first and subsequent medical aid
on the field. The importance of treating a ll the more severely wounded at some
point on or as near as practicable to the .field of battle.
OPERATIONS ON THE CADA VER.

1. Tuesday, February 11, 1896, 3 to 4 p. m.
2. Wednesday, February 12, 1896, 11 a . m . to 12.30 p. m .
3. Thursday, February 13, 1896, 11 a. m. to 12.30 p. m.
4. Saturday, February 15, 1896, 11 a . rn. to 12.30 p. m.
5. Tuesday, February 18, 1896, 11 a . m . to 12.30 p. m.
6. Thursday, February 20, 1896, 11 a. m. to 12.B0 p. m.
7. Saturday, :February 22, 1896, 11 a. m. to 1 p . m.
8. Tuesday, February 25, 1896, 11 a . m. to 12.30 p. m.
9. Thursday, February 27, 1896, 11 a. m. to 12.30 p . m.
10. Saturday, February 29, 1896, 11 a. rn. to 1 p. m.
Total, fi fteen and one-half hours.
OPERATIONS DONE ON THE CADAVER.
LIGATIONS.

pudic . ................................. 1
~~\~~l~ r~ril:i::::::::::::: :~::::::::: :: ::::::: 2~ Internal
~~~li1la_I_~~~~.~?:.
~::::::: ::~: :: :::: ::: ::::: :: !
Ulnar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
9

Posterior ti bial. ............... .. ...............
Poplitcal . . . . .. .................................
Fen1oral. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gluteal .. . .... . ..................... . ......... .
Sciatic .........................................

2

4
I
I

Brachia! .......................................

4

~i~\~ia~: :: :::::::::::::: :::::::: :: :: :::::::: ~

AMPUTATIONS.

Foot :
Toes •.••.•••..•••••••.•••.•.• , •••••••••.... 4
Metatarsal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I
Li sfranc .............................. . .... . 2
Forues . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

~::~~~~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~
Leg:
i~~~r-:::::
::::: :: :::: ::::::::: :::: :: :::::: ~
Teale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Circular . .... ... .. ........ ..... . ......... . .. 1
Modified circular. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
Knee,ioint:
Esmarcb .................................. .

~

Thi~f~~f!r~~~.:::::::::::::::::::: :::::: ::::::
Hip joint:
Wy th (steel pins) . ............. ........ .. . 1
Brown (new clamp) ...... ... ... . .... ..... .. 1
Hand:
Digital and metacarpal. . .... ............... 6

Wrist joint:
Circular ............................... , . . . .
Flap ..... . ......... .. ..................... . .
Forearm:
.
Circular....... . . ................. . .......
Modified circular . . . .......................
Elbow joint:
.Anterior eliptical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1
1
4
2

1

.A.rill:

Modified circular ..... .. ... . ................ 2
Flap ....................................... 2
8bonlcler joint:
Larrey's method .... ......... .... .......... 1
Excisions:
Metatarsal bone .... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2
Kneejoint . .... ................. .' ........... 1
Metacarpal bone .............. ..... . . ...... 2
Elbow . ........ .. ........ .............. ..... 1
Shoulder ..... . ............................. 1
Breast ......... ... ..... ............. ..... .. 2
Lower j · w (one side) . ...... .... ........... . 1
Resections:
Ribs .. ............ .............. .... .. ..... 2

Mk 'ELLANEOUS .

.A ppenclectomy ...................... ,.,., •..... 1

N epbrectomy ............... ................... 2
Openinrr mastoid antrum ............. .. ...... .. 1

i~~~~t~i~~;~i~-li::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
f
Hy terectomy, combined vaginal and supra.
pubic ...................................•... . I

I,aparotomy .... .. ... . ........ . ... . .. ..... .. ....
Colecystenterostomy 1 Murphy button) ... ......
Lateral anastomosis intestine (Murphy button) ... ............................ .. .........
End to end anastomosis (Murphy bntton) ......
Lem bert suturing for closi11g intestinal wounds.
Shortenin~ round ligament of' the uterus ......

DISSECTIONS.

.i i~;~d ::::::. ::: : : : :::: : ::::: ::: : :: :: :: : } /

:;~ •
0

Internal calcancal region ...•.....•...••••...•.

1
1
1
1

3
1
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D.
UNITED STATES ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM AND LIBRARY,

Washington, D. C., March 14, 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to transmit herewith a synopsis of a course oflectnres deli vered by me on the subject of military medicine during the session of the Army Medical School just closed.
The co urse has been practical and historical in its character, with the endeavor to
impress upon the minds of the students the great importance of preventive medicine
as a means of maintaining the efficiency of our Army.
Very respectfully,
D. L. HUNTINGTON,
Deputy Surgeon-General U.S. A., Professor of Military Medicine.
Col. CHARLES H. ALDEN,
Assistant Surgeon-General U.S. A., President Army Medical School.
MILITARY MEDIC"INE, COURSE OF

1895-96.

Lecture I.-Milita,ry medicine. Definition and application. Sketch of early history of military medicine, with references to ancient and modern writers · on the
subj ect, and to its general literature.
Modern military medicine: Consideration of the soldier as the unit of military
organization, with reference to the qualities demanded for military service. General remarks on diseases of armies; statistics and records. Intimate relations of
military medicine, surgery, and hygiene. Conditions affecting the health of armies,
considered as great agg regations of men: as, active military operations in times of
war; conditions of peace; water :incl food supplies; climate; ochlesis; malarial
influences; scorbntic influences; moral conditions; social or individual condition.
Manner in which health and disease affect the operations of war, with general
observations and illustrations.
Lecture IL-Diseases prevalent in armies in times of peace, and particularly with
reference to United States Army. Geographical extent of United States. Climatic
features . Geological features. Ethnologi cal and sociological features. General
observations on military posts of t,he United States, their location and purposes,
with illustrations. Duties and occupations of soldiers in time of peace with relation
to Lealth and disease. Diseases most commonly met with at all posts. Diseases of
digestive system. Diseases of respiratory system. Diseases of circulatory sy tern.
Diseases of nervous system. Rheumatism a.nd rheumatic affections. Venereal diseases and alcoholism.
Lecture III.-Diseases and conditions affecting troops on field dnty and <luring
marches, whether in p eace or war. Challge of status and conditions on outbreak of war; mobilization an<l centralization. Transportation by land or water,
by railroad, and by marching. Conditions to be ob~ervecl as affecting health an<l.
comfort of troops on marcbesi with ge neral observations on marching of troops and
status of :field duty, with illustrations.
Lecture 1 V.-Specific infectious diseases liable to affect troops in peace or warmeasles, mumps, whooping cough, scarlet fever, diphth eria, and smallpox-with
sketches of history of each disease, and prominent features and dangers in connection with military life. Vaccination and revaccination of troops. Remarks on army
dysenteries and diarrheas.
Epidemics of influenza and dengue.
Febriculre.
Importance of military h ygiene with reference to invasion and diffnsion of all these
diseases.
Lecture V.-Coutinuation of infections diseases, malarial fe-vers, and malarial
cachexia, with historical sketch. Typhoid fever in armies; historical sketch and
observations.
.
Lect111'e Vl.-Typhoid fe-ver. yellow fever, cholera, and cerebrospinal meningitis
as occurring among armies; historical sketch of each disease, and observations on
preventive medicine.

E.
WAR DEPARTMENT, SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

Washington, D. C., March 11, 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to r eport that th e courses for which I am !esponsib1~ at ~he
Army Medical School were brought to a conclusion to-<l.ay by a written exammat1on
on the subject of military h ygiene.
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The session began November 13, 1895, and since that time I have had the class for
two hours daily, 1 to 3 p. m., on :five daj·s of each week iu the chemical laboratory.
The attendance was excellent, only ono officer having been absent for two or three
days on account of sickness, during the session; and in this connection it gives me
pleasu:;:-e to report that the interest taken by the class in tbis work was such as to
lead the members to be present and at work in the laboratory not only promptly on
time, but generally long before the lunch hour, 12 m. to 1 p. m., had expired. Tl.te
ground covered by the course was practically the same as that of the previous session.
The earlier weeks bad to be given up to general practical chemistry, to familiarize
the class with chemical methods and calculations and laboratory manipulations.
The detection of mineral substances had to be taught first, with their estimation by
gravimetric methods. This was followed l>,v general work in volnmetric analysis,
with special courses on the analysis of air, water, wine, milk, and other articles of
food. As a resnlt, I feel confident that each of tlie students has had that amount
of laboratory training which will enable him to take up and prosecute with advanta.ge any of the special studies connected with sanit~ry chem istry.
It gives me pleasure to commend to your favorable notice the work done by Capt.
Thomas U. Haymond, assistant surgeon, United States Army, as a volunteer student
during the greater part of the session. He was earnest, careful, and tactful in .his
manipulations, and as a consequence accurate in his analytical results.
I inclose a summary of the course of lectures on military hygiene.
Respectfully,
CH. SMART,

Majot· and Surgeon, U.S. A., Pro.fessot· of Military Hygiene
and Director of the Chemical Laboratory.
Col. C.H. ALDEN,
President of the Faculty, .tit-my Medical School.
COURSE OF LECTURES ON MILITARY HYGIENE.

I. The general histQry of hygiene, leading up to present sanitary conditions, and
the present status and cluties of health officers.
II. Similarity of duties of sanitary officers in military and civil life. Sites of
camps; surface configuration; natural dr ainage; subsoil water; malaria; made
ground; old camping grounds. Plan of military camps; density of population of
compan." areas. Regulation and other tents.
III. The shelter tent; summer camps; winter camps; sanitary administration of
camps; general, company, and personal police. Marches. Ph;ysical training of
soldiers.
IV. Ground plan of permanent posts. Company barracks; their sanitary essentials. Precautions to insure dryness; basements; ground air; rainfall; casemates.
Cleauness. Lighti11g; natural and artificial. Warming; open :fireplaces, stoves.
V. Warming continued; l10t-air systems; hot-water systems; steam heating.
VI. Ventilation; physical study of air; pressure; light; heat; moisture; electrical condition; general circulation; local circuits; storms; climate.
VIL Medical climatology; prevention of diseases of exposure. Chemical study of
air; oxygen; carbon dioxid; organic impurities.
VIII. Hespirecl air . Calculation of ventilation from results of analyses and of
probable results of anal ysis from known ventilatfon. Natural and artificial ventilation.
IX. Impurities in air; methods of investigating; dust; ammonia ; exhalations from
organic matters; sewer air.
X . Characters of waters; rainwater; pond, ditch, and swamp waters; lake waters;
river waters; subsoil waters; deep-well waters; artesian waters. Eft't·ctH of impure
water: from dis olved mineral matters; dissolved organic matters; suspended. matters; cholera, typhoid fever, and malarial fever.
XI. Sanitary analysis of water; history. The residue on evaporation; oxidation
of organic miitter; ammonia from nitrogen of albumino1ds, from urea; ammonia,
nitrites and nitrates; chlorin; microscopical examination of sediment. Inspection
of snrroundings of source of supply.
XII. Purification of water; :nature's methods; clistil1ation; sedimentation; :filtration; rapid :filtration: coagulants; special processe .
XIII . ewage; dry earth conservancy; removal of liqnid wastes; cesspools; pneumati c methods. The soil pipe and house drain; plumbing fixtures, with their traps,
vents, and overflows.
XIV. Plumbing regulation of the Qnnrterma t er s Department. ewers; separate
system. Dispo al of sewage; cbemi?al treatment; irrigation; .filtration; electrolysis. Disposal of garbage; cre~n:tone .
.
.
.
XV. Food; percentaCYe compo 1t1on; ralcn1a~10n of carbon and 1~1troge~; calones
and their mechanical ec1uivalents.
tandarcl d1 ·t ; emergency rat10n
"'curvy.
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COURSE 01!' INSTRUCTION, PATHOLOGICAL LABORATORY.
UNITED STATES ARMY MEDICAL MUSEUM AND LIBRARY,

WaBhinyto11, D. C., March 16, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of the course of instruction
given in the pathological laboratory during the session of 1895-96.
It was considered advisable to change, iu some respects the course for the session
just ended as compared with that given during the first session of the school; and,
instead of devoting much time to the microscopic study of the several diseases of
the lnng, liver, spleen, etc., to endeavor more nearly to realize the requireuients
of a course in clb1ical and sanitary microscopy. With this object in view the 1irst
half of .t he session was devoted to the study of pathogenic bacteria. The method
of preparing the various culture media was carefully taught, each student officer
being required to make these from time to time as they were needed. Ju this part
of the course more attention was given to the study of the pus organisms and the
bacillus diphtheriffi than to the other pathogenic bacteria.
Having in view always the practical side of professional work in the service, it
was considered imperative that the members of the cla!'!s should be given as thorough
instruction as possible with regard not only to the biological characteristics of, but
also concerning the pathological conditions brought ahont by, the bacteria of surgical infection and the specific organism of diphtheria. Every step in the preparation
of the best media for the growth of tbe Klebs-Loeffler bacillus was carefully tanght.
Comparative study of virulent and attenuated cultures and of the pseudo-diphtheria
bacillus was required, and when the class had attained a certain familiarity with
these organisms I was enabled, through the courtesy of Dr. Edmund Parker, bncteriologist to the board of health of the District of Columbia, to put their knowledge
to a more practical test, viz, in the examination of blood-serum cultures taken from
the throats of patients with suspected diphtheria. The zeal and intelligence manifested by the memb~ffs of the class in this particular part of the work, as well as
the accuracy in diagnosis attained, was highly creditable to each of them. That
they were able to confirm, with scarcely an exception, the diagnosis of the bacteriologist of the board of health for or against the presence of the Klebs-Loeffler
bacillus, was the cause of much satisfaction to their instructor.
The latter half of the session was given to the microscopic study of the sputum,
urine, blood, and tnmors, in the order here mention ed . Considerable time was
devoted to the study of normal blood, as no member of the class had previously
received any inst1 uction in this line. The preparation of fresh slides of blood and
tLe diffrrent methods of fixing and staining permane11t spechnens were taught.
Afterwards the blood of malaria and spleno-myelogenous and lympha,t ic leuk remia
was studied, together with the method of determining the relative amount of
h remo~lobin, etc.
Durmg the session lectures were given on the history of bacteriology, the classification of bacteria, the uormal bacterial flora of skin and mucous membranes, the
bacteria of surgical infection, of croupous pnenmonia and diphtheria, and on the
histology and pathology of the blood.
.
In addition to the five student officers, four other medical officers of the .A.rmy
availed themselves of the course of instruction.
WALTER REED,
Very respectfully,
Surgeon, United States Army,
ProjeBBot· of Clinical and Sanitary MicroHcopy .
Col. CHARLES H. ALDEN,
ABBiBtant Surgeon-General, U. S. A.,
President Army Medical School.

G.
WASHINGTON BARRACKS, D. c., Ma1·ch 13, 1896.
Srn: I have the honor to report as follows upon the course of ins~ruction in l!ospital Corps drill and first aid during the session of the .A.rmy Medical School Just
closed.
· ·
At the outset of the course the student officers were drilled daily in th pos ition
of the soldier, marchi11gs, tiaintes, and setting: up exercises;_ af~er thE:Y bad b come
fairly proficient in these, a copy of the anthonzed 1:1-annal of cahsth em_cs was loan cl
to each with instructions that the setting up exercises should be contmuecl through
the session.
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On each Saturday the officers under fostrnction reported at Washington Barracks
at 9 a. m . for attendance upon the official inspections of tho company of instrnction
of the Hospital Corps there stationed. On conclusion of the inspectio11, an hour's
drill, based on the drill regulations of the Hospital Corps, followed.
This drill was varied with conversations on first aid, discipline, military deportment, and customs of the service; in addition, the manual of the sword was thoroughly taught.
During the major portion of the session instruction in equitation was given the
student officers each Saturday morning at Fort Myer by Lieutenant White, Sixth
Cavalry. It is worthy of note that those nnder instruction were much interested in
this course and that everyone acquired marked proficieucy therein.
In conclusion, I wish respectful1y to indorse the suggestions made by my predecessor, Capt ..Julian M. Cabe11, assistant surgeon (see report of the Surgeon-General
for the year 1894 ), in relation to the superior ad vantages afforded for instruction of the
stndents in their military duties by residence at a military post. I would therefore
recommend that officers composing subsequent classes be attached to the company of
instruction of the Hospital Corps at Washington Barracks during the course.
I am, sir, very respectfu11y, your obedient servant,
FRANK R. KEEFER,
Captain and Assistant Su1·geon, U. S. A.
Col.-CHARLES H. ALDEN,
Assistant Surgeon-General, U. S. A.,
President Army Medical School.
(Thruugh professor of military surgery.)

H.
ARMY MEDICAL SCHOOL,

w ASHINGTON,

D. C.

[Session of 1895-96. Beginning November 18, 1895, ending March 13, 1896.J

ORDER OF DUTIES.

Daily, except Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays: 9 a. m. to 12 m., instruction in
pathological laboratory; 1 p. m. to 2.50 p. m., instruction in chemical laboratory;
3 p. m., lecture.
Saturdays: 9 a. m. to 10.15 a. m., instruction in Hospital Corps drill and first aid at
Washington Barracks, D. C.; 11 a. m. to 12 ru., instruction in equitation at Fort Myer,
Va. There are no exercises on Sundays, Thanksgiving Day, December 25 to January
1, inclusive, and "\V-asbington's Birthday.
The lectures will be delivered as follows: Duties of medical officers, Mondays;
military surgery, Tuesdays; military medicine, alternatfl Wednesdays; military
hygiene, Thursdays.
Hours for instruction in operative surgery will be designated by the professor of
military surgery.
AUXILIARY LECTURES.
Military law, Lieut. Col. G. B. Davis, deputy judge-advocate-general, professor
military law, United States Military Academy, March 2 to 6, inclusive.
Mental diseases (clinical) at Government Hospital for Insane, Washington, Fridays, November 29, December 13, January 3 and 17.
The Army Medical library, Dr. Robert Fletcher, F. R. C. S., England, Wednesday,
February 19.
Para8ites in man, Prof. C. W. Stiles, Ph. D., Department of Agriculture, Wednesdays, November 27, December 11, January 8 and 22.
Due notice of any change of programme will be posted on the bulletin board.
WALTER REED,
Major and Surgeon, U. S. A., Secreta,·y of the Faculty.

HEALTH OF THE ARMY.

It is with much gratification that I report the health of the Army
during the year 1895 as having been excelJt1nt. All tlie rates that are
usually considered by statisticians as throwing light on the phy ical
condition of a community liave been lower than in any previous year
of the recorded hi tory of our Army. In 1804 we were fortunate in
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having all the rates except the death rate lower than ever before. In
1895 all the rates except the admission rate for injuries fell below those
of the previous year, and the death rate below that of the year 1889,
which was the lowest on record. It is customary to compare the rates
of an army with those of other troops, or the rates of a military <.lepartment, garrison, city, or other civil or military community with those of
other similar communities. Such comparisons are of value a,s indicating insanitary influences at wo1k in one place and not in another.
They lead to inquiry into the causation of excessive rates and to the
institution thereafter of remedial measures. But to determine the absolute condition of a community as to health it must be compared,
not with other people under other conditions, but with itself under the
most favorable conditions. Its proper standard of comparison is, therefore, its own best annual record. The nearer it approaches its best
record the higher its standard of health · under the conditions which
usually affect the individuals. That progres·s is being made in eliminating insanitary conditions or other causes which tend to affect injuriously the health of our troops is shown by the fact that duriug the
past year the sick rates have been lowered so much that they henceforth
become the standard of comparison for futul'e years.
The admission rate to sick report numbered 1,lJ0.22 per thousand of
strength, as compar~d with 1,089.73 in 1894, the lowest previous rate,
and with 1,329.94; the average annual rate for the years of the preceding
decade. The average number of days each man was treated was 11.1,
as compared with 11.6 and 11.7, respectively, for the previous year and
the average of the previous decade. The adm.is:sion rate for disease
was only 837.53, as compared with 845.52 in 1894, while the rate for
injury was 272.69, as compared with 244.21. It is thus seen that but
for a slight excess of injuries the admission rate would, like all the
other rates, have been lower during the year than ever before. Following injuries the infectious diseases, general a,nd local, caused the next
largest number of admissions, 263.53 per thousand of strength, as
against 300.47, the average of the years of the previous decade. Of
this rate malarial diseases caused 82.56 and venereal diseases 73.72, as
against 80.43 during the previous year. The third class in order of
frequency of admissions was constituted by disorders of the digestive
system, 241.74 per thousand of strength.
The number constantly sick was 33.89 per thousand of strength, as
com.pared with 34.49 during 1894 and 41.87 as the average annual rate
of the preceding ten years. The number of days lost on account of
sickness by each man of the Army was 12.4, as compared with 1~.6
in 1894 and 15.3 during the preceding ten years. As disabling factors
the general and local infections were as usual the most prominent,
causing 11 of the total of 33.89 of nonefficiency or constant sickness,
while injuries caused a disability equal to 8.46 per thousand.
The rate of discharge for disability per thousand of strength was
9.15 as compared with 13.30 in 1894, and with 23.77 annually in the
preceding ten years. The discharge rate on account of disease was
6.81; on account of injury, 2.34. The absolute number of discharges
was 250, of which 186 were for disease and 64 for injury. The nervous
system was involved in 39 cases, the special senses in 24, th heart
in 31; tuberculosis of the lungs was the cause in 29, while of the 64
occasioned by injury 18 resulted from gunshot wounds. The largest
absolute number of discharges at any one post was 14 at Fort Leavenworth, Kans.; Fort Riley, Kans., and Fort Myer, Va., bad 10 each;
Fort Bliss, Tex., and Fort Douglas, Utah, had 9 P,ach; Fort Thomas.
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Ky., Fort Omaha, Nebr., Fort Apache, Ariz., and Fort Logan, Colo., 7
each. Omitting arsenals and small posts, the largest rates recorded
were 45.23 at Fort Bliss and 37.04 at Fort Myer.
The mortality rate from all causes was 5.16 per thousand of strength
as compared with 6.69 in 1894, 7.85 for the preeeding decade, and 6.33
in 1i:;89, the year of lowest record. Deducting the rate for injury, 1.61,
the death rate for disease was only 3.55 per thousand as compared with
3.95 in 1889 arid with 4.76 in 1885, which until now held second place
._. on our records. The absolute number of deaths was 141, of which 44:
were occasioned by injury, 21 were caused by gunshot wounds, 17 by
diseases of the _respiratory organs, 15 by disease-s of the digestive
organs, 10 by diReases of the circulatory system, and 9 of the nervous
system. The largest number of deaths at any one po13t was 8 at Fort
Leavenworth, but the largest dP;ath rate was at Fort Columbus, where
. 5 deaths gave a rate of 21.65 per thousand of stre11gtb.
The mean strength of the command, officers and men, white and
negro, from which medical reports were received during the year
amounted to 25,204; white, 23,195; negro, 2,009.
The admission rate for the white troops was 1,127.05; for the colored
troops, 915.88. The admission rate of the latter was smaller than that
of the white troops in 1889, in 1892, and in the years following the
latter year to the present time. In speaking in my last annual report
of their record of sickness, I characterized it as the- most favorable
yet shown by the statistics. The same remark might be made concerning their record in 1895. Their admission rate for disease was 659.03
as compared with 852.99 am·ongthe whites; their rate forinjnry256.84as
cqmpared with 27 4.07, and the duration of each case was 10.5 days as compared with 11.2. The number of men constantly sick per thousand of
strength was 26.40 among the colored men and 34.54 among the white. ·
Each colored soldier of the command lost 9.6 days on account of sickness during the year and each white soldier 12.6 days. The rate of discharge for disability was 5.03 among the colored men and 9.51 among
the whites; and the deaths 4.12 and 5.25, the deaths from disease being
respectively 2.7 4 and 3.62.
The susceptibility of the negn, troops to disease was noted as
greater than that of the whites only in the instances of rheumatism
and neuralgia; although it was equal to or slightly in excess in several
other diseases, as tonsillitis, colic, constipation, and conjunctivitis.
HEALTH OF THE MILITARY DEPARTMENTS.

The admission rate varied from 798.32 in the Departm,ent of the
~olumbia to 1,355.6.'3 in Texas. It was above the Army average only
m the Departments of Texas, the East, and the Platte.
The rate of constant sickness wai:, highest in Texas. The Departments of the Columbia, Dakota, California., and the Colorado had low
rates; the other departments did not differ much from the Army
average,
There was little variation in the discharge rates of the various
departments, the extremes being 6.01 in the Platte and 10.62 in Texas.
Th_e death r~te var_ied from 3.21 in the Department of the Platte to
7.54 m that of the M1sr;;ouri.
The Department of Texas had the worst record· the Department of
the Columbia had probably the best, but, if so, it ~as closely followed
by the Departments of Dakota and of California.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.

This department had a mean strength of 7,875 men; an admission
rate of 1,247 .K7 per thousand of strength ; noneffective, 34.08; discharge
rate, 9.27; death rate, 5.84. The admission rate was higher than the
average of the Army, aud higher tban the department rate of last
year; the other rates do not vary much from the Army averages. The
increased admif;siou rate was mainly due to malarial affect.ions, 162.16
per thousand of strength as compared with the Army rate of 82.56.
Fort Myer,Va., had the larg·est rates of admission and nonefficiency,
and contributed materially to the excess of the department rates over
those of the Army. Its admission rate was 2,800 a,nd its noneffieiency
63.78. Malarial infection was tlie main factor of the increase. It caustd
1,092.59 admissions, with 14.07 constantly sick per thousand of strength
as compared with the corresponding rates of the Army-82.56 and 1. 70.
Injuries also were unusually common at this post, 607.41 admissions,
with 15.24 constantly disabled, against 272.69 and 8.40 in the Army;
and venereal and diarrheal diseases contributed to the exce ·s. In
fact, these four classes alone gave an admission rate of 2,059.26 as
agai11st514.11 in the Army as a whole. The sick rates at this post have
been increasing markedly during the past four years. A special report
on the subject has been made by Maj . Walter Heed. (Seep. 66.)
Columbus Barracks stood second in order of nonefficiency in this
department, with a rate of 60.65, but its admission rate was not correspondingly high, 1,418.32. A number of causes, such as rheumatism,
tonsillitis, bronchitis, vaccinia, and injuries contributed to this excessive rate, but venereal diseases, with a rate of 20.68, as against 5.24 in
the Army, constituted the principal factor. The large noueffieient rates
at Forts Thomas and Ethan Alren, 52.19 and 46.25, were also unaccompanied by correspoutlinglyhigh admission rateB. Attbeonethe excess
of constant sickness was due to venereal diseases, 15.29; aided l>y rheumatism, neuralgia, tonsillitis, and vaccinia; at the other·tbemain causes
were injuries.
Washington Barracks and Davids Island (Fort Slocum) had the
admission rate over 2,000 per thousand of strength, with the nonefficient
rate 46.18 aud 45.60, respectively. The excess at the former post was
due.in part to vaccinia, diarrheal, and venereal diseases, but chiefly to
malarial infection, which caused 1,079.89 admif,sions and a conBtant
sickness of 13.71 p<--'r thousand men. At the latter post the excess was,
due to vaccinia, diarrhea, bronchitis, and injuries, with a slight increase;
in the rates of most of the reported diseases, excepting venereal dis-·
ease8, the admission rate for which was only one-half of that reported'..
from the Army as a whole. The large admission rate at Fort Hamilton,.
1,543.55, was mainly occasioned by catarrhs and malarial diseases, tl1e.
rate for the later having been 355.40. Oolic aud coustipation, malarial
diseases, and tonsillitis raised the ad.mis ion rate at Fort Monroe to
1,473.87, but neither at this post nor at l?ort Hamilton was the nonefticient rate correspondingly high. Fort .A.dams had a high n011efficient
rate, 42.06, but its admission rate was less than that of the Army.
Injuries i.n this instance occasioned the high rate. The admission rate
at West, Point was somrwbat large, but as tb.e cases were trivial the
_nonefficiency was below the average.
Fort Porter bad tlle lowest rates of any post in this departmenta~rnission, 515.62; nouefficient, 10.27-and yet its rR:te. for vene~eal
d1sease was somewhat above the averag-e. The achm ss10n H :~t l ort
McPJier. Q w~re onl:y 5G6.14~ and. qf tJ,i~s~ 105.,82 were venereal ch ·ea~es,.
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occasioning 7.29 of the total rate of nonefficiency, 25.17. Fort Wadsworth, Plattsburg Barracks, and Madison Barracks also had excellent
rates, notwithstanding the occurrence of venereal diseases. The sick
rates at Willets Point have improved considerably during the past two
or three years. The posts not mentioued in this summary had rates
which did not differ much from the average.
DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.

Strength present, 4,111; admission rate, 1,094.38; nonefficient, 35.05;
discharge, 8.76; death, 7.54 per thousand of strength.
The post which gave the highest admission rate in this department
was Fort Riley, 1,391.87, with a constant sick rate of 44.22. Fort Reuo
gave the highest nonefficient rate, 54.'78, but its admissions were below
the average. J efforson Barracks and Forts Sheridan and Sill did not
vary much from the Army average, while Forts Wayne and Brady had
excellent records-admissions, 484.62 and 775.42, respectively, and nouefficient, 17.62 and 24.58. The records of Fort Riley bhow tltat its high
rates were due to injuries, its rates for disease having been not above
the average. It had less malarial, venereal, aud diarrheal diseases and
alcoholism, but more boils, abscesses, and tonsillitis than the Army
generally. The large nonefficient rate of Fort Reno is ascribed to
malarial, venereal, and diari;heal diseases, rheumatism, and injuries.
The excellent rates at Fort Wayne were recorded notwithstanding a
slight excess of venereal, and at Fort Brady notwithstanding an excess ,
of vaccinia.
DEPARTMENT OF DAKOTA,

Mean strength, 2,565; admissions, 838.99; nonefficiency, 27.75; discharge rate, 7.02; death rate, 4.29.
.
Fort Snelling was the only post in this department at which the
admission rate, J,133.91, reached the average of the Army. Its rate of
nonefficiency was large, 45.02, and that of Fort Buford, 38.89, was also
relatively large. An excess of venereal diseases raised the admission
rate at Fort SneJling, and this with rheumatism and pneumonia caused
the excess of nonefficiency. The relatively large constant disability at
Fort Buford was occasioned chiefly by injuries, conjm1ctivitis and other
eye diseases. Fort Missoula had the best record of the post: in this
department-admissions, 578. 75, uonefficiency, 19.14-notwitbstan<ling
high rates for rheumatism, colic, and constipation. Fort Ouster bad
lessened rates for all causes, and Fort Assinniboine low rates, notwithstanding an excess of bronchitis, rheumatism, and neuralgia,
DEP.ARTMENT OF TUE PLATTE,

Mean strength, 2,496; admissions~ 1,218.35; nonefficiency, 34.86; discharge rate, 6.01; death rate, 3.21.
Fort Omaha had the largest rates: Admission, 1,613.82; nonefficiency,
51.26. The excess of admissions wa.s due to injuries, alcoholi ' m 123.98,
as against 30.11 in the Army, tonsillitis, diarrheal diseases, rheumatism,
and neuralgia, all of which, together with some cases sent from other
posts for ohservatiou prior to discharge, aided iu constituting the large
rate of constant disability. Fort D. A. Russell gave tlte next highest
admission rate-] ,354.52-due to alcoholism, venereal disea>'es, bronchitis, and tonsillitis, hut its nonefficiency was not greatly in exces of
the averag:e. Fort Niobrara came second fo degree of 11onefficiency,
with a rate of 39.80, occasioned by vaccinia, typhQtq fe er~ to~)Hitis1
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coryza, bronchitis, and consumption. Fort Robinson had au excess of
admissions, chiefly due to the prevalence of tonsillitis, rheumatism and
neuralgia, and injuries, but the rate of constant disability-26.95-was
by no means correspondingly high. ' The rates at Fort Washakie did
not differ much from those of the Army. Fort Meade had the best
rates-admission, 854.39, and nonefficiency, 26.28. Injuries were the
only disabling causes at this post in excess of the Army average.
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS,

Mean strength, 1,884; admissions, 1,355.63; nonefficiency, 42.26; discharge rate, 10.62; death rate, 5.84.
All the posts in thi8 department except Fort Bliss and Fort Sam
Houston had large admission rates. The largest rate was furnished
by Fort Ringgold, 2,078.21; the largest nonefficien t rate by Fort Brown,
70.69. At Ji"'ort Ringgold the admissions for venereal diseases were
equal to 37 4.30 per thousand of strength, and gave a cons taut disability
of 20 per thousand in excess of the Army average for these diseases.
Alcoholism, rheumatism and myalgia, diarrheas, boils, abscesses, and
injuries were also notably in excess, but the rates for malarial fevers,
tonsillitis, and bronchitis were small. The rate of nonefficiency at this
post was 63.92. In sequence of high admission rates Fort Clark came
second, with 1,560.54 and a nonefficient rate of 40.40. Diarrheas, injuries, boils, abscesses, and venereal diseases were the causes of the high
rates. At this post, as at Fort Ringgold, the rate for malarial infections
was very low. Although the admission rate at Fort Brown was relatively small, 1,413.79, its nonefficien t rate was, as stated, the hig best rate
of any post in the department. This excessive disability was due to
malarial and venereal infections, boils, and abscesses. The admission
rate of Fort McIntosh was similar to that of Fort Brown, but its nonefficiency was lower, 64.05. The excess resulted from venereal and
diarrhea] diseases and injuries. The nonefficiency from venereal infection was alone equal to 32.95 per thousand of strength, a rate almost
as high as that of the Army from all causes. Malarial diseases at this
post had much lower rates than in the Army generalJy. The small
posts, Fort Hancock and camp at Eagle Pass, had high admission rates,
to which injuries contributed largely. Fort Sam Houston, the largest
post in the department, had rates well below the average, and Fort
Bliss also had good rates. Malarial diseases did not exceed the average at the former and exceeded it but slightly at the latter post.
DEPARTMENT OF THE COLORADO.

Mean strength, 3,186; admissions, 1,013.18; nonefficiency, 29.40; dis~
charge rate, 10.36; death rate, 5.65.
Of the posts in this department, Fort Wingate was the only one
which had rates in excess of those of the Army. Its admission rate
was 1,370.23 and its nonefficiency 41.35. Its rates for malarial and
venereal infections and alcoholism were low, but these were more than
offset by an increased prevalence of injuries, rheumatism, and myalgia.
At Fort Apache the admission rate was below the average, but the
nonefficiency, 44.31, considerably above it, due chiefly to injuries, but
in part to the greater prevalence of neuralgia, tonsillitis, diarrhea,
and heart disease. At Fort Logan the admission rate, 1,181.36, wa
slightly in excess and the nonefficiency, 30.29, somewhat bel_ow: that of
the Army. At the other posts in this department the adm1ss10n rate
WAR 96-VOL I--27
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varied between the extremes of 676.06 at Fort Stanton ancl 1,078.26 at
Fort DuOllesne, aud the nonefficiency between tbe low .rate of 8.26
at Fort Stanton, 3.86 of which was the result of injuries, anrl 31.93 at
Fort Grant.
DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA,

Mean strength, 1,499; admissions, 947.30; none:fficiency, 27.96; discharge rate, 8.67; death rate, 3.34.
Excepting San Diego Barracks, which had a high degree of nonefficiency on account of cases of chronic disease, the Presidio of San
Francisco was the only post in the departmeut which had rates in excess
of the army average. Its admission ra,te was 1,265.02, its nonefficiency
37.55, the excess mainly caused by malarial affection , but in part by
injuries, coryza, and venereal disea e . The oth r po ts bad excellent records. .Alcatraz Island had the lowest admi ion rate, 461.54,
although its rate for venereal affection was above tb.e average. Fort
Mason had the lowest rate of nonefficiency, 14. 8.
DEPARTME TT OF TUE

fllci ncy, 27.65; dishad the
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RECRUITING.

The _total number of men examined for enlistment was 17,645, of
whom 8,643 were accepted, or 489.83 of every thousand examined. The
ratio of accepted men was higher among the colored men, 540.57, than
among the whites, 486.46. The number rejected on primary examination was 8,354, or 473.45 per thousand of those examined, and 648 men,
or 36. 72 per thousand, declined enlistment.
Of every thousand men examined, 133.80 were rejected on account of
imperfect physique, over or under height, weight, etc.; 59.67 for diS··
eases of the eye and 52.08 for those of the circulatory system; 2.49 on
account of beillg over age and 14.39 for being minors; 9.80 for illiteracy
and 6.23 for imperfect knowledge of the English language.
Of every thousand accepted recruits 727 .18 were natives of the
United States-659.38 white and 67.80 negro. In 1894 the ratio of
native born recruits was 679.99, and in 1893, 665.95. Of foreign nationalities Germany and Ireland furnished the largest proportionate numbers, 88.97 and 75.44 per thousand recruits. This is the first time that
these ratios have fallen below 90. England contributed 22. 79, Canada
16.31, Sweden 13.42, .Austria 9.60, and Denmark 9.02.
Of the 8,643 recruits accepted during the calendar year 1895, 70 were
boys under 20 years, average age 18 years; 4,203 were from 20 to 24
years, average 22 years; 2,294 were from 25 to 29, average 26.6 years;
780 were from 30 to 34, average 31.9 years; 448 bad an average age of
36. 7 years; 695, 44. 7 years, and 153, 52.5 years. The average age of the
whole number was 27.2 years.
The average heigbt'of these recruits was 67.51 inches, the native-born
white recruit, 67.68 inches, being somewhat taller than the negro, 67.37;
and fully half an inch taller than the foreign-born recruit, whose average was 67.14 inches.
The foreign-born recruit ba<l the advantage over the native-born
white in weight, the former averaging 147.18 pounds, the latter 145.68.
The negro exceeded both, bis average being 149.85 pounds ..
In chest measurement and expansibility also the advantage appears
to have been with the foreign-born recruit, bis measurement at expiration and inspiration being 34.80 and 37.73 inches while the native-born
white averaged 34.26 and 37.17. The corresponding measurements of
the negro were 34.27 and 36.89 inches. See Table XXI for an interesting
series of anthropometric data at various ages.
IDENTIFICATION OF DESERTERS, ETC.

From July 19, 1890, to August 31, 1896, the whole number of identifications made by me~ns of outline figure cards was 759 (deserters, 339;
soldiers dishonorably discharged from former service, 226; others, 194).
In 189 cases (deserters, 117; dishonorably discharged soldiers, 34;
others, 38) the identification was of value only to connect the several
enlistments of men no longer in service. Three cases were applicants
for enlistment identified at the illstance of recruiting officers. One, a,
deserter, and another, a former military convict, left the recruiting station pending receipt of information from this office concerning their
identity; the third, also a former military convict, was rejected by the
recruiting officer when the information arrived.
.
In 567 cases the men were in service and amenable to pumshment
when Wentified, 221 as deserters, 190 as soldiers di~honorably discharged fi'om former service, and 156 as frauds of a mmor grade. Of
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these, 50 deserted before final disposition was made of their cases, 424
were discharged the service by sentence of court-martial or by orders
from the Adjutant-General's Office, 78 were held to service for the
time being (of whom 10 were subsequently discharged by sentence of
court-martial, 4 were discharged without honor by orders from the
Adjutant-General's Office, and 24 deserted) and 15 are at present
awaiting final action.
Of the whole number of identifications, 18 were made in the calendar
year 1890, 111 in 1891, 215 in 1892, 104 in 1893, 110 in 18D4, 121 in 1895,
and 80 during the first eight months of 1896. Of the identifications of
men still in service, 18 were made in 1890, 88 in 1891, 123 in 1892, 88 in
1893, 80 in 1894, 101 in 1895, and 69 to August 31, 1896.
The 121 identifications made in 1895 represent the ''repeating" element of 4,929 recruits whose outline cards were examined-i. e., of every
thousand recruits from civil life 24.55 were identified through the outline cards as deserters, military convicts, or otherwise bad characters.
The first eight months of 1896 show similar results-identifications,
80; recruit cards examined, 3,059; identified per thousand, 26.15.
Combining these two periods, from January 2, 1895, to August 31, 1896,
the whole number of identifications was 201; number of recruit cards
examined, 7,988; identified per thousand, 25.16. These ratios indicate
that fraudulent concealment of former service is still practiced exteusively, and but for the almost certain detection indicated by the identification cards it is reasonable to suppose that the practice would again
attain its -former dimensions.
UNIFORMITY IN MEDICO-MILITARY STATISTICS.

I have embodied in this report the data concerning the recruiting,
sickness, and mortality of our Army during the calendar year• 1895,
tabulated on the forms suggested by the International Commission of
Military Medical Officers which met at Budapest in September, 1894.
The commission recommended that the various army medical departments begin publication with the statistics of the calendar year 1895;
but as at this time last year I had at command all the data for 1894
needful to tht- construction of international tables for that year I submitted the first set of these tables in my last annual report. Copies of
the report were sent to the members of the committee and to the chiefs
of the army medical departments represented at the Budapest meeting.
Reports in exchange are not expected from any of the foreign offices
until the publication of their statistical data for 1895.
MEDICAL DEP .A.R1'MEN1' OF THE NATIONAL GUARD.

The interest taken by medical officers of the Army in the progress
and method of the medical department of the National Guard is well
shown by an examination of the program of the sixth annual meeting
of the A._sociation of Military Surgeons of the United States, held at
Philadelphia, May 12-14, 18U6. Out of 27 papers announced by the
program as to be presented for the consideration of the a sociation, 16
were by officers of the Medical Department of the Army, 5 by medical
officers of the United States Navy, and 6 by officers of the National
Guard.
Maj. J. Van R. Hoff, urgeon, United State Army, was assigned to
the duty of inspecting the camp of the National Guard of Pennsylvania
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during the past summer. The following extract from his report is submitted as of interest to military surgeons:
Personnel.-The personnel of the department impressed me as being of excellent
material, nor coulcl this well be otherwise, for with the exception of the division and
brigade staff surgeons, officers of military experience, no medical officer of the Pennsylvania forces can be appointed without the approval of the surgeon-general, while
the hospital stewards and private soldiers are selected by the senior medical officer
of the command to which they are attached, their detail being made by the commanding officer thereof. It will thus be seen that the selection of its personnel is largely
in the hands of the medical department itself, and the responsibility for its quality
rests exactly where it should.
Instruction.-! regret that my short stay in camp prevented a more thorough investigation into the methods and results of instruction of the hospital corps details.
Many of the men I questioned seemed to be interested and well informed in their
duties. I understand that there is no prescribed system or time of instruction, and
no prescribed text-book on first aid. The day appointed for bearer drill (the last day
of the encampment) was too inclement for outside work, and I was deprived of the
opportunity of seeing what, no doubt, would have been an admirable illustration of
battlefield sanitary work. The drill regulations, Hospital Corps, U.S. A., are used.
The medical personnel of the Pennsylvania troops have in the division encampment
an obiect lesson vouchsafed to no other snch ju our country. 'l'hey have not to
imagine what 10,000 soldiers together look like, for they can see them; they are
only requireu to remember that if those troops were actually engaged, the medical
department would be responsible for the sole care of some thousand of them who
would be more or less seriously wounded, and whom it would not only have to succor and care for professionally, but would have to provide shelter, food, and transportation for as well. We sometimes forget that the daily routine of minor ailments
which the military surgeon is called upon to meet is not all he will ever have to do.
Perhaps one of the most valuable object lessons the military authorities could have
given in that encampment would h ave been to have ordered a thousaud men, representing wounded, to fall out during some maneuver, and to have require<l the medical department to treat them as though they were actually wounded. The gross
results of a pitched battle would have been a lesson to the combatants, and the care
of the hypothetically injured would have taught the medical officers how far short
of perfection even the best military sanitary department falls.
Equipment.-! understand that all medical supplies are purchased by or with the
approval of the surgeon-gener}1l. In my inspection of the regimental hospitals, the
supplies ~eemed to be ample to meet the current requirements of the commancl, but
there was little uniformity in the kinds of medicine in use, or in the manner of their
packing. This was not an unexpected condition, since each medical officer makes
requisition for the kind and amount of medicine he thinks he will need, based upon
his own practice and experience under the given circumstances, and this works well
enough when one bas experience, but the experience of a medical officer is peculiar
to his specialty, and is very different from that of a physician in civil practice. So,
when the civil practitioner becomes the medical officer, which he would necessarily,
if the whole of the Pennsylvania militia were mobilized, he should have some written rule upon which to base his requisition-in a word, a supply table. I ob erved
that the metlicines were, to a large extent, in liquid form, necessarily contained in
bottles, heavy, bulky, and fragile. No particular obj ection can be urged against
this for }t fixed camp, but for a marching command medicines in a solid form are in
every way preferable. There seems to be no official equipment for the sanitary
department, such as medical chests, panniers, etc., common in other armies. Each
medical officer has used his ingenuity to meet this want, and oftentim es very successfully, under the given conditions, but, of course, with no uniformity, and I recall
very few of these improvisations which impressed me as being able to meet activeservice conditions.
I surmise that the lack of uniform equipment may be due to several circumstances.
I will consider but one-the question of what form the equipment shall take. Mnch
attention has been given to military sanitary equipment the world over, and great
advances have been made in this direction. The Medical Department of the regular
establishment and of several States are assiduously working on this problem, a~d
even now very satisfactory results have been obtained. Pennsylvania, so keen_ m
perfecting her organization, could not go amiss in taking up this work at th~ po!nt
others have reached and carryillg it forward. That her medical departu:ient 1s ahve
to the deHirability of sharing in this effort is shown by the fact that durmg_thi3 year
an admirable case of surgical instruments and a case of splints have been issued to
the medical department of each military unit.
Routine of dutieB.-Tlrn routine of duties in camp was in the largest degr_ee to me~t
the actualitieB of sickness and injury. So far as I observed no hypothetical condi-
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tions were_ presentecl for the consideration of the sanitary department. Surgeon.ts
call, morning reports, inspection of sick in hospital, inspection of sanitary conditions of camp and of the food by the brigade and regimental medical officers of the
day, drill of t~e hospital ·corps, a11d details for all military formations, etc ., afforded
ample occupat10n for the medical officer. The value of the work done is evidenced
by tho extremely small percentage of sickness.
Recornmendations.-First. That all medical officers and the enlisted men of t he hospital corps be organized into a sanitary department, and that they be assignell to
duty with such troops as the service may demand. Such an organization of the
medical department is almost universal, except among our State forces, where the
identical organization we inherited from the British during the Revolution still
obtains.
Second. That regimental (3 battalions) sanitary detachments shall consist of 3
medical officers, 3 noncommissioned officers, and 5 privates.
Third. That one ambulance company be organized, to consist of 3 medical officers,
1 quartermaster, 16 noncommissioned officers, 2 artificers, 2 musicians, a.ncl 81
privates.
Fourth. That one field hospital be organized, to consist of 4 medical officers, 1
quartermaster, 17 noncommissioned officer_s, 1 artificer, and 49 privates.
The organization of the ambulance company and field hospital, suggested above,
are borrowed from the British, and represent the result of their experience since our
war of the Revolution.
Fifth. That the equipment of the different organizations of the sanitary department shall be, as nearly as possible, uniform.
Sixth. That a systematic course of instruction and text-books for the Hospital
Corps be prescribed.
I do not presume that it would be practicable to at once carry out all of these recommendations, even should they be approved, in whole o"r in part, by the Sta,te
authorities. It would, however, be entirely possible to make a paper organization
such as is here outlined, and 1mch as we must have in event of war, and to gradually
build up an actual organization in accordance therewith.
PREY.A.LEN CE OF SPECIAL DISEASES.
SCARLET FEVER.

Six cases ·of scarlet fever were reported during the calendar year
1895 among enlisted men at military posts; 2 among recruits at Davids
Island and 1 each at Fort Mclienry, Md., Fort Snelling, Minn., Fort
Harrison, Mont., and Vancouver Barracks, Wash. In addition to these
cases the disease appeared among the children at quite a number of
tbe posts, as at Forts Apache, Assinniboine, Meade, Omaha, Walla
Walla, etc.; but isolation and disinfection in each case prevented the
spread of the disease. For instance, Uapt. 0. N. B. Macauley reported
December 9, 1895, from Fort Apache:
Lieutenant Lewis, assistant surgeon, reports this morning the appeamnce of a
case sn piciously like scarlatina in a child belonging to bis servant, who recently
arrived at this post. The case has been isolated and quarantined for observation.
Another child who, it is said, bas been exposed to contagion has also been put under
observation. * * *
January 12, 1896: I have the honor to report the recovery of the case of scarlatina
reported in my letter of December 9, 1895, and that to all appearance any spread of
the disease has been prevented. The case was exceedingly mild, but was followed
by albuminnria, all signs of which are now over. The mother of the child came
h ere from nowflake, where I am jnformed the disease is epidemic; it i epidemic
also at Pine Top, and at plares along the Holbrook road. Thi accounts for its
introdudion into the post. The case was treated in strict quarantine, with disinfection of a]] articles that had been used with or about the patient, and disinfection
with iron sulphate of all discharges an d bathing water; clothes that could stand it
were boil d. " " *
January 15, 1896: I haYe the honor to report the appearance to-day of an unundoubted ca e of scarlet fever in the family of an employee of the qnarterma tex:'s
department, who lives outside the garrison proper. I do not thin~ this c~se 1s
d erived from that reported in my l etter of December 9, 1895, as the rnterval 1s too
long since there was any exposure. This employee is n Mormon, ancl I am told that
the mail driver and freight teamsters put up at his house. From Snowflake to
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about 30 miles from here a very mild type of scarlatina has prevailed recently. The
ignorant people formi:og the Mormon settlements along the Holbrook road call it
''scarlet rash," and will not be convinced that it is scarlet fever, or that it may be dangerous. These settlements have been infected consecutively from Snowflake by teamsters. The commanding officer has been informed and a r equest made that the house
and family be kept under strict quarantine. Furthflr, it has been recommended that
teamsters and other civilians coming from the infected district be required to camp
outside the post, and only permitted to come in to transact their business, without
holding any communication with the families. It is exceedingly hard to make
soldiers' and teamsters' families uriderstancl the need of disinfection, for they
prefer that the children should have the . disease and have it over while they are
young. * *
February 6, 1896: Case of scarlet fever reporte<.l January 15 recovered and quarantine raised.
·)f

.

MEASLES.

During the calendar year 1895, 38 cases of measles were reported as
having occurred among enlisted men at 21 posts. The largest number
at any one post was 7, at Jackson Barracks, La. Five cases were
reported from Fort Brown, Tex., 4 from Sprfogfield Armory, Mass., 3
from Fort Porter, N. Y., 2 from each of 2 posts, and 1 from each of 15
posts.
Since the close of the calendar year the disease has prevailed epidemically at a number of posts. It appeared in January at Fort Columbus, N. Y., Fort Thomas, Ky., and Fort McPherson, Ga. The troops
at the last-mentioned post became affected while on duty at the Atlanta
Exposition. At Fort Thomas, where 25 cases occurred during the
month, the post school was closed, and the beds and bedding of all
enlisted men affected with the disease were sent to the hospital for disinfection. At Fort Niagara, N. Y., and Frankford Arsenal, Pa., the
disease was mostly confined to the children. At Columbus Barracks,
Ohio, it extended to the enlisted men, 20 of wbom were affected during
March and April; the epidemic here ceased only from want of susceptible material in the garrison. An outbrealf occurred in February also
at Fort Grant, Ariz. It was introduced among the children at Fort
Slocum, N. Y., from Brooklyn, prevailing in April and May; and its
presence was at the same time reported at other posts, as Fort Monroe,
Va., Fort McHenry, Md., and Fort Leavenworth, Kans.
INFLUE NZA.

The number of cases of this disease reported during the year was
considerably greater than in 1894, the absolute number being 1,156 as
compared with 875. Only a few posts were free from this disease. The
largest number 0f cases, 85, was reported from Fort Sheridan, Ill.; the
next largest from Fort Thomas, Ky., 73. The disease has c011tinued
since the close of the calendar year and it may be expected to form a
notable part of the record of next year. Maj. P. F. Harvey, Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y., reported March 31, 1896:
A mild form of influenza prevailed in this command during the month, and furnished the greatest number of cases taken up on the sick report. In addition to t hose
admitted to hospital or excused in qu arters there w ere man y whose symp toms w ere
so mild that, though they obtained medicines, they continued th eir u su al av ocations.
The thoracic form of the disease occurred almost to the ex clusion of any other typ e,
the chief symptoms being a painful trach eal cough and substern al p ain. !!'ever,
insomnia, headache, anorexia, and furred tongue were present i n all cases . The
bowels were normal, and with few exceptions the attack last ed onl y a few days.
Debility more or less pronounced, as is u sual in this disorder, r esulted from even
mild attacks. Th e tracheitis which was the first symptom in almost e:7er y case,
and was no doubt partly cau;ecl by the climatic conditions, simul at ed an rnil ammation set up by respiring irritating gases. The cough was dry, p aroxysmal, and
painful.
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MUMPS.

The cases of this disease were trivial. Fort Monroe, Va., bad 59 cases,
and Fort Sil1, Okla., 19 .;;ases. The total number of cases was 144,
scattered at 22 different posts.
DIPHTHERIA.

During the calendar year there were reported among the troops only
21 cases of this disease, distributed among :five posts. .At Fort Omaha,
Nebr., 13 cases; at Fort Ouster, Mont., 5, and 1 each at Fort Sam Houston, Tex., Fort Trumbull, Conn., and Fort Yates, N. Dak. Tbel1istory
of diphtheria at the last-mentioned post during the past winter is
instructive. The case treated in the course of the calendar year was
that of a recently arrived recruit. He was admitted November 30, and
retained in hospital four weeks. His temperature reached the normal
and the membrane disappeared from his throat at the end of the :first
week, while at the end of the second week the Klebs-Loeffler bacillus
could no longer be obtained by cultivation. · ..Antitoxin was not on hand,
and the case was treated by Lieut. H. 0. Fisher with local applications
of peroxid of hydrogen and occasional touches with a solution consisting- of ferric chlorid, menthol, toluol, and alcohol. The usual disinfection of. all culinary and other articles used by diphtheria patients was
thoroughly observed, and when the patient left the isolation ward his
. body was washed and bathed in a solution of bicblorid of mercury, particular attention having- been given to his hair. Nevertheless, a second
case occurred in the person of a child, the son of a missionary who
lived about 3 miles from the post. Dr. Fisher was called to see the
case post-mortem, to prevent alarm in the community by showing that
the child had not died of diphtheria. The family had dined at the post
November 28, and the child was taken sick about :five days afterwards.
His parents thought he bad some lung trouble, and allowed him to be
up and about until be died suddenly on January 9. Inspection discovered the palate and pharyngeal pilJars necrotic, and covered with a
whitish deposit. Microscopic specimens made directly from the membrane showed numerous diphtheria bacilli, as did also the blood serum
cultures. The funeral arrangements were changed, the body buried
prhrately, and the house disinfected. Three days after t he death of
this child an enlisted man was taken into the diphtheria ward, and a
positive bacteriological diagnosis was made. He was ti'eated with antitoxin. .As this man had been on detached service, his case was not
regarded as having any causative relation with the others. He was
returned to duty January 20. The next case was a child 4 years old
living just outside the limits of the post. Antitoxin was used, and on
the ninth day of the disease, March 26, cultures failed for the :first time
to show the presence of the diphtheria bacillus. In the absence of the
bacteriological culture method of diagnosis, it is probable that quite an
epidemic of diphtheria might have been reported from this post during
these months, for, a observed by Lieut. FisherDnring this . eason there was a ver ;v large prevalence of sore throat, wl.Jich formed
the majority of the cases occurring for treatment. These were all taken into the
hoispital during the prevalence of diphtheria for close observation and better treatment . For every throat that showed white spots bac·teriological cultures and examinations were made. , ix or sevon especially suspicious cases were at first isolated
till examina ion proved the absence of dipl.Jtheria bacilli.
ome of these at least
would l.Jave been diagnosed "diphtheria" but for the cultures.

In January four ca e , confirmed by bacte1;iological examination,
occurred in the family of a medical officer at Fort Niobrara, Nebr., a
child, jt mother, father, and a servant. Antitoxin was used in these
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cases, but the child died from toxemia and exhaustion on the day 0f
the third inJection. Many cases of tonsillitis among the children and
tbe enlisted men of the post were under treatment at the time of this
diphtheria outbreak, but none of them was considered suspicious. The
infection was regarded as imported, inasmuch as the mother and child
had arrived from the South two weeks prior to their illness.
No case of diphtheria was reported among the enlisted men at Fort
Leavenworth during the calendar year, but cases occurred in the families of officers and enlisted men at this post toward the close of the
year and during the early months of 1896. Eight cases were re;)orted,
in six of which the diagnosis was verified by bacteriological methods.
All were treated successfully with antitoxin except one of two cases of
laryngeal diphtheria in the practice of Lieut. W. F. Lippett, and in this
instance the patient was moribund when medical assistance was called
in. The diphtheria bacillus was not found in this fatal case, and bacteriological examination was not made in the case which recovered.
Capt. J.M. Banister reported two of the cases, one of which became
affected during convalescence with internal strabismus from paralysis
of the external rectus. 1VI3:j . C. De Witt reported two of the cases, and
one of these had double vision and numbness of muscles two weeks
after convalescenc~ was established. Lieut. J. H. Stone reported the
other two cases, one of which had subsequently slight strabismus,
hoarseness, and parresthesia of the lower extremities. The history of
these two cases is of iuterest as showing the period of incubation.
The patients, a young lady and a boy 2½ years old, lived in the same
house and were taken ill at the same time-April 8. It was .found that
three weeks before their illness they had gone to Leavenworth together
to have their pictures taken. This was the only time they had been out
together. The photographer had lost a child from diphtheria in December, and a toy which had been in the possession of this child during his
fatal illness was given to the young lady with which to amuse the little
boy and keep him quiet while being photographed.
Lieut. D. 0. Howard, assistant surgeon, sent in an excellent report
of 18 cases diagnosed and treated as diphtheria, at Fort Ouster, Mont.during the period extending from November 19, 1895, to March 16,
1896. His report shows in each case the date of admission, condition
of throat, results of examination of cover glass and cultures, maximum
temperature, complications, and treatment. All the cases were mild
and terminated in recovery without sequelre. Daily examination was
made of the urine, but in ouly 1 case was a trace of albumen found.
In 4 of the cases pure cultures were made which answered all the
requirements of the Klebs-Loeffler bacillus. Its virulence was not
tested by injection in susceptible animals, as it was impossible to obtain
them at the time. Two of these cases were infections by the KlebsLoeffi er bacillus aJone, while two were mixed infections of this bacillus
and the streptococcus pyogenes. In 11 of the cases, a11 of which were
identical in their clinical course with these 4, the membrane from the
throat showed bacil1i similar in morphology and staining propertie · to
the Klebs-Loeffler bacillus, but the attempts to obtain pure cultures
from them were not successful. The cultures were made on agar, aud
usual1y on blood serum and agar serum on the morning of admi iol!,
at the same time that the smears were taken from the throat for examination. All gave growths of various organisms, bnt the re.cord wa considered negative unless isolation was effected. Lastly, rn 3 cases the
cover slip showed no diphtheria bacilli, although in 2 of these stre~tococci were present· the third was negative. These 3 cases, according
to Dr. Howard, ar~ out of place in his report, but he tabulatefl them
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with the others because they were entered on the register as cases of
diphtheria and were treated by injections of antitoxin. 1'be first of
the serie~ was not recognized early enough to receive antitoxin, and
the fifth was admitted when the supply was exhausted, and was con·
valescent by the time a fresh supply was obtained. With these excep·
tions, all the cases that showed suspicious bacilli on the cover slip
received injections at once without waiting for verification by culture.
In each case the injection was made on the :first day of the disease, and
in no case ~as it repeated. Surgical cleanliness was practiced, and no
untoward result was experienced in any of the recorded cases; but; in
'one case, a child, an erythematous eruption appeared on the seventh day
at the· point of injection and spread over the whole body, face and scalp.
It lasted three days, but was unattended with itching or febrile reaction.
The thirteen cases at Fort Omaha were merely the 1895 beginning of
an epidemic which extended into 1896, and gave, according to Capt.
Charles F. Keiffer, the reporter, a total of 65 cases, as follows:
Laryngeal. Faucial.
Enlisted men ........................ .
Citizens, male ..••.....................
Citizens, female ........•..............
Children ......•....•••••..............
Total .........•.•...............

8
0
0

7

15 1

Nasal.

Severe.

Moderate.

1

14

16

2

0
0

0
0

.,0

8

1

37
1

48

21

8

22

~

Mild.
16
I
0

7

1

25

18

It is said that every suspicious throat was examined by direct examination of slides and cultures during the progress of the epidemic, and
that no case was accepted as truly diphtheritic unless the clinical symp·
toms and bacteriological diagnosis gave positive testimony. According
to Dr. KeifterVarious culture media were used. The Tochterman medium gave excellent results
and permitted an earlier diagnosis to be made. It was found, however, that the least
change of reaction modified the growth very .much indeed. One lot of tubes was
made with a trifling excess of sodium chlorid and the o-rowth on these was extremely
slow. Alkalin nutrient agar and glycerin agar were also used, but did not give good
results. ·w ith these media the examinations were slow and laborious, and necessitated examination by cover slip of many colonies of other organisms whose development had kept pace with that of the bacillus diphtheri re . On the whole, blood serum
and Loeffler's modified blood serum were found most satisfactory, although the
difficmlty of obtaining the blood in the proper way and the lack of special apparatus
for the preparation of serum tubes were keenly felt. The bacteriological work was
also much hampered by the appearance in nearly all the tubes of a spore-forming
bacillus, probably the B. subtilis. This laboratory pest invaded everything and
over~rew everything. On two occasions all tubes and cultures were cleaned out in
an euort to remove the infection. The germ usually found associated with the B.
diphtl.Jerire was a streptococcus. The pus organisms, the pneumococcus, the micrococcus tetragenus and a number of chromogenic bacilli were encountered. A large
oval organism re embling the pathogenic blastomycetes was met with in sp ecimens
from three throats. The time spent in observing the clinical details of the cases
nece sarily precluded any special study of these organisms.

In all the cases an initial dose of 0.3 gram each of calomel and sodium
bicarbonate was given with b'ene:fit. Hydrogen peroxid wa u ed locally,
and in ome ca es Loeffler toluol solutions. .Atropin and stryclmin
were gi eu a general timulant , and particularly when there was a
tend nc to ulmonary ta i . Antitoxin was inj cted within the fir t
twen y.£ ur hour in 45 ca es; on the econd day in 1", and _on he third,
fourth, or :fi.f h da in the remaining 7 case . .Albuminuria wa found
in 39 I r cent of he case · it av rage duration wa t n days. Kidney
~tru ture indicatinO' a clinfoal n pbriti. wa ob ervecl in 5 per ent.
r ucliop11 eum nia wa tl veloped in only one ca e and wa attributed
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by Dr. Keiffer to the use of the steam atomizer. It was the only one
of the cases in which this appliance was used. The most important of
the -observed sequelre were the pa.ralyses. These came on at intervals
varying from the fifth day of the disease to one week after convalescence. There was 1 case of complete laryngeal paralysis, 3 of partial
paralysis with involvement of the palate, 3 in which the soft palate
alone was affected, 1 case of ptosis, 2 cases affecting the extensors of
the thigh, and 1 suspect case involving the left hand. All were mild
and recovered readily without special treatment. Six cases of neuritis
were reported, 4 involving the ulnar nerve and 2 the sciatic. In one
case polyneuritis was developed two weeks after convalescence from
a mild attack of diphtheria. There was much precordial pain, with
pain in the arms and legs and so much loss of power that walking was
impossible; fever of a hectic type was present, with albuminuria and
marked anremia, but there was no a.rthritic swelling nor soreness.
Certain sequelre consisting of cutaneous eruptions and joint symptoms
were attributed by the reporter to the use of the antitoxic serum, because
they occurred among the cases in which the serum was successfully given
for immunization as frequently as they followed its therapeutic use.
Immunization was effective in 16 cases. A cutaneous eruption was
developed in 78 per cent of the inoculations. This percentage is greater
than is usually reported, but, as suggested by Dr. Keiffer, these eruptions are easily overlooked unless patiently looked for during convalescence. The most common form in adults was urticaria, appearing from
five to fourteen days after inoculation; the wheals small, sharply elevated
and piDkish red, prominent in the morning and usually faded by evening. A bright diffuse erythema was common among the children. In
one exceptional case the eruption consisted of maculre and firm, hard
papules covering the whole surface and lasting about six days. Joint
symptoms, consisting of stiffness and weakness and in a few instances
tenderness and swelling, were observed in 35 per cent of the cases.
It is to be regretted that the true character of some of the cases
reported from Fort Omaha is _involved in doubt, inasmuch as the bacillus of diphtheria was not found in any one of four tubes sent to the
Army Medical Museum for verification, although it was present in two
out of three slides that were submitted. It is probable that the cases
include some pyogenic infections. The report has a value, however,
from the careful detail of tbe symptoms in all the cases, and from its
observations on the results of antitoxin inoculations for immunization.
Capt. G. M. Wells reported from Fort Mason, Cal., a case of fatal
paralysis in a child sequent to diphtheria, which bad been treated with
antitoxin. This remedy was not used until the sixth or seventh day
of the disease, when the membrane covering the soft p ala,te extended
into the posterior nares and all over the throat as low down as could
be seen. There was a profuse foul discharge from t)le nose; the tonsHs
and glands of the neck were greatly swollen and tender, causing much
difficulty in swallowing. The child was weak and stupid; temperature,
101°, and pulse 160, weak, irregular, and thready. A slight improvement was observed after the inj ection of 1:0 c. c. containing 600 au ti toxin
immunizing units. This was manifested by lessened temperature, sleep,
detachment of scales from the lips and of membrane from the throat,
and an improved pulse rate. On ·the second day after the injection the
improvement was marked, and on the fourth day the throat was clean,
the tonsils receding, the glands getting soft, the nasal clischarg~ almo~t
gone and tbe color and general appearance good. Recovery atter this
was gradual but full and complete. For a week the child played about
the house a~d, aside from some pallor and loss of flesh, looked as well
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as it ever did; but it now began to have some difficulty iu walking~
falling down at times without apparent cause. On examination the
left lower extremity was found to be paretic, the flexors of the thigh
and the extensors of the leg being most affected. Later the paresis
became aggravated into a condition little short of actual paralysis,
affecting' both lower extremities, the muscles of the back and those of
the neck, and the soft palate became involved so that regurgitation
followed the effort to swallow liquids. The child died on the twelfth
day after the development of the paresis. The sphincters remained
free and the bowels and bladder were evacuated natura1Iy and regularly. The face and upper extremities were at no time involved. The
color was dark and for a day or two before death very livid; but the
respiratory system was not affected. Death was occasioned by cardiac
exhaustion; and, in the opinion of Dr. W--ells, the antitoxin was an active
agent in its production, acting either as the primary factor or as a powerful secondary one.
·
But in view of the larger experience of medical officers at other posts
during the year, it is not possible to subscribe to Dr. Wells's opinion.
The frequency of paretic symptoms as a sequel of diphtheria was known
before the 11se ofantitoxin. Their frequencyin diphtheritic cases treated
by antitoxin is manifested in some of the experiences above recorded,
but its absence in those cases in which the antitoxin was used for
prophylactic purposes is equally manifest, and is of value in placing
the causation of the paralyses on the diseased processes. In this connection the following cases, one by Maj. P. F. Harvey, Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y., the other by Maj. L. M. Maus, Fort Sam Houston, Tex.,
are of interest:
Majo1' Harvey's case.-Private Webster was taken sick March 5, 1896, and admitted
to hospital the same date, with acute tonsillitis affecting both sides. His symptoms
were carefully observed and his throat frequentlj7 examined . At no time did his
tonsils or pharynx exhibit the slightest evidence of a false membrane. The case was
to all appearances one of simple inflammation. He was returned to duty March 26
cured. On April 3, 1896, he was again admitted to hospital and then presented
symptoms of influenza, which at that date was prevailing in the command. He
remained under treatment five days, and was then returned to duty April 8 apparently cured.
·
His next admission to hospital was on April 17, 1896, when lie had a return of tonsillitis. On April 25 the local disturbance had so far improved as to be regarded as
cured; but at about that date symptoms of paralysis of the throat began to be
developed, and his ocular muscles exhibited marked functional impairment. Attempts
at swallowing liquids were accompanied by regurgitation of a portion of the :tluid.
through his nose and he complained of diµlopia. At about the same time he began
to show signs of general muscular weakness, and on May 2 m a.rked symptoms of
paraplegia were discovered. A thorough test of his coordination of movement, his
sensory and motor powers, and of his reflexes showed grave impairment of his nervous system, and especially of the conducting apparntus of the cord. There was complete loss of the pate1lar r eflex, impaired cutaneous sensibility, muscular coordination,
and power of locomotion. His symptoms rapidly increased until he became unable
to walk alone; bis legs became almost ·u seless and he remained in bed or stood up
only by the aid of crutches. The triple elix ir, with electricity, gave no benefit.
F,arly in June be was put upon nitrate of silver, and as soon as he had been taking
it long enough to obtain its constitutional effects he began to improve, and at the
pre ent date the prospect of spee<l.y recovery is good.
\Ve have here a case of grave constitutional involvement of the nervous system
proceeding either from a local inflammation of the throat or from a mild attack of
epidemic influenza, unle s it is as~umed that the apparent local throat tronble was
tho e:s:pre sion of a con titutional affection. There was no diphtheria at the post nor
in the Yillage at the time, and no other case of inflammation I have ever witnessed
has been followed b y seqnelm in any way resembling those of this case. Altogether
the case is unique in my experience.
Majo1· Maus's case.-Acute mnltiple neuritis (bilateral) resulting from an attack
of diphtheria.
Private rewmann, Battery F, Third Artillery, American, aged 20, was admitted
to hospital } ebnrnry 24:, 1896, snffering from sensory and motor disturbances of hoth
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upper and lower extremities. He had been under treatmeut in the post hospital
from December 3 to 28, 1895, for a serious attack of diphtheria, contracted in San
Antonio, the disease being quite prevalent there at that time. His condition on
admittance was as follows: Numbness and delayed sensation of both feet and legs
as high as the knees, and both hands and arms as high as the elbowo. The paresthesia almost amounted to complete anesthesia. With the eyes diverted he was
uncertain as to whether a pin was introduced into his 8kin or not. Complete loss of
tactile sensation; also paresthesia of the chest surfaces; paresis of the fl.exors and
extensors of both upper and•lower extremities, with complete loss of the cutaneous
and tenclinous reflexes. The gait was shuffling and uncertain; he could move slowly,
dragging his feet along, exhibiting marked paresis of the extensors. The skin was
cold and moist over the affected areas. The line of demarcation between the parts
affected and the noninvaded areas was well marked by the sensory symptoms and
the surface coldness just referred to. He was suffering from no special pain or
increase of temperature. The thermometer recorded 99° under the tongue, and the
heart beat was slightly under 100, the latter probably resulting from exerci~e in
reaching the hospital. Diminished electro-contractility was also noted, with marked
pain upon the application of the Faradic current.
·
The patient's statement is as follows: He first experienced a sense of weight and
heaviness of feet and hands which was quickly followed by numbness and tingling
of the same parts about three weeks before entrance into hospital. The numbness
began in the toes, extending to the ankles and :finally to the knees within a few days.
About one week after the numbness started in the toes it began in the fingers and
rapidly extended to the elbows. There was more or less pain, though not severe,
from which he concluded that he was suffering from rheumatism. It appears that
the attack was not preceded by fever. Motor disturbance began when the numbness
ascended as high as the ankles, and hE'I was hardly able to walk when it had reached
the knees. He states that during drill he could scarcely grasp the corporaPs hand
(he being No. 3) when the order ''prepare to mount" was given, and was unable to
grasp the trail of the piece at the order "prepare to limber or unlimber." Private
Newmann is quite young. He had during the past year been in the hospital several
times, and being sensitive failed to present himself for treatment until he could go
no longer. The similarity of symptoms between multiple neuritis (polyneuritis) and
ascending paralysis (Landry's disease) frequently renders a diagnosis difficult, and
indeed, according to certain authorities, quite impossible at times. I would infer
from the literature of the subject that there are some who regard these diseases as
identical. Both diseases are certainly quite uncommon in general practice, and
extremely so among soldiers. I do not recall a single case of either before in my
army experience. Upon the patient.'s admittance into the hospital, therefore, the
question as to the true nature of the disease naturally presented itself, whether we
had a Landry or n case of multiple neuritis to deal with. It will be observed from a
comparison of the following two columns that a marked similarity in the symptoms
of the two diseases exists, sufficiently distinct, however, when the two diseases are
typical cases, for a diagnosis :
Acute multiple neuritis.

Ac·ute ascending pa1·alysis (Landry)

The disease usually begins suddenly
Slight fever :first few days, pains in
with fever and symptoms of an acute toes, fingers, and back first few days,
infectious disease; is accompanied by accompanied by weariness and general
sharp burning or tearing pains. This is discomfort. Sensory symptoms usually
soon followed by sensory symptoms, such absent, though slight tingling, numbness,
as formication, tingling of toes and fin- and byperresthesia liave been observed
gers, and numbness which advances into in toes and fingers. Actual paralysis
paresthesia or complete anresthesia of soon supervenes, involving feet, legs,
the affected parts. Paresis of the flexors thighs, arms, and trunk. The muscles
and extensors of the arms and legs soon of articulation, deglutition, and respiramerges into complete paralysis. There tion a.re generally affected. The paralyis loss of or diminished Faradic contrac- sis may begin in upper extremities. The
tility. The paralysis as a rule extends patellar reflexes are sometimes obliterfrom legs to arms before the trunk is ated. Electrical reaction remains norinvaded. Coldness of the surfaces of mal. No trophic changes occur in musthe affected parts is a prominent symp- cles, skin, nails, or hair. Death may
tom in multiple neuritis. The later occur within a few days or the disease
symptoms are trophic changes in muscles continue for 1Uonths and patient finally
affected, skin, nails, and hair. (Edema recover.
of the hands and feet, albuminuria and
enlarged spleen. The patient may dio
in a week from paralysis of the respiratory muscles, or the disease may terminate in recovery after weeks or months.
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It will be observed from a comparison of the two diseases that many of the symptoms are common. As a rule, there is a marked difference in the sensory symptoms:
Numbness, tingling, formication, paresthesia, and anesthesia are always present in
multiple neuritis and rarely so in ascending paralysis. 'l'he disease usually begins
with fever and simulates the a~tack of an acute infectious disease in the former,
which is not the case with the latter. This was not the case with Private Newmann.
The electrical reactions are different in the two disea,ses and trophic changes do not
occur in ascending paralysis. The paralysis in multiple neuritis usually begins in
the feet and legs, then advances to hands and arms: In ascending paralysis the
paralysis extends from legs to trunk before arms are involved; this symptom is variable. However, there are many exceptions to be noted, both in the march of the
paralysis and as weil in the sensory symptoms. Both diseases may terminate
fatally within a few days from paralysis of the respiratory muscles or both go on to
a tedious recovery. When sensory symptoms are present in ascending paralysis, the
diagnosis between that disease and multiple neuritis becomes very difficult.
Irfacute multiple neuritis we find degeneration of the medullary sheath and.axis
cylinders of the nerve fibers. At first we find them swollen, divided into segments
of a semifiuid consistency. In more severe cases the medullary sheath is broken up
into fine granules of fat or.molecular debris, which is absorbed. The axis cylinders
may not only be swollen, but also changed into a granular mass which may be
completely absorbed, so that an empty sheath of Schwann alone remains as a trace
of a former nerve fiber. As recovery occurs, regeneration of the nerve fibers takes
place. Dr. Starr is authority for the above pathological statements.
In acute ascending paralysis we find myelitis of the motor tracts of the cord of
the anterior gray matter and part of the medulla oblongata. The myelitis may
chiefiv be of the antero-lateral columns in the cervical and dorsal regions (Zenner).
Hun states that Landry's disease, without sensory or bulbar symptoms, must be
regarded as a clinical entity for which no corresponding lesion has yet been
discovered.
The following history of this interesting case bas been taken from the hospital
records: The general condition of the patient remained excellent. His mind was
clear, was free from pain when undisturbed, appet~te _excellent, a,ncl he slept we~l.
The paralysis of arms and legs became complete w1thm several days after admittance. Numbness and anesthesia of the affected parts rnmained unchanged until
March 31 when slight symptoms of returning sensations were observed. About this
time he suffered considerable pain in the kneejoints. The temperature, taken
morning and evening, was normal, and pulse rate r anged from 60 to 84. March 4,
hyperesthesia over arms and legs was complained of. The patient stated that he
experienced a sensation similar to striking the ulnar nerve over elbow joint whenever anything_touched his skin. He suffered from extremely cold hands and feet
during first three weeks after admittance into hospital, so much so that the application of bot-water bottles became necessary for week~. He was allowed to sit up
March 23, and was rolled about in an invalid chair. There were no marked changes
in motor or sensory disturbances until March 27, when the sensation of numbness
and hyperesthesia suddenly disapp eared.
Patient began to walk with a shuffling gait on April 5, and at this time had slight
Mntrol over the extensors ancl fiexors. There was still complete loss of the skin and
patellar reflexes and more or less diminished loss of Paradic contractility. His anal
and vesical sph in cters remaiu ed unimpaired throus-hout entire sickness. The treatment con isted of good, nutritious diet, applications of heat, and iodine painted
over affected parts; later iodid of potassium and electricity. Walking had
improved by .April 16, but he still experienced delayed sensation over both feet,
legs, bands, and arms. More or less paresis of the flexors and extensors existed.
States that his sense of touch is keeuer in right arm and left leg than left arm and
right leg at this date. On April 24 he had better control over fiexion and extension
of both upper and lower extrem ities. States that there is l ess delayed sensation in
left arm and right leg than in opposite arm and leg. Patient on April 28 was able
to walk naturally, but still experienced slight delay in sensation over the affected
parts. He says he is able to perform his duty. I regard the case as virtually recovered and but for the r emoval of a congenitally elongated prepuce, which was done
April 25, I would return him to duty.

Some medical officers are outspoken in their estimate of the value of
the treatment by antitoxin. Every year for several year back at West
Point, . Y., an outbreak of diphtheria has occurred, with terribly
fatal effect in one or two families in the laundress' quarters. During
the pa t year the expected outbreak occurred in one set of quarters.
Three out of :five in the family were affected, treated with antitoxin,
and recover cl; while two children fully exposed and treated for immu-
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nization escaped attack. In one of the cases there was post-diphtherial
paralysis of the vocal cords, with great difficulty of swallowing and
double vision from paralysis of the internal rectus, these sequelre lasting about twenty days. Capt. Charles F. Mason remarks on his experience at this station as follows:
The antitoxin useclin these cases was Aronson's, imported by Schering. The points
of special interest to me were:
1. The efficjency of the remecly as a preventive measure even after there had been
exposure for several days; heretofore, notwithstanding prompl and complete isolation (without the use of antitoxin), every child who had been exposed contracted the
disease.
2. The marked remedial efficiency even when used late in one of the worst cases I
ever saw.
3. The fact that the antitoxin apparently in no way affected the development of
post-diphtheritic paralysis.
From my own observation now in about fo-qrteen bad caAes, I think there can be
'no reasonable doubt that the antitoxin is a most valuable remedy for diphtheria.
Since I have been at this post I have treated nine severe cases of diphtheria with the
antitoxin with no death; during the preceding three years at the same post there
were eleven cases treated without antitoxin with six deaths.

The beneficial effects of prophylactic treatment are also seen in the
followjug report by Capt. W. H. Arthur, Fort Myer, Va.:
I have the honor to submit the following special report of the unsuccessful use of
antitoxin in the treatment of a case of malignant diphtheria, and the apparently
successful immunization of five children living in the same house.
The case treated (a well-nourished boy three years and three mouths old) was one
of the children of Private William Platt, Troop A, Sixth Cavalry. The family occupies a small house of two rooms and an attic, about half a mile from the post, and I
was not called to see the case until the morning preceding the child's death, January 15, 1896. As soon as possible antitoxin was procured from W. S. Thompson, of
Washington, D. C., and culture media and swabs from the Army Medical Museum,
Major Reed, surgeon, U. S. A., kindly furnishing the latter and making and examining the cultures, which were pronounced by him, the following day, to be from a
case of diphtheria.
The patient was far gone when :first seen, the fauces, posterior wall of pharynx,
and palate being covered with a very thick, tough exudate, which was already
encroaching upon the air passages. Very little hope was entertained of this patient's
recovery, and as there were five other children of ages varying from 3 to 12 years living in the same room with the patient, the cha.nces of preventing the spread of the
infection seemed very small. The healthy children were immediately removed to
another room and each child given hypodermica.lly 150 to 250 immunizing units of
Behring's antitoxin at 7 p. m. At the same time the dying child was given 400 units,
but by this time it was almost in articulo mortis and died at 1.30 a. m.
A rigid quarantine was at once established, which .was wiJlingly and effectively
maintained by the parents; the house, and especially the room in which the child had
died, thoroughly cleaned, and the carpet and bedding used in that room destroyed
by burning. It is now twenty clays since the death of the patient. The children are
still kept from school, but up to date not a symptom of diphtheria has a,p peared in
any one of the :five, though three have had mild attacks of rubella in the interval
(this disease being somewhat prevalent here at present).
Of course no conclusion of any value can be drawn from this one family, but that
:five children of susceptible age should entirely escape infection under these circumstances certainly seems sufficiently remarkable to warrant a short special report, and
it is quite reasonable to suppose that without the use of antitoxin the infection of
one or more of the children so freely exposed was almost inevitable. The antitoxin
furnished was that made by Lucius & Bruning, of Hoechst, Germany, approved by
Behring & Ehrlich.
TYPHOID FEVER.

One hundred and mne cases, 13 of which were fatal, were reported
during the calendar year. This is an improvement on the average
annual prevalence and fatality of the preceding ten years, 138.5 cases,
of which 19.2 were fatal. Of the cases during· the past year, 12 per
cent were fatal, and the mortality per thousand of strength wa 0.4 ·
This latter rate can not be considered llighi as it is exceeded by the
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typhoid mortality rate of most of our cities, notwithstanding the great
susceptibility of soldiers on account of the predominance of young
men iu the ranks.
The largest number of cases at any one post was 28, at Fort Sam
Houston, Tex. Nine cases were reported from Fort Thomas, Ky., and
7 each from Fort Leavenworth,_ Kans., Fort Washakie, Wyo., and troops
in the field. Four cases were reported from two posts, 3 from six posts,
2 from four, and 1 each from sevente·eu posts.
Oases of this fever with obscure causation so frequently occur in our
Army that many medical officers have ceased to look for a previous case,
and endeavor instead to determine the insanitary conditions present in
the case under consideration, but not present in other and unaffected
parts of the command. In severa.l instances of late years a damp, foul,
and unventilated condition of the space between the floor and the sur:
face of the soil in buildings that have no cellar or basement bas been
regarded with s.uspicion as connected with the propagation of typhoid
fever. A case of this kind was reported during the past year from
Fort Meade, 8. Dak. A man belonging to Troop B, Eighth Cavalry,
on duty at the post for over a year, was detailed in January as assistant
cook in the company kitchen, and eighteen days thereafter he was taken
into hospital and suffered from a characteristic attack of typhoid fever.
He had slept during the period of this detail in a small closet-like room
communicating by an open doorway with the kitchen, and which at this
season was regarded aH a desirable sleeping room on account of its
warmth. The floors, tables, utensils, etc., in the kitchen and its offroom were scrupulously clean, but while inspecting during the process
of cleaning up for weekly inspection Capt. W. W. R. Fisher found the
floor cleaning effected by flushing with hot water, scrubbing, and getting
rid of the water through a hole in the flooring. The earth underneath
had a surface layer 6 inches in depth of soft, foul-smelling muck, and
the air from this fermenting soil was drawn into the building by the
interior warmth. Provision was immediately made for cleaning and
ventilating this subfloor space, repairing the flooring, and altering the
method of cleaning up for inspection.
Many Army medical officers, indeed, look with favor on the theory
of a de novo evolution of the typhoid-fever germ from saprophytes in
the soil as the only method of accounting for the occurrence of cases
during :field service when the troops have been operating in unsettled
parts of the country for weeks before the febrile attack became manifest. Capt. G. E. Bushnell, iu the following admirable discussion of
the subject, gives expression to the views which are held by many in
the Army:
It appears to be generally assumed by recent writers that typhoid fever is always
due to infection from previous cases of the disease. The possibility that the disease
can be caused by contamination of the water supply with unorganized filth poisons,
as was formerly claimed, is no longer to be admitted. But the que tion as to the de
novo origin of typhoid fever is not settled by the <l.iscovery of the typhoid bacillus.
It simply pre ents itself in another form, viz, Do a few generations separate the. peci.fi.c typhoid bacillus from the harmless saprophytes which it so closely resembles,
or dicl the evolution take place once for all in the indefinitely remote pa t, as is generally taken for granted~ The importance to practical sanitation of a positive
answer to this question is obvious.
ince bacteriology ha a. yet thrown little lio-ht
upon it, and since the difficulties in the way of laboratory investigations of the ubject appear to be great, it is neces.-ary to appeal to clinical experience ancl to collect
fact , if any such exist, which shall show that typhoid fever can originate without
an infection through human a,o-en y.
A l arge number of cases of typhoid fever have occnrred in which the infection
could not be traced satisfactorily to a previous ca e.
uch case in the country or
in small towns are generally explained by various more or less forced assumptions,
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such as infection of the water supply directly or indirectly through the privy vault
by the excreta of unknown persons, by the conta.mination of the ground water from
considera?l.e distanc_es, by the e_xistence of typho~d ~acilli for years in clung heaps,
etc. In cities supplied by public water systems 1t 1s of course easy to account for
typhoid by supposing contamination of the streams which fill the reservoirs. Under
the conditions of civilized life the absolute exclusion of contaminations of the water
or milk supply is very difficult. It is therefore desirable to study the disease in
isolated communities, remote from civilization, in order that the possiliility of specifie infection from other cases of the disease may be reduced to a minim nm. For
tbis purpose the Rocky Mountain region affords a favorable field of observatiou. I
therefore respectfully submit the following report, in which I have briefly recorded
my experience with typhoid fever, especially as r espects the etiology of the disease,
during nine vears of service in the Rocky Mountain region, six years of which were
spent in Wyoming.
.
While on duty at Fort Ellis, Mont., in the summer of 1882, two patients were sent
to the hospital of that post suffering with a continued fever. These men, civilians
attached to General Sheri<lan's pack train, bad fallen sick in the region between Fort
Washakie and the National P ark after having been r emote from civilization for a
period of several weeks. Both patients weresickfor abontthree weeks after admission to the hospital. Their fever was continuous, with uuimportant oscillations.
Both were obstinately constipated. .One was conscious throughout; the other
seemed apathetic, but answered questions rationally. On convalescence it appeared
that he had no recollection of what had happened during his illness. Thi s meager
account is given from memory, no notes having been preserved of these cases. But
it wHl suffice to indicate the fact that in "mountain fever,)) of which disease these
cases were thought by local physicians to be typical examples, there are practically
no pathognomonic symptoms. Another case was subsequently admitted to the hospital in the same season-that of a young gentleman who had been taken sick while
traveling in the National Park. He bad a fever characterized by extreme oscillations of temperature, otherwise no symptom except those belonging to a fehrile
movement; was conscious, and, in fact, acutely worried abont himself, being provided
with a clini cal thermometer with which he took his own temperature frequently.
He was nearly convalescent upon arrival, and the case is only mentioned here as a
case of fever which could be classed at! mountain fever, and the infection of which
was probably receivecl from a mountain stream
In May, 1888, I reported for duty at Camp Pilot Butte, Wyoming. This camp is
situated in the town of Rock ~prings. Coal mining is the only industry of Rock
Springs. The popnlation, consisting chiefly of miners, numbered about 3,000, and
was rapidly increasing. There i& no sewerage system. Privies are in use for the
excreta. vVash water is thrown upon the ground. The town derives its name from
two springs in its vicinity. One of these springs is of fair water, but is too small
to supply more than the two neighboring houses. The other is a sulphur water,
undrinkable at first ou account of its nauseous taste. However, the gas with which
it is charged escapes aft.er prolonged exposure to the air, and the owner of the spring
supplied a few fami lies with water during the whole of my service at Camp Pilot
Butte. The soil water being very deeply situated wells are unknown in Rock
Springs, and the water supply of the town comes from Green River, 15 miles distant
to the west, being obtained directly from that stream and pumpecl through pipes to
Ro ck Springs. A reservoir has been constructed on the neighboring- hills at a place
well removed from contaminating influences. This reservoir is, however, used
chiefly as a reserve supply in ease of accidents to the pipe line, the water in daily
u se beillg supplied directly from the pipes. In 1888 the water had been brought into
only a few houses. The great majority of the inhabitants were snpplied'with water
by a water wagon which was filled at a hydrant. This water was preserved for uso
in water barrels, which, for the sake of coolne sand because of the small size of the
habitations, were almost universally kept out of doors, covered only by a wooden lid.
On my ari:,ival at Rock Springs I learned that t yphoid fever had prevailed almost
as an epidemic during the previous summer. At th at time, the waterworks not being
completed, the town had Leen supplied with water b y means of a water trai n , which
was filled sometimes from Green River and sometimes at a small station to the east
ward, known as the Point of Rocks. I know nothing of the character of the water
which is found at the latter place. Although the population of the town was steadily
increasing, the number of cases of typhoid fev er in 1888 was much les than.that of
1887. In 1889 there was, I think, a somewhat smaller number of cases than m 188 .
In the summer of 1890 the number of cases was considerably less. By this time many
new houses bad Leen built, and these and the majority of the older houses wen~ sup plied with water pipes. The number of water barrels in use was correspo:1dmgly
dhpinished. The miners received medical attendance from a physician appomted by
the Union Pacdic Rail way Company. If patients, in this physician 's j_udgmen~ were
sick enough to demand it, they could be transferred to the Union Pacific hospital at
WAR 96- VOL J--28
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Denver, and a majority of the typhoid fever cases were so transferred. The'' company doctor" during the first part of my service at Rock Springs was a homeopathiist, and did uot enjoy the confidence of the miners. Hence it happened that Ihad
many cases of typhoid fever under my charge, and on several occasions during
absences of this physician and of his successor I saw nearly all of the cases of that
disease then under treatment in the town. During the three years of my stay at
Rock Springs I saw, therefore, a large number of cases in the aggregate, but many
of them for only brief periods. No cases of typhoid fever occur in Rock Springs
dnring the winter and spring. In ,June, at the time the river was swollen and turbid
from the melting of the snows upon the mountains, cases of fever began to appear
which were of two types.
In the first the patient complained of weakness, Joss of appetite, and constipation.
His tongue was coated with a white, moist fur. He stated that he slept more heavily
than usual. There was no tenderness in the abdomen. The temperature was elevated two or three degrees above the normal. After a few days' rest the patient
recovered his usual health. This affection resembled an ordinary bilious attack
due to slight gastroduodenal catarrh. I generally treated it with small doses of
calomel and quinine. It was not apparently shortened in its course by massive
doses of the latter drug. In the second type the patient complained of sleepless- ,
ness as well as of weakness and loss of appetite. Sometimes constipation, more
frequently diarrhea, was present. His tongue was coated with a dry, yellowish fur.
His facies indicated a severer affection than that of the first type. Tenderness ancl
gurgling were sometimes detected in the right iliac region. In short, the second
class presented the usual symptoms of incipient typhoid fever, and that disease was
shown to be present by the subsequent course of the malady. In one case the
patient, a young Irishman, had been absent on a hunting trip for a few days and
returned sick. He presented the symptoms detailed above as characteristic of the
first type-heavy sleep, constipation, and a white, moist fur upon the tongue. I
consequently gave a good prognosis, and visited him but twice. His fever disappeared after about three days and he was apparently well for three days more, then
the fever returned, he became sleepless, and the disease pursued the usual course of
typhoid fever with a fatal termination from intestiual hemorrhage. I was at first
incli:Qed to regard what I have called the first type of fever as an entirely distinct
disease from typhoid fever. But greater experience showed that such cases only
occurred at the beginning of the typhoid fever season. I therefore came to regard
them as abortive cases of that disease, and the other physicians of Rock Springs held
the same views as to their nature.
There is no absolute proof, however, that they were due to typhoid infection. I
knew of no case in which typhoid fever developed after complete recovery from an
attack of the kind described. But owing to the.migratory character of the population and the brevity of the period of observation, such n egative testimony is of
little value. On tbe other band, there is a little evidence (one case) that the Green
River water may produce febrile attacks not of the nature of typhoid, since one
attack does not protect against a recurrence, yet due probably to some organized
poison because 'preventable by boiling the water. A physician coming to the Rocky
Mountain region on account of the health of bis wife, who had pulmonary phthisis,
was attacked by a continued fever which lasted several weeks and was called malarial. This happened at Idaho Springs, Colo., at an altitude of 7,000 to 8,000 feet.
He afterwards removed to Rock Springs, where his wife died of typhoid fever.
While in Rock Springs he had repeated febrile attll,cks, with symptoms similar to
those of the cases called abortive typhoid, which be regarded as malarial and treated
with quinine. Finally he made a practice of invariably boiling the wrLter used for
drinking, and these attacks at once ceased. The individual cases of typhoid fever
differed much in their symptoms and in the course of the disease. But two distinct
types could be distinguished. In the one were high fever, cephalalgia, epistaxis,
bronchial congestion, diarrhea, tympanites, iliac tenderness and gurgling, swea.ting, ·
rose-colored spots, sometimes delirium, sometimes intestinal hemorrha_ge and perforation. The prognosis was not good.. It was a very dangerous d.isease, with a high
mortality, whether treated. at Rock Springs or in the hospital at Denver. In the
other the fever was not so hi~h, the sleeplessness rarely so marked as in the first
type. The bowels were constipated. In many case there were hardly any symptoms except those of any continued febrile movement. The patient lay for weeks,
perfectly rational, sleeping fairly well, and thinking that he was hungry and trong
enongh to tz;et up, until experiment bowed him that neither wa true. The prognosis was good. I never knew a patient with such symptoms to die. In both types,
but especiall. the second, relapse were extraordiuarily frequent, but in my experience never terminated fatally. The condition of the bowels was the important
point in the dis inction between the two types and in &'eneral in the prognosis of
the disease. In the constipated ca es the lesions of the rnte. tine probably did not
advance to ulceration. The cases of the second type were indistinguishable from
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those of ii mountain fever,n described at the beginning of this report. Since the
cases of mountain fever and of typhoid fever occurred in patients who were UL,:er
the same external conditions in every respect, and at the same time, there can be no
doubt that the two types represent simply different degrees of virulence of the
same poison, and that ·the mountain fever which occurs sporadically in the wilderness is just as certainly a mild typhoid fever as if the infection from which it
results could be directly traceJ. to antecedent cases of the typical disease. It was
noticed that as the season advanced the cases of the second type, the mountainfever cases, b'ecame fewer, until finally the new cases were all of the first type. The
- first sharp frost, while unfavorable for the cases already sick, at once put an end to
the infection.
·
The surroundings of Camp Pilot Butte were unfavorable. The reservation is
small and surrounded by houses . Many cases of typhoid fever in civilians occurred
within a stone's throw of the hospital and the company barracks. Yet but two
cases of typhoid fever occurred among the soldiers during the three years of my
service at that camp. The first case-that of a private of the Hospital Corps, of the
second type-terminated favorably, the only peculiar feature being a severe laryngitis. The second case was t,hat of a private of Company A, Seventh Infantry, who,
having obtained a furlough, worked in a settlement known as Hopkinsville, 4 miles
to the southwest from Rock Springs, where there was a small coal mine. (This
place was supplied with water mainly by water wa~on from Rock Springs, but
there was a spring of poor water near the village.) This man, returning sick, gave
up his furlough and was admitted to hospital, where he died after a brief illness.
The autopsy, the only one I was able to secure in Rock Springs, showed Jarge and
numerous ulcerations of the small intestine, quite typical of typhoitl fever. There
was no typhoid fever in the officers' families durit1g my service at the camp, except
one case, the infection of which was undoubtedly incurred in Portland, Oreg. The
camp was supplied with water by pipes. The officers all boiled their drinking
water. The enlisted men did not.
I do not know the facts concerning the epidemic of 1887 with sufficient definiteness to be able to discuss its origin. The water cars, it is easy to see, mjght lrnve
become infected with the specific poison. If that did not occur, the conditions under
which the water was kept in the water . tanks of the train were favorable for the
growth of bacteria. The question that interests us now in tho inquiry as to the
causes of the prevalence of typhoid fever in the years 1888, 1889, and 1890 is: Was the
infection in those years the same as that of 188n In other words, did the specific
bacilli survive the winters and awaken into renewed activity at the arrival of warm
weather, The absence of wells and sewers simplifies the problem. The specific
bacilJus must have lived, if it survived at all, in the privy vaults, in the houses,
in the water barrels, or upon the ground . Since there was practically no ~round
water we may dismiss the privy vaults from consideration as sources of infection. If
the bacilli had survived in the warmed houses, winter infection with the fever could
not have been absolutely unknown . The same is true of the w ater barrels, which
were, moreover, exposed to considerable variations of temperature, alternate freezings and tbawings during three or four months, which would probably have killed
a bacillus which had developed as a parasite. The soil of Rock Springs is a clay
almost impervious to water except after proJonged soaking. Hence, water poured
upon the soil flows over its surface without penetrating to any de1)th. The winter
climate is clear and bright. Many days are really warm in the sun, but the nights
are always cold. The diathermancy of the atmosphere is so great t:p.at melting occurs
upon the surfaces exposed to the sun's rays even when the temperature of the afr is
low. Hence the scanty snows are quickly dissipated and the grouncl is usually, for
the most part, dusty during the winter. If the typhoid bacilli are contained in
watery fluids poured upon tho ground, they are therefore promptly desiccated and
blown away into the desert by the violent winds, or if supplied with moisture are
exposed to such great and repeated alternations of temperature in the winter that
they must quickly lose their vitality. These considerations, as well as the fact that
the fever never develope(l until June, warrant, I think, the conclusion that the bacilli
which caused the summer infection were not the direct descendants of the pathogenic bacilli of the previous season.
An infection renewed each season independently of previous years must ha,ve been
brought from without. Milk could not have been the means of conveying it. M~lk
was not brought in from the surrounding country. Moreover, milk was an exl?ens1 v_e
luxury in Rock f,prings, and the majority of the typhoid pati ents did notnse it until
they fell sick. I know personally that the famiJies of the milkmen had uo cases of
typhoid fever and that the milk was weJl cared for. Hence, by a proce s ~f exclusion we reach' the conclusion that the water was the vehicle by which the poison was
carried. This is provecl by the fact that IJO one who drank boiled water :was attacJrncl
by t1:e disease. It might bo obj~cted. to this that the persons who excrc~secl suffic1 1'.t
foresight to take this precaution would naturally be of the better class, rno1e
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·comfortably lodged, better fed, less liable to exhaustion from overwork or dissipation,
:and therefore less readily infected. Thiti is true so far as the Caucasian population
·of Rock Springs is concerned. But no case of typhoid fever was ever known among
the Chinese. These numbered about 500, aud were almost exclusively miners. They
were of slight, physique, and their food was insufficient for hard labor, according to
our standards, consisting chiefly of rice, with small amounts of chicken, pork, and
dried fish. The disease bas been known to occur iu the Chinese, showing that there
is no ra.cial immunity. The Chinese of Rock Springs lived crowded together in small
cabins. All the waste water frow washing and cooking was discharged through a
drain from their kitchens upon the immediately surrounding ground, with the result
that large heaps of fetid muck accumulated about their houses. Their privies were
of the most primitive character, and near the houses. All circumstances were favorable for an epidemic, except that everything which they ate was taken hot from the
stove, and that they drank only boiled water, in the form of weak tea. Another
possible source of infection should not, however, be passed over in silence, viz, the
swallowing of the dried bacilli with the dust. Dust storms were frequent and
8evere, and as the contamination of the surface of the ground with the various discharges of the typhoid fever patients must have been frequent, the inhalation of the
typhoid bacillus must have occurred. We can not, of course, always fix upon the
precise source of infection in a given case, but since everybody who drank boiled
water escaped the disease, the inference is a fair one that aerial infection was at
least not common. But if the ·dust was not a direct source of infection, it is less
cert.ain that it did not contribute indirectly to the virulence of the disease.
In the summer of 1888, when the population was almost entirely dependent upon
water barrels for their supply of water, there was a large number of cases of typhoid
fever. As bas already been stated, there was a diminution of the number of fever
cases, with at the same time a rapid increase in population, in tl.Je two succeeding
summers, and at the same time the number of water barrels in use was rapidly
diminishing. It was clearly apparent that the water from the water barrels was
nrnch more likely to communicate typhoid. fever than that taken directly from the
pipes. This water being stagnant and comparatively wnrm, afforded favorable conditions for the multiplication of the bacilli, and the greater danger of infection from
it is thus easily explained. But anothei: fact was also noticeable, the reason for
which is not so obvious, which was that cases of typhoid fever wern much more
numerous in the eastern tllan in the western p art of the town. I endeavored at one
time to account for this fact by the supposition that the infection reached the water
barrels through t.he agency of the dust; that as the winds which caused the dust
;storms were almost al ways from the west the eastern part of tho town received the
,dust contaminated with the t yphoid poison in greater quantity. The possibility
"that the infection was thus scattered can not be denied. Another fact, however,
interesting in this connection, was presented to my attention too late for full investigation. Holding as I did the belief that the dust carried the specific poison, I was
surprised at the inrnrnnit,y from typhoid fever of a large family which occupied a
house in the center of the worst plague spot in the town, and which was dependent
upon a water barrel for their water. The moth er informed me once incidentally
that none of the family had ever had the fever, and ascribed their freedom from the
disease to the fact that they obtained their water from the sulphur spring mentioned
above. The owner of this spring stated upon my inquiry that no one who used
water from that spring bad ever had "the fever." If we accept this, we must conclude that the poison was rarely brought by the dust, and that the a gency of the
latter, if it was of influen ce at aH, was simpl y that of a carrier of organic material,
which by affording pabnlnm to the baciili already present in the water from Green
River enabled them to develop greater v irulence. That the infection was present in
the water as delivered in Rock Springs by the water company is shown by the fact
that cases of typhoid fever continll"d to occur, though with diminished. frequency,
among those who drew their drinking water directly from the pipes.
Green River rises by severa,1 branches in the mountains of north western Wyoming,
and runs through an almost uninhabHed region until it reaches the town of Green
R iver. Like all the streams of the Rocky Mountain region , it is exposed, especially
in the spring, to contamination with organic substances from tho deacl bodies of
cattle, which, when starving, seek the shdter of the thickets on the river banks
during the winter, and clie there. The water is qnite hard, showing the pre ence of
an nnnsual amount of mineral salts for a surface water. '£he town of Green River
ha a population of perhaps 1,200 inhabitants almost all rf who1u are connected in
ome way with the Union Pacific Railway. This town i supplied with water by the
ame company which supplies Rock Springs. No houses are situated on the river
bank above the intake f the water system. The people are of a better cla s than
the miner of Rock pring , better lodged and fed, and not subject to imch ~rduous
toil. The house are for the most part supplied with water pipes. T,vpf101d fever
occurs here in patients who ·ould not h&,ve been irifected . lsewhereJ but it is much
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less common than in Rock Springs. Comparing the popniation of Gri'.leil River with
that part of the population of Rock Springs which they most nearly resemble iu
their sanitary condition, the garrison of Camp Pilot Butte, we shoulcl say that.
their liability to the disease is perhaps about the same. Tllis I regard as an aclclitional proof that the typhoid fever of Rock Springs is not due to some local condition
which we have overlooked, but that the river water is the source of the infection.
It is not probable that this stream is directly contaminated by typhoid discharges·
before reaching the town of Green River, though of courso the possibility of that
can not be· absolutely excluded. Yet if the disease were due to direct infection from
previous cases, we should expect that the virulence of the poison would be greatest
in the first cases of the season, instead of which we find a gradual evolution from
the benign toward the malignant types as the summer advances. It would seem
that the only supposition which satisfies the facts is that a b acillus lives in this
water as a saprophyte which is capable of acquiring more or loss pathogenic powerthat is, of becoming a veritable typhoid bacillus-if the conditions with respect to
nutrition and temperature are favorable.
I was transferred to Fort McKinney, Wyo., in July, 1891. This post was supplied
with water from the Clear Fork of Powder River, a stream which, rising by many
sources in the neighboring Big Horn Mountains, descends raoidly through densely
wooded foothills to the military reser-vation. The water was pumped from the
stream by a steam pump into a water tank, whence it was distributed throughout
the post by gravity. It is unnecessary to describe more minntely the water system,
as it does not appear that disease was du e to its defects. Typhoid fever had been
unknown at Fort McKinney for several years-I do not know how many-until the
summer of 1893. During the previous winter less snow than usual had fallen upon
the mountains, so tbatthehighpeakswerenearlybnre in August. The streams were
correspondingly low. Private G., Troop C, Sixth Cavalry, was admitted to hospital
on August 31. This man bad come from Jefferson Barracks as a recruit about six
weeks previously, and said that he bad sufferecl from malarial attacks while at the
depot. The fever during the first few days having been characterized by extensive
oscillations, he was given quinine to cinchonism. The fever, $:radually diminishing,
continued for fourteen days, after which there was an afebnle period of ten days,
succeeded by a slight relapse, which ended in complete recovery. Private F., of the
same troop, was taken sick on September 6 with a similar febrile attack, but with
slighter oscillations of temperature. The fever, as in the first case, ran for fourteen ,
dayR. The temperature was then normal for fifteen days, and in t his case, also, a
relapse followed, which lasted ten days, after which recovery ensued. Both of these ,
cases were still in hospital when the relapses occurred. The next patient, Sergeant,
B., of the same troop, was taken sick on September 10, with apparently the samei
affection. In this case there was a mild diarrhea during the first week, whereas the,
two former cases had been constipated throughout the disease, and the course of tbei
disease was more severe. But here, too, the temperature chart shows after fourteen
days what we might call an abortive attempt at defervescence. The temperature
remained nearly n'ormal for three days, after which the fever gradually rose to nearly
its former height, lasting in all a few days more than a month. In the fourth case,
Private l<"'., Company E, Eighth Infantry, who was admitted to hospital on September
18, the disease more nearly resembled typhoid fever in its usual form. There were
marked bronchial congestion, as shown by cough during the first few clays of illn ess,
diarrhea, tenderness in right iliac region, and abundant rose-colored spots. 'rhe
fever gave no sign of abatement after two weeks, as in the other cases, defervescence
not taking place until November 1. On October 2 phlebitis of the left femoral vein
declared itself, producing great redemaoftbeentire limb. On October 12 a trouble~
some bedsore developed over the sacrum. Ou December 12 a marked paresis, almost
a complete paralysis, of the tibialis anticus and the peroneal muscles of the right leg
was discovered. This paresis lasted several months. The collateral circulation was
never completely reestablished in the left leg. Because of theRwelling and weakness
of the left leg the patient was kept on sick report during the winter and the following
spring, and was finally discharged for disability in the summer of 1894.
In addition to these cases, a boy of 5 years, tile son of a serg-eant, was taken sick
at about the same time with a similar attack of fever, which rn his case only la ted
about ten days. With reference to the etiology of the fever, Sergeant B. bad been
absent on duty at the Bellevue rifle range during the summer, returning about ten
days before be was attacked with the fever. He su-fferred with diarrhea while
absent. It is possible that he incurred the infection before his return to :b"'ort
McKinney. However, a comparison of the temperature charts of Sergeant B., and
Privatei,; G., and F. shows su~b points of similarity that one can hardly doubt that
all three had a Aimilar tvpe of the same disease. Private :F. had not been away from
the post. There can be no doubt that in his case as well as that of the buy_ the
infection was not imported. There was no apparent reason why T~oop C, ,_1xth
Cavalry, ~houl<l havo furnished so large a proportion of patients. fbe sanitary,
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conditions, tbe food, and the water were tbe same for that troop as for the other com- ·
panies. Sergeant B. w as weakened by a severe diarrhea; G. was not acclimated; F.,
who was a tall, thin, young Irishman, in addition to the duty with his troop, had been
doing extra work and had probably overtaxed his strength. In all these cases we
may account for the disease by supposing a weakening of the individual resistance,
the immunity of the rest of the garrison being due to the comparative weakness of
the infection to which all were probably exposed. I have already mentioned the
unusually low state of the stream which supplied the post with water, and I regard
tbis as the reascin why the disease reappeared in 1893 after a long absence. The
mountains were only traversed by an occasional hunter or wood, chopper. There
was no typhoid fever in the vicinity so far as the physicians of the neighboring town
of Buffalo knew. I think that the infection of the stream by the dejecta of typhoidfever patients could be pretty certaiuly excluded.
It is tnteresting to note that the cases of "typhomalarial" fever reported by Surgeon Hoff, United States Army ("Typhomalarial fever," Am. Jour. Med. Sci., Jan.,
1880, p. 38.) were thought by him to have received the infection from the water of
the Clear Fork, a.nd that "in the summer of 1878 the snow disappeared entirely from
many of the peaks which, according to tradition obtainable among the few trappers
who hunted in that region, were never before uncovered" (p. 56). But how are
we to account for the fact that the attack of F., Eighth Infantry, was so much more
severe than those of the other patients~ The answer is: He was employed in the
post garden and is known to have drunk of the water in the irrigating ditches. To
appreciate the significance of this, a urief description of the topography of these
ditches is necessary. A considerable amount of water was diverted from the Clear
Fork above the post into a canal which, near the row of officers' houses, divided into
several branches, two of w·hich passed around the parade ground, one in front of the
officers' quarters, and the fourth and much the largest through the back-yards of
these quarters. This stream, contaminated by wash water, slops of various kinds,
and the droppings of various domestic animals, was conducted through a gully at
the r ear of the hospital to the plain below the post on which the post garden was
situated, and was there used for irrigation. The waste-pipes from the hospital
kitchen and bathroom discharged into this stream. There was no watercloset in the
hospital. The dejecta for the typhoid-fever patients were disinfected at once and
,emptied into the privy vault, which was situated some hundred feet from the ditch.
It is not thought prouable that the stream was poisoned by the discharges from the
fever patients in hospital. If the bacilli from these cases reached this water at all,
it must have been in the water used to cleanse the nurses' bands, or in some other
roundabout way. Th ere was no disease r emotely resembling typhoid fever in the
officers' families at that time. My own explanation of the greater severity of F.'s
case was either that the bacilJi already present in the water of the Clear Fork
developed greater toxicity in the irrigating ditch because supplied abundantly with
organic matters, or that these same matters when drunk with the water contributed
to enfeeble the patient's resistance to the typhoid poison.
It is hardly necessary to argue in favor of the proposition that mountain fever is
really typhoid fever; that is, I think, generally admitted to-day. 'fhose cases of
typhoid fever, not rare in the East, in which the patients are constipated and their
symptoms otherwise largely negative, the diagnosis being reached by exclusion, are,
in my opinion, identical with mountain fever. As I have seen it, moreover, mountain fever is unmixed typhoid fever. It is not a malarial remittent, nor fa any
way complicated by malaria; first, because malaria in its usual forms is unknown
in WyominO'; secondly, because it is generally admitted by the physicians of my
acquaintance who h ave had the most experience with this fever that it is not aborted,
nor favorably influenced by large doses of quinine; thirdly, because one attack of
the disease is protective against further attacks . There is abnndant evidence in
addition to that which I have here presented, to show that the disease is acquired
from the water of mountain streams. To explain the presence of the typhoid poison
fo these waters three hypotheses present themselves. First, the infection of these
streams directly from the excreta of typhoid-fever patients. This may, of course,
occur, but it is absurd to adopt this supposition to explain the maJority of the cases
apparently infected in the wilderness. Second, that the li ving germs of the disea e
are precipitated with t,he snows upon the mountains ( urgeon Smart) with the
corollary that the especial prevalence of the disea e when the mountains are almost
bare of snow i due to thefo,ct that the poi. on is contained more auundantly in "the
snow many seasons old which every year becomes more and more impregnated with
organic germ filtered through uperimpo ed strata." ( urgeon Hoff, loc, cit. , p. 56.)
It is true that the di ease b gin at tlJe time of year when the ·nows of the higher
mountains ommence to m elt, also that it is more likely to prevail when the mountains are nearly destitute of snow, but these fact are not necessarily connect d
au ally with one anotb r. The suppo, ition that the p cific )7 pboid bacillus can
live indefinitely in perpetual now is not i11 accordan e with tlie facts now known
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as to the natural history of this bacillus. The third hypothesis is that there has
been no specific infection of the water, llut that a saprophyte which bas its natural
habitat in theso waters can develop pathogenic properties if afforded a sufficiency
of food and a suitable temperature.
Surgeon Smart has shown (Am. Jour. Med. Sci., Jan., 1878) that the snows of the
Rocky Mountain region and the waters which result from the melting of these snows
contain a large amount of organic matter. These waters in ·wyoming also contain
a considerable amount of mineral salts. (The presence of such salt.sis believed by
Frankland to affect favorably the longevity of the typhoid_bacillns. (Jordan, Med.
News, Sept. 28, 1895.) The bacillus (which is assumed to be present) thus has various
nutritive substances at hand, :md needs only an elevated temperature for vigorous
growth. The connection noticed between the comm@cing toxicity of the waters
and the melting of the mountain snows is probably only this, that the temperature
which is birrh enough to affect these snows is also sufficient to favor l>acterial
increase in the water of the streams. Aga.in, when the streams are low the water is
more apt to cause infection, not because the <leeper strata of the mountain snows are
now melting, but because the conditions for bacterial growth in the water nre
improved-'the water, being then shallower, is more thoroughly warmed by the sun's
rays, and pools in the hollows of the partially bare bed of the stream afford favorable places for the multiplication of the bacilli. We have already noticed the increase
in noxiousness of the water of Green River when it becomes warm and stagnant in
the water barrels of Rock Springs.
It is not probable that the bacterial life of the Rocky Mountain waters is essentially
different from that of other streams; but the waters of more thickly settled regions,
if they afford equally favorable nutritive conditions, are always more or less open to
the suspicion of contamination through human agency, and typhoid fever n.cq uired
from their use is explained as necessarily clue t.o infection from some previous case of
the disease.

On account of the uncertainty concerning the nature of the fevers
reported from some of our Western posts, aR Texas fever, continued
fever, etc., a call was made from this office, August 30, 1895, on the
medical officers of certain posts for a special study of the fevers occurring duriug the season of prevalence. Very excellent reports were
rendered, some of which are given below, but, as a rule, the assistance
afforded by a careful microscopic study of the blood was not fully
utilized in the differentiation of the cases.
Rep01·t of fevei·s occurring at Fort Sant Houston, Tex., fo1· the calendar year 1895. By
L. M. Maus, major and surgeon, Unitecl States Army.-1 bave the honor to submit h erewith a report of the fevers occurring at this post during the past year, in compliance
with request embodieu in letter from your office dated Angust 30, 1895. In order to
make the report more complete, every case of fever occurring here among the command
during the past calendar year has been included. The list is as follows:
Ephemeral fever ... ··---· .... ····-·
Catarrbal fever ...... _...... __ ..... __ . __
Quotidian intermittent fever .... _.. _.
Tertian intermittent fever ...... _.. .

7 1Remittent
2

fever ... __ ...... ___ ..... _.... . .
Typhoid fever_ ......... ··--·· .......

32

7

2

29
-

Total··--··...................

79

Among the list were seven cases of ophemernl fever, or febricula. The clinical history of these cases differed in no manner from the ordinary fugitive fevers commonly
observed in daily practice elsewhere.
These fevers should be classified as symptomatic, since they result from some slight
functional disturbance and arc never organic. They g enerally can be traced to g astric or intestinal irritation as the r esult of indigestible articles of diet, from the
absorption of certain toxic subst:1nces, heat, or malarial poisoniug, malaria and indigestion being the most common causes. The maximum duration of temperature was
eight days and tlle minimum two days. Rarely did the temperature exceed 102°.
Recoveries occurred in each case. The treatment consisted of phenacetin, salines,
quinine, rest, and diet.
Two cases of acute catarrhal fever occurred during the year. They probably
resulted from exposure during inclement w eather, and were accom_panied by a general inflammatory condition of the nasal, pharyngeal, and bronchial mucous m_embrane. These cases differed from the ordinary epidemic influenza, which has prevailed
here more or less during tho past two winters, inasmuch as the former were unaccompani rcl by intense muscular pain and general depression. Both cas s ma<l_e _a.
complete recovery. The maximmn duration of temperature was ten days, the lJlllll-
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mum four days. The treatment consisted of applications to chest, phenacetin,
Dover's powder, quinine, aperients, cough mixtures, rest in bed, and diet.
Thirty-nine cases of intermittent fever were taken ou sick report during the year,
and many other cases treated, though not taken up.
Thirty-two of these cases were of the quotidian type, the remaining seven being
quarta.n. Malarial fevers, while common in this vicinity, a.re usually of a mild type
and very readily respond to quinine treatment. Rarely do more than two or three
chills occur in any one case. Malaria exists in ai_ very large portion of the State of
Texas, but is principally confined to that portion lying east of longitude 99° . San
Antonio is sitttated on the western border of the coastal plain at the foot of a range
of hills which extends north and west and merges into the Tertiary formation. It
likewise occupies the eastern border of the semiarid belt, agriculture being very
uncertain a few miles west on account of the lack of the necessary rainfall during
the growing season. The city lies in a valley through which flows the San Antonio
River. This stream rises from two large springs north and west of the city. The
land on either side of the river is low and flat, and its immediate edges are bordered
by a luxuriant growth of shrubbery, weeds, and tula. Owing to the :flatness of the
valley there is little current in the river, and it practically forms a long, tortuous
bayou as it winds its way through the city, where it is crossed by many bridges.
Malaria is quite prevalent here during the spring, summer, and fall months, and
occasionally during the winter. More than 50 p er cent of the cases enumerated in
this report originated here. This fact bas been obtained from individual investigation. More than one-half of these patients stated positively that they were never
affected with the disease before coming here.
The post is located upon a parallelogram, which rapidly slopes to the east, the
officers' quarters occupying the ridge on the western border and about two-thirds of
the north and west sides, while the barracks occupy the eastern bor:der and the
remaining portions of the north and south sides. There is a difference of 35 feet
in altitude between the eastern and westeru borders of the post, the former resting in
a ravine. This ravine receives the subsoil drainage from the ridges on either side,
which may in part account for the prevalence of malariaLmanH'estations among the
command. The officers are rarely affected. During the warm weather many of
the men sleep on the porches, while the windows and doors of the dormitories are constantly kept open during this season, thus permitting an easy ingress to the malarious atmosphere. Several cases of malarial fever likewise originated among the
families of the department staff. They occupy quarters in what is known as th e old
post, a large tract l ying to the west of the garrison proper. The ground recedes here
to the west, and consists of black loam, 6 to 20 inches deep, resting upon an impervious, lixiviated marl, which r apidly hardens when exposed to the atmosphere. This
formation has proven to be an excellent material for buildings, the quadrangle and
officers' quarters at department headquarters being entirely constructed of it. The
grass, shrubbery, and trees during the warm months are kept green by constant irrigation, and very frequently this is greatly ovel'(lone. I am satisfied that the lake
of water between surface and subsoil is an important factor in the growth of the
malarial germ. Recommendations were made to the proper authorities that irrigation be done with moderation. These instructions were carried out with beneficial
results. The treatment consiste<l. of quinine iu liberal doses. Two cases of malarial
r em ittent fever occurred during the year, one in March, the other in June. Both cases
were preceded by periodical chills and fever. Malarial symptoms existed throughout
the attack. The temperature l a ted in one case twenty-six days and in the other fourteen. Both cases recovered. The treatment consisted of calomel, quinine, phenacetin,
diet, and rest in bed.
TYPIIOID FEVER.-Twenty-nine cases of this fever were treated in hospital during
tho past calendar year. The fir t case was that of Private Otto Glaser, Troop A,
Fifth avalry, who had been continuously on duty at the post for severa,l months;
was admitted to hospital January 11, having felt badly for one week previous. This
case was mild in character, and characteristic of the mild type common to this section of the country. "\Ve find here quite frequently a mild temperature of short duration, w ith low pulse rate. The graver symptoms of muttering delirium, dry brown
tongue, intestinal hemorrhage, e,·ere and p r sistent diarrhea were frequently absent.
The eruption, as a rule, was not well marked, except in severe cases. The mild
character of many of these cases often leads to much doubt as to the nature of the
disea e, and not infrequently experienced physicians are mi led. It is quite common
to hear medical men speak of these case as continued, malarial, thermal, or slow
fever, and not a few regard them as undetermined. '"'in emyarrivalhere-NoY mber,
1 93-63 cases have been treated iu hospital, occurring in the command, and a few
ca es in officers' and soldiers' famili s. I think there can bo no doubt as to their true
nature.
The occurren e of tl1 e simple continued fevers in warm limates has led many
observers to believe that they r ult from continu cl beat, ::r ntl they lass them as
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heat or ardent continued fevers. The term" Texas fever" bas also been used by local
physicians for the want of a better name and knowledge of tho disease. That they
are not malarial has been settled by absence of the malarial h::ematozoa in the blood.
It would seem that the virulency of the typhoid poison is more or less modified by
climatic conditions. This may account for the mildness of many cases which are
observed here. This I believe to be true of the exanthemata. It is a well-known
fact among the profession that scarlet fever, measles, whooping cough, and diphtheria are milder here than in the East.
Etiology.-Considerable effort was made to ascertain the causes of infection in the
foregoing cases. Each patient uppn admission to hospital was carefully questioned
as to habits, length of residence, etc. These facts, together with the premonitory
symptoms, and a history of the case as it progressed were carefully recorded.
The water, which is regarded as the principal source of infection in typhoid
fever, is beyond question, it being from the city supply. An exception will be
made in two cases, who were sent to hospital from a practice march with the
fever. The city water is excellent, and nothing can be found wanting in tu e sanitary conditions which surround these men. They have no sewers to contend with,
except one which runs behind the officers' and m en's quarters to drain bathrooms,
lavatories, urinals, and kitchen sinks. Dry-earth closets are used and the night
soil removed daily. The habits of the men are excellent, and they rarely leave the
garrison of nights. All deny the use of water from the acequias which run through
the city, or from other suspicious sources. A large percentage of tbese cases were
recruits or recent arrivals; 11 bad been here less than two mouths, 6 less than six
months, 7 less than one year, and 5 less than twenty months. Many of them came
from the North or other dista,n t points and were not thoroughly acclimatized.
Change of climate bas been insisted on as a very strong predisposjng cause of
typhoid fever. Immunity, natural or acquired, plays an important rule as a preventive measure. It has been suggested that an immunity to typhoid fever may
be acquired by those accustomed to tue odors of sewer gases or to drinking impnre
water. This fact is more than probably the explanation for the -fofrequency of this
disease among the Mexicans, Indians, and others accutitomecl to filth, imperfect and
poor sanitation. The lowering of the vital fun ctions from whatever cause leads to
an in creasing liability; unhappiness, mental depression, nostalgia, and the acclimatizing process are important factor::1 in lowerin g the vitality. Stockmen are aware
of the remarkable changes which take place in cattle or horses brought from the
North or from a distance to Texas. It is a noted fact that these animalA, though in
an excellent condition on arrival, fat, with slick coats and plenty of animal spirits,
gradually undergo such changes in two or three months that they are scarcely
recognizable. During this change the animal falls away, bis coat becomes rono·h,
appetite poor, and spirits gone; iu fact, from a handsome, spirited animal be degenerates into a veritable back. rrbere is no doubt that he bas been subjected to fever
more or less during this period. After a while, with no apparent cause, a change
occurs, aud ju the course of six months or a year he returns to his normal condition.
It is very probable that the changes which occur in the human system, consequent
upon transplantation here during the warm months, may in part account for the
development of these cases among so many of the recruits. Upon the closest invcstjgation it often seems impossible to locate the cause, and the suggestion that the
transformation of the ordinary intestinal bacilli, or those introduced by means of
food and water into the typhoid bacilli, becomes a possibility during the disease.
Clinical history.-As a rule, weariness, headache, feverishness, loss of appetite, and
insomnia we e tue prodromal symptoms, and existed from three to ten clays before
admission to hospital. In a fow instances chills or chilly sensations, nosebleed, and
some gastric and muscular pain were complained of. rrhe moist whitish tongue was
by far the most common, though occasionally it was reddish, or tip and sides reddish, with white center. In three cases the tongue was dry and brown or of a beefy
color. In these cases, however, there was marked evidence of intestinal ulceration.
Iliac tenderness and gurgling were marked symptoms, the latter being invariably
present. The eruption was not constant, appearing in about 40 per cent of the cases.
It was most commonlv found on the abdomen, though frequently on the shoulders:
chest, and arms. In three cases it was general, covering the entire body. The pulse
of typhoid fever in this section ranges from 70 to 90 beats per minute during the
early stages of the disease, becoming subnormal later oc.. A pulse beat of less than
70 is not uncommon. Generally speaking, the bowels remained regular or were constipated during the :first half of the sickness. A looseness or diarrhea was observed
generally sometime during the sickness, though it may have consisted of but one or
two loose stools. Persistent diarrhea was uncommon. Apathy, moderate or marke~,
existed in every case. Insomnia was quite common; subsultus !are; carphologia
absent. Delirinm existed in 4 cases. The spleen was enlarged m 9 cases and the
liver in 2.
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General 1·ernarks.-In accordance with the severity of the cases they were divided
into three classes, mild, medium, ancl severe. There were 14 of tho first, 9 of the
second, and 7 of the last. The average maximum and minimum duration in the three
classes was as follows :
Maximum. Minimum.

Mild cases .....•.•.• . .•...•..••..•.••• ·.••.•••.•.....•..••..•••••..•....••..••.
Medium cases ............................................................... .
Severe cases ................................................................. .

Days.

Days.
23

40
60

10
19
17

Relapse occurred in 6 cases, or in 20 per cent. H occurred in 30 per cent of the
series of 1894. Several of the relapses that year directly resulted. from hldiscretion
in diet during convalescence, while none occurred from that cause in the seri es of
1895. Several of the milder cases were of the astbe11ic character a nd merged into a
chlorotic condition during convalescence, from which the patient recovered with
difficulty. Three deaths occurred, a mortality of 10 per cent.
T1·eatnien~.-Upon entrance into hospital each patient was g iven 0.3 to 0.6 of calomel, which w as followed by a saline or castor oil in six or eight hours. As a rule
little medicine was prescribed, main r eliance being placed upon diet and cold baths.
Milk, fresh or sterilized, formed the principal article of diet throughout the eutire
sickness. In several instances pati ents objected to th e u se of milk on the gronnd of
its indigestibility . In th ese cases it was predigested by pancreatic t ablets before
administration. Several pa.tients obj ect ed to it so seriou sly, liowever, that b eef tea,
oatmeal gruel, or Mellin's food was substituted. The last article J r egard favorably
as a foo<l. for typhoid p atients. Phenacetin, antikamnia, and quinine proved useful
at times. 'l'he salicylate of bismuth was very useful in checking diarrhea. In one
case there were several prof1,1se intestinal hemorrhages, which were promptly arrested
uy the high injection of 500 e. e. of a three-fourths of 1 per cent solution of nitrate
of silver. It was unnecessary to repeat this injection.
Sulfonal, trional, h yoscyamus, and opium w er e used to produce sleep, th e l ast in
my opinion being the most efficacions. Digitalis, caffein, and strychnine were employe d occasionally as heart s timul an ts.
The foe bath was used in the treatment of a numb er of serious cases. In sever al
of t,b ese the temperature persisted from 103° to 105° , morning a.nd evening, unless
redu ced by baths . This t reatm ent was kept up during the severest portion of the
illness ever y t wo or three hou rs, d ay and night, a bath being given whenever the
t emperature reached 103° . The tub filled with water at 80° F . was placed at
the side of the cot and the p ati ent carefully lowered in to it. The t empernture was
th en reduced to 70° b y cnbes of i ce, the patient being briskly rnbbed in the meanwhile. He r emained there, as a rule, twenty minutes. After his return to Led a
whisky or milk punch was adm inistered, the patient enveloped in a, blanket, and botwater bottles applied. I can not too strongly advocate the use of the i ce bath in
th ose caseR where ther e is a persistent high temperature with dry skin and n ervou s
phenomena. After each bath the patient, who previously bad been tossing about
the bed, delirious, w ith coma vigil, would fall off into a restful sleep, whi ch would
last several hours or until the return of the temperature. Each bath, if properly
administered, is capabl e of lowering the temperature t o normal, and Revera! hours
pass, as a rule, before it r eturns to the high point. One can easily cal cul ate t he many
hours of feverishness and insomnia spared the patient by this means of treatment.
I n order to administer the ice bath successfully, a special tub on wheels is r equired.
It sbould be very wide and only deep enough to comfortably immerse the body. The
top of the tub should be on a level with th e cot. It is very in convenient to admini ter these baths w ith a narrow tub on account of the difficulty of placing and returning t he patent; besides, the application of friction and rubbing while the patient
i in the tub is almo t ont of the question.
I would e pecially call attention to the successful use of large hypodermic doses
of trychnin in a,,erting death in the case of Private Hall, who was suffering from
ompleto collapse ab out the end of the third week of bis illness. He entered the
ho pital July 21, suffering from very grave typhoid symptoms. The temperature
from tho onset wa fr.om 104,0 to 105°, and 11ersisted for eighteen days nnless r educed
by the bath . .A.t tho end of the third week ho was very much emaciated, with dry,
brown tongu , orde low muttering or active delirium, subsultus, and onstaut mental :tberration . On the morning of August 6 it was apparent that he was gradnaJly
sinking, as the pul e was hecoming very w eak and thready, skin cold and clammy,
while tbe re piration was irreo-ular and shallow . Digitalis, caffein, and brandy were
gh'en iu larger quantities and oftener, with no apparent beneficial re ulls . By 5
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p. m, the patient had mergecl into n,n unconscious condition and was evidently sinking fast. I concludecl to use strychnin in large doses and to press the drug until
'3ome result was obtained, the case being otherwise considered hopeless. The following is the record of amount given and time of each injection:
Date.
August 6:
3.30 p.m .....................•••••..............••.......•.
6 p. 111

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• ••••••••••••

6.30 p.m .......•. ·..................................... .... .
7.20 p. Ill . . . . . . · · · · · · · · • · · · · · · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · · · · · · · .. ···•·
8 p.m ................................ ....... ... .. ......... .
8.40 p.m ...................................••........•.....
10.30p.m ................................................. .
11.30 p.m .......•...•.•••.....•...•.•...••••••••••. .. ......
August 7:
12.20 a. m ..........................••••..•.................
1.15 a.m .................................................. .
2.05 a.m ................................................... .
2.55 a.m .... . . .. ..... . ..................................... .
S.45 a. m ................ ................................... .
4.35 a. m .•......................•......•.....••.•.......•••••
5.25 a. m ................................................... .
6.15 a. m ......... ....... ... ......................... ... .... .
7.30 a. ID ••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
8.35 a. m .... ......... .. ...... ... .................. ·.....•.•..
9.25 a. m .................................. . ...... ..•. ... . ...
10.25 a. m .............. . .............. . .................... .
11.05 a.m . ............................ . .................... .
12.15 p. m ...................................•••.......•....
1.20 p. m ................... .. .............. . .............. .
2.20 p.m ............. .. ................................... .
3.20p.m .................................................. .
4.20p.m .................................................. .
5.20 p.m ....••. ... .. ... ..............•.............. ... ... .
6.20 p.m ........................................ ........... .
9p.m ....................................••.•......•.......

Pulse could not
be felt at wrist;
respiration, 33.

103

-- - - - - .. - - - - - ... - - - .

104!
104}
100g

/ 5

1

-r.i71
111

T\J

**

Respiration, 35 ....

lOOp,
104g
102g
103g
103¼

Respiration, 36 ....

104
104i
104

.. . . .• . . . . . . . . . .. • . .
. ... ......... .......
. . . . •. . . .. . . . . . .. . .
.... .. .... . . . . . .. . . .
.Respiration, 34.. ..

103
103
]02g
101
102.~
102g
103g
103
103
103
103i
102r,
103g

Pulse stronger .. .

. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
.• · · .... ....• ·••·•••
Pulse, 126.. . . . . . • .
Pulse, 112.... . . . . .
Pulse, 128.........
. •... do ........ : ...
. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Pulse, 114; respi· ......... .
ration, 30.

llp.1u ............................•........................

t'rJ ..•..••... •••••••·•· .••..•.•••

1 a. m ..................................................... .
3 a. m ..................... . ............................... .
5a.m ...... ........ ......... ..............•.........••.•••.

*

.August 8:

t'rJ Pnlse, 112; respi·
ration, 28.

I remained with the patient during the ni~ht of the 6th, and personally administered the hypodermics. Brandy and peptonized milk, 30 c. c. each, were given by
rectum every two hours. During the entire night the patient's condition remained
virtually the same, with slight temporary improvement of pulse and re8piration
after each hypodermic. The conditions remained about the same during the following day, but sufficient encouragement was given to continue the use of the drug.
Toward nigl;tt the pulse and respiration were visibly stronger, and hypodermics after
6.20 p. m. were reduced to every alternate hour. At 5 a. m. on the morning of the
8th there were slight symptoms of returning consciousness. The pulse had become
much stronger and respiratiol). mor·e regular and de.e per. At no time during the
rapid administration of the drug were there any symptoms of strychnin poisoning.
About 7 a. m. the patient became conscious and asked for milk. During the remainder of the day the strycbnin was administered in one-tenth grain doses every tbreo
hours, and finally discontinued by evening, tbe urgent ~ymptorns hav-ing passed
away. 'l'be patient received 175 milligrams (2.7 grains) in first twenty-four hours,
aml 65 milligrams (1 grain) in the succeeding twenty-four hours, a total of 240 milligrams (3.7 grains) in forty.eight consecutive hours. I a.m unable to find in the
literature of the subject the use of strychnin in such heroic doses. I believe in
cases of collapse following typhoid fever, typhus fever, cholera, pneumonia, cerelirospinal meningitis, etc., that the drug should be pushed until its _pbysiological effects
are produced b efore abandonment, and believe if thus admini stered that many cases
woulcl be tided over this critical period who otherwise would never rally.
REPORT OF MAJ. CALVIN DE WITT, FORT LEAVENWORTH, KANS.: From A11gust 22,
1895, to June 17, 1896, there have been treated in this ho8pital 21 cases of fever, 7 of
typhoid a.ncl 14- of malarial.
In every caRc of typhoid the patient stated that be had been sic~c for some <lays
before admission, but none were definite al:! to the exact number of days. If, how-
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ever, in each case a varying number of days-from SE,Ven to ten-is added to the
time in the hospital when the temperature fell to the normal, the sum will be about
three weeks, One case was fatal thirty-one days after admission. The diagnoses
were made from the symptoms. The rose-colored spots appeared in all cases except
the first; they were few, in some instances only three or four were discovered, and
usually on the abdomen. Epistaxis occurred in the majority of cases in slight
degree. Some meteorism was present in all cases, usually mild, except in the fatal
case, in which it was excessive, prolonged, and obstinate to treatment. Diarrhea
was more or less prominent dnring the course of the disease whether there was
initial constipation or not, except in the first case, in which there was no diarrhea.
Headache was usually slight and of short duration, except in two cases, in which it
was severe and prolonged. Nervous symptoms were not marked, except tl.Jat sleeplessness was present. In two of the cases it was obstinate and in three it was associated with troublesome delirium, subsultus tendinum, and severe depression. In
four of the cases, and in two other cases not treated in hospital, mentioned below,
First Lieut. W. H. ,vilson, assistant surgeon, U.S. A., made cultures from the f'reces
and found typhoid and colon bacilli, from which pure cultures of typhoid bacillus
were made and differentiated by microscopical appearances and chemical reactions .
Cnltures from sterile urine of two of the patients were examined, but the characteristic bacillus was not found. In one case a "pneumonic area" of the upper lobe of
the left lung was a serious complication. This was de.t ermined not only by the
physical signs, but pneumococci were demonstrated by microscopical examination.
Three cases were complicated by "hemorrhage from the bowels." In one there was
a loss on each of three occasions (nineteenth and twentieth days after admission) of
about 500 c.c.
The treatment preferred by the medical officer who had charge of the cases was coldwater bathing; sponge baths were preferred. to immersion, although this was resorted
to when the sponging was not successful. The directions given were to bathe when
the temperature reached 103° , and to continue the bath until there was a reduction
of at least 2° . Large doses of quinine were given at first, but when the diagnosis
was determined smaller doses as a heart tonic were ordered, and were cqntinued until
convalescence was established, when tonics asually of either pills or elixir of iron, quinine, and strychnine were employed. Stimulants were freely given when indicated.
Strychnine and digitalis were employed either hypoclermatically or by the mouth
when the action of the heart became weak. Opiates in combination with astringents
or with bismuth were administered for the" diarrhea. Meteorism was treated by
turpentine stnpes and by turpentine internally; in one case it was necessary to nse
a rectal tube. Epistaxis required no treatment. In all cases the diet was-liquid,
2 or 3 quarts of milk daily in divided closes at regular intervals; if it did not agree,
limewater was combined with it; freshly made beef broth was also given. Solid
food was denied until after the temperature remained normal for two weeks, and
then it was given cautiously. Particular attention was ~ive~ _to th~ nursing, which
was continued day and night. Especial care was taken rn cl1smfect10n; tho excreta
were mixed with the milk of lime, which, after standing for twenty-four hours, was
incorporated with sawdust and immediately burned. Bed and body clothing after
use was disinfected before being sent to the laundry, and other measures were taken
to prevent infection. No case of the disease occurred among the attendants or
patients.
Shortly after admission the question was asked of all these patients whether they
had drunk any water other than that supplied to the post, and within three weeks
of :first feeling ill or sick. Everyone asserted they -bad not flxcept two wbo are
known to have used water from a creek named "Little Stranger Creek," about 15
miles from the po t, near to which they had encamped with the organization to which
they belonged (Troop K, Sixth Cavalry) when on a practice march one week before
being taken sick and hardly time for the incubation of the disease. The object of the
question was carefully explained to them and they were enjoined to be exact in
their replies, and I have no reason to believe their statements were not true. It may
be assumed that the cause of the typhoid was the water snpplyof the post, the source
of which is the Leavenworth wate1·works, which takes the water from the Mis ouri
River about three-fourth of a mile below t-he outlet of the sewer through which all
the sewa(Te of the post flows and about 1½ miles below the outlet of the sewer of
the ·nited 'tate Penitentiary. In other words, the intake of the Lca.vonworth
waterworks is on the same side of the river (25 feet from the bank) and not far
from the outlet of the sewer systems from wbich the sewage of a village of more
than 1,500 inhabitants flow into it. Tbe sewarre mingled ·w ith the riYer water is
then pumped into a settling ba in, from which it is thro,,n into the distributing
re ervoir. It is well known that the water of the l\fis ouri Riv r holds in su pen ion
a larg nmonnt of or(Tanic and inorganic impurities, principally the latter, and
becan,· of this it is fir t pump d into th e settling basin. How complete tlie sediment, tion i I can not ay · it i howeYer, within the experience of all the inhabitants
of the po t that tlJe water a drawn from 1ho tlistriuutingpipes, with rare exce1Jtions,
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contains sediment, is discolored, often gives off an odor suggestive of decomposition,
and is not only uninviting but unpleasant for bathing or toilet use.
There is no doubt that the sewage of the post and prison largely dil uted with this
dirty river w::tter is in part given back to the inhabitants for domestic use . A case,
then, of incipient typhoid fever among those who use the closets with which qnar·
ters and barracks aro provided, an<.1 before the subjective symptoms of the disease
become severe enough to drive the patient to report for examination and treatment,
discharges excreta into the house sewerage system, which, when carried a,way, mingle
with the general volume ano. are discharged into the river. This is shown by the fact
that all of the severe cases stated that they had been sick for days prior to admission
to hospital, and all testified that the only water they drank was from this supply. In
the only case of typhoid fever which has occurred in the person of an officer since
November, 1893, it was known, from his own confession, that he had drunk freely of
the water taken from the water supply pipe in his quarters. In the only other case
which occurred among the officers' families, the son of an officer, in whom it proved
fatal, it is uncertain whether the disease was contracted from eating some ice, which
bad been stored the year before and believed to be what was left of a supply which
was suspected of h:wing causecl a large nnmber of cases in the United. States military
prison-an opinion oxpressecl by the attending surgeon, Capt. Charles Richard, United.
States A1'ffiy, after careful investigation-or from drinking water from the general
snpply of t,he post. It is to be noted as au important fact bearing upon the opinion
of the causation of t yphoid fever that the families of officers stationed h ere for the
past two and. one-half years before using this water for drinking purposes have it
filtered through the Pasteur-Chamberland filter or have it boiled, and in a number of
cases both filtered and boiled. To this rule I do not know an exception, apart from
those who use water from cisterns, with which many of the houses are supplied. Two
other cases occurred, one au adult male employed by the quartermaster's department, the otl1er a young woman, aged 15, the daughter of an enlisted man, both of
whom n ad used freelytlrn water from the supply pipes. In these cases, however, it is
not known that thev did not use wat er from some other source.
Dr. Mew, analytfcal chemist, quoted in sanitary report of this post, dated May
28, 1891, made by Maj. John Brooke, surgeon, United States Army, says: "Whatever
the source of the large amount of albuminoid ammonia, and holding the question of .
possible sewage contamination sub judice, it is quite certain snch a water (taken
from the general post supply) is not fit for drinking purposes for man or b east." In
the same report Surgeon Brooke remarks: "The ordinary sewage matters are doubtless oxiclize<l or otherwise broken up to such an extent as to be inappreciable at the
pumping station; with liying germs it would be different, t he excretions from a
single case of cholera at the post would, through tho water supply, be sufficient to
infect the entire post, the military prison, and tho town of Leavenworth." In sanitary report of October, 1890, Maj. A. A. Woodhull, surgeon, United States Army,
remarks: "It should be thoroughly understood that the post sewage flows into the
Missouri River about a mile above the intake of the Leavenworth ·waterworks; we
are therefore constantly and increasingly polluting, or liable to pollute, our own
water supply/' '
. ·
Since these opinions were written the sewerage systems of the post and prison have
b een enlarged and extended, so that, with one or two exceptions, and excepting the
old outlying buildings occupied principa,lly by married enlisted men, all the inhabited buildings are connected with them, and the volume of sewage has been largely
increased.
The unfit condition of the water for drinking purposes was recognized by the
Quartermaster's Department when that department purchased and had placed in
the officers' quarters, barracks, and other buildings suitable "Pasteur-Chamberla,nd
filters/' which have been in use nearly one year. It was recommended that these
filters should be cleaned once every week because of the excessive amount of foreign
matter suspended in the water, which it is believed from inquiry and inspection was
generally done. The water after this filtration was clear, limpid, and pleasant, and
the amount of filtrate obtained. was surprising and very unpleasant to look at. The
use of this water is necessaril y limited to those in or near the barracks and buildings which contain it. 'l'he system of filters, excellent so far as it goes, is not and
can not be sufficient to secure an adequate and pure water supply to this large and
important post.
.
I do not know of any wells in the post or of any springs in the neighborhood which
are liable to pollutions which would contain the specific cause of typhoid fever.
There are, however, two small water courses, which drain very limited area~ and
which aro usually dry whose pollution from one in the earlier stage of_ the disease
is just possible. The;e empty into the artificial poncl ( or la,kc) from wh1c~ the RllJ?ply of ice is harvested. The fake is also fed by springs in its be9", This lake 1s
located one-half mile from the national cemetery, in which the ?od1~s ?f those who
die in the post are buriecl and the source of the water courses 1s with_m _about ~00
yards of the l>ound.ary of 'the cemetery and is in the direction of the principal dram·
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age, and it may bo possible that the springs in the bed may be polluted, although the
water must pass through one-1.talf mile of earth intervening between them an<l the
cemetery. I think it can be asserted that few drink from it, although the ice from
it is freely taken when it is available.
Ten cas'es of typoid fever yearly in a garrison of 1,200 men, women, and children
is not a large number. It should, however, be remembered that the majority of the
men are carefully chosen for their physical strength; so that it is probable that with
the same source of infection present in a town or city the proportion of cases would
be larger and their character more severe. It is also with so small a number difficult
to establish the opinion that the water supply is the source of the infection, but the
statements made, in my judgment, do point, and with much force, to the supply of
this post being in this respect dangerous. Cases of this disease would doubtless
appear in this garrison, to whi~h neighboring towns are so accessible, and in which
there are sources of infection, as polluted wells. The infection, however, would then
be obtained elsewhere, and not at home.
A pure water supply for this post is certainly very desirable 1 if not necessary,
either from artesian or other wells or obtained from the river by means owned by
the Government and independent of the present supply. Under these conditions it
is highly probable the water would be clean, pure, and more inviting, and there
would not be the disagreeable feeling that our own sewage, although largely diluted,
is in part returned to us for our domestic use.
In the treatment of the malarial fevers quinine was depended upon. Fort Leavenworth has a reputation as a malarial region. That malaria is present in a mild form
is proved by the cases reported above. In some of the cases it doubtless was contracted by walking to and from Leavenworth City late at night, or perhaps by
sleeping in a ravine on the reservation, in which there is an area of ground that is
always wet and which becomes a swamp after a rain, and remains so for some time.
As the prevailing- wind is from the southwest and passes over this area before it
reaches the buildmgs, it is possible this may be one of the sources of the malaria;
other sources may be an artificial lake a short distance to the south, and a large
river flat to the north and south, which is left bare and exposed to the sun when the
river is low. If heat, moisture, and decaying vegetation are favorable conditions
for growth and increase of the malarial poison, the prevention of dense growths of
weeds and the access of sunlight and air to the ground fotmerly covered with them
has acted favorably.

Capt. W. D. McCaw reported from Fort Ringgold, Tex., on the cases
that occurred at his post from September 22 to December 31, 1895:
Fortunately as regards the health of this post, but unfortunately as far as the
value of this report is concerned, the clinical material in this line is almost nothing.
Excluding from consideration one case of measles and all cases of abscess, carbuncle,
orchitis, etc., attended by high temperature, there remain:
.
1. One well-marked case of quotidian intermittent fever, in the person of a recrmt
who arrived at this post suffering from the disease, a perfect type of "fever and
ag ue," with complete subsidence of all morbid symptoms between attacks. He
recovered promptly under treatment with quinine.
2. One case of malarial fever, remittent. t ype, occurring in the person of a general
prisoner in the guardhouse. This man was very anremic, and bas been the subject of
chronic ulcers affecting various parts of his body for the past year. His case was
regarded by the l ast post surgeon as one of farcy. He was admitted November 20,
and gave a history of a chill tlJat morning. He had headache, pain in back and legs,
gastric disturbance, and vomiting; bowels constipated; temperature 1010. While
working as a prisoner, he bad often drunk of the water from hydrants at the post
rather than go to the guar<lhomse or barracks for a drink of condensed water. A
mercurial purge aqd quinine caused a subsidence of all symptoms on the third day,
but the patient was kept in the hospital until December 2 on account of his general
anremic condition .
3. Threo cases occurred in one company within two days, aH presenting the following ymptorns : Fever, headache, constipation, <li tention of bowels, and very
foul coated tongue-no chill. Au investigation of the barracks showed that the
water barrel for condensed water stood in the amusement room, and that due to the
cold .. eatber here, not more than a third of tho barrelful was consume l daily. In
deliveringtbefre 11 watertlJe barrel was simply filled every faywitboutfirstemptyfog tho water of tue day before. The water had a stale odor, and an unpleasant
ta to. I believe this to have been the cause of tho three case. . 'l'he barrel was
calded and inatructions given to empty it carefully every day. The e ca es I have
diagnosticated as" fobricula, 'althouo-h I think" intestinal toxremia. 'would be a better name. All tllree recovered in a clay or two.
I han: eou no other cases of fever, nothing in tho least resembling typhoid or ocalleu. ''Texas'' foyer.
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Among the precautions taken here to prevent disease I believe that the use of
condensed water for drinking purposes is by far the most important and I attribute
~he freedom o~ th~s post. from fevers to its use .. '~'he men _are gener~lly alive to the
importance of usmg this wat.er, and do not w11lmgly drmk any other, although it
must frequently happen that m the town and elsewhere bad water is used by them.
I may say that I have seen in consultation several cases of fever of a typhoid type
among citizens in the neighborhood.

Maj. H. S. Kilbourne made a special report of t.he febrile cases which
were observed at Fort Clark, Tex., during the months of August, September, and October. The duration of the cases recorded as simple
fever in no instance exceeded fiv.e days. No parasitic form was discovered in the blood, and no relapse occurred. Dr. Kilbourne regards
· the details of his report as sbowing1. The occurrence of typical cases of malarial intermittents.
2. The prevalence of continued .fevers which are not amenable to quinine, and are
not typically typhoicl in character, and are possibly of mixed infection.
3. The diminished number of tlrn latter type during the fever season of 1895 as
compared with the same season in 1894. This is coincident with au improved water
supply, but not yet strictly referable to this improvement.

1894.
Simple fever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
15
Interrnittents . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Remittent or continued fever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23
Total during the season .. ....... .............. .... . . ................. . .. .. . . .... ·

38

1895 . .
19
8
7

34

Maj. P. J. A. Cleary reported as follows concerning the fevers preva-·
lent at Fort Brown, Tex.:
The causes of the different types of fever in this location are not far to seek.
The general surface of the country is low and fl.at and will not average over 20 feet
above sea l evel. There is very little natui-al drainage, so that after heavy rains or
a rise in the river there are large areas covered with shallow lakes, and the lagoons
and old river beds are filled; afterwards the water sinks into the ground and also is
evaporated, l eaving, of course, decaying vegetable matter, which contains the fever
germs and is carried by the prevailing winds. Another fertile source of fevers is
the wretchedly unsanitary condition of the town. It is low, and with not only no
system of even surface drainage, but all around it is a <lumping ground, not in the
distance, but in the town. The streets are in many places lower than the sidewalks,
so that after a rain the water settles in the streets, forming lakes; and, what is worse,
frequently to fill up these lakes or ponds it is common to see stable manure and every
kind of garbage dumped into them . One would r eadily believe that such conditions
would cause the extermination of the inhabitants, but there is almost con~tantly
blowing a strong south or southeast wind, which is doubtless an important sanita.ry
factor. The men are constantly in town in the night and away into the night, which,
doubtless, is the most fertile source of the intermittent fever.
Regarding the fevers of this location, it may be remarked that that type known as
malarial continued fever gives rise frequently to much un certainty as to its true
charncter because of its resemblance to t ypboicl. It sets in frequently like typhoid
and continu es with many of its symptoms, the headache, furred tongue, high fever
with diurnal variations of temperature, delirium, and frequently abdominal tenderness, then it goes on for weeks, and convalescence is slow. One case ( civilian) which
I attended with a local physician had severe hemorrhage of the bowels, no dou1:>t
from mucous lining, and I have been told that such is not very uncommon here m
this class of fevers. One of the cases here reported yielded in fifteen days to quinine,
while in the other it was of no avail and the case continued for six weeks.
A gentleman, formerly post surgeon of this post, strongly r ecommended chlorinate_d
soda solution ·i n half-dram doses, saying it acted as a specific. I have seen it
fairly and fully tried, and can say in every instance it acted as a powerfully depres_sing emetic and lrn,d to be quickly discontinued. I have no doubt that. cases of typh~id
are very liable to be mistaken. for malarial fever, and vice versa, but 10 thes_e malari~l
fevers there is commonly a constipated condition of the bowels, wh~reas 1n tyrhoid
there is a looseness, and the presence of the eruption in the latter pomts conclusively
to its nature.
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In connection with the subject of fevers at this post, the water supply would
seem to be of much importance, more especially with regard to fevers of malarial
origin and also of typhoid fever. This ought to be more strongly marked from the
fact that some years ago the water supply was from the river (Rio Grande), and now,
and for some years past, it is condensed water supplied from the ice machine; and
yet a strict and accurate conclusion can not be drawn, for the very plain reason that
the troops are not rigidly restricted to this condensed water.
The town (Brownsville) contains about 6,000 inhabitants, most of them Mexicans.
It is supplied with two kinds of water, cistern and river. The cistern water is limited to the American population and the better class of Mexicans, while by far the
larger number of inhabitants use the river water. The soldiers, as before mentioned,
spend part of the night in town, and soipe of them a large part of the night, and
what water they drink there is very little of it cistern and none of it condensed.
Now, bow far this has affected the prevalence of fevers among them it is hard to
say; however, such are the facts. What seems to adtl some significance to this aspect
of the case is that, as before mentioned, the men go into town and remain in it more
or less at night, and had an average of 32 per cent per annum attacked with fever
for the period referred to, while the officers, who for the most part did not frequent
the town at night and probably never drank the river water, had not a single case of
fever among them or in their families. The daily average number of enlisted men
for the period referred to was 115; of the officers and their families, 13.
The following extract from a report of the medical director of the department is
of interest in this connection:
"D1wing the month of Novembe1·, 1888, 58 per cent of the command at Fort Brown waB
taken on sick report for inte1·mittent fever alone."
This was before the use of condensed water. The ice machine was in operation
August, 1887, but was inadequate to furnish condensed water to the command. It
was not furnished in quantity to fully supply the command until July, 1889, from
which: time it has been e_xclusively used for drinking and cooking purposes. The
following table is taken from official records:
Strength
of
command.

Period.

July 1,
July 1,
July 1,
July 1,
July 1,

1886, to June 30, 1887 ..................................... - - .
1887, to June 30, 1888 .. .. ................. - . - ..........•.....
1888, to June 30, 1889 ....................• - •.................
1889, to June 30, 1890 ......................••......•.........
1890, to June 30, 1891. ........... ·-· ................... -.... .

i~t; t: t::i: ti i~~: :& im:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

July 1, 1893, to June 30, 1894 ...... ·······--·························
July 1, 1894, to June 30, 1895 .......••...•. ···-·· .• -····-··. -· ····-··
July 1, 1895, to June 30, 1896 .. ..................................... .

152
125
141
144
99
58
5'1
115
116
1]4

cent of
Cases of Per
sick to
fever.
command.
60
64
393
140
3
1
None.
3
35
33

39.47
51. 20
278. 72
97. 22
3. 03
1. 72

............ _____

2. 61
30.17
28. 95

Another condition which bears strongly on this subject is the precipitation or rain.
The old residents always look for an unhealthy season and much fever when rain is
abundant, but except late in 1894, when there was some rain, and the summer of 1895,
when there were several inches, a drought has prevailed over this entire section since
1889. When the river overflows its banks, the l agoons and old river beds are filled
and the lowlands submerged, but when in addition there are heavy rains vast areas
of lowlands are under water, and fevers of an intermittent type prevail as soon as
the waters begin to evaporate.
There can be no doubt that to the condensed water is largely due the comparatively
less number of fevers and the almost total disappearance of typhoid fever. Rowel
affections aro also rare or due chiefly to some imprudence in diet, and the health of
the troops i, far above that of the town, and due, I believe, chiefly to the better
quality of the water supplied .
SPOTTED FEVER .A.

Rl!:PORTED FROM IDAHO.

The surgeon at Boi e Barracks, Idaho, referred in one of his monthly
reports t the prevalence of spotted fever in ti.le civil settlement in
the neighborhood of hi po t. On being requested to give fuller particular" concerning tbi fever he stat d that as he had 11ot een any of
he ca e. hat bad occurred be had caJl ed upon his medical friend in
civil life for informatiou. These gentlemen re ponded promptly, and
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from their reports it is learned that in the spring months a fever which
presents marked clinical characters prevails in the mountain valleys of
that country. The course of the febrile movement is somewhat similar
to that of enteric fever, a continued fever lat')ting two or more weeks.
Tbe symptoms indicating the existence of the local_ intestinal lesions of
typhoid fever are not present; but there is intense headache, with afrerwards dullness of mind and grievous pains, like those of dengue, in .the
muscles, bones, and joints, the last being occasionally swollen. Instead
of the rose rash of enteric fever there appear on the skin about the
third or fourth day circular red spots about one-eighth of an inch in
diameter, w hicl?. soon cover the surface, increasing in size, becoming
purple in color and desquamating as convalescence is established, leaving the Rite of each spot so altered that it can be distinguished readily
for months afterwards when the cutaneous capillaries are stimulated
by exercise or ~old. Notwithstanding the alarming nature of this concourse of symptoms, the fatality of the disease is slight. The reports
kindly furnished by the prominent medical men of this part of the
country are herewith submitted:
C. L. SWEl<:T, M. D., PRESIDENT !DAI-IO STATE MEDICAL SocrnTY.-The following
data are gathered from about ten years' experience with the disease, coupled with
fairly close attention to the cliuical details.
Geographical distribution.-The whole Snake River basin and tributaries in Idaho.
General characteristics.-Continued fover, with mild exacerbations; temperature
usually not excessh-e. Cases sometimes pass into an adynamic or typhoid condition.
Ditration.-From three weeks to three or four months; i. e., though the fever may
not l ast longc·r than twenty-one days the lesions may continue for months. Convalescence is usually rapid.
Special symptoms.-Onset usually accompanied by severe break bone pains; constipation usual, though sometimes diarrhea; headache; anorexia; hemorrhagic
eruption over entire bouy usually within one to three days, papular, evidontly
extravasation of blood beneath skin, fading to a faint blue color in four to thirty
days, yet r emaining faintly visible often for many weeks; considerable irregularity
regarding disappearance of eruption . These skin lesions often remain as faint blue
indurated "spots" on exposure to cold for months. The nervous system is sometimes involved; in such cases there is marked hyperp:vrexia; tongue always co:1,ted,
a thin, white fur usually persisting for a long time; intense boneache, suggestive of
dengue.
Fatality.-Slight; usually due to lowered vitality from other causes, such as bad
air or surroundings .
Causation.-While there are indications which seem to point out this peculiar affection as a water-borne disease, there are other circumstances which militate against
this theory and in favor of its being akin to malaria, in that it is frequently seen in
persons who have been living in the vicinity of newly broken ground, post hoks,
plowed ground, and in those who have drunk seepage water from worked soil, etc.
This so-called "spotted fever" I do not consider to Le infectious or contagious in any
degree per se. Frequently several cases occur in a household, again only the single
case; this latter fact often due to the patient returning home ill after sojourning in
another locality up to time of malaise. The disease differs principally in its occurrence of the symptoms from our occasional mountain fever, which seems to be similar to the mountain fever of tho Eastern Rocky Mountain region, a typhomalaria, or
at least a modified typhoid. This" spotted fever" does not, to my knowledge, occur
in Utah, and is confined to the Sna1rn River Basin, much of it being seen along the
rontes of the Oregon Short Lino Railroad.
Treatment.-Milk diet; a cholagogue followed by frequent alcohol hot baths, with
usua.11yvery little positive m edication. As routine I usually relieve the dengue a ·he
with salol, quinia salts, and somo coal-tar products in very small closes until free diaphoresis is obtained. I give little, but a placebo in mild cases.
.
W. D. SPRINGER, M. D.-Geogmphical distribution.-Snake River Valley and its
tributaries.
Character.-Continued fever, with typhoid condition and a red eruption general over
entire body.
Duration.-Two to three weeks.
Special S.lJrnptoms.-A feeling of malaise for a few days, generally foll?wecl by _a
chill. Fever then sets in: ranging from 103° to 105° . The eruption makes it~ app~arance from the second to the fifth <lay, continues throughout the a~tack, ancl 1s v1 ?hle
even after convalescence, especially if tbo surface becomes chilled. The patient
WAR 96-VOL I--29
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usually complains of severe pains throughout the body, especially in the back and
stomach, and in many cases in the larger jQints, causing the patient to cry out on any
movement. The tongue has a yellowish-white coat with red edges; in the later stages
it becomes red, or dry and brown. Stomach is irritable, bowels as a rule constipated,
urine scanty. The fever ranges high and continues from ten days to two weeks; then
it intermits for the following week or two. Pulse 100 to 130 fa ordinary cases.
Pains in different parts of body are of a shooting character and not continuous.
Many patients aft er a few days pass into a typhoid condition. The eruption does
not fade on pressure and in m any cases there are large areas of skin almost black
(hemorrhagi c), especially in front of the tibia. Spots vary in size; average about
one-eighth inch in diameter. P a tients are usually very nervous and irritable.
Patality.-Low; probably 1 or 2 per cent; more fatal to old people. · Death usually
results from exhaustion.
Probable causation.-Water; sepsis.
11reatment.-Expectant. Morphine for pain; salines for constipation; sponge baths
and antipyretics for high temperature. Diet, milk.
R. M. FAIRCHILD, M. D.-Geographical distribution.-Confinecl principally to Snake
River Valley and its tributaries.
Characte1·.-Fever of t yphoid type, self-limited, and characterized by a red eruption over whole body.
Duration.-Fourteen to twenty-eight days.
Special sy1nptoms.-Sometimes ushered in by chill, but usually find iwo or three
days of malaise, with severe headache, particularly in the back part; also severe
shooting pains throughout body and limbs, usually more severe in bowels a.nd back.
Pain is neuralgic in type. About the third or fourth day the characteristic eruption
appears, b eginning on the legs and arms and soon covering the whole body. It is
hemorrh agic in appearance and the spots vary in size from one-eighth to one-half an
inch in d iam eter. Sometimes they coalesce, covering a large surface. The color does
not fade on pressure. The eruption continues throughout the disease, or until convalescence is fairly established, when it graduaJly fades. When exposed to cold, the
remains of the spots can be seen for months after complete r ecovery. Bowels as a
rule are constipated and abdomen retract ed, but occasionally we h ave m arked diarrhea,, but no tympanites or t en derness of abdomen. Tongue coated by whitish fur,
with red edges in early part of disease; later whitish coat usually disappears and
tongue becomes r eel a nd frequently dry and brown or black. Many cases suffer from
congestion of throat, which is very sensitive a nd painful and interferes with swallowing. A slight cough usu ally accompanies the disease. Other cases develop rheumatic trouble, particularly of the larger joints. Neuralgic pains, severe in type,
continue throughout the disease, affecting principally the b a ck and bowels. Occasionally sloughing of limited areas t akes place, such as of scrotum, etc. In some
cases febrile action runs high; it usually ranges from 101° to 104½ 0 or 105° F., an~
is continuous, showing but slight r emissions; pulse usually slow and fnll, from 85 to
110. There is a hyperremic condition of the n ervous system, as shown by the general
neuralgic pains. In my opinion it is a h ybrid, between typboiil. fever and cerebrospinal fever, the disease having many symptoms common to both. In one case I
found marked opisthoton os during the fourth week of the disease, which proved
fatal. In this case there were m arked cer ebral symptoms. In many cases the eruption invades the eyes. causing severe pain, and making them very sensitive to light.
All cases are very nervous, sleepl ess, and throughout the disease suffer intensely.
In many cases appetite is l ost and there is marked irritability of the stomach. The
urine is scanty and h ighly colored. I have examined for albumen, but found n one.
Convalescence usnally begins by or follows a stage of profuse sweating . Pain is
controlled only by morph ia .
Fatality.-Low in my experience, perhaps 2 or 3 per cent.
Lesions. -I have had no opportunity for post-mortem observation.
Probable causation.-Unknown. It usually prevails from April 1 to July 1, and in
my experience the cases have been sporadic, it being exceptional to have more than
one or two cases in the same house. All classes and all age are affected-the rich,
the poor, the weak, the robust, the youn cr, and the old, and male and female alike.
Families using water from the same wel1are not liable to be affected similarly.
Treatnient.-It i a self-limited disea e, and drugs have little or no effect on the
attack. I treat on the expecta.nt plan principally. When pain is evere, I control it
with morphia, and to les. eu the hyperremia of cord, etc., I usually give a mixture of
bromide and ergot. \Vheu temperature rroes above 102° F., I bathe with tepid water,
and, if indicated, give small do e of acetanilid or phenacetin. Quinine has given
no re ults in my hands. I k eep the patients in the recumbent posture con tautly,
overcome con tipation with saline , and confine them to milk di t .
GEORGE COLLI TER, M.
. - pott d fever, so caJled, is an epidemic fever, the
can e of which have not been sati factorily determin d. It extend from Pocatello
to Huntington along what is alled the nake River Plain , being very rarely found
in the high mountains. It makes its appearance in March, and continues until the
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latter part of June. Many cases are taken suddenly without previous malaise, some
with a severe chill, and others with more or less chilly shndderings frequently referred to the spinal reg,ion; still others with little or no chill at all. The febrile stage
gradually follows. The pulse usually does not nm very high, not often above 110
in adults; nor is it common to find the temperatnre over 103° F., except in an occa:
sional case. There is generally severe headache, with pain of a rheumatic character
in the back and limbs, mostly referred to the joints. The tongue is usually covered
with a whitish or yellowish fur; but in severe and typhoidal conditions it is dry
red, and glazed. The kidneys are not often distnrbed. Na,usea and vomiting ar~
frequently present until the fourth or fifth day of the fever; the skin, as a rule, shows
no atmormal appearance. The rash first appears on the feet, and from there spreads
over the body. This exant-hem· consists of fiat, rosy-red pa.pules about a sixth of
an inch in (1iameter. When these papules are pre. sed upon, especially soou after
they Lave formed, their color disappears, but later on they do not disappear on pressure. 'l'lley become organize<l into new tissue and can be seen weeks, and sometimes months, after recovery, especially if the pati ent gets a little chilly. The fever
continues frorn two to three weeks. This disease is not very fatal. Iu children the
fatality will not exceed 1 per cent; in old age, from 4 to 5 per cent.
L. C. Bow1ms, M. D.-Geo.!Jraphical distributfon.-The disease is endemic in southern and central Idaho, over an area about Boise City of about 4,500 square miles.
Causation . -The disease develops during spring only, from about the 1st of March
to the middle of May . It attacks persons in all conditions and periods of life, liut
males in the larger proportion. As to its special cause and the circumstances concernc<l in its production, we have no positive knowledge. The causation does not
involve a contagion, as the cases occur sporadically. Tbe auxiliary causes seem to
be exposure to cold, draughts, and dampness. The vera causa, probably, is of a telluric character.
Lesion s.-No post-mortem examination made. The spots are due to a sauguineous
exudate, probably into or beneath the corium. The joint lesions develop with the
spots, and the swelling disappea,,rs during the period of absorptio n and convalescence. The scrotum and testicles are swollen in severe cases. Sloughing of the
scrotum occurred in one instance. Before death children have symptoms of meningitis. In adults and the aged death results from toxemia aud exhaustion.
Duration.-The period of incubation is uncertain, probably from ten days to three
weeks; from the appearance of prodromal symptoms until convalescence, twelve to
twenty days; average perio<l of convalescence about one m,mth, very infrequently
several months. In one case two yearn elapsed before sunlight was borne without
intense cephalalgia.
General charaoter.-During the period of incubation there is slight headache and
a feeling of lassitude and inaptitude for work. During the first week following tbis
period the patient complafos of chilly feelings, nausea, loss of appetite, intense lleadache, pain in back and legs, a muscular soreness and stiffness of the entire body, and
he takes to his bed with a temperature of 102° to 105° ; pulse, 90 to 120. During this
week appear also the characteristic red spots and swollen joints. During the second week the eruption matures, and in favorable cases and those of moderate severity
there is a gradual decline in fever and less headache and mental torpor. During the
thir,d week convalescence is established, which usually is prolonged.
Special sy1nptom.s.-Early in tlle disease the face acquires a dusky :flush, and is
slightly swollen; conjun ctiva more or less injected. The expression becomes listless, dull, and heavy. The temperature varies in differnnt cases. There is a daily
rise durin g the first four or five days. The evening temperature is about 1° to l t 0
higher than the morning r emission. A temperature of 102t 0 to 104° is not uncommon by the fourth or fifth day. Having reached its acme, the fever persists for several days. At the end of the second and during the third week the fever falls by
lysis to an evening r ecord of 98.4°. There is more or less a cceleration of the pulse,
often greatest at the beginning of convalescence. In the onset the pulse is sluggish,
and lacks force. In fatal cases it is not usually greatly quickened; I have observed
it slower than in health. During the first week the skin is usually dry; later it is
somewhat moist; night sweats are common during the third week. The ronnc1 r ed
eruption ma,kes its appearance about the fourth or fifth day; first about the ankles and
wrists, and by the end of the first week the spots have extended overiihe entire body.
On their first appearance they are one-eighth to one-fourth inch in diameter, and disappear momentarily on pressure. In three to four days they enlarge, one-fourth
to one-third inch in diameter, become papular, t:nd are modifi ed only slightly on
pressure. They reach the stage of absorption and desquamation in eight to tw~lve
days. A browny desquama.tion is usual about the third week. Su?jects_ th~t drn at
this stage prernnt a resemblance to smallpox, due to the loss of ep1derm1s from the
a:pices of the papules. In fatal ca~es the spots tu;n dark _purple before d~ath. T~ey
disappear slowly during the penod of absorption, which 1s ver_y vapal>le, ~ few
weeks to several months. Loss of appetite is early, and the relish for food 1_ ~ot
regained until the patient is quite convalescent. Nausea is commonJ and vom1tmg
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an occasional symptom. Sore mouth and congested fauces are met with; tongu ,
. thick and furred; constipation usually during the entire illness. Up to the perio1l
of convalescence the urine is of high specific gravity, scant, and high colored.
Cephalalgia is the most common and persistent symptom in the development of this
disease. The pain is intense and persists without intermission; it is referred to the
frontal region, or also occiput or entire head. Pain is severe also in the lnmbar
region or along the entire spine and in the lower extremities. There is hyperesthesia
of the surface of the body. Owing to the muscular and articular soreness and stiffness, patients lie in a position of general :flexion for hours without moving. Sleeplessness is common during the first week. The mental processes become dulled aud
the patient listless and apathetic. In severe cases there is delirium of a typhoid
character, due to fever or to toxre mia.
Fatality.-Tbe d eath rate is about 2½ per cent. In fleshy subjects the disease is a
serious affection, but particularly in the aged is it fatal. From the :fifth to the eighth
decade the mortality progressively increases from 5 to 50 per cent. Delirium, or
involvement of the nervous system, is a bad prognot'itic sign . The amount of fever is
deceptive, as fatal casea may have a temperature not exceeding 103° . Death is due
to toxremia or exhaustion.
Treatment.-No abortive or reliable curative treatment has yet been discovered.
The disease is self-limited and a large proportion of cases recover witbout,any internal medication. Treatment of individual cases is governed by the rational and
symptomatic indications present. On the theory that the infection enters through
the alimentary canal, I employ intestinal antiseptics and evacuants, and a supportive
treatment.
J. K. Dunors, M. D.-In r elation to the so-called spotted fever as observed in this
vicinity, I would state that it is an acute, febrile, eruptiYe disease, noncontagious,
but epidemic, and found chiefly in March and April. It occurs sporadically within
a radius of 50 miles from Boise and springs from an unknown cause, but may confidently be looked for during the spring ruonths above mentioned. There is usually
no prodrornal stage and a patient is stricken down without warning, with severe
frontal headache, photophobia, nausea, lassitude, persistent anorexia, and intensely
severe pains of tbe joints and muscles. The pain is boring, breaking, and stabbing,
and appears to penetrate into the very substance of the bones. 'fhe pain and fever
persist during the entire attack, from fourteen to twenty-eight days. The fatality
is not great, although weak subjects, and even strong ones, often succumb from intercurrent affections of the bowels, kidneys, or heart. It may be called a uonfatal disease, yet the convalescence is remarkably slow and may be prolonged for months.
The eruption occurs early, in forty-eight to seventy-two hours, :first appearing upon
the palms of the hands and extending over the entire body in fine, red, round papules
of an erythematous nature. The term exanthesis rosalia arthrodynia more nearly
expresses the disease than spottetl fever. All ages are subject to its ravages, but
adults of both sexes are more prone to it than children. No medication will relieve
the pain and fever; but quinine, dissolved in aromatic sulphuric acid, in comparatively large doses, gives the best resnlt,s to those who can withstand the treatment.
The eruption fades slowly and may be discerned weeks after convalesceuce has set
in. No constitutional lesions are l eft, and no probable cause can as yet be assigned.
D. W. FIGGINS, M. D.-Geographical distribution.-Only in the valleys of the
mountain districts.
Character.-Ushered in by a chill, pains in the extremities, muscular soreness, and
fever, temperature ranging from 100° to 105° , pulse 100 to 120. The eruption appears
from tlie third to the fifth cfay, :first affecting the face and hands, then the trunk,
:finally the extremities; skin swollen and v er y sensitiYe to touch; considerable bronchial irritation, cough lasting during convalescence, or as long as there is any appearance of the eruption; in some cases epistaxis; bowels either constipated or quite
loose; in ome cases typhoid symptoms in a malignant form; fever remittent.
Duration.-From fourteen to forty-two days, the eruption showing for four or five
months after the patient is up and around, especially when subject to heat or
physical ex.er ·ise.
,pecial symptoms. -Raised eruption, fir t of a light red color, assnruing a dark
purple hue as th di ·ea , e progreHses; eruptive patches from one-fourth to 1 inch in
diameter, mo ·tly of a circular form; de quawation about the third or fourth week.
Fatality.-! have treated about 60 cases during the pa t fourteen years. During
that tim , I have seen but one fatal case, and that, I believe, superinduced by years of
di sipation, and age.
Lesions.-, o far as I know confined to the skin.
Probable causation.-! never aw any a es except among those who had used water
from creeks and surface wells. I hav een it in fami1ie who u d water from
spring an 1 where th entir family had the disease; llut it is mostly confined to
teamst r , who camp ont during the nmmer mon ths.
Treat111ent.-I n v r employ cl an)T oth r than such as is used in ordinary malarial
feven1 1 and that of a syru1ltomatic nature.
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H. ZIPF, M. D.- Spo.tted fever is called so by the medical men of Boise on account
of a spotted eruption, red in the c enter and blue at tho outside maro·ins.
Geographical distribution.- More or less OYory year in the valleys; very seldom in
the mountains.
Character.-Usually the onset is sudden, high fever, violent headache, coated
tongue, back ache, flushed face.
_
Dnration.- The fever is continuous, la.sting from ono to two weeks; patient feels
weak for two or three weeks more; h e complains of soreness and stiffness of muscles.
Special syrnptoms. -The fever is ont of proportion to the danger of disease; it also
leaves patient weak for weeks, and the eruption will stay out even after the patient
feels well again.
.
Fatality.- Very seldom fatal. I heard of one fatal case this spring, but the patient
had always been of weak constitution.
Lesions.-Never heard of nor saw any with this disease.
Probable causation.-Malaria.
MALARIAL DISEASES.

The admission rate for malarial diseases in 1895 was 82.56 per thousand
of strengtll, and the rate of nonefficiency 1.70, the former higher and the
latter lower than the correspondillg rates for the previous year, 74.72
and 1.88 respectively, but both considerably lower thau the average
annual rates of the preceding decade, 103.32 and 2.57. The lowest
admission rate on our records was reported in the calendar year 1891,
62.23, with a nonefficiency rate of 1.58.
In looking over the sick rates of the military departments it is found
that the increased malarial rates are evidently due to increased prevalence iu the Department of the East, the admission rate in this department being 162.16, while that of the Department of Texas is only 72.19,
and that of the Department of the Missouri only 65.68. It is all the
more singular that the increased rates come from Northern rather than
from Southern posts. Thus while Fort Hamilton, N. Y ., reported an
admission rate of 355.40, with a nonefficiency of 4.32, Jackson Barracks,
La., had only 53.03 admission and 1.04 nonefficiency, and Key West
Barracks only 15.62 and 0.19. Although some of the posts in New
York, such as Fort Hamilton, already cited, Fort Wadsworth, Willets
Point, and West Point, contributed to the increased rates, the two posts
on the Potomac River at the national capital-Port Myer, Va., and
Washington Barracks, D. 0.-were the main source of the increased
rates, not only of the Department of the East, but of the Army as a
whole, the former having 1,092.59 admission and 14.07 noneffi.eiency per
thousand of strength, and the latter 1,079.89 and 13.71. These rates
indicate that the cavalry force at Fort Myer suffered more than the
artillery at Washington Barracks, but this was by no means the case,
for the latter post is not credited with the whole of the record of sickness that belongs to it. During the summer some of the batteries were
camped temporarily at Fort Monroe, Va., for artillery practice, and the
recurring sickness among the men of these batteries gave Fort Monroe
an admission rate of 162.16 for malarial diseases thatwerenotindigenous.
l\Iaj. Walter Reed, surgeon, United States Army, has investigated the
character, prevalence, and probable causation of the malarial fevers at
the posts of Washington Barracks and Fort Myer. He :finds that intermittents and mstivo-autumnal fevers prevailed at both posts, the proportion of the latter manifestations, as shown by microscopical examination
of the blood, being greater at Washingt?n B_arracks. Th~ reco~ds from
1871 to the present time show that malarial chseases prevailed with vai:ying intensity during the whole of this period, and that as a rule, while
the percentage was higher at the barracks than at Fort Myer, there was
a remarkable agreement in the rise and fall of the annual rateB at both
posts. Re attributes the prevalence at the barracks to the low grounds
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surro.undiiig the site of the post-the bottom lands of the Anacostia
River on the east, the Potomac flats and the low grounds of the Virginia
shore on the west, the marshes across the Anacostia on the south, and
the James Creek Canal in the immediate vicinity of the post on the
northeast. He concludes that the water supply is not concerned in
the propagation of these fevers at this post, as it is drawn from the
mains of the city of
ashington, and while the citizens in the vicinity
of the post who are exposed to the influences of the neighboring
marshes suffer considerably from malarial diseases, those who live in
other parts of the city are unaffected, although using the same Potomac
River supply. From a close study of the conditions at Fort Myer, he
concludes that the fevers ther.e are to be attributed to the marsh lands
_of the Potomac Valley, as in the case of Washington Barracks. The
water supply is shown to have had no influence in modifying the prevalence of the fevers, as they continued to occur during several changes
of the supply and even during a period when the supply was boiled
and :filtered. He draws attention to a point of interest developed by a ·
comparative study of the meteorological conditions and the prevalence
of malarial fevers; that the years having the highest average temperature for Jvly, August, September, and October, with lowest humidity
for the same months, are those in which malarial diseases were most
prevalent. Dr. Reed's report is dated August 24, 1896.. It is accompanied by many valuable tables, but it is not considered necessary to
submit them here.

,v

In compliance with letter of instructions from your office da,ted August 30, 1895, I
have the honor to submit the following report concerning the character and prevalence of malarial fevers at the posts of 'iVashington Barracks, D. C., and Fort Myer,
Va., during the fall of 1895, together with the result of an investigation into the
probable local causation of these fevers.
The r eceipt of these instructions a few days only before my annual leave of absence
rendered it impossible for me to begin this investigation until the first week in October, and during this latter month my duty as recorder and mem her of the Army medical examining board interfered very much with that thorough and systematic atu<ly
of the blood of the patients affected with malarial disease wllich was so much to be
desired. Nevertheless, with the assistance of Dr. W. M. Gray, of the Army Medical
Museum, and Hospital Steward James Carroll, assistant in thepathologicallaboratory
of the Army Medical School, the microscopical study of tile blood of malarial fevers
was begun during the first week in October, both at Fort Myer and at Washington
Barracks, and continued until about the middle of November.
Fortunately, favor::i,bJe climatic conditions ena,bled us to continue our blood examinations during a period of about six weeks. This part of the investigation was
intended to decide the varieties of fever, if more than one, prevailing in these garrisons, and to ascertain whether they corresponded with those types which had been
found to exist at this season of the year in other sections of the countr.v. Thirtyfive cases were thus studied with great care, viz, 16 cases at Fort Myer and 19 ca es
at Washington Barracks. As a result of these examinations there were found to be
present two types of malarial fever at each of th ese posts, viz, tertian intermittent
and a:istivo-autumnal fever. At Fort Myer the tertian parasite was found in 15
cases and the ro. tivo-autumnal parasite in 1 case. On the other hand, at ·w ashington Barracks the tertian parasite was found in 5 cases and the re ·tivo-autumnal
variety in 14 case . It-i not intended that this marked difference in the relative
proportion of the two ,arieties of malarial fever, as brought out by the microscopical examination of the blood, should be taken as representing the actual condition
as to prevalence of tertian intermittent and res tivo-autumnal fever at the e two
stations. Thi proportion could onl y be determined by the carefu l microscopic
tudy of the 1,lood of all malarial ca e occuring during the spring, summer, and fall
months of any given year. This was, under the circumstances h retofor referred to,
impos ible of a compli hment. Vi its were made to these po ts when other duties
would permit, and xaminations made of the bloodofpatients who were atthetime
on sick r port. Although I ·hould be inclined to draw the conclusion, as a r snlt of
the blood xaminations alone, that re. tivo-autumnal fever wa more prevalent at
""\ a bington arrack than at Fort Myer during October and a part of November,
1 95, •et, up nan xamination of the report of sick and wound d for these months
at the two posts} I find that the opposite conclu ion would be drawn, viz} that Fort
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Myer had the greater proportion of restivo-autumnal fevers. The records show, as
regards the cases of restivo-autumnal or remittent fever, as follows:
Fort Myer, Va.:
October .... ·-··.................
November _____ , __ ,____ ...••. ___ :.

8
5

Washington Barracks, D. C.:
October ......... _...............
November.......................

3
1

Total cases.... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

Total cases.... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .

4

The figures a~ given for Washington Barracks need some 'modi:fi.cation, since, as
shown above 1 during the period October 1 to November 15 the restivo-autumnal
parasite was found in the blood of not less than fourteen cases under treatment.
It is probable that the medical officers at these stations have relied more upon the
clinical features of the cases under treatment than upon the microscopica,l examination of the blood in arriving at a diagnosis in every case, and, under these circumstances, it would be very difficult, if not impossible, to separate with any d egree of
accuracy the cases of purely intermittent from those of a remittent character. This
difficulty becomes the greater from the fact that the members of the garrison, having access at all times to the use of quinine, frequently resort to this drug prior to
their admission to sick report. This practice would probably very much modify the
character of the restivo-autumnal attacks.
Another factor in lessening the severity and duration of these fevers must be the
early period at which treatment is begun in all of the cases. That there were
restivo-autumnal fevers in both of these garrisons there can be no doubt; but one
looks almost in vain for a chart showing an attack which corresponds in length and
severity to those occurring, for instance, in the city of Baltimore. Among the
numerous temperature charts kept at Fort Myer during the fall of 1895 I can find
none presenting a range characteristic of restivo-autumnal fever.
I further find that the average time under treatment of all cases of fever during
the four months, August 1 to November 31, was, for Washin~ton Ba.rracks, 3.9 days,
and for Fort Myer 4.06 days, and that it is the exception for any case of malarial
fever to remain on sick report more than one week. This would indicate that either
the type of restivo-autumnal fever is a mild one, or that its short duration b brought
about by the early treatment to which all cases are subjected. The latter is probably the proper explanation.
During the time that these observations were being made fresh slides of blood of
the majority of cases were brought to the museum and numerous drawings of the
different stages of the mala.rial parasites made by Dr. J.C. McConnell, draftsman to
the museum. Non~ of thei,e differed from those given in literature on this subject
already published, and hence are omitted from this report.
The flagellation of an ovoid seen in the blood of one of the cases of rostivoautumnal fever at Washingtbn Barracks is worth recording. While observing this
ovoid with quiet pigment decentrally situated in a clump, suddenly the latter was
seen to begin active dancing movements, immediately followed by the projection of
two rather delicate flagella from one end of the ovoid. These flagella showed the
usual active whipping movement, and were unmistakable.
To briefly recapitulate, two varieties of malarial fever were found to exist at
Washington Barracks and Fort Myer, namely, intermittent fever and restivo-a u tumnal
or remittent fever, the proportion of the latter, as shown by microscopical examination, being greater at the former station.
Attention was next directed to the annual prevalence of malarial fevers at these
stations. In order to obtain reliable data on this subject, it was decided to go over
the hospital records for the total years during which Fort Myer had been garrisoned
by troops, including the years during which the signal corps was stationed at this
post (then known as Fort Whipple). This was found to cover a period of about
twenty-six years, viz, from September 1, 1870, to June 30, 1896. As data for comparison, the prevalence of malarial fevers at Washington Barracks, as shown by the
records, was examined into for the same number of years.
Leaving out of consideration, for the time being, the location and relative sanitary
surroundings of these posts, it was desired to ascertain which of them showed the
highest rate of admission for malarial fevers during this period, and whether there
were any years. and if so, how many, in which there was marked agreement or
divergence in this respect. It was believed that some light might be thr~wn upon
the etiology of these fevers by noting their annual prevalence at these stations for a
.
long period of years.
For this purpose Table A, herewith appended, has been prepared, showmg annual
mean strength, cases of m_a larial fever, and ratio of admissions per 1,000 of mean
strength.
An examination of this table will show that malarial fevers have been prevalent
at these stations with varying severity during the whole of this period, and that
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while there is for certain years some divergence, there is also to be found for the
whole period considerable agreement in ratios to the strength of the garrisons.
Beginning with the year 1871, there is found a high admission rate at Washington
Barracks, viz, 985.07; and it is further observed that a gradual fall in admissions
takes place thereafter for the years 1872, 1873, 1874, 1875, and 1876. Directing attention to Fort Myer, there is seen a like high rate for 1871, followed by a more abrupt
fall in 1872 and a gradual fall in ratio of admission during 1873, 1874, and 1875. The
year 1876 shows a t,dight rise in the admission rate at Fort Myer as compared with
1875, the rate being 243.24 for the former and 160 for the latter year, whereas at
Washington Barracks the table shows a lower admission rate for 1876 (206.10) than
for 1875, when the rate was 285. 71. The smaller admission rate for 1876 at the barracks is, however, more apparent than real, since examination shows that, looking
forward to the inauguration of President Hayes, the average strength of the garrison was largely increased for the months of November and December of this yearmonths during which malarial fevers do not prevail. This increased strength during the healthy months necessarily lowers the annual admission rate. The same
remark applies to the following year, 1877. The rate at Fort Myer is nearly twice
as great as at Washington Barracks, but this is plainly due to the presence of a large
, garrison at the latter station during the first half of the year (the healthy season)
and to the presence of a small garrison during the unhealthy season.
During the years 1878, 1879, 1880, and 1881 the relative preval@ce holds good for
the two stations, Washington Barracks showing, as usu al, the higher admission
rate; but this is not true for the years 1882, 1883, 1884, and 1885, during which years,
contrary to the rule, there is a higher ratio of admission at Fort Myer than at
Washington Barracks. What is the explanation f By consulting the monthly
strength of the garrisons it is ascertained that there has taken place a large reduction in the strength of the command at Washington Barracks during the months
embracing the unhealthy season. The years 1880 and 1881 had been so unhealthy,
by reason of the great prevalence of malarial fevers (I speak from personal knowledge) that a removal of the troops into a summer camp was thought best. This
w as carried into effect for the years 1882, 1883: and 1884.
This does not explain the higher rate for Fort M,yer for the year 1885, as the troops
at the barracks did not go into summer camp during the malarial season, nor were
there any marked fluctuations in the strength of either garrison during the year. I
have been unable to find any satisfactory explanation for this one exception to the
general rule of prevalence. I find that the garrison a t the barracks, consisting of
the Second Artillery, went South during the month of June, 1885, and that the post
was regarrisoned dnring July by a like number of batteries of the '.rhird Artillery,
coming from extreme Southern stations, such as Fort Barrancas, Jackson Barracks,
Little Rock Barracks, Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala., and Fort Monroe, Va. That
these men were more immune to malarial diseases I have no good reason to believe.
Indeed, from April to November the year 1885 appears to have been a very mild one
for malarial disease at Washington Barracks. The same remark applies to Fort
Myer until the last week in August nnd the first half of September, when there was
a surlden outburst of tertian intermittent fever, 27 cases occurring in a garrison having a mean strength of 61 men.
Returning to Table A, it will be seen that for the next ten years, 1886-1895, inclusive, there is a remarkable agreement in the rise and fall of malarial diseases at
WashingtC1n Barracks and Fort Myer.
The rate of prevalence for these years is steadily higher for the barracks than for
Fort Myer, except for the year 1890. This is again owing to the fact that during
July, August, and September (the malarfal season) the mean strength of the garrison
at the former station was much smaller than for the remaining months of the year.
The low rate at Fort Myer for 1 86 is also due to th e small size of the garrison
during the mn,larial sea on as compared with the remainder of the year, the mean
strength for these months b eing nine men ouly.
Diagram B, hereto appended, which should be studied in the light of comments
already made on exceptional years in Table A, will show much more clearly and
accurately the annual rate of prevalence of malarial <lisea es at these two stations.
This diagram, which is based upon the fio-ures obtained by averaging for each year
the monthly rates in 1,000 of monthly mean strength, plainly shows that under
ordinary conditiolll'l the percentage of' fe vers is always higher at Washington Barrack than at Fort l\lyor · and, forth r, that ther is a remarkable uniformity in the
ri. e and fall of the anunal rate at th e po, ts.
If, durino- any. ar the line indicating the annual prevalence of malarial fevers at
Washington Barrack fall below th line marking the annual rate at J?ort 1yer, a
during the. ear 1 77, 1 2, 1 3, 1884, and 1 9 thi an he xplain -'d b y a reatly
r dnced str ngth iu the command of the former po t rluriocr the more malarial
months. The rear 1 ;3, a. heretofore mentioned, stands alone a an exceptfon, for
which there appears no adequate explanation.
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":hen one considers the small number of troops that have garrisoned these posts
durmg almost the whole of this period, and the matter of individual resista.nce
which must in such small commands play an important part, I think that the relative un_iformity in ratios of admissions for such a long period is the more surprising,
and pomts strongly to one conclus10n, viz, that the same general sanitary conditions
:Vhich control the presence of malarial fevers at Washington Barracks exert a like
mfluence over the course of these diseases at Fort Myer. I will, therefore, first consider the etiology of malarial fevers at Washington Barracks:
This post occupies a point of land known as Turkey Buzzard, or Greenleafs Point,
which is situated at the junction of the Potomac and Anacosti~t rivers. It embraces,
at present, 69 acrf\s of land. Its surface is nearly a level plane, with the highest
ground on the line formed by the main roadway, from which the snrface slopes
gently to the Potomac River on the western border, affording good surface drainage
on this side. The slope of the ground is much less on the eastern half of the reservation, along which, for its entire length, the J.imes Creek Canal :flows. Hence the
surface drainage on this side is not good, and this remark especially applies to the
northeastern corner of the grounds. The averacre height of Greenleafs Point above
the water level of the Potomac River is not more than 20 feet.
The soil consists of a "brown loam or brick clay grading downwards into a bed
of gravel" (Professor McKee), and has been slowly formed by deposits brought
down by the Potomac and Anacostia rivers.
To the east of W asbington Barracks there is an ex'tensive tract of low, badly
drained land i.;tretching along the right bank of the Anacostia River. On the west.em
side, and separated from it by the narrow Washington channel of the Potomac, is situated a recently made peninsula of low-lying ground-a continuation of the original
"Potomac Flats"-consisting of 621 acres ofland, which is at all times above the level
of the tides, and for the past five or. six years covered wHh a dense, rank vegetable
growth. Farther to the west, across the Georgetown channel, lie other extensive
lowlands, forming the western bank of the Potomac. In the immediate vicinity of
the barracks, and just across the narrow James Creek Canal, is a low-lying, marshy
spot, rather foul from sewage, of a few acres in extent, which is exposed daily at
low tides. To the immediate south, across the Anacostia River, there is an extensive area of marshy ground, whose dense vegetable growth is largely exposed at low
stages of the tide. It should be observed that the Potomac River, which above the
A9-ueduct Bridge is a narrow stream with high l)anks, suddenly becomes much
wider and of more sluggish current below this point, and hence an explanation is
found for the formation of much of the low-lying marshy grounds situated within
and along this river above ancl opposite the post of Washington Barracks.
Having mentioned one of the probable sonrces ofmala,rial disease at this station, it
will be necessary to turn attention to another possible source, viz, the water supply.
I find that this station from an early perio<l of its history has been furnished with
the same supply as the city of Washington, namely, Potomac River water.
I think this would be the proper place in this report to briefly quote the opinions
of the various medical officers stationed at Washington Barracks as to the etiology
of malaria] infection at this post, in order to ascertain whether they refer this infection at any time to the water supply or attribnte it to other general causes.
While the majority of the medical officers call attention to the foul condition of
the James Creek Canal, which I may say is an open sewer flusherl. daily by the tides,
and express, occasionally, the opinion that the fonl odors from this canal may affect
injuriously the health of the command, no accusation is ]odge,l against it as a cause
of malarial disease. I find no reference to the poRsible origin of this disease at the
barracks until August 31, 18~6. In his sanitary report for that month, Maj. W. D.
Wolverton, surgeon, United States Army, remarks: "The h ealth of the troops hai.;
been affected by mild attacks of malarial fever, due, probably, to the drying ont of
the low ground along the canal, which was frequently flooded during the early part
of the season. That part of the post should be underdrained and raised by :filling in,
so as to be above the highest tide."
Under date of March 31, 1889, Maj. W. H. Gardner, surgeon, United States Army,
remarks: "During the early part of the month J arues Creek Canal overflowed its
banks and submerged the lower portion of the post. The canal is in reality only an
open sewer which drains a considerable portion of the northeast section of the city.
There was'left upon the overflowed soil quite a considerable amount of sewage,
which, it is feared, may give rise to malarial, typhoid, and other fevers as the hot
weather approaches, but as yet no deleterious effects have been noticed."
The same medical officer, under date of June 1, 1889, referring to rece~t very heavy
rains during the months of April and May, amounti~g ~o m~re than 20 mches, saY_s:
"I feel confident that this unprecedented amount of ram w1ll act as a sourc~ o_f d1~ease at the post and cause a great many cases of malarial fever. In my op1m_on ~t
would save much sickness and probably some valnable Jives jf tbe troops of tb1s
command would be removed to some more healthful situation for the hot summer
months."
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A still greater overflow by the waters of the Potomac and Anacostia rivers occurred
June 2, 1889, during which submersion the lower part of the post, known as the
"quadrangle, " was separated from the other part of the ga,rrison by a "stream of
filthy water that was continuous from the west river front ::.,cross to the James Creek
Canal." Surgeon Gardner again recommends a removal of the command during the
malarial season.
Under date of November 30, 1889, I find, for the first time, question being raised
as to the purity of the water supply. Major Gardner refers to it as being "muddy
nnd impure, and not at all :fit for drinking, owing the recent heavy rainfall/' and
recommends filtering and boiling of the water. During the year 1890, the same
medic:Ll officer on more than one occasion recommends the filtration of the water so
as to protect the troops against dysentery and diarrhea.
Under date of June 30, 1893, Maj. Joseph K. Corson, surgeon, United States Army,
says: "Water supply is abundant, apparently good; it contains much sediment at
high tides. No disease has been attributed to the water supply."
.
Under date of August 31, 1893, Surgeon Corson says: "There has been considerable
increase of malarial disease, always prevalent at this season of the year. The
disease is due to causes common to this region, and not, in my opinion, to any
unsanitary condition within tl;ie post."
Under date of October 31, 1894, the present post surgeon, Maj. George W. Adair,
in commenting upon" th6 Jarge percentage of malarial fever among the enlisted
men, while the- officers and their families presented no symptoms <'>f malarial poisoning," attributes this largely to the fa ct that the men are in the habit of frequenting
a path along the James Creek Canal" which leads to a hole in the boundary wall.
Here is a highway through an unsanitary marsh, never traveled by offi cers, and
probably most frequently used by enlisted men between taps and reveille, and at a
time of the day w11eu the emanations from the soil are most dangerous." He
refers to "a strip of about 20 acres of ground on the eastern sicle of the post which
has not good drainage, and is more or less saturated with water."
Under date of March 31, 1896, Surgeon Adair recommends that the weeds along
the northeast border of the reservation be cut down and burned, since be believes
that this spot forms a breeding ground for malarial germs. He adds: "This jungle
is not the only or chief source of the fevers which are so prevalent during the summer and fall, but so large a percentage of the command becomes affected each
summer that every source of infection should be removed or modified as much as
possible."
It will thus he observed that during this whole period no medical officer calls into
question the water supply as a source of malarial disease at this station, and that
while a few refer to other general causes, lying outside of the garrison, the majority
attribute a good deal of importance to tbe low marshy part of the reservation lying
along the James Creek Canal. This absence of reference to the water supply as a
source of malarial disease is not, of course, a proof that the Potomac water is not
at fault. Stronger evidence of the wholesomeness of tho water supply is fonnd in
the marked prevalence of malarial fevers in those sections of the city bordering on
the Potomac and Anacostia rivers, and its almost complete absence from the more
elevated districts. In other words, while all of the city's inhabitants use the same
water supply, those who live in the more elevated sections away from the river front
drink Potomac water with impunity, as far as m alarial disease is concerned, while
those who live on the low plateau bordering both the Potomac and the Anacostia
rivers are afflicted annually by malaria.I diseases to a greater or less extent.
I find by reference to the Report on the Vital Statistics of the District of Columbia, Covering a Period of Six Years ending May 31, 1890, by Dr. John S. Billings,
United States Army, that in sanitary district No. 22, bounded by Virginia avenue,
South Capitol street, the Eastern Branch of the Potomac, Delaware avenue and
First street W., area 279 acres, population 2,952, and which district is situated just
aero. s the James Creek Canal from Washington Barracks, the death rate for malarial
fever was nearly three times tbe :werage, and that the greatest number of deaths
from malarial fever during the six years endino- May 31, 1890, occurred in those districts lyincr immediately along the hore of the Anacostia and Potomac river ; the
highest death rate, which was more than five time the avera&'e, occurred in sanitary
di trict o. 7, bounded by lI street, Virginia avenue, E, Eignteenth, and B streets
NW., lying immediately on the Potomac River opposite Analostan Island; area 180
acres, population 2,102.
I ther fore conclucle that the source of the malarial fevers at Washington Barracks
can be re~ rred to the development of the specific cause of malaria partly in the soil
upon whi h the po ti located, and, to a till greater degr e, to its development in
th exten iv mar h lands lying in and along the Potomac and Anaco tia riv r .
In contra t to tbe location of ,va hington Barrack , which i only a£ w f, et above
be level of the Potoma
iver, and in th immediat vi inity of xten ive, low, and
insufficien ly drained area of river bottom, Fort Myer, Ya,, is situated on Arlington
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Heights, at an elevation of 240 feet above the Potomac, and at a distance of about
half a mile frpm the right bank of that river.
I extract from a special report, dated June 30, 1893, descriptive of this post, by
Capt,. John L. Phillips, assistant surgeon, United States Army, the following:
"The g~ological formation of Fort Myer consists of a series of deposits of loam,
sand, and gravel. A layer of loam, containing fine sand and gravel, of the thickness of al>0ut 10 feet,, resting upon a second layer of coarser gravel, having a thickness
of from 10 to 15 feet, and this resting upon a bed of clay. Its situation upon a c-ommanding plateau, which is broken by deep ravines, serves to give Fort Myer excellent natural drainage."
'lhat malarial diseases should prevail at this station would hardly be inferred
from an examination of its immediate sanitary snrrounding1:1; yet an examination of
Diagram B serves to show that for a period covering the last quarter of a century
these diseases pave annually recurred, and have oc0asioned much discussion during
the l ast five or six y ears as to the source of their origin.
I can find nothing in the earlier medical history of the post b earing upon the causation of the malarial fevers at this garrison. I find that the water supply from 1870
to 1886 was obtained from a spring situated at the base of the hill upon which the
post is locatecl. It was pronounced by Acting Asst. Surg. L. W. Ritchie, United
States Army, who was medical officer to this garrison for more than fitteen years, as
"pure and abundant' 1 and" far removed from any contact with sewage/'
During the year 1886, in order to obtain a greater supply of water1 a well was sunk
near the site of the spring, and four additional welJs were sunk at a lower elevation,
and in a situation which has been referred to as "marshy ground."
During the month of October, 1888, Asst. Surg. H.P. Birmingham, United States
Army, forwarded specimens from the sources of supply, viz, "a natural spring/' "a
driven well/' and "a well sunk in marshy ground," to tho laboratory of the SurgeonGeneral's Office for analysis on account of the appearance of a casP, of t yphoid fever
in the garrison. According to the chemic::,i,l report, the water obtained from the
spring and from the driven well was found to be of good quality, while that from
the well s-unk in marshy ground was reported as containing a considerable amount
of suspended matter, and not in a condition to be used for drinking purposes.
Under date of June 30, 1889, Maj. R.H. White1 post surgeon, reports that the water
supply is "wholesome and abundant."
From the monthly sanitary report of the same officer for August, 1889, I quote the
following:
1
' An item of interest in the medical history of the post is the occurrence during
the summer of seventeen cases of remittent fever. It is quite probable that this type
of fever may be referred to conditions that are common to the wide area hereabouts
and that no sanitary defect at the post can be inferred frnm its presence.'1
The first reference that I find in the medical history of this post condemnatory of
its water supply is under date of June 30, 1891, when the post surgeon, Major White,
pronounced the water to be of surface origin, and, on that account, and the scarcity
of the suppl5·, suggests that connection be made with the Washington waterworks
in order to obtain a purer supply.
·
Under date of September 6, 1891, the same medical officer requests that an analysis
of the water may be made. He states that it is of surface origin, and that the occurrence of certain cases of fever at the station suggests that its water supply may not
be altogether pure. If analysis was made at this time the medical history of the post
does not give the result.
On December 1, 1891, Major White states that the water has been of wholesome
quality! but that the supply has been such as to require economical use. Nearly a
year later, September 12, 189-2, in a special report he says: "The water now supplied is simply surface drainage, to the impure quality of which may be referred 87
cases of typhoid fever in 1889, 1890, and 1891.1' I shall again have oceasion to refer
to this remark.
Under dates of November 30, 1892, February 28, 1893, and March 31, 1893, Capt.
J. L. Phillips, assistant surgeon, condemns the water supply in severe terms, and
further remarks that" of nearly 200 men admittecl to sick report during July, August,
and September, 1892, more than 50 per cent of them were admitted for disease probably due t o the polluted water supply .71 This and the preceding condemnations of .
the water supply led to measures for obtaining another and purer water for the post.
It is interesting to note that under date of October 1, 1893 1 the post surgeon reports
that the health of the command has greatly improved during the latter half of the
month, which he attributes to the heavy frosts that have occurred. The water
supply, however1 has r emained unchanged.
Under date of November 1, 1894, Capt. E. A. Mearns, assistant surgeon, reports that
the sole water supply for the post is obtained from the Potomac ,R iver near the
western end of the Aqueduct Bridge.
.
.
I find that during the latter part of the month of October, 1894, a chem~cal e~am1nation .of the Potomac water, both at the pumping station and that contamed m the
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water tank, was made by Dr. W. M. Mew and, independently, by the chemist of the
Naval Museum of Hygiene. Both report tl.te supply as good and potable.
I also find in the medical history of the post that dqring the month of November,
1894, ;, Columbia" :filters were attached to the supply pipes in the officers' quarters,
14 filters in all, and that on January 10, 1895, "Pasteur" filters were attached to the
water pipes in the men's barracks and mess hall. It will be observed that from this
latter date the command was drinking Potomac River water filtered through Pasteur filters.
On' April 19, 1895, the post surgeon recommends that the drinking water used in
the garrison should be sterilized by boiling. He recommends this precaution inasmuch as the supply of the post fa taken from the Potomac River opposite the entrance
of a.sewer which drains a large section of Georgetown, and fears that on this account
the supply will be contaminated by sewage.
July 26, 1895, the post surgeon states that at present writing boiled water only is
being used by the command, and the same remark is contained in the monthly sanitary report dated August 31, 1895.
September 12, 1895, the post surgeon again calls attention to the necessity of boiling the water used for drinking purposes, to which the post commander r eplies that
if the troops had their own company messes this could be done, but that with the
consolidated mess it is very difficult to carry out the post surgeon's sanitary recommendation.
October 29, 1895, Captain Mearns submitted a special report to the post adjutant
on the prevalence of malarial fevers at Fort Myer, from which I make the following
extracts: "Malarial fevers have been the bane of the post sin ce its origin; they are
not confined to this garrison, but the paludal poisoning is felt all along the first
plateau of the Virginia side of the Potomac River. ,~ * * There are individuals
on the environs of this post who, though native born and enjoying immunity, have
for the first time become affected this season, which bas been a very prolific one for
the propagation and distribution of the specific poison of tl.te fevers at this post.
* * * 'l'o determine which of the two means of conveying the poison at this post
was the worst, it was desirable to place the command on sterilized water for potable
purposes. There are isolated individuals about the post who do not use any but
bo.iled water for potable purposes, and the results from these few cases would point
to other sources of infection, though the water snpply is a chief factor in the production of the fevers. * * * It is reasonable to suppose that the percolate from
any permeable material is pregnant with the chief ingredient contained in such .
material; hence the water supply should be suspected. * * * It is 13elf-evident
that until we exclusively use a potable water supply that is beyond qu estion as to
its pnrity it is merely a matter of speculation whether or not our present water
supply is or is not the cause of the malarial fevers at this post."
The foregoing references contain all that there is in the medical r ecords of the post
relating to the water supply of Fort Myer. From these it will be seen that from
September, 1870, to the year 1886 this post was supplied with spring water, whi?h was
always pronounced wholesome in quality, and to which no bad effects were attributed
as far as the health of the command was concerned. In 1886, in order to increase tlle
supply of water, the spring itself was enlarged, walled up, and covered over; a well
was driven about 10 feet lower than the spring, and further down the hillside, at a
di, tance of about 100 yards, in lower g-round, four other larger wells were sunk, and
thereafter referred to always as" wells sunk in marshy soil." The water from these
three sources furnish ed the supply from 1886 to November 1, 1894, from which date
tlle post has been wholly snpplied with Potomac water. By reference to'Diagram B
it will be seen that during the last four years of spring-water supply, viz, \882, 1883,
1884, and 1885, Fort :Myer bad more than its annual average of malarial cases, but
that during the following six years, viz, 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890, and 1891, notwithstanding the addition of a worse supply of water, a farge part of which was
obtained from the "wells sunk in marshy soil," the rate of admi sion for rna:Iarial
disease was very low, lower, indeed, than for any other ix consecutive years m the
history of the post. During five years of this period the rate was :ilso very low for
Washington Barracks.
I find by examination of the medical records that during Jul y (latter part),
. August, and early part of , eptember ( eptember 5) 12 case of r mittent £ ver were
11· der treatm ·nt, one of whi ·h was fatal (no autopsy).
, eptember 6, 1 91, Major
Whiter <]_ne: t that an analy ·is of the water be made, basing this requ t n tl10
occurrence of certain ca. es of fev rat tbe tation, aucl the doubt which had thereby
be n rai ed in bis own mind a to the pnrity of the wat r supplv. The con olidat d
r port for tho month of , · ptemb r 1 91, ontained the following remarks: "The
ca es of continu cl fev r sp cifi d in th pr ceding page havo not been in~u need
by quinine, and if he pbra. typho-malarial b ina~rni ible, th_ t rm typhoid mu t
he used to designate thorn. ' In the same conn ction, tbe am tar, ' rep r for eptember says: This fever * • • may be called typhoid." The occurrence of
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frost having as usual put an end to the fever cases, the post surgeon pronounces the
water supply in the November Sanita!'y Report as" of wholesome quality."
Under date of April 12, 1892, tho Surgeon-General calletl the post surgeon's attention to the remarks contained in the consolidated report for September, 1891, and in
the sanitary report for the same month, which remarks I have quotecl above, and said:
"No cases are recorded on the September register as 'continued fever,' but those
diagnosed as 'remittent' are assumed to be the ones in question. Fifteen cases of
remittent fever in all appear upon the reports from Fort Myer from July to December, 1891, and in view of the remarks above quoted it is desired to change the diagnosis in those to which the remarks apply to 'typhoid.' A memorandum herewith
indicates the cases of remittent appearing upon the register. Please designate
which of them are regarded as typhoid."
In compliance with this letter, the diagnosis of the twelve cases of "remitteut
fever" admitted prior to September 6, 18!:11, and three cases admitted later to sick
report was changed to "typhoid fever."
'rhis correction was ma(le more than six months after the ca8es had been admitted
to hospital. I may here remark that such a number of cases of typhoid fever occurring in a small garrison would naturally lead to the condemnation of the water
supply.
Duriug the year 1892 malarial fevers prevailed to an increased extent, as compared
with the preceding year, at both Washington Barracks and I· ort Myer.
September 1::l, 1892, in a special report the post surgeon of the latter post says: "The
water now supplied is simply surface drainage, to the impure quality of which may
be referred 87 cases of typhoid fever in 1888, 1889, 1890, and 1891.n This remark has
led me to discredit the accuracy of the diagnosis in the 15 cases occurring in the fall
of 1891, since I :find that it absolutely wipes from the record every case of intermittent
as well as remittent fever occuring during the years 1888, 1889, 1890, and 1891, save
one. '£his hardly seems allowable, even though many of the cases were rebellious to
quinine. Nor do I :find that the diagnosis was changed in the remaining 72 cases to
typhoid fever. Hence, in making up the 1)ercentage for 1891, in Diagram B, I have
added 15 cases of remittent fever to the malarial admissions, making the figures for
the year read 156.06 instead of 69.36.
.
The increased ratio of admissions for the year 1892 causetl an investigation to be
made of the water supply at Fort Myer by a board of experts.
The following quotation is taken from the Report of the Surgeon-General of the
Army for the year 1893, page 56:
"For many years back remittent fevers have prevailed with more or less intensity
at Fort Myer, Va., and have been attributed to the low grounds of the Potomac and
of its tributary valleys. The post is situated on au elevated plateau, which is
screened by :fine trees from the malarious exhalations in its neighborhood. Soldiers
a:ffeeted by malaria were supposed to have contracted their disease by exposure to
pernicious miasms while passing after nightfall through the low grounds in returning to their post from the city. During last autumn the number of cases was so
great as to call especial attention to the conditions, and a medical inspection of the
post was ordered. It was found that in September the garrison of 290 men had 85
cases of sickness, of which 52 were cases of remittent fever. ,vomen, children, and
civilian employees were affected in like proportion. The attacks were controlled
readily by quinine. This local prevalence of malarial fever was attributed by tile
inspectors to malarious water in the S 1)allow wells from which the post was supplied.
These wells are situated in a ravine in front of the po8t and are fed. by its subsoil
drainage. During seasons of rain and snow the supply suffices for the use of the
garrison, and is held to be fairly good in quality, but at the time of the prevalence
of the remittents the inflow into t,he wells was small and. of unsatisfactory quality,
as shown by its free ammonia, ehloricles, nitrites, nitrates, and organic matter. The
use of this water in its fresh state for drinking purposes was interdicted. Directions were given that it shoulc1 be boiled before being used; and recommendation
was made that the post be supplied by connecting it with the Washington (D. C.)
Congress f'aile<l to authorize this connection, and the post continnes
mains.
dependent on its wells. During the coming autumn the water will have to be boiled
or thoroughly :filtered to prevent a recurrence of the remittents which were so prevalent in September last."
.
I furthn quote from the same annual report:
"It is of interP.st to observe that while the garrison at Fort Myer, Va., was suffering from remittent fever the troops stationed at Washington Barracks, JJ. C., on the
low grounds on the other side of the river, also wero affected with malarial fevers,
only in the latter instance the disease was of the intermittent form. The presence
of malarial exhalations in this locality accounts for the prevalence of the cliseaso: The
insalnbrity of this post has been materially lessene<l of la to years in pr portion to
tbe progress of rcc1amation of the Potomac marshes. "
These conclusions were based upon a report made by Maj. Charles Smart, surgeon,
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United States Army, and Dr. William M. Mew, of the Army Medical Museum, on the
water supply and fevers of Fort Myer.
:F'rom th e report of Major Smart and Dr. Mew, which i s incorporated in the annual
r eport for 1893, I also quote:
"In considering t he excess of fever in September, it is to be remembered that an
unusual prevalence has been manifested at other points than at Fort Myer. .A.t Washington Barracks, for instance, there were, up to the 28th, just as many cases of malarial fever, to wit, 52, as at Fort Myer, but the garrison had a somewhat greater
strength, 380 m en. In July Washington Barracks had 13 and in August 17 cases.
"There is, how ever, one notable difference in the character of these two posts, i.e.,
rernittents exclusively prevailed at Fort Myer, intermittents at Washington Barracks; and this h as a bearing on the probability of unwholesomeness of the water
at the former post, for when malarial fevers are recognized as due to malarious
w aters the fever is generally of the rnmittent type.
'' In view of these observations it is evident that an adequate supply of good water
should be obtained for Fort Myer. Such a supply would probably put an end to its
rernittent fevers, and the elevation of the post would probably keep it free from the
intermittents which infest such low grounds as those of Washington Barracks."
The report from which I have quoted was based upon a careful examination of the
sanitary condition of Fort Myer and a thorough chemical examination ofits water supply, and hence I am reluctant to disagree with the general conclusion of this report,
viz, that the malarial fevers at Fort Myer during the year 1892 were due to its
unwholesome water supply. I think that the occurrence, on the one hand, ofa large
excess of intermittent fever at Washington Ba:cracks, occasioned by emanations from
the marshes (hence air-borne), and the prevalence of remittent fever, on the other
hand, at Fort Myer, brought about by the use of unwholesome water, would be of
very great import if true; but I do not believe that this position can be sustajned.
Certainly if the almost exclusive prevalence of rcmittent fever during the year
1892 was occasioned by an unwholesome water supply, the same water supply should
produce r emittent fever in excess over intermittents in 1893 and 1894. On the contrary, I .find that during these years, when malarial diseases were largely increased,
intermittent fevers prevailed almost exclusively at Fort Myer. Indeed, a careful
examination of the medical records of the post will show that only during Major
White's incumbency as post surgeon did remittent fevers prevail to any great extent
at this station. During all the other years intermittents largely predominate, as
at ·w ashington Barracks, and remittents only appear, few in number, during the
later fall mouths.
It is hardly necessary for me to remark that remittent or re8tivo-autumnal fevers
appear in a m alarious climate chiefly during August or September, and this occurs
irrespective of a good or bad water supply.
Since with an unchanged water supply intermittent fevers prevailed almost
exclusively during the years 1893 and 1894, the question arises, Were these not occa- .
sioned by emanations from the Potomac Flats rather than by the quality of the
drinking water'F J<'ortunately, a change of water supply made irl.' November, 1894,
enables a more correct answer to be given to this question than would oth erwise
have b een possible, a nd to my mind throws much light on the etiology of malarial
diseases at F ort Myer.
·
During the year 1895 this post was supplied with Potomac water, the old supply
being entirely cut off. In addition, beginning with January, 1895, the enlisted men
drank water which h ad been filtered through Pasteur filters, as tL greater precaution
against malarial and typhoidal infection; officer s and their families drank water
filtered through Columbia filters, and which was afterwards boiled. I donot intend
to say that all of the enli ted men drank only water filtered through Pa teur filters.
Soldiers, like other people, are apt to be careless about strictly carrying out sanitary
measures. Hence it would be more correct to say t hat the majoritJ' of the garrison
drank, as a rule, water filtered through Pasteur fi lters, and, th refore, water free
from the malarial parasite. What was the r sult of thi~ ~bange from th. old supply
to filtered (for the men) and boiled (for officers and families) Potomac River wated
The records how that malarial fevers were more pr valent at Fort Myer during
this year than they had been during the preceding twenty-three years. I have been
unable to ascertain l10w many ca e of fever occurred in the families of officers who
were drinking boiled filtered wat r, but I find a m~~y as nine ffic rs admitted to
ick report for malarial clisea e during the fall of tb1 year. All of the e nsecl only
boiled filt red water .. I forth r find that, for he pre ent :_ir, on officer (the post
surg on) and four oh ted men oftbe I-lo p1tal orp who drink only boiled filtered
water have already xr, rienc d atta k of intermitt ut £ r .
It hoold be not d tha be rat of admi i n at ·w ashington Barracks where
unboiled and unfilt r cl P toma wa r wa u cl for clrinkin purposes sho~s also
higher rate for the.· ar 1 - than for th pr clin twenty- hre ye;_r .
'
'
Thi occurrence of a hirrh r aclmi i n rat f r malarial disea. , with a new water
npply, rai e a gray doubt, n turallv wh th r the old wat r was the channel
through which malarial infection reached the garrison of F ort Myer.
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That this -water during the period 1886-1894 was largely surface water is, I think,
beyond dispute; and, as such, it was entirely advisallle to stop its use; but the fact
of its being surface water does not prove that it occasion cl the annual outbreaks of
malarial disease. -with a better water supply, about whose malarious qualities there
has never b een any suspicion ns far as I can ascertain, the same character of diseases
were yet more prevalent. This would strongly point to some other source of infection, and I llelieve this can be found in the marsh lands of the Potomac. In other
words, I am of tho opinion that malarial fevers at Washington Barracks and Fort
Myer have a common origin. If the rate is generally lower at the latter post, it 1s
probably to be explained by its greater elevation and distance from the Potomac.
In attempting to discover why the years 1893, 1894, and 1895 have been so prolific
in malarial affections at these two stations, I have gathered the statistics relating to
the amount of dredged material that has been deposited each year on the reclaimed
area of the Potomac River improvement, thinking that thi8 might have some influence. The work done is fully set forth in Table C, which was kindly furnished by
Maj. Charles J. Allen, Corps of Engineers. An examination of this tahle will show
that the years during which the greatest amount of dredging was done were, as a
rule, years in which malarial diseases prevailed to only a slight extent. It must
not bo overlooked, however, that only during the past six: years has this extensive
reclaimed area been above the influence of the ticlP,s, and covered with growing vegetation. As the material of which it is composed is the same as that of which the
natural flats were slowly made, there is no good reason why, in its present condition,
it should not contribute its share to the causation of malarial fevers.
. In this connection, Diagram B, on the following page, shows that malarial fevers
were just as prevalent at Washington Barracks in 1871 and 1872, and again in 1880
and 1881, as they have been during the past three years; hence I am unable to state
that this extensive improvement in tbe Potomac River has had any perceptible effect
upon the course of malarial diseases at these garrisons.
I think Diagram D, herewith submitted, will prove of interest in this same connection. It embraces the six years having the highest and six years having the lowest
malari al rates at Washington Barracks, and would seem to indicate that the years
having· the highest average temperature for July, August, September, and October,
with lowest humidity for the s;ci,me months, are those in which malarial diseases are
most prevalent, while those years whose summer and fall months show a temperature ranging below the mean and a higher humidity are characterized by a less prevalence of malarial diseaRes.
Diagram E, with accompanying tables, upon which it is based, for Washington
Barracks, and Diagram F, with accompanying tables, for Fort Myer, are herewith
submitted. These diagrams show not only the annual malarial range for all cases
admitted for malarial disease, but for the new cases of fev r as well.
In making up the table for new cases, patients who were admitted during the
summer months and readmitted a number of additional times during the fall months
were not considered as new infections. In the same way, patients who had been on
sick report during the preceding fall and reappeared in January, February, and March
were considered to be suffering with the original infection and not readmitted as
new cases.
This report is also accompanied by Diagram G, showing the cases of malarial fever
in each 1,000 of mean strength (annual rates) during the years 1882, 1883, and 1884
of those troops that went from Washington Barracks into summer camp. It plainly
shows the good results to be obtained from transferring a garrison from a malarial
to a nonmalarial region.
·
Thern is also submitted a diagram (H) which shows the monthly average of cases
of malarial fever among white and colored troops at Fort Myer, Va., from June, 1891,
to September, 1894, and a second diagram (I) showing cases of malarial fever at Fort
Myer from June, 1891, to September, 1894, among white and colored troops in 1,000
of mean strength. It will be observed that the prevalence of malarial diseases
among the colored troops is less than one-half the rate which prevails among the
whites. There is also appended a diagram (J) showing rainfall. Table K gives
mean temperature from 1872 to 1895) and T able L mean relative humidity.
In conclusion I desire to state that in the preparation of diagrams and tables for
this report I have received valuable assistance from Mr. C, J, Myers, chief clerk of
the Army Medical Museum.

DIAGRAM

B.

1,1::,.

Diag1·mn showing for TJ7ashirigton Ba1Tacks, D. C., and Fort Myer, Va., from January 1, 1871, to December 31, 1895, inclusive, the annual rate of caBeB
of mala1·ial fever, obtained by averaging for each yea,· the ntonthly 1·ates in 1,000 of monthly mean strength.
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A.-Sho_wing for Washington Ba1·raclcs, D. O., and Fort Myer, Va., for the years
1871 to 1895, incliisive, the rnean strength, the cases of 'malarial fever, and the ratio pm·
1,000 of rnean strength.

TABLE

Washin2;ton Barracks, D. C.
Year.

Mean
Cases of
1
strength. ~!~~! ~~

1

1871. .••.•. ······ ..................•.
1872 ..•.......... ····················
1873 ..•............. ····••···········
1874 ..•......•.... ···················
1875 .•••••• ········· .. · ····· · ········
1876 ........... ······· · ···· · ......•..
1877 ..•.............. ······· ·········
1878 . .•... ....... ....... ·············
1879 ..•..........•••.................
1880 ............. ......... ···········
1881 .. ... ..... ...................... .
1882 ... ··············· ···············
1883 ...... ········ . . ................ .
1884 ................. ····· ···········
1885 .... ..... ...... .... . ......... ... .
1886 ..•....................... ·······
1887 ......... . ...... ··•· ·· ····· · · ····
1888 .. ······················ .......•.
1889 .• . .......•. .... .......... .. . ....
. 1890 ..•...............••.............
1891. ................................ .
1892 ..............•..................
1893 .. ················•··············
1894 ..•.. ... .. ........ . ..... ..•......
1895 ...•.................••..........

67
48
50
47
35
131
272
89
124
110
250
175
178
186
260
268
267
264
251
255
310
332
287
316
363

66
44
37
22

~~67
78
85
112
224
75
83
45
37
99
149
80
47
31
109
186
247
192
425

Per 1,000
of mean
strength.

Fort Myer, Va.
Mean Cases _of
strencrth.
malarial
0
fever.

985. 07
916. 66
740. 00
468. 08

~~ti& I

246. 32
876. 40
685. 48
1, 018. 18
896. 00
428. 57
466. 29
241. 93
142. 30
369. 40
558. 05
303. 03
187. 25
121. 56
351. 61
560. 24
860. 62
607. 59
1, 170. 79

76
106
131
124
75
74
57
76
64
75
75
71

54
67
56
44
64
138
129
137
173
236
259
251
270

89
48
30
26
12
18
30
31
25
38
29
58
30
31
37
6
18
33
18
24
27

no

166
144
295

Per 1,000
of mean
strength.
1,171.05
452. 83
229. 00
209. 67
160. 00
243. 24
526 31
407. 89
390. 62
50ti. 66
386. 66
816. 90
555. 65
543. 86
660. 70
136. 36
281. 25
239. ]3
139. 53
175.18
156. 06
466.10
640. 93
573. 70
1,092.59

The recent increased prevalence of malarial fevers, chiefly intermittents, at the United States Military Academy, West Point, N. Y., led
to an investigation and report by M~j. Charles Smart in June last. He
found from the records that malarial fevers have occurred every year
to some extent, and in 1880 to nearly as large an extent as in 1895-96,
affecting civilians in the neighborhood as well as the personslivingon the
mi1itary reservation. He regarded the increase as not due to insanitary
conditions at the post, but to the occurrence of warm weather (a mean
temperature of 60° F.) at an early period of the spring or before vegetation had become vigorous, and to the continuance of a high tempera.
ture in the autumn after vegetation had lost its vigor. Under these
conditions the fever cause is exhaled into the air, and the ameboid
micro.organisms to which malarial infection is ascribed were found in
the blood of pernons examined at West Point. Dr. Smart contends that
the malarial cause is not only exhaled from the soil and propagated
by the air, but that it is washed from the luxuriant soil by surface
waters on their way to the streams and ponds, and may be propagated
by tbe drinking water. He therefore recommended, first, general medical cautions for protection against exposure to air, and, second, :filtra.
tion of the water supply to remove the particulate cause, suggesting
the building of a filter bed having an area of one.fourth acre in con·
nection with a large reservoir now being constructed; but as this
would necessarily take time, he recommended for current needs the
issue of efficient porcelain tube filters in such numbers as would furnish
1 gallon of water daily per person for use as a supply for drinking.
His report is as follows :
The medical records of West "Point show that during the calendar year 1895 t~ere
were 172 cases of malarial fever among cadets and 115 among officers and soldiers.
These numbers are equivalent, respectively, to rates of 595 and 298 per thou and of
strength, and may be compared with 74, the average rate ~f the Army for tha~ year,
and with 35 for the cadets and 44 for the officers and soldiers as the rates per thou.sand of strength for the calendar year 1894.
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This increased prevalence in 1895 assumed a greater importance when it was found
from recent medical records that there is a prospect of a largely increased malarial
rate for the coming season. In 1895, notwithstanding its high rate, the malarial influence did not begin to manifest itself until July, while this year these manifestations
began much earlier. The first case of the present year was recorded on March 30,
and from that date to June 18 132 cases have been taken into the cadet hospital for
treatment; and a similar malarial prevalence has been experienced by the officers
and soldiers of the military post.
From July 6, 1895, to June 18, 1896, the medical register of the cadet hospital shows
the occurrence of 282 cases of intermittent fever, generally quotidian in type, and of
28 cases of remittent fever, 2 of which were fatal. 'l'he prevalence, by months, may
be stated as follows:
Month.

i_~~:i~1~5i8.95: ::::: :: ::::: :::::::-::::: ::: :: ::::::: :::::: ::: ::: ::::: :::

September, 1895 ..•.....•..•........•..••.•..••..••......•.....•.......
October, 1895 .....•...••....•••••••••.......••••...•.......... __ .••••••
November, 1895 .. .'................................................... .
December,, 1895 .............•..•........••.•...•....••...••.........•.
March, 1896 .........•..............•...••.•............•.••.......... _

tta;~\t2~~::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::
June 1 to 18, 1896 .................................................... .
Total ...•.......•.••.............••..•...•.......••.............

Intermit· Remittent.
tent.
10
64
54

Total.
10

6
1
2
26
70
33

0
0
16
3
8
0
0
1
0
0

27
70
33

282

28

310

16

64
70
19
14
1
2

The duration of the intermittent attacks averaged three days; of the remittent, ten
to twenty days. The intermittents presented the characteristic symptoms of what
is popularly known as chills and fever, a chill more or less severe, followed by stages
of febrile reaction and perspiration, with a tendency to a recurrence of these phenomena,, which recurrence was generally prevented by the free administration of
quinine. I verified the diagnosis ·)f several of these cases under treatment in the
cadet hospital during my stay at \Vest Point, nnd determined the presence of the
pla,smodium malarire by microscopic examination of the blood. No case of remittent fever was under treatment during the period of my stay, but the thermographic
charts of the cases on record were submitted to me, and from an examination of
these charts I have no hesitancy in accepting the cases so recorded as cases ofremittent malarial fever.
·
1
If the sickness indicated by the above statements had been additional to the regul ar sick rate of the post, the increased sickness in the command would have attracted
prompt attention ; but these malarial fevers took the place of the influenzas and
catarrhs of the winter season, and of the ephemeral fevers, tonsillitis and pharyngitis
of the early spring, one set of febrile diseases subsiding as the other became prevalent. Influenza prevailed in the winter months, yielding to ephemeral fevers as the
weather became milder, and these to malarial fevers as warm weather set in. The
ephemeral fevers of the early spring and late autumn had the duration of the intermittents, and oftentimes it was difficult in indiviclua,1 cases to distinguish the character of the disease by its mere symptomatology. The presence of the plasmod.mr.
in the blood, or the efficacy of quinine as a remedial agent, determined in thes
cases, as a rule, the diagnosis of malarial as distinguished from ephemeral fevers. Ir..
fact, these ephemeral fevers assumed a character of malarial periodicity as the warm
season advanced, but with no ordinarily great increase of the gener al sick rate over
that which would have been recorded from the ephemeral fevers alone. During the
present season, however, 70 cases of intermittent fever recorded in May, as compared with 16 cases of ephemeral fever, with no malarial cases, in the corresponding:
month of 1895, could not fail to attract attention to the marked change in the character and prevalence of these febrile attacks.
It was found, however, 1)y a reference to the medical records of West Point that
the presence of malarial fever in the spring and autumn has been, within limits, a
con taut occurrence, and even that its prevalence to an extent such as was experienced in 1895-96 h as not been unique in its history, for in the year 1880 there were
recorded 121 cases among the officers and soldiers and 56 cases among the cadets,
equivalent to rates per thousand of strength of 528 and 20~, respectively.
I did not pursue the history of malarial fever at West Point beyond 1880, as this
year furnished a general prevalence at the post nearly as great as tliat given by the
calendar year 1895 . In 1880 the average prevalence of malarial fevers in the Army as
a whole wa much g r ater than.it is now, 186 per thousand of strength, as compared
with 74 in 1895. This decrease is certainly due in great part to the abandonment of
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posts in notoriously unhealthy-i. e., malarial-localities; but no small part of it
must be credited to the greater care given of late to the drainage, sewerage, and
water supply of the.malarious posts that continue to be occupied. It was my pri vilege to meet Col. C. T. Alexander of the medical department during my visit to West
Point. This officer was post surgeon of the Military Academy during the endemic
prevalence of the fever in 1880. Its occurrence then, however, did not impress him
as constituting any unusual condition, fresh as he was from service in connection
with more serious developments of malarial poisoning at Western posts.
While the records of the post show that tb.e causes of malarial fever have affected
officers, soldiers, and cadets every year during the spring, summer, and autumn,
and that in certain years these causes have been more malign than in others, it was
found that a similarly varying prevalence and intensity affected not only the families of officers and enlisted men and other civilians at the post, but the r esidents of
the civil settlements in the vicinity. In the village of Highland Falls, for instance,
a certain number of cases occur every year d uring the period of prevalence at the
military post, and at the present time there is greater prevalence in the settlement
than is usual so early in the season of the year. This was reported to me by Dr.
Brown, the health officer of the village, who informed me, also, that only a small
number of the cases that occnr come under medical observation, as the people are
so familiar with the disease and its remedy. The pharmacist of the village corroborated this by ·the information that the call for quinine this year was already quite
considerable .
·
This extended prevalence intimates that the cause or causes of the fevers are not
to be found in any unsanitary condition which is local or peculiar to any of the persons quartered on the military reservation, and, as a matter of fact, there is little
in the natqre of unsanitary conditions to be found at this station. In the language
of tbe surgeon of tlle post, "The ordinary conditions affecting the health of the individuals residing on the reservation aro almost ideal, as they are well housed, well
clothed, and w ell fed. The disposal of the refuse of the post i s made under proper
supervision and, with the exception of small quantities of waste water occasionally
thrown on the ground by the members of the families of enlisted men and officers'
servants, is satisfactory. The drainage of the land is very good and the sewerage
system ample and complete."
The few points that might be instanced as susceptible of improved conditions are
well known to the local authorities, who have remedial measures under consideration. The most notable of these is the damp site of the barracks of the cavalry
detachment and the musty and unventilated state of the space underlying the flooring. Fevers have occurred at several of our military posts where this subfloor space
has become damp and foul from organic decay in the absence of free communication
with the external air, and where the warmth of the interior of the building has
drafted up this soil air through the seams of the :flooring. In the preseut instance,
however, the fl.ooriug is sound, aucl the greatest care is taken of the condition of the
underlying space consistent with the original faulty construction; but no care can
prevent the soil from becoming saturated with moisture in rainy weather and continuing damp for a long time afterwards. It is suggested that the site be drained,
the surface concrete<! and asphalted, and t.he sub:floor space freely ventilated.
The causation of malarial fernrs, according to our present know ledge, is associated
with that fermentation in the soil which gives rise to the growth of vegetation.
The conditions essential to this fermentation are, first, org anic m atter in tho soil;
second, moisture; and third, a temperature of 60° F. There are few soils so poor
as not to have enough of organic matter for vegetable growth in the NeBence of
i,be other essential factors, and there are few places in the United States that do
not have at some season a sufficiency of moisture in the soil to permit of this fermentation if the needful temperature is present; so that this fermentation which
renders possible the germination and growth of the annual vegetation depends
practically on the occurrence of a temperature of 60° F . With a luxuriantly growing vegetation this soil fermentation is harmless to man, but in the ab ence of a
v egetation corresponding in luxuriance to the energy of the fermentation malarial
fevers are d eveloped among the people of the locality. Hence the malarious character of certain sandy ancl barren tracts, and of lands where the vegetation h as been
wilted, or destroyed by overflow. In the tropics the dry season is healthy, but as
soon as the first rains fall malarial fevers occur, and continue until the surface oftlie
country is covered with vegetation. During the vigorous life of the tropical vegetation there are few fevers, but as soon as this life wilts and decays at the close ~f
the fruiting season, malarial fevers again appear, and continue with virulence until
the advent of the dry season, when the soil, sun driecl and hard baked, ceases to ferment. In temperate climates medical observers bave for ages back been ac?ustomed
to recognize spring and autumnal malarial fevers, which corresponfl w1th th?se
tropical fevers that occnr respectively at the beginning ,and at 1.he close of t~Je rai~y
season: If_ in the spring we have the coincidence of organic matt~r and mo~sture m
the s01l, with a temperature of 60° F., but without a correspol}dmg luxuriance of
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vegetable growth there will be au occurrence of malarial fevers among the people.
If the advance of the seasonal temperature is slow, giving ample time for the growth
of vegetation to keep up with the energy of soil fermentation, the season will be
healthy, but if the onset of warm weather be sudden and early, so that the temperature of 60° F. prevails in advance of vegetation, the season will be unhealthy.
An examination of the malarial records of the United States Academy at West
Point for the :years back to 1880, in connection with the meteorological records of
the post for the same years, shows that in 1880 and in 1896 there had been this sudden
and early onset of warm weather in the spring. In the former ;year the mean temperature rose from 49° for April to 66° for May, and in the latter from 50° for April
to 64,0 for May. On the other hand, in the years characterized by comparative absence
of ruabrial fevers at West Point the advance of the warm season was slow, as in
1891 and 1894-, when the mean temperature fot· May was in both seasons only 48° J<'.,
and the malarial prevalence among the cadets . equivalent to only 43 and 35 per
thousand of strength.
Correspondingly, in the a11tumn, if the warm weather is prolonged after the decadence of the annual vegetation, the season proves a sickly one.
Again, if at any time the vegetable growth which is natural to the surface becomes
destroyed, or if the relation between the vegetation and the soil fermentation be in
any way disturbed, there will be malarial developments, as when new ground has
been cleared for agricultural, engineering, building, road making, or other purposes.
Nothing of this kind has recently been done at West Point, so that the present prevalence of malarial fevers must be regarded as in great part due t9 climatic conditions. Tbe harmful resultant of these climatic conditions was until lately regarded
as an exhalation from the soil, a miasm, an iu:fl.uence, impalpable, gaseous, or ethereal; but since the discovery of the plasm odium in the blood of affected individuals
the essence or germ of the disease must be regarded a.s a particulate substance susceptible of growth like any other mass of ameboid protoplasm under suitable conditions.
It must be remembered, however, that malarial fevers are by many sanitarians
regarded as propagated by means of surface water supplies. The evidence on which
this belief is founded is strong. S uch fevers have occurred on only one ship of a
fleet, which ship was the only one of the fleet supplied with bad water. Malari al
fevers prevail in nonmalarious districts when the water supply is surface drawn from
a locality where soil fermentation is active; and more conyincing than an is the
acknowledged fact that malarial fevers have ceased in localities notoriously insalubrious when the surface water supply bas been replaced by a pure filtered water from
deep wells. The life history of the plasmodium malarire, which is re cognized by
the medical :profession as the cause of periodic fevers, bas not been followed outside
of the human body, but that its history is connected with soil fermentation, as above
stated, seems certain, and there appears, therefore, no reason for supposing that it
may not be washed from the soil by surface waters. It is particulate, and therefore
separable by filtra,tion. Thus the immunity of certain people who use deep well
water may be accounted for, and thus we may predicate of certain others that they
would be less affected by these fevers were their water supply filtered.
The only troops unaffected by malarial fevers at West Point in the autumn of 1895
were commands temporarily stationed there for target practice. They came from
the posts in New York Harbor aml remained usually from ten days to two weeks.
Their camp was supplied with water from the post's system, bnt their drinking supply was usually obtained from a spring near their camp. Moreover, it has been
observetl by the medical officers on duty at West Point that families of officers at
the post ave suffered less than others on the reservation, and this comparative
immunity is credited to the greater care given by the families to boiling or filtering
the water used as a snpply for drinking.
The water supply of the post is derived from three sources in the highlands back
from the river, bnt aU the waters are of the same general charaetcr. They fall upon
a rich organic soil, the quality of which is amply demonstrated by the luxuriance of
the vegetable growth which clothes its surface. In winter and spring two streamsthe Ca cade and Crows Test, which make a steep descent from the highlands- uffice for the snpply of the vost. Their waters are collected at pre ent in a reservoir
(the Delafield), from whieh they a,re in part passed through a filter before di trihution. In summer the e two so irces fail, when recourse is had to the supply from
Round Pond, a larg e ba in of somewhat dark-colored water, which, when required,
is led by a conclui t to tlle Delafiekl re ervoir. The :filter bed covers 1,4.00 q uare feet
and con. ists of gra, 1 with ouly 1 foot of sand on top. If filtration were properly
carried on throuO"h thi bed it daily capacity would not exceed 70,000 gallons, but
doubl e thi. quan ity of wat r i u uall.v pa eel thr ugh it, the filtration being corre. pondingly in ufficient. About one-third of the snpply of the post is <li ·tributed
without pa ·sing through the filter. I made an analysi of water from the ascade,
rows est, Round Pond, anclDelafielllre ervoir, and ofthatwhichbaclpassed through
the filter. The waters of the Crows .i: est and Cascade gave better results on analysis
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than that of the Round Pond, and better than that of the reservoir into wl).ich
they were fl.owing, an anomaly explained by the fact that at the time the reservoir
contained some of the Roun d Pond water. The filtered water. showe<l an improvement over that taken directly from the reservoir. Chemi cally, all of these are fair
sampl es of upland surface waters, free from any suggestion of typhoid fever infection, but open to the suspicion of malarial possibilit-ies which attaches, as above
stated, to such waters.
In 1879 and 1880, while examining water supplies in the Southern .States in connection with the prevalence of yellow fever, my attention was attracted to the
fre()uency with which certain low forms of life were found in the microscopic examination of the se<liment of such s urface wat,1rs and fonl cistern waters as had been
suspected of causing remittent fevers. These lowly microscopic forms consisted of
smal~ transparent and color less masses of jelly-like protoplasm, presenting more or
less sluggish ameboid movements . They are known to microscop_ist,s as rhizopo<ls,
and vary in form from the ameba and <liffiugia with thick protrusions from their
mass to others with fine ray-like ti.laments. So constantly since then .have I founJ.
these appearances in waters which on other grouuds were considered to be of doubtful quality that I would hesitate to authorize the use of any water containing them.
They are present in the surface waters constituting the West Point water supply.
These waters are clear and practically free from visible suspended matters or sediment . The ameboids might escape detection in them if looked for only in the trace
of sediment which collects in twenty-four hours at the bottom of a vessel of this
water, but they may readily be separated for microscopical observation by means of
tho centrifugal action of a rotatory machine.
The h mmatozoon of malarial fever is a minute plasmic body similar apparently in
constitution to these ameboids of the water, but whether they are correlated is
unknown. This adds, however, to the argument on behalf of an efficient .filtration
of suspected surface waters.
In so far as the malaria] fevers now prevailing at West.Point are caused by climatic
conditions, or by the presence in the air of some product of soil fermentation induced
by climatic conditions, there is nothing to be said that is not already well known to
medical men and to most people who have been residents of malarious districts. The
regulation of diet, exercise, etc., need scarcely be mentioned, as these arc essentials
of the curriculum and discipline of the Military Academy. The upper floors of
dwellings should be used as sleeping rooms in preference to the lower floors. Necessaril y the cadets when in camp ar e more exposed than when in barracks. The exposure is minimized by the excellent drainage of the site, the flooring of the tents, and the
raise<l bunks. Orders have b een issued to prevent lying out on the grass at night,
which, it is understood, was 'in sultry weather the custom of some of the ca<lets.
All unnecessary exposnre to the night air, and particularly when fasting, should be
avoided . Hence the recorumendation of the snrge~n that hot coffee or hot milk be
issue<l to the gu ard reliefs between sundown an<;!. sunrise is a judicious one. Breakfast shollld be served as soon as possible after reveille. It baa been ordered that
breakfast shall precede si ck call during the preseut encampment, which en<lsAugust
28, but as the season of remittent fevers is al ways prolonged through September and
sometimes through October: it would be well to continue the early breakfast hour
after the camp is broken up. The r emedial and prophylactic virtues of quinine,
.Fowl er's soluti0n, and other antiperiodics may be used under the direction of the
local medical officers.
As to the condition of the water supply, purification by :filtration is considered
imperative-: At the present time work is in progress on a reservoir for the collection
of the running waters of the Cascade and Crows Nest streams during the season of
their free·fl.ow, with additions when necessary from the Round Pond. The r eservoir
is intended to hold 75,000,000 gallons, and when finished will give the post a water
supply assured as to quantity. It should be assnred as well as to qnality. It should
be filtered before distribution, not so much for the improvement of its chemical character as for the removal of tq.e ameboicls, or of the particulate cause of the periodic
fevers which is more or l ess intimately as ociated with them . In the United 'tates
we are not so careful of the purity of our water supplies as are the people of Europe,
and in consequence we have an excess of typhoid, mala.riaJ, and so-called typhomalarial fevers . The laws of Germany direct specifically the filtering of all surface waters
lJefore they are delivnecl for public consumption. In England and Contin.ental
Europe t he filter 1Jec1 is au integral part of the water system when the water 1s not
from natnralJy filtered spring or deep well sources. In many sanitary matteTS we
are a geueration behind the people of Europe, and in this matter of pure water sn_pplies "·e are especially b ackward. 'fbe city of Lonuon has had filtered water for
more than two generations .
.
In this country we bnil(l basins, really for storacrc, and assume that the secl1mentation which takes place in them and the chemical yrnrifi.cation which ~s unclcrst~od
to be a result of continued storage will give a sn.tisfactory purity. 'rh1s assumption ·
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is seldom, perhaps never, warranted. If warranted anywhere, it would. s~em that
the new reservoir at West Point would give the garrison of that post a strong claim
to the warranty, for the reservoir will admit of sedimentation and stornge for a period
of eight months, giving ample time not only for the settle~ent of clay, sand, and
other mineral p articles, but for the destruction of all dead and decaying organic matters by the bacteria of nitrification. From it we would get a supply of satisfactory
purity as determined by chemical analysis, but it would continue to retain the same
malarial possibilities which it possessed as it ran down the mountain ravines into
the reservoir. This may readily be proved. The water of Round Pond has not been
drawn upon to any extent for the use of the post since last summer. It has been
sedimenting and improving Ly nitrification and accumulating by the excess of rainfall over evaporation from the surface during the past eight months, yet the ameboid
forms which I have described were found in water taken from below the surface of
this pond at a point near its center (reached by boat) where the water was 20 feet
deep. Filtration, as practiced in Europe and as preached by the sanitarians of this
country, is the only known general remedy in a case of this kind.
There are methods of mechanical or rapid filtration by which the water is forced
under pressure through sand in iron cylinders and the filtering sand is washed every
few hours by a reversal of the ()Urrent. Usually in these systems a solution of alum,
iron, or other coagulant of albuminoid or protoplasmic matter is added to the water
prior to its entrance into the cylinders. A mechanical "plant" of this kind will
transform a Potomac River turbidity into a liquid that is beautifully clear and sparkling. Many small towns, chiefly in the-Southern States, have adopted this method
of rapid filtration; and two years ago Davenport, Iowa, established waterworks of
this kind, and is well satisfied with the r esults. Sanitarians generally, however, do
not feel sure of the efficiency of ra.picl filtration, as there have been few bacteriological examinations of the unfiltered and filtered waters. Moreover, jn the opinion of
engineers, the slow or natural filter beds as built originally ju England, and its now
used in all European cities, are cheaper in the long run.
I therefore urge on behalf of the fnture healthfulness of the United States Military Academy that there be constructed a filter bed on the English model in connection with the reservoir intended for the future water supply of the post. The present
r equirement of the garrison is said to lie about 333,000 gallons daily, but in works
of this kind present construction should provide for a probable extension of service.
The filter b eds should therefore have a capacity of 500,000 gallons daily. To permit
of this they should h::we an area of one-fourth of an acre, an<l should contain 6 feet
of filtering material, broken stone, gravel, and sand, the last screened to 1 mm. or
less in diameter. They should be underdrained to draw off the filtered water into a
distributing basin, and be provided with proper facilities for the inflow of the water
from the reservoir. They should also be housed or otherwise well protected from
the frosts of the winter season. Xhe sand should constitute 3 or 4. feet of the thickness of the filtering fayer, and in process of cleansing the surface it should never be
scraped down to less than 2 feet. The depth of water on the beds should e r egulated so that filtration should be uniform and not much in excess of 2 gallons per
square foot per hour, or 500,000 gallons as the daily output. The waters to be fil- tered are so freely oxygenated that there would be no need to l et any part of the
bed lie fallow for aeration. Filtration would, therefore, be continuous, and there is
so little clay or other substance of a choking character in the water that the filter
would run for many weeks at a time without the need for any material scraping of
the surface sand.
The cost of such a filter bed depends on local conditions; and we have little experience of this kind in the United States. In Europe the avera,g e 'c ost is kn9wn to be
$45,000 per acre for open beds with one-third added for covering when protection is
needful. The filter l>ed, 2½acres in ex tent, recently constructed at Lawrence, Mass.,
cost $67,000, but no housing was given to the bed. At Ilion, N. Y., the 3,010 square
feet of filter cost a little over $7,000, and the two beds at Hudson, N. Y., aggregat:
ing 32,000 square feet, cost about $55,000. From these figures it is assumed that a
prop rly protected filter of 500,000 gallons capacity conld be constr.ucted at West
Point for abont$25 000, but the able engineer officers at this station are better fitted
than my elf to give precise figures.
I would urO'e, how v r, that whatever the estimated cost, an allotment be made or
an appropria ion ecurecl from Congress to enable this work to ~o on in connection
with the wol'k on the re ervoir now in progres . A large expenditure for the collection and storage of a water supply should always be supplemented by that percenta re of increa ed expenditure whi h will purify the water and protect the health of
the comn:inuity in h future· otberwi e a bad hargain for the community will be
made by the official who authorized the large expenditure without the supplemental
incr a e.
nt tbi work, if allotted r appropriat d for, looks only to the future, and the
·jmprov m nt of pr ent condition ha to be on ider d. 'l'o m et he xigencies of
the pr sent time th living albuminoids of the water used for drinking must be
destroyed by boiling or by chemical means, or be removed by filtration.
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Boiling is efficient in destroying the potency of malarial and other disease germs
in water, but it leaves the water fl.at and unpalatable. It is difficult to get men to
drink this boiled water when they can get other water more conveniently bv turning a spigot. Distilled water produced ' by attaching a condensing coil to the ice
machines supplied by the Medical Department to certain posts bas been used with
advantage; but this makes the drinking water supply dependent on the ice production, and is therefore expensive. But the experience gained in this way has shown
the lessened prevalence of malarial fevers at posts in Texas where the condensed
water has been used.
Chemical means involving the coagulation of the protoplasm by alum, iron, or
other germicides would no doubt be efficient; but our experience in these methods
has been limited merely to coagulation as an accelerant of subsidence, or as a preliminary to filtration in particularly turbid waters.
No doubt attaches to the efficiency of filtration after distribution of the water,
provided the filtration is properly conducted. By filtration is meant not merely the
removal of visible turbidity, but the removal of the germs that require the microscope or bacteriological methods for their discovery. The efficiency of certain
porcelain cylinders has been demonstrated. In the French military service much
benefit has been derived from their use at posts where an unfiltered supply is
delivered. Surgeon-General Sternberg appears to have acknowledged the value of
filtration through sill!.ilar cylinders of American manufacture by the purchase and
issue of a number for use in post hospitals. I would therefore recommend that
instead of lJOiling or condensing the water for use in the cadet and company quarters, these filters be issued and used until the post water supply is perfected by the
completion of the permanent system above mentioned.
So far as the cadets are concerned, Colonel Ernst has informed me that he can and
will provide them with water filtered through the Pasteur-Chamberland or Columbia filters purchased from the mess fund; and that orders will be issued that no
water for drinking will be used except that which has been so filtered and provided.
He has, however, no fund from which to purchase similar filters for the other members of the garrison. I therefore recommend that efficient filters be provided by the
Quartermaster's Department for the company barracks and officers' and soldiers'
quarters in such numbers as to give each person 1 gallon a day, and that when
such provision is made the use of unfiltered water be strictly prohibited. Until
then the UPB of boiled water, cooled and aerated by pure ice, should be encour.aged.
The water of the spring near the barracks of the cavalry detachment might be utilized also pending the arrival of a supply of filters. This spring might indeed
obv:iate the necessity for the use of filters in the barracks and quarters in its vicinity.
It might be used, so far as it goes, as a source of supply until filtered water can be
distributed from the perfected waterworks.
If the recommendations of this report be carried into effect, I feel confident that
the epidemic of fever cases which at present promises to he in excess of that prevalent for many years back will be lessened materially; and that, although the climatic
conditions may be favorable to the development of malarial fevers, in future years
the post will have no such record hereafter as bas been registered during the present
spring.
In conclusion, I desire to express my thanks for. courtesies received and for information and valuable assistance to Col. 0. H. Ernst, Corps of Engineers, superintendent
of the United States Military Academy; Maj. George H. Torney, surgeon; Capt.
James L. Lusk, Corps of Engineers, and Capt. J.B. Bellinger, quartermaster.
DIARRHEAL DISEASES.

These diseases have been diminishing gradually in prevalence. The
admission rate was only 85.14 per thousand of strength as compared
with 94.77 during the preceding year and with 129.26 as the average
annual rate of the preceding decade. Their prevalence was greate t
in the Department of Texas, 146.50; least in the Department of the
Columbia, 57 .54. As a rule the cases were trivial, the rate of nonefficiency for the year having been only 0. 78 per thousand of strengt_h.
Of the large posts, Forts Myer and ~onroe,Va., ha~ the larg~st admission rates, 218.52 and 210.81, respectively, but their nonefficieucy was
only 1.81 and 1.79, and the average duration of each case only 5.02 and
3.10 days. The greatest nonefficiene,y occurred at Fort lark 2 Tex.,
and Fort Grant, Ariz., 3.29 and 2.20, with an average dura 10n of
5.89 and 6.08 days per case. The absolute number of ca es of acute
dysentery recorded was 42, one of which proved fatal.
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VENEREAL DISEASES. '

The admission rate for venereal diseases, 73. 72, during the calendar
year 1895 was less than that of the preceding year, 80.43, and less than
the average annual rate, 76.32, of the preceding decade. The nonefficiency associated with all these rates did not vary much, beiug a little
over5perthousandofthe strength. The relative prevalence was greater
among the whites than among the negroes, the admission rate of the
latter having been only 52.26. In 1893 the admission rate of the colored
troops fell below that of the white, and it bas so continued since then.
The Department of Dakota bad the lowest rate, 44.44, closely followed by the Department of the Columbia, 45.90; the Department of
Texas had the highest rate, 138.
The admission rate for syphilis during the year was 11.15, for gonorrhea 46.02, and for cb;1ncroidal sores 16.55. The absolute number of
cases of syphilis was 281, of which 3 euded fatally. The largest admission rate was given by Fort Ringgold, Tex., 374.30, with 25.18 con, stantly sick per thousand of strength. Fort McIntosh, which claimed
second place in order of prevalence, with 265.54 admissions, bad the
largest nonefficiency,32.95. Fort Brown, Tex., and Columbus Barracks,
Ohio, were the only other posts which had the admission rate larger
than 20 per cent of the strength present.
ALCOHOLISM.

The admission rate for alcoholism, 30.11 per thousand of strength, is
a slight improvement on that of the previous year, 30.94, but a great
improvement on the average annual r ate, 44.20, of the preceding decade.
The rate of the colored troops was as usual low, 6.4 7. Fort Preble, Me.,
had the highest admission rate, 188.41 per thousand of strength. Fort
Omaha, Nebr., Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo., Fort Niobrara, Nebr., and
Fort Hancock, Tex., were the only other posts which had the admissions
in excess of 10 per cent of the streJJgth present. Credit should be
given to the following posts for having no record of alcoholism during
the year: Boise Barracks, Idaho; Fort Buford, N. Dak.; :Fort Oanby,
Wash.; J efforson Barracks, Mo.; Fort Porter, N. Y.; Fort Robinson,
Nebr.; San Diego Barracks, Cal., and J?ort Stanton, N. Mex. (See
Table XVI, page 175, for the record of each post in this respect.)
In February last Col. Dallas Bache, chief surgeon, Department of
the Platte, invited the attention of the general commanding the department to the prevalence of alcoholism at certain of the posts. He submitted the, tati tics for 1895, but claimed that these did not give full
expres ion to the evils arising from drunkenness as they did not include
the diseases and injuries in the cau ation of which alcoholi sm was an
admitted factor, nor the charges in which drunkenness is alleged which
were brought before general, garrison, and summary court during the
year. Thi" report was referred by the department commander to commanding officers of po ts in the following terms:
Knowing that the vice of intomperance seriously impairs the efficiency of any
organization in which it prevails, tue department commander is extremely anxious
that no effort be spared for reducing it to the narrowest possible limits. In this
effort he feel s a sured of the cordial support of officers of all grades. It is his judgment that the following ar among the most effective menns for combat in<Y the evil :
First. No soldier who bas shown an undue fondue s for strong drink should be
reenlisted at any post in this department, or receive a discharge in which this defect
is not plainly s t for h. Acquaintan ce with a solrlier's duti es do s not compensate
for the pernicious effects, direct or indirect, produced by the drunkenness of old
soldiers.
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Second. Advantage should be taken of the provision of Article III, section 1, of
General Orders, No. 16, Adjutant-General's Office, series of 1895, for expelling every
man from the Army found to be addicted to intemperance. The cooperation of company and post commanders and also of courts-martial is requested for bringing about
such expulsion.
Third. The chief surgeon's approval of the method of Asst. Snrg. W. H. Arthur,
which deals with drunkenness as with acute poisoning, and is described on page 43,
Surgeon-Genera.l's Report for 1895, is concurred in by t!Je commanding general.
Fourth. The temptation for indulging in ardent liquors should be guarded against
on the one hand by keeping the men occupied in sustained military work, by which
is not meant desultory routine drills of an honr's duration, but ex~rcises that take
up the greater portion or all of the interval between breakfast and dinner, and on
the other hand by making ample provision for manly sports and other rational recreation through the agency of the exchange or otherwise.
The general feels confident that persistent and consistent application to the abovementioned remedies, and of such others as will readily suggest themselves to officers,
will speedily result in a better showing for tho regiments serving at Forts Omaha,
Russell, and Niobrara, and greatly conduce to their well-being arnl effectiveness.
He avails himself of the occasion to congratulate the garrisons of Forts Robinson,
Meade, and Washakie upon the excellent r ecord for sobriety which they have established for themselves, as shown by the chief surgeon's statistics.
Colonel Bache's report.-I have the honor to present for the consideration of the
department commander statistics showing the prevalence of alcoholism at the various posts in this department for the calendar year 1895.
At a time when alcoholism in the Army at large is on the decrease, and the beneficent effects of the post exchange in this regard are especjally cited, it seems opportune to contribute carefully compiled statistics upon this subject, both to encourage
systematic effort toward the restraint of alcoholism where such has been made and
to call the attention of those in authority to the need of an application of some drastic
remedy where the tendency to drink appears unabated.
A few explanations of this appended statement are necessary, as otherwise the figures in some cases may seem discordant. For instance, th e days lost at Fort Niobrara
aro greatly in excess of the number lost at the two preceding posts, both as to the
total and average for each admission. This is due to the fact that for the greater
part of the year the surgeon at that post has made a sustained effort to cure or remove
the alcohol habit in such enlisted men as presented evidence of a sincere d esire to
rid themselves of this vice. Nineteen cases were thus admitted, or r etained after
admission for other causes for the time necessary in each case, generally three weeks.
Again at Fort Robinson, and for the l atter part of the year at Fort Washakie, the
command was composed entirel_y of n egro troops, who, in adc1ition to a greater temperance than white troops, invariably show a racial tolerance of alcohol, or a so-called
immunity to its chronic effects. It is also necessary to state, to prevent misconception, that only such cases are included in this summary as are entered upon the monthly
reports of sick and wounded under the diagnosis of acute or chronic alcoholism, excluding in this way many instances of injury and disease where alcoholism was an
admitted and controlling factor. There is therefore no margin of doubt or liberty
for individual interpretation, and no question as to the sincerity of the diagnosis.
In order to have a standard gauge by which we may judge the high and low water
mark of alcoholism n.nd its intermediate fluctuations, I take the figures for the Army
at large, as given in the report of the Surgeon-General for the calendar year 1894, the
ratio of admission per thousand of mean strength being 30.94; the maximum of any
one post 339.62 p er thousand, an exCEptional case, and the minimum 2.60 per thousand. 'l'he ratios for .Forts Omaha, D. A. Russell, and Niobrara, as given in the
department table, are 120.2, 114.9, and 100.2 per thousand of strength, respectively.
,Vere these figures for 1895 inserted in tho Army table for 1894, these posts would
stand Nos. 3, 4, and 7, their actnal standing iu t,hat table being 8, 9, and 10, in a list
of 97 posts and stations. That is, these posts maintain positions giving tbe highest
admission rates for alcoholism, with a tendency to increa o this undesirable dist.inction. It does not seem necessary to further emphasize this showing, covering a
perio<l of two years, and therefore fairly ex cluding accident, as other tl1an deplorable, and certainly as a fair field for inquiry and r e 'traint.
'I'he whole number of days lost b y alcoholism at the three posts cited, having a
moan strength of 1,344, js one thousand three hundred and eighty-seven, while the
remaining troops in the department, with a strength of 1,156, lost but twenty t~ree
days. This contrast is sufficiently sharp oven whrn we deduct the excess of time
reqnired by the prolonged curative treatment described at Fort Ni ob_rara.. .
.
There are, however, several features of special interest developed rn t~is mquiry,
not readilv shown in a tabular statemeut which deserve critical attent10n, because
they seem vto indicate where cl.iscipline o~ cure for alcoholism may be best applied,
and to some extent define where admonition and medical treatment should cease and
cogent discipline begin.
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Taking five years as the term of enlistment applicable to these cases, out of the
124 separate entries for alcoholism, 47 were serving a first enlistment, 33 a second,
19 a third, 10 a fourth, 8 a fifth, and 7 a si:s:th, the whole period from one to thirty
years being covered. I think it is clear, withontentering minutely into the average
strength of each class for these periods in the Army, that intemperance among the
men of long service is marked.
I find also that out of the total number of admissions, 158, 2 men were admitted
five times each, 1 four times, 3 three times, 17 were admitted twice, and the remaining
101 but once. The average length of serviee of those who were admitted twice or
more is 13.8+ years; of those who have but one admission, 8.6+ years. The lesson
taught by these figures is one which might have been anticipated, that exercising
every precaution at enlistment to exclude men who give histories or bear evidence
of alcoholic excess or habits, it is of the first importance to inculcate and promote
sobriety in the young soldier by example, by occupation, by healthy amusement,
and the removal of temptations; and this failing to discipline, to assist medically for
tho cure of a,n incipient babit; but beyond this limit it seems that prompt and unrelenting elimination of the multiple drunkard by trial is the only just remed y for the
service and the only punishment that may halt the procession. Otherwise these
men of increasing service, gathering the sympathy naturally attached to this condition, finally disappea,r through disability discharge, often pensioned for some intercurren t injury or disease, enter the Soldiers' Home, or retire. In the interval the
example is pernicious, the service is defrauded, and once the changes from alcoholism
are established the soldier is utterly unreliable for any stress of service.
There is no anxiety on my part to exaggerate the importance of this subject to the
efficiency of the Army; and, as had been said, the entries in the table under discussion are for the diagnosis of frank alcoholism alone. In this way there h ave been
excluded 30 cases of disease and injury, entailing an additional l oss ot three hundred
and fifty-t"7"o days, where alcoholism was a plain or admitted factor. To this supplement Fort Omaha contributes 10 cases, with a loss of one hundred and twenty-six
days; Fort D. A. Russell 7 cases, and one hundred and t en days; Fort Niobrara 6
cases, seventy-three days; Port Robinson 1 of seven days ; Port Washakie 6 cases,
thirt-y-fi ve days, and troops in the field 1 case with a loss of one day. All these of
undisputed parentage, th e injuries involving the most serious loss of time.
But were a serious confirmation of this subject needed, beyond the medical view
of the damage through alcoholism to the effective strength of the Army, it can be h ad
in the simple statement that the records of the judge-advocate of this d epartment fo_r
1895 show that 124 men entered on the medical reports for alcoholism furnish 73
trials (14 by genera] courts, 3 by garrison courts, 56 by summary courts) for offenses
in which drunkenness is alleged, and 122 trials for other offenses. Besides this exhibit.,
there were entered 142 trials by summary court for drunkenness alone or for offenses
involving drunkenness of men not entered on the tabular statement for alcoholism.
It is probably within th e truth to say that trials involving drunkenness or for offenses
growing out of the same will number 20 per cent of the whole number of trials in
commands where alcoholism is marked.
As was stated earlier in this paper, alcoholism is decreasing in the Army, the ratio
of admission to strength having within a few years fallen from 41 to 30 p er thousand,
and from 56 per thousand in the decade ending 1889. Something of this betterment
is douhtless due to improvement in the class of r ecruits, much by weight of opinion
is crP-dited to the post exchange, something belongs to t h e higher level of sobriety
in communities at large; but advances along these lines must he slow an d fractional,
and it is evident from the statistics before us that, notwithstanding these retarding
forces, we have to deal with local influ ences of temptation and submission which
give the excessive rates for alcoholism shown.
The patient medical effort at redemption pursued at Fort Niobrara is interesting
in seYeral aspects. It has dealt mainly with voluntary applicants for relief, who
are not otherwise entered for alcoholism. It thus presents n. question as to how far
the public service should suffer au average loss of three weeks for each case, and
wh ther preventive measures by authority could not have les ened this extraordinary demand. The effort, however has been in the interest of a permanent temperance, personal and by example. Its danger lies in the sub titution of a confidence
in medical a 'Sistance for an exercise of wilJ , and in the tolerance of the formation
of this habi by authority which it elf comes to rely on the same aid.
I believe that with few exceptions the victims of alroholism aro drinkers of
whisky, and therefore no restrictions in the exchange will avail, other than tho e
which prevent obvious exces in th less stimulating drinksso]d there.
s nallythe
graduate in whi ky does not care for beer but how far the l atter may be, with c rtain temp rament , a chool for the former, I can not say . That the po t exchange
with its ale of moderate timulants promotes general. t emperance I am exceedinO'ly
doubtful, although it may redu e the sum in th pronounc cl grades of alcoholi m.
My Judgmen on this que tion is that, a suming care in the sele tion of the r ecruit,
the responsibilit of promoting and maintaining sobriety and temperance rests
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primarily with the company officers, through example and various encouragement, this
assistance relying in turn on ascending authority; that cases of alcoholism passing
into the hands of the medical officer should be treated initially as those of acute
poisoning, v igorously, after such a method as is described by Asst. Surg. W. H.
Arthur (Report of Surgeon-General, 1895), attempts to remove the alcohol habit
being reserved for carefully selected cases where relapse is not probable, and above
all I am of the opinion that the inveterate multiple drunkard should be unrelentingly eliminated by the sentence of a court. The example of such men, their constant immunity, is absolutely bad, and there can be no compensating value in
intelligence or other soldierly worth, because drunkenness is the disintegration of
all values, moral and physical.
I do not know the conditions existing at Port Meade, but its showing on the subject under discussion, although it includes but six months of the calendar year, is
admirable, less than 1 per-cent of admissions to the strength of the command. The
admission :figures given for the three other large posts in the department, 12, 11, and
10 per cent, are in melancholy contrast. It seems possible to clear this record.
j

Alcoholism statistics, De,pm·tment of the Platte, 1895.
Percent.
Mean
Admis·
strength. sions.

Station.

:S!f!

sions to
strength.

Days
lost.

--- -----Fort Omaha, Nebr ....................
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyo . ............
Fort Niobrara, Nebr.a ................
Camp Pilot Butte, Wyo . ..............
Fort Washakie, Wyo ........... ......
Fort Meade, S. Dak ...................
Fort Robinson, Nebr ..................
Field .......•.............. .. .........

491
409
449
26
88
450
419
168

59
47
45
1
1
4

Department ....................

2,500

12. 02
11. 49
10. 02
3. 85
1.14
.88

332
248
807
5
1
15

1

.60

2

158

6. 32

1,410

..............

Average
Numbflr number of
of indi· days lost
viduals
admitted. ini:tf:al
admitted.
42
32
43
1
1
4

7. 90
7. 75
18. 77
5. 00
1.00
3. 75

. ................ ...................
~

1

124 1

2. 00
11. 37

a Nineteen under treatment for cure of habit.

The patient medical effort at redemption to which Colonel Bache
refers in his report as in progress at Fort Niobrara was undertaken by
Asst. Surg. T. S. Bratton. On March 20, 1896, he reported 52 cases as
ba,ving been treated. Eight of theEe relapsed in from one to six months
aft.er leaving tbe hospital. Of the others, 10 ~reated in March, April,
May, and June, 1895, had not relapsed up to the date of his report. A
like favorable account is given of 13 who left the hospital during the
period July to October, an<l of 2 who left in November and December. In 19 cases treated during the present year the result is uncertain, as sufficient time has not elapsed to demonstrate it. Company
officers at Fort Niobrara testify to the i!D-proved conduct of men whose
reputation was formerly bad, and consider that in many cases the whole
tenor of the individual life bas probably been changed for the better
by the course of medical treatment, and the post commander, in transmitting these views, indorsed bis opinion to the same effect. Dr. Bratton's report is brief. Its interest lies in the table of ca es and the
letters which accompany it:
Dr. Bratton's 1·eport.-I have the honor to report the results of the treatm~nt of 52
cases of alcoholism uy hypodermic injections of strychnine and atroprnc:
~s
the action of these remedies in alcoholism i s quite well known to tl10 profe s1on , it
is not deemed necessary to cl well on the modus operandi. 'l'o ascertain f\1lly the
antidotal effects of these drugs nothing was given, as apomorphin and whisky, to
create nausea and disgust for the taste of whisky, but, on the co_ntrary, the stomp,ch
was quieted and brought to its normal condition as soon as poss1ble.
.
Each patient on entering the hospital was given0.3 calom 1 and 0.6 of_lncar~onate
1st d, 1 was
of soda, as a routine, to clean out the alimentary can aJ .. If nausea
relieved by 1 c. c. each of tincture capsicum and _pint. _men~h P 1P· at. a do!tl
repeated, if necessary, every hour or two. Hot milk with lime ' at r m sm

:x
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quantities frequently repeated was also used with the best results in cases of
irritable stomach.
As soon as the calomel acted, the injections of strychnine and atropine were
begun. The usual dose was strychnine sulphate 0.001, atropine sulphate 0.0005. The
patient was kept in a, condition in which there was dryness of tlte throat and slight
dimness of vision. This, of course, required an increase or decrease of the dose,
according to the susceptibility of each individual. Some could stand larger doses,
others required less. The strychnine w.a s increased or decreased in the same proportions and did not produce any symptoms of poisoning, though some very large
doses were given. These injections were continued three weeks, and at the end of
that time each patient was given enough of elixir of iron, quinine, and strychnine
to last a week, 3.7 c. c. three times a day, and sent to duty. During the first week
in the hospital compound tincture of gentian was given to increase the appetite. The
patients were encouraged to take exercise m the hospital grounds. The object in
view was to strengthen their nervous systems.
The inclosed table gives the results up to date.
To arrive at some estimation of the value of the treatment to the service, I wrote
for al).d received the inclosed letters.
The treatment of some of these cases was carried on at different times in this
hospital by Dr. McCreery, Dr. McElderry, and Dr. TenEyck.
Many of the cases were voluntary. Some were ~iven a choice by their company
commanders of either taking the treatment or having charges preferred against
them that would cause their discharge for drunkenness. All the relapses occurred
among the latter class.

Asst. Surg. E. L. Munson tried in one case the apomorphin and whisky
treatment, to which Dr. Bratton refers in the beginning of bis report.
Dr. Munson's case.--Sergt. P . C., Tenth Cavalry, has always been considered by
his superior officers as an able, trustworthy, and painstaking man when sober, but
for the past ten or twelve years he has been in the habit of indulging in a debauch
at intervals of three to six weeks, these debauches la.sting days or even weeks, and
thus greatly impairing his efficiency and reliability. He was a,n irregular rather
than a steady drinker, and was fully aware of the evils incident to his habits, but,
while anxious for reform, fully appreciated that this could never be accomplished
by his own unaided efforts. He had on several occasions received sedative treatment
from me during the late winter and spring of 1894-95, was in hospital for alcoholism
during April, 1895, and finally, on May 9, 1895, through the kindness of the post surgeon, Dr. C. B. Byrne, was placed in hospital under a treatment outlined byme, which
in nine days resulted in cure. He entered hospital after a debauch of a week's duration, unable to converse intelligently, breath foul, tongue coated, and tongue and
extremities tremulous. There was considerable gastric irritation with constipation;
a cathartic of magnesium sulphate, with black coffee and strong beef tea, was given
at once. A hypodermic injection, consisting of the sulphates of strychnine 0.002,
atropine 0.0005, and morphine 0.008, was ordered to be given daily, and at these
times the patient was allowed to drink all the whisky or brandy he desired, which
was considerable during the first thirty-six hours of treatment. Following the
administration of the alcoholics the hydrochlorate of apomorphine was given hypodermically, beginning with a dose of 0.004, gradually increased to 0.006, the intention being to produce an intensifying nausea which would finally resnlt in actual
vomiting. He was repeatedly impres ed with the idea that the medicines adminiMterecl were incompatible with alcohol, and that their continued use would result in
an intolerance hy the system to alcoholics.
A.11 craving for liq nor disappeared at the end of the second day, and on the third
day whisky was extremely distasteful, but was ordered continued as before in doses
of 30 to 40 c. c. On the fonrth day the atropine and morphine were discontinued
and the do e of strychnine increased to 0.008, which appeared to be about the limit of
tolerance, and this treatment was mafotained for three days.
n the seventh, eighth,
and ninth days the whisky was omitted once daily; at this time distilled water was
injected in tea<l of the apomorphine, and the suggested idea that the nausea and
vomiting previously experienced were du to an antagonism between the medicines
and alcohol wa thus strengthened. At th encl of the nine days the above treatment was stopped, a tonic of nnx vomica, cincliona, and gentian, was ordered to be
taken for a fortnight, aud th patient disebarge1l from the hospital. At this time he
was nauseated a t the thought, sight, or smell of whisky, and this condition has continn d up to the pre ent time-a, matter of eight month . A ·cording to his own
te tin10ny and t~at of his supe~ior offi er , ~e bas n?t t_onc~ ·d a drop ?f liquor of
any kind ince his tr atm nt b1 former habits and mclmahons a.ppearrng to have
be n broken off and th cur to b ornplete. The tr atmenth •r mploy d althon(Y'h
empirical has certainly brought about an un xpect dJy u ·e fnl re ult, and it
would eem as if this method, in elected ca e , were worthy fa more xtended trial.
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The cure is of course due to suggestion and to the association of ideas., combined
with the effect of whatever tonic and antialcoholic properties that are possessed by
strychnme.
'
RHEUMATIC AFFECTIONS.

The admission rate was somewhat larger in 1895 than in the previous
year, 64.08 per thousand of strength, as compared with 63.33, but the
discharges for disability numbered only 12, as compared with 24; The
improvement in the health of the troops of late years may be seen by
comparing these figures with the average annual admission rate of the
decade 1884-93, 83.34 with 55.2 discharges for disability. The Department of the Platte had the highest admission rate, 92.95, Fort Omaha,
Nebr., among the large posts being the post with the largest rate, 158.54.
In constant sickness from rheumatic affections this post was, however,
exceeded by Alcatraz Island, which had 8.32 of the command constantly
sick, and Fort Wingate, N. Mex., with 6.20, by Fort Walla Walla, Wash.,
with 5.84, and by Fort Brown, Tex., with 5.29. In 1894 Fort Wingate
had the largest rate of nonefficiency. The rebuilding of' this post on a
drier site will no doubt lessen the prevalence of these affections among
the troops constituting its garrison.
TUBERCULOSIS OF THE LUNGS.

The rates for tuberculosis of the lun gs were smaller this year than
last-admission, 2.42; discharge, 1.06; death, 0.37, as compared with
2.96, 1.59, and 0.61. They are considerably smaller than those of previous years, for the prevalence of consumption among the members of
the Indian companies gave high rates as the average of the previous
decade. It is to be noted, also, that during the past two years the rates
for consumption among the colored troops have fallen, so as to be much
lower than those for the whites, whereas formerly they were much
higher. The absolute number of cases during the year was 62 cases
among white troops, with 29 discharges and 10 deaths, and 4 cases
among the negro troops, with 1 discharge and 1 death.
PNEUMONIA AND PLEURISY,

There were 80 cases of croupous pneumonia, with 14 deaths, and 8
of catarrhal pneumonia, none fatal, during the year. Six of the cases,
none fatal, occurred among the colored troops; 7, of which 2 were fatal,
among officers. The :figures, when reduced to rates, show a gradually
lessening prevalence, the admission rate for the calendar year 1895
being 2.98, for 1894, 3.43, and for the average rate of the years of the
previous decade 4.29.
Seventy-one cases of acute pleurisy were reported during the year,
67 among the white troops, with 2 deaths and 2 discharges, and 4, none
fatal, among the negro troops.
INJURIES.

The rate of admission f<Jlr injuries, 272.69, is larger than in 1894, when
this rate was 244.21; it is larger also than the average annual rate of
the previous ten years, 257.37, but, although the relative number of cases
was increased, there was no corresponding increase in their severity,
for the nonefficiency, 8.46, was somewhat less than that, 8.74, of the
decade cited. All the rates for injury were a little higher among the
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white troops than among· the negroes. The Departments of Texas and
of the Missouri ·bad the highest rates: Admission, 336.52 and 306.01,
respectively, and nonefficiency, 9.48 and 10.62. The posts which had
the largest rates were all cavalry posts, showing manifestly that the
care and use of horses involve risk of injury. The largest admission
rate was reported from Fort Myer, Va., 007.41, with a nonefficiency of
15.24; but Fort Riley, Kans., took first place for constant disability with
a rate of 18.54, although its admission rate was only 519. Four deaths
and 1 discharge for disability were recorded at this post; 3 of the
deaths were from gunshot injuries. Fort Ethan .Allen, Vt., took second place both as to admissions and nonefficiency, its rates being 537.78
and 17.74.
Contusions and sprains constituted one-half of the total number of
injuries reported, making a ratio of 136.57 admissions per thousand
of strength. Gunshot injuries were responsible for a total of 60 cases,
3 of which were fatal; but this does not include 13 suicides, 1 homicide, and 4 cases in which death occurred1 while the individuals were
not on sick report. The large number of 6l cases of hernia was reported
during the year, the average annual number for the preceding six years
h~vi11g been only 25.5. Thirty cases of sunstroke and 58 of exhaustion
from fatigue or exposure were reported, none of them fatal.
The total number of deaths was 44, 3 of which occurred among colored troops. Twenty-one of the deaths resulted from gunshot injuries,
11 from drowning, 5 from crushing, 3 from hanging, and 1 each from
freezing, fracture, dislocation, and incised wound. One of the deaths
by gunshot injury was homicidal, and this was the only case of homicide duri11g the year, as contrasted with 10 cases during the year 1894.
Nineteen cases of suicide were reported, as compared with 18 during
the previous year. The largest number at any one post was 2, at Fort
Brady, Mich. Four occurred in the month of July, 3 in each of the
months .April and .August, 2 each in January, May, and September,
and 1 in each of the other months of the year. Thirteen of the deaths
resulted from gunshot injuries, 3 from hanging, and 3 from poison
(morphin 2, chloral hydrate 1). In 6 cases the cause was reported as
unknown, in 3 mental aberration, in 1 family _troubles, in 1 to escape
punishment while under charges, and in 8 cases alcoholic excesses were
concerned in the causation. Eleven of the suicides were enlisted men
of the infantry, 4 of the cavalry, 3 of the artillery, and 1 of the Subsistence Department. Four were under 25 years of age; 2, 25 to 34
years; 9, 35 to 44, and 4 over 45. Four had two years of service, 2
four years, 1 nine years, 7 twelve to twenty years, and 5 over twenty
years. Eleven were natives of the United States, 5 Germans, 1
Canadian, 1 Irish, 1 Dane.
The total number of discharges for disability on account of injury
was 64, 5 of which occurred among the colored troops. Nineteen
re ulted from hernia, 18 from gunshot wounds, 10 from fractures exclusive of gunshot, and the others from various injuries.
TVILI.A.NS ATTACHED TO THE ARMY.

The civilian attaches of the .Army comprise the families of officers
and e.nli ted men, ervant employees of the various departments and
their familie : and all per ons not included in the per onnel of the
.Army who are a1Jow 1 t re ide at military station or to accompany
military ommand, . Tl.Je aver< ge number of the pre ent duri11g the
year wa : .Adult male ', 2,110; adult females, 5,449; children, 5,7n6;
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total, 13,335. The deaths that occurred among them are shown in the
following tabular statement:
Diseases.

Adult
males.

- -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -1---- - - - - - - - - - - Infections diseases, general . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
Local infections a . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
~~~~aos:: i:sr:~~d~~~a~!~~ir : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : :: :: : : : : : : : : : ....... . i.

12
l

i

23
4
1
~

41
5

1

22

~~~tt~i; ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~: ~ ~: ::::::::~: ........~. i
Genito-urinary . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . • . . . • . .• • • . . . . . ... . . ..

7 .... .. ... .

Total from disease.......................................
9
31
Unknown ........................... .. ............................ .............. . . .
Total from all causes .................. . ................ .

31

11
5
8
8
7

67
1

107
1

68

108

a Deaths from local infections {not entered under diseases of organs) are as follows: .A.cute peritonitis: Children, 1. Pneumonia, _croupous: Female, 1 ; children, 3.

MARRIAGES AND BIRTHS.

On the reports were noted 20 marriages-5 of officers, 14 of enlisted
men, 1 of civilian attache. The births reported numbered 384-male,
189; female, 195. Eighty.four were children of officers, 275 of enlisted
men, 25 of civilians. Fifteen Indian children-6 males and 9 femalesborn at Fort Sill, Okla., are included in the total.
Two labor cases reported during the year may be submitted here as
of interest:
Symph.JJseotomy by A sst. Surg. J. R. Kean, Key West Ba1·racks, Fla.-On the morning
of September 14, 1895, Dr. Maloney, of Key West, sent for me for consultation in the
case of Mrs. J. H., a stout young primipara who had been in l abor all night. I
found a large bard head presenting nearly in the transverse diameter with occiput
to the left. It had failed to engage in the superior strait and the :finger could feel it
impinge at every pain against the symphysis pubis, the antero-posterior diameter of
the pelvis being apparently insufficient. Chloroform was given and the forceps
applied :first by Dr. Maloney and afterwards by me, but no amount of traction would
cause the head to engage. Symphyseotomy was then decided on, and Dr. Maloney
being mnch fatigued, asked me to perform it. The pubes was shaved and the
woman's buttocks brought to the edge of the bed, her legs being supported by two
assistants. A vertical incision a little over an inch long was made, slightly overlapping the upper border of the symphysis, and the slight hemorrhage being checked,
the joint was severed in its upper part by the scalpel guarded by the l eft index finger,
a probe.pointed bistory being used from behind forward for the lower half of the
joint and the sul>pubic ligament. The bones separated about 2 inches and a dead
infant was easily delivered by the forceps 1:tpplied by Dr. M. Its weight was 9¾
pounds, and the head was large and firmly ossified and showed no sign of molding either from uterine pressure or from that of the forceps. The maternal wound
was closed with three stitches of silk and a band of adhesive plaster was :firmly
applied about the pelvis, for which was afterwards substituted a stout canvas band
with leather straps. The subsequent care of the case was entirely in the hands of
the family physician and I only saw her once during convalescence, but he informed
me that she bad no fever and the wound soon h eal ed. There was motion in the joint
and a waddling gait as late as ten weeks after the operation.
he declined surgical
interference for this condition, and it soon after disappeared, leaving her perfectly
well in every respect.
The case is considered of interest only as showing that this operation is not al ways
difficult and can be performed with the simple instruments contained in a pocket
case, those used in this case being a scalpel, probe-pointed history, one pair of hemostats, and a needle.
Tripl ets: Report by Asst. Surg. A . N . Stark, Fort Sam Houston, Tex.-Mrs ..s., wife of
a soldier of Troop A, Fifth Cavalry, and mother of one single child anct two sets
of twins, was taken with labor pains at 2 a. m . September 22, 1895, and, after a very
difficult labor, gave birth at 1 p. m. the same day to a female child weighing 7 pounds.
';l'he prvlonged and intense efforts in the expulsion of this child so exhausted the
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mother that opiates were administered to insure sufficient rest for the recuperation
of the uterine power. At 11 a. m. the following day evidence of labor returned, and
after a few powerful efforts a second child, also female, weighing 7t pounds, was
born. In half an hour this was followed by a third child, male, weighing 8½ pounds.
The placentre followe(l bhortly afterwards, weighing together 4½ pounds.
The special feature of this case is the enormous aggregate weight of the children,
23 pounds, which, addea to ·the weight of the placentre, makes a total of 27½ pounds.
Another striking feature is the wonderful reproductive capacity of the parent, viz,
one single child, two sets of twins, and one set of triplets.
INDIAN PRISONERS.

The Apache prisoners of war were transferred from Mount Vernon
Barracks, AJa., to Fort Sill, Okla., in October, 1894. The excessive
mortality that prevailed among these Indians during their stay in Alabama was one of the chief reasons for effecting this transfer. In
1887-88, the first year of their confinement, their death rate was only
54.64 per thousand living, and during the second year only 48.96; but
during the third and fourth years the rates ran up to 109.69 and 142.84,
nearly one-half of which was due to tubercular diseases. At this time
great improvement was made in their condition. A new village was
built for them, and they were placed under the most vigilant sanitary
supervision, with the result of bringing the death rate in 1891-9:t down
to 109. 75, next year to 80.93, and in 1893-94 to 98.36. On their transfer
to Fort Sill they were placed in camp about a mile from the post.
Since then they have been employed in building houses, plowing, herding, and other work connected with establishing their homes in the new
locality. Asst. Surg. J. D. Glennan reported their condition as much
improved at the end of the first year of their t:itay. The death rate
continued high, 83.05 per thousand living, but a large part of this rate
was referable to infection at Mount Vernon Barracks. Of a total of 25
deaths, 17 were due to tubercular diseases and only 8 to other causes.
One case of syphilis, also brought from Alabama, was among the
deaths. But for the tubercular infection the death rate among these
Indians would not be high. Only two cases of consumption were
reported as having come on the sick list during the year. This will
necessarily lessen the mortality hereafter. The next report from this
Indian settlement will probably show a marked benefit resulting from
the change of climate and mode of life.
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List of spe~ial reports received from meclical officers from June 30, 1895, to June 30, 1896.
MEDICAL REPORTS.
Name.

Rank.

Report.

Appel, D. M........... Major and surgeon . . .. ; ..... Melancholia; encephaloitl cancer, doat.h, autopsy.
Arthur, William H.... Captain and asst. surgeon .. Pulmonary tuberculosis, death , autopsy; malignant diphtheria, antitoxin treatment.
Bache, Dallas.......... Cql. and asst. surg. general .. Prevalence of alcoholism in the Department of
the I'latte.
Banister, J. M ..... .... Captain and asst. surgeon . . Diphtheria at Fort Leavenworth; diphtheria,
antitoxin treatment.
Benham, R. B . ............. . do ....... ...... .... . .. . . Ichthyol in the treatment of carbuncle.
Bratton, T. S.......... 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon .. Treatment of alcoholism by the hypodermic injection of' stryclrn in and atrophin.
Bushnell, G. E . . . . . . . . . Captain :i,ud asst. surgeon .. Typhoid fever of Wyoming.
Carter, E. C ... . .... ... ...... do ..................... . Ulceration of colon, death.
Clarke, J. T . .. .. . ..... .... . . do ..................... . Influenza at Fort Washakie.
De Witt, Calvin. . .. .... Major and surgeon ......... . Diphtheria at Fort Leavenworth; fevers at Fort
Leaven worth.
Fisher, H. C .. . . .. . .... 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon .. Diphtheria at Fort Yates .
Fisher, W.W. R . . . . . . . Captain and asst. surgeon .. . Typhoid fever.
Frick, E.B .................. do . . .. ...... .. ..... ... . Experiments in photography with the cathode
ray; 9 photographs.
Girard, J.B ...... . .. .. . Major and surgeon ......... . Religious monomania.
Harvey, P. F . . ........ . . .... do ... .. ........ ... .. ... . Influenza at Plattsburg Banacks; grave consti1,utional disturbauce of tho uervous system
followiug local inflammation of the throat.
Ives, Frank J ....•••... Captain and asst. surgeon . . Acute tetanus; amaurosis.
Jarvis, N. S ....•....... . .... do .............•....... . Hour-glass contraction of uterus.
Kean, J. R .... .. . ... ... . ... . do ..... . . ... . .. ... . ... . . Symphyseotoruy; ataxic paraplegia.
Kieffer, C. F . : . . . . . . . . . 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon. Diphtheria at Fort Omaha (18 cases); diphtberia at Fort Omaha (47 cases).
Kilbourne, H. S ........ Major and surgeon . ........ . Fevers at Fort Clark.
Lippitt, W . F.......... Captain and asst. surgeon . . Dipbtheritic laryngiti1:1, antitoxin treatment.
Macauley, C. N. :B .••••.. ·,· ·.do ........ ... .... ...... . Multiple abscess of' liver, deatb; scarlet fever
at Fort Apache.
Mason, C. F...... . . . . . . . .•.. do .. . . ........... ...... . Dermatitis venenata caused by tho tops of the
common parsnip; dermatiti!l exfoliati ,·n, photograph accompanying; diphtheria alld tlie
antitoxin treatroimt; malarial fevers, lG thermographs; acute tubercular nhthisis; acute
pleurisy.
Maus, L . M .... .. . ..... Major and surgeon ...... ... . Fevers at Fort Sam Houston.
McCaw, W . D.......... Captain and asst. 1mrgeon .. J!'evers at Fort Ringgold; perforating :ippendicitis, deat lt, autopsy.
McElderry, Henry..... Major and surgeon .. ....... . Remittent fover, thermograpbs; dipl1theria at
Fort Niobmrn; typhoid fever, thermograph.
Merrill, J. C ................ do ..................... . Mild melancholia.
Munson, E . L ... . . . . . . . 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon. J3ronchocele among tho Indians; chronic alcoholism.
Poind exter, J. D. .• . . . . Captain and asst. surgeon .. Diphth eria in vieinit.y of ForL Riley.
Powell;.. J. L .. ............. . do ................... . . . Typhoid fever.
l'rice, 1,; . E . . ••.•..... .. Major and surgeon ..... ... . . Case of birth of deformed child.
Reed, Walter .......... ... . . do ..................... . Report oftest made of Jewell water filter.
Robinson, S. Q .....•••....•. do .••......... ... ....... Ulcerative colitis; fevers at Fort Reno; febricula.
Shaw, H. A . . . . . . . . . . . . 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon. Chronic n ephritis, 2 cases, cleatb; pneumoJJia,
1 case, death.
Smith, A . M .... ........ Captain and asst. surgeon .. Fevers at Fort Reno.
St,ark, A . N . . . . . . . . . . . . 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon. Case of triple birth.
Stone, J. H . ... .... .. ...... . . do ..................... . Diphtheria, antitoxin treatment.
Taylor, B. D . .. ... . ... . Major and surgeon ... ...... . Typhoid fever, death, autopsy; sarcoma,
death, autopsy.
'l'esson, L. S . .. . .. . .. .... . ... do ... ........ -~ ........ . Rubeola at Fort Ethan .A Uen.
Torney, G. H ......... . .. ... do ..................... . Malari al fever at West Point.
Wakeman, W. J....... Captain and asst. surgeon .. Uhronic dysentery, vesico-intestinal fistula,
cleatb, atttopsy.
Ware, I . P ............. 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon .. Measles.
Wells, G. M....... .. . . . Captain and asst. s urgeon .. Diphtheria, anti to)cin treatment.
.
White, R.H........... Major and surgeon ......... . Typhoid fever, thermographs.
Wil~on, W. H..... . . . . . 1st lieut. anu asst. surgeon .. Diphtheria at ]fort L ea,venwortb; acute mama.
Winne, C. K . • • . . . . . . . . Major and surgeon ......... . Remittent fever, clinical chart; typhoid fever,
thermograph; pneumonia, clinical ·hart;
typhoid fever, clinical chart.
.
Wood, M. W ................ do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Continued fever, tbermograph; 11pottcd fever
in the vicinity of Boiso13arracks.
Woodson, R. S........ . 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon .. _c_h_r_o_n_ic_rh_eu_m_a_t1-·c_a_r_t_h_ri_t_is_._ _ _ __ __
1
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List of special 1·eports received from medical o:tficers f1·om June 30, 1895, to June 30,
1896-Continued.
SURGICAL REPORTS.
Name.

Rank.

Report.

Adair, G. W........... Major and surgeon.......... Appendicitis, operation.
Arthur, W. H.......... Captain.and asst. surgeon... Compound comrninuted fracture of femur, run
over by a trolley car, double amputation,
death.
•
Banister, J.M ...•........... do ...••................. Operation for the radical cure of hernia; three
cases of operation for radical cure of hernia.
Bradley, A. E ............... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trephining for inveterate headache ; nerve
grafting, or transplantation for paralysis, re·
sulting from in,iury to musculo-spiral nerve.
Carter, E. C ................. do ...................... Deligationofleft common carotid for aneurism
following gunshot wound.
Crosby, W. D ............... do ... . .... . ............ . Operation for radical cure of hernia.
De Shon, G.D ...... , ... 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon .. Multiple fracture, lower extremities.
Ebert, R. G ............. Captain and asst. surgeon .. . Operation for radical cure of hernia.
Fisher, H. C .......... ,. 1st lieut,, and asst. surgeon .. Pistol-shot wound of chest.
Flagg, C. E. B ............... do ..... . ...... ... ...... . Abrasion of hand, septicremia.
Gardner, E. F.......... Major and surgeon .••..•••.. Infected wound; insect bite; gunsh9t wound
of foot, tetanus; fracture of skull, death.
Girard, A. C ...........· ..... do .......... . .. - , , . . . . . . The Krag-Jorgensen rifle, its effects on the
skull; gunshot wound of head by the modern
service rifle, death, autopsy; amputation of
thigh.
Glennan, ,T. D. .. . . . . . . . Captain and asst. sul'geon .. . Incised wound of abdomen.
Gorgas, W. C ........... ~- .. qo ............ . ........ . Amputation of thigh.
Greenleaf, C. R........ Lieutenant-colonel anu dep- Use of the "X ray" to determine the location
of a l)istol ball.
uty surg. general.
Hallock, H. M......... 1st lieut. and asst. surgeon . Appendicitis.
Harris. H. 8. T......... Captain and asst, surgeon .. . Appendicitis, operation, recovery.
Harvey, P. F .....•.... Majorandsurge,an ..... . . .. . Lipoma; fracture of skull, death, autopsy.
Havard, V .................. do ........•............. Hernia.
Hoff, J. VanR ............... do ...••• ",. .......... .. Premature explosion of gun, death, autopsy,
two reports; gunshot wound of chest; creliotomy.
Jarvis, N. S . ........... Captain a.u-:J -"'l"lt. surgeon .. . Bimalleolar fracture of ankle. Report of surI
gical cases: (1) Multiple stricture of urethra ;
(2) fracture of thigh; (3) ganglion of wrist;
(4) dislocation of shoulder, reduced by- Kocher's method; (5) immediate suture of lacerated perineum in three cases.
Kneedler, W .L .........•... do.....
. . . . ........ .. Historiesoffoursurgicalcases: (1) Abdominal
section for intestmal obstruction; (2) gunshot wound of thigh; (3) carcinoma of breast,
amputation; (4) carcinomaofear,amputation.
Lauderdale, J. V....... Major and surgeon.......... Peritonitis, intestinal obstruction, death.
Lyanscohn', CC . -F·.·.· ·.·. _·_· ·.·. ..._._._ 1st li eut. and asst. surgeon . . Gunshot wound of pelvis.
,
Captain and asst. surgeon . . Gunshot wound of forearm; sulphonal poisM
oning; appendicitis, operation, recovery.
Maus, L. M ...... .•. ... Majorvndsurgeon .......... Gunshot wound of head by Krag-Jorgensen
rifle; death, autopsy. Reports of three cases:
(1) Operation for radical cure of hernia ; (2)
acute multiple neuritis; (3) purulent otitis.

l

:3~ ::::::::::::::::::::::

fo~~!1nr: _~: ::::: : : : : : : :
1:;:\ii:o~~r~t~tcure of hernia.
Price, C. E ......•••.... ••.. . do ............. . ........ Amputation of :finger; anesthesia obtained by
the Scheleich method.
Robinson, S. Q .............. ~o ....... . ............ .. Operation for radical cure of hernia ; t wo r eSchraml, Joseph. .. ... . H"Spital steward .......... . nfsY~~~tion of left shoulder.
Strong, Norton ......... Captain and asst. surgeon . . Lacerated wound of forearm; amputation of
arm.
Taylor, B. D . ....... •• . Majorandslll'geon .......... Epitheliomaoflip, deatl1, autopsy.
Vickery, R. S ...... ......... do .................. . ... Caries of inferior maxilla.
Winter, F. A . . ......... 1st lieut. and asst. surg on. Intestinal obstrnctiou, c reliotomy, death .
Worthingt-0.J:1 1 ,T Q • , ,. Major and surgeon.......... Appendicitis, operation; death, autopsy.
1
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SURGICAL OPER.A.TIQNS.

During the year 1895 the Medical Department of the Army reported
338 surgical operations, 78 of which were necessitated by injury an<l
260 by disease. The number, character, and results of these are sh.own
in the following statement:
· 1 Died.
Nature of operation.
Disease or in,i ury. Total. Recov
Remarks.
ered .
- - - -- - - - - -- - -11--- - - - - - - - 1- - - - -,--- - - - - - - Ren1oval of tu&no1·s ............................. .
29
Enucleation ............... : . Sebaceous, 10; en.
29
29 ...... N eek, 6; cheek, 3; nose,
cysted , 7; lipoma,
1; ear, l; finger, 1;
2; :fibroid, 3;
toe, 1 ; eye, 1; foot, 1 ;
fleshy, 1; epitbe thigh, 2; shoulder, 2;
lioma, 1; tubercu.
scalp, 2; palate, 1;
lar, 2 ; polypoid,
chin, 1; back, 1; lip, 1;
2; bony, 1.
eyebrow, 1; ilium, 1;
abdomen, 1; chest, 1.

Opening oC abscessel!l ...... ..................... .
Incision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Adenitis, 2; cellu·
litis, 1; tubercular, 1; ischio.rec.
tal, 4; liver, 1 ;
tonsillar, 1; veno·
r eal, 1; sting of
insect, 1; sebaceous, 1; caries, 2;
punctured wound
by rusty nail, 1;
lacerated wound,
J; subcutaneous,
8.
Curetting ••.• , •••• ,,.,,,..... Suppuratrng sinus ..
Ope1·ations on the eye ...... ..................... .
For cataract ............ ..................... .. ... .
Forpterygium .................................... .
Enucleation ...................................... .
Irideotomy ....................................... .

i~rimt{f1F~~~ ~ ~::::: ~:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::

Operations on the nose ............. . ........... .

:~~ d:i:1reJ~~~t;;~:: ::: ::: ::::::: ::: :::::: ::::::
0

For hypert,rophied septum ..... ... ............... .
For hypertrophy of turbi - ..............•.•.....
nated bones.
For hypertrophied membrane ..................... .
For ecchondrosis ....................... . ......... .
For fracture of nasal bones ....................... .
For exostosis ..................................... For ulcer ..... .............................. ...... .
Operations 011 the mouth .. ..................... .
Removal of the tonsils ............................ .
.Amputation of the uvula ......................... .
Operations on the vei11s ................. . ...... .
For varicocele .................................... .
Operations 011 the arteries . ..................... .
Ligation of subclavian ...... .Axillary aneurism ..
Ope1•ations on the nerves .. ..................... .
Drop wrist ........................................ .

Operations on the diges- ......... ............ .
tivc organs.
For fistula in ano ................................. For fissure of anus ........... .......... ...... . ... .
For prolapse of rectum .................. . ..... - .. .
For ulcer of rectum ... . ........ ................... .
For hemorrhoids ......••......................•.. --

Laparotomy .. .............. . .Appendicitis, 6; in·
testinal obstruc·
t ion, 1; for raclic:i l
cure of hernia, 4.

1

21'

25

24

2

2

1.ii
2

2

4

4

2

2

1
4

1
4

1
1

1
1

28

2

2

5
1
1

5
1
1

11
3
3
1
1

11
3
3

Toe, 1; epididymis, 1;
perineum, 4; buttock, 1; alveolar, 2;
ear, 1; tonsil, 1; abdomen, 5; chest, 1;
groin, 2; band, 1;
arm, 1; elbow, l;
wrist, 1; feet, 2.

Leg, 1; groin, 1.

1
1

i)

4
1

4
1

2
1
1
1

2

2

Excision, 1 ; ligation, 1.

Resection of musculo.
spiral nerve; transplantation from sciatic nerve of dog; no
improvement; discharge for disability.

1

66
5

5
1
1
1

1
1
1

47

47

11

Incision·, 19; ligation,
16; dilatation of
sphincter, 2; clamp
and cautery, 5; cal.itery, 1; thermo-cautery, 1; cla?Jp n:nd
ligature, 1 ; 1DJect1on
of tumor, 2.
Halsted's operation , l;
Bassini's operation, 1;
not stated, 2,
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Nature of operation.

Su1:gical operations-Continued.
Disease or injury.

@pcrntions on the lyn1 - --- . - . _··- -· ·· .. _-· ··phatic ~lands.
.
Removal of glands ........ __ Venereal, 16; bubo
non venereal, 3;
nonspecific aden·
itis, ;J_
Curetting ......... ... _.. _... _ Venereal, 6 _• ..•.. __
Opea·ations on the urina1·y

Total.

~~~r- .Died.

Remarks .

2S
22

22

·----·

6

6

-··---

20

@r~a11 s.

For stricture of the urethra:
Int~r!lal urethrotomy _.. _ Gonorrhea, 5 .•. _....
Inc1s10n - _....... _...... _ Gonorrhea, 3 •••. _. __
Dilatation ..........•..... Gonorrhea, 4; trau·
matic, 1.
Divulsion. .............. . Gonorrhea, 1. _..... .
Meatotomy ....... : . -... - Gonorrhea, 1 ....... .
Contracted meatus .......... _ . .. . _.. __ ... _........ .
Fistula of urethra . ....... . .. Gonorrhea ......... .
Fo<' urethralcaruncles . ... . __ Gonorrhea .... ..... .
For calculus in urethra- . . -. - .. . -................. .
Operations on the ge11e1•a. . ................... . .
tive 01·~a11s,
For pnimosis ....... - . .. .... . Gonorrhea, 4; con.
genital, 4; chan·
croids, 2; h erp es
1' r rn put i alis, 3;
not stated, 2.
]!,or paraphimosis. . . . . . . . . . . . Chancroidal .... .. . _
For contracted frrnnum . . . . . . Congenital .. .. _... .
For h vdrocele ... -.. -.................... ..... . _... .
011e .. ations on the bon<i>s . _.... -.... _.. _: .... _... .
Removal of portions_ .. . .... - Osteoma, 1; callu s,
1 ; n e c r o s i s, 2 ;
fracture, .1 ; trephining for invet.
erate headache, 1.
Reduction a nd manipulation _. ___ ... . .. _... ______ _
of fractures.
Operations on thejoints . . - ···- -···· ·· ·---·····-Redu ction of dislocations .... _... . _... . _.. _.. . _....

5
3
5

5
3
5

1
1
1

1
1
1

2

2

1
1

1
1

20
15

1
1

,,

3

15

1
1
3

6

Femur, 1.

34
31

31

A..spiration .... _......... _... - Synovitis .. . ....... _
1
Resection of joint_ .... _... _.. _. . -... --...... -..... 1
1
Disarticulation of joint ..... _ Lacerated wound of
finger s.
24
®pe1·ntio11s on the lirnbs_ .. - ·- ·· ·. __ ...... -· · ··· ·
Amputation for injury:
Arm .. ... ............. . . . Premature exp 1 o.
sion of blank cartridge, 1.
Forearm -.... -..... . .... . Premature dis·
charge of can.
non, 1.
Hand . . .............. . .. . Accident, circular
saw, 1.
Finger s.-··· .. .. ..... .. -· Injury, 9; gun.
13
shot, 4.
Thumb--- -- --··········· Injury, 1 ; gun·
shot, 1.
1
Feet·-··--··----··----··- Gunshot, 1. ..... -···
2
Toes -····-····- ···-·····- Injury, 1; gun.
shot, 1.
Amputation for disease:
Frnger ... . _.......••.... - Whitlow, 2; anchy.
losis, 1.
·
Operations on tbe tendons _............. _...... .
J.
and rnusele .
Incision and stretching of Explo ion of fulmitendon.
nate of mercury_
Ope1·ntions on tbc l<in, etc . _..... ......... . ..... .
30

1
1
1

ifet~;:i
~f~!ii -::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::
Removal of foreign bodies ................... _..... .

Aspiration, 2; Volkmar's operation, 1.
Cranium , 2; inferior
maxillary, 2; foot, 1;
humeru s, 1.

19

2
9

Hip, 1 ; shonlder, 21,
elbow, 4; clavicle, 1;
hand, 1; wrist, 1;
ankle, 2.
Knee, 1.
Finger, 1.

Primary, 1.
1

Primary, 1.
Primary, 1.

2

Primary, 10; secondary, 3.
Primary, 2.

1
2

Primary, 1.
Secoudary, 2.

13

Primary,
ary, 1.

2;

second·

192 1.....
-···-·.
0 ••••••

R.A.DI .A.L C RE OF IIERNI.A..

In September, 1 95 aft r full con iderin g- the re ult attained by
urgical treatm nt in the radical cur of hernia, together with Ule
srnall amount of r i k iuv 1 din th operation a now conduct d under
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careful aseptic supervision, I came to the conclusion that the operation
might be made available to preserve goo<l soldiers, although ruptured,
in the service, and to lessen the number of men discharged for disability
and subsequently pensioned for hernia. The annual loss of men by
' rupture has always been considerable. During: the six calendar years
ending December 31, 1894, 153 men were discharged. I did not consider that the progress of surgery warranted a resort to operative proceedings in all cases, but felt confident that surgical interference would
enable many to continue in the military service or earn their livelihood
with comfort in civil life who are now discharged and pensioned for
hernia. Accordingly, on September 9, 1895, the following was published from Headquarters of the Army~ A. G. 0., as Paragraph II of
Circular No. 9 of that date:
II. TREATMENT OF ENLISTED 1\1EN WHO HAVE BEEN RUPTURED IN THE LINE OF D UTY.

Cases of hernia suitable for an operation should receive surgical treatment, whicll,
by the most approved modern methods, is successful in a largo proportion of the
cases operated upon, an<l in skillfnl hands is attended with little risk.
Operations for the tadical cure of hernia will be performed, witll the consent of
the s oldier, by medical officers speciaJly designated by the Surgeon-General of the
Army.
Medical officers will report cases of hernia considered favorable for operation to
the Surgeon-General.
If the case is consicleretl unsuitable for operation, or if an operation is declined by
the soldier, the fact will be noted upon the certificate of disability. (Decision Acting Secretary of War1 Aug. 14, 1895, 19166, A.G. 0., 95.)

Since then 29 cases of hernia have been treated by operation with the
most satisfactory results, so far as can be determined at this early date.
This gives an excellent promise of future benefit in cases that have
been hitherto regarded as permanently disqualified for milita-ry service.
The cases are t abulated below, and special reports by the operators are
herewith submitted.:
Cases opera.tecl on for the radical cure of hernia.
Name.

Organization.

I.Age.

I
R.H ...... .
R.L. Z .....
L.S ........
L.B .......

.r. s ... .. --·

D.L .......
.T. .B. C .....
M.H ......
L.C.S.a .. .
N.B.P ....
.A..H.M.b . .
L.W ......

c.c ·······
P.F .......
.r.
y ··-····
.T. T .......

A.N . ......
P.K .......
A.P.W ...
A.E.R ....

.r.c.w ....
W.B ......
c.w..r ....

E.B .......
W.M ......
C.H .......
F.W.H .. .

P,t., M, 3 .Art .....
Pvt., K, 3 Art .....
Corp ., F, 6Inf.....
Pvt., C, 4 .Art . ....
Pvt., G, 5 Art .....
Pvt. , G, 17 Inf ....
2 lt., 2 Cav ........
Discharged .......
.... . do ............
.... . do ............
Cadet, aapointed ..
Pvt., Or ........ .
Pvt., F, 19 Inf.....
P vt., D, llinf .....
Pvt., A, 19 Inf ....
Pvt., D, 20Inf. ....
Mus., F, 6 Cav ....
Mus., 8Inf.... . ...
Sergt., I, 9 Cav ....
Sergt., E, 9 Cav ...
Pvt., D , 9Cav . ....
Pvt., H, 10 Inf ... .
Mus ., H, 1 Cav ....
Pvt. , B, 25 Inf. ....
..... do ............
Pvt., D, 4 Inf ......
Pvt., C, 14 Inf . ....

Hernia.

Dato of
operation.

L. ing. obl., 2¼ yrs . .
R. ing. obl., 3 yl's ...
R. ing. dir., J¼ yrs ..
R. ing. obl., 1 yr ....
R. ing. obl., 5frs ...
R. ing. obl., 1 yrs ..
L. ing. obl., 3½yrs ..
R. fem., 20:yrs ......
L. ing., 4 yrs . .. ....
L. ing. obl., 10 yrs ..
R. ing. obl.. ........
L. ing. obl., old . .. .
L. ing. obl., 4 m os ..
R.ing.obl.,lmo . ..
..... do .. ...........
R. ing. obl., 2:,t yrs ..
L. ing. obl., l J°!l yrs.
L. ing. obl., 2 yrs ...
R. ing. obl., 1 yr .. . .
L. ing. obl., l}%yr1:1.
R. ing. obl., 3 mos ..
R. ing. obl., 2/, yrs.
n. ing. obl., 1 mo ...
L. ing . obl., 1 yr ....
R. ing. ind.. , 2 mos ..
L. ing. obl., 2 mos ..
L. in g. dir., 3 mos .. .

Sopt. 29, 1895
Oct. 18, 1805
.Tan. 19, 1896
.A pr. 19, 1896
May 10, 1896
.Tune 7, 1896
,Tuly 24, 1896
Aug. 3, 1895
Sept. 12, 1895
.Tan. 5, 1896
.Tune 19, 1896
.Tan. 7, 1896
.Tan. 9, 1896
Mar. 26, 1896
Apr. 3, 1896
Apr. 8, 1896
.Tune 27, 1896
D ec. 12, 1895
.T uly 15, 1896
.July 28, 1 96
Aug. 2, 1896
Dec. 10, 1895
May 28, 1 96
Feb. 18, 1896
May 20, 1896
Juno 9, 1896
Feb. ~5, 1896

36
29
28
26
34
26
26
60
46
32
20
35
23
40

31
26
25
21
33

31
22
47
23
23
25
30
25

G.L ....... Pvt., .A, 1 Inf......

:J5

L.M.S .... Pvt., band, 5 Cav ..

25

a Two sacs, 1 oblique and 1 <l.irect.

Operator.

Lieut. Col. W . ff. Forwood,
Washington, D. C.

}Capt. J.M. Ilanister, Fo,t
Leaven worth, Kans .

}M•iII. MoElds,ry,
Robinson, N br .

I•'ort

}Maj. S. Q. Robinson, Fort
Reno, Okla.
}Capt. W. D. Crosby, Fort
Missoula, Mont.
Capt. R. G. Ebort, Vancouver Barracks, "\Vasb.
R. ing. obl., 11 mos . .T uly 18, 1896 Capt . G. L. Edie, Presidio
of San Francisco.
R. in g. obl., 9 mos .. Dec. 7, 1895 Maj. L. M. Maus, Fort Sam
Houston., Tex.

-

--

--

b Associated with retamed testicle, congeD1tal.
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DEPUTY SURGEON-GENERAL FORWOOD's REPORT.-! have the honor to submit
the following brief report on operations done by me, under the provisions of paragraph 2, Circular No. 9, A. G. 0., September, 1895. During ten months since the
issuance of that circular one officer, one noncommissioned officer, and five privates
of the Army have been sent to me and operated upon for the radical cure of hernia.
In addition to those on the active list I have operated within the 'present year upon
three discharged soldiers and one cadet appointed to the Military Academy, making
a total of eleven Army cases. Let me call attention to the fact that these cases are
of a distinct class, viz, adult males, which, for statistical purposes, should never be
mixed or confounded with those of women and children.
The method carried out in these operations and in those of all adult males treated
for inguinal hernia at this hospital during the last two years has been uniformly the
same, and differs but ·slightly from that known as the Bassini operation. The modifications, ff they may be so called, consist in clamping the sac :flat and sewing it off
in three or more divisions according to width, at a depth and on a line with the
normal curve of the pelvic peritoneum; in :reducing the cord in all cases by excision of the pampimform plexus of veins and in bringing this reduced cord well outward and upward into a notch in the :fibers of the internal oblique and transversalis,
where it is secured and carried over with these muscles toward Pou part's ligament,
giving increased obliquity to its course and additional security against recurrence
of hernia. I have used stout kangaroo tendon for the sac and for sewing the deep
muscles and either very light ten,don or :fine catgut for suturing the external oblique.
The skin incision has been closed either with silkworm gnt or, with what is probably better, buried sutures of :fine catgut. No flushing of the wound was done during operation, Blood was removed with gauze pads previously boiled or with
ordinary surgical sponges cleansed and sterilized in pure formalin. After the cut
surfaces had been neatly brought together the parts were given a final cleansing
with 1 per cent trikresol and 1: 1000 bichloride. The surface was then dried with
ether and the line of incision sprayed with iodoform dissolved in ether and a perfectly dry sterile gauze and cotton dressing applied and secured with a doubl e spica
of the groin to which was added a suspensory bandage for the scrotum. The tirst
change of dressings may usually be made at the encl of a week. The patients were
kept in bed thirty days from the time of operation, after which they sat up and
walked about the porches and grounds, gradually increasing the exercise for a few
weeks longer before returning to duty. Violent exertion should not be permitted
until after the lapse of three or four months from the time of operation.
All cases of hernia selected and sent to me so far have been very suitable ones for
radical treatment, without which the men would have remained permanently disabled
for the military service. The immediate result of the operations has been entirely
successful in every case. The men have suffered but little pain or inconvenience; ten
are completely cured and the eleventh has passed his :first week without an unfavorable symptom. It is a rule among operators that two years must have elapsed without
any symptom of recurrence before a case of hernia c,m be recorded as permanently
cured. The number of such cases in adult males operated on by modern methods th at
have passed the two years test is not yet sufficiently large to lead to safe conclusions as to the exact percentage of recurrences that may be expected, but the
evidence of experience so far accumulated seems to'indicate that in suitable subjects
and with proper care and thoroughness the operation for the radical cure of hernia
may be made one of the safest and most practi cally valuable fa thew hole list of capital
operations. The Medical Corps of the Army is demonstrating its utility as a means
of restoring to duty young officers and soldiers ruptured fo the service who would
otherwise be added to the retired list and the pension rolls.
It may be of interest in this connection to note briefly a few points in the technique
of the operation which require especial attention in order to insure ultimate success.
The main security against recurrence of hernia after operation in my opinion lies in
the proper treatment of the h ernial sac. The common predisposing cause which leads
to hernia is a congenital pouching of the peritoneum into the inguinal, femoral, or
umbilical rings. Imperfect obliteration of the vaginal process of t h e peritvneum carried down w ith the testicle is of very frequent occurrence. Th e time of life at which
rupture appears in such instances, if at all, is determined by the extent and location
oftbe de£ ct and the excitinO" cause to w hich each patient is subjected. When there
is no pouch or depression on the inner surface of the peritoneum into which the
abdominal viscera can become engag d and subjected to spe ial pressure, no hernia is
likely to appear except from extraordinary violen e. The prime object in operation,
then, i to obliterate all tra e of periton al pouch at the point f rupture and to lea,e
a smooth surface over whi h the vi cera may glicle in the normal mov men ts of the
body. The operation which do s not cont mplate the complete obliteration of th
hernial sac and it firm clo ur on the normal line of the p ritoneum ouO"ht not to be
con ider d in he radical cur of b rnia. By tying off in mall ction with silk or
t uttendon.firmly ecur d,clo ureoftb sa cma. 1J maclctooc nrattherightdepth
and on th proper liue. The dens g lazed sn rfa ·es of an old hernial ac that ha,e been
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kept in contact under the pressure of a truss for years without healing are not likely
to heal very securely when merely puckered together or twisted into a rope and tied
around with a bit of catgut. If the sac be tied so as to leave any portion of it remaining in a pouch behind the ligature, the operation is d efective, and conditions favorl!,ble
to a recurrence of the hernia are left, no matter what other precautions may be taken.
The veins of the cord, especially on the left side, are often superfluous and more
or less varicosed. By trimming these away the cord is not injured but improved for
the purposes of the operation. It becomes more pliable and more readily transposed
to its new position. By doing this, and by carrying the cord well outward into a
notch made in the fibers of the internal oblique and transversalis muscles and securing it there, we get about all the advantae;es of Halsted's method without placing
the cord above the external oblique. The mternal and external portions of the cord
are thus brought to an acute angle with eacb other and both assume the maximum
obliquity to the line of visceral pressure from the abdomen. There is no excuse for
pulling the testicle up out of its place during an operation for inguinal hernia.
• The fibers of Poupart's ligament are easily split and separated if care be not taken
while applying sutures to close in the gap between it and the conjoined tendon and
muscles. To avoid this accident the curved needle should pass entirely through the
external oblique, going out on one side of the ligament and back on the other, so as
to include the whole of it in the loop of the thread. The aponeurosis of the external oblique, when it comes to be separated from the tissues above and below, has but
a very m eager supply of blood, and therefore should be treated with the utmost gentleness, avoiding all tension of sutures and rough handling of every kind.
ASSISTANT SURGEON BANISTER'S REPORT.-Before reporting the cases to be
referred to in this report, I think it best to describe in detail my method of operating, and the system of aseptic technique which I have pursued, as by so doing useless r epetition can be avoided in the detailed report of the individual operations.
In order that the operation for the radical cure of hernia may be successful, absolute
asepsis is essential, as owing to the necessary tension to which th~ tissues are subjected by the deep-buried sutures one of the cardinal principles of modern surgery
is violated, and any infection of the wound will surely be followed by suppuration
and sloughing of the buried sutures, with a failure of the final object for which the
operation was undertaken, besides subjecting the patient to grave danger of septic
peritonitis.
The system of asepsis which I have rigidly carried out in my operations at Fort
L eavenworth can be easily followed at any army hospital, aud since there has not
been the least pyogenic infection of any of my hernia wounds, I think it important
to describe this system in detail.
System of asepsis.-Small pads of hygroscopic gauze were prepared in advance of
each operation for sponges and placed in a covered sterilized vessel. Larger pads
of bichloride gauze (22 cm. long, 20 cm. wide, and about 1 cm. in thickness) were
made and placed in a second vessel-the u sual glass jar with close top. Iodoform
gauze, in strips, was prepared by rubbing powdered iodoform into hygroscopic gauze
with a sterilized glass rubber. These strips were packed foto sterilized culture
tubes which were covered with aseptic cotton, the latter befog securely tied over
the mouths of the tu bes. These tu bes, which were to be used as iodoform sprinklers,
were placed in the sterilizing oven and kept at a temperature of 100° C. for one hour
and a h alf. It was found by experiment that the iodoform was decomposed when
the temperature went above 105° C. I adopted this latter method at the suggestion
of Lieut. Col. W. H. Forwood, deputy surgeon-general, U. S. A. On the day of the
operation the glass jars for dressings were boiled; the gauze sponges, gauze pads,
and all bandages and towels to be used in the oµeration were thoroughly steamed in
Arnold sterilizers, together with the absorbent cotton intended as a covering for the
gauze dressing. These dressings were then removed from the steam sterilizer, each
set being enveloped in a sterilized towel, and placed in a large sterilized tin boiler
with cover, in which they were baked in the kitchen range until thoroughly dry.
The dressings were then removed, each set still in its own sterilized towel, which
was not opened, and placed in the jars prepared for them. The towels to bo used
during the operation were l eft in the closed tin boiler and in it carried to the operating room to be removed as needed. Catgut ligatures were prepared by the Von
Bergmann method. Kangaroo tendon was soaked in etherforforty-eirrhthours, the
ether being changed at the end of the :first twenty-four hours, next placed in a solution of bichloride of mercury in ether (1: 1000) for twenty-four hours, and finally
stored in absolute alcohol containing 5 per cent of carbolic acid, in which solution
it was left until the operation. The silk ligature material was wound on sterilized
glass spools and boiled with the instruments. The latter were boiled in a l per cent
solution of sodium carbonate just before the operation, and at the last moment were
removed from the vessel in which they were boilecl and placed in sterilized trays
containing a solution of carbolic acid, 1: 40. My principal assistants _and myself
wore linen suits, linen operating apron81 and canvas ~hoes, the ~rms ))emg bare to
the elbow. Hands and forearms were rendered aseptic by washmg with green soap
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and freshly boiled water, scrubbing with sterilized brushes, rubbing with alcohol,
and then treating them by immersion in saturated solntion of potassium permanganate until t be skin was stained the color of mahogany; next they were soaked in
saturated solution of oxalic acid to decolorize, then in normal salt solution, and
:finally in solution of bicbloride of mercury, 1: 1000.
The patient was prepared as follows: Tho night before the operation a saline
purge was administered and only a little milk allowed as food. Next morning he
was given a thorough bath, a,11' the hair was shaved from the pubes, scrotum and
abdomen, and the latter, after a thorough scrubbing, covered with a wet bichloride
dressing. He was then put to bed again, and no food of any description was allowed
on the day of the operation, which as a rule was performed at 2 o'clock p. m. When
etherized and brought into the operating room the antiseptic dressing was removed
from the patient's abdomen, which was scrubbed with green soap and freshly boiled
water, then with ether, and finally with solution of bichl9ride of mercury, 1: 1000.
The patient's legs were wrapped in blankets, and his body covered with sterilized
towels, only the immediate site of the operation being uncovered. During the
operation only dry, sterilized gauze pads were used in the wound to absorb the slight
oozing of blood which occurred, and these pads were drawn from their r eceptacle by
an assistant with a pair of sterilized forceps, in the grasp of which they were
banded to my principal assistant or to me. No chemical whatever was used in the
wound except in two cases, when, after uniting tlie incision in the external oblique
aponeurosis, bichloride solution was poured into the wound before closing the skin
incision. Tllis procedure was contrary to rule, and was done in each of the two
cases for a special reason. No provision whatever was made for drainage in any
wound. After closure of the skin incision . and careful cleansing and drying of
tbe skin in the immediate field of operation, sterilized iodoform, from the tubes
before mentioned, was sprinkled over the wound by pulling out the eud of the gauze
with sterilized forceps and shaking it over the parts. Then pads of sterilized gauze
(dry) wern thickly applied over tho region of the wound, and held in place by sterilized gauze bandages. Next a layer of the sterilized absorbent cotton was placed
around the abdomen and thigh after the manner of a spica, reenforced with thin
strips of wood (previously steamed) to fix the tbigh, and the whole well covered
with sterilized cotton bandages. The patient would then be put to bed, and the
wound not examined for one week, when the same dressing would be reapplied
minus the strips of wood.
Method of opemt-ing.-I commence my incision either at the spine of the pubes or
at the upp er extremity of the proposed wound, in accordanc:e with the side upon
which the hernia exists. Commencing then at the spine of the pubes, say, the incision is carried upward and outward somewhat parallel to Poupart's ligament, and
is made to involve the skin and superficial fascia. Any large vein that is exposed is
seized on either side by clamps and divided between them, or, if divided, the ends are
grasped at once by the clampe, which are left attached until the end of the operation.
Having clearly exposed theaponeurosis of the external oblique muscle, the deep layer
of the superficial fascia is r.apidly separated from it on the outer side until Pou part's
ligament is well nncoverecl, and on the inner side well over toward the margin of
the rectus abdominis muscle. 'l'he external abdominal ring is then cleared and a
s-roovecl director inserted, upon which the ap,;meurosis of the external oblique muscle
1s dividccl parallel to and to the extent of the skin incision, the length of the latter
varying from 3 to 4 inches. This division of the external oblique lays open the
inguinal canal. Then the skin and tlivided aponeurosis being put on the stretch
with retractors, the canal is well exposed. The first landmark will b~ the arching
:filers of the internal oblique muscle. If the bowel is contained in the sac a tumor
will of conrse be seen extending from the lower border of the internal oblique downward for a variable distance. If, however, the bowel has been reduced, which will
generally be the case, only the infundibuliform process of the transversalis fascia
will be seen emerging from beneath tbe lower border of the muscle mentioned, and
covered possihly by a few fiber of tbe cremaster muscle.
The infundibuliform fascia is grasped with mouse-toothed forceps just below the
internal oblique, and is opened ra,pidly by blunt dissection down to the hernial ac,
which, unlc s very thin, will he readily recognized by its white color. It is important to commenc this search for the sac as near the internal ring as possible. The
sac llaving heen reached, it is gra ped with the forcep and the transversalis fascia
<livid d downwarcl and upward a far as possible to clearly expose it. The sac is
then held up in the gra p of tbe for ep , and the spermatic conl eparated from it to a.
small ext nt behind by mean of the fingers. Through this opening a blunt hook is
pa ed and the . a , while being belcl upon the latter, is separated from the cord
thronghont it whole extent, and i fr eel from all attachment , well up to and within
the margin of the internal abdominal ring. The base of the sac is then held up
betw en two pairs of for ep ancl opened slightly bet we n them. The finger is tben
introdn erl for xploration. If th
ac is empty it is Ii ated with silk, the needle
transfixing the ac closo to the ring, and the ligature being tied around one half of
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the sac and then back around the other half. The sac is then divided about half
an inch to the distal side of the ligature, nnd tho stump allowed to retract into
the abdominal cavity. The cord iR then raised on a blunt hook and dragged into the
upper and onter angle of the internal ring, where it is held. I then run my index
:finger under the conjoined tendon to loosen up its slight attachments to underlying
tissues so that it may be brought down to meet Poupart's ligament with as little
tension as possible. Pou part's ligament being thrown into bold r elief by traction on
the .o uter flap of the external oblique l>y properly placed retractors, and the cord
being held up as before mentioned, the conjoined tendon is sutured to Poupart's
ligament closely around the cord at its emergence from the abdominal cavity, thus
forming a new internal ring. This is one of the vital points of the operation.
In my last operation I made the attempt to still further strengthen this point by
passing°a separate suture through the transversalis fascia, fastening the latter closely
around the cord beneath the conjoined tendon, so that this locality was protected by
two separate sutures, one beneath the other. From this point the conjoined tendon
is sutured to the back of Poupart's ligament as near to the pubes as possible by a
row of interrupted sutures, which are cut short and buried. If the conjoined tendon
becomes very weak and attenuated in the lower portion of the wound, it is well to
utilize the margin of the rectus abdominismuscle and fasten it to I oupart's ligament
l>y a suture or two. I have had to do this severnl times. The cord is now laid upon
its new floor formed by the union of the conjoinecl fondon to Poupart's li gament, and
the aponeurosis of the external oblique is united over it by a row of interrupted
sutures, the lower suture completing the external abdominal ring. Tho hremostatic
forceps are now removed from the divided vessels in the skin and superficial fascia .
(I have never applied a h remostati c forceps below the external oblique), tho necessary ligatures, if any, applied, and the skin wound closed by a row of jnterrupted
sutures. The wound is then dressed as before described. Tlie material used for the
deeper sutures fa of vital importan ce for these sutures. Kangaroo tendon shoulcl
invariably be used. Catgut is appropriate for the sutures in the external oblique
and skin, thoug h I prefer silkworm gut for the external or skin wound. Not being
au absorbable material, silkworm gut, if used for the skin wound, is removed at the
time of tlie :first dressing, one week after the operation.
After the operation all cases sliould be kept in bed for three weeks. In the operations to be presently enumerated my principal assistant was Capt. W. F. Lippitt,
assistant surgeon, U. S. A., who was also r esponsible for the dressings. First Lieut.
\V. H. Wilson, assistant surgeon, U. S. A., was in charge of instruments and ligatnres
during the first two operations, this function being performed in the remaiIJ.ing cases
by l! irst Lieut. J. H. Stone, assistant surgeon, U.S. A. Tliat these of-ficers performed
their duty faithfully is proved by the fact that there was not a single stitch abscess
in any of the cases, and that healing in every case was virtually by first union.
Report of cases.-Case l. First Class Private L . W., Ordnance de tachment, St.
Louis powder depot, age 35 years, r eported for operation for the radical cure of
hernia on Decembor 30, 1895. Diagnosis : Incomplete oblique inguinal hernia on the
left side. The Bassini operation was performed on January 7, 1896. The wound
healed by :first union with the exception that two catgut sntnres in tho skin incision
yielded, the superficial wound in this locality healing by grannlation . The wound
was a~eptic from :first to last. The highest temperature reached in this case was
100i 0 P. This soldier returned to bis proper station on February 8, 1896, without a
truss, the operation having been perfectly successful.
Case II. Private C.' C., Company F, Nineteenth Infantry, Fort Brady, Mich ., age
23 years, reported for operation on December 30, 1895. This man was affected with
an incomplete oblique inguinal hernia "on the left si<le, together with a marked varicocele on the same side. He complained more of the varicocele than of the hernia.
The Bassini operation was performed on Jannary 9, 18~6, and the varicocele was
radically treated at the same time by lig ating all of the veins of the corcl except one
or two, after the method of Halsted, and excising them. These veins were ligated
en masse near the internal ring aucl again as near the testicle as possible, nnd the
intervening portion excised. The highest temperature reached after this operation
was lOOg-° F. The wound healed by first union, and the soldier left for bis proper
station on February 28, 1896, with both hernia and varicocele cured.
Case III. Private P. F., Company D, Eleventh Infantry, Fort Apache, Ariz., age
40 years, reported here for operation on March 22, 1896. The diagnosis in this case
was oblique inguinal hernia, incomplete, on the right side. The Bassini operation
was performed on March 26, 1896. A large fold of omentum was found in the sac,
which was ligatecl in sections and excised, the stump being returned into the abdominal cavity. The highest temperatnre reached in this case was 100!° F. The wound
healed by first union, and the soldier left en route to his proper statfon on May 13,
.
1896, with his hernia cured.
Case IV. Private J. Y., Company A, Nineteenth Infantry, Fort vVa,y~e, M_ich., _age
31years, reported for operation on March 30, 1896, with an incomplete ohhqn. 1D1Yumal
hernia on the right side. The Bassini operation was performed on April 3, 1896,
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The sac was of the congenital variety, and was consequently divided into two portions, the lower portion being sutured around the cord to form a tunica vaginalis
and the upper portion being ti'eated as the ordinary sac. The highest t emperature
reached after this operation was 100° F. The wound healed by first union, the soldier leaving for his proper station on May 29, 1896, with his hernia cured.
Case V. Private J. T., Company D, Twentieth Infantry, Fort Leavenworth, Kans.,
age 26 years, was operated upon by the Bassini method on April 8, 1896., the diagnosis in his case being incomplete oblique inguinal herniaon therightride. The sac
was of the congenital variety, and was treated as mentioned in the description of
Case IV. The highest temperature reached in this case was 100½° F. The wound
healed by first union, and the soldier was returned to duty on May 17, 1896, in order
that he might take advantage of a furlough which had been granted him. The
hernia in this case was cured.
Case vr: Mr. D. M. S., a civilian from Waterville, Kans., who had been sent to me
(for operation) by his attending physician, was operated upon at the Cushing Hospital, Leavenworth, by the Bassini method, on May 30, 1896. The diagnosis in this
case was complete oblique inguinal hernia on the right side. The bowel in this case
had been strangulated three times, being reduced with great difficulty each time by
taxis. When the canal was opened and the sac exposed it was found to be of the
congenital variety also, and was treated accordingly. This patient was 35 years of
age, and his hernia had existed since his twelfth year. The highest temperature after
this operation was 99f0 ° P. The wound healed by first union, and the patient insisted
upon leaving the hospital in four weeks. This operation was entirely successful, and
Mr. S. writes that he is perfectly well. It is interesting to note here that this was
the third successful case in which the hernial sac was of the congenital variety.
Case VII. Trumpeter A. N., Troop F, Sixth Cavalry, Fort Leavenworth, Kans., 25
years of age, was operated upon by the Bassini method on June 27, 1896. The diagnosis in his case was incomplete oblique inguinal hernia on the left side. The
highest temperature in this case was 100-P F. The wound has remained absolutely
aseptic from first to last, and has healed by first union, except in one portion of
the skin incision of small extent, where the wound gaped slightly, healing here
being by granulation. This soldier left his bed at the end of three weeks, and his
case can be pronounced a success. He will be returned to duty in three weeks from
this time.
SURGEON McELDERRY'S REPORTS.-!. In compliance with letter of instructio~s
from your office, of date December 18, 1895, I have the honor to respectfully submit
the following special report of the operation for the radical cure of his left oblique
inguinal hernia, performed by me upon the person of Private P. K., band, Eighth
United States Infantry:
On the day before the operation all gowns, towels, sheets, dressings, sutures, and
ligatures were sterilized in t he Arnold sterilizer for four hours. Gowns, towels, and
sheets were wrapped in towels before being put in sterilizer and after sterilization
were put in metal boxes. Dressings were removed from sterilizer with sterile forceps and put into sterilized ~lass jars. Sutures and ligatures were further sterilized,
just before use, by boiling rn 1 per cent carbonate of soda solution for fifteen minutes. The iodoform used for iodoform collodion was soaked twenty-four hours in
1: 1000 aqueous bichloride, then in sterile water. Protective used in dressing was
soaked for twenty-four hours in 1: 1000 bichloride, then rinsed in sterile water just
before u se. The room was thoroughly cleaned. All furniture was scrubbed with
green soap and water, well flushed with water and finally with 1: 1000 bichloride.
The room was kept shut up for twenty-four hours before the operation. Instruments were scrubbed and thoroughly cl aned in hot soap suds., then flushed with
water, and just before the operation boiled ten minutes in 1 per cent carbonate of
soda solution. They were kept in sterile water during the operation. All basins,
dishe , etc., were thoroughly scrubbed with soap and water, flushed with water,
filled with 1 :1000 bichloride, and allowed to stand twenty-four hours. When needed
for use they were emptied and rinsed thoroughly with sterile water. Water, the
only fluid used for irrigation and for sponges and instruments, was sterilized by
boiling two hours in cotton-stopped fl.asks the day before the operation, then
resterilized three hours in the Arnold sterilizer on the day of operation.- The patients
skin was haved, scrubbed with green soap and bot water, flushed with sterile
water washed with alcohol and ether, and covered with a 1: 1000 bichloride (moist)
dr ing on the day before the operation.
The operation was performed ecember 12, 1895. Sulphuric ether was :first u ed
to ane thetiz the patient, but a it was found apparently impo ible to thoroughly
bring him nnder it influence wi bin area onable time, h1oroform wa finally u ed,
with the de ired eIB ct. In all, about 24.0 c. c. of th rand about one-fourth of thi
quantity of hloroform were u ed, the time r equired to produ e omplete ane the ia
being about thirty minut s. \Vh nth pati nt wa uncl r the influence of th ane th ticitwasf rndtbatth acbadrec d dintotbeabdomenandcouldnotbeforced
down a_uain although it bad be n sinco hi arriv:11 at th post well down in the
m gui nal canal.
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The operation was performed by me exactly after the method ofBassini, as described
in detail by John A. Wyeth, :M. D., on pages 875-877 of the International Encyclopa:ldia
of Surgery, Ashhurst, volume 7, Supplement, except, of course, that as the sac was not
in the canal it was not tied or cut off. I was ably assisted during the operation by
Lieut. Henry R. Stiles, assistant surgeon, who also kindly personally superintended the
sterilization of the sutures, dressings, and instruments. The wound in the skin was
hermetically seal eel with sterilized iodoform collodion, except at its lowest part, where
a small portion of rubber tissue was inserted about au inch to act as a drain. It
was then dressed with the ordinary iodoformized and sterilized gauze dressing. The
wound was not irrigated during the operation. No sponge was used during the operation, sterilized gauze b::tlls belng employed instead.
The wound was not dressed un t il December 20, the eighth day, when the incision
was found healed, except at the lowest part, where the rubber drain entered, this
drain having come away in the dressings. The continuous silk suture in the skin
was carefully removed and. the wound. washed in sterile water, dusted with iodoform,
and again dressed with iodoform and sterilized gauze. At the second dressing,
December 26, the fourteenth day after the operation, three points of suppuration
were found. in the line of the cicatrix-one at the upper end, one about its middle,
and one at the lower end of its middle third. The patient was kept in b ed for six
weeks, as recommended after such operations, the wound being dressecl about every
other day after the fourteenth clay after the operation. On January 7, 1896, tv,ro of
the retained silk sutures came away, one-a double sutnre-t·hrough the upper fistulous opening, which then healed. The other suture came away through the middle
fistula. On January 24 another suture came away throuµ;h the lower fistula, and on
January 28 two other sutures came away, one through each of the~fistulous openings.
No other sutures having come away, on April 29, upon the advice and recommendation of the chief surgeon, Department Platte, au operation was performed for the
removal of the retained sutru.:.es. Upon cutting through the portion of the cicatrix
immediately_over and between the :fistulous tracks the end of a silk suture was
readily found and removed. It seemed to have been retained by some fibrinous
bands, as it was found impossible to remove it by traction. Its loop was cut, when
it readily came away. No other retained suture could be found, and, as it was not
conside,red advisable to cut the tissues any further, the wound was sutured and
dressed antiseptically. The tissues themselves having been flushed with 1: 2000
bichloride solution, most of the wound healed by ·first intention and the rest gradually h eal ed by granulation. The patient was returned to duty May 8, 1896.
II. Mr. T. B., a citizen livingabout40milesnortheast of this post, was admitted June
11, 1896, by authority of the post commander, upon the written recommendation of
the surgeon of the post, as required by Army Reg ulations. At the time of his admission he was su:fferrng from an inflamed, irreducible, left oblique inguinal hernia. He
had fever and was hardly able to walk. He stated that the inflammation of the
parts had been caused by a physician at Deadwood, S. Dak., to whom be bad applied
for treatment, who had lanced the tumor. This had occurred nine days previous.
Pus was being discharged from the incision made by the lancet at the dependent
part of the scrotum and the parts were all very tender and. inflamed. The patient
was placed in bed and lead and opiu.m lot ion applied to the inflamed parts.
On June 20, 1896, the patient had been free from fever for several days, the incision
had healed, and the discharge of pus ceased. He was placed under the influence of
chloroform by Hospital Steward Parker and Bassini's operation for the radical cure
of his hernia was performed uy me, assisted by Asst. Surg. Charles Lynch.
The hernial sac was closely adherent to the vaginal sac and also to the whole
in guinal canal, and considerable diffic~lty was experi~nced in dissecting it loos~.
In doing so the upper part of the vagrnal sac was acmdentally torn open where 1t
was adherent to the hernial sac. It was, ho wever, sutured up with aseptic catgut.
The sac, after having been dissected up and opened, was found to contain only
omentum. This omentum h avin g been pushed back into the abdomen, the sac was
twisted, pierced, and ligated with aseptic kangaroo tendon. Five buried sutures of
kangaroo tendon were used to sew up the floor of the inguinal canal. A continuous
suture of aseptic catgut was used for sewing up th e tissues over the cord and. also
for the skin. A small drain of aseptic rubber mackintosh was inserted in the upper
end of th e wound. Iodoform collodion was painted over the entire lin e of inci. ion,
except over the drain. The wound was then dressed with aseptic, sterilized dressings.
The wound was re-dressed for the first time on June 27, and was found entirely
healed, except where the drain was inserted and at t~e middle of ~be in cisi_on, where
one of the catgut sutures, whic~ were not c~romat1zed, had ev1_den~ly g1v _n way.
At this point there was a separation of the skm about one-fifth of an rn_ch wide and
one-fourth of an inch long. There apparently h ad. been no suppur ation af~er tho
operation the dressino-s being only stained with a reddish serum. The dram was
removed ~nd the wotfnd dressed, as before, with aseptic drcssing_s. At t~e next
dressing, ,July 5, the wonnd was fonn<l h e~led its entire ~engtb; consalerable 111duration was found about the cord. The pati ent was kept m bed three weeks after the
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operation. After that he got up and walked about the post, and on July 22 he was
discharged from hospital cured, the induration about the cord having greatly
diminished. No impulse could be felt on coughing.
III. Sergeant W. was admitted July 12, 1896. On the evening of July 14 castor
oil was given; the parts were washed with soap and water, and a pad of bichloride,
1: 2000, was applied. Next day he was put under the influence of chloroform, and
Bassini's operation for the radical cure of a right, irreducible, oblique, inguinal
hernia was performed by me, assisted by Asst. Surg. Charles Lynch.
·
The hernial sac was adherent to the inguinal canal about halfway down to the
testicle. It contained omentum, which was easily replaced in the abdomen. The
sac was then twisted, transfixed with a double ligature of aseptic kangaroo tendon
and tied off on both sides. Five buriecl aseptic kangaroo tendon sutures were used
in suturing the inguinal canal and continuous catgut sutures for the aponeurosis of
the external oblique muscle and the skin. The wound was dressed with sterilized
dressings. No drain was used.
On July 21 it was re-dressed for the :first time, and the wound was found healed,
except at the center, where the catgut sutures had given way and the skin gaped
slightly. The wound was re-dressed for t,he second time July 30, it was then entirely
healed. The patient was allowed to sit up on July 31, and is now rapidly convalescfng. No impulse can be felt · on his coughing, and the operation appears to have
been a perfect success.
IV. Sergeant R. was admitted July 25, 1896, sufferingfromareducible, left oblique,
inguinal hernia. A full dose of castor oil was given the night before ~he orerati?n·
On July 28, the parts having been shaved, scrubbed, and washed. with b1chlonde
solution, ether, and alcohol, the patient was placed under the influence of chloroform, and Bassini's operation was performed by me, assisted by Asst. Surg. Charles
Lynch. As at the time of the operation the sac was not down in the canal, it was
not ligated or cut off. Pour aseptic kangaroo tendon sutures were used for suturing
the inguinal canal and continuous catgut sutures for the aponeurosis of the external
oblique muscle and also for the skin. No drain was used. Iodoform collodion was
painted over the sutured wound, except at the lower end. Sterilized dressings were
used.
.
On August 3 the wound was re-dressed for the first time and found entirely healed.
Patient has no fever and is apparently doing w ell.
V. Private W. arrived at this post August 1, 1896. He was given a full dose of
castor oil on the same evening. Next morning he was placed under the influenc_e of
chloroform, and Bassini's operation for the radical cure of a right, oblique, ingumal
hernia was performed upon him. The sac was not down in the cana"f, and it was
therefore not tied or cut off. A hydrocele of the cord present on the side operated
upon was opened and the fluid evacuated.
Four deep, buried aseptic kangaroo tendon sutures wero used in suturing the floor
of the inguinal canal 1 and continuous, aseptic catgut sutures in suturing tile aponeurosis of the external oblique muscle and the skin . No drain was used. Iodoform
collodion was painted over the entire liue of incision in the skin. Sterilized dressings were used. The patient is doing well.
ASSISTANT SURGEON ROBINSON'S REPORT.-1. I have the honor to report that on
the 10th of December, 1895, I did a Halsted's operation for the radical cnro of hernia
on Private 1V. B., Company II, Tenth Infantry. The following extract from Maj. W.
H. Gardner's letter of September 23 is pertinent:
"He is a fair subject for the operat ion. His age is 47 years and 1 month, height
67-½ inches, weight 165 pounds, chest at rest 39 inches. He is rather too fat and too
old, but fa in fair condition . His h eart sounds are normal, and he shows no evidence
of tuberculosis or syphilitic taint. His rupture is on the right side (scrotal), is not
very large, and the prolapsed gut is retained well by an elastic truss, but comes down
in the scrotum without the trnss, by straining at stool, coughing, or any violent ex rt ion. The injury, according to his statement, occurred in line of dnty, and wa fir t
discovered by the exnmiuing- surgeon October 23, 1891, the date of the pre ent enli ~ment. I am informed by his company commander that he is a goocl soldier, a reliable man, and one who is most exemplary and temperate in his habits."
This i unqu e:tionable except in the matter of age and habits. Private B.'s CO!J!·
pany commander, who ha known him for a loug timl-l, isinclin cl to b li ve thath1s
age i . more than above stn,kc1, and it was learned from some other ource that my
onclusion drawn from bis appearance, that he bad u ed liqnor freely, was rnrrer,t.
He is a man of intclligencc>, and wa witliont fear oftlle operation, makinO' in the e
respects an admirable pati nt. I und rtook the operation with some rE'lnctance.
For my first a c and for one of th earlier ca s under the new poli ·y the in<lications for operation w re not o decided nor the snbject so atisfactory as migbthave
be n desired although the anatomical conditions w re favorable. The preliminary
reatment consi tecl f fr e pnr~ation with calomel, follow c1 by mAO'D <' ia. sulphate,
trycbnin snlphat by the mouth in 0. ·2 do e thd cl ail , a li~ht di t whi h dirl
not include milk, allll confineru nt to bed. The strychnine was grven for the double
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purpose of strengthening the heart ancl prcventinp; paralysis of the intestines. The
result was satisfactory. Them was but little distention of t,he bow·els after the
operation, and the hollow below the costal arch was never effaced. 'fhe patient was
instructed to drink 3 pints of hot water iu the twenty-four hours precediug the operation. The pubes and scrotum were shaved the day before, and the area of operation
disinfected in the usual manner; but, for fear of causing pnstulation, aseptic instead
of snblimated gauze was applied. The cleansing was repeated after etherization
an cl the sublimate washed away with sterilized salt solution. The hands of the operator and assistants were prepared by Fur bringer's method. Gauze towels wore nsed
hlstead of marine sponges. Ether was given l>y Hospital Steward Lommel. It
required 500 c. c., and this large amount explains in part the persistent nansea.
The operation was in all essentials Halsted's. The incision was carried well up to
the level of the anterior spine, the muscular layers ancl the transversal is fascia l>eiug
cut with scissors after the latter had been separated about the margins of the
internal ring. This was easier than cutting on a director (Bassini) or cn.rrying the
original incision through to the peritoneum (Halsted). The thin sac was isolatetl
with little difficulty from the surrounding tissues, an<l was tietl with catgut and cnt
off after opening it and :finding no omentum or intestine adherent. The quilted
suture is recommended, but the stump was so small thji,t it could have no wedge
action. The vas deferens and its accompanying vessels, freeJ from the pampiniform
plexus, which was tied and removed, was brought out at the npp cr limit of the
incision. I would again make less use of fingers an<l Allis1s dissector in this pal't of
the work and use scissors more freely. The tissues were handled too much. Tlie
deep wound was united by six: or seven quiltecl sntures of Van Horn aud Ellison's
kangaroo tendon, with two interrnpted sutures at gaps. A l:lrge bite of muscle was
taken, the lower sutures catching the rectus. A handled needle, although forger
than was desira,ble, proved very convenient. It takes much 1>rfLCtice to be certain
where the point of a large Hagadorn is going. The left forefinger protected the
iliac vessels. The deep epigastric was not felt. Tbe skin was united by n, snbcnticular suture of silver wire, which was not withdrnwn until the twelfth day. Tue
wound was flushed once ,vith salt solution after the deep stitches bad been placed
and again after closing the skio. It took about two hours to complete the operation
and the dressing. With another and similar case I could r ec1uce this time very materially. The dressing was freshly sterilized gauze, cotton wadding, and gutta-percha
tissue to prevent contamination from urine; the whole firmly bandaged and immo1,ility sought by anterior and external J?ieces of binder's l>oards in the absenc;o of
anything l>etter. I should l>e inclined, rn a second case, to seal at least the lowc:-;t
part of the wound with iodoformized collodion 1 as it is hard to keep the dressings
from working upward.
The ether vomiting was not violent, but the nausea was very distressing and prolonged into the third. day. Aner twenty-four hours a teaspoonful c1f hot water was
given hourly; before tLat nothing; after fifty hours, calomel in fractional doses, followed by Seidlitz powders. The bowels moved toward the end of the third day,
and coincident with this was the cessation of the nausea, which l>egan to al.late after
the :first few doses of calomel. A few teaspoonfuls of oatmeal gruel and hot tea
were taken about the forty-eighth hour, l>ut it was not until after the bowels moved
freely that any nourishment worth mentioning could be retainetl. Then solic'l food.,
such as broiled chicken, raw oysters, toast, and crackers, was given with the most
satisfactory result. The paticrt slept only by fitful snatches for the first tw.o ni g11ts,
but Lis wakefulness was not dne to pain in the wound. He complained once 01· a
dragging sensation about the umbilicus, bnt it did not continne. No morphine was
given. The persistence of the vomiting would have been alarming had it not been
for the pulse rate.
There was an evening rise of temperature on tho fifth <.lay, which was repeated at
1 p. m. on the sixth. As a matter of prudence, although the pulse remained at 64,
and the patient expressed himself as feeling well, and bis tougue and skin corroborated his statement, the wound was examined. It had completely united. except at
the lower end, where for a space of an eigbth of an inch the skin had been inColded.
There had been a pretty free oozing of blood-stained serum, but no rncluess, tension,
or still less pus. The elevation of temperature was probably due to the i:;ame factori:;
that caused the primary rise; perhaps if the tissues had been cut more and torn less
it would not have occurred. The aseptic gauze was replaced 1,y sublimated. ~fhe
suucuticular wire was removed on the twelfth day; on tho fourteenth the patient
was permitted to lie on his Bide; l ater, to be propped up in bed, and to get up for
the iirst brief p eriod on the twenty-first day after the operation. The subsequent
course has been uneventful. In a crowded civil hospital this patient woul~l have
been discharged at the end of two weeks. In this instance it is need.l_ess to Jeop_ardize the ultimate cure by haste, and the man will probably be contrnued on sick
report for at least three weeks lon ger.
.
II. In March, 1895, after violent horse exercise, Private C. \V . .T ., IT, Firs_t Caya~ry,
felt pain in the right groin and. noticed a swelling. Some mouths later, after s1m1lar
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exertion, the left groin became painful. He wore trusses "off and on." So much
local tenderness resulted from the excessive pressure of the two-trusses, worn at the
time of reporting to me, that it was several days before a satisfactory examination
could be made, and tbe diagnosis of the transfer slip-" oblique inguinal hernia, right
side"-veri:fied. From the patient's statements and my own observation, the hernia
but little more than emerged from the external ring. On the left side the rings were
large, bnt there was no actual protrusion. For three days preceding the operation
there was a slight elevation of temperature, probably due to a subacute bronchitis,
which, aggravated by the ether, was the cause of some annoyance later. Th"'
patient received the preliminary treatment which Joseph Price teaches is so important in operations involving the abdominal cavity, daily baths, a light diet, which
did not include milk, 0.002 of strychnia thrice daily, and free purgation by salines.
Several pints of hot water were given by the mouth to replace that lost by the bowels, for the purpose of mitigating the post-operative thirst.
I operated on May 28, by Bassini's method. The sac was not well defined, being
~carcely more than a bulging of the peritoneum into the ring. After separating it
from the margin of the ring, opening and tying off with catgut, so little stump
remained that there was nothing to cut away. There were no adhesions of bowel or
omen tum. The large, internal ring required seven sutures of kangaroo tendon. The
cut edges of the aponeurosis of the external oblique were united by interrupted
sutures of catgut and an attempt made to close the skin incision by Halsted's subcuticular stitch. The silver wire was too large for the very thin skin, and complete
approximation necessitated additional sutures of catgut. I believe it to be the best
stitch, however. The catgut was Fowler's, in glass tubes, as furnished by the medical supply depot, and the kangaroo tendon was purchased from Van Horn & Ellison, New York. Sterilized silver foil was applied next to the wound, after which
came the usual sterilized gauze, cotton, and splints.
After treatment: Sixty c. c. of hot water, a teaspoonful at a time, were allowed the
next morning, May 29, about twenty hours after the operation, followed in the afternoon by a like quantity of thin gruel. On the 30th, tea and toast; on the 3_1st,
after the bowels had been freely moved by fractional doses of Rochelle salts, broiled
chicken. On June 1, an attack of colic would have given rise to apprehension had
not the pulse rate remained unaltered. Squibb's mixture and a turpentine enem_a
afforded speedy relief. Ordinary diet on June 3. At no time was there any paralysis
of the intestine, and the abdominal wall was always concave. The patient vomited
but once. Morphine, except as an ingredient of the Squibb's mixture, was not giveu.
The dressings were changed on the seventh day and the wound found to have united
nicely. The patient was permitted to sit up in a reclining chair at the end of three
weeks a:i;i.d to walk to his meals after a month. I have this day recommended that he
be sent to his proper station.
So far as the immediate results are concerned, the operation is an unqualified success. A little indurat.ion about the cord, due to effusion of blood, is constantly
becoming smaller. Pain in the inguinal region of the other side has ceased entirely,
but in view of the fa ct that the left rings are weakened, I have recommended a transfer to the infantry. It is not advisable for this man to undertake full duty for at
least another month.
I was assisted in this operation, as in my previous Halsted, by Capt. A. M. Smith,
assistant surgeon. Steward Lommel again administered tbe ether.
ASSIS~ANT 8URGE0N CROSBY'S REPORT.-! have the honor to make the following
report in regard to cases of hernia operated upon by me:
I. Private W. M., Company B, Twenty-fifth Infantry, admitted March 24, 1896.
Operated upon May 20; Bassini's method. The wound was perfectly aseptic. Duty
July 6, 1896.
II. Private C.H., Company D, Fourth Infantry; admitted June 2, 1896. Operated
upon June 9, 1896; Bassin i's method. The wound was perfectly aseptic. I reported
this case for return to station (Fort Spokane) July 17, 1896.
In my opinion the result in both of the foregoing cases is entirely satisfactory.
A. I TANT S RGEON EBERT' REPORT.-Private F.-w. H., Company C, Fourteenth
Infantry, was admitted December 20, 1895, for l eft oblique inguinal hernia. He
remained in hospital and quarters, wearing trus , until February 23, 1 96, when be
was taken into hospital for preparatory treatment for operation. Tho part were
prepar <l for operation with the usual a eptic precaution . The operation wa performed with he a i tance of Drs. ·wmiam teph n on, . '. A., and J. . Perry of
the farine-Hospital
rvi e, and in presen e of hief urg. \V. . Wolv rton , on
F bruar_y 25, 1 96, at 2.30 p. m. It r quired thirty minut s to bring the p atient
under ther. The hernia, which had been cliagno cl "oblique,' wa found to be
"dire t." After separati n of the ac, it wa 1igat d e. i ed, and returned int
the abdominal avi y. The njoined t udon and Poupart ligament w r firmlr
united 1 y continuou atgut su ur , h or l an it ve 1 b ing 1 r u ht ou at the
upp rangle. Toatt mp wa mad t unit tb nper.6. ialfa ci, a a para~ layer·
it was included in the interrupted silk-worm suture of the skin. The pat1en
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returned to bed about 4 p. m., temperature normal, slight vomiting from ether occurring. Urine was withdrawn by catheter twice during the night.
.
February 26, 8 a. m., temperature 99° ; pulse, 63; respiration, 20. After eating a
slight breakfast, he at 10 a. m. complained of intestinal colic, which was not relieved
by carminatives and enema ta, but required a hypodermic of morphine, 0.016. At 9.15
p. m., temperature 100.4° ; pulse, 89; respiration, 21. February 27, 8 a. m., temperature 100° ; pulse, 93; respiration, 23. At 4 p. m., temperature 101.2° ; pulse, 115;
respiration, 24. At 9 p. m., temperature 100° ; pulse, 115; respiration, 20. Rochelle
and Epsom salts were administered by mouth every two hours in doses of 8 grams.
Rectal tube was introduced several times, permitting the escape of gas, which gave
decided relief for the time. To relieve pain three hypodermics of morphine, 0.016
each, were required ii). twenty-four hours. February 28, 8 a . m., temperature 100.6° ;
pulse, 116; respiration, 20. At 4 p. m., temperature 99.8° ; pulse, 108; respiration,
24. At 9 p. m., temperature 99.8; pulse, 109; respiration, 21. Epsom salts in concentrated solution, 16 grams every three hours, was continued. A high enema through
rectal tube of concentrated solution of 120 c. c. of Epsom salts and 60 e. c. of glycerin at last produced free evacuation of the bowels, with relief from intestinal colic.
His food was restricted to a limited amount of milk, with salol and pepsin after each
glass. The rectal tube was used several times with relief. Three hypodermics of
morphine, 0.008 each, sufficed. February 29, 8 a. m., temperature 100° ; pulse, 91;
respiration, 20. At 4 p. m., temperature 100°; pulse, 97; respiration, 23. At 9 p. m.,
temperatnre 99.6° ; pulse, 85; r~spiration, 20. Rectal tube used twice. Two hypodermics, 0.008. March 1, 8 a. m., temperature 99.2° ; pulse, 81; respiration, 18. At
4p. m., temperature100°; pulse, 97; respiration, 21. At 9 p. m., temperature 99,20 ;
pulse, 77. Owing to patient drinking about 1½ pints of milk from midnight to noon,
symptoms of colic reappeared with increase of temperature. Recourse was had to
rectal tube with enema of salts and glycerin.
The further history of case requires no special detail. At no time was there tenderness on deep pressure indicative of general or marked local peritonitis, which was
feared. The wound was examined on February 28, and was found in perfect condition; redressed on March 2, owing to loosening of bandages from restlessness of
patient. On redressing on March 7, two small superficial stitch abscesses were found.
The deeper tissues healed aseptically, but one more superficial stitch abscess suppurated. The wound was perfectly healed in seventeen days. During convalescence
the patient became affected with influenza, but this did not interfere in any way
with the result of the operation.
Assrs-rANT SURGEON EDIE'S REPORT.-! have the honor to report that Private G.
L., Company A, First Infantry, was operated upon by me, assisted by Dr. R. II.
White, United States Army, July 18, 1896. Hospital Steward Christian Schmidt
administered the ether. Halsted's operation was the one selected. When the sac
was opened it was discovered that a piece of omentum was adherent to it; the
detachment of this piece of omentum from the sac was the only difficulty experienced
in the operation. Kangaroo tendon was used for the deep sutures, catgut for the
superficial ones. A plaster ofparis dressing was put on over the ordinary sterilized
dressings for better security aud immobilization. The highest temperature reached
was lOW\ on the second and fifth days after the operation. After that time the temperature was about normal. When the first dressings were removed two weeks after
the <'1)eration, the upper end of the wound was found gaping open, as two of the
supP.rficial stitches had given way; tbe rest of the wound had united per primam.
A strong catgut suture was used to bring together the upper part of the wound, and
a small gauze drain was inserted. This last was unnecessary, as the wound healed
rapidly and without the slightest suppuration. The man is now walking about,
and apparently the operation is a success.
There was not the slightest tension in a:qy part of the wound, and the catgut used,
I believe, was of first-rate quality, although smaller than I will use again in a similar
case. The breaking-of the stitches is ace'onnted for by the man's own violence before
the plaster dressing had hardened. It took the combine(l assistance of two attendants to hold him in the bed, and a hypodermatic injection of morphine was necessary
to quiet him. He bad been ordered to report here on the 1st of June, 1896. He presented himself on the 10th, in a most dilapidated condition, suffering from alcoholic
gastritis, insomnia, ancl severe nervous disturbances. About the 1st of July, some
time during the night, he left the hospital and went to San Francisco on another two
days' spree. After that time I thought that he was cut off from liquor, but I have
since been convinced that liquor was smnggled to him. This probab1y accounts
for his violence when coming from under the influence of the ether.
SURGEON MAUS'S REPORT.-Private L. M. s., band, Fifth Cavalry, entered the post
hospital December 4, 1895, suffering from complete indirect inguinal hern_ia of ~he
right side. The rupture occurred March 4 of the precedi~g spri~g, while. domg
mounted duty. His horse became unmanageable, and after berng considerably Jostled
in the saddle he was finally thrown. It is supposed that the inj?ry was caused by
the pommel of the saddle, Immediately after the accident the patient reported at the
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post hospitsi,l, when a n incomplete hernia, was discovered, the tumor at that time being
a b out the size of an English walnut and located above Pou part's ligament. A truss
was adj usted, but worn with difficulty. On account of his inability to blow the cornet, which was his instrument, be was assigned to the bass drum. At the date of
his entrance into the hospita.I , December 4, 1895, the hernia was very large, complete,
and held in position wit h diffi culty by trusses.
Operation for radical cure was performed December 7, three days after admission.
An incision was made over the h ernial tumor and the sac carefully dissected away
from the cord. The sac wa,s now drawn down, tied, and cut off about 1 inch
below the in ternal ring. Tlle stump was t hen transfixed (after MacEwen) with catgut suture nnd caught b etween the columns of the internal ring, four sutures being
used. On close examination the right t es ticle and cord were found to have undergone atrophy as a result of orchitis from mumps. For this reason the superfluous
veins w ere not ligated and removed (aft er Halsted) nor the cord transplanted (after
Bassini). The cord consequently was left undisturbed and the incision closed by
means of deep ly embedded kangaroo sutures and superficial ones of silk. The wound
healed t,boronghly and pati ent left hosp ital February 11, 1896. Upon his discharge
from the hospital Le was again assigned to a wind instrument and has been doing
duty ever since. He r eport ed for examination a few days ago; no return of the
h ernia . I regard the cure as complete.

Six .cases of appendicitis were reported during the past year as having been treated by operative proceedings. Four of these ended in
recovery, two in death. There was also a case of fatal perforation,
which might have ended differently but for the objection of the patient
to surgical interference. An army medical officer was the patient in
one of the successful cases, the operator being Dr. William T. Bull, of
New York . The usual incision wa.s ma.de, but neither the appendix nor
the c::ecum was found. The operator then enlarged the wound, and by
the aid of retractors explored the left side of the abdomen, with the
result of finding that there was only small intestine there, and that tbe
sigmoid :flexure entered the pelvis on the right side. Beyond the upper
angle of the wound, toward the liver, an adherent mass was detected,
and the incision extended upward revealed the c::ecum and appen<lix.
The other successful cases were reported by Surg. George W. Adair
and .Asst. Surgs. Charles F . Mason and H. S. T. Harris. In Dr. Adair's
case the patient, a recruit, reported sick February 3, 1896, six days after
joining his battery. He acknowledged that be bad suffered from an
attack of appendici tis two months before his enlistment, and that an
operation then urged by the attending surgeons was declined by bis
friends. He stated bis willingness to undergo the operation now, if it
was considered necessary. He was treated with salol and warm fomentatiom~. On February 10 he was so much improved that he went to tbe
diuing room for dinner and supper, but at 10 p. m. he was seized with
severe pain, aud at 8.30 next morning the temperature was 101.6°, the
abdomen tympanitic, the pain evere, and the tenderness acute and
extended over the right side. A hot bath was given, and the abdomen
wa scrubbed with green soap, shaved, and covered with towels saturaterl with bichloride solution preparatory to operation.
A full report of the case follows :
At 2 o'clock p. m. etherization was begun, and twenty minutes later an incision
4 cm. long was macle in i.!Je direction of the fiber of the external oblique and about
midway l etween the umbilicu. and the anterior uperior spine of the ilium. The
expo eel peritonenm was carefnlly opened, when some reddi h serum ::tnd pu8 escaped.
At the lower angle a thread of atgut, was passed through the peritoneum and transver a}j muscle and its ends were secured by forceps, which were allowed to hang
ut ide.
Thi. inci ion bronght into Yiew the omentnm deeply congested below and gradually badiug off int a, normal app arance above. On introducing a :finger the iliac
fo, a and region ontsicl of h in i ion w re found empty. From abo e wa brought
down an<l qnickly r plac cl a, knuckle of deeply cou<Te ted small intestine. The
omenturu, followed downward, wa fo1md to be adhrrent at some point below .
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To facilitate further exploration, the incision was extended at its lower end until
it impinged upon the rectus muscle, having now a length of 7½ cm. This opened
vessels tbat it required some little time to control.
It was now found that a mass wrapped up in omentum was firmly adherent under
the internal inguinal ring. By patience, time, ancl more force than was desirable,
this mass was peeled from the abdominal wall by the fingers working from below
upward, ancl brought out of the external wound. Partly by tying and cutting, partly
by tearing, the omentum was separated from the mass, exposing the longitudinal
bands of the crecum, at the end of which was the appendix with two-thirds of its
circumference sloughed away. This emerged from a greenish, gangrenous surface
on the end of the gut, having the diameter of a 25-cent piece. Tbe appendix formed
a ring about an inch in diameter, its extremity being buried in new tissue along the
back of the crocum.
Holding the mass well away from the incision, it was :first flushed with normal salt
solution and then a solution of peroxide of hydrogen was poured slowl y over it until
all bubbling ceased. After this an attempt was made to liberate what is ordinarily
tho free extremity of the appendix. The mes-appendix was ligated ancl divided. By
an incision along its axis, and by forcing a knife handle between it and the g 1t, the
::-.ppendix was peeled out of its bed for a considerable distance. Then, consitlering
the raw surface of this deep sulcus more objectionable than the firmly compressecl
apriendix, a fine silk ligature was tied around the latter and the free portion divided,
l eaving the tip, of unknown length, buried h1 the tissues. While doing this a bard
fecal impaction about the size of a pea was forced out-the only foreign body found.
The attachment 1.o the crecum was next cousidered. After careful inspection, the
thickness of tissue seemed to justify tho attemp t and the appendix and the gangrenous surface on the end of the gut were sliced off, exposing- the glisteuing ii brous coat
of the intestine. No opening into the gu t could be found, but an attempt, only
partly successful, was made to roll adjacent peritoneum over the cut surface by
Lembert sutures. The ends of the suture that seemed most secure were left long
and secured by forceps. The gut wns now returned to the abdominal cavity under
the outer end of the incision, the ends of the Lembert suture resting in the extreme
angle.
·
The glass nozzle of an irrigator was now passed down toward the pelvis ancl warm
salt solution poured through. It was found that there was a free oozing of b!\JOd
fr om the surface from which the adher1:1nt mass had been torn. Compression of tl1e
abdominal wa.11 between the fingers and thumb controlled it temporarily, but the
1mrface was too far below the incision for useful access with instruments. Very hot
water was poured through the irrigator and the bleeding speedily ceased.
Then folded hygroscopic gauze, about the width of two fiugers, and nearly as thick
as a finger, was introduced, one end reaching well below the raw surface beneath
the inguinal ring and the other projecting through the middle of the external incision. The upper and lower thirds of the external incision were now closed, first uy
continuous sutures, including peritoneum, and deep muscular layer, then by continuous sutures approximating the outer muscle, and lastly by interrupted sutures
through the skin and fascia-two on either side of the gauze drainage. Except the
silk one around the appendix all sutures used in the operation were of catgut. In
bringing together the superficial muscle the long ends of the Lembert suture were
threadecl rmd passed through tbe muscle and tied as an interrupted suture, bringing
the abraded end of the crecum snugly against the abdominal wall. Aristol was
dusted over the line of closed incision, several layers of hygroscopic gauze placed
over the wound, over this absorbent cotton, and all were secured by a roller bandage.
To counteract the shock that began to be noticeable a hypodermic injection of
strychnine was given and the patient put in "I?ed with hot bottles at bis feet. Three
hours had elapsed since beginning to give the anresthetic. The operation itselflasted
two pours aud forty minutes. The patient was given a teaspoonful of water every
fifteen minutes, increased to 2 teaspoonfuls after the nau ·ea from ether ceased. Later
this ·was varied by lemon ado and beer. The last was found more satisfying by the
patient. One 5-grnin pellet of salol was given, as it bas been recommended to preYent intestinal fermentation. As this one was recovered in apparently good condition from a stool a few days later, such treatment is considered useleAs and therefore
lJad .
Notldng else was given by the stomach until the 17th, when milk was cautiously
begun aud supplemented later by a gruel of milk and arrowroot. For five full days
tbe alimentation was exclusively by the rectum. Every six bnurs from 2 to 4 ounces
of a mixture of predigested gruel of milk and arrowroot, with half an ounce of brandy,
was introduced into the sigmoid flexure through a soft catheter. These enem:1ta were
always retained and produced no irritation. They were discontioued as soon as£ eding by the stomach was resumed as a sure resource in reserve i_n case of gast~ic trouble.
The first dressings were removed on tho 13t11, forty hon rs after tho operat10n. T~ioy
were saturated with a sanious and pnrn1ent serum anu. ga.v~ off a very pe:rceJ?tlble
odor. 'l'he parts of the wound above and below the gauze dram age were quite tirmly
WAR
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united, in fact, the gauze was constricted into a neck, necessitating care in its removal,
which was effected by drawing first one layer of gauze and then another. In the
depth of the wound there was no resistance, the gauze being unctuous from the discharge. The wound was flushed out with salt solution, a small tent of gauze introduced, and the wound covered as before. The dressing was repeated daily, but the
tent was omitted after the 15th.
On the 15th) to correct a persistent odor, after flushing with salt solution hydrogen
peroxide was poured into and around the wound. This was a little too efficient in
its pursuit of pus, as the skin and fascia at the upper end of the wound, that had
appeared firmly united) were found gaping the next morning. The muscular union
was intact. After a few days, as this gaping threw strain upon recently united parts
below, two secondary sutures of silkworm gut were introduced and secured prompt
union.
For two days a solution of carbolic acid was cautiously used after the flushing
with salt solution, but a change in the appearance of the urine hinted at danger.
Then a 1 per cent solution of boracic acid in camphor water was tried and found so
satisfactory that its use as a disinfectant was continued while the wound remained
open.
On the twentieth day after operation the wound had closed except a shallow
trench 25 mm. long through skin and cellular tissue, and the patient was allowed
to leave the bed. ]!'utile attempts were made to hold the sides of this trench
together with adhesive plaster, but after a few days, as there was a tendency to
cicatrization down the sides of the gap, a deep suture of silkworm gut and a superficial one of catgut were introduced, and prompt union followed.
The history and progress of this case have been minutely detailed, as it is thought
that the impressions and experience of a novice may be of interest and value. With
the same thought the following observations are appended:
In a service of over twenty years twice has the writer stood idly by and watched
a soldier die under similar conditions. In the presence of a successful operation it
may be thought that he stands ready to say "Mea culpa," but such is far from being
the case. Under less favorable conditions he believes that operation would have
failed to save those lives, and would have only cast upon surgery the opprobrium
that ever attends an unsuccessful operation. The more favorable conditions in the
present case are worthy of consideration.
Firstly, a wise provision has set apart in this hospital a special operating room,
with gas stoves, sterilizers, and other appurtenances conveniently at hand.
Secondly, last fall Maj. Walter Reed, of the Medical Department) kindly offered to
give a private of my detachment a course in practical bacteriology. Private Musgrave (since appointed acting steward) was sent every afternoon to the Army Medical Museum for that purpose. Of course, bacteriology in itself would be of little
importance to a hospital corps man, but I know of no better training to teach the
minute precautions necessary to aseptic surgical work, and believe that an advanced
step in military surgery will be taken when at least one man in every detachment
shall have had such laboratory training.
It may be argued that, as this case was septic to begin with, aseptic precautions
were of little moment. The question of dosage is an important factor in sepsis;
and that a man is already charged with ptomaines is a most valid reason for carefully guarding him from further infection. It may well be believed that this patient
owes his recovery to the securing of healing without suppuration in the most vital
part of the wound-about the crecum.
Thirdly, able assistants were found in Captains Gandy and Keefer. This operation is necessarily a slow one, and was found in this instance somewhat perplexing.
Every step is exposed to possible fatal oversights. The element of time i8 an important factor in the prognosis. The patient lived throuirh an operation lasting two
hours and forty minutes; at the last end even ten minutes may make the differen e
between success and failure; and every delay in the course of the operation is "carried over to be accounted for at the dangerous end. The importance of intelligent
aR i tauts, quick to see and ready to act, can not be overestimated. Alone, at a
frontier po t, the surgeon who attempts this operation will be liable to find hims If
in deep water, very like a lone fl. berman in a squall, compelled to manage bo th
rndder and sail; be may weather the gale, but if be doe , he may well makf\ his bow
and tbnnk offermg to good fortune, for his chance for being swamped will have been
much the greater.
The first ·ritici m of this operation will b that it was po tponed too lonO'. It i
to be fear cl that thi will alway b the case. In the ab n e of uraent ymptom
fever vomiting inte tinal ol traction, etc., with a degr e of pain that carcely
r (luir narcotic who an sa,y bat thi tend rness i n t tran ient and harmle
Wh will or e p, ient to und rgo operation for a condition that i not evidently
dangerou, and on that o oft n p , • p edily awa
There wa n exudation
into tb abdomin, 1 wall· with a finger insi le it wa . till f and pliabl .
ut ide
there was nothing to guide directly to the cat of th troubl . This absence of
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exudate in the wall of the abdomen is a useful indication that the trouble is entirely
within the cavity; for any involvement of the pari etes is quickly followed by widespread exudate. Here, deep within the abdomen, was a slow-forming abscess, painful and sore from distention. With no resistant backing, palpation could not
demonstrate it. It caused no more general disturbance than would a boil of equal
size. Like a boil, the escape of its contents gave ease. This transitory ease, followed by a sudden access of severe pain and inflammation, tells exactly what has
happened and gives indisputable justification for operative interference. Except
after repeated attacks, or in centers of population where the grouping of cases gives
certain individuals a large experience of these conditions, an earlier operation can
hardly be expected.
Nor is it to be presumed that this patient's condition would have been better had
an earlier operation been performed. Suppose that the external incision had been
made three days sooner and the adherent mass demonstrated. It would have been
folly then to have torn the mass loose, to have broken down nature's protective
adhesions. Clearly, the proper course then would have been to cut directly down
upon the mass . With the coocum so closely bound to the abdominal wall, there
would be great danger of cutting into it-with a resulting :fistula. If this were
avoided, in dissecting to find the abscess, there would be danger of perforating the
abscess wall-allowing the contents to escape into the peritoneal cavity-when
the condition would be as it was actually found plus another opening through the
abdominal wall.
If the abscess were fortunately opened without a ccident, it would be unwise to
seek the sloughing appendix-to attempt to remove it with other dead tissues; and
the healing of such an abscess would be tedious-with a strong probability of a
fecal fistula.
In the present case, with the abscess already ruptured into the peritoneal cavity,
the advisability of a second incision directly over the adherent mass was considered.
It was clearly too late to ~eave dead tissues to be thrown off by th e slow processes of
nature, with an already existing opening into the peritoneum; and the difficulties
and delays of the necessary dissection were deemed more dangerous than the method
adopted.
Leaving the tip of the appendix is not advised by the authorities; but the reason
already given seemed to justify the procedure. The silk ligature was applied with the
hope of shutting in for a long time a possibly infected mucous cavity. It was also
p ossible that the nntrition of th e part of the appendix toward the coocum-so nearlyseparated by sloughing-was maintained by a reversed circulation, and there might
be a bleeding if it were left without ligation.
An instructive example of wandering attention may be mentioned in this connection. Before calling for the ligature, the operator satisfied himself that the sulcus
was deep enoug h to allow the stump to be buried within it-that a single catgut
stitch would bring the walls of the trench together over it, and render assurance
doubly sure. When the freed portion of the appendix was straightened out, his
attention was attracted by the more perplexing problem, what to do with the dead
tissue on the end of the coocum. rrhe little silken knot was forgotten; and t he
sequence of the succeeding steps of the operation was so absorbing that it was not
again thought of until the patient was in bed. No harm resulted, but a useful moral
may be drawn : In an operation of successive steps, each step must be completed
before proceeding to the next.
In slicing off the dead tissue the operator was very conscious of the danger of
opening into the coocum, either through the outlet of the app endix or b y direct
incision. In the tissues so stiffened by inflammatory deposits it would hav b een
very difficult to close such an opening. But the danger of returning sloughing
tissue to the abdomen was still greater.
It is to be regretted that the president of the Antivivisection Society was not
present to see the operator attempt to cover the abraded surface by Lem bert sutures.
He would have admitted that certain things can only lie learned by practice, and,
considering tho importance of the result, that the operator would be justified in
making a few dogs suffer in the cause of humanity .
There was a strong probability that some septic material had been left behind on
the surface from which the adherent mass had been torn, and, as it was deemed very
important, if possible, fo avoid further suppuration around the coocum, this gut
was moved away to the farther end of the ex ternal incision. The deep anatomy of
the parts was not investigated, but the meso-colon must ha,·e been stretched so that
the coocnm could have been planted almost anywhere. Rael the conditions rendered
it desirable to move the gut entirely away from the external wound, the operator
would not have hesitated to perforate the abdominal wall with the retaining ligatures.
The injurious effects of hot water on the peritoneum were not forgott n. To
promptly check the hemorrhage was of prime importance, and, with a free outlet,
the water flowed in and out without diffusion among the intestines. Owing to
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gaseous pressure within the intestines and blood pressure, the abdominal cavity is
one with no vacant space. There may in this case have been a wall of protecting
, adhesions from the previous inflammation, but in any case, with a free outlet, the
fluid pressure is that of a column of water of only a few inches in height, and a
general diffusion of the fluid through the cavity is not to be expected; it could only
be secured by blocking the outlet.
Th e large gauze drain is not approved by all authorities; but in this case it was
introduced to hold other tissues away from the probably septic surface from which
the abscess had been torn. To receive septic discharges into the folds of the gauze
was to postpone infection. Even a few hours would be sufficient to form, or
strengthen, a protective wall of lymph. It is believed that this was accomplished
and that there was never any .suppuration around the crecum in its new location.
Should there have been a r ecurrence of hemorrhage from the bleeding surface no
new adhesions would have to be broken up to gain access to it.
The withholding of foocl from the stomach was an attempt to secure function al
r est for the beginning of the large intestine. It may not have been necessary in
this case, but in cementing weak places time is an important factor, and in a case
that appears so precarious every precaution is deemed advisable.
Case of acitte perforating appendicitis, by Capt. W. D. McCaw, Fort Ringgold, Tex.Sergt. F. W. H., Company G, Twenty-third Infantry, a strong, well-built soldier of
temperate habits, i;eported about 4 p. m. Pebruary 1, 1896, suffering from cramp colic,
which had appeared within an hour. The patient had eaten a hearty dinner and
was at work repairing the company billiard table when ' taken sick. I saw him
immediately on his admission, and learned that on two previous occasions he had
suffered from severe attacks of colic, two and four years ago; one attack while in
the field during the Garza troubles. Each attack had lasted about three days and
h ad been very severe.
I found the abdomen slightly tender to the touch all over, the patient suffering fr~m
"waves" of coli~, not very severe, and referring his pain principally to the reg10n
of the spleen; tenderness, not particularly marked, at McBurney's point; no tumor of
any kind; rigidity of abdominal muscles only during pain. No movement of the
bowels had occurred for over twenty-four hours; pulse 80; temperature norm al. I
prescribed a dose of castor oil with turpentine stupes and gave a hypodermic of morphine. Patient passed a fairly good night, but required a second hypodermic . .
Next day the patient still suffered pain, but not intense, referred mostly to nght
ileo-cre cal r egion; t enderness at McBurney:s point on deep pressure; temperature
99° ; pulse 80. Bowels had not moved; sulphate of magnesia w as given. In the
forenoon t he bowels were moved t wice, with relief of pain. At 4 p. m. patient was
suffering again; exquisitely tender over ileo-crecal r egion; no tympanites; no rigidity
of abdominal walls; no anx ious expression of countenance. I now became convinced
that an operation was for the best interests of the patient, and explained his illness
to him and *ha t I p:i;oposed to do, tellin g him that notwithst anding his present fairly
good condition, I was afraid that the opportunity would slip by and his sickness take
a worse turn. He refused to undergo any operation, stating that he had r.ecovered
from the same k ind of attack twice, and that he did not feel very badly. His temperature rose to 104¾0 ; pulse 90; ton gue slightly coated, moist. Morphine twice.
The patient passed a restless night, and on the morning of February 3 the pains
were worse; great tenderness over ileo- crecal reg ion, but no tumor and no tympanites; temperature 101.4° ; pulse 90. I again urged an oper ation, and explained fully
the danger he was in, but could n ot prevail upon him to allow surg i cal interference.
Tbe case now rapidly changed for the wor se. In the afternoon there was general
tenderness, with tympanites anil. vomiting; temperature 102.8° ; pulse strong, 100.
On February 4 peritonitis was gen er al; tongue dry; vomiting of spinach-colored
fluid; tympanites increasing. Stimulants and food were given per rectum. In the
afternoon collapse; death at 2.50 a . m. Februa ry 5, eighty-two hours after admission.
Autopsy seven hours after death. Abdomen distended with chrome-yellow colored
fluid, not purulent, with flakes of l ymph, and deposits of lymph adherent e verywhere over peritoneum. Many coils glued together by recent adhesion ea. ily
broken. Intestines empty except a few hardened masses in the pouches of the colon.
~::ecum and appendix easily rea.ched through a 3-inch incision parallel to Poupart'
ligament; recent adhesions, but none old or well organized. The appendix wa hort
and blunt, about 1½ inch s lono-, enlarged and hardened; at its junction with the
crecum was a perforation large enough to admit the tip of the little :finger. The
opening bad necrotic edge .
Thi case is, I think unusually interesting from the mildness of the symptoms considering the severity of the le ion. It is one more exampl of a life that might hav-e
been saved by prompt operativ i nterfer ence, and it also shows that the mo t da.ngerons cases of appendicitis may delude the patient with false hopes becaus of the
~il ines of be on et, and the absen e of great sufferin o-, Thi patient never had
mtense pain· the suffering was not n early as great ae in a case of "colic,'
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The appendix could have been easily exposed, but it would have been impossible,
I think, to obtain a stump, as the ulceration was in the angle of the appendix and
crecum; the appendix should have been removed, the edges of the ulcer pared,
turned in, and the rent closed by Lembert sutures.

The first of the following fatal cases of appendicitis occurred at Fort
McHenry, Md., during the temporary absence of tbe post surgeon, Maj.
0. K . Winne, and when Dr. J. Mason Hundley, of Baltimore, Md., was
jn charge of the post hospital; the secon.d case occurred in the service
of Maj. J. 0. Worthington, at Fort Thomas, Ky.:
J. B., white, age 25, a soldier from Fort McHenry, was admitted to Maryland
University Hospital at9.30 p. m. on August 16, 1895. Patient was unmarried; father
and mother living, and in good health. He was attacked with cramps on Tu esday,
August 13, 1895, which were diffused over the abdomen. On Thursday he walked
from the barracks to the hospital at the fort, and while on the way was seized with
a violent pain in the right side and inguinal region, which lasted until the next
morning. On Friday, August 16, 1895, he was sent to the University Hospital by
direction of Dr. Hundley, who was temporarily in charge at the fort. Patient said
he had not eaten anything to cause the cramps; his bowels were irregular before the
trouble came on; they then became constipated for a few days, and then ho b egan to
have cramps. The pain was localized in the right inguinal region, which was very
tender on pressure. He said there was considerable swellin~ on the right side, but it
had disappeared; the abdominal muscles over the crecal region were rigid. He vomited five times on the night of the 16th instant. He had some abdominal attack lasting from June 21 to July 1, from which he recovered; this was attended with diarrhea
and cramps; had no return of trouble until August 13, 1895. Urine, sp. gr., 1024;
alkaline; no sugar, albumen nor bile salts; high color.
Notes by Dr. Randolph Winslow, attending surgeon at the Maryland University
Hospital: B. was first seen by me about 11 a. m. on August 17, 1895. He was cheerful,
free from any pain, pulse good and about 80in frequency; temperature at 9 a. m., 99° .
His abdomen was not distended, and in the usual situation of the appendix there
was no pain on pressure, but in the region of the internal audominal ring there was
a localized area which was quite tender; little or no tumefaction could be detect ed.
As he seemed materia1ly better I did not feel justified in operating at that time, and
I requested Dr. Frank Martin, an excellent surgeon and chief of clinic to the chair of
surgery of the University of Maryland, to examine the man and give me his opinion
in regard to the propriety of operating on him.
Dr. Martin coincided with me that an operation was not indicated at that time.
On Sunday, the 18th instant, I again examined the man with a view of immediate
operation, but bis temperature at 6 a. m. was 98°, pulse 80, and his general condition
excellent, and his local condition either unchanged or apparently better.
On the 19th bis temperature a,t 12 m. was 98] 0 , pulse 76; no especial change, still
some tenderness over inguinal region. On the 20th, 9 a. m., pulse 80, t emperaturo
98! 0 ; patient cheerful, free from pain except on pressure ; there seemed to be more
resistance and tenderness in the lower abdomen. Drs. F . Martin and I. R. Trimble
examined him at 1 p. m. ancl we concluded that an abscess bad probably formed, and
I appointed 11 a. m. the next day for the operation. During 1he night B. says he
had considerable pain on both sides of the abdomen; but tbe resident physician
saicl he was sleeping quietly at midnight. On the 21st at 6 a. m. his temperature
was 100¼0 , pulse 84. At 9 a. m.· temperature was found to be 95j 0 , pulse 55. I was
immediately notified and went to the hospital, and found him reacting from the collapse, skin warm and pulse thready and 130 per minute. He was at once etherized
and was on the table by 10 a. m. An incision was made in the right semilunar line,
or at least in that direction, and upon opening the peritoneum a stream of fetid pus
gushed out; I do not know the quantity, probably a cupful. The abscf\ss cavity
seemed to be walled off from the peritoneal cavity, and my fin ger could not det ect
any communication between the two. The crecum was lying exposed, gr ayish in
color, with some areas of intense congestion. He was put to bed, with bot bottles
and blankets. He soon regained consciousness, but did not improve; his pulse
became more r apid, 140, and temperature rose to 103}0 , and he died at 9 a. m. on the
22d, retainincr bis consciousness almost to the time of his death.
His body -:as at on ce removed by his father, and no autopsy ~as held. .
.
Private 0. W.W., band, Sixth Infantry, aged 21 years, native of Ohio, single,
was admitted to hosp ital at 4.50 p. m. August 12, 1895, having suffered all day rr?m
"cramps" in his bowels. He bad applied at the hospital at sick cal_l for J'!1ed1crne
the same morning and receiYed Sq uibb's mixture, 4 c. c., which had give~ l11m some
r elief. Though he had said at sick call that he felt able to do duty providedII he bad
something to relieve his cramps and had accordingly been marked "duty on the
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band's sick book, he became obviously worse at guard mounting, about 9.30 the
same morning, so much so that the regimental adjutant then ordered thedrummajor
to take Private Vv. to the hospital. This that noncommissioned officer neglected
to do until about 4.50 p. m., when after being examined and prescribed for by Capt.
A. B. Heyl, assistant surgeon, U. S. A., the man was admitted to hospital. Before
dinner be had taken on his own account a dose of Epsom salts, immediately after
which be had vomited. He had no other vomiting. He stated that be had had a.
loose passage like diarrhea on the_night of the 11th that he attributed to having
eaten green corn for dinner. The cramps bad come on shortly after he had this passage. On admission to hospital he .was given another teaspoonful of Squibb's mixture and put to bed, and an hour later, still complaining of pain in the abdomen, ho
was given 0.008 gram of morphine sulphate hypodermically. This gave relief, but
he suffered during the night. He was given castor oil, 15 c. c., at 9 p. m. and 6 a. m.,
which acted freely in the morning.
·
He had applied onc0 at the hospital for something for cramps in his bowels the
latter part of July, 1895, and received a, dose of Squibb's mixture. He states, also,
that be had ::m attack of cramps in his bowels about six months ago that was quite
similar to this one, but less severe, not causing him to go on sick report. August 13:
Pains in abdomen continue; temperature 7 a. m., 102.4° ; pulse 10 a. m ., 120, full and
bounding; tenderness over the whole abdomen, but marked at McBurney's point,
where a soft .fluctuating tumor as large as the larger end of a hen's egg can be felt.
The patient was given turpentine stupes locally, with directions that be should have
a hypodermic of morphine sulphate, 0.008, if the pains became worse. He was to
h ave nothing in the way of nourishment, but a very little water to allay thirst .. I
at once made the diagnosis of appendicitis, with abscess and circmnscribed pentonitis, with a chance for recovery by conservative treatment should the abscess remain
unbroken.
At 10.20 a. m. the patient suddenly cried out that bis bladder bad burst and he
felt something running down inside to his penis. At the same time he complained
of great increase of pain in the right inguinal region. The hospital steward gave
him, according to my previous direction, morphine sulphate, 0.016, bypodermically.
I saw him at 11 a. m., and found him in marked collapse. The morphine bad relieved
the pain somewhat, but the right inguinal region was more painful to the touch than
it had been, and no tumor could any longer be felt there. Believing that tho abscess
had burst into the peritoneal cavity and its contents escaped into the pelvis for the
most part, I determiped that immediate laparotomy was indicated. Captain Heyl
saw the case and concurred in my opinion as to diagnosis and urgent necessity for
immediate operation. Preparations for the operation were made at once, but it was
not possible to obtain some needles and rubber dam from Cincinnati, and to properly
prepare the room and sterilize the dressings in time to begin the operation, untill. 30
p. m. The patient, knowing the nature of the operation, unhesitatingly consented
to it and showed impatience to have it done.
Operation commenced a.t 1.30 p. m. August 13. The pubes and abdomen were carefully shaved and washed with ether and 1 :1000 bichloride solution. His stomach
was washed out by the use of the lavage tube. H e had morphine sulphate, 0.016,
hypodermically, an hour before, and whisky, 30 c. c., half an hour before the operation. The patient was etherized by Captain Heyl. He was under the influence
about two hours, and 250 c. c. of ether was used.
The u sual aseptic precautions were taken. The incision recommended by McBurney was used, 12 cm. long from 3 cm. above an.d to the out r side of the anterior
superior spine of the ilium to the middle of Poupart's ligament. The peritoneal sac
was incised with the scalpel and laid open with a hernia knife and grooved director.
Whitish pus escaped as soon as the peritoneum was laid open, about 2 c. c. On pressing a ide the presenting bowels a considerable amount, probably 50 c. c., of white
pus escapeu, mixed with a clear amber-colored fluid and some flakes of curdy wbiti h
material with a fecal odor. On explorin~ the r egion of the appendix with the finger
several more pieces of this material were found, some of them quite firm and resembling slightly damp clay. About 2 gr ams of these enteroliths were removed, bnt
lost in th proces of the operation, with the exception of one piece resembling a
date seed in size a nd shape that was preserved for the Army Medical Museum. 'Ihe
appendix was fonnd with some difficulty behind the crecum, curled on itself and
tightly bound down by adhesion s. It formed part of an illy defined sac wall with
the aponenrosis of the mu cles covering the po terior superior rim of the true pelvi
and a mall part of the edge of the mesentery, which was thickened and adher nt to
the front of the crecnm. A part of the abdominal peritoneum in front was thickned and appeared to have formed the front wall of the sac. There were no adhesions betwe n oils of the int tines and no evidence of peritoniti out ide of the
limits of th ac in th immediate vi inity of the app ndix. In loo ening it adhesion t he appendix, wbi h wa enlarged anfl int n ly inflamed, was broken in two
and on or two minut s w re consnm din ligating it me ent ric artery, which was
done with juniper catgut. 'fhe ]um n of th app ndix wa dry and empt and
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nothing escaped from the broken end. The remainder of the appendix was thett
separated from its adhesions and a large gangrenous opening, involving at least a
third of its circumference, was found at its base close against the crecal wall. This
openiPg was dry and the whole appendix was empty, indicating that its lumen had
become occluded at its base. Three sutures of juniper gut were then passe<l. through
the slightly thickened wall of the crecum below the base of the appendix so as to
secure the opening. The appendix was then cut o~ with scissors, necessarily cutting through the gangrenous opening where nature had apparently commenced the
process of amputation of the useless organ. The cut surface was then brushed with
pure phenol and the sutures, with the exception of the middle one that cut through
the sloughy intestinal wall; were tied. The use of these sutures appeared almost
a n eedless precaution, as there was no leaking whatever from the stump of the
appendix.
It was evident that the enteroliths that were discovered close to the ulcerated
base of the appendix had escaped through the opening found and were occupying
the cavity of the abscess that had broken at 10.20 a. m. on the morning of the day
of the operation. The pelvic portion of the abdominal cavity was then thoroughly
douched with warm 7 :1000 sterilized solution of common salt, and a long glass nozzle
attached to a fountain syringe was made to carry the solution down into the pelvis.
Some 100 c. c. more of pus and amber-colored fluid were thus washed out, and the
water then came away p erfectly clear.
A line of juniper catgut sutures, including the peritoneum and skin and all intervening tissues, was then put in, also three silver-wire tension sutures, embracing all
down to just above the peritoneum. A perforated glass drain tube with a wick of
sterilized gauze covered with iodoform was then passed through the lower angle
of the wound down to the pelvis. This glass tube was provided with a large sheet of
rubber dam, through the center of which it passed. This had iu it a large wad
of absorbf)nt cotton, over which it was folded, so as to retain any fluid that might
drain out. The sutures were then tied. It was found n ecessary to add two superficial catgut sutures in two of the intervals between the deep sutures where the
adjustment of the skin was not perfect.
The juniper catgut used for ligature and sutures in this operation was prepared
by myself from violin strings, according to the method described in An American
Text-Book of Gynecology, edited by J.M. Baldy, M. D., 1894, page 66. The line of
suture was then sprinkled with iodoform and dressed with sterilized gauze covered
with sterilized cotton and secured with a roller bandage. The patient at 4 p. m.
was taken back to his bed in the ward, and within an hour had recovered consciousness and expressed himself as feeling fairly well. His temperature at 4.15 p. m. was
99° ; pulse 120, rather weak. He was given about 30 c. c. of cold water by the
mouth, which he retained. From 5 to 9 p. m. he was given bovinine 2 c. c. in a
tablespoonful of water every hour, and was allowed a little cold water, hot tea, or
cold Seltzer water to allay thirst. Not over 30 c. c. of fluid per hour was given. At
9 p. m. his temperature had risen to 100°, but shortly after fell to 99°, and remained
below 100° all night. He had morphine sulphate 0.016 hypodermically at 9 p. m.
He passed a fairly quiet night; slept very little. At 2 a. m. he vomited explosively
a dark-brown fluid. He passed urine naturally at 8 p. m., and again during the
night.
On August 14, 6.20 a . m., I found the patient comfortable, complaining of no painonly some soreness in the region of the wound and weariness from lying so long on
his back. His pulse was still 120 and stronger than at my last visit the night before.
His temperature was 98.4° . He was allowed compressed meat juice, 60 c. c., to be
alternated with milk 2 parts to limewater 1 part, 120 c. c. of the mixture. One or
the other to be taken every two hours. At 8 a. m. he bad another attack of expulsive vomiting. After this the milk and lime water was directed to be given every
two hours and the beef juice omitted. A little ice water was allowed for thirst and
at 11 a. m. he was given an enema of 120 c. c. of plain water for thirst; this he r etained.
At 12 m. his temperature was 98. 7°, pulse 128. He complained of thirst and of weariness from lying so long on his back, but no pain. I removed the pad of gauze that
was under the lower edge of the rubber dam covering the lower angle of the wound.
It was partly saturated with slightly bloody serum. I r eplaced it by a clean wad
of sterilized gauze sprinkled with iodoform. The dressing was not otherwise disturbed. At 4 p. m. his temperature was 100.1°, pul se 132, rather full. Complains a
good deal of the discomfort from lying on his back and pain in his back, and is
becoming restless. At 5 p. m. was given for restlessness morphine sulphate, 0.016
gram, hypodermically. After 8 p. m . he vomited the milk aud lime water that he had
taken. This was the second time that this bad occurred during the afternoon, and
it was determined to give no morenourishmentbythemouth. He was therefore given
13xpressed beef juice, 60 c. c., by rectal injection. This was retained and r epeate<l.
with same result at 1.15 a . m. and 5 a . m. He was allowed ico water not to exceed
30 c. c. every hour. This he took through the night, and had no vomiting until 6 a.
m., when he vomited expulsively. The vomit bad the same dark-brown color as that
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of the previous day, thouga he had had no beef juice or other dark-colored food by
the mouth for nea,rly twenty four hours. He had morphine sulphate, 0.016 gram, at
9 p. rn., hypodermically. Temperature, 8 p. m., 101.6° . He slept none during the night.
At 9 p. m. I opened tho rubber dam and removed the cotton which it contained ancl
which was saturated with fluid, probably containing 100 c. c. that had drained out
through the wick of gauze in the glass tube. The fluid was slightly pinkish and
free from foul odor. The wick was removed from the tube and found wet throughout
with similar fluid. A liter of 7 :1000 salt solution, sterilized and at about the tem])erature of the body, was thrown into the bottom of the drain tube by means of a long
glass nozzle on a fountain syringe. The first 50 c. c. or so of this came away slightly
turbid, the r emainder perfectly clear. A fresh piece of sterilized gauze, sprinkled
with iodoform, was passed by a Jong probe to hottom of the glass drain tube and left
with the upper end protruding into the rubber dam. The latter had a large wad
of absorbent cotton, sterilized, -fo1decl into it, and "was secured in place by a roller
bandage without disturbing the dressing over the sutured wound. Temperature at
midnight, 100.4°.
August 15, 6.30 a. m. : Pulse, 140; extremely weak and hard to count. Patient
r estless, but not complaining of pain. Temperature, 100.2° . Ordered digitalin,
0.0005 gram, at once, hypodermically. This brought up his pulse in half an hour to
fairly strong and regular at 132. Was given morphine sulphate, 0.016, hypodermically, at 7.30 a. m. At 8 a. m. he complained of chilliness. Temperature, 99.2° . At 9
a. m. he was given a rectal injection of soap and water, 1 liter, which came away
clear. At 9.30 a. m. his temperature had risen to 102.6° ; pulse, 140, weak and hard
to count. Gave digitalin, 0.005, hypodermically. At 11.30 a. m. removed the outer
dressing and wick from tuhe and passed in 1 liter of salt solution by means of a
long glass tube used as a nozzle .to a fountain syringe. The fluid came away clear.
Founcl that there bad been a very slight exudation of fluid around the tu be. For
this r eason it was thought best to remove the tube, which was done. Some r eddish
srrum had escaped through the tube into the rubber dam. The skin about the line
of sutures was somewhat puffy. A strip of sterilized gauze was inserted into the
opening left by the drain tube. The whole wound was sprinkled with iodoform and
dressed with sterilized gauze and absorbent cotton held in place by roller bandage.
At 12 m. he was given, hypodermically, digitalin, 0.0005. He continued to complain greatly of thirst and was given ice water, not to exceed 60 c. c. per hour, by
the mouth. At 9 a. m. and 1 p. m. he bad rectal injections of 120 c. c. of expressed
fresh beef juice and 30 c. c. of Armstrong's beef peptonoids. At 2.20 p. m. he volllited a liter or more of dark fluid with a stercoraceous odor and sudden]y expired.
Post-mortem examination seventeen hours after death: Cadaveric rigidity marked.
Brownish-red froth escaping from mouth in considerable quantities. Body well
nourished. Abdominal cavity only opened. Omentum normal. Intestines greatly
distended from decomposition. Intestinal walls congested. Small intestines adherent by plastic lymph in ri ght iliac region; but no general peritonitis. Wound
closing and adherent to peritonoal coat of colon by thick J:>ands of plastic lymph.
Crecum at point where appendix had been cut off showed no sign of leaking.
Ligated artery in mesentery of appendix found secure. No sign of hemorrhage anywhere. The crecum was hound · down by bands of organized plastic lymph at
the spot posteriorly where the appendix had been found doubled back and adherent,
and a small collection of brown pus, about 5 c. c., was founu liere. No other pus
was found in the cavity. It was decided that deatli was due to the peritonitis that
had resulted from the spontaneous rupture of the abscess that had formed in the
vicinity of the append ix after ulcerative appendicitis bad progressed for sometime,
which ulceration was attended by occlusion of the lumen of the appendix at its
crecal orifice and perforation of its wall, permitting the escape of several enteroliths
into the circumscribed part of the abdominal cavity, which hacl formed the abscess
cavity; and that the progress of the peritonitis had been delayed nearly twentyfonr hours by the operation.
Th o appendix and the most characteristic of the enteroliths were saved to l>e sent
to the Army Medical Museum, Washington_.D. C.

To the e case may be added two ca es of creliotomy, one by Surg.
J. Van R. Hoff at Fort Columbu , N. Y., for peritoneal ab cess, the other
by A. t. urg. W. L. Kneedler, at San Diego Barrack , Cal. , for inte +inal
ob ·truction:
111·geon Ho_tf's case.-Musician J. H., Thirteenth Infantry, was admitted to ho pital
at4 p. m. farch 25, 1 96, suffering from a severe pain in the precordial region, which
wa so mewhat relieved by morphine hypo,lermically, and sulphate of marrn ia, fol low cl by a simple enema which resulted in a mall pas a,o-_e. The hi tory of tlie ca e
shows that II. wasunclertreatmentin tbi ho pitalforacutecon tipa ion from e mber 26, 1 95, to January 3, 1896, at which tim h complained of considerable abdominal
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pain, which looked suspiciously like that from a commencing appendicitis. The
patient was, of cotuse, most carefully examined and watched, 1ut the pain ueverloc:11ized itself in the right iliac region, and all symptoms disappeared in a few days after
free catb,arsis. During the interval between his return to duty, January 3, 1896, and
his readmission on March 25, 1896, he continuetl to suffer more or less from constipation, though he performed his duty without other discomfort. The day following
admission, the pain somewhat modified in intensity, persisted, the sulphate of mag- ~
nesia was continued in 4-gram doses hourly, till free catharsis occurred; flaxseed
poultices were applied to the abdomen and milk diet directed. The p4in localized
itself more over the region of the gall-bladder and was not diffused; there was no
contraction of the abdominal muscles, and nothing to markedly indicate that the
appendix was in any wise involved, there being no special tenderness on pressure in
that region, though some dullness on a,uscultatory percussiou was elicited. at a point
above and to the right of the umbilicus. No symptom was emphasized, but the
patient's facies indicated some serious, acute, morbid condition.
On the third day the area of pain became somewhat extended, and though more
marked in the right hypochondriac region, it had gone down, and pressure over
McBurney's point elicited decided complaint. The board-like feeling of the abdominal muscles was present, and there was some tympanites, though free catharsis bad
been maintained. The knees were drawn up and the picture of a commencing
general p eritonitis was more than an impression. The dullness had disappeared. On
the morning of the fourth day no ch ange for the 'Letter bad occurred, all the symptoms of peritonitis were more marked, an<l evidences of appendicitis quite clear.
The patient was prepared for operation on the previous night, in accordance with
the requirements of aseptic surgery, it being believed that a creliotomy was inevitable. After further asepticising, on the morning of March 29, an incision 3½ inches
long, was made over the appendix. The long incision was made in the belief that
we had a septic condition to deal with, and that free drainage would be necessary.
On opening the peritoneum, pus gushed out in Jarge quantities, coming apparently
from a point back of the transverse coJon, below the liver. The crecum, non adherent,
was easily withdrawn through the incision, and found to be inflamed; beneath 1t
lay the appendix, bound down by r ecent adhesions, especially at the free end, which
was deeply imbedded in plastic lymph; the surrounding peritoneum was also much
inflamed. The appendix was ligated and removed. It was not perforated,norwas it
apparently diseased internally. The abdomen was thoroughly washed ont with
the normal salt solution; gauze drains were introduced in various directions among
the tntestines and the wound closJ3cl up, except one inch left open for drainage.
The patient rallied nicely from the an::esthetic and operation. The wound was
dressed daily; the discharge was very free, and efficiently drained by the gauze
draining into gauze. Some of the gauze drains were .removed on the second day and
the remainder on the third day without difficulty, an d were substituteu by strips of
ruuber tissue which seemed equally efficient. The w ound was for a few days injected
with peroxide of hydrogen solution arnl thoroughly irrigated with normal salt solution and the skin was washed with sublimate solution, this latter to, if possible,
prevent infection of so much of the wound as had been closed up. This was only
partly snccessful, for though the skin healed by first intention, pu,· burrowed beneath
it into the muscular layers and threatened to open up the tract anew. Fortunately
this was preventeu by thorough irrigation and the inject ion of Peruvian balsam,
and the sinuses of this and the original abscess as we11 were finally closed by injections of iodoformized oil. On the fourth day after the operation the patient showed
symptoms of congestion of the lun gs, which fortunately did not develop into the
threatened pneumonia. The bowels were kept freely open by 4 c. c. doses of a saturated solution of sulphate of magnesia every hour until effective. One or two small
doses of morphine (0.0065) were given bypodermically to relieve pain, which wa. not
great. There was little flatulency, and it may be said that the patient made a
"smooth" recovery.
The cause or exact location of tho abscess I am unable to say, and bacteriological
examination threw no lig ht thereupon. I was more than content to get its contents
outside the abdominal cavity. The patient is entirely well, the cicatrix seems strong
and enduring, but, of couree, there is always the possibility of a hernia following
any creliotomy in which drainage has to be maintained, i. e., in all septic cases.
Assistant Surgeon Kneecller's case.-Private R. A. E., First Infantry, presented himself' at the post hospital August 19, 1895, complaining of a swelling of the penis,
noticed for the · first time the previous day. -A diagnosis of balanitis was made.
There was no specific history. After ten days treatment the swelling subsided . A
hard nodule now appeared on the prepuce, and the left iuguiual glands became
enlarged. Syphili.s was suspected, but no specific treatm_ent wa::1 g~ve1:1, TLe man
was about the ward until September 5, and there was nothmg of special_ m~erest connected with his case. On that day he complained nf considerable pam rn ~be left
niac region. Examination revealed a glolmlar swelling, deep seated, of cons1derable
hardness, about the size of an orange, located at the spot of greatest tenderness. He
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stated that several months ago he had fallen from his bicycle and hurt himself on
the left side of bis abdomen, low down, and that ever since this injury he bad l>een
much troubled with constipation.
On September 6 there was obstinate constipation, with symptoms of localized peritonitis. Next clay the symptoms indicated some obstruction of the intestine, with
an extension of the peritonitis. On the 8th, as there was no improvement of the
symptoms, an abdominal section was made. Bands of lymph constricted the large
intestine, just above the sigmoid flexure. A large firm growth, probably malignant,
occupied the left side of the pelvis, involving the pelvic fascia, the inguinal glands,
and the iliac vessels. After freeing the intestine from the constricting bands the
abdomen was closed. The extent and location of the growth prevented any attempt
at removal. Within a few hours after the operation there was a free operation from
the bowels, and a fall in the temperature from 103;t0 to 99¾ 0 • The progress of the
case was favorable.
·
September 15 the dressings were removed and the wound was found united in its
whole length. There was no evidence of pus upon the dressings. The result of the
operation evidenced the thoroughness of the antiseptic technique. September 21
there was a considerable rise in temperature. The dressings were removed and
there was found to be suppuration of some of the inguinal glands that bad become
involved. The general condition of the patient was favorable. He gained in weight
and spirits, but the growth in the pelvis did not diminish in size, and there were
frequent rises in temperature. From October 22 to December 17 hypodermic injections of the toxic products of erysipelas were given. These injections were gen~rally followed by a chill and a rise of about a dei;ree in temperature. The condition
of the patient remained fair, and there was no marked increase in the size of the
growth.
At his own request, and on his representation that be had a family and property
in the East, he was discharged the service on surgeon's certificate of disability.

From the special reports submitted by medical officers during the
year, the following have been selected as presenting points of professional interest:
Gunshot fracture of the Bkull, Krag-Jorgensen rifle, by Snrg. L. M. MauB, Fort Sarn
Houston, Tex.-! have the honor to report the death of Private F. C. W., Eleventh
Infantry, from gunshot injury of the head. The case possesses interest only from
the fact that the weapon used was the new army ).'ifle, tho Krag-Jorgensen. It i~, I
believe, the first authentic case of death from tliis cause in the Army. Believrng
that data upon the effects of the small caliber are much desired, I have carefully
prepared the specimen and forwarded it to the Army Medical Museum .
The shooting occurred about 1 milt east of the post, in a secl ncled spot on the roa~side leading to Salad.'.>, and was obviously selected for the purpose of suicide. Private W. was a man of morose disposition, given to religious discussions, with agnostic tendencies. His mind especially dwelt upon the possibilities of the future, and
shortly before his death it is stated by his comrades that he said he intended to
solve the question for himself. I think there can be no doubt as to suicide. I saw
the injured man about forty-five minutes after the acci<1ent and found him lying,
unconscious, on his back with the top of his head literally blown off. The face was
blanched and the pulsation at the wrists bad disappeared. Ha was still breathing,
but the respirations were irregular and jerky in character. No powder m~,rks were
noticeable on his skin, though it is more than probable that tho muzzle of the rifle
was held less than a foot from bis face. An enormous opening, exposing both t he
anterior lobes and the upper surface of the brain, existed, which was found to be
16 cm. long by 14 cm. wide. This large opening, caused partially by the absolute loss of bone tissue blown away and partially by the detachment of other
fragments, which were adherent to th scalp at the junction of the right nasal
with the frontal bone, passed tllrough the left anterior lobe of the brain and
made its exit through the frontal at its junction with the left parietal. So great
wa the shock that the frontal, both parietal, and left temporal bones were injured.
The opeuing in the frontal, after all fragments were replaced, measured 6 by 6 cm.
In addition, there were several fractures of thi bone, one of which extended t o
about midway of the right coronal suture, and continued two-thirds through the
right parietal. The left parietal sustain d several fractures, one of which passed
as far as the o cipito-parii>tal suture. The squamou. portion of the left temporal
bon was al o fra tured in a rescentic-shaped manner. Both anterior lobe of the
brain were mor or less damaged, the left on especially being lac ra~ d and di organized for a distance of 7 or
cm. in the direction the mi . ile bad taken. An
attempt was made to pr rv the brain by m~anR of Iueller's fluid, but owing to
the inten ely hot weath r it wa found impo. iblo to do o.
Gunshot fra cture of the skull, K.?·ar1-J iirr;e11 8en rijle, by urg. Alfred C. irard, Fort
.Sheridan,Ill.-Isawthemanafewminutcsa.ftcrhewa hot. Hi breathiugwa tr-
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torous, he was of course unconscious, and death appeared to be only a question of
miuntes. A cursory examination revealed two bullet wounds. The entrance wound
(he was running away when shot) was located in the upper occipital region of the
skull and that of exit in the forehead a little to the right of the center (distance
between rifle and victim, 90 feet). The man died in half an hour. Post-mortem
was made the same night.
The wound of entrance into the skin presented a round opening, without appearance of scorching or blackening. The wound of exit in front was larger and more
rngged. The integument was carefully dissected off and the bone of the top of the
skull found extensively fractured, the parts of the bone being connected here and
there by fascia.
On the calvarium being removed, the surface of the dura mater presented a state
of intense congestion. To the right of the longitudinal fissure it was torn throuo-h
for a distance of about 4 inches, about 1 inch from and parallel to it.
On removal of the covering the convolutions of the brain were made promin6nt
by the engorged network of superficial veins. A furrow corresponding to the injury
of the dura mater was plowed through the right hemisphere, in the region of the
superior frontal convolution, about half an inch deep. The right lateral sinus
appeared filled with blood scrum; the left was normal. On section, the vessels of the
brain were found engorged, but no other microscopic injury of a prominent nature
was apparent.
After removal of the brain the cribriform plate exhibited comminuted fracture;
one or two slight fissures in the petrous portion of the temporal bone.
The skull cap presented the following injUTies: At the site of the entrance of
the bullet, 1 inch above and to the right of the junction of the occipital bones, an
oval perforation 1 by one-half inch, the edges shelving inward. From this opening
there radiated the following fractures, viz:
1. Downward into the left lamboid suture, separating it, ·thence horizontally along
the parieta l and frontal bones to the left orbital cavity.
2. An oblique into the sagittal suture, opening it for 2 inches.
3. On parallel with the sagittal suture, bifurcating 1 inch from its origin into
a w edge-shaped piece, which, again fractured, continued to the coronal suture,
separating it.
4. Tbe l eft fracture communicated with the horizontal left fracture, described
under 1, parallel to the coronal suture a,nd 1½ inches to the rear.
5. A fracture at an acute angle from the former to the right, communicating with
the former, and with the lamboid 2 inches to the right of the superior angle of the
occipital bone, and toward the front extending into the coronal suture.
The wound of exit 2 inches from the coronal suture and 1 inch to the right of the
m edian line was pyriform, 1½ inches long at its greatest diameter, three-eighths inch
w ide, the edges more r a gged. It communicated with the coronal s uture by three
fra ctures, with the orbital ridge by two, and thence with the horizontal breaks.
Death was evidently caused by the concussion, as no vital parts of tho brain were
injured and the hemorrhage was not considerable.
Now, as to the bullet, th e so-called humane result of this small-caliber bullet, not
much larger than a pencil, may be disposed of at once in the negative. The bullet
was recovered, and showed but a slight indentation _; the openings, considering the
p ulverization of bone in the immediate vicinity of the impact, were small. We had
cl early what is called an explosive effect.
A few words of explanation on the modus operandi of such an injury are necessary to lead to a correct understanding. Theories, such as the effect of powder
gases, heating of the bullet, etc., have generally been abandoned. There was no deform a tion of tl1e bullet, or lateral impact,, which might increase the striking surface.
I would exceed the limits which have to be given to an article of this nature 1f I
attempted even to give in a condensed manner the experiments which have led to the
present views on this enormously destructi ve effect accompanying an apparent slight
b one defect. The conclusions arriv ed at have to be sufficient, and any one taking a
special interest in the matter will find a complete hi story of the experiments in the
Bi bliotheca Medica, edited by Kocher, Konig, and Mikuliez, names which guarantee
t he correctness and soundness of the accounts given. (Part 8, 2, 1895.)
Modern proj ectiles act in a twofold manner-first in the line of the impact, and
second in a la teral direction. In both cases w e observe besides the immediate effect,
motion, which is communicated from the place of impact. If the result of impact
leads to p erforat ion, then the lateral effect is lessened in corresponding r a tio. It
depends upon the cohesion of the molecules, on the diam eter of the proj ectile, and
on its velocity. In common terms it may be stated that the greater tbe cohesion the
mor e energy is wasted a nd the lesser the lateral effect; the greater the diameter the
m ore force is lost in the impact; but the greater the velodty the more ex tended
t he lateral transmission of motion, as the molecules have not time to escape the
lateral compression and communicate th eir motion until a plane of minor r~sistance
i s reached, when disruption follows. Th is is a so-called explosive effect, which more
i:,
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properly should be called expansive. This is illustrated in om· case by the penetration of a small bullet at a high velocity. The defect at th,e place of impact is
small, but the lateral motion was such that the skull was raised from its base by the
horizontal fractures, and as this did apparently not suffice to limit the motion, the
upper fragments were torn from their fascial connection.
In addition to this direct expansive effect on the bone of the skull there is the
hydrostatic result of rapid compression of -the semifluid brain mass confined in it.
The molecules of liquids are readily displaced and a greater effect will be produced
in them by a relatively smaller velocity, and with high velocity it is enormous.
It must be understood that the small caliber has not introduced the explosive
effect, but owing to the higher velocity and consequently greater impact with a
lower diameter, it b.as extended the zone of explosive effect always observed in
large caliber projectiles as long as they are moving under high velocity.
We may ther.e fore give the following resume of this case: A direct impact under
the highest kind of velocity, without deformation of the bullet, small hole of entrance
and exit of the bone, with extende<l. stellate and circumferential fracture of the skull,
partly due to direct impact, partly to lateral expansive motion, and partly to the
hydrostatic effect of compression of the semifl.uid brain by the bullet, with displacement of the molecules in all directions and disruption at the place of least
resistance.
The base of the skull was not affected by the hydrostatic pressure, because the
bone was already tried to its utmost by the expansive effect of the direct impact, as
shown by the longitudinal fracture and their branches.
·
Gunshot f1·acture of the skull, Krag-Jorgensen rifle, by Surg: A. C. Girard, J!'m·t Douglas,
Utah.-I was called about 3 p. m., February 16, to the quarters of Company F, Sixteenth Infantry, to see a man who had shot himself. I found private M. L. M. lying
across bis bed, his head leaning against the wall, dead. Hfl had shot himself in a fit
of depression, resulting from a debauch for which he had been placed under arrest.
There was a history of an injury to the head while be was at Fort Niobrara, in 1892,
rec~i ved from a kick of a horse, since which time his disposition was altered. While
formerly he was lively and enjoyed himself with the men, he became morose and
depressed, secluded himself, and expressed suicidal impulses. He does not appear
to have habitually drunk to excess, but only when he had these fits of depression.
There is a slight external depression about 1 inch long. without evidence of intern al
injury, 1 inch from the coronal suture and 2½ inches from the rudimental frontal
suture.
The weapon was the service rifle, .30 caliber. It lay on ~he floor. It had evidently
been discharged by pushing the trigger with a stick. The enormous distension of
the skull was striking; skin intact except a small circula.r opening in the right temple 2 inches back and 2 inches above the right orbit, and a similar one at the junction
of the left temporal and lower third of the parietal region. The head felt like a bag
of detached bones. Blood flowed froni the nose and ears.
Post-mortem eighteen hours after death; bead only examined. Small circular
opening about one-third of an inch with slightly scorched edges, as described, above
the entrance opening. Similar opening as described, above wound of exit. On the
removal of the calvarium the dome of the skull was found broken into eight large
pieces, all separated from each other, with a number of small ones at the places of
entrance and exit of the bullet. The entrance wound was comminnted to a longitudinal distance of 2 inches and perpendicularly l i inches. The actual place of
entrance could not be distinguished among the debris. The place of exit was a distinct, small round hole one-fourth by five-sixteenths of an m ch at the ,iunction of the
squamous portion of the temporal bone and the mferior border of the parietal bone,
about 2 in ches from the posterior infenor angle. (The position of the body nntl of
the rifle and the course of the ball after leaving the head, passing through a lathed
partition 5 feet above and 7 feet to the left of the patient and imbedding itself in a
stone wall 9 feet from the floor in the next room, undoubtedly make the right side
that of entrance and the left side that of exit.)
The first fracture wa. from behind right external angular process, starting from
the comminnted space across the right frontal eminen ce to center of frontal bone,
meeting there the sc~oud fracture, starting from similar point on the left side, thence
continuing into central frontal suture, a continuation forward for one-half inch of
the aggital snture. This suture was separated to the junction of the coronal suture,
thence the coronal suture 1 inch to the right, thence third fracture, over a ection of
the parietal bone clown over the squama to the entrance wonnd. The right ide of
the coronal suture was separated down to the temporal bone. In its center the fourth
fractnr , dividing the parietal bone into two longitudinal halv , terminating in the
lambcloid n nre, and inter ect ed about the middle by the fifth fractnre, extending
clownwarrl and forwarcl into the wound of exit and inter cted in its lower third b,
be sixth fracture, thr -fourth of an inch above ancl nearly parallel with he quamou suture, continuing upward into the coronal nture and forward, meeting the
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second fracture three-fourths of an inch behind the left angular process. The seventh
fracture was three -fourths of an inch above edge of right squama and third fracture, ·
about bisecting longitudinally the right parietal bone and ending in right lambdoid
suture. The eighth fracture extended from the lower end of the first fracture back
of the angular process across the inferior fossa, the body of the sphenoid bone down
to the sella turcica. The ninth fracture was similar to the eighth on the left side.
The tent,h fracture extended from the wound of entrance across the central portion
of the petrous bone, thence into the lower portion of the posterior fossa, encircling
the foramen magnum and meeting the eleventh fracture, which took a similar course
to the tenth on the left side.
The surface of ,the brain was hyperemic. Soldier did not die for probably half an
hour after receipt of injury. The substance of the brain was apparently normal,
except the anterior lobes, which were pulpified.
The remarkable points of this case are:
] . The evidence of expansive action, which was not due to lateral impact, but to
hy<lrostatic action resulting from the enormous velocity.
2. The absence of serious injury to the bone as far as comminution is concerned,
owing to the slight resistance offered by the temporal bone.
.
3. The exceedingly small wound of exit in the bone and skin, contrary to most
similar observations.
In the case reported from F ort Sheridan the bullet struck one of the strongest
parts of the skull, hence explosive action in that case from resistance to lateral
impn.ct; but as the bt,llet displaced but a smaller portion of the contents of the skull
the hydrostatic action was less marked than in this case.
Rotation or wabbling of the bullet as a cause of explosive action must be negatived, judging from the clean cut of the wound of exit in the bone. Powder gases
might have caused the disruption of the skull, but would have followed the line of
the bullet and caused a larger destruction at the exit. 'fhere was no sign of scorching of the substance of the brain, and only a small rim of blanched tissue around the
edge of the entrance skin wound. The destruction of the brain would have been
more general froip. the action of the gases, it being slower than hydrostatic effect.
This case is an additfonal proof of the correctness of the theory that the degree of
moisture of the tissu es bas much to do with the explosive action intensified by the
enormous velocity of tlie small-caliber rifle bullet.
Gunshot wound of the neck, followed by aneurism; deligation of left common oarotid,
by ABst. Siirg. E. C. Carter, Fort Hat··rison, Mont.-J. C., colored, private, Troop D,
Tenth Cavalry, aged 23 years and 2 months, was shot by a comrade with a revolver,
caliber .38, about 6.30 p. m. June 13, 1895. The ball entered the back of the neck 1½
inches to the l eft of the median line and 1½inches above the seventh cervical vertebra,, and r an ged horizontally forward. The ap erture of exit was one-half inch to
the left of the median line and one-half inch below the mental tubercle. The ball
passed between the great vessels of the neck and the vertebral column, wounding
some of the former. There was a severe shock with irregular action of the heart, at
times slow, at times rapid and tumultuou s, due probably to injury of the pneumogastric nerve. There was considerable hemorrhage, perhaps a pint or more, from
the aperture of entrance. This was easily checked by pressure. A tumor 3 by 4
inches formed under the left angle of the inferior maxilla. When shot, the man fell
on bis hands and knees and asked, "Who shot me f " and immediately became
unconscious. He remained unconscious and in convulsions for some liours. Next
morning his condition was more satisfactory. The wound healed rapidly, superficially. The size of the swelling under the jaw diminished gradually, but a small
pulsating tumor, about the size of a pigeon's egg, remained. Surgical interferen ce
was contemplated, but aft.er consultation with Dr. C. F. Kieffer, U. S. A., who gave
me valuable aid throughout the case, it was decided to wait, keeping the patient
under observation. About July 10 he was considered to be in sufficiently good condition to make a railway journey of some hundred miles to appear before a United
States court. After his return the symptoms gradually became graver. He was losing flesh, becoming weaker; he suffered pain in the left side of his head and neck;
hearing of tb e l eft ear was about one-half and vision of the l eft eye two-thirds ;
ptosis of left eyelid developed; on protrusion the tongue was deflected to the left
side. The pulsating tumor was increasing in size, but appanmtlywas working away
from the carotid artery and jugular vein. On J_uly 30 it was decide~ to op~rate.. The
patient was carefully prepared. Ether was given, and under strict _a1;1t1 seps1s ~he
sheath of the left carotid was exposed. 'rhe track of the ball was v1s1ble, passmg
beneath and very close to the carotid about its bifurcation. The lingu_al artery
seemed to have been injured at its origin. Pressure on the corumon carotid ~aused
the pulsation of tbe aneurism to cease. The sheath of the common carotid was
exposed and two strong silk ligatures firmly tied round the artery .. About 6 oun~cs
of blood were lost owing to the cutt.inO' of some veins of the th1 ro1d ple_xus. ~be
action of the heart became quite weak; a hypodermic of atropm was giv n, aiter
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which he rallied well. The wound healed fairly rapidly. The ligatures did not
come away until October. The man :::.as been returned to duty, and except for a
slight degree of ptosis seems to be as well as ever. Date of report, January 27, 1896.
Trephi11ing Joi· i1111eterate headache, following in.fiirv, by Asst. Surq. A . E. Bradley, Fort
Custer, Mont.-Private G., Tenth Cavalry, stationed at Fort Custer, Mont., was, ahout
May 15, 1895, thrown from a horse, receiving a wound in the right parieto-frontal
region. The scalp wound was about an inch in length, and so far as could be ascertained no other injury was sustained. The wound was dresRect, and be was not
excused from duty. He was first seen by the writer May 21, being brought to the
hospital on a litter, having had what was evidently an epileptoid seizure . When
consciousness was restored he complained of intense headache. He.had a seizure tbe
following day, and another May 31. Headache was persistent during this period,
and was not at all benefited by medication. On June 6 he was sent to ql\arters and
to light duty. He complained constantly of the pain in the head, beggmg reli ef.
The scalp wound was then well healed and the cicatrix but little adherent; nothing
abnormal could be discerned by palpation.
With strict observance of modern surgical methods he was trephined July 9. A
pear-shaped :flap was raised and with a three-four-tbs-inch trephine two buttons of
bone were removed at the site of injury, the intervening bone spurs were chiseled
out, and an inch incision made in the dnra. So far as the opening permitted, nothing
abnormal could be perceived. 'fbe dura was closed with catgut and the scalp incision
with silk, without replacing the bone buttons. A slight sefaure followed the operation. For the next few days he was free from pain and had but little headache.
Convalescence was uninterrupted and normal in every respect. · He passed from the
writer's observation July 23. At that time he claimed to have headache, but not of
the former intensity; he had had no more seizures. He was discharged for disability
on account of epilepsy and headache in March, 1896. Were the writer to operate again,
he would remove a larger section of bone. The section removed in this case was but
l ½inches by three- fourths inch, and inarlequate for proper exploration and inspection.
Luxation 01· f1·acture of the cervical vertebrre, by John H. Lacy, M. D., Solorno11stille,
.Ariz.-On March 31, 1896, Private G., Seventh Cavalry, and several members of his
troop went to the Gila River for the purpose of bathing. He undressed, and, without ascertaining the depth of the water, plunged head first into the stream from an
elevation of some 3 feet. The \\rater proved to be only a few inches deep, so that,
w eighing 150 pounds or more, he struck the sandy bottom with great violence, falling on the back of his head and forcibly flexing the head on the chest. He lay _perfectly still until his companions reached him, finding him _conscious, yet entir~ly
helpless. He was brought at once to camp and placed on a cot, where I saw h1m
three hours later. Upon examination, I found him conscious and in great pain, but
I could not make out any fracture or dislocation. He was able to give me a full
acnount of the accident. His pulse was 64; temperature normal; pupils slightly
dilated. Extension of the head gave him some relief, but any lateral motion was
impossible on account of intense pain. The motor and sensory nerves of the lower
extremities and of the body up to the lower border of the sternum were completely
paralyzed. The hands and forearms were in the same condition. There was slight
sensibility about the upp er portion of the chest, but the only movement he was able
to make was a slight shrug of the shoulders. The pain was referred only to the
upper cervical region. At this time, and for several hours, there was persistent
priapism, which afterwards became intermittent. The urine was removed by soft
rubber catheter and bowels moved by enemata at proper intervals until his death.
Pain was relieved by hypodermatic use of morphine as was necessary. Next day
the condition of the pati nt remained unchanged, with thfl exception of a light rise of
temperature in the afternoon. Ice was applied to the nape of the neck and continued throughout the treatment. On the morning of April 2 I found the temperature
104,0 F. I then wired Fort Grant for consultation. Owing to unavoidable delay,
the surgeon from Grant did not arrive until next day, shortly after the patient had
expired. During the 2d tho temperature continued to rise, r Pspiration became more
labored, and at 2 a. m. of the 3d the patient became uncon iou , dying- at 9 a. rn.
His temperature thirty minutes before death reached the unu ual height of 109°.
No autopsy was mad e, o that the xact nature of the injury could not be ascertain d. I feel warranted in a serting that there was direct pre ure on the pinal
cord, either from partial lnxati,:m, fracture, or from th extrava ation of blood.
Fracture of both bones of both legs, with displacement of the astragal1ts, by Asst. urg.
G.D. D e hon, Fort Douglas, tah.-On July 16, 1895, Private R.}. T., ompany E.
ixteenth Infantry, a man 31 ars of age, 5 fe t 10 inches high, and w iCTbin(T 1 6
pound while putting up a tel phone line at thi po t, slipped from the rid pole
of tb Amu ement Hall to the ave a di tance of r f, et, and f, 11 from the eav to
tb ground a di tanc of 16 fe t, triking 1-quar ly on both h ls and th en fallin (T
full] n(Tth upon his right ic1e. Th gr nnd n whi h he f, 11 wa a andy l am in it
vir riu state, not tramped down. Being unable tori , be noticed that each foot wa
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vurned outward just above the ankle joint so sharply as to make almost a right angle
with the long axis of the leg. He was brought at once to the post hospital and
found to have sustained the following injuries:
Right leg : Compound fracture of tibia 2¾ inches above tip of malleolus, the l ower
extremity of the upper fragment protruding. Simple fracture of fibula at same
level. Both fractures oblique. Left leg: T-shaped fracture of tibia 3¾inches above
and extending down through tip of malleolus. Simple transverse fracture of fibula
at same level. Simple oblique fracture of fibula 1½inches above tip of malleolus.
The sharp extremity of upper fragment in this last fracture rested just beneath the
skin and was with difficulty prevented from pushing through. There was a dislocation of the ankle joint, the astragalus being displaced, upward, forward, and outward. Capillary hemorrhage from the wound in the right leg was so profuse that
a counte-i: opening w as made along the inner border of the tendo Achillis and a fenestrated rubber drainage tube passed through close to the bone. Antiseptic dressings were applied, the fractures and dislocation reduced, and th~ legs placed in
fracture boxes.
On the sixth day plaster of paris casts were applied from the base of the toes to
the junction of the lower and middle thirds of the thigh. The greatest difficulty
was experienced in keeping the astragalus iu position, constant pressure downward,
· backward, and inward being maintained by an assistant during the application and
hardening of the cast. A large fenestrum was made in the right cast opposite tho
wound, which was dressed daily. On the thirteenth day the tube was replaced by
a gauze drain, which was gradually diminished in size until the thirty-seventh day,
when 1t was dispensed with entirely. During the :first fortnight there was much
serous oozing, saturating the dressings. Slight suppuration followed, but was held
in check by irrigations of peroxide of hydrogen and corrosive sublimate, the amount
of pus for twenty-four hours at no time exceeding one-half dram. To prevent
any possibility of burrowing and the formation of sinuses, the drain was continued
for several days after the disappearance of suppuration. Ori its removal the wound
healed promptly and firmly. On the thirty-fourth day from the accident, or the
twenty-eighth from the application of the :fixed dressing, the cast was removed from
the left leg. The astragalus was found to be in place and all fractures united except
the lower fractµre of the fibula. Passive motion w as employecl arid the leg replaced
in the cast. This was repeated oil the third, fifth, and seventh days, and thereafter
daily. The right cast was not removed until the thirty-fifth day after its application or the forty-first day of the injury, this delay being due to the danger of
reopening the wound by muecular movement. The fractures wer-e found to be solidly
united, and passive motion was employed, as already described, for the left leg.
The l eft cast was totally dispensed with on the forty-eighth day of the injury, the
right cast one week later.
During the first forty-one days the patient remained constantly on the fracture
bed. After this he used the roll er chair during the day until the :fifty-first day, when
be was given crutches. His improvement bas since been rapid. He now, three
months after the injury, walks .very well with the aid of a cane and promises ~ complete recovery and return to duty at no distant date. Two weeks ago it was discovered that the lower fracture of the left :fibula had become firmly united. On the
first removal of the fixed dressing superficial ulceration and much t enderness had
been noted in this region, and it had been thought that excision of the ununited
fragment might be indicated at a la.ter d ate. The only deformity now e xisting is a
slight bowing of the left l eg at the site of the upper fracture. This,however, islmt
an intensification of a previous bend at the same point, caused, the patient states,
by a h eavy weight falling on top of the bent knee and being transmitted down the
l eg when the patient was 5 years old, not an improbable cause in v iew of the r elation of the epipbysis to the di apL ysis at this point at the age mentioned. Th_e ~emperatnre from th e start bas been greater than can be accounted for by the limited
amount of suppnration. Repeated and careful physi cal examination (including urinalyRis) h as failed to reveal a.ny constitutional disorder. The patient having suffered
from some form of malarial fever seven or eight years ago, quinine was tried in large
doses for a week without producing more t han a slight temporary variation of t emperature. From the date of admission to hospital to the present time the general health
of this patient has been excellent. His appetite h as been good and his secret.ions
and excretions normal, even during his highest temperature. He has at all times
presented the appearance of an exceptionally robust, stalwart man. No literature
is at hand on the subject of temperature in fractures, and it is not here known what
effect on body h eat may be produced by bone breakage. This case is deemed worthy
of report as illustrating, first, multiplicity of fractures within a limited area and
involving a major joint; second, inadvisability of too early excision of small U:l·
united fragments in the vicinity of tl10 joint; third, continued high temp~rature m
casP of fracture without any indication of the same in the general condition of the
patient.
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Bimalleola1· fract-ure, by Asst. Su1·g. N. S. Jarvis, Willets Pv'int, N. Y.-Corporal D.,
A, Battalion of Engineers, agecl 32, was admitted April 22, 1895. While playing
huncl ball, a favorite game with the enlisted 10en at tl.iis station, he sustained the
injury about to be described. He is an unusually heavy, large-muscled man, and in
the act of jumping to strike at a ball in the air, descer.ded with great force upon a
stone about the size of a hen's egg, striking upon the inner edge of his right sole and
causing eversion of the foot. There was an oblique fracture of the external malleolus
one-half inch above the tip, running backward and upward; a fracture of the internal
malleolus about the same distance from the tip, running downward and backward;
there was also some backward dislocation of the foot with marked swelling, indicating probable laceration of the la.teral ligaments and tendons. The foot was placed
in a fracture box and lotions qf lead and opium applied until the swelling and ecchymosis had disappeared. A light plaster splint was then applied, the toes ueing drawn
well forward so as to overcome the backward displacement; a,nd in view of ~e greater
separation of the fragments of the inner malleolus, the sole was slightly inverted.
Firm union ensued in six weeks, but there was an unusual stiffness of the joint, whi ch,
under massage and gentle active motion, gradually yielded and the man was return eel
to duty July 22. The literature upon the subject of fractures which I have been
able to peruse gives very meager reference to this injury. Forcible eversion of tlle
foot usually results in fracture of the internal malleolus, and the force of the injury
then is concentrated upon the :fil.mla; when the external lateral ligament resists
the downward weight of the body, the astragalus wedging itself outward against the
externalmalleolus thus acts as a counte1· force to the weight of the body. The resultant of these two forces is exerted on the lower end of the fibula at a point about 3
inches above the tip. This injury, one of the most frequent forms of fracture, is
commonly known as "Pott's fracture." In order that this fracture may t ake place
it is necessary that the tibio-fibular ligaments rPsist the strain, thus acting as the
fulcrum of a lever. Where the ligaments yield an unusual type of fracture is the
result.
Sir Arthur Cooper describes a fracture which frequently involved the two malleoli and sometimes the astragalus, an oblique fracture of the internal malleolus and
of the lower end of the fibula, or laceration of the external l ateral ligament. Cooper
spoke of this injury as a "dislocation of the tibia outward." This injury was probably due to great indirect violence and lateral ·bodily displacement of the foot.
Hamilton, in a collection of 37 cases of fracture of the fibula, observed 3 only m
which the external malleolus was broken off and 8 times the internal malleolus.
Maisonneuve chiimed to have demonstrated by experiments on the cadaver that fracture of the fibula at its lower extremity is not by forced abduction, but by violent
outward motion. Erichsen states that fracture of the malleoli occasionally takes
place, being generally caused by catching the heel in running down stairs. He
states that there is marked backward displacement of the foot. In this case there
, was some displacement, but it could not be considered conspicuous. Agnew,
Downes, and Bryant make no reference to this fracture. It may therefore be considered a phenomenal accident, and it is probable that its cause was forcible rotation
outward of the foot, as suggested by Cooper and MaisonneuYe.
Ichthyol in the treatment of carbuncle, by Asst. Surg. Robert B. Benham, Fort Bayard,
N. Mex.-This case first came to my notice on .the evening of the third day of its inception, and up to this time had been given the usual treatment of poulticing, free
incision, irrigations with peroxid of hydrogen locally, with one-tenth grain of calcium
sulphite each honr mternally. I found a hard, very much elevated, and highly
inflamed surface, involving a space of about 7 inches in diameter on the back of the
neck, which extended well np into the scalp and had every appearance of becoming
more than u sually destructive by sloughing, the patient at this time complaining of
considerable pain and lassitude. Believing this to be a good opportunity to show the
efficacy of i chthyol in the treatment of specific local inflammations of the subcutaneous tissue, I directe tl the shaving of the scalp, well beyond the line of demarcatiou,
and the application over the whole surface of a 4 per cent ichtbyol ointment spread
on l int. The following morning I found ti.le result to be all that I could have wi bed,
the hardness having almost entirely disappeared and the whole of the inflamed surface
being- apparently und er control, showing the ichthyol to lrnve a true abortive power.
Another incision was now made at a point about 1 inch to the right of the median line
givinCT irriCTating connection with the former incision, which had been made abont
2 inches to the left of the median line. Morning and evening irrigation. with the
peroxicl of hydrogen ancl renewals of the ichthyol ointment wer made until complete
recover , which wa rapid, the slonghing being wholly confined to the surface in th e
imme<liateneighborhood of the fir t inci ion anclmuch less than is usual in a, carbuucle
of thi charact r.
I would like to add that in four as s which I snw at Fort Wingate recently, an<l
in wllirh tho i11flammatory action was more of an ery ipelatous character, ichthyol
had this ame abortirn action.
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Severe dermatitis caused by the tops of the garden parsnip, by Asst. Burg. Charles F.
Mason, West Point, N. Y.-During the month of July, 1895, four cases of severe dermatitis of the a:rms and forearms were admitted for treatment. All gave the same
history, which was as follows: They had been perfectly well until they bad been
detailed to thin out parsnips in the company garden. After working four or :five
hours with bare ha,n ds and sleeves rolled up, each began to have smarting nnd itching in the forearms, followed at once by an eruption of papules, quickly developing
into vesicles; there was no exposure to Rl1us venenata or any otber known poisonous
plant, and all attributed the trouble to the parsnips. The eruption consisted of
vesicles from the size of a split pea upward, often merging into lmllm as large as the
palm of the hand, and in one case the posterior aspects of both forearms were one
large blister. The lrnlhe rested on an inflamed base and were Yery painful. All did
well under antiseptic treatment, but were rather slow and behaved much a,s lrnrns
of a simil r degree. I went to the garden myself, and after invm;tigation found only
the parsnips intermixed with a few nonirritant weeds. The sergeant in charge told
m e that every person who bad worked in tlie parsnips except one bad been more or
less affected, and that only those who ha<l so worked became affected. I then rubbed
some of the parsnip leaves and stems upon my bands, causing immediate redness,
followed the next day by the characteristic vesicles which were painful and itchy.
I can not find in medical or other literature any report of similar cases, and so deem
them of sufficient mterest to be placed on record.
'
Besult of fly bite, by Asst. Su1·g. E. F. Gardne1·, Fort Grant, A1·iz.-A man applied
for treatment on the afternoon of August 23, with a considerable swelling of the
back of the right hand. It seemed to originate near a spot covered with a whitish
crust which bad followed slight injury receivec1 about a week previous]~,. There
""\>Vas a trifling degree of redness in the immediate vicinity of t,his injury, but no heat
nor pain and a very little tenderness on pressure. He stated that the slight injury
had given him no trouble until the evening before I saw him, when, while playing
billiards, he felt something on bis band near the spot, followed by some itching, and
in an hour or so the back of the b :md began to swell. He saw no fly or other insect
on his band at the time mentioned, and thought nothing of the matter. As before
stated, there were no symptoms except the swelling when I :first saw him; but as he
was working in the post bakery I thought it best to put him in the hospital, ordering a large, moist antiseptic dressing to cover the whole band and lower part of the
wrist. Next day the swelling extended up the forearm about. 2 incbesabovethedres ·ing. The skin of the back of the band and arm was perfectly natural in color; there
was no pain, no sensation of beat in the part, no elevation of temperature, no tenderness on pressure except a very little at the place of injury on the back of the
hand, no pitting on pressure, absolutely no symptom except the swelling, which was
well marked. The baud aud forearm to a point '1> little above the swelling were
painted with a strong solution of qninine in tr. ferri chlor. and the antiseptic dressing rnnewed and made to cover the forearm well above the swelling. The next day
t!te swelling bad extended a little above the dressing, as before, but there was no
other symptom whatev-er. So it continued from day to day, increasing until it nearly
reach~d the shoul der, the only discomfort being that if the arm was allow d to bang
at the side there was some pain in the vicinity of the ulnar nerve near the condyle
of the humerus. but there was no local pain in the back of the band and no change
in the color of the hand or arm, the iron having been applied only a little above the
middle of the forearm, and by this time not interfering with ouservation as to the
color of the skin. The swelling subsided gradually from above downward, and on
September 3 be was returned to duty cured. There was no evidence of Jymphangitis,
but the epitrocblear and axi1lary glands were slightly enlarged as compared with those
of the other side, and remained so at the elate of return to duty, but at no time was
there any pain or tenderness in them. It will be seen, therefore, that in this case
there were no constitutional symptoms of any kind and no local ones except the progressive swelling starting from near the local injury. This was sufficient in degree
to have caused anxiety if it had been accompanied by other symptoms. In fact, it
seemed to me to be a question of where it would stop, as treatment appeared to have
11 o effect on it.
The diagnosis of a case like this from all forms of suppurative disease need not be
considered, nor is there any difficulty in distinguishing it from erysipelas or from
rnalignant cellulitis, aud cellulitis simplex, so called, is accompanied to a minor
clegree by the ordinary symptoms of inflammation. Common stin~s or bites of
insects sometimes produce diffuse swelling, but such swelling reaches its height in a
few hours and is not regularlyprogressivefor:five or six days, as in this case. I ha_ve
seen such progressive swelling follow the bite of a rattlesnake, but it reached its
height in two days. It was not greater in degree than in the present ca ~' a~cl of
cou rse there was ecchym osis and purple discoloration of the skin ?f ~be entire hmb.
Neither does it resemble the symptoms produced by rhns and s1m1lar s~wnhs, the
heat, redness, itching, etc., ueing entirely aLsent. At about the same time there
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was a case of rhus poisoning of the arm in the hospital, and the swelling was the only
symptom common to the two affections. As to the cause, it may be stated that in
one or two of the other cases which have occurred hero the patient bas felt a slight
sensation on the part, and on looking has found a fly somewhat larger than the common fly, lighter in color, and, as they d escribed it, "with longer suckers," which
has been brushed away, leaving no mark. But an hour or two later the swelling
has begun at this spot and extended progressively, as above described. This is possibly what occurred in this case, the slight local injury of a week previous being
accidental or only a means by which the insect was attracted. That such an
amount of swelling, progressing daily for five or six days, could be caused by one
inoculation of any toxin seems improbable, at least in such amount as would be
deposited by simple contact or even the bite of a fly. If any known micro-organism
produces such a result I have seen no account of it. It resembles more nearly, perhaps, the work of the streptococcus, but it seems too innocent for that somewhat virulent organism. Possibly the climate of Arizona does not agree with the streptococcus and it exists here only in an attenuated condition.
Treatment seems of little avail. Nothing stops the progress of the swelling. Antiseptic dressings and applications of iron, iodine, silver nitrate, lead washes, ointments, dry powders, bismuth, zinc, etc., alJ seem useless 1 and the simple wrapping
of the arm in dry cotton seems as effective as anything. Fortuuately, the affection
is an innocent one and is followed by no untoward effects.
·
My apology for reporting so innocent a case is that it is an unusual one, and that
in these days of bacteriology any case, even the simplest, may be of importance as
involving a question of whether or not it is due to the action of bacteria, or, ifto such
action, whether it may not be clue to some usually virulent organism in a state_of
attenuation, or as marking a connecting ]ink between benign and malignant bacteria.
Hydrophobia from the bite of a cat, by Dr. WilUarn Mm·row, Dallas, Tex.-Some three
monthi-; ago Sergt. M. M. W., Company B, Twenty-third Infantry, on duty at special
regimental recruiting station, Dallas, Tex., was bitten on the right hand by a cat.
He paid but little attention to tbe wound, merely having a druggist apply some
simple dressing to prevent soreness. On the morning of November 2 he came to me
for consultation, presenting the following symptoms: The day before he had felt
keen, darting pains in the right shoulder, followed at night by nausea and persistent
vomiting, sleeplessness, .and difficulty in swallowing water. He was constipated;
tongue heavily coated and dry; urine scanty and high-colored; temperature, pulse,
and respiration normal. However, he seemed nervous anrl anxious about his condition. I saw him several times during the clay and night, and his symptoms remained about the same, except the vomiting, which was much better. He came into
my office late at night and asked me to give him something for his restlessness as he
could not sleep at all. I prescribed chloral, bromide, and morphine. They, however.
did not have tbe desired effect, as he was awake all night. The following tlay, ovember 3, he rapidly grew worse. The temperature rose to 101.4° . There was complete inabi1ity to swaJlow water, although be could take smaJl sups of beef t ea, in
which some of his medicines were administered. He became wild and maniacal and
had to be restrained by force. The tongue and mouth were parched and dry. Th ere
were frequent attacks of spasmodic respiration, much resembling asthma. During
these attacks the shoulders were elevated, the eyes wild and glaring. H e could not
bear for the wmdows to be raised, declaring that the fresh air would kill him.
There was a sense of great and impending danger; once be got away from his attendants and rushed wildly from the room, saying that he saw his grave. His thirst was
intense, but the sight of water would throw him into a spasm. It was indeed a
melancholy sight to see the poor fellow try to take ju ta little water to quench bis
burning thirst. At 1 a. m., November 4, I succeeded ju gettino- him to sleep; at 3
o'clock he suddenly awoke and sprang from the window, smashing the glass an d
cutting an ugly gash in the left temple, which bled profu ·ely ; als6 a deep ga h in
tbe rio-ht arm. The symptoms all increa, ed in severity ; at 3 p. m. the axillary temperature was 107.4° F., and at 3.40 p. m. he quietly passed away.
A oon as the diagno is w as made I endeavoreq. tog t ome cnrare, but none could
be obtained, so I used morphine, atropine, and hyocin e, which wonld quiet him when
fully und r their influen ce. I was fortunate in having a ociat d with me in t his
case r. M.A. King ley, a physician of experience and ability.
Report on th e scorpion of Durango Mexico, by urg. L. M. Maus, Fort amHouston,Tex.During a recent visit to urango, Mexico, my att ention wa drawn to the frequ ency
of death a a result of th sc rpion's tin in that ity.
oder 10 year of age the
mortality is v ery great ( ifpr mpt m a ur s are not t , k n at n c ) and occa ionally
among adult . The tin "' oftbis Yari t y f corpion fonnd in tho nited t at and
oth r parts of M xi o, i on idered compara ivel_r barml , and o far no ati factor. r a on ha be n advan d to xpl ain th malignancy of th Durango S<'orpion
whi h nppnrently differ inn wi e from that fonncl I wb r of a barm]e
h a ract r. The corpionof nran oi a, vari t y ofth J.~clmuru s, fe:ricanus of "\ illad a and
is a native of hot countries or hot sections of the temperate zone; it corre ponds in
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i3ize to that found in the southern United States, is of a yellowish color, and is armed
with a curved canaliculated sting at the end of the tail, which it carries over its
back while in motion. It is provided with a poison sac at tbe junction of the last
joint of the tail a11<l the sting. The operation of stinging is performed by a whipping
process of the tail, during whi~h movemeut the poison is injected into the tissues,
and the results of tho case depend more or l ess upon the thoroughness of the operation. While Darango is especially noted as the home of this poisonous animal, it
appears that it is also found in oth13r parts of that State, and even in Tepic and
Michoacan . Apart from these localities it does not seem to propagate, or if so, loses
its venomous qualities. For many years, by means of the interchange of commerce,
this scorpion has been transported in bales of goods, blankets, serapes, etc., to the
various towns throughout the Republic, inland as well as on the coast, and in no
instance has it been known to propagate itself in these new localities; or if it lived
at all and reproduced itself the progeny became harmless. No plausible theory has
ever been advanced for this curious fact. In a conversation· with a physician 10
charge of the Belavenia Mining Works, not over 50 miles from Durango, I was
informed tl1at the st1ng of the scorpion was regarded as harmless even to children,
and was of common occurrence there.
This dangerous little pest prevails at all seasons of the year, and its sting is'
equally venomous at a11 times, though it abounds in greatest numbers during the
early summer and diminishes after the summer rains, which usually begin the last
week in June. After and during the rains the temperature is considerably reduced
and the weather is not especially favorable for them. During the scorpion season
the city council offers a reward at the rate of 75 centavos per hundred, giving a
small advance for females. The capture of these animals is usually carried on by
the street gamins, the hereditary foe of the scorpion, who may be seen in great
nurn hers at dusk every evening searching the streets, plazas, corrals, walls of buildings, etc., armed with a torch of pine, long pole, and a can suspended to the shoulders. Once brought to the ground, the animal is covered with a handful of earth,
his sting dexterously pinched off with the thumb nail (grown long for t~e occasion),
and placed in the can, for they must be delivered alive to receive the reward. After
delivery to the city authorities they are killed. The records of the municipal government for the past decade show that between 50,000 and 60,000 are delivered
annually for reward, and it is presumed that from 30 to 40 more are killed by each
household without being reported to the city authorities, thus making a grand total
killed each year of from 200,000 to 250,000 in Durango alone. During the scorpion
season no one can consider himself safe, and due care must be exercised at all times.
At this time they are liable to be found between the sheets on retiring, in one's
wearing apparel on dressing, or the hand may be unwittingly placed on one quietly
resting on the back of a chair or other piece of furniture. No warning is given of
their presence save a slight whistling sound.
At the moment one is stung a peculiar characteristic pain is felt, and a small,
reddish spot, which is difficult to see, remains. Very shortly after the sting a series
of phenomena appear, dependent upon whether the person stung is susceptible to
the poison or not. It appears that certain individuals are immune to the poison,
and a few of this class permit themselves to be stu11g a number of times, in the
presence of an admiring audience, for a certain money consideration. This class,
except the slight pain and reddish spot above referred to, suffer no symptoms.
In the susceptible class shortly after the stingz. a very few moments, formication
begins near the site of injury and extends to the tnroat, nose, and face. So intense
becomes the sensation that the patient is compelled to violently rub the affected
parts for relief. Violent sneezing and blowing the nose, with copious expectoration
of mucus and saliva, follow.
The saliva drivels away from the corners of the m_outh. Muscular disorders now
supervene. First, frregnlar contractions of the muscles of the legs and arms occur,
followed by those of other parts of the body. The jaws become rigidly set, as in
tetanus, and on account of the severity of the convulsion control over the patient's
movements is lost. The muscular spasms appear and intermit after the manner of
the tetanic convulsion. If these convulsions increase in severity as the case progresses, it usually proves fatal; while, on the other hand, if they diminish in intem!ity
recovery generally occurs. During this convulsive period organic congestion takes
place; the lungs become congested and filled with bronchial secretion, the circulation rapid and irregular, and the respiration jerky in character. The temperature
rises to 103° or 104°, and the body becomes covered with profuse perspiration. The
eyes are congested, and the patient suffers from temporary nystagmus. Profuse
vomiting occurs, blood very frequently appearing among the ejecte~ matters. In
this terrible condition the patient usually succumbs to the poison, either through
asphyxia or congestion of the lungs.
The above symptoms arc developed in a varying time after t1?-e sting, from a fe:'
moments to one and a half hours. Yonng chi1<1reu f1:eqnently die from_ this cau~e. m
less than one hour after beiugstung. Dr. Santa Mana, who has practiced med1cme
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in Dnrango over forty years, remembe:r;s one case, a girl of 15 ycimi, who died in
less than one hour.
Except a sense of weariness, there remain no effects of the sting a few hours after
it has occurred in cases which recover. It appears that no autopsies have been made
on those dying from the effect of the sting, and consequently nothing is definitely
known of the lesions which occur. Deaths from this cause usually occur at home
and never in the hm,pitals, and it appears almost impossible to obtain the permission of the parents for an autopsy.
•
Considerable difficulty at times is experienced in making a diagnosis as to wheth er
the person bas been stung or not. This is especially the case when the accident
occurs at nig ht or during sleep. Great alarm is caused when a child suddenly starts
from a profound Blumber with a scream. The sting may be mistaken for the bite of
a cbinch or flea, which resembles the spot l eft by the scorpion very closely. Then
again the natives object very seriously to the exposure of the bo<ly after being stung,
believing that exposure to the air stops perspiration and thus augments the gravity
of the case. For these reasons, frequently much valuable time is lost and the
patient's life sacrificed for the want of prompt local treatmQD.t. Not infrequently
the diagnosis is postponed until the alternating clonic and tonic spasms appear.
Local treatment is imperatively demanded as quickly as possible after the sting.
A tourniquet should be placed around the limb between the site of fojury and the
heart. The spot should be burned or scarified and the poison drawn out by means
of suction or pressure. The lighted end of a cigar itt commonly used for this purpose, and appears to answer very well. The burn Rhould be well in'to the skin and
cover enough territory to insure a complete destru0tion of the poison. The physicians of Durango prefer the burning process to the scarifying, claiming that the
latter requires more or less skill, and is therefore less easily performed correctly
and satisfactorily.
In addition to the local treatment, hot baths, ammoniacal and alcoholic stimulants, pilocarpin, opium, and other sedatives are used. Chloral, with the bromitle
of potassium, is largely used to allay the muscular spasm.
Dr. Santa Maria uses chloroform inhalations with considerable success. He has
used this remedy since 1857, and claims that he has treated many hu,ndred cases
successfully, many of whom were infants and young children.
His method is as follows: As soon as the muscular disorders begin, he starts the
chloroform inhalations, and continues them from time to time, holding continually
under control the spasmodic tendency. In m any cases h e administers the remedy for
one, two, or three hours, but never resorts to complete anresthesia. Sometimes a
h alf dozen whiffs suffice, when the patient drops off into a quiet sleep . Should the
convulsions return, he again begins the chloroform. He has used as much as 200 c. c.
in one case before he could safely leave the patient. Although he does not regard
the chloroform treatment as a sine qua non for the scorpion sting, still he claims
good results in those cases which succumb to the poi son , since under its beneficent
effects the patient enjoys peace and comfort, and throu gh its use both he and the
surrounding friend s are spar,ed that terrible scene soon to terminate in death. Hypodermic injections of the chlorides of g old and lime aronncl the site of sting have also
been r ecommended, but h ave never been given a fair trial. Owing to the rapidity of
absor ption of the poison, this method is regarded as hardly practicable, Biuce it
woulcl generally be t oo late before the phyJician arrived prepared to administer the
injections. Tho suggestion of this treatment resulted from an article published by
Dr. Calmette, in t he Annals of the Pasteur Institute, in 1891, relative to tlie use of
these injections in persons bitten by the cobra de capello. It appears that the poisonou effects in the human system from the bite of the cobra are almost identical
with those produced by the sting of the scorpion.
~ or the principal facts embodied in this very imperfect report I am under obligations to Drs . Santa Maria ancl Hurera, two very able practitioners of Durango, who
have had a wide experience in tho treatment o persons stuug by the scorpion.
R e1Jo1·t by Maj. 0 . E. Mitnn concc1'1iing conclitio11s, sa11itary and nwclical, in Honolul1£
a11d the Bau·aiian islands.-In compliance with paragraph 56, Army Regulations, I
ha Ye the honor to ubmit the following report of observations made during a recent
brief 1 a ,·e of ab ence which allowed me to visit the Hawaiian Republic. Daring
tho three weeks of my stay n the islands I wa the recipient of mu h kindly attention from overnment official , b th military and civil, and. wa invited to vi it
pla
f profi sional inter t and list n to histori s of progr , such a w nlll
n aturally b enefit me, a a citizen and medi al o:ffi er of th
rmy. In general, th e
tandard of medical ducation n the i lands is high. Amon the able m n practicing in Honolulu I found on
r. John . McGrew, who bad h n a medi ·al director
f one f onr We tern armie and wor b lmtton ofth Lo al L gion. Th oung r
practition r that I m t
m d int lli c:nt aucl hone tl stri ing for sci n ifi c
adv an · m nt but a .. ·et h r bas b n n medical ociet. organiz d among h m.
E.·c· p in offi ·ial po ition , h EnO'li h- I akin g I racfition rs ha littl e ·peri nc
iu .A iatic communitie , the J a1>ane ancl hine o in th towns 1 referring heir own
T
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countrymen to treat them when sick or inju red; but most of the sugar a11d coffee
plantations employing cooly l abor have salaried medical men resident for their
care. Sometimes a salaried Government official, as the port physician at Hilo, has
also medical charge of extensive plantations in what is termed his district. The
native Hawaiians in the remote districts still confide in the mysteries of native medicine men, and I have heard much of the obstacles encountered by the Government
in its care of this interesting, fast disappearing race. A noble building in Honolulu
:provides 100 beds for t,hem. It is called "Queen's Hospital," situatetl in a beautiful
park near the center of the city~ The wards were clean and comfortable, and the
patients seemed to be carefully treated, fed, and nursed. I was informed by .Dr. C.
B. Woo1l, the resident surgeon, that septic cases rarely developeJ. in the bnilding,
though he was constantly making important operations in the plainly furnished
operating room. One convalescent patient showed me bis appendix vermiformis in
a bottle. ~ye cases, including sections for cataract, are frequent. This hospital
receives all casualties from strangers and seamen, and has a number of rooms for
paying patients, though it may be classed as a Government charity. One ward
receives such cases of registered prostitutes as may be sent for treatment by the
officer charged with. their weekly examination; other b eds ar filled b y cases from
the military barracks, those who may be ordered to hospital at the daily surgeon's
call, for as yet there is no separate hospital at the military post.
Not attempting to pi:oporly describe tliis building ::md its management, I can say
that it would be creditable to any city, and considering the clas of Hs patient.a,
the peculiar types of disease, typhoid, remittent, and other fevers, th e success of
the physi cian seems wonderful. The climate aids, of course, for all convalescents
and many sick are kept on the broad verandas most of the time. It was curiou~
to see the convalescents and suitable cases eating poi, a fermented paste made
from taro-esculenta, at mealtime with their fingers, if accustomed. I saw two
cases of beriberi in these wards, both Japanese, but learned uothing new of treatment. The prognosis in most cases was hopeless. I was told the disease is rather
frequently imported from Japan. The cases of fever seen were interesting from the
fact that most of them are continued, do not yield to quinine, are not distinctly
remittent, and do not present the typhoid curve. lJr. Wood says it is not enteric nor
malarial fever, but I believe from a study of several records that it is typhoid, modified by race and climate. I observed it was best treated by mineral acids, salol, and
other drugs deemed intestinal antiseptics.
Leprosy for many years has been the most important problem for the Government
physicians. I was permitted to visit th o experimental hospital in the snhurbs of
Honolulu. There were 15 cases presented for my examination, representing the
younger and less hopeless types . . These are now divided in groups of three or five,
each group treated by a physician who is a memuer of a board of five. Each member treats his assigned cases substantially as be pleases, and from week to week
notes the results of the use of bis prescriptions. A photograph apparatus and
bacteriological laboratory are adjuncts to the service.
The bacteriologist· was absent at the time of my visit pursuing a course qf study
in Baltimore. Dr. Myer, one of the board, informed me that several of his cases
had much improved by the use of cantharidate of soda, full diet, and warm baths,
morning and night. They also prescribe creosote largely. There aro now about
1,200 lepers segregated at the leper settlement at Molokai regarded iucurable. By
far the largernumberarenative Hawaiians. It was curious to note that possibly the
Asia.tics did not bring the disease to the islands, for it was known in the earliest history of the native population long before the arrival of the Chinese. It may be mentioned here that tbe population of the islands, now about 100,000, includes some
25,000 Japanese and 23,000 Chinese.
I have visited the Government dispensary, where large numbers are skillfully
treated by officers appointed and paid by regular appropriation; the city prison, with
its hospital, mocle1s of good order and neatness, and the hospital for the in ane. At
this last ne-arly all the patients, about 60, were in the yard, a, ueautiful park-like
inclosnre, where they are kept most of the time. The buildings were small wooden
pavilions, neat and orderly inside and out. The locality from whence tho cholera
infection spread in August and September, 1895, was especially interestin g, as it was
easy to obsen-e how favorable to the dissemination of the germ were the conditions.
In this epidemic there were about 80 cases and 60 deaths. Very much lrns 1 een done
to improve this district under the direction of the board of health, and impor~ant
work is in progress. I attended a meeting of the board of health and was surpris~d
to notice the scope and importance of their action. They seem to order and superv~se
with authority all kinds of sanitary improvement. Not only supervision of abattoirs
and fish markets, waterworks, and quarantine, but the planting of trees by the thousands at Molokai. Their action, sustained by the Government, confined tho cholera
cases to Honolulu, preventing its spread to the other islands, and in a :vond rf~lly
short time destroyip.g every focus of infection. The work of this board 1s de ervmg
of the highest praise.
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The military establishment of the country now consists of two companies of regular infantry, paid and officered as a permanent force, and at least one regiment of
uniformed and fairly well-drilled national guards; there is also a reserve force known
as a citizen guard, but I did not ascertain the number. The whole force is under
the immediate command of Col. R.H. McLean, formerly one of our naval officers.
I witnessed a review of about 600 of these troops and was pleased at their soldierly
bearing, appropriate and neat uniform, and fine marching. Frequent drills and
untiring instruction both by day and in the evening are l'.apidly molding this force
into formidable shape for national defense. The medical department is as yet but
partly organized. One officer with the rank of captain bolds a daily surgeon's call at
the barracks, bnt there is no hospital corps, and cases needing attention in bed are
sent to the "Queen's Hospital." The barracks were models of perfect sanitary condition, and the ration, w ell cooked and served, exceeds ours in quality and variety.
Tb·e general health of these well-cared-for men was excellent.
I will close this report, perhaps already too much extended, by briefly remarking
on the general sanitary fitness of Honolulu as a military station. Important improvements in water supply now in progress and the sewerage system contemplated in the
immediate future will make the city a most desirable residence, even abealthresort,
for any nationality. The trade winds and porous soil, black sand over coral rock,
have thus far prevented the common effects of cesspool poisoning, though it is to be
feared immense areas of the city are more or less saturated. Honolulu with its beautiful streets, shaded lawns, and gentle slopes can be matle an earthly paradise, and
its surrounding elevations offer most healthful sites for post life and quarters for
large bodies of troops. The temperature is mild and equable, tempered by the trade
winds-not too hot or cold. The rainfall is abundant and droughts are rare. Sea
bathing is enjoyed in the suburbs of the city to a degree, as I believe, seen nowhere
else on earth.
.
SANITARY CONDITION OF THE ARMY.
QUARTERS.

In four instances during the course of the year attention was
specially invited by medical officers to the insanitary and generally
worthless condition of the barrack buildings at their posts. The barracks at Fort Preble, Me., were characterized as very old and not
worth repairing. At Fort Ouster, Mont., the barracks, with one exception, are old and dilapidated, all the floors uneven, worn through m
places, and so near the ground that the gubfloor space can not be cleaned
nor inspected, except by taking up the floor. The antique and dilapidated condition of the buildings at Whipple Barracks, Ariz., has been
reported on various occasions. They are overcrowded and poorly ventilated. Estimates for additions to relieve the overcrowding have been
disapproved. In July and August, 1895, the improvement of this post
was again discussed and urged by the chief surgeon in the hope that
early and favorable action would be taken by the War Department.
As previously reported, the barracks at St. Francis Barracks, Fla., are
old and in bad repair, while the dormitories are so crowded that the
bunks nearly touch each other.
The conditions affecting the ca emates at Fort Adams, R. I., and
Fort Trumbull, Conn. (mentioned in my last annual report), the damp
walls insufficient ventilation and. unlight have again been reported.
Ton illitis and bronchitis, a cribed by tbe urgeon to dampn
and
defe.ctive ventilation occurred iu the family of the officer occupyin
a emate quarter No. 5 at Fort Trumbull. The ubject wa. in
tigated fully, with the re ult hat the e quarter will not hereafter be
con idered a ignable a officer ' uarter .
Defective heating of the uad room , of the barra k at Fort aJla
Walla, a b., wa r p rted in ~ ruary, 1 96 as du in art to an
inferior qua1i t of al an l to a r < t ~r xt n t an in uffi ien y of
tov s and he diffi ulty f e jnri· part ti r h r pair f to e in u e.
In on e u n of hi h m n k
th
II flat r cl
d a there
wa no approa Ii to · fort dnrin °· ·oJ l w atb r wi h th m open.
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Defect.ive heating was reported at Fort Brady, Mich., as lihe indirect
cause of the occurrence of torisillitis among the troops. The cases came
only from the companies occupying the end quarters of the barracks,
which, from their situation, are more exposed to draughts and more difficult to heat than the interior quarters. To avoid these draughts the
men were accustomed to close the ventilators. Special attention having been given to the heating and ventilation, the disease disappeared.
In January, 1895, Maj. H. McElderry, surgeon, was led to make an
investigation into the efficiency of the ventilation in the dormitories at
Fort Robinson, Nebr., on account of the occurrence of a large number
of cases of tonsillitis among the men. In cousequence of this inquiry
he recommended a system of winter ventilation such as is described in
Circular 10, S. G. 0., series 1877, consisting of air ducts leading from
both sides of the building under the floor and opening underneath a
jacketed stove, with exit apertures in the ceiling near the side and
end walls, leading into a cylinder of galvanized iron, tin, or earthenware ·
18 inches in diameter surrounding the stovepipe from the ceiling, where
it rests on an earthenware collar, to 3 feet above the roof, the top of
the cylinder capped and the stovepipe projecting a foot. or two above
the cap of the cylinder. In No·v ember, 1895, report was made that the
inlet ducts had been constructed and openjngs made under the stoves,
but that tlle jackets for the stoves, the foul-air exits, and the cylinders
for the stovepipe were not yet in 11lace. In ?anuary, February, March,
and April the surgeon renewed his recommendations for the completion
of the scheme of winter ventilation of the dormitories, but no action
seems to have been taken. A similar system of winter ventilation was
recommended by the same medical officer with better success at Fort
Niobrara, Nebr., in January, 1896.
At Fort Douglas, Utah, in December, 1895, Maj. A. 0. Girard, surgeon, recommended. air boxes beneath the floor, opening underneath
the stove, with the latter jacketed to a height of only 14 to 18 inches,
sufficient to give an upward direction to the entering air, and not
euough to interfere with direct radiation. Instead, however, of placing
the exits in the ceiling, which he regarded as permitting too great a
loss of heat, he recommended that the stovepipe joint nearest the
chimney be replaced by a T, havin'g a pipe running from it perpendicularly to within 12 inches of the floor. ln May, 1896, he reported that
the ventilating flues introduced experimentally into the quarters of one
of the companies had proved satisfactory, and that no case of disease
attributable to defective ventilation had occurred in that company since
the introduction of the flues in January; while a number of severe cases
had occurred in the other companies. He therefore recommended that
fresh-air boxes and exit flues be introduced into all the dormitorie , so
as to be available during the coming winter. The commanding officer
approved this recommendation, and the quartermaster was directed to
carry it into effect. In the pavilion hospitals of the war of the rebellion
this system of fresh-air ducts beneath the stove and exit shafts around
the stovepipe gave satisfactory results. It 'is to be observed, however,
that complaint of insufficiently warmed air flooding the floor of the
ward and chilling the feet of those not confined to bed came occasionally from wards in which the ventilating shaft was run upward from
near the floor, with the stovepipe entering it at a height of 8 feet. A
strong and steady air movement toward the lower end of the shaft
was established, and in cold weather this was uncomfortable.
The surgeon at Vancouver Barracks, Wash., reported tbe need of
some provision for artificial ventilation in the barracks of that post.

/
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Overcrowding in the quarters occupied by laundresses and married
soldiers was noted specially at only one post, Fort Assinniboine, l\Iont.,
where t.he commanding officer used every effort to remedy the evil.
FORT ASSINNIBOINE, MONT.-Capt. P.R. Egan, October, 1895.-The quarters occnpie<l by the laundresses or camp followers are all filled to the limits 0f health, while
in some instances that limit bas been very much overstretched. In the buildin g
known as the "Scouts' Quarters/' a, sergeant, his wife, eight small children, and one
grandr.hild and son-in-law occupy two rooms. Eight persons sleep in one of these
rooms, which is 18 by 15 by 9 feet; the other room, which is the same size, is usetl as
a kitchen, dining, and wash room, besides being used as a dormitory for three persons. In quarters No. 48, one room, 12 by 15 by 9 feet, is occupied by two famili es,
one consisting of husband, wife, and three chiluren, and the other of husband, wife,
and one child. In a shed made by boarding up a porch they wash for 20 men and
do their cooking; in cold weather this porch can no longer be used for these purposes. In quarters No. 47, a sergeant, his wife, and two children occupy a room of
the same size, in which they have to live, cook, and wash. In this climate, where
for six months in the year the admission of unheated fresh air is almost an impossi bility, it is to be wondvred at if such crowding does not lead to serious disease. It
is believed that it would be more hnmane to the families themselves, and a decid ed
saving to the Government, if colored regiments could be prevented from having such
an excess of camp followers.

At Fort Niobrara, Nebr., Capt. George McOreary reported the squad
rooms of five companies as· furnishing only from 400 to 500 cubic feet
of space per man of the average occupancy. He claimed that one
result of this crowding was at once perceptible by a strong, disagreeable odor to anyone entering the dormitories in 1he early morning, and
that tlie number of headaches attributable to this cause was large. He
recommended that action to provide increased space be taken immediately, that the condition of the men in this respect might be improved
before the approach of cold weather, when the windows cease to be
available for ventilation. On the approval of the post commander
estimates for the additions were forwarded by the quartermaster.
The marked improvements that have been made during the past fe'Y
years in the sanitary condition of our inilitary posts is specially marufest in the fact that during the past year no report was received concerning the crowded condition of prison rooms or guardhouses, 1~or
concerning the want of ventilation or repair of the buildings occupied
for prison purposes. Formerly unfavorable criticism on the quarters
provided for men under guard was as common as it is now infrequent.
DRAINAGE .AND SEWERAGE.

Inefficient surface drainage 'at a military post appears from the sa~itary reports to be a rarity, as the only post at which such a condition bas been mentioned during the year js Fort Niagara, N. Y., where
the surface watl'r on the parade ground, according to the report
covered the board walk after each rainfall for a distance of 6 yard .
Inefficient ubsoil drainage wa noted at Fort Adam , I . I., where tlrn
underground gullies are constantly filled from pring , and at Fort
Wadsworth, . Y., where there is a large marshy spot ju t behind th e
ca emates occupied by the guard and Batt ry D, Fir t rtill ry. Th
surgeon attribut s the large ick rate of thi batt ry t the dampn
of oil and r omm nds improved drainage or, better, that a barra k
building be con. ·tru ted for the men in me other part f the r ervation. To a high level of the nb oil wat rat rtain a on at F rt
in at
. ::.\'.Iex., is attri ut d , reval nc of t n rn · i diarrb al
catarrhal, and rh umati di ea
whi h i unu ual in th dry rac_ing, and ealtbful ·Jimat of ew i!I ':Xi ·o. Thi po t wa · d tro eel by
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fire July 2, 1896. In rebuilding it a site to the west of the old paralle
ground should be selected as being dry aud well drained by a ravine
ou either side.
A protest was entered by Capt. Henry I. Raymond, assistaut surgeon
at Fort Niagara, N. Y., against the disposal of liquid wastes on the
ground in the immediate vicinity of buildings. There is no provision
for carrying off these wastes from tbe old French barracks and castle, ~
now occupied by the families of uine enlisted men, aud the result is
that the saturated ground exhales noxious effluvia. Typhoid fever
bas occurred in the old barracks and malarial manifestations have been
.frequent, while unavoidable exclusion of direct sunlight, dampness of
the walls, anct the avoidable evils of bad drainage and poor policing
have brought about a deteriorated condition of system in several of the
ind wellers of tliese old buildings.
The condition of the drail1age Rystem of Fort Sill, Okla., has been
described in several annual reports from this office. According to the
present post surgeon the system is now hopelessly beyond repair.
Complaints of the stench caused by clogging aud overflow are of constant occurrence. At Fort Assiuniboine, Mont., a system of subsoil
disposal of lavatory and kitchen waste has been put in operation at
the barracks. An iron pipe carries the waste water 3 feet beyond tlie
waIJ of tlie building. From this point a drain extends for a distance
of 30 yards and ends in a cavity about 2 feet deeper than the drain.
Tlle floor of the drain is formed by the sand and gravel of the soil-its
roof, with that of its terminal expansion, consists of wooden slabs G to
8 feet below the surface. As soon as the water leaves the iron pipe
it begins to sink into the porous soil. Of course, on account of the
warmth of tlte building, foul-ground air will be draughted into tlle
kitchen through this pipe, as it .is probably u11trapped. This leaching
drain is intended ouly as a, temporary expedieut u11til a proper system
of sewerage can be introduced, and as being an improvement on the
former method of diffusing the waste water over the surface in mud
holes to the inconvenience of travel.
The earth pits at Fort Washakie, Wyo., have been frequently condemned in the reports from this office. It is under -tood that dry-earth
boxes will be introduced as soon as the sawmill at the post is in working condition. It is impossible to keep wooden boxes free from taint
when used for this purpose. Pails or troughs of galvanized iron,
mounted on low wheels for convenience in removal, are much more
cleanly, durable, and economical. .
Concerning the efficiency of the dry-earth system there is ample testimony from the experieuce of many military posts. Where complaint
is made there is found on investigation to be some want of the necessary
care in carrying out the-details of the method. As au instance in point,
it was reported of one post during the year that" in only one closet was
any dry earth found, and in that no evidence of its systematic use." The
action taken by the post commander on this report was to call the attention of company commanders to this negligence, and on his next in pection the surgeon found the dry-earth closets in sati factory condition.
At the large and important post of Fort Meade, S. Dalr., privy pit
are still in use. Capt. W.R. R. Fisher, as istaut surgeou, in bis report
for February, 1896, made an earnest appeal for a better method of di ·
posal of excreta, and his views were approve<l by his superior a~ po t
and department headquarters. A suitable sewerage system ~111 no
doubt be considered in connection with the reconstruction of th1 po.·t.
The privy pits at Fort Keogh, Mont., al o should_ be filled up and
replaced by the dry-earth system until sewers are bmlt.
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A. sewerage system for Fort Clark, Tex., was discussed in a recent
sanitary report. The practicability of establishing such a system was
considered doubtful. Owing to the contour of the post, the only outlet
is into the Las Moras Creek, which would thus be polluted for those
living below the post and depending on the creek for their water supply. Besides, on account of the rocky character of the ground, all
excavations would have to be blasted, some of the trenches to a depth
of 18 .feet, the expense of which would be very great.
Obstructions of sewers were reported from several posts. At Fort
·Huachuca, Ariz., the roots of trees penetrated the joints of the sewer
pipe and blocked the ·sewers, which had to be dug up at several points.
Another obstruction at this post was due to a sag in the line of pipe, in
which sediment collected. The insufficiency of the fall at Fort Ringgold,
· Tex., specially.mentfoned iu the last annual report from this office, was
the cause of the blocking of pipes at that post. At Fort Barrancas,
Fla., the ·mouth of the sewer became so frequently obstructed that·an
expenditure was recently authorized for material and labor to change the
sewer line and obviate this difficulty.
At Fort Douglas, Utah, the surgeon, Maj. A. C. Girard, reported that
the faulty method of surface disposal of the sewage of the post created
a nuisance, which, owing to its proximity to residences near the re~ervation, would eventually involve the United States in damage smts,
and recommended the utilization of the sewage on the post garden by
means of surface or subsoil irrigation as advocated by George E. Waring, jr., C. B., and as adopted at Sherborn and Lenox, Mass.; theinsane
asylum near London, Canada; Eastern Insane Asylum of Pennsylvania, and the Maryland Hospital for the Insane. The post commander
approved of this recommendation as being the simplest, least expensive, and most effective and expeditious way of establishing a sewerage
system at the post. The objections to connecting with the sewerage
system of Salt Lake City are, primarily, the expense, as the shortest
distance from the post to the city limits is 1 mile, and, secondly, t~e
difference in level (700 feet) between the post and city, which ft _1s
claimed would jncrease dangerously the pressure of the sewer air 1_n
the drains and on the traps of the post. In considering expense it
must be remembered that when the construction for subsoil irrigation
hal3 been completed a certain amount of expense with constant work
and supervision is necessary to carry on the process of dispo al of the
liquid on the soil and of the solids that accumulate in the tank; but
the expense attending connection with the system of the city ends when
the connecting sewer bas been built. The difference in level constitutes
no practical objection to the latter method, as internal pressure can be
relieved by free communication with the external air and properly
arranged trap in tbe drain and fixtures. Iu the one case the ewage
ha to be dispo eel of on the reservation, requiring continuou attention
to prevent a nui ance; in the other it i removed to a di tance by water
carriage almo t automatically. I am therefore inclined, from th anitary tandp int, to recommend conn ction with the ci y sewerage ' · t m rather than u . oil irrigation, which hould be re orted to only
wh n. ffi i nt r m val au not oth rwi e be ]1ad.
The fault f h
werag y tern ;i,t i ort Bayard
J\Iex. have
b n br uo-ht
n i · y tlle urg on apt. WiJJiam 0. Ow n jr. wh
in a ·h m n hly aui ary r port fi r the p t w or thre y ar h
ur d th
• rn tion of , w 11- · n i red y t m.
t pre ent dr
n
i u cl fi r , ret and h
.w r carr ff nl wa te
t r · ut th y r
rly r, 1 p l un ntilated I aky, and otherwise
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Concerning the primitive an<l imperfect sewerage system at Whipple
Barracks, .Ariz., the commanding officer states that it can not be remedied without an entire replacement on new and modern principles, not
justified by all other conditions or the probable life of the post.
WATER SUPPLIES.

An insufficient water supply was reported from a few posts. Doubtful
or bad quality of water was reported from others, and filtration suggested for their purification.
The supply at Fort Canby was reported deficient in August, 1895.
The quantity required daily exceeded the supply, and the bath houses
had to be closed. The scarcity was due to the rainfall having been
unusually light during the year, 20 inches less than the average. The
supply consists mainly of surface water impounded in ravines and piped
to a cistern, from which it is pumped to a distributing reservoir. Plans
submitted three years ago for utilizing the rainfall on the buildings of
the post were not favorably considered. Subsequent to the beginning
of the fall rains the supply was ample; but in connection with probable
deficiency during the dry season, the post surgeon invited attention to
the availability of a spring near the new light-house on North Head,
which, during the scarcity of Aug-qst, discharged enough to fill a 2-inch
pipe.
·
In my report for the year ending June 30, 1894, I stated that the
insufficiency of the water supply at Fort Warren, Boston Harbor, had
· been remedied by connecting with the mains of the Boston City supply
through the medium of the supply pipe for Gallups Island. It appears,
however, that this connection has not proved the efficient remedy that
it was expected to be. The pipe is laid along the shore of Gallups
Island at about tide level for.1,925 feet and thence under water by a
pipe of special manufacture for 1,440 feet to the shore of Georges Island,
on which Fort Warren is built, where it bec01;nes an ordinary underground distributing pipe, leading to the fortification and the cottages on
the beach. Very shortly after the pipe was laid, December 12, 1893,
the water was turne off because of a leak occasioned by the anchor of
a schooner. Since then leaks in tbe pipe have been of frequent occurrence from such causes and from freezing of the pipe at the tide line on
Gallups Island. Fishermen often seek shelter in stress of weather under
the lee of Georges Island and damage the pipe with their anchors.
Divers report that the line of pipe has quite a zigzag course, owing to
this and to the strong tidal currents in the harbor. The water was
turned off December 31, 1894:, because of a break supposed to be between
Long Island and Gallups. This was reported to the city, which is
responsible for this part of the pipe, and it was learned that an inspection would be made and the injury repaired as soon as the weather
permitted. Not until September 15, 1895, however, was the water again
turned on. The city found numerous repairs neces ary, and to avoid
future breaks a trench was dredged along the bottom of the bay for the
protection of the pipe. Breaks also occurred from freezing in several
places on Gallups Island, where the pipe had but a light covering of
sand. Since December 31, 1894, water in the wells and ci~terns of the
post has been u ed, and when this supply became ~xhausted water was
purcha ed and brought from Boston in a water boat at considerable
expense; and, in fact, the same condition of affairs continues to the
present time, for the sanitary report for April, 1896, states that tbe
water for the supply of the post is brought from Boston in the steamer
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ReuAute daily and pumped into the distributing tank. Tliis is supplemented by :filling the tank once or twice a week from the wells and
cisterns. Salt wat er is pumped daily for uie in the latrines and for the
periodic :flushing of the sewers. Capt. Paul Clendenin made a special
r eport on the condition ,of the water supply at this post in January last,
a copy of which was furnished for the consideration of a board of officers, of which h e was appointed a member, convened February 18, to
determine and recommend a permanent system of water supply.
At Columbus Barracks a deficiency of water ,fas reported durin g the
p ast summer, especially noticeable toward evening. An alla1ysis of this
water by Prof. Curtis 0. Howard, of the Starling Medical College, bas
been placed on record in parts per 100,000,- as follows: Tota] solids, 59.7;
mineral matt er, 40.3; organic and volatile, 19.4; iron, 0.69; hardness,
36.9; t emporary, 20. 7; free ammonia, 0.035; albuminoid ammonia, 0.006;
nitrites, none; nitrates, 0.034; chloriu, 0.14; oxygen required, 0.08. The
la.rge quantity of free ammonia is regarded as due to the reduction of
nitrates, and not to any recent decomposition of' nitrogenous organic
matters. The water is much harder than is desirable, and t,be presence
of the iron is objectionable, as it exists in quantity perceptible t o t~e
taste and gives a reddish stain to all containing vessels. The orgamc
purity of the water is, however, beyond question.
A temporary deficiency of wat er occurred at :F ort Monroe in December last on account of the prevailing dry weather. The ci~terns of some
of the officers' quarters were empty, and water had to be carried from
a distan ce for bathing and :flush\ng closets. The use of salt water for
the closets and urinals, suggested by the surgeon, was not approved, aR
it involved a.n expense for a new water system, which would be unnecessary if the supply from two wells recently recommended should prove
as large a s anticipa ted. Water was struck in the artesian boring at
Chamberlin's Hotel a t a depth of 945 feet. It fl.owed freely, but was
saline and unfit for drinking purposes.
A scarcity, also temporary in character, was experienced at Fort
Grant durin g the past year. Until t wo years ago a wat er famine was
· anticipa ted at this post every summer, but the line of pipe h aviu g been
extended at that time up the canyon to a p oint where there seemed to be
a liber al aud p ermanent supply, it was supposed that the water question h ad been settled. Toward the middle of September, 1895, the
supply was so short that it was difficult to get enough from the mains
for ordinary household purposes. Maj. E . F . Gardner surgeon, r eported
as follows :
Fortunately t h e h eavy r ains of the l atter p ar t of th e month r el ieved t h e situation,
and there is now sufficient. T h e water suppl ied to the p ost is simply upland urface
water, and t h e amount is entirely d ependent on the l ocal rainfall . After th e ·upply
from melted now in the mountains is exlrnuste<l. in the sprino-, if there is no sum mer
rai n, t h ere is no water, as may be ·eeu fro m th e fact t h at although 4 incbe. of rain
fell dnriu,,. the month of August-and this is au unusual fall fo r this place-there wa ·
a shortage of water before the mi ddle of September. As i n tho case of all such up-_
plies thore is much wa tage, for after the re ervoirs are :fill d the remainder run off
andislo. li, sofara tho po tsnpplyi concerned . Atpresen tthern i p !entyofwater
but in t wo or three weeks from now thero may be a bortage again. The wat er que. tion i one t h at will require consideration, unl ss there i a clrnnge of climate in
t bi locality.

Thi. r por Jed to a fu ll con , i<l ration of the con d ition at Fort Gr an t
and plan a11d e imat , ere rnad ou t for machiu ry pum
tc. for
in rea iug the , upply but tb<: e were not appro ] on a un f tbe
11
•
lar 0 • amount x1 n led o r e11tly in xtending th l r
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The water supplied to the garrison of the Presidio of San Francisco,
Cal., is pumped from wells sunk in the southern part of the reservation.
The quantity furnished is insufficient, particularly in the dry season, but
the Quartermaster's Department is taking steps to increase the number
of w~lls and to add to the storage capacity.
Maj. J. B. Girard, su1·geon, December, 1895.-The water furnished to this garrison js
obtained from wells sunk on the southern side of the reservation and pumped into a
reservoir located on a pornt close by and moderately elevated above the post bnildings. The capacity of the reservoir according to the best obtainaule calculations is
440,640 gallons, and the endeavor of the pumping engineer is to keep it const,antly
filled up. Were he successful in attaming that object it is evident that the garrison
could al ways depend on an abundant supply of water for all purposes. Unfortunately,
instPad of such being the case, it is found that so long as the escape pipe is open,
the level of the water in the r eservoir, in spite of the pumping, tends to p:et lower;
and in order to preserve the balance, and to prevent the final emptying of the reservoir, said escape pipe is closed during a certain number of hours at night, and
reopened in the morning. Observations accurately taken <luring the past few weeks
at times when the reservoir was closed show that the pumps, working unremittingly, will deliver an average of about 4,165 gallons of water per hour, or 99,960
gallons per day. If, as stated before, the contents of the reservoir tend to escape
faster than they are pumpe<l in, the inference is that the garrison requires more water
than is furnished, or that the quantity named above is not actually delivered. If,
in addition, the fact is duly considered that the water supply now obtained from
the wells 'is used exclusively by the human population of the post for drinking,
washing, and the flushing of closets and sewers, and that there are in the garrison
over 500 public animals entitled to good water and who do not get it; that, furthermore, a great deal of water is needed for the irrigation of gardens, lawns, and ornamental shrubbery as well as for the sprinkling of roadways during the dry season;
that, finally, the _danger of fires in a post made up mostly of wooden buildings makes
it absolutely necessary that there should always be an a1?undant reserve supply of
water on hand for their suppression, the conclusion seems unavoidable that the water
supply as delivered at present is insufficient.
Lieut. Col. A. S. Kimball, chief q·u artermaster.-The reservoir bolds aliout 460,000
gallons. The water has been shut off from the post from 12 o'clock midnight to 4
a. m. each night during the past few weeks for the purpose of accurately testing the
inflow to the reservoir, not for the purpose of preventing the emptying of tbe reservoir. The tests made show that about 100,000 gallons of water daily have been
delivered into the re~ervoir, sometimes as much as 115,000 gallons; also that the daily
consumption of water at the post at this season of the year is about 90,000 gallons.
It has therefore been practicable recently to shut down the pumps occasionally, the
supply of water pumped being larger than the demand. During the warm, dry season
the quantity of ·water consumed at the :post is believed to have been double what it
is now, and it was then difficult to maintain the supply.
On November 18 the reservoir came near being emptied, notwithstanding the fact
that the pumps at that time were kept running constantly. One hundred gallons
per diem for each person at the post should be a sufficient quantity. For the whole
post the amount at that rate would be about 90,000 gallons per day, and this can be
supplied by the present plant pnmping twenty hours daily. The animals at the post
are supplied from a fl.owing well northeast of the existing stables. The water from
this well is conveyed by means of a wooden flume to troughs near the stables, is of
good quality and sufficient in quantity for all the animals. When new stables are
constructed, on the site filled for the purpose on a lower level than th~ existing
stables, it is proposed to pipe water from the well referred to to each stable, arnl it
will not be necessary to connect the stables and corral with the post water mains.
Tests are now being made by measurements taken through a weir to determine the
capacity of each of the existing wells at the pumping works, not only to the suction
limit of the main pump, but also to the full depth of the wells, in order th at when
the necessary data are obtained recommendations may be made for such additional
improvements as may be necessary to furnish with eight hours' pumping per diem a
sufficient supply of water for the needs of the post. * * * There is no question
but that a sufficient supply of good potable water is contained in the water-bearing
strata below tho surface of the ground in the immediate vicinity of the present pl ant.
The existing wells have now supplied the needs of the Presidio for upward of a
year, and the recent tests, showing a capacity of 100,000 to 150,000 gallons per di em,
have been made after the end of the long dry season, before sufficient rains haYo
fallen to have any tendency to increase the efficiency of the wells and when the wells
are consequently fnrnishing the minimum supply. Either one of th e pnm:ps :it tl1e
new works is capable of delivering 40,000 gallons per hour into the reservoH, 1£ suf-
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ficient water were available to run it at its full capacity. The problem to be solved
is to obtain sufficient water by sinking additional wells where the underground supply is found to be most abundant, and to raise this water to the suction limit of the
pumps by deep-well pumps or other means, so that one of the main pumps may be
run more nearly to its full capacity and supply the wants of the Presidio by pumping
not to exceed eight hours per diem.
To this end tests and experiments are being made on which to base recommendations for the necessary improvements, and no effort will be spared by me to a,ccomplish this result. As regards the suitability of the water from the flowing well in
the marsh northeast of existing stables at the Presidio for use of animals, I inclose
copy of report of analysis made March 13, 1894, by Thomas Price & Son, analytical
chemists of this city. This water is classed by these chemists as suitable for domestic purposes as well as for the use of animals.
The question of the potability of this water I regard as important, as it is proposed to r ecommend the expenditure of a considerable sum for sinking a new and
w ell-constructed well in the same vicinity and for piping the water to the new
stables when . they are erected. The water furnished for domestic purposes at the
Presidio from the wells at the new pumping works near Mountain Lake is clear,
colorless, odorless, well aerated, and perfectly safe for domestic use, and is classed by
Professor Price as among the best water to be obtained anywhere.
.
Thomas Price 9· Son, chemists, San Francisco, Gal.-The total residue per pmted
States gallon amounts to 26.36 grains, of which 2.04 grains are chlorine, eqmvalent
to 3.35 grains common salt. The free ammonia present amounts to 0.04 part per
million, and the albuminoid ammonia to 0.06 part per million.
.
Brig. Gen. Jarnes W. Forsyth, cornmanding de1Ja1·tment.-When the system herem
referred to for supplying water to the Presidio garrison was adopted, it was hoped
that the wells provided would furnish an ample supply of water for all the needs of
the situation. It was soon demonstrated that during the dry season there were not
sufficient wells, and others were added. These, however, were still not sufficient to
supply all the water that was desirable during the continuance of dry weather, but
since the rainy season has begun it is believed that an ample supply of water h.as
been furnished. More w~lls and a larger reservoir are features of improvements for
which the necessary steps a.re now being taken to add to the water system at the
Presidio. vVhen these improvements are completed, it is believed that the water
supply will then be ample for the garrison as at present constituted. At any rate,
the probabilities are sufficiently promising to justify a thorough trial of that met~od
of meeting the necessities of the situation before resort to connection with the city
water system. Proper efforts are therefore being made to perfect the water supply,
and it is believed that these efforts will :finally meet with success.

The quality of the reserve supply of water stored in the cem~nt-lined
brick cisterns of Alcatraz Island was made the subject of criticism by
Capt. H. E. McVay. The daily supply is brought from San Francisco
by steamer and is pumped into tanks on the citadel for distribution.
This water is contaminated by drainage from certain hog ranches, market
gardens, and small unsewered settlements. Its average free ammonia
is about 0.014 and its albuminoid 0.016 parts per 100,000. When from
any cause the daily supply is not received, reserve water from the cisterns is pumped by wind power into the tanks. These cisterns, which
are in excellent repair, have a capacity of 250,000 gallons, and as sea
water i ' used for anitary purposes, the daily emergency drain on the
re, erve upply amount, to only about 5,000 gallon . The great body of
water ther fore remains practically unchanged from month to mon h.
Three ear ago the ci terns were cleaned out and filled. the cover of
the manhole cemented down, and all rain or other , water inflow
n the warm, dark, tightly closed ci tern the organic matxcluded.
ter originally pr " nt in the water underwent bange, and a lim.
sedime t ollect d on he bottom and ide . W uter drawn and allow cl
t stand over ight d velop an Ulll lea ant odor and mi ro 01 ic
examinati u f th edim nt di ·ov r many form f auimal and ve ·
tabl Ii£ includin · om whi 11 ar gen rally r c gniz d a a
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wi h mark d rg ui
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It has been recommended that the cisterns be pumped out one at a time, cleaned
anJ fillell with a fresh supply of water, anti. that all communication betwoen the
olu and the new water be eutirely cut off uut,il all the cisterns have been cleaned
and refilled, the old water in the meantime being gradually used up. This recommendation is being carried out. The floors and walls are being thoroughly washed,
anti. every effort is being made to put the cisterns in the best possible sanitary condition . It is to be hoped these efforts may result in au improvement, for a time at
least, in the quality of the stored water. If no improvement result, or if after a
time the same condition of affairs as exists at present recur, there is no alternative
but to endure it or to procure the supply from a purer source, the latter of which is
greatly to be desired.

The post of Jefferson Barracks draws its water from the city mains of
St. Louis, lYio. Complaint of inadequacy and of turbidity has frequently
been made, as, for instance, in the following from a report by Maj. R.H.
White, surgeon :
The water supply is inadequate in quantity and of a quality that requires filtration and boiling before use as food. The present po_pulation of the post is approximately 931, 653 human and 278 animal, and the monthly water supply 3,333,333¼
gallons, costing $412, or more than 100 gallons per hoad daily. Tho aggregate quantity
of water would thus seem to give an allowance to oach individual sufficient for sanitary purposes; but in fact the water supply has on many occasions during the month
been immfficient for the demands of the bathroom, the water-closet, and other domestic
uses of the post. This argues faulty distribution or inadequate pressure, either of
which may be easily remedied by the engineer, or perhaps leakage-or waste may be
implied. Inadequacy of the water snpp]y can and should be corrected.
It is within the fact also to say that the water supply always contains much suspended matter, which may at any time be in part dilute sewage, infected with the
germs of typhoid fever and other water-borne diseases. Sedimentation_and filtration
can be so applied on the reservation as to give an ample supply of clear and pure wat er
at n, cost small when compared with tbe beneficial result. Machinery for tlte manufacture of ice and for the supply of distilled water, bored or artesian wells in sufficient number, or the two methods combined, would accomplish the same object , and
one of these wells within a short distance of the reservation, 140 feet deep, shows
what can be clone on that plan. The importance of this matter is shown b y the
recent remark of an English sanitarian: "Every fatal case of typhoid is in fact a
violent death, an example of water poisoning, and should be the subject of sanitary
inquest.'1

The water of Las Moras Spring, at Fort Clark, has continued clear
and free from contamination by surface washings. In fact, flooding does
not appear to have taken place since August, 1894, a result probauly
due to the removal of the masonry approaches of the footbridge below
the springs, which formerly obstructed . the channel in times of high
water and thr~w the backwater into the pond. A group of springs
rising in the northern edge of the pool has been inclosed in a wooden
caisson and a branch pipe inserted to connect ;with the main intake of
the pump. It is as yet considered uncertain whether the inclosed
sprin gs are completely isolated from the surrounding water, but this
result appears probable. An overflow of the pool by storm water wiH
show whether the inclosed springs are well protected or not. Two of
the large tanks for storing the main water supply have been replaced
by new ones. But although the water from the Rprings ha continued
clear, distilled water has been provided in quantity from 500 to 600
gallons daily from the ice machine for use as drinking water.
The reports from Fort Niobrara characterize the water supply as adequate and of good quality, but susceptible of improvement bypumpin_g
from a filtering well instead of directly from the pond. The wa~er 1s
said to be at times covered with a green scum in which the bodie of
dead insects, beetles, etc., are entangled. Measures for its improvement
are under consideration.
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The water from the :Missouri River at Fort Leavenworth bas been
repeatedly condemned. According to the chief surgeonIt bas probably been the cause of many cases of typhoid fever anrl other diseases,
and of bow many deaths no one knows. Each year, and almost each month, an appeal
is made for better water, but instead of making a radical change and treating the
question in a business and humanitarian manner, and furnishing good water, which
certainly can be done, a few Pasteur filters have been introduced; but, as might be
expected, the great bulk of the water used is direct from the hydrants. 'l'he question of better water for this post should certainly receive early attention.
Maj. Cal'l:in De Witt, surgeon.-There is no change in the water supply. The Pasteur filters lately placed in the barracks are of value only as they are kept clean.
If the organic matter be allowed to invade the interstices of the filtering material
it will become polluted, and the water which passes through it will also become
impure. To prevent this, and because the water supplied the post is so very dirty,
I recommend that the tilters be cleaned once each week; and I suggest that a man
from each organization be solecterl .for this purpose, as the unglazed porcelain tubes
through which the water is filtered are fragile and require careful handling.

The Potomac River water pumped from near the .Aqueduct Bridge
for the supply of Fort Myer was described fully in my last annual
report. In April last the water had a, disagreeable taste and odor,
even after passing through the Pasteur filter.
Complaint was made in February and March, 1896, of the water
supplied to Davids Island bytbe New Rochelle Water Company. A bad
taste perceptible in the water, particularly in the morning, was ascribed
by the company to the presence of algi:e in the mains. Samples examined in the laboratory of this office showed an excess of organic matter
of vegetable origin in progress of decomposition; but bacteriological
examination manifested the freedom of the water from tbe colon bacillus.
The results of the chemical inquiry were, in parts per 100,000: Solids dissolved, 8.2; chlorin, 0.6; nitrites, none; nitrates present-free ammonia,
0.0035; albuminoid, 0.020; oxygen required to o;x:idize organic matter,
0.356.
On account of the turbidity of the lake supply of Fort Sheridan during
tbe greater part of November and December, 1895, tbe post surgeon
requested that bis analytical results be verified in the laboratory of the
Army Medical School. The samples on their arrival were turned over
to Capt. Thomas U. Raymond, who was spending a part of his leave of
absence in the sanitary laboratory of tbe school. His report was as
fol1ows, the figures representing parts per 100,000 of the water:
Date, :February 7, 1896: Color, none; oclor, none; taste, palatabl e ; total solids, 17.5;
loss on ignition, 7; chlorin, 0.447; free ammonia, 0.0008; albuminoid ammonia:
0.010; nitrites, faint trace; nitric a cid, 0.0741; oxygen required, 0.2449; total hardness, 7.5; permanent hardness, 7.083.
The inorganic residne, 10.5 r,art p er 100,000 (total solids 17.5-loss on ignition,
7.0 = 10.5), consi ts largely of calcium sulphate (p ermanent 1.J.ardne s, 7.0 3 in term
of calcium carbonat =9 .633 parts of calcium sulphate-100 : 7.083:: 136 : 9.633),
th re being about 9.633 parts of cal ium sulphate per 100,000. The remaining 0. 67
part of the inorganic re idne consists of iron 0.1 part and sodium chlorid about 0. 767
part = ~a 0.290
Cl 0.447 part. Th e faint trace of nitrite in this water i not cousicl red to be of an unfavorable import in view of the fact that th e water exaruin d
wa drawn from the hydrant at Fort Sheridan hospital ovember 25, 1 95 and ha
since b n stor ed .
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· analysis were the large amount of oxygen absorbed as compared with
the albuminoids and the avidity with whicti it was taken up. Both of
these are explained by the iron present in tbe water.
The water supply of Fort Reno consists of drinking water wagoned
from. Caddo Springs, which furnish the Indian school with its water for
all purposes. The drinking supply of the post is eked out by condensed water from tbe ice machine, but occasionally hydrant water is
used when the Canadian -River, which must be forded to reach the
springs, is too high to be crossed. 1.'he hydrant water is pumped from
a group of driven wells and distributed by pipes. The wells are in the
river bottom, about ti00 yards from the post and 300 yards from the
stream.; they are said o reach below an impenetrable bed of clay. A.
pipe connects them with the river, to be used in case the wells become
dry, but the valve is always closed, as the wells continue to furnish an
ample supply. On account of the large quantity of lime and magnesia
salts dissolved in it t.he water is not, palatable, and is in fact unfit for
drinki11g or economic purposes, as its permanent hardness on recent
analysis is equivalent to 27 parts of carbouate of lime per 100,000 of
the water; its total solids, 117 parts, equal to 68 grains per U. S. gallon,
25 grains of which consists of chloride of sodium (15.3 chlorine per
100,000 parts). During the year a new spring was discovered and
developed in the direction of Caddo Springs, and a board of officers
was appointed by the post commander to examine and report upon it.
The board sent samples of the water to this office for analysis, which
showed in parts per 100,000 of the water 14 of dissolved solids, 7 of
hardness (of which 5 were permanent), a trace of free ammonia and 0.003
of alburninoid ammonia, O.G of chlorin, no nitrites, and a trace only of
nitrates-a spring water of excellent quality. A. bacteriological examination by Capt. S. Q. Robinson yielded results in accord with those of
the chemical inquiry.
The board :finds from its investigation that by using the new spring a saving of at
least 1 mile would be made in the distance hauled, and the present dangerons crossmg of the Chicago and Rock Island a.nd Pacific railroads would be avoided.
The board also :finds that the water from the old spring is not sufficient for the needs
of the Cheyenne school and the post. It is believed from nll the information obtainable that water from the new spring will be ample at all times for the needs of the
post. In view of the facts stated above, the board recommends that the drinking
water for the post Qf Fort Reno, Okla., be obtained from the new spring; that it be
obtained as heretofore, by means of the water wagon; and that the quartermaster
at this post be direc · cd, after a, consnltation with the acting Indian agent, and with
his approval, to do such work as may be necessary to put the spring <.tnd the roads
leading to it in proper condition, so that water may be obtained and brought to the
post as recommended, at as early a date as practicable.

The source of the water supply at Fort Custer is the Little Big Hom
River. A. pump forces the water to a reservoir, wbence a pipe system
supplies the post. The water is at times very turbid from the breaking
up of the ice and the melting of snow on the hills. A.t times it has a
foul odor and disagreeable taste. Organic refuse from a11 agency
slaughterhouse and large Indian c,a mps drain into it. Filtration has
frequently been recommended. In Marcb, 1896, the number of bacteria
per ~ubic centimeter was, according to Steward Hartung, 4,320 to 5,025.
Lieut. D. C. Howard, assistant surgeon, gave the following results of
analysis: Color, greenish tint; turbidity, slight; sediment, slight; reaction, distinctly acid before boiling, faintly acid after boiling. In pa!ts
per 100,000: Total solids, 35; fixed solids, 27.6; organic and volatile,
7.4, with cow::iderable blackening and incandescence; hardness, te1;0porary, 14.2; permanent, 21.8; total, 36; chlorin, 1.44; oxygen required,
WAR 96-VOL I--34
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0.4; free ammonia, 0.006 (in three consecutive measures, as follows:
0.025, 0.0031, 0.0031); alburninoid ammonia, 0.0175 (given off as follows: 0.05, 0.025, 0.0125); nitrites, none; uitrates by aluminium, 0.055.
Samples of this water are at present under examination in the laboratory of this office.
CLOTHING.

In my last annual report I had occasion to invite attention to adverse
criticism by certain medical officers on the quality of the leather in the
shoes issued to the troops. No such criticism is found in the reports of
the present year; yet in one instance a number of men were disabled
on a practice march by abrasions and inflammations of the feet, attributed to ill-fitting shoes. The shoe now furnished by the Quartermaster's
Department appears to be of excellent quality, make, and shape, and
there seems to be no reason why men should be disabled on a practice
march if proper care is taken in having their shoes adapted to the feet
before the march is undertaken. The footwear of the infantry soldier
is deserving of as much attention as is deemed requisite to be given to
the shoeing of battery and troop horses. Men who begin a practice
march simultaneously with the process of breaking in a pair of new
shoes are likely to suffer from chafings or undue pressure which may
• disable them temporarily and unnecessarily .
Considerable improvement has been made in the quality of the
underwear issued during the past year.
The various articles of clothing have been of good quality and suitable to the climate and service.
Several medical officers at Northern posts h ave referred cases of
bronchial catarrh and rheumatism to needless and thoughtless exposure
on the part of the men. They pass from barrack r ooms to kitchen~,
water-closets, or other adjacent buildings in inclement weather in their
shirt sleeves aud without their caps or otherwise insufficiently protected.
Such unnecessary exposure should be prevented. Care should also be
taken tha,t the change from heavy to light underwear be not made so
early in the season, as many cases of sickness have been attributed to
this cansB. Dangerous cooling after military or gymnastic exercises
should also be guarded against.
FOOD.

The food of the men has been reported almost uniformly a arn ple in
quantity, of excellent quality, and wen cooked. In ollly two instances
were complaints made of the beef furnished under contract. In July,
1 95 at Fort Wad worth, N. Y., and.in .Augu t of the ame year at St.
Franci Barrack , Fla. In every in tance at the former po t when
complaint wa made a board of officers condemned the beef, and a good
mark table article wa purcha ed at the e., pen e of the contractor.
The complaint at t. Franci Barrack was to the effect that the beef
wa tough, lean, and triugy, with a di agreeable ta te and odor, and
with an unu ual proportion of b ne as the dre ed cattle did not ordinarily weigh mor han 00 pound . The contra t provide f, r good
b f and for procuring it i p n market if the contractor fail d to furni hit; but a. the open market. of that vicinity furni hed only the
am ran()' .f, l "lorida eef the nro-eon recommended that provi ion
ma] for th i u of
e. tern ef to the ·omma d . .A n w ontra twa mad yth hi f commi. ary anl tber
rtfi rtbefi 11 winer
month. at d th t in thi 11 w ontra w nt into eifect the b ef ha
b en of g od quali y a d eutir Jy . a i fa t ry.
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A poor quality of bread was reported from three posts. At two of
these the baker was probably in fault. At the third the cause was
supposed to be an inferior grade of flour in the blend; but this conclusion can hardly be admitted, as the same flour issued to other posts in
the department yielded good bread.
HABITS OF THE MEN.

The remarks on sanitary reports concerning the habits of the men are
generally satisfactory, and are corroborated by the lessened rates of
the past year for venereal diseases aud alcoholism.
Facilities for pe1·sonal cleanliness have been greatly improved at. our
military posts during the past few years. At present they are rarely
referred to as inadequate. 'fhe poorest kind of accommodation for
bathing was reported from Camp Eagle Pass, Tex., where the bath
house consists of a loosely-boarded structure, with no provision for
heating and little protection during cold weather. This will no doubt
be remedied soon, as plans and estimates for the coustruction of a
permanent bath house have been forwarded. According to the chief
surgeon, one of the principal needs of Fort Niobrara, Nebr., i a proper
provision for bathing; and as the barracks are already inadequate in
size to the strength of tbe companies, so that any deduction of space
for bathrooms is inadvisable, he recommends the construction of a post
bath house, fttted with a swimming pool, bath stalls, bath tubs, dressing stalls, and a room for resting after the bath, all of which he considers could be connected profitably with a post gymnasium.
Gymnastic training and athletic sports are held responsible by many
medical officers for the increase in the number of injuries during the
past year. This view is no doubt correct, but since the increase was
1Jot manifested in the rate of nonefficiency, it is evident that the extra
cases, which raised the admission rate above the average of the preceding decade, were not of a severe character. The accidents of the gym1Jasium and the athletic fields are offset by the benefits derived from
the training. Men are drawn away from vicious habits, which tend to
increase the sick list, and the ability of the system to withstand harmful influences is greatly increased. Hence, although the list of injuries
is enlarged by the practice of athletics, the rates of disability from
injury and disease are less than in any previous year in the history of
our Army.
ST.A.TISTICAL TABLES.

The following statistical tables give in detail the data on which the
statements of this report are based. They are:
I. Numerical view of the effects of disease and injury on the Army
during the calendar year 1895 as compared with the corresponding data
of the year 1894 and of the decade ended December 31, 1893.
II. The relative sickness of the troops (white and negro) in the various military departments during the year 1895.
III. The military posts in each department, alphabetically arranged,
with mean strength, and admissions for disease and injury; al o deaths
and discharges, with ratios per thousand of strength for admissions ~ll(l
none:ffectiveness, the averages of daily sickness, and the meteorological
data for the year 1895.
IV. General view of the results of disease and injury at each of the
military stations, arranged in the order of their mean ~trengtb.
V. Twenty posts having the highest rates of adm!ss10n for the year;
the said rates compared with those of 1890 to 1894, mclus1ve.
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VI. Twenty posts having the lowest rates of admission for the year;
the said rates compared with those of 1S90 to 1894, inclusive.
. VII. Twenty posts having the highest rates of none:ffectiveness dnring the year; the said rates compared with those of 1890 to 1894, inclusive.
VIII. Twenty posts having the lowest rates of non effectiveness during
the year; the said rates compared with those of 1890 to 1894, inclusive.
IX. Twenty posts having the highest admission rates for disease,
excluding venereal diseases, vaccinia, and alcoholism, together with
their ratios for deaths, discharges, and constant noneffectiveness; also
the corresponding average rates of the Army.
X. Twenty posts having the highest noneffective rates for disease,
excluding venereal diseases, vaccinia, and alcoholism, together with the
average number sick daily, and average duration of each case; also
th(} corresponding average rates of the Army.
XI. The military posts in each department, showing the rates of
admission, death, discharge, and nuneffectiveness for disease, not
including venereal diseases, vaccinia, nor alcoholism.
XII. The rates per thousand of strength of admission, death, discharge, and noneffectiveness of the Army and of the troops in the several departments for the year, as compared with the ratios for 1894 and
for the decade 1884-1893.
XIII. Distribution of certain important diseases at United States
military posts during the year.
XIV. 'l,wenty posts giving the largest admission rates for malarial
diseases, rheumatism, diarrheal and venereal~diseases, respectively.
XV. Twenty posts giving the highest .noneffective rates for malarial
diseases, rheumatism, diarrheal and venereal diseases, respecliye]y.
XVI. The prevalence of alcoholism at the various posts and its
influence on the effective force of the garrisons.
XVII. Discharges for disability (not included elsewhere) contracted
before enlistment, by misconduct or bad habits. (See sec. 3, par. 140,
A.R.)
XVIII. Number of applicants for enlistment examined during the
year, with the number acc1•pted, rejected on primary examination, aml
declined; also ratios per thousand examined.
XIX. Nativityofaccepted-recruits, with ratios perthousa.nd accepted.
XX. Causes of rejection among 17,645 recruits, with corresponding
ratios per thousand of each race examined.
XXI. .A. verage height, weight, and chest measure of 8,643 recruits
accepted during the year.
INTERN.A.TION.A.L TABLES.

I. Examination of recruits, year 1895.
II. Movements of sick by departments, absolute numbers and mtio ..
III. Movements of sick by branches of military service and by montli .
IV. Movements of sick by larger garrisons.
V. Prevalence of important diseases.
VI. Admi sions of important di eases by branches of the militar '
servi e.
VII . .A.dmis ions of important diseases by month .
VIII. Deaths according to years of service and age.
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I.-Nnmerical v-iew of the ejfwts of disease ancl injury on the Anny du,rillg tl1e
calenda·r year 1895 as comparecl with the corresponding datci for 1894 and fo1· the decade
1884-1893 .

TABLE

United Statl\s Army.

White.

Aver::ige str ength shownBy r eturns of A.djutant·Gen eral ................•,............ a25, 139
By reports of Medical Department ................•.......... b 23, 195
All admissions to sick l'eportDuring year................................. . .......... . . . . . . 26, 142
Treated in hospital................... . ...................... . 15,393

Total.

N~gro.

a2, 187
IJ2, 009

a 27,326
b25, 204

1,840
1,107
688
45

27,982
16,500
10,527
955

1, 127.05
1, 116.44
1,317.40
19, 785
852. 90
871. 64
1,065.34
6,857
274. 07
244. 80
252. 07

915. 88
811. 60
1,460.57
1, 324
659. 03
575. 74
1,155.59
516
256. 84
235. 86
304. 98

1,110.22
1,089.73
1. 329. 94
21,109
837. 53
845. 52
1,072.57
6,873
272. 69
244. 21
257. 37

663. 63
424. ]9
39. 23

551. 02
342. 46
22, 40

654. 66
417. 67
37. 00

801. 11
34. 54
35.18
41. 86

53. 05
26. 40
25. 93
42.17

851. 15
33. 89
34,49
41.87

~:::~t:i i~ i:1I~~~·~_:::: :: :·.::::::: ::: ::·.:::: :: ::::: ::::: :: ::: m
9

,

Rat io8 of a ll admi':!sions-

AJi~l[{I~!~{ti ~;~:rt\:_~~~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~i

Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength·.. . .. ..... .... . ............ .
Ratios per 1,000 for previous year .................... ... : ... .
Ratios per 1,000 for preceding decade ....................... .
Admissions for in,inry ..... ... ... __ ..... . ...................•. . __ .
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength ........................... .
Ratios p er 1,000 for previous year ........................... .
l't::ttios p er 1, 000 for }Jroceding decade ........................ .
Ratios p er l, 000 of m ean strength of ca ·esTrcat ed in J10spital. ............................... _.. _. ..... .

}·;.::::if~ i~i1tr.~
Numbe r con stantly noneffective-

1
:~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

DnriJJg year . . ............................ _.................. .
lfatios per 1,000 of mean strength ......................... . ..

~:t~: 1~~ ~~:~!dtU~~~~-ci~: ::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::: ::::: ::

D :iys Jost on account of sicknessDuring year ... .... . . . . . .................•.................... 292,404
Average for each man of Army ............................. .
12. 6
A vera,ge for each man for previous vear .................••...
12. 8
15. 3
Average for each man for preceding decade .•............•...
11. 2
A vernge days each case was treated ... .. _. .. ..........•......... .

i~~ ~;:;~~n~;t:~~a.~:::: :::~::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::

11. 5
11.8

~Jb~btlfe~~~ -~o-~ ~!~~~i!~~~:: ::::: ::::::: :::::::::: :: ::::::~:::~

85. 78
20. 45
239
9. 51
13.56
23. 7'/
]80

19,362
9. 6
9.5
15.4
10.5
11. 7
10. 9

311,766
]2.4
12.6
15. 3
11. 1
11. 6
11.7

AYernge days t r eatment for patients-

Discharges for di sability ........ ... ..... _.. _........ . ...... ..... .
Ratios p er 1,000 of mean strength __ ...... .................. . .
Ratios per 1,00 U for previous year. __ ._ ...... _.......... ..... .
Ratios p er 1,000 for preceding decade ..... --·-········-······.
Discharges for disease ... _. .......... - .. ......... _......... _. ... . .
Ratios per 1,000 of mean streng th ................ _.......... .
Ratios p er 1,000 for previous year .................... .... . .. .
Rat.ios p er 1,000 for preceding decade ........................ .
Discharges for injury .... . .. ............. _.......... . ........... .
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength .. _. .......... . ....... . . ... .
Ra.tios p er 1,000 for previous year .................... . ...... .
Ratios p er 1,000 for preceding decade .. . .................... . .
Deaths from all causes .... ............ . ......................... .
Ratios per 1,000 of mean strength .................... _...... .
Ratios per 1,000 for previous y ear ........................... .
Ratio8 p er 1,000 for preceding decade ........•.. •.............
D eath s from disease ....... .. ...... . .... . ........................ .
R atios per 1, 000 of mea,n strength ........................... .
Ratios per 1,000 for previous year ... ....... . .......... ...... .
Ratios per 1,000 for preceding decade ........................ .
Deaths from injury .................... ... ........ .. . ..... . ..... .
Ratios p er 1,000 of mean strength ........................... .
Ratios p er 1,000 for previous year .............. .. ..... . .... .
R at ios per 1,000 for prnceding decade ............. .. ......... .

7.16
10. 60

20. 04
59
2. 35
2. 96
3. 73
132
5.25
6.48
7. 66
91
a. 62
4.44
5.12
41
1. 63
2. 04
2. 54

116. 55
43. 67
11
5. 03
9,40
23.62
6
2. 74
7. 61
19, 58

5
2. 29
1. 79

4.05
9

4.12
6. 26
9, 07
6
2, 74
4,47
6.3<i
3
1. 37
1. 79
2.74

a Used in computing tbe ra.tios of cli scha.r ges anu deatl.111 Cor the Army.
h m,ed in computing all ratios for the Army exce pt tllose of discharges arHl deaths.

87. 14
21. 93
250
9.15
13. 30
23. 77
186
6. 81
10, 41
20. 08

M
2. 34
2.89
3. 75
141
5.16
G. 69
7. 85
97
3, 55
4. 55
5. 26
44
1. 61
2. 13
2. 58
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TABLE

IL-Relative sickness arno11g the f1'oops (white and negro) in the various milita1'y
departments during the year 1895.
'+-<

HA
~~

Admissions.

0

,<:l

A~

~s

~~

Dakota:
White .............. .
Negro .............. .
Total.... . . . . . .. . . .

1:c<j
Or

-~

Total..............

Colorado:
White .. ............ .
Negro .............. .
Total.... . . . . . . . . .
California:
White ..... . . . . . . . . . .
Total. ..... : . . . . . . . . .
Columbia:
White. ..............
Total.... ............
General Hospital at Hot
Springs:
White .. .. ......... .
Negro .... ... ....... .

~

~

a)

~

i:q

iS

•l"'"I

-~d

.,-,O d)

so_...,H

3

,0.-111J

H

<j

0

H

34. 08
34. 08

1,258
1, 258

4,499
4, 499

1,094.38
1, 094. 38

35. 05
35. 05

1,010
55!

357
231

1,367
785

867. 94
792. 93

28. 36
26. 79

1,564

588

2, 152

838. 99

175
175

7,792
7, 792

4, 111
4, 111

2,102
2, 102

2,294
2, 29!

103
103

3,241
3, 241

1,575
990

673
256

596
506

98
23

929

1,102

121

======= ====- =-===== === =

=== =========--==== =-===-====

-·cc-==l~ - - 1 - - -l - -- -·1 - - - - ·= = =

1,024

1,854

157
1,890
6 _365
163

8 S~-~

H

1,247.87
1,247. 87

6, 101
6, 101

=======-= == =

s

m;£~
g.~ a.,

b.O

gJo A

~
H

~

§ A·:;j

9,827
9,827

3, 551
3, 551

2,496

H

~li

2, 035
2,035

7, 87!J
7, 875

Platte:
White............... 2,077
831
1,523
Negro ... ............ _419 _193 _331 _

T exas:
White .............. .
Total. .............. .

~

._;

0

d

2, 565

ri bJJS

§o-;9

j

H

~

<l)

East :
White ...... : ... . ... .
Total. .............. .
Missouri:
White .. . .........•..
Total. .............. .

cti
<l)

11]

o~~~

'+-<.

~

A'-

m

t'.

o 0A""'
<.)

!S
H

bod
Department.

~

g ~~~

<l)

2, .255

======== =

621
2,511
165 _ 530
786

3, Oil

==== ===·-

27. 75

= =

1,208. 96
1,264.92 I

36.17
28.35

l, 218. 35

SJ. 86

--==== ========

1,884
1, 884

928
928

1,599
1, 599

27
27

1,920
1, 920

634
634

2,554
2, 554

1,355. 63
1, 355. 63

42. 26
42. 26

2, 588
598

856 . 1, 700
238
270

148
16

1, 991
405

713
119

2, 704
524

j 1, 044~

30. 89
22. 95

876. 25

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -'- - - -1- - - -1- - -- + - - -

3, 186

1, 094

1, 970

164

2,396

832

3,228

1,013.18

29. 40

1, 499
1, 499

457
457

771
771

192
192

1,047
1,047

373
373

1,420
1,420

947. 30
947. 30

27. 96
27. 96

1,547
1,547

438
438

787
787

10
10

871
871

364
364

1,235
1,235

798. 32
798. 32

27. 65
27.65

22 ·•• ·•·•·

23

2
1

25
1

---·- --- --- ==:==l====l===+===l=====l===
39
2

3

1 ....................... .

03 1..... .. .

641.
500. 00 ...... •.

- - - - - - - - - - - 1 ~ - - - 1 - - - - 1 1 - - - 1 - - -- . - - - -

Total. .... ........ .
Discharges and deaths

41

4

22 ...... ..

23

3

26

634.15

==------------======l====l:===i===~===~=--

~}Mge:

I

White ..... .. .. .............. . ...... . ......................................................... .
'.l.'otal. ...... ...,. ........................ ... .... .. ............... . ..... .......................... .
- ---The Army:
White ............... 23,195
9,839 15,393
34. 54
910 19,785
6,357 26,142 1,127.05
.r egro ............... 2,009
26.40
6 8
1,107
915. 88
45
516
1,840
1,324

--

Total .............. 25,204

10,527

16,500

I

955

21,109

6, 873

I 21, 982

1,110.22

33. 89
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JII.-Military posts in each department, alphabetically arranged, with rnean
strength, aucl admissions for disease and injur:IJj also discharg es and deaths, with ratios
per thousand of strength for admissions and noneffectiveness, the averages of claily sickness, and the meteorological data for 1895.

TABLE

DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE EAST.

g
~

Cases.

~

.

~i

P<i::i

Name of station.

~

Q)

f

k

§

~~

i

00

Q)

~
~

-~

!~

~~
~

~

~ ~o

·$

"l

~rn

s

,-<"

<lj

dl

"l

Adams, Fort, R. I. . . . . . .
Allegheny Arsenal, Pa..
Augusta Arsenal, Ga .. _
Baltimore, attending
surgeon, Md . . . . . . . . . .

289
31
29

ColumbiaArsenal, Tenn.
ColumbnsBarracks,Ohio
Columbus, Fort, N. Y...
Davids Island, N. Y. ....
Ethan Allen, Fort, Vt...
Frankford Arsenal, Pa..
Hamilton, Fort. N. Y....
Jackson Barracks, La...
Kennebec Arsenal, Me .
Key WestBarracks, Fla.
Madison Barracks, N.Y.
McHenry, Fort, Md.....
McPberson, Fort, Ga...
Monroe, Fort, Va.......
Myer, Fort,, Va . ........
New York, attending
surgeon, N. Y........
Niagara, Fort, N. Y....
Pbiladelpbia, attending
surgeon, Pa .. . . . . . . . .
Plattsburg Barracks,
N. Y............. .....
Porter, Fort, N. Y......
Preble, Fort, Me........
SaintFrancis Barracks,
Fla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sandy Hook Proving
Ground, N. J . . . . . . . . .
Schuyler, Fort, N. Y...
Springfield Armory,
Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Thomas, Fort, Ky......
Trumbull, Fort, Conn..
Wadsworth. Fort, N. Y .
Warren, Fort, Mass....
Washington ·Barracks,

20
404
231
232
225
45
287
132
14
128
480
188\
567
555
270

24
460
158
376
173
34
349
116
13
130
322
162
265
658
592

2
113
49
112
121
2
94
25
1
33
123
47
56
160
164

261,300.00
5731,418.3~
207 896. 10
488 2, 103. 45
2941, 306. 67
36 800. 00
443 1,543.55
1411, 068. 18
14 1, 000. 00
163 1,273.44
445 927. 08
209 1,111.70
321 566.14
8181, 473. 87
756 2,800.00

1. 06 52. 88
24.50 60.65
5. 62 24. 34
10. 58 45. 60
10.,41 46. 25
1. 42 31. 60
9. 59 ' 33. 43
4. 14 31. 38
. 51 36. 20
3. 671 28. 70
12. 02 25. 05
6. 29 33. 45
14. 27 25.17
20. 33 86. 63
17. 22 63. 78

26
220

8 . •. ..
177
59

8 307. 69
236 1,072. 73

. 87 33. 40
6. 46 29. 38

8

94
6
3

1 . . . ..

125. 00

:~EtJ::F~•t:~~: :: ,: ___" ·: 1. 1:: :

D. C.......... . .......

Watertown Arsenal,
:Mass .......... _... ...
Watervliet Arsenal,
~. y ·················
WP~t Point, N. Y . . ... .
Willet. Point, N. Y . . . .
Field . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

16

6

2

509
128
69

350
51
56

110
15
14

156

119

63
128

-

Feet.

290 1, 003. 46 12. 16 42. 06 1 2
26 838. 71
. 88 28. 55 . . . . . .
25 862. 07
. 65 22. 29 1 1
1

8

•

.~,§.
-~

i::i

~~ ~ ~
g ~
~§ g ~ ~ E§ ~g -~,. i_;1-~
Q
AA
~

Q)

- - - - -- --- - - - - - - - 196
20
22

•

i.:

s~ § § ...
g~ ~. ~

0

f:-l

>,

~

k
al f
$ >, ~~ ;s

3 'S.§ ~ ~~

&

AH

l"'l

s

Temperature.

ii)

-~

. 05

f

i
0

-=- -:-1
-:---:-

30 48. 5 91 704 152. 3 98 1600 62. 5 100

I

E-1

l"'l

"'1

7 46. 37
6 27. 50
8 52.10

1

6. 85 ........... 54. 2 1 97 1

1 40. 47

, : ,, :: 1: : __" ::: :i :: _1: ::: ::
..... ...•.. 57. 6 97 - 4\ 42. 50
4 1 759 151.6 99- 8 B0.74
3 5
25 151. 4 97 - 3 35. 73
5 ...
30 51. 4 97 - 3 35. 73
31 1 332 147. 3 !JO -14 ~1. 22
1 ...
12,53. 6 98 - 3 31. 01
31 2
47,51. 4 97 - 3 35. 73
... ...
10 67. 5 94 16 56. 44
. . . . . . 200 1- - - - .•• 4 .. ·1 12 75. 9 !l1 49 29.19
3 2 262 45. 3 93 -27 30. 08
2 2
36 5*, 2 97
1 40. 47
3 2,1, 200 59. 7 98
O 45. 92
4 1
7 58. 8 100
2 45. 41
10 1 200,54. 2 98
O 3,L 25
1

2

4

..... 51. 4
271 46. 7
1
..... 53. 6
186 43. 7
600 46. 4
51 45. 2

500. 00

. 20 12. 50

460 903. 73
66 515. 62
70 1, 014. 49

9. 22 18.12
1. 32 10. 27
1. 51 21. 88

1 .. .
1 ...
1 ...

26

145

5. 94 38. 06

4

79
127

25
34

104 1, 650. 79
16111, 257. 81

37
469
70
207
133

71
594
37
127
94

16
105
19
30
31

363

700

76

41

37

4

61
386
4l!l
140

59
423
400
133

6
115
79
42

97 194
-

3 35. 73
7 22. 44

98- 3 31. 01

1
1

94 -18 29. 40
93J-13 32. 02
93,-11 38. 78

1

929. 49
1

1. 41 22. 44 . . .
2. 44 19. 03 l

2\

10 67. 7
1
3 . ... . 51. 4
1
25 51. 4
1

87 2, 351. 35 1. 64 44. 21 . . . 1
6991, 490. 41 2*. 48 52. 19 7 5
561 800. 00
. 90 12. 84 .. . . . .
157 758. 45 5. 28 25. 53 1 1
125 939. 85 5.10 38. 38 2 1

250 48. 1
920 53. 6
25 49. 3
160 51. 4
38 49. 8

776 2, 137. 74 16. 76 46.18
dll, 000. 00
1

97 971-

16 36. 33
3 35. n
3 35. 73

96 -10
97 -12
96- 7
97 - 3
9131- 6

41. 25
29. 3::
35. 06
35. 73
40.17

2

1

106 54.. 2

98

O 34. 25

. 83 20. 31 . . .

1

100 49. 8

96\-

6 40.17

6511,065.57 1.74
538 1, 393. 78 10. 05
479 1,143.20 11. 1
1751. 250. 001 1. 78
1

93

28.48... ...
5048.51 97-12
26. 04 3 1 167 48. O 99 - 5
28. 18 . . . 4
70 50. 7 98- 4
12. 70 . . . 1 ...... - - . - - - - - - . -

29.80
46. li2
3 · .0
· - -- --

Total ............. 7,8751 7,702 2,035 9,82711,247.8?68.34 34.08. 73 46i····· \···· l···· I~1 =
1

1
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
TABLE

IIL-Milital'!J posts in each departme11t, alphabetically cirranned, with mean
sfl'e11gth, and admis8ions fo r disease and injury, elc.-Contiuued.
DEP A.RTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
Temperature.

Cases.

Name of station.

- - - -- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - \
Brady, Fort, Mich......
Chicago, headquarters,
Ill .............. ... . .
Indianapolis .Arseual,
Ind .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .
Jefferson Barracks, Mo .
Leavenworth. Fort,
Kans ............... ..
Leavenworth Prison,
Karn:i . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .
Reno, Fort, Okla.... . . . .
RilPy,. F.• ort, Kans.......
Rockislan<l .Arsenal, 111.
Sheridan, Fort, Ill......
Sill, Fort,, Ok la...... ....
Wayne, Fort, Mich......
Fie1d . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . ..

236

131

52

183

775. 42

14 .....

14

424. 24

20

25
236

202

10
85

796

638

240

83
342
763

38
280
6()6
42
<i60
371
103
67

66

761
414
260
96

39 1, 560.00
287 1, 216. 10

5. 80 24. 58

Feet.
1

4

. 46 13. 95 ...

2

. 57 22. 90 .. . . . .
8. 56 :.HI. 29 . . . 3

o

c

o

In.

696 38. 6

89 -28 30. 5

66147.]

95-15 32. 38

698 52.1 100-]4 H3. 54
475 55. 1 06 -12 31. 20
1

887 1, 114. 32 29. 06 36. 51 14

6
44 530. 12
73
353 1, 032. 16
396 1, 062 1, 391. 87
9
51 772. 73
234
8941, 174. 77
85
456 11, 101. 45
23
1261 484. 62
36
10311, 072. 92

1. 91
18. 73
33. 74
. 94
24. 58
13. 58
4. 58
1. 56

23. 01
54. 78
44. 22
14. 20
32. 30
32. 80
17. 62
16 27

8

8±4 ............ ..... .

.. . .. . 844 ................. .
4 11, 400 57. 2 104 - 7 22. 73
10 (i 1,300 .... 100 -16 30. 74
.. . 1 528,48. 7 06 -20 27. 14
4 1 746;47. 1 95 1-15 i:!2. 88
1 31. 200 59. 5 105 1- 7 20. 69
2 1 580 47. 2 96 1- 8 25. 04
.. . 1 . . . .
. . ........... .
......... ~ ... .

Total... ........ .. 4,111 3, 2411, 258 4, 4991, 094. 38?44. 08 35. 05 36 31

1

DEP AltTMENT OF DAKOTA.
Assinniboine, Fort.Mont
.Hu ford, Fort, N. Dak. . ..
Cnster, F,ort, Mont . . ....
Harrison . 'Fort, Mont...
Keogh, Fort, Mont......
Missoula, Fort, Mont...
Pembina, Fort, N . Dal<..
Saint Paul, headquarters, Minn. . . .........
Snelling, Fort, Minn. .. .
Yates, Fort, N . Dak.....
Yellowston e, Fort, Wyo.
Field . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

330
179
310
28
357
273
45

224
118
142
23
J90
120
22

74
53
67
7
98
38
8

;:n . . . . ..

1
417 108
195
80
30
16
83 __::~

463
277
109
163

2981 903. 03.
171 955. 31
209 674. 19
301,071.43
288 806. 72
158 ~7 8 _. 75
30 666 67

7. 73
6. 06
7. 81
1. 08
0. 98
5. 22
. 75

1
1
23. 41 1 1 2, 690!39. 8 06 -341 J 0. 0
38. 89 3 11,809 38. 9 96-40 17. 07
25. 19 1 2 3,238 43. 3 101 -37 R 20
1 000 42. 8 94 1-~71 J 0. 09
38. 55 1 14,
27. 97 4 ... 2, 3651
143.? 101 -32 12. 74
19.14 2 ... 3,330 41. il 0-1 1-20 0. 61
16. 56 . . . 2 900135. 3 OOl-41 20. GO
1

1
32. 26
. 05 1_. 50 .. . .. . 840 43 ._ 6 96 =2 6 2~.· 2~
5251, 13:~. 91 20. 84 45 02 5 3 840143 6 96 26 2 2v
275 992. 78 7. 81 28. 20 1 11,670 42. 4 100 -26 1:1. 58
46 422. 02 1. 33 12. 10 .. .... 6,270.. .. 87 -26 17. GS
1
121 742. 33 1. 63 9. 98 .. ... .......................
.

I

Total ...... ....... 2,565 1,5641 588 2,152

838. 99 71.10 27.75 181 11 ....

.

l .. .l····I···· ---···

DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
D.A. Russell, Fort,Wyo
Meade, Fort, S. Dak ....
Niobrara, Fort. N el.Jr ...
Omnha, Fort, Nebr .. ....
Omai,a, bead quarters,
NoLr. .................
Robinson, Fort, N ebr ...
Washakie, Fort, Wyo ...
Ficlcl . ... .. ..... .. .......
Total .............

409
46,
449
492

li
4191
88
161

467
236
401
605

87
1G3

100
189

15. 07
12. 27
17. 87
25. 22

3G. 84
26. 28
39. 80
51. 26

2
4
7

1
1
2 6, 205 43. 1 02 - 20 14. 76
3, 6241- .......
2, 600 . .. · ' · ...
3 960150. 61 102 -20 21. 69

.8~~,
·r. .===~

9 818. 18
. 32 20.14 ... . . . 960 50. 6 102 -20 21. 60
509 1,214.80 11. 29 26. 051 2 2 3, 764'46. 3 J 01 -26 14. fiO
146
103 1,170.45 2. 011 33. 75 .. .
33
,1. • ,, -26 25.••
163 1,012.42 1. 991 12. 35, ... l ..... ....
59
1 ·· 1 ·
1
7861 3,041 1, 218. 35 87. 001 34. 86115

0 .....

363
70
104

554 1,354.52
399 854. 39
510 l, 135. 86
794 1,613. 82

-2, 4961 2, 255
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TABLE

III.-Milita.r y posts in each department, alphabetically arranged, with inean
strength, and admissions for disease and injm·y, etc.-Continued.
DEPARTMENT OF TEXAS.
Tempera·
ture.

Cases.

Name of station.

h

~

-~

.

l
0

----------1-- - --- --H -8- --- --- -- - - -- - - - -Feet. o

Bliss1Fort, Tex . ........
Brown . Fort, T ex . • . . . . .
Clark, Fort, T ex . . . . . . . .
Eirgle Pass, Camp, Tex..
Hancock, .Fort, Tex.. .. .
McIntosh, F.ort, Tex....
Ringgold, Fort, Tex.....
Sam Houston, Fort, Tex .
San Antonio, h eadquart ers, Tex.. . .... . ......
Field . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . .

199
116
446
66
48
177
179
610

143
133
513
66
55
J 95
298
496

53
31
183
28
26
64
74
167

196 984. 92
164 1, 413. 79
6961, 560. 54
94 1, 424. 24
811, 687. 50
259 1, 463. 28
372 2, 078.21
663 1,086.89

16
27

19

2 .....
8

2 125. 00
27 1, 000. 00

Total . . • . . . . . . . . . . 1, 884/ 1, 920

6. 81
8 20
18. 02
1. 46
1. 71
11. 34
11. 44
20. 35

o

34. 20 9 ... 3,700 62. 2
70. 69 1 1
47 . . . .
40. 40 1 21,133 68. 7
22. 17 . . . . . . 800 69. 5
35. 56 1 ... 2, 500 . . . .
64. 05 2 1 806 71. 3
63. 92 2 2 147 72.1
33. 36 4 4 779 68. O

In.

O

100
100
105
107
107
J 03
105
103

8 10. 20
22 19. 20
10 18. 28
12 24. 73
- 8 ·· ·· · ·
18 11. 97
20 21.11
11 26. 07

. 04 2. 23 . . . 1 781 68. 0 103 11 26. 07
. 27 10. 05 ............... .. · · . · · · · · · - · •

634 2, 554 1, 355. 63 79. 62 42. 26 20 11

........... - · · · · · -

DEPARTMENT OF THE COLOR.A.DO.
Apache, Fort, Ariz.....
Bayard, Fort, N. Mex...
Denver, headquarters,
Colo.... . .............
Douj\'las, Fort,, Utah....
Du uhesne, Fort, Utah..
Gr ant, Fort, Ariz.... . . .
Huachuca, Fort, Ariz.. .
Logan, Fort, Colo.......
San Carlos, Ariz........
Stanton, Fort, N. Mex. .
W hippleBarracks,.A.riz
~ingate, Fort. N. Mex.
Field . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

2841
366
16
524
115
288
· 250
590
56
71
275I
262
891

177
156

128
74

7 . . •. .
360
85
82
42
212
93
220
35
552 145
41
16
31
17
182
50
245 114
131
33

Total ... . . ........ 3,186 . 2, 396
1

3051, 073. 94 12. 58 44. 31
230 628. 42 10. 59 28. 92
7 437. 50
445 849. 24
124 1,078. 26
305 1, 059. 03
2551, 020. 00
6971, 181. 36
571,017. 86
48 676. 06
232 843.64
359 1, 370. 23
164111' 842. 70

. 35
13. 83
3. 01
9. 19
4. 61
17. 87
1. 40
. 59
7. 56
10. 83
1. 24

7
1

2:5, 200;52. 6
2 6, 750/54. 4

96
94

1

51' 18. 03
5 14. 45

1

22. 09 .. .. .. 15, 290 1·48. 8 96 -15 16. 12
26. 39 9 2 4, 920 50. 2 971 01 11. 95
26. 21 1 1,5, 000,.... 97 -33 4. 50
31. 93 3 2 4, 916 . . . . 981 13 13. 22
18. 43... 1 5, 100 60. 4 98 17, 15. 37
30. 29 7 2 5, 450 148. S 96 - 15 16.12
25. 00 . .. 1 2, 4561....... - 1- - · · ··· ·· ·
8. 26 ...... 16, 1521. . . . 95,-26,. -- - · ·
27.50 2 3 15,818 53. 1100
6 13.77
41. 35 3 2 7, 000 149. 9 96--15 17.14
13. 88 ......
I~
1

I......... .:.:.:.J ·..

832 8,228i1,013.18 93.66 29.40

3318J= 1~i---·!~~l -····

DEP .A.RTMENT OF CALIFORNIA.
Alcatraz Island, Cal . ...
Angel Island, Cal . ......
Benicia Barracks, Cal. . .
Mason, Fort, Cal. .. .. .. .
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal ... . .........
San Diego Barracks, Cal .
San Francisco, hea dquar ters, Cal. .........
:Field ...................

135 55. 6
150 55. 6

2

72 55. 6

49
150
134
34

11
25
54
12

566
691
28

530
32

186
10

716 1, 265. 02 21. 25 37. 55
42 608. 70 3. 51 50. 82

1 ... ..

1
35. 71
. 23 8. 12
14. 82
192 1,207. 551~

.~

I~_!!_

Total ............. 1, 499 1, 047
1

60
175
188
46

373 1,420

461. 54
670. 50
862. 39
676. 47

3. 39
6. 31
3. 89
. 98

I

26.11 .... . · - 24.18 1 1
17. 83 3 1
14. 38 ... . . .

130
261
218
68

6
3

947. 30 41. 91 27. 96 13

891 38 17.13
89 38 17. 13

mo/.... ....891/ ...38. ······
17.13
80,55. 6

~:: :

89 38, 17.13
901 3! 11. 33

5 .. .... . ..

····1····1······

.)

...

. . . . ... - .... . •~~1-•~~,-~::
I

~~

DEP ARTM'ENT OF THE COL U.MBI.A..
Boise Barracks, Idaho..
Can by, Fort, Wash.. . . .
Sherman , Fort, Idaho...
pokane, Fort, ,Va h ...
Town end, Fort, ,Vash.
Vancouver Barrack ,
Wa b... .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Walla Walla, Fort, Wash
Field.... .......... .....

721. 741 2. 84 24. 68 1•••••. 2, 765 149. 3 103
0 7. 90
936. 00 3. 66 29. 30 1 . . .
8 50. 5 90 31 60. 39
885. 99 10. 48 34. 14. 4 2 2, 14.0.46. 2 96 - 2 25. 22
883. 981 4. 45 24. 58 ..... . 4CO 48. 3 100 5.13
538. 46
. 32 24. 24. ... . . . 135 .................•
1

55
58
:W7
114.
6

572
212
22

267
156
8

108 1 375
55
211
2 _ 10

655. 59 12. 97 22. 67 6 4
50 52. 0 97
905. 2 , 7. 99 37. 70 1 3 865 53.1 104
45!. 55
. 07, 3. 24 .. . ... .•..

Total ............. 1,5!7

871

364 1,235

798. 32 42.7827.65 12

::ri:' ~.t~i:~~:~~'. ---"

,,,

281
59
65 _
46 1
1

83 1
117
272
IGO
7

115
125
307
181
13

31 _,.

1,

11

25 30. 'i6
111 14.. 9

-1·. -.. --.... · ·-·· ··

63' "' 25

,.J:

1::

9 ................ .1 ..... .

,1:: :: :::: : :: :: : :

9 250 14.1 .. _. . . . . . . . . . . .. _I ••••••
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TABLE

IV.-Gene1·al i,ieiv of the results of disease ancl inju1·y at each of the military stations, arranged in the order of thei.r 11iean strength.

GROUP 1.-TWENTY-THREE STATIONS, GARRISONED BY 400 _MEN
Constantly noneffective .

..c\

bl)

.

N ame of station.

§
~

§
~

~

.Fort Leavenworth, Kans ........
Fort Riley, Kans ................
Fort Sheridan, Ill ...............
Fort Sam Houston, Tex .........
Fort Logan , Colo ................
Vancouver Barracks, Wash . ....
Fort McPherson, Ga ............
Presidio of San Fr:.incisco, Cal. ..
Fort Monroe, Va ................
Fort Douglas, Utah .......•.....
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y .......
J!'ort Omaha, Nebr . ..............
Mailison Barracks, N. Y ...•.....
Fort TJ10ruas, Ky .......... ......
Fort Meade, S. Dak ..............
Fort Snelling, Minn ....... ...••.
Fort Niobrara, Nebr .............
Fort Clark, Tex .......... ...... .
Fort Robinson, Nebr ............
Willets P oint, N. Y .. ............
Fort Siil, Okla ...................
Fort D . .A. . Russell, Wyo ... ......
Columbus Barracks, Ohio .......

796
763
761
610
590
572
567
566
555
524
509
492
480
469
467
463
449
446
419
419
414
409
404

Mean .......... ...........
526
Summary . ................ 12,144

~

~

's
~

~

--- -- - --- 20. 94
]5. 45
15.15
18. 78
15. ]8
9. 88
12. 23
16. 05
12. 00
11. 80
6. 38
15. 57
6. 41
20. 33
9. 55
lB.53
15. 70
9. 32
6. 85
10. 35
6. 99
10. 75
22. 54

26. 31
20. 25
19. 91
30. 79
25. 73
17. 47
21. 56
28. 67
21. 63
22. 51
12. 53
31. 64
13. 36
43.34
20. 45
29. 22
34. 97
20. 90
16. 35
24. 70'
16. 88
26. 30
55. 80

36. 51
44. 22
32. 30
33. 30
30. 29
22. 67
25.17
37. 55
36. 63
26. 39
]8.12
51. 26
25. 05
52.19
26. 28
45. 02
39. 80
40. 40
26. 95
28.18
32. 88
36. 84
60. 65

13. ]2
1, 150.94 301.72

24. 85

34. 95 104

- -- - - ------

MOREE.A.CR.

Discharges.

.A.dmisRatio per
sion rate
per 1,000 Daily 1, 000 of mean
strength.
averof mean
strength. age in
Cases .A.11
h~:t in hospital. cases.
1,114.32
1,391. 87
1,174.77
1,086.89
1, 181. 36
655. 59
566.14
1,265.02
1,473.87
849. 24
903. 73
1,613.82
927. 08
1,490.41
854. 39
1,133.91
1,135. 86
1,560.54
1,214.80
1,143.20
1,101.45
1,354.52
1,418.32

0;1't

14,

10
4
4
7
6
3
6
4
9
1
7
3
7
4
5
1
2

Ratio per
1,000 of
mean
strength.

Ratio per
1,000 of
mean
strength.

~

.0

s

~

--- 17. 59
13.11
5. 26
6. 56
11. 86
10. 49
5. 29
10. 60
7. 21
17.18
1. 96
14. 23
6. 25
14. 93
8. 57
10. 80

---

8
0
1
4
2
4
2
2
1
2

10. 05
7. 86
1. 31
6. G6
3. 39
0. 99
3. 53
3. 53
1. 80
3. 82
---- ...............
6.10
3
2
4.17
5
10. 66

.................
---·
3
6.48
...............
·--····-----2. 24
2
4. 48
4. 77

---·
--· ------1
2
4

Deaths.

2.42
{.89
9. 90

2
4
3
2
1

4. 77
9.55
7. 25
4. 89
2.48

·····a: 50 ·\·59 ·

=··

s1: s6

1

GROUP 2.-EIGHT STATIONS, GARRISONED BY 300 TO 400 MEN EACH.
West Point, N. Y ........ ....... .
Fort Bayard, N. Mex . ...........
Washington Barracks, D. C .....
Fort Keogh, Mont . ... ...........
Fort Reno, Okla ........... ......
Fort .A.ssinniboine, Mont . .......
Fort Custer, Mont ...............
Fort Sherman, Idaho •• ••.•.••...

386
366
363
357
342
330
310
307

---

M ean .. .•• •..... ...........
348
Summary ........... .••... 2,761

7.12
8. 79
14. 58
5.8-!
16. 21
5. 84
5. fi8
6. 59

1,393.78
628. 42
2, 137.74
806. 72
1,032.16
903. 03
674.19
885. 99

·i;oii 52·! 1t

if

18. 45
24. 02
40.17
16. 35
47. 39
17. 69
17. 99
21. 70

26. 04
28. 92
46.18
27. 97
54. 78
23. 41
25.19
34.14

3
1
2
4
4
1
1
4

25. 55

33. 37

20

---

7. 77
2. 73
5. 51
11. 20
11. 70
3. 03
3. 23
13. 03

1
2
1

2. 59
5.4.6
2. 75

1
2
2

3. 03
6. 45
6. 51

---- ------·--·
1
2. 92

- -----------·
---· ...........
7.2J 10
3. 62

G1t0UP 3.-TWENTY-ONE STATIONS, G.A.H.RISONED BY 200 TO 300 MEN E.A.CJI.
Fort .A.dams, R. I ..•........•....
Fort Grant, .A.rfa .••.....•••...•.
Fort Hamilton, N. Y ............
Fort Apache, .Ariz ..............
]'ort Yates, N. Dak ........•.•...
Whipple Barracks, .Ariz ......••.
Fort Missoula, Mont ......••••..
Fort~er, Va .................
Fort ingate, N. Mex .......••.
.Angel I sland, Cal ...............
Fort Wayne, Mich ..............
Fort Iluachuca, Ariz ............
Fort Brad:fi, Mich ...............
.Jefferson arracks, Mo ..........
Davids Island, N. Y .............
Fort Columbus, N. Y ............
Fort Ethan All en, Vt . ...... .. ..
Fort Niagara, :r. Y ........... ...
Benicia Barracks, Cal ...........
Fort Walla Walla, Wash ........
Fort Wadsworth, N. Y . ...... ...

289
288
287
284
277
275
273
270
262
261
260
250
236
236
232
231
225
220
218
212
207

I

1,003.46 1 8. oo
6. 73
1, 059.03
1,543.55
9. 05
7. 02
1,073.94
992. 78
3. 36
6. 30
843. 64
4. 50
578. 75
9. 52
2,800.00
1,370.23
5. 59
5. 40
670. 50
4. 33
484.. 62
1,020.00
2. 41
4. 72
775. 42
1,216.10
7. 29
6. Gl
2,103.45
3. 98
896.10
8.43
1,306.67
1,072.73
4. 82
862. 39
1. 88
995. 28
5. 07
4. 22
758. 45

I 23.
21. 67
36
31. 52
24. 71
12.12
23.15
]6. 49
35. 24
21. 59
20. 91
16. 67
9. 66
20. 00
30. 90
28. 47
17. 22
37. 46
21. 93
8. 72
24 . 17
20. 37

42. 06
31. 93
33. 43
44. 31
28. 20
27. 50
19.14
63. 78
41. 35
24.18
17. 62
18. 4.3
24. 58
36. 29
45. 60
24. 34
46. 25
29. 31:!
17. 83
37. 70
25. 53

·i: i20: 35. ni: g~ j ·2z: 52·

32. 5fi

1
3
3
7
1
2
2
10
3
1
2

.....

·····---·
4. 24

...... ···-------

- - - - - - - - - - - - --- -

Mean .............. .... ....
252
Summary ................ . 5,293

1

3. 46
10. 42
10. 45
24. 65
3. 61
7. 27
7. 33
37. 04
11.45
3. 83
7. 69

5
3
3
2
3
1
1

54

2
2
2
2
1
3

---·
1
2
1
1
1
4
3

6. 92
6. 94
6. 97
7. 04
3. 61
10. 91

--····--3. 70
7. 63
3. 83
3. 85
4. 00
16.95
12. 71

21.55
12. 99
13. 33
9. 09
13. 76
4. 72
4. 83

---5 ·
1
4
1
3
1

21. 65
4.44
18.18
4. 59
14.15
4.83

10. 20

40

7. 56

- - - - ----
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IV.- Gen el"al view of tl1e resuli'6 of disease aud injury at each of the 'l'Jiilitary station s, arranged in the order of their mean strength-Continued.

GROUP 4.-EIGHTEEN STATIONS, GARRISONED BY 100 TO 200 MEN EA.CH.
Constantly noneifecti,·e .

..ci

bl)
A

}fame of station.

(l)

~
A
~

<!l

~

D eaths .

Discharges .

.Admis Ratio pflr
sionrato
per 1,000 Daily 1,000 of mean
strength.
of mean averstrength. age in
ho,ipita!. i~:J~~:. All
pital. cases.

s..:

(l)

,D

s0
z

Ratio per
1,000 of
mean
strength.

r..:

(l)

.0

s0
z

Ratio per
1,000 of
mean
strength.

- - - - - ~ - - - - - - -,- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 1!)9
984. 92
188 1,111.70
181
883. 98
179
955. 31
179 2,078.21
177 1,463.28
156
929. 49
133
939. 85
132 1,068.18
461. 54
130
128 1,273.44
515. 62
128
128 1,257.81
125
936. 00
116 1,413.79
115
721. 74
]15 1,078.26
422. 02
109

Fort Bliss, Tex .....••...........
:Fort McHenry, Md ..............
Fort Spokane, Wash .............
Fort Buford, N. Dak .............
Fort Ringgold, T ex . ..... . ......
Fort McIntosh, T ex .............
St. Francis .Barracks, Fla ..•.....
Fort Warren, Mass ..............
J ackson .Barracks, La . . .........
Alcatraz I s land, Cal. ... . ........
Key West Barracks, .Fla . .. . ... .
Fort Porter, N. Y ..... ......... ..
Fort Schuyler, N. Y .............
:Fort Canl.Jy,Wash ...............
Fort Brown, Tex .........•......
Boise Barracks, Idaho ...........
Fort Du Cbesne, Utah ......... ..
Fort Yellowstone,Wyo ..........

~f~ /·i;oss:oo·

Mean ...........•• .........
Summary ... . ..... . ....... 2,

4. 96
4. 76
3. 18
4. 25
9. 50
9. 35
5. 34
3. 50
3. 81
2. 09
2. 88
1.16
1. 65
2. 44
6. 70
:?. 00
1. 32
. 89

24. 91
25. 31
17. 78
23. 77
58. 05
52. 84
34. 21
26. 33
28. 89
16. 28
22. 54
9. 07
12. 91
19. 77
57. 74
17. 58
11. 44
8.17

45. 23
34. 20 - 9
2
10. 64
2
10. 64
33. 45
24. 58 ---- ---------- .... ---------5. 59
16.
76
1
3
38. 89
11.17
2
11.17
63. 92
2
5.65
1
2
11. 30
64. 05
12. 82
25. 64
2
38. 06
4
7. 52
15. 04
1
38. 38
2
31. 313 ---- ---------· ---- --- ------·
26.11 ---- ---------- -- -- ---------31. 25 .... ---------28. 70
4
7. 81 --- - --·------10. 27
1
7. 81
7. 81
1
19. 03
8. 00 ---- -----···-29. 30
1
8. 62
8. 62
70. 69
1
24. 68 ---- ---------- --- - ---------8. 70
8. 70
26. 21
12.19 ---- ---------- .... ------ ----

26. 66

35. 27

- - - --3. 88
69. 79

33

12. 60

4. 58

12

GROUP 5.-THIRTY·FIVE STATIONS, GARRISONED BY LESS TH.AN 100 MEN E.aCH.
]fort Washakie, Wyo .••.........
Fort Barrancas, T<'la . ... .. ...... .
Leav-enworth Military Prison,
Kans ......................... .
Fort Stanton, N. Mex .......... .
Fort '.l.'rumbull, Conn ......•....
]!'ort Preble, Me ............... .
San Die,go Barracks, Cal. ...... .
Fort Mason, Cal ............... .
Cam p ERgle Pass, Tex ......... .
Rock I s land Arsenal, Ill.. ..... .
Sand_v Hook .P roving Ground,
N.J ....•......... ... ..... .. ...
Watervliet Arsenal, N. Y ...... .
San Carlos, Ariz . ............... .
]fort Hancock, T ex ...... ..• .....
Frankford Ar enal, Pa .••..•....
Fort Pem bin a, N. Dale ..•.......
Watertown.Arsenal, Mass . .. . .. .
Spring-field Armory, Mass ...... .
Chicago. headquarters, Ill ...... .
.Allegheny Arsenal , Pa ......... .
St. Paul, headquarters, Minn ... .
AuguMaArsenal, Ga ........... .
Fort Harrison, Mont ........ . . . .
San Franci co, hE>adqnarters,
'al. .......................... .
NE>w York, attending surgeon,

-. y ···· ··············· ····· ··

Indianapolis Arson::il, Ind . ..... .
ol11mbia .Ar. enal, Tenn ....... .
DenYC>r, )JPadquartE>rs, Colo ..... .
Philadelphia, att ndingsurgeon,
Pa ...................... .. .. . .
, an .Antonio, hearlqu::irters, Tox.
llo.·lon, :itt<·ndingsurireon,Mass.
Kl'm1··b c • .,ennl. .M c ••........
J,ort Town. end, w·a. a ... . ... .. .
On,. 1m, h adqu::irter , 'ebr .... .
lhltimor , att aclin~ surgeon,
Md ...... . ......... ....•.......

I

r

88
85

1,170.45
1, 105. 88

1. 71
2. 41

28. 69

33. 75
37. 87

83
71
70
60
69
68
66
66

530.12
676. 06
800. 00
1,014.49
608. 70
676. 47
1, 424.24
772. 73

177 2l. 53
. 37
5. 27
8. 26
.58
1. 25 18. 07
3. 35 49. 10
. 28
4. 24
. 74 11. 29
. 36
5.54

23. 01
8. 26
12. 84
21. 88
50. 82
14. 38
22.17
14. 20

. 04
. 70
1. 04
1.12
. 03
. 61
. 33
. 13

. 61
11. 50
i8. 85
23. 66
. 67
13. 67
8. 02
3. 63

. 08

2. 74

22. 44
28. 48
25. 00
20. 83
35. 56
22. 22
31. 60
16. 56 ..•..•• ·••··..
20. 31 . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
44. 21
13. 95
28. 55

. 29
. 76

10. 01

2Ug ···· · ···a4:48· --i · ····iiX

27. 40

38. 55

. 01

.11

63 1,650. 79
61 1, 065.57
56 1, 017.86
48 1,687. 50
45
800. 00
666. 67
45
41 l , 000. 00
37 2,351 .35
33
424. 24
31
838. 71
31
32. 26
29
862. 07
28 1,071.43

11. 76 .. .. ······ ....

1
3

14. 40 .... ······ · ...
43. 48
1
14. 49

: : : : : :: : : : : : : : · ·i . . ····is.· i5

:::: ::::::::::

...........'.. ·1

~

1 ....
.. ..

;;:-::

. ... ......... .
.... .. . ...... .
2
4-1. 44
1
24. 39
1
27. 03

:::: :::::::::: .. ~ . .... .~:~~
35. 71

1

1

35. 71

~;; ;; I; ;;;;;;;;;;;;f ;;;;;;;;;

28

35. 71

26
25
20
16

307. 60
1,560.00
1,300.00
437. 50

16
16
14
14
,~

500. 00 ............. .
125. 00 .. .... ... .... .
71. 43 . ••.•. ...• . • ..
1, 000. 00
. 36 25. 64 36. 20 ..... ..... ........... ·······
5:l8. 46
.13 J}. 80 24. 24 .... ···· ······ .... ··········
29.14 ....... .... ....... . .. ······

1
:

;~ 5: ;:

::in.······ ·· ··· ·· ···· ··· · l,4 4!J?(l~ 1···0·1··_·1·2··

'ummary ... .. .... ... . ... .

19. 68

I:::::: J::::::

5~.!18 1···· ..........,........ ······

:; i ;: :; ;: ; ] :;:,;
G. 5
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IV.-General view of the resu.lts of clisease c11ul injury at each of the rnilita1·y stations, arra11gecl in tlte order of their mean strength-Continued.
6.-FIELD .AND SUMMA.RY.

GROUP

Constantly non·
effective.

Discharges.

Deaths.

1

sfo~ ~~ste
· Ratio per
perl,OOO Daily l,OOOof'mean
of mean aver.
strength.
strength. age in
_Cases .All
rn hos·
pital. cases.

Name of station.

~

's

bi:t·

~
;zi

-------------:--- ---- --- - -- --- Department of Dakota, field ....
Department of tbe Platte, fiold ..
Department of California, field ..
Department of tbe East, fi ld ...
D epartment of tbe Missouri,
field ...............•...........
Department of tbe Colorado,
field .... ..... ..... ............ .
Department of Texas, field ..... .
Department of tbo Columbia,
field ... . ...................... .
Gener~IH!:;rtai,"

ii~t Sp~i~g;: ·

163
161
159
14.0
96

742. 3:l
1, 012. 42
1,207.55
1, 250. 00

. ..... . . . .. . . . !l. 98
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12. 35
.............. 14.82
.. . . . . . . . . . . . . 12. 70

TABLE

~

strength.

~

-

----

---I

........................... .
.. . . . .. .... . .. 1
6. 21
........................... .
.. . . .. . .... . .. 1
7.14

I

I

1

10. 42

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: i!: :: :~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~: ~]::::: ~: ~: ~

1, 114. 35 ••.•....••••• · / 12. 71 . . . . . • . . . . . . . .

. di~~g~::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... ~~- -- -~~~:~~- .~~:~~. :::::: r:::::
Total for tbe .Army . ...•.. /25, 204

Ratio per

j l;~~~if

1,072.92 . __ . __ . ____ . _. 16. 27 .. _... _.... ___

:: 1: :::: :: ::
-----857

Ratio per
1,000 of
mean
strength.

1, 110. 22 605. 23

3 1

3. 50

i: ·--~~~:~~- ··21:::::::::

24. 02 / 33. 89 j250

9. 15 141

I

5. 16

V.-1'wenty posts having tlte highest ad-mission mtes fo1· the year 1895j also lhefr
ad1n-ission rates Jor the years 1890 to 1894, inclusive.
Ratios per 1,000 of mean
strength.

fl
Name of station.

bl)

i:i

a;,

~
i:i

<11

a;,

~

Fort Myer, Va ............
WashingtonBarracks,D.C
Davids lsland, N. Y .......
.Fort Rin:ftgolcl, Tex .......
Sandy
ook J'roving
Ground, N.J" ............
Fort Omaha, Nobr ........
Fort Clark, Tex .. .........
Fort Hamilton, N. Y ......
Fort 'l'bomas, Ky ........ .
Fort Monroe, Va ..........
Fort McIntosh, Tex . ......
Camp Eagle Pass, Tex ....
Columbus Barracks, Ohio.
Fort Brown, Tex .... ......
West Point. N. Y .........
Fort Riley, Kans ..........
Fort "Wingate, N. Mex ....
Fort D . .A. Russell, Wyo ..
Fort Ethan .A.llen, Vt ... ..
Key West Barracks, l!'la ..

I

.Admission rates per 1,000 of mean
strength.

~

0

ai
i:i

·i

i:i<I)

00

:

a;,

bl)

,;

~

·s

.cl

,,:;i

ii5

~

I i=1

--

ai

~:d
.: 0

~a;,

~~

A

0

1894.

1893.

1892.

1891.

1890 .

~~

0

- - -- ---

--··· - - - ----;--.a - - -

270 2,800.00 37. 04 3. 70
363 2,137.74 5. 51 2. 75
232 2,103.45 21.55 ·---179 2,078.21 11. 17 11.17

63. 78 2, ]67. 33 2, 034- 75 1, 6]8. 64 1,063.58 1,350. 86
4-6.18 1,794.302, 027. 87 1,981.93 1, 774. 19 1, 329. 41
45. 60 1, 326. 08 2, 283. 76 2,115.32 1, 884. 82 1, 642. 86
63. 92 1,289.16 1,939.60 1,716.42 1,366.07 865. 55

47. 62
-----14. 23

22. 44 1, 570. 71 2, 362. 07 1, 884. 62\1, 590. 91 1,812.50
51. 26 1, 210. 84 750. 531,223. 60,1, 234. 45 672. 29
40. 40 1, 619. 04 2, 165. 60 1, 538. 94 1, 256. 72 1,660.44
1, 6~(;, 2li
33. 43 1, 205. 22 ,. ,,,_ 20 2. ,,,_
52. l!l l, 137. 50 907. 611. 123. 13 I, 401. 52 1, 290. 3'.!
36. 63 1, 060. 55 I, 379. 011, 797 33 1, ::179. 86 1,709.01
64. 05 1, 235. 29 1, 218.18li, 442. 95 1,261.44 739. 4.(i
22.17,2, 213. 11 2,196.432, 1m. ~1 1,788.46 2, 05:l. 57
60. 65 1, 442. 75 2. 578. 2712, 059. 2312, 209. 89 1,876.49
70. 6!)11, 550. 00 1, 879. 52 576. 27 790. 32 1,881. 48
26. 04 1, 242. 18 1, 396. 87 1, 424 00 981. 23 ], 4ti5. 61
4.4. 2211, 222. 39 1, 35 . 00 1, 158. 89 1, 408. 3:1 ], 28:l. 4.!.l
1
41. 35J1' 669. 49 l, 564. 101,396.65 1, 776. 47 ], 788. 30
36. 84 958. 64 1, 091. 10 766. 90 870. 02 1,051.72
46. 251l, 310. 34 ·--··--· ·------· ----····
1,360.66 -------- -------· ---·····
226...
33. 89 1, 089. 73 1,289.04 1,270.42 1,364.78 1,384. 2,5

631,650.79
492 1,613.82
446 1,560.54
287 1,543.55
469 l, 490. 41
555 1,473.87
177 1. 463. 28
66 1,424.24
404 1,418. 32
116 1,413.79
386 1,303.78
768 1,391.87
262 1,370.23
409 l, 35-L 52
225 I, 306. 67
128 1,273.44

The .Army ...•............ 25,204 1,110.22

6.10
2. 24 4.48
10.45 6. 97
14. 9810. 66
7.211 1.80

.

~~~ ~~ . ~-- ~~

9. 901 2. 48
8. 62 8. 62
7. 77, 2. 59
13.11 7 86
11.4.5 7.63
4. !l9l 4.89
13. 33 4. 44
31.25,....

__ ___
9.1515.10

·r, ._ ,

"· 'T
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TABLE

VI.-Twenty posts hai,ing the lowest adrnission rates for th e yea1· 1895; also thei1'
admission rates f 01· the years 1890 to 1894, inolnsive.
Ratios per 1,000 of mean
strength.

,..

Name of station.

~b.O
A

<I)

-t:i
<tl

§
<I)

~

Fort Yellowstone, Wyo ...
.A.lcatra,z Island, Cal. .....
Fort Wayne, Mich ........
Fort Porter, N. Y .........
Fort McPherson, Ga ......
]Tort Missoula, Mont ......
San Diego Barracks, Cal..
Fort Bayard, N. Mex ......
Vancouver Barracks,
Wash ..... . .............
.A.ngel Island, Cal .........
Fort Custer, Mont ........
:Fort Stanton, N. Mex .....
Fort Mason, Cal ..........
Boise Barracks, Idaho ....
Fort Wadsworth, N. Y ...
Rockislimd Arsenal, Ill ..
Fort Brady, Mich ........ .
:Fort Trumbull, Conn .....
Fort Keo\h, Mont ......·..
Wllipple arracks, .A.riz ..

109
.130
260
128
567
273
69
366

Admission rates per 1,000 of mean
strength.

r=1
0

ti,

A ai

rn

A

~~

<I)

-~

~-~

b.O

~

'§

r,;

j!§

~

1

'C

1894.

AO

~

<I)

1892.

1893.

1890.

1891.

<1)

0

<!j
A A C,)
- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

-----

422. 02 -----461. 54 ------ · · ··484. 62 7. 69 3. 85
515. 62 7. 81 ---·566.14 5. 29 3. 53
578. 75 7. 33 ----608. 70 43.48 14.49
628, 42 2. 73 5.46

572 655. 59 10.49 6. 99
261 670. 50 3.83 3. 83
310 674.19 3. 23 6.45
71 676. 06
····.....
68 676. 47
115 721. 74 .......... ----207 758. 45 4.83 4. 83
66 772, 73 ·----- 15.15
236 775. 42 4.24 16. 95
70 800, 00
357 806. 72 11. 20
275 843. 64 7. 27 10. 91

-----------

I

12. 191 529. 41

520. 00 1, 10!; 26 1,033.90 1,261.54

692. 98 694. 91 L, 025. 64 1, P97. 35 l, 076. 09
i~: ~~I 609.
44 1, 1fl2. 60 L, 326.18 t, 190. 87 1,341.23
10. 271 833. 33 ], 814.16 l, 133. 33 1,047.17 1,010.53

534. 68 1,391.41 1,634.09 2,394.98 2,489.36
552. 63 773. 87 603.17 983. 87 1,285.71
929. 58 1,348.48 942. 03 1,261.54 1,311.48
557, 93 851.19 1,348.99 1,276.73 1,482.88
-·
22. 67 471. 40 518. 18 727, 27 841.49 ;_, 2:iJ. 90
24.18 590.10 826. 09 960.14 1,310.34 92(). 21
25.19 279.88 333. 33 1,534.18 1,985.56 1,380, 66
8. 26 819. 05 757. 01 l, 250, 00 L, 427. 48 1,661.65
14. 38 373.13 741. 94 689. 66 838. 71 1,031.25
24. 68 726. 50 798.17 693. 88 927. 93 1,152.38
25. 53 1,059.78 l, 204. 55 l, 108. 57 1,528.30 1,072. 07
14. 20 812. 50 1, 184.62 L, 292. 31 1,093, 75 1,483.33
24, 58 928. 99 970. 59 923. 08 801. 72 1,273.68
12. 84 446.15 593. 75 ], 048. 39 769, 23 1,115.38
27. 97 1,266, 67 1,633.99 1,264.25 1,328.40 674. 35
27. 50 817. 07 1,336.21 1, 135.42 1,235.54 1,684.65
25.171
19.14
5U. 82
28, 92

- - - - - - - - - ======-- - - - - - - - - The.A.rmy ................. 25,204 l, llO. 22 9.15 5.16 33. 89jl, 089. 73 1,289. 04 1,270.42 1,364.78 1,384.25

TABLE

VIL-Twenty posts ha1.1ing the highest noneffective rates for the year 1895; also
their rwnejf'ective rates f 01· the years 1890 to 1894, inclitsive.

~b.O

Name of etation.

~

~

§

i:i,.<1l

s.

-~
<!)~

]fi

jt3g §

H-'

W~o H

<I)

116
177
179
270
404
342
469
492
69
225
363
232
463
284
763
289
262
446
449
179

························! 25,204

§v,-,i~
C,)

•

015

'O

~-;~~

~

<tl<!)

~I~

<tl

A

c<l

Th .A.rmy

0

§
.!:l<tl
<I)

Fort Brown, Tex ........••........
Fort McIntosh, Tex ...............
Fort Ringgold, Tex ... .. ..........
:Fort Myer, Va ... .......... .......
C lumbus Barracks, Ohio ....•....
ort Reno, Okla . ..................
Fort 'l.'homas, Ky ............. ....
Fort Omaha, ... ebr ...... ...... ... ..
San Diego Barrackv' Cal ..........
Fort Ethan .A.lien, t ..............
Wasbinfiton .Barracks, D. C .......
Davids sland, N. Y ...... .. .......
Fort Snelling, Minn .... ....... ... .
Fort pache, .A.riz ......... . ......
Fort Riley, Kans ..................
Fort .A.clams, R. I .................
Fort Wingate, N. Mex ............
Fort Clarle, Tex ........ ...........
Fort Niobrara, ~ebr ..............
Fort Buford, N. Dak ..••••..•.....

r=1

~

~

~

<!j

Constantly noneffective per 1,000
of mean strength.

b.O<!l-t:i

;1 ~
~

<q

.... fl::

1894.

1892,

1893.

1890.

1891.

--- - -- - - - - -- -- --70. 69
64. 05
63, 92
63. 78
60. 65
54, 78
52.19
51, 26

8. 20
11. 34
11. 44
17. 22
24. 50
18. 73
24, 48
25. 22

.._., I,. "

46. 25 10. 41
46.18 16. 76
45, 60 10, 58
45. 02 20. 84
44. 31 12. 58
44. 22 33. 74
42, 06 12.16
41.35 10. 83
40. 40 18. 02
39. 80 17. 87
6. 96
38. 80

i-33~

854.15

18. 25 59.54
15, 98 50. 04
11. 23 54, 60
8. 31 53.18
15. 61 66. 66
19. 37 43. 53
12, 78 36.34
11. 59 45.55
30. 48 59. 81
12. 92 46. 58
7. 88 1 42, 33
7. 91 36. 70
14. 49 38. 47
15, 06 34.15
11. 60 38. 02
15. 30 36.17
11.01 52. 35
9.45 52. 39
]2, 79 32. 35
14. 86 26. 90
11.14

34.40

60. 90
65. 62
76, 51
62. 57
92.16
59. 28
26.10
28. 01
49. 73

..........
54. 27
48. 44
39. 41
32. 00
38. 93
39. 77
48. 68
79. 79
40. 22
34. 27
40. 15

36. 91
68. 91
70.14
40. 55
71.98
67. 57
42.19
33. 49
78.88

38.18 65.23
54. 97 25.31
52. 05 26. 61
35. 98 37. 20
77.13 77. 55
59. 47 56, 53
32. 77 16. 35
40. 74 31. 83
90.]5 122. 48

46, 31
43. 56
39. 22
27. 95
32. 62
36.12
60. 77
39. 50
28.55

47. 61
51. 62
38. 79
62. 27
58.18
33.52
42.68
39. 61
43. 21
26.48

-----·
·
43. 22

I 39. 60

51. 6
52. 45
36.42
55. 51
36.45
25. 38
60. 2
65. :?5
32. 7
32.
I

42. 01 142. 71
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SURGEON-GENERAL,
TABLE

VIII.-Twenty posts having the lowest noneffective rates f01· the year 1895j also
their none:tf·ect-ive relics fo1· the y ears 1890 to 1894, inclusive.

,s

.;:l

"'

./3

~(!)

"'!§o'"
§ (!) ...-~

A''"'

0

71
128
109
70
66
68
260
218
509
250
128
273
69
66
63
572
330
261
231
236

-

1'he Army ............. ............ 25,204

~-~

,c::,

.

o"g

~~16

Constantly noneffective per 1,000
of mean strnegth.

~~~
~cl~

b.O

j~gg

"'

~

Fort Stanton, N. Mex ..............
Fort Porter, N. Y ..................
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo ...........
Fort Trumbull, Conn ..............
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill ..... .....
Fort Mason, Cal. ........... ... ....
Fort W1ne, Mich ................
Benicia arracks, Cal ..... ........
Plattsbur~Barracks, N. Y ........
Fort Huac uca, Ariz ... .... .......
Fort Schuyler, N. Y ... ............
Fort Missoula, Mont ..............
Fort Preble, Me ...................
Carol Eagle P ass, Tex ............
San yHookProvingGrouncl,N.J.
Vancouver BarrackR, Wash .......
Fort Assinniboine, Mont ..........
.Angel I sland, Cal. ................
Fort Columbus, N. Y ..............
Fort Brady, Mich . ,................

~

<1l<D

~

§ (!)

~t,
~:'Mi
o
ti!':;l

(!)

Name of station.

P<a*

' IC<~

b.O
A

l'<'O
(!)

~:f] ~

p,

~

~

1894.

1893.

1892.

1891.

1890.

-------- -- ---8. 26
10. 27
12.19
12. 84
14. 20
14. 38
17. 62
17. 83
18.12
18.43
19. 03
19.14
21. 88
22.17
22.44
22. 67
23.41
24.18
24. 34
24. 58

0. 59
1. 32
1. 33
. 90
.94
. 98
4.58
3.89
0. 22
4. 61
2. 44
5. 22
1. 51
1. 46
1. 41
12. 97
7. 73
6. 31
5. 62
5. 80

4.46
7. 27
10. 54
5.86
6. 71
7. 76
13. 27
7. 55
7. 32
6. 60
5. 52
12. 07
7. 87
5. 68
4. 96
12. 62
9. 46
13.17
9. 91
11.57

13. 52
17. 76
9. 86
11. 00
20. 50
14. 93
21. 94
24.49
20. 45
27. 55
29. 50
18. 23
43. 63
60. 95
30. 22
18. 28
26.15
24.40
36. 78
31. 52

18. 56
40. 22
20. 77
19. 52
28. 20
46. 49
37. 99
23. 43
28. 20
38. 63
31. 03
18.16
28. 10
68. 74
25. 98
15. 06
31. 29
40. 04
38. 89
34.13

43.28
35. 91
23. 62
36. 93
21. 48
21. 72
50. 78
21. 24
25. 62
24. 54
33. 68
20. 64
49. 94
76. 30
19.13
28.10
40. 64
36. 63
38. 3l
28. 60

33. 63
29.18
35. 20
22.15
15. 50
30. 27
44. 52
24.14
37. 63
19. 39
29. 81
20. 90
16. 52
49. 21
16.07
33. 51
30. 29
50. 04
30. 45
16. 89

67. 83
33. 28
39. 41
34.19
30. 37
42. 51
37.84
42. 03
34. 92
22. 02
33. 58
28. 93
31. 91
59 59
17. 04
39. 02
35. 61
27.44
39. 27
31. 49

11. 14

34. 49 , 40. 15

39. 60

42.01

42. 71

-

33. 89 854.15

IX.-Twenty posts having the highest adrnission rates for disease, exclud·ing venereal diseases, vaccinia, and alcoholisrn; also their ratios for deaths, d-ischarges, and constant nonejfectiveness, and the corresponding average rates for the Arrny, year 1895 .

TABL_E

Ratio p er 1,000 of mean str ength.
Name of station.

Mean
strength.

Admissions.

DisDeaths
charges.
·

Constantly
noneffective.

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1----1----1-- - - - - - - - - - Fort Myer, Va ........ .'...........................
Washington Barracks, D. C...... ...... ....... ...
Davids Island, N. Y ............ ..... ...... .. .....
Sandy Hook Proving Ground, N. J ..... ,.. .......

J~~rn:Jni~~.~-xy=:::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::
FortMonroe, Va... ........................... .. ..

West Point, N. Y ... . . . . .. . ... . . . .. . . .. ... . . . . . . . .
Fort Omaha, Nebr..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Clark, 'l'ex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .
Fort Thomas, Ky ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Water vliet Arsenal, N. Y....... ............ .. ...
Camp Eagle Pass, 'l'ex .......................... Fort Brown, Tex .............................. .'..
Fort Schuyler, N. Y... ..... ........ ........... .. .
Fort D. A.Russell, Wyo............... ...........
Key West Barracks, ]'la ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Willets Point, N. Y.. .. ........ ... . . . .. . .. .. . . ....
Fort Win ate, N. Mex . ...........................
Fort Sill, kla ........... . .........................
The Army.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5

1,959.26
270
29. 63
3. 70
36. 27
1, 732.78
363
2. 75
2. 75
29. 68
232
1,232.77
17. 24
25. 75
63
1,222.21 ....... ... ........ ..
12. 00
1,167. 59
179
287
1,069.67
1,059.45
7. 21
26. 41
555
1,049. 22
386
7. 77
2. 59
16. 96
1, 0]0. 16
492
14. 23
4. 06
28. 80
1,006. 73
2. 24
2. 24
23. 58
446
950. 96
469
12. 79
10. 66
28. 61
934. 42 .......... ..........
61
24.12
924. 25 . - ... -.... - - - . -- -- · 66
12. 66
116
922. 41
8. 62
8. 62
33. 56
128
906. 25
7. 81 .•. - - • . . . .
11. 84
409
897. 32
2. 44 . . . .... . . .
24.18
867.19
128
31. 25 . • . . . .. . . .
18. 14
419
866. 36
7.16
17. 68
262
858. 78
3. 82
7. 63
28. 88
838.
17
414
====l:=
=
==1=
===1,==4.=8=3=-1===2=0=.3=3
25,204

707. 00

1U~

~J~

f~: ~~

6. 81

3. 33

19. 20
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X.- Twenty post.9 havin,rJ the highest non~ffective rates for disease, er clucling vener ea l diseases, 1'accinia, an d alcoholism; also the average nnrnb e1· sick daily, the a:i:erage
·am·ation of each case, and the corresponding average rates of the Army, year 1895.

TA B LE

N ame of stat ion.

Con·
.Avera.ge
stan tly .Average 1rnmber
M ean noueffoct· num ber of da:rs
strength . ive p er
of sick each case
W:JR
l,1~oeoaif
daily.
treated.
strength .

Fort niyer, Va. ............................................
Fort J{eno,Okla. ...........................................
Fort, Hrown , T ex ...... . .......... .. ........................
Fort 3uelling, Minn...... . ............. ... .................
San Uiego Barrack s, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Washiug ton Ba rrack s, D. C. .. . . .. . . . ... . . . . .. . ...... ......

i~~t
b~~f;~t~l~~~.::: ::::: :: ::::::::: :::::: :::::: ::::::
Ifort Thomas, Ky . • • • . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .
Fort Mon roe,'Va .............. . .... : .......................
Fort R in ggold, 'l'ex....... . ....... . . . ......... .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Colum busBarmck s, Ohio..................................
D:w ids I sland, N . Y . ... ... . .. .•.... ...... ..................
Saint Frau cis Barrank s, F la . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort D . .A.Ru ssell, Wyo...................................
·watervliet .A rsen al, N . Y .. . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . .. ••• .. •••.. .. . . .
l~ort Cla r k, T ex . . ................. . ........................
Jfort v\Tarren , Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
For t Barrancas, Fla ....................................... .
For t A _pach e, Ariz.................................. . ... . . .
Tile Army ................................................ .

270
342
116
463
69

363

•

m

469
555
179
404
232
156
40 .
61
446
133
85
284

36. 27
35.13
33. 56
30. 57
29. 93
29. 68
28. 88
28. 80
28. Gl
26. 41
26. 09
26. 00
25. 75
25. 71
24.18
24.12
23. 58
23. 41
22. 88
22. 55

!J. 79
12. 01
3. 89
14. 16
2. 07
10. 77
7. 56
14. 16
13. 42
14. 66
4. 67
10. 51
5. 97
4. 01
9. 89
1. 47
10. 51
3.11
1. 97
6. 41

6. 7G
17.06
13. 28
14. 89
39. 68
6. 25

~~: !h

10. 98
9.10
8. 15
12.14
7. 62
15. 09
9. 84
9. 42
8. 55
14. 75
12. 68
14. 34

= ==='= = = =l== ==I====
483. 88
19. 20
25, 204 J
9. 91
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SUR.GEON-GENERAL.

XI.-The military posts in each department, showing {lie rates of admission, death,
discharge, and constant noneffectiveness for disease, excluding 'renereal diseases, vaccinia,
av.d alcoholism, yexr 1895.

TABLE

DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST.
Ratio per 1,000 of mean strength.
Mean
strength.

Nsme of station.

Admis·
sions.

Discharges.

Deaths.

Con.
stantly
noneffective.

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --1-----1- - - - - - --- - - Fort Myer, Va...................................
Springfield Armory, Mass........................
ifa~it:rs\~:r:1ri~~~~: .~:::::: ::::::::::::::::
Sandy Hook Proving Ground, N. J...............
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn..........................
Fort H amilton, N. Y . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .

~~!?i,~~~~~1?½:·.::
:::::: :·:: :: :::: :: ::::::::::::
Fort Thomas, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Watervliet Arsenal, N. Y..... ........ .. .. ..... ..
K ennebec Arsenal, Me...........................
Fort Sl·huyler, N. Y............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
WatertownArsenal,Mass........................
.K ey W est Barracks, Fla..........................
Willets Point, N. Y . ... .. . . . . ... . .. . . . .. . .. .... ..
Columbus Barracks, Ohio........................

r~

1

;!t~H1~:!~~dG~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Niagara, N. Y...............................
Frankl ord Araenal, Pa......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Jackson Barracks, La............................
Fort Barrancas, Fla..............................
.Allegheny Arsenal, Pa...........................
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .
Saint Francis Barracks, Fla......................
Fort Preble, Me..................................
Fort Columbus. N. Y .. --·........................
Fort Warren, Mass.. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. . ..
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y.......................
Madison Barracks, N. Y..........................
Fort Adams, R. I.................................
]'ort Wadsworth, N. Y........ ..... .. . .. . ........
Fort Trumbull, Conn .. . . .........................
Philadelphia, attending surgeon, Pa..............
Fort McPherson, Ga..............................
Fort Porter, N. Y... .. . .. .. .. ....... .. . .. . ..... .. .
N ew York, attending surgeon, N. Y ..•...• .......
Baltimore, attending surgeon, Md................
Boston, attending surgeon, Mass . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .
Field.............................................
Total.......................................

270
37
363
232
63
20
287
555
386
469
61
14
128
41
128
419
404
188
29
220
45
132
85
31
225
156
69
231
133
509
480
289
207
70
16
567
128
26
8
14
140

1,958. 26
1,837.83
1,732. 78
l, 232. 77
1,222.21
1, 100. 00
!., 069. 67
1,059.45
1,049.22
950. 96
934. 42
928. 57
90il. 25
878. 05
867. 19
866. 36
782.18
760. 63
724.14
718.19
711.12
666. 67
658. 83
645.16
631. 12
721. 80
-608. 69
606. 05
578. 95
575. 64
554.16
550.18
531. 40
471. <l2
375. 00
356. 26
312. 50
307. 69
125. 00
71. 43
814. 29

7, 875 1

840. 38

29. 63

3. 70
27. 03

1~: i~ ..... ~-.~~.
.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. ... .. . . . . . . . . ... . . .
10. 45

6. 97

~: ~~

2. 59
12. 79
10. 66
. . . ....... .. .. ......

. . . ..... . . .... .. . . . .
7. 81 . • • . . . . . . .
24.39
31. 25 . . . . . . . . . .
7.16
7. 42
64

st:~

9. 09
22. 22

lO.

4. 55

11. 76 . . . .. . .. ..

.......... ... .......

12. 99
7. 52

23. 4
19. 3

it
t
28. 6
24.1
34. 8
11. 8
17.3
18. 1
17. 6
26. o

M: g

20. 6

17.3
22. 8
21.1
21.1
25. 7
14. 6
12. 4
23. 4

10. 0
2. 08
3. 46
4. 83

- .. . ...... ......... .
.. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . ..
3. 53

21>. 8

~;:
~
12. O

28. 7

........ .. ... . .. . . . .
8. 89
25. 64
14. 49
8. 66
15. Ot
1. 96
4.17
3. 46
4. 83

36. 2

3. 53

. .. . ...... .... .. . .. .
.......... .... .. .. . .
.... . .. . . . .... . . . . . .
.. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .
....................

14. 6

14. 6
14. 3·
7. 5
9. 2
13. 0
6. 5
33. 4
2. 0
.7
7.8

-----:- - - --J------1-----·1- - - 7. 75

3. 42

19. 5

D~PARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI.
Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind ....................... .
Fort Sill, Okla ............................. - - -- .. .
Fort Reno, Okla ........ -................. -... -- -.
Fort Riley, Kans ................................ .
Fort Sheridan, Ill .......... ---...... -- . - . -. -. -- . Jefferson Barracks, Mo .......................... .
Fort Leavenworth, Kans ........................ .
.Ro<·k Island Arsenal, Ill. ....................... .
Chicago, headquarters, Ill ...................... .
],ort Rrad_y, Mich . ..................... - ....... ..
Leavenworth Military Prison, Kans ........... . .

tel~~.~~~'. -~i.~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

25
414
342
763
761
236
796
66
33
236
83
260
96

Total. ....... - - ... - - .. - ... · · · -· · · · · · · -· · -· · ·

4,111

WAR 96-VOL I--35

1,160. 00
838.17
751. 46
740. 50
721. 41
690. 67
645. 74
590. 92
424. 24
381. 35
301. 21
300. 00
677. 09

I

665. 29

4. 83
5. 85
'.l. 92
2. 62
11. 80
1.31 ........ ..
12. 71
11. 31
5. 02
15. 15
60. 60
8. 47
7. 69

3. 85

5. 50

4. 38

12. 05
20. 33
35.13
21. 71
16. 86
21. :13
16. 05
11. 96
13. 05
12. 82
8. 55
10. 57
6. 97
18. 57
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XI.-The m,ilitary posts in each department, showing the rates of admissfon, <leath,
discharge, and constant nonejJectiveness for disease, exclitding venereal diseases, vaccinia,
and alcoholism, year 1895-Continued.

T ABLE

DEP .A.RTMENT OF DA.KOT.A..
Ratio })er 1,000 of mean strength.
Mean
strength.

Name of station.

ConAdmissions .

Dis ch arges .

Deaths.

stantly
noneffective.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --1- ---,-----1 ----- - - - - - - - Fort Snelling, Minn ....... . ..................... .
:Fort Yates, N. Dak . . .. .... . ..................... .
J!'ort .A.ssinni boine, Mont ..... . .................. .
Furt Buford, N. Dak ............................ . .
Fort Harrison, M ont ..... . ...................... .

i~;: t:~i~;~N. b~k:::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::

Fort Custer, Mont ............. . ...... . ...... .. .. .
Fort Missou la, Mont ......... ... ................ .
Fort Yellowstone, Wyo ........ . .............. . .. .
Sai-ntPau l, headquarter s, Minn ...................,
Field ...... . .....•................................

Total ....... . ...................... .,_ ...... _

463
277
330
179
28
357
45

310
273
109

6.48
749. 46
8. 64
3. 61
3. 61
653. 43
627. 28
3. 03
5. 59
614. 52
11.17
35.71
B5. 71
535. 71
490. 19
5. 60
444. 45 . - - - . --- ..
3. 23
896. 76
3. 66
391. 94
............
247. 71

--------------- ----

30. 57
16. 02
15. 37
20. 81
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10. 05
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-------- -1:~ ·· ··.is,i,·ii1· ::::::::::
:::::::::: --··--ii:is
4. 68

2. 73

16. 75

14. 23

4. 06

419
88
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1, 010. 16
897. 32
818.18
778. 04
738 64
679. 29
428. 27
602. 48

28. 80
24. 18
29.14
14. 27
20. 80
20.56
11. 74
6. 04

2,496

747. 60

4. 81

1. 60

19.20

5. 59
2. 24

5 . 59
2. 24

11. 30
3. 28
35.18

5. 65
4. 92

26. 09
23.58
15. 30
12. 66
33. 56
19. 99
19. 73
22.44
2. 23
5. 08

2,565

542. 30

DEPARTMENT OF THE PLATTE.
Fort Omaha, Nebr .. ............................. .
Fort D . .A.. Russell, Wyo ........................ .
Omaha, headquarters,Nebr ... . .. . ........... .. . .
Fort Robinson , Nebr .......................... . . .

j~~i ~~~!:~~N~t!r~::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Meade, S. Dak .............................. .
Field .... .. . ............•.................. . ......

Total. ... . . ..... ............. . ....... .. ..... ·

492
409

11

2.44

2. 39

2. 39

6.42 ·•••· •· ...
6. 21

DEP..A.RTMENT OF TEXAS.

i~~i ~~fif.~}~·/_e_~::_- _-: .·:::::::::::::::::: ::::::

Fort Hancock, T ex ...... .... .. ..... ... . ..... .... .

~~~~:!~, f !~s'. -~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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446
48
66

116

Fort McIntosh, Tex .. ........................... .
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ..... . . . ...... ..... ...... .
Fort 1:Sliss, Tex ............. .. ............ . ...... .
an Antonio, headquarters, Tex ..... .. ......... .
Field .. . ... ..... ... ........ ... ... .. ...........•.. .

199

Total. ................... ... . .. .... ........ .

1,884

177

610
]6

27

1,167.59
1,006. 73
958. 33
924. 25
922. 41
774. 01
675. 37
597. 98
125. 00
592. 59 .

----- ----- ------ ------ -----· --------8. 62
8. 62

·--------- ·-·------·
--------·- ------- --·

826. 97 1

7.44

- ------21.68
3. 72 1

DEP..A.RTMENT OF THE COLOR.A.DO.

J~~: ii~~g:~l~:~ :: ::::::::::::::: ::::::::::
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·t~i;::::::::::: ·:::::::::::::::
an 'arlo , Ariz .. .............•••................
Fort :frant, .Ariz .. .• . ...... ......................

~ap;r;~ri;t~t::~i~ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::

D nvn, headquart rs, 'olo .............. . ...... .
Fort, t.a.nton,
Mex .......... . ................ .
T.

~iei~.~:~~~'. ..

T . . .~ ~ : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

Total. .......... - .. - --· · - ······· · ·· · ·· ·· · · -·

~~~ I

590

115
56

2 8
524
28-i
275
16
71
a66
80
3, 186 1

:~o:
~g I-.... s.~:~~-,
' -.... 3.'.:~~/
750. 1
47
39

660. 56 . . . . . . . . . .
8. 70
642. 6 ..........•. .. ......

5 6. 81 . .. . . . . • . .
5 :i.
9. 55
573. 9-!
]7. 61
552. 73
3. 64

98 1

6. 9l
3. 2

7. 0-1
7. 27
437. 50 ................... .

:~: g: 1-- · · ·2: 1a · ··· · ·5_-46 ·
4. 71
644. 69 I
5. 65 1

1. 3i0. 79 ................... .

28.88
13. 5-!
16.4
13. 30

9.58
15. i7
15. 9-!

22.55
16.37

22. 09
4. 40
15 27
8. ~3
16.81
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SURGEON-GENERAL.

XI.-The mi1ita1·y posts in each department, showing the rates of' admission, death,
dis cha1·ge, ancl constant noneffecti1,eness .for disease, excl,uding venereal diseases, vaccinia,
and alcoholism, year 1895-Continued.
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DEPARTMENT OF CALIFORNIA,
Ratio per 1,000 of mean atrength.
Mean
strength.

Name of station.

- - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - -·\- - - -

Admissions. ·

Discharges .

D eaths .

Constantly
noneffective.

- - - - --- - · - - - - - - --

Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. ..•.•.•......... . .
"BeniC'ia Barracks, Cal. ................•......•....
Augellsland, Cal. ... . ........................... .
Fort Masou, Cal. ................................ .
Sau Diego Banarks, Cal. ...................... ..
Alcatraz I sland, Cal. . . . ........ .. ............... .
San Francisco, h eadquarters, Cal ...•.............
Field ..... ................................ .. ..... .

566
218
261
68
69
130
28
159

779. lfi
513. 77
498. 08
897. 06
275. 36
253. 87
85. 71
710.69
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1,499

584. 40

7. 07
4. 59
3. 88

4.59

48.48

14.49

17. 38
8.12
18. 23
8. 26
29. 98
12. 77
8.12
7. 89

6, 00

2. 00

14. 76

4. 72
9. 77

14.15
6. 51

21. 85
21. 85
14.17
19.18
14.48
9.48
10. 20
2. 37

1. 77

DEPARTMENT OF THE COL UMBI.A..
Fort Walla Walla, Wash.........................
Fort Sherm.an, Idaho . . .. . .. .. . . . ... . . . . . . ..... ..
Fort Spokane, Wa h . ............................
Fort Townsend, ·wash...........................
Boise Barracks, Jdaho....... .. . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . .
Fort Canby, Wash....... ........................
Vancouver Barracks, Wash......................
Field . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total.......................................
General Hospital, Hot Springs, Ark.............
Total for the Army.. ......................

212
307
181
18
115
125
572
22

622. 65
578. 28
541. 45
461. 54
434. 78
368.00
321. 67
318. 19

1,547
41

451. 85
536. 59

8. 00 ......... .

5. 24

5. 24

-----:- - - -1----- ----- - - 5.17
365. 85

5.17

14. 80

t====l=====l====:f====!====
25,204

707. 00

6. 81

3. 33

19. 20
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XII.-Ratios of admission to sick 1·epo1·t, discha1·ge, death, and constantly noneffective of the Army and of the troops in the several ·departments
for the year 1895, as compared with the mtios for the Army fo1· 1894, and for the decade 1884-1893.'
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GROUPED.

InfoctlonR niseases, general and local. .... - -1
l)isensos of' nutrition, general ........ _.. _..
Diseases of tho n ervous system ..•...... _..

298. 8815. 06
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115. 65 3. 87
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1 13.. 51
27
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311. 63 1 6
2. 38
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D 1seases of the digestive ~ystem . •......•..
D iseases of the circulatory system .. .......
iseases of the respiratory organs . ........
iseases of the genito-urinary system ......
iseases of the lymphatic system and ductless glands .... . ...........................
iseases of the muscles, bones, and joints ..
iseases of the integument and subcutaneous connective tissue ...................
iseases of the organs of special sense ..•..
·nclassified ...... . ..................•......
eneral injuries .... .. ...................•..
1juries to special parts ..••••..•.•••..•••..

295. 39
7. 71
129. 14
12. 45

. 93
1. 96
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1.11
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.53
.85
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aFor 1887-1893, seven years of decade.

b For 1891-1893, three years of decade.
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XII.-Ratios of admission to sick repo1·t, discha1·ge, death, and constantly noneffective, etc.-Continued.

Fol' the year 1894.
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.u1seases ot tl:l.e nervous system .............
Dfoeases of the digestive system ............
Diseases of the circulatory system . .........
Difleases of the respiratory organs ..........
Diseases of the genito-uriuary system ......
DiReases of the lymphatic system and ductlesl'l glan<lA .......... . .. . .. . ...............
Diseases of the muscles, bones, and joints ..
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Unclassified ................................
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Injuries to special parts ............ .........
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Total for inj nries .....................
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XII.-Ratios of admission to sick report, discharge, death, and constant noneffective, etc.-Continued.

For the year 1895.
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Diseases of the digestive system . ..........•.•........
Diseases of the circulatory system . ............ ....... ... .
Diseases of the respiratory organs ............ .
Diseases of the genito-urinary system ...................... .
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XII.-Ratios of adrnission to sick report, discharge, death; and constant none:tfective, etc.-Continued.

For tho yonr 1895.
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Diseases of tbe nervous system ..........
D~seases of the ~igestive system...........
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XII.-Ratios of admission to sick report, discharge, death, and constant noneffective, etc.-Continued.

For tl1e year 1895.
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SPECIAL.

accinia ..•..•..............•••••••••.......

iln11~j f~~:itti~~~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::

Rheumatic fever .. .. ..... .................. .
Tuborculosis of the lungs .................. .
Syphilis ....... .. .. ...................•...•.
Gonorrhea ................................. .
All v1mereal diseases ...................... .
Alcoholism and diroct results .............. .

¥i~;mrl! ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Colic and constipation ... .................. .
Diitrrboal diseases .. ....................... .
Diseases of the heart ....................... .

~~~~~tiiis: :::::: ::: ::::: :::: ::::::::: :::: ::
Pneumonia ...... ...... .................... .

Diseases of tho kidneys ..... ............... .
Rheumati:1m 1tnd myn1gia ..................•
Boils ancl abscesses . .... .
Co~jnnctivitis .... ... .
All di sl'asos of tho eye
All diseases of the ear
Co11tnsions nnd sprains ........ .
Dhl locat ions ....................•.........•.
Frnotnres, not gunshot ..... .
'\VounclR, not gunshot .... .
Wounds, gunshot ..........••..•......•..•..

14. 33
17. 52 . ...... , 2.12
72.19
4. 25
.53
1. 06 , ••••••
24.42
67. 94
138. 00
39. 81
12. 74
11 68
41. 40
146. 50
69 · 1 1:
4. 78
4. 78
33. 97
1.06
1. 06
81. 74
1.06 ,..... .
98.19
14. 86
18.58
7. 96
167. 64
2.12
7. 43
. 53 ,..... .
76.43
2.65
2.12 I 1. 06

..i:

g~

t~h:::::

22. 91
3.45 .•.•••• , 0. 31
27. 31
5. 96
.94
o. 63 I • 31
14. 75 ·1··· ·· ··1 ······
32. 33
68. 07
26. 37
16. 64
. 31 , ...••.
49. 91
36.10
86. 63
6. 02
. 94 I • 63
21. 03
41. 43
1. 88
. 31
1. 26
65. 91
.63 , .... • .
24.80
15.38
22. 60
4. 71
110.49
1.88
6.96
60. 58
1.57
3.14
.94 I • 94

Ji 1::::::

326. 90 1 1. 6912. 12 1
170:~~ ::::::: •• :~~.

~
t:_zj

'1:J

0

~

0. 36
2. 26
2.26
.57
. 87
3. 22
4. 21
10.34
.40
.24
.28
.40
1. 68
. 24.
• 04
. 52
.02
.10
2. 63
1. 95
• 38
.64
.36
3. 72
• lG
1.06
1. 66
• . 69

0; 47
.48
.96
.49
.21
1. 49
2.29
4.44
. 28
.63
. 78
.29
. 99
. 63
. 20
. 65
. 30
.36
2.27
.57
.37
. 63
.18
2. 62
. 03
.75
1. 59
.57

GROUPED.

Infootious disenecs, general and local ...... .
Lo1•al lnl'cctiouR (nl110 onlorotl under dis·
of orgnn11) ......................... .
11 uf 11ntritlo11, gonoml

°'

8.

' : ; \ ___: ; ; ; L ] _ : ; ; _ 1

12. 67 ,...••.. , ..••..
98. 73
. 67
1. 33
9. 34
52. 71
75. 38
26. 02
9. 34
18. 68
16.01
63. 38
6. 67
5.34
58. 71
2.00

o. 67

I 1. 33
. 67

. 67

3. 34 , ..... .

····«:10· ::::::: ::::::
22. 68
13. 34
18. 01
2.67
139. 43
3.34
8. 01
34.69
2. 00

·····'·· ·•····
······· ..... .
······. ·•••••
······· ..... .
··•··· _ ..... .
....•.. ··•···
.67 ······
............ .
1. 33 .•••••

T67

57 1 , .. ., , .•
I
76 105. ~o ........ .....
. 67 1·•••••· ......

2.
.18

0. 36

. 29
1. 79
.14
.29
. 76
3. 01
4.43
. 29
.25
.28
.09
.49
.46
. 03
.98
.16
.04
2. 36
. 56
. 30
. 63
.33
3.45
.12
1. 35

35. 55
3. 23 ....... , 0. 65
16. 81
1. 94
2.59
5.17
29. 73
45. 90
29. 73
9. 70
38. 78
8.40
57.54
6. 46 ....... , 1. 29
13.57
32. 32
2. 59
.65

t~h·:a5·

45. 25
34. 26
7.76
10.34
5. 82
126. 05
5.82
42.02
2.59

9. 551

142. 861

~~

. 65 , ..... .

11.!14

.88
. 54

2:

.65 , ...•..

.••

~~~: ~~.

. 65 , .•....

J. "

>-3

0.85
. 49
. 28
. 94
. 59
. 27
2. 02
2. 98
.40
• 29
.64
.13
.41
.47
.15
. 51
. 28
. 47
2. 71
. 98
.13
• 22
. 35
3. 26
.41
1. 37
1.13

. 62

I '· " I ·-..

Jg .... ~~- ....~-.~~

0

~

>-3

P4
t:_zj

U)

t:_zj

0

~
c:,:j
~

>
~
>-<

0

~

~

?:!

D 1seases 01 the nervous system ............
D iseases of the digestive system ...........
D ieeases of the oiroulatory system .........

D iseases of the respiratory organs .........
D iseases of the ~enito-urinary system .....
D iseases of the ymphatic system and ductl ess glands . ...............................
n iseases of the muscles, bones, and joints ..
D iseases of the integument and subcutaneous connective tissue ... . .................
D iseases of the organs of !lpecial sense .....
nclas!!ified . ....... . ........ .. _............
eneral injuries .. ............. .... ... ..... .
ljuries to special parts ..•............... .

71.13
281. 85
4. 78
48. 30
8.49
10. 08
91. 30
145. 97
28 13
2. 65
17. 52
319. 00

......
·······
........ 1.06
1. 59
• 53

• 53

........
......... .........
····-· · .......
1.06

------

.53
2.12

.. ., ....

Total for diseases ........... : ....... . 1,019.11
Total for injuries . ................. _..
336. 52

7. 43
3.18

Total for all causes ............. _..... 1,355.63

10. 62

l

55.56
275. 89
5. 65
67. 48
7. 85

. 63
2. 70

1. 57
71.88

1.06
1.06

3.12
l.04
. 04
.45
9. 03

3. 72
2.12

32. 79
9. 48

5. 84

42.26

............
3.18

. 95
3. 99
.24
. 91
.32

1. 57
. 63
1. 26

.........
.........

.31
. 94
. 63
• 94

·-----

1.84
3. 99
• 70
1. 24
. 51

-----------. 63 ------

2. 10

60. 22 ........... .......
31. 07
. 63 ..........
4. 71 ........ ........
10. 36 ------ 250. 78
4. 71
.94

1. 67
. 83
.12
. 28
7.12

-----752. 04
5. 65

·-----

261.14

4. 71

4. 71
. 94

1, 013.18

10.36

5. 65

.u

- - -

-----·
·----.........

1. 44
2.13
.50
1. 21
.15

2.00 ........ . ...
48. 03 ........ ..... --

.19
2. 26

42. 03
182. 79
7.34
70. 05
4. 00

• 67

........
3. 34

...... .. -----·----·· ...

64. 71 . ........
20. 68 ........
6. 00 ·-----·
5. 34 ·---- -·
243. 50
2. 67

·----·
..........
-----. 67
·-----

1. 32
. 96
. 09
. 27
7.86

47.19 ···--·- . 65
170. 65 ...... . . 65
.65 1. 29
7. 713
. 65
. 65
58. 82
4.52 .........

1.12
2. 79
. 60
1. 44
. 71

---------···
1. 29 .........

. 38
2. 49

........
--····

------

1. 71
. 75
. 04
. 05
8. 57

2. 59

.65

19. 03
8. 62

7. 76

5. 82

27. 65

------

3. 88
51.07

57. 54 .........
17. 45 ..........
1. 29 --- ---1. 29
2. 59
234. 00

22. 00
7. 40

698. 47
248. 83

6. 00
2. 67

2. 67
. 67

19. 83
8.13

563. 03
235. 29

29.40

947. 30

8. 67

3. 34

27. 96

798. 32
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TABLE XIII.-Distribution of certain importcint cl-iseases at United States military posts

dnring the yea1· 1895.
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Name of station.
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0
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~
s
w

CA
A
H

a.)

-~

"A

0

c;j
<!)

ce

a.)
P<

~
sr:J .e-

<!)

r:J

.Adams,Fort,R.I. ....................... 1 ....
.Alca·traz Island, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

i~:~fr~i~:a1:sc~f1:~~::;:::::::::::: :::: ::::::::

.Apache, Fort, .Ariz.................. .. . . .. . . . .. .
.Assinniboine, Fort, Mont.......... .. . .. . . .. . .. ..
Augusta Arsenal, Ga................ . .. . .. .. .. ..

<!)

~

A

I>

$
"O

·s

~

~

H

~1s
II
~
0

f-1

31
1 ....
1
3 . _____ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~

l~;i.~1!(~1E~t:

0
:~·:~~~~::::: : : : :

....

~

~

55
4
5g
35
72
4

11 I 1
48 . .. .
I

i

23

2i

9

34

19

1
1

9
5
2

2

!

14

6
. ..... .... ...... ... . ......
.................. ..
32
...... ....
1
1
8
. . .. .. 5 . .. .. . I
6
...... .. .. .... .. 2
51
... _.. .. .. .... .. 2
15
. _... _1. . . . . . . . • • . . • • . . • • • •
3 /·... .... .. 3
50

35
1
19
9
2
68
33

2

2 .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 ...... .. .. ...... . .. .

. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
I ... .
...... -- -- .. -- -- -- · ·

.. ................ ..

9
9

!

2

12

3
1

~

24
2g
44
6

~~

2

14
126
104
6
8g

i

-~

1

• .. .. • .. • •

14

1

1 .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. ..

i

1 - .. -

H~acif~~~S·or!~fr~z--~~~~~~-::::::: ::: : :::: ::::
4~ :::::: :::: ----~· ::::
3 ... ii'....
Indianapolis.Arsenal, Ind.............................................. 1 ......
5
Jackson Barracks, La. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 . . . .
4
7 ....
2
6
feffersbn ~rrackf
44
2 .. ..
4

,:o . .. . .. . .. ... . ... ... .

54

i

~
2
5:

~:~:ith:{¥rfi:~.-:i;::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: Ii .......... ----t- :::: :~~~~: l~

teavenwort~,J~~'f,Kap!l· .....K..... .... .... ....
Leaven;ori C 1 ar.v nson, ans..............

0
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::::;""4"

f~~l~itt~//H/H//j.;;J:;;;/ I})
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71....

-T :::: ::::~: :::::: :::: ::::i: .T i
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l's

4~ .... i. :::: ::::::
4
.. ..
.. ..
19
18 · .. · i · ........ i · .... I
4
3 I...... . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Buford, Fort, N. Dak................. .. .. .. .. .. ..
5
gh~by,Frt,ras\----rii........... .... .... ....
15
1ckagFo, teaT q uar ers,
................. . . .. ..
3
Clar , or, ex ......................
2
1
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn................. ...... ..
5
Columbus Barracks, Ohio........................
2
Columbns, Fort, N. Y. ............... .... .. .. ... .
16
Custer, Fort, Mont................... .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. ..
D . .A. Russell, Fort, Wyo............. .. .. 2 . ...
2
Davids Island, N. Y.................. 2 .. .. .. ..
51
Denver, headquarters, Colo .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. ..
6
Douglas, Fort, Utah.................. .. .. 1 .. ..
7

~

<!)

13
1
1 ...... ••• •

.. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
... :
8 . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

.. ..

0

<)

i:I

0

~:~~~~~~·.~~~ri1fs.~~~~~~·.~~:::: :::: ::.:: :::: .... 3. i.... 9. :::: 1----i- :::: .... is"

Bayard, Fort, N. Mex................ .. .. .. .. .
Benicia Barracks, Cal. ...................... .
Bliss, Fort, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Boise .Barracks, Idaho............... . .. . .. ..

·sd

al

,i

:E

f~

33
7 ....
: .... i ......... . ---2
3

3i

40

llt

17

52

101

McHenry, Fort, Md.................. 1
1 . .. .
11 .. . .. . . .. .
I . .. .
McIntosh, Fort, Tex...... ........... .. .. 1 .......... _.... _ . .. . .. .. .. .. ..
McPherson,]'ort, Ga ..................... I ....
6
8 .... ...... ....
Meade, Fort, . Dak.................. . .. . . .. . .. ..
2 ...... 1_... .. .. .. 1
Missoula, .E'ort. Mont ................ ........ .............. _.. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
Monro!', Fort, Va.................................
38
59 /---4
I /
M,r r,Fort, a...................................
25 ...... ....
3 ....

I
2
20
14
3
55
10

13
I
6
14
I
H
2
10 .. ..
49 j I
J7
I

29
9
50
33
13
20i

1

~~11~~1½!~~~l~,:~f ::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: ...i4 ..... i. :::: :::::: :::: ---~~. ---~~- ::::

~rif;:?~i~:~rtr~?~~~~:~:~:: ::::·:::: :::: ---·:- ·---r :::: ::::i: ::i: --J --·ir --r

Omaha,Fort, Tebr .... ............... ····/---- ....
26
5
Omaha. headquarter . N e!Jr.... .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. ..
5 .. . .. .
P mbina.Fort, .Dak ................................. ,
2
Pbilad lphia. attending snrgeon, Pa.. .. . . .. .. .. ..
3 .. .. ..

13 ...... 1
12
24 ....
. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. ..
.... ...... ,....
I
5
.. .. ... .. . .. . . .. . .. .
1

~

56

J
1

5
9

4

li:~;l~J.f;[!,\)>i tti•i• :TCI/\V ;f Jii ,:i
1

R~l y, Fort. Kan. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .
Rmggolcl, F_ort, T x ...................... , 1 .. ..

t tnr I'a'n~ 1~~;11~1.:rii::::::::::::: :::: :::: ::::
1

0

0

23 .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. ..
52
16 .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . ..
1
1
~ :::::: :::: :::::: -- ~ ---~--

~ ~)~!~~~11~t.~cf~~~~.. ~~ 1'i~;~:::::: ::::1:::: :::: :::::: :::::: :::: :::::: :::: --- -~1
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5
2
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I

,",mliou ton . .Fort,T .· ................. J .... , 12
7
1
28 f I
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an Antonio, headquarters, Tex..... . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .... . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

1

1
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TABLE

XIII.-D-istribution of certain i1nportant diseases at United States niilitary posts
during the year 1895-Continued.
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San Diego Barracks, Cal. .... .... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sand/ Hook Proving Ground, N. J... . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Sheridan, Fort, 111... ....... .......... . . . . 1 . . . .
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2
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3
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Thomas ,Fort,Ky ... . ....... ....... .... .. 1 ....
73 ...... .. ..
9 /· ·· ·
60
28
1
172
Townsend, Fort, Wash ............ : ............................................................. .
Trumbull, F ort, Conn ......... .. ....
.... . . . . . . . . . .
1
1
1 I' .. ·.
1 ······ ····
4
Vancouver :Barracks, "\Vash... ..... .. 1 .........•........ ._. . . . . ... . . . 2
25
19
2
49
Wadsworth, Fort, N. Y ......... ..... . .. . 1. . . . ... .
20 ... . .. . . . . ...... 1
8
29
WallaWalb,Fort,Wasb ................ 1• • • • • • • •
22
1 ....
3
1
4
4
35
Warren , Fort. Mass............... .. . . .. . .... . . . .
5 ...... . . . . .•.. .. . . . .
5
19
29
Washakie, Fort, Wyo................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .
7 . . . . ... . . .
4
11
Washington Barracks, D. C.... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . .
55
2
1
7
10
1
76
Watertown .Arsenal, Mass........... . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 . .. • . . . . • . . ••• . . . . . .
5
3
2
12
Watervliet Arsenal, N. Y.... ........ . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
1 ....
2
13
25
Wayne. Fort, Mich........... ....... .. .. 1 . . ..
3
1 . . ..
5
3
13
Wes t l'oint, N. Y... .. .... .. .. .. .. .. . .... 1 . ...
38 ...... . . . . ... . . . 1
13
51
2
106
Whipple Barracks, Ariz... . .... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . .
22
4
2
10
5
4,1
Willets Point,N. Y .. ............. ~. .... 1 ....
13 ...... ... . ...... 1
10
29
1
55

·1· ...

r~re~~~~~~~: ~~r.~~::::::: :::::::: :::: ::::<: ... ~~. :::::: .. i. :::::: .. ~.

Yellowstone, Fort, Wyo....... ..... . . . . . 1 . .. .
5 ...... . .. . ...... . . . .
Field . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ....
7
1
The .A.rmy.....................
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6

38 .... 1, 156

144

21

109

I a6

U2 ~i2
8

~

1!10
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1, 052 1, 384

32
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XIV.-Twenty posts giving the highest admission rates for malarial diseases,
rheumatism, and diarrheal and venereal diseases, respectively, during 1895.
I.-M.A.L.A.RI.A.L DISE.ASES.
Ratio per 1,000 of mean strength.
Name of station.

Mean
stren?tb.

..Admis·
sions.

Dis·
D eatlis.
charges.

Con.
stantly
DOD·

effective.

- - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - ---1-- - - - - - - - -- - --- - - - - -

foHi{~11:!~i~f~.:~::~::::::::::::::::::::::::

:::::::::: ::::::::::

N. Y: :~~:::::::::::::: :::: ::: :::::::

..... ... .. ..... .....

~in

270 1,092.59
363 1,079.89
287
355. 40
Fort Stanton, N. Mex ............. - . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
71
352. 11 . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3. 28
Fort Brown, Tex....................... . ...... . ....
10. 89
116
301. 72 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
386
297. 93
WestPoint,N.Y .. ·-······························
2.59
4.20
566
203.18 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal............ . ....... .
3. 35
342
Fort R e no, Okla ........ _.................... . . . . . .
201. 75 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9. 89
414
Fort Sill, Okla.................. ..... ..............
200. 48 . ........... . .. ~....
3. 63
555
162. 16 . ......... . ... .. . . . .
Fort Monroe, Va.. . .............................. ..
2. 66
207
159. 42 .......... ..........
FortWadaworth, N. Y.............................
3.47
419
140. 81 .......... ..........
WilletHPoint,N.Y.......................... . .... .
2.13
56
107.14 . ................. · ·
San Carlos, Ariz. . .................................
2. 64
Fort M cHenry Md
1. 30
188
106. 38 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
232
Davidsfaland'.
103. 45
1. 87
19!l
l!'ort Bliss. Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 32
100. 50 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
610
Fort Sam Houston, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 67
81. 97 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Robinson, Nebr . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .
419
1. 52
81.14 . .......... . ....... ·
2· 05
236
80. 51 . ....... . ....... · ·· ·
J efferson narracks, ~fo....................... .. . . .
1 59
88
79.
54
Fort Washakie, Wyo .... ··························,==== l====l=·=·=··=·=·,;·.;:=
· ·=· ··· · ·· : · ·· . _
·

The .A.rmy ...... - ........... . .......... . .. - . . . . . . . .

25,204

82. 56

. 07

l. 70
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XIV.-Twenty posts giving the highest aclmission 1·ates for malarial diseases,
rheumatism, and diarrrhea,l and venereal diseases, respectively, during 1895-Cont'd.

TABLE

II.-RHEUMATISM.
.Ratio per 1,000 of mean strength.
Name of station.

Mean
strength. Admis·
sions.

DisDeaths.
charges.

Constan tly
D OD·

effecti ve.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - Rock Island Arsenal, Ill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
66
181. 81 . . • • • • . • . . . • • • • • . . • .
2. 37
Camp l agle Pass, Tex.............................
66
166. 67 . ..• . . • . • . ....... ••.
1. 37
Fort Omaha, Nebr.................................
492
158. 54 . ......... ... . ... . ..
5. 26

!mi~J~1t~i:t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: m HU~ :::::::::: :::::::::: Hi
West Point, N. Y.. .••••. ... . • . • . . ........... ..• •.
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt. .. ~... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
Fort Robinson, Nebr..............................

j~~rn~alh~~:1r1~:::::::::::::::::: :: :::::::: ::

]'ort Assinniboine, Mont...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio.........................
Fort Missoula, Mont..............................

j~~rn~!iff::,s~.\-':.~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~~~\~Y
I~1~!ci; N: Y:: :::::: :: :: ::: :::: :: :::: ::::::

Fort Sherman, Idaho..............................
lfort McIntosh, Tex...............................

386
225
419

113. 99 .•••••. ••. . ... . .. •• .
111. 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
109. 79 . . . . • • • • • . • • • • •• . . • .

~;i 103.
~it 03~i ::::::::::
::::::::::
. . . . . . . ••. . . •. . . . •. .

1. 96
2. 39
1. 49

u~

330
404
273

99. 01 . •• • . . . • . . . • . • •. • • • .
98. 90 . .• . •• . . . . .••• .• . . . .

2. 22
4. 85
2. 63

~i~

~~: i~

~!: g~ ::::::: ::: ::::::::::

gi

3. 70 ..... .• . • .
87.94 ::::::::::,::::::::::
84. 75 . •• • • • . . . . . .. . . . . . . .

3. 30
3. 02

~~~

307
177

t ~~

The Army ....................... . ................ ==25=,=20=4=1==6=4=.0=8=1! ===.=4·=1·=.=
••=.=
•.=.=
••=. != ==2.=7=6
UL-DIARRHEAL DISEASES.
Sandy Hook Proving Ground, N. J................
San Carlos, Ariz................ . ..................

~~~rn~~~o!.v~·:::.-.-:::::::::::::.-:::::::::::::::

Fort Clark, T ex...................................
~Ort i~aha,lr'*r.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

63
56

;~~

446

i~~

317. 46 . • • . • • • • • • . • • .. . • • ..
303. 57 . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . • • • • .

1. 87
4. 31

m: ~t ...............:i_"24·
5.-59.

3.29

~ii::~ .......... ..........

204.04 ·······••· .....

u~

t :~

~~~~~~14:i~~i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~j) ~ii mJi :::::::::: :::::::::: Ui
Y...................... -.... ···· :2 m: ~: ···················· Ug

W ater vliet Arsenal, N. Y. .....•......• .. . ... ....•.
~ avi~ Island, N.

61

F~~t
Washington Barracks, D. C. ........... .. . . . . ... . .
Fort Washakie, W yo..............................
Fort W alla Walla, Wash... . ......................
Fort Bliss, T ex ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Sam Ho uston, T ex..........................
K ey W est B arracks, Fla...........................

27~
363

Y~fe1!: t.11zik:::: ::: :::::: :::: ::: :::::::::: ::

88
212
199

610
128

180. 33 . ... . . .... . .........

2. 07

129. 96
126. 72
125. 00
117.92
115. 59
114. 75
109. 37

. 77
1. 05
. 93
. 81
1. 09
. 93
. 83

: : : :: ::: :: : ::: ::: : ::
. . . .... ••. . . • . . .. . ..

.. . ..... . . ... ..... ..
. ...•••••.
. • •. . . ••. .
. • . . ••• ••.
.. . . . . . . . .

....•... •.
. .. •. . . . . .
. . • .•••.•.
. . . .• • •• ..

The Army .... . .. . ...... . ............... . .......... 1==2=5=,2=0=4 =1== 8=5=.1=4= 1== = ==!=== . 0=7=1 ====
. 7=8
IV.-VENEREAL DISEASES.
179
177
116
404
469
69

132
270
796
. 363
225
409
567

463
156
199
590
560
492

TJ.J

25.18

374. 30

32. 95
1 .7

265. 54

206. 90
200. 50
194. 03
188. 41
181. 82
140.74
130. 65
123. 97

120. 00
114. 91
105. 82
103. 67

102. 56
100. 50

98. 35
07. 18
9°. 53

20.
15.29
12. 27
9.

10. 0-t
1. 26

7.32
7. 2.'i
4.,
7. '.!9
.31
9. 1
5.
6. 9".!
6.1
. i
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SURGEON-GENERAL.
TABLE

XV.-Twenty posts giving the highest noneffective rates for malarial diseases,
rheumatism, and diarrheal and venereal diseases, respectively, dnring 1895.
: I.-M.A.LARIAL DISEASES.

Name of station.

~i~

i~~!1~Jget~nv;~~~;~k;ji.·c:: ::: : ::: : : ::~:::::: :: : : : : : : :
Fort Brown, 'l'ex ........................... . . :..........
Fort Reno, Okla........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Hamilton , N. Y............. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
West Point, N. Y.......................................
Fort Sill, Ukla . ... .. . ...................................
Fort Wads worth, N. Y.................................
Fort McPherson. Ga ..... :... ...........................
Presicho of San Francisco, Cal..........................
Fort Stanton, N. Mex. ........ .... ......................
St. Francis Barracks, Fla...............................
Fort Clark , Tex . .... ....................................
Fort Monroe, Va... .....................................
San Carlos, Ariz. . .. ....................................
Willets Point, N. Y .........·.... .. .. . . . . ... . . . . . . . ......

116
342
287
386
414
207
567
566
71
156
446
555
56

419

i~:

14. 07
13. 71
10. 89
9. 89
4. 32
4. 20
3. 63
a. 47
3.43
3. 35
3. 28
3. 06
2. 99
2. 66
2. 64
2.13
2.12
2. 05
1. 98
1. 97

3. 80
4. 98
1. 26
3. 38
1. 24
1. 62
1. 50
• 72
1. 94
1. 89
. 23
.48
1. 33
1. 47
.15
. 89
1. 62
. 48
.56
. 52

J:J!/i~et·a~!~~~; -M~: :: :: ::::::: ::::: :: : :: :::: :::::::
Fort .Apache, .Ariz.... ................... ...............
284
Fort Wingate, N. Mex..................................
262
l====J.=====:/===
The .Army. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
25, 204
1.70
42. 75

4. 70
4. 63
13. 17
17. 90
4.44
5.15
6. 60
7. 94
22.16
6. 01
3. 40
21. 75
27. 00
5. 98
9. 00
5. 51
12. 85
9.32
34.17
62. 67
7. 50

II.-RHEUM.A.TISM.
Alcatraz Island, Cal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

130

Fort Brown, Tex........................................
Fort Omaha, Nebr . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Columbus Barracks, Ohio...............................
Fort Spokane, Wash....................................

116
492
404
181

~~~~ ;~~raa;,a~~~J~;h:::::: ::: : :: : ::: : : : : : :: : : ::::: ::

m

~~~t ~'.~.gR~~;;"~ wj;: ::::: :::::: :: ::: :::: :: :::::: :::

!6~
342

Fort Reno, Okla . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Davids Island. N. Y............. . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

232

~~~~~Ch!~·!,Yut~h:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
§t~:!J;{,; ri:r~~·~k~; Fl°a:: :::: :: :::::::::::::::: ::::::::
Fort Sherman, Idaho....................................
1

J~~~ f! ~mD~~~t~~· ::::::: :::::::::::: :: :: :::: :: :::: :::

Fort Bliss, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal...... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

The Army ............................................. .

W.A.R

96-VOL I--36

m
~i~

307

1~:
199
566

8. 32
6. 20
5. 84
5. 29
5. 26
4. 85
4. 63
4, 52
4.39
4. 34
3. 97
3. 75
3. 74
3. 55
3.44
3. 30
3. 27
3. 27
3. 24
3.15

1.08
1. 62
1. 24
. 61
2.50
1. 96
. 84
. 81
1.79
1. 48
. 92
1. 76
.43
. 96
. 54
1.01
2. 50
1.52

.64
1. 78

l====l=======I===
25,204

2. 76

69.46

131. 67
15. 21
56. 50
28. 00
12. 12
17. 87
51. 00
12. 83
16. 37
30.11
16. 00
20. 71
11. 21
14. 00
17. 82
13. 70
16. 00
21. 27
14. 69
16. 69
15. 70

562
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XV,.....:_Twenty posts giving the highest none_tfective rates for malarial diseases, rheu1natisrn, and d'iarrheal and venerea l diseases, respectively, du,ring 1895-Uontinue<l..

TABLE

III.-DI.A.RRHE.A.L DISEASES.
n~~~~!~1;; .A. verage n!:ib:fir
Mean
per 1,000 of noufms.?,ekr days each
1
strength. st:~~~h.
daily.
1~!!t-:d~

Name of station.

San Carlos, Ariz ....................................... .
Fort Clark, Tex .. ... ................................... .
Fort Grant, Ariz . ... . .. .... . ..... .... ...... . ..... . ..... .
Fort Mclutosh, Tex ................................... .
Watervliet Arsenal. N. Y .............................. .
Sandy Hook Proving Ground, N. J .................... .
Fort Reno, Okla ....... ........ ... ..... .... ......... .. .. .

i~~t
~i:~~:.\i;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Brown, Tex ....................................... .

1
i~;I
~~M~1i ~
~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Fort Sill, Okla . .. . ..... ...... ... .. ........ ...... . ...... .
i~~I ~H~:~;~d·::.·: :: :::::::::::::: ::: :::::: ::::::::
~~~P-J:!J~~r~h~·J.ey::::: :: :::::: ::: :::: :: :::: :::::: ::
Fort Logan. Colo ............. . . ... . .. ...... .... ... ... .. .

Fort Bliss, Tex ..... . ..... . ............................ .
Washington Barracks, D. C .••...•...•••••.••••..••••...

The Army ... ........ .. ........... .. ................... .

56
446
288
177
61
63
342
270
555
116
179
492
414
284
188
66
207
590
199
363

4. 31
3. 29
2. 20
2. 07
2. 07
1. 87
1. 83
l. 81
1. 79
1. 54
1. 53
1. 31
1. 29
1.24
1.18
.1. 16
1.15
1.10
1. 09
1. 05

0. 24
1. 47

. 63
. 37
.13
.12

. 62
. 49
. 99
.18
. 27
. 64
. 53
. 35
. 22
. 08
. 24
. 65
. 22
. 38

==s=ll====I===
25,204

5.18
5. 89
6. 08

4.19
4.18
2.15
6. 71
3.02
3.10
6. 50
2.94
2. 40
5.13
4. 78
2. 31
2.33
7. 91
4. 09
3. 43
3. 02

. 78

19. 76

3. 36

32. 95
25.18
20. 68
18. 78
15. 29
12. 27
11. 24
10. 04
9. 88
9. 01
8. 89
8.31
8. 07
7. 91
7. 59
7.48
7. 32

5. 83
4. 51
8. 35
2.18
7.17
.85
2.11
2. 71
1. 30
1. 41
7. 07
3. 85
3. 97
2. 71
. 99
2.16
2. 66
4.13
1. 63
1. 53

45.30
24.55
37. 64
33.13
28. 76
23. 77
55. 07
26. 03
19. 83
32.06
24.83
29. 25
30. 85
49.40
30. 00
43. 83
21. 56
25.13
22. 04
29.42

IV.-VENERE.A.L DISEASES.
Fort McIntosh, Tex ....... : ..... .... ... . .. ....... ......

177

~mii~~t~~1if;~;~~~::~~: ~ :~~~ : ::::::::::::~ : :::: m

fEiii~:tti LLHi<iHH! ;~
St . .Francis Barracks, Fla.. . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.............. . .... .. ... ... ....

~~~: g~e~~~.g:k!t~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Fort Reno, Okla.. .......... ..... . ............... . .......

t~~r.r~za~!~t· r~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

;;;~~t~'
i?~~r!~~ri~~·. ~: .~: :: ::: ::::::: ::: ::: ::::::~::
Fort Ethan .A.lien, Vt............... .. ....... .. ...... . ..
Fort Walla Walla, Wash ...............................

The Army...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

156
796

m
i:~
m
342

225
212

7.25
, 29
7.22

I

=====l·= ====I==
25. 204

5. :l4

132.19

25.97
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TABLE

XVI.-Prevalence of alcoholisrn at the ·1:arious post's, and its influence on the
effective force of the garrisons, for the year 1895. ·
Ratio per

Ratio per

1,000 ofmean

1,000 of mean

strength.

Name of station.

60

~b.O

~

A

<D

·i

~

1,3
A
ol
<D

~

Fort Preble, Me .............
Fort Omaha, Nebr .. .........
Fort D . .A.. Russell, Wyo .... .
Fort Niobrara, Nebr .........
Fort Hancock, Tex ..........
Fort Ring old, Tex ..........
FortHam1 ton, N. Y .........
Fort Warren, Mass ......... .
Fort McIntosh, Tex ........ .
Leavenworth Military Prison,
Kans .................. ....
Fort .Barrancas, Fla .........
Fort Spokane, Wash .........
Willets Point, N. Y..........
Fol't Grant, Ariz ...... . .....
Davids I sland, N. Y .........
Madison Barracks, N. Y . ....
Whipple Barracks, Ariz .. ...
Fort Sherman, Idaho ........
Fort Adams, R. I ............
FortMyer,Va ...............
Columbus Barracks, Ohio ....
Fort Schuyler, N. Y ..........
Fort Logan, Colo ............
Fort Bradv , Mich ............
Fort Sam Houston, Tex ......
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal.
FortNiagara, N. Y .... . ..... .
Vancouver Barracks, Wash ..
Augusta Arsenal, Ga ........
Watervliet Arsenal, N. Y ....
Benicia Barracks, Cal. .......
Saint ]'rancis Barracks, Fla ..
Sandy HookProving Ground,
N.J' .............. . ........ .
Plattsburg Barracks, N. Y . ..
Rock I slaud Arsenal, Ill .....
Washington Barracks, D. C ..
J' ackson Barracks, La ........
Camp Eayle Pass, Tex .......
Fort Snel ing, Minn ........ . .
Fort Sheridan, Ill ............
Fort Mason, Cal ........ ... . .

ff

I

·s

"O
-<11

69 \188. 41
492 1123. 98

11i 1m:i~

48 104.17
179 94. 98
'287 61:l. 69
133 67. 67
177 62.15

A •

strength.
Name of station.

I>,~

~

~

."5~

A

ol

<D

0

0

1. 31
1. 72
1. 66
4. 97
. 68
. 95
1. 66
.89
.43

83
85
181
419
288
232
480
275
307
289
270
404
128
590
236
610
566
220
572
29
61
218
156

60. 24
58. 82
55. 25
54. 89
52. 08
47. 41
43. 75
43. 64
42. 35
4L52
40. 74
39. 60
39. 06
38. 98
38.14
37. 75
37.10
36. 36
34. 97
34. 48
32. 79
32.11
32.05

. 40
1. 06
. 62
. 51
.68

63
509
66
363
132
66
463
761
68

31. 75
31.43
30. 30
30. 30
30. 30
30. 30
30. 24
30. 22
29. 41

.13
. 38
. 42

. 71
. 78
. 56
. 71
.46
. 60
. 56
. 41
. 30
. 48
. 34
. 39
.22
. 46
. 38
. 27
.19
. 39

. 39
. 15
. 08
. 24
.42
.12

A

<D

~:;;1
Ac.:,

~

t
<D

.

~

Fort Douglas, Utah ... . ... . .
Fort Thoruas, Ky ...........
Sprintield .A.rmory, Mass . .
Fort 'lark, Tex .............
.A.ngel Island, Cal. ... . ... ...
Fort McHemy, Md .........
Watertown Arsenal, N. Y . ..
Key West Barracks, Fla ....
FortMonroe, Va ............
Frankford .A.rsenal, Pa ... ...
Fort Pembina, N. Dak ......
Fort Apache, Ariz ..........
Fort Huachuca, Ariz .......
Fort Wadsworth, N. Y .....
Fort Meade, S. Dak .........
San Carlos, Ariz . ........ ...
I FortColuml.Jus, N . Y ...... ..
Fort Brown, Tex ............
Alcatraz Island, Cal. .......
]fort Assinniboine, Mont ...
Fort Bliss, Tex .............
Fort Missoula, Mont ........
.I.fort Yates, N . Dak .........
Fort Trumbull, Conn .......
Fort Ethan Allen, Vt . .... ..
FortWasbakie,Wyo ........
Fort Keogh, Mont ..........
Fort Ri.ley, Kans .. . ..... .. ..
West Point, N. Y .......... .
Fort Sill, Okla . .. . ...... ....
Fort Walla Walla,Wash .. ..
Fo.r t Yellowst,oue, ~o .....
Fort Leavenworth, ans ..
Fort DuChesne, Utah .......
Fort Bayard, N. Mex ....... .
Fort Wayne, Mich .... ......
Fort Reno, Okla .. ...... .. ..
Fort McPherson, Ga ........
Fort Wingate, N. Mex ......
Fort Custer, Mont ..........
Field .......................

.,;
A

-~

-;

"O

~

60

A •
I>,~

~~

~~
~

<D

0

0

--- - -

524
469
37
446
261
188
41
128
555
45
45
284
250
207
467
56
231
116
130
330
199
273
277
70
225
88
357
763
386
414
212
109
796
l 15
366
260
342
567
262
310
857

28. 62
27. 72
27. 03
26. 91
26. 82
26. 60
24. 39
23. 44
23. 42
22. 22
22. 22
21.13
20. 00
19. 32
19. 27
17. 86
17. 32
17. 24
15. 38
15.15
15. 08
14. 65
14.44
14. 29
13. 33
11. 36
11. 20
10. 48
10. 36
9. 66
9. 43
9.17
8. 79
8. 70
8. 20
7. 69
5. 85
5. 29
3.82
3. 23
7.00

The Army .. .......... 25,204

30.11

o. 20
. 51
.15
. 47
.54
• 35
. 20
. 26
. 38
• 73
. 24
• 34

.11
. 26
. 21
.10
. 56
.24
.13
.14
. 10
.14
.07
.16
. 06
.03
. 08
.12
. 07
. 09
.10
. 03
. 05
.07
. 22
. 05
. 05
.02
.07
• 03
.06

·- -

.44

The foll~,wing posts have no cas~s of alcoholism reported in 1895: Boise Barracks, I~aho; Fort Buford
N.Dak.; ]ort.Canby, Wash.; J'effersonBarracks, Mo.; FortPorter,N. Y.; FortRobmson, Nebr.; San
Diego Barracks, Cai. ; Fort Stanton, N. Mex.
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TABLE

XVII.~Dischargesfor disabili,ty (not included elsewhere) contracted before enlistment, or by miscondu,ct or bad habits (sec. 3,par.140, A.. R.), year 1895.

2 ~0

~

•

~

Name of station.

re

~

. ;;

§

~

a5

Jl '8

§

~

ea~ t~,s

ci5

-~

~ ~

;a ~
ce rd - 8

<tl

m

~~~

i::l

,.:l

.t

s

t

~

•

<r><t>§

•

~ ii

-~§ g ce cug ;a~ .s~
p

i,:, i,:, ~ ~
~~ ~:

·.;

.s \;

cD

~
<ll

~

.I

•

:§'

~
I
<ll .

l.s

.8~~

.•

m;am

,..;'ti~~.,;

= £ ~ 'i:l

@ t" 1>, cD
1i ] ~ ;9

k . ::i § ~ . .

ce til ~ S S ~ gJ

a~-S·s § !

~

~

bl) I>,~

e Irn ,n ~ -~
•r<

~1"a g sg~ t?.ogi ~.Ei'g~-g::!

J~g§tm~<ll~mi~P-~<t>-mmcD 1~~e::i::io~
::,~o~::ik-<t> m i1>..<r>~~~::i~;9~~cDk cDooo~

H~~oz~,~~OA~~~~~~o~AA~~~ ~~~
------------------~ --- - -

1 .. . .

Fort Sherl?an, I~aho . . ... .. ........ .......... .......... ... . ,....................... -fil -~itle~~~~1n1·J~ny:::::::::::::::: :: t :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::
Total......................... 5 14 7 1 3

16

1 2 3 1 l J 1 3 11 1

12

1

1

½

1161 1 l l67
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XVII.-Discharges for disability (not included elsewhere) contracted before enlistment, or by misconduct or bcid habits (sec. 3, par. 140, .d. R.), year 1895-Continued.

TABLE

DISCHARGES FOR DISABILITY, BY MONTHS.
;..;

....

,.c

cl

~
p

.:i

2
..c

1-:,

~

o:s

<:)

-

....

....

i,:..

~

<l

~

p.

cl

Q)

-

;..;

Q)

I>-,

~

Name of station.

-

~
.:i
p

cl

-

-

P:..

~p
t,_()

'"i3 p
1-:,
-'1
- -

1-:,

-

Fort Thomas, Ky . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Fort Sam Houston, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

1
2

~~~t~c1?'~~r~~~~ G~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: ··i· :::: :::: .. ~ ... ~.
Fort Leavenworth, Kans........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

s

$

p.

Q)

rn

-

~

s

Q)

..c

.s

Q)

>

0

<:)

0

-

-

z

;..;
Q)

,.c

~

<:)
Q)

A
~

1
4
3
1 ....... .

1
1

Q)

,.c

;..;

.0

::::

1 .... .... ... . ....

i2

~~~~~t~!n..31!~\t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
:::: :::: ··i· ::::1 ·-~··i· :::: :::: :::: :::: --~ -::::
Madison Barracks, N. Y............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .............. .... .
~~;1
~J::1a;N"ab~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: :::: ::1:::.......................
::: :::: ::::: ::: i ·-i ·:. ...............
::: : ::: .. ~.: :::
Fort Reno, Okla...................... . .......... 1
.
~~~t f~~iia.~~1!1:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: -·~- ::::·-·~- ··2· :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ::::
Fort Warren, Mass............. .. .. ............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 ....................... .
Washington Barracks, D. C.. .. ...... ...... . . . . . . . ..

1 . . . . . ... .... . . .. ......... .. . . ...

1 ... .

!ifliEittl~~~;;;:::: :; : :; ; ::: /) ;:; j J : : : : :: : : : : : ; ::

ii~rn~1::iTit~~~·ff.'l.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: ::::1.. ~. :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: :::: ···i

t~rrt~lti::~{~?:r~:::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: ::::i:::: : ~: :::: :::: :::: :::: ..~. ::::

ir:ft~1}~;:B~;;~Js;i~·:·y:::::::::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::: ::::
i. :::: :::: :::: ::::
Fort Robinson, Nebr............................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . ... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
1
1

: : : : •• ~. : : : : ••

Fort Sherman, Ida ho ........................... .. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1 ........... .

~nie~~~~~~·, ~~¥1.::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :::: ::::: ::: :::: .. i .. -~- :::: :::: ::::: ::: :::: ::::
Total......................................

2

3

2

I

10

7

6

4

6

2

16

6

XVIII.-Number of 1chite and negro applfoants fo1· enlistment physically examined
dw·ing the year 1895, with the number accepted, 1·ejected on p1·imary examination, and
declined, and 1·atios per thousand.

TABLE

White.

Negro.

Ratio
Num· per 1,000 Num·
ber. white ex- ber.
amined.
Examined .................................... 16,548
Accepted .... ........... ..... ...... .. ......... 8,050
Rejected on primary examination ... .... . ..... 7, 883
615
Declined ...••....••...........................

Ratio
per 1,000
negroes
exam·
ined.

Total.

Num.
ber.

Ratio
per 1,000
exam.
ined.

---- --- - --- --- ---1,000.00
l, 097 1,000.00 17,645
1,000.00
489. 83
486. 46
593
540.57
8, 643
473. 45
476. 37
471
429. 35
8,354
36. 72
37.16
33
30. 08
648

In addition to the foregoing, 35 scouts and 8 Indian applicants for enlistment.as soldiers were exam·
ined, of whom 42 were accepted and 1 was rejected.
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XIX.-Nativity of white ancl negro recruits accepted during the year 1895, with
ratios per thousand accepted.
White.

Negro.

Total.

Nativity.

Num· nttober Num· R~ttioer Num· Rttlirr
ber. accepted. ber. acc~pted. ber. acc~pted.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1---- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - Uni tecl States ........ ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 699
727.18
586
67. 80
6,285
659. 38
England .....•.....•.................•........
Scotland ..................................... .
Wales ....................................... .
Irelan cl .•.....•.•..••.....•••......••......•..
Canada ......... . ... ... ............. . ......•..
Other British possessions......... . ......... .
France ....................................... .

:~W!~d.
·. ~ ~: ~ ~::: ~ ·. ~: ·.:: ·. ·. ·_:: ~ ~ ~::::::: ~::::::
Denmark .................................... .

w~~r:l. ~::: ~ ~:::::::::::::: ·.::::::::: :.:::::::

i!irz:~ra~ci·.·:: .·.·:: .·.·.-.-.-.·.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.- .- _- :.- _-_-_-.·.- _- _- _- _.Austria .... .. ................................ .
Bohemia ..................................... .

f~~~:r::::::: _- .-.- _- .-: :_- _- _- _-::::: _- _-: _-:::: _- _-: _-:::
Russia ....................................... .

197
50
9
652
138
12
22
9
17
78
46

116
769
38
83
10

11
6

i\~r~ ·~~~~ t~i~;:: _- _-:::::::::::: ::::_-:: _- _-::::::

59
5
14
10

Total foreign . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2, 351

Finland ...................................... .

22. 79
5. 79
1.04
75. 44
15. 96
l. 39
2. 55
1. 04
1. 97
9. 02
5. 32
13.42
88. 97
4. 40
9. 60
1.16
1. 27
. 69
6. 83
. 58
1. 62
1.16

197
50

9
. 35

652
141
12

2~
17
78
40

I

116
769
38
83
10
11

6
59
5
14

4

272. 01

Total ................................... =8"',0°=5=0cf==9=3=1.=3=9c-!==5,=93= .

. 46

14

. 81

2,358

68~1

8, 643

22. 79
5. 79
1. 04
75.44
16. 31
I. 39
2. 55
1.04
1. 97
9.02
5. 32
13. 42
88. 97
4.40
9. 60
1.16
1.27
.69
6. 83
•. 58
1. 62
1. 62

272. 82

I

1,000. 00
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XX.-Caiises of rejection on p1·ima1·y examination among 17,645 recruits physically
examined du1·ing the year 1895, with co1·responc1ing ratios per thousand of each race
·
examined.

TABLE

Number examined ..... ..... ............

Whito, 16,548.

I

Nogrn, 1,097.

Numb.er Ratios
Number Ratios \ Number Ratios
rejected. per L000. _ rejected. perl ,000. ; rejected. per 1,000.

Cause of r ejection.

---- ---Venereal diseases . .... .. .........
Other mfections diseases . .. . ..... : : : : : :
Diseases of nutrition , general ..........
Diseases of the n ervous system . ... . ....
Diseases of the digestive system . ..... .
Diseases of the circulatory system ......
Diseases of the resp1rator.v organs._ ....
Diseases of tbe 1.enito·urinary system . .
Diseases of tbe ymphatic sy stem, and
ductless glands ... . .... ..... ... ......
Diseasesoftbemuscles, bones,andjoints.
Diseases of the integument anti subcu tan eons connective tissue ..........

~1::!::: ~i ~f,~ :!: :::::::: :::::: ::::: ::

Diseases of the nose . . .. .. .. .. ..........
Hernia . . ..... ... .. .. ...... ......... . ....
Other injuries .. .. .. . .. .. . ..... _.........
Over height .. .................. ___ ......
Under li ~ii ht ..... .. ·: . . ..... . ..... . ... .
Over weig t and obesity . .. .. .......••..
Uncler weight . ....... .. .......... __ .... .
Impe rfect ph,y siqne .... ..... . ...........
Mental insutliciency .... .... .. _. ........
Over age ............ ........ . . . .........
Minors ............. . ..... .... ...... .....
Man i ed, or havrng dependent r elatives.
Dliteracy ............. .... .... ... , . .....
Imperfect know ledge of English ........
Reenlistment disapproved for various
reasons .. . ...... .... .. ................
Character bad or don btful ..............
R efe rences none or unsatisfactory ......
.A.liens ....... ........ .. . .... ............
General unfitness and undesirable ......
No vacancies ... ... . . .• ....... . ....... . . .
U n cl ass ifiecl .•••••....••.••••••••••.• __.
Total . ............ . .....••...•....

'l'otal, 17,645.

230
120
12
12
638
891
48
686

13. 90
7. 25

34
90
130
1, 009
113
16
193
85
2
140
36
620
1,439
25
41
238
45
100
110
20
178
134
75
334
3
36

---- ---- ---34
3

30. 99

38. 55
5:3. 84
2. 91
41. 45

1
28
28
2
36

2. 05
5.44

10
6

. 73
. 73

. 92
25. 52
25. 52
1. 82
32. 81

264
123
12
13
666
919
50
722

14. 96
6. 97
.68
. 74
37. 75
52. 08
2. 83
40.92

9.12
5. 47

44
96

2.49
5.44

137
1,053
117
16
203
89
2
150
38
644
1,527
27
44
254
49
173
110

7. 76
59.67
ti. 63
. 91
l]. 50
5. 04
.11
8. 50
2.15
36. 50
86. 54
1. 53
2.49
14. 39
2. 78
9.80
6. 23

21
184
139
75
353
3
37

1.19
10. 43
7. 88
4. 25
20. 01
.17
2.10

8,354

473. 45

ll. 73

-------- -· ----------

7. 86
6. 38
7
60. !16
44
40.11
6. 83
4
3. 65
. 97 -----·---· ...........
11. 66
10
9.12
5.14
4
3. 65
.]2 ........... -- -------8.46
10
9.12
2.18
2
1. 82
37.46
2-l
21. 88
86. 95
83
80. 22
1. 51
2
1. 82
2.48
3
2. 73
14. 38
16
14. 59
2. 72
4
3. 65
6. 04
73
66. 54
6. 65 ............... . ...........
1. 21
1
10. 76
6
8. 10
5
4.53 ------·-··
i0.18
19
. 18 ..............
2.18

-- - -7,883
476. 37

- -·-

471

. 92
5. 47
4. 56

-----·-···
17. 32
-----· .··92·
--- -----429. 35
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TABLE

XXI.-Avm·age height, weight, and chest measure of 81 643 recritits accepted
Whole number accepted.

I

White.
Age.
Native.

Average height (in inches).
White.

Total
Negro. white
Forand
Naeign Total.
negro. tive.
born.

Total
Negro. white
Forand
eign Total.
negro.
born.

-- - - - --- -- -16 .................•••......
17 .•............•...•.......
18 ...•• .................•••.
19 ........••...... •••..••. ..

Under 20 (average 18).
20 ···•·•······ ..............
21 ......•...•..•.•.•.....••.
22 .............. .. . .. .. .....
23 .. .•••.•.••• .......• ..... .
24 ...•.. ···•••·•···•········
20 to 24 (average 22) ..
25 .........................
26 .. ········ ..• ... ..... .....
27. ····· ..••...... . .........
28 ..........................
29 .......•.. ····· ······· ....
25 to 29 (average, 26.6).
80
31
32
33
34

·······•·· .••.....•.......
.. . ..•.••••••... ....... . ..
.......• ................ ..
. ....•......•.............
.... ···••······•·•········
30 to 34 (average, 31.9).

6
7
22
19

2
3
1
3

54

9

23
22

9
10
26
25

64. 46
66. 64
66. 98
67. 78

65. 75
65. 25
68. 75
64. 33

64. 78
66. 23
67. 05
67. 31

63

7

70

66. 94

65. 44

66. 72

10

--- --- --- - -- ---

-- ----

1
0
3
3

8

. ~~--~~1
67. 92
65.17

64. 81
66. 23
67.15
67. 07

- -66. 32

66.68

65. 00 67. 70
!i7. 31 67. 70
66. 79 67. 58
67. 37 67.55
67.40 67. 57
-- -- - - - - - - - -- -- ·- - - 3,286
693 · 3,979
224 4,203 67. 75 67. 20 67. 66 67.191 67. 63
20
1,600
730
463
473

2
254
162
118
157

22
1,854
892
581
630

1
104
57
40
,,. 22

23
1,958
949
621
652

67. 94
67. 79
67. 74
67. 68
67. 70

66. 63
67. 26
67. 20
67. 09
67. 20

67. 82
67. 72
67. 64
67. 56
67. 57

420
376
289
233
159

160
172
134
117
88

580
548
423
349
247

32
47
30
21
17

612
595
453
370
264

67. 61
67. 67
67. 72
67. 62
67. 70

67. 21 1
67. 051
67. 28
67. 21
66. 981

67. 50
67. 47
67. 58
67. 48
67.44

1,476

671

2,147

147

2,294

67. 66

67.15: 67. 50

67. 59

68
84
80
53
63

43
103
95
65
54

Ill
187
175
118
117

15
17
13

14

126
204
188
131
131

67. 51
67. 40
67. 46
67. 60
67. 41

68. 041 67. 71
67. 20 i 67. 29
67. 28
~~:
67. 43
66. 95 67. 20

66. 98
08. 03
66. 52
66. 67
66. 89

348

360

708

72

780

67. 47

67. 26

67. 36

67. 07

67. 34

57
43
37
21
25

95
106
79
58
62

12
13
10

107
119
89
68
65

66. 97
67. 67
67. 83
68. 24
66.87

67. 23
67. 03
67.10
67. 00
66. 70,

67.13
67. 41
67. 49
67. 79
66. 80/

67. 50
68. 02
68. 33
67. 60
67. 25

67.17
67. 47
67. 58
67. 76
66. 82

217

183

400

67. 54

67. 06

67. 32J 67. 82

67. 37

278
40

. 334
101

612
141

83
12

695
153

67. 41
67. 99

67.14
66. 53

67. 26
66. 95

67. 67
66. 77

67. 31
66. 93

5,699

2,351

8,050

593

8,643

67. 68

67.141 67. 52

67. 37

67. 51,

--

--

·--- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -

---- -

]3

½:,

67. 39;
67.42
67. 33
68. 32
67. 96

67.49
67.47
67.57
67. 53
67.47

-- 67. 51

67. 63
67. 35
67. 23
67. 35
67.17

-- ----

I

35 ...... ······ •••. . ·········
36 ...............•.. . •..". ...
37 ........ .•.. .... ····· ..•..
38 .........•... . ········ ....
39 ...•......................
35 to 39 (average, 36. 7).
40 to 49 (average, 44.7) ......
50 and over (average, 52.5) ..

38
63
42
37
37 ,

- -- - - - - ------

16 and over (average,
27.2) ..............•.

-

10

3

---48
448
-

-

1

I

----

I
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diwing the year 1895 (native white, 5,699; for eign-born white, 2,351; negro, 593).
Average chest measure (in inches).

Average weight (in pounds).

White.

White.
T t l

Native.

Foreign

Total.

Negro.

Total
white and

Native.

Negro. w~ie 1 - - - - - 1 - -b_o_rn_.__ l - - ~ - - r- - - --1--n-e_g_r_o._
Foreign Total.
negro. Ex- InEx- In- Ex- In- Ex- InEx- Inborn.
pira- spira- -pira- spira- pira- spira- pira- spira- pira- spiration. tion. tion. tion. tion. tion. tion. tion. tion. tion.

116. 50
122. 71
131. 55
142.21

135. 00
120. 00
128. 00
117.00

]21. 13 150. 00 124. 33 30. 21
121. 90 . . . . . . . 12L 90 30. 82
131. 39 153. 33 133. 9:! 32. 74
138.77 129.00 137.60 33.49

32. 46
33. 50
35. 5f>
36.26

32. 50
30. 17
34. 00
31.00

35. 50
33. 25
36. 50
33.50

30. 78
30. 63
32. 79
33.15

33. 22
33. 43
35. 60
35.89

34. 00
.... . .
33.17
32.17

37. 00 31.14
. . . . . . 30. 63
35. 58 32. 84
35.081 33.03

33. 64
33. 43
35. 60
35.79

132. 48 123. 22 131. 16 142. 43

132. 29 32. 47 35.19 31. 39 34.19 32. 32 35. 53 32. 86 _:l5, 57J 32. 37 35.10

142. 10
142. 67
144. 11
144. 52
144. 92

140. 22
142. 69
143. 61
144. 89
145. 37

129. 00
142. 10
140. 84
144. 85
146. 37

140. 91
142. 59
143. 52
144. 59
145. 28

125. 00
144. 43
145. 09,
149. 35
147. 77

33. 53
33. 87
34. 04
34.17
34. 20

36. 29
36. 7e
36. 92
37. 03
37. 15

32. 75
34. 07
34. 26
34. 53
34. 57

35. 50
36. 92
37. 07
37. 42
37. 50

33. 45
33. 90
34. 08
34. 24
34. 30

36. 22
36. 79
36. 94
37.11
37. 24

32. 50
33. 97
33. 95
34. 28
84. 16

34. 75
36. 46
36. 50
36. 86
36. 61

33. 41
33. 90
34. 07
34. 24
34. 29

36.15
36. 77
36. 92
37. 09
37. 22

_1_4_3._5__1 =1-1~3=.2,~1· =14=.:=.5=1c1=14=5=.1=2,:/ -_ 1_4__
3.~63 33. 09 36. 89 34. 30 37. 11 34. o5 36. 94 34. 03 _3_6_.5_51_3_4_.o_5 36. 92
1

1

145. 97
146. 81
148. 55
1411. 08
148. 33

146. 32
145. 78
148. 22
146. 52
144. 32

146. 07
146. 49
148. 44
146. 23
146. 90

147. 441
] 50. 79
148. 03
152. 24
152. 65

146.14
146. 83
148. 42
146. 57
147. 27

34. 31
34. 33
34. 59
34. 30
34. 44

37. 24
37. 34
37. 59
37. 27
37. 44

34. 92
34. 39
34. 77
34. 61
34. 85

37. 87
37. 40
37. 91
37. 63
37. 86

34. 48
34. 35
34. 65
34. 40
34. 59

37. 41
37. 36
37. 69
37. 39
37. 59

34. 26
34. 60
34. 29
34.. 07
34. 66

36. 93
37. 31
36. 98
36. 74
37. 24

34. 47
34. 37
34. 63
34. 38
34. 59

37. 38
37. 36
37. 65
37. 35
37. 57

146. 49
149. 06
148. 28
152. 40
152. 32

152. 58
149. 71
150. 33
152. 78
149. 93

148. 85
149. 42
149. 39
152. 61
151. 22

154. 80
151. 35
148. 54
144. 62
146. 43

149. 56
149. 58
149. 33
151. 82
150. 70

34. 46
34. 63
34. 51
35. 30
35. 31

37. 53
37. 68
87. 59
38. 30
38.17

35. 17
34. 97
34. 97
35. 31
35.18

38.19
37. 97
38. 10
38. 26
38.12

34. 73
34. 81
34. 76
35. 30
35. 25

37. 79
37. 84
37. 87
38. 28
38.15

34. 93
33. 85
34. 19
33. 44
33. 48

37. 85
36. 47
36. 88
'36. 02
36. 39

34. 76
34. 73
34. 72
35. 12
35. 06

37. 79
37. 73
37. 80
38. 06
37. 96

- -- - -- - -- - ]46. 96 ] 46. 33 146. 76 149. 92 14!!, 97 34. 38 37. 36 34. 69 37. 71 34. 48 37. 47 34. 39 37. 07 34. 47 37. 44
--1--- - 1 - - - 1.- ==-·=---= _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ·- - _ _ . _ _
-

- - - - - - - - - 1 - - - 1 - - - 1 - -,1- - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 149. 53 150. 80 150.15 149. 39

149.16
153.19
151. 50
154. 38
152. 22

152. 40
145. 91
153. 51
147. 33
144. 92

151. 1]
150. 24
152. 44
151. 83
149. 27

t --

160. 83
151. 31
162. 20
158. 70
148. 33

150. 08 34. 79 37. 82 35. 08 38.10 34. 94 37. 96 33. 99 46. 74 34. 85 37. 85

152. 14
150. 35
153. 54
152. 84
149. 23

34. 79
34. 99
35. 16
35. 39
35. 07

37. 68
37. 98
38. 07
38. 22
37. 99

35. 21
34. 57
35. 39
34. 73
34. 88

38. 21
37. 70
38. 39
37. 70
37. 67

35. 04
34. 82
35. 27
35. 15
35. 00

38. lJO
37. 87
38. 22
38. 03
37. 86

35. 19
33. 77
34. 65
35. 00
35. 25

37. 88
36. 63
37. 35
37. 75
37 58

35. 06
34. 70
35. 20
35.13
35. 01

37. 99
37. 73
38. 12
37. 99
37. 85

--i-- - -1- - - - ·1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-157. 19

151. 63 35. 07 37. 99 34. 99 38. 00 35. 04 37. 99 34. 66 37. 39 34. 99 37. 93
152.19 149. 50 150. 96
~-=--------<--.===--1-----1=-----============1~~~~-1-=-1---1-====,-~,1~==1==="==
154. 6fl 151. 79 153.11 157. 23
158. 68 149. 85 152. 35 152. 92

153. 60 35. 48 38. 26 35. 51 38. 34 35. 50 38. 30 34. 78 37. 42 35. 41 38. 20
152. 40 35. 98 38. 88 85. 49 38. 20 35. 63 38. 39 34. 50 37. 08 35. 54 38. 28

145. 68 147.18 146.12 149. 85

146. 37 34. 26 37.17 34. 80 37. 73 34. 41 37. 34 34. 27 36. 89 34. 40 37. 31

l===J::===l===t===t===•I== ==== - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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I.-Exarnination of rec1·uits during the year 1895.

No.

Total.

N egro.

White.

--- --,1

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25
26
27

Total number of recruits examined ......... . .................... .
Of each 1,000 of these.
Were accepted for service ................................... .
Were rejected for uncler height ............................. ..
Were r ejected for disabilities ............................... ..
Of each 1,000 accepted recruits the heights were as follows (in
inches):
·
Under 61 .. ... . .. ........ .. ..................... .. ..•..........
61 to62 .................................. .. ................... .
62 t o 63 ....................................................... .
63to64 ....................................................... .
64 to65 . ..... ... ..... . . ................... .................. ..
65 to66 ...... .... .. ...... ..................................... .
66 to 67 ......................... ·.............................. .
67 to68 ....................................................... .
68 to69 ... ·. .................. ....... ... ...................... ..
69 to70 ...................................................... ..
70 to 71 ...........................•........................ ! ... .
71 to 72 ........................ .. : ..... ....................... .
72 to73 ................. . .... ............................. ... ..
73 to74 ................................................... L ...
74 upward . . .. ... ... . .... .... .................. . ..... ... ... .. .
Causes of rejection (exclusive of under height) expressed in ratios
per 1,000 of examined recruits:
Physical d e bility .......................................... : ..
Tuberculosis of lungs or ofher organs ................ ... .... .
Imperfect vision . ......................................... .. ..
Heart disease .............................. . ................. .
Goiter ...................................................... ..
Varic.ose veins, varicocele, hemorrhoids .. ·; .................. .
Hernia ......... ......... ........ ............................ ..
Flat feet. . . . .. ....... .................................. -- -- · ·
INTERNATIONAL TABLE

17, r,45
489. 83
8. 50
464. 95

. 62
. 62
2. 98
9. 57
84. 84
125. 22
170. 93
179. 13
171. 43
119. 01
69. 69
. 39. 88
17.14
5. 96
2. 98

3. 37
5. 06
97. 81
139. 97
173. 69
183. 81
165. 26
114. 67
80. 94
15.1 8
15. 18
3. 37
1. 69

. 58
. 58
3. 01
9. 26
85. 73
126. 23
171.12
179. 45
171. 01
118.71
70. 46
38.18
17. 01
5. 79
2. 89

• 73
7. 07
59. 34
30. 70
. 24
72. 70
11. 66
3. 99

-

.68
6. 74
58. 09
29. 87
. 23
70. 67
11.50
3. 91

1. 82
39. 20
17. 32

40.11
9.12
2. 73

Sick disposed of.

..A.dmitted sick,,;

,,;

A

2

1il

<!)

~

+:>

§
<!)

~
p

·~

O"

~

0

0

0

~

8

8

·s

.Sf_:_

"'

'O,;,
«!A

.--<0

rd-'"d
<D

<!)

~!;>~

..,,,,,
"'''"'

..,:::io

8

p:;

0

(1),;;1(',,)

.!<l
-ra

<D.._;

a,

rtJ 0

~

e ·;~

2,011
959
1, 079
874
1, 127
599
413
3

2,289
1, 101
1, 850
1,596
1,968
771
785
20

4,300
2, 060
2, 929
2, 470
3,095
1,370
1,198
23

4,138
1, 992
2, 837
2, 396
2,968
1,338
1,141
61

16
7
1
5
11
4
7

I 10, 405

10, 473

26, 878

25, 953

73

3

3

8

8

9, 374
4,284
2, 050
2, 911
2,481
3,073
1,379
1,191
84

1 91, 834
4!-l, OH
23, 967
29, 258
28, 122
31,141
, 14,176
14. 5il
8,330

<!)

~~

<!)

i:i

't:l

k rtJ
0

.,:;

~ 6,093 9,m ~ 22

7,343
3,821
2, 415
2, 362
1,775
3,019
1,400
1,459
35

Total Army .. .......... . ..... /23, 629

1,097
540.57
9.12
420. 24

II.-Movernents of sick by departments. (a)

~bJ)

D epartment of the East...... ... ...
Department of the Missouri .... ...
D epartment of Dakota .. ...........
Department of the Platte..........
Department of Texas .............
D epartment of the Colorado........
Department of California ..........
D epartm ent of the Columbfa ..... ..
General hospital and at large.......

16,548
486, 46
8. 46
467. 91

m

130
51
73
80
9-!
37
43
23

0

0

o:S

801 26, 827 290, 4-l3

I
j .Average days
In l, 000 of moan ot,oogthr n l, 000 ,fok di,po,ed of. ,iok;~,.;;_
ea,h
I ~o,-;_fj ,,;
s rr~ ~
1, -~
.S!
i
8 A
~
A
1,284.62 829. 77 7oo
1,125. 36 599. 06
4.19
·rc,rn
d A

~ ·~

'O

c;, I>,

~~

~

O

_

_ Total

455. 00
7 3. 24
899. 1!>
651. 87
550. 71
538.04
571. 43

rmy .................. l,~7. ~ 0 7. 16

a.Officer and citizen employ e not included.

0

~.,..

rn..r:l

Departm nt of the East ......... ...
Department of the Missouri.... ...
Department of Dakota.............
53. 00
Department of th Platte.......... 1,240.05
Departm nt of T xa .. . .. .. . .. .. . . 1,301.55
Departm nt of the olorado ....... 1, 0'.?5. 1
D partment of California..........
97 . 57
D partm ntofth Columbia.......
21.11
General bo pita! and at large ...... 1 657. 14

96&85
965. 92
2. 90 971. 7 J
. 42 074. 58
2. 82 065. 74
3. 64 965. 3
2. 6 070. 27
4. o 958.02
726 10

3. 00

~~

ro.

-~ -

967. 42

b Exclusiv

~

A
~
3. 73
3. 42
. ::!-!
2. 02
3. 58
2. 90
5.8

2. 72

of suicid

bJ

~~~
__; '-' r:;

~o

.: -:<

rn

O

A.Q

s~
~

-~ -;j

s~

'5 ?
o;a

o
c...t

c...

~

i ;::..

28~ 12. 50 , -9
- .30. 35
12. 4
11. 45
24
9 02
11. 69
25: O
12: 30
JO. •
32. 25
15. 4
11. 3-1
30. 59
10. 31
10. 13
26. 3
JO. 12
10. ~
36.11
.90
12. ~
273. 1 23 . 00
9 .li

I

29. 6

I 12. 20

I

10.
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III.-Movements of sick by b1·anches of military service and by
months.

'

Proportion s per 1,000.

AbsolutEI numbers.

I~ r~

Sick admis·
sions ..

1b.11

A

<l)

~

I

~<l)
;;;1

.....;

Sick dispose9- of.

'+-<-":l

1

<l)

~
.,

0

~~~
rn.S g

~
~
8
8
~ ~
---- -----

In 1, 000 of mean
stren gth there were,i,j

i,

~

<l)

"O
I>-,

~

•

-~ A
oo,~

ce~
..,o"Ca
8~

In 1,000 sick
disposecl of
there were -

I

O'.)~

A~

.s~
-~ ~

~,..:._

...,"O

:;:!<l)

"O ::...

~

<l)

>' p~ 0

~

S,.q
~..,

"O O

•
If).
.,d
..,

A

~~
R-!::'.-

2. 85
5. 90
1. 37
5. 59 .
6. 70
4. 40
2. 52

964. 69
968. 68
970. 98
975. 56
987. 48
055. 56
957. 75

2. 75
3.17
. 99
5. 64
4. 70
8. 33
3. 13

. 21
. 50
. 21
. 25
. 08
. 17
. 08
. 21
. 21
. 26
. 46
• 42

967. 80
968. 01
969. 40
968. 71
967. 88
963. 22
969. 08
973.17
970. 35
967. 98
955. 50
965. 39

2. 33
5. 82
1. 96
2. 72
. 93
1. 96
. 86
2. 06
2. 03
2. 56
5. 38
4. 81

Q)

~
A

- - - - - - - - --

. . ARi.\f OF SERVICE .

Infantry .. ......... . 11,926 12,253 7,601 i2, 346 11,910 34
Cavalry ...... . ..... . 5,588 7,323 4,401 7,246 7,019 23
5
Artillery ........ . .. . 3,653 5,104 3,247 5,065 4,918
3
102
532
519
547
537
Ordnanco .......... .
639
631
3
513
642
448
Engin eer s .. . ..... . ..
344
3
234
360
682
372
Medical Department
2
612
375
639
795
637
All others . . ... ... .

637. 35
1,027.42
1,310.49
787. 58
1,397.21
888. 86
1,018.62
189. 94
1,433.04 1,145.09
545. 45
343. 11
801. 26
471. 70

MONTH.

.January . ... .....•. • 23, 762
February ........... . 23,969
March . . ....... ..... . 23,868
.A.pril.. ............. . 23,643
May ............ .. .. . 23,673
.June ................ 23, .677
.July ....... .. ....... 23,454
Au~ust ........ .. ... 23,355
September .......... 23,300
October .........·.... 23,469
November .......... . 23,787
December ........... 23,615

2,239
2, 171
2,522
2,233
2,038
1,983
2,414
2,486
2,.450
2,340
1,969
2,033

1,357
.1, 373
1,584
1,381
1,235
1,227
1,377
1,414
1, 357
1,490
1,320
1,358

·INTERNATIONAL TABLE

2,143
2,063
2,549
2,205
2,148
2,039
2,329
2,422
2,462
2,342
2,045
. 2,080

2,074
1,997
2,471
2,136
2,079
1,964
2,257
2,357
2,389
2,267
1,954
2,008

5
12
5
6
2
4
2
5
5
6
11
10

94. 23
90. 58
105. 67
94. 44
86. 09
8~. 75
102. 92
106. 44
105.15
99. 71
71. 43
86. 09

57.11
57. 28
66. 37
58. 41
52.17
51. 82
58. 71
60. 54
58. 24
63. 49
55. 50
57. 50

IV.-Movements of sick by larger garrisons.

as

In 1,000 of mean
strength.
~,& ,________

In 1,000 of mean
] ~ ,_ _ _s_tr_e_n_g_tb_ . - - - rr
Garrison

A b.O

<ll §
Total Admis·
to
§~ admis· sions
bOS·
rn sions.
pital.

i
Adams, Fort, R. I. .... .
Apacht\ Fort, Ariz .. . .
Assinnibuine, Fort,
Mont ............... .
Bayard, Fort, ·N. Mex ..
Clark, Fort, Tex ...... .
Columbus Barracks,
Ohio .... . ........... .
Custer, Fort, Mont . ... .
D. A. Russell, Fort,
Wyo ............ , ... .
Douglas, Fort, Utah .. .
Grant, Fort, Ariz ..... .
H amilton, Fort, N. Y .. .
Keogl1, Fort, Mont .... .
Leavenworth, Fort,
Kans ...... . ........ .
Lognn, Fort, Colo ... .. .
Mad is on Barracks,
N.Y .... .. .......... .
M cPher son, Fort, Ga ..
Meade, Fort, S. Dak .. .
Missoula, Fort, Mont ..
Monroe, Fort, Va ..... .
Myer, Fort, Va .... . ... .

,;,

~

'd

! .

Garrison.

i

A

2721, 007. 35
272 1, 077. 21

573. 54 3. 68
411. 76 3. 68

3141 904. 46
351 629. 6~
4251, 571. 76

624. 20 3. 19
566. 95 5. 70
715. 29 4. 71

§

~ Total Adrnis· ,;,

.l ~
d _.,

dl

d . sioos to ~
bOS·
:ij
sions. pital. A

a fillS·

oo

Niobrara, Fort, Nebr . . 429 11,.149.18
Omaha Fort. Nebr .... 469 .1, 639. 66
Plattsburg Barracks,

953. 38 .. ...
609. 81 4. 26

1

N. Y .. ..... .. .... .•. 482

Presidio of San Fran.
cisco, Cal. ...... . .. .
Reno, Fort, Okla... .. .
383.11 1, 464. 75 1, 334. 20 2. 61 Riley, Jfort, Kans .... .
295 654. 241 471. 19 6. 78 Robinson, Fort, Nebr.
Sam Houston, Fort,
Tex . ... ........... ..
3911l j 375. 96 1, 135. 55 5. 12
497 849. 09 1 706. 24 4. 02 Sheridan,Fort,Il;t ....
273 1,069.60 , 831. 50 7. 33 Sherman, Fort, Idaho.
27011, 581. 481,470.37 7. 41 Sill, Fort, Okla.. .. ....
Snelling, Fort, Minn..
340 829. 41 314. 71
Thomas, Fort, Ky ... .
713 1, 154. 28 664. 80 11. 22 Vancouver Barracks,
· Wash ...... .... .....
560 1, 173.21 880. 36 1. 79
wa·s hi n gton Bar.
456 907. 89 440. 79 4. 39
racks, D. C .. .... . ...
538 550. 19 469. 67 ..... . West Point, N . Y .....
444 867. 12 765. 77 . ·- . . . Whipple .Barracks,
Ariz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
257 607. 04 416. 34 ..... .
513 1, 518. 52 558. 61 l. 95 W ill ets Point, N. Y . ..
255 2,890.2011, 572. 55 3. 92 Yates, Fort, N . Dak ..

890. 04

538.1, 276. 95
3251, 049. 23
7181, 435. 93
3941, 215. 74

450. 21 ..•• •
840. 15
883. 08
569. 64
804. 57

3. 72
3. 08
8. 36
2. 54

580 1, 106. 90 946. 55
7121,191.01 5-!7.75
292 · 897. 26 455. 48
3931, 124. 68 396. 95
4371, ll6. 70j 629. 29
4451, 505. 621, 184. 27

6. 90
1. 40
6. 85
7. 63
6. 87
8. 99

534

683. 52

529. 96 7. 49

341 2,249.272, 014. 66 2. 93
3341, 541. 9~ 1, Ob9. 82 . .••.
260 8,6. 92
3991, 155. 39
2651, 022. 64

819. 23 11. 54
977. 4410. 02
354. 72 3. 77
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No.

~

i::l'd~

.

8.-<

'd

<q

-

1- - - - - - - - -- - - -- - 1

2

3
4

5

6
7

8
9

10
11

12

13
14
M

w

TI
18
19

w

fil

n
~
u

~

w

n

•w
~

n
n

33

I~§:~ ~
.~<,.;

S-o

~ A • I

~'d
~fil
'd ~~ fordutylDied
~ A"'"'
~-.-<

s

(recovered) .

l - - -l - - - l- - - l -

~

~§o

Disposed of in 1895-

·@

~""
~o,
.,.,oo

Diseases of the international nosological table.

Ot
-:ti

.s
'd

V.-Movements of sick, according to most imp01·tant diseases .
"fii

~~

i!J~

·

-

I Ot!ler-1
Total. ·;; c 1;;
wise.
S ~""'
a,

-

~

Iu 1,000 disposed of-

~00

"Or-<

..., >:I

.;g ·~

~'d ~ :>,

l- - - l- - - 1 --

In 1,000 of mean
strength.

0

E-<

Fit for
.A.~mis-1Deaths. duty (reIcovered).
s10ns.

I-

Died .

Otherwise.

Sick days
to each
case of
the total
disposed of.

1 - - -1 - - - 1- - - 1

Alcoholismus acutus, including de,
lirium tremens . - - .. - - .. - - .. - . .. . . .
17
749
766
724 ... _..
27
751
15
3,934
31. 70 . _... _..
964. 05 ... _......
35. 95
5. 24
Bronuhitis acuta.... .. . . . . . . . .. ... . . .
17
1,141
1, 158
1,126
1
10
1,137
21
5,562
48. 29
0. 04
990. 32
O. 88
8. 80
4. 89
Cholera asiatica .......... ........... ... ......... .... .... .... .... ..... __ ..... _.. : ... __ ...... _....... _............ _...... _.............. _.... _... _......... _... . ... .
Cholera nostras ........ •............ . . . . . . . .
93
93
89 . . • .. .
4
93 . .. . . . . .
280
3. 94 . . . . . • . .
956. 99 . . . . • • • • . .
43. 01
3. 01
Diphtheria et croup . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .
4
21
25
18 .. . .... __ ..•..
18
7
347
. 89 . . . . . .. . 1,000.00 ..•..,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19. 28
Dysenteria..........................
1
46
47
42
1
3
46
1
878
1. 95
. 04
913. 04
21. 74
65. 22
19. 09
.Erysipelas .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3
32
35
32
1
1
34
1
575
1. 35
. 04
941. 18
29. 41
29. 41
16. 91
Febris intermittens (malaria) . . . . . . .
9
1, 652
1, 661
1, 636 . . • . . .
18
1, 654
7
8, 318
69. 91 . . . . . . . .
989. 12 . . . . . . . . . .
10. 88
11. 03
Febris recurrens .. . ................. ·
7
344
351
333
2
10
345
6
5,495
14. 56
. 08
965. 2::!
5. 79
28. 90
15. 93
Gonorrhea...........................
61
1, 157
1, 218
1, 069 . _....
71
1, 140
78 26, 968
48. 97 . . . . . . . .
937. 72 . . . . . .. . . .
62. 28
23. 66
Hernia.. ....... ......................
4
63
67
29 . __ •..
26
55
12
2,547
2. 67 . . . . . . . .
527. 27 . . . . . . . . . .
472. 73
46. 31
Influenza. - . - ..... . . -· - . - . -- - - . ... . ..
3
1,023
1,026
1,000
4
16
1,020.
6
6,660
43. 30
.17
980. 39
3. 92
15. 69
6. 53
Insolatio (hitzschlag, coupdechaleur) . . . . . . . .
29
29
26 . . . • . .
1
27
2
393
1. 23 . _... _..
962. 96 .. _.......
37. 04
14. 56

5~~

}t~~

:~~~fi'ftt_i~~-e_r_~~~~~~i~~:i~-~~~~~~~~~------i·
3~
3~
3~ :::::: ······s·
3~ ···--·2·
1:g* :::::::: l,~~ug :::::::::: ····si"s4·
Parotitis epidemica .......... - . . . . . . .
5
142
147
141 .. _...
2
143
4
1, 956
6. 01 . . . . . . . .
986. 01 . _... ___ ..
13. 99
13. 68
Pneumonia crouposa sive lobaris....
4
68
72
49
10
7
66
6
2,552
2. 88
. 42
742. 42
151. 52
106. 06
38. 67
Rheumatismusarticulorum.. . ... ....
25
320
345
298 ......
29
327
18 12,375
13.54 ........
911.32 ..........
88.68
37.85
Scarlatina . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
5
4 ...... ........
4
1
149
. 21 . . . . . • . . 1, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37. 25
Scorbntus .. . ... ..... . .. __________ ...................................................... _............ .. .............. __ .. _......... _.......... _..................... .
Syphilis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24
281
305
239
3
41
283
22 11, 546
11. 89
. 13
844. 52
10. 60
144. ·88
40. so
Trachoma . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
5
5 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .
5 . . . .. . . .
67
. 21 . . . . . . . . 1, 000. 00 ................. _. .
13. 40
Tubflroulosis pulmonum. ... . . . . .. .. .
7
60
67
16
10
30
56
11
3,899
2. 54
. 42
285. 71
178. 57
535. 72
69. 62
Tuberonlosis ceterornm organornm.. . . . . . . . .
11
11
5
1
3
9
2
1,107
. 47
. 04
555. 56
lll. 11
333. 33
123. 00
Typhusabdominalis .................
16
108
124
98
12
6
ll6
8
5,937
4.57
.51
844.83
103.45
51.72
51.18

i1ri~las
-~~~~-t~~~~~~~~~: :::::: ::: ::: ::::: ::7 : :::::151::: :::::158::: ::: ::136::: ::::::
:::::15::: ::::151
:::: ::::::7:: ::2,562
::: ::: :::6.::39::: :. :. :. ::.. :. :. :. :::900.
:::::66:: :. :•.::. ::::::
::: :::99.:34::: ::::: 16.
:: :97::
Morbi anris.. .. .... ...... .... .. . . . . . .
. .. . . .
... . . .
Morbi cordis.........................
Morbi cntis..........................
Mor bi men tis........................
Morbi oouli.......
. . . . . .et
....sexual
.......
Morbi
systemat. ..
urin.
(oxol. ven. et syph.) .. , . . . .. . . . . . . .

7
34
40
13

102
1,861
1, 439
392

109
1,895
1,479
405

13

148

161

64
5
1,827 . _....
1, 357
2
370 . . .. . .
133

2

32
31
80
22

101
1,858
1,439
392

8
37
40
13

4, 185
16, 769
13, 511
4,772

14

149

12

3,170

4. 32
• 21
78. 76 . _......
60. 90
. 08
16. 59 . .. . . .. .
6. 26

. 08

633. 66
49. 51
98:l. 32 .... _•• • ..
943. 02
1. 39
943. 88 .. .. ... . . .
892. ()2

13. 42

316. 83
16. 68
55. 59
56.12

41. 44
9. 02
9. 39
12.17

93. 96

21. 28

~
t_zj

"'O'

0

~

>-3
0

~

>-3

::r::.
t_zj

r:n

t_zj

0

~trj

>-3

ti>
~

-<:

0

~

~

ti>
~

VI.-Admissions of important diseases by branches of rnilita1·y service.

INTERNATIONAL TABLE

.Admissions per 1,000 of mean strength .

Absolute number of admissions.
No.

Diseases of the international nosologioal table.

i,:.
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.!3

~p.

A

~

~

A
H

0

--,,;
~
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.,..a,

a5
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~

A

IP

C\l

~<lj
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A

oO

"So

0

r±1

-- --- --- --- ---
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VII.-Adrnissions of important diseases by rnonths (absolute niirnbers).
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VIII.-Deaths according to years of sei·vice and age.
Deaths.
Ages.

Years of service.
Causes Qf death.
First year.

From diseases...........................
9
8uicicles a .... .. ..... : ................. . ............ .
Accidents and injuries...................
5
Total .... ................... . ...... .

14

Second
year and
over.

Twentieth
to twentyfifthyear.

Twenty.
sixth to
thirtieth
year.

Thirty.
first year
and over.

75
19
38

17
4
12

21
1
12

46
14
19

113

29

33

65

a Included in other classifications.

Respectfully submitted.
GEO, M. STERNBERG,

Hon.

DANIEL

s. L.A.MON'.l',

Surgeon-General, United States Army.

Secretary of War.
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ANN-UAL REPORT OF THE PAYMASTER-GENERAL.

WAR DEPAR'.l.'MENT,

P .A.YMASTER-GENERAL'S OFFICE,
Washington, D. O., September 29, 1896'.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following as the report of this
office for the :fiscal year ended June 30, 1896:
July 1, 1895, officers of the Pay Department were charged with public
fund~ aggregatfog ____________________ ........ ______________ .... . $1,013,319.74
During the :fiscal year 1896 these officers receivedFrom the United States Treasury ..... _.. __ . _ .. ___ ... ___ ... __ .. . 14,435,390.07
From soldiers' deposits._ ........ __ ....... _..... . . ___ . _... _... __
420,338.87
From army paymasters' collections ...... _...... _........... __ ..
202,440.16
Total balances and receipts._ .... _.. .. __ . _.... __ .. _. __ ... . . . . . 16, 074, 488. 84
Accounted for as follows:
Expended on account of pay of Army. __ .... ____ .. _.. _..... __ ...... $14, 003, 266. 00
Expended on account of mileage to officers . __ . _.... _.... _..... _... .
115, 010. 75
Expended on account of pay of Military Academy._ ..............·. _
277, 085. 83
Expended on account of volunteers (Treasury certificates) ....... _..
506, 140. 96
Surplus funds deposited to credit .United States Treasurer ........ _.
33,744.86
Army paymasters' collections deposited to credit United States Treasurer . _. _ . ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ____ . ___ .. _... _.. ____________ .. _
202,440.16
Balances charged officers June 30, 1896 .... ________________________ .
936,800.28
Total. .... _.. _____ . __ . _... __ .... __ .. ____ .. __ . _....... _... __ ..

16, 074, 4-88. 84

A comparison of the expenditures of the last :fiscal year with those
of the preceding year shows a net increase of $755,527.24.
Increase:
To the Army. ____ ... ___ .... _ . __ .. ____ . ___ .... - . - . . . . . . $782, 634. 29
To the Military Academy.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
52, 774. 12
- - - - $835,408.41
Decrease:
Mileage to officers·.··· .... __________ ----·· ........... .
12,717.46
Pay of volunteers .. _............... _................. .
67,163.71
79,881.17
Net increase as above stated .......... ___ ... ____._ ..... __ .........

755,527.24

The increased disbursements to the Army are due principally to new
legislation, as follows: By act of February 12, 1895, the pay of e11liste 1
men serving in the :first year of their enlistment was restored from $U to
579
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$13 per month, and by appropria,tion bill dated March 16, 18!J6, provision is· made for paying monthly tbe service pay due soldiers, instead
of retaining the same until discharge. This last act will continue tbe
increase on account of pay of the .Army until those soldiers in service
at the date of the act, March 16, 1896, are discharged, for from that
date not only is the entire pay proper of a soldier paid monthly, but
also all service pay which had accrued at date of the act.
The increase of <lisbmsements on account of the Military .Academy
was caused by the operation of the appropriation bill dated January
rn, 1895, which ineluded ,in the appropriation for pay of the Military
.Academy" Pay of genera] army service (Quartermaster's Department)"
and "Pay of cavalry detachment," the two detachments havi!lg formerly been paid from '' Pay, etc., of the .Army."
Tho decrease of expenditures on account of pay of volunteers is
quite marked, and would indicate that claims of this character are
growing Jess in number.
The amount appropriated for mi].eage for the fiscal year 1896 was
$140,000. Of this sum $103,790.55 was expended during the year,
leaving a balance of $36,209.45. Of this latter sum $5,292.78 has been
disbursed since June 30, 1896, upon orders issued previous to that date,
leaving an actual balance on hand of $30,916.67. It is estimated that
there will be an additionai disbursement from this balance of about
$2,500 on account of vouchers not yet presented.
The following comparative table will show in detail wherein the saving in mileage has occurred in this fiscal year, as compared with the
previous :fiscal year:
Comparative statement of rnileage disbursements for the fiscal years 1895 and 1896.
1805.

R~~~g:a':f t~~~~!1~: _. _. _.:: _.: _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _. _.: _. _. _.: _. _.::: _. _.::::::::::::::::::: ::::::

Recrniti:ug duty .......... .................................................. .
:Boards of examination t-0 examine officers ....... .............. . ............ .
Board of Ordnance and Fortifications ....... ......... ..... .. ..... .. ......... .
O~dnance De~artme~t: Gun construction, foundry1 steel, power, and provrng-ground mspect1on .................................................... .
Inspection by offi cers of the Inspector -General's Department . ... ..... ...... .
Inspection by other than officers of tbe Inspector-General's Department ... .
Medical boards and inspection by medical officers .... .. . ... ....•.•...........
Military Prison Commission and inspection of Military Prison ............. .
Instruction and inspection of National Guard .......... .... . ...•............
Boards of survey ................. . .... .. .... .................•..............
Retiring boards and officers retired and ordered home . . ..... . ... ........... .
Payment of t roops ............. .............. .... ......... ... ........ ... .... .
Duty at World 's Columbian Expo ition . . .... ........ . .................. ... .
Tr a ur r a~d profes ors Military Academy, Military Academy duty .. ...•.
onru -marhal (to and from) .... .. ......................... .... ..... .. .... . . .
R turning from conducting pri oners :ind insane men . .......•.... ... ...... .
Commandtn~ g n11ral and aids ........... .................................. .
Rifle teams and insp ction of rifle ranges . ... .......... .... ................. .
Instru tions of er tary of War-duty confidential ... .... .. ......•........
Attending funerals of officers and other deceas d officials .••...•••••••..... .

$42,356.28
2,400. 36
5,691.11
11,185.00
863.10

1896.
$38,358.51
1,450.13
0, 809. 22
8,733.60
1,931.10

2, 744.13
2,541.46
5,142.05
5,593.97
6, 839.4.7
6,495.42
1,134.90
1,786.04
484. 28
567."47
3,313.57
159. 30 ······ ··-···
2,233.26
8,216.46
15,402.23
6, 00-2. 25
107. 36 ···-··· ·· ···
31-!.69
231. 57
. 21
8,011.54
8,
184. 72
442.5'.!
5,928.35
6,423.63
620. 9-!
7, 33 . 94
3,703.32
3,136. !J'.!
640. 7
95.55

... -i.-

--- - - - -1G3,
7 .55

Total .. ... ... . ......... . ..•..• .••..••...........•. ..................... ,
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The following is ai statement of the annual disbursements on account
of mileage for the past ten :fiscal years :

_1

1886 ___ .... _.... ____ . ____ . _. $157, 769. 36
1887. __ ••. ___ . ________ . ___ . . 136, 956. 46
1888 _•. ____ . _.. __ .. _..... _. . 134, 877. 74
1889 •.••.. ___ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 167, 520. 85
1890. ___ ... __ ..... _________ . 185, 404. 99
1891. ______ •• _ . ___ .. ___ . . • . . 240, 234. 82

1892 .•... _____ . ___ .. __ . __ . _. $214, 589. 43
1893 .. __ ... _- ... - - -. - -- - . . . . 183, 915. 97
1894 ... __ . __ ... _. _.... _. . . . . 155, 228. 84
1895 .... _...... ___ .. __ .. _... 139, 243. 44
1896 •••••.. _.... _. _..... _.. _ 109, 083. 33
~

In the matter of payment for travel of officers over those railroads
known as "50 per cent land-grant roads," of which the Northern Pacific
Railroad is an example, the practice bas been for officers so traveling to
pay full fare and charge the cost of the same in their mileage accounts,
the Government thereby losing the benefit of the 50 per cent proviso.
The Comptroller of the Trea-;ury, in discussing the question of payment for such travel, holds that for all travel over any "free," "bondaided,'' or "50 per cent" land-grant railroad, transportatio:u should be
obtained for the entire journey. .As the cost of transportation furnished over the "50 per cent roads" constitutes a charge against the
appropriation for the Pay Department for the payment of mileage to
officers traveling on duty without troops, it is believed that the settlement of such accounts with said roads would be much simplified and
facilitated, if paymasters were authorized to issue transportation
requests when travel involved the use of such roads; and in making
such settlements, only the accounts of the officers of that department
having control of the appropriation from which payment to the officers
and to the roads must be made, would need to be consulted. Legislation to that end is therefore recommended.
STATEMENT OF DEPOSITS MADE DURING THE FISCAL YEAR 1896.

The number of deposits made during the :first five months (July 1 to
November 30) was 2,029. The total amount deposited during the same
period was $184,361.71. The average number of deposits per mouth
was 529, and the average amount of each deposit was $69. 70. The
number of deposits during the remaining seven months (December 1,
1895, to June 30, 1896) was 5,009, and the total amount deposited
during the same period was $235,977.16.
The average number of deposits per mo1a1th was 844, and llie averaige
amount of each deposit was $39.33.
In corresponding periods of the preceding fiscal year (1895) deposits
were as follows: From July 1 to November 30, 1894, the number of
deposits was 2,312, and the total amount deposited was $124,988.12.
The average number of deposits was 447, and the average amount of
each deposit was $50.45. From December 1, 1894, to June 30, 1895,
the number of deposits was 3,972, and the total amount deposited was
$193,282.61. The average number of deposits per month was 562, and
the average amount of each deposit was $48,66.
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It thus appears that, since the present system of payments went into
full effect (December 1, 1895), while the average number of deposits per
month has increased from 329 to 844, the average amount of each deposit
has decreased from $69. 70 to $39.93, and as compared with the preceding fiscal year (1895) a corresponding increase in the number of deposits
and decrease in the amount deposited.
It also appears that the actual increase in the amount deposited in
the :fiscal year 1896 over · the amount deposited in 1895 was about
$102,000. Of this amount 58 per cent was deposited in the first five
months, and 42 per cent in the last seven months, showing a falling off of
over 50 per cent in the average amount deposited per month in the last
period (seven months), as compared with the first period (five months).
There is shown also a slight increase in the average amount of each
deposit as compared with the fiscal year 1895, and an increase of about
10 per cent in the number of deposits as compared with the same year.
Recapitulation of soldiers' deposits.
Fiscal year.

Number
of deposits.

1873 ..•••..••••....... .... ···••· .. _.
1874 ...... ······ ...•...... ······-··· ·
1875 ······ ..••......................
1876 ... ······· .........••....... . ...
1877 ............. .. ... _- . .
5, 524
5, 524
1878 ___ . _. ____ . ____ . . . . . . .
1879 ... _. ____ . __ .. _. ___ . _6, 807
1880 ___ . _. _.. _.. ___ - __ __..
8, 635
1881 .. _.. _.. ___ . ______ . __ .
8, 042
1882 . __ .. ____ ............ _
6, 890
1883 _. _.. __ .. _...• _. _... __
7, 902
1884--··-·················
7,114

.A.mount
deposited.

Fiscal year.

$209,850.38
34ti, 609. 56
325, 255. 80
435, 912. 68
328, 585. 05
346, 243. 94
470,770.38
477,174.44
524, 112. 72
448, 561. 83
407, 544. 68
389, 267. 55

1885 .........• ... ........
1886 ...... .......... - .. - .
1887 _..... - ........ - .. - ..
1888 ............. - ...... .
1889 ........ ....... - .... .
1890 ........... ..... - ... .
1891 ........ _........ ... .
1892 ..... ... ......... ... .
1893 .................. - ..
1894 .... .... ......... . .. .
1895 .................... .
1896 ... . ......•••........

Number
of deposits.
7,033
7,261
6,889
7,400
7,829
7,634
6,790
5,570
5,870
5,914
6,284
8,778

.A.mount
deposited.
$427,617.96
469,031.55
436,574.98
386, 9!4. IO
383,798. 3,1
395,128.82
403,473. 15
334,464.70
282, 248. 0-!
361, 8:10. 76
318,270.73
420,338.87

P.A. YM.A.S'.l.'ERS' ACCOUNTS

have, as a rule, been promptly rendered, though much difficulty bas
been experienced in several of the military departments in securing
prompt return of pay rolls by company commanders after payment, and
they have thereby been much embarrassed in the rendition of their
accounts, which, under the Jaw requiring accounts to be forwarded
within ten day after the close of the month to which they relate they
have been obliged to forward in an incomplete condition, owing to the
non-receipt of pay rolls involving in some cases several thou and dollar .
It i hoped that, under recent in truction on the subject i" ued from
the War Department, no furtlier trouble wi11 be experienced ntha core.
I thi onnection it i recommended that Uongre b reque t d t
provide that account may, wl'.!en neces ary be retain d in thi office
thir y day., instead of twenty day , as now provid d, tlm < ffordinoayma ter full opportunity to furni. h vid nee to remo
u I n ion ,
which, und r the limit d time 11 wallow cl, mu
agai t them when h a ouut i · forward d
ren ed by him when the de ir cl vid nc i.
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the books of this office with many charges which would be avoided
were the time extended. It should not be understood that all or a large
part of tlie accounts would be retained during the whole period allowed,
nor are they now, as when an account is found to be correct in all particulars it is forwarded to the Auditor as soon as the examination and
record thereof are completed. It is believed that the additional ten
days requested will afford ample opportunity for the removal of all
suspensions which can be removed by explanation.
PAYMENTS.

All military posts in the United States, including arsenals and recruiting and other detachments, are now paid monthly. Of the 85 military
posts, 22 have been paid by the paymaster in person, and 63 have been
paid by check or funds shipped by express. Of the 17 arsenals, 3 have
been paid in person and 14 have been paid by check. This is the :first
year in which payments to all the military posts in the country have
been made monthly. The payments have been made promptly and with
the accuracy of well-trained and experienced disbursing officers.
WORK OF THE PAY CORPS.

The number of individual payments made during t·he year was
361,805, of which 318,840 were to enlisted men and 42,965 were to officers
of the A.rmy.
These payments involved computation on 71,223 vouchers, of which
8,711 were company and detachment rolls, 6,847 were :final statements,
2,158 were mileage accounts, 12,000 were pay accounts of retired
enlisted men, and 40,807 were pay accounts of officers.
There was involved also the drawing of 80,460 official checks, and,
in addition to payments made in person since December 1, 1895, tbe
counting, placing in envelopes, packing, and shipping by express of
nearly $1,700,000.
In this connection I feel constrained to remark that under the law
and regulations requiring payment to be made by check or by currency
sent by express at the risk and expense of the United States, it is not
clearly defined where the responsibility of the paymaster or the Government begins and ends. It is believed to be the intention of the law
that the risk assumed by the Government shall continue until the
money shipped by the paymaster shall have passed all intermediaries
and safely reached the hands of the soldier. It certainly could not
have been the intention to interpose several other parties between the
paymaster and the payee, after the funds had left the cu tody of
the express company, and still hold the paymaster responsible should
the funds disappear.
Errors are liable to occur in the accounts of all disbursing officers,
however honest and faithful they may be, and if such be the case with
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a corps of highly trained officers, such as constitutes the Pay Corps,
how much more likely are errors to occur with officers inexperienced in
the disbursement of money. It is hoped some measure may be devised,
by legislation or otherwise, by which paymasters-bonded officers of a
staff department which disburses nearly 60 per cent of the entire amount
appropriated for the support of the .Army-shall not be required to
turn over to non-bonded line officers for distribution, in addition to the.
legitimate duties of their profession, nearly 50 per cent of the amount
appropriated for the payment of enliste~ men of the .Army.
Collections in favor of other bu1·eaus of the War Department.

Collections for the credit of appropriations for the pay of the Army... $108, 756. 35
Collected and turned into the Treasury to the credit of theQuartermaster's Department...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91, 700. 50
Subsistence Department..........................................
424.37
Ordnance Department ...... . ___ ............ .. .....................
1, 54"!. 99
Medical Department... ....... .............. ......................
13. 95
Total collections.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

202, 440, 16

RE'l'AINED P.A.Y.

By act of March 16, 1896, the retention of pay from enlisted men
authorized by the act of May 15, 1872, was prohibited, and they now
receive, after service of two years, the increased pay provided for by
said act, and thereafter the further sum provided for the fourth and
fifth and succeeding years, for continuous service. It is believed this
will prove to be wise and beneficial legislation, inuring not alone to
the benefit of the soldier, but to the service at large, by removing from
the mind of the soldier the fear of losing in the last year of bis service,
by some misdemeanor, pay which be bad earned by good and faithful
service in former years.
PERSONNEL.

During the past fiscal year three paymasters (one colonel and two
majors) have been placed on the retired list. Maj. William M. Maynadier
was retired September 26, 1895, on account of disability incident to the
service. Col. C. M. Terrell, assistant paymaster-general, was retired
February 24, 1896; Maj. J. B. Keefer was retired .April 10, 1896; and
Maj. Georg·e F. Robinson bas since been retired (.August 13, 1896), all
having reached the age at which the law makesretirementcompul ory.
By the retirement of Colonel Terrell, Lieut. Col. J.P. Canby was promoted to colonel and assistant paymaster-general, and Maj. F. M. C xe
wa promoted. to lieutenant-colonel and deputy paymaster-general. The
retirement of Major Robinson created a vacancy in the Ji t of major
whi h till exi t , and the continued suspension of Maj. J, W. Wham
lea es but 18 major for duty.

PAYMASTER-GENERAL.

585

NECESSITIES OF THE SERVICE.

The reduction in the number of paymasters has made it necessary to
abandon as paymasters' stations some places at which it would be for
the benefit of the service to have a paymaster stationed, as at Leavenworth, Kans., contiguous to two of tbe most important posts in the
country, viz, Fort Leavenworth and Fort Riley, Kans.; but with the
present force of 18 majors for duty, when all are present, and with
reductions in the working strength of the corps by reason of absence
with leave or on account of sickness, it would be impracticable at present to station a paymaster at that place. An increase of five in the
number of majors is recommended, in order that emergencies, liable at
any time to arise, may be provided for.
Very respectfully,
T. H. ST.A.N'.l'ON,
Paymaster- General, United States Army.
The SECRE'.l'ARY OF WAR.

Statement showing the nmnber of pay trips rnac1e, nurnber of days consumed in fra'IJel, posts paid, and amount of field and office disbm·sements made by each
diabursi11g o.fficer of the Pay Department, United States Army, during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896.

01

00
C;)

Rank nud nno1.,.

Num.
Milea tmvclod.
Num· 1 Days
ber of
ber of
con.
Other
pay suroed. posts Ambu
trips.
paid. 1 lance.· Stage. Railroad.I Steamer. I convey·
ance.

I

I

Payments.
Total.

In field.

In office.

Total.

---

·olmels and asristant pay.
1na1ters.general.
Tonell, C.M. 1.......•.......
Glenn, Geo. E . ............. .
anby, ,Jns. P. 2 ••••••••••••••
,ieutcnant.oolonelB and dep.
uty paymasters.general.
nndoo, Goo.

1

a~i,'1hJ\: ::: ::::::: ::: :: :

6

22

15
31

40
51

7
2

27
10
5

2211031····· 1
6
4 ········
15 ········ ........

6,580
2,680
1,344

·----·---- -------·----------- ------------------- ----------

6,683
2,684
1,344

$87,545.01
25,776.99
18, 089.67

$238, 939. 34
385,064.36
353,535.30

Mileage Mileage
paid to
paid to
paymas· paymas.
ters'
ters.
clerks.
---~
t_zj

$326, 484. 35
410,841.35
371,624.97

$455. 64
184. 05
64.61

$458. 00
153. 36
64.61

3,395
1,920
126

736

28

2,240

3,395
2,690
2,366

237,110.99
65,007.11
171,540.68

687,286.60
1,873,498.74
248, 310. 02

I

924. 397. 59
1,938,505.85
419, 850. 70

0

228. 80
161. 09
195.18

227. 55
187. 00
195. 18

!~!£1J~~~:~L: ~ : : ;: ::) :) : :::l~)~/::+;;;:l:::::::i!:i: :~: :; :I::::; : ;:~:::::IJ!:~J! Ji:~!{:)::;: ::)::::

llalford,RW ..... .........

JI111m1er, ,v.rr..............
Kiluonrno, C. E.............

19
3
12
12
3
19
12
12
12
8
4
12
12
12
J3
9
10

42
13
46
25
37
22
54
40
44
45
25
34
39
41
45
04
45

.

27 .. ...... ........
11
18 .... . ...
74
54 ........
48 . . . .. . . . . • . . . . . .
14
550 ........
20
104 . . . .. . . .
65
457
20
61
231
82
55
500 . . . .. . . .
40
76
520
47
162 .. .. .. ..
60
144 ... ·.....
66
20 ........
59
1,099 . . • . . . ..
38
553 ........
46
1,125 · ·······
41
200 _. .. _...

5,702
1,301
3,183
4,.371
5,289
1,839
5,340
1,338
5, 750
5, 210
5,596
430
2,771
2,310
6,045
3,783
6,290

1,536 1..........
48 ..........
648 ..........
932
41
.•........ ..........
. • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.......... ..........
376 . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . •. . . . .
140
..........
60
..........
28
1,880 . ..•......
!:!4!) ..........
300 . . . . . . . . . .
....................
..........
448
36

1-··-······

7,238
1,367
3,885
5,344
5,839
1, 943
5,817
2,027
6,390
5, 866
5,786
2,454
3,040
3,709
6,598
4,908
6,974

155,928.70
40,683.49
219,513.75
156,729.34
6G,206.46
157,420.30
280,212.42
145,436.71
153, 203. 71
112, 564. 23
83,320.36
176,316.89
239,101.19
101,855.01
144,548.29
238,616.62
120,279.65

430,177.35
105,387.46
538,833.38
314,203.34
112,813.87
384,922.97
599,896.73
257,388.71
186,537.47
323, 243. 74
231,263.75
1,637,323.17
473,599.55
182,474.73
224,950.39
169,843.93
194,478.78

586,106.05
146,070.95
758,347.13
470,932.68
179,020.33
542,343.27
880,109.15
402,825.42
339,741. 18
435, 807. 97
314,584.11
1,813,640.06
712,700.74
284,329.74
369.498.68
408,460.55
314,758.43

524.05
94.42
235.52
344. 65
417.37
118. 69
348.25
141. 09
416. 82
353. 99
390.50
163.56
190.99
195. 70
420. 31
342.54
530. 69

496.59
94.42
235.44
342. 56
364.96
120. 79
322.45
143. 03
363. 40
369. 61
332.04
163.56
190.99
232. 22
431.27
350.44
520. 56

Wlln1!·11r·~:::::::::::::: ~275. ~I~~~~~ . - - .. -427- .io4: 9ii. ·;: 470: 904.· 77- ii-jif<l-;-59if"77. i4: iioi: 5oa: 54- li;Tom T,7filg
1

~

8

50
140
42

Majors and paymasters.

Arthur, W1ll1am
. ...........
5
Keofer,.T.B. ••••••••••••••••
Sniffen,C.C.................
13aird, Geo. 'i\T.. .......
.... ..
6
Robinson, Geo.lf. ••••••••••
:Ood.2:0, F. S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
McClure,C.:has..............
Witcher, J. S................
Whipple, C. II . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Comegys, w·. JI.............
Tucki,1·,W.F...............
Muhlenberg,.T.C ...........
Smith,Geo.R...............
Baker, .T. P..................

t--o
0

2
c,
1... ,,...,...
Rotircil Fobnrnry
2 l, 1890.
Promoted colonel February 24, 1890.
:: Promotecl lieutenant.colonel February 24, 1896.
.tte't1reu.:, oti_p
u:,ll.l1.10L
5
7 Not on duty since April 8, 1895.
RoUrcu. .A.pril 10, 1896.
G Retirecl .August 13, 1896.
q
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Statement by appropriations of apl?roved an~ ~1tspended disbiwsements in paY_masters' accounts during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, showing also
balance of suspensions re111aining Jime 30, 1895, renwved during the fiscal year, and the balance ,remaining Jitne 30, 1896.
Disburstiwt>m;s.
Title of appropriations.

Total.

Approved.

Suspensions. _

Suspencled.

.A.mount of
suspensions
.A.mount of
suspensions Totalsuspen- 1:removed dursions.
mg fiscal year
on books
ending June
June 30, 1895 .
30, 1896.

Pa,, otc., of the Army, 1896 ........................................... . $12, 966, 992. 59
Mileage to officers tra,eliny without troops, 1896 •.•..•••••
103,790.55

~:;,
~ic~~1t:J _t<;!~~'.&i5. ~~~:::::: :::::::: ::: :: ::::: :: ::··· ······ ···
Mileafe t? !)fficers traveling without troops, 1895 .............•.....•.•

i:f:it~Wf!i~:rmt~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:: :

-Pay, etc., of the Army, 1893 and prior ................................. .
Bounty to Fifteenth aml Sixteenth Missouri Cavalry Volunteers
(indefinite) . . . . . . . . . . .............................................. .
Extra pay to officers and men who served in the Mexican war (indefinite)
Tliree months' :Pay proper (indefinite) ...... ..............•.............

30 1896 .
'
$376. 01
30. 87

244,738.46
1, 033, 062. 13
11,220.20
32,347.37
3, 201.10
10.18

$12,964,374.96
103,560.67
244,738.00
1, 032, 826. 49
11,212.20
23,447.37
3,201.10
10.18

166. 66
243. 00
150. 00

166. 66
243. 00
150. 00

U1

6,545.92
1,483. 79
1,549.18
1,523.71
4,677.93
314,106.07
1,391.31
1,911.78
1,374.15
5,327.81
145,435.29
312. 50
55. 39
101. 33
783. 33
18,560.70
160. 34
22. 82
220. 97
36. 98

6,545.92
1,483.79
1,549.18
1,523.71
4,677. !l3
314,106.07
1,391.31
1,911.78
1. 374.15
327. 81
145,435.29
312. 50
55. 39
101. 33
783. 33
18,560.70
160. 34
22. 82
220. 97
36. 98

~

14, 901, 503. 54

14, 889, 511. 93

$2,617.63
229. 88
46
1,247. 55
54. 99
8,900.00
580. 95

$2,241.62
199. 01
.46
1,041.18
16. 60
8,900.00
30. 74

.A.mount of
suspensions
remaining on
books June

-· · · · · -i29~ 21 ·

----- - -- - . - - -206. 37
38. 39

550. 21

1· · · · · ·

i3; iso: 42

Totnl.. - - -- -- . --.. --- - --- - - · --- - - -- -· - · · -

~
a::
>

8

~

~

CERTIFIED CLAIMS.

Pay, etc., of the Army ......... ....................................... .
Pay of two and three years volunteers ............................... .
Pay of two and three years ,olunteers, 1893 . ..••......•..•.•••... ..••.
Pay of two and three years volunteers, 1894 ..•. . ......
Pay of two and three years volunteers, 1895 ..•...•....•..••......•••••
Pay of two aml three years volunteers, 1896 ........•.•..•.•••..••..••.
Bounty to volunteers, their widows and legal heirs .............. ..... .
Bounty to volunteers, their widows and legal heirs, 1893 ..
Bounty to voluntaers, their widows and legal heirs, 1894 .............•.
J3ounty to ,olunteers, their widows and legal heirs, 1895 ..••.....••..••
Bounty to volunteers, their widows and legal heirs, 1806 .......... .... .
Bounty under act of July 28, 1866 ......•..•.....•............••....•...
:Bounty under act o~ July 28, 1866, 1893 ..•• ..••..•
Bounty under act of July 28, 1866, 1894 ..••.••••••
Bounty under act of July 28, 1866, 1895 ..........•..
l3ounty under act of Ju_ly 28, 1866, 1896 .....••.••....•..••.•.•..........
Pay of,olunteers, Mexican war .......................... .... ........ .
Preventing and snppressini lnc.lian hostilities ......... .
Traveling expenses of Calitornia. and Nevada volunteers .......... _.. .
1>ay of Military Academy ................ .

·~

I

!Z
~

~

>

!="'

5;

11,991.61

7,049.54

19, 941. 15

12,558.88

7,382.27

c,,
00
--:t
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REPORT OF THE SECRET ARY OF WAR.
Statement of the accoirnt of the Pay Department, United States ,111'rny, with the
In account with the Treasury.

Appropriations.

Balance in
Amount.
UnexPa;ymastbe Treas- of appropna- pended bal- ters collecury ,July l,
tions
ances
tions
1895.
a nd transfer deposited. deposited.
warrants.

Repas;ments m
settlement of
a.ccoU11ts.

$35. 44
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1896 ......................... $13,:n2,423.51 ·--·--··--- . $101,098. 77
.46
Pay of Militar y Academy, 1896.......... . . . . . . . . . . . .
282,796.01 ...............
Mileage to officers traveling without
18. 00
183. 41
troops, 1896..................... . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .
140,000.00 $20,000.00
6. 27
6,843.04
P ay, etc., of the Army, 1895 ........... .. $36,056.03
72,751.31
93. 00
3.25
32.
00
l'ay of Military Academy, 1895.... .. . . . .
6,223.78 .......•......
1,090.24
M ileage to officers traveling without
26.52
troops, 1895 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 033. 09 . . . ......... .
561. 65
l. 39
237. 84
3,828.26
P ay, etc., of the Army, 1894 ............. 445, 591.91 ............. .
Pay of Mili tary Academy, 1894... . . . . . . .
D, 923. 09 ............................•.... -. - -. - - - - -----Cont ingencies. headqrntrters military
departments, 1894 .................... .
47. 70
Pay, etc., of the Army, 1893, and prior
130. 52 · 85.19
years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . .
4, 199. 32
Bounty to Fifteenth and Sixt~enth ::ri:1issour1 Cavalry Volunteers (mde:fimte) ............ .
166. 66
Extra pay to officers and men who
s erved in the Mexican war (indefinite) .... ........ .
243. 00
Three months' pay proper (indefinite) .... .......... .
150. 00
R elief of widow and legal represent.a·
th·es of Orsemus B. Boyd, private act
], 776. 06
No.17, J anuary 25, 1895 .....•.•••.•...............
CERTIFIED CL.AIMS.

Pay, etc., of the Army..................
738. 95
5,818. 58 .........•......... -. • • - . -· -·· -··
Pay of Military Academy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36. 98 ......................... --· · - -· -·
Pay of two and three year volunteers...
5,181.81
6,920.36 ................... -. - - . - -· · ···· ··
P~y of two and three year volunteers,
1893 and prior years................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2, 604. 18 ......•.... . --· · · - · -· ·
l'ay of two and three year volunteers..,
1894............... .. ... . . ... . .. ...... . 231, Di2. 35 .... . ........ .. ........... ·· · - - - · ·· - · - ·••• · · · · · ·
Pay of t wo and three yoar volunteers,
1895......... . .......... . . _._ - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - -- - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. · · · · .. · · · ......... .
Pay of two and three y ear volunteers,
1896. ...................... ... ......... . . . . . . . . . . . .
325,000.00 ..... ...... ... - -..•. - - -. - - · · · · . .. .
Bounty to volunteers, their widows and
l egal heirs... . ........................ 17,419. 95
9,224.25 .................... - - - - -· - -- ·· ···
Bounty to v olunteers, their widows and
legal heirs, 1893 and prior years....... . . . .. . . .. ... . ......... .. . .
3,683.21 ........... - -· · · · ·· · ··
Bounty to volunteers, their widows and
legal heirs, 1894 .................. . . . .. -1 74,010.00 ..................... -. - - - - - - · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
htci;~l~~~ti.e.~s_, _~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~- ____ __ .. ______________ . ____ ... __ .. ______ .. _. _____ _
Bounty to volunt.eers, their widows and
legal heirs, 1896....................... . . . . . . . . . . . .
200,000. 00 ................... .. . - - - -- - -· -- -Bounty under act of Jul y 28, ]866. .. . ..
2,109, 95
2,266.66 ....•.................. - .... -· - - -·
J3om1 ty under act of J ul:Y 28, 1866, 1893
aucl prior years . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
903. 71 ........ - - . - - - . ---· - -Bouuty under act of July 28, 1866, 1894.. 13,500.00 ...................................... - -·· . . - - -Rounty under act of July 28, 1866, 1895 .......... .. .......................•.. .. .................. -···
Bo:mty under act of J uly 28 1866, 1896.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
25,000.00 ...... ...•............ . - --.. - - . -· Pre, nting and suppressing Indian
hostilitie ..... .. ... ... ....... ..... . ...... ... ..... .
22. 82
Pay of .-olunteer , Mexican war .... ... ..... ....... .
160. 34
'.l.'rn,eling expenses of California and
187. 21
220. 97
NoYatla volunteers .. . .......... ...... .

n~~;;{

TR.A.,.~. FDR ACCOUNT.

Pay etc., of tho .Army, 1893 and prior

r

ara ...... ·········•·········•· ·· ··· · ··· ·········

95. 22 . ........... ············ .... ..... .

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 81-i, 995. 82 14,385,072.73 1 36,963.57

108,552.56
1

149.54
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PAYMASTER-GENERAL.
approp1··i aiions subject to -it11 control clur·i ng the fiscal year encling Jnne 30, 1896.
In account with the Treasury.
A.mount drawn by
requisition.

· Total.

Amount
covered
On P ay
On Treas- into surDepartment urysettle- plus fund.
request.
men ts.

Total.

160,201.41
115,749.65
7,349. 27

132,574.00
112,600.00

572.19 ...... . ... .

132,574.00
113, 172.19

2,621.26
449,659.40
9,923.09

1,004.00

321. 70 ... ..... . .
51. 38 $449,608.02

1,325.70
449,659.40
9,923.09

:::::::::::::r :::::: '·'::

4,415.03

4,415.03

166. 66

243. 00
150. 00

243. 00
150. 00

243. 00
150. 00

5,744.83
36. 98
7,398.12

1,776.06 ...... . ... .

1,776.06

73. 75 .......... .

5,818.58
36. 98
7,308.12

2, 604. 18 . . . . . . . . . .. • . . . • . . . . . . . .

2, 604. 18

2,604.18

231, 972. 35 ... .. .....•••........ .. . 231, 972. 35

231,072.35

325,000.00

320,000.00

2r 644. 20

9,831.39

.

20. 58 .......•• •.

1,295.56 . ..............
2, 57:J. 28

1, 2!)5. 56
2,573.28

...............

----········ ------------ ------ --· --·-

738. 95

2,578.05

3,317.00

4,704.05

5,914.33

10, Gl8. 38

2,649.22

2,640.22
052. 81

320,020.58

10, 873. il5

9,831.30

1~ 812. 81

8,440.08

25,252. 89

1,021.39

1,921.39

3,683.21

3,083.21
74,010.00

4, 376. 61

36, 42(1• 26
6,706.40
7,349.27

952. 81

531. 80 . • . • . • . . . . 73, 478. 20

~~~.-~~~~ ~~.

8,792.85
4,128.94

5,893.93

3,683.21

~~~.-~~~~ ~~

..............

27,627.41
2,577. 46
7,349.27

4, !)79. 42

74,010.00

. - .. -.

$806, 826. 02
38,058.01

4,415.03

166. 66

6,557.53
36. 98
12,102.17

$24,082.86 $842,743.16
14,796.47
23,261.54

--- r ~:: : : -. ~;~_----~;.- ~~~ ~~

~

2, 27!J.16 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. 903. 71 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
903. 71
13, 500. 00 _.. __ ........ _ . _... __.. _ 13, 500. oo

~~~.-

~~

~~~~ ~~

2, 279. 16

2,097.45

22. 82
160.34

22. 82
160. 34

22. 82
160. 34

408.18

220. 97

220. 97

15,375,734.22 14,435,390.07

2,084.74. 790,135.40 15,228,510.30

95.22

2,125.41

2,125.41

14,5G4. 7'l
1,966.66

54,530.71
4,004.11

903. 71 .•...•..... ....... ......... - - . - .... - .
13, 500. oo _. _...... _. .
~~~: ~
~~u~

····25:000:,i,; ····2s:ooo:oo· :::~:::::: ::::::::::: ···i2s:ooo:oo· ::::::::::::

95. 22

1896.

47. 70

166. 06

1,776.06

Total
balaucos
June 30,

30, 1896.

$13,413,557.72 $13,389,426.00
$48. 86 ........... $13,389,474.86
282, 796. 4.7
268, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
268, 000. 00

47. 70

Balance in
the hands
Balance in of paymasthe Treas- tars June
ury June
30, 1396.

f

o,430.30

187. 21 .. . ....... . .

6,4:io.ao

187. 21

95. 22
147,223.92

036, 800. 28

1,084,024.20

Statement sllowi11g the balance in the hands of each disbursing officer of the Pliy Department, U11ited States A.rrny, on the 1st of July, 1895; the arnount
remitted to each from the United States T1·easury, 01· tnrncd oi·m· by other agents dur-in.g the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896; tlie arnou,nts accounted
fol' by acconu/.~ and vouchers of c.rpenditures, or by transfer or repla.cernent in the Treasu1·y, and the balance rernaining in the nands of paymasters
to bc accounted for in the next fiscal yea1·.

C

- - --·-,- - -

In

n1:u1co iu

lll' mittecl
Paymas.
Surplus
from tho
ReceiYetl I Received
Total reters' colReceived
'l'rensury in
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W.A.R DEPARTMENT, SIGN.AL OFFICE,

Washington, September 30, 18.96.
Srn: I have the honor to submit the following report on the Signal
Corps of the Army for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896 :
MILI'.l'.ARY TELEGRAPH LINES.

The permanent military telegraph lines operated by the Signal
Corps, aggregating some 780 miles in length, remained during the year
under the charge of Capt. Robert Craig, Signal Corps, Assistant, whose
tabular statement as to the location and length of said lines is hereto
annexed.
These lines, running through mountainous and desert regions, have
been maintained in excellent condition during the year, through the
energetic and judicious supervision of the officers in charge of the
several military departments. Their efficiency has also been largely
promoted by replacement by iron telegraph poles of the wooden supports, which are now wholly discarded except on a portion of the
Bismarck-Fort Yates line. Notwithstanding the original high co t of
the iron poles, their use is shown to be the more economical, as wooden
supports rapidly deteriorate through climatic action, are destroyed by
prairie fires, or stolen in treeless regions.
The several telegraph divisions have been in charge of the signal
officers of the military departments, viz : Capt. Richard E. Thompson,
Signal Corps, Department of Dakota; Capt. William A Glassford, Signal Corps, Department of the Colorado; First Lieut. Frank Greene,
Signal Corps, Department of California, and First Lieut. Samuel Reber,
Signal Corps, Department of Texas.
In the post commander is vested, under the genera] supervision of
the Signal Officer of the Departmenp, the administration of the following short military lines connecting posts with the commercial systems,
on which lines no tolls for the transmission of messages are collected:
Fort Clark to Spofford Junction, Tex.; Fort Reno to El Reno, Okla.;
Fort Sill, Okla., to Rush Springs, Ind. T.; Fort Bayard to Silver City,
N. Mex.; Fort Ouster to Ouster Railroad station, Montana; Fort Niobrara to Valentine, Nebr.; Fort Wingate to Wingate Station, N. Mex.;
Fort Huachuca to Huachuca Siding, Ariz.; :Fort Bliss to El Paso, Tex.,
and Fort Washakie to Lander, Wyo.
Owing to the abandonment of the military P?sts of Fort _Stanton,
N. Mex., and Fort Hancock, Tex., the military lines connectrng them
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with the commercial lines were dismantled and the material recovered
used elsewhere in repairs, constructions, etc. .A branch line some 45 to
50 miles in length has been reconstructed from lines thus dismantled
between Cedar Springs (a point 20 miles north of Fort Grant, Ariz., on
the existing Holbrook-Willcox military telegraph line) and Mammoth,
.Ariz. The line was difficult of construction, owing to the roughness of
the country, mountains and rocky canyons predominating.
.A. military telegraph line 50 miles in length was projected from Bisbee,
Ariz., to San Bernardino, .Ariz., to aid in military operations against
hostile Indians in that district. While the erection of the line bas
· been approved by the SeGretary of War, it has not been built, as it
is believed that any emergency which might require its use in field
operations could be more promptly met through a line of heliograph
stations.
While the permanent telegraph lines under the control of the Chief
Signal Officer of the .Army were origfnally constructed purely for military purposes, yet they now largely subserve commercial interests.
'11he extreme low tariff charge for messages, averaging about 15 cents
for 10 words, necessarily limits the revenue, nevertheless the cash
receipts on account of Government tolls collected during the year
amounted to over 12 per cent of the appropriations for the operations
of the Signal Corps. The sum of $2,245.88 was covered into the United
States Treasury, an increase of about 20 per cent over the receipts for
1894-95. The commercial business has also largely increased since
1894, despite a reduction of 9 per cent in mileage. The number of messages transmitted over the Government wires, consisting of Government, State, and other business, aggregates 57,949. These figures only
indicate the business transacted on lines handling paid commercial
messages. T he number of messages affords but a slight idea of the
amount of business transacted. A message may only contain one or two
words, or may contain several hundred. It is evident, however, that the
tariff value of all messages handled, including free Government business on the regular as well as noncommercial lines, aggregated in the
conrse of the year $15,000 at the lowest estimate.
Speedy and direct communication from tlle War Department aud
department headquarters to military posts iu cases of emergency
requires that all important posts should be connected with tile commercial system either by short lines, or by loop, either telephonica~ly
or telegraphically. Where such means of commuuication do not exist
they should be speedily constructed for emergencie , especially between.
Denver and Fort Logan, Colo.; Fort Warren and Boston, Mass.· Alcatraz I sland and Sau Francisco, Cal.; Fort Slocum and New York it .
The importance of military Iiues js very great, whether viewed from
a military or local stan dpoint. Tbey increa e the efficiency and u ·
serve the econqmical interests of the Government and are of ine timable
value to commercial interests. Thus the Willcox-Holbrook line i
aJmo t indi p n alJle to the commercial iutere t of central Arizona.
afforclin o- th only telegraphic outlet for th exten 'ive Globe minino·
di trict au I the I , im ortant towns in that region. The , am ma·
aid of th Fort Brown-~ ort \1clnto h line on the :Uo Grau e it eitw
th
uly mean £ r immediate ·ommu 1lication with the out ·id w rl<l fi r
a c i.-tauc of 2
mile alono· the Mexican fronti r. As a me, 11 f
1eedyint r· mnnrni·ati nth ye11ablecomma11di1lo·g 11eral·ofclep rm nt t k > h m: 1
promptl iuforru cl of he · ndition an l pr · i e di tnrh, n · n th gr , t Iuclian r · ,r a i n and al nu th
xican fr utier. They are thu · ·u<lispeus tle for con mical an
1
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efficient military operations in connection with Indian outbreaks and
border troubles. The military telegraphic lines connecting Fort Du
Chesne, Utah, and the San Carlos Indian reservations with the commercial systems are absolutely necessary for the proper control of the semihostile Indians of these agencies. The deterrent effect of these lines
upon the India,ns, as regards their committing acts of crin1e and violence, has a_value which cau not be overestimated, involving as it does
lmman life and the -safety of the settlers of adjacent regions. The
Indians now r ealize that through the medium of telegraphic information outbreaks and violence are sure to be followed by speedy action
of the military authorities.
Interruption to telegraph communication has been so infrequent
during the year as to be practically nil. The most frequent cause of
interru-ption has been maliciousness, through a tendency of lawless
individua1s to pull down poles, cut wires, or shoot off insulators. The
speedy resumption of communication after such occurrence baR been rlne,
to a gr('at extent, to the adoption of tlrn bicycle as a means of transportation for repairmen in place of the more expensive horse and wagon. The
bicycle affords the more rapid as well as more economical method of
travel. Frequeutly breaks on a line have been repaired by the use of
the bicycle in less time than would have been consumed in obtaining a
horse and vehicle. At some stations in a single year the original value
of the bicycle has been saved to the Government. Different types of
bicycles from time to time have been selected for experimental test,
with a view to the fact that they must carry heavy loads over the roughest ground at a moderate rate of speed. It is evident that no single
bicycle will best fulftll all the requirements of a military wheel, imposed
by differing climatic couditions and by roads varying from almost pure
sand to the roughest rock. Experiments thus far indicate that a bicycle weighing from 25 to 30 pounds, with pneumatic tires, will do the best
work .
The principal military lines are now equipped for about every 10 miles
with testing boxes. On the Rio Grande, owiug to the fact that the
inhabitants were constantly tampering with the old style box, it was
found necessary to substitute cast-iron, bullet-proof boxes 1 which has
in a measure remedied this trouble.
In connection with the line receipts it is a source of great gratification for the OLief Signal Officer to state that in the collection, transmission, and accounting of these funds not a cent has been 1ost. It
should be borne in mind that these moneys come into the hands of the
sergeants in small amounts; at isolated stations the sum necessarily
aggregates a considerable amount before the money can be transmi.tted
to the officer in charge. The honesty and :fidelity of the sergeants who
have been charged with these onerous and trying responsibilities testify to the high moral standing of the enlisted men of the Signal Corps.
It may be added that no efforts have been spared on the part of tlle
Chief Signal Officer to recruit this corps from snch noncommissioned
officers of the line of the Army as by their civil-service examination,
surgeons' certificates of physical fitness, and testimonials of moral character from their immediate commanding officers are found best qualified
for the duty.
Stations on the military lines where paid commercial business is tranRacted are, as a rule, in cllarge of sergeants of t,he Sign~1l _Corp,. 'fbe
great demand for signal sergeants, however, and the limited number
available, makes it necessary to employ civilian operat?rs at a number
of points, as is indicated in the table accompanying this report.
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FLYING TELEGRAPH LINES .

.As electrical communications pla,y in modern warfare a part that
emphasizes the .necessity of perfecting them to the highest degree of
· efficieucy, special attention is given by the Signal Gorps to the suitable
equipment of its flying telegraph traius in all phases, from the connection of .Army Headquarters with the permanent lines of the country
to the provision for temporary telegraphic or telephonic intercommm1ication between separate military commands, whether in camp or on the
skirmish line.
The systew of field or flying telegraphy, initiated by the United States
during the war for the Union, has kept pace in its development with
the astonishing advances of electrical science. Other nations ha,ve
gradually adopted American methods. The Japanese army carried its
flyiug telegraph line into Seoul the day after its capture. The late
Italian campaign at Massowa, the British Ashanti expedition., and the
present advance on Dongola alike exemplify the indispensability of
such military lines. In the last case cablegrq,ms intimate that the
flying telegraph line stopped at the crossing of the Nile for lack of cable,
which, as shown elsewhere, is considered an essential part of the flying
train of the American .Army.
Efforts have been continued with a view of obtaining in each flying
train of the Signal Corps maxima of efficiency and of line length with
minima of transportation and labor. Among pending experiments are
those pertaining to insulators, wire, batteries, and naked wire telephony.
The field telephone kit wherewith a moving line can be kept in communication with its commander has been developed to a very satisfactory
uegree of efficiency. To obviate interruptions of telegraphic communicr~tion which might otherwise result with flying trains light telegraph
cable forms part of the line material of each train for use iu rivers or
under conditfous which render ordinary aerial methods inadvisable.
Continued experiments in field telephony and telegraphy have been
continued by Captain Allen and Lieutenants Maxfield, Greene, aud
Reber of this Corps, who Lave been separately authorized to remodel
for use in their respective military departments a flying telegraph
train. Lieutenant Maxfield bas had constructed under his upervi ion
a wire wag011, a battery wagon, and a lance truck. Lieutenant Greene
bas had remodeled his lance truck and constructed new wire and battery
wagons. In connection with this he has given much con ideration to
the construction of a fieJd reel for No. 14 (or larger) wire, which_it i
thought will be superior to the reel heretofore used. After tbe corr tion of defect developed in trial of these trains, they will be available
as models for tbe future.
The attachment for reeling out and recovering automatically y
bic ·le wire and outpost cable, a mentioned iu my la t annual repor t,
works well; it i. in proces of improvement under the upervi ion f
Lieutenant R ber.
Tl1 mo t notabl advance is in the development of the combine
t l gra 11 and telepboue apparatu devi d by 'apt. Jame All n ignal orp . The e in, trument ar di tinctly uperi rt any pre ion 1
c n ructe 1 and a lmirabl an w r all r quir m nt .
n op rator m, v
now a ily ·arry in hi hand a
mbination t 1 gr ph and t 1 I h ne
o
lld wldle on
ldi r i en aged in t 1 graphing a rn
u in
I 1· e hara.ct r a 1 h .,r ma o r th '- me wir · a]k telephoni c: 11
wi h no her tation, th di tant receiving oper tor hearing only th ir
l
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own messages. The whole outfit weighs but 16 pounds, including battery enough to work over any length of field line that the Corps would
probably be called upon to operate. The instrument has been rigidly
tested up to a distance of 625 miles in experiments, and is a pronounced
success in its various capacities as a "buzz," Morse, telephonic, and
phonoplex instrument. The importance of this means of communication is not confined to the field work of the Signal Corps, but in its many
applications may well become world-wide. Its practical value on cables
entirely disabled has been demonstrated on the military cable between
Angel Island and Tiburon, Cal. The Signal Officer of the Department
of Oalifornia, -Lieut. Frank Greene, Signal Corps, reported a complete
interruption of communication by the grounding of each of the three
conductors of the cable. This "grounding" was so complete that a
telegraph instrument with battery was worked between any two conductors of either of land ends, a condition rarely if ever found except
where a complete severance of the cable exists. Under these conditions, when communication by any other method was impracticable, an
Allen set was connected to each end of the cable, and with but eight
cells of Le Clanche battery intercommunication was effected. Under
recent date, Lieutenant Greene reports that with this system th~
instruments have worked uninterruptedly over the disabled cable, and
that their efficiency has been fully determined.
POST TELEGRAPH .AND TELEPHONE LINES.

Every post in the A.rmy desirous of utilizing through its garrison
electrical communication has been supplied with telegraph instruments
and materials for practice lines. Beyond the primary purpose of stimulating an active interest· in military signaling these lines have inured
to the benefit of many men in the line of the A.rmy, who have thus
acquired valuable telegraphic experience.
Every military post asking therefor has been furnished with telephones and wire for establishing electrical intercommunication on target
ranges, thus facilitating practice and securing the safety of markers.
In intervals of target practice, the military administration of many
posts have been greatly facilitated by the use of Signal Corps telephones. The most important artillery ranges are equipped with the
sling psychrometer, an automatic anemometric register, and either a
compensated aneroid or a standard mercurial barometer.
At Fort Leavenworth, Kans., has been erected a telephonic exchange
on conditions approximating those of actual field service. The entire
plant is so arranged that it can be removed from the post at any time,
and can be put in operation in the field. The telephonic plant uses
the telephones of the Signal Corps, the magneto form, which is not as
satisfactory as the carbon transmitters, yet the exchange will materially
facilitate administration and familiarize student officers with modern
methods of telephonic and electrical intercommunication.
MILITARY SIGNALING.

The .Army Regulations require that constant instruction be maintained until at least one officer and four enlisted men of each company
are proficient in the exchange of both day and night signals .. The
reports of the past year emphasize the fact that facilities and 1_ncentives necessary for the development of skilled signalists in ~he lme f
the A.rmy are wa~ting, and, in connection with the adoption of the
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joint code for tue Army and Navy, it is deemed of vital importance
that there should be a radical departure from methods now in vogue.
The present system has been in operation since 1885, and has received
the unremitting attention of the Chief Signal Officer and bis assistants
to make it a success. Moreover, experience has demonstrated that in
extended field operations recourse is had to the Signal Corps. In 1886
the Department of the Colorado was not able to furnish competent signal men from the line, and consequently the heliograph stations, which
proved of vital importance in the Geronimo campaign, were managed
- entirely by Signal Corps sergeants; and as there were no sergeants at
department headquarters it was necessary to draw them from Washington. In the Wounded Knee campaign in 1890, it was necessary to
employ the Signal Corps detachment from Fort Riley, Kans., and in
this connection Lieutenant Maxfield, Signal Corps, reported that it
was impossible to recruit bis detachment by details from the line of
instructed men. Similar conditions obtained in Chicago in 1894, both
men and officers properly objecting to detached service during active
campaigning. In 1893, the commanding general of the Department of
Texas, finding it impossible to maintain such intercommunications as
would insure efficient military operations along the disturbed Mexican
border, urgently asked by telegraph the detail of a signal detachment,
which prompt,ly established and maintained ·an efficient system of communication. Unquestionably a fair degree of efficiency in the simplest
methods of the Signal Corps is obtained in the line of the .Army by a
few zealous officers and men, but such efficiency is obtained by drills
and labor foreign and additional to their ordinary duties-an evidence
not needed to prove the devotion to duty of the American Army.
The Chief Sig11 al Officer need not recite the story of the failure of present methods, which is written in his successive reports. Under exi t
ing orders a minimum force of 380 officers and 1,520 enlisted rnen of
the line of the Army are required to become proficient signalists. Year
after year they have been harassed by the requirements of these regulations, which impose on them an extra duty, as it does not exempt
them from regular clriUs and other duties. Twelve years of desultory
effort bas resulted in no benefit to the Army, as is evidenced by the
report of Capt. W. A . Glassford, Signal Corps, Signal Officer, Department of ~he Colorado, who states that in one of the largest garri ons
in that department in May, 1896, there were neither officers nor enli ted
men competent to operate the heliograph, the signal appliance generally
used in that department. A single example of the workings of the
present system, under officers unusually painstaking and conscientious
illustrates the in ut ility of further pursuing this means of developin o·
skilled signalists. At Fort Meade, S. Dak., the entire garrison, com
manded by Col. C. H. Carlton, bas been practicing an hour a day for
one month under the personal supervision of Maj . A. B. Wells, Eightli
Cavalry, wbo in bis final report says:
I have never seen more interest taken in Aignaling than this season, yet I am '?f
the opinion that it is doubtful if that degree of proficiency can be attained a
required by existing orders, G. 0 . No. 4, c. s.

1

The standard of proficiency, it may be remarked, bas been fixed at
the lowest point. The e reports empuasize the expei-iences of our late
war, when detachments from the line proved to be an ineffectual ha i
for a specialized ervice, and ultimately nece itated the organizati n
of the Signal Oorp , which remained a part of the Regular Army until
1866.
The reorganization of 1890 gave the Signal Corps ufficient officer
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for a peace establishment, although the arrangement failed to insure
promotion within a reasonable time. Legislation was had to remedy
this defect, but unfortunately it is inoperative until the retirement of
the Chief Signal Officer, which in the natural course of events will not
occur until 1908. It is recommended that the existing law be amended
so that the lieutenant-colonel can be appointed at once. This will give
promotion to the senior captain of the Corps, who bas served for over
thirty years as a commissioned officer. As bis place would not be filled,
the increased annual pay would only amount to $1,300.
The present force of enlisted men, 10 first·-class and 40 second-class
sergeants, should be replaced by four companies of 50 men each. The
number of first-class ~nd second-class sergeants could be reduced and
~upplemAntbd by corpora.ls and privates.
Pending such legislation, the revocation is urgently recommended of
paragraph 1544, Army Regulations, which imposes annually on 380
officers and 1,520 enlisted meu of the line two months of signal practice, and tllat in lieu thereof there be detailed for signal duty one of
the skeleton companies of infantry in each department, said company
to consist of not exceeding two enlisted men in the line for each military po t in the department. Such detail would relieve from extra
drills the 400 officers and 2,000 enlisted meu who are now annually
under signal instruction, a course which it is believed will be heartily
welcomed by the line of the Army, while it will greatly increase the
efficiency of the ser vice.
Tbe adoption of a joint Army and Navy code, it may be added, renders it necessary for the line of the Army to begin instruction abso1utely anew.
SIGN.AL CODE.

In 1886 the joint Army and Navy signal (Myer) code was replaced
at the instance of the Navy by the European Morse code. Later this
was chauged to the American Morse code, a system which has dolle so
much to stimulate an interest in signaling in the Army. The Navy
several years since adopted as an improved mechanical appliance the
Ardois system of signaling, which permitted the use of signals of four
elements at the most, and consequently the Navy was obbged to have
recourse to another signal code than the American Morse, which
required the display of six elements for one particular· numeral. It
thus finally resulted that the Army was using one signal code and the
Navy another, a condition which would necessarily lead to confusion
and errors in times of active cooperation between the two services.
Impressed with the importance of a single code for common use in both
the Army and Navy, the Chief Signal Officer of the Army recommended
to the Secretary of War and the Se,:retary of the Navy the appointment of a joint board to consider and recommend such alterations in
the signal codes and their uses as the public interest migh t demaud.
The board, consisti11g of Brig. Gen. A. W. Greely, Chief Signal Officer, United States Army; Lieut. Commander Seaton Schroeder, United
States Navy, and First Lieut. George L. Anderson, Fourth United
States Artillery, recognizing the limitations in the Ardois system, ~sed
by the Navy, was unanimous in its recommendation that both services
should return to the Myer system, modifying it only so far a wa
necessitated by existing limitations of the Ardois apparatus. T_he
Myer alphabet remains unchanged, but the nu~era,l s are nece anly
four elements instead of five. The recommendations of the boar<l. ~ere
approved and the Myer system goes into operation October 1, 1 DG, as
the joint Army and Navy signal code.
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FIELD OPERATIONS.

But little opportunity was afforded for signal work in the field during
the year. In the Department of California First Lieut. Frank Greene,
Signal Corps, was in charge of a signal detachment detaHed for duty
in connection with :field exercises in minor operations of war. The
detail earned the commendation of the commanding general of the department, and Lieutenant Greene reports that fair opportunity was
afforded for signal practice with the flag, heliograph, and light field
telephone and telegTaph lines. Although the ranges were limited and
the available men of the line were indifferently instructed, valuable
experience was gained in :field signaling and in the care and management of signal detachments ·under conditions which simulated actual
campaigning. As usual,it was found that expert signalmen were always
valued meu in their companies, who could ill be spared, and rather than
deprive their company commanders of their services, Lieutenant Greene
elected in some cases to take unskilled men and briefly instruct them
as well as possible.
. Very commendable work with the heliograph was acco~plished ~ur
mg the year. No especially long ruus were made by signal parties'
although the connecting of Fort Reno and Fort Sill, Okla., with tb~ee
intermediate stations is noteworthy. The longest run in this practice
was 60 miles. .A nine-mile range was worked by moonlight, and the
signal officer at Fmt Reno, Lieut. R. S. Offley, Tenth Infantry, believes
signals could have been thus read with glasses at a distance of 25 to
30 miles.
Practical use of signaling was made at nearly every military post,
more especially duriug artillery practice at Forts Adams, .Alcatraz _I~land, Barrancas, Key West Barracks, Mason, Monroe, Preble, Pres1dw
of San Francisco, Schuyler~ St. Francis Barracks, Slocum, Spokane,
Vancouver Barracks, Wadsworth, Warren, and Washington :8a~ra~ks,
and on practice ma,rches by the details from Forts Assmmbome,
Boise Barracks, D. A. Russell, Douglas, Keogh, Niobrara, Omaha, and
Washakie, and also on rifle ranges at Fort~ Ethan Allen and Thomas.
Fort Logan reports that practical use was made of signaling in bat~le
exercises and field maneuvers, and San Diego Barracks held dai:Y
communication between the rifle range at Old town and the post, a. d~stance of 4 miles. Fort Riley and Fort Leavenworth mad~ use o~ it m
field maneuvers, and at Fort Sherman a detachment 12 miles distant
was recalled to the post by signals.
MILITARY BALLOONS.

The addition of a balloon section to the :field telegraph train_s for_ the
purpose of collecting and transmitting military information brmgs mto
special importance the question of aerial navigation. Ballooning forms
one of the general branches of such navigation, wherein is used, _first,
an apparatus lighter than air, or, second, heavier than air. The Signal
Corps in equipping a balloon section for use in connection with each
field telegraph train is simply amplifying the ideas of Gen. Fitz John
Porter, enunciated early in the war of the rebellion. The utility and
importance of balloons for obtaining military information during :field
operation were dewonstrated by General Porter, but, with many other
American idea , such as repeating arms, etc., the military balloon
proved too advanced for the time and had to await recognition and
development by the military authorities of other nations. The United
State , tbe fir t nation to use balloon-sin war, as it was the first to u e
the electric telegraph and signal appliances on the field of battle, has
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been outstripped as these ideas have been adopted and improved by all
other important military powers.
Improved methods of equipment, manipulation, and transportation
have come with improved industrial and inventive methods, but to the
present day there have been no experiments sufficiently satisfactory to
prove the advisability of replacing the captive balloon of General
Porter by free balloons, either for extended reconnoissances or as
instruments of offensive warfare. The important part to be played in
future wars by free dirigible balloons or by flying machines is unquestioned, and Mr. Maxim, the great experimentalist, is justified in saying:
When the first flying machine succeeds, its first great use will be for military purposes. * * * It will at once become an engine of war not only to reconnoiter the
enemy's position, as has been attempted by the so-called dirigible balloons, but alFo
of carrying and. dropping into the enemy's lines and country large bombs charged
with high explosives.

As regards balloons, extensive and continued experiments have
brought the use of a captive balloon to such a degree of excellence
that its utility in any extended warfare is evident. The efforts to construct a dirigible balloon which can he managed so as to have its
movements under satisfactory control have so far been inconclusive.
There is no question that Ju11ien, Giffard, Tissaudier, Campbell, and
other private inventors have constructed balloons which have actually
been propelled in any desired direction but only at low speed and light
winds.
Captain Fullerton, R. E., has pointed out that a satisfactory war balloon must carry three or four passengers, explosive shells, a machine
gun or two and be able to travel about 30 miles an hour in calm weather,
and that the balloon should have a lifting capacity ofabout 5,500 pounds,
of which about 1,700 should be in passengers, instruments, explosives,
and ballast. The French military dirigible balloon, known as the
Ohallais-Meudon, was successful at low rate of speed and in calm
weather only, but with a total weight of 4,400 pounds it was only able
to carry 310 pounds of passengers and 4 70 ballast.
The experiments of such able scientists as Professor Langley in the
United States, Colonel Duchemin, French engineer, and Mr. Maxim,
have convinced many intelligent men of the practicability of aerial
navigation by air ships heavier than air. The future success of such
navigation now awaits a motor considerably lighter than those now
used. The successful experiments made by Professor Langley in flights
with his aeroplane during the past year, would indicate that the solution of this interesting and important problem is not far distant.
Meanwhile the Chief Signal Officer has taken such action to place on
an efficient footing a model captive balloon section, suitable as a part
of the field train, as facilities and appropriations have permitted. Thi.s
work bas progressed at Fort Logan, Colo., under the supervision of
Capt. W . .A. Glassford, Signal Corps, who has now at that post a silk
balloon of 14,000 cubic feet capacity nearly complete; a balloon wagon
with cable drum, captive cables and acce sories, complete; four tube
wagons and accessories; one service wagon; a gas generating apparatus; a compressor for impounding gas in tubes, and 180 steel tubes
in which gas is compressed to one one-hundredth or ~ne one-hund~edand-twentieth of its volume. A balloon house, essential for ec.ono1mc~l
practice, has been authorized by the War Dep~rtmentz an~ 1s no~ m
process of construction, a.nd wh~n completed will_perm1t ?f a cen ion .
in all weathers. A special ~st1mate of $10,0~0 !s subm1t_ted -£ r c nstruction and experiments with balloons, and 1t 1 hoped it may meet
the approval of the Secretary of War and _of Congres ·
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MILITARY CABLE LINES.

The compound system of telegraph lines-land lines and submarine
cables-in San :Francisco Harbor has disappeared through the action
of time and of accident, leaving its important fortifications unconnected
electrically. The Chief Signal Officer bas repeatedly called attention
to tbe great military value of this system and to the impracticability
of renewing it without special appropriation. If San Francisco is of
sufficfrnt importance to justify its defense by extensive and costly fortifications, it is equally imperative that means for electrical intercommunication should be provided, so that, when occasion requires, the
entire system of defense can be controlled and directed by one master
mind. Similar systems for intercommunication should be established
in the harbors of New York and Boston, where, however, the commercial telegraph systems, certain to be interrupted in time of war, present
much greater convenience for p'r ompt military administration than is
afforded San Francisco. Fort Warren, in Boston Harbor, and Forts
vVadRworth, Hancock, Slocum, and Schuyler, in New York Harbor,
have no telegraphic communication whatever. For thei;ie purposes a
special estimate of $20,000 is submitted, and its approval is again
urgently recommended.
SIGNAL EQUIPMENTS.

Most of the field glasses now used by this Corps are mounted in
aluminum frames, and their lightness enables the observer to better
use the glass free hand. If their durability and rigidity be proven,
the brass frame glasses will be eventually entirely replaced.
There have been purchased for experimental use in the field a few
folding binoculars in aluminum frames. These glasses have the value of
little weight and small bulk. As extens:i,ve use Las not been made of
the glasses, a.nd Jacking report in all cases where issued for tests,
further purchases are precluded until their superiority over glasses now
used by this Corps has been demonstrated.
Tests of the new signal lantern are in progress, and as soon as _a
satisfactory model is constructed the Army will be supplied with this
improved means of night signaling.
BUGLE SIGNALS.

The difficulty of oral command to troops in extended order or under
conditions assimilating action bas been appreciated by this Corps. A
system of whistle signals has been submitted by a member of the Signal
Corps, and a system of bugle signals by Col. A. S. Burt, Twenty fifth
Infantry. They are at present under consideration by the proper
authority.
NATIONAL MILITIA.

At no time previously has so much interest been taken in signaling
by the National Guard as during tbe year just closed. I1'rom nearly
every State and Territory inquiri es relating to the organization, equipment, and work of this Corps have been received, accompanied generally
with request for the loan or i , ue of ignaling appliance and publication , or askfog if they could not be purcha, ed from the appropriation
of the Government for the upport of the militia. All po sible aid has
been extended in the way of information and uch publication a this
office has at its disposal ha e been npplied. The law, unfortunat Iy,
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omits signaling appliances from the militia supplies, as has been heretofore pointed ou~, and I renew my recommendations that it be amended
so as to permit the issue to the :National Guard of signal stores and
appliances under the same conditions as apply to quartermaster's and
ordnance stores.
From Connecticut, New York, Ohio, and Illinois comes report of the
best work during the year. These States, appreciating the value of a
well-eq nipped, competent signal corps, have given practical aid in the
instruction and develo1)ment of their commands, and now have at their
service really efficient corps.
PERSONNEL OF THE CORPS.

The personnel of the officers of the Signal Corps remains unchanged.
lV.Iaj. Il. H. U. Dunwoody, who bas performed no military service with
his corps since his promotion thereto, remains on detached civil duty
in charge of foreeast work of the Weather Bureau. At the end of the
fiscal year other officers were serving as folJows: Capt. Robert Craig,
disbursing officer and assistant; Capts. James Allen, R. E. Thompson,
W. A. Glassford, First Lieuts. J. E. Maxfield, Frank Greene, and
Samuel Reber, signal officers of departments, and Capt. George P.
Scriven, with the Bureau of Military Information as military attache
at Rome.
·
Nine sergeants were reenlisted during the year, 3 sergeants retired,
and 1 died. ~I.1hree vacancies were filled by the transfer from the line
of merjtorious noncommissioned officers carefully selected, after competitive mental and physical examination, from a long list of applicants
well recommended morally.
EXAMINA.'J.'ION OF MONEY AND PROPERTY PA.PERS.

There have been examined and passed upon 127 accoc.nts current,
with 4,G39 vouchers, 423 property returns of acting signal officers, and
62 property returns of officers and sergeants of the Signal Corps, with
6,759 vouchers, making a total of 9,064 papers. At the end of the
fiscal year G property returns were unsettled.
Ou the accuracy and thoroughness of this work devolves the final
adjudication of the signal property accountability of officers of the
.Ai·my, sergeants of the Signal Corps, and civilian employees. AU
money accounts, whether for fm1d s appropriated by Congress or received
as tolls for messages over military telegraph li11es, have been carefully
examined and any errors fouud thereiu adjusted prior to their transmission to the Auditor of the War Department. rrhis work inYolves a
large amount of correspondence, aucl only by tbe closest application
ha.ve the money accounts and property retnrm; recei vecl the administrative scrutiny of this Bureau within the legal limit of time.
DISBURSING DIVISION.

The report of Capt. Robert Craig as disbursing officer (Table 1) furnishes information required by law and regu1 atiou, a' ~o con~ract:::i and
disbursements. Besides bis duties as assi ·tant an d d1,·bur mg offic_ r,
Captain Craig has charge of the supply depot of the Signal Corp8, \Vh1d1
imposes on him much extra work. His labor.· have been suppl •ment_d
by those of a storekeeper and assistant, who are_ diverted from • pc_rn~~
duties to an extent prejudicial to the public service. ~ ruon Y. d \k 1 •
greatly needed for the disbur 1;ing officer, and th~r rn :·nbm~i ·<. an
estimate for a clerk of class 2, which it is hoped will be favora Y nsidered by Congress.
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The clerical force of tbis office has labored with unusual :fidelity and
zeal. Both of the clerks of class 1 merit increased pay, owing to the
character of the work done by them, but promotion is practically
impossible.
THE W..A.R DEPARTMENT LIBRARY.

In obedience to orders of the Secretary of War, the Chief Signal
Offioor has remained in supervisory charge of the War Department
library during the year. An average of 48 volumes have been loaned
daily for reading and consultation. In addition, there has been
extensive personal research on the part of the library force for official
purposes.
Exclusive of the public documents and Government publications in
general and of some 400 periodicals, there have been added to the library
1,527 books and pamphlets. Of this number 1,073 were acquired by
purchase, 201 by exchange, and 243 received as gifts, principally from
various miUtary and historical organizations of the country. The extension of the use of the library to officers of the Army on duty at distant
army posts has continued with most gratifying results. The value of
this professional privilege is exhibited by the fact that no less than 797
books were issued by registered mail during the fiscal year.
The character of the books borrowed offers undoubted evidence of
the intellectual activity of the officers of the Army in properly and
theoretically fitting themselves for important duties. No book has been
lost in the mail and none materially damaged.
Books purchased for the library are those for professional research
or for reference purposes. They cover military art and science, histories of American and foreign wars, military biographies, descripti ve
and geographical works, especially those pertaining to America. Special attention is given to countries engaged in warfare or where such
contests are prospective, in order that officers may intelligently follow
current military operations and keep pace with the march of events.
Particular efforts have been made to obtain books and pamphlets
relating to American wars, especially regarding the war for the Union.
A large number of pamphlets and books have been donated to the
library in answer to widely distributed circular letters. Gradually the
breaks and deficiencies in important mHitary serial publications are
being filled by purchase or exchange, and the library is attaining its
proper professional standing among the great military libraries of the
world.
The restrictive policy of the law regarding public documents has
enhanced the value of the complete report of the Secretary of War,
which was formerly printed in large numbers and distributed free to
every applicant. Realizing the importance of this report, such copies
as remain after the wants of the Army are supplied have been utilized
in the way of exchange as authorized by the law of January 12, 1895.
As a result this library is now receiving regularly by exchange no less
than 35 military periodicals from European countries, with the prosnect
that such list will be doubled. The number of full reports printed has
.
meanwhile been graduaUy reduced from 1,000 to 450.
The':fiction of the library has received no additions for the past six
years. Frequently repaired or rebound, and continually in u e ~be
greater number of these volumes are in unfit condition for circulat!on
and are gradually disappearing by condemnation. The only fiction
that properly belongs to this library relates entirely to a soldier's profe . ion, such a the works of Lever, Payne, and King.
.
The actual value of a professional library depends largely on acce s1-
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bility to, and knowledge of, its contents. In accordance with law the
use of the library has been extended by the Secretary of War to the
Columbian University-under restrictions that protect the library.
The number of historical students visiting the library for study and
research is steadily increasing; to such the amplest facilities for consulting works is freely accorded. In order to render the library more useful to the officers of the Army,
for whom the library was originally formed, special subject catalogues
have been prepared and issued. The most, important two contain lists
of publications regarding Mexico, and of all professional periodical
literature in the library. Two others are in process of printing or preparation, one giving a complete list of biographical and other strictly
personal literature, in which the library is especially rich. The other
is a list of all publications bearing on the military services and history
of all State organizations. Under each State is arranged all regimental
historie , military biographies, State papers, records, and reports which
relate to the part played by that particular State, )Vhether Federal or
Confederate, in the war for the Uuion.
The library force should be placed on a permanent and satisfactory
footing. The number of the clerks has been reduced from five to three,
while the work has been increased by some 40 per cent. The salary of
the librarian should be restored to its former rate, $1,800, and the assist- .
ant should receive $1,400. The clerk who is detailed from another
bureau should be appropriated for as part of the library force.
The ability, conduct, and application of tlie present clerical force are
of the highest character, and the removal of anyone from the library
where special knowledge and skill are indispensable to the proper per~
formance of their duties would be detrimental to the public service. ·
It may be added that only the unremitting application of an intelligent, capable force can properly attend to the current library work and
tlle distribution of the public documents of the War Department.
WAR PHOTOGRAPHS.

Under instructions from the Secretary of War, all photographs and
negatives were transferred to the library. By far the most important
of these collections is that known as the Brady war photographs.
This collection bas been as thoroughly examined as has been possible
with the limited library force. The nega,tives and proofs of the collection showed every sign of neglect and improper treatment. From the
rough numerical list, the only data furuished the library, it would
appear that there were 6,323 negatives in the original collection. If
such is the case, 709 are missing. Of these, 627 are entirely missing or
have been so.l>roken as to be practically destroyed. A.bout one-fourth
of the proofs were wrongly numbered, and many photographs and negatives were unidentified. Negatives that may be considered priceles
bad been broken or otherwise injured.
All unbroken negatives have been properly wrapped, numbered, and
filed and whenever needed can now be produced without delay. The
proc~ss of identifying negatives and photographs i proceeding: as r idly as possible. When this is completerl a catalogue h w1 g tli
number of each negative, its date, the place where mad and th n, m
pr . par
h
Of the person and the war scene therein portrayed will
· t e par_t·ie ' win
These negatives are no long~r loaned to pr_1va
11 h r 1
certainty, based on past experience, tha~ this ~o~l ·ti
i n, 1
be made nearly valueless by de~truct1on o~ i_nJury. t
~rop r
cases, where such action would be m the public mt r
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concession to surviving relatives, permission is accorded for reproductions of selected photographs under rigid restrictions insuring the safety
of the negatives. This collection cost the United States $25,000, and
as it portrays certain physical aspects of the war for the Union, as
vrnll as the features of most of the prominent actors connected therewith, it seems neither advisable nor patriotic that these evidences of
the great civil conflict should remain inacces~ible to the general public.
It is recommended, therefore, that Congress be asked to authorize the
reproduction of the most valuable and important war photographs of
this collection, not exceeding 2,000 in number, which would form supplementary volumes of the Official Records of the War of the Rebellion.
Certain artistic processes lend themselves to suitable reproductions,
which would thus preserve for all time, at a very moderate cost, these
graphic representations of the greatest of American, if not of all, wars.
,

DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLIC DOCUMENTS.

Under the act .of Congress approved January 12, 1895, the Chief
Signal Officer of the Army was designated by the Secretary of War to
supervise the distribution of such documents. This law radically
changed the system of distribution and arranges for the disposal of
surplus public documents under certain restrictions. It has been irn. possible to fully carry out all the provisions of the law, but they are
being conformed to as rapidly as possible as the decisions and actions
of the superintendent of documents will permit. There are at least
15,000 documents ready to be transferred as the law directs, which,
through lack of room and force on the part of the superintendent of
documents, remain yet in the storeroom of the library, seriously interfering with the arrangement and disposal of the unsorted documents,
of which probably as many more yet remain untouched. The distribution of new documents is proceeding regularly and systematically, this
additional work being performed without any increase of library force.
Al>out 80,000 publications have been handled in the way of receipt and
transfer during the year.
A. w ..GREELY,
Brigadier-General, Chief Signal Officer, U. S. Army.
Ilon. DANIEL s. LAMONT,
Secretary of War.

TABLE

1.

The condition of the n:ppropriations for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1896, with
the expenditures thereunder, balances and probable demands on such balance ,

report of which is required to be rendered by the act of Congress approved May 1,
1820, is as follows :

Signal Service of the .Army, 1896:

~i~~~~~(r~-~ _- ~:: .- :.- :.- :.- .- .- :::.- .- .- :::.- :.- ~:: .- .- .- :::.- ::::::.- :::::.- _·: :::: $I~::~: ~.~
Balance .. _________ ... ____ .. _____ . ___ ... _____ . _____ . _____ ... _. ___ Probable demands . __ . __ . ______ . __ . ____ .. ____ .. ____ .. ___ .. _. ____ .

4, Ml. 9
4 539. 19

Military telegraph line, Fort Ringgold, Tex., to Fort Mclnto h, Tex.
(permanent specific appropriation):
Appropriated .. _.... - - - ... ____ .. _... ___ . ___ .. _.. ___ . __ . ____ ... _____ 17,000.00
Expended .... ····-· ... --· ...... _--· ........ ___ --· .. _-·· __ .--·..... 15,565.63
Balance .. _.... ___ ... ____ ... __ ... _ . __ . _. __ . _____ . _______ .. ______

1, 434. 37
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2.

United States rnilitary telegraph lines, location, length, etc.
L ength.

Sections and stations.

Operators.

Department of the Colorado.
Miles.
Holbrook· Willcox section:
Holbrook, A r iz .... .. ............ . .......... , ............. .
0 Sergeant, Signal Corps.
Snovi,flake, Ariz .. ............. .. .. . .. . ............ . ... . .. .
32 Civilian .
Cooleys Ranch, Ariz ...................................... .
68 Ser ~~t, Signal Corps.
l<'ort Apache, Ariz ............. : ......................... .
92
San Carlos, Ariz .......................................... .
163
Do.
Geronimo, Ariz ........................................... .
190 Civilian (railroad).
Fort Thomas, Ariz ......................... .. ..... ....... .
199
Do.
Cedar Springs, Ariz . ..................... . .. . ............ .
228 Sergeant, Signal Corps.
Fort Grant, Ariz .................................. . ... .. . .
248
Do.
Willcox, Ariz . ..... . . . .. .. ...... . .... . ............... .. .. .
274
Do.
Cedar Springs.Mammoth branch:
Do.
0
~~l~~~;tt~f~h
~~ ~ ~~
19 Civilian .
Mammoth, Ariz .................... .................. .... .
42 Sergeant, Signal Corps.
Fort Du Chesa e.Price section:
:Fort Du Chesne, Utah ....... ............................. .
Do.
0
The Wells, Uta.h (telepl1one) ............................. .
18 Keeper stage station .
Brock, Utah . .......... .. ................................. .
34 Sergeant, isignal Corps.
Lees Ranch, Utah (telephone) ............................ .
47 Keeper sta,~e station .
Price, Utah . . . . ... .. .. .... ... ............................. .
87 Sergeant, Signal Corps.
Fort Bayard.Silver City lino:
Fort Bayard, N. Mex ..................................... .
0 Detailed man.
Silver City, N . Mex .. ..... .. ...•.. ........ .... ............
8 Sergeant, Signal Corps .
Fort Win<Tate line:
0 Detailed man.
~r;g~~nfft;ti'o;.·f.Me;; :::::: ::: ::::::::: : :: ::::: :: : ::: ::
3 Civilian (railroad).
Fort Huachuca line:
1
0 Detailed man.
~:icf~ ca:iidi~:-1~i~:: :: : ::::: ~::::: ::: : : : : ::::: :: ::: : : :
7 Civilian (railroad).

15

..d..fri~~

::: ::: ·.:·.:: ·.:·.·.·.:::::: :: ::::::::

D epartment of Dakota .

.Fort Yates.Bismarck section:
Bismarck, N. Dak ..... .. .... .... ... . . ...............•.....
Cannon Ball, N. Dak ................... ....... . ... .. .. ... .
Fort Yates, N. Dak ........ .. . . ..... . ... ......... . ........ .

0
41
65

Civilian.
Do.
Sergeant, Signal Corps.

0

Sergeant, Signal Corps,

0
28

Sergeant, Signal Corps.
Civilian.

D epa1·tment of the Missouri.

Fort Renn.El Reno line:
Fort Reno, Okla .....•..•.........•........................
El Reno, Okla .. ... . . ........... . . . . .. ....... .. . .......... .
Fort Sill.Rush Springs line:
.Fort Sill, Okla . ... ....... ......... . ...... .... ........... •. .
Rush Springs, Ind. T ....... .... .. . ....................... .

5½ Civilian.

·Department of Texas.

Fort, Brown.Fort McIntosh section:
Fort Brown, Tex . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . • • • • • • . . . . .
Santa Maria, Tex. ..... .. .... ............... . .. ...... .. . . ..

Ser~oant, Signal Corps.
Civilian.
Do.
Sergeant, Signal Corps.
Civilian.
Do.
Carrizo. Tex ....................................................... .
Laredo (Fort McIntosh) . . ... .. . ... .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . •.. . . .
200 Sergeant, Signal Corps.
Fort Clark.Spofford Junction line:
O Detailed man.
Fort Clark, Tex ...... ... ........... ....... ..... . •.. .. ... .• .
10 Civilian.
Spofford Junction, Tex .................................. · ·
Fort Bliss.El Paso line:
O
Do.
El Paso, Tex ..... .. ...... ............ ............... . ... .. .
6 Sergeant, Signal Corps.
Fort Bliss, Tex ...... . •... ... ......... ············•········
O

24

t!~~~ti?r~~~~:: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .....~~~.
Department of the Platte.

Fort Niobrara.Valentine line:
Valentine, Nebr .......................................... .
Fort Niobrara, Nebr . ............ .. .. ............ ......... .
Fort Wa.~hakie·Lander line :

~~~ffWa!!t~.· wio::: :: ::: ::::::: :: ::::: :: ::: :: :::::::::
_
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_!__

Civilian.
4½ Sergeant, Signal Corps.

O

O

16

Civilian.
Detailed man.
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RECORD .A.ND PENSION OFFICE, WAR DEP .A.R'.rMEN'l',

October 1, 1896.
SIR: In the last annual report of this office attention was invited to

the fact that the current busiuess of the office is becoming more complicated and difficult as the period of service of the officers and enlisted
men of the volunteer forces becomes more remote. This feature of the
work has been especially marked during the past fiscal year. While
the number of cases received bas been less than the number received
during the previous year, tbe percentage of those requiring administrative action has been larger than ever before. This change in the
character of the work, as pointed out in a former report, is probably
due to the fact that tlrn greater part of the claims arising out of the
service of volunteers in the war of the rebellion and prior wars, in which
no action is required of the War Department beyond the furnishing of
a statement of military service or medical history, has been settled and
finally disposed of, while in a large proportion of the claims now pending in, or being :prese11ted to, other Departments technical questions
are involved, requiring special administrative action on the part of this
office.
The number of miscellaneous cases received during the last :fiscal
year is considerably in excess of the number received during the previous year, as is also the number of"applications for removal of the
charge of desertion under the provisions of the act of Congress approved
March 2, 1889, and the acts amendatory thereof, while the number of
remuster cases was largely diminished by reason of the expiration of
the 13tw under which they have heretofore been considered.
Among the miscellaneous cases, which are of great variety and enter
largely into the general correspondence of the office, may be mentioned
the large number of inquiries received from descendants of Revolutionary soldiers and from representatives of the various patriotic societies relative to personal service in the Revolutionary armies. The
answering of these inquiries forms a prominent and interesting feature
of the current work of the office, and it is expected that this class of
work will soon be materially increased by the receipt of similar reque~ts
for information from the records of the war of 1812, the reproduct10n
of which by the index-record card system is approaching comp~eti~n.
Notwithstanding the increasing difficulties cau ed by the mtr1cate
character of the work, the current business, as heretofore since the
organization of the Record and. Pension Office, has been kept clo ~ly
up to date, more than 94 per cent of the cases received, averagmg
nearly 600 per day, having been disposed of within twenty-four ~o!u·
from the time of their receipt, the adjudication of tho e remami_na
longer in the office being delayed only so long as was neces ary to give
613
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them the consideration their importance required, generally not exceeding two or three days; and at the close of business hours on the last
day of the fiscal year not one case remained to be disposed of.
The number of cases received and disposed of during the year is, by
classification, as follows:
From the Pension Office ............. _..............•••....•......•........ 122, 975
From the Auditor for the War Department................................ 23,014
Remust·e r cases .... _... __ ... ___ .... ___ .. _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 124
Desertion cases . _.. _.. _____ ..•........... _... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 314
All other cases, miscellaneous ..••.•... _...•......•.....•.....•. : • • • • . • . . . . . 24, 575
Total .... _...•••..... _..• _.... _••.. __ .. __ .. _.. _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175, 002
On hand ,Tune 30, 1896 ____ ..... _ . :-.. .... -··· ...•.... ·:·· ·-·· ... . ..•. ....... None.
REMOVAL OF CHARGES OF DESERTION.

The consideration of applications for removal of charges of desertion has formed an important feature of the work of the War Department since the close of the late war, especially with regard to such
charges standing against the records of the large number of volunteer
soldiers who left the service without a formal discharge therefrom, or
who were absent from their commands without proper authority at
some time during the period of their military service. Many of these
men, though guilty of a technical violation of military law, were, pr~sumably, not willful or intentional deserters, and with a view to their
relief several laws have been enacted, culminating in the act of March 2,
1889, which, as modified and extended by subsequent legislation, is now
the only law under which such cases can be considered. The original
act contained the provision that applications for relief should be made
to and filed with the Secretary of War within the period of three years
from and after July 1, 1889, or be forever barred from consideration,
but by the act of July 27, 1892. the time for filing applications was
extended for the period of two years, and by an act approved Mar~h 2,
1895, the limitation of time within which applications might be "received
and acted upon" under the provisions of the original law was remov~d,
thus leaving without any limitation whatever the time within which
applications may be filed for the relief provided by the law.
On July 8, 1889, when the Record and Pension Division (now the
Record and Pension Office) of the .War Department was organized,
there were 1,342 applications awaiting consideration, and since that
date there have been received nearly 50,000 original applications, or
renewals of applications previously filed an9- acted upon,- besid~s the
very much larger number of cases encountered in the preparation of
military histories for the Commissioner of Pensions and the accounting
officers of the Treasury, in which the charge of desertion has been
incidentally discovered and considered under the law. In the latter
class of cases, where clearly within the provisions of the act of Congress, the charge of desertion has been removed, without the formality
of an ~pplication therefor by the person or persons in interest.
Durmg the last fiscal year 3,314 original or renewed applications for
relief were received and considered besides 7 070 of the class of cases
before referred to, in which the cha;ge of deseftion was incidentally discovered in the preparation of reports to bureau officers of other Departments, making a total of 10,384 cases considered under the law during
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1896.
REMUSTER.

The cases referred to under the title of '' remuster" in the foregoing
tabular statement are those falling m1der the act of Congress approved
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June 3, 1884, and the acts amendatory and in extension thereof, providing for "the muster and pay of certain officers and enlisted men of
the volunteer forces."
This law, which was in existence for about ten years, between 1884 and
1895, and under which many thousands of claims were passed upon by _
the War Department, appears to have been enacted upon the principle
that persons who, without the formality of muster into the United
States service, actually -performed the du-ties of commissioned officers,
under commissions regularly issued to them, or who, being so commissioned and not mustered, were prevented from performing the duties
of the grades named in their commissions by reason of being held as
prisoners in the hands of the enemy, or by reason of disabilities incurred
in service and in the line of duty, were entitled to be recognized and
paid as officers in the military service of the United States for the
periods during which they performed duty as such officers, or were
held as prisoners, or were disabled, provided there were vacancies for
them at the time, and provided further, that after June 20, 1863, their
commands were not below the minimum number required by then
existing laws and regulations.
This law, under which more than 11,000 claims were filed during the
:fiscal year endeq. June 30, 1895, expired by limitation on June 3 of that
year, and there is now no law in existence under which persons who
were commissioned as officers of volunteer regiments, companies, troops
or batteries can be paid or recognized as having been in the military
service of the United States, under their commissions, for any period
prior to the dates from which they were originally recognized during
the war by actual muster into service, unless their claims were :filed on
or before June 3, 1895. .As mentioned in the tabular statement before
rnferre~ to, forming a part of this report, 1,124 claims were received
during the last fiscal year, after the law had expired, but many of these
were renewals of claims that had been filed during the life of the law,
and were therefore legally entitled to be considered.
There is doubtless a considerable number of persons who, from ignorance of the existence of the old law, did not apply for the relief provided by it prior to its expiration. These persons are probably equally
as deserving as the far greater number of those to whom the law bas
already been applied. How large their number may be it is impossible
to determine with any degree of accuracy, although it must be small as
compared with the much larger number whose claims have already been
adjudicated.
Several bills were introduced during the last session of Congress providing for a limited extension of the time for filing claims under the old
law, and one, a substitute drafted by this office and submitted by the
Secretary of War to the Senate Military Committee, embodying the
provisions of the old law in an amended form but omitting the clause
limiting the time for filing claims, was passed by the Senate near the
close of the ses~don. A bill in the same form, a,lso from a draft furnished by this office and submitted by the Secretary of War, was
reported by the Military Committee of the House of Representatives,
but, probably by reason of the early close of the session, neither it nor
the Senate bill appears to have received the consideration of the Rouse.
It is not conceived that there can be any serious objection to an extension, in any proper form, of the time for filing claims for what U ngre ',
by legal enactment, has declared to be justly due to the cla
f · er on
for whose benefit the original law was designed; but any temp r~ry
extension of the time would probably be too limited for the a com h. hment of the purpose for which the extension is intended. The question
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of a renewed extension would be alm0s·t certain to arise, as it has
repeatedly arisen before, and it is a question worthy of consideration at
least whether or not the time limitation should not be omitted from any
future legislation on the subject. Even if the law should be revived
without any Jimitation as to its duration, the number of claims that
could be allowed under its provisions must be small as compared with
the great number of those that have already been allowed and finally
disposed of since its enactment in 1884.
INDEX-RECORD CARD SYSTEM.

The work of reproducing the individual records of officers and enlisted
men by the index-record card system adopted for that purpose has been
carried on as rapidly as the current business of the office w0uld .perrnit.
Progress has been made in carding the regimental returns of the war
of the rebellion, 'a nd the work of reproducing the records of the war of
1812, which had been begun at the date of the last annual report, has
been continued, with the result that the records of the States of New
Hampshire, Connecticut, New York,Delaware, Maryland, Georgia,and
Ohio have been "properly indexed and arranged for use" as provjded
by the acts of Congress directing their transfer to this Department.
It was hoped that the work of reproducing the records of the war of
1812 would have been completed by the end of the last fiscal year, but
unexpected obstacles have been encountered which have operated to
delay the accomplishment of the woTk. One cause of delay was the
unexpected receipt from another Department of a large mass of records
relating to various wars from the Revolutionary period down to a comparatively recent date. It was found necessary to carefully assort these
records and to extract therefrom those relating to the war of 1812, in
order that they might be included with other records of that war to be
reproduced by the index-record card system. It was also found necessary to separate from this mass of records those pertaining to the Revolutionary war, and to incorporate them into the general system of
index records.
Another cause of delay was the receipt of a large quantity of records
of the Revolutionary war from the States of New Hampshire and Vermont, which were loaned to this Department by the authorities of those
States for the purpose of supplementing the records of the same States
previously received from other sources. In order that these records
might be returned to the State authorities within a reasonable time,
and to complete, as far as possible, a class of records daily consulted in
the correspoudence of the office, it became necessary to suspend work
on the records of the war of 1812 until the e additional record~ of a
prior war could be reproduced by the index-record card system.
But the principal cause of delay in the work of reproducing the
records of the war of 1812 has been the difficulty experienced in <letermiuing the correct designations of regimental organizations, in separating the records of different regiments from. the same Sta~e bearing
the ame numerical designations, and in locating by regimental organizations the numerous companies who e rolls, by rea on of the imperfect
de ignations given, afford no direct clew to the regiment to which they
were attached. An exhau ti ve search of mi cellaneous paper and a
tedious compari 011 of different compa11y roll have frequently been a
nee ' ary preliminary to the work of transcribing the record , in order
bat the correct de ignation might be hown in the completed work,
and that tbe orjginal record might be £1 d according to the proper
company and regimental organization to which they pertain.
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It is anticipated that the reproduction of the records of the w~r of
1812 will be completed not later than the 1st of February next, 1f no

further unexpected difficulties or interruptions are encountered.
With regard to the genera~ subject of the reproducti?n of the records
of the various wars by the mdex-record card system, 1t may be stated
that the great mass of the records of the war of the rebellion, for whose
preservation the work was originally undertaken, has been carded and
placed beyond the danger of destruction, the records exclusively relating to the personnel of the Revolutionary armies have been transcriqed,
the reproduction of the rec0rds of the Mexican and most of the Indian
wars has been completed, -and the work on the records :of the war of
1812 is well in hand, with the prospect of its completion at an early date.
There remains, however, much to be done to make the card-index
records complete. Of the rebe:lJion records there is a large mass of
miscellaneous papers, mostly pertaining to the office of the late ProvostMarshal-General of the Army, to be arranged, classified, and compared
with other records, with a view to the reproduction of such data as are
not already embraced in the card-record :files. Of the Revolutionary
war there are also many miscellaneous papers yet to be examined for·
the purpose of extracti-ng therefrom .and reproducing in the indexrecord card form such evidence of individual military service as they
contain, thus adding as much as possible, from presen.t available
sources of information, to t·he now incomplete records of service in that
war. There are wlso rnany recor<Js of Indian wars, discovered in the
files of the Treasury Department and transferred to this Department
since the work on that class of :records was supposed to have been
completed, which are yet to be carded.
As regards the records of the Revolutionary war, the rolls of which
are not complete in any one collection, it is hoped and confidently
expected that the files of this Department will be largely augmented
by the loan of such records as are now in the custody of the authorities
of the several States and of historical societies. following the example
of tlJe officials of the States of New Hampshire and Vermont. There
will then be one collection of records, and that where it should be, in
the custody of the General Government, that will be as nearly complete
as any such collection can be made after the long interval that has
elapsed since the service was rendered. The original records loaned
will of course be returned to their proper custodians after having been
reproduced by the index-record card system.
·
Oue important result of the work of carding the military records is
the discovery and collection in one place, where they can be readily
referred to, of records relating to all wars in which the country has
been engaged, containing evidence of military service which would
otherwise have been inaccessible and practically lost. This result alone
is one of great value, especially in connection with the adjudication of
claims under the recent laws giving a pensionable status to the survivors of certain Indian wars and their descendants, the Department,
by the aid of the newly discovered records, being enabled to verify or
refute allegations of service the truthfulness of which could not otherwise be officially determined. The full value of the work already
accomplished and in contemplation can not be overestimated.
The, index-record card work for the last fiscal year included the p~eparation of 1,381,203 military cards and 6,159 medical card , w~~~f
added to the number previously reported, make a total 0 ! 38 0 2 7 770
,
'
the former and 6,959,444 of the la,tter class, aggregatmg
index-record cards prepared up to June 30, 1896.

,;f 3
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'.l'RANSCRIPTS OF MILITARY RECORDS .

.Attention was invited in the last annual report to the provision of the
legislative, executive, and judicial appropriation bill approved March 2,
1895, requiring that "the Secretary of War shall, upon the application
of the governor _of any State, furnish to such governor a transcript of
the military history of any regiment or company of bis State. under
such regulations as the Secretary of War may prescribe, at the expense
of 1:1uch State." Pursuant to this enactment, regulations in execution
thereof were adopted by the Secretary of War in which it is prescribed
that applications for transcripts of the records shall be made by the governors of the States in interest and shall designate specifically the
records of which transcripts are desired, and that upon the receipt of
such an application from the governor of any State he shall be furnished
with an estimate of the cost of making the transcripts, the funds to
cover the cost to be deposited with the disbursing clerk of the War
Department, to be by him covered into the Treasury upon tbe completion
of the work. It is further provided in these regulations that all transcription of records under the law shall be done during office hours and
by the regularly autb_orized employees of the War Department, under
the direction of the Chief of the Record and Pension Office.
Comparatively few applications have been made under the provisions
of law referred to, and in but few cases have the required deposits
been made after the estimated cost of the work has been made known.
In the few instances in which deposits have been made and the work
ordered, the regulations adopted for carrying the law into effect bave
proved to be well adapted to the purpose for which they were intended.
The general effect of the law seems to be to deter the State authorities
_from pressing their claims upon the War Department for copies of the
records of organizations from their respective States, the cost of the
labor and material required in the execution of the work being eviden~ly
an obstacle in the way of its accomplishment. In one instance, in which
the estimated cost was less than $150, a bill was introduced in Congress
to defray the expense. This bill, however, <..lid not qecome a la_w,
although it was passed by the House of Representatives. Such special
legislation would of course be in direct conflict with the spirit of the
general law, and would be a discrimination in favor of one State as
against all other States having similar interests, while if extended to
all of the States it would be in effect a complete nullification of the
existing law and would involve very great expense to the General Government, which is avoided by the law now in force.
CLERICAL FORCE,

By reason of the satisfactory progress of the work of transcribing
the records of the volunteer armies by the index-record card y teai a
reduction of 300 was made in the clerical force of this office for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1895, and a further reduction of 50 for the
fi cal year ended June 30, 1896. It i believed that a still further reduction of 25 clerks can be made for the next .fi 'cal year without detriment
to the public service, making a total reduction of 375 clerk , and representing a permanent aving of $425,000 annually in the appropriations
for the clerical force of the office.
F. C. AINSWORTH
Very respectfully,
Colonel, U.S. Army, Chief of Office.
The SECRETARY OF WAR.
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Washington, June 30, 1896.
SIR: The Board of Publication of the Official Records of the Rebel-

lion begs to submit the following report of its operations during the
:fiscal year ended June 30, 1896:
Eleven thousand copies each of Vols. XL VI, Parts II and III;
XL VII, Parts I, II, and III, and XLVIII, Part I, have been printed
and distributed during the year. These volumes cover the :final campaigns of the war in Virginia, the Carolinas, and the trans-Mississippi
region. Vol. XL VIII, Part II, will be issued in .a few weeks.
The final part of the Atlas (No. 35) was issued during the year, which
completed the work ag planned; but it was found necessary to publish
three additional plates for insertion in Part XXVII. These were
accordingly printed and will be issued during the coming month. An
index and table of contents to the Atlas has just been completed and
will shortly be issued, which will greatly facilitate reference to the maps
accompanying tlle various reports.
Work upon the general index to the :first series of the War Records
has been continued throughout the year, and it is now up with current
issues. This index can not be completed until the last volume of Series I
is published.
The examination of :files and archives and the work of selecting,
copying, and comparing material for the remaining volumes of the several series have been continued without interruption. The following
notes of work accomplished within the year in the several departments
of publication will convey some idea of the variety and amouut of labor
performed in connection with the preparation and publication of these
records: 92,772 books have been received from the printer a,nd 83,227
distributed; 30,968 copies of•parts of the Atlas to accompany the Official Records of the Rebellion have been received and 20,189 distributed;
3 900 letters, cardA, etc., have been received and 7,200 letters, cards,
circulars etc., have been mailed in response to inquiries; 103,000 labels
for addr~sses have been printed and compared; 7 books have been
indexed wholly or in part, and this involved the preparation of 87,000
reference cards; 49,000 folios of manuscript were prepared aud ver1fi. <l
and 8 250 pages of proofs in galleys and page form were verified, corrected, and prepared for publication.
.
.
.
.
The work remaining to be clone consists m completrng erie ? f
which there will be four more bo~ks; a suppl~ment of p~oba ly f _.nr
books and a general index of book mdexes, makmg a t tal m the . 11
that i~ taken up with the active operations of war ~f 110 o k rn al 1·.
The Atlas, consisting of 178 plates, may be considered
a par f
this series.
21
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If present progress is continued through the next fiscal year the
records of military operations proper, such as battles, campaigns, and
other active operations, will be completed by the 30th of June next, and
the general index of this series will shortly th~reafter be ready to send
to the printer.
The records to be embraced in the second, third, and fourth series
are nearly all selected and copied; :ti ve volumes are in type and several
more are about ready for the printer.
The total number of employees engaged in the compilation, publication, and distribution of the records is 59. Before the close of th e next
fiscal year this number wiJl be reduced probably to 50, the principal
reduction being in the force of copyists. There will then be very little
work of this class remaining to be done.
The estimates submitted this year for a continuation of the work contemplate a reduction in the appropriation of $20,000 from the amount
heretofore appropriated annually.
The close of the present fiscal year finds 101 volumes of the work
issued and distributed to beneficiaries, with 8 more volumes in type.
The .Atlas of maps has also been completed, with the exception of the
index, which will be issued in Sep tern ber. It consists of 178 litho. graphed plates, containing maps showing the positions and movements
of troops on all the more prominent and many of the less important
battle-fields of the war, and embracing much other material of great
value to the historian and the student seeking knowledge of a military
character. The Atlas was published in paper-covered parts or pamphlets of 5 plates each, and distributed to beneficiaries as issued.
SURPLUS VOLUMES.

The act of 1882 has been interpreted to mean that when an individual
or organization is designated to receive this work, such individual or
organization becomes entitled to receive from the War Department the
continuous publication. In the event of the death of a recipient, the
Department has, in all cases, endeavored to communicate with the legal
heirs, and when proper evidence was received, proving them to be such,
the distribution has been continued to the legal heirs. In many cas~s,
however, it has been found impossible to locate the executors or admmi trators, and fo all such cases, the remaining issues due deceas_ed beneficiaries have been retained in this office. A.s the law appears to be
very explicit upon this point, that the person designated becomes
entitled to the entire publication, there seems to be no authority for the
disposal of this accumulation, except through Congress. Tl.le act of
January 12, 1895, authorizing the Secretary of War to furnish complete
sets to each Senator and Member of the Fifty-third Oongres , not
alrea,dy entitled by law to receive the same, and authorizing bin:~ (the
Secretary) to use for the purpose such incomplete sets as remam on
hand uncalled for by beneficiaries designated to receive them under
the several acts providing for the distribution of the e records, enabled
th office to distribute about 15,000 volumes. The accumulation, however, is con. tantly increasing, and will continue to increase from y~ar
to year, unle s authority is obtained from Uongress for tlle di po itJOn
of the incomplete ' ets referred to. The number of volumes now stored
in the War Department, including those set aside for sale, number
56 242, and 1-, 00 ·opie of the several part of the Atla. .
The act of Oongre approved August 7, 1882, provides that the
remaining copie (700) of the 11,000 to be publi bed * * * hall be
old by the Secretary of War fo!' cost of publication with 10 per cent
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added thereto, and the proceeds of such sales ~ball be covered into .~be
Treasury." Under this law more than 51,000 volumes and pamphlet
copies of the several parts of the Atlas of maps accompanying the work
have been sold to subscribers. The total number received, distributed,
sold, etc., from 1880, when the first volume was printed, to 1896 is given
• in the following tabular statement:
Fiscal y ear.

1880-81. .•.•....... ···•·· ..........
1881-82 ............ . ...............
1882-83 ....... •··•••····· ..........
1883- 84 .•••.•...... . ...............
1884-85 ............. . ....... . ......
1885-86 ............................
1886-87 ........ . ... . .... . ..........
1887-88 ................ · ····· ......
1888-89 ........ . ...................
1889-90 ................•...........
1890-91. ...... . ....................
J 8!H- 92 .. ................. . .........
1892-93 ........ . .... . . . .. . .... . ....
1893-94 .................... . . ······
1894-95 ..•.........................
1895-96 ..........•......•..........

Total ........ . ..............

Books re·
ceived.
2, 000
3,000
33,000
33,000
55,000
55, 000
44,000
66, 000
44,000
110, 000
198,000
121,000
103, 500
120,252
19,179
66,000

-1,072,931
---

Parts of
Atlas
received.

Total re·
ceived.

Distrib·
uted.

44,000
132, 000
110,000
89,500
22,000

2,000
3,000
33,000
33,000
55,000
55,000
44, 000
66,000
44,000
110,000
198,000
165,000
235,500
230,252
108,679
88,000

2,000
3,000
26,891
29,211
46,437
48,150
45,186
5;i, 108
47,061
107,461
163, 895
172,936
186,642
207,168
108,780
98,069

097, 500

1,470,431

1,347,995

·--·-----·····-----

---·------------···

Amount
received.

Sold.

(a)
(a)

(a)
(a)

1,109
789
2,561
2,850
2,314
2,892
1,939
3,539
6,317
7,188
5,949
7,637
2,955
3,158

$887.17
550. 00
1,665.09
1,681.55
1,457.80
1, 880. 10
], 279. 85
2,335.70
3,916.84
4,025.39
2,974.53
4,276.84
1,329.64
1,893.80

51,194

30,154.30

a Sold by the Public Printer.

It will be observed that 1,470,431 copies of the records have been
received and 1,347,995 distributed to libraries, organizations, and individuals under regulations prescribed by the act of August 7, 1882,
leaving on hand, for future distribution and sale, 56,242 volumes and
15,000 parts of the Atlas.
In addition to the above, a provision in the "Act making appropriations for the sundry civil expenses of the G9vernment," approved
August 5, 1892, provides for the printing and binding of 500 copies of
the records for the use of Senators, Members, and Delegates of tbe
Fifty-seco11d Congress, to be printed and bound under the direction of
the Joint Committee on Printing. These books have been distributed
through the folding rooms of the Senate and House of Representatives. This raises the total number of volumes that have been distributed and sold to 1,467,689. The cost of this Congressional edition;
from Vol. I to Vol. XL VIII, Part I, both inclusive, and the Atlas,
amounted to $81,988.48, which has been paid for by this office out of the
annual appropriations for the publication of the records.
The proceeds of the sales, aggregating $30,154.30, have been covered
into the Treasury, as directed by law.
The appropriations made by Congress for tbe preparation, publication, and distribution of this work, from 1874 to the close of the :fiscal
year ending June 30, 1896, are as follows:
1875 .. __ .... __ ..... ___ . . .. . .
1877. ____ .. ____ . .. ........ _
1878.·-··········----·····1879. __ .... ____ ......... _. _
1880.----····--····--·····1881 .. - - ... - - - - .. - . - - ... - . 1882 ............. _... _.... _
1883 . ___ ... ___ ...... _..... _
1884 .... ·-·- ·--· ---· ..... ·1885- - .. · - · · · - · - - · · - - - · · - · 1886 ....... _. __ ..... _. . . . . .
1887 •• _••.•..•..••• - - . . . . . .

$65, 000. 00
40, 000. 00
20,000.00
40, 000. 00
40,490.00
80, 4-90. 00
80, 490. 00
83, 197. 86
73,880.00
68, 4o5. 02
68, 280. 00
63, 796. 16

1888.... . . . • . • . . . . . . • . . . . . .
$63, 380. 00
1889 ......... -..... __ - . . . . .
63, 3 0. 00
1890.. ....... -············1891 _........ - - . - - - - - - • · · · 26~' 7~0: 00
1892.·--···----··----·····- 266'7 .00
1893. -... - . - . - - . - - - ... - ... - 206' 780. 00
1894 .... - . - - - -... - - - - - - · · · l ' 7 o. 00
1895 ..... -- - . -... - - - . - - - . · ·
, o.
00
1
0, 3 1896 ............•••...... ·· _ _ _
2 334 328 50
Total ...• - • - - · · - · · · · ,
,
·

~r,g ~-~i
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Of the total amount appropriated, the sum of $1,184,291.02 was
exp ended for printing and binding, and $1,rn4,447.50 was paid out
for salaries, contingent or miscellaneous expenses, includin g rent,
sta tionery, the purchase of records, etc., and $15,589.98 unexpended
balances were turned into the Treasury. The average annual expenditures for the twenty-two years have been $105,398.20.
•
.As the fi rst volume of these records was issued in 1880, sixteen years
have been devoted to the issue and distribution of the 101 volumes
already published, showing an average of about six books for each
year. The progress of the work during the last year was kept up to
the average, with a somewhat reduced force of employees.
The 6 books issued during the year were as follows:
Pages.

Vol. XLVI, P art II, serial No. 96 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . .
Vol. XL VI, Part III, serial No. 97 ... __ .......... _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vol. XL VII, P art I, serial No. 98 ........................................ . ....
Vol. XL VII, P art II, serial No. 99 .. _... . ................. _. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Vol. XL VII, P art III, serial No.100 .............. __________ .... ...... .... .. ..
Vol. XLVIII, P art I, serial No.101. ............ _........... •............... . .

1, 493
1,549
1,252
1, 587
974
l, 674

T ot al .................... . ........................................ . . .. 8,529

Vols. X L VIII, Part II; XLIX , Parts I and II, and L, P arts I and II,
will be published during the c0miug year. They will be foll owed by
sup plementary volumes, numbering probably not more than four, _and
containing important official documents not accessible to the compilers
at the date of _issuing the regularly numbered volumes of Series I.
This office has frequent inquiries from beneficiaries a nd other s as ~o
the number of parts contained in the several volumes. To supply this
want, a list of the books comprising the first series is given in an
appendix to this report. This list will enable all concerned to properly
arrange the work iu their libraries and readily determine whether _or
not all the parts have been received. The list also contains a bnef
indication of the subject treated and the particular maps that illustrate
the theater of operations and the battle-fields.
GEO. W. DAVIS.
Mador Eleventh I nf antry.
LESLIE J. PE R R Y ,
Civilian Expert.
JOSEPH W. KIRKLEY,
Civilian E xpert.
Board of Publication.
The S ECRET.A.RY OF WAR.
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1
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1
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1
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.60
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. 70
. 55
. 60
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. 65
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10
11
11

11
12
12
12
12

13 ... · ·
14

1.. ...

19 I . 65
20

More important events referred to in volumes.

a)

----

.;:?

. 65

Battles, campaigns, et c.

Operations in-

. S . I o-mcial Records War of the Rebellion.
., in eries , .V"

-

Secession of States, seizure of forts, arsenals, etc .. • .. .. Florid~, Texas .. Xew _Mexico, Indian
Terntory,. ¥1ssour!, ~e~rgia, .Ala.
t:1;1i~i.ms1ana, M1ss1ss1ppi, North
First Bull Rnn, Bethel, Falling Waters, Rich Mountain. MWeland: ~e;1msylvania, Virgi .
est Vll"gmia.
ma,
Camp J'ackson, Carthage, Wilson's Creek, Lexington Missot~ri, .Arkansas, Kansas, Indian
Fredericktown, Springfield, Belmont, etc.
'
Territory.
San .A~ustine s ings, Columbus, Paducah, Wild Cat, Texas, New Mexico, .Ari zona Ken
Ivy ountain, atteras, etc.
tucky, Tennessee, North C~olina ·
Southeastern Virginia .
'
Camifix Ferry, Greenbrier, Kanawha, Ball's Bluff, Mar:yl~~· Northern Virginia, West
Hancock, .Alleghanr., Dranes,ille, etc.
V11"gm1a.
PortRoyal, .Jaoksonv1lle, Fort Pulaski, Pensacola, New Coasts of South Carolina, Georaia
Middle, East, and West Florida'
Orleans, etc.
Southern .Alabama, Southern Mis:
sissippi, a.nd Louisana.
Prestonburg, Mill Springs, Fort Henry, Fort Donelson, Kentucky, Tennessee, North .Alabama,
Southwestern Virginia.
Nashville, Columbus, etc.
New Madrid, Island No.10, Pea Ridge, etc .............. Missouri, .Arkansas, Kansas, Indian
Territory.
Monitor and Merrimac, Roanoke Island, New Berne, Southeastern Virginia, North Caro.
lina, Texa,s, New Mexico, .Arizona.
Fort Macon, South Mills, Valverde, Glorieta, etc.
{Ken tncl,:,, T ennessee, North Missis.
}Cumberland Gap, Shiloh, Corinth, Fort Pillow, Mem·
sippi, North .Alabama, Southwept.
phis.
ern Virginia.
}Yorktown, Williamsburl, West Point, Hanover Uourt·
House, Fair Oaks or even Pines, Seven Days' Bat· }Peninsula of Virginia .... ..... .. . . _..
tles, etc.
}Kerns town, McDowell, FrontRo~al, Middletown. Win· {Northern Virgi~ia, West Virginia,
chester, Cross Keys, PortRepu lie, Cedar Mountain,
Maryland.
Second Bull Run, Chantilly, etc.
Proceedings of conrt.martia1 of Gen. Fitz .John Porter,
U.S . .A.
Newtonia, St. Charles, Galloway's farm, etc .. .... . ... . Missouri, .Arkansas, Kansas, I ndian
Territory, Department of the North.
west.
Secessionville, Simmons' Bluff, Charleston Harbor, etc . Coasts of South Carolina, Georgia,
and Middle and East F lorida.
* Supplement.

11

Plates to be consulted
in connection with
volumes.

Dates covered.

t::d
0

1, 2, 5, 121, 122. _. _...... D ec. 20, 1860, to .Aug. 31, 1861.

>

~

tj

2,3 1 5, 61 ....... _. .. . . . . .Apr.16 to July 31, 1861.
4,

51 331 1331 135 ......... Ji!(a.y 10 to Nov. 19, 1861.

6 . ...... ... .... . ....... June 11, 1861, to F eb. I, 1862.

0

l'zj

1-'d

q

t::d
t'"

~

5, 6, 9110, 13, 41. _....... .Aug. I, 1.861, to Mar.17, 1862.
5, 135B ___ .......... _.. ..Aug. 21, 1861, to May 12, 1862.

0

>1-3
~

0

z

5, 6, 9111. _.... . . . . . . . . . Nov. 19, 1861, to Mar. 4, 1862.
IO, 79 ................... N ov . 19, 1861, to .Apr. IO, 1862.

12, 40 ...... ... .. . . ..... Jan. 11, to Sept. 20, 1862.
}10, 12, 13, 14, 78, 98, ll8 . Mar. 4, to .June 10, 1862.
{13-15, 17-2~, 42, 63, 64, }Mar.17, to Sept. 2, 1862.
66, 77. 86, 90.
5, 7, 8, 21-23, 42, 85, 105, }
111, 116, 135.

Do

.

·

0

l'zj

~

>
~

~
t_zj

0

0

~
tj

00

.. , ..................... .Apr. IO to N ov. 20, 1862.
23, 133 ........ . . - · · · · · · .A.pr. 12, 1862, to May 14, 1863.

O":)

t-0

01
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.1
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23
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1
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35

2-l

24
24
25
25

1
2
3
1
2

36
37
38
39
40

26
26

1
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41
42

27
27
27

1

43

2

44
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1
2
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Battles, campaigns, etc.

Operations in-

Plates to. be consulted
in .connection with
volumes.

Dates covered.

21 $0. 75

19
19
20
20
21

28

~

I:...:>

27
28
29

45
46
47
48
49

Baton Rouge, Sabine Pass, Galveston, Georgia Land- West Florida, Southern Alabama, 23, 24, 90 •......••...•.. May 12, 1862, to May 14, 1863.
ing, Bisland, Irish Bend, operations against VicksSouthern Mississippi, Louisiana,
burg .
T exas, New Mexico, Arizona .
{Kentucky,
Middle and East Tennes. 75 }Cumberland Gap, Richmond, Munfordville, Perrysee, North Alabama, and Southwest·
Jqne 10 to Oct. 31, 1862.
. 65
ville, et c.
ern Virginia.
. 55 }Iuka, Corinth, Coffeeville, Holly Springs, Parker's W est Tennessee and Northern Mis}23,
25,
27
.•..••.........
June 10, 1862, to Jan. 20, 1863.
. 60
Cross Road s, Chickasaw Bluffs, Arkansas Post, etc.
sissippi.
. 70 D eserted House, Plymouth, Kinston, White Hall, N ort.h Carolina and Southeastern Vir- 24-26, 28, 91. •••••••.•.• Aug. 20, 1862, to June 3, 1863.
Goldsborough, Washington, Suffolk, etc.
ginia.
. 75 }South Mountain, Crampton's Pass, Harper's Ferry, Northern Virginia, West Virginia,
}25, 27-29 .•.•••.•••..•.. Sept. 3 to Nov.14, 1862.
. 55
Antietam, Kanawha Valley, Stuart's raid, etc.
M aryland, Pennsylvania.
. 70 }Hartsville, Carter's raid, Stone's River, Wheeler's {Kentucky, Middle and East Tennessee,
North
Alabama,
and
South}30-32 . . ......••........ I Nov.1, 1862, to Jan. 20, 1863.
. 45
raid, etc.
west Virg:inia.
. 75 Fredericksburg, Dumfries, "The Mud March," etc .•.. Northern Virginia, West Virginia, 25, 30-R3, 63 .•• . .. ·...... · Nov.15, 1862, to Jan. 25, 1863.
Maryland, Pennsylvania.
. 65 }Cane Hill, Prairie Grove, Springfield, Big Mound, D eacl {Missouri, Arkansas, Kansas, Indian }25, 32, 33, 38 .•••.... '. ... Nov. 20, 1862, to Dec. 31, 1863.
Territory, and Department of the
. 75
Buffalo Lake, Pine Bluff, etc.
Northwest.
rhomp,on', Station, Vaught', Hill, P,gram'o ,aid, }Kentucky, Middle and East TennesBrentwood, Wheeler's railroad raid, Franklin,
. 60
see, North Alabama, and South- }28, 31, 32, 34, 35, 80, 94 ... .Jan. 21 to Aug. 10, 1863.
. 65
Strei~ht's raid, Everett's raid, Sanders' raid, Hines'
western Virginia.
1
raid, ullahoma campaign, Morgan's Ohio raid.
I
. 55 }Yazoo Pass, Steel e's B ayou, Grierson's raid, Grand Mississippi and West Tennessee, em- }31, 32, 35-37, 39, 67, 132, }.ran. 20 to Aug.10, 1863.
Gulf, Port Gibson, Raymond, Jackson, Champion's
bracing those in Arkansas and
. 55
135C.
:
Hill, Vicksburg, Goodrich's Landing, etc.
Louisiana connected.
. 75
I
Ford, Imboden's raid, Jones' raid, Marye's }Northern Virginia, West -Virginia,
.80 {Kellrs
}39,
41,
91,
93,135
.......
.
' Jan. 26 to June 3, 1863.
an Salem Heights, Uhancellorsville, Stoneman's
Maryland,
Pennsylvania.
.60
raid, etc.
Florida, South Alabama, South
. 65 }Plains Store, Port Hudson, La Fourch e, Sabine Pass , {West
Missis sippi, Louisiana, Texas, New }26, 38, 43 . ..... . ... . ... . May 14 to Dec. 31, 1863.
. 50
Stirling' s Plantation, Teche, Rio Grande, etc.
M exico.
. 75 }Brandy Station or Fleetwood, Winch ester, Upper - } Nort h Carolina, Virginia, West Vir- }28 30 39 40 '42 43 45 }
v ille, H a nover , Get tysburffi Williamsport, Boonsi}nia, Maryland, Pennsylvania, and
. 70
73' 95 ' 116 •· ' ' ' June 3 to Aug. 3,, 1863 .
a partment of the E ast.
. 80
b or ough, Fallin-f W ater sf S epherdst own , W apping
Heights, New or k Dra t Riots, et c.
· ~~ }Grimb all 's Landin g, Batt er y ·wagner, Charlest on, Coast s.of S<;>ut hCar olina and Gt:orgia, }4 26 38 44, 122 131 . .. . June 12 t o D ec. 31, 1863:
·
Fort Brooke, et,c.
. and in Middle and East l!'londa .
' ' ' '
'
. 70 y~--verell's raid, Brist~e Stati on\ D rool. M;ountain, \}Nort~ Carolina, Virginia, We~t V il'- ~44 45 47 87 135B ).35C. A u . 4to Dec. 31, 1863•
!\~~palJannook Station, Kelleys F or , Mine Run,
gima, :Maryland, Pennsylvallla.
, , , ,
'
g
. 65
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1
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2
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30
4
31
l
31
2
31
3
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1
32
2
32
3
33 ... ..

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60

1
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34

3

34

4

63
64

35
35
36
36
36

1

34
34

37
37

38 I
38
38 1
38
38

2

2

1
2

3

1
2
1

2
3
4
5

:. ~i70 )Chickamauga,
East Tennessee Campaign, Wheeler {K~itucl,y, SMo~th:V"e~te~n Virginia,
and Roddey's raid, Chalmers' ra,id, etc.
ennessee, . ississippi; North Ala-

. 55
bama, Georgia.
. 60 }Wauhatohie, Collierville, Campbell's Station, Knox. Kentucky, South,vestern v· . .
. 55
ville, Lookout Moun~ain, Missionary Ridge, Ring.
Tennessee, Mississippi N O fl~a,
gold Gap, Bean's Station, Mossy Creek, etc.
bama, and North Geor~ia r '
a.
. 65
. 55 }
{Kentucky, Southwesterit ·Vir · .
. 60 Meridian expedition, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tennessee, Mississippi Al
· 65
and North Georo-ia.
'
a ama,
. 85 New Berne, Morton'sFord,Kilpatrick'sraid,etc ...... No~t~ Uarolina, Virginia, West Vir.
gmia, Maryland, Pennsylvania
]Louisiana and th_e Trans.Mississippi
. n>
States, etc. (Anzona, Arkansas, Col .
. 75 Red River
,
·
· ,
orado, Indian
Territor
campaign,
Camden expedition,
etc..........
M'
. N b
k N Y, Kau~as,
. 60
1ssoun, e ras a, ew Mexico
. 55
Te:iras, J?akota, Iowa, Minnesota'
W1sconsm).
'
50 }chares
1 t on, 01 us t ee, et c . . . . . . . • . . . .. • • .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . {South
Carolina,
.. 50
Georgia
coast. Florida, and on th e
. . .
75 Wilderness, Spotsylvania, North Anna, Toto otomo ,
· 70 1 Yellow Tavern, 01~ Ch,ur?h, Cold Harbor, hethesd.'l jsouthel!'stern VIrg1ma. and North
Ca-rolma.
· 60• r Church, Kautz's raid, Swift Creek, Drewry's Bluff,
•
11
Ber~uda Hun~red, Trevilian Stati?n, etc.
55 }Cloyd s Mouutam, New Market, ~iedmont, L yn~h· }Northern Virginia "\Vest v· 1, .
· 50
burg, Monooaoy, Fort Stevens, Smoker's Gap, Wm.
Maryland Pennsylvania. irg m a,
·
' chester, etc.
'
6
. ~
Resaca, Peachtree Creek, Atlanta, .Jonesborough, Kane· }The Atlanta (Georgia) campaign.....
saw Mountain, etc.
: 55

~-1

65
66
67
68
69
70

71
72
73
74
75
76

1
2
3

79 1
78

~
~
~

1
2

80
81

41

3
1

~~ I

41
41
41

2
3
4

a
a

1
2

a
1
2

77

~t I
86
~~
89
90
91

44 · · ·· · 1 92

111.

L

f5, 47, 48 ' 49 ' 50'

gmia, }33

39
39
39

a
a
a

}30, 46-48, 71, 96-98, 101, j}Aug. 11 to Oct. 19, 1883,

·~g

l

. 10

I

.

. 7~
.
. 60 } Tupelo, Allatoona, Mobile Bay, etc. .............. . ....
· 65

:. 60~g

:ig l
, 70

. 80

}

r

entucky, Southwestern Virginia
Tennessee,
Mississippi,
Alabama:
and
North Georgia.
(Atlanta
cam·
paign excepted.)

.
· {Southeastern Virginia and North
Richmond, Petersburg, etc. ···· ····· - · -· · · · · -·· · · · · · · ·
Carolina.

Price's Missouri expedition, etc ..

97 130 .. I Oct. 20 to Dec. 31, 1863 .
'
Jan. 1 to .A.pr. 30, 1864.

,

5187
'

·

.

................. .

t;:I

Do.

0

~

t:;
] 50 52 53 54 135 A ...... I Jan.1 to June 30, 1864.
, , , ,

0

1-zj

}53,122,131....... .. . . . . I J an. 1 t o N ov. 13 , 1864 .

'"d

d

t:d

55, 56, 77, 81, 83, 91, 92, }May 1 to June 12, 1864.
94 96 97 135 135A.
' ' '
'
I
1864
}54, 81-84, 94, 135A. .. . . . May 1 to Aug. 3,
·
{40 43 45 47-49, 55-63 }
65, 71, 87, 88, 90,96,101,, May 1 to Sept. 8, 1864.
126-129, 131, 135.A..

r

6, 63,102,103, 135.A .... /

r

1-1

0

~

1-1

0

z

0

1-zj

~
MaY 1 to Nov · 13 ' 1864·

64, 6:i, 67, 78, 89,104, 105,1}.rune 13 to July 31, 1864 .
107, 124, 125, 135 .

>~

~
trj

0

0

~

Louisiana and the Trans.Mississippi 1}47 65 66 .... ______ ..... / July 1 to Dec. 31, 1864.
··· · ······ •{. States.
' '

t:;
~

.
"' etc ......... - .... .... ...... - . . . . {Southeastern
Virginia and North {65,125,
67, 68,
I .. 70
80 }Richmond,
Petersbur0,
Carolina.
135.76, 77, 93, 124, }Aug .1 to Dec. 31, 1864.

·: ~g65 }Opequon, F1sher's
. Hill,
. Cedar Creek, etc.. ............ {Northern
Virginia,
West Virginia,
Maryland,
Pennsylvania.
, 70

I The Savannah campaign, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

}·54, 69 , 81- 85 , 99 · · · · · · · · Aug
. · 4 to Dec. 31 ' 1864.

South Carolina, Georgia, Florida...... 69-71, 90, 91, 101, 132, 135 Nov. 14 to Dec. 31, 1864 ·

~
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97
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Battles, carnpnigns, etc.

Plates to be consulted
in connection with
volumes.

. .
.
Kentucky, Southwestern Virginia,
} Franklin, Nasbv:ille, etc . ..........................•••. { Tennessee, Mississippi, Alabama.
}12, 73,105, 135b, 135C.

Dates covered.

Nov.15, 1864, to .Jan. 23, 1865.

I~s~:

99 .

I .. oo
101

2

102

1

\{Kentucky, Southwest Virginia, T en· 161, 68, 70-72, 74, 76, 70,
103
iig,9{h~1~·s:f~
fan.15, 1865, to end of war.
10,1 :::::: \}Wilson's and Stoneman's raids, Mobile, et r ............ ' 1lj~~!~~eorgia, Mississippi, and

2

1
2

51
51

1
2

52

100

9!)

Rio Grande Border Powder River expedition etc
{Louisiana and th~ Tr!lls·Mississippi }98
'
•
······
. 85 }
States and Territories.
·······

]05
106

i······l}cs uppi emcn tary vo1ume ) . ...... ..... .

101 . • . • • •
108

~ ~· i

~

Do.

½gt \l
31

..... , ..... do . .... .

53 1..•.. 1110 1. ..... 1•••.• do .................... .

5,1

Operations in-

3
1

50

54

I

Fort Fisher, Hntcher's Run, Fort Stedman, White Oak }
v· . . d11.T th C
{66, 68, 72, 74-79, 84, 89, }
Roacl , l!'ive Forks,_Petersburg, Richmond, Sailor's So1:1th eaS t ern irgmiaa~ .1., or
aro·
94, 100, 116, 118, 12!l, .Jan. 1, 1865, to end of war.
. 85
85
•
]ma (except Sherman s column).
132.
. 85 } Creek, Appomattox Court.House, etc.
. 75
6
86 , 105, 120, }
90 } A verasborough, Bentonville, Durham Station, etc.... Campaign of the Carolinas ............ { \~~:
Do.

2
2

~

00
~

I n~ I:::: ::!}General index to whole series and Atlas

l

1861 to 1865.
· · · · · · · · ·:::::: !}Pacific Coast ....................•... . .
Maryland, Eastern North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, Virginia (except
South western Virginia) and ·west ....................... I .Jan. 1, 1861, to .June 30, 1865.
\ Virginia.
Do.
............. . , Southwestern Virginia, Kentucky,
Tennessee, Mississi~pi, Alabama,
West Florida, and Northern Georgia.
Do.
South Carolina, Southern Georgia,
Middle and East Florida, Western
North Carolina, Louisiana, and
transmississippi States and Terri·
tories, and Department of the North·
west.
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THE ATLAS.

The Atlas contains 178 plates, consisting of a collection of several
hundred maps of important battle-fields of the war, routes of march of
the armies, plans of forts, etc., and a number of photographic views of
prominent ·scenes, places, and objects. Plates which do not relate to
specific operations, mentioned in the volumes in the ·above table, are
given below with the subjects:
Plate 117.-Marches of Sherman's army, 1863-1865.
Plate 119.-Kansas and portions of Territories.
Plates 136-161.-Maps of the whole theat er of the war in current use, 1861-1865.
Plates 162-171.-Uniou and Confederate military divisions and departments,
1861-1865.
Plate 172. -Uniforms, Union ancl Confederate.
Plate 173.-Ordnance, ordnance stores, etc.
Plate 174.-Appliances for care and transporttLtian of sick or wounded.
Plate 175.-Union and Confederate flags, and Union corps flags, badges, etc.

The Atlas is sold to the public as follows:
Index, Table of Contents, etc., in paper cover, 25 cents.
Parts 1 to 35, in paper covers, 40 cents each.
Plates 135A, 135B, 1350, in paper covers, 25 cent's.
Plates, single, 10 cents each.
Atlas, complete, unbound, each part and index in separate cover, $14.50.
Atlas, complete, bound in two parts, in half-turkey leather, $22.50.
Atlas, complete, bound in three parts, half-turkey leather, $26.50.
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THE SOLDIERS' HOME,
OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS,

Washington, D. 0., October 17, 1896.
SrR: In accordance with the requirements of section 1 of the act of
Congress approved March 3, 1883, prescribing regulations for the So}.
diers 7 Home in the District of Columbia,, I have the honor to submit
the foJlowing report of the Board of Commissioners of the Soldiers'
Home for the year ended September 30, 1896.
The changes in the number of beneficiaries during the year are shown
111 the following table:
Reo-ular

Tempo·

Total

- - - - - - - - -- - - - ~·- - - - - - - - , - b_ _· _ra_ry_._ _ _' _·
On the rolls September 30, 1895 .......................................... .
.Admitted since .................................... .. .. _.. _............. _.
Readmitted since ........................................................ .
Tot.al............. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

945
57
188
241
104 . . . . ......
1, 237

1,002
429
104

298

1,535

Withdrawn from the Home..............................................
115 •• • • • . . . . .
Dropped, dismissed, etc................................................. .
47
135
Died.....................................................................
58
9
Transferred to permanent roll............................................ . . . . . . . . . .
73
Total. ............ . ......................................·..........
Leaving on the rolls September 30, 1806 ..................................

115

--220-2171=81
=~

182
67
73

437

~

This shows an increase of 96 beneficiaries since the last annual report.
The number (1,098) on the rolls September 30, 1806, is accounted for
as follows:
Present at the Home, 687, an increase of 65 over the preceding year;
on outdoor relief, 326, an increase of 14; in the Government Hospital
for the Insane, 18; on furlougll, 62, and 5 suspended .
The daily average uumber of inmates during the year was 685. Last
year the average was 678.
.
.
The total number of deaths that occurred was 67, an mcrease ?f 2
over last year. . Of these 46 died at tlie Home, 15 on outdoor r:ehef, 2
on furlough, 3 near the Home, and 1 in the Government Ho pttal ·or
the Insane.
6'3
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, During the year temporary relief was granted to destitute discharged
soldiers who were not entitled to admission to the extent of 11,276
meals, and 243 were provided with lodgings for a few nights each.
The following statement shows the amounts received and expended
during the year, and the amount of the permanent fund of the Home
deposited in the United States Treasury:
PERMANENT FUND.

'

Balance in the United States Treasury October 1, 1895 ............... $2,690,042.83
Settlements by Treasury Department for the current year .. $145,700.49
Amount withdrawn for current expenses............. . . . . 124,618.80
21,081.69
Balance in the United B_tates Treasury September 30, 1896 . . . . . . 2, 711, 124. 52
ACCOUNT OF TI-IE TREASURER OF THE HOME.

Remaining on hand October 1, 1895.... ...... ...... ..... .... ...... ...... $5,680.74
Received during the year:
From the permanent fund ........................ ___ ............... 124, 600.00
Interest on the permanent fund ......... _.... _... _.. __ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . 80, 949. 90
Effects of deceased inmates ....................... _.. .. . . .. .. . . . . . .
321. 11
Miscellaneous receipts . . ....................... _... . .. . • .. . . . . . . . . . . 6, 076. 14
Total receipts ............................ __ ...................... 217,627.89
Disbursements:
Current expenses ......... __ ....... ___ .................. $155,265.37
Permanent improvements ...... .. ......... _.. _.........
54,437.27
- - - - 209,702.64
Balance on hand September 30, 1896 _............. _. _.. . .. . . . . .. . . .

7, 925. 25

The foregoing statement of the permanent fund shows that the
revenue of the Home from settlements made by the Treasury Department on account of forfeitures of deserters and dishonorably discharged
men and court-martial fines decreased by $42,305.55 during the year.
A part of this decrease in the income is due to the full payment
monthly of all pay due to the soldier, which leaves very little retained
pay subject to forfeiture by deserters and dishonorably discharged men.
The current expenses of the Home, as shown by the treasurer's
statement, were $3,809.21 less than last year, and the amount expended
forpermanentimprovements amounted to $54,437.27, of which $53,797.58
was expended in the construction of the new amusement hall and
increasing the boiler plant.
Some of the principal items of the current expenses were:
Subsistence ............... .. ........ . ..... ........ __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Expeuse of hospitaL ........ ....................................... _.. .
Clothing for inmates .............. . ....... ........... _.................
Fa.rm, garden, and ornamentation of grounds ..... . .....................
Extra-duty pay and monthly allowance to nonpensioners...... .. . . .. .. . .
Commutation to members residing outside of the Home ... _...... . .... . .

$33, 530. 49
18, 043. 16
10,374.25
15,416.73
19,553.50
26,471.06

The trea urer's account of funds received for the inmate pensioners
show tl1at be bad on hand September 30, 1895, $46,626.04; that he
re ·eived during tbe year $80,924.26, and paid to pensioners and legal
heirs of decea ed inmates $80,705.32, leaving on hand, depo ited in the
United States Trea nry a required by law, 46,844.98.
The report of the governor of the Home show that of the 687 re ident inmates -63 ar re ·eiving pension , a follows : 185 receive fr m 6
to
per month; 296 from 10 to 16; 59 from $17 to 20; 21 from ~2
to 30; 1 50, and 1 70 per month.
There are 179 beneficiaries of the Home who served in the war with
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Mexico, 142 of whom are drawing outdoor relief; and there are 455 who
served in the war of the rebellion, of whom 116 are on outdoor relief;
a total of 634 members who had war service, leaving from the aggregate nm~ber (1,098) on the rolls of the Home 464 whose service in the
Army has been since the war.
The attending surgeon reports that 422 patients were treated in hospital; that the daily average was 77 .18, and the average age of patients
admitted was 53.03; that 2,353 were treated at sick call, and the proportion of deaths to 100 inmates per annum was 6.10, an increase of
2.19 over last year. The attending surgeon also reports that 10 patients
from the Army, not members of the Home, were temporarily admitted
to the hospital for tre~tment f~r inguinal hernia.
The sanitary condition of the Home and grounds has been excellent
throughout the year, and there has been no prevalent nor epidemfo
disea e among the inmates.
The act of Congress approved Jan nary 16, 1891, requiring the treas. urer to keep the current funds on deposit in the United States Treasury
has been complied with, and all supplies for the Home which could be
conveniently purchased by contract were so purchased.
The library of the Home contafas 6,056 volumes, a.nd 12,964 books
were issued during the year. Nine daily and 16 weekly papers and 22
monthly magazines are provided for the inmates.
The Home Jias been well supplied with good food and clothing and
every practicable provision has been made for the comfortable maintenance of the inmates. The greatest difficulty, however, has been
found to so administer the affairs of the Home as to produce contentment and harmony amon g its inmates. To break tbe monotony of a life
which almost irresistibly leads to restlessness and discontent, and to
temptations for overindulgencies and infractions of discipline, is a difficult problem to solve.
It is therefore hoped that the new amusement hall, which is now
nearly completed, will afford (in addition to the library, billiard and
pool tables, and tables for various kinds of games, already provided)
such facilities for rational amusement as will materially add to the contentment and welfare of the inmates. To further tbis purpose an additional allowance of funds will be made by the Board of Commissioners.
The beautiful grounds of tlle Home suffered very severely by the
storm of September 29 last. Four hundred and fifty trees were uprooted
or broken off, and considerable damage was doue to the roofs of tbe hospital, the Sherman, Scott, Sheridan, Anderson, and King buildings.
The governor reports that 2,000 young trees will be planted this fall,
most of which are on band.
Regular meetings have been held by the Board for the transaction of
the business pertaining to the Home, and the regular monthly inspections have been made as required by law.
Brig. Gen. Richard N. Batchelder, Quartermaster-General, a member
of the Board, retired from active service July 27, 1896, and was ucceeded by Brig. Gen. Charles G. Sawtelle, appointed QuartermasterGeneral August 19, 1896.
.
The accompanying papers are reports by the governor, the a~tendrng
surgeon, and the treasurer of the Home; a statement of rece1::pt n
expenditures; statements of the permanent _fund and of ~he mtere t
account· statements of accounts of the pension money of rnmate p~nsioners ~nd their rates of pension; the debit and ere lit a ·co~nt 1th
the farm and garden, and report of rnem°?er~ on .outdoor relief < 11 f
which are required to be published for d1stribut10n t th Army, a
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directed by tbe section and act mentioned in the first paragraph of this
report.
Very respectfully,
NELSON A. MILES,
Major-General Commanding the Army,
President Board of Commissioners.
The SECRETARY OF vV AR.

REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR OF THE SOLDIERS' HOME.
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE, lJNiii'ED STATES SOLDIERS' HOMF.,
Washington, D . C., Septe1nbe1· 30, 1896.
GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to submit the following tables and my report upon
the Soldiers' Home for the year ended September 30, 1896:
Nurnber of pensionm·s present at the Horne and rates of pension.

I

NnmNumi
NumRatc per month.
'·or·.
Rate per month.
,.
Rate per month.
' ·e
- -- - - -- -- 1--u--1 1- - - - - -- - - 1---u_e_r_·.__ I,- - - - - - - -- ,__u_ r_._
80
99
40
188
1
1
83

$15 .................... .
$16 ....... _............ .
$17 ·····················
$18 _. _... ... .. . ........ .

$80 .... -·· .•••.•.....••.
$50 .••.•• - ............. .

10

1
1

TotaL .. . ..... __ _

563

Present, 1895..... ... ...... .... ...... .... .... .... ...... ...... .... ...... ......
Present, 1894- .............•.......... _........................ _............ _.
Applying for readmission during the year. . ................ .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .
Readmitted ....... .... ............................................ . ....... _.
'femporarily readmitted for medical treatment...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Denied readmission . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Applying- for outdoor relief..................................................
Granted ont<loor relief.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Denied outdoor relief. ................................................. -. . . . .
Inmates present having service in Mexico .... __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
37
Inmates on outdoor relief having service in Mexico..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
142

510
582
159
104

Total inmates having service in Mexico_ ........................... _...
Inmates present having service in the war of the rebellion ......... _ . . . .
339
Inmates ou outdoor relief having service in the war of the rebellion....
116

179

Total inmates having service in the war of the rebellion .... . _ . . . . . . . . . .

455

$12 ... ··········· ...... . .
$12. 50 _... . . _.......... _.
$13 ............... _... _..
$14 .. ................... .

2

I

$72 . __ . ___ .. ___ ........ .

$6 -···· .• ···· - - ·-········
$8 .•.. ... ••.•.••• ••••.•..
$10 ..... _. ··-···· .. .... . .

25

56

1

$22 .............. . ..... .

2
1

$24 ..••.•••••••.•...•••.

10

$20 -.·- .... ··- ...••.... _.

36
19
138
64
74

;Nativity of inmates p1·esent ancl absent.

Unitecl 'tates ....... -~ ............ _ 381 Ireland ... ......................... . 329
Scotland _......................... . 15 Austria ........................... .
4
Gern1n,ny _......................... . 183 1 Canada .................. ···--· ... . 15
Belo·ium .......................... .
2 Denmark_ ...................... _.. .
7
2
uba_ .... ···- ................ ... .. .
1 Holland .............. _............ .
:France .......... ..... ... .. _ ....... . 10 Hu sia ..... ·····- ................. .
6
Italy .......... ............. ...... . .
9
witzerland ....................... .
Portugal _. .................. _..... .
1 s,vetlen .......................... - .
5
Enp;lancl .......................... . 4-i

31,

The alteration since last annual report <latecl S ptember 30 1 Di,, ar as follows:
chedule of adrnissions to the Jiome.

Permanent bcn ficiariC'. eptemLer SO, 1895 ....... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Admitted dnring th y ar........ .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Rea,1mittec1 cl u ri ug i he year .............. ... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

9-!5
1

104-

1'otal ........ -..................................... _........... _ . . . . . . 1, 237
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Dropped:
Bv withdrawal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 115
For absence without leave . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
Dismissed ........................................ , ................... 11
Abandoned the Home . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 2
Dropped by order...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Died ........ ······.................................................. 58
I<'rom outdoor relief . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2

220
Permanent beneficiaries September 30, 1896 ............................ 1,017
Temporary inmates:
Present September 30, 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
Admitted during the year ...... ~.- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241
Total temporary beneficiaries . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 298
Transferred to permanent rolls . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
Drop-ped...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127
Dismissed . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Died .... .. ..................................·....................
9
- - 217
Remaining temporary inmates, including 4 in insane asylum ....... ____

81

Total beneficiaries ...... · : ........................ _............. ·.· .... 1,098
Of whom 610 are inmates of the Home, 326 receive outdoor relief, 14 in insane asylum, 62 on furlough, ll,Ild 5 are suspended. Increase in the number of temporary
inmates for tho yearl 24; increase in the number of regular inmates for the year, 72.
The aggregate is 96 more than was shown in last report. Of the 67 deaths reported,
2 died on furlough, 1 in insane asylum, 15' on outdoor relief, 42 in Home hospital, 1
in Home grounds, 3 near the Home, 1 in his quarters, and 2 committed suicide. Daily
average number of inmates present during the year, 684f . Last year the average
was 678¼, and the preceding year 734.
11·ansients.-Dnring the year 11,276 meals have been furnished to destitute discharged soldiers, and 243 have been provided with lodgings for a few nights each.
Horne library.-Number of volumes on hand, 6,056; number of volumes added during the year, 16. Periodicals in reading room: Daily papers, 9; weekly papers, 16.
Magazines, monthly,, 22. · Number of books issued during the year, 12,964; average
daily issue of books, 36; daily average of inmates visiti11g the library and readi11g
rooms, 220. The most noticeable thing in these tables is the increase of regular
members of the Home by 72, and the temporary members by 24. As these men have
all been submitted to the same scrutiny observed in former years t he increase is
owing, doubtless, to the difficulty in finding employment during the past year.
The coming winter will probably increase our present number of inmates by, at
least, 150.
The Home h as been well supplied with food and clothing during the y ear, and
with all practicable economy. The season has been favorable and the potato and
root crops have been fine.
The forest suffered great damage in the·storm of the 29th of September, 450 trees
having been uprooted or tops broken off. This disaster is more unfortunate on
account of the many beautiful exotic trees destroyed, some of which it took h alf a
century to grow. I hope to plant 2,000 trees this fall, most of which we have on
hand or have engaged.
The amusement hall, contracted for a year ago, is nearly completed. The contract
required the building to be completed in May. The time has been extended until the
1st day of November. This unusual indulgence to the contractor I r ecommended
from the consideration that he had been laid up with sickness and had experienced
much embarrassment in filling his contract, and, further, that during the hot months
we had no pressing need of the amusement hall. The building is well constru_cted.
It fills a long-needed -purpose. The amusement of the inmates is a necessity rn all
the homes provided for veteran soldiers, and it is a difficult thing to meet. Th~ te 1:i-dency of the life is toward listlessness and melancholy, and the pnrpose. o ( this
handsome hall is to remedy this feeling as much as possible. Tho amount _oi mou Y
•heretofore allowecl for this purpose is $300 a year. I recomm~n<\ that this a~dufnt
be doubled. At several of the ational Homes as much as $400 1s frequently pa1 or
~~~~P~-

•
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The system of limiting the members of the Home to $8 per month of their pensions
while in the Horne, and fixing their maintenance to $1 a day when they withdraw
from the Home and at $1.50 when they go on furlough, has worked well but a few
cases have occurred where men have pretended to go on furlough and fraudulently
taken . out their money. As this can be done only by deceit and falsehood, anyone
detected in this has been either dismissed or suspended.
The surgeon in charge of the hospital states that the milk furnished by contract
is often unsuitable for the diet of the delicate sick, on account of deterioration from
transportation. In order that the patients in the hospital may always have the best
fresh milk, I recommend that 12 milch cows be purchased for thiti purpose, 6 as
soon as practicable, the remainder next March or April.
The discipline is good, and the c,•ndition of the barracks is neat and clean. Intemperance is the endless evil, but there is not much of it, and what there is crops out
on pay days. We can not dismiss old men for it, and they can not be cured; the only
thing we can do is to lock up the offender until he recovers his right mind.
I have been well and cheerfully supported by the officers of the Home during the
;year that bas passed.
Respectfully submitted.
D. S. STANLEY, Brigadier-General, Governor.
The BOARD

01!'

COMMISSIONERS UNITED STATES SOLDIER'S HOME.

REPORT OF THE ATTENDING SURGEON OF THE SOLDIERS' HOllIE.

UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HQME,
Washington, D. C., September 30, 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of th'e medical department
of the Horne for the past year, ended September 30, _1896:
1896.

1895.

1894.

1893.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - -- - - - - - - - - 86
85
78
81
Patients remaining in hospital from last report ... - ... _............. .
316
310
348
341
Patients admitted to hospital during the year ...................... .
Total treated in hospital ...... _. - ... --. --.. .... -...... ·........ .

- - - - - - -- - 402
395

426

422

Returned to the Rome, recovered, mostly acute cases ............... i==13=7=1==~13=9=t==1=4=6=t===1=56
Returned to the Rome, improved, mostly chronic cases . . . . . . . . . . . . .
94
,94
84
102
Returned to the Home, unimproved, incurable .......... - . . . . . . . . • . .
66
79
43
16
Sent to the United States Hospital for the Insane -...... . - . . . . . . . . . .
2
3
3
~
3
Died in hospital.._..................................................
42
29
35
3,.
D ead when brought to hospital.. ........ _........................ - . .
5
1
6
8u
Remaining in hospital at present date . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . .
76
81
78
Total ··············- ··· --·--· ·········· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · - · · · · · · · · · ~ ~ - 3 9 5 - 402

Ages and nurnber of patients admitted.

From 20 to 29 years ............................ ..... - ..... - ... . ..... .
From 30 to 39 years .. _........... _.................. - ............... .
From 40 to 49 years ................................................. .
From 50 to 59 years ............... _.......... _.......... -........... .
From 60 to 69 years .................... _............... .. ........... .
From 70 to 79 years . _....... _.......•...................... - ........ .
From 80 to 89 years ..................... __ . _.............. _......... .

ii:
i: :t: 01a:r~:::::::::::·.·. ::::::::::::·.:::::::: :: ::: :::ci~~~::
Average age of patients admitted .... ·- ................ . . -· .. . do ... .

Greatest number of patients at one time . .......................... _.
Lea t numb r of patients at one time ..... ...........•.... _._ ....... .
Daily average of patients in hospital. ...... .. _..... __ .............. .

1896.

1895.

1894.

24
36
76
86
72
36
11
20
84
53. 03
86
67
77.18

19
40
79

90

35
31
63
81

73
42
5
23
85
52. 85
86
62
76. 34

32
2
22
81
51. 75
86
64
76.45

66

1893.
32
44
77
68
60
33
2
22
50.22
88

72
81. 42
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Diseases fo1· which patients were admitted.

_______n_is_e_a_s_e_._ _ _ _ _ _ \ _t_iI_n_~_
;s_. \ _______n_is_e_a_se_._______ __ti_;_:_ts_.
1

1

Abscesses . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •.. . . . . . .. . .
Alcoholism . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Amputation of both legs, old............
Aneurism of aorta............ .. .. .. .....

43
1
2

±;lt~~~-~~~~~~~~-s_::::::::
::: :::: ::: :: :
Balanitis . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

1i1

t~~~~i{~~~~!~i~:·: ::: : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : :

Bro~~i~i~r:::~: :::: :::::::: ·.:::::::::

i

t~~;:i~:::::: :::::::::: ::: :::::::::::

~

S:!i! f~~r: ::::: ::::: ::::::::::: : :::

Bladder:

Bronchitis, chronic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... .
Ca.n~!~e

7

7
1

Insanity . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . • .. . . . . . . . . . .
Keratitis ............................. : . . .
:Kidney, abscess of.......................
Knee, old injury of.......................

Lumbago.................................
Lung, abscess of.........................

~:~~~~~.~ir~~~~~::::::::::
:: ::::: :::.:::::
M eninfitis, cerebral......................

~enta / e:pression....................... .

6

1
1
1

~

2
1

1
~

i1
i

Cellt~{\U/UYl\\\\I\ l i~~r~~~tt>)ll /)Y i

Ce rebral hem orrhage. ....................
Cer ebro-spinal irritation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cer vical glands, suppuration of..........
Ch olera morbus . ....... ... .. . ...... .... ..
ggiiri~~t i~~~~:: ::: ~: :::::: :: : :: ::::::: ::
Contusion of shoulder andbip. .. .. . ... . ..
Cut ~h_roat, sui?idal. .. . . . .... .. ..........
Cy s_tJ_t1 s , chrome . ........................
D elirium tremens....... .. .•. . . . . . . . .. . . .
D ementia................................

1
1

2
6

!1

Ophthalmia, chronic......................
Orcbitis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Osteitis deform ans.......................
Osteomyelitis:

3

~fb1:~jci;~~i~::: :: :::::::: :::::: :: :: :
Pain in side..............................
Paralysis agitans.. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Paralysis, general, from injury to spinal
column....... . ............. . ...........
Partial loss of use of both ankles and

1

Pneumonia:

2

Chronic . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Psoriasis.................................
~h~~~t!;~~ture of....... .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Acute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sabacute ...................... .. . . . . .
Chronic......................... . ....
Rbus toxicodendron poisoning...........
Senile debility...........................
~enil_e gf_ngklne .................... - . . . . .

1
4

1

1
1

1

i3
1

1

:]J:;~'.:::::: :::::: ::::::::::: :::: i isgt~tr:: ~ ~:~ ~i:)::;:::: I
Dislocation of shoulder................. .
3
~'- -~~~-~~~~: :: : : ::::::::: ::::::::
Empyema................................
Bndocarditis, chronic septic..............

~i::~~~~

~~j=i~~;::: :: :::::::::::::: ::::::: :::: ::

Epithelioma..............................
Erysipela&................. .. . . . ... . .. . . .
E yes, injury to...........................
Facial paralysis..........................
Fistula in ano. ..... ... ...•...... .. .......
Fra~ures:

~

1
1~
1
1
1
1

1

t:b:~~t~ ::: :::: :::::: ::: :: :::::::: :: :

~

8
1
1

4
2

20

1

24

!

tfD}~~l~\l\II\// t if~~f·; ~;.i:~~,:.:~;>\: :

Gall bladder, p erforation of, with peritoniti s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gangrene of amputation wound.........

g:: i~tfi:,i~tar~~i~:: ::::::::::: ::::: ::: :: :
Gonorrhea............ . ..................

2

1
1

~

3

Thermic fever . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tuberculosis:
General..............................

i~~;g;;r~~
~~::: :::::: ::: :::::::::
Testicle. ........... .. ... . ........... .

1

3
2~
1

!::!ii~:~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Iii ir!1lt!t!lrili~~: ~i:::: ::::::: :::::::::: ii
:g~!~~!i~~~ti~~~-c-~ ~f: :::: ::·: ::: :: : :: : : : :

i1: :tfr8ifofd~-: ::::::: :::: :::::: ::::::: :::

!m~t~i~~~~:
::::::::: :::::::::: :: :::: ::
Indigestion..............................

Influenza. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

!~ I ii1r!fs:·e:i~~
;:f~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::
Left hospital before diagnosis was made.

12

A waiting diagnosis .................... --

i
1
1

This list exhibits only the diseases complained of b y the patientf:I_ at _th tim of
admission to the hospital and does not include the numerous omph at 10n , op !a.tious, nor secondary a:ffectio1;1s arisin~ during t~e course of _treatm ent .. T~ pr~ncipal troublel'J are tuberculos1s, chrome rheumatism, heart d1seaoe, h rn~a, atanh,
epilepsy, dyspepsia, and constipation. Many of the men are affected with two or
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more of these diseases at the same time, and yet may be admitted to hospital for
some minor complaint not conn ected with either.
The 2,353 cases treated at sick call are not inclulle<l. in the above list of diseases.
The following patients not members of the Home were temporarily admitted to
hospital for treatment during the year:
Name.

Service.

Haag, Eerman. ; ............ .
· Zirkle, R . L. .... .. ... ... .... .
Schell, Louis ................ .
Berger, Louis . ... .. ......... .
Spokes, John ............... .
Langfelder, D ............ ... .
Mueller.A.H ............... .
Christian, J.B ... . ... . . .. .. . .
Miller,D.B ... .............. .
Klein, Adolphus ............ .

Disease.

Private, Company :M, Third Artillery ......... : ... . Inguinal hernia.
Private, Company K , Third Artillery ............. .
Do.
Do.
Corporal, Company F, Sixth Infantry ........ .. ... .
Do.
Private, Company C, Fourth Artillery .... . ....... .
Do.
Private, Company G, Fifth Artillery .............. .
Do .
Private, Company G, Seventeenth Infantry ....... .
Do.
Cadet, United States Military Academy, appointed.
Do.
Second lieutenant, Second Cavalry ...... . ...... . . . .
Hospital steward, United States Army ...... . .. .. . Appendicitis.
Corporal, Company G, Third Artillery ............ . Inguinal hernia.

Necro lor1y.
Name.

Age.

Nativity.

Long-, Charles .. ...... .
Rivers, Philip . . .. .... .
Coon, James ....... ... .
McKernan, John ..... .
Scotland, '£. D . .. ... . . .
Keefer, Samuel. ...... .
O'Brien, William S ... .
Brereton, Ed ward .... .
Bunton, Peter .. .. .... .
L angenburg, ·William*.
Byrnes, James ........ .

71
80
47
75
55
85
46
65·
47
72
53

Cleme~s, Engene ..... .
Hart,w1ck, Jo1rn V .. .. .
Splain(', Edward ...... .
Grigsby, L ewis S ..... .

53 Germany .....
80 United States.
41 ..... do . . . . . . . .
64 ..... do ....... .

Hockman, Jeremiah .. .
Cunningham, Michael.
John s, Henry D ...... .
Lyle, William R. * .... .
Shook, David ......... .
Hagells, James* ...... .
McNnlty, Patrick .... .
Bankard, Edgar W ... .
Sommerville, Edward ..
Thnnhauser, Gabriel ..
Bentz, Charles ........ .
Enz, Charles .... ...... .
Karl, Johnson ..... ... .
Fagan , Martin .... .... .
Marlclen, John * ....... .
Finley, James . .. ... .. .
Konkel, Henry ...... . .
Coulter, Edward C .... .
Kingston, Augustus .. .

Germany ..•..
United States.
..... do .. ......
Ireland . . . . . . .
England ..... .
United States.
.. . .. do ........
Ireland ... ....
United States.
Germany . . . . .
Ireland . . . . . . .

Company and
regiment last
served in.

I

Died.

1895.
K, 5th Inf ..... Oct. 2
K, 1st Cav .... Oct. 20
H, 10th Inf .... Oct. 26
OrrJnance. .... Oct.. 27
G, 10th I11f... . · NoY. 10
G, 5th Inf . .... Nov. 11
A, 5th Art .... Nov. 17
H, 22d Inf .... Nov. 25
Hosp. Corps .. Dec. 8
H, 22d Inf.... D ec. 9
L, 3d Art . . . . . Dec. 1D
1896.
M, 4th ..A.rt .. . . J an. 1
F, 11th Inf ... . Jan. 11
C, 20th Inf .... Jan. 30
E, 3d Cav . .... Feb. 10

Cause of death.

Sarcoma of face.
Heart disease.
Consumption.
Congestion of brain.
Ab~ces11 of lung.
Cancer of liver.
Cerebral hemorrhage.
Abscess oflung.
Heart disease.
Suicide.
Pleuro pneumonia.
Consumption.
Diabetes mellitus.
Consumption.
Perforation of gall blatlder
and peritonitis.
Cirrhosis of liver.
Renal abscess.
Erysipelas.
Suicide.
Inflammation of bowels.
Paralysis, apoplectic.
Pneumonia.
Old age.
Ileart disease.
Old age.
Cancer of liver.
Heart disease.
Aneurism of aorta.
Cirrhosis ofliver.
Sudden cardiac paralysis.
Hemophilia.
Aneurism of aorta.
Heast disease.
Old age.
Consumption.
Heart disease.
enile gangrene.
Cancer of stomach.
Fracture of skull.
Consumption.
Bright's dis ase.
Inflammation of bladder.

67 ..... do . .•. . ... B, 18th Inf... . Feb. 14
51 Ireland ...... . F, 2d Inf... .. . Feb. 14
68 United States. Ordnance . ... . Feb. 14
46 Scotland ..... . M, 4th .Art .. . . Feb. 23
80 United States. Ordnance .... . Feb. 27
70 Ireland ...... . G, 1st lnf .... . Feb. 27
55 ... .. do ....... . E, 18th Inf. .. . Feb. 28
78 I United States. I, 6th Inf .... . Mar. 1
51 I.. ... do ....... . F, 25th Inf... . Mar. 25
83 Germany .... . B,Sth Inf . .. . . Mar. 29
73 ..... do ....... . G, 1st Inf. ... . Apr. 1
50 ..... do .. . .. .. . l!,, 7th Cav ... . Apr. 5
66 Austria ...... . M,1st Art ... . .Apr. 8
56 I Ireland .. .. .. . .A,3,1 Art .... . A.pr. 12
59 ..... do ....... . H, 3d Cav .. .. . Ap:-. 13
48 ..... do ....... . G, 14.th Inf... . Apr. 17
43 United States. B, 22d Inf. ... . Apr. 18
66 ..... do ...... . Ordnance . ... . Apr. 19
80
weden ...... . E, 16th Inf... . Apr. 21
0
50 United States. H, 25th Inf... . Apr. '.ll
5
Germany .... . H, 13th Inf.•.. May 10
,Yilliams, Tl1omas .... .
72 Sweden . ..... . C, 3d Inf ..... . May 31
:McBride, Roger A .... .
70 Ireland ...... . D, 19th Inf... . June 4
Monsliart, 1-Iaximillian
68 Germany . ... . I, 14th Inf ... . Jnne 9
Holm s. Ueorg F .... . .
42 United States. Gen. service .. July 1
Till tt, Charle. H .... .
58 ..... do ....... . G, 16th Inf.. .. Joly 0
Gordon, John ......... . . 69 Ireland ...... . Ord. sergt ... . July 14
, imR, Rob rt .......... .
36 1 nitetl tates. H,0th Cav ... . July 16
H ine, \\ illiam R ..... .
54 Germany .... . <J, 2d Inf ..... . July 18
Darb)· , Gid on ........ .
84 Ireland ...... . Ilosp.steward .Aug. 9
'nnc r of lip and fac
ward, J obn * ........ . 1 60 ..... clo ....... . D, 4th Inf .... . ept. 6 Heart di ea e.
Williams, Joseph W .. .
51
nited tates. H,lOth Cav .. . opt. 26 Consumption.

I

~~h~~'i:d;/~1" :::::::

ii~~~r3r~~~--

I

--------'----------------

*Dead when brought to hospital:
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The daily average of inmates present at the Home was: For 1892, 745; for 1893,
751; for 1894, 734; for 1895, 676; for 1896, 688.
Proportion of deaths to 100 inrnates p er annuni.
Year.

Percent.

1890 ....•.........•....
1895 . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . • • .

6.10
4. 29

Percent.

Year.
1894 ..................
1893 • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • .

4.77
4. 66

Year.

\Percent.

1892 .....•............ 1
1891..................

5.10
5.15

Number of prescriptions compounded during the year .......................................... 6,736
.Applications for treatment at sick call .......................................................... 2,353
Number of out.patients connected with the Home treated...................................... 312

Annual Btatement of expenses f1·om treasurer's records.
1896.

.Average number of men, including attendants......

1895.
109

· 108

1894.
108

1893.
112. 42

Sub aiatence .......................................... \=$=7=,8=9=3.=0=4=\==$7=,==83=7=.9=3= \===$=8=,3==8=7.=9=5=1==$=9=,1==8=7=.4=7
Subsistence, inmates Government Insane Asylum...
3,539.211
3,379.28
3,740.62
2,985.00
Cost of medicines .. . ............. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 388. 75
1, 166. 41
940. 27
1, 303. 94
.Attendants..........................................
6,417.76
6,435.29
6,369.36
6,330.62
Ice . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
437. 33
441.11
524. 41
350. 10
Fuel.................................................
1, 073. 91
733. 97
1, 646. 28
1, 384. 89
Gas. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 062. 40
959. 00
1, 012. 00
923. 13
Laundry. ............................................
91. 00
218. 24
283. 52
252. 81
Stationery. ............................ .. ............
53. 90
48. 60
94. 89
112. 11
Spectacles . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
31. 50
39. 75
82. 00
·20. 51
Trusses..............................................
11. 00
9. 00
7. 00
4. 75
Coffins...............................................
339. 86
259. 02
378. 51
334. 96
Bedding . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .
210. 21
151. 13
622. 50
263. 15
Repairs..............................................
629. 66
520. 80
571. 92
1,915.54
Forage for am bnlance horses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
206. 98
204. 67
273. 05
201. 24
InRtruments antl appliances ................ ,........
158. 67
152. 55
63. 73
133. 81
Books................................................
96.13
103. 55
139. 94
43.12
Furniture............................................
238. 02
61. 00
103. 60
414. 42
Miscellaneous........................................
39. 74
75. 98
36. 75
39. 71
Total . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

23,919.15

22, 797. 28

25,278.30

26,210. 28

Cost per man per day ......................... cents..

59, 96

57. 83

66.10

63. 87

Monthly Btatement of expenses of hospital froni Octobe1· 1, 1895, to September 30, 1896,
furnished by the treasm·er.
Articles, etc.

Amount.

October, 1895.
Subsistence............................
Gas. ...................................
lee . . . .. .... .. .. ........ .. .......... .. .
Pay, clinical assistant . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pay, ambulance driver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$734. 71
71. 00
30. 33
100. 00
20. 00

!~{;i::~tt~:::::::::::::::::::::::: i: ~~
1

Cooking utensils, tableware, etc.......
Coal . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.Articles for police purposes . . • • . . . . . . .
Materials, repairs to range . . . . . . . . . . . .
Plum bing material . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brushes, $1.08; freight, 55 cents . ......
Stationery and printing . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Medical and hospital supplies.........
Instruments...........................
Spectacles . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . . .
Lumber for coffins.. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pay roll, extra duty . . .. . • . .. .. .. • . . . . .

30. 57
385. 67
14. 56
23. 10
1. 00
1. 63
8. 40
422. 55
10. 00
3. 00
37. 02
419. 00

1 - - - - -11

Total;;~~~;;;,·~~~~~ ............

~ 3_3_6_.4_9_

Subsistence............................
Gas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ice................ . ....................
Pay, clinical assistant.................
Pay, ambulance driver.................
Extra washing . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . ..
dh
~~~~~=ho~int~~~~~~~::::::::: :::::::::

W.A.R 96-VOL 1--41

675. Hi
99. 25
18. 00
100. 00
20. 00
5. 50
18. 95
3. 00

Articles, etc.

Amount.

November, 1895-Continued.
Coal .. ... ......... ... . ... ............. .
.Articles for police purposes .......... .
Towels, sheets, napkins, etc .... .... .. .
;Material for chairs .... .... ... .. ....... .
Material for r efrigerator .............. .
Freight ............................... .
Stationery and printing .............. .
Medical an d hospital supplies ........ .
Instruments .......................... .
Medical books ........................ .
Material for coffins ................... .
Pay roll, extra duty .................. .

$207. 62
7. 43
98.11
3. 55
7.13
.55
9. 81
44.01
1. 55
16. 65
29. 20
411. 40

Total ........................... .

1, 774.92

December, 1895.
Subsistence .......... ...... ........... .
Gas ................................. .. .
I ce .................................... .
Pay, clinical assistant ........... ..... .
Pay, ambulancedriver ........ ........ .

700.18
141. 50
16. 01
100. 00
20. 00

!~t;i~itt~~::::::::::::::::::::: :::
.Articles for police purposes ......... ···
Chairs, Holland shades ....... · · · · · · · · ·
Paints and oil. ...... ....... . · · · · · · · · · · ·
Plumbing material. ....... ·············
Radiator, duck, gri~clstonc. · ·· · · ··· ···
Steel tapes hooks, fil s. · · · · ·· · · · · ··· · ·
Stationery and printing ... ·············
Medical books .......... ···············

6. 63

18. 95
3.00
7. 26
119.9
2. 25
2.40
11.00
3. 34
4. 65
11.30
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Monthly statement of expenses of hospital froni Octobe1· l, 1895, to Septembe1· 30, 1896,
furnished by the treasurer-Continued.
Articles, etc.

Amount.

December, 1895-Continued.
Instruments and appliances...........
Coffin trimmings ...................,....

i_~~_:_~_~..J

l__

Total .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .
January, l896 ,

i~~~~~~~~~~:::

:: :::: :: :: _-_-_-_-:.-.-_-: :: :::

2, 540. 90

m: ~~
15. 92

1gg: gg
8._ 16
16 33

6t gg
42. 00

21. 00
7. 55
6. 03
18. 05
9. 00
43. 22
2. 54
11. 32
. 50
72. 94
38. 34
412. 52
1- - - - ·11
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 761. 03

February, 1896.
Subsistence............................
Gas....................................
Ice... .. .. . ............................
Pay, clinical assistant.................
Pay, ambulance driver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
jxtrawas~ilg.........................

~l:~~;~~;~r:::::: :::::::::::::: :::

Articles for police purposes...........
faf!i~~~cl.~ii~::::::: :::::::::::::::: ::

627. 46
147. 75

13: 85
100. 00
20. 00

.A.mount.

April, 1896-Continued.
Pay, ambulance driver ............... .
Extra washing ....................... .

$80. 50
26. 40

~~~~~~::t1s~1~!n; f~~· i~~·;iie:::::::
Ice ......................... -- ........·..
iay, cli1t;cfl assiJt~nt · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · -ay, am u ance nver . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .
Extra washing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l~~~!:;~1n~~~::: :: : : : :: : :: : ::: : : : : : : :
70 pairs slippers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Refri~erator . ........ : . . . .. . .. . . .. . .. ..
Covermg for water pipes..............
Hinges, springs, hooks................
Curtains, sheeting-, tape...............
Grate and repairs to furnace...........
Ornamental glass, front door...........
Kitchen utensils, etc............ . .. .. ..
Plu1;llbingmate~ial.. ..... ... .. .... .. . ..
Articles for police purposes............
Express charges .......................
Medical and hospital supplies.........
Lumber for coffins.....................
P ay roll, extra duty ........... _........

Articles, etc.

I

f~lf~~~~~~1~~:: : : : : : : : : : : :

9. 17

~~

16. 34
3. 00
24. 90
7.48
44.83
4.13
3.10
. 34
14. 21
4. 25
7. 30
7. 00
69. 54
413. 50

Repairs, miscellaneous ... . .......... ..
Kitchen utensils and tableware .... ..
Articles for police purposes .......... .
Plumbing material. ................... .
Casters for ice chest .................. .
Repairs to furnace and r ange ......... .
Medical and hospital supplies ........ .
Instruments .......................... .
Trusses .............................. ..
Coffin materials ................. .. .... .
Pay roll, extra duty .................. .
Total ........................... . 1,534.19
May, 1896.
Subsistence .... -- -- . .... -- ........ -- -- Gas .... ······ -- -- -- · · · ·· · · · ...... ---- ..
Ice .. -- -- - -- · -- -- -- · -- -- -- · · -- · · · · · · · · · ·
Pay, clinical assistant ......... -- ..... .
Pay, abulance driver ................. .
Extra washing ....................... .
Forage and hay ....................... Horseshoeing ............. - · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Hinges and sash cord ................. .
Repairs to range ... .................. ..
Articles for police purposes .......... .
Stationery and printing ............ - -Medical and hospital supplies ........ .

Pay roll, extra duty ..... ............ . .

613. 03
54. 25
45. 67
100. 00
20. 00
7. :n
16. 34
3. 00
2.00
1. 43
12. 60
5. 20
489. 82
19. 03
4.50
7. 50
415. 00

Total. .......................... .

1, 816.68

rn~i:~l~~irt.~::::::::::::::
:::::::::::
Spectacles ............................ .

1Ui
June, 1896.
rni: gg ~~~~~~~~~~~.:: :·:::::: ~ ::: :: :::::: ::::::
19:

$20. 00
10.13

639. 59
49. 50
42. 71
100. 00
20. 00
6. 91
16. 34
3. 00
27. 07
1. 50
14. 7
1.97

ic:y; ~ii~i~;i ~·s-si~t;~t: :: :::: :: ::::::::
Pay, ambulfl;nce dri ver ............... ..
8

Steel ornamental
ceiling ...... -- --- -- -52. 35
OO H~~orrt~s;esewhao~ed~nhgn[·y· .: .: .: .: ._· :_ .: .: ·..
_ : :_ .: _: .: .: .: _: _: ·. :_ :_ :. :. :_
Stationery
and printing...............
12.
1
Medical and hospital supplies.........
138. fi6 Coal ........... _..................... ..
Medical books.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l 1. l O Repairs to range ..................... .
27 · 79 Articles for police purposes ....... -- · -Instruments -- -- -- -- -- -- · -- -- -- -- -- · -- ·
6· OO
Spectacles · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Repairs for fan house ............. · -· · Pay roll, extra duty ................... 1_ _4_19_._0_0-1 1 Repairs to elevator .................. ..
Total
Hand
screws and tacks .......... ..... .
.... • · .... · .... · · ...... · · .. · 1' 822 · 85 Renovating hair mattresses ......... ..
March, 1896.
Medical and hospital supplies ........ .
Subsistence............................
660. 61 Medical books ....................... ..
Gas....................................
135. 50
pectacles . ......................... .. .
Ice .... .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .... . . .... ..
10. 42 Instruments .......................... .
Pay, clinical assistant.................
100. 00 Trusses ............................... .
l'ay, ambulance driver .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .
20. 00 Pay roll, extra duty ................... .

!Jli~~~~~~r: ::::::::::::::::: :::::: J~~
Articles for police.....................
~lu"!Ilt~ng material.....................
H~tta~r· i;~ii~~:: :: :::::::: :::::::::::
Stationery and printing...............
Medical and hospital supplies.. .......
Coffin material.........................

2
12. 72

1: ii

29. 71
5.15
24. 41

66. 46

Gover;:~:~.~~~~~~ -f~·r· ~~-s-~~-· ::.·: ::
July, l 896.
Subsistence............. ............ ...
yas . .. ... ···· ·· ······ ····· · · · · ···· ·· · ··
p';y;~ii~i~~i~s·s-Ci:~i:i"t:::::::::::::::::
Pay, am bu lance drh-er.................
E t a va lling

i~·s·a:ii~:: ::::: i~g: &~ ~~~;i:~~1n~~~:

i~~e~~~!!t!s~I~~ fo·i
:: : ::: ::::::::::: ::::::
Forage and hay······················· · 1_ _ _16_·_3_4_11 Towels and pillowcase . ...............
Total.······················· · · · ·
April, 1896.
Subsi"tence............................
Gas.................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ice............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pay, clinical assistant..... .... ........

2 , 572-12

665.!15. 0036
2:J. 7

100. OU

:i~~;::U:{f

1attk~nu~~-~::::::::::::
Articles for poli e.....................
Wire ere n cloth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Material for plum bing ................ .
R pair to raug . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
I Medical and hospital supplies ... ..... .

2.55

.90

7.50

42.80
4.50
4.50

10. 50
4.00
421.79
910. 00

2,332.50

=

6:t ~g
80. ll
100.00
20. 00
10. 25
17 37
·

4t:
~t ~
6. !13
3: ~,o
3

~: ~
1
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Monthly statenient of expense8 of hospital from Octobe1· 1, 1895, to Septenibei· 30, 1896,
furnished by the treasurer-Continued.
Articles, etc.

Articles, etc.

Amount.

July, 1896-Continued.
Medical books ................ . .. ... . . .
Instrumenti:, .................... . ..... .
Coffin materials .. . ...... . ...... ....... .
Pay roll, extra duty ................... ..

$8. 00
5. 00
72. ilO
415. 70

Total ..........•..... ............ .

1,607. 22

August, 1896.

Subsistence ........................... .
Gas ......•........................ .....
Ice ...................... . ............ .
Pay, clinical assistant ................. .
Pay, ambulance driver ................ .

642. 35
27. 60
79. 06
100. 00
·20. 00
8. 84
17. 37

\ .A.mount.

Septembe1·, 1896.
Subsistence .................... ..... .. .
Gas .............. : .................... .
Ice ................................... .
Pay, clinical assistant ................ .
Pay, ambulance driver ........ ....... . .

Material, repairs to elevator ... ....... .
Material for cold-air duct ............. .
Express charges ...................... .
.Articles for police purposes ........... .
Stationery and printing ...... ......... .
Medical and hospital supplies ........ .
Spectacles ............................ .
Pay roll, extraduty ................... .

24. 42
16. 38
. 45
9. 85
7. 84
10. 28
4. 50
419. 00

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1, 410, 19

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~i~r~~~.o.~i~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::

3. 00
20. 75

86, 60
60. 87
100. 00

20. 00
6. 86
17. 37
3. 00
1.00
8.30 .
70. 00
4. 50
13. 70
19. 00
9. 24

~~;!::a~Kitf
i::::::::::::::::::::::::
Horseshoeing ......................... _
,';inc and binding posts .......... . .. . .. .
Coal .................................. .
Operating table ..•. : .. ... .... . .. ., ..•..
Kerosene oil . ... . ...... ........ ... . ... .
Material, repairs to range . . ........... .
Material, repairs to ice box ........... .
Articles for police .................... .
Register, basin clamps ................ .
Chair bottoms, $2.50; express 75 cents ..
Medical and hospital supplies ... . ..... .
Medical books ........................ .
Instruments . . . .... . .... ..... . ....... . .
Printing and stationery ... .... ........ .
Spectacles ........ ... ." ................ .
Government .A.sylum for Insane .. , ... .
Pay roll, extra duty ..... .. ............. .

~~:~::::~~fy::::::::::::::::::::::::

$609. 24

4. 60
3. 25
38. 28
25. 55
11. 53
6. 00

6. 00
920. 00
415. 07

2, 410. 06

The general sanitary condition of the Horne· and grounds has b een excellent
throughout the year. The water supply and drainage are satisfactory. There has
been no prevalent or epidemic disease among the inmates.
Cases of malarial fever treated in hospital during the past fourteen years have been
as follows:
Year.

Cases.

1883..... ••••••.•..•.• •..
1884. •..•...• •. ..••. .• ••.

8
2

1885 ... ...••.•••.... ··•··

8

1886 ... ....•.•••...•.... 1887 ..••..••.•••••. •• ••••

4
7

Year.
1888 .••••• ••••••• •• .. •• .
1889. .. . . . • ••• . • • • • .• • • .
1890.. •• ••• •• • ••• • •• • • ••
1891 . • . . • . • • . • . • . • . . . . . .
1892 ••••••• ••• •• • • • . • • • .

Cases.
5
8
4
7
9

Year.
1893 ••• . • . . • . . . • • . ••• • . .
1894 .•. • . • ••• • • • . • • . . . . .
1895....... •. . . . • • . .• . . .
1896....... ••• • • • . • • • • . .

Cases.
8
O
10

14

Making ·an average of 6~ per year. The infection in nearly all of these cases was
received outside. Cases of malaria originating within the limits of the Home are
very rare.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
W. H. FORWOOD,
Surgeon, United StateB Army, in charge.
The GOVERNOR OF THE HOME.

REPORT OF THE SECRET.ARY AND TREASURER OF THE SOLDIERS' HOJUE.

TREASURER'S OI<'FICE, UNITED STATES SOLDIERS' HOME,
Washington, D. 0., October 10, 1896.
GENERAL: I have the honor to transmit herewith my annual reports for the year
ended September 30, 1896, as follows:
Statement of receipts and expenditures of the Home fund, with recapitulation and
comparative statement for the previous year.
Statement of the permanent fund and interest account, as shown by the Warrant
Division, Treasury Department.
Statement of treasurer's account with the inmate pensioners.
Statement of pensioners in the Home, rates of pensions, etc.
.
Statement in regard to members receiving outdoor relief, rates of relief, pensions, etc.
d
d
Statement of receipts and expenditures on account of the farm an gar en.
Very respectfully,
RICHD. C. ARKER,
Secretary ar1,cl TreaBurer.
Gen. D. S. STANLEY, U. S. A.,
Governor of the Horne.

.LLnnual report of receipts and expenditm·es on account of the United States Soldiers' Home, District of Cofambia, from October 1, 1895, to Septembm· 30,
1896, by Bvt. Maj. Richard C. Parke,·, United States .LLrrny, secretary and treasurer.
1895.

Receipts and expenditures.

RECEIPTS.

i,j::;,.
i,j::;,.

1896.

No,ember.

October.

~

Decem- I.ranuary.
ber.

February.

March.

April.

May.

.Tune.

August.

.Tuly.

J

Total.

September.

- - - -·- ·- - - -1- - -- 1 - - - - 1 - - - - l - - - - 1- -- - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - I - - - - I - - - - I - - - -

From tbo United States Treasurer
upon resolutions of tbo l3oard of
Commis~ioners
approved by Secre7

t,j
t_:r.j

tary_ of ': ar -. - - .. - ........ - ........ ·1· ........ -1$14, 000. 00 '$20, 600. 001 ......... -1$12, 000. 001$23, 000. 001.......•• -1$12, 000. 001$18, 000. 00/......... -1$10, 000. 001$15, 000. 00 '$124, 600. 00
From olfects
m te1 estofon
permanent
fundsub·
. .... $20, 095. 33 .................... $20, 270. 98 .................••. $20, 282. 02 ....•......•••...... $20, 301. 57 . . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 80, 949. 90
From
deceased
inmates
joot to demand of legal heirs... . ....
9. 20
.10
. 62
41. 50
7. 78
37. 62
55. 40
. 03
3. 06
163. 55 . . . . . •• • • .
2. 25
321. 11
From miscellaneous sources...........
387. 00
165. 11
529. 28
159. 74
36. 33
383. 57
67. 09
49.10
264. 22
98. 04
191. 39 3,745.27
6, 076.14

I

1

I

---·

1

1

=

= =1 = 1 =

I -

--1

Repairs to ollicers' quarters ........... , ......... .
1. 50
1. 75
6.34
23. 30
Compensation of the governor, deputy
24.33
38.08
governor, treas~re~·, and clerk to the
Board of Comm1ss1ouers ........... .
348. 74
348. 74
348. 74
348. 74
348. 74
Transportation furnished to dis348. 74
348. 74
charged soldiers en route to the
Rowe, to be refunded to the Quar.
termnster's Department ............ ·1
18.151
74. 221 ........• ·\
122. 201
36. 43
54. 65
102. 69
Fuel for the Home..................... 1, 146. 33 2, 512. 17
136. 95 • • • • • • • • • . 1, 354. 47
Expenses of the hospital for medi·
351. 10
103. 75
cines, medical stores, spectacles,
false teeth, materials fo1· coffins, etc.
472. 57
92. 01
118.25
111.28
179. 25
Expenses of the hospital for mess and
93.87
88.09
kitchen purposes and all running
eiqiensos, iucludiug compensation
to mn,ates on duty and pay of civilian om ployees ... ." .................. · 1, 665. 27 \ 1, 504. 911 1, 401. 581 1, 462. 08! 1, 416. 19
1,408.13
Refnn<leu to claimants as heirs of de.
oensed soldiers ...................... ••••••• •• - 1- ••••••• - • ,. - - • - • - • • •
68.28
113.24
100. 02 1, 26::
Refuntlf'd toclaimnuts ns hoirs of de. 1
Cl•nse(l in1uates ..................... .
6
10
Jlothing for inmates ................. . 6
64.34\
.351··········1
2.95 ··········
S11l>Hi11t1 1nro Rtores nncl ice, inclndillg

I

=f~ekii'.~ -~~~~ -~~'.l. _11_t_1~~1~~~t_s_ ~-~~.:!~~.

Ex1H1n110R of tho Ilomo b1ilrnry for ro-

~

1-3
0

l"zj

1

Tot111... -........................ 20,491. 53/ 14, 165. 21! 21,129. 90/ 20,472. 22/ 12,044.111 23,421.
EXPENDITURES.

ml20,404. 51/ 12,049.131 18,267.281 20,563. rn/ 10,191. 39118, 747. 52/ 211, 947.15

"tl
0

I

,::,,: ::I

2, , :

::I ·:::~:::i.~:::::::i·: ~::::

1m1t·11 •.••••.••.•.••...••..••..•....•. ,•••••••••. , ••••.•••• ,.•..•••••• , •••••••...

13. 68

~

t_:r.j

4. 99

32.01

36.70

19.88

13. 64

348. 74

234.16

463. 32

348. 74

348. 74

100.50
748. 96
520. 85

«, ..........

121. 76\
65.
111. 02 .••. •• . • • .

102. 95

202. 52

Ul

4,184.88

Q
~

t_:r.j

t_:r.j

1-3

>-

140.10
33. 20

836.14
6,600.90

l;O
~

0
66. 50

186. 75

14. 78

151. 36

2,095.56

tzj

~

>

::1 ..~·. ~~~-.~~

ii- 1-·········\

1= = = - - = = I = = =

1-3

1,177.72

1,228.02

1,136.61

539. 45

102. 21

287. 73

121.14

1,334.56

2,025.06 .......••. ·--·······

8.89

: : : :: : ::::: :: :: .: ~::~ : : : : -::: : ~ : : : ~1

2,819.56
10,374.25

00 .... - .....

53.73

37.87

3. 20 . • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • .

10. 85

26.

1,163. 72[ 15,947.60

33,530.49

~

Beddingfo nmates, bedsteads, blankets, upl:J 1terers' materials, eto .........................
F
m, and dairy uten sils,
110, manure, cultivation of
namentation of grounds,
11, garden, dairy and other

M

~itohei:i.· "{ii~~-;ii~- ~d- "aii"
oles, except bedding for

1,293.79

M

~ ·g;i:i.~~;i-;ep~i;~ i"o" b~i1d·-·
1ir of roads and fences,

196. 24

F

medicines for Home aniiles used in stables ........
f the library, governor's
trer's offices, postage.postrent, stationery, etc., for
oners' office, freight, telecl amusements .............
expenses, rental of teleck hire, advertisinj, trav,enses, professiona serv,xpenses of Home chapel. .
1rvices . .. .. .. ···"·· ...... ...
Jrk for the Home ..........
on and monthly allow11mates, nonpensioners, on
,eHome, exceptcompensa1ma.tes on duty at Barnes

E

In
R
L
C

~F~~~t~i~~tt~~~=~~'. ~~~.

.......... .. .....................

C

B

1,234.53
46. 05

L. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

11.10

21. 60

..........

15. 75

10.50

··········

19.80

..........

17. 92

116.10

1,050.55

1,131.50

1,077.69

1,088.52

1,585.96

1,279.93

1,552.17

1,415.26

1,270.62

], 436. 21

15,416.73

69.32

115. 77

18.75

120. 04

96.80

8. 00

100. 32

50.18

24. 80

940. 07

126. 69

193. 28

206.34

243.04

101. 07

63.15

1,769.66

57.14

866. 59

40.11

1,377.86

93.80

106. 63

230. 47

143. 79

211. 48

73.19

70. 53

94.19

90. 79

93. 89

71. 42

62. 60

66.37

71.16

63. 74

61. 41

70. 90

62.98

72. 70

163. 01

14.00

535. 42

114.36

97. 35

97.0l

• 123. 03

11.38

11.92

97.57

731

0

~

t::::,
21. 85
165. 00
111.19

... ..........

1,685.86

1,611.72

165. 00
121. 00

68.40
165. 00
119. 60

------------------·
165. 00
165. 00
126. 04

134.17

~

69. 00
165. 00
128. 06

42.42
165. 00
127. 35

7. 34
165. 00
132. 40

109. 75
165. 00
124. 95

·····----165. 00
124. 07

14. 00
165. 00
135. 57

60. 27
165. 00
129. 54

393. 03
1,980.00
1,513.84

t_rj
~

w....
~

0

m to members of the Home
325. 00
332. 80
mtside .............. , .. . .. Home, iuclucling rental of
251.50
286. 75
mproved gas regulators ....
nedical treatment of memhe Home in Go,ernment
for the Insane ............. ............ .................
Jenses of members of tbe
50.00
50.00
icling outside .......... -...
ngs, cost of erecting new
nt ball, beating and ventime, and increasing boiler
i~p~~~-e-~~~t;,-~~;; f~~-~;;, ·
,airs to bridges, lamp-posts,
s, paving, sewerage, etc ....

19.43

100. 00

5,300.00

1,580.74

1,625.76

1,615.95

1,586.74

5,827.07

358. 00

320. 00

5,822.00

346. 50

434. 00

393. 00

309. 75

............. .............

860. 00

----------

50.00

5,300.00

4,100.00

113. 85

52.00

849. 29

--··-···· · --···- ····
9,700.00

······ · --· ----·---------18,259.67 17,023.56 24,903.73
6.00

1,601.76

1, 675.82

1,673.61

19,553.50

387. 00

296. 00

6,121.47

26,471.06

120. 80

117. 50

153. 90

3,027.45

·······--- ............

920. 00

3,539.29

25.00

25.00

50. 00

50. 00

320. 00

3,963.58

600. 00

5,100.00

2,703.30

6,095.00

53,797.58

----------

393. 84

----------

--- ------- ----------

639. 69

1,618.48

1,630.39

416.13

352. 26

5,913.33

252. 50

192. 00

169. 25

----------

---------·

910. 00

······----

20. 00

5,100.00

5,735.70

74. 00

-------·--

1,646.67

15,257.99 14,426.41 20,527.49 17,832.67 15,038.27 19,027.75 14,327.80 11,468.98 21,608.32 209,702.64

~

~

~
~

Ol
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REPORT OJI, rrl-IE SECRETARY 01!, WAR.
RECAPITULATION.
RECEIPTS,

Balance on band September 30, 1895.......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .• . . . ... • .. . ... .. ... ... .. .. . . $5, 680.74
From the United States Treasurer upon resolutions of the Board of Commissioners,
approved by the Secretary ofWar ........................•............................... 124, 600.00
From interest on permanent fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80,949.90
From effects of deceased inmates subject to the demand of'legal heirs......................
321.11
From miscellaneous sources . • . . • • • • • . • . . . . .. . . . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . 6,076.14
Total ............................ . .................................................... 217,627.89
EXPENDITURES.

Repairs to officers ' quarters.................................................................
Compen~at~on of the governor, deputy governor, treasurer, and clerk to the Board of
Commissioners .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Transportation furnished to discharged soldiers en route to the Home and refunded to
FiSil~~~e[~a~~~se.~.e.~~~~~.~~~: :: : :: '. ::: : : : :: ::: : :: :: : :: : : : : :: : ::::::::: ::::::: ::::::::::::
Expe!1ses of the hospital for medicines, medical stores, spectacles, false teeth, materials for
coffins, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Expenses of the hospit.al for mess and kitchen purposes and aU running expenses, including compensation to inmates on duty and pay of civilian employees ..................... .
Refunded to claimants as heirs of deceased soldiers .............................. ··········
Refunded to claimants as heirs of deceased inmates . .................................... ····
Clothing for inmates ........ . ... : . ........ . .............................. -- ... · · · · .. · · · · · · · ·
Subsistence stor:es and ice, including special diet and stimulants for the sick .......... ·····
Expenses of the Home bakery . ................................................... ······· -- · ·
Bedding for inmates, bedsteads, blankets, upholsterer's materials, etc ... . .. .. ......... ······
Farm, garden, and dairy utensils, seeds, guano, manure, cultivation of garden, ornamenta·
tion of g rounds, pay of farm, garden, dairy, and other employees. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mess and kitchen utensils and all other articles except bedding for the Home ........ -· · ·. · ·
Materials for general repairs to buildings, repair of roads and fences, purchase and repairs
to harness, vehicles, etc., purchase of mechanical tools ................................. · ·
Forage and medicines for Home animals, articles used in stables ..................... · · · · · ·
Expenses of the library, governor's and treasurer's offices, post.office box rent, stationery,
etc., for office Board of Commissioners, freight,, telegrams, and amusements ... : ........ ··
I~cidental expenses, rental of telephone, hack hire, traveling expenses, professional serv·

$202.52
4, 184.88
_1
836 4
6,600.90
2,095.56
15, 947.60
1,334.56
2,819.56
10,374.25
33,530.49
53. 73
116.10
15,416. 73
94o.O?
1, 769. 66
866· 59
1,377.86
_
393 03
1,980.00
1,513. 84
19, 553 · 5o
25, 47 1. 06
3, 027 · 45

R~fi~i'o~~~::fi~:!:~~.~~~.~ ~~~~~~::·:: :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : ::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: : :
Laundry work.... . ................................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Compensation an<l monthly allowances to inmates, nonpensioners, on duty at the Home, ex·
cept compensation to inmates on duty at Barnes Hospital.... . ..................... · · · · Commutation to members of the Home residing outside ................................... .
Gas for the Home, including rental of A.mick's gas reo-ulators ..................... · · · · .. • · •
Board and medical treatment of members of the Home in Government Hospital for the
Insane . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 539.29
320- OO
Funeral expenses of members of the Home residing outside ........................ ·.···:··
New bt~ilding:s: Const,r ucting new amusement haH, heating and ventilating same, and m·
creasing boiler plant...................................................................... 53,707.58
Perm~nent improvements: New fences, wells, repairs to bridges, lamp.posts, gas lamps,
pavmg, sewerage, etc ...............•.................•....... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 7, ~~;: ~~
Balance on hand September 30, 1896 ......................................................... _ __
_

Total. .. . .............................................................................. 217, 627. 89

Comparative Btaternent of money 1·eceived and disbursed on account of the United States
Soldiers' Home for two years-October 1, 1894, to September 30, 1896.

f, 6~i·· ~~

Receivdeddfrom October 1, 1894, to September 30, 1895 ........................... · · ······· · · .$16
E xpen e from October 1, 1894, to September 30, 1895 .............. . ................ ······ 16 '
Balance on h and Se_p tember 30, 1895.... .. ••.. .... •. ...... .... .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..... .. . ..

5,680. 7i

R eceived from Oct ober 1, 1895, to September 30 , 1896 . . .................................... 217,627. 89
E xpended from October 1, 1895, to September 301 1896 . ..... ... .... . . . . . ...... ....... . . ... . 209,702.64
Balan ce on h and September 30, 1896...... .... .. ...•......... ...•. .. . ....... ... ... . . . .

7,925.25

Expend_itu res during the year ending September 30 1895 for new buildings and perma·
·
n ent improvements . . .........
'
'
. . . ... . . . .. . 1, 965.36
Runnin expen ses for the vea · · • · · .... · · .. · · · .. • · .. • · · · · · .. · · · .... · · · · .. · · · · ......... 159,074. 58
E xpend! tures during the "yea~· ~ii°cti~g· Sip~~be~.
f~; ·~~; ·b~iidi~gs· ~~·d perma·
'
'
. .. . . . . . . . . . . 54,437.27
nent improvements. . . .. . ........
Run ning expen ses for the y ear .... _-::::::::::::::."::::_-:::::::::::::.":::::::: ............. 155, 265. 37

so· i°s'oa.

i !!~!f: ~:: p:~ :::p::Ki~~ih:::: ·····························-··············:::::::::: $~It~~
685

.Average n umEer of_imEat es for the ye~;·;~dfu· ·s~p~~i:;e;·ao,'isiiii:: ::: : :: :::::: .. . . . .....
A ve~~e cost of r ation per man p er month, incfuding vegetables and fruit raised on Home
.A.ferag:~~st.~f

·;~ti~~·pe; ·d~y·: :: :::: :::: :::::::::::: :::::: ::::::: :: :::::: :::: :::: :: ::::::

~: ~

I certify that the foregoing statement is correut:
RICH. C. p ARKER,
Brevet Major, United States .army, Secretary and Treasurer.
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SOLDIERS' HOME.

Statement of the Soldiers' Home permanent fund account, from October t, 1895, to Septembm· 30, 18,96.
Partial
amounts.

Date.

Dr.

Cr.

1895.
Oct. 1 Balance...... . . . . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 690, 042. 83
Oct. 11 A.mount of deposits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $~6, 390. 15
Nov. 27 .. ... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25, 485. 27
1896.
.Tan. 28 .Amount of deposits ..... ................ .. ....... . 25,392.74
.Apr. 29 .... . do ................... .. .... . .... . ............•. 40,438.76
Aug. 28 ..... do .•..•....................................•••. 20,296.58
Sept. 26 ..... do ..........•....................... , ......... . 11,696.99
145,700.49
1895.
18. 80
Oct. 2 Less amount paid from permit funds ............. .
Nov. 12 ·--·.do .................••.......................... 14,000.00
Dec. 10 .... . do ............................................ . 16,000.00
4,600.00
D ec. 28 ..... do . .. .....•.•••....................••••.•......
1896.
Feb. 15 Less amount paid from permit funds ... ...... .... . 12,000.00
Mar. 13 ..... do .......•.................................. . . 23,000.00
May 18 ..... do ............•. . .............................. 12,000.00
June 16 ..... do ................................. .. ......... . 18,000.00
.Aug. 10 ..... do .......••.••..............................••. 10,000.00
Sept.10 . .... do ............................................ . 15,000.00
$124,618.80
Sept. 30 Balance.... . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 2, 7 ll, 124. 52

<-----·'-----

Total . . . . . . .•. . .• . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . 2, 835,743. 32

2,835,743.32

Statement of the Soldiers' Home interest account, frovi October 1, 1895, to September 30,
1896.
Partial
amounts.

Dr.

Cr.

Balance October 1, 1895. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Interest on balance, $2,690,042.83, from Oct. 1 to Dec. 31, 1895 ..... $20,175. 32
Interest on deposit, Oct.11 to Dec. 31, 1895. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
110. 47
Interest on deposit, Nov. '.37 to Dec. 31, 1895. ............ ..........
73 . 31

$20, 005. 33

20,359.10

Interest on balance, $2,697,299.45, from Jan.1 to Mar. 31., 1896.....
Interest on deposit, Jan. 28 to Mar. 31, 1896... .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20,229.74
133. 57
1 - - - - - 1 - - -·- - Interest on balance, $2,687,692.lQ, from Apr. l to June 30, 1896 . ... 20,157.69
Interest on deposit, Apr. 29 to June 30, 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
209. 47
1- - - - - 1 - - Interest on balance, $2,698,130.95, from July 1 to Sept. 30, 1896 . ... 20,235. 98
Interest on deposit, Aug. :)8 to Sept. 30, 1896. .. . . . .. . . . . ... . . . . . .
73. 49
Interest on deposit, Sept. 26 to Sept. 30, 1896......................
4. 80
1- - - - - 1 · - - - - 1
Less interest on principal paid88.12
81. 29
65. ii!)
68. 63
Third quarter of 1896 , •••••.•••.••••••• , • • • • . • • • . . . • . • . . . ...
$303. 63
Less interest paidFourth quarter of 1895 ............. ........ .. .... ........... . 20,095.33
20,270.98
3
~:96 :::::::: :: :: : : : ::::::::::: :: : :: : : : ::: :: 20,282.02
Third quarter of 1896 ............•....•.....•................. 20,301.57
- - - - 80,949.90
Balance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 245. 64

20,363.31
20,367.16

20,314.27

i!{~tiu}J!ii!f:}~t!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
I~~~~iuq~!;fu~\}

1 - - - - -'- - - - -

Total. .................. .. ............................. .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . 101,499.17

J

101, 499.17
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The treasurer of the United States Soldiers' Home in account ioith the in1nate pensioners
for moneys received under section 4, act approved March 3, 1883, and deposited with the
Treasurer of the United States.
PENSION MONEY RECEIVED.

1895.

at: f.t~~~11:o:.:~i~·;k;'
. '. :: :::::::::::::: :::::::::: :: :::::::: :: :: :: :: ::::::: :: ::::::
Willson's checks . .................................. . .........................

Oct.
Nov. 30.
Dec. 31.
1896.
Jan. 31.
F eb. 29.
Mar. 31.

~f~:~~

6
$! ,
S. L.
67. 03
S. L. Willson's checks............... .... .......................................... 19,004.94

S. L. Will&on's checks ..•••••.••.•...••...••.••..•.................................
333. 24
S. L. Willson's checks . .........................................•..................
480. 03
S. L. Willson's checks ............................................•................ 19,839.55
326.16
92.57
19,484.64
576. 34
18.67
19,785.16

¥ui it tt :m:~H mm:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

l1r :t !: f: :iimn mm:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Total .... . .•••••.......•.•.....................•.••............................. 127, 550. 30
PENSION MONEY DISBURSED.

1895.
Oct. 12.
31.
Nov. 30.
Dec. 16.
26.
31.
1896.
J an. 4.

Amount paid to Roger Monahan, pensioner ...................................... .

20.
30.
31.
Feb. 5.
25.
29.
Mar. 6.
23.
25.
31.

Amount paid the estate of Peter Bunton, deceased .............................. .
Amount paid the estate of James Coon, deceased ................................ .
Pension pay roll for January, 1896 ............................................... .
Amount paid Frederick Lindner,pensioner ..................................... .
Amount paid the estate of John Cannon, deceased .............................. .
Pension pay: roll for February, 1896 ......................•......................•
Amount paid James Regan, pensioner ............................... . ........... .
Amount paid Louis Grade, p ensioner .........•................. . ................
Amount paid the estate of James Byrnes, deceased .....•....................... .
Amount paicl tbe estate of Jeremiah Hockman, deceased ........................ .

Amount paid the estate of Michael McKeon, deceased ....•...••.................. $1,437.00
Pension pay roll for October, 1895 .....•.•••............................. . ........ 1,653.97
Pension pay roll for November, 1895 . . .......••........................•..........
419. 70
36. 00
Amount paid Reuben M. Wright, pensioner .. .. .............•....................
132. 00
A mount paid the estate of Joseph Eustace, deceased ............................ .
Pension pay roll for December, 1895 . . • . • . . • • • . . . . . . . . . • . • . . .•..............•.... 15,455.64

10. Amount paid the estate of William Dinsmore, deceased ......................... .

:5: ~:i:ti: i::~iNli~ ~~~\m~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

39. 00
720. 00
205. 00
87. 00
1,156.40
50. 00
82. 00
537. 03
13. 00
40. 00
45. 00
12. 00
15,491.87
2,512.50
36. 00
1,228.30
68. 00
94. 00
16,873.02
50. 00
2,069.57
202. 67

Apr.
. May 25. Amount paid the estate of H. D. Johns, deceased ..................•.......... ....
30. Pension payroll for May_1896 ................................................... .
June 26. Amount paid the estate of Thomas Boyne, deceased ............................. .
26. Amount paid the estate ofL. S. Grigsby, deceased .............................. .
30. Pension pay roll for June, 1896 .....................••.•.•........................
July 6. Amount paid Joseph Miller, pensioner .......•...................................
31. P ension pay roll for July, 1896 ......••........•..................................
Aug. 31. Pension pay roll for August, 1896 .............................•.....•..•..........
4.00
Sept. 10. A.mount paid the estate of George F. Holmes, deceased ......................... .
303. 00
12. Amount paid the estate of Benjamin R. White, deceased . ....................... .
26.00
14. Amount paid George Kra~er, pensioner .......................•..................
60.00
30. Amount paid the estate of Charles Ott, deceased . .. ....... ..... .. .. .......... .... .
30. Pension pay roll for September, 1896 ............................................ . 16,283.65
30. Pension moneys of deceased pensioners transferred to the Home fund ........... . 3,282.00
30. Balance in United States Treasury ............••...•.... . ............•.....•.... . 46, 844.98
Total............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 127, 550. 30
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Annual rep01·t of the number of pensioners in the United States Soldiers' Home, rate of
pensior,.s, eto., September 30, 1896.
Pensioners drawing, per month-Cont'd.

Pensioners drawing, :i:;er month$6 .••.............................•.•..... 151
$8 ..•..................................... 144
$10. .• . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. ..... ... . ....... ... 57
$12 .... .. ..... ... .......... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 297
$12.50 .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. ....... .......... ..
1
$13 ..•.................. ... ........... · · · -I 1
$14 .. . . .. . . . ... . . .. . ... . ... . ... .•.. .... ... 38
$15 ....... ········ ··· ·················· ·· · 2
$16 ..... .. ............... ...... .. .. . . . . . . . 30
$17 . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . • • . . .• . . . . . 69

$18 ............ .. .. ·····•······ .... . . . . •.. 1
$20 ······· ·•··· ·•·· · ··· ........ ··········· 3
$ll2 .. .... . ........ . . ·· · · •· ············ ·· · · 3
$24 . ............ .. .......... . ............. 15
$25. ···········••······ ...... ············· 1
$30.......... .. . • .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . 15
$50. ······· .•.. .•... ..... .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. 1
$72. . . . . . .• .•.. •••. •••. .• .. •• .. .•. . .. .. . .. 1

Total. ..•....................... ......... 830

Pensioners present in the Rome:
Pensioners whose money is drawn by the treasurer . .................... . ................. 563
Pensioners who have assigned their certificate ..... ... ............ .. .......... . ............ 11
-574

Pensioners absent:
On outdoor relief. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 251
On suspension . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5

-256

Total number of pensioners, September 30, 1896 ............................................. 830
Total number of pensioners, September 30, 1895 .......•..................................... 767
.Alteration s since last report, September 30, 1895:
New certificates received for inmates.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
.Admitted and readmitted ....... .......... ... ... , .......................................... 203
-276

Loss by- discharge ............................... .................. . ..... ; ......... _,........ 160
Loss by death .......... .... ............ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53

-213

Net gain during the year.... .. . ..... .. ...................... . . .. . ... ... .. ... ... ....... . ...... 63
Description of certificates:

±~:;,i~~t~}dj;;~~-2i,"is90: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::::::: ::: :::::: ::::::: :::

m

Mexican ,var...... ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 165

W:1r~~t1~~~:;;,: i~~6::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: i
T otal .................... . ................................................................... 830
N0TE.-There are 6 pensioners in the Government Hospital for t,he Insane, whose money is drawn
by the treasurer.
.

Farm account United States Soldiers' Home, October 1, 1895, to September 30, 1896, consolidated.
DR.

CR.-Continued.

Labor, forage, fuel, fertilizers, implements, seeds, and repairs ............ $3, 818. 78
CR.
133 bushels beets ........ ......... .. ... . . 56. 20
7,684 heads cabbage ................... .
257. 52
49 bushels carrots ... . .. .... . .... ...... .
23. 75 ·
1,117 dozen ears corn .................. .
99. !JS
62 bushels cucumbers ................. _
23. 20

fi: ~~~~il~ t~!~--r-~~~

8
-~:::: : : : : : : : : : : :

=

2,305 heads lettuce .................... .

l½ bushels okra ........................ .

11,440 bunches onions ............... .. .

26. 25
19. 20
46.10
2.25
87. 07

3,220 bunches parsley ................. .
145½ bushels parsnips .... ...... ........ .
1,394{~ bushels potatoes .. ............. .
6,740 bunches rhubarb ........ ..... .... .
87½ bushels salsify .................... .
2,655 pounds squashes ................. .
46 bushels string beans ........... ... .. .
440 bushels tomatoes ........•......... .
11 bushels turnips ................• .•...

it!1!~~: ri~el;it.of "ia;;;:::::::::::::::

$94. 45
73.00
616. !JO
92.15
65. 62
26. 55
17. 90
163. 15
3.85
1,777.50
246.19

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . 3, 818. 78

Estimate of vegetables in the ground on United States Soldiers' Home farrn, Septernber 30,
1896.
3,000 heads of cabbage, at 2 cents ....... . ..
100 bushels carrots, at 40 cents............
1,500 pounds horse-radish , at 3 ce.nts.......
2,000 bunches parsley, at 2 cents..........
100 bushels salsify, at 75 cents . • • . . • . . • . . .

$60. 00 1 150 bushels spinach, at 60 cents ........ - -. $00. 00
40. 00 300 bushels turnips, at 35 cents .......... - . 105. 00
45. 00
40. 00
Total. ........•........... ... - . -· - - - 455. 00
75. 00
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Garden accC'unt of United States Soldiers' Home, Jrorn October 1, 1895, to Septe"nber 30,
1896, consolidated.
DR.

Labor, fertilizers, seeds, tools, fuel, and implements ...•..••..................... ! . . . . . . . . . . . $2,915, 37

CR.
94 cords wood...................... ......... ....... ............................... ...........
141. 00
20,670 plants, trees, and shrubs raiE1ed in garden and greenhouse.. ................ .......... 1,188.50
Balance to debit of garden expended in improvement of grounds....... .................. ... 1,585.87
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . 2, 915. 37
NoTE.-This department has the care of the ornamentation of the grounds, lawns, :flowers, shrubs,
trees, and fruit.
•

Annual report of members of the United States Soldiers' Home receiving outdoor relief September 301 1896, rates of relief, pensions, etc.
Number receiving outdoor relief:
$8 per month ..... ·. ...... . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . 266
$4 per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4
$2 per month ...................•... .- . . . . . 56
Total ... ................................ 326
Number receiving outdoor relief September
30, 1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 312
Net gain during year .........•......... 14
Nonpensioners receiving outdoor relief....... 75
Receiving pensions:
$6 per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . 65
$8 per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
$10 per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . 7
$12 per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . 103
$14 per month............................ 3

Receiving pensions-Continued,

m~:~ :~:~k ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
$20 per month.... ............. ...........
$22 per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$24 per month............................
$25 per mo~th . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$30 per month ............ ................

1~

1
1
5
1
3

Total non pensioners . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
Total pensioners ............................. 251
Grand total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 326
Mexican war survivors ...... .. .............. 143
Men who have served 25 years or oveF .... .. . 48
Nonpensioners of latter number............. 5

Fifteen members of the Home ou outdoor relief have clied since date of last report.
Thirteen members were dropped from outdoor relief after June 30, 1896, in compliance with resolutions of the Board of Commissioners dated June 19, 1891, and July 18,
1896.
RICHD. C. PARKER,
Brevet Major, United States Army, Secretary and Treasurer.
Gen. D. S. STANLEY, U. S . .A.,
Governor Soldiers' Home.
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of ten years ago. The highest number present during the year was 722,
on F~bruary 28, 1896, and the lowest 657, on July 6, 1896; and the total
cared for was 1,535, against 1,755 the preceding year.
The average absentees number 380, which is the same as reported
for the year before; the greatest number absent being 416, on July 8,
1890, and the lowest 351, on January 22, 1896. The age of the members present September 30, 1896, averaged 55.67 years. At date of
inspection there were 45 vacant beds in barracks.
The length of service in the Army ran from 5 months to 30 years,
with an average length of 14.69 years.
The present distribution of the personnel seems decidedly more commendable than the overcrowded condition that prevailed some years
ago; and the absolute cleanliness and marked decorum, and indications of watchful and efficient care and management, are all the more
noticeable, as they are accompanied by reduced expenditure anct wise
economy.
DISCIPLINE.

The regulations established by the Board of Commissioners for the
internal police and discipline are enforced under the governor by the
sergeants, Home police, and wat,chmen. Offenses do not appear specially numerous, those receiving disciplinary attention usually being·
drunkenness, absence without leave, and introducing liquor into the
Home. This Home has not established a store or canteen like the
National Home, though cigars, pies, etc., are sold as a private venture.
The law prohibiting the sale of intoxicants within a radius of 1 mile ot
the Home does not seem to have been so effectively enforced as at some
of the Branches of the National Home, and numerous places are said to
have sprung up where a secret liquor traffic is carried on, and these
old men are preyed upon. It is not known that any of the accidental
deaths have been traced to these causes.
Of the average present during the year, 91, or 13.3 per cent, were
tried once; 56, or 8.19 per cent, twice; and 31, or 4.53 per cent, more
than twice; and 506, or 73.98 per cent, were not tried at all, and over
80 per cent of the average present were not punished. There were a
total of 345 offenses committed by 178 men, of whom 31 seem to have
committed over 40 per cent. The penalties attached consist of labor on
roads and grounds, confinement in guard room, suspension, and dismis al. The guard room was in good condition, and one member was
in confinement at date of inspection. Sixteen members were dropped
from the rolls for absence without leave or desertion. The discipline at
thi Home compares favorably with that at similar institutions.
AMUSEMENTS.

Facilities for amusement consist of billiard, pool, and bagatelle tables,
cards, ches , checkers, and dominoes, occa ional variety entertainment ,
band, and library. Each barrack building has a ort of a semblyroom
set a ide, which is located on the ground floor in the Anderson Buildin ' a11d in the basement in the other four.
The billiard hall is located in tl10 basement of the herman Building.
It wa in good condition and contains three billiard, one pool, and two
bagat Ile tables. There i n char ·e for these game and the table
are reported in con tant u e. Fa ·ilitie for card· ancl other edentary
0 ·ame
are reported ample, each of the five amu ement room containing ta le . The room are in pe ted daily by a c mmi ioned officer.
hether additional innocent amu ement , both out of door and in,
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may not be practicable, and something more acceptable offered than
basentent rooms, has doubtless received and deserved consideration.
The band is maintained during the entire year with an average membership of 14, all of whom are members of the Home. Its cost for the
past year has been $1,925.04 for pay of the musicians, and $95.97 for
instruments, and 155 concerts were given.
The library contained 6,074 volumes, which is an increase of 34 over
the numberreported last year, and of nearly49 per cent during the past
ten years; and 32 papers and 17 periodicals are subscribed for. Books
may be taken from the library for two weeks at a time; and 12,694 were
read, which gives an average of over 18 books per man. Fiction and
history are in greatest demand, and the following are the ten books .
most read: Napoleon's Memoirs, Macaulay's England, Trilby, Fort
Frayne, Bragelonne, A Rebel Queen, A Gentleman of France, A. D.
2000, Gabriel Conroy, and Edith Percival. The reported capacity of
the reading room is 28, which seems small for an average daily at,tendance of 2~0.
There are three societies among the membP-rs, viz: Henry Wilson Post,
G. A. R.; Gen. William P. Barry Garrison, R. A. N. U.; and Soldiers'
Horne Temperance Union, with a membership of 120, 46, and 130,
respectively. The two societies first named meet twice a month, and
the last named every Friday night in Sheridan Hall in the basement of
the Sheridan building. They have no effect, it is reported, upon
discipline.
RELIGIOUS SERVICES,

Divine services are held every Sunday by each chaplain, in the Home
chapel, which has a capacity of 250, and is reported suitable for the
purpose. There are three chaplains, a Catholic, an Episcopalian, and a
Lutheran, who are paid $50 per month each, except the first named,
who receives additional for organist and choir $15. They do not live at
the Home. In addition to their Sunday services, they officiate at funerals and minister to the sick. The services are reported well attended.
BUILDINGS.

The buildings were a:1 in excellent police and condition except some
dormitory floors and the WP,ather stains already mentioned; and over
$2,000 was expended during the year for repairs of buildings and interior
:fixtures. The September storm caused damagei to some of the roofs
estimated at $575. Up to September 30, $53,797.58 had been expended
on the new marble amusement ball referred to in last year's report.
There are five barracks at the Home, known as the Scott, Sherman,
Sheridan, Anderson, and King buildings. rrhe two first named are of
stone, and tbe last three of brick. The Anderson, which is stuccoed
and is the smallest of the five, was not originally constructed for barrack purposes, and is used principally for the band. 1.rhere is room in
these buildings for 710 beds, though at date of inspection it was stated
they contained 652, of which 607 were occupied. There are basements
in all, which are used as amusement and smoking rooms, ba,r ber, tailor,
upholsterer, and shoemaker shops, mu eum, reading and bath rooms,
water-closets, and storerooms, and a few have bunks in them. Th
Anderson Building is the only one that has an attic, which gives leeping quarters for four members and room for storing quartermaster
property. 'fhe number of men to each bath tub averages 22.5, and the
number of urinals and boppers is one to each 31 men of the former and
one to each 12 of the latter.
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The barracks are heated by steam and hot air, and lighted by gas.
The latter is reported at an expenditure of $5.97 per man per year.
Beds, bedding, and lockers were in good condition, and have noticeably improved during the past few years. The mattress in use here
seems to be much superior to the one supplied at the National Home
for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers. It is made of hair, and weighs 26
pounds; at the latter Home it is made of cotton, and weighs much less,
though the one being furnished there now is several times thicker than
formerly. The iron bedsteads seem to last interminably, and it is found
that a breadth of 3 feet 6 inches gives decidedly greater comfort than
a half foot less, especially to disabled men past middle life.
DISBURSEMENTS.

The accounts and disbursements of the treasurer were inspected
from October 12, 1895, the date of last inspection, to November 20,
1896. The following is a summary :
HOME FUND.

Balance on hand October 12, 1895 ....•...••••.....•.•..........•••....•. $25,168. 99
Received from the United tates Treasury .................. $213, 700. 21
Received from pension fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 282. 00
Received from sales .... ·----------· ...... __________ .... ---1, 876.98
Received from collections ...• , • . • .. • • .. .. • • .. . . • • . • • . . . . . . .
1, 214. 26
- - - 22),073.45
Total to be accounted for ........................................ 245, 242. 44
Disbursed as per vouchers. . . • . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 227, 343. 58
Balance on hand November 20, 1896... ... . .. . .. ...• .... . .. . .... ..
PEN IO

17,898, 86

FUND,

Balance on hand October 12, 1895 ....................................... $44,743.57
R eceived from pension agent...........................................
1, 2 . 09
Total to be accounted for ...................................... - .. 125, 951. 66
i burse l to pen ioners .. _... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . $7 , 510. 2
Transferred to Home Jund. . . . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3, 2 2. 00
79,792.28
46 15 .38
64, 05 , 24

Di

Tot 1........................................................... .

. - .24
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On September 30, 1896, there were 563 pensioners on the rolls, of
whom 557 were present. For the three months ending on that date
the treasurer paid out on account of pensions $18,H98.89, or an average of $34.11 to each -pensioner present. The total amount of pension money received during the year was $80,924:.26, and disbursed
$80,705.3i. rrhere were 3961)ensioners on the rolls who had balances
to their credit. Of these, 3 had $1,000 or over each, 12 between $500
and $1,000 each, 120 between $100 and $500 each, and 2Gl less than
$100 each, the total amounting to $46,844.98 on September 30, 1896,
which seems to be kept lying idle on deposit. Six of these pensioners,
whose continued savings foot up $3,529, are at the insane asylum. The
pensions paid range from $6 to $72 per month, and average $11. 78 per
pensioner.
PERMANENT FUND.

Tb.e transactions affecting the permanent fund during the past three
years may be stated as follows:
.

1894.

1895.

1896.

!

I

Balance September 30 .••..•••••.••.•..•••••.•••••.••.
Credit settlements ... ................................

$2, 479. 3H 32
197,693.47

$2, 574, 036. 79
188,006.04

$2, 690, 042. 83
145,700.49

Withdrawn for current expenses ....................

2, 677, 036. 79
103,000.00

2, 762, 042. 83
72,000.00

2, 835, 743. 32
124, 618.80

Balance September 30 ..•... ·.....................

2, 574, 036. 79

2, 690, 042. 83

2, 711, 124. 52

The reduction in the amount of credits to the permanent fund during
1895, as compared with the previous year, was but slight, but it is
more marked during the year just closed, amounting to $43,305.55.
Althoug·h a large draft was made on the fund for the new amusement
ha.11, the balance at the close of the year shows an increase of about
$21,000 over that of last year.
The annual expenses, exclusive of permanent improvements, have
been reduced to $146,415.82, of which nearly $81,000 was met from tbe
interest paid by the United States on the amount of the permanent
fund on deposit with the United States Treasurer, and the remainder
from the principal of that fund and some small incidental receipts as
appears by the following statement:
RECEIPTS .A.ND EXPENDITURES.

The following are the receipts taken up by the treasurer for the year
ending September 30, 1896:
Balance on hand.............. . . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • • . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . $5, 680. 74Rece~ved from :permanent fund ....... _.................... - .... .... - - . - 124-, 618.
Received from mterest fund ......... - ... .. .. - - . - -- -- - - -- · - · · · · - - · · -- · - - O,
11
Rece~ved from post1?-umous sources .... -- .... · --· ··· · · -- ··· · · - · · · · · · ·· · ·
2 2: 00
Rece~ved from pension fun.d. - ..... - - -- - -- - - · · · -· · · -- · - · · · · · · · · · -- -- · · · ·
'975. 42
Rece1ved from transportation ................... - • , .. -- -- · • · · · · · - · - · · · ·
Received from sales:
$ 27 . o
Curr~nt expenses ..• - - - . - - - - · · • • • · · · · • · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
492. 20

~ti' ~g

5

illti1;~~:\\\~\\\l\\\\\\\:\\:\\\\ll\\\\\\~\\\;:::~~:;
Total from all sourc

~~;~

. .. . .... -····· ······ -··· ···· ···· ···· ·· · · ····
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The expenditures for the same period were:
Current expenses ........................................... $36, 146. 00

~Y!tt!:~u-~~: ·.: ·_:: ~ ·_:::: ~ ·_:: ~ ~ :::::~ ~ ~ ::~ ~: :::~ :::~: :::::::::

Household.... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hospital. ............................................... ~...
Transportation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Construction ...••................... ____ .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .....
Repairs .......•.......•........•............. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Farm ...............• .. _................................ _. ..
Outdoor relief .....•............. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . . . .
Insane members at asylum..................................
Posthumous fund . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~i: i~~: ~~

13, 576. 22
18, 043. 16
836. 14
54,437.27
2, 025. 91
6, 248. 73
26, 471. 06
3,539. 29
4,474.12

Total expenditures ....•.......................•..•............... $209, 702. 64
" Balance September 30 ................................... _.. . . . . . .

7, 944. 05

Deducting from the expenditures the receipts from sales, the expense
per capita during the year for an average present of 688 seems to have
been distributed as follows:
Current expenses • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • ............••....•......•....••••....... $52. 13
Subsistence . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48. 02
1
~
Hospital.... . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26. 23
Repairs... . . . . . . . . . • • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2. 94
Farm ...••.••.....•............•.... ~ •..•.....•.•......... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8. 26

i1~~:gld:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~t: ~~
Total per capita ................................. _-.. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . 171. 71

Compared with last year's expenses, these figures give a re<luction of
$16.30 per capita, and with the preceding year of $26.18.
It seems that the avera.ge per capita at this Home exceeds that at
the National Homes for current expenses, hospital, clothing, and farm.
This may be accounted for in part by the fact that it costs more proportional1y for administration for a small number of persons than for a
large number, to the manufacture by the National Home of the clothing
for the members, and to the regular Home keeping in such excellent
condition the extensive grounds and miles of roadways like a city park,
and it has no post fund with which to share its expenses.
The per capita for subsistence, househo]d expenses, and repairs seems
to be less than at the National Horne. In these, the favorable markets
and the substantial character of the buildings are possibly factors.
In view of the diminishing receipts for the permanent fund, the large
idle deposit and the loss thereby of interest amounting to a thousand
dol1ars or so a year may deserve attention and a more business-hke
management.
OUTDOOR RELIEF.

The average daily number of members on outdoor relief during the
year was 318.58, which is about 5 le "than for the previou year. The e
bene:ficiarie received $26,471.06, or an average of 83.09 each for the
year. The maximum amount paid was 06 and the minimum 24.
The system of•outdoor r lief at thi Horne give general ati faction,
and he expen e seem le· than half the co t of maintainjng Lue e
b neficiarie at the Horne. Combinin · the e with tho e con tantly
pre ent at the Home, a daily average of 1,006.58 m mber were cared
for at an annual co t of maintenance per capita of 143.66.
If a y tern of reJi f founded on the ame general plan ould be provided for our di abled olunteer o]dier · (aud many are a king for it),
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the capacity of the National Rome to care for n.eedy persons entitled to
its benefits would be largely increased, especially during the winter
months when the need is felt most intensely, and statistics demonstrate
the overcrowding is greatest now.
EMPLOYEES.

Tbe amount paid for services during the year was as follows.:
3 officers ____ . ____ ... ___ ..... _.. _............••...••••... _. _.... _... _. _ $2,984.88

28 non commissioned officers ... _._ ... ___ .. _.... ___ ... ___ .. _......... __ .. 4,806. 40
180 members .. __ .... _............. _... _...... __ ......................... 23,960.80
14 hand .. __ ............................. ·-·............................ 1. 925. 04
45 civilians ..•••....................................................... 21; 420. 62
55, 097. 74

270

Compared with last year, there is a reduction of 6 in the number of
em-ployees, and of nearly $600 in the amount paid for services. The
expenditures for serviees seem to be about 26.3 per cent of all expenses,
a1.1d average $80.08 per member present. The ratio of employees to
average membership is about 39.2. These figures are lower than those
for tLe previous year. The following table shows the condition in this
respect for the past five years:
·
1892.

1893.

1894.

::.895.

189G.

- -- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - 1-- - - 1 -- - - - - - - - - - P er ce11tof total ·e xpenditures paid for services.. ...........
24. 6
Ratio of employees to average membership.................
28. 6
Average per inmate......................................... $64. 87

23. 7
29. 7
$70. 07

31
37
$79. 4.4

34. 5
40. 7
$81. 83

2G. :J
39. '.!
$80. 08

PROPERTY.

Property and stores were in excellent condition and seemed to receive
carefnl attention. The current supplies on hand September 30, 1896,
are valued at $10,550. There are no quartermaster storehouses,stores
being purchased only when required for immediate use, and materials
and tools ar·e kept at tbe shops to which they pertain. Inventories are
taken semi-annually and verified by the treasurer, and returns are
rendered to tbe Board of Commissioners.
Unserviceable property is disposed of by condemnation and sale.
The only articles condemned and sold were 11 stoves, which cost originally $71.50, and brought $21.44. There were also condemned but not
sold some 2,246 other articles, consisting principally of bedding, clothing brushes, crockery, etc., whose original cost is reported as $6n.22about 90¼ cents per man.
No property books were exhibited in the treasurer's office. The property returns seem to be made up from the pmcbase vouchers every six
months. .l!Jxceptmedical supplies, which are purchased by the surgeon,
all purchases are made by the treasurer. The clothing, when received,
js turned over to the governor on invoice, commissary stores for regular issues to the commissary sergeant, and extra issues to the kitchen
sergeant. Farm pr_o ducts are turned into the root-house, in charge of a
corporal. There does not seem to be any well-defined accountability for
the receipt and issue of stores. Would it not be well to confide that
matter to one officer, whose records would sliow all tbe transaction
refating to all property from its receipt until its final issue or condemnation 1
W.A.R % -VOL

I--42
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It is believed to be to the ad vantage of the Home that purchases are
now made largely on contract, and during the past year the method of
competitive bids was adopted for the purcllase of many articles. For
instance, pease, for which $1 per dozen was paid in open market, were
bought from the same dealer during the same month at 75 cents per
dozen on bids; and corn, that 70 cents was paid for in open market, was
obtained for 54 cents on bids, and other articles in similar proportion.
Possibly a further saving could be effected if this method of purchase
was applied to such articles as potatoes, turnips, cabbages, fish, chickens, fresh pork, sausage, etc. Section 3 of the act of March 3, 1883,
prescribing regulations for the Soldiers' Home, directs that "all supplies that can be purchased upon contract shall be so purchased, after
due notice by advertisement, of the lowest responsible· bidder."
Whisky for which $3.75 per gallon was paid, and alcohol at $2.60
per gallon, were bought from local dealers. It is understood that these
articles may be purchased from the Medical Department of the Army
at much ~ess cost, as that department purchases these articles without
payment of the internal-revenue tax.
CLOTHING.

The clothing allowance at this Home-if there should be a positive
allowance at all instead of adopting the National Home system of
continuing Government proprietorship constantly-seems liberal; and
consists of 1 pair sky-blue trousers; 1 blouse, unlined; 1 pair dark
blue flannel trousers, 3 pairs shoes, 6 pairs stockings, 3 pairs drawers,
1 straw bat, 1 black felt bat, 2 flannel shirts, and 2 cotton shirts each
year, and 1 dark blue coat and vest every two years. New clothing
is issued to permanent . members and second-hand elothing to needy,
temporary members awaiting action of the Board of Commissioners.
Pensioners who draw over a certain amount of pension must pay for
their clothing, but they can not purchase beyond the allowance. This
does not seem to be in accord with the act of March 3, 1883, section 5,
'' that a suitable uniform shall be furnished to every inmate of the
Home without cost to him." No record of clothing purchased is made
on the persona] clothing record.
Although clothing is held to be Home property after issue to the men,
it is dropped from the clothing books after sueh issue, and no record or
account is kept thereafter of it, nor are the men required to.turn in the
old clothing on the issue of new. It seems that clothing bas at time
been issued at the stated periods without reference to tlle condition of
the clothi11g in their possession, though greater care and watcbfulne. s
bas been exercised.
There are no repair shops for clothing· maintained by the Borne. All
repair are made at the expense of the inmates, and it is stated that
two tailor and two shoemakers are kept bu yon such work.
Members on furlough are not furnished clothing, and, should they not
return the clothing left by them in the storeroom is taken up and rei ued if new, or is ued to temporary member if old. Worn-out clothing, unfit for further wear, is u ·ed for police purpo e , a ruop , etc. At
the Volunteer Home. it i sold a rags, bringing as high as 11 cents per
pound, and aggregating in a year over $5,000.
LAUNDRY.

Ea h member i permitted to end weekly one change of clothing to
the laundry. The report. how that for tbe month of Oct ber 1895
(five wa h days), the number of piece laundered was 1,955 hirt , 1 484
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pairs drawers, 277 pairs stockings, 2,985 sheets, 2,986 pillows slips, 506
roller towels, and 427 hand towels.
Three men are employed in the laundry, and $1,513.84 was expended
for laundry work during the year. This gives an average cost per capita
of $2.20.
Pensioners are supposed to furnish their own towels when they bathe,
but their washing is paid for by the Home, and a1so 1,rivate underwear,
if it has the Home number on it and is within the allowance. The
contract price is so much per man, and the number of men for which
payment is made is based on the number of sheets, without reference
to the number of pieces of underclotl1iug, provided no one bas more
than one piece of each kind. Forty-one per cent of the inmates do not
have their shirts washed at the laundry, 53 per cent their drawers,
and 91 per cent their socks.
FIRE DEP .A.RTMEN'J'.

Protection against fire consists of water plugs, hose and reel company of 50 men, rake and ax detail of about 100 men, and fire bucket
on each floor, except the Sherman Building. The fil'e orders a sigu the
men to their posts and require them to turn out on all occasions when
the :fire alarm is sounded. The apparatus is. reported adequate and in
good con¢lition and frequently tested, and the firemen are said to be able
to respond in a few minutes in case of fire. The most disastrous fire
for which the fire department was called out occurred September 13,
1894, when fire broke out in three separate places. The first destroyed
a shed and 25 tons of hay; the second burned down the stable , 45 ton '
of hay, 2 horses, and an ambulance, and tJ:i_e third destroyed a tack
of 15 tons of hay. The loss was estimated at $7,000.
WATER SUPPLY.

The water supply i8 by steam pumping into the new water t wer
from wells on the Home grounds at a point below the hos ital. It, _a,
formerly obtained from springs, but now principally by conn ction_ w1~h
the city waterworks. The lift is 185 feet, and the pumping tat1 n 1 '
run by two men at a cost during the year of $985.04, inclu ive of 2(F\ 4
for coal and incidentals. At the Dayton Home these figure · ar : T tal
lift, 339 feet; number. of employees, 8, at an annual cost f 3,360,
exclusive of cost of fuel.
FARM.

The farm comprises 228 acres,200 of which are in pa ture.
h fa~m
report shows that the products were valued at 3,572. , of wln: h
$1,777.50 was for 145 tons of hay, at $12.25! per ton, and 1,7 5. i r
vegetables, and that it cost for labor, implement·, se. d, _foiag·_ , t ·
$3,818.78, a balance against the farm of 246.19, l>ut 1t 1 : ti at ~l
1that there are yet in the ground vegetables valued at '455.
u h
mates, of course, are merely tentative, a in the a. e of p ta
_1 · '
year. Five hundred and sixty-five dollars and fi.fte n c nt, w r l!r, <l
from thesaleofsomeoftbehay. In addition toth v _get l ~. <· ~~
from the farm it seems that $1 877.73 was expend 1 f r th l m h ,t
fresh vegetables. With the la~ge acreage available. it w _nl 1 :· 11 ~,1' ·.:
sible to have almost fully supplied the me and ho, p1 al with 1 h -~ .
111 q u\
tables. But farming is like any other r gular bu in
c
1
a practical and practiced and earnest expert to do he ~ rk '
1r

'i·
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or acceptably. The attempts to produce milk or vegetables at these
Homes may have appeared rather questionable to some persons, however irresistible the opportunity appears to be. Land of sucli value as
this perhaps can not well pay as dairy or farming land, uor are the resident inmates or hired men always the best to carry on such an arduous,
practical work.
The transportation of the Home consists of 2 ambulances, 1 buggy,
I laundry wagon, 1 mail wagon, 1 market wagon, 1 milk wa.gou, and 6
carts for roads and grounds and other police purposes, and U public
horses and 5 mules nre kept. In addition there are 11 private vehicles
and 8 private horses kept at the Home.
The garden is charged with $2,915.37 on account of labor, etc.,
expended in the care and ornamentation of the grounds, lawns, :flowers,
shrubs, and trees, and credit is claimed for $1,188.50 on account of
plants, trees, and shrubs raised in garden and greenhouse, and $141 on
account of 94 cords of wood, It is reported that no small fruit was
raised in the garden this year.
The dairy is still main tamed, though there are no public cows reported,
and it is charged only with the expense of briuging the milk from the
railroad depot to the Home. The· present contract price of milk is 13½
cents per gallon, and the report of the District chemist pronounces it
good. When there was formerly a herd at the Home, milk was credited
to the dairy at 30 cents in 1890 and 28 cents in 1891 and 1892, and
charged to the hospital and Home mess at cost of production, which
was 15.87 cents in 1890, 16.53 cents in 1891, and 17.81 cents in 1892.
Interference with private business does not seem to be economical by
the record in this matter.
MESSING.

The dining hall and kitchen were in good condition, and the facilities
for cooking and serving meals are reported ample and a decided
improvement on its condition some years ago. The food seemed well
cooked and satisfactory in quality and quantity. Tbe bill of fare for
the week ending November 14, 1896, is shown in Exhibit N. The following table shows the average daily amount issued and its cost for
the months of December, 1895, and June, 1896, to both dining hall and
hospital:
I
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5. 04
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443 $22. 58
370 21. 32

113
105

3. 02 $0. 0500
. 0576
3. 52

0. 109
. 202

---

Tran ients not connected officially with the Ilome were given 11,-76
meal during the year. There are 7 men emplo ed in the kitch n · 1
cook, 5 as i tant cook , and 1 butcher; and 2 in th dining hall 1 rgeant and...,.:., wait r .
The will and ar age is o-iv n to one of them mb r -£ r r movino-.
At "'ome f the voluut r om it i old, an l it w, her form r1 •
Breakage of crockery doe not seem a high h r a at ome of he th r
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Homes. The percentage reported broken during the year is, bowls, 20;
dinner plates, 11; soup plates, 10.5; butter plates, 13, and vegetable
dishes, 10, or an average of 13i. The average allowance in the Army
is 20.
HOSPITAL.

The hospital was in excellent condition throughout and displayed its
usual admirable care and management. A new steel ceiling, as recommended in my last report, had been put up in the dining room and furnace ranges and plumbing repaired, at a total cost of $303.80. The signs .
of leakage have already been mentioned. Tables arc set three times,
which seems to indicate the dining room is too srna.11.
·
On September 30, 1896, 76 of the 85 beds were occupied by patients,
which is a decrease of 5 from the number reported a year previous. The
average number of daily sick during the year bas been 77.18 in hospital
and 6.44 at sick call. This is a slight increase over the average for the
preceding year. The following are the principal diseases and percentage of each:
Chronic: Tuberculosis, 7.58; senile debility, 5.69; rheumatism, 5.21;
bronchial catarrh and epilepsy, each 3.31; asthma and heart disease,
each 2.6; pneumonia, 2.1; and cancer, 1.63.
•
Acute: Alcoholism, 10.19; malarial fever, 3.31; influenza, 2.84; cholera morbus and diarrhea, each 1.42; rheumatism, 0.94; and pneumonia,
0.71.
Surgical: Fractures, 1.89; abscesses, 1.63; hernia, 1.18; sprains and
ulcers, each 0.94; and wounds, 0.71.
The principal diseasesoflocalorigin are influenza and malaria, of which
there were 12 and 14 cases, respectively. There were no infectious or
contagious diseases during the year. The total number of patients treated
was 2,775, and the average number of days each case was treated was
66.94 days in hospital and 1 day at sick call. There were 341 patients
admitted to the hospita 1 during the year and 137 discharged as cured.
The number of deaths during the year was G7, against 55 the previous
year, and the death rate per 1,000 present and absent was increased
from 52 to 62.73. Forty-two membersdiedinhospita1,5iu otherplaces
on the reservation, and 20 outside of the reservation. The causes of
death were: Natural, 45; suicide, 2; result of accident, 1; and unknown,
19. The average age at death was 64.63 years.
Deceased members are buried in the Home uniform in a coffin made
at tlrn Home shops at a cost of $6.12. The funeral is reported to cost
$6.42. Fifty-three members and 12 ex-members were buried at tlie
neighboring national cemetery during the year. Au allowance of $25
is made for funeral expenses of members buried away from the Home.
These national cemeteries being established by law and properly cared
for under their own organization, it seems much better to bury the old
soldiers therein, aR is done here and at Hampton, than to estal li h
additional graveyards, which are liable not to be so perfectly and permanently cared for.
Hygienic conditions seem excellent and tbe sick are :well cared _for,
$3 017.88 being expended d uriug the year for extra diet of t~e 1_ck.
The average daily cost of the hospital ration, including spemal diet,
per man, is reported as $0.1~8.
.
.
The insane are quartered rn two small, barred 1solat10n room when
11ecessary, and in the general hospital quarters. When th Y can 11 t
be properly cared for here, they are sent to the Government asylum at
St. Elizabeth.
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The average annual number of insane is about 25, and ·between 3 and
4 have been sent annually to the asylum for th~ past :five years.
The blind members are quartered ou the :first floor of the Scott buildings, and seem to receive all the assistance they need. Three are totally
blind and 23 have impaired eyesight, so as to be unable to read. One
man is employed to read daily to them.
The hospital employees number 29 members and 3 civilians, who
received a total compensation during the year of $6,417.76, or an average of $200.59 each.
The expense for drugs and druggists' supplies, including dressing,
etc., was $1,3138.75 for the year, which is an expense per capita of about
$2.02. The medicjnes most used during the year were cod-liver oil, 10
gallons; iodide of potash, 25 pounds; rochelle salts, 25 pounds; epsom
salts, 20 pounds; extract casca,ra sagrada, 6 pounds; cathartic pills,
8,000; sulphate of quinine, 30 ounces; Dover's powders, 2 pounds; sulfon al, 16 ounces, and compound licorice powder, 4 pounds.
The usual exhibits, giving detailed information on various matters,
are appended herewith.
Respectfully submitted.
J. 0. BRECKINRIDGE,
Inspector-General.
The SECRE'I.'.A.RY OF W .A.R.
LIST 01<' J<;XHIIlITS.

A.-Pielcl r etnrn of the inmates, October 13, 1896.
B.-Recapitulation of expenditures from October 1, 1895, to September 30, 1896.
C.-Amouut paid to civil employees during September, 1896.
D.-1. Statement relative to membert. on outdoor relief.
2. Annnal report of members receiving outdoor relief, September 30, 1896, rates
of relief, pensions, etc.
E.-Statement showing the number of inmates present October 15, 1896, with length
of army service ; also the number of pensioners and rate of pension.
F.-List of contracts for supplies aucl servi ceg, September 30, 1896.
G.-List of extras, accepted bids, no formal contract executed, in force May 1, 1896,
for the period of five months.
II.-Amouut expended on officers' quarters and peri.anent buildings from October 1,
1895, to September 30, 1896.
I.-Gar<l en account, from October 1, 1895, to September 30, 1896.
K.-Fa.rm account, from October 1, 1895, to September 30, 1896 (consolidated).
L.-Vegetables aud fruit furnished Home and hospital me s from farm and garden
for the year ended eptember 30, 1896.
M.-Vegetables purchased in addition to those received from the farm for the year
ended eptem ber 30, 1896.
N.-Home mes bill of fare for the week en<letl November 14, 1896.
0 . -Extra washing done by the Eureka Steam Laundry during the month of ept mber, 1890, for the Home.
P.-Li t of crockery in daily use in Home during the year ended eptember 30, 1 96,
with per cent of breakage.
Q.- nmlwr of hor ·es and mules owned and employed eptember 30, 1896.
R.-Ho pital diet, general and special.
S.-Li t of medicines on hand September 30, 1896, and ix months supply received
ctober 5, 1896.
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SOLDIERS' ROME.
A.-Field retiirn of the inmates October l5, 1896.
Present for duty:
·
Governor .............................. .
Deputy governor . ................ . ..... .
Secretary ancl treasurer ...... .. ... . .... .

t!tI~~~~'.'.'::;;:• •:; •: •: _::):

Privates ........... . ...... . ........ -... .
Sick:
Non commissioned officers . ...... .. ..... .
Privates ...... . ........... . . . ....... . .. .
Present, extra duty:
Sergeant .. ........................... . . .
Privates . . ............ .. .. ............. .
Temporarily admitted ......... . . . ..... . .
Invalided privates . ... ... ... . ... . .... . . .

Total . .. .............. . . . . .. . .. .......
Aggregate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Absent:
On outdoor relief....... ... . ......... . ...
Insane asylum... .... . ..................
WithleaYeN oncommissioned officer...... . . . . . .
PrivateR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Suspended.. .. .. ... . ... . ............
Present and absent:

Pf~ll~-!'s~istributecl among tho buildings as
1
1
1
l
1
20
6

312
79
1

129
81
95
724
728

322
18
-1
44
4

I;~!eg~t~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: I: m

Scott Building * ............... . . . _... __.
Sherman Building t ... . ... ....... . ... .. .

229
110

~:: ·_ -_:::: ·.·_: ·. ·_ ::::::: -_

120

!?.timfg:::::::::::::: • : : • •

2

~~1~~l~J~tt~

90
43
4

Ander son Bmldmg II -. ...•..............

1
1
1
1

Southeast gatehou se ........... . ....... .
Whitney avenue gatehou se . .. . ...... . . .
M arried men at old farmhouse . .. ...... .
Married men who sleep outside ........ .
Hospital ........•..........•...... . . .. ..

110

2
10

Total inmates presen t .... . ........ .. . .

724

On outdoor relief (beneficiaries).............
In insane asylum (inmates) . .. .. . ... ... ... . .
On furlou gh (inmates) ......... .... . .. .. . . ..
On suspension (inmates) .............. .. . _. .

322

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

389

Total inmates, present and absent:
Permanent inmates, present and absent .
Temporary inmates, present and absent.
Beneficiaries r eceiving outdoor relief...

322

18
45
4

706
85

Total .•............. . . . . . .. .... . ...... 1, 113
D . .A. . IRWIN,
Captain, U.S. A ., Deputy Governor.

B.-.Recapitulation of exp enditures from October 1, 1895, to Septembe1· 30, 1896.
Repairs to officers' quarter s ............ . ................. . ................................ . .
Compensation of the governor, deputy governor, treasurer, and clerk to the Board of Commissioners .. . ..... . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Transportation furniRhed to discharged soldiers en route to the Rome, to be refundecl to the
Quartermaster's Department . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
]fuel for the Ho rue..................... .. .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Expenses of the hospital for medicine, medical stores, spectacles, false teeth, material for
coffins, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Expen ses of the hospital for mess and kitchen 1mrposes and all running expenses, including compensa~ion t o inmat_es on duty and pay of civilian employees .......... .... ....... .
Refunded to claimants as lieirs of deceased soldi ers . . ....................... .. ....... . . .... .
Refunded to claimants as heirs of deceased inm ates ......................... -.. . . . . .. ..... Clothiug for inmates . ........... . ..... . .... . . .. .... .. . ... .. .. . .. .. ......... ........ .. . ... .. .
Subsistence stores and ice, including special diet and stimulants for the sick ..... .. ... .... .
Expenses of the Home bakery . .. . ..... ............. .... . ... ..... . ............. . . _.. ....... .
Bedding for inmates, bedsteads, blankets, upholster er's materials, et c ........ .. ...........•
Farm, ,garden, aml d airy utensils, seeds, guano, manure, cultivation of garden, ornamentation of grounds, pay of farm, garden, dahy, and other employees .. .......... . . .... . ... Mess and kitchen 11 tensils an d all other articles exce-pt bedding for the Home..............
Material for general r epaiJ's to buildin gs, repair of road s and fences, purchase and repair
to harn ess, vehicles, etc., purchase of mechanical tools . ...................... .. ... . .... . Forairn and medicines for Rome animals, articles used in stables... .. ........ .. ....... . . . . .
Expenses of the library, governor's arnl treasurer's offices, post-office box rent, Rtationery,
etc., for otlice of Board of Commissioners, freight, telegrams, and amusements.... .. . ...
Incidental expenses, rental of telephone, h ack hire, traveling expenses, professional serv-

d~~~1~1{tfi~~;~~: ~;~;:t~~~~ : :~::::::::::::::::::::::::: ·:·: : :_: : : : :::::::::::::::

$202. 52

4, 184. 88
836.14
6, 600. 90
2, 095. 56
15,947.60
1,334. 56
2,819.56
10,374.25
33,530.49
53. 73
116.10
15,416.73

910. 07
1,769.66
866. 59
l, 377. 86
_
393 03

t ~~~: g~

Compensation nnd monthly allowances to inmates nonpensioners on duty at the Homo,
except compensation to inmates on c1uty at Barnes Hospital. . ...... .. .................... 19, 553. 50
Commut.ation to members of the Rome residing outside ....... ..... ........ ........... . . - . . 26,471.06
Gas for the Home, includin g rental of Amicks improved ,;as r egulators ........ -.·.......... 3,027.45
Board and medical treatment of members of the Home m Government Hospital for th e
Insane ..... .. .... . ... . ............ . - -.... . .... -............ -....... - ..... - •... - . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 539. '.l9
Funeral expenses of members of the Home r esiding outside ... - . : -.. . ........ ·: .. : .. - . .. - - .
320. 00
New ~uildings: Co?struction of the new amusement hall, heatmg and vent1latmg sam ,
and mcreasmg boiler plant. .. ... ............ . .... .. .... - . . .............................. - 53, 797.58
Permanent improvements: New fences, wells, r epairB to bridges, lamp-posts, gas, lamps,
paving, sewerage, etc ........ .... ··· · ··------ ..... .. - - ...•............•...... . .. .. ....... · · _ _o_3_9_.o_o
Total expenditures ........................... ... .. .................. ..... ... --- .. .. -- 209,702. 6:l
Rieu. c. PARKER,
Brevet MCl(jor, U.S. A.., Secretary an£l 1'reasurer.

* With h eclroom-space of

271 ,990 cubic feet, 1,181.23 cn1?ic _f

t p r man.

t With bedroom-space of 214 ,664 cubic ftl t, 1,05l.5 _cub1c_i f~et per man.

+With bedroom-space of 152,058 cubic ~eet, 1,267.1:J cub~c f et P r m an.
twith bedroom-space of 106,594 cn1?ic feet, 1,184.37 c1~b1(? "J: t-p r ruan.
fl With bedroom-space of 55,874 cubic feet, 1,299.4 cubic f t per man.
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C.-..dnwimt paicl to o'ivil employees ?luring September, 1896.

One clerk to Board of Commissioners..... ................... .... . . ......... .... ....... .....
One clerk to secretary and treasurer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
J . B. Nichols, clinical assistant to the attending surgeon.. ... .. ... . ...... .. .. .. ... .........
Rev . D . C. De ,vulf', religious services and services of choir. .. . ... ............. . .. .... .....

$100. 00
100. 00
100. 00
65. oo

f~Iii;ii~:).i~i~i~i~if¥:r~~n ,~:;,:•••• •• •••• •:•: : •:;••i•••••: ••••::: i~t: !!

8~~1:!~~~e~?s~~~~ .~~~~-e-~ ~~~-~~~~~~: : :: ::::::::: :: ::: ::::::: :::: ::::::: :: ::::: ::: :::: :::

1

~~

Six farm laborers............................................ . ....... ......... ... . ... . . .....

192. 75

One blacksmith .......... .... . ..... ........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

75. 00

8~: ~1~'i:~i~ ~.~i?. ~~~.~~: :: :::: ::: :: :::: :::::: :::: ::: :::::::: ::::: :::::::::::::: :: ::::::::

~t~~

ili·}?r~~lii!~~j~i~~~h/;:/:LL.}t\••• !<//\

~~

Onea!lsista11tcook. ........ ..... .. . ................................. . . .......... .. ..........
One chief baker. . .. .. ........ .. . .... .......................................... ... ..... ..... .
One assistant baker. ............... ... .... . .... ... ........ ... ...... .... ........ ... . .........
One ambulance driver..................................................................... ..
One man, care of horses, harness, and conveyance:; for treasurer............................
Total ................................................................................ .

25.00
50. 00
45. 00
20. 00
10. 00

---1, 615. 00

RICH. C. PARKER,

Brevet Major, U. S . ..d.., Secretary and 1'reasurer.

D 1 . -Staternent relative to members on otddoor relief.
Average number for one year from October 1, 1895, to September 30, 1896... . .. . . . . ..••• .•
318. 58
Total amount paid for outdoor relief during year endill g Septeml>er 30, 1896 . ...•. .....••. $26,471.06
.A. verago amount paid per man for one year....... ... ..... . . ..... ..... .. ...... . . .... ......
$83. 0907
A Yerage amount paid per man for one month.... . . . . .... .................. . .. ............
$6. 9242
llighcst amount paid per man for one month... .. ..... . .................. ... ...... .......
$8. 00
Lowest amount p'.lid per man for ono month ....... . . ......................... ... ........ .
$2. 00
RICH . C. p ARKER,

Bvt. Major, U. S. A., Secretary and Treasurer.

D 2 .-..-lnnual 1·eport of rnembers reoeiring outcloor re.lief September 30, 1896, rates of relief,
pensions, etc.
Rece ;ving outdoor relief:
$8 penno11th ..... .......... .. ............ 266
$4 per month. . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
$2 per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
Total ................................... 326
R eceiYing outdoor relief September 30, 1895 ... 312
Net gain during tho year. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
ronpensioners re<'eiving outdoor r lief......
:Receivino- p ension :
$6 p r month . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$8 J)er month.............................
$10 per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
$12 p r month ........................... .
$14 per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

l~eoeiving pensions-Continued.
$16 per month............................
4
$17 per month . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
$20 p er month............................
1
$22 per month ...... . .... ..... ....... .....
1
$24 per month............................
5
$25 per month.... ......... ............... 1
$30 per month..... . ......................
3

75

i~t:1 ;~~~i~~~i~~~~:::::: :::::: :: :::::: :: :::: 2~f

65
45
7
103
3

Total ...................... . ............ 326
Of this n um.1.Jor th ro are }Iexican war urvi vors .. ......... ..... ............. ... ........ 143
M n ,,.-ho have R rv cl 25 years or over....... 48
Ofthi latter 1rnml>er therearenonvensioner . 5

Fift en meml>ers of th Home on outdoor relief have 11ied sinco date of la. t report. Thirteen rnemb r11 of th Home w re dropp d from ontfloor relief after Juno 30 1 1 96, in omplianco with re olutions
of the Boanl of Commissioners dated Juull 19, 1891, aD!l Jul y 18, 1 96.
TIIC'H. C. I'.HI.KER,
Brevet Jiajor, r:. . . .1.., Secretary and Trea/;urer.
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SOLDIERS' HOME.

K--Statement showing the number of inmates present at the Home Octobei· 15, 189(] with
length of Army service ; also the 11umbe1· of pensione1·s ancl rates of pen sion. '
ARMY SERVICE.
Length of service.

5 months ............... .
6 months ............... .
7 rnonths ............... .

8mont hs .............. .
!)months ............... ..
l0months .............. .
11 months .... ... . ...... .
1 year . ..... ............ .
2 years ......... ..... ... .
3 years ............ .. ... .
4 years . . .... ... ........ .
5years .. ......... . ..... .
6years ............. . ... .

Num·
ber of
men.

Nuro.
ber of
m en.

Length of service.

1
7 years .. . . ........... .
2
8 years .. . .... ........ .
3
9 ;years ............... .
3 10 years ............... .
1 11 years ....... . ..... . . .
1 12 years . .. .......... .. .
1 13 years ............... .
25 14 years . .... ..... ... .. .
21 15 years ... . .... . . ..... .
37 HI years ............... .
14 )7 years .............. .
ll4 18 years ............... .
15 19 years ....... . ... .. . . .

13
21
15
14
11
21
18
20
l:J
22

~i

Length of servi · .

\

u:.~'.~f
111('11 ,

20 y ars .... ... ........ .
21 years .......... ..... .
22 years ......... ...... .
23 years .......... ..... .
24 yenrs ........ .... . . .
25 y ar,i ......... . ..... .
26 years ....... ........ .
27 y ars ........ ....... .
28 years ............... .
29 yeartt ... . ... ........ .
30 yoars ........... .... .

31
Av

104
Ol

2
4

~7
:i:i

14
0
4

l

a

Total. ............ •
rag lHlnlUCI' ,'Cl\1'

i'.! I
11.IJ'

PENSIONS.
Rate :per month.

$6 per month ........... .
$8 per month . . . ....... ..

$10 p er month . ... ...... .
$12 pn month .. .. . ..... .
$12.50 per month . ...... .
$13 11or month . ... ...... .
$14 -per month .......... .

N um·
ber of
mon .
86
103
46
192
1
1
:JG

Nnm.
IJ r of
rucn.

Rate per month .

$15 per month ....... .. .
$10 per month ...... ... .
$17 per month ... . ..... .
$18 per month ......... .
$20 }Jer month .. . ...... .
$22 per month ......... .
$2-! ver month ....... .. .

D. A .

IRWIN,

2
25
67
1

2
1
10

$:lO 11 r month........ ..
$50 l (' l' Jllflllth . .. . .• . . ..
$72 p r month . . . . . . . . . .

10

l
I

r,7

T tal. .. .... . . .. . ..
A.verag m onthl y 11•11sion ...... .... .. ......
JJIIIIJ (,

I

I I.ill

r.

/&

.10.
2

.oo
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Gro?~ri,~3-Continued.
P~pp:~~~~-::: :: :::: :: : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : :::::::: :::::: ::::::::::::::: :: : : :::::

::~~~-~~~~::

$0. 0422
• 05!
.16
.07¼
• 0544
. 04!
8. 50

il{f~·~: ~~:r:~,-- ~~;~J:~~i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::~~!.!~fa~~::
~t~~~h~ :~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::: ::: :::: ::: ::::::::::::: : :::}~-~-~~;!~::_
Pickled pork, shoul<ler<1 ................ .. ................ ..... ....... .. ....... .... do ... .

• 0-l,

. 1087
17. 30
. 03!
.18
.15
. l.G73
• 22
.10~

fg5f;,; ~:~:;:~:; ;::;;;;:;::•;:;;:; : ;:: ::: :; : ;: ;; ·: :;:_ -;: :::~~fI? •

Roasted coffee ................. . ....... . ............................. . ..... . ...... . do ... .
Mustard ..... . .................... . ... . . .. ........... .. ...... .... ............ ...... do... .
Cheese ........... . ................. ............ .... ........ ..... ..... . .... . ...... do ... .
Clotl1ing:
Black fe lt hats .... . ............ ..... ............... . ........... ............... ... .. each..
Dark-blue sack coats ............. . ................ .... . ..... .... .... .. ......... ... do....

iff~~~i~t~f:~~~.-.·.· _- _- .·.·.·.·.·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.·:.·.-_-_-.-.-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-.· _-_-_-_-_-_- -~~~fa~t :

. 53
2. 70
1
: ~~½

~~~\~~ass~sc~i~~~::::::: ::: : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : :: : : ::::: :·.::::::: :: : : :~~~-~~-z-~~

2: ~~

g~~~~~ftk~~1. ~~-~.~~~~_-_-_-::: .· .· :: _-_-_- _-_-_-_-_-_- _-_- _- _-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_·.·_-.- .·.-.·_-.·_-_·_-_-.·_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_·_-_·_·_·~~~fa~~::

?e~~~::

:~~

Con~t~~~ fi ~c~,ii :;~~ ~~;;;~~~~t j;~i1·. ·.·.·_·_ -_-_ -_ ·_ :·.-.: -_-_-.: ·. -_-_: ·.-.·.: ·_-_-_: ·_·_-.·_-_-_-_·_-_-_-_-_-_ :·.-.·_-_-_ ·--.~~::. 64,006:
Incr easing boiler cap acity for h eating new amneement h all............................ . ... 5, 740. 00

l~½

RICH. C. PARKER,
Brevet-Major, U.S . .A ., Secretary ancl Treasurer.

G.-List of extras, accepted bids, no forrnal contract executed, in force May 1, 1896, for
the period of five rnonths.
Soda crack ers .... . ... .. ....... per pound . . $0. 04¼
Oyster crackers ..... ... ...... . ...... do.... . 04¼
Evaporated pears . .............. .... do.... . 07
Cucumber pickles . ... .. ....... p er gallon.. . 15
W hi te pepper ................. per p ound . . . 10

i!~~~!~s~
:.-.-.-: .-.-.-.- .-.-.-.·.-.-.-.- .·.·.-.-.-.-pr:di:.:~:: f~
Corn meal. ...... ... .... .. ..... p er barrel.. 1.
3

:

85

Dried currants .. ........... .. per pound..
· Lard ................................ do....
Granulated sugar ................. .. do....

. 03
. 06¾
. 059

Green corn ............... per dozen cans. .
Pickled pig's feet ............. per pound..

. 54
. 039

~~i~:~~~r:::~:: : : ~:::::::::::: Jt::: :~~,

New Orleans m olasses ... . .. . per gallon .. $0. 22
Evaporated apples .......... . per poun<l.. . 05k
Hominy ,. ............. . ......... .. do.... . Olk
California prunes ................. . do. ... . OJ¼
Sal soda . . . . ............... . . . .... . do... . . 0085
Evaporated apricots . .... . ... . ..... do.... . 09½
Macaroni .. .. .. . ........... ....... . do.... . O~k
Lima beans ............. p er dozen cans .. . 69
Pickled tripe .. .. . . .......... per pound.. . 038
Pearl barley ....................... do.... . 02½
Graham flour .... .. . . ... ... .. per barrel.. 3. 94
Evaporated peach es . ... .... . per pound.. . 0587
Royal baking powder ........ ... . .. do.... . 40
Cucumber pickles .. .......... per barrel . . 5. 50
Greeu pease .......... ... p er dozen cans.. . 75
Pabst beer ..••....... . p er dozen bottles. . . 62½

I-I. -Anioirnt expencled on officers' quarters and permanent buildings from October 1, 1895,
to Septernber 30, 1896.
House ~o . 1, quarters of the governor . .......... ... ... ........ . . .. ............ .. ........ .. .
Hou se No . 2, quartern of the deputy govern or .. .. . . ... . ..... ...... . ...... .. ..... ... . .... ... .

ii~:= K~: ~: ~:~f:~: ~}it:!~~~~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

$57. 81
44.53
40. 76
59. 42

Total .... . .... .. .. ...................... .. .. ..... ... . ... .... .... .. ............... ..... .
202. 52
On account of r epairs and construction of' pennan ent building:
Boil er house, material, labor resetting boilers and r epairs to steam apparatus .......... .
532. 31
Gr enhouse, lumber for r epairs antl material fo r increasing the heating capacity ....... .
375. 02
Barnes Hospital, n ew steel ceiling in dining r oom, repairs to furnace and ranges, plumbing, etc .... . ....................... .... .. ..... ... ......... . ................. .......... .
303. 80
Sherman Building, plumbing repairs, paints . ..... ... ................................... .
181.81
Home kitch n, repairs to ele,Tator, coffee mill, etc . ........ . .... ........................ .
34. 30
Sheridan Bui! ling, paints aud oils, plumbing, autl lumber for r epairs ... .......... .. .. . _
449.46
King Huflcling, lumber for repairs to tables, plumbing . . . ..... . ..... ................... .
59. 37
Horne buildings, r epairs to lockers and pl nm bing main water-closet .. ..... . ... ... .... .. .
89.40
Home fire departm nt, purchase of bosP, play pipe, chemical fire pails ....... .. .. .... .. .
95. 60
.A mu cment room, r pair. to 1,il]iard ind pool tables ........ .. ......................... .
70. 25
~'ew mnu cment Jrnll, paper for blueprints, Rervi es of architect arnl i nspector, printing,
}llan , construction of, in luding cost of' addition to boil r plant for l1eating same .... 53, 797.58
Roads and grounds, pure ha e of gmy l for repairiur1 roads..............................
83. 60
Pump Jious , repair, to pumping apparatus.. .. ................. . ... . ...................
31. 4-i
Iloru baker_r, r pair to ovens....... . . ... . .............................................
53. 73
•· ott Building, lumber for r pairs to porch s, painting iron railing.....................
38. 32
Ea t gate locl •e, r pairs to pump . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1. 50
Rom bapel, material for uphol t ring seats..... . ..... .. ................ ... ............
11. 10
.Anderson ~oilding, plumbing repairs... .. ..... .. .. . .... . . ... . ... ... .... .......... ... ...
l. 99
Total . . ............. .... .. .. . .... .. . . ... ............................................ ... 55, 413. 10
Brevet .Jiajor,

Rr IJ. ,-,_ PARK E R,
. . A., ecretary and Treasurer.
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SOLDIERS' HOME.
!.-Garden acco1111tfrorn October 1, 1895 , to September SO , 1896, consolidatecl.
DR.

To labor; fertil_izerfl, Heeds, tools, fu el, and implements ............................ . ......... $2,910.37
CR.
lH.00
By 94 cords woo(1 ...................... .. .. . ......... . . - ..... - .. - - - . - .. - . - · - - - - - - - -- · · · · · · · · ·
By 20,670 J)lants, trees , and shrubs raisecl in garden and greenhouse . ....... ... . . ........... . 1,188.50
Balance to d ebit of garden expe-ncled in improvement of grounds .. ....... ....... . .. .•.. ..... 1,535.87
Total ................... . ......................... . .....·... ... . . . ...... ... . . . . .. . . . . . . . 2,915. 37
NOTE.-This d epartment has the care of the ornamentation of the grounds, lawns, flowers, shrnbs,
trees , and fruit.
RICH C. PARKER,
Brevet Major, U.S.A ., Stcretary and 1'rea.siirer.

lC-Farni acco1rnt, Octobe1· 1, 189(i, to Sep ternber 30, 1896, co11solic7ated,
DR.

CR.-Con tinued.

Labor, for aa:e, fuel, fertilizers, implements, so,eds, and repairs ...... ..... .. $3,818.78
CR.
133 bushels beets .... ......... ... . ..... .
7,684 heads cabbage ... .. ..... ... .. .. ... .
49 busl1els carrots ...... . ........ ... ... .
1, 11 7 d ozen ears corn .. ......... .. . .. .. .
62 bnshels cucumbers ............ . . ... .

f;~

b~~~~l~ 11°:i!~--r~-~i_s_l~ _- _-::: _- _-_-:: : _- _- _- _-_2,305 bearls lettuce ...... . .............. .

1½bushels okra ............ ... . ...... . . .

11,440bunches onion s .... . . .... ........ .
$87. 07
3,220 bunches parsley........ .... .......
94. 45
145½ bushels parsnips.... ......... . .....
73. 00
1,394t2 bushels potatoes ........ , ... . ...
616. 90
6,740 bunches rhubarb...... . . ... ..... ..
92.15
56. 20 87½ bnshels salsify... ...................
65. 62
257. 52 2,655 pounds squash. ..... .... . . .. . .....
26. 55
23. 75 46 bushels string beans... ... . . .... .. ...
17. 90
99. 98 440 bushels tomatoes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
163. 15
23. 20 11 bushels turnips.... .. ... . . . . ... .. ....
3. 85
26. 251 145 tons hay . .. . .. ... ... . ............... 1,777. 50
19. 20 Balance to debit of farm . • • . . . . . . . . . . . .
246. 19
46.10
--2. 25
Total......... . . ..... ..... ... . . . . . 3, 818. 78

Estimate of vegetables in the ground on Horn e farm, S eptemb er 30, 1896.
3,000 h eads cabbage, at 2 cents .... ...... ... .. $60 1 150 bushels spinach, at 60 cents .............. . $90
100 bushels carrots , at 40 cents ........ .... ... 40 300 bushels turnips, at 35 cents . ..... ..... .. . . 105
1,500 pounds horse-radish, at 3 cents.. ..... . . 45
2, 000 bunches parsley, at 2 cents... ........... 40
Total ... ... .. . ........ ... . ....... ...... . 455
100 bushels salsify, at 75 cents... ..... . .... .. . 75
RICH. C. PARKE R,
Brevet Major, U. S . A., Secretary and 1'reasurer .

L.-Vegetables and fruit furnished Home arid hospital mess froni farrn ancl ga1·den fo 1·
the yea1· endccl September 30, 1896.
Home mess . ............. .. .. .. .................... .. ........................................ $1, 370. 53
Barnes Hospital .... .. ... "...................... .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
179. 57
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 550. 10
No fruit furnished.

Average number of' men in Home and hospital dudn g samo period, 685.
RICH. C. PARKER,
Brevet .Major, U. S . .A •. Secretary and Treasurer.
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M.- Vegetables pw·chas::(l in addition to those receil'ecl from the farm fol' the yea1· ended
Septernbe1· 30, 1896.
I

I

Cab·
~gJ::
.____I.____ bage.
sweet.

~nr·. I Cab· Apples. ! Cauli- ! ~ur.
..mps._l bagc. _ _ _ flower. mps.

Date of purchase. !Grapes Onions. ,· .A
· pples.

]895.
• Baskets. Bush.
October...........
570
27
November........
85
39
December . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
45

Bbls. Pounds. Bbls.
11
1, 600
9
19
1,640
1
15
1,260
1

I

Bbls.
2
4
6

Bbls. Boxes. Bbls. Boxes.
3
½
1 ....... .
2 . ....... . . . . .. . .
~
2 ....................... .

1891l.

48
13
1. 260
3
38
½. . . . . . . . . . .. • . . .
39 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Januar.v.......... . . • . . . . .
Febrnrrry......... . . . . . . . .
M,trch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

t~~i~ :::::::::::::::::::::

June........ ...... . . . . . . . .
Jul y .... ...... .... ····· ···

8
2 ............... .
7 .. . . ............ ............... .
6 ·

3 ... ...• ........ ..•...••.

f~ ::::. :::: :.... . ~~~.
:::::::: ......~. i i2 :.•...•...•........
::::::::::::::::::-··:::••·::
13
...
20 :::.::;: ::i,'ioo· :::::::: :::::::;_
1 ............... ···· ····
1

1

te;{i;1\·~;:::::::: ....23i· ,_

~~ _

12

2,G00 _

Total . . . . . . .
886 1
409
7U 10, 360
Cost ......._. $92. 85 $289. 10 $1G6. 75· $125. io

i ······6·1...... ~. :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::

26 1

$57. oo

43 I
18
$77. oo j $41. 98

1
10¼
$3. 25 1 $5. 85.

¼

$0. 60·

1

Cran. C
h Spin·
/ Pota. S
D at e o f pure h ase. berries. e 1ery. ,
quai:; . ach .

;~ft~.

I Kale.

y

ams.

. Pars· . Cab. Straw.
nips.
bage. berries.

---i- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Oct.obe:8~~: ..... .. .
November. .... ...
D ecember . . . . . . . .

~~~~~·
4
4

.. ~:~.l~-.1.
216
240

~~~~: ~~.l~~ ~~.l~~ -~~!~~ ...~~,!~·....~~.l~ ~~~-t~~·. ~~~.1~t~:
.. .

98
40

. ..

. .

.. ..

/········ .... .-....••...•...•..•....................... ...

6

1 ........ ......... ... .. -... · · · · · ·

1896.
January..........................
Febrltarj' - - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

March............ . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
.April....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

320
47D.1u

100
200
May ....... .. ..... . ............... , 140
June.............. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
240
Jul}·
110

te~ii/~i~::::::::I:::~::::: ::::::: ::::: : :

5

9
9 . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . .

5 ........... .... .
8 .. - ...... - - .. - - -

7

3
1
4
6 ... .. . ...... . .. .
3
2
2 ............ .. . •
11
Ho0
. . . . . . . . . ....... . . • . ••.. . . ... .. . .. . . . .. .
23
. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
912
........ ....... .............. - . . .. - ...... - - · - - - - - - - · · - · ·

U :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::::::

Total : ...... 1
8 1
4.56 . 1, 295/<rl
521
3 /
6
Cos t ... ... . . $25. 00 $28. 20 !$423. 63 $87. 50
$4. 50 I $8. 25

16
$4.3. 00

I 19
I $45. 00

a~ j

l , 2;2

$87. 2.,

$6:>. 12

1

D

O

ate

f

l.J
Hinck·
pure ase. berries.

1895.

String Rasp· Water. Potatoes ,/ Canta· / Cab·
beans. b erries . melons. white. loupes. bagcs.

Canta· / Total
lo upes.
·

Quarts. Barrels. Quarts. Number. Barrels. Number. Jieads. Barrels.

Octobrr.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ko \-embrr . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
D ccem her........ . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

I
$138. 68
169 10
149. 25

1 96.

Jan1mr.r .......... . . . .. . . .. . . . . •• . • . . . • . .. .... . . ... .. .. . .• .. ... . . . .. . • • .. . .. .... • . . . . ..... .
F£-iJrna.ry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

116. 43

268. 85

Jun . . . . . . . . . . . . .

209. 06

ti~~t::::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: ::::::::: :::::::::::::::J HH~
i:i~t~::::::\ : : ~~;:I: :::::~: :::::;~~: .....~~- :::::::~f ~~?~~: ---·~f ::::::;i: HHg
736 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1

Total . ......
Cost........

!

1,2.J

$72. 00

I

1

$1. 25

200
1-i. 00

645
. 81. 40

5
6.15

130
$4. 45

180
, 7. 55
RIC'H.

Brevet jJ[ajor,

10 , .. . ... .. .
10. 01 I. Ti . 73
. PARKER.

. /:.A., 'ecretar!f and Treasu r<r.
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SOLDIERS' HOME.
N.-Home mess bill o.f fare for the week ending Novernber 14, 1896.

Stinday, N01,ember 8.-Bi·eakfast: Corned-beef hash, bread, butter, and coffee.
::)innrr: Roast beef with gravy, mashed l)Ot,atoes, pickles, stewed onions, grapes,
bread, rnilk and coffee. Supper: Coffee cake, bread, butter, sirup, and tea. Milk:
consumed (57 gallons): For coffee, 11; tea, G; kitchen, 6; and for mess hall, 34
gallons.
,
Monc1ay, November 9.-Breakfast: Ham, hominy, l>read, butter, nnd coffee. Dinner:
Soup, boiled beef, potatoes, turnips, horse-radish, apples, brea<l, milk, and coffee:
Supper: Stewed peaches, bread, butter, and tea. Milk consumed (57 gallons): F or
coffee, 11; tea, 6; kitchen, 1; and for mess hall, 39 gallons.
Tuesday, Noi-embm· 10.- Breakfast: Beef stew, bread, butter, and coffee. Dinner:
Roast beef with gravy, potatoes, squasli, pickles,- apples, bread, milk, ancl coffee.
Supper: Rice pudding, bread, butter, sirup, and tea. Milk consumed (57 gallon:-i):
For coffee, 11; tea., 6; kitchen, 11; and for mess hall, 29 gallons.
Wednesday, No1·ember 11.- Breakfast: Corned-beef hash, bread, butter, and coffee.
Dinner: Sonp, corned beef, cabbage, potatoes, horse-radish, apples, bread·, milk, a1Hl
coffee. Supper:· Heall cheese, bread, butter, sirup, and tea. Milk commwed (G7
gallons): For coffee, 11; tea, 6; kitchen, 1; and for mess hall, 39 gallons.
Thursday, Novembe1· 12.-B~eakfast: Fresh pork sausage, hominy, bread, butter,
and coffee. Dinner: Mutton stew, sweet potatoes, pickles, apples, bread, milk , a11tl
coffee. Supper: Bread pudding, bread, butter, 1:,irnp, and t ea. Milk consumetl ti.>7
gallons): For coffee, 11; tea, 6; kitchen, 20 ; aud for mess hall, 20 gallons.
Friday, Noveinbm· 13.-Breakfast: Codfish hash, bread, butter, and coffee. Dinner:
Oyster stew, cold sliced meat, potatoes, salsify, pickles, apples, bread, milk, and
coffee. Supper: Sweet potatoes, bread, butter, sirup, and t ea. Milk consnme<l (57
gallons): .For coffee, 11; tea, 6; kitchen, 11; and for mess ha,lJ, 29 gallons.
Satiirday, Kovember 14.- Breakfast: Beef stew, bread, butter, and coffee. Dinner:
Pork shoulders, cabbage, potatoes, horse radish, uread, milk, anu coffee. ;--, upp er:
Stewed green apples, Lread, butter: ::r nd tea. Milk consumed (57 gallons): For coffee, 11; tea, 6; kitchen, 10; for bakery, 10; and for mess hall, 20 gallons.
D. A. IRWIN,
Captain, U. S. A., Deputy Governo1·.

O.-Extra washing done by the Eu1·eka Stearn Laundry diiririg the month of September,
1896, for the Horne.
386 roller towels, at 75 cents per 100 ........................................... , .... , .... , ........ $2. 90

\l~~i~[~ij~:IJY'.\\/H\//i/i)/H/;uu;;;u/ :11
Total........... . .......................................................................... 12. 74

Regula,· washing by the Eureka Steam, Launclry during the month of Septeniber, 189G, f or
the Home.
Date.
September 5................... .. . .. • .. • . . .. . . . . . .
September 12.. ..... ...... ...... ... . .. ...... .... ..
September 19................................ . ....
September 26........ ... . . .. .. . . . . . . . . ... . . . . .. . . .

Sheets.

Pillowcases.

606
fi96
567
566

609
GOO
567
565

358
342
25 4
.., 55

2,341

,-1,400

Total. ....................... . .............. --2, 325 ,-

Shirts.

Drawers.
29-i
::173

270
275

1,

112 1

Socks .
55
!'i.3
52
52
21 4

Average number of men at Home, cx:clusive of hospital, 594, including married men in quar ters (13).
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P.-List of crockery in daily use in Horne during the year ending Septernber 30, 1896, with
per cent of breakage.
l3owls.

Dinner
plates.

Soup
plates.

Butter Vegetable Total
plates.
dishes.
' ·

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - · -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ·- - In use ........... ......... ... ......... . .
Per cent of breakage . ...... ..... ....... .

988
20

898
11

234
13

787

10½

234
10

3,lH
13i

Q.-Niimber of horses and rnules owned and employecl Septernber 30, 1896.
Horses:
For carts on roads, grounds, and police ................................................ ........ . 6
For laundry wagon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~

i~~ fi1~~r;!!1':~g~1~:;~~::::: :: ::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::::::::: ::: :::::: :::::::: ::

2

For mail wagon. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Total ......... .................. .. ....... ... .................................. ................ 13
Mules for use of Home farm ............................. ,.......................................... 5
TRANSPORTATION.
Governor.

Depu:y
governor.

Clinical
Treasurer. assistant.

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --l·- - - --1-----11---- - - I

~

Forage for horses....................................
3
2
Buggy and single harness .................................................. .
RICH.

C.

·

1...........

~

PARKER,

Brevet Major, U.S. A., Secretary and Treasurer.

R.-Special diet for the week ending Septernbe1· 19, 1896, asked for by the patients
scribed by the doctor.
Ward and name of /
patient.

Breakfant.

pre-

Supper.

Dinner.

Ward.A:
Harrison • . • . . . Oatmeal porridge . . . . . . . . . Milk .• , ••.•• , •...••.......
Mackin........ Oatmeal porridge......... Milk ..................... .
Gautchins .................... .. ........... Milk ..................... .
Browu......... Oatmeal porridge......... Milk ..•..... .. .. ...... ....
Hartung .......... ...... ...... ............ . Milk .... .. ........ ....... .
Havlin . . . . . . . . Oatmeal porridge . . . . . . . . . Milk, oatmeal porridge .. . .
Condon .......................... ....• .................................
~~ard Il:
Milk ..................... .
B~~~;;~: ::: ::
~~~idg~ ::: ::: :: : Pudding ................. .
Campbell ...... 2soft.boJed eggs .. ....... . ~ soft.boiled ~~gs ........ .
'mall iuger ... Cornstarchpudding .... . . . Oatmeal porrn.tge . ... . ... .
Granger ...... . ...... ....... ........... . .. . Milk .............. .. ..... .
8u!liYan ...... . Beeftea,2soft.boiledeggs. Milk ..................... .
Miller ......... Beefsteak and onion a .... . Beeftea .................. .
,,ard C:
Milk ................... ...
Milk ......................
Coffee............... . . . . . .
1
Hogan ......... , Oatmeal porridge .. ...... . Milk ......................
'l'hompson..... Oatmeal porridge ........ . Milk ...•••..•.............
, varrl D:
Mi ·kier........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Milk......................
Tous. aint . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Milk......................

01·

Milk.
Milk, oatmeal porridge.
Mille
Oatmeal porridge, milk.
Milk.
Milk, oatmeal porridge.
Milk.

:1·o·~~~·;i.

Milk.
2 soft.boiled eggs.
2 soft.boiled eggs.
Oalmeal porridge.
Milk.
Milk, oatmeal porridge.
Chocolate, butter toa ·t.

£~t~ ~:: : : :~:~~~~·~:~i!~~~~~~:: : : :

Milk.
Milk.
Coffee.
Milk, oatmeal porridge.
Milk.
Milk.
Milk.

Wa:~~fga~·:::::: I:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .~~.~~····················· Oatmeal porridge.
'l'ahaney ........................................... ................ .. .. Milk.
Hayden.. .. .... Oatmeal porridg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Oatmeal porridge.
Ward F:

.~?.~~~~~::
~wk~~~~~::::::.-:::::::::: B~rk~oast.
Dugan ......... Oatmeal porridge ......... Milk ...................... Oatmeal porrid!!e.
Bender ........ Beefsteak, Jiotatoe , milk. Fried chicken, milk . ...... Cocoa, milk, I fried e"g.

f;~~;~~·:::::::

:.-:::::: :::::::
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On hanrl September 13 to Sept,ernber 19, 1896.
On h and September 13:
_
K itch enMilk ............... , ........ gallon s . . 15
Beef, fres h .................. pounds . . 108
Ham s .................... . .... . do . ... 49

~~~;~.~~~~.~ ·. ·.·.·.·.-.: ·_-_-_-_-_-_-.-.·. p~~~d:::

3g

Bread . . .... . .................. . do. . ..
Cake . . ... ... . .. . ...... . .... .. sheets . .
Dinilig roomCll.eese . ... . ... . ........... . . pounds. .
Craclrnrs, soda . . ....... . ... . ... do....
BuUer .. ................... . .. . ,lo....
Bread .. .... ·... . .... . ......... .. do... .
Soap ................. . .. . ...... do... .
On bau d ~eptember 14 :
KitchenMille: ... ..... . . ·........ .... gallon s . .
Beef, fresh .... . . .. ... ... .. .. pounds . .
Potatoes . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . .... . . barrel. .
Onious . . . ... ...... .. . .. . . ... bush el. .
Apples, cooking . . ...... ..... barrel. .

4
4

1-l

18
15
GO
2

15
172

1
1

1

f~ft~:::::::::::::::::::::::~

J~

~~;:i~ ::::::: :::::::::: ::

1~1

0

~ ~~~::

Dining room-

: : :~~.ud~~~::
Sapolio .. .... . ... .. .... . . .. ... . cake. .
Wards, e tc.Sapolio . ...... . .. . . . . .. . .... .. .. .... ..
P earline.. ...... .. .. . .. . . . ........... .

G

g{{t~;j~·: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:.:.}i~~lt:

~~

~I~
~~:::::::::::::::::::::::~)~.~{~(~~::
Soap. ... . .. .. .. . ... . . . .. .. .. .... .. ...

2~
4

B eets . ... .. . . .... . ... .. ... .. . bushel. .

1

Sa polio .. . . ... . . ... . ...... , ... . cake ..
P earline . . . .. . ... .. ... . . .. packages ..
Dining room-

1
2

~~11~\
::::::::::::::::::::::~~.ud/~:: ~t
Soap .. . . . .... . .. . ... . . . .. .•. ... do.... 2

Warrl s, etc.Matches . .. .... . ..... .... . . . . . box es..
Blacking-, shoe . ... ... . . . . .. . .. . do. . ..
Blac k ing, sboebrush . . . . . .. number..
On ]1and September 16:
K i tchr nM ilk . .... ................. . . gallons . .
B eef, fresh .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. poum1 s . .
Ureen driedpeas .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. <10 • •••
Brend ...... .... ....... . . . ...... do. . . .
Butter .. . . ...... . .......... . . . . do . . . .
Eggs ... . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . dozen..

1

68
20
12

~~·:;~:::::: ::::: ::::::: ::::~~~do~~::

Pearline .... . .. . ...... . ...... paper. .
Din in O' room-·

24
2
1
15
162
25
4

10

G
6

2
1
1
15
58
55
16

30
12

~

1

~fa~~~·.-.
-.·. ·.:::::::::·.-.·. ::::~~~~~~:·. ~g
Sapo1io . ... .... . ........ •... . . cak e.. 1

ri:; i~.~·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·::::::.·:::."iit~EJ~::
1

3
5

S011,p •• • . ••• •• ••••••••••.• • ••. ••• • • •••

On banrl September 15 :
Kit.chen-

On b ancl September 16-Cont inued.
K itchen-Continued .
Potatoes ...... . .. . . . ........ b arrel. .
Dining room-·
Bread . ...... . .............. pounds . .
Butter .......... . ............ . do. . . .
Salt ...... . ...... . ............. do... .
P epper ... . ................... do....
M ustard .. ... . ......... .. ..... do....
War ds, et c.Putz pomade .. .. .. ... . ... . .. boxes ...
Tripoli . .. . . . . . . ............. paper ..
Blacking, stove ......... . .... . . box ..
On h an d September 17:
K itch enMilk ....................... gallons . .
Pork, fresh . .. . . .... ..... . . pounds. .
Sausages, assorted . ..... . ... .. do. .. .
H ead cbee!.<e ...... . ...... .. . . . do. . ..
Beans ..... . ...... . ..... . . ... .. clo . ...
Cabbage ... . ......... . . . ..... beads. .

On hand September 18:
KitchenMilk . ...... ..... .....•. • .. . gallon s . .
Bacon . . . . . . . .... ... .. .. . . . pounds . .
E ggs ._. . .. . . ..... . ... . .. . . . . . dozen ..
Fish, fresh . ...... . .... . .. .. pounds. .
Potatoes .. ...... ....... . ... . barrel. .
] 'arina .. . .... . .. .. . . .. . . . .. pocmds . .
Macaron i ... .. ... . .. . . .. . .. ... clo . . . .
Chick en ... . . .. . . .... .. .. ... .. clo.. ..
Bread ... .. . .. . . ..... ...... .. . . do. . . .
Dinin g roomBread . .. ... ... . .. .... .. . .. . pounds..
Butter . . ... .. ..... ... . . ... .. . . do. . ..
Soap . . ... ...... . . ...... . . . . . . . clo . . . .
Ou b and September 19:
Kitch enMilk .................. ... .. gallon s ..
Beef, fr esh . . .. . ... . ...... . . poumls ..
Vermicelli ..... . ...... . . . .... . do.. . .
Corn . .. . . .. . . ... . ...... .... . . . cami . .
Bakin g powder ........... .. poull(l. .
Bread ... . . .. . . .. . ... . ... . ....... do. .
Prun es . ...... .. ... . ...... . .. . . . do..
Dinin g roomBread . . . . . .. ......... . .... . pound s..
Butter ........ ... . .. . . .... .. .. do . . ..
Soap .. ..... ... .. ... ... . ... .. . . do . .. .

~

15
25
30
75
1

5
8

4!
6

GO

12
2

15
210
2
24
1
4
25
64'

15
2

1O

R eceived, issued, anrl remaining on hancl fro111, Septernber 10 to Septernber 20, 1896.
R eceived and issued:
Beef, fresh .. . .. ........... . .. .. pou nds . .
Beef, corned . . ... ..... . . . . ...... . . do....
Pork, fr esh . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . ... . . . . do . ...
Sa a;a,ages, assorted .. . . .. .. ... .... . do... .
Eggs .. . .. . ...... . .. . .......... . . dozen. .
Chicken ....... . . . .... . .. . . . .. . pouncl s. .
Fish, fresh . .. . . . .... . . ...... . ... .. do .. . .
Oyst ers . . . ... . . ...... . .... . . . . . gallons . .

781
60

58
71

90
17¼
75
9

3~ff!~:::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::~~~DOC~~:: i~g

T ea .. . .. . . . .. . . . . .... . . .. .. . ..... . do .. . . 10
Bacon . .... .. . .. . .. . . ... .••. .. .. . .. do... . 50
Rutter . . . ..... .. ... . . . ...... .... . . do. . .. 60

i~~~c1.·:.·.·_-_-_- _-: :_-_-_-_-_-:_-_-_-_-_- _-_-_- _- J~~d::: ~~g
Cake . . . .... . . .. . .... .. .. . .. .. . .. sh eets. .
Onions ..... . ..... . . .. . ........ . . boxes ..
<Ja buagc . .. . . .... . .... .. . . .. .. . barrels . .

8
2
2

R ecei,ed and issued- Continued.
P arsley . . . .. ..... . .... . .... .. .. b un ches. . 50
B eet s . • . ..... . . .... . .. . ... . . . . . . bu sh els . . 2
Potatoes ...... ... . . .. . ...... . .... . . do... . 20
On h and September 21, 1896:
Beef, fresh . . . . . .. . ..... . ....... . pounclr; . . 45

:!ff!r·:.·.·.·_-_-_-_-_-.-.·. ·.·.·. ·_-_-. ·. ·. ·.·.·_-_-_-_-.p~~:~~::

~i

Uoft'e e . .. . . . . ..... . .... .. . . .. . . ..... do . ... 10
T ea ........... . ....... .. . .. . . . . . .. . do .. . . 1
Beans . . . ........ .. ...... . ....... . .. do . .. . :io
Rice . .. .. ... .. . .. •. . . ... .. ..... . . .. do . . . . 25

~
~!~ci:::::::::_.:::::::::: ::::::::::~~: ::: 1~g
Potatoes ... . .... . .... . . . .... .. . b11sl1 els . . 17

~~~:f~:::::::::: :·:::::::::::: ~~]t:: ii
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Requisition for stores rincl s1,1,ppUes for use of hospital during Septeinbt1·, 1896.

.Apples, evaporatecl. ...... .... . ... .. pounds.. 50
A J1pl,)s, cooking .... . .. .... ..... . ... barrels..
2
Bakinl! po 1vder . ... . .... .. . . . ...... . pounds..
6
Beer, l 'ab,1t .. . . . ............. .. .. .. ... dozen..
4
Beam•, Lima, dried .. .. ........ .. . ... pound s .. 50
BeaJJs, siring ... . .... . .. .. .. .. . . . dozen cans .. 7
Beef, corned . .......... .... .... number cans.. 3
Cabbage .............. .. ............ barrels. . 4
Codfish, salt . . ..... .. . ... ...... ..... pounds.. 75
Cheese ............ .... ...... ....... . .... do... 60
Oorn ............................. dozen can s . . 4

g~~~t!~s: ·1i~ci;::: :: :::::: :: :: :::::::~.0.~a_~~::

Dublins tont .......................... doze11..

gg
2

~ff~~t ·~i ·~~~t·:::::::::::::::::::::::: :~~::: f
ir:itf1:~~i1::::::::: :: :::::::·. :: ::::::~~d~~:: 1;t
30

Melons ............................ number .. 200
Oats, Quaker ......... . ... . ......... pounds.. 60

~mtts·:~·::::·:·:::::·:·:·::::·:·::·::·:·:·:·:·:1;1~1t:

I!t!l!~~: ::::::::: ~:: :: ::: ::: :::?~;~ita.!:: I~

Rhubarb ..................... l·gallon cans .. 2!
Sausa_g-ds, assorted .. .............. . pounds .. 300
Sa polio .............................. dozen. - ~
Sugar, granulated .................. pounds.. 7a

~,;~Lf:·: :::::: ~ ~:::::::::·:~: : : ~~~~Ht: ~!

Tomatoes, 3-lb. cans .. .. . ..... ....... dozen ..
Tougue, rolled ................. ....... cans . .
Vermicelli ................ .... ... .. ~ounds . .

ii~~:~.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~::: ~~g :Y;~~;i>~~·s· :: :::::::: ::: :: :: ::::::~~t~~~:..

Lanl . ............ . . ............ ... .. .. .. do... 20
Lemo11s .. ........ .. . ....... . .. .. . .. . . dozen.. 6
Macaroni .••...••..•.•••...• •.•. .... pou11ds. . 24

~i

Pease marrowfat .. . .. . ......... dozen cans.. 7
Pork,'fresh ........................ pounds .. 15~

Matches, safety ..••.....•............ gross..

~

~f3
Ii

1½

Full diet for the week ending September 19, 1896.

Sunday .-Breakfast : Boiled ham, baked potatoes, butter, bread, coffee. Dinner:
Ro~st heef, gravy, ~ashed potatoes, string beans, bread pnddiug, butter, hreatl,
coffee. Snpper: Coffee cake, r hecse an<l crackers, butter, breu.d, coffee.
·
Monday.-Breaktast : Irii; h Rte"", hutter, br ead, coffee. Dinner: Soup, roast lieef,
gravy, pota toes, stewe<l onions, butter, bread. Supper: Cold roast beef, Concord
grapes, butter, bread, tea.
Tuesday. - Breakfast : Baked meat h ash, butter, bread, coffee. Dinn er: Corn beef,
cabbage and potatoes, pickled beets, butter, bread, coffee. Supper: R ico pudding,
cantaloupes, l.Jutter, bread, tea.
Wedncsclay.-Breakfast: Beef a la mode, potatoes, butter, bread, coffee. Dinner:
Soup, roast b<>ef, gravy, potatoes, stewed green dried peas, butter, bread. Supper:
Cold corn beef, potato salad, butter, brend, tea.
1'ltm·1<da.1J.-Breakfast: Fried sausages, potatoes, butter, bread, coffee. Dinner:
Roast pork , baked beans, cold slaw, butter, bread, coffee. Supper : Head-chee e,
apple sauce, bnttn, bread, tea.
Friday .-Breakfast : Fried bacon and oggs, butter, bread, coffee. Dinner: Fresh
fish, s::i,uce, mas hed p otatoes, pudding, bnt.ter, bread, coffee. Supper : .Macaroni
arnl <'heese, butter, bread, tea .
.Saturday.-Breakfast: Meat hash, butter, bread, cofl' e. I inner: 'oup, roa t beef,
grn v,v, potatoes, stewed green corn, butter, bread.
upper: Cold roast beef, stewed
pruue.-, butter, bread, tea.

no

PITAL ME

Ration r etun1 for ten days, fro11i the 11th to the .dlst of eptem1Jer, 1890.
nel]uir,,cl:

(·.~-~~~ ::::::::::::::::::'.:: ::'.: ::::'. '. '.:: '.:::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~~~nt ::

~00
lUO.

Ta .... ................................................................... ....... ...... ,lu ... . }0
Hae on . .......................................................................... . ....... do ... . 50
Dutter ................................................................. . ... ... ........... do ... .
C'Jiniral a. i11tnnt ................................................................................. .
1I11,-pir 1 matron....................... . ...........................................................

t~t;:r~ .. :: :: ::: ::: :::: :: :: ::::::::::::::: :: ::: ::: :: ::::: ::: :: :::::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :: ::::::::: :

l

a~

Total .................. . .................... ... ............... ............................... 113
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SOLDIERS' HOME.

S.-List of mediqines on hand September 30, 1896, and six months' supply received Dctobe1•
5, 1896, at hospital.

!!!~:ff~n~ii~r~~~~;:\~~~i~~;~~.~~~.::·::::_:~:·: :.:_: : ::.::·: :·: .::::::::::::::::::::::_:.: : : ~!: 1:
6

Articles.

On
band.

I

Re.
ceived.

.Articles.

On
hand.

Re·
ceived.

Ether:
Acacia:
Fortior .......•.•.. pounds ..
4
G
Gum . .....•.•...... pounds ..
1
1
3
Commercial. .......... do ... .
Powdered ............. do"" ..
10
Acetanilicl ................ do .. . .
Spirits, compound .... do . .. .
3
½
2
3
••••.•••
Spirits, nitrous ....... do ... .
Acid:
½••••••••
Acetic ...........•.•.. do.... . . . . . . . .
2 Exucalyptol. .....•..... ounces ..
Benzoic ......... . .. ounces..
3 •••...••. Extract:
Born.de ..•......... pounds..
5 .••...••.
Bellaclonna ...... , .••.. do....
3 .••.••••
Carbolic, pure ....... . do , . ..
½
½
Buchu, fluid ........... do....
l6 . ...... .
Carbolic, common ..... do....
40 ..•...•..
Cascara sagrada, fluid .. lbs.. ..... . . .
3
Citric ................. do....
¼
1
Cascara aro, fluid ..... do....
2
Gallic ...... . .. . ... . ounces..
2 .•... •••.
Cactus, fluid .......... do....
1
Hydrocyanic, c1il. ..... do. . ..
3 . ••..• ••.
Convallaria, fluid ..... do....
1 ... .... .
Hydrochloric, C. P .pounds.. . . . .. . . .
2
Corn silk, fluid ....... do....
1 ... ... . .
Nitric, C. P ...... ... ounces..
2
16
Triticum repens, fluid .do....
1
2
Nitric, commercial.pounds..
5 . ••• ..• ..
Oleic .................. do....
1 . ....... .
Oxalic ....... .. ....... do....
5 ......••.
Grindeli a, fluid ....... do....
2 .•...• •.
Phosphoric, dil ........ do....
½.... .. .. .
Guarana, fluid ........ do....
½.. . ....•
Salicylic .............. do....
1 ........ .
Hvdrastis, fluid ....... do....
1 . .. . .... •
Sulphuric, C. P ........ do. ... . .... .. .
1
· i~~i;fdefl~l.i~::::::::J~::::
2½ .. ..... 5
Sulplmric, commercial do.... . .. . . . . .
10
Tartaric .............. do....
2
Licorice, fluiil. ....... .. do....
1
.
Tannie .... .... ........ do... .
l
Licorice, powdered ... do....
3 .••..••.
Aconite root, powdered .. . do....
1
Nux vomica ........ om1ces..
2 .•....••.
.Alcohol. ............... gallons..
1
16
Opium, aq ........ .... do....
1 ....... .
Aloes .................. om1ces..
2
Physostigma ........... do .. - .
i ....... ·
Ammoniac, gum •......... do....
1.
Quebracbo, flmd ... pounds..
1 ...... .
Ammonia:
Sarsaparilla, fluid .... . do....
1 ...... . .
Aromatic spirits ... pounds ..
1
Senega, fluid ......... . do.. ..
2 ....... .
Bromide .............. do ... .
1
Senna, fluid .....•..... do....
¼
1
Carbonate ............ do ... .
½........•
Spigelia, fluid ... .. ... .do....
¼....... .
Chloride .......•...... do .. .
1
Stramonium .......... do.. ..
Salicylate ........•.... do ... .
1
Uva ursi, fluid ........ do. . ..
¾
1
Valerianate ...•.•.. ounces ..
1
Flaxseed .................. do....
3
10
15
Water of........•.. pounds ..
F laxseed meal ............ do....
10
25
Amyl:
, Formalin ........... ..... . do....
2
2
Nitrite ........ ..•.. ounces ..
2 ..•. ·· ·• · ; Gentian, powdered ....... . do....
1
Nitrite, pearls ...... dozens ..
2
10
1 .. - .... · · 1 Glycerin .. . ............... do....
A.ntikamnia ........... ounces ..
2
6 Glycozone ... ... ...... bottles....
8
6 ....... i. , Glyc.,rrhiza, compound pow1
2
½
, dered ................ pounds..
'2
Arnica flowers ......... pounds ..
Arsenite of pot. sol. ...... do ... .
Atropia, sulphate ...... ounces ..
½.• · · · · · -· Hydrozone ............. bottles.. . • • . . . . .
24
Bark, wild cherry,powd. pounds ..
10
Iodine .................. ounces..
½
2
Bismuth:
Iodoform . .......... ·.... pounds..
3
8
S.U.bnitrate . .. ......... do....
2
Ipecac and opium, powdered,
Subcarbonate •........ do....
1
pounds .......... ... .... . ..•...
.Bloodroot, powdered ...... do....
2
Iron:
Bromine ................ ounces..
6
2
Citrate and quinia .. ounces ..
Camphor, gum ......... pc,unds ......... .
5
1
Dialysed ........... pounds ..
Capsules ................ boxes..
8
1
Pyrophosphate
.......
do
.
..
.
Cardamom seed, powd .. pounds..
2
2
Reduced .......... ounces ... .
Catechu ................... do....
2
1
Sirnp, iodide of .... pounds ..
Calcium, phosph. precip ... do....
2
10
Tersulpbate, solution .do ... .
4
<Jampho·phemque ...... bottles..
2
Lanolin ................... do ... .
Cerate:
Lactopeptine ........... ounces ..
½·· ···· ··
Cantharides ......... pounds..
2
2 .. .. ..•.
Lead,
acetate
.....•....
pounds
..
Resin ................. do....
1
½....... .
Licorice root, powdered ... do ....
6
Chloranodyne .......... ounces..
4
1
3
Listerine . .............. bottles ..
Chloralam1d ............ .. do....
3
2
Lithia, carbonate ...... ounces ..
Cb loroform, pure ....... pounds..
3
6
Lycopo~ium
..............
do
...
.
Chloroform, commer·cial. ... lbs..
2
Magnesia:
Cbrysarobin ............ ounces .
1
J
Carbonate ......... pounds ..
Chloral hydrate ...... ..... do ....
8
10
6
Sulphate .... ...•.•.•.. do ....
Cinchona ........ ...... pounds . .
3
Cocaine, hydrochlorate.ounces..
½.. ...•... Mercury:
]
niciilorido .•• , •.••. , .. do ... .
Cocaine tablets ...... ... bottles..
¼
1
¼
1
Mild chloride ......... do ... .
Colcbicum seed ........ pounds..
1
Metallic
..............
do
...
.
¼•·••····
Colloodium, flexible ... . ounces..
5 ... .. . •..
Ointment, nitrate ..... do ... ·
Coppel', sulphate .......... do....
2 .. .•..• - ·
Oleate ................ do ... .
Creosote, beechwood ... pounds..
2 . . ••.••..
Pill mass ............. do ... .
! ········
Copaiba, balsam .. . ....... do .......... - .
5
2 ....... .
Red oxide ....... .. . ounces . .
Digitalis leaves ........... do....
¼
½,·
Red iodide .... ..... ... do. - ..
Diuretine .............. ounces..
1 ........ .
With chalk .......•... do .••.
Elixir purgans .... .. ... bottles..
6
12

mt~!r~t~\a::~~::::J~::::

t ::::::::

a .... ···.

±~;ifoY~~~.:: :::: :: :: :::::~~::::
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S.-List of medicines on hand September 30, 1896, and six months' aupp1y 1·eceived October
51 1896, at hospital-Continued.
Articles.

On
hand.

Re·
ceived.

Articles.

On
Re.
hand. ceived.

Salicin ................. ounces ..
Mori~~i~te ..••.•....•. ounces ..
½...••••.. Santonin .................. do ... .
Sulphate .............. do ... .
½........ . Silver, nitrate ............. do ... .
Naphthalin ............ pounds ..
1
Silver, nitrate, fused ...... do ... .
Oil:
·
Snakeroot .............. pounds ..
Anise ............•. ounces..
1
Soap:
Cassia ................ do....
4
18
Castile ..........•••• cakes..
Cedar ................. do....
4
Castile, green ......... bars ......... .
Cloves ...••..•...•.... do....
1
Green .............. pounds .... ... . ..
Croton ...... . ......... do. ...
2
Soda:
Benzoate ...........•.. do....
1
Hemlock .............. do....
8
Lavender ............ . do .....•......
Bicarbonate ........... do....
2
Borate ................ do....
10
Lemon ................ do....
4
Bromidfl .............. do....
4
Malefern .............. do....
1
Caustic ............... do....
1
Orange ............••.. do....
2
12
Chlorinated sol ..... bottles..
4
Peppermint ........... do....
8
Rosemary ............. do....
3
Phosphate ......... pounds..
1
Salicylate ............. do....
5
Spearmint ............. do....
8
Sulphate .............. do....
6 ....... .
Vaseline .............. do....
8
Wintergreen ......... do....
2
Sulphite .............. do ... ·
¼I
1
Castor ............. ?;allons..
4
Stramonium leaves ........ do....
1
4
Cod.liver .............. do . ...
2
Strychnia, sulphate .... ounces ..
¼....... .
Cotton.seed . .......... do....
4
Turpentine ........... do.... .. ......
60
Opium, powdered ...••. pounds..
1 ........ . Sulphur:
Papain ................. ounces..
l ........ .
0
20
Paraffin ............. .. .... do ... ... ... ~..
16
Pepsin .................... do....
4
~~tfe~!i;ories, hollow .... gross..
½....... .
Peru, balsam .. ......... pounds..
1
3
Petrolatum .............. . do....
10
Antiseptic20
No. 3 ........•. number.. ... .. . ..
50(1
Phenacetin ............. ounces .....••.•.
6
No. 4 .......... .... do.... . .. . . . ..
500
Pills:
Caloruel and sugar .... do.... ::), 000 ...... . .
Anticonstipatfon .. number .. . . . . . . . . 10, 000
Heart tonic ........... do....
150
500
Asafeticla ............. do....
250
Camphor and opium .. do. . . .
50()
Morphia, sulphateOne-eighth grain .. do....
100
400
Cathartic, compound .. do.... 1,000
One.fourth grain .. do....
100
400
Dover's powder ....... do. .. .
200
One.lJalf grain .... do....
200 ...... ..
Maas hy<lrarg . ........ do.... 1,000
Strycbnia, sulpl!ateMa_n~anese, dioxide; . . do....
100
100
One.fi.ftieth grain .do ....... . .. ..
Qmma, &ulph., 2.gram.do....
100
1,000
One one·hundredtb
Quinia, sutph., 3·grain .do. .. .
300
2,000
200
grain ... .... number ......... .
Salol, 5.gra1u .......... do....
500
Potassa:
Tartar emetic ......... om1ces..
1
Tar, wood ............. pounds..
4
Acetate ............ pounds ..
2
Caustic .....•...... ounces.. . . . .. . . .
4
Tberapol .............. ounces..
2
Chlorate ........... pounds..
3 ........ . TinctureBelladonna ........... do ... .
40
Citrate ............ . ounces..
8 ........ .
]6
Cantharides .......... do ... .
Cyanide ... ........... do....
½........ .
32
Bicarbonate ......... . do....
3
Chloride of iron ...... do .. ..
Cimicifuga ...... .... . do ... .
8
Bichromate .. ...... pounds..
5
Bitartrate ............ do... .
l
8
Guaiac,arumoniated .. do ... .
1
Bromide .............. do....
2
16
3
Opium ............... do ... .
Iodide .. .............. do....
3
16
10
Opium, camphorated.do ... .
32
Nitrate ...... ........ . do....
2
Sanguinaria .......... do ... .
Permanganate ........ do....
2
1G
Serpentaria .......... do ... .
Plasterparis .......•...... do....
5
4
Veratrum viride .. . .. do . .. .
Plaster:
6
Trikresol ...•.•.••..... pounds ..
AJheaive ........... spools..
18
l!i.
WaxRelladonna .......•.. yards..
5
White ....•.......... do ... .
1
10
4
L ead ............... pounds..
Yellow ..•........... . do ... .
10
~I
Porous ........ .... number..
500
250
Whisky, rye .......... gallons ..
Mustard ............. yarcls..
5
1
5
Wine, sherry ............ do ... .
Piperazin ............. bottl s ......... .
1
6
Wine, port .......•.••• , .. do ... .
Quinia, sulphate ....... ounces..
4
15
ZincR or in .................. do....
1
Acetate ........... ounces ..
8
Rhubarb:
Chlorinated sol· ... bottles ..
1
Powdered ............. do....
14
Oleate ............. pound ..
1
Powd recl,compound .. do....
8
Oxide ...... .......... do .. . .
½··•··•••
Root ..... ........... .. do....
2
16
Sulphate ............. do ... .
1 1·...... ·.
Rochelle salts .......... pounds ......... .
15

~~ft~~~f ~'.~~:::::::::::::~~-:::
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REPORT
OF THE

BOARD OF VISITORS
TO THE

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY
FOR THE YEAR 1896.

To the Secretary of War, the President of the Senate, and the Speaker of
the House of Representatives:
The following report of the Board of Visitors, appointed in pursuance of section 1327, Revised Statutes, to the United States Military
Academy at West Point, N. Y., June, 1896, is respectfully presented.
The persons constituting the Board are named below:
APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES.

1. Hon. M. E. INGALLS ..•..•..•.•....•.••..•••..........•..•.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Dr. JOSEPH D. BRYANT .....••••. ---- .•••..••.....••••••••..
Hon. T. H. CLARK ....•.•••.•.••.•.••..••.••••.....•........
Gen. JAMES H. WILSON ....••••.•••••.•••.•••.••.•..•.••••.
Hon. HIRAM W. GARWOOD •..•..••••.••••••..........•.....
Prof.
WHITMAN BAILE Y .....•••••..•.••.••.....••...•...
Hon. ALBERT W. GILCHRIST ...•...•..•••..•..•.••••.••.•...

w.

New York, N. Y.
Montgomery, Ala.
Wilmington, Del.
Bastrop, Tex.
Providence, H. I.
Punta Gorda, Fla.

APPOINTED BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE.

8. Hon. GEORGE GRAY ........................................ Wilmington, Del.
9. Hon. WILLIAM J. SEWELL .....••.•.•..•••.•....••••...•.•.. Camden, N. J.
APPOINTED BY THE SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.

10. Hon. GEORGE w. STEELE .•..••.....••••••••..... ·•••·· ••••. Marion, Incl.
11. Hon. ROBERT G. COUSINS ....••••..••........••••.......•.. Tipton, Iowa.
12. Hon. GEORGE B. McCLELLAN .......•.•.......•.•..•...••••. New York, N. Y.

All of the members except Mr. Garwood reported at West Point,
and after a temporary organization elected Gen. James H. Wil on
president, Senator Sewell vice-president, and Professor Bailey
secretary.
The following committees were appointed:
Appointments and exarninations.-Messrs. Cousins, Clark, and Sewell
Discipline and instruction.-Messrs. Gray, Gilchrist, and Clark.
677
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Armament and equipment.-Messrs. Steele, Garwood, and Sewell.
Buildings, grounds, and lights.-Messrs. McClellan, Bryant, and
Wilson.
Fiscal affairs, supplies and expenditures for cadets.-Messrs. Ingalls,
McClellan, and Gray.
Hygiene and athletics.-Messrs. Bryant, Bailey, and Gilchrist.
The examinations and exercises were conducted from day to day in
the usual manner, and revealed the fact that the high standard of
instruction, discipline, and proficiency which have always prevailed at
the Military Academy have been fully maintained.
Every facility that could have been desired was offered for an examination of the administrative and academic departments of the institution, for the inspection of the grounds and buildings, and for obtaining
a correct knowledge of the instruction and discipline of the cadets·
Officers on duty at the Academy were detailed to accompany and assist
the committees in their investigations. The Superintendent and his
staff, as well as the professors and instructors, showed them every
attention and gave them all necessary facilities for the performance of
their duty. Every question, no matter to whom addressed, was fully
and fairly answered, and every subject pertaining to the efficiency of
the institution was thoroughly investigated and discussed.
Special attention was given to the requirements for admission into
the Academy, and also to the curriculum of studies prescrjbed for the
cadets.
While education has generally advanced throughout the country with
its growth in population and prosperity, the standard of admission has
not been materially raised since the foundation of the Academy. The
Board of Visitors, after careful consideration of the subject, were
unanimous in the opinion that the present requirements are not sufficiently comprehensive, and that in view of the course to be mastered
after admission, elementary algebra should be added; but this can not
be done under the present system without an act of Congress authorizing it. With the view of keeping the standard of admission abreast
with the progress of education at large, and with· the standard of
admission to other educational institutions, the Board therefore recommends that section 1319, Revised Statutes, :fixing the present standard
of admi sion, should be repealed and a new section should be enacted,
substantially as follows:
SEC. - . .Appointees for admission into the Military .Academy shall be examined in
such subject , at such times, and according to such regulations as may be prescribed
from time to time by the Secretary of War, before they shall be admitted to the
Academy.

Thi , it will be
served, will make the provi ion for admi sion to
the Military .Academy conform ubstantially to tho e for admi ion
to the Naval Academy, which are as follows:
SEC. 1515 (Rev. Stat.). All candidates for admi sion into the Academy shall be
examined according to such regulations and at such stated time as the ecretary of
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the Navy may prescribe. Candidates rejectecl at such examination shall not have
the privilege of :mother examination for admission to the same class, unless recommended by the board of examiners.

This recommendation, it is believed, can be all the more safely adopted,
because the first six months after admission may be fairly considered
as a probationary period, in which special pains are taken to familiarize the new cadets with the prevailing methods of instruction and
discipline, and to bring them into harmony with their environment.
The curriculum of studies and the methods of instruction and recitation seem admirably adapted to the exact and highly scientific education now required for army officers by all civilized nations. The time
of the cadet is properly divided between rest, study, and recreat1011,
and
trifling or waste of time is permitted. The system is the same
for all, but inasmuch as the cadets are arranged in their classes from
time to time according to their proficiency, and the amount of each
subject and the minimum degree of proficiency required, are graduated
from the head to the foot of the class, the burden of work is apportioned according to ability, and no injustice is done. While all are
required to go over the same general course, and to give the prescribed
amount of time to each study and exercise, all are not required to attain
the highest degree of proficiency. Those in the higher sections cover
more ground than those in the lower, and after graduating are as igned
to the higher branches of the military service. In practice for many
years, the system has been found to work well, and it is believed that
the officers of our Army as a class are better educated than those of
any other country, and are specially well fitted for active service in all
branches of army work. It is largely due to this circumstance that the
late General Upton, and many others who graduated well up in their
class and were assigned to the artiIIery and the staff corps, served in the
war of the rebellion with equal efficiency and distinction in the artillery,
cavalry, and infantry, and that General Sheridan and others who graduated low iu their class and were assigned to the infantry, served with
·equal or gre_a ter success in the cavalry, and even higher branches of
the service.
The Board of Visitors found the groupds and buildings of the Academy and military post admirably cared for, in excellent condition, and
generally well adapted to the purposes for which they are used.
The cadet barracks, an extensive · and stately building of granite,
contains ample accommodations, at the rate of two in a room for the
average maximum strength of the corps, which is now 296. By the
vacation of the rooms now used by officers and the dentist, and for
the storage of trunks and other property, there would be sufficient
accommodation for 384 cadets.
!
The rooms are well ventilated and heated, but it is worthy of observa- ·
tion that the system of lighting is capable of further improvem nt,
without additional expense for plant, by the ad.option of the recent
improvements in the art of lighting by gas.

no
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As the barracks and academic building are found to be ample for the
accommodation of at least 88 more cadets, or two at large for each State
in the Union, or one for each Senator, and the additional cost would be
but slight, the Board recommends that an act of Congress should be
passed, authorizing the nomination of one cadet by each United States
Senator, in addition to those now nominated by each Member of the
House of Representatives.
The new academic building designed by Richard M. Hunt, the late
distinguished architect of New York, has been completed, with the
exception of the clock tower, provided for in the original plans, but
which_ would cost a considerable sum of money and would hardly
iri:rprove the appearance of the building. This most excellent structure,
as well as the new _gymnasium, also designed by Mr. Hunt, are enduring monuments to his taste and ability. They are altogether admirable in design, materials, and stability. The cadet mess hall has been
relaid with a tile :floor, which adds to its cleanliness, but its walls are
hung with portraits of distinguished officers, some of which are of questionable artistic merit. The Board of Visitors recommends that the
Superintendent or the academic board should be vested with discretionary power to r eject such portraits presented to the Ac~demy as do
not come up to the proper standard of excellence.
The library contains some 38,200 bound volumes and about 6,000
pamphlets. It is by far the largest and best military Jibra.ry in this
country, and its value is almost priceless. The building in which it is
house.cl has a very attractive exterior and a very unattractive interior,
but it is damp and not :fireproof, b esides the library room itself is too
small. Plans and estimates have been prepared for altering the present
building and making it :fireproof, and the Board recommends that the
necessary appropriation shouJd be made by Congress at the earliest
possible day. The total estimated cost of these alterations is $70,000.
The quarters for married and unmarried officers, recently provided
for by Congress, have been completed and occupied, but three more sets
for married officers are badly needed. It is estimated that they will
co t $8,000 per set, or $24,000 in all.
The ridiug h all i too mall for the proper instruction of the cadets,
and the'' leg guard' i old and rotten and should be renewed. The
building hould be much enlarged or replaced by a new one of proper
size, but no plans-having been prepared the Board of Vi itors can not
submit an e timate therefor.
The table , although old, are fairly lighted and ventilated but they
ac ommodat only 8 horse . The main building hould b extended
outh 4: feet by which room for 12 additional hor
can b r vided.
If -o ad litional hor .s hould be purcba eel whi h th Board trongly
re omm nd a nece ary for the I roper in tru ·tion of tbe ad t in
ca alry arnl artil1 ry a ic nd ~ er i , the tabl will bav t be
i ·rea ed a ordingl , but a n I Ian ore timate have b en prepared
the o of hi improvement an no b ,'tat d a pr ·ent.
0
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Congress at its last session appropriated $7,500 for a guardhouse
at the south gate of the reservation, but the lowest bid which could
be obtained therefor was $8,600; hence, the appropriation should be
increased $1,100.
The cadet guardhouse is too small, and besides it is old and shabby.
It should therefore be remodeled or torn down and a new one built in
its place.
A small amount of grading and paving is needed around the new
.Acadeinic building and a sidewalk should be laid from the south dock
to the plateau above. These improvements, estimated at $7,900, should
be made as soon as the money is provided for them.
The hote1, built seventy years ago, is insufficient in size and ·accommodations and is badly arranged. The rooms are small, the furniture
old and shabby, and the bedding and carpets are poor in quality and
condition. The rent is $2,000 per year, $1,000 of which is allowed for
repairs, but if the whole rent were applied to the betterment of the
furniture and accommodations, the result would not then enable those
who are compelled to go to West Point to .find at tbe hotel such comfort as should be furnished in a building owned by the United States.
0 bviously the house should be remodeled and refurnished, or it
should be replaced by a new one, as experts may recommend after a
careful examination. Plans and estimates not having been submitted,
the cost of the necessary improvements can not be gi veu in this report.
The barracks for the band and also for the enlisted and general- ervice men on duty at West Point are in good condition and are sufficient
for the present, but the barracks for the engineer troops are inadequate
for their proper accommodation and should be remodeled and extended.
Those for the cavalry detachment, built. in 1891, ar a di grace to the
service. They stand near the cavalry stables under the side of a hill
which is some 20 feet from the west end. They are badly ventilated,
and in consequence of the wet rock on the north side and the wet
earth under the floor, they are damp and chilly even on warm summer
days. They are insufficiently provided with baths and washing
facilities.
The Board of Visitors recommends that the present unsatisfactory
condition of these barracks should be remedied without delay. The
rock north of the barracks, for a distance of 25 feet at least, should lJe
blasted and removed, in all about 1,800 cubic yards, at a cost of about
$2,000. The space under the ground floor should be excavated,
drained, concreted, and properly ventilated from the insi<le, and the
present inefficient exterior ventilators should be closed. New bath
tubs should be provided, and the soapstone troughs now used by the
men for washing should be replaced by 8 suitable lavatories. .A. wooden
floor should be laid in the kitchen, the plaster ceilings, which are continually falling, should be re'placed by iron ceilings, and the building
should be painted both within and without.
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The enlisted men's guardhouse is too small and is badly lighted and
ventilated. It should be replaced by a new one.
Tho subject of the sanitary condition and needs of the entire post
received the personal attention of a distinguished medical practitioner,
a member of this Board, and his investigations were so thorough and
h ave led to such important results, and the report prepared by him is
so complete, that the Board not only concurs fully in its conclusions,
but desires to have it and its accompanying documents published as a
part of this report.
The cadet hospital is in excellent condition and generally well suited
for its purposes, but the water-closets in the rear of each :fl.oor should be
remove<.l to the outside of the rear wall, additional bathrooms should
b e provided, and an operating room constructed in accordance with the
requirements · of modern surgery is absolutely necessary. The courtyard requires regra.<ling, draining, and repaving.
It is estimated that the operating room will cost $2,400. The other
improvements at the hospital, it is estimated, can be provided for
$5,300.
It has been found by an expert, whose report is submitted with that
of the committee on hygiene and athletics, that the water from the
mountains impounded in the reservoirs which supply the post requires
filtering before it can be safely used. The new reservoir should be
completed, and this can be done at a cost of $15,000. A properly constructed filter with a daily capacity of 500,000 gallons should be added
as soon as possible. The Board is unable to state what this will cost,
but believes it can be built for about $25,000.
The following tabular summary of the approximate cost of carrying out the improvements herein recommended is submitted, with the
further recommendation that the Secretary of War should cause the
immediate preparation of the additional estimates, under the direction
of the Superintendent, necessary to complete the table:
Reconstruction of library building_ .............. ___ .. __ ...... .. ......... . $70,000
Completion of the new reservoir ......... __ ...... . ... _........ ...... ..... . 15,000
Filtering beds (approximate) ........................................... .. 25,000
Grading and paving a,bout new academic building ........................ .
5,300
idewalk from son th clock to plateau . .................................... .
2,600
Three sets of officers' quarter , completo ..... . ___ ... _. ........... .... ..... . 24,000
Additional appropriation for gua.rdhouse at south gate ... _.......... . ... _..
1,100
perating room at cadet hospital. ........................................ .
2,400
Other improv men ts at cadet ho pital ........... _.................... _... .
5,300
Total ....................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150, 700

To the foregoing shoul lb added:
Addition and improv ment , t h cavalry barracks
Extension ancl repair f ri<ling hall.
Exten. ·ion and repair of stable .
R modeling and relmilcling ad t g narclhou
Improvement of th ngine r 1 arrack .

UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
Improvement and grading at cavalry barracl{s.
Rebuilding enlisted men's guardhouse.
Remodeling or rebuilding hotel.

The Board deRires to add that, while it doe not wi h to
stood as recommending immediate appropriation :f'. r any
mentioned improvements, the cost of which ha not yet
and can not therefore be given, it entertain nod ubt tba
called for in the near future, and h ence it snot
and specifications and estimate there~ r hould
supervision of the Superintendent, for tb. inf rm
without unnecessary delay.
This Board renews the recomm nd ti n r
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With the improvements herein recommended, and which it is believed
the Government can well afford to make, the Military Academy would
be not only the best but the most complete school of the kind in the
world, and this ought to be a matter of pride and satisfaction to every
American citizen.
All of which is respectfully submitted for the Board byJ AMES R. WILSON,
President.
WM. WHITMAN BAILEY,

Secretary.
JUNE 15, 1896.

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON HYGIENE AND ATHLETICS.
Surely both nature and history have endowed West Point with potent
influences well calculated to encourage the development of physical
manhood and unalloyed patriotism in a remarkably unstinted manner.
The influences of the magnitude and grandeur of nature's handiwork,
supplemented by that of the records and objects of past patriotic endeavor can but inspire those who seek the benefits of the institution
with high and noble resolves. Therefore the selection and proper
maintenance of the place for the training of the country's military
scholars is doubly wise, since it suitably emphasizes alike an appreciation of the principles of great physical and moral forces. However, the proper fruition of the influences- of these inspiring examples requires
the recognition and the wise support of those vested with legislative
and executive control.
Sound bodies and established good health are quite as essential to
mental attainment and practical outcome as are a befitting curriculum
and wise military discipline. It is proper, we think, to keep in view
the fact that the degree of practical human efficiency is measured quite
as often by sound physique as by profound attainment. The committee examined carefully into the influtnces exercised by the matters
properly coming before it for consideration.
'.l'HE DRAINAGE.

Little, indeed, can be suggested in the way of improvement in this
regard. • The high elevation above the Hudson River, the natural
contour of the surface, and the sandy nature of the soil supply quite
as fully as nature can the desiderata of good surface drainage. If but
a brief though well-considered attention were given to the gutters and
surfaces of the roadways at various parts of the post~ the outcome
would be conducive to good taste and add much to the comfort and
convenience of many interested persons.
THE HOSPITALS,

The hospital for cadets is, with but few exceptions, admirably suited
for the purpose. The water-closets in the rear of each floor of the hospital should be removed from the lavatory and placed outside of the
contiguous walls of the building. This change will be in the intere t
6 5
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of good health and the maintenance of proper selfrespect of those who
are required to use them, and, moreover, will conform to the common
requirements now practiced in the construction of such places. An
increase in the capacity for bathing here is earnestly advised. In one
small room, 9 feet 10 inches long by 4 feet 6 inches wide, on the top
floor, is found a bath tub, water-closet, and washstand devoted to the
use of ten men. Surely the mere mention of this fact will, for obvious
reasons, lead to a correction of the abuse. In other respects the plumbing is suitably arranged, scientifically constructed, and appears to be
in good order.
·
The operating room.-lt will be noticed in the appended statement
(Exhibit A) that modest estimates are made by Dr. Torney for the purpose of providing a suitable operating room. The statement contains
no item of contemplated unwise expenditure. No request is made in
this respect that is not of established significance in the construction
of operating rooms in civil hospitals. No objection can be reasonably
made to any of these items, unless it be by some one incompetent to
ju<lge of their necessity or who is wedded to the idea that sol<liers need
not receive the benefits of scientific surgical attainment. Inasmuch as
the high standard of instruction in the numerous lines of service connected with the Post is the issue of wise thought and persistent effort,
your committee fail to comprehend the wisdom of any obstruction
directed to medical and surgical effort, except it be by those who, while
glorifying the ingenuity of human device for slaughter, withhold encouragement of commensurate means of relief, and thus reduce the physical
status of war to the plane of scientific barbarism. Certainly, since
the teachings of this institution characterize the moRt superior methods
of offensive and defensive conflict, should they not exemplify also the
latest established means directed to the relief of the unfortunate agents
of conflict 1
In this connection the committee is constrained to renew the advice
of the committee of 1894 that instruction in the elements of hygiene
and prompt relief to the injured be introduced into the curricu.Ium and
mad a recognized requirement of the institution. We are not inclined
as yet to regard the cour e of study in this branch as taught by the
medical department of the Navy (see Report of the Board of Vi itors,
1894) as ufficiently practical to meet the demands of lay official requirement in time of action on a battlefield. .As before advi ed, the m dial officer only should in truct in the e lin s of u efulnes , a they
appre ·iat to the fulle t extent the practical bearing of the in tru tion
and ther fore can impre s it in a manner tru to the exig ncie of an
occa ion.
The ·01lrtyard.-The courtyard in the r ar of thi hospital i badly
drain d, owing t d feet in the grade and tructu.re of th pav ment.
Th r . . nt defecti e pav me t hould er mo d and a suitable one
pr vid d t me t the d mand f good ho pital anitation.
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The soldiers' hospital.-Aside from the presence of the water-closets _
and urinals within the hospital building, and in a place that contributes in the fullest degree to their offensiveness, little indeed can be
said except in commendation of this establishment. It is alreacly
advised by the medica,1 officers that the closets and urinals be removed
from within the building, and nothing should hinder a prompt compliance with this recommendation.
..
THE BARRACKS.

The ba,rrncks of the ca,dets are cleanly and as well ventilated as a
seemingly wise attention to discipline will permit. The question 0f the
proper degree and variety of light that will best conserve the power of
the eyes of the cadets during study hours is one requiring prompt and
judicious action. There seems to be no doubt of the fact that much
gain can be made in this direction, and that the reward of tbe effort
will be promptly beneficial to the cadets, and finally to the military service at large. The variety of the light, the device for its use, the proper
color of the walls, etc., are matters to which should be given tbe best
scientific consideration before final action is taken.
The water-closets, urinals, and baths of the cadets. are adequate in all
respec~s for the fulfillment of their intended purposes; and, too, the
ventilation, light, and cleanliness of the place merit a high degree of
commendation.
The gymnasium and its appointments and the method of teaching
are excellent, as is bespoken by the zeal and physical development
incident to the system of instruction.
The barracks of the cavalry.-From a sanitary standpoint, these barracks present the antithesis of a wise expenditure of the public fund1,,
Imperfect drainage and bad ventilation cause dampness and noisome
odors to l)ervade the building; defective urinals and plumbing are
present; in fact, the entire building bears the impress of unsanitary
misery. It is earnestly advised that the urgent requests for needed
improvements made by the medical officer in charge of the Post be
heeded before extended outlay in other directions is made.
The engineer barracks.-This building is an old, and therefore an
imperfect, one, especially as relates to bad ventilation and unwise ut ilization of capacity. The committee on buildings, etc., bas spoken of
the inadequacy of the barracks in no uncertain mann er, and this committee desires also to add the weight of it:, disapproval, and urge that
changes consistent with those of more modern construction be mad .
The water-closet accommodations are not only Radly in com pl te to meet
their purposes properly, but are so located as to contribute mm ce' arily to the inherent unsanitary aspects of the structure it lf. The
objectionable water-closets are mentioned here especially, in
only to justify the demand for their change in location and tructure
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already made by the medical officer in· charge, but also to hasten, if
possible, the contemplated consummation of his recommendation in
these respects.
"Log Town.''-These buildings are for occupation of soldiers and
their families. The changes looking to improvement of this section,
suggested some time since by the Superintendent, Colonel Ernst, are
being carried into effect, and soon this unsightly and unsanitary feature
of the Post will be eliminated.
The mess hall.-The building presents but a few sanitary defects.
The yard in the rear of the building and the areas are badly paved and
improperly drained; the pavement of the scullery is irregular, broken,
and otherwise defective. These conditions cause unnecessary dampness from saturation of the soil with waste .water and slops, and could
be easily remedied with a limited expenditure. The waste pipes in the
kitchen are defective, by reason of small size and improper direction.
THE DISEASES AT THE MILI'l'ARY ACADEMY.

The attention of the committee_was called by the efficient medical
officer in charge, Dr. Tomey, early during the period of the visit to the
repeated manifestations of malarial fever. The following tables, compiled by Dr. Torney at the request of the chairman, need no explanation, and illustrate the prevalence of malaria more forcibly than words
can do:
No. 1.-Comparative compilation of the cases of malarial fever occun·ing in cadets and
officers from June 1, 1895, to June 1, 1896, with temperature and rainfall recorcls.

Month.

1895.
June •.•.•..•.•....••••..••...
July .............•••........•.

"te~f:!%~~::::::::::::::::::::

October ..•...................
November ......... . . . ••••.••.
December .......•••••••••...•

Mean
maximum
tempera·
ture.

Total
rainfall.

0

Inches.

Inter·
mittent.

Remit·
tent.

- ,-

I Total.

Typhoid. Eph=
eral..

---------

82. 60
76.16
83. 80
80.10
58.15
50. 60
41. 80

2. 63
6. 86
3. 42
1.16
4. 22
5.58
4. 20

0
9
64
54
16
6
1

0
1
0
17
4
3
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

31. 36
36. 70
38. 50
61. 70
76. 30

1.19
4.46
12. 02
1. 98
2. 89

0
0
0
2!
70

0
0
2

0

2

0

10
0
0
6
21

2
19
74
71

20
20

22

1896.

i~b~!~:::::::::::::::::::::
March .....................••.
April .......................•.

May ..........................

aI

0

0
0

9

0

1

0
2~
30

0

0

0

2-!
5i!
70

I_~

Total ..................•...................... ~ - - ~ _ _ _
1 ,_ _1_0_0
JuneS ..... ... ................ ............ . ..........
1
1

17

0

OI

O

17

As will be seen, the foregoing ca e relate only to the cadets and
officer . The ephemeral fever do not appear to depend on m laria a
tliey bear no direct relation with it pre ence and are not controlled by
the ame remedial agenci a are the malarial fev r . The in gl ca e
of typhoid fev r could not be trac d t a definite cau e, and a
ery
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precaution was taken during its presence, and none appeared thereafter,
the cause can not be regarded as of local origin. The pronounced and
increasing number of the malarial cases is suggestive of the presence
of some active means of infection in the drinking·water, the air, or
in both. A comparative compilation of disease of the preceding year
was made, with the following result:
No. 2.-Cornparative compilation of the cases of mala1·ial f evm· occm·1·ing in cadets and
ojficm·s from June 1, 1894, to June 1, 1895, with temperature and minfall records.
Mean
maximum
Total
Inter.
t,h
_ _ _ _M_o_n_ _·_ _ _ _ _t_e_tu_P:_:._a._ ,_
r a-in_f_an_. _ mittent.
1894.

te;i~1!be~·.-_·_ ·_: ·_·::.:::::::::::

October .............. .. ..... .
November ....... .............
December ....................

~

.
Ephem·
Typhoid.

~

1

Total.

1

1

June .........................
July ........••................

I

Remit.

Inches.
82. 23
86.45
81. 74
77.10
63. 84
36. 41

2. 08
1.04
1. 83
6. 30
6. 25
4. 08
2. 92

2
2
2
1
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2
18
14
17
20
32
14

18
21
32
14

30. 64
28. 25
40. 80
58.13
70. 96

0. 90
1. 60
3. 80
6. 87
3. 53

0
0
1
2
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

8
7
5
28 I
17 II

8
7
6
30
17

11

0

(*)

4
20
16

1895.

January ..............••......

{t!~ti~?:::: :: :::::::::::: :::
~1~:::::::::::::::::::::::::

Total. .................. ... . ............

182

I

193

kNo thermometer.

The SO·Called ephemeral exhibitions were numerous, but they did not
resefi!.ble malarial fever in any significant regard. At all events, the
condition appeared to the special committee as of great importance, and, .
therefore, it was brought to the attention of the Board of Visitors at a
special meeting called_for that purpose, to which the Superintendent,
Colonel Ernst; the medical officer, Dr. Tomey, and the engineer, Captain Lusk, were invited to be present and take part in the discussion
of the subject. It appeared that the matter had been under the consideration of these officers before this, and that measures of prevention
had been taken, but without any practical result. The examination of
the sources of the water supply and the inadequate means _of :filtration,
taken in connection with the increasing malarial record of the cadets,
seemed to the Board of Visitors as indicating quite clearly that prompt
measures were necessary in order to establish any relation between a
known cause and an effect so decidedly indicated. lt was therefore
moved and carried that the chairman of the sanitary committee be
directed to communicate at once with the Secretary of War regarding
the matter, and that the Secretary himself be notified to this :ffect Y
the Board of Visitors.
The following is an extract from the letter to the Secretary of War :
Finding, upon careful examination, that the water system and supply require
renovation ancl enlargement, we recommend that an investigation be made by the
WAR 96-VOL r-44
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War Department, and an estimate be secured and submitted to the next sessibn of
Congress for the amount necessary to furnish a healthful, adequate, and permanent·
water supply.
Resolved, That Dr . .Joseph D. Bryant be, and he is hereby, requested, on behalf of
the Board of Visitors, to communicate w:ith the Secretary of War in regarcl to the
sanitary condition of the United States Military Academy, with a view to the immediate adoption of means to remove the conditions that now affect, unfavorauly, the
health of the Post.

In accordance with the direction of the Board of Visitors, the chairman called at once on the Secretary of War, and was assured by him
that the matter would receive prompt attention.
·
Almost immediately, Charles Smart, major and surgeon of the United
States Army, a gentleman whose experience in such matters especially
fitted him for the purpose, was designated to examine and report upon
the question as soon as possible. His comprehensive report, bearing
the date of June 21, certainly justifies the wisdom of the prompt provision for temporary effort at relief, and emphasizes the importance of
the necessity of a higher grade and completer method of treatment of
the drinking water in the future.
The report of Major Smart is so exhaustive, and the recommendations
so wise, that the committee feel that nothing better can be done than
to submit it in full, with the urgent advisement that its recommendations and the indorsement of 0. H. Alden, Assistant and Acting Surgeon-General, be promptly and fuJly complied with. (Exhibit B.)
The chairman of the committee is assured already by the Secretary
of War that directions are given for the carrying into effect of the subsidiary recommendations of this report. The chairman regards it
proper to inform the committee that in a recent conversation (July 13)
· with Dr. Torney the chairman was informed that no abatement in the
malarial diseases had as yet taken place. The prompt action of the
War Department in causing the investigation of the matter, and the
carrying into effect so soon of the only present local means of relief,
should be regarded as an earnest of further and more decided efforts
in this respect in the near future. Certainly the people of the v arious
sections of the country, who earnestly meet the legal permission to send
their best young men for education in the means of the country's
defen se, have the right to expect that every precaution will be taken
by their guardians to preserve their health during the time of their
befitment for the military service. In fact, the proper in tillation of
the principle of loyalty and patriotism in the mind of these young
men requires that they shall be given the same care and protection
during the incubative tage of their military career that the people of
the ountry will demand of them a the nation
hampion in times of
war.
It i proper to say in thi connection that malarial fevers prevail to a
greater or le s extent among the people of the village l ated above
and below We t Point.
ut it i likewi e true that the mtj ri y f
the e people are permanent r ide1it and therefore con tantly expo ed
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to the indigenous malarial influences of these places, wbile at West
Point scarcely more than a month or so is sufficient time for malarial
outbreak in many of those who are new to the place and have not
before this experienced an attack. The notion that the incoming cadets
are already infected with the disease, and that the high order of sanitation of the place begets the outbreak, is inconsistent with the fact
that this disease is quite liberally distributed among the members of
the respective classes.
Ice is often polluted on account of the impurity of the source of production, and therefore it should not be used for drinking purposes
when taken from such sources unless its purity shall have been determined by proper analysis.
As was aptly pointed out by the committee on hygiene, etc., of the
Board of Visitors of 1895, the drinking water and milk should be above
suspicion. No elements of alimentation are so commonly used as these,
and none are so open to the influences of pollution. The approach of
disease through these channels is insidious in the extreme degree, and
it can not be regarded as a sufficient attention to duty to correct the
errors after the harm is done. On the contrary, the possible occurrence
of disease should be anticipated and forestalled by wise sanitary forethought and liberal expenditure.
·
The committee believe it to be both wise and just to direct the attention of the Board of Visitors to that which appears to be an improper
discrimination made against the chief medical officer of the Post regarding the comparative amount of bis official remuneration. It appears
that the demands of -the legitimate social and. military courtesies of
the place on the officers require an expenditure on their part which is
much in excess of their salaried ability to meet in a manner consistent
with the high status of the Post and the necessary regard for selfpreservation. In order that these demands may be met wisely and
justly, the great majority of the officers are accorded by Congress the
pay of the next higher in rank. Although here the official duties of
the medical officer are comparatively onerous, indeed, and albeit the
social and military courtesies bear with relatively equal weight on him,
yet he has been thus far denied the assistance accorded to his colleagues
for this purpose. The committee believe that no distinction should
be made in the relative remuneration of those who bear equal burdens
in the service, and express the hope that the present injustice to the
chief medical officer of the Post will be remedied in the future.
The committee can not close this report without the acknowledgment
on their part of the uniform courtesy and earnest cooperation in their
efforts o.f all in authority in the War Department, both at West Point
and at W asbington.
JOSEPH D. BRYANT, M. D.
ALBERT W. GILCHRIST.
WM. WHITMAN BAILEY.
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A.

WEST POINT, N. Y., June 26, 1896.
Srn: In compliance with your request, I respootfully submit the following estimate
of the funds required for the construction of a proper operation room in the cadet
hospital:

Removing floors, walls, and ceiling. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Concrete filling for floor............................... . . . . ... . . . . .• . . . . . .. . .
Tile floor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Lining walls with enameled brick.......................................... .
Blocks and tiling for ceiling. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iron beams, window casings, and sash, with plate glass for windows·-·~.....
Iron frame and sash for skylight.............................................
Water connections and washout trap.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sieman's gas burner, with connections.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$50
80
400
850
450
250
200
60
50

Total .......•.......................................................... 2, 390

It is proposed to convert the southeast room of the third floor into an operating
room, and in its reconstruction to make it conform to all the requirements of modern
surgical method in the treatment of diseases and injuries.
There is not now in this hospital a place suitable for the performance of surgical
-vyork under strict aseptic and antiseptic conditions, and in accordance with the
high standard of excellence which surgeons now strive to attain in the repair of
injuries and operation wounds. The speedy construction of an operating room is so
very necessary that it is urgently recommended that the appropriation for the purpose above indicated be made available upon the passage of the Military Academy
appropriation bill for the :fiscal year ending June 30, 1898.
Very respectfully.
G. H. TORNEY, M. D.,
Major and Surgeon, U. S. A ., Surgeon.
JOSEPH D. BRYANT, M. D.,
Chairman of Committee on Hygiene and Athletic8,

EXHIBIT

B.

WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington, D. C., June 21, 1896.
Srn: In accordance with orders conveyed in l etter from your office, dated June 16,
1896, I left Washington, D. C., on that date and passed the four days immediately
following-June 17-20, inclusive-in investigating the prevalence of malarial fevers
at the nitedStates Military Academy, West Point, N. Y., and t he sanitary condition
of the Post as bearing upon this prevalence.
The medical report of West Point show that during the calendar year 1 95 the1'6
were 172 cases of malarial fever among cadets and 115 among officers and soldier .
The e numb rs are equivalent, re pectively, to rates of 595 and 298 per 1,000 of
s rength, and may be compared with 74, the average rate of the Army for that year,
and with 35 for the cadets and 44 for the officers an l soldier , as the rates per 1 000
of str ngth for the calendar year 1894.
This in reased preYalence in 1 95 assumed a greater importance wh nit wa found
from r c nt medical r cords that there is a pro pect of a largely in rea ·ed malarial
rat for the coming ea on. In 1 95, notwithstanding its biah rate, th mala1'ial
infl.u nee did not beain to manifest itself until July, while this year the e manife ·.
tation began much earlier. The fir t case of the present ear was recorded on.Mar h
30, and from that date to June 1 , 132 a e have been tak n into the cadet hospital
for treatment, , nd a. imilar mat rial pr valence has been xperien ed by the officers
an l soldier of the militar post.
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From July 6, 1895, to June 18, 1896, the medical register of the cadet hospital
shows the occurrence of 282 cases of intermittent fever, generally quotidian in type,
and 28 cases of remittent fever, 2 of which were fatal. The daily details of this malarial record are submitted in Table .A., appended, but the prevalence by months may
be here stated as follows:
Month.

InterRemit· Total.
mittent.
tent.
- - - · -- - - - -

.July G-31 , 1895 .........•.•.•••••••.•••••••••••.•••...•••.•.•...•.......•••

~

te~t!\;:~ios:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::
October, 1895 •......... . .•..••.......••••...•..•..... _.......••...•..•. _••
November, 1895 •• _..... .. ......• . ..•..••••....... .... ... .. .•..••....•..• •
December, 1895 .............................•••.•• _.......•.......•......•

t;lt~r1:9T 9:~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
8
~

~;~\~~~6-::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

June 1-18, 1896 ...••................. . .....••...•..••••• .• ••••....••••••••

10
64
54
16
6

1
0
0
2
26
70
33

0
0
16
3
8
0
0

10
64
70
19
14

1

o·
0

0
0
2

1

27

0
0

70
83

- - --- - ---282
28
310
Total. ............................................. -· · ··············

The duration of the intermittent attacks averaged three days; of the remittents,
ten to twenty days. The intermittents presented the characteristic symptoms of
what is popularly known as chills and fever, a chill more or less severe followed by
stages of febrile reaction and perspiration, with a tendency to a recurrence of these
phenomena, which recurrence was generally prevented by the free administration
of quinine. I verified the diagnosis of several of these cases under treatment in the
cadet hospital during my stay at "\Vest Point, and determined the presence of the
plasmodium malarire by microscopical examination of the blood. No case of remittent fever was under treatment during the p eriod of my stay, but the thermographic
charts of the cases on record were submitted t o me, and from an examination of
these charts I have no hesitancy in accepting the cases so recorded as cases of remittent malarial fever.
If the sickness indicated by the above statements had been additional to the regular
sick rate of the Post, the increased sickness in the command would have attracted
prompt attention; but these malarial fevers took the place of the influenzas and
catarrhs of the winter neason, and of the ephemeral fevers, tonsillitis and pharyngitis
of the early spring, one uet of febrile ·d iseaies subsiding as the other became prevalent.
Table B, appended, shows how influenza prevailed in the winter months, yielding to
ephemeral fevers as the weather became milder, and these to malarial fevers as warm
weather set in. The ephemeral fevers of the early spring and late autumn had the
duration of the intermittents, and oftentimes it was difficult in individual cases to
distinguish the character of the disease by its mere symptomatology. The presence
of tho plasmodium in the blood or the efficiency of quinine as a remedial agent
determined in these cases, as a rule, the diagnosis of malarial as distinguished from
ephemeral fevers. In fact, these ephemeral fevers assumed a character of malarial
periodicity as the warm season advanced, but with no ordinarily groat increase of the
general sick rate over that which would have been recorded from the epliemeral
fevers alone. During the present season, however, 70 cases of intermittent fever
recorded in May, as co~pared with 16 cases of ephemeral fever with no malarial
cases in the corresponding month of 1895, could not fail to attract attention to the
marked change in the character and prevalence of these febrile attacks .
It was found, however, by a reference to the medical record1:1 of West Point that
the prevalence of malarial fover in the spring and autumn has been within limits a
constant recu:i;-rence, and even that its prevalence to such an extent as was exrerience<.l in 1895-96 has not been unique in its history, for in the y ear 1880 there were
recorded 121 cases among the officers and soldiers and 56 cases among the cadets,
equivalent to rates p er 1,000 of strength of 528 an<.l 209, respectively. 'fable C,
appended, gives the number of cases re0orded annually from 1880 to 1895, in clusive,
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among the officers and soldiers and among the cadets. From this table it will be
observed that in every year during the period stated there was recorded a certain
number of malarial cases.
I did not pursue the history of malarial fever at West Point beyond 1880, as this
year furnished a general prevalence at the Post nearly as great as that given by the
calendar year 1895. In 1880 the average prevalence of malarial fevers ju the .Army
as a whole was much greater than it is now-186 per 1,000 of strength, as compared
with 74 in 1895. This decrease is certainly due in great part to the abandonment of
posts in notoriously unhealthy, i.e., malarial, localities, but no small part of it must
be credited to the greater care given of late to the drainage, sewerage, and water
supply of the malarjous posts that continue to be occupied. It was my privilege to
meet Col. C. T. Alexander, of the Medical Department, during my visit to West
Point. This officer was post surgeon at the Military .Academy during the endemic
prevalence of the fever in 1880. Its occurrence then, however, did not impress him
as constituting any unusual condition, fresh, as he was, from service in connection
with more serious developments of malarial poisoning at Western posts. (See Table
D for a daily and monthly summary of the cases among cadets in 1880.)
·while the records of the Post show that the causes of malarial fever have affected
officers, soldiers, and cadets every year during the spring, summer, and autumn,
and that in certain years these causes have been more malign than in others, it was
found that a similarly varying prevalence and intensity affected not only the families of officers and enlisted men and other civilians at the Post, but the residents of
the civil settlements in the vicinity. In the village of Highland Falls, for instance,
a certain number of cases occur every year during the period of prevalence at the
military post, and at the present time there is a greater prevalence in the settlement
than is usual so early in the season of the year. This was reported to me by Dr.
Brown, the h ealth officer of the village, who informed me also that only a small
number of the cases that occur come under medical observation, as the people are so
fa~iliar with the disease and its remedy. The pharmacist of the village corroborated this by the information that the call for quinine this year was already quite
considerable.
This extended prevalence indicates that the cause or causes of the fevers are n<,t
to be found in any unsanitary condition which is local or peculiar to any of the persons quartered on the military reservation. ·And, as a matter of fact, there is little
in the nature of unsanitary conditionR to be found at this station. In the language
of the surgeon of the Post: "The ordinary conditions affecting the health of the
individuals r esiding on t he reservation are almost ideal, as they are well housed,
well clothed, and well fed. The disposal of the refuse of the Post is made under
proper supervision, and with the exception of small quantities of waste water occasionally thrown on the ground by the members of the families of enlisted men and
officers' servants is satisfactory. The drainage of the land is very good, and the
sewerage system ample and complete. "
The few points that might be instanced as susceptible of improved condition are
well known to the local authorities, who have remedial measures under onsidera.tion. The most notable of these are the damp site of the barracks of the cavalry
detachment and the musty and unventilated tate of the space underlying the
:flooring. Fovers have occurred at everal of our military post where thi ubfl.oor
space ha become damp and foul from organic decay in the absence of free communication with the external air, and where the warmth of th interior of the
building haa draft d up this soil air through the seams of the flooring. In the pre ent instanc , however, th flooring i ound, and the gr ate t care is taken of the
condition of the underlying pa e on istent with the original faulty construction,
but no care can prevent the soil from becoming saturated with moisture in rarny
weather an.cl ontinuing damp for a long time afterward . It i ogge ted hat the
site be drained, the surface concreted and asphalted, and the subfl.oor space freely
ventilated.
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The causation of malarial fevers, according to our present knowledge, is associated
with that fermentation in the soil which gives rise to the growth of vegetation. The
conditions essential to this fermentation are (1) organic matter in the soil, (2) moisture, and (3) a, temperature of 60° F. There are few soils so poor as not to have
enough organic matter for vegetable growth in the presence of the other essential
factors, and there are few places in the Unitecl States that do not have at some season a sufficiency of moisture in the soil to permit of this 'fermentation if the needful
temperature is present; so that this fermentation which renders possible the germination of the annual vegetation depends practically on the occurrence of a temperature of 60° F. With a luxuriantly growing vegetation this soil fermentation
is harmless to man, but in the absence of a vegetation corresponding in luxuriance
to the energy of the fermentation malarial fevers are developed among the people of
the locality; hence the malarious character of certain sandy and barren tracts ancl
of lands where the vegetation has b een wilted oi: destroyed by overflow.
In the Tropics the dry season is healthy, but as soon as the first rains fall malarial
fevers occur and continue until the surface of the count ry is covered with vegetation. During the vigorous life of the tropical vegetation there are few fovers, but
as soon as thi1:1 life wilts and decays at the close of the fruiting season malarial
fevers again appear and continue with virulence until the advent of the dry season,
when the soil, sun dried and hard baked, ceases to ferment. In temperate climates
medical observers have for ages back been accustomed to recognize spring and
autumnal malarial fevers which correspond with those tropical fevers that o.ccnr,
r espectively, at the beginning and at the close of the r ainy season. If in the spring
we have the coincidence of organic matter and moisture in the soil with a temperature of 60° F., but without a corresponding luxuriance of vegetable growth, there
will be an occurrence of malarial fevers among the people. If the advance of the
seasonal temperature is slow, giving ample time for the growth of vegetation to
keep up with the energy of soil fermentation, the season will be healthy, but if the
onset of warm weather be sudden ancl early, so that the t emperature of 60° F. prevails in advance of vegetation, the season will be unhealthy.
An examination of the malarial records of the United States Academy at West
Point for the years back to 1880, in connection with the meteorological records of
the Post for the same years, shows that in 1880 and in 1896 there has been this sudden and early onset of warm weather in the spring. In the former year the mean
temperature rose from 49° for April to 66° for May, and in the fatter from 50° in
April to 64° for May. On the other hand, in the years characterized by comparative
absence of malarial fevers at West Point the advance of the warm season has been
slow, as in 1891 and 1894, when the mean temperature for May was in uoiYh seasons
only 48° F., and the malarial prevalence among the cadets equivalent to only 43 and
35 per 1,000 of strength. In Table E, appended, the spring t emperatur es for 1880
to 1896 are given in this connection.
Correspondingly, in the autumn, if the warm weather is prolonged after the
decadence of the annual vegetation, the season proves a sickly one.
Again, if at any time the vegetable growth which is natural to the surface becomes
destroyed or if the r elation between the vegetation and the soil fermentation be in
any way disturbed, there will be malarial developments, as wh en new ground has
been cleared for agricultural, engineering, building, road-making or other purposes.
Nothing of this kind h as recently b een done at West Point, so that the present prevalence of malarial fevers must be regarded as in great part due to the climatic conditions. The harmful resultant of these climatic conditions was until lately regarc.led
as an exhalation from the soil, a miasm, an influence, impalpable, gaseous, or ethereal ,
but sinco the discovery of the plasmodium in thebloocl of affected inclividuals tho
essence or germ of the disease must be a particular su bstance susceptible of growth
like any other mass of amceboid protoplasm under suitable conditions.
It must be r emembered, h owever, that malarial fevers are by many sanitarians
regarded as propagated by means of surface-water supplies. The evidence on which
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this belief is founded is strong. Such fevers have occurred on only one ship of a
fleet, which ship was the only one of the fleet supplied with bad water. Malarial
fevers prevail in nonmalarial districts when the water supply is surface water
drawn from a locality where soil fermentation is active; and more convincing than
all is the acknowledged fact that malarial fevers have ceased in localities notoriouslv
insalubrious when the surface-water supply has been replaced by a pnre, ftltere~l
water from deep wells. The life history of the plasmodium malarire, which is recognized by the medical profession as the cause of periodic fevers, has not been followed
outside of the human body, but that its history is connected with soil fermentation,
as above stated, seems certain, and there appears, therefore, no reason for supposing
that it may not be washed from the soil by surface waters. It is particulate, and
therefore separable by :filtration. Thus the immunity of certain people who use
deep-well water may be accounted for, and thus we may predicate of certain others
that they would be less affected by these fevers were their water supply :filtered.
'rhe only troops unaffected by malarial fe,ers at West Point in the autumn of 1895
wern commands temporarily stationed there for target practice. They came from
the posts in New York HarBor, and remained usually from ten clays to two weeks.
Their camp was supplied with water 'from the Post's system, but their drinking supply was usually obtained from a spring near their camp. Moreover, it has been
observed by the medical officers on duty at West Point that families of officers at the
Post have suffered less than others on the reservation, and this compar3:tive immunity
is credited to the greater care given by these families to boiling or :filtering the water
used as a supply for drinking.
The water supply of the Post is derived from three sources in the highlands back
from the river, but all these waters are of the same general character. They fall
upon a rich organic soil, the quality of which is amply demonstrated by the luxuriance <?f the vegetable growth which clothes its surface. In winter and spring two
streams, the Cascade and Crows Nest, which make a steep descent from the highlands,
suffice for the supply of tho Post. Their waters aro collected at present in a r eservoir (the Delafield), from which they are in part passed through a :filter before distribution. In summer these two sources fail, when recourse is had to the supply
from Round Pond, a large basin of somewhat dark-colored water, which, when
required, is led by conduit to the Delafield reservoir. The filter bed covers 1,400
square feet, and consists of gravel with only 1 foot of sand on top.
If :filtration were properly carried on through this bed, its daily capacity would
not exceed 70,000 gallons; but double this quantity of water is usually passed through
it, the :filtration being correspondingly insufficient. About one-thircl of the water
supply of-the Post is distributed without passing through the filter. I made an
analysis of water from the Cascade, Crow's Nest, Round Pond, ancl Delafield Reservoir, and of that which had passed through the :filter, the result1:1 of which are given
in Table F, appended. The waters of the Crow's Nest and Cascade gave better
results on analysis than that of the Rouncl Pond, and better than that of tho re ervoir into which hey were flowing, an anomaly explained by the fact that at the time
the reservoir contained some of the Round Pornl water. The :filtered water showed
an improvement over that taken directly from the reservoir. Chemically, all of tbe.se
are fair ample of upland surface waters, free from any sngge tion of typhoid fever
infection, but open to the suspicion of malarial possibilities, which attaches, as above
stated, to such water .
In 1 79 ancl 18 O, while examining water suppli s in the 'outhern tates in conn ctiou with th prevalence of y llow fever, my attention was attra ted to thefreqnen cy
with whi ·h ertain low form of life were found in th mi roscopi xamination of
the : edimeut of uch : urfa e wat r and fool cist rn water. a. had be n su pected of
can. ing r mittent fever.- . The. lowly micro copi forms on.-i t cl of mall tran p ar nt ancl olorl s ma es f j lly-like protoplasm pre uting more or le · . lno-o-i h
am< l)oicl m vement. . They are known t micro copi t a rhfa pod, , and vary in
form from the amreba an l diffi.ugia with thick pr trusions from their ma to oth rs
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with :fine ray-like filaments. So constantly since then have I found these appearances in waters which on other grounds were considered to be of doubtful quality
that I would h esitate to authorize the use of any water containing them. They are
present in the surface waters constituting the West Point water supply. These
waters are clear and particularly free from visible suspended matters or sediment.
The amceboids might escape detection in them, if looked for only in the trace of secliment which collects in twenty-four hours at the bottom of a vessel of this water,
but they may readily be separated for miscroscopical observation by means of the
centrifugal action of a rotary m achine.
The hematozoon of malarial fever is a minute plasmic body similar, apparently, in
constitution to these amceboids of the water, but whether they are correl ated is
unknown. This adds, however, to the argument on behalf of an efficient :filtration
of suspected surface waters.
In so far as the malarial fevers now prevailing at West Point are caused by climatic conditions or by the presence in the air of some product of soil fermentation
induced by climatic conditions, there is nothing to be said that is not already well
known to medical men and to most people who have been residents of malarious
distri9ts. The regulation of diet, exercise, etc., need scarcely be mentioned, as these
are essentials of the curriculum and discipline of the Military Academy. The upper
floors of dwellings should be used as sleeping rooms in preference to the lower floors.
Necessarily the cadets when in camp are more exposed than when in barracks. The
exposure is minimized by the excellent drainage of the site, the :flooring of the tents,
and the raised bunks. Orders have been issued to prevent lying out on the grass at
night, which, it is understood, was in sultry weather the custom of some of the
cadets. All unneceRsary exposure to the night air, and particularly when fasting,
should be avoided. Hence the recommendation of the surgeon that hot coffee or hot
milk b e issued to the guard reliefs between sundown and sunrise is a judicious one.
Breakfast should be servecl as soon as possible after reveille. It has been ordered
that breakfast shall precede sick call during the present encampment, which ends
August 28, but as the season of remittent fevers is always prolonged through September and sometimes through October, it would be well to continue the early
breakfast hour after the camp is broken up. The remedial and prophylactic virtues
of quinine, Fowler's solution, and other antiperiodics may be used under the direction of the local medical officers.
·
AH to the condition of the water supply, purification by :filtration is considered
imperative. At the present time work is in progress on a reservoir for the collection
of the running waters of the Cascade and Crow's Nest streams during the season of
their free flow, with add itions when nec~ssary from the Round Pond. The reservoir
is intended to hold 75,000,000 gallons, and when :finished will give the Post a water
supply assured as to quantity. It should be assured, as well, as to quality. It should
be .filtered before distribution, not so much for the improvement of its chemical character as for the removal of the amreboids or of the particulate cause of tho periodic
fevers which is more or less intimately associated with them. In the United States
we are not so careful of the purity of our water supplies as are the people of Europe, .
a nd, fo consequence, we have an excess of typhoid, malarial, and so-called typhomala,rial fevers . The laws of Germany direct specifically the filtering of all surface
waters before they are delivered for public consumption. In England and continental Europe the filter bed is an fategral part of the water system when the water
is not from naturally :filtered spring or deep-well sources. In many sanitary matters
we are a generation behind the people of Europe, and in this matter of pure-water
supplies we are especially backward. The city of London has had filtered water for
more than t wo generations.
.
In this country we build basins, really for storage, and assume that the sedimentation which takes place in them and the ch.e mical pur ification which is understood
to be n, result of continued storage will give a satisfactory purity. This assumption
is seldom, perhaps never, warranted. If warranted anywhere it would seem that the
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new reservoir at ·west Point would give the garrison of that Post a strong claim to
the warranty, for the reservoir will admit of sedimentation and storage for a period
of eight months, giving ample time not only for the settlement of clay, sand, and
other mineral particles but for the destruction _of all dead and decaying organic matters by the bacteria of nitrification. From it we would get a supply of satisfactory
purity as determined by chemical analysis, but it wouldcontinuetocontainthesame
malarial possibilities which it possessed as. it ran down the mountain ravines into the
reservoir. This may readily be proved. The water of Round Pond has not been
drawn upon to any extent for the use of the Post since last summer. It has been sedimenting and improving by nitrification and accumulating by the excess of rainfall
over evaporation from the surface during the past eight months, yet the amrnboid
forms which I have described were found in water taken from below the surface of
this pond at a point near its center (reached by boat) where the water was 20 feet
deep. Filtration as practiced in Europe and as preached by the sanitarians of this
country is the only known general remedy in a case of this kind.
There are methods of mechanical or rapid :filtration by which the water is forced,
under pressure, through sand in iron cylinders, and the :filtering sand is washed every
few hours by a reversal of the current. Usually in these systems a solution of alum,
iron, or other coagulant of albuminoid or protoplasmic matter is added to the water
prior to its entrance into the cylinders. A mechanical "plant" of this kind will
transform a Potomac River turbidity into a liquid that is beautifully clear and
sparkling. Many small towns, chiefly in the Southern States, have adopted this
method of rapid filtration, and two years ago Davenport, Iowa, esta,blished waterworks of this kind, and is well satisfied with the results. Sanitarians generally,
however, do not feel sure of the efficiency of rapid :filtration, as there have been few
bacteriological examinations of the un:filtered and :filtered waters. Moreov£,r, in the
opinion of engineers, the slow or natural filter beds, as built originally in England
anc.1 as now used in all European cities, are cheaper in the long run.
I therefore urge on behalf of the future healthfulness of the United States Military Academy that there be constructed a :filter bed on the English model in connection with the reservoir intended for the future water supply of the Post. The
present requirement of the garrison is said to be about 333,000 gallons daily, but in
works of this kind present construction should provide for a probable extension of
service. The :filter beds should therefore have a capacity of 500,000 gallons daily.
To permit of this they should h:we an area of one-fourth of an acre and should contain 6 feet of :filtering material, broken stone, gravel, and sand, the l ast screened to
1 or 2 millimeters in diameter. They should be underdrained to draw off the :filtered
water into a distributing basin, and be provided with proper facilities for the inflow
of the water from the reservoir. They should also be housed or otherwise well protected from the fro~ts of the winter season. The sand should constitute 3 or 4 feet
of the thickne of the filtering layer, and in process of cleansing the surface it should
never be scraped down to less than 2 feet. The depth of water on the becls should be
regulated so that the :filtration hould be uniform and not much in excess of 2 gallpns
per square foot per hour, or 500,000 gallons as the daily output. The waters to be
':filtered are so freely oxygenated that there would be no need to let any part of the
bed lie fallow for aeration. Filtration would therefore be continuous, and there is
so little clay or other substance of a choking character in the water that the filter
would run for many weeks at a time without the need for any~material scraping of
the surface and.
The co t of such a :filter bed depends on local conditions, and we have little experien e of thi kind in the United tates. In Europe the av rage o t i known to b
$4-,ooo p r a re for open be 1 , with one-third added for cov ring when protec ion is
n clfnl. The :filter bed 2¼ acres in xtent recently con trncted at La.wr n e, Ma .,
., th 3,0-1-0 qnar
o t, 7
, but no housing was <Yiv n to the bed . At Ilion,
fe t of filter cost a little over 7,000, and the two beds a.t Huclson, . Y., aggregating
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32,000 square feet, cost about $55,000. From the :figures it is assumed that a properly protected :filter of 500,000 gallons cap acity could be constructed at West Point
for about $25,000, but the able engineer officers at this station are better able than
myself to give precis~ figures.
I would urge, however, that whatever the estimated cost, an allotment be made or
an appropriation secured from Congress to enable this work to go on in connection
with the work on the reservoir now in progress. A l argo expenditure for the collection and storage of a water supply should always be supplemented by that percentage
of increased expenditure which will purify the water and protect the health of the
community in the future; ·otherwise a bad bargain for the community will be made
by the official who authorized the l arge expenditure w ithout the supplemental
increase.
But this work, if allotted or appropriated for, looks only to the future, and the
improvement of present conditions has to be considered. To meet the exigencies of
the present time, the living albuminoids of the water used for drinking must be
destroyed by boiling or by chemical means, or be removed by :filtration.
Boiling is efficient in destroying the potency of malarial and other disease germs
in water, µut it leaves the water flat and unpalatable. It is difficult to get men to
drink this boiled water when they can get other water more conveniently by turning
a spigot. Distilled water produced by attaching a condensing coil to the ice machines
supplied by the Medical Department to certain posts has been used with advantage,
but this makes the drinking water supply dependent on the ice production, and is,
therefore, expensive. But the experience gained in this way has shown the lessen ed
prevalence of malarial fevers at post s in Texas, where the condensed~water has been
used.
Chemical means involving the coagulation of the protoplasm by alum, iron, or
other germicides would no doubt be efficient; but our experience in these methods
has been limited merely to coagulation as an accelerant of subsidence or as a preliminary to :filtration in particularly turbid waters.
No doubt attaches to the efficiency of :filtration after distribution of the water,
provided the filtration is properly conducted. · By filtration is meant not merely the
removal of visible turbidity, but the removal of the gorms that require the microscope or bacteriological methods for their discovery. 'l'he efficiency of certain porcelain cylinders has been demonstrated. In the French military service much benefit
bas been derived from th eir use at posts where an unfiltered supply is delivered.
Surgeon-General Sternberg appears to have acknowledged the value of filtration
through similar cylinders of American manufacture by the purchase and issue of a
number for uee in post hospitals. I would therefore recommend that instead of
boiling or condensing the water for use in the cadet and company quarters these ftlters be issued and used until the post water supply is perfected by the completion of
t e permanent system above mentioned.
So far as the cadets are concerned, Colonel Ernst has informed me that he can and
will provide them with water :filter ed through the Pasteur-Chamberland, or Columbia filters, purchased from the mess fund, and that orders will be issued that no
water for drinking will be used except that which has been so :filtered and provided.
He has, however, no fund from which to purchase similar :filters for the oth er
members of the garrison. I therefore recommend that efficient :filters be provid d
by the Quartermaster's Department for the company barracks and officers' and soldiers' quarters in such.numbers as to give each person 1 gallon a day, and that when
such provision is macle, the use of unfiltered water be strictly prohibited. Until
then the use of boiled water, cooled and aerated by pure ice, should be encouraged.
The water of the spring' n ear the barracks of the cavalry detachment might be
utilized also, pending the arrival of a supply of :filters. This spring might indeed
obviate the necessity for the use of :filters in the barracks and quarters in its vicinity.
It might be used so far as it goes as a source of supply until :filtered water can be
distributed from the perfected water works.
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If the recommendations of this report be carried into effect I feel confident that
the epidemic of fever cases, which a:; present promises to be in excess of that prevalent for many years back, will be lessened materially, and that although the climatic
conditions may be favorable to the development of malarial fevers, in future y ears
the Post will have no such record hereafter as has been registered during the present
spring.
In conclusion I desire to express my thanks for courtesies received and for i nformation and valuable assistance to Col. 0. H. Ernst, Corps of Engineers, Superintendent of the United States Military Academy; Maj. George ;a. Tomey, surgeon; Capt.
James L. Lusk, Corps of Engineers, and Capt. J.B. Bellinger, quartermaster.
I have the honor to be, respectfully,
CH. SMART,

Major and S ·urgeon, United States Army.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL,
United States Army.

TABLE

A.-Cases of malarial fever_ on the records of the cadet hospital from July 6, 1895,
to June 18, 1896.
Date.

1895.
July 6...•.•....•........... .
11. .................... ..
12. · ····· ........ ... .... .
15 ...................... .

Intermit·
tent.

1
1
1

30 . .•••..• • •••••....•••••

24 ....... ·· ·· ···· · ·······

3
2
2

Total ................ .

10

.A.ug. 1. .....•.• • ..... . .... . ..

3

2 .•.•• • ••••••••••.••••••
4 .•.••• • •••••••• • .••••••

1
1
1
1
1
2

5 .••••••••••••••••••••••

10 . ............ ··········
11. .. . ........ .. ...•.....
12 . . .... . ...... . . . ..... ..
15 ...................... .
17. ······ .... . ........ . . .
19 ...................... .
20 ............. . ........ .

21. . .............. . ..... .
22 . ..................... .
23 . ............. . ....... .
24 .... . . . ......... . ..... .
26 . · ········•·· .•...•.•. .
27 . · · · ·· ···•··· ....••.••.
28 . ••••••.••••.••• •.•••••
29 .... . .... . ... .... ... . . .

3

2
l
6

2
6
2
2
5

1
1
5

31 ..................... ..

13

Total ................ .

64

Sept. L ...... .. :... . . ..•.....

4

1
3

24....................... ......... .
1
26.......................
1 ,..... . . . .

Oct.

~:i??:?::::::: =~I
d
-i'/ ........
L::::::::::::::::::::: .......

4.......................
8.... .................. .

~

1 1.. . . . . . . .
3

11... . ...................

1

13.......................
14.......................
15.... . ............ . ... . .
16...... .. ...............
17.......................

3
1
1
1
1 . .... .. . .

~L:: ::: :::::::::: ::: ::: ........ ~. 1--· · · · · ·i
~L:::::::
::: ::::::::::: ........1~.1...
-- ···· ··i
31..................... . .
.... . .
Total. ..............•...

16

I

Nov. 1....................... .... .. . .. .

1

t:: :::::::::::: :: :::: : ........ ~.1::::::::~

6.......................
2 .. ... ... .
7...................... . ........ ..
1

11. . .. . ..................
12 ... . ...................
14.......................
18 . ......................
20 .. .....................

6

Total ..•..•••..•........ _ _ _6
_ 1___8

1
1

10.......................

2

11............... .. ......
12 .. .....................
13.. .. .. .................
14 . ......................

6
4
2
1

16.......................

1895.
Sept. 21....... .... ......•..... ...... ....
23....................... ..........

9
8
2
2

7.... .. ......... .. .. . .. .
8.... .. .................

9.. . . ...................

Intermit· R emit.
tent.
t ent.

Date.

5

30 ..................... ..

2.. . ......... . ..........
3.. .. ...................
4.......................
5............ . .. . .......

Remit•
tent.

1

17...................... .
3
18.......................
1
19 . . . . ...... . . . ................... .
20 . .... . .......... . ............... .

Dec. 9.......................
1896.

Mar. 30.. . ........... . ....... .
.A.pr. 2 . ... . ......... . ....... .

3 . ..................... .
21. . .. .................. .
22 ........ . ............. .

··········
1
· ·· · ·· · ···
1
..........
1
....... . ..
1
2 .... .. .. .

====
1 .. . ..... .
2 . . . . .... .

==-===
1
1
1
2
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TABLE

A.-OaBeB of 'malarial feve1· on the records of the cadet hoBpital from July 6, 1895,
to June 18-, 1896-Continued.
Intermit·
tent.

Date.
1896.
Apr. 23 ...•.....••.••••••.....
24 ...................... .
25 ............•........•.
26 ..........•.....•...•..
27 .... . ................. .
29 ...................... .
30 ........••••••..••.•...

Remit.
tent.

1
3
3

Intermit. Remit·
tent.
tent.

Date.

1

1
5
3
5

1896.
May 24 ........•... .... .......
25 ...................... .
28 .... .................. .
29 ...................... .
30 ...................... .
31. ..................... .
Total. .....••...•..•... .

Total.................. .

26

May 1 ... ....................

1

3........ . ..............
4.......................

6.......................

2.......................

2
4

3...................... .
4................... ....

2

6........... ..... .......

2

1........................

8.......................
9 ................••... ;.
10 .............. .. . ······
11.......................
12.......................
.1 4................. . .....
15.......................
16.. .. ...................

4

20 . ...... . ...............
21. .... ·······•···•···••·
23 ............. .,........

70

= ===
2
1

1
2
4

2

7.......................
8 ....... · ········•··· ...
9 . ·····•····. .... ..... ..
10.......................
11.......................
12....... . ............ . ..
13.......................
14............ .. .. .. .....
15.......................

1
....j......
1

ft:::::::::::::::::::::

2
1
1
1

5.......................

4
2
6
5
1
4
2
1

17.......................

TABLE

1

====1=====11June 1. .... .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .

4
3

3
1
4
1
2
2
1
2
1

}L:::::::::::::::::::::

~

Total................. ..

3
3

33 ... ... .. .

B.-Prevalence of influenza, ephemeral ·and malarial feverB at WeBt Point Mil-itary
Academy from March 1, 1895, to June 18, 1896.
Ephemeral
fevers.

Date.
1895.
March ..••...•••••.....••••....••...•.... , .•••••••••••..••..••••.•
April. ...........................•..•...................•.........

¥u?e :: :::: ::::::: ::::::: :::::::::::: :::::: :::: ::: ::::::: :: ::: ::::

July ............................................................ ..

te~i~!i\~;::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
October .......................................................... .

Malarial
fevers.

4
28
16
2
9

Influenza.

1

19
2
0
0
0
0
0

2

0
0
10
64
70

10

0
0
6
21

19

0

14
1

0
0

¥uie i ·t"c;is: :: :::::: :::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::: :: :::::::: :: ::: :::

8
0
22
30
0
0

0
0
2
27
70
33

54
56
1
1
0
0

Total. ..................................................... .

156

313

133

November . . ..................................................... .
December ......••••....•...•...............•....•..••.•.•.••..•..
1896.
January ......................................................... .
F ebruary .................................................... .... .
March ........ . ..... .. ................. .... ...................... .
April. ......... .................................................. .

TABLE

C.-Malarial fevers at West Point.

Year.

I

Soldiers.

Cadets.

A.dmiBsions per 1,000 of Btrength.

1880..................... .. ...
1881. ..•.•.... .. .... .. . . . .. • . .
1882...... .... ......... .... ...
1883. .. . . . . . .• . . . •• • . . . . . . . . . .
1884. ..... .... .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .
1885....... . .. ....•... .. ......
1886. .... ............... ......
1827.. •. ... . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . • . .

528
268
43
50
129
119
72
125

209
117
52
61
155
298
178
95

Soldier s .

Year.

1- - - - - - -- 1 1 - - - -- - - - - --

1888 ........................ ·
1889 .... ............... ..... .
1890 ...•.. ············ ...... .
1891. ...... . .. ······ . ....... .
1892 ........... . ............ .
1893 ............... . . . ..... . .
1894 ...................... . . .
1895 ........................ .

1-

-

-

Ca dets.

-1 ·

168
130
71
21
24
18
44

298

56
162
82
43
169
173
35
595
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TABLE

D.-Prevalence of mala1·ial fevers among cadets at the United StateB Military
.Academy in 1880.
Date.

Cases.

Date.

Cases.

Sept. 8....................... ... .........

Mar. 8 •.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

2
1
l
1
1
2

12 .................................. .-

Apr. 9 .•••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••
24 ·•·•·····•• ••••••••..... ••.• ••.• ••.

2

15.-------------- ........ --------····-.

1

17 ..••.••••••••••••••••• •··•••••··••·

25 .................. ....... ..........

1

Total .............................. .

4

½: :: :: ::: ::: :::: ::: :::::::::::: :: :::
21 ....•.................•.••..•••••.•
27 .................................. .
28 ·•··•••·•·••·•••••••·•••••••••••••·

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

Total .............................. .

10

June 2 ... . ........••...................•.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

21...................................
29...................................

May

4 ..••••••.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••
7 ....• .••••••• .....•••.•..••••• ••.••

10 .. .•...••• • ··• •• ••••··••·•••·· .•...

HJ .....•.•.•••••••••••••••••••.•••.••

4 • ·••• · · •·•• •·••• •·•• ••·• ••••••··••·
5 ··•••• •·•• • ••••••••••·•••·•••••••••
6 ....... ............ ....... ....... . .
7 ·•·•·••·••·•··••·••·••••••··••·•·•·

10
15
16
21

.......••.••.•••••...•.......••••••
......•.•••........................
... ................... : . ..•........
.................................. .

Total .. .................. .. ........ .
July 3 .................................. .
22 ..........••••. ••••••• • ••·• ••··· .. .

26 .....•••. •••••••·•·••. ••··•••·· ... .

1
1
2

Total .............................. .

4

Aug. 2 .................................. .

1
1
1

6 ....... .............. . ............ .
27 ....... ...... .. . ............. .-•••..

Total .............................. .

Total .......... : ..........•••.••...

8

Oct. 6 .................................. .

1
1
1

13 .................................. .
17 .................................. .

Total .....•••.....••.......•.••.•..

3

Nov. 7....•.•.••..•...••..••......•..••. :

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

13 ................................... .

15 .................................. .
18 .................................. .
20 . ..............................•••.
22 ................................. ..
23 ................................ .. .

27 .. ................................ .
30 .................................. .

2

Total ............................. .

10

Dec. 3 .............................. . .. ..

1
1
1
1

19 .•••.•••.•.......••..••..••. • ••.• ..

20 ................ .. ................ .
22 ..... . ............................ .
Total ............................. .

4

During the year ......................... .
Annual rate per 1,000 of strength •••.....

56
209
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TABLE E.-Spring ternpm·aturcs and 1·ainfall at West Point.
Temperature.

Temperature.

Month.

R ainfall.

Month.

Max. Min. Mean.

Max. Min, JMean.

Rainfall.

- --1880.

0

April. ..............

~~le:::::::::::::::

1889.

Inches.

0

April. . ............
May ...............
June .....•........

60
80
86

36
·52
58

49
66
72

3.5
1. 2
1. 7

57
77
78

32
47
49

45
62
63

.4
4.8
5.4

June .... . .. . ......

53
66
83

34
41
54

49
53
70

2
6
5

April. .............
May ...............
June ..............

55
70
85

36
46
63

45
58
74

3. 3
2. 7
4. 3

~;~::::::::::::::
June ......... . ....

57
70
83

37
46
53

47
58
68

2. 3
3. 8
2. 5

April. .............

59
67
80

36
45
56

47
56
68

3. 3
1. 9
3. 6

June ..............

62
69
76

40
49
53

51
59
65

3. 5
4. 2
3.6

April. ........ . ....
May ...............
June ..............

55
77
79

35
47
55

45
62
67

2. 3
1.5
6. 3

April. .............
May ...............

0

Inche6.

0

57
72
78

36
48
55

46
60
66

4.6
3
3. 3

57
68
81

33
45
54

45
56
62

3.9
5
4.6

46
53
64

35
43
52

40
48
58

2. 7
1. 9
2. 5

57
69
84

30
43
55

48
56
69

1.1
4.8
3.6

50
70
81

37
50
59

48
60
70

3. 2
8. 2
1.3

51
62
72

25
33
50

38
48
61

1.4
2.9
4.5

58
71
83

37
41
61

48
56
72

6. 8
3. 5
2

62
76

39
51

50
64

1890.

1881.

l

April ............... !
May .. . .............
June ........... .. ...

~~~::::::::::::::
1891.

1882.

~~~:::::::::::::::
June ........•••....

1892.

1883.

~t::::::::::::::

June . . .... . .....•..

1893.

1884.

April. ....... . ......
May .............•..
June ........••..••.

fuaiie·::::::::::::::
1894.

1885.

April ..... ....... •..
May ................
June ...............

~~~::::::::::::::
1895.

1886.

~;~:::::::::::::::
Juue .........•.....

1806.

1887.

April ....••..••.....
fu3J'e· :::::::::::::::
1888.

April ............... }

:¥!re:::::::::::::::

No record.

2. 7
6. 2
1
1 Not

recorded.

2
(1)
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TABLE

F.-Analysis ·of West Point waters, June 19, 1896.

[The :figures represent parts:per 100,000 of the water.]
Free am·
monia.
CrowsNest ..................•...•......•...••.....................
Cascade .........................•.••.••••••.•.....................
Delafield ......................................................... .
Filtered water ......•.•...•...•...... '· ............................ .
Round Pond ...................................... ·-· .......... ... .
Spring near cavalry barracks ....•.........••.........•.••.......•.

0. 001
• 0005
. 001
. 002
. 003
• 002

.A.lbuminoid Oxygen
. ammonia. required.
0. 0095
. 0105
. 016
. 012
. 027
• 007

0.23~
.193
. 207
.153
• 220
.120

All these waters, except the last two, had a faintly yellow tint; the Round Pond
water was notably darker than the others; the spring water clear and colorless.
They contained but little more chl~rine than is to be found in cistern or rain water.
[First indorsement.]
WAR DEPARTMENT, SURGEON-GENERAL'S OFFICE,

June 27, 1896.
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army.
This report of Major Smart may be briefly summarized as follows: Malarial fevers
occur at West Point every summer, but in 1895 and this summer there was a large
and sudden increase. It prevailed to about the same extent in the summer of 1880.
This unusual prevalence is probably due to the sudden and early onset of hot weather,
favoring rapid and abundant development of the malarial parasite. The marshy
flats along the river near West Point are favorable :fields for their growth. Malarial
fevers are more prevalent than usual this season in the vicinity of West Point and
in other places for the same cause. The sanita,ry condition of the Post is excellent
and in no way responsible.
Major Smart, however, attaches great importance to the agency of drinking water
from surface sources as one of the channels through which the malarial germ gains
access to the human system, and recommends that the entire water supply of the
post be purified by :filtration and that filter beds be constructed in connection with
the new reservoir. Their construction requires time and a considerable outlay, and
as an immediate measure he advises that small or household filters be at once provided for all the water used at the Post for drinking.
.
The construction of filter beds must b e left for future consideration, but as it is of
the :first importance that no suspicion of impurity should attach to the drinking
water, it is recommended that Major Smart's recommendation as to immediately
:filtering it be carried out.
It is further recommended that if malarial fevers should increase this season to a
very serious extent the cadets be immediately r emoved for the summer to some
location at the seashore or in the mountains, not far distant, where malaria is known
not to exist. As they are already in camp, this could be effected without defay.
It is suggested that preliminary arrangements be made so that the transfer could be
made promptly, if decided on.
C.H. ALDEN:
A ssistant Surgeon-General, U. S. A., Acting Surgeon-General.
The views herein expressed by Maj. Charles Smart, 1mrgeon, are approved by the
Secretary of War, and action will be taken by the Superintendent of the Military
Academy in accordance with the recommendations submitted.
The Quartermaster's Department will furnish , upon the requisition of the Superintendent, the efficient filters that may be needed for the company barracks and
officers' quarters.
GEO. D. RUGGLES,
Adjutant-General.
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OF)!'ICE, July 81 1896.

ADDRESS OF HON. ROBERT G. COUSINS, M. C.
In the first place I wish to make my acknowledgments for the distinguished compliment of being designated. to address you on this occasion. One day shortly.after my arrival here, when I was beguiled to
that historic summit known as '' Crow's Nest," these generous and
gaUant members of the Board of Visitors, who prefer the pleasures of
these fascinating environments to the anxious hair pulling that usually
attends the evolution of an impromptu speech, concluded to offer me
upon the altar of a distinguishment which naturally belongs to some
dignified gentleman, such as a United_ States Senator, a general, or a
railway~president. [Laughter and applause.]
In view of the fact currently reported that a large number of the
graduating class have contracted pressing engagements [laughter], and,
in the words of a distinguished soldier and statesman, " I shall not
detain you long." [Laughter.]
·
As has been declared by most of my predecessors who have spoken
for previous boards of visitors, "This is historic ground." [Laughter.}
If there. is any doubt on that question, it can be settled by reference to
any standard history of the United States. I have also verified the
statement by several consultations and diligent investigation at the
club. [Merriment.]
I can say to the Superintendent and members of the faculty that the
present Board of Visitors have made faithful examinations of the various departments of the institution, of the buildings and grounds, and
of fiscal affairs. They have looked into your method of treating conic
sections, and have reveled in the equations of the parabola and hyperabola and asymptote,. and have even gone so far as to test, with due
precaution, the drinking water of the institution, which seems to have
been entirely overlooked by previous boards. [Gre11t laughter.]
In regard to the course of instruction in the Academy, it hardly ·
seems possible to conceive of one more appropriately adapted to the
purpose. It has been urged by some that the course is too extended
and severe, but the fact that you are graduating, with efficiency and
thoroughness, a class of over seventy members who have · the mental
ability to pass examination ordeals with sueh brilliancy that even the
wisest and severest looking members of successive boards tremble in
their shoes for fear that some question may be asked them in the presence of the class, and with such physical agility that they can ride
most any number of horses at the same time, either forward or backward, shows that the course of study is within the mastery of the
average cadet. [Applause.]
WAR 96-VOL I--45
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On the other hand, it is sometimes asserted that the curriculum is n ot
sufficiently comprehensive and that there are subjects taught in other
institutions of the world that are not here: While that is true, there
is probably no institution in the country in which the student masters
a greater or more practical course of study within the same period of
time. And I think it will be quite generally conceded that a soldier,
even though he be required to master but two languages, ought to b e
permitted to graduate with at least one lung. [Laughter and applause. ]
Upon the whole, I congratulate the members of the faculty of this
institution, which was the first and dearest ward of the nation and which
is now the pride of our country, upon the excellence of your devoted
labors. And I congratulate the country upon the practical achieve~
ments of the institution.
And now, gentlemen of the class of '96, my fellow bachelors, I am
glad of the opportunity afforded me of making your acquaintance in
this manner. If I can be remembered by all of you with as high
esteem as you have made me feel for you by the excellence of your
manly and scholarly accomplishments, I shall be most fortunate indeed.
There are, I believe, seventy-three of you. Your number of failures
has been low. Your grade or standard of merit is high. Therefore
you expect much of yourselves. He js greatest who makes all that is
possible out of himself. As Emerson advised, '' Insist upon yourself."
There is no power within the heavens above that would, or in the earth
beneath that can, ever defeat a combination of integrity and industry.
You have graduated. That is to say, you have been getting ready
to do something. But to merely graduate is not to become a-lawyer or
a cfoctor or a soldier. A young man was once seen wading around in
a pond of cold water. Someone asked him what he was doing there.
He replied that he was catching cold and getting hoarse so be could
sing bass at a funeral. [Laughter. J I trust that your preparation here
has been more pleasant and profitable, but academies and colleges and
universities do not make lawyers and doctors and mechanics and engineers and generals any more than a pond. of cold water makes bass
singers. They simply prepare men to make something of tbemselve~.
Goethe once said, " A chip burns because it has the right kind of stuff
in it." A s a general rule men succeed for the same reason that a chip
burns.
Success, however, may depend upon two conditions, ability and circumstances. Sometimes there is a latent ability that civil life doe not
awaken.
The people of Carondelet, Mo., who bought wood of an ordinary lookmg man, with trousers in his boots and wearing an old felt hat, somet hing over a quarter of a century ago, had no idea that that man's
funeral would be conducted by the United States of America, and that
belts would be taken off of wheels and factories be as s·i lent a the grave
at the hour of that wood hauler's burial. Those who sold hides to a
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tanner near Galena, Ill., just before the civil war, had no idea that
in honor of his funeral, Westminster Abbey would resound with the
echoes of a special hymn, and that the sweetest soloist on earth would
go from Paris unto London, like a bird of song, to send her matchl(?ss,
mournful melody across the wide, sad sea, from continent to continent.
And yet such was the honor finally paid to him who, a graduate of this
institution, had not yet known renown at 37 years of age.
The secret of that man's success was silence, thought, intensity,
thoroughness, persistence.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
· The warfare of the future shall be solved largely by intelligence.
The terrible engines of destruction already make the old-time charge
impracticable. Before your light battery, which I saw p~rform to-day,
the Old Guard of Napoleon would be useless. Let no future soldier
think of riding into glory at the head of a brilliant charge. _The plume
will do for dress parade, and the diadem shall belong to the brow of
scientific thought. ·
One of the greatest problems for the future is the protection of great
cities. The control and defense of a gr~at metropolis is a larger problem
for the modern soldier than the former conquering of a continent.
What are you going to do if the lights of New York City should be
suddenly put out 1 What military scientist can solve the problem of
the pandemonium that would exist in utter darkness with a formidable
foe at hand 1 Given the problem of a great metropolis in absolute
darkness and her waterworks destroyed, what military engineer will
announce a solution that will save the city and its million souls from
sword and fla,me and dynamite 1
Such are the problems for the modern student of military science.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Even as long ago as our civil war military success depended more
upon the solution of great and intricate problems than upon the brilliancy of dashing charges and spectacular movements. The civilization of eighteen hundred years waited with breathless silence upon the
siege of Vicksburg. A century of hope was thinking out a way to cross
a river with no place to embark and no place to land. Through the
weary nights of doubt and disappointment Slavery and Liberty were
peering through the gloom, watching the feet of the worn and weary
soldiery of America trying to find a place to stand. The heights were
guarded by the cannon of the enemy. The swamps had no bottom.
Contagion joined the weird procession. Malaria marched with the
boys. Sometimes success must crawl. The Army of the Tennessee
did everything. They dug, they trenched, they crept, they swam.
They could not afford the luxury of night_, so they carried candles to
light them through the water and the gloom; but they never yielded.
They had a leader and that leader had a purpose. He was a part of
huma1:1 progress-a fixed, determined man.
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, Doubtless all of you may have in mind the character of some great
soldier as worthy of your study and your emulation. France will tell you
now of an emperor who spent his lifetime trying to subdue mankind, and
almost touched that pinnacle where he might have stood and said "I
am monarch of the world." But the Waterloo of his destiny came, and
the man whose ambition it was to chain the world became himself a
slave in the midst of the murmuring sea. The proud Corsican, whose
cradle was an island, dreamed that his sword would one day span the
globe, and he awakened from his dream of despotism only to find himself anished from his · own d.ominions to that sad sea island which
became his grave. [Applause.]
In some future day I can hear Columbia saying to the world,
"America ha~ a son whose ambition it was to free and not subdue
mankind. He drew his sword and the chains fell from a race. He
said 'Surrender,' and the gr.eatest rebellion of all history was compelled to hear bis voice. He was lifted by a grateful people to the
highest place of civil honor in the world. Then, in the evening of his
great and useful life, he traveled round the globe and brought the
proffered honors of, the world and laid them at his country's feet.
And when he died Labor let her hammer fall and Mammon locked the
doors of trade-the world with silent tread followed a single bier."
Such was Grant, the great Am~rican who left the flag of the Republic
over a united country. [Great applause.] For your emulation I commend his patient character and great . ability, and in your charge our
common country trusts her flag. [Applause.]
· For more than a quarter of a century of peace your evening gun has
sounded to that flag its salutation of a loyal people, and :fluttering on
the melody of patriotism it has been given to your vigilance and faithful keeping in the nighttime, only to be lifted on Old Glory's staff to
greet the morning sun and to command the will!ng homage of the
world. [Applause.]
Wherever your commissions may direct you, you will hear that evening salutation, and sometimes when in your memory you hear the
patriotic melodies of these dear old days of school life they will be
mingled with the familiar voices of your messmates-and maybe with
some more tender voice-and there will come into your eyes a mist of
tears, and through it all, and through the mystic glimmer of the years,
you will always, always see the emblem of your country, the matchless
ban11er of the stars. [Great applause.]
Interwoven wHh the memory of things that are the nearest and the
dearest to your hearts that flag will color all your friendships with the
lasting blue of true :fidelity and its red will fire your courage with
unconquerable ardor. Your honor and your manhood shall keep its
purity and be forever typified by that banner' stainless white, and
looking to its stars your minds shall contemplate the power and maje ty
and unity of all the States-our nation. [Long-continued applause.J
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ANNUAL REPORT
01!' THE

SUPERINTENDENT UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., September 26, 1896.
. Sm: I have the honor to subruit this my annual report for the Mili- ·
tary Academy for the year ending September 1, 1896.
HEADQUARTERS

PERSONNEL.

The number of officers and instructors on duty at West Point September 1, 1896, was 7 professors, 1 associate professor, 55 commissioned
officers, 1 cbap]ain, 1 sword master, ~.n d 1 teacher of music; a total of
66. (See roster appended, marked A.) The number September 1,1895,
was 65. The increase during the year was due to a gain of 1 officer for
duty in the department of law and history, made necessary by the
reorganization of that department.
·
One professorsbip became vacant and was abolished. The office of
chaplain was created and filled,. In all 20 officers joined during the
year, 3 died, and 16 were relieved.
The Academy has to mourn the loss by death during the year of a
number of its most valued members.
On the 10th of January, 1896, Rev. Wil1iam M. Postlethwaite, cbapla.in and professor of history, geography, and ethics, died after a service
at the Academy of over fourteen years. He bad been successful to
a remarkable degree in awakening and cultivating religious interest
among cadets, the number of Protestant communicants at the time of bis
death being 86; the number when he assumed his duties in 1881 is said
to have been 4. It was the opinion of the academic board that be bad
been hampered in this great work by his duties as professor, and that the
results would have been still greater if be bad had no duties other than
those of chaplain. This matter having been presented to Congress by
the War Department, an act was passed, approved Februa,ry 18, 1896,
which enacted, "That so much of section thirteen hundred and nine of
the Revised Statutes of the United States as provides. for the appointment at the United States Military Academy at West Point of one
chaplain, who shall also be professor of history, geography, and ethics,
and one assistant professor of the same, is hereby repealed: Provided,
That the duties of chaplain at the Military Academy shall hereafter be
performed by a clergyman to be appointed by the President for a term
of four years, and the said chaplain shall be eligible for reappointment
for an additional terin or terms, and shall, while so serving-, receive the
same pay and allowances as are now allowed to a captain mounted."
Under this act Rev. Herbert Shipman was appointed chaplain, and
assumed the duties on the 25th of April last. The Academy h~s been
fortunate in securing his services. The order issued from this office
upon the occasion of Professor Postlethwaite's death is hereto attached,
marked B.
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On the 21st of April, 1896, the Academy suffered another heavy blow
in the death of James Mercur, professor of civil and military engineering. The order from this office upon that occasion is hereto appended,
marked 0. One of the ablest officers in the Uorps of Engineers, Capt.
G. J. Fiebeger, was appointed to succeed him as professor on the 4th
of May last.
On the 13th of October, 1895, a brilliant and promising young officer,
First Lieut. A. M. D' Armit, of the Corps of Engineers, died after a brief
service of a few weeks at the Academy.
Cadet Thomas 0. Butterly, of the third class, died September 11, 1896.
The number of cadets present and absent September 1, 1896, was
332, including 1 foreigner receiving instruction by special authority of
Congress. This is the largest number of cadets that has ever belonged
to the Academy at one time. The number September 1, 1895, was 324:,
including 1 foreigner. During the year 19 were discharged for deficiency
in studies, 7 resigned, 1 died, 2 were dismissed, and 73 were graduated,
a total loss of 102, wbile there were admitted in all at the examinations held in March, June; and August, 110. For the three examinations
referred to, there were appointed in all 307 candidates, including 125
alternates. Of these 59 failed to appear and 119 were found not duly
qualified, either mentally or physically, or both. Of the remaining
129 who passed, 1 declined to take the oath, and 18 were alternates
whose principals also passed, and for whom there were therefore no
vacancies, leaving 110 who were admitted.
The number of cadets now authorized by law is 371, omitting the
foreigner. There are therefore 40 vacancies. There will be many more
before the end of the academic year . ..It is not possible to keep the
corps of cadets full. I beg leave to renew the recommendation of
former reports that a moderate increase be made in the number authorized by law, such for example as would be obtained by appointing two
at large from each State to be nominated by the Senators representing
the State in Congress.
ACADEMIC DEP AR'l'MENTS.

The readjustment of the course of study in the department ~of ITodern
languages, by which instruction in Spanish is transferred from the firstclass to the third-class course, was completed during the year. Instruction in that department is now continuous during the fourth and third
class years. Better results are obtained, and this in less time than
under the old arrangement. The time left vacant by this change iu the
first-class course, amounting to about 60 recitations, was distributed
among other subjects, as follows: Twenty recitations added to the course
in law, 22 added to the. course in history, 6 to the course in ordnance
and gunnery, and 12 to the course in drill regulations.
Instruction in the department of history under the old programme
extended only from September to January. It bad therefore been completed for the year at the time when the act already referred to abolishing the separate professorship was passed. The instruction in history
and historical geography heretofore given in that department has been
transferred to the department of law. The advantages of this change
are (1) a more compact organization, one department being fully abJeto
perform the duties formerly divided. between two, neither of which was
fully occupied; (2) economy; (3) greater simplicity of admini tration
it being nece sary to detail as instructors officers wbo ball be sati factory to only one head of department instead of to two, as before.
Moreover, tbe clu-1,p lain is left untrammeled in the discharge of his
bjgbly important duties.
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All of the departments have derived great advantage from the
increased facilities offered by the new Academy building. The :first
year's occupation of this building is an epoch in the history of the
Academy. The occasion seemed to be appropriate for the preparation
of a full account of the course of studies and methods of instruction
employed here. Such an account, though often needed, is nowhere to
be found in print. I called upon each head of department for a report
which should give for his department a brief historical sketch, a) statement of the present course, the organization of the personnel, description of a recitation, class reports, examinations, and a critical review.
Thesereports have been prepared with care. They present a description of the Academy as an educational institution, and of the various
staget::i of its development, which has not before been given, and which
will be of great interest and value to all persons interested in the institution or in military education. The reports are hereto appended,
marked D, E, ]', G, H, I, K, L, M, and N.
The departments of practical military engineering and of ordnance
and gunnery are now the only departments in which the senior assistants receive no extra compensation. It seems but jnst that in this
respect they should be placed upon the same footing as the other
departments, and that the senior assistants should receive the pay of
captain mounted.
THE LIBRARY,

During the year ending August 31,630 volumes were purchased for
the library and 779 volumes were presented to it, making a gain of
1,409 volumes. There were returned to the War Records office 347
volumes of the records of the war of the rebellion, 99 volumes of the
same work were transferred to the department of engineering, and 2.3
miscellaneous volumes were transferred or exchanged, making a loss of
471 volumes. These were all duplicates. The net gain during the
year was 938 volumes and 218 pamphlets, making the total number of
books and pamphlets in the library September 1, 1896, 39,141 volumes
and 6,132 pamphlets.
As stated in former reports the library has entirely outgrown the
space heretofore allotted to it, and one of the most pressing needs of the
Academy is the reconstruction of the library building. The need
becomes more and more pressing each year. Full plans, specifications,
and estimates for the work were obtained under an appropriation
contained in the act approved January 16, 1895. As jt will be necessary to find temporary storage room for the books while tbe work is in
progress, the Academy will be subjected to much inconvenience, and
in order that that may be kept at a minimum, the work when undertaken should be pushed to completion as rapidly a8 possible. T;he recommendation of last year that the full amount of the estimate, $70,000,
be appropriated at one time is renewed.
The report of the librarian is hereto appended, marked 0. His recommendation that the salary of the assistant librarian be increased
from $1,~00 to $1,500 per annum is con_c urred in.
HEALTH,

The health of the command during the year was far from satisfactory. There were evidemics of influenza, malarial fevers, measles, and
whooping cough. 11be last two prevailed among the civilians ancl
enlisted men, and by careful quarantine arrangements were kept out of
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the corps of cadets. Besides t]rn deaths already mentioned, there were
two deaths a:µ:iong the civilians residing upon the post. There were
several cases of appendicitis, and several other desperate illnesses of
various kinds in addition to those which proved fatal.
The post is well drained and well policed, and its general situation
and condition are the same as in former years, when the health was
good. Its water supply is the same, or at least it is derived froui the
- same sources. The improv~ments in the latter which have been in
progress for several years include more perfect filtering arrangements .
.Among my estimates for last year was an item for permanent filter beds,
but the appropriation was not made. It is again submitted this year.
Under special instructions of the War Department an investigation
of the causes of the prevalence of malarial fevers was made during the
month of June by Maj. Charles Smart, of the Medical Department of the
Army. Under date of June 21, Major Smart rendered to the AdjutantGeneral an able and interesting report, in which he attributed the difficulty to the water, ana recommended filtration. He explained the fact
that water gathered from the same grounds under apparently the same
circumstances is healthy one year and unhealthy another by the different
effects upon the soil and vegetation of differing climatic conditions. If
hot weather occurs in the early spring, before vegetation bas made a
certain advance, the condition of the drainage basins and of the water
gathered therefrom is different from that which pertains when the spring
season opens gradually and regularly. The opinion of this distinguishea
officer is a powerful reenforcement to that of the authorities here that
more perfect arrangements for filtering the water should be provided.
No satisfactory explanation of the many forms of illness other than
malarial with which the post has been afflicted has been discovered,
T_h e report of the surgeon is hereto appended, marked P:
DISCIPLIN"E.

The .state of discipline of the corps of cadets has be~n generally
excellent. A f~w exceptional characters came .into collision with the
authorities during the summer encampment. Two of these were dismissed, after trial by court-martial, for hazing new cadets, and the
others were suitably dealt with. The precision of movement of the
battalion and the general excellence of drill in all of the military
exercises in which cadets are instructed have never been greater than
in the last year. A practical demonstration has been made that the
omission of the drills on Wednesday afternoons has not been attended
by any ill effects to counteract the benefits which were expected from
it. The exhibition· drills before the Board of Visitors in June have
never been surpassed .
.ACCOUNTS .A.ND SUPPLIES.

The system of keeping the accounts and of furnishing the cadets
with supplies continued essentially as heretofore reported. An abundance of good, healthy food in .sufficient variety was furnished at an
average cost of 53 cents per man per day, including extras for ]Jatients
in the hospital. Clothing, books, and other articles were furnished of
good quality and usually at low r ~tes. The principal exception to the
latter rule 1s the case of drawing instruments which each cadet is
required to purcha e. The price charged for these i $23.05, or more
than half a month's pay. The instruments are imported, none of suitable quality being made in this country. The duty upon them is 35
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per cent. Neither the quantity nor the quality should be reduced and
the price is as low as it can be made if the custom-house dues are paid.
Legislation is recommended remitting the duty.
Attention is invited to the report of the quartermaster and commissary of cadets, hereto appended, marked Q.

•

ORDNANCE,

During the year the old rifles of the cadets were exchanged for the
new magazine rifles, caliber .30. Important additions were made to
the list of models and sample guns for the general theoretical instruction of cadets. Much study and labor were employed in the arrangement of the ordnance museum in the new Academy building. Particular
care was giyen to the preservation of the battle and trophy flags,
which were placed in glass cases hermetically sealed. All of the models
and war relics were taken from their places of storage, cleaned, repaired,
and l:)et up, and the room was thrown open to visitors. .A.ttentiou is
invited to the report of the instructor of ordnance and gunnery, hereto
appended, marked R. I beg leave to repeat my remarks of last year upon the subject of the
band, the master of the sword, and the adjutant of the Academy.
BAND.

By the act of March 3, 1877, the Military Academy band was reduced
to 1 teacher of music and 24 enlisted men, which is its present authorized strength. Of the enlisted men 6 receive $34 per month, 6 $20, and
the remaining 12 $17, with the usual allowances of enlisted men. At
the time of this reduction the band consisted of 1 teacher of music and
40 enlisted musicians, of whom 10 received $34, and the remaining 30
received $30 per month, with the usual allowances of enlisted men. Since
that date every Superintendent of the Academy~ with perhaps one exception, aud many or all Boards of Visitors have recommended an increase
of the band. To anyone familiar with music it needs 1JO argument to
prove that the present numbers and pay are not sufficient. Is a good
band really necessary to the practical efficiency of the Academy, is the
only question which can be asked. The answer is plain when the purpose which the band subserves is considered. Military pomp has a serious and practical object-the cultivation of the military spirit. It is in
the same category with patriotic songs, discipline, and monuments to
dead heroes. There is no more essential part of it than good music. I
recommend that the band l;>e restored to the numbers and pay which it
had before the reduction in 1877. I recommend further that the leader
receive the rank, pay, and emoluments of a second lieutenant of infantry.
The increase is desired not for the purpose of gratifying an idle vanity
or merely to provide pleasure, but to improve the finer polish given to
the finished product of the Academy.
-

MA.STER OF THE SWORD.

The swordmaster is also the instructor in gymastics and swimming.
He is a civilian, appointed by the Secretary of War. The present
incumbent has worked up an admirable course of gymastics for the
corps of cadets. His system of calisthenics has been adopted by the
War Department for the use of the Army. He is required to preserve
discipline and to exercise control of cadets while under his instruction.
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It would greatly strengthen his hand if he should have military rank,
and, in view of the great and increasing importance of his department,
I recommend that legislation be solicited giving him the rank, pay, and
emoluments of a first lieutenant of infantry.
. .A.DJUT .A.NT OF THE ACADEMY.

The adjutant of the Academy is also secretary of the academic board,
and upon occasions of ceremony acts as aid-de-camp to the Superintendent. His duties are at leas_t as important as those of an assistant
professor, and they are more onerous, while his personal expenses are
greater. It seems but just that the officer holding this position should
receive the pay of captain, mounted, as in the case of assistant professors. Legislation to that effect is recommended.
WATER SUPPLY.

Good progress was made during the year in the construction of the
new reservoir. The body of the main dam was completed and the coping
set. The work remaining to be done upon this structure includes the
parapet wall, paving carriage way on top, building the overflow and
spillway, and the road connections at the end. An estimate of funds
for completing the dam is submitted. Good progress was made in the
removal of the deposit of soil and peat in the reservoir basin under an
appropriation for the current year. It is hoped that this work will be
completed by December 1, and that the reservoir may be used for the
storage of water during the current year. The recommendation conta.ined in my last annual report that :filters of adequate size be provided is renewed. An estimate for that purpose is submitted.
Attention is invited, for details, to the report of the instructor of
practical military engineering, hereto appended, marked S.
·
BUILDINGS .A.ND GROUNDS.

Important i'Ilprovements in the grounds were made near the cadet
barracks and the Academy building, the streets being cut down and
regraded, and a sidewalk of artificial stone being laid to embrace the
fronts of both buildings. The grounds near the new quarters for
unmarried officers were rearranged, graded, and sodded, and a concrete walk was laid. Many minor improvements were made. Attention is invited to the"Teport of the quartermaster, heretofore appended,
marked T.
The new figure of Fame for the battle monument w~s finally received
and placed in position in May last. The new tablets, carrying the
names of the enlisted men, were accepted and placed about the same
time. The monument is now completed in a manner worthy of the
place it occupies and of the names it perpetuates. Arrangements for
dedicating it are still to be made.
Bids were again invited by public a<-lvertisement for the construction
of the Cullum Memorial Hall, and a contract was made with the Probst
Construction Company on the 22d of January, 1896. The contractors
began the work promptly and have pushed it with commendable
energy. By the 1st of September the walls of the basement and subbasement bad been completed, the cut stone for the main building
bad anived in large quantity, and several courses of it had been set.
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ESTIMATES.

The estimates for the next fiscal year are essentially the same as those
of last year. To the list of costly improvements such as the recoustructioIJ. of the library building, new water main, new :filter beds, and
completion of the new reservoir, it has been necessary to add the
reconstruction of the south dock. Among the less costly improvements an item has been added for placing electric clocks in the
Academy building, public offices, and barracks with a view to the distribution of time by modern methods. A few of the least pressing
items submitted last year have been omitted this year, in order to
keep down the total, which is considerably larger than the amount
appropriated for the current year. The necessity of each item is
explained in the remarks accompanyin g the estimates.
CONCLUSION.

In conclusion, I have to repeat my report of last year that the
Academy is in a :flourishing condition. It is passing through an era of
improvement, so far as its equipment and outward physical condition
are concerned, due to the greater liberality of Congress in recent
years. The curriculum, both theoretical and practical, is the result of
many years' experience, and has proved itself well adapted to the
objects of the institution. Improvements in that direction are less
rapid and less radical than in the other, but there also the Academy is
ad vaucing, as will appear from a perusal of the appendices already
referred to as attached to this report. The professors and officers are
accomplished, each in his sphere, and devoted to their work, and
deserve well of the Government.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
.

0. H. ERNST,

Colonel of Engineers, Superintendent.
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, UNITED

STATES ARMY, .

Washington, D. 0.
LIST1 OF APPENDIXES.

A.-Roster of officers,
B.-Obituary order. Professor Postlethwa1te (G. 0.1, U.S. M.A., January 11, 1896).
C.-Obituary order. Professor Mercnr (G. 0. 8, U, S. M.A., April 22, 1896).
D.-Professor Michie's report.
E.-Professor Larned's report.
F.-Professor Bass's report.
G.-Professor Tillman's report.
H.-Lieutenant-Colonel Mills's report.
I.-Professor Wood's report.
K.-Professor Davis's report.
L.-Professor Fiebeger's report.
M.-Captain Lusk)s report.
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P.-Report of surgeon.
·
Q.-Report of quartermaster and commissary of cadets.
R.-Report of instructor of ordnance and gunnery.
S.-Report of instructor of practical military engineering.
T,-Report of quartermaster.

A.
UNITED STATES _MILITARY ACADEMY,
WEST POINT, NEW YORK.
SUPERINTENDENT,
Col. 0. H. ERNST, Lieutenant-Colonel, Corps of Engineers.
MILITARY STAFF.
Capt. WILBER E. WILDER, Fourth Cavalry, adjutant of the Military Academy and
of the post; recruiting officer; commanding band and detachment of :field music.
Capt. WILLI.Al\ F. SPURGIN, Twenty-first Infantry, treasurer of the Military Academy, and quartermaster and commissary of cadets.
Ca.pt. ,JOHN B BELLINGER, assistant quartermaster, U.S. A., quartermaster of the
Military Academy and of the post; disbursing officer.
First Lieut. BARRINGTON K. WEST, Sixth Cavalry, commissary and treasurer; jn
charge of post exchange.
First Lieut. WILLIAM WEIGEL, Eleventh Infantry, assistant to the quartermaster,
and officer of police.
Maj. GEORGE H. TORNEY, surgeon, U.S. A., surgeon.
Capt. CHARLES F. MASON, assistant surgeon, u. s. A.
Capt. CHARLES WILLCOX, assistant surgeon, u. s. A.
ACADEMIC STAFF.
Professors whose service at the Academy as professor exceeds ten years have the
assimilated rank of colonel, and all other professors the assimilated rank of lieutenantcolonel.
DEPARTMENT 01!' NATURAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY.
Peter S. Michie, professor (February 14, 1871).
•
Capt. William B. Gordon, Ordnance Department, assistant professor.
First Lieut. Henry C. Davis, Third Artillery; Second Lieut. Joseph T. Crabbs,
Eighth Cavalry, instructors.
Firs t Lieut. Samuel D. Freeman, Tenth Cavalry, in charge of observatory and
astronomical observations.
DEPARTMENT OF DRAWING.
Charies W. Larned, professor (July 25, 1876).
First Lieut. Charles B. Hagadorn, Seventeenth Infantry, assistant professor.
Second Lieut. Horace M. Reeve, Third Infantry; Second Lieut. Walter C. Babcock,
Eighth Cavalry, instructors.
DEPARTMENT

OF

MATHEMATICS,

Edgar W. Bass, professor (April 17, 1878).
Wright P. Edgerton,1 associate professor (July 1, 1893).
First Lieut. Daniel B. Devore,· Twenty-third Infantry, assistant professor.
First Lieut. Charles P. Echols, Corps of Engineers; Second Lieut. George Bla~ely,
Second Artillery; Second Lieut. Jay E. Hoffer, Third Artillery; Second Lieut.
William M. Cruikshank, First Artillery; Second Lieut. John H. Rice, Third Cava~ry ·
Second Lieut. David M. King, Fourt,h Artillery; Second Lieut. John W, Joyes, Fifth
Artillery, instructors.
1
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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY/ AND GEOLOGY.

Samuel E. Tillman, professor (December 21, 1880).
First Lieut. Richmond P. Davis, Second Artillery, assistant professor.
First Lieut. Edgar Russel, Fifth Artillery; Second Lieut. Palmer E. Pierce_. Sixth
Infa~try; Second Lieut, William R. Smith, First Artillery, instructors.
DEPARTMENT OF TACTICS.

Lieut. Col. Samuel M. Mills, captain Fifth Artillery, commandant of cadets and
instructor of tactics (September 1, 1892).
·
Capt. James Parker, .Fourth Cavalry, senior instructor of cavalry tactics.
First Lieut. Alexander B, Dyer, Fourth Artillery, senior instructor of artillery
tactics.
First Lieut. Granger Adams, ]?ifth Artillery, assistant instructor of t actics, commanding company of cadets.
First Lieut. Wilds P. Richardson, Eighth Infantry, senior instructor of infantry
tactics.
First Lieut. William H. Allaire, Twenty-third Infantry, assistant instructor of
tactics, commanding company of cadets.
First Lieut. Willard A. Holbrook, Seventh Cavalry, assistant instructor of tactics,
commanding company of cadets.
First Lieut. Robert L. Howze, Sixth Cavalry, assistant instructor of tactics, commanding company of cadets.
First Lieut. Matthew C. Butler, jr., Seventh Cavalry, assistant instructor of cavalry tactics.
DEPARTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES,

Edward E. Wood, professor (October 1, 1892).
First Lieut. Charles H. Hunter, First Artillery, assistant professor of the Spanish
· language.
First Lieut. Peter E. Traub, First Cavalry, • assistant professor of tho Prench
language.
First Lieut. Marcus D. Cronin, Twenty-fifth Infantry; Second Lieut. Samuel C.
Hazzard, First Artillery; Second Lieut. William R. Smedberg, jr., Fourth Cavalry;
Second Lieut. Edward B. Cassatt, Fourth Cavalry; Second Lieut. James M. Williams, First Artillery, instructors.
DEPARTMENT OF LAW AND HISTORY.

George B, Davis, lieutenant-colonel and deputy judge-advocate-general, U. S. A.,
professor (August 20, 1895). (By assignment under act June 6, 1874.)
Pirst Lieut. Barrington K. West, Sixth Cavalry, assistant professor.
First Lieut. Walter A. Bethel, Third Artillery; Second Lieut. Frank G. Mauldin,
Third Artillery; Second Lieut. Robertson Honey, Fourth Artillery, instructors.
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL AND MILITARY ENGINEERING.

Gustav J. Fiebeger, professor (May 4, 1896).
First Lieut. Thomas H. Rees, Corps of Engineers, assistant professor.
First Lieut. Francis R. Shunk, Corps of Engineers; First Lieut. Chester Harding,
Corps of Engineers,. instructors.
DEPARTMENT OF PRACTICAL MILITARY ENGINEERING.

Capt. James L. Lusk, Corps of Engi~eers, instructor (March 31, 1893).
First Lieut. E. Eveleth Winslow, Corps of Engineers, assistant fostructor.
DEPARTMENT OF ORDNANCE AND GUNNERY.

Capt. Lawrence L. Bruff, Ordnance Department, instructor (August 17, 1891).
First Lieut. John T. Thompson, Ordnance Department; Second Lieut. Henry D,
Todd, jr., Third Artillery, assistant instructors.
CHAPLAIN,

Rev. Herbert Shipman (April 22, 1896).
Herman J. Koehler, master of the sword.
George Essigke, teacher of music.
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List of officers, with relative rank, at the United States Military .Academy.
Names.

On dutvat
..A.cademy
ince--

Corps or regiment.
'

Colonels.
Ernst, Oswald H ........•....
Michie, Peter S ............. .
Larned, Charles W .......... .
Bass, Edgar W ........... .· ..
Tillman, Samuel E .......... .

Corps of Engineers ...• ;. • • • • . • • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .
Professor (Feb. 14, 1871) ........................................ Professor (July 25, 1876). . . . .. •• . •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. .. .. • . • • .
Professor (.A.pr. 17, 1878).........................................
Professor (Dec. 21, 1880) .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

A pr.
Apr.
Aug.
Sept.
..A.ug.

28, 1879

Captain, Fifth Artillery, commandant of cadets .••••••. - .
Professor (Oct. 1, 1892)......................................
Professor (Aug. 20, 1895) ......................................
Professor (May 4, 18~6)................. . • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Sept.
..A.ug.
..A.ug.
May

1, 1892
28, 1889
20, 1895
80, 1896

1, 1893

23, 1867

28, 1874
15, 1876

Lieutenant-colonels.
Mills, Samuel M.. .. . . . ... . . .
Wood, Edward E............
Dav is, George B. ... . . . . .. . . .
Fiebeger, Gustav J..........
Major.
Torney, George H ..••....... Surgeon, Medical Department .............................. July 17, 1894
Captains.
Spurgin, William F ..•.•.•••.
Lusk,James L .............. .
Parker, J ames ............. . .
Bruff, Lawrence L ........... .
Wilder, Wilber E ........... .
Gordon, "William B .......... .
Edgerton, ·wright P .. • ......
Mason, Charles F ........... .
Bellinger, John B ......"! . .... .
Willcox, Charles ...........•.
Shipman, Herbert .......... .

Twenty.first Infantry ••• , , , , , .. , •• , , , , • , • , •••. , , , • • • • • • • . Sept. 2, 1881
Corps of Engineers ........................................... Mar. 31, 1893
:Fourth Cavalry............................................. .Aug. 13, 1894
Ordnance Department............ ............................ .A. ng. 17, 1891
Fourth Cavalry ...................................... · · · May 15, 1895
Ordnance Department ..................................... .A.ug. 20, 1894
Associate professor (July 1, 1893) .................. .. ..... Jan. 28, 1889
Assistant surgeon, Medical Department ... . ............. July 16, 1894
Assistant quartermaster, Quartermaster's Department .. Sept. 17, 1894
Assistant surgeon, Medical Department .................. May 2, 1895
Chaplain (.A.pr, 22, 1896) ......... , .. .,.,,,,,,,,,.,,,,..... .A.pr. 25, 1896

·1

First lieutenants.
Dyer, Alexander B .......... .
.A.dams, Granger ............ .
Hunter, Charles H . ......... .
Freeman, Samuel D .... ..... .
Richardson, Wilds P ....... .
Rees, Thomas H ............ .
.Allaire, William H ........•..
Thompson, J obn T .......... .
Davis, Henry C .......•......
West, Barrington K .... . ... .
Shunk, .Francis R ............ .
Holbrook, Willard .A. ....... .
Devore, Daniel B ............ .
Traub, Peter E ............. .
Davis, Richmond P .......... .
Ru_ssel, Edgar . ............. .
Wmislow, E Eveleth ........ .
Weigel, William ...... .. . ... .
CrOJ1in, Marcus D ........... .
Harding, Chester ........... .
Howze, Robert L ........... .
Echols, Charles P ........... .
Hagadorn, CharlesB ........ .
Butler, Matthew C., jr* ..... .
Bethel, Walter .A. .......... ..

Fourth .A.rtillery., •• , ,,, ••,,,,,, ,, ,, , , , , , , , • • • • • •, ••••••. Aug. 31, 1892
Fifth Artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . July 15, 1895

:& i:~:

¥~1:t~.A.c!~~!~f :::::::::::::: :: : ::::::::::::: :::: :: : :::::: .tu~~
Eighth Infantr.v.............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . Feb. 10, 1892
Corps of E_ngineers ........................................ ..A.ug. 22, 1893
Twenty-thml Infantry ................................... June 15, 1893
Ordnance Department ..........•.•...................... ..A.ug. 20, 1896
Thircl Artillery. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
Sixth Cavalry ............................................ · / Feb. 18, 1893
Corps of Engineers ...................................... Aug. :!O, 1895
Seventh Cavalry .......................................... 1 ..A.ug. 20, 1892
Twenty-third Infantry . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Do.
First Cavalry ............................................. Nov. 11, 1892

!!!~1tii!~~~~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1t~f II fill

Eleventh Infantry ....................... ... ............. I .A.pr. 9, 1894
Twenty-fifth Infantry ................................... ! ..A.ug. 22, 1893

~~f ~:

~i°:fhs cfv!h:f~~~~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Corps of Engineers.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.ug.
Seventeenth Infantry .................................... ..A.ug.
Seventh Cavalry ................ •....... .. ............... June
Third Artillery ............•..•• , , , , ,. , , ,. ,. , , , ",,., • • . . ..A.ng.

mi:

20, 1895

20, 1894
15, 1893
20, 1894

Second lieutenants.
Todd, Henry D.,jr ........... Third Artillery ............•..•• ,,,;, 111.,,, 11" ,.,, ..... .A.og. 20, 1894
Mauldin, Frank G ................ do .... .... ....... __ ............ .. .................... Ang. 20. 1896
Crabbs, Joseph T ............ Eighth Cavalry .......................................... Sept. 7, 1 96
Pierce, Palmer E............. Sixth Infantry ....... _.................... . .............. Aug. 20, 1895
Blakely, George . . . . . . . . . . . . . Second Artillery.............................. . ......... .A.u~ 20, 1896
0

f~~ti:·~11!~·R::::::
:::::: ~t~f.A."";ntft~?:::::: :::::::: ::: : :::: :::: ::::.:::::::::::: Nov. i1, 1895
Reeve, Horace M............. Third Infantry .... .. .................................... A.ug. 20, 1895
Cruikshank, William M.....
Rice, JohnH ... ..............
King, David M ...... , . . . . . . . .
Hazzard, Samuel C ..........
Smedberg, William R., jr....

First Artillery ...........................................
Third Cavalry ...........................................
Fourth Artillery . ........................................
First .Artillery .. .........................................
Fourth Cavalry ........................................ ..

A.ug. 28, 1895
.A.ug. 20, 1895
Aug. 20, 1896
..A.ug. 20, 1895
..A.u'b 20, 1896

~ib:r~:.t~t!~nc::::::
::::: ~?~!~ !~~!~~?::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: n~:
Cassatt, Edward B ........... Fourth Cavalry .......... .. .............. . ......... ······ ..A.ug. 20, 1895
Williams, James M .... ...... ~!rst ..A.rt~llery ...... ..... _.............. :::::::: :: ::: : : : Au1b;O, 1896
J oyes, ,Tohn W............... Fifth Artillery ...................... · · · ·
___I_ ____~_
""Relieved from duty at the Military Academy September 12, 1896 -
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Battalion of cadets.
Lieut. Col. Samuel M. Mills, captain, l!.,ifth Artillery, commanding.
Company A, First Lieut. Robert L. Howze, Sixth Cavalry, commanding.
Company B, First Lieut. William H. Allaire, rrwenty-third Infantry, commanding.
Company C,· First Lieut. Granger Adams, Fifth Artillery, commanding.
Company D, First Lieut. Willard A. Holbrook, Seventh Cavalry commanding.

Hospital corps.
Maj. George H. Torney, surgeon, U.S. A., commanding.
Capt. Charles F. Mason, assistant surgeon, U.S. A.
Capt. Charles Willcox, assistant surgeon, U.S. A.

United States Militm·y Academy detachment of m·my service rnen.
Capt. John B. Bellinger, A. Q. M., quartermaster, commanding.
First Lieut. William Weigel, Eleventh Infantry.

Company E, batttilion of enginee1·s.
Capt. James L. Lusk, Corps of Engineers, commanding.
First Lieut. E. Eveleth Winslow, Corps of Engineers.

United States Military .Academy detachment of ordnance.
Capt. Lawrence L. Bruff, Ordnance Departmant, commanding.
First Lieut. John T. Thompson, Ordnance Department.

1

United States Military Academy detachment of cavafry.
Capt. James Parker, Fourth Cavalry, commanding.
First Lieut. Robert L. Howze, Sixth Cavalry (on temporai·y duty).
First Lieut. Matthew C. Butler, jr..., Seventh Cavalry. Relie.ved from duty at the
Military Academy September 12, 1896.

United States Military Academy band and detachrnent of field music.
Capt. Wilber E. 'W ilder, Fourth Cavalry, commanding.
HEADQUARTERS

U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y., September 14, 1896.
Official:
W. E. WILDER,
Captain, Fourth Cavalry, Adjutant.

B.
GENERAL ORDERS,

i

HEADQUARTERS

U. S,

MILITARY ACADEMY,

No. 1.
5
West Point, N. Y., January ll, 1896.
The acting superintendent announces with sorrow to the officers and cadets of the
United States Military Academy the death of the Rev. William M. Postlethwaite,
D. D., chaplain and professor of history, geography, and ethics of the United States
Military Academy, at West Point, N. Y., at 9.30 a. m., on the 10th instant.
Professor Postlethwaite graduateu from Kenyon College, Gambier, Ohio, in 1862,
and from the seminary at same place four years later. He immediately entered the
ministry and labored faithfully in bis chosen profession until appointed to the chaplaincy and professorship at the United States Military Academy, December 21, 18~1.
His services at the Academy since that date have been faithful, zealous, and efficient, and form a bright page in the history of the institution. His sterling sense of
duty, his frank, manly character, together with his genial and sympathetic nature,
gave him ready access to the friendship and confidence of his associates and pupils.
These admirable traits greatly enlarged hiR opportunities and usefulness for good in
every relation.
The general attendance and voluntary interest in religious exercises of ever~ kind
during his entire service at the Military Academy have constantly borne testrmony
W.A.R 96-VOL I--46
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It is one of the no b1est results of his serv-

to his great moral influence with cadets.

ice that this beneficent influence continues and lives after him to the increasing

advantage of the institution and of the Army.
He labored conscientiously _a nd unselfishly for the good of the Academy. In his
death his pupils lose an able teacher, considerate friend, and safe counselor, his
colleagues a capable and ever-courteous associate, the country a ready and devoted
servant.
The officers and professors and the officers of the battalion of cadets will wear the
usual badge of military mourning upon the sword hilt for the period of thirty days.
By order of Lieutenant-Colonel Mills:
w. E. WILDER,
Captain, Fourth Cavalry, 4dJutant.

C.
HEADQUARTERS U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
No. 8.
West Point, N. Y ., April 22, 1896.
'l'he Superintendent has to make to the officers and cadets of the Military Academy
the painful announcement of the death yesterday at Fort Monroe, Va., of James
Mercur, professor of civil and military engineeting.
Professor Mercur was graduated at the Military Academy with distinguished
honor June 18, 1866, and appointed to the Corps of Engineers. He served as assistant engineer upon the survey of the Northern Lakes, October 1, 1866, to August 23,
1867; at the Military Academy as instructor in philosophy, August 31, 1867, to July
31, 1872; with the engineer battalion at w·mets Point, N. Y., August 3, 1872, to July
31, 1876; as assistant engineer in the removal of obstructions at Hell Gate, New ,
York Harbor, and upon other civil works and upon fortifications in New York,
August 5, 1876, to June 14, 1881; in charge of various river and harbor improvements, defensive works, and surveys in Virginia and the Carolinas, June 15, 1881, to
March 31, 1884; and of similar works in New York, April I, 1884, to September 29,
1884. The great ability. sound judgment, and high personal character displayed by
him in all of these varied duties led to his appointment ju 1884 to the chair which
he afterwards so nobly filled a,nd which he has just vacated by death.
The Military Academy bas never sent out a graduate exemplifying to a higher
degree the qualities of truth, courage, loyalty, faith, and charity, which it aims to
cultivate; nor has it ever received back, to aid in the transmission of its traditions
to others, any more perfect character than James Mercur. Firm but gentle, acute
but charitable, critical but sympathetic, he commanded the love and confidence of
all. 'fo the cadet he was the kind and lucid teacher, to bis colleagues the genial
and clear-headed friend, to his commanding officer the able and trusted support.
To all of these his death is a severe personal loss.
The officers of the Academy and of the battalion of cadets·wm wear the usual
badge of mourning upon the sword hilt for thirty days.
By order of Colonel Ernst:
W. E. WILDER,
Captain, Fourth Cavalry, .Adjiitant.

GENER.AL ORDERS, }

D.
UNITED STATES MILITARY .ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y ., June 25, 1896.
SIR: In accordance with the provisions of the circular dated October 3, 1 95,
Headquarters United States Military Academy, I have the honor to submit the following report:
1. HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DEPARTMENT OF ~ATURAL

.AND EXPERI.i\IENTAL PHILOSOPHY, U1GTED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.

Its origin ie to be found in the act of Congress, April 29, 1812, reorganizi~g the
Military Academy, where provision was made for one professor and one ass1 tant
professor of natural and experimental philosophy. From the time o~ the foundation of the Academy, in 1802, till the passage of this act, natural ph1Io opby constituted no part of the course of in trnction, although occasionalJ,v some of t~e mo~e
vanced students were taught mechanics and practical astronomy from 'Enfield s
Institutes of Natural Philosphy."
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Four professors have administered this department since its establishment, and its
histol'y can probably be best outlined by considering each administration in succession.
(a.) Lieut. Col. J a1·ed Mansfield, · 001-ps of Engineers, p1·ofessor f1·om October 7, 1812, to
Au.gust 31, 1828.

Mansfield, after graduating at Yale College, taught mathematics, navigation, and the
classics at New Haven and at Philadelphia. For the purpose of securing his services
at the Military Academy, he was appointed captain of engineers in the Army May
3, 1802, and from this date till November 14, 1803, he served as acting professor of
mathemathics. He was then detached to do duty as surveyor-general of Ohio and
the Northwest Territory, in which occupation he was engaged until Octob'er 7, 1812;
in the meanwhile he had resigned his Army commission July 23, 1810. Although his
appointment as professor occurred October 7, 1812, he did not enter upon his duties
until April 10, 1814.
But little information is obtainable from the staff records in regard to the details
of instruction in this department during the administration of Mansfield. The
regulations approved July 2, 1816, by Secretary of War Crawford, provided for
"Philosophy, embracing mechanics, hydraulics, pneumatics, optics, chemistry,
magnetism, and astronomy." The standard of proficiency, though not very high,
was apparently somewhat difficult of attainment, due mainly to a, lack of competent
instructors; for, 9 members of the class examined in June, 1818, were required to
review the course in philosophy, 6 to review it with the condition of passing it at
the coming winter examination, and 3 were turned back to the next class, making
18 out of a class of 38 not well qualified.
In the January examination (1819) only 18 were found well qualified in Gregory's
mechanics, 7 imperfectly qualified, 7 deficient, and 6 grossly deficient. From this
time on the class was so arranged that the better qualified men were placed in the
first section and the others in the second section. The sections contained 19 or 20
men each and recited two hours. Up to the summer of 1817 the instruction in philosophy is stated to have been of the most elementary character; "not a few graduates leaving the academy without having had any instruction whatever therein, and
that the only apparatus in the professor's possession to illustrate his subject were a
.
·
field transit and a clock."
"En:6.eld's Institutes of Natural Philosophy" appears to have been the first text-book
used in this department for instruction, but in the fall of 1818 a treatise on mechanics, by Dr. Olin thus Gregory, of the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich, was introduced and taught to the first section of the class. It was apparently too difficult
for the second section, for we find recorded "Cadet W. Morris, at present of the
third, but late of the second class (having been reduced on account of inability to
proceed in Gregory), prayed to be restored to the second section of the second class
on the ground that that section would hereafter study only Enfield, in w hic'h he gave
assurances of capacity to succeed.n
.
Owing apparently to the unsatisfactory progress made in the study of philosophy,
a committee consisting of Professor Mansfield and Assistant Professor Douglass was
appointed to revise the course; their report approved, and adopted by the academic
board April 19, 1819, was as follows:
"First. The first section, as now organized, to study and review the mechanics of
Dr. Gregory, embracing the subjects of statics, dynamics, hydrostatics, hydrodynamics, and pneumatics in the first volume; the practical considerations in the second
volume, and the description and theory of some of the most important machines.
This part of the course to commence on the 1st of September and end at the commencement of the winter examination of this class in January.
"Second. The second section in the same time to go through with a corresponding,
but more easy and familiar, course of mechanics, including hydrostatics, hydraulics1
and pneumatics. The text-book for this purpose it has not b een in the power of the
committee as yet to decide certainly upon. They have reason to believe, however,
that Parkinson's Mechanics, of which t:qey have ordered a copy from England, will
be found suitable and they propose a temporary course out of the books now on hand
until this point can be determined.
"Third. From the close of the winter examination to the 20th of February following, sooner or later, both sections to study Hauy's Philosophy; this will comprehend
the subjects of optics, electricity, galvanism, magnetism, and meteorology.
"Fourth. The remainder of the academic year, with the exception of one month
for r eviewing, to be devoted by both sections to a course of descriptive, physical,
and practic~l astronomy, omitting only the m?re profound parts in the_ course f?r the
second sect10n. Ou this subject the committee have hopes of :findrng a smtable
text-book in Woodhouse's Astronomy, a copy of which will be examined as soon as
it Qan be received from England, and reported on in season for the next class.
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"Fifth. Should the genius and capacity of the first section be such in any instance
as to afford a red.undancy of time, the committee propose to con<luct them through
the more valuable portions of Newton's Principia (Davis's edition)."
On the 29th of January, 1820, the academic board adopted a definite course in
philosophy based upon the tr.e atise of Dr. Gregory, as follows: ·
"Statics.-Equilibrium of forces; center.of. grav-ity; mechanical powers; strength
and stress of materials; theory of arches. _
"Dynarnics.-Principles of uniform and variable motion; laws of falling bodies;
motion of projectiles in vacuo; vibrations of pendulum; central forces and theory
of planetary motion; percussion, and the phenomena of rotation of bodies.
"Hydrostatfos.-The pressure of fluids; specific gravity; theory of the stability of
vessels.
·
"Hydrodynamics and hyd1·aulics.-Theory of effluent fluids; principles for estimating the force, motion, and resistance of fluids; application of these principles to
the construction of water-mills and other hydraulic works.
"Pneumatics.-Compression, density, and elasticity of air; theory of acoustics;
constitution of the atmosphere and physical causes of winds, etc.; measurement of
heights by the barometer; theory of pumps.
•
''Machinery.-Application of philosophical principles in the construction of the
steam engine, pile engine, etc., and -to the construction of the powers and maximum
effects of machines. Experimental investigation of the properties of heat;
''Experimental investigation of the principles of common and gl;llvanic electricity;
"Experimental investigation of the principles of magnetism.
"Optics.-General principles of light and colors; refraction and reflection of light;
theory and use of lenses; construction of optical iµstrumentt3 as telescopes, microscopes, etc.
"Astronomy (descriptive and physical).-General account of the solar system and of
the celestial and terrestrial spheres; motions of the earth and the various appearances and vicissitudes arising from them; solution of problems on the globes; figure
of the earth; equation of time; motions, phases, and irregularities of the moon;
eclipses of the sun and moon; theory of the tide; physical causes of the motion of
the planets, satellites, and comets, and determination of their orbits; the fixed stars;
theory of the connections arising from parallax, refraction, aberration, precession,
and nutation.
.
"Practical astronomy.-'-Application of spherical trigonometry to astronomy; use of
instruments and tables; observations for time, azimuth, etc.; different methods of
determining geographical points; application of astronomy to navigation, and the
construction of maps.
''The instruction in natural philosophy, like that in mathematics, will be proportional in extent, and in the manner of conveying it to the rank and capacity of the
different sections, reserving al ways the more abstrusf3 and profound operations under
each particular head to the higher sections."
This was c rtainly a very comprehensive course for, the time, and the text-book
employed was a remarkably good one.
It seems, however, that it proved too difficult for the lower section, as Bridge's
Mechanics was adopted January 22, 1824, for the lower sections. Professor Ml:tnsfield
was much beloved and respected by the cadets and deemed an efficient instructor.
He was extremely nearsighted and of such a delicate structure as to conve.v the idea
of decrepitude; his manner was very gentle, and as a professor he was by no means
rigid. As an astronomical observer he was quite renowned, and he had been engaged,
before coming to the Academy, in extensive surveys of boundary lines.
(b) Edward H. Courtenay, second lieutenant of enginee1·s, acting professo1·frorn Septernber 1,
1828, to February 16, 1829, and professo1· from Februa1·y 16, 1829, to Decernber 31, 1834.
The staff records embracing the period of Professor Courtenay's administration are
lacking in definite information in regard to the text-books used by the different sections of the class, and the times of their adoption by the academic board. For
example, no record has been found of the introduction of Francoeur's Traite Elementaire de Mecanique; yet it is certain that the first section studied this book in
tho fall of 1830, and presumably for some years thereafter; for in General Cullum's
Biogrr.phical Register of the Graduates of the Military Academy, in Courtenay's
record, it is stated that "the lower sections of the class studied Boucharlat's Traite
de Mecanique, which Courtenay in 1833 translated into English and made additions
and emendations to adapt it to the use of the cadets of the Military Academy. " The
French edition of Boucharlat was adopted as a text-book June 23, 1831, and the tran~
lation on the 12th of June, 1833. The only ot.her changes in text-books were Brewster's Optics, adopted June 16, 1832, aud Gummere's Astronomy, in place of Farrar's,
June 16, 1834.
The points of special importance to be noted during the administration of Profes or
Courtenay are that the text-books used were of a very high grade, in vol Ying the use
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of th.e ca!culus, and thus permitting the adoption of the analytic methods of investigation m place of the geometrical previously employed, and the evolution of a,
c~mrse especially a~apted to the needs of a·military education. Courtenay was pecuharly fitted for this. task, for he was exceptionally able, erudite, and clear in his
methods of 111struct10n. It was extremely unfortunate for the interests of the
Academy that the needs of his growing family forced him to seek more remunerative
• employment, for it is certl:iin that his remarkable attainments would have left their
impress upon its course of instruction, as strikingly as did those of his colleague
·
'
Mahan, in the e;ngineering·course.
( c) Williarn H. C. Bartlett, second lieutenant of engineers, acting professor f1·om November 22
1834, to April 20, 1836, and professor from April 20, 1836, to Februa1·y 14, 1871.
'

The administration of Professor Bartlett, extending as it did for more than thirtysix years, exhibits some abrupt changes of methods of instruction and of text-books
until about the year 1857, when the course 'had been crystallized to satisfy his conception of its scope and character. Upon his'recommendation the study of electricity
was omitted from the course of natural philosophy February 12, 1839. Bartlett's
treatise on optics replaced Brewster's February 26, 1839, and Roget's treatises on
magnetism, electro-magnetism, and electro-dynamics replacetl. ·the "Library of useful knowledge" from which these subjects had been previously taught.
The "Programme of the course of instruction in natural and·experimental philosophy," adopted by the academic ·board March 13, 1840, is given at length in volume 3
of the staff records. It is sufficient here to state that this programme'is esse.ritially
the same as the 'tables of contents of Courtenay's Boucharlat, Bartlett's' Optics, Gummere's Astronomy, and the treatises of Dr. Roget. Apparatus for the experimental
illustration of the principles of natural philosophy was purchased from time to time,
so that by the date of the establishment of ·the course referred to above Professor
Bartlett was enabled to give instructive experimental lect.ures to his classes. -The
Ertel transit instrument, 72-inch focal length, 52 lines (French) aperture, was
ordered November 7, 1842, and after completion was monnted in the ·east tower of
the new library and observatory building. Subsequently a Fitz equatorial and a
Troughton mural circle were mounted in the middle and west towers, respectively,
thus providing an excellent equipment for observational astronomy.
For more than thirty years, and up to the autumn of 1850, the philosophical course
had been based upon a knowledge of ·the differential and integral calculus, but for
some reason that does not appear Bartlett recommended a text-book which he had
prepared based upon Poncelet's work entitled "Synthetical Mechanics," to replace
Courtenay's Boucharlat. This recommendation was approved and the book adopted
September 6, 1850. It was rightly considered by some members of the academic
board as a lowering of the high standard heretofore maintained at the military academy in the scientific courses. When" Bartlett's Optics and .Acoustics" was proposed
as a substitute for" Bartlett's Optics," September 13, 1852, the professor of engineeriug
and the instructor of practical engineering submitted written papers in opposition
to this change (see staff records, September 27, 1852), basing their objections upon
the omission of the analytical methods of treatment and, the use of the calculus in
the new text-book. Notwithstanding these protests the academic board recommended the adoption of the book, tnd the War Department approved the action of
the board. The following resolutions, submitted by the professor of engineering,
were made a matter of record:
"Resolved, first, Tb at the present academic board fully concur in the views and
opinions expressed in a report of the acade,mic board October 18, 1843, on the subject
of the scientific instruction in the United States Military .Academy, viz,' With these
views, and in the firm belief that the Government, having the opportunity of securing from a la.rge body of the youth of the country, ought and is disposed to fix a
high standard of talent and attainments for those who would secure the important
advantages resulting from a term of study at the Acactemy, the board are unwilling
to unite in any recommendation that a less extensive scientific course than the one
now taught should be adopted for any of the cadets.'
''Resolved, second, That, in accordance with the spirit of the language above cited,
the present board regard the method. of the higher analysis as the best means of
treating most of the subjects embraced in the branches of mechanics, optics, etc.,
and regard them as indispensable elements in the composition of any text-boo_k~ ·for
instruction in these branches, to the end that such books may be, in the spirit of
paragraph 11, United States Military Academy Regulations, 'the class _books best
suited for instruction in the department of natural and experimental philosophy.'
"Resolved, third, 'fhat the attainments made by the cadets in analytical geome~ry
and the differential and integral calcnlus are sufficient to enable them to acqmre
under~tandingly the elements of natural and experimental philosophy as treated by
these methods in the best text-books on these subjects.''
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Though no formal action was taken on this paper, it, in connection with the protests of those members of the academic board who had pronounced in favor of a
higher standard, undoubtedly had a strong influence in bringing about a marked
change in the character of the text-books, for on the 29th of August, 1853, th e
academic board, on the recommendation of the professor of philosophy, adopted the
following resolution:
"Resolved, That it is hereby recommended to the Secretary of "\Var to authorize •
the use of 'Bartlett's Elements of Analytical Mechanics' as a text-book upon mechnnics in the place of the one now in use, the reason for this recommendation being that
in the new vrnrk the calculus is employed as the means of discussion, whereas in t h e
old one the subject is treated mostly by the aid of geometry."
,
"Gurnmere'sAstronomy" was superseded by" Bartlett's Spherical Astronomy " September 5, 1855, and this was the last change of text-books that occurred during Bartlett's administration, except to replace from time to time an old edition by a new
one. A very important modification of the course was made, however, December 8,
1856, upon the recommendation of a committee of the board by which the subject
of electricity was transferred to the department of chemistry on the ground that
"it was more immediately connected with chemistry than with the course where it
is now taught, and in the expectation that in this way time may be found to make
the present course of electricity more complete."
Professor Bartlett's long service at the Military Academy ended February 14, 1871,
by his voluntary retirement at the age of 66 years. He left a p ermanent impress of
his marked ability upon his course of instruction and enriched it wit.h certain important characteristics that are certain to endure for many years. He possessed the
rare faculty of perceiving essential and fundamental principles and of being able to
formulate them by a mathematical expression of a single law from which the whole
of analytical mechanics could be deduced. As early as 1853, in the preface to his
work on analytical mechanics, he published this great generalization: '' All physical
phenomena are but the necessary results of a perpetual conflict of equal and opposing forces, and the mathematical formula expressive of the laws of this conflict must
involve the whole doctrine of mechanics. The study of mechanics should, therefore,
be made to consist simply in the discussion of this formula, and in jt should be
sought the explanation of all effects that arise from the action of forces." This l aw
is now generally recognized as that of the conservation of energy, and too much
credit can not be given to Professor Bartlett for the clear perception which enabled
him to anticipate by so many years the introduction of this great law of generalization in the course of instruction at the Military Academy before it was adopted in the
schools. Re considered this as his greatest eontribution to the course of instruction, and in this opinion the great body of his pupils heartily concur. Professor
Bartlett had the gift of being able to engago the respect and affection of his pupils.
He was very happy in bis illustr'ative lectures, which were known as" experiments, "
and which he employed mainly to fix principles in the minds of his pupils. His
mind was essentially analytic in character, but at the same time capable of enlarged
generalization. In his later years he discarded those geometrical methods of proof
which so markedly characterized the earlier years of his teaching, replacing them
wherever possible by analytic methods. He left his department well equipped
with apparatus for experimental illustration of the principles taught in his course
for that time, and his successor found nothing that needed immediate modification
in the course.

( d)-Peter S. Michie, captain, Corps of Engineers, professo1· of philosophy froni Fsb?'llaty
14, 1871, to the present time.
The following brief outline of the successive changes will complete th:is historical
sketch:
.
On the recommendation of a committee consisting of the professors of mathematics, philosophy, and engineering, appointed February 24, 1872, to "inquire and
report whether any change of instruction can be made in the departments of mathematics, philosophy, or engineering the better to conform the instruction of either t o
the requirements of the others, and al o to fix definitely what investigations and
subjects in those branches of instruction shall be confined to the higher sections,"
a definite schedule was reported on the 6th of April and adopted. It em bodied no
change of text-books, but merely the omission of some of the more difficult subject s
for the lower sections of the class. It is recorded in full in volume 8, Staff Record ,
pp. 375 et seq. A committee consisting of the professors of chemistry, pl.Jilosop_by,
and the instructor of ordnance and gunnery, appointed June 8, 1872, for a simila r
purpose relating to those departments, recommended that" the subject of projectiles
in mechanics" be transferred to the course in ordnance and gunnery.
On June 26, 1874, the ninth edition of Bartlett's Mechanics was adopted, for in
this edition there were important modifications which adapted it better to modern
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scientific usage, without sacrificing the excellent scientific treatment of former eclitions. .Again, on June 10, 1876, Part 3 or Mechanics of Molecules was authorized to
be taught in place of the corresponding parts of the text in" Optics and Acoustics."
The capability of the class to master the mathematical treatment of vibratorv
motion having been demonstrated by tlleir success in the study of the mechanics of
molecules led to the preparation of a text-book on wave motion relating to the principles of sound and light, which was submitted to the critical examination of a
committee of the academic board, November 1, 1881, consisting of the professors of
French, engineering, mathematics, and chemistry. The favorable indorsement of
this book by the committee resulted in the substitution of it for Bartlett's Mechanics
of Molecules and the Optics and Acoustics for use with the second class in the spring
of 1882.
.
"Micbie's Elements of Analyti~al Mechanics" superseded the corresponding parts
of Bartlett's (Parts 1 and 4) June 21, 1886, and the second edition replaced the first
August 29, 1887. Michie's "Hydrodynamics,'' adopted November 7, 1887, replaced
Part 2 of Bartlett's Mechanics, which latter book ceased from this time to be a textbook at the Military .Academy. The third edition of Michie's Mechanics was adopted
September 4, 1888, which was subsequently superseded by the fourth edition.
The adoption of Professor Young's General .Astronomy to be used in connection
with Bartlett's Spherical .Astronomy was approved February 5, 1889; and :finally
that part of the latter book which had been retained was superseded by "Michie and
Harlow's Practical .Astronomy" .April 30, 1891, and the latter by its second edition ·
March 16, 1893. An addition was made to the course of instruction, by reason of
these changes, in the following provision: "Practical instruction shall be given to
the first class in the u~e of astronomical instruments and in making observations for
time, latitude, longitude, and true meridian, from 9 to 10.30 a. m., and from 11.30
a. m., to 12.15 p. m., and on such nights as are favorable for observations from 8
p. m., to 10.30 p. m., on every week day from July 5 to July 31, both inclusive."
In the opinion of the undersigned the following important changes have been
introduced into the course since the retirement of Professor Bartlett: The prominence given to £be fundamental law of energy as the controlling law of all physical
phenomena; the clearing up of many ideas that were vaguely impressed upon the
minds of the cadets; the total excision of the idea that inertia can properly be
regarded as a force and which was the source of a great deal of trouble; and a more
systematic treatment of each branch of the course so as to connect them more intimately with the preliminary definitions and the fundamental equation. That these
are decided improvements is clearly indicated by results of examinations in recent
years 'aS compared with former ones and the fact that it is not now impossible for
those cadets who pass the mathematical standard to succeed in the course in
philosophy.
Other modifications that have proved valuable are, in giving a definite value to
each subject of the course, and to examine and fix the standard of merit when the
subject is completed, so that mechanics is completed in January, wave motion,
sound, and light by the middle of March, and astronomy in June.
2. COMPLETE STATEMENT OF

THE

PRESRNT COURSE.

(a) ANALYTICAL MECHANICS.-Text- book, "Michie's Elements of Analytical
Mechanics/' divided into the subheads of mechanics of solids, of fluids, and theory
of machines.
Mechanics.-First. General definitions of matter, force, and motion; systems of
physical units; stresses and motive forces and the laws .of their composition and
resolution; gravity, weight, and centers of gravity; graphical statics; work auJ
energy; the fundamental law of the conservation of energy, its application to a free
rigid solid, and the deduction of the equations of translation and rotation.
Second. Mechanics of solids: General theorem of energy applied to a single free
body; laws of motion of translation; of motion of rotation; moments of inertia;
momenta} ellipsoid; instantaneous axis; a rigid solid under impulsion; permanent
and stable axes of rotation; a rigid solid under incessant forces; the gyroscope;
impact; spontaneous rotation; constrained motion in translation and about fixed
axes; equilibrium.
Third. Mechanics of a system of bodies: The potential; conservation of motion of
the center of the system; conservation of areas and of moments; relative acceleration; differential equations of orbits, with illustrative examples; central forces and
their laws; planetary orbits; the anomalies; the solar system; Kepler's laws and
the law of universal gravitation.
·
. .
!ourth. Theory of the simple mechanical machines: Resistances ?f f~1ct1on· and
stiffness of cordage; the lever, balance, wheel and axle, the pulleys, rnclmed plane,
wedge, screw, and cord.
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Fifth. Mechanics of :fluids: Definitions.and classification of fluids; laws of perfect
gases; fundamental equation of the mechanical theory· ot: heat; differential equations of the specific heat; Boyle's, Charles', and Poisson's laws. Hydrostatics:
Center of pressure; buoyant effort; specific gravity; equilibrium and s tability of
floating bodies. Hydrodynamics: General theorem applied and equations deduced
for liquid and gaseous fl.ow; steady flow; Bernouilli's and Torricelli's Jaws. Hydraulics,: Viscosity; formulas for fl.ow through mouthpieces; hydraulic machines; water
wheels, turbines, pumps; barometer and barometric formula.
(b) WAVE MOTION, ACOUSTICS AND OPTICS,-Text-book, Michie's Elements of
Wave Motion Relating to Sound and Light.
1. Wave Motion.-General definition of elasticity; deduction of analytical expression for elastic forces developed in a medium; surfaces of elasticity; waves and wn.ve
function; harmonic curves and their composition;. wave interference and general
principles relating to wave motion; plane waves; wave surface determined and
discussed.
2. Acoustics.-Propagation of a disturbance in air; properties of sound and of the
enr; musical intervals and scales; resonance; velocity of sound in different media
and its modifications; general equation for vibratory motion of stretched string and
its modifications; the corresponding relations for vibrations of rods and columns of
different material deduced; harmonic vibration, and of plates and membranes.
3. Optics.-Assumed properties of the luminiferous ether, photometry; velocity of
light. Geometrical optics: Deviation of light by plane and spherical surfaces;
lenses and their properties; secondary foci of oblique pencils; spherical aberration;
caustics; optical images; optical instruments; telescopes and microscopes and their
magnifying powers. Physical optics: Solar spectrum and fixed lines; dispersion;
color; absorption and emission; achromatism and chromatic aberration; rainbow;
interference of light; colors of thin plates; diffraction and wave lengths of light;
polarization of light, and phenomena resulting therefrom.
(c) GENERAL AsTR0N0MY.-Text-book, Young's General Astronomy.
1. The doctrine of the sphere; definitions and general considerations; astronomical instruments; corrections to . astronomical observations, as dip, parallax, semidiameter, and refraction; dimensions and form of the earth, its rotation, mass and
dem,ity; its orbital motion; precession, nutation and aberration; the calendar; tho
moon's distance, dimensions, mass, density, and orbital motion; i~slibrations, phases
and physical condition; the sun's distance, dimensions, mass, and density; sun
spots; spectroscopic study of sun's light; study of sun's light and heat, and recent
conclusions as to constitution of the sun; eclipses and occultations. 2. Geometrical illustration of central foroes applied to planetary motions; lunar
perturbations and tides; the planets, their motions, apparent and real; determinations of the diamenters, masses, densities, rotation periods, etc.; the sun's horizontal
parallax, and methods of computing it; comets, meteorsJ stars, clusters and nebulre.
(d) PRACTICAL ASTR0N0MY,-'l'ext-book, Michie's and Harlow's Practical
Astronomy.
Explanation of the construction of solar, lunar, and planetary ephemerides;
description and study of the field transit and its adjustments; determination of the
iustrumental constants; deduction of the equation of the transit in the meridian;
d etermination of instrumental errors; time and equation of time; solar and sidereal
intervals; problems of finding the clock error by meridian transits of stars and the
sun; description of the sextant, its adjustments and errors; problems of time by
single altitudes of a star and the sun; by equal altitudes; the form and dimensions
of the earth; eccentricity of the meridian ; the radii of the earth, l engths of a
degree of latitude and longitude and the reduction of latitude; solution of latitude
problems by circumpolars, by meridian altitudes, by circummeridian altitudes, by
opposite and equal zenith distances, by Polaris and by equal altitudes of two stars;
description of zenith telescope) and its errors, adjustments, and corrections; solution of longitude problems by portable chronom eters, by telegraph, by lnnar culminations and distances; the time of opposition and conjunction; the time of meridian
passage ; azimuths and the altazimnth instrument; declination of the magnetic
needle; sundials and their construction; projection of a solar eclipse; the use of
established forms for the practical solution of the foregoing problems in practical
astronomy.
During a portion of the summer encampment practical instruction is given in the
use of the sextant, field transit, and zenith telescope, to obtain the necessary data
for the problems above referred to. At present this time is from July 5 to July 31,
both inclusive.
(e) LES 0NS IN EACH SUBJECT.-(1) The text on mechanics contains 362 octavo
p ages, and it is mastered in 50 advance lessons avernginO' 7 pages for each, 25 firstr eview l essons of about 14 pages each, and 20 general-review lesson preparatory to
the examination. Thou ual practice is to advance 4 le son and then to review them
in 2. After the completion of these 6 lessons the class is brought together in the
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lecture room, where the professor illustrates the principles contained in these lessons, by meaus of the apparatus provided for that purpose, in an informal lecture.
As far as may be this apparatus is then taken to the different section rooms, to be
used by the ca<.lets themselves.
(2) Synopsis of lectures in mechanics:
(a) Introductory to the science; its fundamental concepts, assumptions, and definitions.
( b) Parallelogram of forces; methods of resolving and combining forces; bodies.
under stress, etc.
·
(c) Parallel forces, couples, moments and their composition and resolution.
( d) Impulsions and impact.
(e) Acceleration and laws of constant forces.
(f) Rotary motion, angular velocity, and acceleration.
(g) Constrained motion, spontaneous axis, pendulums.
(h) Machines.
(i) Laws of the gaseous state.
(j) Hyclrostatics, buoyant effort, etc.
(le) Hydrodynamics, fl.ow of liquids, Torricelli's and Bernouilli's laws.
(Z) Air and water pumps, hydraulic ram, etc.
In addition to these, one or more sections, or the whole class is frequently brought
into the lecture room from the recitation rooms to have some particular illustration
given, as the necessity arises.
(3) The text on wave motion, soU11d, and light contains 272 pages, and to it is
assigned 32 advance, 14 first-review, and 8 general-review lessons; the advance lesson.,
being about 8 pages long. The same method of progress is pursued in this as in
mechanics.
(4) Lectures in sound and light :
(a) Methods of transfer of vibratory energy; properties of sound; vibrational
numbers.
(b) Musical intervals, consonant and dissonant; diatonic and harmonic scales;
sympathetic resonance.
( c) Scheibler's tonometer; analysi s and composition of tones; use of Helmholtz's
resonators.
(d) Harmonic overtones; velocity of sound in different material; organ pipes.
(e) Vibrations of plates, bells, strings, rods, etc.; Lissajous's curves.
(f) Theory of beats and resultant sounds; phenomena of interference.
(g) Graphical and optical methods of the study of sound.
(h) Introductory to light; pencils, beams, and form ation of images through small
apertures.
(i) Refl.e~tion and refraction of light by prisms, lenses, and reflectors.
(.j) Determination of fo cal distances; caustics; astigmatism.
(k) Telescopes, microscopes, and the cameras.
( Z) The solar spectrum; color by dispersion and diffraction; absorption.
(m) Fluorescence; achromatism; the rainbow.
(n) Interference of light by Fresnel's mirrors; phenomena of diffraction.
\O) Polarization by double refraction, by reflection, refraction, and by the Nicol
prism.
(p) Interference of polarized light and production of color.
(q) Uniaxal and biaxal crystals, rotatory polarization and saccharimetry.
(5) The general astronomy contains 526 pages, and to it is assigned 26 advance
lessons, 10 first-review, and 6 general-review lessons. Several general lectures, with
stereopticon illustrations, are given during the time of its study.
(6) Practical astronomy, 182 pages of text, is accomplished in 16 advance, 6 :first,
and 5 general-review lessons. During this perioll the fi eld astronomical instruments are set up in the lecture room, where the cadets are instructed in their use
and purpose. Ten problems, with data obtained from observation, are given out
for solution, to determine the mean solar and sidereal clock errors, latitude, ancl
longitude of the place of observation.
(7) Hours of study, etc.: In the department of philosophy the lessons are so proportioned as to require from three to three and one-half hours of study for preparation for each lesson and one and one-half hours for recitation in the section room.
There are six recitations per week throughout the term.
3.

ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHY.

· One professor, one assistant professor, and on~ or more instructors (t~ere are
no_w two), depending upon the number of cadets m the class. Ea~h section _contams not more than 12 cadets. and each instructor bas charge of two sections,
thus requiring of him three hours' personal instruction daily. To tbe assistant
professor it is usual to assign the instruction of the first and last sections, and to the
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other instructors the remaining sections, according to thefr rank. In addition to
the instructors above mentioned the officer in charge of the observatory conducts
the instruction in practical astronomy, under the direction of the professor of
philosophy.
4. DESCRIPTION OF A REOITATION, ETC.

The section rooms assigned to the department of philosophy are large and well
ventilated, furnished with individual desks and seats for the cadets. Blackboards
for 12 men line two walls of the room. The instructor sits on a raised platform and
is in his place before t·he section enters the room.
Each cadet, upon entering, takes the position of a soldier at the desk assigned to
him, and after the section-marcher bas reported to the instructor he then takes his seat.
The lesson for the next day is then announced, it having been previously recorded
on the blackboard behind the instructor's desk. The question is then put, "Are there
any questions on the lesson of the day f" The utmost freedom is permitted for every
member of the section to make known now every difficulty he has experienced in
studying his lesson. The instructor, who is accomplished in his art, will, by a judicious explanation or a helpful suggestion, seek to lessen the step by which the student
may be able to pass from what he comprehends to that which was before obscure,
the aim being to ma,k e the student feel that the elucidation has in the main been
accomplished by himself. By this means the self-reliant faculty is cultivated. After
all the difficulties have been satisfactorily removed the instructor proceeds to portion
out the lesson of the day and of the previous day among ten members of the section,
reserving the remaining two for a searching examination by questions. The ten are
sent to blackboards, wher e :first they are required to write their names in the upper
right-hand corner, and then to put their work down in a neat and orderly manner
and in logical sequence, so that the instructor can, by a glance, note their progress
and proficiency. When the cadet is ready to recite he takes up a pointer, faces the
instructor, and assumes the position of a soldier. This is a general rule which, however, is departed from when a portion of the section-room time is to be employed in
working out practical examples or in using 'the apparatus upon the experimental
table; in such cases lie is permitted to leave his blackboard after his work is made
ready for recitation, and when his turn comes to be called on he resumes his place
and position-.
The manners of the section room are polite, formal, and soldierly. The instructor
opens wit.b, "Are yon ready, Mr. Blankf' 7 then, "Proceed, sir.' 7 The cadet then
begins, ''I am required to demonstrate then (here .follows the proposition given
him). He then proceeds in a logical manner to point out the data he may assume,
the successive steps in bis reasoning, and the conclusions which legitimately follow.
If he be perfect he will meet the cross-examination of his instructor at every point,
and will then be entitled to the maximum mark on the lesson of the day. The marks
are recorded in a section book kept by the instructor, and at the encl of the week are
transferred to a weekly report made out by him and submitted to the Superintendent of the Academy through th e head of the department. These reports are open to
tbe inspection of the cadets on the following Saturday, and they can th en compare
their standing with that of their comrades in the same ~section and in different
sections.
In assigning subjects for recitation, the general practice followed is to give them
out in such a way as to impress the cadets that strict impartiality is the rule, and
that each shall h ave about the same task, the main thing being to · secure from each
the full time for study upon the lesson of the day and to make the penalty of negligence so severe as to be almost prohibitory. In delineations upon the blackboard
colored chalks are used, so that the drawings will exhibit a neatness as well as an
intimate knowledge of the subject. The head of the department employs the three
hours during which the recita tions continue in visiting the different sections, so that
he may thoroughly examine at least twice a week every man in the class. His purpose
is to keep himself well informed of each man's progress, to study their characters, to
encourage the modest, and to temper the choleric and presuming. He consult: freely
with his assistants upon the proper transfers from one section to another, and in case
of nona,~reement defers action lllltil further evidence brings concord of opinion.
5.

WEEKLY CLASS REPORTS, TRANSFERS, ETC .

As previously stated, the weekly class reports are submitted to the Superintendent
by the head of the department. Upon these are also recorded the progress made by
the sections during the week and any recommendations of the profes or for transfer.
These he explains to the uperintendent, who, if the reasons commend them o
orders, and this order i publi h ed to the battalion of cadets at the next parade.
The cadets so transferred, without further notice, joiu their new sections.
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EXAMINATIONS.

The character of examinations, whether they are to be writter.. or oral, has wisely
been left to the decision of the head of the department, and while written examjnations have been tried in the department of philosophy, in the opinion of the present
head the oral method is much the better when the method of instruction is considered. By this method his colleagues on the academic board are kept informed of
the progress of the department, the attainments of the instructors, and the thoroughness of instruction; besides these advantages, the opportunity of a close crossexamination upon doubtful points can be had and thus _bring ont the mental
operations of the pupil, an advantage which a mere written test does not afford.
In cases of doubtful proficiency the rule of the academic board is to subject snch
cases·to a thorough written test after a doubtful oral examination. The subjects
selected for an oral examination cover the entire course, and to make the choice
impartial, they are drawn by lot by each cadet as he is called up. The weight of
each oral examination is equal to that of :five ordinary recitations. To determine
the relative standing of the class in each subject of the course, the following method
is pursued: To the aggregate obtained on the advance and first review add double
the marks of the general review, and to this add five times the examination mark.
The standard for proficiency has of late years come to be considered to be twothirds of the possible maximum, especially if this be the case on the gener~l review.
7.

CRITICAL REVIEW OF THE PRESENT COURSE AND .INSTRUCTION.

The undersigned, when he was appointed a cadet, was old enougb. to appreciate
the value in mental training and the sound educational advantages derived from the
methods of instruction pursued at the Military Academy. Graduating during the
war, he found himself within a fortni ght in charge of important military duties
where he was thrown upon his own resources, and in every case he found that tlle
methods of reasoning in which he h ad been trained here and the self-reliance which
had been inculcated in him by the methods of study were sufficient to solve his problems to the satisfaction of his superior officers. Since those days he has bad a long
experience as a teacher, and has kept constantly in mind his own efforts as an ambitious young officer as well as the purpose of the Government in establishing this
institution. He believes that the elements of character developed in the student by
the course of instruction at the Military Academy are increased confidence in his
own powers, reliance on bis own individual effort, and capacity to test accurately his
sources of information. These elements in the development of a m an are of essential
importance in a profession where he may be called upon in emergencies to exercise
self-control and to meet manfully unforeseen difficulties. To accomplish these pur
poses the daily tasks are made of th o requisite strength so as to demand all the
study time allotted, and thus are secured the invaluable mental effort and discipline
derived from hard study; second, the d aily task s are made progressive, b ased upon
acceptable fundamental principles, continually exercise the reason, beget a growing confidence, and establish a belief in his ability to master every new difficulty;
and finally, when the course is completed, the student finds himself equipped with
a satisfactory knowledge of the essential principles of the branch of science, to
which be may add by individual study without feeling the necessity of reconstructing his foundation. These the undersigned believes to be the true governing principles of all sound education.
Upon beginning the course in philosophy last September it was ascertained that
few of the members of the class had studied physics. The improvement in mental
strength, as exhibited at their final examination in June, was very marked, and I have
not the slightest hesitation in affirming that the two courses of chemistry, chemical
physics, etc., and philosophy, which together cover ten branches of physics, are to be
credited wlth a substantial portion of this development. The course in philosophy
bas grown from the time of its :first establishment, keeping pace with each new development of scientific truth and discarding that which could not stand the test of expe1-ience, and yet has always maintained a conservative character. It may be s~id, in
conclusion, that, taking into consideration the object of the Military Academy, 1t does
not seem possible to suggest any material change in the methods of instr1;1-ction, the
subjects taught, or appliances of inst1uction that would prove of substantia,l benefit.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
P. S. MICHIE,

Professor of Philosophy, U.S. M . .A.
The
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E.
U.S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., July 10, 1896.
Sm: In conformity with the wishes of the Superintendent as expressed in your
communication of October 3, 1895, relative to "a full, definite, and concise account
of studies and methods of instruction" at the Military Academy, I have the honor to
submit the following relating to the department of drawing:
DEPARTMENT 01<' DRAWING,

HISTORICAL SKETCH.

The subject of drawing is the second one to be mentioned during that period when
the germ of the Military Academy was in process of creation by legislative acts of
Congress. By the act of Febrnary 28, 1803, fixing the military peace establishment
of the United States, section 2, the President of the United States is "authorized to
appoint one teacher of the French language and one teacher of drawing, to be
attached to the Corps of Engineers, whose compensation shall not exceed the pay
and emoluments of a captain in the Army.'' The act of April 29, 1812, making further provisiort for the Corps ·of Engineers, section 2, gives explicit definition of the
Military Academy and its personnel as consisting "of the Corps of Engineers and
the following professors, in addition to the teachers of the French language and
drawing already provided," etc.
The first mention o:f drawing as an organic" department" of instruction is in the
appropriation act of March 25, 1826, making appropriation "for articles required for
the mathematical, drawing, chemical, and mineralogical departments." From that
date on, this, with other: departments of instruction, is regularly appropriated for
in the annual acts for the Military Academy. In the act of March 2, 1837, there is
appropriated $800 "for a painting room for the professor of drawing." The profoss'Orship, however, was created by the act of August 8, 1846, section 3, enacting
"That the teacher of drawing and the first teacher of French at the Military Academy shall hereafter be, respectively, professor of drawing and professor of the
French language." The act of September 16, 1850, established the pay of the professor of drawing at $1,500 per annum, and that of the following year defined this
as in lieu of the pay proper and allowances received under the provisions of the act
of April 12, 1812.
By the act of March 3, 1855, the pay of the professorship was placed on the same
footing as that of the other professors of the Military Academy.
The course in drawing commences with the appointment of Francis Desire Masson
as teacher in that branch in connection with the French language, under the provisions of the act of February 28, 1803. In September, 1808, he was succeeded by Mr.
Christian E. Zoeller, a Swiss of limited education, who seems to have been unequal
to the requirements of bis position. At the end of April, 1810, he gave up the office,
but was reappointed July 1, 1812, there being no incumbent during th e disorganization of the Academy in the interim. Mr. Zoeller was succeeded January 5, 1819, by
Thomas Gimbrede, a Frenchman of eccentric character, who was reputed to be a
painter of miniatures previous to his appointment. Work now extant executed by him
shows him to have had but little ability even in the stiff and dry academic methods
of that time. In 1833 the distinguished artist, Charles Albert Leslie, was induced
to accept the position after the death of Mr. Girnbrede, December 25, 1832. Mr.
Leslie, who was appointed March 2, 1833, was of American parentage, although
born in England. From the age of 5 to 17 be lived in Philadelphia, but after that
period his life belon gs to the history of English art. The dry and rigid environment
of a military school in a country destitute of art could not but be distasteful to a
man of Leslie's temperament and education, and his stay was therefore exceedingly
brief. In June of the same year he was succeeded by Robert Weir, an American
arti st who had already achieved distinction, and who was destined to take honora-ble place among the American painters of the first h alf of the nineteenth century.
Mr. Weir was born in New Rochelle, N. Y., in 1803; studied in Italy from 1824 to
1827, and at the time of his appointment had a studio in New York City. As t eacher
of dJ:awing Mr. Weir became a member of the academic board of the Military Academy August 8, 1834, his 1011g a11d honorable career in this institution closing with
his retirement July 25, 1876, after forty-two years of continuous service. Ho was
succeeded at this time by Ch arles "William Larned, the present incumbent, then first
lieutenant, Seventh Cavalry, acting assistant professor in the department of drawing,
a graduate of the .Military Academy of the class of 1870.
During the early period of the Academy-from 1802 to 1810-tbe course in drawing, like that of other departments, appears to have been of a very elementary
character, confined to the use of instruments, such as they were, with a little topouraphy and fortification drawing. The regulations of May 22, 1 16, define the cour e
as consisting of the drawing of figures, fortificatwns, and topographical plans, bnt
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the demoralization of the Academy during the two subsequent years made all
instruction abortive until tb.e period signalized by tbe appointment of Colonel
Thayer to the superintendency of the institution. At the beginning of his administration instruction in the use of pen and ink, and color, and the use of surveying
instruments in the field was nominally given by Mr. Zoeller, but under existing conditions must have been both crude and ineffectual. Under the stimulating influence
of the great Superintendent, however, work in this department soon took on a new
character and embraced a much wider field, covering both figure and landscape work
in pencil and ink, crayon, and color, and all forms of topographical drawing. In
1818 the r~lative count of drawing was as follows: Drawing, 1; mathematics, 2;
descriptive geometry, t; engineering and art of war, 2; French, 1; natural philosophy, 2; drill and discipline, lt. It appears from the staff records that appointments to the corps of topographical engineers were at this time -made according to
proficiency in drawing, a practice that continued at least as late as 1830. Cadet
Bache was appointed a captain in that corps for this reason, and so held in spite of
protest, completing a long, useful, and distinguished career in that branch of the
service. Until 1817 drawing was confined to the first class. In that year the collateral course of the second class was established.
In 1820 the course was definetl to be: Elements of heads and .figures in crayons,
elements of landscape in crayons, practice in taking actual sketches in landscape
from nature, elements of topography and the raising of maps.
In 1822 the course of drawing in the third class (second year) was established and
dropped out of the first· class ( fourth year) .
In 1823 the relative weights for the different years were established as follows:
Third class-Mathematics, 3; French, 1; drawing t. Second class-Philosophy, 3;
chemistry, 1; drawing, 1.
The method of instruction appears to have been wholly that of copying from other
drawings, a metl:>od pursued for many years to come, and which, while devoid of
practical value or permanent results except to a very limited degree, is fruitful in ·
deception and false pretenses. An investigation made in 1826 by a committee of the
_academic board into the practices of cadets in this work revealed an extensive
demoralization, and the prevalence of fraudulent methods such as tracing, substitution, and the like.
·
In 1821 the course was further defined to embrace a series of elementary studies in
landscape, the art of shading geometrical figures with India ink, sketches fro_m
nature, and elements of topography with pen, pencil, India ink, and colors. Instruction was given daily to the second class from 2 to 4 p. m., and alternate days to the
third class during the same hours.
'
In 1825 it was further modified as follows: (1) Elements of the human figure; (2)
a series of elementary studies in landscape with the pencil; (3) the art of shading
geometrical figures with India ink; (4) the shading and finishing of landscapes in
India ink; and (5) sketches from nature, and elements of topography with the pen
and pencil, ancl with India ink, and colors.
At this time the relative count was made: Second class-Philosophy, 3; chemistry,
1; drawing 1. Third class-Mathematics, 3; French, 1; drawing 1. Fourth classMathematics, 2; French, 1.
In the distribution of time the second class attended drawing daily from 2 to 4
p. m., taking landscape and topography; the third class, Mondays, Wednesdays, and
Fridays, from 2 to 4 p. m, taking the human figure.
In 1839 "the art of shading geometrical figures with India ink,'' and '' the shading and :finishing of landscapes in India ink," together with "sketching from
nature," ar.e omitted from the prescribed course. The relative count of the thirdclass course in drawing was changed to one-half, although it appears that daily
attendance was required. The course was somewhat elaborated under Mr. ·weir's
direction, and in this year is described in the Staff Recotds as consistmg of the following subjects, with a text-book, probably as a book of reference, on topography,
prepared by Lieutenant Eastman, and adopted in 1837:
1. Geographical signs.
2. Topographical delineation of rocks and hills; wild and uncultured grounds;
rivers; lakes, marshes, etc.
3. Formation of letters.
4. A course of topography with the brush, laying fl.at; broken and blended tints
(symbolical of various grounds, etc.); shading mountains, rocks, trees, and other
objects appertaining to wild or uncultivated countries. This completes the course
in topography.
The course in free-hand work began with outline drawings of the human fig';lre
(anatomical) in three positions, and outline drawings from Flaxman and Retzch which
conclude the third-class course. In the second class, landscape is taken up under
the follo:wing heads: (1) Mea,surement; (2) form, simple and compoun_d; (3) ~erial
perspective; (4) light, copying same size and different scales; (6) drawmg on tmted
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paper; (7) use of brush (sepia) ; (8) coloring; (9) finished drawings from standard
works. The entire work seems to have been copied from models in the :flat.
In 1848, at the instance of the professor of drawing, the count of drawing in the
third-class year was raised to 1.
In 1865 the following scale of relative credits was adopted:
Second class- Philosophy, 300; chemistry, 150; drawing, 100; infantry tactics,
50; artillery, 50; discipline, 100. ·
.
Third class-Mathematics, 300; 1<,rench, 100; drawing, 100; discipline, 100.
In 1867 the inspector of the Military Academy recommended that penmanship be
made a part of the course of drawing and be assigned a separate value _of 100 in
credits. The academic board in accordance with this recommended that one hour
each day be given to that subject _in the beginning of the third-class course until
each cadet shall have acquired, in the opinion of the professor of drawing, a sufficient proficiency. It also recommended that no additional count be given in the
course of drawing to that branch.
In 1872, upon the recommendation of the academic board instruction in penmanship was discontinued for the reason that little benefit accrued to cadets from its
study 1 and that the time could be more profitably employed on the elements of
drawing.
In 1879 the construction of various problems in descriptive geometry, shades,
shadows, and perspective, then undertaken by the third class in the department of
mathematics, was made a part of the course in drawing.
In 1880 the professor of drawing submitted to the academic board the following
propositions regarding the course of instruction in that department:
1. That there should be a written examfaation in the course of drawing coverin
the subjects therein taught by lecture.
·
- .
2. That ·a course of instruction by lecture, coupled with drawing from models, be
given in the subject of mechanical engineering, embracing the elementary machines
and movements.
3. That a portion of the time of the encampment be employed in practical surveying.
4. A detailed programme of the course in drawing.
A committee of the academic board was appointed · to report upon these propositions, and r ecommended that there should be no written examinations in drawing;
that such lectures as the professor of drawing shall deem necessary shall be prepared ; that lectures and instruction upon the subject of mechanical engineering be
wholly omitted; that the proposition regarding surveying during the encampment
be so modified as to apply to the hours now deYoted to drawing; and that the course
as submitted with those modifications be adopted.
The following is the detailed programme submitted by the professor of drawing
March 2, 1880, embodying the foregoing suggestions:
The following is respectfully returned as a detailed programme of the course of
drawing in lieu of the recommendations contained in the accompanying documents.
~ IRST YEAR, THffiD CLASS.

Topography; c~nstruction of problems in descriptive geometry, shades and shadows, and perspective.
Divided into two periods: Beginning with the academic year instru ction in topography to l,e given to March 1 iu each year. From March 1 to April 15, construction
of geometrical problems.
From April 15 to close of term, practical topography in the field, reconnaissance,
etc.
Course of inst?'Uction.-Beginning with the academic year the third class shall be
instructed in the conven t,ional signs of topography, and shortly after the inception of
that work a lecture on that subject shall be delivered by the head of the department.
After the completion of the conventional signs a second lecture shall be given, covering tho following subjects: Drawing instruments, their use and care; drawing
papers, names, qualities, and u ses ; method of preparing paper for use; general rul es
to be observed in rectilinear and map drawing; construction of borders; lettering,
explanation of different styles and principles of construction; scales, proportional,
vernier, and scales of distance, their varietfos and construction.
Immediately thereafter a third lecture covering the following subjects: Definition
of topography and its obj ects; historical sketch of its progress and methods; explanation of the different sy tems and their relative merits; method of hill shading;
con truction of scales of shade and their application; principles of contours and
sections.
Following these lectures the work of drawing scales of shade, incHnation, di tance, proportion, the drawing of maps from skeleton and plaster models, and the
study of hill shading in ink shall be carried on.
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Before the semiannual examination a fourth lecture covering the following subject!'! shall be delivered: Methods of projection of meridians and parallels; method
of plotting from field work; plot,ting meridian and compass variation; the metric
system of measure.
Between the close of the semiannual examination and the 1st of March instruction in colored topography, beginning with conventional tints and including the
construction of maps from skeleton model.
From March 1 to April 15 construction of problems in descriptive geometry, shades
and shadows, and perspeetive, to include problems in each of these subjects embracing fundamental principles, and generally variations in problems in text-books as
follows: (1) Problems in descriptive geometry; (2) problems in shades and f:lhadows
(upper); (3) problems in shades and shadows (lower half); (4) problems fo perspective (upper half); (5) problems in perspective (lower half).
From April 15 until close of year practical topography in the field, reconnaissance, etc.
Before going in to the field a lecture shall be delivered covering the followings u bj ects :
Preparation and arrangement of note book; use of prismatic compass; manner of
field sketches; use of odometer; pacing and hill sketching; method of running contours, including n;iethod of simultaneous location as used in United States Coast
Survey; precautions necessary in reconnaissance and field sketching; improvised
methods of leveling and measuring angles; practicability of slopes for troops.
Before tLe close of the academic year a sixth lecture shall be delivered covering
the following subjects: General methods of large surveys; measurement of bases;
general principles of triangulation and plotting; "filling in" and establishment of
stations; method of survey west of the one-hundredth meridian; method of coast
survey.
An examination (written) in the subjects embraced in the foregoing lectures shall
be had at the close of the academic year. Cadets shall be required to take careful
notes of the lectures and retain the same for use and reference .
. SECOND YEAR, SECOND CLASS.

Free•hand drawing; machine, architectural, and geometrical drawing; theory of
cdor and tinting.
Divided into two periods: First, free-hand drawing from September 1 to January
1; second, machine, etc., from close of semiannual examination to June 1.
Beginning with the academic year, a lecture shall be delivered by tbe head of the
department on thesubjectoffree-handdrawing, and perspective; outline; light and
shade; methods a,nd materials.
The class shall be instructed in free-hand drawing in black and white, beginning
with simple block models of rectangular form in outline and increasing in difficulty
until a fair proficiency in outline is attained. Shading shall then be applied to the
simpler forms, and the models increased in difficulty according to the proficiency of
the student. One copy from the flat may be made as examples of perfected drawing
in the best methods. Instruction in landscape sketching in black and white shall
also be given.
Beginning after the close of the semiannual examination a lecture shall be delivered by the head of the department covering the following subjects: Theory of color;
quality and characte:x; of pigments; methods of coloring and tinting in water colors.
Instruction in this course shall begin by the laying of fl.at a:µd graded tints illustrating the laws of harmonious contrast and the formation of compound and broken
colors.
After their completion a lecture shall be delivered by the head of the department
covering the following subjects: Construction of machines; fundamental parts of
machines; classification of the elementary combinations; classification of the methods
of connection; explan::i,tion of the principles of rolling contact, sliding contact, wrapping contact, link-work, and reduplication; toothed gear ::i,ncl method of construction;
application of involnte and cycloidal curves; pitch and methods of computation;
relation of parts in spurwheels; screws, different kinds and construction; eccentrics,
forms and applications; shafts and beams.
A second lecture explaining in detail tbe drawing of screws, toothed gear, eccentrics and their various curves shall be delivered before the close of the academic year.
A thir<l. lecture covering the subject of the orders of architecture, their origin an<l
general proportions; fundamental architectural forms, and drawing of plans shall
conclude the course of lectures in this department.
Careful notes of foregoing shall be taken and retained by the members of the
second class.
It is also earnestly and respectfully recommended that a portion of the time of the
third class during the encampment shall be devoted to the subject of practical Bt:rveying in the field, including use of the plane table, theodolite, level, and transit,
the ~he?retical in~truction being given as he~etofore by the department of mathematics m the section room during the academic year.
·
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I believe a greater practical familiarity with the details of surveying and plotting
is very much needed by all classes of graduates. As this work is inseparable fro1;11
its graphic delineation I believe it can be best and mo:st economically taught in this
department. So far as I know such is the practice in all tbe best technical and
military schools in Europe.
CHARLES W. LARNED,
Professor of Draicing.
The acadetnic board adopted the recommendation of the committee rejecting
written examinations; recommended that no study upon the matter given in lectures
of the professor of drawing shall be required in any time other than that allotted
to drawing; rejected the instruction in mechanical engineering and applied mechanics, and r ecommended the appointment of a new committee for the consideration of
the matter of surveying.
In 1883 a committee was appointed to consider and report upon the relative value
given different subjects in the preparation of the mnit roll. This committee recommended that a total count of 150 be given the subject of drawing in making up the
general merit roll of the graduating class, divided as follows: Course, third class,
September to June, 90; second clas:s, September to June, 60.
This was modified by the academic board so as to make the total count 125, divided
as t:_ollows: Course, third class, September to June, 75; second class, September to
June, 50.
The attendance in drawing, whieh up to 1839 appears to have been daily for both
classes, was changed between that date and 1842 so that the third class attended
only on alternate days, excluding Saturdays, giving :five attendances in two weeks.
The second class continued to attend daily. This disposition appears to have
remained undisturbed until 1857, at which time the hours of attendance of the third
class were changed so as to permit instruction in riding to be given after November
1. Up to that day the whole class attended daily; thereafter it was divided into
two sections, alternating in attendance until Ma,r ch 15, after which daily attendance was resumed. It does not appear from the Staff Records at what time the
daily attendance of the second class was changed so as to substitute an alternating
attendance of sections of one-half the class. '£his is, however, the arrangement at
the present writing, and has been so for over thirty years.
PRESENT COURSE, JUNE,

1896.

Based upon the detailed programme submitted by the professor of drawin g in
1881 as modified and adopted by the academic board the present course of instruction is arranged as given below, being the programme approved by the Secretary of
War and incorporated in the academic r egulations of October 1, 1894.
Course of technical ancl free-hancl clraiving.
FIRST YE.A.R.-PLANE AND DESCRIPTIV'E GEOMETRY-TOPOGR.A.PlIY-COLOR RECONNAISSANCE.

[September to January.]

Instruction in the course of the first year is as follows:
1. Problems of construction in the applications of plane geometry, ranging from
the laying out of angles and polygons to the construction of the various plane curves,
including the ovals and conic sections. Drawn in p encil. (4 sheets.)
2. The conventional sign s of topography. Drawn in pencil and fa ink. (2 sheets.)
3. Determination of lin es of screen and construction of sections and gradients on
contoured map. Explanation of contours and study of terrain. (1 sheet. )
4. Exercise in hachure work. Explanation of scales of shade. Drawn in ink.
(1 sheet.)
5. Exercise in contouring from clictatioJJ. (1 sheet.)
6. Construction of scales of distance. Diagonal scales. Verniers. Explanations
of their uses. Drawn in ink. (1 sheet.)
7. Plotting of triangulation for completed map from :field record. General explanation of triangulation methods and meai,mring of bases. (1 sheet.)
8. Plotting of details of completed map from traverse notes. Explanation of
methods of field notes and contouring. Inking and finish of completed topographical map. (1 sheet.)
[January to June.]

1. Theory of color. Color standards and constants. Color tests. Laying of
washes. Complementary colors. Hues, tints, and shades laid in water color.·
(2 sheets.)
2. Construction of problems in Descriptive G ometry.
bade. , shadow , and perspective. (9 sheets.)
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3. Topography in colors. Conventional signs. Completed map in colors. (1 sheet.)
4-. Field reconnaissance and: sketching. Methods and materials. Instruments and
their use. Descriptions and explanations. Practic sketch from dictation. (1 sheet.)
5. Work in the field. Reconnaissance map of position with hand level, prismatic
compass, and clinometer. Drawn on regulation form prescribed by General OrclArs,
Headquarters United States Army. (1 8heet.)
SECOND YEAR,-FREE·HAND DRAWJNG-MEMO"RY DRA WJNG--MECHANICAL, ARCHITlffiTURAL, AND ORDNANCE CONSTRUCTION DRAWING.

Free-han d drawing.
[September to .January.]

1. Lectures on form, light, and shade. Proportion, outline, technical and pictorial
art, practical and aerial perspective. Drawing from wood blocks in outline in pencil. (7 sheets.)
2. Shaded drawing from blocks and plaster. (2 sheets.)
3. Drawing from memory. Originals-first, flat; second, blocks; third, buildings.
(8 sheets.)
4. Mechanical free-hand drawing. Dictated. Par allels, angles, proportional
parts 1 polygons and stars, frets, gear teeth. Isometric working drawings to scale.
Isometric building to scale. Cavalier projections. Cavalier machine casting to
scale. No ruler or implements allowed. (6 sheets.)
5. Free-hand drawing from :flat. Figure outline. (2 sheets.)
6. Free-hand drawing from flat. Figure and landscape. Pen and ink and pencil.
(2 sheets.)
Lectures on the above from time to time.
[.January to .June.]
Technical drawing (architectural, mechanical, ordnance construction).

1. Project. Plan, section, and elevation of barrack for a company of infantrydrawn to scale, printed specifications and data furnished. Finished in ink. Measurements figured. (1 sheet.)
2. Working drawings to scale of steam engine and principal p arts. (1 sheet.)
3. Working drawings to scale of parts of buildings. (1 sheet.)
4. Elevation and working drawings to scale of ordnance constructions. (1 sheet.)
5. Plan, section, and elevation drawings of civil and military engineering constructions. (1 sheet.)
All of the above in color or ink alone, according to character. Nos. 2, 3, 4, and 5 ·
occupy the time remaining after completion of No. 1. No. 1 is taken by entire
class. The others are assigned according to corps to which cadet w ill probably be
assigned on graduation. Engineers, No. 5; ordnance and artillery, No. 4; line corps,
Nos. 2 and 3.
6. Fifteen to twenty short lectures on the graphics of building construction and
forms; methods and drawings in the planning- and construction of buildings; the
steam engine and its essential parts; machine drawings. These are accompanied by
diagrams and models, and the 11se of the stereopticon.
Sheets of data, working drawings, blue prints, and photographs used for data in
tlie foregoing are from the following sources: Corps of Engineers and Report of
Chief of Engineers 1 U. S. A.; Ordnance Bureau and Reports of Chief of Ordnance,
U.S. A.; Pneumatic Gun Oarriage and Power Company, United States; Bald win
Locomotive Works, United States; Krupp's and Gruson's Werke, Prussia; Canet
System, Forges et Chantiers de la Mediterranee, France; Maxim-Nordenfelt Gun
and Arms Company, England; construction details, Austrian Military and Geogra phical Institute, Vienna, Austria; Notes on Building Construction, South Kensington,
London, England; Details of Building Construction, Professor Chandler, Boston
Institute of Technology; Senior Course in Mechanical Drawing, Professor Thorne,
Franklin Institute, Philadelphia. Ordnance material and models in relief also used
as models.

The Third Class attends daily, Saturdays and Sundays excepted, from 2 p. m. to 4
p. m., until November 1, after which day the class is divided into two sections-the
first section, until January 1, consisting of the odd numbers in general class sta.n<ling; the second section of the even, these sections alternating in attendance. After
January 1 the division of the class is similarly obtained from the standing _in dra:wing at tha,t examination, and alternation continues nntil March 15, after which dally
attendance, Saturdays and Sundays excepted, is resumed until tbe _encl ~f _the t?rm.
The Second Class alternates in sections throughout the term, bemg d1v_1ded rnto
two sections of odd and even numbers, obtained from the standing in drawmg at the
encl of the third-class year. Its hours of a·t tcndance are from 2 p, m, to 4 p. m. For
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the better preservation of order the third class when attending daily is divided into
four sections, which, at the close of attendance, are dismissed and retire separately
under charge of separate section marchers, who are responsible for infractions of
discipline.
HOURS OF ATTENDANCE.

Total nurnber of hours of attendance of third class, jfrst year.
Hours.

September 1 to October 31, daily, two hours................................... 88
November 1 to December 31, alternate days, two hours......................... 42
January 12 to March 15, alternate days, two hours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 45
March 15 to May 31, daily, two hours .......................................... 110
Giving, out of 172 hours' total attendance during :first term, 130 hours for each cadet,
and out of 200 hours' total attendance during second term, 155 hours for each cadet.
Nurnbe,· of hou1·s devoted to each subject for each cadet.
First term :
Hours.
Problems in application of plane geometry................................ 28
Conventional signs of topography in pencil........................ . . . . . . . . 22
Conventional signs of topography in ink . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Line of screens, gradients, construction of roads; sections, and study of
terrain ................................... ____ .. _..... _. _..... _. . . . . . . . . .
6
Contouring from dictation ......... __ ............... _.......... _. __ . . . . . . . . 6
Exercise in hachures ... _.... _................... _... ___ .... _... ___ .... _...
2
Construction of scales, etc ............... __ ................... _. __ ........ 8
Platting triangulation for map from notes_ . _......... _...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6
Platting details and finishing map from notes._ ... ___ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34

Total ....................... _... _ .. _. _.....•........ _........... _. . . . . . . 130
Second term:
Theory of color, etc., laying flat and graded washes fa w·ater colors........
Problems in descriptive geometry ............ _..................... ___ .....
Topography in colors ....... _......................... _.... _........ _.. . . . .
Practice in plotting from dictation by field reconnaissance methods.........
Reconnaissance work in the field with compass and protractor sheet ........ •
Platting contours in the :field ...................•.. _. _............... _. __ ..
Reconnaissance without instruments ....•......•.......•••........... _.....

20
75
30
4
18
4
4

Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 155
Total nurnber of hoiirs of attendance of second class, second year.
[Attendance alternate days throughout year.]

First term, September 1 to December 31 :
Hours.
Number of hours, 172; half of which for each cadet....................... 86
Second term, January 12 to May 31:
Number of hours, 200; half of which for each cadet .........•••........... 100
Number of hours devoted to each subject:
Drawing from wood blocks in outline......................................
Shaded drawings .......... .... ................ . _......................... _
Drawing from memory ......................... _................ _.... _....
Mechanical free-hand drawing, including isometric and cavalier projections..
Hill outlines..............................................................
Free-hand drawing from the flat...........................................
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .

28
12
12
18
4
12
86

Second term, January 12 to May 31:
Barrack project, about ..... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
Working drawings to scale of steam engine, engineering and fortification
drawings, ordnance and architectural construction, etc., about........... 60
Total ........... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
Total number of hours' attendance, for entire second year ............•.....•...
Half of which for each cadet ......... _........... __ ...........................
Total number of hours for department in two years ..•••.......................
For each cadet ...................... _..................•......•...............

372
186
744
471
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CLASS REPORTS AND MERIT MARKS.

Class reports are submitted weekly, each cadet being given a merit mark on his
week's work. These marks are scaled on a maximum of 3, and are determined from
a consideration of two factors, i. e., progress and quality . A time schedule compiled from the records of the department and the result of several years' experience
is maintained for each separate piece of work. If a cadet begins a piece of work on
Monday and has on Saturday completed the full amount of work according to the
schedule, he is marked accordingly for progress. Going a second time over the class,
the clement of progress is entirely ignored and a mark for quality alone is given.
In work of certain character, where quality is considered most important, e. g .,
conventiona.I signs in color, the _quality mark is given a multiplier of 2, and the
resulting mark for the week would be determined as in the following example:
Quality mark, 2.5 X 2 = 5; progress mark, 2.4; total, 7.4; reduced to a scale of
3=2.47=mark for week.
In certain other portions of the work, as, for example, descriptive geometry, quality an«;\. progress are rated equal and given the same weight in the determination of
the mark .
Exact record of progress is kept by recording against each cadet at the end of
every week the number of hours to his credit according to schedule in the particular
piece of work upon which he is engaged. By this method a glance at the record t ells
exactly what each cadet has done each week of the term, an d as the work is :filed
away as fast as completed in the drawer allotted to him, the most complete information is always immediately available as to the status of eYery mem ber of tho cla8s at
any period of his instruction. The marks, with rating both for quality and progress,
are posted in the classroom weekly, so that cadets know in what element of their
work they are deficient.
As each problem, construction, or drawing to be inked is completed in penciling,
it is examined by an instructor, and if approved is so marked by him over his initials
in pencil; the cadet is thereby authorized to proceed to the inking, and upon the
completion of this stage of the work it is again brought to tho instructor for final
approval, which, if accorded, is stamped in ink, with the instructor's name; otherwise the word" disapproved" is stamped in a similar manner. Upon each drawing
is also stamped the name of the cadet and date of completion, a brief of the course
of drawing to which it belongs, and, if a problem, an enunciation of it8 requirements.
At the examinations closing the year's course, drawings of special excellence are
retained by the head of the department for preservation iu the academy gallery-a
custom which has been adhered to for over seventy years, and, as a resuJt, a collection of drawings dating back to the early twenties, and bearing the names of graduates whose reputations are national, is exhibited on the walls of the Academies.
PLANT,

The halls and rooms devoted to the department of drawing in the academic building completed in 1895 were · planned by the head of the department to meet the
requirements of the special and comprehensive course taught. They were designed
also to give a maximum amount of light and a perfect system of ventilation, together
with abundant space :for both student and instructor. Besides these requirement s
of the drawing academies, there was to be provided a lecture room, with complete
illustrative apparatus, and an auditorium which should accommodate 150 spectators,
each of whom should have an unobstructed view of the platform; a photograph
gallery with developing, enlarging, and chemical rooms; a model room; and a workshop for repairs, preparation of material, etc. All of these were to be so disposed
as to occupy the same relative space in the new as in the old building.
The two main halls or academies are devoted to the work of the second and third
classes, respectively. They are located upon the top floor, the ceilings being formt-id
by the arched iron trusses supporting the roof, giving a maximum height of 29 feet
at the crown of t _h e arch. The second-class academy accommodates comfortably 50
students on a floor plan of 50 by 42, or approximately 2,000 square feet. The cubic
contents of the room is 49,000 cubic feet, affording nearly 1,000 cubic feet of air per
man for a maximum seating of 50 men. As a matter of fact the size of sections has
not yet exceeded 40 men. The room maybe lighted either from sides orfrom above .
Side light is given by four large double windows, 7 by 8½ feet, two of which ar~ on
the east and two on the north side of the room. These are closed by double n·on
rolling shutters, meeting at the meeting rail and rolling up and down. Light from.
above is supplied by a north skylight on slope of roof, screened by draw_ sbad~s of
white cotton and of dark green hollan_ds, working separately. 1:'he s~yhgh_t 1s 20
by 22½ feet, covered with one-fourth mch hammered glass. W1th side wrnclows
closed the skylight gives abundant light for the most exacting work _on the darkest
days. By the use of screens and side windows any desired effect of hght and shade
can be produced for free.hand model work.
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The Third-class Academy is considerably l arger, and is designed to accommodate
a maximum of 100 men on a floor plan of 3,025 square feet-50 by 60½ feet. Its
cubic contents is 74,000 cubic feet, giving 740 cubic feet per man for a class of 100
men. It has a north skylight 20 by 44 feet, screened as in the second-class academy,
and h as eight similar windows, arranged three on north, three on west, and two on
south sicTe of room. Heated air is supplied through openings at middle height of
north and west walls by the indirect system, being forced in by steam fan and
extracted through ventilators a t bottom and top of walls. In addition large ventilators are build on ridge of roof, operated from side walls through univers al joints.
As a result the air of the academies is at all times fresh and odorless and sufficiently
warm in the coldest weather One largo porcelain double sink in second-class and
two in third-class academy, set in Tennessee marble with floor drip .aud facings,
supply washing facilities.
·
The Lecture Room, 40 by 48 feet, is provided with a lantern gallery and Colt dissolving electric stereopticon. At the opposite end are black and white roller curtains, 20 by 25 feet, and the platform, when l antern is not in use, is lighted by a skylight over the auditorium, provided with roller iron slmtters worked by a crank and
gear from platform. The seats are arranged as in a clinic and the space beneath is
utilized for storage.
The Photographing Rooms open from lecture room, and are arranged in two stories.
Above is located the gallery, 23 by 23 feet, with skylight; below are dark room with
small and large developing tanks, the latter capable of 9 feet enlargements; the
Chemical Room, with tank, retouching table, and negative closet; the Enlarging
Room, furnished with 9-foot enlarging screen 011 railway, sensitizing table, and lens
screen, with light closet wired for electric arc light.
The Model Room, 46 by 22 feet, contains models in plaster of the Propyleum
(restored), the Parthenon, the Temple of Prestum, and others; also of anatomical
figure, the flying Mercury of John of Bologna, the Apollo, the Germanicus (so called),
and others (casts from the Louvre); a large collection of hands and feet and ornamental details; a complete framed house in perfect detail, to a scale of one-sixth; a
working model of four horsepower, direct-acting vertical steam engine, scale of onehalf; topographical facsimile model in plaster of the Military Academy and post of
West Point, constructed by Lieut. C. P. Townsley, Fourth Artillery, under the direction of the head of the department; topographical models in plaster; a collection of
origina,l water colors by English water-colorists; large cubes} spheres, and cylinders
for lectures on light, shade, and form, besides a large number of smaller block models
for free-hand drawing; a great variety of lithographs, engravings, prints, diagrams,
and charts covering the field of genre and landscap e drawing, studies of the human
figure, architecture, building construction, steam engines and machinery, engineering and ordnance constructions, topography and cartography, including the complete
issue of the Coast and Geodetic Survey and the United States Corps of Engineers.
It is intended to complete the collection of topographical ancl cartographic prints so
as to include the work of the principal European nations. Complete working-shop
drawings of the principal constructions of the ordnance department are 011 file,
together with others of civil manufactories. In connection with descriptive geometrical drawing there is also a demonstrative apparatus with models, designed l>y the
head of the department to overcome the difficulties experienced by many in understanding the graphical elements and practical app lications of this subject. This
apparatus presents the demonstration of all the elementary proolems in descriptive
geometry, shades, shadows, and perspective as actually seen in space.
EXAMINATIONS AND STANDARD OF PROFICIENCY.

Examinations are held and class standing determined by inspection of marks and
drawings. The latter are displayed upon racks and tabl es so as to be easily examined
and compared. As the course is mainly technical and constructive, the marking is
according to schedule and very close, so that very little deviation from the standing
resulting from marks is found necessary after a comparison of the work. In the
course of free-hand work, from September until January of the second-class year,
more change results from the :final inspection of work than at other times. No
special weight is given the examinations as in other departments, since, as they are
a foll presentation of the entire work, they are of necessity wholly determinative of
standing.
The standard of proficiency exacted is such as long experience has demonatrated
to be fully within the grasp of the diligent and fairly foteJligent student, without
r eference to natural pictorial gifts. As three-fourths of the cour e is geometrical
h1 its elements, and technical or constructive in its character, mainly executed with
drawing instruments, and as the free-hand work is confined to practicing and
developing the perception of proportion and relation in the simpler elementary
forms, beginning with blocks and elementary analysis of landscape, it is found that
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students with no natural pictorial powers whatever find no difficulty in passing and
even in standing well in this study. A cadet, therefore, who constructs with correctness and accuracy the problems in plane and descriptive geometry, plots and completes from traverse notes and triangulation sheet with correctness and fair neatness of finish the required topographical map, and sho-ws ability to draw a fairly
accurate reconnaissance field sketch, will b e declared proficient in that portion of
the course, although the pictorial finish may be 50 per cent inferior to that of the
head man. In free-hand work the student must show a very rare incapacity for perception of form to be declared deficient therein . In the course of architectural,
building construction, engineering, and ordnance drawing the sar.ne conditions
obtain as in the geometrical and topographical work.
The course of drawing at the Military Academy at the present time is based mainly
upon the fact that the practical language of modern construction of every sort is
technical drawing. The most casual investigation of any one of the many constructive arts of the world from architecture and engineering-all the machinery of
peace and the enginery of war-to the humblest of manufactures will show that
from the beginning to the end its operations depend upon the line; that its original
conception must appear as a design upon a plane surface ; that its operatives perform their allotted tasks under t~e guidance of linear drawings upon which they are
absolutely dependent; that in turn the tools with which they work and the machinery they control owe their creation to the same medium, and that only by and
through this medium is that great differentiation of labor possible which brings to
birth the moc1ern arts of peace and war. It is because the constructive drawing of
form has so enormously outgrown the limits of pictorial art, is so practically and
vitally associated with every activity of modern creative energy, and is such an
indispensable medium of expression to the entire industrial world, that it is irnperl:'.,tive that every school of technical science, civil or military, shoul l require of its
students a sufficient proficiency in this _graphic language both to use it as vehicle of
plan and design and to read and correctly interpret from the designs of others.
The foregoing expresses the practical considerations upon which the instruction of
this course is based. · There are others, educational as well as practical. These are
the · cultivation of the visual faculties of apprehension; the clear, vivid, and acc11~ate perception of the objective world; judgment-the power of comparison and
discrimination between formal relations, shape, p1·oportion, distance, quality; memory-the clear and accurate retention of formal images, involving correct and lumin ous description; and sensibility--involving ideas of beauty, harmony, grace, and
refinement. Of these the first three are directly and practically of the highest
importance to the officer both as commander aml suborc1inate. Although the eye
bas always been the most important of the faculties of sense in the decision of tactical questions, and both general and individual action in the crises of ba,ttles, there
bas never been a time when a clear vision and accurate memory of objective facts was
of such importance as it is at present to the general and to the subordinates. Estimates of configuration, of distance, of relation, of shape, are vital in the disposition of
troops where the slightest disadvantage of position may, with modern weapons,
prove fatal, and these must be decided by the eye of tho commanding general. He
also requires for strategical dispositions the fullest and most accurate information
possible, obtained by his subordinate officers through scouting and reconnaissance,
and to this end a good eye and a retentive memory for formal facts are indispensable,
together with sufficient graphical ability to put them clearly upon pa,p er. Free-hand
drawing is the direct educator of these faculties, and although with the majority
the pictoral result will be small from the artistic point of view, yet a comparatively
short training under careful instruction will stimulate all these faculties, even in
those of small natural gifts, in a remarkable degree and dflvelop habits of observation entirely dormant.
Technical drawing, also, aside from its practical bearing, is a direct educator of
the mind and habits of thought. The techni cal drawing deals with facts, with exact
re1a.tions, with geometrical laws. Correctly done it can not lie; and incorrectly
done it exposes its own errors. It holds the stu<lent in the grip of visible and tangible demonstration; the smallest error can not be evaded or hidden . Like analytics,
every step in a constructive drawing lrns logical and positive connection with what
has gone before; but unlike the methods of quantity, the work can not be done by
formulm. It demands a perpetual watchfulness and foresightedness-a knowledge at
every moment of precisely what is to be done and its effect upon the whole; a clear
knowledge at the beginning of the conditions involved, thefr accnrate development,
and the exact correspondence of every detail at the completion of the work .. A
working drawing must take apart wit.b such perfect accuracy that the reassemblrng
produces facsimile, so that the body of in<lependent coworke1s can be held to
strict conformity. It produces a strong sense of responsibility in the drafts~an,
because a wrongly placed bolt in a complex mechanism, or a beam out o:t: place ma
building may have fatal results in the construction. 'fbe project <lrawmg locates
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theory and develops self-reliance and practical ability. Its lines and dots constitute
the actual doing of that which theory has expound~d, and br_ing into play j1:Ldgment,
foresight, and creative ability.
It is unfortunately true tha.t in the educational systems of the United States tht:re
is a most lamentable neglect of training in the elements of drawing. No other civilized nation of commercial greatness neglects this subject, and in the schools of
Germany, France. and Austria on the Continent instruction is continuous from the
primary schools through to the highest. England, with her elaborate system of
science and art instruction radiating from $outh Kensington, has spread it broadcast
throughout the kingdom. The representatives of our system, however, who present
themselves at the Military Academy are for the greater part wholly deficient in any,
even th e most rudimentary, instruction in drawing. ·I do not :find that an average
of 10 JJer cent have had elementary training-in some classes not 5 per cent. It is
therefore necessary that instruction here should begin at the illiteracy in this
brannh-a condition that is not paralleled in any other subject.
The result to be a chieved is thereforn twofold. First, to train the faculties of
vision and those of execution through the hand when at a period of comparative
maturity they are entirely dormant; second, to teach the general principles of technical dra.wing so that the graduate shall have an intelligent acquaintance with the
constructive language of engineering, architecture and building construction,
topography and cartography, and machinery, and shall be able to make a fairly good
free-b and drawing of n atural and artificial form. In his capacity as commanding
genera.I, commanding officer of a post, engineer, ordnance, and artillery officer,
quartermaster, surveyor, subaltern on reconnaissance or supervising construction, he
is liable to r equire any or all of this knowledge, and at least to tra.nslate it to his
snborclinates. The instruction is therefore twofold-in the practfoal graphical
work _a nd by lectures copiously illustrated, coupled with constant oral criticism.
The cardinal principle upon which instruction is based is that all work shall ue
ori[Jinal, that is to say, that every project or problem i:ihall be the student.'s own
work, constructed from the data or model according to the principles governing it.
The only copies from drawings permitted are in the case of a few outline studies
of the human form and landscape at the close of the course of free-hand instruction.
The next condition exacted is accuracy, after which . com.es pictorial excellence anrl
neatness. The ultimate purpose is to give a sound general training in the elements
of technical and free-band drawing so as to familiarize the student with the methods of graphical work in the various :fields of topographical, geometrical, structural,
and mechanical drawing to a sufficient extent to enable them to understand the
graphics of these subjects when required to interpret them, and to possess a reasonable facility of design th er ein, rather than to attempt to carry any one of them to a
degree of development appropriate only to special courses in schools of applica.tion.
As a matter of fact the more apt students do attain a fa cility and skill which enables their work to bear comparison with that of the best of the special scliools either
in this country or abroad. In the free-hand course the ultimate aim, after the cultivation of tbe perceptive faculties, is to give a sufficient pictorial skill to enable the
graduate to make outline sketches of general landscape and hill forms to accompany
topographical an'il reconnaissance reports . Further than this with the average man
it is not possible to go. Artistic power can not be taught; it must be innate in the
same way as are poetic, rhetorical, or dramatic gifts . But the whole range of technical graphics, which is the language of the constructive and industrial world, and a
certain ability to render ordinary form. by free hand can be taught to all fo precisely the same degree as any of the various branches of study; the eye faculties of
judgment, memory, and apprehension can be trained to a very high point, and ~he
taste and appreciation can be developed in those in whom the artistic and creative
power is Jacking.
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION.

First year's course.
GEOMETRICAL AND TOPOGRAPHICAL DRAWING.

Plant geomet-ry.-About 40 problems covering various applications from laying ont
of a~gles to pla~e curves and conic sections (sec programme). These are do-?e in
pencil and constitute the first work of the student. The data are issued on prmted
sheets giving a brief general analysis of method. This refreshes the memory of
plane geometry and gives the first practice in the use of instruments. Accuracy and
neatness are here inculcated as primary requireme1Jts.
Com:entional ~igns of tol?og1·aphy.-Topography is assigned to this :first year'~ course
because survey~ng and_ trigonometry are taurrht in this year. The general signs are
first executed m pencil an~ afterw~rds repeated in ink. The repetition impre Re
them upon the memory beside~ makmg the transition to ink work gradual. In these
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signs there is a partial free-hand element which needs the practice in pencil before
attempting ink. Clearness and neatness of finish emphasized. Examples in large
maps of coast survey and foreign countries displayed for inspection upon tables.
Determ~nation of lines of screens and sections, etc.-Lithographed sheets . giving the
contours of a particular region are issued. The lines of section required are indicated and the section is made by student. Position of batteries indicated and lines
of screen from fire determined on different slope by student. Gradient of required
road given; position of road platted by student. Maps of American battlefields
displayed on tables. Students required to go to them and answer a series of
hectographtd questions touching topographical relation of different positions and
dispositions.
Exercises in hachure worlc.-This work is now confined to a short exercise in the use
of hach ures, with an explanation of sc~les of shade of different methods of hachuring.
Exercise in contouring frorn dictation.-To familiarize the student with the function
of contours and their platting, bearings and gradients are given on hectograph
sheets, together with topographical features by textual description, from which the
terrene is plotted by the student.
Construction of scales of distance, etc.-These scales are thoroughly explained in
theory and then accurately constructed to given representative fractions and units
by the student.
Platting of triang1tl.ation Joi· completed map, etc.-The class at this point begins the
final work of the first term, which is ::ii practical application of the foregoing preliminary instruction. 'l'his consists in the actual work of platting and drawing
a finished map from the ~riangulation sheet and field traverse notes, and demonstrates the extent to which the student has understood the principles of topography
and acquired the necessary facility for the execution of a correct map. The data
for establishing the triangnlation points are given as if taken by observation, and
a book containing all of the traverse notes as taken in the field book for the area
to be mapped. The platting is carefully tested as it progresses and all errors noted.
After final approval of the platting the finishing work in ink is proceeded with.
Theory of color, etc.: hues, tints, etc.-The subject of modern chromatics is taken
up at the commencement of the secon<l- term. After an explanation of the modern
theory of color of Young and Helmholz is taught the laying of fl.at tints of the
primary and complementary hues, shading of cylinders and curved surfaces.
Construction of problems in descriptive geometry.-As this subject is the foundation of
technical drawing, its practical application in graphical problems is given the most
careful attention. In order that the difficulties of a practical grasp of the subject
shall be overcome th!3 first work deals with the simplest problems. The class receives
in the course of mathematics most tho·rough and careful theoretical instruction, and
comes to this work as fully equipped in the theory of tbe subject a8 can be desired.
The problems given are Relected with a view to practical bearing upon graphical
work in architectural and mechanical construction. Each problem as given is ca,refully explained, and questions as to obscure points invited and answered. The principal problems as they are reached are then set up on the demonstration frame aud
the explanation repeated from the actua.l objects and projections in space. The
stu<lents are then reqnired to make the construction. The demonstration frame may
be at any time consulted to resolve difficulties and forgotten points. Cadets are uot
allowed to help each other, and the signature of the cadet is held to be a guaranty
of the integrity of the work. The first problems are constructed in pencil alone, and
consist of the projections and revolutions in various planes of simple plane figures,
cubes, and prisms, with sections and developments. These are quickly done, and
giv.e confidence and :flexibility in the use of projective methods. After the8e the
problems increase in complexity and are finished with greater care and accuracy in
ink. They include determination of intersections of different solids with developments, shades and shadows of crosses, cylinders, rings, spheres, or ellipsoids; the
column with abacus and uase with taurus; chimney and dormer window on roof,
vase, etc.; the perspective of rings, shafts, spheres, monuments, groined arches,
buildings, or composed subjects. These are executed with the utmost accuracy and
a high degree of finish, which will compare with anything done by students elsewhere, at home or abroad.
Topography in ·colors.-Water colorwashes a8 applied to topographical maps. First,
a sheet of conventional signs, followed by a completed map.
Field reconnaissance and sketching.-Careful lectures and explanation, with exhibition of implements and illustration by the lantern, precedes this most important br~nch
of military graphics. Methods of work in this country and abroad are explau~ed
and illustrated, and preliminary practice given by dictating cour_ses_ and data viva
voce, requiring a topographical sketch to be platted from the description. T?e class
is then taken into the field, formerly with prismatic compass and r~gulat10n protractor sheet, but now with the reconnaissance sketching board of Major Vernor, of
the English service, as modified and greatly improved by Lieut, Charles B, Hagadorn,
0
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first lieutenant, Twenty-third Infantry, instructor of drawing. This is a simp!e
application of plane table methods to field topography, and vastly superior both; rn
accuracy and rapidity of result to the older methods. A sketch is made of a portion
of the military reservation, and contours are determined and platted both with levels
and clinometer. Practice is also given in sketching without compass or implement
of any ~ort. This work closes the first year's instruction.

Second year's course.
FREE-HAND DR.A.WING.

Outline drawings from blocks and plasters.-This work is addressed to the dormant
faculties of vision and is of the simplest and most elementary character. The objects
are at first white cubes which are carefully drawn" by eye," the knowledge ot· perspective la,vs acquired in the preceding year being here applied in the judgment of
form. According as the student progresses other blocks are substituted, and then
groups of two, three, four, and many blocks in irregular masses. :Finally, rough
buildings are constructed with blocks and sketched from different points of view,
and, if sufficient skill is developed, plaster forms. Succeeding this a series of
memory drawings are required, beginning with simple rectilinear shapes, increasing
in complexity, which the student is allowed to view for a very short period and
must then reproduce. More complex forms succeed these, and :finally the students
are sent out to examine buildings for a short time which they must then draw from
memory.
Mechanical free-hand drawing.-This work is done without any implement or artificial a.id whatever othel'. than the lead pencil. This must not be used as a ruler.
Beginning with simple subdivision of lines into equal parts, scales are drawn by
eye showing subdivisions as high as sixtieths. The various constructions of frets,
polyhedrons, stars, plotting and division of angles, etc., are gone through with, and
finally scale drawings of objects giving sections and dimensions are done, concluding with isometric scale dimensioned drawings and cavalier projections of machine
castings of the same kind. The class is th£n practiced in sketching hill forms from
lantern projections on a large screen, beginning with very elementary forms and
gradually leading up t.o views of the region of the Colorado Canyon. This work is
followed with study from lithographed studies of landscape in the flat and landscape
sketching in the field. The course concludes with a few :fig_u re outlines by Bargue and
Gerome, and studies of :figure and landscape from the flat in pen and ink as an example
of good method and to afford some slight facility in execution within the very limited
time and range of this course. ~ This concludes the :first term.
Project- Barrack for a cornpany of infantry. -'l'his begins the :final course of constructive drawing. This project is a practical one and is given out to the individual
members of the class by a printed sheet of specifications and two sheets giving
detail dimensions. The plan, section, and one elevation of the building are then
constructed to the requireu scale. This important piece of work gives a very thorough practice in the preparation of general drawings for a building, and is undertaken in connection with a course of explanatory lectnres fully illustrated by the
stereopticon. In this work the student learns to relate drawings in plan, section,
and eleYation, and to understand the working out of detail and shop drawings. It
is a double study for the student, teaching both construction and interpretation of
working drawings. The drawings are carefully figured and colored in flat wash if
the progress of the individual work justifies it.
Working drawings-Stea-rn, building const?-uction, ordnance, civil and rnilitary enginee1·ing.-After the completion of the project above described, the class is divided into
groups according to the general class standing of tlJ.e men . The final work is then
assigned according to the corps of the Army to which the cadets will probably be
assigned. The first fivemen 'are given subjects selected from military or civil engineering data-batteries planned or in process of construction in the United States and
abroad; portions of enceintes; magazines; oridge and canal work, the data for which
arc beingconstantlysoughtin thelatestworks. Thenexttwcntymen, whose probable
service is to he in the Ordnance and Artillery Corps, are given subjects of ordnance
and artille y construction. Working shop drawings of the principnl guns and carriages of the United States Ordnance Bureau are on :file in the department, together
with a large amount of data from foreign countries of the latest models. The
remaining members of the cla s, whos" duties will be in the Line as quarterma ter ,
commanders of working parties, and as commanding officers of posts and in control
of Government property, are given working drawings of details of building construction, and a figured drawing of n. simple direct-acting high-pressnre vertical
steam engine to complete to given scale. A large perfect model of a frame hon e to
a scale of one-sixth is used for this work. Students are required to make i omctric
sections ancl projections through different parts of the barrack project showing
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entire construction of windows, doors, and interior floor and roof construction-figured. A facsimile model of steam engine to one-half scale is used for the figured
drawing of steam engine. Defoil drawings of all the parts are also available, and
the student is required to set up the engine to scale from these and the model. This
work completes the course of drawing.
LECTURES.

All theoretic and explanatory instruction is given by lectures abundantly illustrated by stereopticon, blackboard, and models. Running commentary and viva
voce criticism and instruction go on at all times. At any time when special explanation is needed the classes are called into the lecture room or to the models.
The course of lectures beginning with the first year's work covers: Drawing
instruments-their character, quality, use, and care; methods and connections in
geometrical drawing; topographical signs and conventions; methods of large surveys; triangulation and field work; contouring and hill sketching; traversing;
plotting; cartography-historical sketch, styles, and methods; reading of maps ;
study and character of terrane; scales; the Young-Helmholz theory of color-the
prismatic and normal spectrum, color constants; complementary color; nomenclature; subjective color; pigments; harmony, contrast-illustrated by the stereopticon, Maxwell's disks, and color samples; methods of :field reconnaissance. Instruments-levels, odometers, pedimeters, compasses, clinometers, etc.- are shown and
explained.
Lectures on form, light and shade, proportion, outline, technical and pictorial art,
practical and aerial perspective, and landscape drawing are given during free-band
work, and are all illustrated with stereopticon.
During the last term of constructive and mechanical drawing a carefnlly prepared
series_of lectures accompany the work, explauatory of th e details of building construction from foundations to interior finish; a historical sketch of archi tectnre aud
explanation of styles; a descriptive analysis of the steam engine and its details, showing character ::md functions of its working parts, and of the various shop drawings.
In addition, lectures giving the character and number of architectural drawings,
fee_s and procedure in architects' offices, specifications, reproductive processes,
quality and preparation of paper, tracings, enlargements.
In form er ye[trs the entire course in drawing consisted in copying pictures in pen,
ink, and color from engravings and lithographs. The course was devoid of l ectures
or th eoretical instruction. No original work was undertaken . The work was largely
worked over and :finished by the instructor to give pictorial effect.
The work of the present course can not well be compared with that of other institutions, for the reason that it is general and comprehensive, whereas in tho technical
and scientific schools of the country the work is special, and in the special lines is
carried furth er, ancl in the art schools the object aimed at is .fine art, while the stu<lents
possess special t alent and have had considera ble training before entering. At the
Military Academy the eye ancl hand must be train ed from a condition of entire helplessness, while at the same time a knowledge of th e graphics of a wide range of arts
is acquired. Notwithstanding the great disparity in the preparation of the students
and the character of the aim, as well as limitation of time, I am of the opinion that
the result will compare without discredit with similar work, either at home or
abroad. The best drawings do not fall below the grade of expert work . This hi gh
standard of achievement is due to the methods of work of the Military Academy,
the thoroug-h preparation given by my associates, and the conscientious and enthusiastic :fidelity of my assistants, without which very little could be achieved. I
may also add that the interest of the cadets themselves in their work is an important
factor.
I think that the count given to the subject in its present scope and treatment is
too small, ancl is unfair both to the work itself, the range of instruction given, and
the amount of knowledge and skill developed in the cadet student. At the least the
recommendation of the committee appointed in 1883 to determine upon the rel ative
value of different subjects should prevail, which gave to the course of the third-class
year a value of 90, and that of the second-class year a value of 60. At that time the
counts of law and ordnance and gunnery were the same as that of drawing. These
subjects now count 150, although the number of hours devoted to the subjects is less
than that devoted to drawing. I venture to assume that the advance in instruction
has not been greater.
I believe tllat a great gain in practical efficiency would ensue if the course in surveying were to be incorporated with that of drawing, for the rea'ion that the subJcct
is essentially graphical and can not be divorced from graphical methods. It is not
prope~ly a part of pure mathematics, as all of its principles are those of ge~metry
and trigonometry, and have already been taught in that course. I advance th1s_suggestion here only because, after consnltation with the Professor of Mathematics, I
understand his views to coincide with my own.
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Should the Professor of Engineering agree with my judgment, I would suggest also
the consideration of the advisability of transferring the drawing now done as a class
attendance in that department to the ·department of drawing. It would, I thin~. be
a gain in efficiency to have all drawing done by the class in a hody under the direction of one department. The theoretical instruction and the nature of the problem
given out would be controlled by the department of engineering. The conditions
would be precisely similar to those which obtained when the descriptive georuetr.v
drawing was transferred from the department of mathematics to this department.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
CHARLES

w.

LARNED,

Professor of Drawing, U.S. M. A.

The

ADJUTANT, UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, N. Y.

Record of number of cadets foiind deficient in drawing-1818 to 1896.
January.
Y ear.

June.

June.

January.
Year.

Second Thircl .:,econd Third
class. class. class. class.

Second Third Second
class. class. class.

Third
class.

- - - - - - , 1 - - - - - - - -- - - - -11-~ - - - - -,1-- - - - - - - - - - -

1818. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ....... . 1858. ..•.••.••.•• .•.... ..
2 .............. - •
1819........ .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 ....•••. 1859 ................... __ .............. -· .......•
1820 ... ... .............. .. .......... . ........... _ 1860 ............. ······ .. ....... ..... . .......... .
1821.. .. . . . . . . . . . ...•.... . .. . . . . .
2
1861 .............. ······· ........... .......... · .•
1822............. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 ...•.•. . 1862 ................·..... ········ . . .........••...
1823..... .• ... .. . . ... .. . .
1
1 ...... . . 1863............. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ·..... .. .
1824 ....... ·•·•··
6
6
2
2 1864 ..................... ········ .... .... ······ .•
1
3 ............... .
1825 ........ ·- ··- ..................••.. · - ....... . 1865.. .. . . . . . . . . .
1826....... ...•..
1
10 ............... . 1866 ...........•. ········ -- . ...... . .... . . -- .....•
1827. ... . . . ... . . . . .. . . . ..
3 ............... . 1867 ............................... ······ ....... ·
2
2 ...•.... -- .•••••
1828 ................................... -· ······ .. 1868 . ...... .... ..
1829. ... . .. ...... ... . . . . .
1 .....•.......... 1869 . ............ ········ .. ...... -- ······ .. -·····
2
4 -- ..... ........ •
1830. ······ ..................................... . 1870.. ... .. ... . . .
1831. . .........................................•. 1871. ................•... --······ ········ --······
1832 ........................................... ·- 1872 ....... ······ .................. ····· - -- - - ... .
1833 ...... . .............. · · · · · - .. · ..... · · ... · .. · · 1873 ............................... ··- · .. -- ..... ·
1
5 ........
1 1874....... .... .. . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . . . .. . . .
1834. .... .. ...... ........
18;J5.. .. . . . . .. . . .
1
6 ............... . 1875 ..................... -· ............ - ·
10
6
2 ....... . 1876 . ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ....... .
1836. .... ...... ..
1837.. ... . . ... .. . . .. ... . .
0 ........... : . .. . 1877. ... . .. ... . . . . . . .. . ..
4 .. - .... 1 .. ............. . ...... . .
1838 ....... ······ ...... -· ................ ······ .. 1878 . ... . ........
1839. ...... ..•... ...... ..
8 ........ ·····• · - 1879. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... - -- -.... 1840....... ......
2
1 ............. ··- 1880. . .. . . . . .. . . .
1
1 .. -····.
3
1841.. .. . . . ......
2
3 ............... . 1881.... .... ..... . . .. . . . .
l . . .....
1
1842........ .. . . . .•.• .. . .
5 .............. .. 1882 . .............. . ........... · · · · · · · · ·
1843. .... .. ......
4
2
3
2 1883 . ······ -····· .................. -··· ..
1844 . ...... ... . . .
3
2 .............. .. 1884 ............. ········ ........ · ····· -- - --····
3 ·· ·· ····
1
1845 ······ ...... ········
6
2 · 1885. ............ ....... .
1
1 .............. .. 1886 . ...... . ..... ·······- ........ ··----- ·
1846 ........... ,
1847 ......... ~..
2
4 .............. ·- 1887 .. .................. .... -· ... - .... -·· ········
1848 ..... ...... ...•.. ..
3 ...... .. ....... . 1888 . ............... -- .. .. ...... - · · · -- · .. · · · .. · ..
1849 . ....... .. . . .
3
5 ............... . 1889. .. . ... . ... . . . . . . . . . .
7 ... -- .. - ..... · ..
1850.. ..... ...... . . . . . . .
2
1 1890 ............................ _' ........ -- -· · · · ·
1851. .. .. . . ... .. . . ..... ..
2 ............... .
i
1852............. ........
8 ······ ........ . .
1853. ....... .. . . .
3 ... ... ..
2 ....... .
······ "i
1 ............... .
1854 .... ... ···· ·· ...... ..
1855............. . . . . . . . .
1 ..... .......... . 1895.. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
3 ........ -- ······
1856 .............. ····· ......... _ ............... . 1896..... .• .•....
1
4 .. ······ -- ······
1857 ........................ ......... ... ... ..... .

i~iL::::::::::: ...... ~. :::::::: :::::::: .......
mL::::::::::: :::::::: f ···--···

F.
WEST POINT, N. Y., May 31, 1896.
Sm: In accordance with the requirements of your communication dated Headquarters United States Military Academy, West Point, N. Y., OctolJer 3, 1895, I have
the honor to submit the following report of the course of studies and method ?f
instruction, including practical instruction, employed at the Military Academy ID
the department -of mathematics.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
EDGAR

w.

BA

Professor of Mathematics, U.

The
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I.

BRIEF HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DEPARTMENT, GIVING DATE OF ITS ESTABLISHMENT, ITS SCOPE IN THE BEGINNING, AND IMPORTANT STEPS IN ITS DEVELOPMENT.

Tl.le following facts are taken mainly from Cnllum's Register, Regulations United
States Military Academy, staff records of the academic board, cadet registers,
Boynton's History of West Point, American State Papers, and laws relating to the
Military Academy:
1802.

The Military Academy was established by an act of Congress approved March
16, 1802.
Previous to this date a few cadets of the corps of artillerists and engineers were
sent to West Point for instruction.
1801.

Mr. George Barron was appointed teacher of arts and sciences January 6, 1801, and
acted as instructor in mathematics.
He w:1s probably appointed under tho act of C_o ngress approved July 16, 1798,
which authorized the President to appoint four teachers of the arts and sciences
necessary for the instruction of artilleri'sts and engineers.
[Extracts from report of Col. Jonathan Williams, dated March 14, 1808.]

"The institution was established at West Point in the year 1801, under the direction of a private citizen (George Barron), and was nothing more than a mathematical school for the few cadets that were then in the service.
"Instruction in mathematics at this period was given in the form of daily lectures
on elementary mathematics."
180.2.

Mr. George Barron was dismissed the service February 11, 1802.
Capt. Jared Mansfield, Corps of Engineers, acting professor of mathematics, May
3, 1802, to November 14, 1803.
Capt. W. A. Barron: Corps of Engineers, acting professor of mathematics, July 6,
1802, to February 14, 1807.
''Under Major Williams, as superintendent, the Military Academy, with 10 cadets,
was formall.v opened for instruction July 4, 1802.
"Capts. Jared Mansfield and William A. Barron, of the Corps of Engineers, gave
instruction in mathematics, the former in the line of algebraical, the latter in that
of geometrical demonstra~ions."
[Extracts from Cnllum's History.]

''Four months after the opening of the.Academy the first cadet was admitted upon
the following testimonial:
'"We certify that we have, agreeably to an academic order " * * examined
in the elements of arithmetic (vulga,r and decimal) * " * Joseph G. Totten, aged
14,
* * and find him well qualified in the aforesaid branches.
i, 'W. A. BARRON,
·)f

" ' ,JARED MANSFIELD,

"'Co1-ps of Engineers.'"

Major Williams gave instruction in th~ use of instruments.
From 1802 to 1810 cadets entered the .Academy without mental or physical examination, and at any time of the year. They were of all ages, from 12 to 34.
"The term began in April and ended in November. Study hours, including recitations, after 1805, werefrom8a. m. to 1 p. m., 2 p. m. to 4- p. m., and in the evening!
"In mathematics the instruction was limited to the elements of geometry and algebra, with the use of surveying instruments.
"During the summer of 1802 a survey of West Point was made and the elevations
of surrounding peaks were determined.
"Early in October the first public examination was held by the Superintendent
and Captains Mansfield and Barron. Two cadets were examined in Hutton's Mathema,tics."
Owing to the poor condition of the quarters and the severity of the win~ers.
instruction ceased on the 1st of December and began on the 15th of March followmg,
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Capt. Jared Mansfield was relieved from.duty at West Point on November 14, 1803He was a graduate of Yale College and had a high reputation for learning. After
important service in the surveys of the Northwestern Territory he returned to the
Academy as professor of philosophy October 7, 1812.
Colonel Williams resigned June 20, 1803, when the command at West Point devolve
upon Capt. W. A. Barron.
1804-.

In April, 1804, the Academy opened with only Captain Barron, the te2cher of
French, and about 10 cadets.
1805.

Until the reappointment of Colonel Willia.ms, April 19, 1805, as chief engineer and
Superintendent of the Military Academy, no progress in instruction is recorded for
the Academy.
In 1805 the hours from 8 to 11 a. m. were assigned to the study and recitations of
mathematics.
Colonel Williams desired the return of Major Mansfield to ·west Point, stating:
"There is not a man in our country, in my opinion, better calculateil for a mathematical instructor, as well on account of his amiable character as his professional
knowledge."
1806.

"A general examination took place October 10, 1806, lasting four days, in the presence of the Superintendent and the acting professor of mathematics. Seven cadets
were examined in arithmetic and the elements of algebra and geometry for advancement; 6 cadets in arithmetic, algebra, and geometry for promotion to the artillery,
and 5 cadets in algebra, geometry, including surveying, * * * for promotion to
the engineers."
1807.

Capt. W. A. Barron served as acting professor of mathematics until February 14,
1807.
He was said to be "a man of social temper, fair abilities, and had a faculty for
teaching." He subsequently became attached to the Quartermaster's Department.
Mr. Ferdinand R. Hassler, acting professor of mathematics, February 14, 1807, to
December 31, 1809.
In 1807 the Academy closed on the 23d of November, after the annual examination,
at which 5 cadets were graduated.
1808.

The academic term of 1808 began in April, with abont 35 cadets.
Instruction in mathematics was given by Professor Hassler, assisted by Lieut. Alden
Partridge.
1809.

In 1809 the Academy opened about the 1st of April, with about 30 cadets.
William Eustis hn,d in the meantime been appointed Secretary of War. He began
immediately to do all he could to crush the Academy by depriving it of students,
teachers, and means of support.
In September, 1809, Lieut. Alden Partridge, who was in command, reported as follows:
"On Monday last there was a very thin mathematical academy. * * * Yestorday there was a still less number in the mathematical academy, and some of those who
did attend did not come into the academy until about 10 o'clock."
October 24, 1809, Lieutenant Partridge proposed that "no person be appointed a
cadet who is uuder 14 or over 18 years of age; nor unless he can produce testimony
of his knowledge of the first rules of arithmetic." * * ~,
"Professor Hassler was born in Switzerland and studied mathematics at tho
Uni-versity of Gottingen. He was the director of a geodetic snrvey of Switzerland.
Although a profound mathematician, he was not a successful teacher except for tllo e
with considerable aptitude for mathematics. His methods of instruction w~re
original and his tendency was toward analytical mathematics. With no idea of_discipline, he supplied valuable information to all of bis students, but made impre s10ns
.
on very fow of them."
He was the author of a work entitled Elements of Analytic Trigonometry.
After leaving the Academy he was appointed Superintendent of the nited tate
Coast Survey.
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While not a great teacher, there is no doubt but what the country and Military
Academy are much indebted to him for the introduction and practical use of mathematics. It is said that Hassler was the first one to teach analytic trigonometry in
this country.
As acting professor of mathematics at the Academy his salary was $700 per year.
"With the academic term of 1809 ended the active services of all the heads of the
several branches of instruction." * * *
1810.

"Professor Hassler, of the department of mathematics, resigned February 14,
1810, leaving the department of mathematics in charge of Capt. Alden Partridge,
Corps of Engineers."
''Capt. Alden PartrMge, Corps of Engineers 1 assistant professor of mathematics,
November 4-, 1806, to June 5, 1811, also from April 29, 1812, to April 13, 1813. Professor of mathematics, April 13, 1813, to September 1, 1813."
"In 1810 tho Academy was deprived of nearly all means of instruction .. "
Officers and cadets were troubled about getting their pay. The disgraceful condition
of the Academy at this period was due to the opposition of William Eustis, Secretary
of War, who apparently did all in his power to crush the Academy."
Colonel Williams, after mnch effort, succeeded in securing the Secretary of War's
approval to the following regulations:
·
[From Regulations United States Military Academy', 1810.]

"1. * * * no cadet shall be admitted into the Military Academy under the age
of 1.5 or above that of 20. * * *
"3. * * * The qualifications for admission into the Academy " * * that
the candidate is well versed in *· * ·:. and arithmetic." * * *
Vacations were granted annually from December 15 to March 15.
May 25, 1810, Colonel Williams also established the following internal regulations
for the Military Academy:

*

·)f

"1. Every cadet attached to the Military Academy previous to his being considered a candidate for a commission shall have completed the following course of
studies, viz:
"In mathematics he shall be required to be well verled·in arithmetic, logarithms,
the elements of algebra, geometry, trigonometry, mensuration, * * * planometry, stereometry, surveying, "·
* conic sections."
·)f

1811 -12 .

During 1811 and part of 1812 the Academy practically ceased to exist as such. On
March 31, 1812, the Academy was left without a single instructor or cadet.
Up to 1812 the library was very small, the apparatus incomplete, the buildings
dilapidated, and the facilities for instruction inadequate. At th.is time" algebra, to
include cubic equations, geometry, plane trigonometry, mensuration of planes and
solids, and the use of instruments constituted the mathematical course. All cadet!-!
were r equired to obtain a thorough knowledge of this course, which was contained
in the first volume of Hutton's Mathematics. Two years were generally devoted to
the course in mathematics, but it varied somewhat, depending upon the previous
attainments and capacity of the pupil."
l812.

In 1812 Congress pa3sed a law relating to the Military Academy which inn, great
measure reorganized the institution.
·
[Extract from act of Congress approved April 29, 1812.)
"SEC, 2. And be it furthe1· enacted, That the Military Academy shall consist of the
Corps of Engineers and the following professors: * * * one professor of mathematics, with the. pay and emoluments of a major, if not an officer of the corps, and
if taken from the corps, then so much, in addition to his pay and emoluments, as
shall equal those of a major. * * *
.
.
.
"Each of the foregoing professors to have an assistant professor, which assistant
professor shall be taken from the most prominent characters of the officers or cadets,
and receive the pay and emoluments of captains, and no other pay or emoluments
while p·erforming those duties.
" * * ~, that the candidates for cadets be not under the age of 14, nor above the
age of 21 years; that each cadet * * * shall be well versed in reading, writing,
and arithmetic," * * *
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Secretary Eustis did nothing to carry out the provisions of the above act.
On March 31, 1812, the Military Academy was wit,hout a single instructor.
In SeptembeT, 1812, C. S. Merchan.t was the only cadet at West Point.
During the winter five others reported but were furloughed till April 15, 1813.
Captain Partridge is reported as" being an able, strong-willed, but eccentric m an,
who wanted to have his own way in everything pertaining to the Military Academy .
He was a good mathematical instructor, but had little administrative ability."
The difficulties under which he labored render it impossible to decide whether or
not he was responsible for the lack of development in mathematical instruction fr om
1809 to 1813. It seems to be thoroughly established, however, that during the s ub sequent four years his peculiar conduct rather retarded than advanced the interests
of the Academy.
1813.

Andrew Ellicott, professor of mathematics, September 1, 1813, to August 29, 1820.
While the act of 1812 prescribes definite requirements for admission, no attention
seems to have been paid to the law.
1816.
[Extract from report of De Witt Clinton, February 1, 1816. J

"In the Military Academy no previous examination is required for the admission
of cadets; they are not divided into classes; a course of studies is not prescribed;
nor is a final examination * * * essential." * * ><
The first course of study which received the authority of the Seuetary of War iF
given in the regulations of May 22, 1816.
[Extracts. J
if
*
"A complete course of mathematics will embrace the following branche!l, namely:
The nature and construction of logarithms; the use of tables; algebra, to includ e
the solution of cubic equations, with all preceding rules; geometry, to include plane
and1solid geometry; also ratios: * * * mensuration, plane trigonometry, with its
application to surveying and measurements of heights and distances; spherical trig onometry; * * * conics, with applications to military and other projectiles ;
:fluxions, to be taught aud studied at the option of the professor and student."
Due to the opposition of Captain Partridge, the regulations of 1816 were not
enforced.
Hutton's Mathematics, used by Profesimr Ellicott: "It was a sort of compendiu m
of mathematics, embracing arithmetic, logarithms, algebra, geometry, trigonometry,
land surveying, conics."
.E. D. Mansfield states "that the curriculum for 1816 did not include :fluxions, but
that calculus was added to the course a year or two later."
During the first year, logarithms, algebra, and plane geometry, to include ratio and
proportion, were stuc1ied, and during the second year geometry was continued to
inclnde that of planes and solids, the construction of geometrical problems, the application of algebra to geometry, the mensuration of planes and solids, plane and spherical
trigonometry, and conic sections.
On December I, 1816, the department of mathematics received much assistance in
the appointment of Charles Davies as principal assistant professor of mathematics.

·*

1817.

March 6, 1817, Prof. Claude Crozet, a graduate of the Polytechnic School of
Paris, introduced the first instruction in descriptive geometry in the Military Academy, and, so far as I know, the first in this country. This instruction was oral in
the beginning, and was given to a few pupils only. No text-book was then used,
the demonstrations being made by the professor (using the blackboard) for the
purpose of aiding his students in the study of engineering.
Professor Crozet greatly stimulated and advanced the study of geometrical mathema,tics in the United States. In 1821 he wrote a treatise on descriptive geometry
and perspective.
.
During the period from 1809 to 1817 but little progress was made in the mathematical studies.
On July 28, 1817, Maj. Sylvanus Thayer was made Superintendent of the Academy.
His appointment marks a new era in the history of the development of the Academy,
including that of mathematical instruction.
"It was through fajor Thayer's agency that Prof. Claude Crozet, the parent of
descriptive geometry in Ameri ca, became attached to the Academy."
"Major Thayer classified cadets according to proficiency in studie , divided cla e
into small sections, required weekly class report , established more thoronJ?'h recitations, with freer use of the blackboard, and improved the curriculum of studies. "
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1818.

The regulations approved July 22, 1818, establishnd semiannual examinations,
the first to commence on January 1, and the second on the 1st of June.
Entrance examiHations were to be held from June to September 1, but candidates
were examined as late as November. At this time, 1818, some candidates were assigned
to advanced classes, and the classes were divided into two sections for instruction.
In June, 1818, the following alterations were made in the mathematical course:
Analytical, plane, and spherical trigonometry were added to the second year's course,
and descriptive geometry was transferred from the fourth to the second year.
Hutton's Conic Sections was substituted for Simpson's.
1819.

In January, 1819, classes were organized into sections according to gradation of
merit. The examinations included an courses studied up to the time of tlie examination . Thus, in June, 1819, the first class was examined upon the entire course of
mathematics.
The examinations at this time were quite thorough, for out of 120 examined in
algebra January, 1819, 74 were pronounced proficient, 20 doubtful, and 26 deficient.
The examinations appear to have been entirely oral, and about one day was devoted
to a section of about 25.
1820.

In 1820 algebra and geometry were studied during the first year. Trigonometry,
surveying, conics, descriptive geometry, and (provisionally) :fl.uxions were studied
during the second year.
Perspective, shades, and shadows were taught in the engineering course.
The following copy of a weekly class report, dated November 18, 1820, exhibits
the method at that time. The scale of marking on daily recitations ranged from
+3 to -3.
Class rep01·t for weelc ending Novernber 18, 1820. a
[Class third.-Department of mathematics, second section.]
Monday.

Tues- Wednes- Thurs· Friday.

Satur·

Total.

1½
1½
1½

13

Name.
No.
d~~
da~
h~
&~
- -1- - - - - - - ------1----1-- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- I
2
3

D .....•.••........... •..•.... ,.
R ........ .... ... .............. .
G . ............•............... .

4

C ..• •.•• •••.•••••••....... .... .

5 L ............................. .
6 S ····················· ·· ··· · · ···
7 B ............................. .
8 M ............................. .
9 H ............................. .
10 K ............................. .
11 T ............................. .
a,

3
3
3
3

2

a'·

½
½
l½

-1

2½

2

2½
½
l½

3
3

-2

3

2
1½

2
2

2½

3

1
3
8
0
3
2

1½

2
1½

1
1

l½

2

2½

i½

1½

2a

2½

1

2½

2

-1

2½

1½
1

2
2
1½

3
1
3
3
0
8
1
1

12
11

14½
8

14½
16½

-1½

15 .
10

5½

Progress from articles 44 to 75, in Gregory's Mathematics (algebra).
EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES .A.ND SIGNS USED .A.BOVE.

Scale of merit used: Best, 3; very good, 2; good, 1; indifferent, O; bad, -1; worst, -3. The inter·
med'.ate marks, 2½, l½, and -2, express intermediate merit ..

Andrew Ellicott was born January 24-, 1754, in Bucks County, Pa. Early in life he
acquired scientific attainments and was employed frequently in the settlement of
boundaries of the new States. In 1790 be laid out the city of Washington and determined the boundaries of the District of Columbia. He was the recipient of many
honors, including a membership of the National Institute of Prance. He was one of
the recognized leaders of science for a period of forty years.
He held the professorship of mathematics with credit till his death, August 29,
1820.
·
David B. Douglass, captain, Corps of Engineers, professor of mathematics, August
29, 1820, to May 1, 1823.
1821.

The general regulations for the Army, 1821, established the annual term from September 1 to July 1, with general examinations in June, in the presence of the bo~rd
of visitors, by the academic board in all the branches of science and instruction
through which the cadets had passed.
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Tile superintendent was authorized to det.ail cadets to act as assistant professoreach to receive $10 per month for extu services.
The manner of giving instruction is indicated uy the following extracts from th
regulations of 1821.
59. For convenience of instruction in mathematics the third and fourth classe
shall be divided separately into convenient sections, which sections shall be connte
off from the mathematical merit roll of each class, respectively, in such manner th a
the first section shall consist of the first cadets on that roll, the second of those nex
in order, and so on. The first sections thus formed shall be under the immediate
tuition of the professor, and each of the others of a.n assistant professor of math e matics, and will attend with them three hours everv day in the ·recitation room of
the section.
60. The instruction to be conveyed undP.r each particular head of the specified
course of mathematics will be proportioned in extent as well as in the manner of conveying it to the capacity of the different sections, and in conformity with this p_rinciple the following branches may be omitted in the instruction of tbe lower sectio ns
at the discretion of the academic board, viz: The summation of infinite series and
figurate numbers, construction of logarithms, construction of trigonometncal tables
and fl.uxions; those, together with the more profound and difficult investigations of
the course generally, being reserved for the sections of the highest rank.
,I

*

64. The professors of mathematics, natural philosophy, and engineering, in order
to ascertain the proficienoy of the sections intrustecl immediately to their assistan_ts
and the manner in which they have performed their duty, shu.Jl occasionally, and !U
rotation, when there are more than two sections, instruct the sections intrusted tiO
the assistants, the period for which will be fixed by the academical staff and reported
to the War Department, and the assistant professor, when the professor has his section under his instruction, shall take charge of the section usually under the instruction of the latter. Lectures or such portions of the studies as are most suitable to
them may, with the assent of the superintendent, be substituted in lieu of the usual
mode of instruction.
76. Each cadet, previously to his being admitted a member of the Military Academy, must be able to read distinctly and pronounce correctly, to write a fair, legible
band, and to perform with facility and accuracy the various operations of the four
ground rules of arithmetic, both simple and compound, also of reduction, of single
and compound proportion, and of vulgar and decimal fractions.
The hours allotted to the study of mathematics were from sunrise to 7 a. m., 11 a.
m. to 12 m., and one-half hour past sunset to 9.30 p. m. The time from 8 to 11 a. m.
was employed in mathematical instruction.
The following is a detailed programme of the course in mathematics:
[Extract from staff r ecord"]

*

*

VII. DETAIL OF INSTRUCTION, HA YING REFERENCE TO THE DIFFERENT SECTIONS.

First mathernatics.
A lgeb1·a.-Fundamental operations; involutions anu. evolutions; reduction and
conversion of practical and surd quantities; reduction and solution of equations,.to
include those of the third degree ; ratios and proportions; summation of infi01te
series and figurate numbers; nature and construction of logarithms.
Geonietry.-Plane and solid geometry, and the construction of geometrical problems; application of algebm to geometry; practical geometry on the ground·
mensuration of planes and solids.
T1·igonornetry.-The solution of all the various cases of plane and spherical triangles; spherical projections; the analytical investigation of trigonometrical principle
and the construction of tables .
Surreying.-The principles of common and trigonometrical surveyinrr; mea urement of heights and distances; the actual use in the field of the variou in trument
employed in surveying; different methods of plotting survey , and th e use of mathematical instruments.
Conic sections.

Descriptire geomei1'y.-The solution of g ometrical problem , generally by the
graphical method, and the application of this method to spherical trigonometry.
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Fluxions.-The direct ancl inverse method of fluxions; its application to maxima
ancl minima; the drawing of tangents; rectification of curves; radii of curvatures,
quadratures, cubatures, etc.
·
The instruction under each particular head of the course of mathematics, as thus
specified, will be proportioned, in extent and in the manner of conveying it, to t,l.Je
rank and capacity of the different sections, the more profound investigations generally, and the following entire subjects being reserved for the higher sections only,
viz: Summation of 'nfinite series and figurate numbers, construction of logarithms,
construction of trigonometrical tables, and the whole course of fluxions.
.
In 1821 Biot's application of algebra to geometry was introduced as a class book .
1823.

In 1823_I find that tl.Je following text-books were in use: The Cambridge Trigonometry, Legendre's Geometry (translation),, Lacroix's Algebra. (translation), Sganzin's Course of Construction, Garnier's Analytic Geometry. The use of Hutton's
Mathematics was discontinued.
Professor Douglass was a scientist of a high order, a man of great character, and a
good mathematician. His influence was always for better discipline and a high
standard in educational methods. On May 1, 1823, l.J.e was appointed professor of
engineering.
Charles Davies, professor of mathematics, May 1, 1823, to May 31, 1837.
1824.

In 1824 a translation of Lacroix's Trigonometry was used.
To indicate the standard of requirements at this date, we have the fact that out of
100 who entered at that date but 24 graduated.
Descriptive geometry was mainly taught by lectures; notes were taken by the
pupils on one day, and drawings made before the next lecture. The work by Crozet
was also in use.
In 1824 Biot's Analytical Geometry, in French, was used, and Lacroix's Calculus
for the higher sections.
1825.
[From United States Army Regulations, 1825.)

*

*

Par. 1370. For instruction in mathematics the third and fourth classes shall be separately divided into convenient sections1 which sections shall be counted off from the
mathematical merit roll of each class, respectively, in such mauner tl.J.at the :first section shall consist of the first cadets on that roll, the second of those next in order,
and so on. The first section thus formed shall be under the immediate tuition of
tho professor, and each of the others of an assistant professor of mathematics.
Par. 1371. The instruction in each particular branch of the course of mathematics
will be proportioned to the capacity of the different sections; the more profound
and difficult investigations of the course, generally, being reserved for the higher
sections.
Par. 1347. The complete course of mathematics will comprehend:
.Algebra.-Fundamental operations; involutions and evolutions; reduction and conversion of fractiomtl and surd quantities; rednction and solution of equations, to
include those of the third degree; ratios and proportions; summation of infinite
series and :figurate numbers; nature and construction of logarithms.
Geomet1·y.-Plane and solid geometry and the formation and construction of determinate geometrical equations.
Trigonometry.-The solution of all the various cases in plane and spherical trigonometry; spherical projections; analytical investigation of trigonometrical formulre
and the construction of tables.
Surveying.-Mensuration of planes and solids; principles and practice of common
land surveying, different methods of platting and calculating such surveys, and the
use of mathematical instruments. Also trigonometrical surveying and measurement
of heights and distances, together with the use of the instruments usually employed
therein.
.
Descriptive geometry.-The graphic illustration and solution of problems i_n solid
geometry generally, and the particular application of this method to spher1cs and
conic sections.
Perspective.-The theory and use of linear perspect.ive, shades, and shadow:s.
.
Analytical geometry.-The construction and analysis of linear and superfic1al loci,
particularly for equations of the :first and second order.
WAR 96- VOL I--48
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Fluxions.-The direct and inverse methods of fluxions; its application to maxi ma
and minima; the drawing of tangents; rectification of curves, radii of curvature. ,
quadratures, cubatures, etc.
The text-books in use at this time were:
First year.-Algebra: Complement des Elemens d' Algebre, par Lacroix; Lacroix's
Elements of Algebra,
Geometry: Legendre.
Trigometry: Translation from
Lacroix, from Lacroix & Bezout, by Professor Farra.r.
.
Second year.-Descriptive geometry, conic sections: Crozet's Treatise on DescriI? tive Geometry and Conic Sections. Perspective, shades, and shadows: Crozet s
treatise on same. Analytical geometry: Biot. Flnxions: Traite du Calcul, p ar
Lacr~L
·
l828.

At the head of the graduating class ofJuly 1, 1828, stood Cadet Albert E. Church,
who was destined for a long and successful career in the department of mathem atics
in this Academy. From August 31, 1828, to August 28, 1831, he served as assistant
professor of mathematics.
l83l.

Iu 1831 Lieut. Edward C. Ross, then assistant professor of mathematics, translated M. Bourdon's Algebra, which was adopted as the text-book on that subject .
This translation became the foundation of the subsequent Davies's Bourdon.
About this time Prof. Charles Davies began writing a series of mathematical textbooks, which were adopted from time to time as they appeared. By 1839 all of the
mathematical text-books in use at the Academy were works of Davies.
The relative weight gi~en to the different subjects in forming the general merit
roll of each class is repr'3sented by the following numbers:
FIRST CLASS.

Conduct . • • •• . •• • •• . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . .
Engineering .............. _........ _
Mathematics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
Natural philosophy._ .. _.......... _. _
Chemistry and mineralogy.... . . . . . . .
Rhetoric and moral and political
science............................

2

3 Infantry tactics .................... .
3 Artillery . _..................... . __ ..
3 French ............................. .
3 ·Drawing .......•....................

1
1

1

2

2

SECOND CLASS.

Natural philosophy ........•••...•
Ch.emistry .••••....•...•.••.••...

f /Drawing ........••...•••....•••..

1

THIRD CLASS.

Mathematics .......•••.•.•......•
French ......••....•..............

f /Drawing ........••...•.....•.....

i

FOURTH CLASS .

Mathematics············-····~···

2 _ I :F'rench ______ ...........••••......

1

MANNER OF GIVING INSTRUCTION.

[Extract from Regulations United States Military Academy, 1831.}

*
44. For instruction in mathematics the third and. fourth classes shall be separately
divided into convenient sections, which sections shall be conuted off from the mathematical merit roll of each class, respectively, in such manner that the first section
shall consist of the first cadets on that roll, the second of those next in order, and
so on. The :first section thus formed shall be under the immediate tuition of the
professor, and each of the others of an assistant professor of mathematic . The
instruction in each particular branch of the course of mathematics will be proportioned to the capacity of the different sections; the more profound and difficult
investigations of the course generally being reserved for the higher sections .

...

...

*

...

., .

......

55. Every assistant instructor or teacher havfog the immediate charge of on e or
more ections of a class shall keep daily notes of its or their prorrress and the relative merit, and at the end of each week shall report thereon to the head of t he
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department to which he belongs. The reports thus made shall be rendered to the
superintendent by the head of each department with such further explanations as
may be necessary to show the relative progress of the sections, and he will at the
same time recommend all the transfers which are to be made from one section of the
class to another.
COURSE IN MATHEMATICS AT THE MILITARY ACADEMY,

1832.

Second yea1·, third class.-Fluxions, Lacroix; analytical geometry, Biot; perspective-shades and shadows, Davies; mensuration, Davies.
First year, fourth class.-Trigonometry, Legendre; descriptive geometry, Davies;
geometry--plane and solid, Legendre; algebra, Bourdon, translated by Lieutenant
Ross.
-If

1833.

On October 28, 1833, Lieut. Albert E. Church, who had been absent from the
Academy since August 28, 1831, was again placed on duty in the department of
mathematics as principal assistant professor of mathematics.
On July 1, 1833, Col. Sylvanus Thayer was relieved and Maj. R. E. De Russy took
command.
''Under 'l'hayer's management mathematics advanced from Hutton's Elements to a
complete course of algebra, geometry, plane and spherical trigonometry, descriptive
geometry (including shades and shadows, and perspective), surveying, use of instruments, analytical geometry, and the calculus."
[Extract from report on Military Academy by Committee on Military Affairs, May 17, 1834.]

"Mathematics · is the study which forms the founda,tion of the course. This is
necessary, both to impart to the mind that combined strength and versatility, that
peculiar vigor and r~pidity of comparison necessary for military action, and to pave
the way for progress in the higher military sciences. All experience shows that the
mi_n d, in order that it may act with efficiency, must b e accustomed to exertion. It
should be taught gradually to develop its own powers, and as it slowly learns their
capacity and the manner of employing them, the increasing lights which are thrown
upon its course will enable it to go on for an unlimited extent in "the- path of improvement. Algebra and geometry, and the application of algebra to geometry, form the
studies of the first year. The text-books used are generally from the French mathematicians. The French claim the high honor of having introduced a revolution into
all the branches of this science, and of having substituted analysis for the Newtonian
method of investigation.
"Descriptive geometry is also studied during this year. This is a science peculiarly necessary in civil and military engineering, and which has been nowh_e re else
cultivated with advantage or assiduity, save in France. The foundation for analysis
is well laid by the study of that prince of algebraists, Bourdon.
"The course of the second year extends to the higher branches of mathematics, to
the theory of curves, and to the differential and integral calculi. In these branches
the works of those illustrious authors, Biot and Lacroix, are employed."
1835.

In 1835 paragraph 55, United States Military Academy Regulation, was changed to
read practically the same as paragraph 52 of the present regulations, and I infer that
previous to this time transfers from section to section were not made weekly.
1837.

Prof. Charles Davies entered the Military Academy in December, 1813, and graduated in December, 1815. From 1816 to 1821 he was principal assistant professor of
mathematics, and from May 1, 1823, to May 31, 1837, he was professor of mathematics.
For a period of twenty-one years Professor Davies was closely identified with the
Military Academy, and gave his best years to its advancement. In 1826 he wrote a
text-book on descriptive geometry.
He did much to systematize and classify the methods of instruction in the Mi~itary
Academy. Owing to the fact that no good series of mathematical text-books ex1sted,
he began, about 1830, to devote himself to their preparation.
.
He first wrote his geometry, which was based upon Legendre's, and fol~owed it
with his algebra, taking Bourdon as his standard. These two works, rev1s~d an_d
modified from time to time, have been continued to the present as text-books m this
Academy.
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Professor Davies also wrote text-books on trigonometry, surveying, descrip ti,e
geometry, analytic geometry, calculus, and arithmetic. In all, he produced mo-!e
than 20 different volumes, which were for many years the standard text-books in.
this country.
He was a great teacher and a pioneer author of elementary mathematics. !:Te,
more than any other of his time, influenced the development of mathematical
instruction in this country.
According to Professor Church, who was closely associated with him, "Professor
Davies was an enthusiastic, energetic, clear, logical demonstrator, and an admirable
teacher."
,
Albert E. Church was professor of mathematics from June 1, i837, to :March
30, 1878.
1839.

The following detailed programme by Professor Church of the mathematical course
taught and text-books in use at the Military Academy 1839 and 1840 gives a complete
description of the course at that time:

Prograrnme of the course of mathematics as taught at the United States Military A.cadmny,
1839 and 1840.
ALGEBRA.

(Text-book, Davies' Bourdon.]

1. Preliminary definitions, explanations, and uses of the different algebraic signs
symbols, and terms; mode of reducing similar algebraic expressions.
2. Addition of algebraic quantities, with numerous examples.
3. Subtraction of algebraic quantities; transformations of polynomials, with
practical examples.
.
4. Multiplication of algebraic quantities, both monomial and polynomial, with
examples; examination of the product of homogeneous polynomials; greatest and
least number of terms in the product of two polynomials; formation of the squa_re
of the sum or difference of two quantities and of the product of the sum by the difference; decomposition of quantities into factors, with examples.
5. Division of algebraic quantities, both monomial and polynomial, with applications; mode of indicating the division when not possible and of reducing the _result
to its simplest form, ·with examples; value of the expression a 0 ; demonstration. of
the possibility of dividing the difference of two similar powers of two quantities
by the difference of the quantities.
.
6. Explanation and classification of algebraic fractions; mamrer of reducmg
them to simplest form; theory and use of the greatest common divisor; rules [or
reduction, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of fractions, with
examples; discussion of the result obtained by adding the same quantity to both
terms of a fraction.
7. Definition and classification of equations; explanation of the different transformations of equations of the first degree, with examples; solution of equations of
the first degree with one unknown quantity, with examples both literal and numerical; explanation of the manner of forming the equation of a problem from express
or implied conditions, with applications to numerous questions; explanation of the
three principal modes of elimination, and application to the solution of equations
containing two or more unknown quantities; distinction between determinate and
indeterminate quantities.
8. '£heory of negative quantities discussed and illustrated by several problems;

·

AO

0

explanation of the symbols 0 , A' and O ; discussion of particular examples which
reduce to form..g without being indeterminate.
9. Of inequalities and of the different transformations which can be performed
upon them, with examples.
10. Demonstration of the law of formation of the square, and thence the rnle for
the extraction of the square root of numbers; rule for approximating to the quare
roots of imperfect powers, whether entire or fractional, to within less than a gi,en
quantity, with applications; explanation of the term incommensurahle, irrational
and surd.
11. Extraction of the square root of algebraic quantities first applied to monomial. :
demon tratiou of the prin iplc that 'the squar~ root of a proclurt jg equal to th
product of the sqnar root of the several factors; explanation of imaginar., <J.nantities; demonstration of the law of formation for the square of any polynomial an l
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thence the rule for the extraction of the square root of polynomials, with applications; radicals and their classification into degrees; similar radicals; rules for adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing radicals of the second degree, with
applications; explanation of important transformations of radicals of the second
degree.
12. Equations of the second degree with one unknown quantity; their classification
and mode of solution, with applications; explanation of the roots of an equation of
the second degree, their properties; division of first member of an eq11ation into factors, with the general and complete discussion of the four forms of equations of the
second degree;- application of this discussion to the "problem of the lights."
13. Mode of estimating the degree of equations containing two unknown quantities; solution of some equations of the second degree of this kind; explanation of,
and means of solving trinomial equations.
(o) 14. Mode of extracting the square root of trinomials of the form of a ::l::vO,
with examples.
15. Application of preceding principles to the solution of many e'luations, and
questions depending upon equations of the second degree, containing oue or two
unknown quantities. Remark: Some of the equations and questions referred to in
this paragraph being difficult, the lower sections of the class are not required to
solve them.
16. Definition and theory of arithmetical proportions aml progressions. Determination of the formulas expressing any term, the sum of the terms, and the common
difference in both increasing and decreasing progression. Mode of inserting any
number of arithmetical means between two quantities.
17. The same with reference to geometrical proportions and progressions.
18. Demonstration of the law for the formation of the product of any number of
factors of the form (x-a) x-b-, etc. Explanation of the theory of permutations,
arrangements, and combinations, with its application to the demonstration of the
binomial theorem for the formation of any power of a binomial; consequences of
the binomial formula.
19. Demonstration of the law of formation of the cube of a number, and thence
the rule for the extraction of the cu be root with applications; the same extended to
any power and root of a number; mode of simplifying the extraction of roots of the
higher degrees; mode of approximating to the roots of imperfect powers whether
entire numbers, vulgar or decimal fractions, to within less than a gtven quantity,
with numerical examples.
20. Manner of forming the powers and extracting the roots of any degree of algebraic monomials; demonstration of the law for the formation of the cube of any
polynomial and thence the rule for the extraction of the cube root of a polynomial;
the same extended to any power of root of a polynomial, with examples.
21. Manner of simplifying and redncing radicals of any degree; of adding, subtracting, multiplying, and dividing them; also the formation of their powers aud
extraction of their roots; discussion of the different roots of a quantity and particularly of the roots of unity.
22. Theory of exponents, with rules for multiplying, dividing, formation of the
powers, and extraction of the roots of quantities affected, with any exponents.
(o) 23. Euler's demonstration of the binomial theorem i'n the case of any exponent.
24. Explanation of conveying and diverging series, with the means of approximating to the sum of the former kind in certain cases.
25. Theory of indeterminate coefficients and development of functions by means
of them.
• (o) 26. Explanation and formation of recurring series.
(o) 27. Explanation of continued fractions, with rules for approximating to their
value, and determining the degree of approximation; resolution of exponential
equations.
28. Complete theory of logarithms; explanation of manner of using them in multiplying, dividing, forming the powers and extracting the roots of numbers; formation of logarithmic series and explanation of mocle of calculating tables of logarithms.
(o) 29. General theory of equations; their properties; number and nature of their
roots; division into factors of different degrees; their transformations and compo.sition; complete theory of the common divisor and its application, elimination, and
the determination of final equations; formn,tion of cleri ved polynomi~ls; mode of
determining, and discussion of the equal roots of. equations.
(o) 30. Resolution of numerical equations of the higher degrees, determination of
the limits of their roots; :N"ewton's method of nn•ling the smallest limit in active numbers; demonstration of Descarte's rule for ascertaining the greatest number of positive and negative roots, properties of and mode of cleterminin_g the commens_ura ble
roots of numerical equations; Newton's method of approximatrn&' to the real mcommensurable roots when they di:ffe1· from each other by at least umty.
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[Text-book, Davies' Legendre.]

1. Preliminary definitions; explanation of the different kinds of plane geome rical figures, of the terms and symbols used.
2. Demon~tration of the geometrical properties of the right line; the conditions o
equality in angles and triangles and their properties; of the isosceles triangle;.
perpendicular and parallel lines; leasure of the sum of the interior and exterior
angles and triangles of polygons; properties of parallelograms.
3. Explanation of ratios and proportions, with their properties.
.
4. Definition of the circle and its different parts; their properties and connect10:n :
natnre of a tangent to a circle; conditions that two circles intersect or be tangen t ·
measurement of and mode of comparing angles, of inscribed angles.
5. Solution of problems relating to the right line and circle, including method of
drawing perpendiculars; geometrical construction of triangles and parallelogram ;
division of angles; inscribing and circumscribing circles in and about triangles; con
struction of tangent line to the circle; determination of the numerical ratio of two
right lines, arcs or angles, etc.
·
6. Definition and nature of similar figures; equivalent and equal figures; conditions that parallelograms contain equal'. arcs; relation between parallelograms ~nd
triangles of same base and altitude: proportions of different rectangles; determination of the measure of the area of the rectangle, parallelogram, triangle, and trapezoid of the square described upon the sum or difference of two lines; of the rectangle
upon the sum and difference; relation of the squares described upon the sides of a
scalem triangle; same with respect to the right-angled trfa.ngle; properties of stmilar
triangles; conditions for similar triangles; general properties of the right-angled
triangle; proportions of similar figures in general; properties of chords and secants.
7. Solution of problem depending upon the preceding principles, including division
of right line into proportional parts; construction of mean proportions; third and
fourth proportions; construction of squares which shall be equivalent to given
:figures; construction of similar :figures.
8. Regular polygons and their properties; manner of circumscribing them about
and inscribing them in a circle; measure of their angles and 3,rea when simila.r;
relation between them when inscribed in the same circle, or circumscribed about ~t;
measure of the area and length of the circumference of a circle; also the area of circular sectors; proportions of circles and their circumferences; calculation of the
approximate ratio of the diameter to the circumference of a circle.
9. Properties of the plane; definition; condition of equality and mode of comparing solid angles; construction of perpendicular to a plane; theories relating t,o the
intersection of planes; of parallel planes; equality of plane· angles when not in the
same plane; limits of the sum of the plane angles forming a solid angle.
.
10. Definitions of polyhedrons, different kinds; consequences of their intersection
by planes; regular polyhedrons; measure of the convex surface of a regular pyramid
and frustrum; measure of the solidHy of any prism; relation between prisms and
pyramids having same base and altitude; measure of surface of right prisms; proportions of parallelopipedons, when eqnivalent; measure of their solidity; measure
of the solidity of pyramid and of any polyhedron; comparison of similar prisms and
pyramids.
11. Definition of properties arid mode of generating the three round bodies; measure
of the convex surface and solidity of a cylinder; same with respect to a cone and
frustrum; relation between similar cylinders and cones; intersection of spheres QY
planes; position of tangent plane to sphere; measure of the surface generated by a
regular semi polygon revolved about a :fixed axis and its application to the determi nation of the measure of the surface of a sphere and zone; measure of solid generated
by a triangle revolving about a fixed axis, and thence of the solid generated by a
regular semipolygon and the application to the determination of the measure of the
solidity of a sphere; comparison of the surfaces and solidities of sphere and circum1,cribed cylinder; measure of the solid generated by a circular segment revolving
about a fixed axis; measure of a spherical segment.
12. Definition of spherical triangles and polygons; their properties, conditions for
equality; limits of the sum of their angles and the measure of their area; polar
triangles afid their properties; spherical lune and its measure; spherical pyramid
and wedge; construction of regular polyhedrons.
13. Numerons applications of algebra to the solution of geometrical problems.
Remark: The lower sections are required to solve but a portion of these problems.
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PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.

lText-book, Davies's Legendre.]

1. Its object.; manner of dividing the circumference; explanation of the different
trigonometrical lines employed and discussion of their value and algebraic signs for
different values of the arc.
_
2. Formulas expressing the value between the sine, cosine, and radius; the va,l ue
of the tangent, cotangent, secant, and cosecant; the relation between the tangent,
cotangent, and radius.
.
3. Formulas expressing the value of the sine aml cosine of the sines and difference
of two arcs, of tbe sine and cosine of a double arc, of the sine and wsine of half
an arc, of the sum ancl difference of the sines of two arcs; the same with reference
to the cosines of the product of the sine.and cosine, sine and sine, etc., of two arcs,
of the square of the sine, cosine, tangent, and cotangent of half an arc, of the tangent of the sum and difference of two arcs, of the tangent of a double arc, triple
arc, etc.
4. Various other formulas expressing a relation between the sum and difference of
the sines and cosines of two arcs, and the sine, cosine, tangent, etc., of one-half the
sum or difference of the same.
5. Expla,nation of the mode of calculating a table of natural sines, cosines, etc.
6. Explanation of the construction and manner . of using the common table of
logarithms, logarithmic series, tangents, etc.
7. Demonstration of the principles for the solution of all cases of rectilineal triangles, both right-angled and oblique.
/;. Explanation of the arithmetical complement of a logarithm and its use, with
the calculation of numerous triangles, including examples of every case by the aid
of logarithms.
SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY.

[Text-book, Davies's Legendre.]

1. Its object; relation of the sine of the angles to the series of the opposite sides;

formulas expressing the value of R' into the cosine of a side or angle, of the sine and
cosine of half an angle in terms of the sides, of the cosine of half a side in terms of
the angles, of the cotangent of one side into the sine of another; demonstration and
use of Napier's analogies.
2. Napier's circular parts and demonstration of his rules for the solution of rightangled spherical t:ciangles; application of logarithms to the solution of examples of
right-angled and qnadrantal triangles.
3. Explanation of the mode of solving all cases of oblique-angled triangles, with
practical examples in each case.
4. Applications of the principles of geometry and trigonometry to the mensuration
of the different geometrical surfaces and solids ( a portion of which are not required of
the lower sections).
DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY,

[Text-book, Davies.]

1. Its objects and its principles; manner of representing magnitudes on the planes
of projection; solution of the principal problems on the right line and plane.
2. Classification of lines; definition and nature of a tangent line.
3. Mode of generation and classification-of curved surfaces; of surfaces of revolution; mode of representing surfaces; definition, nature, and properties of tangent
planes.
4. Construction of tangent planes to the single curved surfaces of shortest distance
between two straight lines.
5. Construction of tangent planes to spheres and surfaces of revolution. Remark:
Two of the most complicated methods referred to are not required of the lower sections.
6. Construction of the intersection of curved surfaces and planes applied to the
intersection of cylinders and surfaces of revolution by oblique planes; construction
of tangent line to the curves of intersection; development of surfaces with application to cylinder and right cone with circular base.
7. Intersection of curved surfaces in general ancl mode of constructing tangent
line to the curve of intersection; applied to intersection of two cylinders and surfaces of revolution, to intersection of oblique cone and sphere with the development
of the cone; intersection of two cones.
.
( o) 8. Application of preceding principles to the construction of several practical
problems; also to the construction of spherical triangles.
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9. Spherical projections; first principles of orthographic projections; mode of projecting circles; construction of the projection of the sphere on the planes of the
equinoctial colure equator and horizon.
10. Principles of stenographic projections; mode of projecting circles, their poles
and tangents; construction of the stenographic projection of the sphere on the
equator, etc.
11. Nature, modes of generating, classification, and manner of representi ng
warped surfaces; construction of elements; conditions that warped surfaces be tangent; to each other along an element.
(o; 12. Properties of the conoid; hyperbolic paraboloid and hyperboloid of one
nappe.
13. Construction of tangent planes to warped surfaces.
(o) 14. Construction of tangent plane through a right line to any surface of revolution, and of right line to a curve.
(o) 15. Construction of the intersection of hyperboloid of revolution of one nappe
with oblique plane.
SHADES, SHADOWS, AND PERSPECTIVE.

[Text-book, Davies.]

1. First principles of shades and shadows.
2. Applications to the mathematica,l construction of the shades and shadows, of
the right line, the abacus and pillar, the liouse, the cyiinder, the rectangular abacus
and column; shadow of cylindrical aba,cus on a vertical wall; shade and shadow of
inverted frust rum of a cone, of a sphere, of an ellipsoid, of the niche; shade on the
torus.
3. Mode of constructing the brilliant points of surfaces.
( o) 4. The construction of the lines of shade and shadow on a surface of revolution.
( o) 5. Of the properties of the helicoid and its tangent plane.
(o) 6. The construction of the lin es of shade and shadow on the screw.
7. Object of perspective; prelimmary principles; direct method of constructing
the perspective of bodies, applied to a cube.
8. Method of constructing the perspective of point by means of diagon als and
perpendiculars; application to the construction of the perspective of four cubes
with their shadows, of four pyramids, of a circle, of a cylinder, frustrum of inverted
cone; niched sphere and groined arch, with their shadows, etc.
(o) 9. The construction of the perspective of a house, with its shades and shadows.
10. Mode of constructing Mercator's chart; panoramic views, etc.
11. The drawing in right lines of most of the problems above referred to.
SURVEYING.

[Text-book, Davies's Surveying.]

1. Description and mode of using the different instruments for drawing and lay~
ing off lines and angles; construction of practical problems.
2. Object of surveying; plane surveying; preliminary definitions.
3. Mode of measuring and calculating lines ancl angles, including the description
of the chain, tape, etc.; the manner of adjusting and using tbe theodolite.
4. .Application of principles to the measurement of heights and distances.
5. Methods of de~rmining distances with the tape or chain only.
6. Description and use of the surveying cross.
7. Mode of measuring the area of ground, of la.ying out and dividing land.
8. Description an d use of the surveyor's compass; manner of making notes on the
/ldd; different methods of platting the survey ; calculation of the area by means of
the traverse table, and double meridian distances; use of effects; method of supplying errors in field notes; mode of calculating the area by the use of a table of
11atnral sines .
9. Description of the mode of surveying the public lands.
10. Practical modes of determining the variation of the compass.
11. De cription and use of the plane table.
12. Description, manner of adjusting, and use of the level; determination of the
difference of level between any two points on the earth's surface.
13. Method of surveyino- for the purpose of showing the contour of a piece of
ground; mode of repre enting the horizontal curve of intersection by planes.
1-1. General description of the object and mode of surveying a harbor; method of
triangulation.
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ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY,

[Text-book, Davies.]

1. Object and preliminary definitions; mode of representing quantities by algebraic symbols; construction of algebraic expressions; of the roots of the equation
of the second degree.
.
2. Mode of solving determinate problems, applied to several examples.
(o) 3. Division of right line into extreme and mean ratio.
4. Object and nature of indeterminate geometry; nature of equations of ~.ines and
points; object and position of cooi;dinate axes; construction of lines by means of
their equations; determination and discussion of the equation of the right -line;
measure of angle between two right lines with conditions that they be perpendicular
or parallel; mode of determining the intersection of lines.
5. Obj ect of transformation· of coordinates and deduction of the formulas used in
all cases for lines in a, plane; nature and use of the system of polar coordinates, with
the formulas for transformation.
6. Classification of lines ; determination and discussion of the equations of a circle;
nature and position of its supplementary chords; determination of the equations of
its tangent and normal; determination and discussion of its polar equation.
7. Definition of ellipse; determination and discussion of its equations and properties; explanation of the different modes of constructing it; position, properties, and
construction of its foci; properties of its supplementary chords; determination
and discussion of the quations of its tangent and nomial; different modes of constructing its tangents; nature and properties of its conjugate diameters; its equation when
referred to them as axes, and manner of constructing them; determination and discussion of its polar equ:ation; measure of its area.
8. Definition of the parabola; determination and discussion of its equation; its
properties and modes of construction; position and properties of its focus; the
determina,tion of the equation of its tangent and normal; modes of constructin~ its
tangents; determination and discussion of its equation when referred to oblique
axes; position, properties, and mode of constructing its diameters; determination
and discussion of its po far equation; measure of its area.
9. Nature and properties of the hyperbola; determtnation and discussion of its
equations; mode of constructing it; properties of its supplementary chords; equations of its tangent and normal; modes of constructing its tangents; determination
ancl discussion of its equation when referred to its conjugate diameters; their properties ancl construction; nature and mode of constructing its asymptotes; their
properties; determination and discussion of its equation when referred to them as
axes; determination ancl discussion of its polar equation.
10. Determination ancl discussion of the particular equation which represents the
conic sections when referrecl to their principal vortex.
( o) 11. Discussion of the general equation of the second degree between two variables; classification of and analytical conditions for the curves represented by it;
determination of their limits; modes of construction, points in which they intersect
the axes of coordinates; their particular cases; discussion of numerical examples.
12. Nature and properties of centers and diameters; determination of the form of
the equation of the second degree when referred to them.
13. Mode of representing points a,n d lines in space; the equations of a point; determination and discussion of the equations of a right line in space; measure of angle
between t wo lines and conditions that they be parallel or perpendicular. ·
(o) 14. Determmation of condition which causes two right lines to intersect;
determination of the intersection of two curves.
15. Determination and discussion of_the equations of a plane and its traces.
( o) 16. Mode of determining the intersection of planes and surfaces; measure of
angle between two planes; conditions that they be parallel; properties of line and
plane; numerical examples.
(o) 17. Transformation of coordinates in space; determination of the proper formulas used; nature of polar coordinates in space with formulas for transformation.
( o) 18. Classification of surfaces; determination and discussion of the equation of
the sphere and of its tangent plane, of the cylinder and cone; equation of the intersection of the cone and plane determined and discussed; equations of surfaces of
revolution.
(o) 19. Discussion of general equation of second degree between three variables;
classification of t,he surfaces r epresented by it; their centers and center planes; equations of their tangent planes; their modes of generation.
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CALCULUS.

[Text-book, Davies .]

1. Nature and classification of functions; definition of a general rule for obtaining
the differential and differential coefficient of a function; demonstration of particular
rules for differentiating algebraic functions and obtaining the differential coefficient
of an implicit function, wHh examples.
2. Mode of obtaining successive differentials; demonstration and application of
Taylor's and McLaurin's theorems with examination of their failing cases.
3. Particular rules for differentiating exponential, logarithmic, and circular functions and applications to examples (the more difficult of which are not required by
the lower sections); developments of arcs and their functions with explanation of
their use in calculating tables of natural sines. etc., and ratio of diameter to the
circumference of a circle.
4. Nature of partial differentials and differential coefficients of a function of any
number of variables; mode of obtaining differential equations.
( o) 5. Differentiation of any function of any number of variables; development into
a series of any function of two Yariables; manner of eliminating constants from an
equation and its differential equation, being the terms of an equation of exponents.
6. Demonstration of the rules for determining the value of vanishing fractions,
with examples.
.
7. Complete discussion of the maxima and minima; states of a fraction of one
variable, with rules for determining them, with applications (the.more difficult of
which are not required of the lower sections).
8. Application of the differential calculus to the determination of the general
equations of a tangent and normal with application to particular curves; determi nation of the differential of an arc and area; use of the second differential coefficient
in determining the position of a curve with reference to the axis of abcissas.
( o) 9. Mode of ascertaining and constructing the asynoptotes of curves, applied to
the conic sections.
(o) 10. Characteristics and mode of constructing the singula,r points of curves.
11. Conditions and modes of ascertaining when two curves have any contact;
determination of the equations of orculatory curves; properties and use of the orcnlatory circle; measure of the curvature of curves; properties, mode of construction,
and determination of the equation of evolutes.
12. Transcendental curves; discussion of the equation and properties of the loga rithmic curve; determination of the equations of the cycloid and its evolute and
their properties.
( o) 13. Discussion of the equations and properties of spirals.
(o) 14. Determination of the equation ot a tangent plane to any surface.
15. The object of the integral calculus; determination of rules for integratinesimple monomial differentials; discussion of the arbitrary constant; integration of
particular binomials and of the differentials of logarithms and circular functions.
16. Mode of integrating by series; applied to numerous examples.
17. Conditions for the integrability of binomial differentials; integration by
parts, and determination of formulas for reducing binomial differentials (three of
which are not required of the lower sections).
18. Integration of all cases of rational fractions with examples (the more difficult
of which are not required of the lower sections).
19. Integration of irrational fractions composed of monomials; and of expressions containing
x bx x ex with applications (the most difficult of which are
omitted for the lower sections).
.
20. Application of the calculus to the rectification of plane curves; to the quadrature of curves; to the determination of the area of surfaces of revolution and the
cubature of solids of revolution (a portion of those applications are not required of
the lower sections).
(o) 21. Nature of double integrals, and their application to the determination of
a general expression for the cubature of any solid applied to t1e sphere.
General reniark.-Tbe whole course as detailed above is required of the higher sections of the third and fourth classes, while the subjects referred to in the paragraphs
marked thus, ( o) are not required of the lowest, in aP-cor<lance with paragraph_45,
academic regulations. The intermediate sections are required to learn such port10ns
marked (o) as they can without interfering with the other more important parts.

va

1 843 .

The following is the answer of the academic board in regard to certain objections
to the course of instruction made by a board of officers, of whi h Major-General
Scott was pre ident1 appointed in 1843 to inspect and report upon tho United tates
lilitary Academy: "The academic board believe that one of the most important
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objects of the Academy is to subject each cadet, previous to his promotion to a
bigLer grade in the Army, to a thorough course of mental as well as military discipline, to teach him to reason accurately, and readily . to apply right principles to
cases of daily occurrence in the life of a soldier. They are satisfied that a strict
course of mathematical and philosophical study, with applications to the various
branches of military science, is by far the best calculated to bring about this end,
and that the present scientific course at the Academy, the result of the experience
of many years, is in its main features such a course. They are aware that many of
the cadets, as is the case with most of those who pursue a scientific course at other
institutions, will have little occasion to make practical applications of the many
mathematical formulro with which they meet, and that they may h:we passed over
particular problems without thoroughly understanding their meaning in all their
points; still, if the course has been carefully taught, the reasoning faculties will
have been strongly exercised and disciplined and a system and habit of thought
acquired which are invaluable in the pur!'ijlit of any profession, and as desirable for
the infantry or dragoon officer as {or any other officer in service. The officer whose
mind has thus been disciplined, and who is not forgetful of the duty which he owes
to the Government that has furnished him with opportunities so valuable, will
acquire facts and information in whatever station the interests of the service may
place him. The discipline and system he will acquire at an early age only, and
nowhere so well as during his term of service at the Academy."
While it is al ways possible to improve the curriculum of this or any other institution, the objectio:p. to which the above is an answer is one that is constantly raised
by those who have had little or no experience in the development of the mental
faculties of youth. It would be well to have the above statement printed for the
iuformation and instruction of those well-meaning but narrow-minded friends ofthe
Military Academy who always desire a practical equivalent for each mental effort.
These same debit and credit mental protectors read of those who, hundreds of
years before Christ, raised exactly the same objections to the geometrical teachings
of Pythagoras and Euclid, without realizing that a han.d glass would exhibit to them
fair likeness.es of their ancient prototypes.
The course of instruction and the text-books in mathematics remained practically
the same from 1839 till 1843, when Church's Calculus was substitut3d for Davies's.
1852.

In 1852 Church's Analytical Geometry riplaced Davies's.
1855.

In 1855 the mathematical course was arranged and distributed as follows:
First yea1·, fifth class.-Algebra, Davies' Bourdon; geometry, Davies' Legendre;
trigonometry, DaYies; descriptive geometry, Davies.
Second year, fourth class.-Algebra, Davies' Bourdon; geometry, Davies' Legendre;
trigonometry, Davies; descriptive geometry, Davies.
Third year, third class.-Shades, shadows, and perspective, Davies; spherical projections and warped surfaces, Davies; surveying, Davies; analytical geometry,
Church; calculus, Church.
1856.
COURSE OF STUDIES IN MATHEMATICS AT THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,

First year,fifth class.-S'ame as in 1855.
Second year, fourth class.-Descriptive geometry, Davies; shade, shadows, and
perspective, Davies; spherical projections and warped surfaces, Davies; surveying,
Davies; analytical geometry, Church; calculus, Church.
Third year, third class.-Descriptive geometry, Davies; shades, shadows, and perspective, Davies; spherical projections and warped surfaces, Davies; surveying,
Davies; analytical geometry, Church; ca1culus, Church.
1857.
COURSE OF STUDIES IN MATHEMATICS .AT THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.

First 11ear fifth cla.ss.-Algebra, Davies' Bourdon; geometry, Davies' Legendre;
Trigonomet;y, Davies' Legendre; descriptive geometry, Davies.
Seconcl year, fourth class.-Descriptive geometry, Davies; shades, sh_adows, and perspective, Davies; spherical projections and warped surfaces, Davies; surveymg,
Davies; analytical geometry, Church; calculus, Church.
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The foilowing report made by Prof. Albert E. Church, in 1860, to a commission
appointed to examine into the organization * *' * course of instruction of the
United States Military Academy at West Point, of which Hon. Jefferson Davis was
president, contains a thorough description of the course in mathematics at that
period and the methods employed:
UNITED S1'ATES MILITARY ACADEMY, July 91, 1860.

SIR: In accordance with the request contained in your note of July 18, I h ave the
honor to submit the following replies to the questions proposed by the commission
instituted by the act of Congress of June 21, 1860:
I. The subjects taught in my department a.re algebra,, geometry, trigonometry,
mensuration; descriptive geometry, with its applications to spherical projections ;
shades, shadows, and perspective; anal7tical geometry, diiforential and integral
calcul ns, and surveying.
Algeb1·a.-The course of algebra comprehends all of the fundamental operations,
involution and evolution; transformation and reduction of fractions and radical
quautities; theory and solution of equations, including those of the higher degrees;
ratios and proportions; summation of series; nature, computation, and use of
logarithms.
This course is studied by the fifth class, and occupies the time from the 1st of
September to the 1st of January.
The first section of the class is, in general, required to study all contained in the
text-book now in use-Davies' Bourdon)s Algebra. The lowest section omits many
of the more difficult discussions and examples, the amount studied being less than
two-thirds of that required of the first section.
The intermediate sections in this, as in other subjects, omit more or less, according to their capacity and progress, in accordance with paragraph 43 of' academic
regulations.
.
Geometry.-The course of · geometry comprehends plane geometry, geometry of
volumes, and spherical geometry-nine books, as in the text-book, Davies' Legendre.
The entire course is required of every section of the fifth class, commencing after
the close of the January examination, about the 10th of January.
The first section finished jt about the 1st of March; the lowest about the 25th of
the same month; the other sections at intermediate dates.
T1·igonometry.-The course of trigonometry comprehends the deduction and analytical investigation of all the important trigonometrical formulas; the nature,
construction, and use of the various trigonometrical tables; and the solution of all
cases in plane and spherical triangles.
The entire course is required of every section of th~ fifth class. The :first section
commences it immediately after finishing geometry, and completes it about the 25th
of March.
The lowest section commences after· :finishing geometry, and completes it about the
25th of April.
·
Mensuration.-The course of mensuration comprehends the mensuration of the
various plane geometrical figures and volumes; and, with the exception of two or
three problems omitted by the lower sections, is required by the entire :fifth class.
It is studied immediately after trigonometry, and is acquired in two or three lessons.
Descriptive geornetry.-The course of descriptive geometry comprehends the rcp_resentation of lines and surfaces on planes; the classification and mode of generation
of l~nes and surfaces; the construction of their tangeut lines and planes; the inter.section and development of surfaces; the construction pf spherical triangle , of
spherical projections, of the shades and shadows of various objects and their perspectives. Each section of the fifth class commences the course immediately after
finishing mensuration, and studies as much as can be well acquired by the 8th or 10th
of May, when the class reviews the entire course previously studied, with the exception of algebra, which is usually reviewed by the first and second sections only,
preparatory to the June examfoation.
The fir t section of the fourth class resumes this subject about the 5th of November, after completing the course of analytical geometry (see below), the lo we. t
about the 25th of October, and both pursue it until about tho 5th of Decembe~
when the whole conr e of the term is reviewed, preparatory to the January e~am1nation. From the close of the examination in January-about tlle 15th-until the
5th of February the whole class is occnpiecl, three hours ench morning, in the mathematic~} drawing ac~demy, in drawing problem in shade , shadows, and perspec~ive.
In thl8 cou.r e, as m the algebra, many of the more difficult problems are omitted
by the lowest and other sections, the lowest section studying not much more than
half of that required b_v the :fir t.
Analytical geometry.-The cour e of amLJytical g ometry compr hend the con truction of algebraic equation ; solution of determinate problem ; determination aud
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discussion of the equations of the right line, :plane, ancl conic sections; discussion
of the general equation of the second degree, involving two or three variables;
determination of loci, etc.
This course is commenced by the fourth class on the 1st of September, and finished
by the :first section about the 5th of November and by the lowest about the 25th of
October. The :first section studies all the text (Church:s Analytical Geometry) with
the exception of ten or twelve pages; the lowest not much more than one-half.
Caloulus.-The course of differential ancl integral calculus comprehends the elementary principles and ·rules, with their application to maxima and minima; the
drawing of tangents, curation of curves, their rectification, quadratures, cubaturea,
construction, and discussion of the properties of curves and surfaces.
The fourth class commences this course about the 5th of February, and completes
it about the 15th of April, the :first section learning most of the text (Church's Differential and Integral Calculus); the lowest not more than one-half.
Surveying. -The course of surveying comprehends the principles ancl practice of
common land surveying, different methods of platting and calcu l ating the surveys,
trigonometrical surveying, measurement of heights and distances, use of instruments in platting, surveying, etc.
The entire course is requi~ed as in the text (Davies's Surveying), with the exception of a small portion relatrng to geodetic surveying, omitted for one or two of the
lower sections. The fourth class commences this course immediately after completing the differential and integral calculus, and :finishes it about the 7th of May, when
the mathematical course for the year is received, preparatory to the June examination.
II. The detailed programme of the course of studies in each of the branches of
the mathematical course has been arranged, after long experience and with various
modifications from time to time, w.ith special regard to the objects for which the
Military Academy is established. In my opinion it is not necessary to extend the
teaching in any direction; neither ought there to be any curtailment.
I consider the course of mathematics as now taught to all wbo pass their :final
examination sufficient to enable the cadet to acquire a thorough knowledo-e of all
the courses which follow it, and not more than sufficient to enable him to study with
advantage the course of natural and experimental philosophy, engineering, and
ordnance and gunnery. Moreover, I regard.the mental training of the pupil as one
of the great objects of the study of mathematics-a training particularly required
by the officer of every corps of the Army, and to which many of them owe their distinguished success; and I believe that the scientific reputation of the Academy-all
that distinguishes it from other institutions of learning-depends in a great degree
upon the thoroughness and extent to which the mathematics and its applications to
other sciences are taught, and to diminish them would seriously affect this reputation
and the success of the institution.
III. For the purpose of instruction and recitation in the mathematical department,
each class is divided into convenient sections of from ten to fifteen members each.
Two of these sections are instructed daily by one of the assistant professors under
the general supervision of the professor. Every member of each section is, if possible, required to daily explain, at the blackboard or wall slate, one or more propositions of the lesson given out on the previous day, and is thoroughly examined by
questions on a portion or all of it.
Points not well understood are carefully explained by the instructor or professor.
Each pnpH is also expected to make known all difficulties with which he may meet,
to the end that they may be at once removed, and a thorough understanding of each
lesson in order thus obtained. Ji,or the purpoMe of testing this understanding various practical examples illustrating the principles of the course are required to be
worked by the pupil at the hlackboard or slate.
The head of the department is also required to pass the hours of recitation in vis- ,
itingtwo or more of the sections, and is constantly occupied in explanations of the
prindples of the course and their applications, either to the entire section by a
familiar conversational lecture, or in particular explanations of the more difficult
points to individuals.
A uniformity of method of instruction is thus secured to all the sections, while
the relative merits of each pupil are thus in detail made known to the professor,
and transfers from section to section of those making the most or least progress can
be made without inconvenience or injustice.
In descriptive geometry most of the elementary problems are illustrated and
ex.plained by the professor from models in the section room and also from a set of
models in the mathematical room.
In surveying, the pupils, in addition to the explanations of the construction and
use of the instruments, are required afterwards to use them practically 0;1 the fie~d.
I know of no modifications in the method of instruction calc11lated to improve 1t.
The method in the branches of descriptive geometry and surveying may be made
more effective by the further addition of models and instruments.
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IV. The only practical instruction given in my department, except the exercises in
_the practical sol ution of examples and problems before referred to, is the instruction
in the drawing of problems in shades, shadows, and perspective, and the instruction
on the field in surveying. In this latter branch each section of the fourth class is
sent into the field, in charge of its proper instructor, during the hours of morning
recitations, in the months of April and May, whenever the time can be spared and
the weather will permit.
.
As much time is allowed as will enable every attentive pupil to become familiar
with the use of each of the common surveying instruments; though it is impossible
in this limited time to make anyone a practical surveyor. It is desirable that more
time should be given to this practice, as well as to the instruction in drawing.
V. From three and a half to four hours should- be given daily by the cadet to render him thoroughly proficient in· the prescribed lessons of the mathematical course.
No modifications are proposed which would affect this time.
VI. Each cadet of the fourth and fifth classes is occupied an hour and a half daily
in the mathematical recitation or section room, or in the field, except during the
practical instruction in drawing, when three hours in the drawing academy are
rnquired.
VII. I do not consider the amount of study required ill the fifth class such as to
overtax the pupil.
·
I was satisfied at the time of the adoption of the programme for a :five years'
course that more was required of the fourth class than its members could learn with
that thoroughness which is absolutely necessary to make accomplished and welltrained scholars.
I am confirmed by experience in this opinion, and although the course of this class
has been since somewhat modified by the omission of a portion of the course of English,
I still think that more is required than it can accomplish with advantage. The difficulty is not so much in the amount of time requisite for the study and recitation of the
lessons as in the mental confusion which must arise from the multiplicity of subjects.
No student should be required to prepare himself by previous study for recitation
in more than two distinct subjects a day, particularly when one of them is scientifi~;
and each lesson, as far as possible, should be recited before it is necessary to begm
the study of the other.
VIII. In my own department I seldom see any indication of overwork or weariness
of study. I see much more of an inclination to get along with as little study as possible. In fact, my frequent inquiries of the members of the two classes under my
charge have shown me that the ins,tances are many in which the cadet does not industriously occupy all the time which should be devoted to the study of his lessons, and
which I think can and will be devoted by an ambitious student without overwork or
weariness.
I have little opportunity of observing in other departments except at examinations,
where I see no such indication.
IX. In my opinion the programme of the present course of studies is imperfect
and has failed to answer the purposes contemplated at the time of its adoption. I
think we have fallen into an error in attempting to combine too much of a thorough
literary with a thorough scientific and military course of instruction. By the introduction of a multiplicity of subjects without a corresponding increase of time we
have endangered the accomplishment of the latter course, to which the Military
.Academy owes its reputation and success, and from which its graduates have derived
the systematic and thoughtful habits which have made them distinguished as effective officers or citizens.
The interests of the Academy require that the programme should be carefully revised
and so modified as to make it more in accordance with what the experience of the
last six years has clearly indicated. One of the greatest obstacles to a successful
prosecution of the course ,of studies at the Academy is the want of previous proper
study on the part of many of the cadets of the simple elementary branches prescribed
by law as required for their admission. I do not think it proper to increase the munber of these branches, instruction in which is now within the reach of every American
youth (unless, perhaps, that of geography might be included), but I do think it essential that a more thorough knowledge should be required.
A hurried and by no means strict examination here results annually in the rejection
of many of the candidates for admission, who have come from a long distance and
been subjected to great expen, e. Could several candidates to fill each vacancy be
carefully examined in the simple branches required in the di trict or State from which
they are to be appointed, and the best one selected, the Academy would receive a far
better material and be able to give better results.
Very respectfully,
•
A. E. CHURCH,
Profeaaor of Mathematics, U. S. JI. A.
Lieut. J. C. IVR ,
Secretary of Oonirnittee, eto.
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In 1862 the mathematical comse was the same as in 1857, except that the first
year's was the fourth class and the second year's was the third class.
1863.

In 1863 a pamphlet on trigonometry was substituted for Davies' Trigonometry.
1864.

In 1864 Church's Descriptive Geometry was introduced and ,studied by the fourth
class.
1865.

In 1865 Church's Descriptive Geometry and Spherical Projections replaced Davies'
in the third-class course.
.
1866.

In 1866 Church's Shades, Shadows, and Perspective was substituted for Davies' in
the third-class course.
In 1866 the following law, approved June 16, was passed, increasing slightly the
requirements for admission:
·

[Extract.]

. SEC. 2. * * * '' And in addition to the requirements necessary for admission as
provided by the third section of the 'Act making further provisions for the Corps of
Engineers,' approved April 29, 1812, candidates shall be required to have a knowledge of the elements of English grammar, of descriptive geography, particularly of
our own country, and of the history of the United States."
From 1866 to ll:S78 no change of importance was made in the mathematical course.
1878.

On March 30, 1878, the long and valuable career of Professor Church was brought
suddenly to an end by his death. For nearly forty-one years he had served as professor of mathematics. For forty-eight years he ht1d taught mathematics at the
Academy. J<"'rom the time of bis entrance to the Academy in 1824 until his death in
1878, a period of nearly fifty-four years, he was aw_a,y from the Academy about two
yean,.
[Extracts from Cullum's Register.]

*

*

"Punctual to the minute, the professor was always in his seat to hear the recitations of his pupils.

*

*

*

*

"With the utmost amiability and patient painstaking he would eliminate every
knotty point by a .few sagacious sugg(2stions, and, even for the dullest, simplified
them by some familiar illustration, so that none except the utterly deficient failed
to be taught. Besides the mathematical instruction thus implanted, be required
great precision of language in the demonstrations of the subject under discussion,
thereby making the mental drill in the recitation room as exact as the parade drill
iu the field.
'' Church, as a member of the academic board, was invaluable, not only because
of bis sagacious opinions, but on any doubtful question his accurate memory could
alwaye furnish a precedent in point.
• "With strict fidelity and conscientious impartiality he merged all personal interests in the welfare of the Academy.
"He has left a strong impress upon the Military Academy, which will not soon be
effaced.
He was the author of four text-books, which, at the time they were written, were,
without exception, the best of their kind in this country.
.
In 1842 he wrote his Calculus; in 1851 the Analytical Geometry; in 1857 the Tr1gonometry, and in 1865 he published his Descriptive Geometry, including the subjects
of spherical projections, shades and shadows, and perspect_ive.
In all of these be exhibited a clearness of language which has served as a model
for most modern write1·s of mathematica,l text-books.
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Church was more of a geometrician than algebraist. His Descriptive Geometry
was relatively his b est production. His Calculus was distinguished for its clear
statements of methods and rules. As a teacher and demonstrator h e was distinguished to a high degree.
The philosophy of mathematics did not impress him as very important for st1;1-. dents. Even in his preferred subj ect, descriptive geometry, h e r a th er urged h1s
pupils to follow the established rules of construction instead of trying to see t~e
magnitudes in space. In the Calculus he ignored any attempt to defin e or put a differenti al or its coefficient in a t a ngiule form.
Demonstrations were more to his taste than applications. He was in clined to. the
student who, in beautiful, clear, and concise language, could show how to obtain a
result, rather than to one who merely produced the answer.
·
Under Church the mathematical d emonstrations were more perfect a nd complete
than at any other time in the history of the Academy.
The following extracts from a :eaper entitled "Personal reminiscen ces of the
United States Military Academy," which was written and read by Professor Chur?h
at a meeting of the United States Service Institute two days before his death, will
ever form a portion of the reliable history of the institution:

*

·!f

;,

•

*

*

*

*

"The requirements for admission in 1824 were simply arithmetic, reading:, and writiug. In arithmetic we received daily and very thorough instruction, our instructors
being generally those cadets who during the term-had acted as assistant professors.,
receiving therefor $10 per month and many extra privileges, including the important
one of keeping a waiter. In this subject these instructors were able to form an
approximate opinion in regard to those who were duly qualified, and as a consequence the examination of most of us in it was hurried and slight. To many n_ot
more than one or two questions were asked, while to those who were deemed do_ubtful
much more time was g iven and their proficiency fully tested. We were r eqmred to
read and write in the presence of the academic board. Very few comparatively were
rejected. Over 100 of my class were admitted. At the January examination 93 were
examined and about 20 found deficient and discharged. June left us with onlJ: 54and graduation with only 33, 9 of these having been turned back from t.he precedmg
class. From my recollection of my classmates and from my experience and close
observation since, I am satisfied that our candidates at that time and for a number
of years after were in the three branches required better prepared than those of later
years. Why, I do not pretend to say, but I have strong opinions on tlle subject.
Pai·ticularly do I think young men were better readers and spellers than now.
"I would say, moreover, that this opinion is in no way founded upon the fact that
more are rejected now than then.

*

*

"The course of studies at this time was theoretically nearly the same as no'_V·
The Superintendent, Colonel Thayer, after the labor of years had succeeded m
organizing a course which be deemed best fitted to nn Americau military educationa course calculated to cultivate the powers of thought rather than store the men:iory.
This was a problem of no little difficulty. His exnerience in the French military
schools and his extended acquirements made it one of deep interest to him and had
prepared him for its solution. His guiding principle was thoroughness in everything-thorough teaching, thorough learning-and though th ese could only be
attained after long experience, h e laid a firm foundation for them, and to him, more
than any other man, does th e Military Academy owe that which is now the source
of its great reputation, viz, its thorough t eaching of a few rather th an a smattering
of many things. He rightly believed t hat a military education must be found ed ona
mathematical training and knowledge, hence he gave in the course that prominence,
which they h ave ever since r etained, to mathematics, natural and experimental
philosophy, and engineering .
.
"Limited to four years in time he could not, with his ideas of thoroughness m
these important branches, and in such spflcial military knowledge as he d eemed particularly necessary to the educated soldier, do that which has been often a n d vainly
attempted since, crowd into this time a greater part of the literary course of our
colleges.
"The modes of inst ruction, t oo, w ere entirely new and t he tex t-books ver y i mp erfect.
The professors and t eachers had themsel ves to learn the true use of th e bla ckboard
and the strict and detailed manner of demonstration, and in the first year or two of
my time, h ad, wit h perhaps a single exception, failed t o imbibe the sp irit w hich the
Superintendent was, by personal exertion, striving to instill into all. T he a ssistants
were at this tim e mostly cad ts of t he higher classes, with their own le sons t o study
and entirel y without experience.
" Ju algebra, the be t t ext- book that could be obtained in the Eng li h Jangua~e
was a poor tranl.llation of Lacroix. In geometry, though various editions of Euclid
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were in vogue, we had a translation of Legendre, really the foundation of our present
text, but :filled with inaccuracies and imperfections not all of which b.ave to this day
been eliminated. In trigonometry, a translation of a work by Lacroix. In de.s criptive, a small work by Crozet, a French officer, graduate of the polytechnic school,
and who had been professor of engineering here. This contained only the elements,
without application to the intersection of surfaces or to warped surfaces. These,
with the whole of shades, shadows, and perspective, stone cutting, and problems in
engineering, both civil and military, were given by lectures to the whole class by
the r espective professors. Notes were taken by the cadets, the drawings made in
our rooms before the next morning, then presented for examination, and at once
recited upon, previous to the following lecture. You will understand how this
could all be done when I tell you that in the departments of mathematics, philosophy, and enµ:incering, the sections, of over 20 cadets each, were kept in three hours
daiJy. Of course, the real teachers in these subjects were those cadets ,-,,,ho made
careful notes, finished their drawjngs early in the d ay, made the demonstrations to
their classmates, and lent their drawings for copying. Great skill was acquired in
making these copies. A clear and large pane of glass was placed on the top of the
washstand, a lighted candle underneath the :finished drawing on the glass, and the
paper for the copy on top, and every point quickly marked with a pencil. Several
copies of the same drawing were thus made. Of course, the number of drawings
made by each cadet was much greater than now. I think I b ad over 50 full sheets.
"In the third class we had, in the higher sections of analytical geometry, Biot's
work on this subject in French (a work scarcely surpassed since) ; in the lower a
small English work the name of which I have forgotten. In the calculus the higher
sections had, also in French, the work of Lacroix, which all my pupils know I still
regard as the best model on the subject; and the lower, an inferior w ork by Boucharlat, also in French."
Edgar ·w. Bass was appointed professor of mathematics, United States Military
Academy, April 17, 1878.
1879.

After careful consideration it was deemed best (1879) to change the order of certain
branches, to transfer the accurate constructions of problems in descriptive geometry
to the department of drawing, and to introduce a few lessons in the subj ect of least
squares.
The change as made is indicated iu the following resolution:
''The professor of mathematics submitted the following resolution, affecting the
course of studies in bis department and the department of draw ing, and upon motion
it wns adopted:
·
"Besolved, That the following changes in the order of instruction of the several
branches of the mathematical course be adopted by the academic board.
"1. That the instruction in surveying be transferred from the third-class t o the
fourth-class course, and to follow immedi at ely after trigonometry.
'' 2. That the instruction in analytical geometry shall follow immediately after
surveying in the fourth-class course, and be continued in the third-class course until
:finished.
"3. That the subject of de'scriptive g eometry shall follow immed_iately after
analytical geometry.
·
"4. Tl.lat the accurate construction, with a right-line pen, of the various problems
in shades and shadows, linear perspective and isometric projections, now under the
direction of the mathematical department, be discontinued, and that the same shall
hereafter form a part of the course in the d epartment of drawin g . The time for
making such drawings to follow, as nearly as possible, the termination of the study
of the principles relating thereto in the department of mathematics/'

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

The academic board of the United States Military Academy respectfull y recommend
to the honorable Secretary of War that Chauvenet's Treatise on the Method of
Least Squares be authorized as a text-book to be used in the mathematical course.
'The grounds for this recommenda tion are, that knowledge of this bran ch of mathematics is required in the subsequent course of philosophy in this -academy, and in the
redu ction of observations, in general, which officers of the army are frequently
reqnired to make, especially in geodetfo and a-stronomic measu r ements.
The proposed text-book is believed to be the best separate publication on. the
subject ..
1 880.

In April, 1880, a pamphlet entitled "Notes on determinants," by Lieut. J. G. D;
Knight~ was introduced as an essential part of algebra for the upper part of the
classes, and was taught in jive lessons to the first secti~n of the thi~d class.
'f'h~ following is a detailed programme of the course m mathematics as then est.a:b:
lishetl.
W.A.R96-VOL, I--49
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DETAILED PROGRAMME OF THE COURSE OF MATHEMATICS.

Fourth-class course in mathematics.
[September to January.]
ALGEBRA (DA VIES' NEW BOURDON, EDITION OF 1877).
·1
1

Number Average
of lesnumber
sons.
of pages.

First section:
.Advance to page 396 .. ____ -·· ··- ______ -'----- ________________________ .... ····--

!~;Jr~l:~;~e~
Last section:

~~i~:~ 396-:::::::: :: :: ::::: ::::::::: :: :: ::: ::: :::::::::::: :: :

7

55
30
17

12½
22½

49
28
21

11
15

6

Advance to article 264, page 341 (omit ar t.icles 133, 199, 200, 208, 253, and 254,
Fi~~f r~~1:<;~ess:1:n~~~~- ~~~~: ::: :: ::: : : : : : : : : : ::::·~~:: :::: ::: :: : ::: :: : : : ::: : : :
General r eview . Same_. ______ . _____ .. __ ....... __ ....................... ·- .. .

6

[January 10 to June.]
PLANE GEOMETRY (DA. VIES' LEGENDRE, EDITION OF 1875).
First section~
A.d vance to page 272 ancl introduction to trigonometry (1~ pages) ... _. __ ... _..
First review (omit appendix and introduction to trig onometry) . _.. __ . _____ ..
General review (omit appendi x a nd introduction to trigonometry)- __ . ... _. __ .
L::1:Jt section:
A<lvance to page 259 an d introduction to t r igonometry . ___ .. ____ ...... __ . . __ .
l!'irst review (omit int r od nction -to trigonometry)._._ .. __ .. __ ... _. __ .. ____ ._ ..
General review (omit introduction to trigonometry) .. __ . __ ..... _._._ .....• _..

:: I

9½

17½
25½

10

9

29
15

16½
221

11

TRIGONOMETRY, PLANE A ND SPHERICAL (CHURCH).
First section:
.
Omit article 41; advance . ___ . __.... ____ ___ _____ ·- ...... _____ . ------ .... __ . _..

g:\t ~:-ti\:~·, !:~e~:i~~;i~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Last se<,tion :
Omit art.icle 41; advance ... ___ .. ·----- ______ -····· --- - - . -----· ___ - - -- --------Omit article 41, fin-it review .. . ____ .. _. ___ . ___ .... -... _- - - ............. . .... . . .
Omit article 41, general review .. __ .. -.. - . - .... . ..... - .. - . - -............. . . . - .

5

13

9½

7
5

13
5

13

9½

7
6

11

SURVEYING (DA VIESJ.
First,section-From page23 to 219 (omit 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, and from 40 toBook
11, 137, 138,139) :
.Advance .. ____ ...... ... .... ...... ..... - ..... - ..... - - - - - - - - - - . - -. - . - . -. - . - .. -. - First redew . _____ -- - __ .. ____ . ____ .. ---- -· . _. _________ .. ______ ---·-· ______ . __ _
General redew ________ . __ .. . __ .. ___ .. __ _____ .. _____ .. __ .. __ ... ___ . ___ . ___ _.. _
Last section-Omit same as first section :
Advance._ . ___ . __ - -. - __ . __ . __ .. _.. ____ ....... __ . __ . _..... __ . . _.. __ ..... ______ .
First review. ___ . _. ___________ --- - __ --- - -- · ------··-·- _______________________ _
General review ___ . _..... __ . _. ___ . . _. . ____ . __.. _. ____ .. _... __ .. __ . . . _....... _.

6

12
28

4

42

16
8
4

21
42

14

10½

ANALYTICAL GEqMETRY (CHURCH).
First section:
.Advance to page 106 ___ . _. -·-··- ____ .. -----· · ··-·- ·--· ________ . ______________ .
Fir ·t review to page 91. __ .. __ . _. ___ ___ ___ . _. _____ .. _. __ _. _. _. . . _..... ___ . _. _.
General review to page 91 . __ . __ ... _... _. ______ . _. _.... _. _____ _... _.. __ . _____ _
Last section:
Advance to page 78. --· ______ _··-- .. __ - · -····------ ______ . _. __ . _____________ . _
First review. - .... - - - _. _... _. ___ ... ___ . ___ . _. ___ . ______ . ______ .. _. __ ___ . . ____ _
General review. __ ._. _______ . . _.. ___ ... _.. __.. . _. __ . _. ... ____ .. _.. ___________ .

71

15
23
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Third-class course in mathematics.
[September .to January.]
ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY (CHURCH).
Number Average
of l es· number
sons.
of pages.
First section-"-From article 66 through (omit 184, 185, and from 211 to 231):
Advance ......................................... .. ................ . ......... .
First review ................... .................. ... .....•....................
General review ...... ..... ...... .... ... .... .... .. ............................ .
Last section-From 66, through (omit 122, 184, 185, examples page 238, 201, and
from 211 to 231) :

it;:~~~i~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
General review ... . .... ........................................... . .......... .

21
11
10 ·

8½
16¼
18

25
16
13

7
11
13¼

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY (CHURCH).
First section-To Part III (omit 134):
Advance ......... ....... ... ... ........ ...•...............•.•. •.... ... ....... ..
First review ........................................•.........................
General review . ....... .. ............... ... ............ .....•.................
Last section-To Part II (omit 56,103,104,133,134,139,140, 141, 150, 151, 152, 175,
and 179):
Advance . ............ ......... ................. .............................. .
First review .........• ..•..• •... . ...... .. ..•..................................
General review .. .. .... ...... .................. ...... •..••••........•.........

30
16
11

27
15
9

3f
6J

11

[January to June.]
First section-From Part III, through:
Advance .............. .................•.•...•....•••• •...••..................
First review ........................................................... ... ... .
Genaral review ................................ .. ............................ .
Last section-From Part II, through (omit 220-221, 229,258,259,288) :
Advance .............••.......................................................
First review ....................•........... . ....••..... .. ......... . ..........
General review ........•.•......•................•...•.......•....••..........

10
6
4

15
9
7

~

10

CALCULUS (CHURCH).
First section-Entire book:
Omit from page 202 to Part II (204-212, inclusive, 224-230, inclusive, and 232);
advance ................................................................ . ... .
Omit 166,167, from 186 to 193,200, from 204 to 216, from 218 to 222,224 to 231,
232, and 267, and after 271; first review .................................... .
Omit 59 in addition to above; general review .. ..... .... ...... ............... .
Last section:
·
Advance to article 261, page 351 (omit 59,113 to 117, 128to 131, 152to 154, 166-167,
186-187, 192, 199, 200, 203 to 216, 218 to 231, 232); advance ..................... .
First _review _(in addition to above omit 188 to 192)First review ........•................•.........•.............•........... .
General review ................•.......•.....•............................

44

8

23
17

13
18

45
24
17

DETERMINANTS (PAMPHLET BY LIEUT. J. G. D. KNIGHT) .

Ffr1r;;::r::: ::::::::::: ::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::::::: :: :::::: :::: :: :::: :: ::: :::::::J

31··········
2 ••··••••••

LE.A.ST S'QU.A.RES (CHAUVENET).

Fi,"1~~':1..::---------------------------------------------------------'. -----------I

10

1--·· ....
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1885.

Previous to 1885 the weekly maximum marks for the different sections of a cl3:ss
were generally different. This necessitated a reduction before marks given in different sections could be compared. It was then determined to make the weekly
maximum the same for all sections of a class in auy one subject. The maximum -w-as
determined by the greatest number of recitations made by any individual of -the
class, multiplied by 3.
1887.

In 1887 an elementary treatise on determinants by Prof. W. G. Peck was substituted for the pamphlet theu -in use.
·
In 1887 a pamphlet entitled, Introduction "to the Calculus, by Prof. E. W. Bass,
was introduced to replace the first part of Church's Calculus.
'1.888.

In 1888 Elements of Trigonometry, by Lieut. I-I. I-I. Ludlow, was substituted for
Church's Trigonometry.
1889.

In 1889 a pamphlet entitled, Part I, Differential Calculus, by Prof. E.W. Bass, was
substituted for the corresponding .part of Church's Calculus.
1891.

In 1891 The Theory of Errors and Method ·of Least Squares, ·b y William W. Johnson, professor of mathematics ·iri ·the ·united States Naval Academ-y, ·was introduced
to replace Chauvenet's.
· · ·
1893.

In 1893 a third pamphlet entitled, Part II, Differential Calculus, was substituted for
the last port.i on of Church's Differential.
The chair of associate professor of mathematics was established, and First Lieut.
Wright P, Edgerton, Second Artillery, was appointed.
1896.

In 1896 Bass's Differential Calculus replaced the pamphlets on the same subject
previously in use.
PART II.
STATEMENT OF THE PRESENT COURSE, GIVING TITLES OF TEXT-BOOKS, FULL LIST OF
SUBJECTS_. NUMBER OF .LESSONS IN EACH S UHJECT·ADYANCE AND REVIEW, LENGTH
OF LESSONS, HOURS OF STUDY, LENGTH OF RECITATIONS, TOTAL NUMBER OF
HOURS DEVOTED TO EACH SUBJECT DURING THE TERM, INSIDE A._"iD OUTSIDE THE
SECTION ROOM, NUMBJJ:R OF LECTURES AND SUBJECTS OF LECTURES, DIFFERENCES
IN COURSE FOR HIGHER AND LOWER SECTIONS, ETC.

For the study of each lesson in mathematics three and a half hours is arranged
for.
The recitations are daily (Sundays except ed) between the hours of 8 and 11 a. m.
One-half of a class recites from 8 to 9.30, and the other from 9.30 to 11.
To the subject of algebra four months is allotted, giving in general 102 recitations,
arranged as follows:
·
Upper / Lower
sections. ·section~.
50

Advance lessons ..................................................... .... ........ .
J<'irst review ............. _.......................................... __ ........... .
General review ................... _.............................................. .
Extra ................................................................ ... ....... . . .

19
1 or 2

2
22
1 or 2

Total. ...... .................. .... ........................ ................. .

102

102

53
28

On advance the npper section average about 7t pages, and the lower about st.
The first-review les on are about double the advance, anq the general-review are
equivalent to about three advance lessons.
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The following is a list of the daily lessons in algebra.

It will be observed that

tlie principal difference between subjects taken by the upper and lower sections is

that of the theory of equations:

Fourth-class coui·se, Septembm· 1, 1895, to January 1, 1896.
[Corrections and omissions marked in text.book.]
.ALGEBRA (DA.VIES' BOURDON), 1877 EDITION.
No. of lesson.

All sections.

1. .............. Advance to Chapter II, p. 23.
2.... ........... Advance to 23, p. 31.
ll.... . . . . . . . . . . . Advance to 31, p. 39.
4 . ......... . .... Advance to 41, p. 46.
5 .... ..••. ...... R eview to 25. p. 33.
6 ............... Review to 41, p. 46.
7............... Advance to 43, p. 52.
8.............. . Advance to 55, p. 59.
9 ............... Advance to 61, p. fi6.
10 ............... Advance to 76, p. 74.
11. .............. Advance to 80, p. 82.
12............... Advance to 90, p . 89.
13............... Advance to problem 10, p. 97.
14. . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .Advance to 92, p. 101.
15 .. ............. Review to 55, p. 59.
16. ....... ....... Review to 76, p. 74.
17............... Review to 90, p. 89.
18 . .... .. ..•.... . Review to 92, p.101.
19 .............. . Advance to problem 1, p.109.
20 ........ . ..... . Advance to 22, p. 114.
No. of
l esson.

Upper sections.

No. of lesson.

All sections.

21 ..............
22 ... ... . . . .. ...
23 ... . ..........
24·. .............
25 ..............
26 ..............
27..............
28 .......... ....
29 ..............
30 •.•...........
31..............
32 ..............
33 ..... .. .......
34..............
35 .....•.•......
36..............
37....... . . . . . . .
38..............
39...... . . . . . . . .
40 .....•.•......

Advance to 100, p.121. ·
Advance to Chapter V, p.128.
.Advance to approximate, p.133.
Advance to 109, p.138.
.Advance to 113, p.144.
.Advance to 119, p. 152.
.Advance to II problems, p. 160.
.Advance to 125, p .166.
.Ad,7ance to 2°, p.172.
.Advance to 133, p.178.
Advance to example 13, p. 186.
.Advance to problem 7, p.191.
Advance to 141, p .196.
R1:,view to 98, p. 116.
Review tc Cha,pter V, p. 128.
Review to 110, p.141.
Review to 123, p. 155.
Review to 127, p. 169.
Review to 134, p. 182.
Review to 141, p.196.

Intermediate sections.

·I

Lower sections.

Advance to 142, p . 201.
Advance to 144, p. 208.
Advance to 150, p. 215.
Advan ce to 154, p. 222.
Advance to 159, p. 229.
Advance to 164, p. 234.
.Advance to 168, p. 241.
.Advance to 178, p. 246.
.Advance to 187, p. 252.
.Advance to 192, p. 259.
Advance to 201, p. 268.
Advance to 203, p. 272.
Advance to 209, p. 281 .
Advance to 215, p. 288.
Review to 145, p. 208.
Revi ew to 151, p. 218.
Review to 158, p. 227.
Review to 165, p. 237.
Review to 178, p. 246.
Review to 191, p. 257.
Review to 201, p. 268.
R eview to 206, p. 276.
Review to 215, p. 288.
.Advance to 222, p. 293.
.Advance to 227, p. 297 .
.Advance to Table If, p. 7a.
.Advance to 232, p . 303.
.Advance to 238, p. 308.
.Advance to 245, p. 315 .
.Advance to 249, p. 320.
.Ad Yance to 1°, p . 329.
.Advance to 259, p . 334.
Advance to 262, p. 339.
Review to 226, p. 296.
Review to 233, p. 304.
Review to 242, p. 312.
Review to 249, p. 320.
Review to 3°, p. 331.
R eview to 262, p. 339.
General review to 31, p. 39.
General r eview to second
principle, p. 54.
82 ......... Rev iew to 296, p. 396 ............. <lo ..................... . General review to 70, p. 68.
Gen
eral review to 90, p. 89.
83 ......... General review to 42, p. 51. ..... do ...••.......•••.......
84 ..•••.... General review to 73, p. 71 .... ... do .....••••••.•••••••.•. General review to 92, p. 101.
41. ........ Advance to 143, p. 203 ...... Advance to 143, p. 203 ...... .
42 ......... .Advance to 147, p. 211. ...... .Advance to 146, p. 210 ...... .
43 ..... .... .Advance to 152, p. 220....... .Advance to 151, p. 218 ...... .
44c ......... .Advance to 159, p. 229 ... .. .. 1 .Advance to 157, p. 226 ...... .
45 ......... .Advance to 165, p. 237 ...... · /. Advance to 162, p. 233 ...... .
46 ......... .Advance to 178, p. 246 ....... Advance to 168, p . 241. ..... .
47......... .Advance to 191, p. 257 . ...... 1 Advance to 180, p. 249 .. . .. ..
48 ...... ... .Advance to 199, p. 265 ....... 1 Advance to 191, p. 257'. ..... .
49 ........ : .Advance to 204, p. 274 ....... 1 .Advance to 199, p. 265 . ..... .
50......... .Advance to 210, p. 282 ....... 1 Advance to 204, p . 274 ...... .
51. ....... . .Advance to 219, p. 290 ....... I .Advance co 210, p . 282 ..... ..
52 ......... .A'.dvance to 227, p. 297 ....... .Advance to 219, p. 290 ..... ..
53......... A.dvan ce to Table II, p. 7a . . 1 .Advance to 227, p. 297 ...... .
54 ........ . Advance to 233, p. 304 ....... ; .Advance to Table II, p. 7a ..
55 ......... .Advance to 245, p. ,n5 ..... ·.-1.Advance to 233, p. 304 ...... .
56 . ........ .A.dvance to 251, p. 322 .. ..... Advance to 242, p. 312 ...... .
57 ...... ... Advance to 3°, p. 331. ....... 1 .Advance to 249, p . 320 ...... .
58 ......... Review to 146, p. 210 ........ ' Advance to 255, p. 328 ...... .
59......... Review to 155, p. 223........ Review to 145, p. 208 .... .. ..
60 ......... Review to 165, p. 237 ........ Review to 153, p. 221. ...... .
61.... . .... Review to 185, p. 251........ Review to 162, p. 233 ..... .. .
62 ......... Review to 179, p. 265 ........ Review to 176, p. 246 ....... .
63 ......... . Review to 208, p. 277........ Review to 192, p. 259 ....... .
64 ......... Review to 219, p. 290 ........ Review to 202, p. 269 ...... ..
65 ......... Review to 233, p. 304 ........ Review to 209, p. 281. ..... ..
66......... Review to 247, p. 317........ Review to 220, p. 291. ...... .
67 ........ . Review to 255, p. 328 ... ... .. Review to 233, p. 304 ...... ..
68.. . .. .. . . .Advance to 261, p. 337....... Review to 24 7, p. 317 ....... .
69. .. . . . . . . Advance to 265, p. 344....... Review to 255, p. 328 ....... .
70 ......... Advance to 268, p.1152 ....... .Advance to 259, p. 334 ..... ..
71......... Advance to 272, p. 360....... .Advance to 263, p . 340 . .... ..
72 .. . .. . . . . Advance to 2°, p. 367........ Advance to 277, p . 365 ..... ..
73 ......... .Advance to 281, p. 373 . ...... .Advance to 4°, p. 369 ....... .
74 ......... .Advance to 284, p. 379 ...... : .Advance to 282, p. 375 ...... .
75 ...... . .. Advance to 289, p . 386 . ...... Advance to 284, p. 379 ...... .
76......... Advance to 294, p. 393..... . . Review to 263, p. 340 ..... .'..
77......... Advance to 296, p. 396...... . Review to 4°, p. 369 ........ .
78......... Review to 265, p. 344........ Review to 284, p. 379 ...... ..
79 .. . ...... Review to 272. p. 360.... .. . . .Advance to 286, p. 384 ..... ..

:t:::::::
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No. of
lesson.

~

Upper sections.

Lower sections.

Intermediate sections.

(i-eneral review to exam.P
25, p.114.
General review to 104, P- 128General review to 113, P- 144General review to problem.s-s
p.160.
89...... . . . General review to 128, p. 170 ...... do ....... ..... .. ....... . General review to 128, p. 17 90 ........ ·1 General review to problem ..... do ..................... . General review to 137, p. J..849, p.191.
91......... G_eneral review to 147, p. 211. ..... do .......•••••••••.•.... General review to 141, p. 19692 ......... General r eview to 162, p. 233 ..•... do ..... .. .............. . General review to 146, p. 21093 ......... General review to 189, p. 255 ...... do ..................... _ General review to 158, p. 227 94......... 1 General review to 204, p. 274 ...... do .............•........ Gtmeral review to 168, p. 24195 ........ · I General revtew to 220, p. 291. ..... do ......... ... .•. ....... General review to 192, p. 25996 ......... General review to 240, p. 310 ...... do ......... . ........... . General review to 206; p. 27{>97 ......... , General review to 255, p. 328 ...... do ..................... . General review to 220, p. 29198 ......... General review to 266, p. 34.8 ...... do ..................... . General review to 233, p. 30499. - · ..... -1 General review to 277, p. 365 . ..... do ..................... . General review to 245, p. 315.
100 .. ..... .. General review to 285, p. 380 ...... g.o .................... .. General review to 255, p. 328.
101......... General review to 296, p. 396 ...... do ..................•... General review to 269, p. 3-39.
102 ......... Extra for instruction ....... ..••. do ..................... .
Do.
85.. .. .. . . . General review to problem Advance to 286, p. 384 ......
10, p. 97.
86......... Generaheview to 25, p.114 ....... do ..................... .
87......... General review to 105, p. 132 ...... do ..................... .
88......... General review to 119, p.152 ..••. do ..................... .

1

1

1

a Mathe.matical tables.

From which it appears that about three hundred and six hours are devoted to the
study of algebra, and one hundred and fifty-three hours to recitations and instruction in the section rooms.
To the subject of elementary geometry, eight and one-half weeks, 51 lessons, is
devoted as follows:
·

I

Number Average
ofles- numberpages.
sons.

Advance lessons .••..••..• •.•..•••••.................•.. .... .......... .... -.....• .
First review .....••.......................•.........•........... ...............•••
General review •• , ............................................... , ............... .

27
14
10

Total .................................... .... ........ ...... ........... ..... .

51

10½
20

28½

The difference in this course between the upper and lower parts c,f a class consists
in giving the upper part a great many more extra problems and new propositions to
prove.
The following is a list of the daily lessons in geometry, from which it will be s~n
about one hundred and fifty-three hours are devoted to the study and seventy-six
and one-half hours to recitations and instruction in the section rooms:

Fourth class.-Plane geometry (Da·vies' Van Amringe), 1885 edition.-Advance and first
1·eview and general review.

I

January.

All sections.
Advance to P. 2, p . 21.
Advance to 9, p. 28.
Advance to 18, p. 37.
Advance to 26, p. 45.
Advance to 5, p. 56.
Advance to 5, p. 65.
Advance to 15, p. 75.
Advance to J., p. 84.
Advance to 16, p. 93.
Advance to 6, p. 104.
Advance to 15, p. 114.
Advance to 23, p .123.
Advance to 1. p.133.
Advance to 3, p. 145.
Advance to 11, p. 155, paper
and limits.
Advance to 2, p.167.
Renew to P.15, p . 34.
Review to 3, p. 55.
Review to 14, p. 74.
Review to 16, p. 93.

February.

All sections.
Advance to 13, p.177.
Advance to Book VII, p. 189.
Advance to P . 7, p. 199.
.A.dvance to 15, p. 209.
A.dvance to regular polyhe·
drons, p. 219.
Advance to P. 5, p. 232.
Adv1tnce to 13, p . 242.
Advan ce to 2, p. 252.
Advance to 9, p. 261.
.A.dvance to 17, p. 271.
Advance to appendix, p. 2i9
(wedge and prismoid).
Review from 2, p.167, toBook
VII, p.189.
Review to P. 15, p. 209.
Review to 3, p. 230.
Review to Book IX, 250.
Review to P. 15, p. 268.
Review to appendix, p. 270
(wedge anu prismoid).
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Foiirth class.-Plane geometry (Davies' Van Aniringe), 188b ed'itions.-Advance and first
· revit!w and general 1·eview-Continued.
January.

All sections.
Review to
Review to
Review to
Review to

February.

12, p. 111.
26, p . 128.
7, p. 149.
2, p.167.

All sections.
General review to 26, p_. 45.
General r eview to 15, p. 75.
General review to 6, p . 104.
General review to 28, p. mo.
Genera l r eview to 11, p. 155.
Genera l r eview to 18, p. 181.
General review to 14, p. 208.
General review to 7, p . 234.
General review to 6, p, 257.
Genera l review to appendix,
p. 279 (wedge and prismoid).

·Re-marks.-270 pages; 27 advance lessons, average 10 pages; 14 first r eview lessons, average 19f
pages; 10 general r eview lessons, average 27 pages; totai, 51 les sons; 8½w eeks for plane geometry.
Extra exercises with each lesson graded according to section.

In trigonometry thirty lessons are taken, reqmring :five weeks, as follows:
Number Average
oflessons. pages .
.Advance lessons ........ ...... .............................. ..................... .
First review .............. ..... .................................................. .
Genera~ review ................................. _................................ .

16
7

Total ...•................••...................................•.............

30

7

The upper sections, on advance, take a chapter on trigonometric developments and
a chapter on solution of trigonometric equations, which are omitted by the lower
part of the class.
About ninety hours are devoted to the study of this subject and forty-five hours
to recitations and instruction in the section rooms.
The daily lessons are as follows:
Fourth class.-Trigonometry (Ludlow), third ediUon.
Upper sections.
Advance to 17, p.18.
.,Advance to 40, p. 31.
Advance to 54, p. 43.
Review to 54, p. 43, from 10, p. 13.
Advance to 62, p. 54.
Advance to 69, p. 65.
Advance to 73, p . 73.
Mathematical tables and use (10, p. 8 to
21, p. 24).
Advance to 81, p. 89.
Advance to 92, p. 99.
A.d vance to 105, p. 111; read 100.
.Advance to Part II, p. 123. .
Review to 69, p. 65; from 81, p. 89.
Review to 101, p. 106 (omit 99-100).
Review to Part II, p. 123 (omit 104) .
Advance to 117, p. 131; read 114.
Advance to 126, p. 141; read 119,123,125.
Advance to 133, p.149.
Advance to VII, p.157 .
Advance•to 143, p. 165.
Advauce•to end, p .174.
From Part II, p. 123Review to 124, p.140 (omit 114,119,123).
R e1"iew to VII, p.159 (omit 125 and 136).
Review to end, p.174.
General review to 51, p. 37.
General review to 62, p. 54.
General review to 92, p. 99(omit Chapters
Vancl VI).
General review to Part II, p.123 (omit 99,
100,104,108).
~~:;:"' ,oviow to 124, p.140 (omit 114,119,
eneral review to VII, p. 157 (omit 125
anJ 136).
eneral review to end, p.174.

March.

Lower sections.
Advance to 14, p . 16 .
Advance to 31, p , 26.
Advance to 51, p. 37.
Review to 51, p. 37; from 10, p. 13.
A.dvance to 56, p. 45.
Advance to 62, p . 54.
Advance to 69, p. 65; Note, p. 61, stam1ard.
Mathematical tables and use (10 p., 8 to 21,
24); read 16, 17, 20.
A vance to 92, p. 99 (omit Chapters V and
VI) .
Advance to 105, p. 111 (omit 99,100, and104) .
Advance to Part II, p.123 (omit examples,
pp.121.122).
Review to 62, p. 54.
} From 51, p. 37
Review to 92, p. 99.
(omit as on
Review to Part II, p.123.
advance).
Advance to 117, p.131 (omit 114).
Advance to 124, p. 140 (omit 119 and 123).
Advance to 129, p . 146 (omit 125).
Advance to 136, p. 153.
Advance to 140, p. 159.
Advance to 144, p.167.
A,lvance to end, p . 174.
From Part II, p.123Review to 124, p.140 (omit 114,119, and
123).
Review to VII, p.157 (omit 125 and 136).
Review to end, p.174.
General review same as upper sections.
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From twenty-five to twenty-eight lessons are assigned to surveying, as follows:
Upper
Low-er
sections. sections.
Advance lessons ......... _.. . . . .................. : ..... _•.... _................. _..
Ffrst review lessons ... __ .............. . ... . ........ _... _.•. _.....• _............. _.
General review lessons ............ . ................. . .......•................... _.

14

Total ................. _........ ..... ..................... . ........... . .... _.

25

16
B
4

7
4

28

Nearly half of the recitation hours in this subject are devoted to the use of the
ordinary surveying instruments in the field.
·
In the g ener al re view quite a number of subjects relating to tables and adjustment
of instruments are omitted.
The upper sections devote about .seventy-five hours to the study of this subj ect and
tha lower sections about eighty-four. From thirty-seven and a half to forty-t wo
hours are devoted to recitations and instruction, about half of which is outside the
section room and iu the field with instruments.
The advance lessons average from 16+ to 14+ pages, the first review from 32 to 287
and the general review 70.
The daily lessons are as follows:

Surveying (Davies' Van Amringe).-Omissions marked in text-book.
UPPER SECTIONS.
Advance to 79, p. 53.
Advance to 108, p. 74.
Advance to 125, p. 90.
Advance to 9, p. 108.
Advance to 165, p. 145.
Advance to 180, p. 157.
Advance to 193, p . 168.
Advance to 210, p. 190.
Advance to 233, p. 205.
Advance to 254, p. 221.
Advance to 268, p. 234.
Advance t o 285, p. 249.
A dvan ce to 298, p. 26a.

Advance to 349, p. 217.
Review to 108, p. 74.
R eview to 9, p. 108.
R eview to 180, p. 157.
Reviflw to 210, p. 190.
Review to 254, p. 221.
Review to 285, p. 249.
Review to 349, p. 317.
General revit-w to 125, p. 90.
General review to 204, p. 184.
General review to 267, p. 233.
General review to 349, p. 317.
LOWER SEC'rIONS.

Advance to 76, p. 51.
Advance to 97, p. 71.
Advance to 123, p. 84.
Advance to 134, p. 97.
Advance to 149, p. 131.
Advance to Hi5, p. 145.
Advance to 179, p. 156.
.Advance to 190, p.166.
Advance to 210, p.190.
Advance to 225, p. 203.
Advance to 250, p. 217.
Advance to 267, p. 233.
Advance to 280, p. 246.
.Advance to 291, p. 256.

Advance to 335, p. 301.
Advance t o 349, p. 317.
R eview to 97, p. 71 .
Review to 134, p. 97.
R eview to 165, p. 145.
Review t o 190, p. 166.
Review to 225, p. 203.
Review to 267, p. 233 .
Review to 291, p. 256.
Review to 349, p. 317.
General review to 125, p. 90.
General review to 204, p. 184.
General r eview t o 267, p. 233.
General review to 349. p. 317.

Sixty-six recitations, requiring el even weeks, ar e allotted to the study of analytic
geometry.
All sections take ver y nearly the same course, the upper sections gaining about three
recitations.
Upper
Lower
sections. sections.
Advance le sons ...............•. ........•....•...•...•.... . ... . ......... _....... .
First review les ons . ..........•...................••.•••..... _....•••........... .
General review lessons .......... . .. .. ..• .................. ...•...... . ............

34
17
12

37
17
12

Total .. ... •... ........ - - ............................................. ...•..

63

66

The fourth clas begins tbiA snbject in April and takes 12 lessons.
In , eptember the third clas · takes it up with a review le on of the part already
studied and continues the subject until finished about the 1st of November.
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From Qne hundred and eighty-nine to one hundred and ninety-eight hours are
devoted to the study of ·this subject and from #ninety-four and one-half to ninetynine are taken up in the section room with recitations and instruction. The :first
review l essons average 15 pages and the general review average 20 pages.
The lessons are as follows:
Analytic Geometry (Church).
Upper sections.

\ April.

Advance to "the second," top p. 9.
Advance to 9, p. 16.
Advance to 14, p. 24, Part II.
Advance to 26, p. 34.
Advauce to 31, p. 40; paper.
Advauce to 41, p. 48.
Advance to 48, p. 56; paper.
Advance to 54, p. 64 .
Advance to 62, p. 72; papers .
Advance to 66, p. 78.
From 14, p. 24Review to 31, p . 40.
Review to 48, p . 56.

Lower sections.
Advance to "the second," top p. 9.
Advance to 9, p. 16.
Advance to 14, p. 24, Part II.
Advance to 23, p. 31.
Acl vance to 27, p. 36, and paper.
Advance to 32, p. 41.
Advance to 39, p . 46 .
From 14, p. :l4, Part I I Review to 27, p . 36, with paper.
Review to 39, }J, 46.
Review to 39, p. 46 (give out corrections
for future).
Advance to 46, p. 54; paper.
Advance to 50, p. 60.

Upper sections.

Lower sections.

Review to 48, p. 56 (give out corrections).
Review to 58, p . 68.
Review to 66, p. 78.
.Advance to 71, p. 87.
Advance to 77, p. 93.
.Advance to 83, p. 102.
Advance to 91, p. 110.
From 48, p. 56Review to 66, p. 78.
Review to 77, p. 93.
Review to 91, p. 110.
Advance to 96, p. 116.
Advance to 103, p. 124.
Advance to 106, p. 131.
Advance to 118, p.139.
Advance to 126, p.147 (omit 122) .
Advance to "first," p. 154.
Advance to 138, p . 162.
Advance to equation e, p.170.
Advance to 154, p. 177.
Advance to 161, p.184.
Advance to 166, p. 192.
Advance to 167, p.199.
From 90, p. 108Review to 103, p. 124.
Review to ll8, p. 139.
Review to 134, p. 156 (omit 122).
Review to equation e', p.170.
R eview to 161, p . 184.
Review to 167, p.199.

Advance to 57, p. 67.
Adv~nce to 63_, p. 74 (take formula, § 62½;
omit deduction of same) .
Advance to 68, p. 82 .
Advance to 74, p. 01 (omit as marked in
standa,rd) .
From 39, p. 46Review to 50, p. 60.
Review to -63, p. 74.
Review to 74, p . 91.
.A.clvance to 81, p. 97.
Advance to 8'1, p. 103.
Advance to 91, p. 110.
Advance to 96, p.116.
Advance to 103, p. 124.
Advance to 106, p.131.
Advance to 117, p.139.
Advance to 126, p.147 (omit 122).
AdvaD(:ie to "first," p.154.
Advance to 137, p. 161.
From 74, p. 91Review to 84, p. 103.
Review to 96, p. 116.
Review to J 06, p. 131.
Review to 126, p . 147 (omit 122).
Review to 137, p . 161.
Advance to equation e', p. 170 (omit 139
and 140).
Advance to 153, p.177.
Advance to 159, p. 183.
Advance to 164, p . 189.
Advance to "thiru," p. 196.
Advance to 169, p. 201.

Upper sections.
Advance to 171, p. 207.
Advance to 175, p. 213.
Advance to 179, p. 220.
Advance to 192, p. 235 ( omit 184-186) .
Advance to 3, p. 243.
Advance to 204, p. 250.
Advance to 220, p. 268 (omit 211-219).
.Advance to 237, p . 285 (omit 220-231 except
225-226) .
From 167, p.199Review to 175, p. 213.
Review to 192, p. 235 (omit 184-186).
Review to 208, p. 252.
Review to 237 , p. 285 (omit as before) .
Descriptive geometry :
Advance to 20, p. 10 .
Advance to 29, p. 15.

October.

Lower sections.
Advance to 172, p. 209.
Advance to 177, p . 217.
Advance to 182, p. 223.
Advance to 193, p. 236 (omit 184-180).
Advance to 4, p. 243 (omit problems 12 and
13, p. 238).
Advance to 206, p . 251 (omit 201 except
italics) .
Advance to 220, p. 268 (omit 211-219).
Advance to 237, p. 285 (omit:l20-231 except
225-226) .
f
From 137, p. 161Review to 153, p.177 (omit 139-140).
Review to 164, p. 189.
R eview to 169, p. 201.
Review to 177, p. 217 .
Review to 193, p. 236 (omit 184-186).
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.Analytic Geomet?-y ( Church )-Continued.

I

Upper sections.

October.

Lower sections.
From 137, p. 161-Continued .
_ _
Review to 208, p. 252 (omit as oet:ore)Review to 237, p. 285 (omit as before From 39, p. 46General review to 57, p. 67 .
General review to 74, p. 91.
General review to 91, p. 110.
General review to 106, p. 131.
General review to ":first," bottom of
p.154 (omit 122).
General review to 153, p.177 (omit 139
andl-!0).
General review to ''third,'' p. 196.
General review to 177, p. 217.
General review to 4, p. 243 (omit 184186 and problems 12 and Vl, p. 238).
General review to 237, p. 285 (omit as
before).

l ~ t i v e geometry-Continued.
Advance to 36, p. 19.
A.dvance to 40, p. 21.
Advance to 44, p . 24.
.Advance to 48, p. 26.
Ge~eral review same as lower sections.

Descriptive geometry is taken up by the third class immediately after the conclusion of analytic geometry. Forty-five lessons are taken before the examination in
January and 28 after, making in all 73.

!=:::

Number
of l es· of pages
sons.
daily.
Advance lessons . .. . .•..........•........................•.....................••.
First review ...............••.........•.........................................•.
General review .............•...........•.•.•.••....•.......... . ......•..........•.
Total .. ...........•.•.... : •...........•...•.................................

40
20

4to 5
8 to 10
14
to 15
,

____ ____
73 1······ ....
13

The lower sections omit several subjects relating to warped surfaces which the
upper sections take, ::tnd the upper sections only take five lessons in determinants.
About two hundred and nineteen hours are devoted to the study of this subject,
and one hundred and nine_ and one-half hours are taken up with recitations and
instruction in the section rooms.
The lessons are as follows :
Third class.-Descriptiiie Geometry.
~ P P " =d ,.;ond ,e,tion,.
Review to 29, p. 15.
Review to 40, p. 21.
Review to 48, p. 26.
.Advance to 52, p. 29.
Advance to 55, p. 31; papers.
Advance to 60, p. 36.
Advance to 70, p. 40.
Advance to 82, p. 47.
Advance to 90, p. 51.
Advance to 99, p. 56.
Advance to 108, p. 61.
From 48, p. 26Review to 55, p. 31.
Review to 70, p. 40.
Review to 90, p. 51.
Review to 108, p. 61.
Advance to 122, p. 66.
Advance to 131, p. 71.
Advance to 140, p. 76 (omit 134).
Advance to 150, p. 81.
Advance to 160. p. 88.
Advance to 166, p. 94.
Advance to 172, p. 99.
Advance to 177, p.103.
Advance to 1 i , p.109.
Advance to 191, p.113.
J! rom 108, p. 61Review to 131, p. 71.
Review to 150, p. 81.
Review to 166, p. 94.

Lower sections.

November.

Advance to 18, p. 8.
Advance to 28, p. 15.
Advance to 34, p.18 .
Advance to 39, p. 21; paper.
Advance to 43, p. 23.
Advance to 46, p. 25.
Review to 28, p. 15.
Review to 39, p. 21.
Review to 46, p. 25.
Advance to 49, p. 27.
Advance to 52, p. 29.
Advance to 55, p. 31.
.Advance to 60, p. 36 (omit 5G; paper).
Advance to 70, p. 40.
Advance to 80, p. 46.
Advance to 89, p. 50.
Advance to 98, p. 55.
From 46, p. 23Review to 52, p. 29.
Review to 60, p. 86 (omit 56).
Review to 80, p. 46.
Review to 98, p. 55.
Advance to 105, p. 59.
Advance to 121, p. 65 (omit 118, J19).
Advance to 180, p. 71.
Advance to 142, p. 77 (omit 132,133, 134.,
137, 140,141).
Aclvance to 154, p. oo (omit 149,
152).
.Advance to 162, p. 91.
, Advance to 169, p. 96.

1.,.
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Third class.-Desm·iptii•e Geonietry-Continuecl.
Upper sections.

December.

Review to 177, p.103.
Review to Part II, p. 113.
Advance to 12, p.11 (determinants).
Advance to 15, p. 20.
Advance to 19, n. 28.
Advance to 23, p.37.
Advance to 2i, p. 45.
Review to 27, p. 45.
Gene.ral review same as lower sections.

31

Upper sections •
.A.dvance to equinoxial colure, p. 118.
Advance to 204, p.121.
From Part II, p. 113Review to 204, p. 121.
Advance to 215, p. 127.
Advance to 222, p. 132. '
Advance to Part III, p. 140.
From 204, p.121Review to 222, p. 132.
Review to Part III, p. 140.
.A.dvance to 248, p . 146.
.A.dvance to 252, p.149.
Advance to 258, p. 153.
Advance to Part IV, p. 157.
From Part III, p. 140Review to 252, p. 149.
Review to Part IV, p.157 .
.A.dvance to 276, p. 164.
.A.dvance to 284-, p. 169.
From Part IV, p.157Review to 284. p. 169.
Advance to 287, p.174.
.A.dvance to curve of shadow, p.178
.A.dvance to Part V, p. 186.
.A.dvance to end, p. 192.

Upper sections.

Lower sections.
.A.dvance to 176, p.102 (omit 175 ancl. top
p. 98).
Advance to 184, p.109 (omit 179).
Part II, p. 113 (omit 187).
From 93, p. 55Review to 121, p. 65 (omit 118,119).
Review to 147, p. 77 (oruit132, 133,134,
139, 140,141).
Review to 162, p. 91 (omit 149, 150, 152).
Review to 176, p. 102 (omit 175 and
top p. 98).
Part II, p. 113.
General review to 37, p.19.
General review to 46, p. 25.
General re view to 55, p. 31.
General review to 80, p. 46 (omit 56).
General review to 105, p. 59.
General review to 142, p. 77 (omit 118, 119,
132, 133, 134, 139, 140,141).
General review to 169, p. 96 (omit 149,150,
152).
Part II, p .113 (omit 175, 179, and top p.
98).

January.

Lower sections.

10

.A.dvance to equinoxial colure, p. 118.
Advance to 2U4, p.121.
From Part II, p. 113Review to 204, p. 121.
Advance to 215, p.127 .
.A.dvance to 220, p. 130.
Part III, p.140 (omit 220,221,227,229).
From 204, p. 121Review to 220, p. 130.
Review to Part III, p. 140 (omit 220,
221,227, 229) .
Advance to 247, p.145.
Advance to 251, p.148.
.Advance to 254, p.150.
Advance to Part IV, p.157 (omit 258-259).
From Part III, p. 140Review to 251, p. 148.
Review to Part IV, p. 157 (omit 258,
259) .
.A.dvance to 274, p.163.
Advance to 283, p.168.
From Part IV, p. 1,57Review to 283, p. 168.
.A.dvance to 286, p. 172 .
.A.dvance to 289, p.180 (omit 288) .
.A.dv:wce to 295, p.188.
.A.dvance to end, p. 192.

February.

Lower sections.

From 284, p. 169:_
Review to cur;ve of shadow, p.178.
Review to end, p. 192.
From Part II, p.113General review to 215, p. 127.
General review to 248, p. l.46.
General review to Part IV, p. 157.
General review to 287, p.174.
General review to end, p. 192.
Intermediate examination.
11

From 284, p. 169Review to 289, p.180 (omit 288).
Review to end, p. 192.
From Part II, p. 113General review to 215, p. 127.
General review to 247, p. 145 (as before).
General review to Part IV, p. 157 (as
before).
Gene.ral review to 286, p. 172.
General r eview to end, p. 192.
Descriptive Geometry, Part II, p. 113 to
end.

The third class begins the Calculus about the middle of February and :finishes it at
the end of May.
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The lower sections take 93 lessons and the upper 83, as· follows :
Upper
Lo-wer
sections. sections.
Advance lessons ...•...•. ·....•...........................................•........
First review lessons_ ...••.......•.....................•••...................•.... General review lessons ...................•...................•...........•......• -

46
22
15

Total·················· · ···································-·-·············-

49
25

19
93

The daily lessons nre as follows, including 10 lessons which the upper sections take
in least squares: The upper sections take in all 467 pages, and the lower take 413
pages. On advance the upper sections average 10 pages and the lower sections about
8½ pages.
.
On the first review the advance sections omit several subjects, and the average 1s
20 pages. The lower sections average on the first review about 17 pages. On the
general review the upper sections t,ake about 28 pages daily and the lower about 22.
The upper sections devote two hundred and forty-nine hours to the stndy of this
subject and one hundred and twenty-four and one-half hours to recitations and
instruction in the section room. The lower sections devote two hundred and seventynine hours to study and one hundred and thirty-nine and one-half hours to recitations.
Third class.--Calc'ulus.
Upper sections.

Lower sections.

Advance to 17, p.15.
Advance to 33, p. 27.
Advance to 50, p. 38.
Advance to 62, p. 49.
Advance to 69, p. 62.
Advance to 78, p. 72.
Review to 33, p. 27.
Review to 62, p. 49 .
Review to 78, p. 72.
Advance to "In order," middle p. 82.
Advance to 85, p. 92.
Advance to 92, p.102.
Advance to 13, p.1]3.
Advance to 103, p.121.
Advance to 106, p. 131.
Advance to 110, p.141.
Advance to 115, p. 154.
Advance to 118, p.162.
Advance to 123, p.170.
From 78, p. 72Review to 85, p. 92.
Review to 13, p. 113.
Review to 106, p. 131.
Review to 115, p. 154.
Review to 123, p. 170.
Advance to exn,ruple 6, p.177.
Advance to 16, p.187.
Advance to 129, p. ]96 (read example 60,
p.192).
Advance to 131, p. 206 (read 130).
Advance to 137, p. 217.
Advance to 139, p. 230.
.Advance to bottom, p. 242.
From 123, p . 170Review to example 16, p. 187.
Review to 137, p. 217 (omission in
standard) .
Review to bottom, p. 242 (in red).
Advance to 163, p. 234 (old pamphlet).
Advance to 167, p. 245.
Advance to 173, p. 258.
Advance to top, p. 268 \Omit 177).
Advance to 193, p. 278 (omit 187).
Advance to 204, p. 289.
Advance to exam pl 5, p. 299.
Ad,auce to example 8, p. 309.
Ad,ance to end , p. 319.
Renew to 169 p. 247 (omit 162,165,and 166.
Renewto187,p. 271 (omit173,176,ancl J7'i.
Review to exampl , p. 297 (omit 187,188
to 193,198,200 to 204) .
Review to end, p, 319.

.

Advance to 17, p. ]5 (omit 12 and 13).
Advance to 32, p. 25.
Advance to 47, p. 35.
Advance to 57, p. 44.
.Advance to 63, p. 52.
Advance to 67, p. 59.
Review to 32, p. 25.
Review to 57, p. 44.
Review to 67, p. 59.
Advance to 75; p. 68.
Advance to 80, p. 76.
Advance to example 36, p. 85.
Advance to 87, p. 95 (omit 85 and 86).
Advance to 93, p.104 (omission, p.104).
Advance to 13, p. 113.
Advance to 103, p. 121.
.Advance to 106, p.131 (omit 104).
Advance to 110, p. 141.
Advance to 115, p.154 (omit 111).
Review to 80, p. 76 ( from 67, p. 59).
Review to 87, p. 95 (omit 85, 86).
Review to 13, p. 113 (omission, p.104).
Review to 106, p.131 (omit 104).
Review to 115, p.154 (omit 111).
Advance to 118, p.162.
Advance to 123, p.170 (omit aA in Stand·
ard; on advance omit pp. 168,169).
Advance to 126, p.179 (omit as in Stand·
ard).
Advance to Axample 25, p.190 (omit as in
Standard).
Advance to 131, p. 206.
Advance to 136, p. 213.
Advance to problems, p. 221.
Advance to 139, p. 230.
From 115 to p. 154m·
Review to 123, p. 170 (omit a
Standard).
Redew to example 25, p. 190.
Review to 136, p. 213.
Review to 139, p. 230.
Advance to bottom, p. 242 (omit as in
Standard, old text).
Advance to 161, p. 229.
Advance to 167, p. 245 (omit 162,165,166).
Ad Yance to example 3, p. 254.
Advance to 185, p. 267 (omit 173,176, 177).
Advance to 193, p. 278(omitl 7; readl92).
Advance to 204, p. 289 (omit 1!)81 200 to
204).
Advance to 2Jl, p. 304 (omit Chapter
XVIII, xc pt reacl 20 , 209).
Advance to example 4, p. 312.
Advance to end, p. 310 .
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Taird class.-Calculus-Continued.
Upper sect-ions.

March.

Advance to 160, p. 217 (Church, integral
calculus).
Advance to 165, p. 227.
Advance to 169, p. 234-.
Advance to 174, p. 242.
Advance to 178, p. 250.
Advance to 186, p. 258 (omit 184).
Advance to examples, p. 266; paper.
Advance to 197, p. 273.
Advance to 203, p. ~82 (omit 199, 200).
Advance to 231, p. 314 (omit 204 to 213,
214-215, 220-221, aJld 224 to 311) .'
Advance to 239, p. 326 (omit 232).
Advance to bottom, p. 335.
Advance to 253, p. 342.
Advance to 259, p. 349,
Review to 166, p. 229 (integral).
Review to 175, p. 245 (omit 166,167).
Review to 188, p. 260 (omit 184,186,187).
Review to 197, p. 273 .
·
Review to 233, p. 320 (omit ason advance).
Review to 246, p. 333.
Review to 259, p. 349.
Advance to 23, p.14 (least squares, .Johnson).
AdvancA to 38, p. 25 (omit 27, 28, and 30).
Advance to 51, p. 34.
Advance to 61, p. 44.
Advance to 69, p. 53.
Advance to 84, p. 68 (omit 76, 79, 81-83) .
.Advance to 113, p. 91 (omit 96 to 113).
Advance to 128, p.100 (omit 122).
Advance to 138, p.108.
Advance to end (omit 139, 142-145).

Lower sections.
From 139, p. 230 (new)Review to 161, p. 229 (new) (omit as
on advance).
Review to example 3, p. 254 (omit as
on advance; also 181 to 193).
Review to 193, p. 278 (omit as on
advance).
Review to 211, p. 304 (omit as on
advance).
.
Review to end, p. 319
Advance to i59, p . 216 (integral, Church).
Advance to 163, p. 223.
Advance to 166, p. 229.
Advance to example 2, p. 240 (read 166,
167).
Advance to 177, p. 248.
Advance to 185, p. 2M (omit 184).
Advance to 189, p. 263 (omit 186-187;
paper).
Advance to 194. p. 271 (omit 180-192.)
Advance to 201, p. 279 (omit 199 and 200).
Advance to 233, p . 320 (omit 203 to 216,
218to231, and 232).
Advan ce to 239, p. 320.
Advance to 244, p. 331.
Advance to 247, p. 337.
Advance to 255, p. 343.
Advance to 259, p. 349.
Review to 104, p. 224 (integral).
Redew to 172, p. 238 (omit 166,167).
Review to 178, p. 250.
Rev iew to 191, p. 266 (omit 184, 186-189).
Review to 201, p. 279 (omit 192, 199, and
200).
R eview to 239, p. 326 (omit 203 to 216, 218
to 231).
Revi ew to 247, p . 337.
Review to 259, p. 349.
General review to 44, p. 33 (omit as on
advance and first review; differ ential
calcnlus).
General r eview to 57, p . 44.
General review to 67, p. 59.
General review to 83, p. 81.

[Extract from Regulations U.S. M.A., 1894.]
MATHEMATICS.

32. This course shall comprise...4.Zgebra.-Fundamental operations; algebraic fractions; involution and evolution;
imaginary quantities; series and principles of limits; logarithms; interest; combinations; probabilities; elements of determinants aud general theory of equations.
Geometry.-Geometry of lines, planes, and volumes, and spherical geometry; and
the formation and construction of determinate geometrical equations.
Trigonometry.-The solution of all the cases in plain and spherical trigonometry;
analytical investigation of trigonometrical formulas, and the construction of trigonometrical tables.
. Mensuration and surveying.-Mensuration of lines, angles, surfaces, ancl volumes;
principles and practice of common land and maritime surveying; methods of platting and computing surveys; trigonometrical surveys; l eveling; description and use
of all the instruments used in ordinary surveyin~ and platting.
Analytical geornetl'y.-Construction of algebraic expressions; solution of determinate problems; systems of coordinates; determina,tion and discnssion of the equations of lines, planes, surfaces, ancl volumes; deduction of the properties, relations,
ancl principles of curves, surfaces, and volumes, especialJy of the conic sections;
methods of constructing cunes ancl determination of loci.
Descriptive geomet1-y.-The graphic illustration and solution of geometri~al I_>l'Oblems in space, and the particular application of this method to spherical proJections;
construction of maps, shades, and shadows; perspective and isometric pr_ojec~ions.
Differential and integral calcul·u s.-Differentiation of functions; determrnat~on of
the rates of change of functions; development of functions into ~eri~s; evolution of
indeterminate forms; maxima and minima of functions; determmation of tangents,
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normals, asymptotes, order of contact of lines, curvature, in volutes, evolutes, en ve
opes; curve tracing; spirals, formulas, and rules for integration; discussion and u
of the arbitrary constant; integration between limits; rectification of curves; q nadra.ture of curves, and cubature of-volumes.
,
Method of least sqnares.-Errors to which observations are liable; correction._ of
observations; probability curve and its equation; measure of :precision; dednct1on
and application of the various formulas for probable and mean error; weights of
observations; formation of eq nations of condition and normal equations.
COURSE OF STUDY, TEXT-BOOKS, AND BOOKS OF REFERENCE.

The course of study and books used at the Military Academy 1895-96 are aa
follows:
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS.

First year, fourth class.-Davies' Elements of Algebra; Davies' Legendre's Geometry; Ludlow's Elements of Trigonometry; Davies' Surveying; Church's .Analytical
Geometry; Ludlow's Logarithmic Tables.

*

*

*

*

Second yem·, third class.-Church's Analytical Geometry; Church's Descriptive
Geometry, Spherical Projections, Shades and Shadows, and Perspective; Peck's
Determinants; Bass's Differential Calculus; Church's Integral Calculus; Johnson's
Least Squares.

*

*

So far comparatively few lectures are given fa mathematics. One is given early
in September to the fourth class, explaining to them the course of study, the requirements of the Academy in mathematical studies, and the necessary methods of study
essential for success.
Toward the end of the first year's course a lecture on the history and early development of geometry and algebra is given to the fourth class.
At the conclusion of the subject of descriptive geometry a lecture is given to the
third class describing its origin and progress, i,ogether with a comparison of algebraic and geometric mathematics, including an outline of modern projective geometry which is not taught at the Academy.
After a few lessons in the calculus a lecture is given to the third class with a view
of explaining the difficulties to be encountered and overcome at the beginning of-the
study of calculus.
At the conclusion of the calculus an account is given of its origin and early
development, including the controversy between its discoverers, Newton and Leib~itz.
From time to time, especially on the advance, instruction is given to the sections
or portions of a class having the same lesson, which may occupy the entire or a large
portion of the recitation hour, but these explanations of lessons are not considered
as lectures.
PART III.
ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT.

(Description by Associate Prof. Wright P. Edgerton.]

The following is the present staff of tho department of mathematics, and is a fair
example of its usual organization:
Professor: Edgar W. Bass, head of the department. Associate professor: Wright
P. Edgerton. .Assistant professor: Daniel B. Devore, first lieutenant Twenty-third
Infantry Instructors: John D. Barrette, :first lieutenant Third Artillery; Charles
D. Palmer, :first lieutenant Third .Artillery; John S. Winn, :first lieutenant First
Cavalry; Ch_arles P. Echols, :first lieutenant Corps of Engineers; William O. Johnson: second lieutenant Nineteenth Infantry; William M. Cruikshank, second lieutenant F'irst .Artillery; John H. Rice, second lieutenant Third Cavalry.
The organization of the classes under instruction is as shown in .Appendb:es F1
and F2.
DIVISION OF DUTIES,

The head o~ the _department, a the title implies, has co!1trol of the entire de_{)~ment, apportions 1t werk among the instructors, exerc1 es a general supervIBIOD
of both classes under in traction, prepares and conducts tho Pxamin:ttions of th
cla se , is responsible for all property belonging to the ,lepartment, and is the channel throuo-h which mu t pa s all reports and official communications relating t
departmental affairs.
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The associate and assistant professors perform such duties as are assio-ned to them
by the head of the department. During the present academic year the former has
s~pervised the work of the third class, especially that pertaining to written recitat10ns. He usually teaches the :first section of that class and is available as a substitute for any absent instructor. During the same period the assistant professor has
supervised in a similar way the work of the fourth class. l!'rom September 1 to
December 31 he taught two sections of that class; since then he has had but one
section, and, like the associate professor, has been available -as a substitute for an
absent instructor.
.
Each instructor teaches two sections of the class to which he is assigned.
PART

IV.

The following is a full description of a recitation, including a description of the
section room, number of cadets in a section, assignment of seats, questions and
explanatory answers, assignment of subjects for recitations, use of the blackboard,
apparatus, merit marks, visits of head of department! etc.: 1
DESCRIPTION OF SECTION ROOM.

The section rooms occupied by the department of mathematics are on the second
and third floors of the curtain of the academy building. All are practically of the
same dimensions, 22 by 23 feet, height of ceiling 1L feet, and each is lighted by two
large windows. Upon the walls in oak frames, their surfaces flush with the face of
the frames, are twelve or fourteen slates, usually 4 feet b~r 3 feet 6 inches. When the
wall spaces are long and unbroken four or :five of these slates are in a single frame;
elsewhere they are framed singly or in pairs. They are all known by the generic
name of blackboards. From the lower part of each frame projects a shallow chalk
tray, having at its bottom still shallower drawers, and above each drawer a galvanized wire grating. The chalk crayons and erasers, when not in use, are kept on the
grating in the tray, while the dust which these implements always generate falls into
the drawers below and is removed periodically. Still below the chalk trays are brass
ntcks to support rulers and pointers. On the side of each room next the hall large
ventilators are placed apove and below the blackboards and above the door. In
other parts of the walls are found still more ventilators and the register of the hotair flue through which, in winter, air is fonecl, ranging in temperature from hot to
cold at the option of the occupants of the room. Consequently the rooms may be
said to have almost perfect ventilation, a matter of extreme importance where the
air is for the common use of from 10 to 14 persons.
On a platform, usually between the windows, is the instructor's flat-topped desk,
with a blackboard for his use behind it. Each member of a section is provided
with a separate desk and chair, the latter of oak, the former having a sloping oak
top, with a shallow receptacle beneath for books, resting on iron supports similar to
those of a sewing machine. In section rooms occupied by the fourth class these
desks are placed side by side in two rows, facing each other, parallel to, and equally
dist,ant from, the central line of the room through the instructor's desk. In the section rooms of the third class tbe desks face the blackboard on·the side next the hall,
and are arranged in four rows of three desks each, the desks of each row having
intervals between them of about 3 feet. This permits the cadets to work at their
seats, as 1s the constant custom in the third-class course, with slight danger of
mutual assistance or interference.
ASSIGNMENT OF SEATS.

Seats are assigned by the instructor to members of a section in the order of their
rank in the section, and usually in such manner that the section marcher shall be
placed nearest the door.
NUMBER OF CADETS IN A SECTION.

Sections belonging to the upper parts of a class generally compri,:ie 11 or 12
members, while the lower sections have but 8 or 10. This difference in size between
the upper and lower sections is to enable the instructor having the latter to devote
to each member a larger share.of his personal attention.
In each section room is posted a copy of the regulations given below, and these
are strictly observed:
"The following revised regulations for recitation rooms are publjshed for the
information and guidance of all concerned:
"1. The instructor shall be pr~sent when the section enters the ro_o_m
_. _ _ __ _
1

I am indebted to Associate Prof. Wright P. Edgerton for description.
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"2. On entering the recitation room, each cadet ~hall proceed to the seat assigne
to him, and stand 'attention' until the section marcher makes bis report.
.
''3. The section ma,rcher shall enter the recitation room after the section, clo m othe door if the instructor be present; but in ca,se he be absent, the section shal~
e
seated, the section marcher shall keep the door open, preserve order in the section .
and at the end of two minutes report to the senior officer of the department present,
for instrnctions.
"4. As soon as the report is made each member shall be seated, and immedi~tel;,
record the next lesi;on, which shall be written on a blackboard, or otherwise 1.nd1.cated, by the instructor.
"5. Each cadet shall bring to the recitation room a lead pencil, and only such
books as may be indicated by the head of the department. Before anyone is called
up for recitation the members of the Rection should ask for any information concerning. points in the lesson which they have not been able-to compreliend after
diligent application, or should make any pertinent statement respecting lack of
preparation.
"6. The members of the section called up shall take boards in order a.s directed,
and write their names on the right-hand upper corner.
.
"7. When prepared to recite, each cadet shall provide himself with a. pointer (1_n
c ase one be needed), face the instructor, and stand' attention' on that side of his
board farthest away from the central line of the room, unless otherwise directed.
The pointer shall be held in the hand nearest the board, and with the point down,
except when used to indicate work on the board.
"8. Instructors shall require each cadet to keep an upright soldierly position of
attention, aud to recite with deliberation, clearness, and correct language. Each
cadet while reciting, shall, as far as practicalJle, face his instructor.
"9. Instructors shall see that cadets do not use their hands or pointers improperly,
and shall endeavor to prevent them from acquiring ::my peculiar or nervous habits
while reciting; they shall report any want of neatuess in dress or appearance.
"10. At the proper signal for dismissal the instructor shall cause all recitations to
cease, and immediately dismiss the section. For recitations terminating at 10.55
a. m., 12. 53 p. m., and 3.59 p. m., the signal for dismissa,l is the recall sounded in the
hall of the academy building. For recitations terminating at 9.30 a. m., 12 m., and
3 p. m. the signal for dismissa,l is the nssembly sounded in the area of barracks.
'' 11. Upon the dismissal of the section the section marcher shall leave the room
:first and supervise the formation of the section outside.
"12. Instructors shall report daily to the adjutant of the Academy, through the
head of the department, all ca<lets who h ave reported themselves as excused from
recitation and any violations of regulations which may have come to their notice in
the academy building. Absences will be noted on the weekly class reports.
"13. When an officer enters the section room, the section shall rise and remain at
'attention ·' . until the officer be seated or otherwise indicate bis pleasure. The
instructor shall rise when the officer is senior to himself. At the discretion of a
head of a department, the compliment may be omitted when the officer leaves the
room, or reenters during the same recitation hour.
"14. Instructors should bear in mind that the proper discipline of their sections is
largely determined by. their own example and. military bearing. Also, that the success of their instrnction will depend in a great measure upon their patience, forbearance, and judicious assistance.
'' By order of Colonel Ernst:
"w. E. WILDER,
" Captain Foiirth Cavalry, ...1djutant."
DESCRIPTION Ol!' A RECITATION.

The 8 o'clock assembly having been sounded in the area of the barracks by the
trumpeter, and the sections duly formed, each is marched by its section marcher to
the proper room in the academy building, where ranks are broken, caps bung on the
hooks in the hall outside the door, ancl the members enter the section room. The
last ~o ent. r is the section marcher, who stands in the open door until the member
of bis ect1on h ave pa~ ed to their cksks where each stands "attention." Ile then
closes the door, faces Jiis instructor, sal~tcs, and reports "All are pre ent, ir, .. or
"Cadet Blank is absent, sir/' as the case may be. Occa ionallytbis will befollowed
by a salute froll! , ~me IJ?Cmber of the , ection acC'ompanied by the report '· I aru
excused from recitation, 11'." The in trnctor returns the alute and the cadets take
their seat whil he notes in his section book, n beet of which is appended, mar~ed
F ,,, the ab ence of a<l t Blauk, or the fact t hat Cadet Da h is excused from recitation. In the lat~er _ven~ li e prepare l ater a report, "Cadet Da h. reportin<r him. Jf
e~cn .eel from rec1tat10u 10 mathematics," signs bi name as reporting oflice~ aml. 11. m1t 1t to the head of the department, who in turn forwards it to the ad1ut. 11t. 111.
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whose office the fact involved is verified by inspection of the morning report of the
post surgeon. The members of the section open their text-books, glance at the
board behind the instructor, where the limits of the next lesson are recorded, make
a note of its extent, and of such corrections of, and additions to, the text as the
instructor may now give them. The instructor then asks," Are there any questions
on the day's lesson!". At this time any member of the section is at liberty to ask for
an explanation of such part of the lesson as he has been unable to comprehend, for
the method of solving problems that may involve its principles, or to inquire into
any development or extension of these principles.
For the purpose of making clear to the section the points thus brought up for
explanation the instructor . uses his judgment as to the time he should consume.
When going over the text for the first time great latitude is permitted the section.
Its members are encouraged to bring before the instructor the difficulties they
encounter in the text of whatever nature they may be, and, moreover, the instructor
voluntarily elucidates such important features of the lesson as to his mind may
prove stumbling-blocks to his pupils. In this way it is customary to consume at
least half an hour each morning, and frequently the whole recitation period of one
and one-half hours is occupied for purposes of instruction only. On the other hand,
when reviewing the text the time given to explanation is reduced to a, minimum.
Only such questions are answered as pertain to subjects overlooked or neglected
when passing over the text before. The cadets at this period are expected to recite
upon the subjects in the lesson, or to show their knowledge of its principles by
applying them in the solution of examples and problems. Having cleared up all
doubtful points of the lesson the instructor call::, upon Mr. Asterisk, who takes his
place at attention in front of the instructor's desk. 'rhe instructor then formally
enunciates for him a subject in the lesson, as, for example, if in algebra, "Deduce a
rule for extracting the 11 th root of polynomials," or "Discuss the four forms of tbe
quadratic equation." If in the calculus, '' Define a point of inflexion; explain
how to obtain critical values of the variables and how to test these values.'1 Having heard the enunciation of his subject Mr. Asterisk goes to the board, known as
the first front board, generally the one on the left h and opposite the instructor,
writes bis name on the upper right-hand corner of it, and proceeds to place upon it
the formulas, equations, and intermediate mathematical work necessary for a clear
and complete demonstration or deduction of the subject assigned to ltim. No writing
is permitted upon the board. No erasure is allowed except by p ermission of the
instructor. Tables of logarithms must be used for all computations.
In the meantime three other members of the section are called upon in turn and in
a similar manner sent to the next three boards, in order, on the right of the one
already occupied, each to discuss a subject in the lesson of the clay. Following
these, other members are called, each is given a card or slip of paper containing the
data of certain problems or examples involving applications of the principles of
the lesson, and each takes hi::, place at one of the boards still remaining vacant,
known as side boards, and proceeds to the solution of the problem given. Having
sent to the boards as many members of the section as desirable, and this is usua1ly
all but one, the instructor then calls upon one of the remaining members whom he
questions upon topics of the lesson of the day. As soon as any cadet at the board
has completed bis work, he takes a pointer in his hand, faces his iustructor, and
stands attention until called upon to recite. The instructor finishes questioning the
cadet on the floor, permito him to take his seat, and marks opposite his name in the
proper column of the section book (see Appendix F ~) his estimate, computed to a
scale of 3, of the value of the recitation just completed. He then calls. upon Mr .
. Asterisk,who, in response, enunciates the subject given him as follows: "lam required
to deduce a rule for extracting the n th root of polynomials," or "I am required to
discuss the four forms of the quadratic equation," etc., and after giving any necessary preliminary definitions and explaining the significance of the quantities entering assum ed formulm or equations, passes step by step from this assumed data to the
required conclusion. Ordinarily the work is placed upon the board in the same
order it has in the text and the recitation follows quite closely the lin es of the text,
yet this is not required; but any correct demonstration is accepted, provided it is
made in clear and logical form. The recitation encle<l, the instructor 11sually asks
Mr. Asterisk a few questions relating to the_ salient points of his subject, in ~rder to
iest the thoroughness of his knowledge of 1t, or he leads the cadet, by questions, to
contemplate some development or application of the subject not i.J?.dicated in the
text. A similar process is followed with each of the other cadets at the front boards
and then the instructor turns to those having problems at the side boards .. Wben
the instructor is satisfied that the problem or example given is one of which_ the
answer is unknown to the pupil, it is customary to require merely a statem~nt of_ the
problem and the result· although, when time permits, the solution is explamed from
beginning to encl. If ~rrors are committed1 they are traced to their s_ource. As each
cadet finishes his recitation the instructor marks its value in the section book, as bas
been described.
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When the trumpet sounds recall in the academy building, the instructor dism i _
the section as the last note ceases. It is then formed in the hall by the sect10
marcher and marched. by him to the area of barracks, where it is finally dismi ~ e
The foregoing description applies to a recitation in algebra, trigonometry, an.a _
ical geometry, or the calculus, and, in its main features, ~o a recitation in any othe
branch of the mathematical curriculum.
·
When teaching plane and solid geometry, each cadet is sent to the board to esi.a.
lish one or more propositions in the day's lesson and, in addition, is given a so-cal e
extra-a problem or application depending upon the principles included m the 1e son. This extra usually occupies about one-half hour of the cadet's time, and
failure to solve it is not allowed to affect his mark more than 0.5. In the event o
failure, the instructor is required to explain its solntion. A book of exercises., cor:...taining 422 of these extras, covering the ground embraced by the first four books o
Davies's Legendre, has been compiled for the use of the instructors. Each morn.i.n_
the same set of extras fa used in each section throughout the class, with the o bj ec
of testing all parts of the class uniformly. Figures illustrative of principles or
used for purposes of deduction must be drawn free hand-that is, withont aid o
rul er or string-but when a construction is required from given data, the rnler and
string must be used and the figure must be as accurately drawn as is admissible -vvi th
the implements at hand.
In the course of descriptive geometry the data for constructions at the side boards
are given out in the form shown in Appendix F 4 and the problems are drawn to the
scale marked upon the rulers and on the upper edges of the chalk trays. Colore
crayons are largely used, but always in accordance with the scheme appended.,
marked F5. Frequently the instructor allows all or the greater portion of his sec ti on.
to remain seated, gives them the data of certain problems, and requires their construction upon sheets similar totbat of Appendix F~. With this contingency in vie~
each cadet is required to appear in the section room provided with a properly sharpen ed
drawing pencil and a pair of dividers. Each desk is supplied with a ruler and triangle
for the use of the cadet occupying it. Cadets at the front boards who are employed
in the deduction of the principles, or in the explanation of the problems embraced in
the lesson, are not permitted to place letters or .figures upon their constructions;
but must make them clear to the instructor by the proper use of the pointer. Occasionally in the course of descriptive geometry proper, and much more frequently in
its application to shades and shadows and to perspective, the data for the construction of problems at t.he desks are hectographed upon a sheet (see appended samples
marked F 6, F1, and F 8 ) _, thus saving the time tha.t would otherwise be lost in assuming
the given magnitudes and enabling the cadet to concentrate bis attention upon the
portions of the construction requiring the application of the principles of the lesson.
VISIT OF HE.A.D OF DEPARTMENT.

At intervals the head of the department visits each section, the frequency of these
visits depending largely upon the class under instruction and t,he subject being
taught. For example, the fourth class, when studying algebra, receives his constant
attention, not only for the purpose of watching the progress of its members, but to
see that they acquire the proper methods of recitation. This same class when studying plane geometry or surveying, is visited less frequently, while the third class,
which is then devoting its efforts to the calculus, demands a large share of supervision. As a rule a portion of each morning is consumed by visits to the section room ,
where the professor listens to recitations, questions the pupils, and gives such
nstruction as he deems proper.
.APPARATUS,

Of apparatus, the department of mathematics has, for use in the course of surveying,_ 5 tr~nsits, 5 compasses, and 4 levels, with the ne~essary accompanimen t ~f
chams, prns, rods, etc.; and the cadets of the fourth class are given as much prac 1cal work with these instruments as time will permit. The department pos e. e al
26 models of geometrical surfaces, some of which are of marked value to the members of the third class when studying descriptive geometry. Those showing th
form and methods of generation of certain warped surfaces seem to be of e ·pe assistance to them.
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V.

WEEKLY CLASS REPORTS, TRANSFERS, EXHIBITION OF MARKS,

The following description is by Associate Prof. Wright P. Edgerton:
WEEKLY CLASS REPORTS,

Saturday morning, after the recitation hour, each instructor submits to the head
of the department a weekly class report (samples appe~ded marked F 9 and F 10 ) on
which is recorded the daily mark of each member of his sections, the total weekly
mark, what portion of the text has been studied during tl.ie week, and what recitations have been written instead of oral. The initials at the foot of each daily column indicate the name of the instructor, while a B placed below implies a visit from
the head of the department. The instructor also enters the weekly mark of each
cadet upon the form appended, marked Fu, and computes the total mark to date.
TRANSFERS.

The head of the department, by comparing the total marks of cadets standing
respectively at the bottom and top of adjacent sections, determines whether they
shall retain their positions in these sections or be interchanged. In the latter case he
recommends the transfers on the weekly class report. (See Appendices FH, and F 12 ).
EXHIBITION OF MARKS.

These weekly reports are submitted by the head of the department to the superintendent, who causes them to be posted in the lower halls of the academy building
for the information of the cadets.
PART
EXAMINATIONS,

WRITTEN,

VI.

ORAL, WEIGHT OF, DEFICIENCY OR
CADETS, STANDARD REQUIRED.

PROFICIENCY

OF

From the organization of the A~ademy in 1802, until 1875, the arithmetical examinations were oral so far as I can learn. Since 1875 these examinations have been
written.
'l'he following is a detailed description of the requirements in arithmetic for admission in 1875 with the exception of paragraph 7, which was added in 1879. In 1884
the samples of examples and q_u estions were added.
ARITHMETIC.

In arithmetic, they must be able1. To explain accurately and clearly its objects and the ma]iner of writing and
reading numbers, entire, fractional, compound, or denominate.
2. To perform with facility and accuracy the various operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers, abstract and compound or
denominate, giving the rule for each operation, with its reasons, and also for the
different methods of proving the accuracy of the work.
.
·
3. To explain the meaning of reduction, its different kinds, its application to
denominate numbers in reducing them from a higher to a lower denomination and
the reverse, and to equivalent decimals; to give the rule for each case, with its
reasons, and to apply readily these rules to practical examples of each kind.
4. 'l'o explain the nature of prime numbers and factors of a number, of a common
divisor of two or more numbers, particularly of their greatest common divisor, with
Hs use, and to give the rule, with its reasons, for obtaining it; also the meaning of
a common multiple of several numbers, particularly of their least common multiple
and its use, and to give the rule, with its reasons, for obtaining it, and to apply
each of these rules to examples.
5. To explain the nature of fractions, common or vulgar and decimal; to define
the various kinds of fractions, with the distinguishing properties of each; to give
all the rules for their reduction, particularly from mixed to improper and the reverse,
from compound or complex to simple, to their lowest terms, to a common denominator, from common to decimal and the reverse; for their addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, with the reason for each change of rule, and to apply each
rule to examples.
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6. To define the terms ratio and proportion, to give the properties of propor t
and the rules and their 1·easons, for stating and solving questions in both simple
compound proportion, or single and double rule of three, and to apply these ru.1
to examples.
7. The candidates must not only know the principles and rules refened to avoye
but they are required to possess 1mch a thorough understanding of all the fun <:1amental operatious of arithmetic as will enable them to combine the various pr1nciples in the solution of any complex problem which can be solved by the meth o
of arithmetic. Iu other wordi;, they must possess such a complete knowledge _of
arithmetic as will enable them totakeup at oncethcliigherbranches ofmathemat1c
without further study of arithmetic.
8. It is to be unders tood that the examination in these branches may be either
written or oral, or partly written and partly oral; that the definitions and rules must
be given fully and accurately, and that the work of all examples, whether upon the
blackboard, slate, or paper, must be written plainly and in full, and in such manner
as to show clearly th0 motle of solution.
The following examples aud questions in arithmetic are a few of those which have
been used at past examinations. They are given in order to indicate more clearly
whatis required, but it should be distinctly understood that entirely differen t ones
are used each year.
Multiply 4.32 by .00012.
Explain tlie reason for placing the decimal point in the answer. (The rule f'or so
doing is not the reason.)
Reduce

5½+~-0.725
.4
to an equivalent decimal.
4 3 5

+

2½

Divide 3,380,321 by MDCCXCIX, and express the quotient by the Roman system of
notation.
Change .013 to an equivalent fraction whose denominator is 135.
Find the greatest common divisor of 26¾, 28¾, 2917,.
How many men would be r equired to cultivate a field of 2-g- acres in 5½ days of' 10
hours each if each man completed 77 square yards in 9 hoursf
Separate 772! into three numbers which shall be in the same proportion as 2i,

11D-,

1"°ir,

If 5 cubic feet of gold weigh 98.20 times as much as a cubic foot of water, and 2
cubic feet of copper weigh 18 times as much as a cubic foot of water, how many

t

cubic in ches of copper will w eigh as much as of a cubic inch of gold f
Find the least common multiple for the numbers¾, 2.1, 5.25, ¾,
.
A wins 9 games out of 15 when playing against B, and 16 out of 25 when playmg
against C. How many games out of 118 should C win when playing agains~ Bf_
A and Brun a race, their rates of running being as 17 to 18. A runs 2¼ miles m 16
minutei; and 48 seconds and B runs the entire distance in 34 minutes. What was the
entire distance f
.
A and B can do a piece of work in 4 hours, A and C in 3¾hours, B and C in 5-}
hours. In what time can A do it alonef
English shillings are coined from a metal which contains 37 parts of silver to 3
parts of alloy; 1 pound of their metal i s coined into 66 shillings. The United States
silver dollar weighs 412.5 grains, and consists of 9 parts silver to 1 part alloy. What
fraction of the United States dollar will contain the same amount of silYer as 1
English shilling ,
GiYe the rules for reducing J1 decimal of a given denomination to integers of lower
denomill ations.
·what is the effect of dividing tho dep.ominator <Jf a fraction by a whole num~er,
aud why f
Explain the difference between a common fraction and a decimal.
What is the effect of annexing a cipher to a decimal, and why1
If the same number b e s ubtracted from both terms of an improper fraction, what
will be the effect V Why f
.
Give the rnle for reducing a common fraction to an equivalent decimal, and expia~n
why the resulting decimal will be equal to the common fraction from which it 1s
obtained.
Give the rule for dividing one decimal by another, and explain why the decimal
point in the quotient is placed where the rule directs.
Define r eduction, and state the different kinds.
.
.
No change has b een made in the above requirements since 1884. The following 1
the paper, wit h weight, used in .March, 1 96. A copy of the arithmetic paper u ed
in August, 1 7 , is submitted for comparison.
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P .A.PER USED IN MARCH, 1896.
[Write your number and the ·place and date in the spaces provideu.]

No.--.

Place, - - - - - - , March - , 1896.
EXAMINATION IN ARITHMETIC.

[Time allotted, three and one-half hours.]
DIRECTIONS •

.A.rithmeticalsolutionsarerequired, but due credit
will be given for any correct solution.
Sufficient arithmetical work to indicate clearly
the method and operations is required in all
examples.
Answers to examples without the solution will
not receive credit.
Work to include four decimal places, when necessary, is sufficiently accurate.
Reduce all fractional results to simplest form.
.A. rule is not received as a reason for a principle
or in place of a solution.
Do not at.tempt to solve examples upon extra
paper with a view of copying.
In case a question or example is ambiguous,
answer or solve it as you understand it.
Be careful to put your work in each case in the
proper space. There.is ample room, but if necessary use the extra sheet, indicating clearly in
each case the number of the example.

Draw a line with your pen through erroneous
work, and begin again. Do not erase with a
knife or eraser.
You are advised to take the examples in order as
given. Should any one delay you too long, pass
on to the otherR. After tr.ving all you can,
return to the unsolved ones, in case there is
time.
You will receive credit for all correct work done;
therefore do what you can in each case, even
though you may not be able to complete the
solution or obtain a correct result.
Numerical errors do not count as much against
you aR errors m methods.
Indicate your answer in each example by writing
"Ans.' 1 near it.

ASSUME THE FOLLOWING DATA.

1 pound avoirdupois =7,000 grains troy.
The weight of 27.7015 cubic inches of distilled
water is 1 pound avoirdupois.

f

f~~~~l ~~~\~~:s~~Iio~~~~~bfc2~!:h~~~ic inches.
1 United States gallon wine measure contains 231
cnbic inches.
25 pounds avoirdupois=one quarter.

1 fathom = (l feet.
1 hand = 4 inches.
40 square rods = l rood . R.
The ratio of a to b isf.
1 ounce troy = 31. l grammes.
1 ~nglish Imperial gallon contains 277.24 cubio
mches.

No.1.-How many sixteenths are there in~ f
[Wt.5.]

8

No. 2.-What is the difference in grains between 42¾ lbs. Av. and 42.375 lbs. T. f
[Wt.8.]

No. 3.-A bought 10 pears and 20 apples for 11 cents; at another time, when tbe
[Wt.8.]
prices were the same, he bought 20 pears and 10 apples for 13 cents. What
did he pay for each apple and pear f
No. 4.-A is 49 years old ·at the time his three sons are 25, 20, and 16 years old,
(Wt.11.J respectively. Find A's age at the time it is equal to the sum of the ages of
his three sons.
No. 5.--472 is the greatest common divisor of two numbers, and
[Wt.IL] simplest form. What are the numbersf

i

is their ratio in its

No. 6.-A wheel with 35 cogs works into a smaller wheel with 26 cogs; in how many
Wt.12.J revolutions of the larger wheel will the smaller one gain 10 revolutions ~
No. 7.-A gun js :fired 36 times before a second gun begins, after which th e first is
[Wt.15.J :fired 8 times while the second is fired 7 times; bnt the second requires tl1e
same amount ·of powder for 3 shots that the first r equires for 4. When
both guns have used up the same amount, of powder, how many shots have
been :tired from each f
No. 8.-A, B, C, and D, working one at a time, do a certain work in 130 d ~ys. A
[Wt.15.] gets 42 cents, B gets 45 cents, C gets 48 cents, and D gets 50 cents f?r each
day's work. Each received the same amount. How many days did each
workf
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No. 9.-Having 300 barrels of flour worth $7.50 per barrel, and 800 barrels worth
[Wt.15.J $7.80 per barrel, and 400 barrels worth $7.65 per barrel, how many rnore
barrels of flour at $8.00 and $8.50 per barrel will make 2,000 barrels worth
$7.85 a barrel °I
State the aritl-rnetics you have studied.
PAPER USED IN AUGUST, 1896.

No.--.

AUGUST - ,

1878.

EXAMINATIO:N' IN ARITHMETIC.

[Time allotted, four hours.]
DIVISION

I.

1. Express 1666 by the Roman system of notation.
2. Multiply four mill.ion twenty-five thousand and one by one hundred thousand
and twenty.
3. What are the prime factors of 27721
4. Find the least common multiple for the numbers 270, 189, 297, 243.
0.45
3¾-. "d ·
5 • D lVl
e

i

+ J..l%

b

1.05 X 2t
y -!Ai 7 0.3

6. Change 0.4 to an equivalent fraction whose denominator is 28.
7. Reduce 3 mi., 8 fur., 15 rds., 4 yds., 2 ft ., 7 in., to rods.
8. A railroad has three tracks, of the following lengths: 3013, 2231, and 2047 feet;
what is the length of the longest rail that will exactly lay each trackf
9. If 37¾ yards of cloth 4 feet wide cost $4.25, what will 104-} feet 1½ yards wide
cost at t the price f
10. A and B together can do a piece of work in 15½ days; A can do ¾as much as B.
In how many days can each do it a.Ionef
DIVISION II.

1. Give the rule for reducing two or more fractions to. their least common de:..10minator.
2. What is the effect of dividing the denominator of a fraction by a whole number,
and wbyf
3. Give the rule for changing a decimal to an equivalent common fraction.
4. Give the rule for dividing one decimal by another.
5. Give the rule for reducing a decimal of a given denominator to integers of lower
denominations.
The candidate will state the text-books in this subject that he has studied, and
write his number in a legible band.
Sixty-six p er cent wa required on the above paper for 1896, except in certain ca e
where candidates were excellent in all other branches re']uired for admi sion. ~e
standard was lowered to include some with 64 per cent, 62 per cent, and one mth
only 60 per cent. Thi is the o-eneral practice of the academic board at present.
One hundred an<l eighty-nine were examined; 129 passed and 60 failed.
Previous to the year 1892 candidates were examined at West Point. In Mar.ch,
1892, examination. were held at various convenient places, army officers bem"
detailed to sa.oervise them.
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The papers were prepared by the academic board, and after .the candidates hall
finished their work all papers were returned to the academic board for correction and
decision. .A. subsequent examination was held in .June at the Academy. This
method has continued up to the present time, and promises to be Letter than the ol<l,
rrovided army officer s will prtwent candidates from communicating with each other
at such examination s.
Up to and including the June examination, 1881, the examinations of cadets were
in general oral. In December, 1881, a new method was established, which'included
written as well as oral examinations. The following rules, which were adopted at
that time, explain fu lly the methods subsequently used:

*

"1. For examination in all branches of study of cadets of all classes, both in
January and in June, the academic board shall be divided into two committees, as
nearly equal in numbers as may be convenient. These committees shall be arranged
and the order and method of examination shall be determined by the academic boar<l.
"Examinations at any other time shall be conducted as the academic board may
in the case d irect.
"2. Each committee shall examine the cadets in the branches of study assigned
to it according to the method prescribed, and after examination shall arrange in
a proposed order of merit in each branch of study a roll of the cadets of each class
pursuing that branch, indicating upon the roll the proficiency, dou htfnl proficiency,
or deficiency of each cadet. No cadet shall be reported by the committee as proficient or deficient except by unanimous vote; in all other other cases the cadet shall
be reported as of doubtful pr-eficiency.
"3 . .A.fter completing its allotted part of the examination, each committee shall
submit to the academic board a report of its proceedings, including the several
rolls of cadets in order of merit, all written examinatiou papers forming any p art
of the examination, and such notes and remarks as may be necessary to give the
board satisfactory information upon which to base its d ecision.
"4. Upon receiving tlie reports of the committees, the academic board shall carefully consider the· same, including rolls, marks, notes, remarks, an<l written examination papers, with especial attention to cases of doubtful proficiency, and shall
then arrange each class in order of merit in e,1ch branch of study and decide upon
the proficiency or deficiency of each cadet.
"The board may also order such further examination as it may think proper.
"General merit rolls shall be arranged by committees appointed b y the academic
board.
"5. * * * In all branches of study except drawing the examination shall be
oral, written, or partly oral and partly written, a s the board shall direct; but after
an oral examination in any branch of Atudy every cadet who is not, in the unanimous opinion of the committee, proficient shall be subjected to a written examinaA
tion upon a paper prepared bytheheadofthe department of stmlynnrler consid eration
an <l approved by the committee, such examination to be conducted by th e bead of
the department and bis instruetors.
"6. At any oral examination the subject of examination shall be so limited for
each cadet as to make not exceeding one hour a reasonable allowance of time to
prepare to recite, and after the expiration of the allotted time the cadet may be
called upon in his proper turn to recite.
"7. In cases of examination wholly or partly written for the whole elass the
heads of departments shall prepare, at least one week before the examination,
examination papers, to be submitted to a committee of two other members of
the board, the committee to be appointed by the board and to be as permanent as
practicable.
"8. All written examination papers shall, as soon as posAible after the cadet's work
upon them is completed, be carefully examined, the errors indicated, and prop er
marks given, both by the bead of the <lepartrnen t of instruction and by the instructor of
the section. These papers and marks shall ue submitted to the committee in case
of a written or partly written examination for the whole class, but to the academic
board in all other cases."

*

In the autumn.of 1895, after careful consideration, the acad~mic board rec_ommen<led that the following paragraph be added to the regulations for the Umte<l
States Military Academy:
"72t. Upon the completion by any class of any branch of a course of ~tudy before
- the end of an academic term, the class may, by a vote of the a cademic ~oard, h e
examined immediately and th e names of all cadets who are declared clef ~·,,Tit, shall
be submitted to the W~r Department in the manner prescribed by paragraph 82."
This change waJ, approved by the honorable Secretary of War, and upon th e ~ompletion of analytical gp,ometry th e third class was examined u~on that sub.1ect.
Those who failed to pass were conditioned to make up their deficiency by January
· 1, 1896.
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Upon completi ng the subject of <1escriptive geom<'tr.v in Fehrnnry, 1896, the thir
class was immediately examined, nucl t!Jose who failed were 0!."ranted until June t
make up their deficiency.
At the annual examination in Juno onlv one member of tho third class faile d t
pass.
· .
On March 10, 1896, tho fourth class was examin ed upon plane geometry; nnd tho~e
who faHecl were permitted to go ou until June, 1896; All but tliree ma<lc np the r
deficienc;y in that subject, and f-ive only failed npon the <'onrsefrom.fan1rnry to .Jn1~~These results, as compared with tboso of previous years, arc remarkable, nncl ,vl11 .1e
they are almost too good to continne alwnys, they show beyond a donut the advantage of the method of intermediate examinations.
I submit herewith copies of examination papers .w hich have been used at the ti me.
indicated, with a complete sot, of 1hose nE-ed from Septemlicr I , 1895, to Jnne 2, 189 6~
for the entire classes. The weights are indicated t hereon. Ea,ch paper, wi th i tR
weights, is examined. and r1,ppr0Yed by a standing couim ittee of the academic board.
appoiHted for th a t pnrpose.
.
· Oral examinations in mathematics, being less extended, usnally have a weight of'
five advance r ecitationR, i e., a maximum of 15.
The standard of proficiency is generally ahout two-third , of the maximum mark
after examination, due weights having been assigned to the advance, first revie 'W".,
and general review recitations.
[Written for doubtful cases after oral.-Weight, 18.]
EXAMINATION IN ALGEBRA.
PART

I.

[Time allotted, two hours.-January, 1885.)

1. Factor the expression bx 3 -7axZ-20a2 x.

2. Simplify

[ (am) ; (aq)
[ f/~

i

]

nr

(ba- )

-:--· [

('1;) r] mq

q]

r.

3. Pind the value of -0.035-7-5 by means of logarithms.
4. In the expr~ssion a -

-i [ ( a - a?. x )

~:!;] ~ introduce a -¼ into the brackets

and parentheses and simplify.
PART II.

[Time, two and one-half hours.]

5. A cask contains a gallons of water and b gallons of alcohol. Another cask contains m gallons of water and n of alcohol. If h gallons be drawn from each cask and
mixed, how many gallons of each fluid will the mixture contain 1
6. The b~se of a system of log,1rithms is 82,134. Finfl the modulus of the system.
7. Find three numbers such that their sum shall be 14, the sum of their squares 84,
and the product of the first and third equal to the square of tho second.
WRITTEN EXAMINATION, ALGEBRA (FOR DOUBTFUL CASES).

[.January, 1895. Total weight, 18.)
PART

I.

lTime allotted, two hours.]

No. 1. Show that the form [xm -

ym

x-y

)

x= y

= ( mx m-i )holds

true when mi

r
fractional and equal to s; also when 1n is equal to -p.
No. 2. Find the nnmber expressed b y three <lio-its uch that the sum of the squar
of tho digit hall be 104, ~he square of th middle digit to exceed twice th product.of
the otiler two by 4, and 1f 594 be snbtracted from the number the remainder will
be t>xpre s <l. by the same digit revcrse<L
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No. 3. Develop J\j (c 2 - x 21 2 into a series, 5 terms required.
PART

II.

[Time allowed, two hours.]

I No. 4 .. Assume the ordinary logarithmic series and deduce the converging logarithmic series used in computing a fable of Napierian logarithms.
No. 5. Divide
by (
2 ~{ ) and reduce the quotient
to its simplest form.
No. 6. A vessel contains a mixture of 16 gallons of brandy and 2 gallons of water.
If 1½gallons be drawn off each day, and 1½ gallons of brandy be poured in each day,
how much brandy will the vessel contain at the end of seven days f

(~+~I'\/~)

½~21+

[Written for the entire class.]
EXAMINATION FOURTH CLASS, MATHEMATICS, J UNE,

1891.

1. Geometry.-Show the relation between similar triangles and their homologous
sides. [Weight, 4.J
2. Geornetry.-Assume two similar unequal pentagons, and constrnct a third similar pentagon equal to their difference. [Weight, 3.J
3. Geornei'l"y.-Pind a side and the altitude of an equilateral triangle in terms of
the radius of the inscribed circle. [Weight, 4.]
4. Geometry.-Find the area of the circular sector whose angle i s 147° 29', the
radius of the circle being 25 feet. [Weight, 3.J
5. Geometry.-The sum of the angles of a spherical octagon i s 1140° , and the
radius of the sphere is 12 fe et. Fincl tlrn area of the octagon and the volume of the
corresponding spherical pyramid. [Weight, 4.J
6. S-urve1Jing, ete.-See problem (page-). [Weight, 12.J
Station.

Bearing.

A ...............•.....................••........... N.67¾E ... ~ .. .
B .................................................. N.27½E ...... .
C ..•••..••.••...•....•..•.•...••..•.....•.•.••..... N.57½ W ..... .
D ............................ . ..................... S.46¼ W ..... .
E ... . .................. ...... ...................... S. 20¼ E . ..... .
F .................................................. S.55½ E ...... .

Course.

Latitude.

11. 15
22. 40
33. 75
21. 85
15. 50
22. 15

4.23
+19. 85
+18.12
- 15.12
-14. 54
-12.54

+

Dep.
+10. 32
+10. 33
-28. 47
-15. 79
+ 5.36
-t-18. 25

Run a line from D dividing the field into two parts equal in area.

I

I

I

I

I

I

Area =IUJA. 21P.:
=Ib).J31A. ,

A
1. .Analytical geometry.-Find the shortest distance from the point

the right line 3x-4y.

[Weight, 2, l

x'= 5 t t
{ y'=-7
5 °
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2. Anaiytical geometry.-Find the equation of a straight line which passes throng
the point {

;::;g} and is parallel to the straight line :which passes through
-2}

{

4}

the

.

.
{ Yu
x" =
=
x =_
pornts
7 and y1 11 = - 5 . [Weight; 3.J
_3. Analytical geomefry. -Find the equation of a straight line which passes through
tne center of the circle x 2 +y2 -6x-8y=-21 and makes an angle oi 60° with -the
straight line x -2y=-1. [Weight, 5.J
1. Trigonomet1·y.-Find log. sec. -(430c 22 1 ). [Weight, 2.J
2. l'rigonometry.-Having log. cosec Q = 0.02610, find all positive value of Q <360° [Weight, 2.]
3. l'rigonometry.-Assume formula for sin (x + b) and deduce formulas for follo --w-ing: Sin (x- b), cos (x b) ( cos x -b) , tan (x b), cot (x - b). [Weight, 5.J
~- Trigonomefry.-Having a=-=109.4321 mi., A=50° 121, C=58° 081, radius= 100
m1, solve the oblique spherical triangle (log. ~=2.24188). [Weight, 11.J
111

+

+

[Written.for the e:rttire class. Weight, 60.]
IIXAMINATION FOURTH-CLASS MATHEMATICS, JUNE

1, 1895.

PART I.-8 to 10.30 a. m.

1. Genmetry.-Show that triangles which have corresponding sides proportional are
similar. Scholium. [Weight, 5.J
2. Geometry.-Show that any side of a spherical triangle is less than the sum of
~nd greater than the difference between the other two sides. (1) Any side of a spher. 1cal polygon - - . (2) The arc of a small circle on the surface of a sphere - -.
(3) The shortest distance from one point to another on the surface of a sphere--.
[Weight, 6.J
3. Geometry.-Find the volume of the frustrum of a right triaugularpyramid, with
each side of the lower base = 6 feet and each side of the upper base= 4 feet. The
altitude= 5 feet. [Weight, 4.J
4. Geornetry.-Find the volume generated by a regular semihexagon revolving about
its axis which is 12 feet in length. [Weight, 4.J
·
5. Geo:metry.-Through two given points draw a circle tangent to a given right;
line, take-points and line as indicated C--D. [Weight, 4.]
6. Geometry.-Show that the rectangle of the two sides of a triangle is equal to the
rectangle of its altitude and the diameter of the circumscribed circle. [Weight, 4.]
PART II.-10.45 a . m. to 1 p. m.

7. Trigonometry.-Assume the formulas for sin (xd:: b) and cos (x

i

± b) and deduce for-

mulas for sin ~' cos~' tan~' cot in terms of cos Q. [Weight, 3.]
8. Trigonornetry.-ln an oblique plane triangle a= 273.960, b = 198.632, c= 236.914.
Compute A, B, and C. [Weight, 4.]
9. Trigonometry.-Inarighttrihedral cr=69° 1314011 , B=99° 40 1 30",A=90. Solve
the trihedral. [Weight, 4.J
10. Trigunornetry.-ln an oblique, trihedral a=68° 46' 2u, (3=37° 101, 0=39° 23'.
Solve the trihedral. [Weight, 7.J
PART lll.-2 to 4 p. m.

11. T1·igonometry.-Express sin Q in terms of ea.ch of the other trigonometric
functions of Q. (Assume formulas in Table B.) [Weight,3.J
12. Analytical ge01netry.-Find the shortest distance between the right lines .rho e
equations are 9x -:-3y = 7.7 and v=-3x+9. [Weight, 2.J
13. Analytical geometry.-Find the equation of aright line which passes through the
point (x 1 y') and makes with the line .A.x+By+C=O an angle=Q. [Wei"'ht, 3.5.]
14. Analytical gemnetry. -Fmd the equation of a right line which pa e through the
point x 1 = 5y' = - 3 and is perpendicular to the right line which pa es through

;;;;~=~} .

the two point { ;:;~-~}, {
[Weight, 3.5.J
15. Analytical geometry.-Decluce the~ neral equation of a circl referr d tor cb_ ngular axe. in it own plan , an l determm formula for finding the center and radi ~
from the general equation. [Weight, 3.J
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[Written for the entire class . Total weight, 45.]
EXAMINATION THIRD CLASS MATHEMATICS, JANUARY,
PART

1895.

I.

ANALYTIC.AL GEOMETRY, TWO AND ONE-HALF HOURS,

1. Find the equation of a plane which contains the point (- 2, 3, 4), is parallel to
the right . line 5x= 3z+ 2 l, and makes an angle of 60° with plane z=-2/3x{ y=- 6z- 3 ~

\+2. [Weight, 4.]
2. Show what the area of a portion of a parabola is equal to, in terms of the
rectangle described on the ordinate and abscissa of the extreme point. [Weight, 6.J
3. If a circle be described on the conjugate axis of an ellipse, show the relation
existing between any abscissa of the circle and the corresponding abscissa of the
ellipse. Show the construction that depends upon the relation. [Weight, 5.J
2
2
4. r
-b
andr
b
in which c=va~+ b2 are the polar equations
a+c cos v
a - c cos 1,,
of the hyperbola pole at the right-hand focus. Discuss them with respect to v,
show which points of curve are determined by each, and the corresponding valueE
of cos V. Determine values of r for the vertices of Jurve. [Weight, 6.J
5. Construct with accuracy the curve 144y2 -120xy+25x2 -2x-29y-1=0.
[Weight, 6.J
DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY.

1. Prove that if lines are tangent in space their projections on the same plane will
be tangent to each other. Show when the converse is true and why. [Weight, 1.]
2. Show that any meridian plane of a surface of revolution bisects at right angles
a system of chords of the surface. [Weight, 1.J
3. Prove that in general a plane which contains a rect element of a warped surface is tangent to the·surface at some point of this element, but not all along the
element. Mention any exception to the last clause. [Weight, 2.J
4. Find the length of the perpendicular from the point E to the plane of the two
right lines AB and CD. [Weight, 5,]

, e'
I
I

I

0

(l,

a
I

:k8
C

b

d
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5. To find the intersection of any surface of rev~lution by a plane.

[Weight, 9. J
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Let the surface be a hyperboloid of revolution of one nappe given l:>elow, an~ t T t'
be the cutting plane. Construct the curve of intersection and an axis of it. P?1~t~ -0f
tangency of projections of curve to corresponding projection of important lumtmg
lines of surface required, with reasons for the tangency.
[Written for the entire class. Total weight, 3.)
INTERMEDIATE EXAMINATION, THIRD CLASS, ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY, NOVEMBER

6,

1896.
PART I.-8 to 9.25 a. m.

.
{ 3z-2x=17 {
1. Given 5z 4y= 9 5 •. (1) and tz

+

+ ix

~

=
3 .. (2). Find the angle they
7-z6y=-2
make with ea.ch other. Find the angle that (1) makes with axis of X. Find the
angle that (2) makes with the plane YZ. [WeiO'ht, 6. J
2. Find the axes, eccentricity, and parameter of the curve 3y2 4x2 = 18. [Weight,
4.J
3. Deduce a general polar equation of the ellipse. Determ;ne form of same when
pole is at center of ellipse; 1° in terms of a and b, 2° in terms of band e, 3° in term
of a and e. [Weight, 5.J

+

PART II.-9.30 to 10.55 a. m.

4. Having ellipse.referred to its center and axes, deduce an expre sionfortbe~_ubtangent corre pondmg to (x", y") and explain the consequent constru tion. "'\"'\ 111 a
similar construction apply when ellipse i referred to its center and a set of conjugate
["'\ ight, 4.5.J
.
<liameter '? Why
5. De<lnce the formulas for coordinates of tho center of conicR and how which
have center,' ancl wbi b hnvc not. fffc ig bt, 4.5.)
6. Find the equation of the surface generated by revolving the cur,eyz=&r-16
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about the axis of Y; its meridian curve, and its intersection by a. plane perpendicu·
lar to Y. [Weight, 4.J
7. (a') Give the -equation of an ellipsoid referred to center and axes. (b ' ) Give ,
equation of tangent plane to same at (x' 1 y 11 z 11 ). (c' ) What kind of curves m ay be
cut out of an ellipsoid by planes f (d 1 ) When a> b> c describe the position of
planes that cut out circles. (e' ) What kind of a conic is the line of contact of a
cone tangent to an ellipsoid f Whyf [Weight, ·2.J
[For the entire class. Weight, 21.

Time, one and one-half hours.]

EXAMINATION PAPER, DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY, JANUARY,

1896,

FIRST PERIOD.

1. Give the analysis of the problem: "To find the shortest line which can be
drawn, terminating in two right lines, not in the same pfane." [Weight, 1.5.J
2. If a right line is perpendicular to a plane, prove that its projections will be
respectively perpendicular to the traces of the plane. [Weight, 1.5.J

st
3. Sur~aces __ {Fir - Weight,3.

li~~~~~~ l~~~~~d.

Second.
Complete the above diagram so that it shall exhibit the classification of surfaces,
and define each class and subclass.
Jnnd the angle x made by the right line AB · (5a, 3, 4) (8, 1.5, 4.5) with the pbne
of the two right lines CD (6.5, 4, 2) (2, 2, 4) and CE (6, 5, 4, 2) (4, 1, 0). No traces
of planes to be found or used. [Weight, 5.]
Total weight for first period, 11.
THIRD CLASS, JANUARY,

1896,

SECOND PERIOD.

[Time, one a;nd ·o ne-half hours.]

52. Construct the cylinder whose base, in H, is a circle having for its ranius 1.5
and for its center the point C (8.0, 3.0, 0.0), the rectilinear elements of the cylinder
being -parallel t o, the right line CB (8, 3, 0) (6, 0, 1.5). [Weight, 1.]
Intersect the cylinder by the plane, perpendicular to CB, passing through the point
of that line one unit above H, find the curve of intersection by this plan e and develop
the portion of the cylinder lying between the intersecting plane and H.
NOTE.-Place the development on the left of the drawing, the r ectified right section coincident with the left edge of the paper and the center of this rectified ar c on
GG.
rFor·the entire class. Weight, 15.]
INTERMEDIATE EXAMINATION, THIRD

CLASS, DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY, FEB RUARY

12, 1896.
FIRST PERIOD.-8 to 9.20 a. m.

1. Show what the stereographic projection of any circle on the surface of a sphere
is and where the extremities of a diameter of the projection of any snch circle are
to be found. [Weight, 2.5.J
2. Describe the conic projection. State (1) when the exaggeration is the great est;
(2) how it may be lessened; (3) the . manner of using it to advantage when a small
portion of the surface between two given parallels is to be r epresented. [Wei ght, 1.5.J
3. Construct the shade and shadow of a sphere. (Model given.) [Weight, 3.5.J
Total weight for first period, 7.5.
SECOND

PERIOD.-9.30 to 10.55 a. m.

4. (1) The perspectives of what sets of parallel lines, are paralleH Why f
(2) Rule for constructing the vanishing line of any plane.
(3) Rule for constructing a set of conjugate diameters of an ellipse which is the
perspective of any given circle.
,
(4) Rule for constructing the vanishing point of the projections of r ay s on any
plane. [Weight, 3.3.J
(5) Perspective of shade and shadow of a cylindrical column with square pedestal
and abacus. (Model with perspective of pedestal, abacus, and one circle of column
given.) [Weight, 4.2.]
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[Written for tbe entire class. Total weight, 25.]

INTERMEDIATE EXAMINATION, FOURTH CLASS, IN GEOMETRY, MARCH

P AR'l' I.-8 to 9.30 a. m.

10, 1896.

[Weight, 13.]

1. If two angles of a triangle are equal, the sides opposite to them are also eqn
[Weight, 2.]
2. If from a point without a circle a tangent and a secant are drawn, the sec a
terminating in the concave arc, the tangent is a mean proportional between th
secant and its external segment. [Weight, 2.J
.
3. If a straight line is perpendicular to two straight lines at their point of 1ntersection it is perpendicular to the plane of those lines. [Weight, 4.J
.
4. Given an equilateral .triangle inscribed in a circle, and a similar circumscr1be
triangle; determine the ratio of thA two triangles to each other. [Weight, 3.J .
5. Find a point within a, triangle such that tne angles formed by drawing lme
from it to the three vertices of the triangle shall be equal to each other. [Weight, 2 .
..J

P AR'I II.-9.30 to 11 a. m. [Weight, 12.]

6. Show what the volume of the frustrum of any cone is equal to. [Weight, 3.]
7. The area of a spherical triangle= f [Weight, 3.J
8. The area of a lune= 33.55 sq. ft.; the angle of the lune= 60°. Surface of
sphere= f Volume of sphere= f [Weight, 2.J
.•
9. What is the surface of a zone on a hemisphere whose radius is 5 feet, the radu
of the bases being 4 and 3; and what is the volume of the corresponding segment f
[Weight, 3.J
10. Given A---B = base -of a triangle <A, "a" angle at base, and C - - - D
= side opposite angle "a" minus µnknown side adjacent to "a," construct the
triangle. [Weight, 1.J
WRITTEN EXAMINATION PAPER FOR THE FOURTH CLASS, JUNE 2, 1896.
ETRY, ,SURVEYING, AND PART OF ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY.

TRIGONOM-

[Time, four and one-half hours.)

1. Trigonomet1·y.-Paper with constructions, etc., functions to be determined.
[Weight, 2.J
2. Trigonomet-r y.-From a point 108 feet above a horizontal plane the angles of
depression of the top and bottom of a tower standing on the plane are 30° and 60°,
respectively. Find the height of the tower. [Weight, 3.J
3. Trigonometry.-Assume .t he square of any side of a triangle in terms of the other
two sides and their included angle, and deduce values for sin t A, cos t A, and tan
t A in terms of the sides. [Weight, 4.]
4. Trigonometry.-The distance between two points on a horizontal plane is 940
feet. From a balloon in the same vertical plane the angles of depression to these
points are 22° 15' and 30° 46', respectively. Find the height of the balloon above the
plane. [Weight, 4.J
5. Trigonometry.-In a right trihedral prove= 1°- each oblique dihedral is oftbe
same species as its opposite face angle, and if one is 90° the other is 90° ; 2°- An
ob1ique dihedral if not equal to its opposite face angle is nearer to it than 900.
[Weight, 3.J
6. Tri_qonometrJJ.-Given B=82° 58' 10", C=43° 27' 36"; y=29° 32' 29". Solve the
oblique trihedral. [Weight, 8.J
7. .Analytical geo1netry.-Find the equation of a right line through the point (-4,3),
such that the portion between the axes is divided by the given point in the ratio of
5:3. (Onelineonlyrequired.) [Weight,2.J ·
8. Analytical geometry.-Find the distance from the point of intersection of the
lines y=3x-4 and 5x-y +2~0 to the line 7x-y=0. [Weight, 1.5.J
_
9. Analyticalgeometry. -Find the angle between thelinesx +y03-3andx-yy3 =2.
Also the coordinates of the point of intersection. [Weight, 2.J
10. Analytical geonietry.-Find the equation of the lines bisecting the angles between
4y=3x+7 and 3y=4x+l7. [Weight, 2.J
.
11. Analytical geonietry.-Determine the coordinates of the center and the radius
2
of the circle 2x+2y -l4x+6y-3=0. [Weight, 1.5.J
12. Surveying.-Dednce the rule for determining the double meridian distance of
·any course. [Weight, 2,1
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PART VII ..
CRITICAL REVIEW OF PRESENT COURSE AND METHOD OF INSTRUCTION, COMPARISON
WITH FORMER YEARS AND WITH OTHER INSTITUTIONS, ADVANTAGES, DEFECTS,
ETC.

Previous to 1881 the recitations and examinations in mathematics were almost
entirely oral. Demonstrations predominated largely over applications. Believing
that both were essential, I introduced more examples and exercises into the course
with improved results.
About the same time I became convinced that oral examinations alone, in which
each student had as a rule a single subject, were ver;v unsatisfactory. The academic
board received insufficient data from the examination, and the student regarded it
largely as a matter of luck. Furthermore, there was no record of the examination
work, for after consideration in cases where questions as to facts and fairness subsequently arose.
'l'he present method of requiring in all cases of doubtful proficiency, after an oral
examination, a written one, embracing subjects and applications throughout the
course, was then adopted, obviating to a great extent the defects of the former
method. Written examinations, however, soon developed the fact that the method
of exclusive oral recitations was faulty. Written recitations were then introduced,
especially during reviews, so that the necessary instruction upon advance should
not be interrupted. The result has been extremely satisfactory, and I believe that
the present system of combining written recitations and examinations with the oral
compares favorably with that employed in any other similar institution. I am convinced that the successful students acquire a better understanding of the principles
than formerly, and the percentage of failures has of late years diminished.
I have endeavored to sustain the high standard established by my distinguished
predecessor, Prof. A. E. Church, and to introduce such improvements as time and
experience naturally suggest. For the future, I have- several important plans and
propositions to submit.
In the first place, I believe that for a four year's course too much time is employed
in learning the course in pure mathematics. The course for the lower sections has
not been increased during the last fourteen years, and is considered the minimum
necessary for the proper study of philosophy, engineering, ordnance and gunnery,
and drawing. The greater portion of the first two years is now employed in the
study of mathematics. In order to diminish the time required daily for lessons in
mathematics, I purpose recommending that the present method of ~oing three times
over such subjects as trigonometry and integral calculus, which consists mainly of formulas, be reduced to two-that is, an advance and one review only. The daily lessons could thus be shortened, and ample time secured for such applications as would
instruct the student in the use of formulas not important for training the mind, and
which, as a rule, are soon forgotten.
I recommend that the instruction in surveying be made almost entirely practical.
The principles employed are those of geometry and trigonometry. The data should
be taken by the pupil in the field and plotted by him. The latter requires drawing
instruments and facilities only to be found in the department of drawing, and the
best methods of delineation are more readily and thoroughly taught in that department. I would, therefore, go once over some good treatise, as Johnson's or Gillespie's, using it more as a book of reference than a text-book. Afterwards I would
turn the subject over to th'3 department of drawing for the practical work. With no
mathematical lesson to study, two or three hours in the morning could be devoted
to :field work, and the data could be plotted in the drawing academy in the afternoon. The instructors of the class in mathematics would, of course, be available
for the field work. The graduate would then obtain a better knowledge of surveying
instruments and methods, and the student would have to devote less time daily
to the study of the subject.
With the increased facilities which the new academy building affords for lectures
and explanations to large portions of a class together, I am able to give more students
the benefit of my knowled~e and experience upon the mol'e important points, especially during the advance. These changes, with a little knowledge of algebra at
admission to the Academy, which I am convinced must soon be required, will enable
me to shorten the lessons throughout the two years, thus affording more time daily
for other purposes.
The advantages of the methods of instruction employed here are numerous. The
classes are divided into small sections of 10 or 12 each, so that each cadet is generally
called upon daily to recite or receive instruction, Generally two or three subjects
only are studied at the same time.
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The student is cut off from those pleasures and outside attractions which divert
his mind and prevent concentration of thought. Regular hours of study and recreation, combined with wbolesonrn food, promote good health and enable the pupil to
acquire the best mental results from his efforts. He is also surrounded by studious
associates and has little or no temptation to idleness.
Correct habits of study are continuously impressed upon him.
Instruction is always freely given when necessary, but the importance of selfreliance in acquiring knowledge is inculcated from the day of admission to the da,y
of graduation.
Among the advantages must be mentioned the stimulus for study which is due to
the desire to graduate and enter the Army, combined with the fear of disgrace which
is usually attached to a failure. This may also be considered a defect in another way,
for it leads in some cases to a habit of studying for a -mark, with a hope of obtaining
the reward of a commission at the end, instead of studying for knowledge.
The most serious and only defect in the present organization of the Academy which
is important to mention is the low standard of admission. Through it many enter
who are not qualified to master the subsequent course. Many therefore fail, thus
diminishing the number of graduates.
Sympathy for the weak, and a desire to assist them, naturally impels a professor to
give much of his time and instruction to pupils who are really doomed from the first
to disappointment and failure.
At least half of my instruction is devoted to pupils who do not graduate. If valuable, it seems as though the graduate should have the benefit of more of a professor's experience.
For many years this Academy has been the model for other scientific institution s.
Astronomy in this country was nurtured here. Trigonometrical and topographical
surveying, methods of triangulation, magnetic declination, and the systems of locating·, surveying, and dividing the public lands of the United States., are some of the
branches which emanaterl from this Academy. Methods of field astronomy and some
of the most valuable instruments of precision have been developed and invented by
graduates of West Point.
The object of this Academy is to furnish to the country a number of young men
qualified in the fund amental principles of the science of war and fortification.
While this science has advanced materially during the past quarter of a century,
and the mathematical instruction has of necessity been extended to keep pace with
the times, yet the necessary mathematics has a limit. The time available for its
study is also fixed. Hence the mathematical in struction at West Point has assumed
a conservative and moderate form of development.
The object of the mathematical instruction in this Academy is primarily to prepare
the pupil for the study of mechanics, wave motion, astronomy, electricity, ordnance
and gunnery, and engineering. In addition the study of mathematics develops the
reasoning faculties and establishes a mental foundation upon which any branch of
knowledge may safely and rapidly be constructed.
For many years this Academy was one of the leading scientific institutions in this
country. It was among the first to import high mathematical talent from Europe.
Several mathematical branches were first introduced into this country through this
Academy, and were originally studied from text-books in French.
The first complete c ourse of elementary mathematical text books published in this
country was written by Prof. Charles Davies, and for forty years bis works were the
standard through the United States. Even to-day they are extensively used and
serve as the basis for other books.
Other scientific institutions have arisen unlimited by corresponding considerations, and, in fact, by anything except knowledge itself. Higher and more
advanced snbjects in mathematics have been h1troduced elsewhere for the benefit of
the specialist pre.paring for some particular bra.nch of science. Therefore, to-day,
the United States Military Academy does not occupy the preeminent position among
scientific institutions that it enjoyed for so long a period in the early development
and growth of this country, nor is it desirable that it should compete with institutions established for a special purpose. The science of war in its broadest en e
should form, direct, and fix the curriculum of this Academy.
On the other hand, I believe that for thoroughness of iustruction upon the branch
taught, for methods of imparting information, for instruction that sustain the interest of the student, for methods of developing correct h abilis of study and for acquiring knowledge quickly and accurately, there is no institution in any country which
is superior to the United States Military Academy.
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APPENDIX F1,

Organization of third class, depa1'trnent of rnathematics.
Section.
First ..•...•••.
Second ....... .
Third ........ ..
Fourth ....... .
Fifth ......... .
Sixth ........ ..

Number
ofmembers.

Attendance.

Time.

Room.

t~ t

21!1
214
210
213
210
213

~~ . ~~~laoe~~-e-~~ ~~~~~~~:: ~- 30 1 30: ::
11 ..... clo ..................... do ....... .
11 ..... do ..................... clo ...... ..
11 ..... clo ................ 9. 30 to 11. ... ..
11 ..... do ..................... do ...... ..

Instructor.
Lieutenant Palmer .
Do.
Lieutenant Winn.
Lieutenant Johnson.
Lieutenant Winn.
Lieutenant .Johnson.

Generally the associate professor of mathematics instructs the :first section. From
September 1 to December 31, 1895, the associate professor instructed the first section.
E.W. BASS,
Professor of Mathematics.
WEST POINT, N. Y., May 27, 1896.
APPENDIX F2,

Organization of fourth class, departm~nt of 1nathematics.
Section.
First ........ ..
Second ........ .
Third .... . ... ..
Fourth ...... ..
Fifth ........ ..
Sixth ........ ..
Seventh ..... ..
Eighth ....... .
Ninth ....... ..

Number
ofmembers.

Time .

.Attendance.

Room.

11 Daily except Sunday.. 9. 30 to 11 . .. . . .
11 .... . do ................ 8
to 9.30 .. .

11
11
10
10
10
10
10

..... do
..... do
.... . do
..... do
..... do
..... do
...... do

..................... do ....... .
..................... clo ....... .
..................... do ....... .
................ 9. 30to 11 ..... .
..................... do ....... .
..................... do .......·.
... , ................. do ...... ..

215
215
308
306
312
308
306
312
31 4

Instructor.
Lieutenant Echols.
Do.
Lieutenant Cruikshank.
Lieutenant Rice.
Lieutenant Barrette.
Lieutenant Cruikshank.
Lieutenant Rice.
Lieutenant Barrette.
Lieutenant Devore.

From September 1 to December 31, 1895~Lieutenant Devore instructed two sections.
E.W. BASS,
Professo1· of Mathematics.
WEST POINT, N. Y., May 27, 1896.

APPENDIX F3.
[Third class, second section, 1896. Department of mathematics.]
May 11. May 12. May 13. ,May 14. May 15. May 16. Total.

Name.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1- ---1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Otwell ........................................... ..
Munton....................................
3.0
Spinks.....................................
3.0
Fries.·................................ ,.....
3. 0
Hamilton...................................
2. 8

tfgf
[ra~~:::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : ... ~ ...
Colo ........................................
2.9
l~i~!n·ci:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::: t g
g~';b!il ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

~: ~

p

2. 5
2.3
3. 0

3. 0

.A
A
3. 0
2. 9
3. 0
3. 0
p

2. 9
2. 9
2. 9
3. 0

2. 8
2. 7
2. 7
2. 7

3.0
2. 8
2. 9
2. 9

p

2. 5

2.6

2. 8
3. 0
2. 9
2. 7
2. 8
2. 9
2. 9
3. 0
3. 0
3. 0

2. 6
2. 9
3. 0
2. 9
2. 7
2. 9
3. 0
2. 3
2. 8
2. 5
3. 0

p

W&.J

2. 5

13. 0

.A
2.4
3. 0

14. 0
13.3
14.4
14.5

2. 5

13. 8

13. 6
14. 8
H .O

14.1
14.3

2. 7

14. 4

APPENDIX F4.

Data for blackboard.
1. Project AB [(8.25, 00, l.25) (10, 4, 1.25)] upon the plane of CD [(0, 1.25, 6)
(4.75, 5, 0)] and CE [(0, 1.25, 6) (10, 0.25, 2.75)].
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2. Ground line 0.5 above lower edge. Parallel to AB [(5.5, -10.125, 8.25 ) ( 10, 9.25, 10.25)] construct a plane tangent to cone having vertex V (8.5, -1, 4.875) an
base in H, circle: center at C (2.5, -75, 0), radius=l.875.

·Cadet _________ _ __________ Section ._________ _

0
8
Scale: :::::;:::::;::t:==::t:=::::t==±==±==:is==:i==::i==:i===:==::f'
ar--_

--

,,,,/'
aY

:

/

0)

il

I'<)

t:i
0
~
Q;)
rn. "

_,,,-- -t1;

:,?"'-/ - -

·-- . --· ··t:

iI

t"'

i

3. R evolve C (9.375, 10, 6) about AB [(3.25, 1.875, 60) (7.fi25, 5, 2)] through an an ale
whose sfne is f ·

b;
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F5.

Scheme for the use of colo1·ed crayonB.
DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY.

Given rragnitudes ••••.. Yellow, supplemented with brown when desirable.

Construction lines ............... White.
Required magnitudes ......... ; •... Red.

SHADES AND SHADOWS.

Assumed figures ................. Yellow.
Construction lines._ .......... __ . White.
Shades ..•........................• Red.

Shadows ..... Brown, supplemented with
blue when desirable.

PERSPECTIVE,

Projections of figures .. .......... White.
Construction lines ............... White.
Perspectives of figures •••••..••• Yellow.

Shades .............•.............. Red.
Shadows._ .. . Brown, snpplernented with
blue when desirable.
·

§1J. Construct the Hand . V prqjections o/' the .circle
in the .plane ,t,T.t.'i_.whose centre ··/i-el·C<and
radius e_ruql . t_o' I .,,__, __"."' --~---•~•~,

00

'-Revolve the plane of' lznes C.D-,. and EF about M H. unh'l'
it is parallel to .H, and /ind , the H and V prq/ections
of' t_h~t P_Oinrof' the ~plane""iwhose V prC?Jection, {n tr.ue\
posztzon, 1-S p.
·

0

~

pj
t_:rj

'"d

0

~

1-3

+<')
: '

0

l'zj

I

'

p;.-

I

~

I

"d

I
I

1-o

.tt!

I

Ci

p.)
t=i.,

~

i

l!

~

I

l

t,,j
~

t:1

1-3

P::
t;,:j

00
t;,:j

H

0

~

I-'!

1-,q

~
t;,:j

>

l;O

t-<

0

l'zj

~

>

"\ I

~

I
U1

<t>

~
o·

:::,

"'

~

I!
I
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F 1•

G

ART. 253.-Construct the shade of the cone of revolution, assumed above, its
shadow on the planes of projection and on its interior surface.
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X

8~

)(

________d____

, Section
Cadet
1. Complete the perspective.
Upper base of cylinder to be constructed by conj. diameters .......... - - - - - 0. 8
2. Construct shadowsOn lower base .... ______ .............. __________ ...................... ---- 0.2
On cylinder, ...... of rectilinear part of line of shade .......... - .. - . - -- -- 0. 3
circular part of line of shade . _................ - . -- - 0. 7
On spherical surface, . _.... point in V. _____ .... ____ . __ .. __ . _... _....... - . 0. 3
upper base of cylinder .............. . 0. 7
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UNITED ST.A.TES MILITARY .A.C.A.DEMY, THIRD CLA.SS, FIRST AND SECOND
SECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF MA.THEM.A.TI CS.

R eport fo1· the week ending May 16, 1896.
[Scale of daily merit: Thorough, 3; good, 2.5; indifferent, 2; bad, 1.5 ; very imperfect, 1; complete
failure, 0; maximum for the week, 15.]
•

No.

~
rd

Name.

l'l
0

~

~

~
Cl)
p

~

~
Cl)

l'l
rd

Cl)

~
'£i...
p

8

~

..<:l

8

h

'"

rd

'E:
~

rd

3

F-

p

~

Progress during the week.

0

w.

8

- - - - - - - - ---

'

FIRST SECTION.

Boggs ..... ...... . • ••.

3. 0

3. 0

3. 0

3.0

3. 0

15. 0

Brown, L. (first) .. ....
,Vooten . ... . .•........
Kerr, R.D ......•..••.

3.0
3. 0
2. 8

3. 0
3. 0
3.0

3. 0
3. 0
3.1)

3. 0
2. 8
2. 8

2. 9
3. 0

14. 9
14. 9
14. 6

Smith, U.S ............
6 Stephens, J. E ........
7 Butner . .•............
8 Meade ................
9 Nicholls .........•....
10 K erth .......••.......
11 Brown, E.I. ..... .. .••
12 Merrill ..•..•..•••••..

.A.
2. 7
2. 7
2. 7
2.8
2. 6
2. 7
3. 0
E

A
3. 0
3. 0
3. 0
3. 0
8. 0
3. 0
3. 0
E

.A.
3. 0
3. 0
3. 0
3. 0
3. 0
3. 0
3. 0
E

3. 0
2. 5
2. 7
2. 9
3. 0
3. 0
2. 6
3. 0

2. !)
2. 9

Otwell ......•......... -----Munton ... ............ 3. 0
Spinks ......•........ 3. 0
Fries .......... . ...•.. 3. 0
Hamilton . .........•.. 2. 8
Woodyard ...... .. . ... .A.
Bricker . . ..... . . ......
Cole . . ................ 2. 9
3. 0
2. 6
Conner, F ............. 2. 9
Newbold .•••••••.•.... 2. 8

2. 5
2. 3
3. 0
3. 0

2. 9
2. 9
2. 9
3. 0
2. 8
2. 7
2. 7
2. 7
3.0
2. 8
2. 9
2. 9

2. 5
2. 8
3. 0
2. 9
2. 7
2. 8
2. 9
2. !)
3. 0
3. 0
3. 0

2
3
4

5

p

3. 0
3. 0
3. 0
2. 5
2. 9

2. 0
3. 0
3. 0
3.0

p

p

2. 6
2. 6
2. 9
3. 0
2. 9
2. 7
2. 9
3. 0
2. 3
2.8
2.5
3. 0
WJ

2. 5

14.9
14.1
14. 4
14.6
14. 8
14. 6
13.8
14.9

Johnson's Least Squares advanced to end.
.Bass's Differential Calculus.
General review to 92, p.102,
from beginning.

SECOND SECTION.

1
2
3

4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12

ii~!~~~l.Cl::: ::: :: ::: :

p

Respectfully submitted.
To Prof. EDGAR

w.

.A.
.A.
3. 0
2. 9
3. 0
3. 0
p

p

p

13. 0
13. 6
14. 8
14. 9
.A.
14. 0
2. 4 13. 3
3. 0 14. 4
14. 5
2.5 13. 8
14.1
14. 3
2. 7 14. 4

Bass's Differential Calculus.
General review to l 15, p . 154.
Written recitation Friday.

p

CHAS . D. PALMER,
First .Lieutenant, Third Artillery, Instrnctor.

BASS,

Department of Mathematics, U. S. Military Academy,
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UNITED ST.A.TES MILITARY ACADEMY, FOURTH CLASS, FIFTH .A.ND EIGHTH
SECTIONS, DEPARTMENT OF MA.THEM.A.TICS.

Report for the week ending May 16, 1896.
[Scale of daily merit: Thorough, 3; good, 2.5; indifferent, 2; bad, 1.5; very imperfect, 1; complete
failure, O; maximum for week, 9.0.]
<:l
<:l

No.

>,

Names.

~

"O
~

0

~

~

~
(1)

"O

~

::I

8

.c

~

"O

~

ell

"O

Cl)

...

ell

A

::I

Cl)

,.Q

~

8

~.

~
...

"O

~

~

Progress during the week.

E

~

rx.i

rn

8

2.2
2. 8
2. 0
2. 9
1. 6
1. 5
2.4
1. 0
2. 2
2. 3
B

2. 9
2. 9

6. 6 Davies' Surveying.
8.4 Review from 165, p. 145. to
5. 6
349, p. 317.
8.1 Written recitation on Tues7. 9
day.
5. 3 Transfers recommended :
7. 9
Cadet Hanson to fourth
6. 0
section. Cadets Brown,
W. S., and J u!ltice to sixth
6.3
section. E. W. Bass, Pro6. 7
fessor of Mathematics.

"O

·c

~

0

- - --- - - - - - - - -

FIFTH SECTION.

1
2
3

4

~

Marshall ....•......••...•...
Hanson .................... .
Brown, W. S ............... .
Burtt, W. B ...••.......•••••

I~!!~'i~c~::::::::::: ::::::
Minus ..................... .

7
8 Justice .................... .
Merr y ..................... .
10 Watson, J ........... , ...... .
!l

1. 5
2. 7
1. 7
2.4
2. 6
2.8
2.5
2. 0
1. 6
2. 3
B

....... .......
-----...........
------ ......
.........
..........

----- · -----·
------ ............

....... ........

-----......... ..........
.......
-----B
B
.......

2. 8
2. 7
1.0
3. 0
3. 0
2. 5
2. 2
B
B

EIGHTH SECTION.

~

3
4

:::r~:::::::::::::::::
::::::
Oldenburg ............. .. .. .

McClure, A. N ............. .
5 Game ...... ... ............. .
6 Burke ..... ... ..........• • •.
7 Kerr, T.B ................. .
8 Brown, F. R ................ .
9 Watson, F. V .............. .
10 Major ..••....•...._.••... B..

.A.
.A.
0. 7
1. 2 .........
1. 2

----------- ......

o. 8 ------ .........

1. 3 --·--· ........
1. 2 ....... ---··1.0 ····-- --·-- 0. 6 ··-··· -·-···
2. 6 ....... .......
B
B
B

1.0
2. 9
1. 8
2. 8
2.0
1. 0
2.8
2. 4
2. 0
2.4
B

4. 3
6. 3
5.5
7. 0
5.2
4.3
6. 5
5.8
3. 9
7.5

Same as above .

B
b Field work, level.

a Field work, transit.

Respectfully submitted.

2. 2
2. 7
2. 5
3. 0
2.4
2. 0
2. 5
2. 4

J. D. BARRETTE,
First Lieutenant, Third Artillery, Instructor.

To E. W. BASS,
Professor of Mathematics, U.S. M.A.

APPENDIX Fu.

Cadet Blank, third class.
Sec·
Week ending- tion.
January 11. ....
January 18 .... .
January 25 .....
February 1. ....
February 5 .....
February8 .....
February 11. ...
February 12a ..
February 15 .•..
F ebruary 22 ....
F bruary 29 ....
March 7 ..... . ..

.

4
4
4
4
4
4
6

6
6
6
6
5

I

In·
Week
Total
Weekly Total Tota.I
maxi· weighted. weighted. structmark.
mark. mum.
or.
---- ---- --- ---l
w.
4. 2
6
4. 2
6 ----- -·-··· ............
,
15
8. 0
12. 2
21 --·- ···- -·· ----··----· w .
15
10.4
22. 6
36 ...... ...... ······ ··· ·· w.
12
7. 7
30. 3
48 -······---· ······-···· w .
w.
9
6. 7
87. 0
57 ·······---· .............
w.
9
4. 0
41. 0
47. 0
66
10. 0
6
w.
5.4
46. 4
60. 5
72
13. 5
15 ----···--- ..... ... ...... ...
13. 2
73. 7 ·- · ··· · ·
6
w.
4. 9
78. 6
51. 3
4. 9
78
15
w.
b IO. 5
61. 8
89.1
10. 5
93
15
W.
blO. 5
99. 6
72.3
10. 5
108
15
w.
8. 0
80. 3
8. 0
107. 6
123
Wee~ly
maxl·
mum.

a Examination.

b Absent.

Weigh_ted
man·
mum.

------········

···· ·······
-·---······
-----····· ·

···········
'i9.5
DU

109.5
115.5
130.5

U5. ·
160.5
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[Ext~act from Regulations United States Military Academy, 1894.]

*
52. Every professor, assistant professor, or instructor, having the immediate charge
of one or more sections of a class, shall keep daily notes of the progress of each, and
of the relative merit of the members, and at the end of each week shall r eport the
result to the Superintendent, in all cases through the head of the department, with
such additional explanations as may be necessary to show the relative progress of
the members of the respective sections. The head of the department shall at the
same time recolllmend such transfers from section to section as he may consider
expedient.

G.
REPORT ON COURSE OF STUDIES AND METHOD OF INSTRUCTION IN
THE DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, AND GEOLOGY,
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY, WITH HISTORICAL SKETCH OF
THE DEPARTMENT.
•The earliest information that I have been able to find relating to the introduction
at; the Military Academy of the studies pertaining to the department of chemistry,
·
etc., is embodied in the following memoranda:
1815.

Ext,ract from letter of A. J. Dallas, Acting Secretary of War, to General Swift,
dated April 28, 1815, on the subject 'of instruction at the Military Academy. " * "
"In a school of engineering I should think a professor of chemistry would be
important."
*
*
*
Plan for the organ.i.zation of three military academies (including the one at West
Point), agreecl to by the staff at West Point and forwarded by Captain Partridge,
May 9, 1815.
*
*
*
5. .Let there be allowed at each of the academies the following professors and
teachers, viz, a professor of chemistry and mineralogy.
*
*
*
*
':-!*
*
Circular dated West Point, October 30, 1815. "Captain Douglass, superintendent,
requests the professors, assistant professors, and teachers of the Military Academy
as a body to delibemte on the propriety of arranging a course of study for the
Academy, and of casting the cadets into grades according to their progress in that
course." .,. * "
"The academic staff assembled on the same evening at Colonel Mansfield's quarters, and having elected Colonel Mansfield president and Lieut. S. H . Long secretary,
proceeded to the consideration of the subjects proposed." " * *·
With respect to the course of study it was unanimously agreed that the following
ought to be included, viz, * " * natural philosophy and chemistry, astronomy.
if
*
*
*
*
*
·)f

1816.

Dated United States Military ~\.cademy, West Point, May 22, 1816. A course of
studies and instruction submitted to the Secretary of War. ' 1 The following branches
of science and instruction shall be considered as comprising a complete course of
education at the Military Academy at West Point, N. Y.: Philosophy: A complete
course of philosophy shall embrace the following branches, viz: " " * The elements of chemistry, electricity, magnetism, and astronomy.''
1818.

".A. plan for a new organization of the Military Academy," dated at West Point,
January 20, 1818. * * * "A professor of chemistry and rnineralo~y. Chemis~9,.
and mineralogy ha ve not heretofore constituted a part of the instruction at the _Military Academy. They are, however, a n ecessary supplement to the course of science
now taught, and when a professor shall be provided he shall give lectures to the two
senior classes 9f the institution." *· * *
1819.

Propositions and observations on the conrse of inst.ruction n ecessary for the offi·cers of the different arms of the Army, su bmitted to the Secretary of War January
7, 1819, by Brig. Gen. S, Bernard and Maj. William McKee. " * *
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"The subjoined table exhibits the two principal divisions of the instruction; the
fi_rst part includes the branches of knowledge that are necessary to all who are destmed for any arm of the military establishment, either as officers in the exercise o f
their professional duties or as men of information liable in the course of their mil i tary career to be intrustecl with other interests. It is therefore that mathematics,
for instance, is extended further than is strictly necessary to the officer of infantry;
that natural and experimental philosophy and chemistry are insertetl under the elementary division, rather as forming a part of a liberal Nlucation, than of mere military utility." " * *
Table of course of instruction, etc.
"Chemistry, animal, vegetable_, and
mineralogy, 1 professor."
J. Du Commun, teacher of French at West Point, by letter dated February 1, 1819,
states that, "Having been informed of a bill for the better organization of the Military Academy, submitted to the Congress by Mr. Williams, of Tennessee, from the
Committee on Military Affairs, and this bill making provisions for a professor of chemistry, * * * I immediately determined to make this application to your excellency for the professorship of chemistry." * · * *
REPORT OF BOARD OF VISITORS,

1819.

"As chemistry and mineralogy are now universally acknowledged to be essential
parts of a scientific education, the board would suggest the propriety of employing
a well-qualified teacher of those two kindred branches of science."
1820.
[Military Academy Regulations (printed with Army Regulations), 1820.]
COURSE OF INSTRUCTION AND STUDIES.

*
*
*
"Philosophy.-A complete course of philosophy shall embrace the following
branches: The principles of mechanics, with their general application, hydrostatics;
hydraulics, pneumatics; the elements of chemistry; electricity; magnetism and
astronomy."
*
*
*
*
MILITARY ACADEMY,

West Point, April 26, 1820.
DEAR

Sm: I have just received your letter of the 20th instant and hasten to say

in reply that I am highly pleased with your proposition to appoint Dr. Cutbush a
post surgeon and to station him at West Point, with instructions to deliver each year
a course of lectures on chemistry. The cadets of the :first and second classes (about
100) would be permitted to attend, and itis probable that few would decli 110 the opportunity. I am of opinion that $5 from each cadet for a single course would be areasonable compensation.
The sum of $500, if n ecessary, may be spared from the appropriation of the present
year to be applied to the purchase of chemical apparatus.
I am, sir, with great respect and esteem, your obedient and humble servant,
S. THAYER,
Brevet Major, Superintendent Military .Academy.
Dr. JOSEPH LOVELL,
Surgeon-General United States Army.
The above extracts and letter were supplied me by the Adjutant-General of the
AI·my, Gen. George D. Ruggles.
It thus appeari; that the detail of Dr. Cntbush and consequent beginnin<Y of
instruction in the department was imm diately due to the suggestion of the .: urO'eonGeneral, Dr. Joseph Lovell. Dr. Cntbnsh was appointed po t sm 0 ·eon May 16 1 2 .
and bis name appears on the Academic Register of June, 1820, as acting profe. or of
cherni try. Instruction in the department was begun October 9, 1820, as sho~rn by
the following order:
UNITED STATES l\1ILITARY ACADE~IY,

West Point,

1 .

Y., October 8, 1sgo,

POST ORDERS.]

Dr. Cntbusb, having completed his arrangements for a course of lectures in chemtry and min raloo-y, will d liv r the introductory lectnr to-morrow at 12 o'clo_k.
The course will be attended by the cadets of the first and second classe : wh1

UNITED

s·r ATES

MILITARY ACADEMY.
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will be formed into one squad and marched to the lecture room at 12 o'clock every
week day by the adjutant of the battalion or, in his absence, by the squad marcher
of'the first section of the first class. Seats will be assigned to the cadets in such
manner as to enable the whole to see the experiments to the best advantage, after
which they are not to change seats. All officers 6f the post are permitted to attend
the lectures. * * *
To enable Cadet Triste, acting assistant teacher of French, to attend the chemical
lectures with his class, the fourth French section of the fourth class is to recite for
the future in the evening, and will assemble for that purpose at the signal to return
to quarters after supper.
·
GEO . BLANEY,
By order:
Lieutenant and Post Adjutant.
These lectures to both classes at the same hour did not long continue, for the regulations of the Academy, adopted in March, 1821, provided separate hours. I have
hereto appended (marked G1, G2, G 3, and G4) those extracts from the Academic Regulations, from the year 1821 to the present time, which have special reference to this
department. These extracts show the manner prescribed for giving instruction, the
scope of th e studies and the time allotted for lecture or ·recitation at the respective
dates. The early regulations were not strictly adhered to, and accordingly can not
be taken as giving a precise history of the department. .The historical statements
given below, when not in accordance with the provisions of rngulations, are based
upon other records preserved at the Academy.
Both the first and second classes were examined in chemistry at the Jan nary and
June examinations of 1821, anq. although there is no record of an examination in
mineralogy, the first class was given a standing fo this subject after the June examination, 1821, and_ it is inferred that it was also taught to the first class during the
academic year 1820 and 1821. 'l'he regulations of 1821 provided that chemistry and
mineralogy should be taught in a course of lectures and experiments to the first
and second classes at the rate of three lectures per week to each class, accompanied
with suitable interrogatories. _ These lectnres from the beginning must have partaken largely of the nature of recitations, for the classes were divided into sections.
One hour (12 to 1) every other day was devoted to lecture and interrogatory and the
same hour on the other days to the study of the subject.
The instruction to the first class was at first given both in mineralogy and applied
chemistry; to the second class in chemistry only. Geology is first mentioned as one
of the subjects upon which the first class was examined in June, 1823. An important
departure from the provisions of the regulations was made in December, 1822, when
the hour from 11 to 12 was allowed for instruction of the first class in mineralogy,
and in the spring of 1823 the same hour was allowed for the recitations of the second
.
class in chemistry. 1
The regulations of 1825 (approved March 1 of that year) contained substantially
the same provisions as those of 1821, in regard to the instruction to be giv-en in the
department.
The first class was required to recite three times a week and attend three lectures
a week, the recitations and lectures alternating ju days. The recitations were from
11 to 1~ and the lectures from 12 to 1. One hour each day was prescribed for the
study of the subject of recitation or lecture for the following day. The records show
that the schedule of the regulations was uot strictly followed. In November, 1828,
certain members of the first class were permitted to attend lectures in geology from
3 to 4, and this is the first mention of the afternoon hour being devoted to this
subject.
In September, 1830, is found the first mention of the_ suspension of the study of
mineralogy for the purpose of taking up that of artillery; the alternation of mineralogy and drill studies soon became permanently established in the routine of
instruction. Chemistry was not taught to the first class after June, 1829.
The regulations of the Academy of 1832, a;pproved December 5, 1831, prescribed
three lectures each week for the first class in mineralogy and geology, and provided
for recitations in the afternoon. It appears that the lectures and recitations replaced
each other and did not alternate on days, so that the section-room work involved
only three days each week. The regulatiorni, however, were not followed in this
respect. The _orders published to the corps of cadets show that from June, 1832, ~o
1841 the recitations in these branches were held for only about half the academic
1 By Military Academy Order from Engineer Department, dated October 9, 1820,
Dr. Cutbush was allowed· $10 per month for extra services as chemic!3'l lec_tnrer
to date from September 1. On November 18, 1820, be was relieved from ~1s duties as
post surgeon. The order announcing the death of Dr. Cutbus1:1 was publ_isbed_to the
cadets on December 10, 1823, which shows that the date of his death given m Cullum's Register (Decembei· 15), is erroneous.
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year; during the other half of the academic year the same hours were devoted to
artillery and infantry recitation. After 1832 the recitations in these branches -were
fixed for the afternoon hours, 2 to 4 p. m. In the regulations of 1839, in the table· for
the employment of time, is embodied a recognition of the practite which bad prevailed since 1832 of dividing the afternoon hours for recitation between mineralogy,
geology, and infantry and artillery studies. From 184.1 to 1852 the instruction. in.
mineralogy and geology was had for about half the academic year, recitations being
on alternate cfays from 2 to 4. The subjects were studied from September 1 to about
December 10, and from about May 10 to June 1. During the reorganization of the
courses between 1854 and 1861, to meet the requirements of a five years' course, the
subjects continued to receive the same time. The aca,d emic regulations of 1853
retained the provision that three lectures per week should be 6 iven to the first class
in mineralogy and geology, though these lectures had long been almost entirely
replaced by recitations and the number per week was adhered to for only about half
the year. In the regulations of 1857 this provision was omitted.
From 1852 to 1872 these subiects received the same amount of time as from 1841 to
1852. From 1841 to 1872 this course commenced September 1 and continued approx imately through the first quarter of December; jt was then suspended and resumed
approximately at the end of the first quarter of May and continued to June.1. From.
1831 to 1841 about the same time was given the subjects, but the time ,vas not so definitely limited to the same portions of the academic year. From June, 1872, to June,
1880, these subjects were taught entirely in the term after January in the first class.,
recita.t ions being had from 2 to 4 every week day, except Saturday, from ,January to
June. After June, 1879, this instruction was transferred to the second-class year,
and since then the recitations have been from 11 to 1 daily on all week days except
in April, when they are on alternate week days, the portion of the academic year
devoted to it being that from the completion of the cours-e in chemistry after January 1, to June 1 of the second-class year.
The history of the instruction to the :first class in this department may be summarized as follows:
From 1820 to 1830, when instruction was given in both mineralogy and applied
chemistry, an hour each day in the week was allowed for the section-room exercises
during the entire year, but instruction was not always continuously given. From
1830 to 1853 the regulations of the Academy prescribe three section-room exercises
per week in mineralogy and geology, but this number was actually h eld for only
about one-half the academic year upon alternate week days, except Saturdays. The
actual number of recitations or lectures permitted in mineralogy and geology since
1830 has been very nearly the same up to the present. There was a slight increase
in the number at the time of the- changes in 1872 and 1879 (referred to above), but
the number has vaded between 45 and 55. Prior to 1830 a greater number of days
was given to the instruction of the first class in this department, .but the class then
devoted time to applied chemistry as well as to mineralogy and geology. The exact
time devoted by this department to the instruction of the first class between 18?0
and 1830 can not be determined; the regulation schedule was interferred with m
many ways.
From June, 1834, to June, 1838, the study of mineralogy appears to have been susp ended for lack of a suitable text-book, thoug'h that of geology was kept np. In
the autumn of 1838 the study of mineralogy was resumed) and with geology has been
annually taught since. Although but little time was devoted to these subjects cluring the second term of the academic year between 1841 and 1872 (about three week
in May), the class was examined in the branches both in January and June; since
1872 there has been only one examination (in June), all the study of the subjects pertaining to the second term. The previous study given the subject in May (between
1841 and 1872) was m erely a review for tho June examination.
The text-books used in mineralogy and geology since 1820 are as follows:
Cleveland's Treatise on Mineralogy and Geology, 1820 to 1833 or 1834.
Bakewell's Geology, 1833 or 1834 to June, 1841.
Lyell's Geology, 1841 to 1842.
Dana's Mineralogy (manual), first to fifth editions, September, 1839J to January, 1 9-i.
Elementary Geology, E. Hitchcock, 1842 to June, 1872.
Tex t-book of Geology, Dana, 1872 to 1882.
Elements of Geology, Le Conte, 1882 to 1896.
Elementary Lesson in Mineralogy, Tillman) 1894 to 1896.
.
A Description of the Common Rocks (brochure), Tillman, used with Le Conte
Geology.
The study of chemistry in the second class was introduced at the same time a tha
of mineralogy and geology, October 9J 1820. The s hedule for thi branch of tu<ly
in thi clas assumed definite shape ery soon after introduction) and with only a few
temporary interruption ha. continued almost unchanged to the pr ent time. Tb
in truction in general chemistry ha al ways been given to the econd cla . For
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year or two after the introduction of the subject one hour (12 to 1) a day was devoted
to this subject, but in 1823 the hour from 11 to 12 was also given. 'From 1823 to
June, 1880, with the exception of short intervals between 1823 and 1830, recitations
in chemistry, or lectures on that subject, have been held on alternate week days
throughout the year-half the class reciting one day and the other half the nexteach section' attending one hour, the first hour being from 11 to 12 and the second
from 12 to 1 o'clock. In the reorganization of the course for a five years' term (1854
to 1861) this arrangement was not disturbed. After June, 1879, when instruction
in mineralogy and geology was transferred to the second-class year, recitations in
chemistry were made daily between November 1 and January 1, and from the close
of tho January examination to the end of the course in chemistry. The recitations
• were on alternate days during September and October. When the course in chemistry was completed, after the January examination, the other subjects, transferred
to thi.s year from the first-class year, were continued until June, r ecitations being ·
daily, except during the month of April. In May, 1882, the schedule which appears
in the regulations of 1883 was established and is still in operation, except that the
additional subject of physiology and hygiene was introduced for the first time in
1887, a law to that effect having been passed in 1886. From 1823 to 1880, approximately, the same allowance of time was given to the chemical recitations and
instruction of the second class. Since 1880 there has been a slight increase, <lue to
the changes resulting from the transfer of mineralogy and geology to the secondclass year. In this connection it should be remembered that the term chemistry
included electricity from 1858 to 1880. The time devoted to the subjects of the
department may be summarized as follows:
From 1820 to 1880 instruction was given to two classes-mineralogy and geology
to the first class, and chemistrv to the second class. From 1820 to 1829 instruction
in applied chemistry was also· given to the first class. From 1830 to 1880 the first
class had, approximately, :fifty lesson day:s in mineralogy and geology, and the
second class one hundred and eleven in chemistry, making a total of one hundred
and sixty-one days ju both classes 'to the subjects of the department. When the
transfer of the first-class instruction to the second-class year was made in 1880, this
number was increased to one hundred and eighty-three. In the slight change made
<in 1882, establishing the scheLlule now existing, tho number was brought to one
hundred and eighty-five.
The text-books used in the chemical studies of the department were the following:
Henry's Chemistry, from 1820 to June, 1829; Turner's Chemistry, from 1829 to June,
1840; Webster's Chemistry, from 1840 to June, 1843; Kane's Chemistry, from 1843 to
June, 1858. During the years 1859 and 1860 both Fowne's and Re~nault's Chemiatries
were used. Fowne's Chemistry from February, 1858, to June, li:s84 (seventh to thirteenth editions); Bloxam's Chemistry from June, 1884, to 1896 (fifth to eighth
editions) .
Principles of Chemical PJ:i.ilosophy or Essential Principles of Chemistry (Tillman)
has been used in conjunction with Bloxam. The subject of electricity and magnetism was first taught in this department during the year ending June, 1858. Miller's
Physics of Chemistry was the text-book in•this subject from that time until January,
1883. In January, 1883, MHler was replaced by S. P. Thompson's Elementary Lessons
in Electricity and Magnetism. This book is still used, having passed through several
editions, the latest being that of 1895.
·
Dr. James Cutbush, assistant surgeon, U.S. A., was the first head of the department and acting professor of chemistry at the Academy. He served from the creation of the department until bis death, December 10, 1823. Asst. Surg. James G.
Percival succeeded Dr. Cutbush, and was acting professor of chemistry, etc., from
March 4 to July 6, 1824. Asst. ~urg. J obn Torrey was the acting professor from August
25, 1824, to June 15, 1827. Dr. Torrey afterwards filled many distinguished positions,
among which may be mentioned that of professor of chemistry and botany in the
College of Physicians and Surgeons in New York City; professor of chemistry at
Princeton College, New Jersey; professor of chemistry, mineralogy, and botany at tlie
University of the City of New York.
Lieut. W. F. Hopkins, Fourth Artillery, was acting professor of chemistry, etc.,
from June 15, 1827, to August 31, 1835. Among.the positions subsequently filled by
Professor Hopkins may be mentioned that of professor of chemistry and natur~l
philosophy, William and Mary College, 1849-50; professor of n_atural and exl?erimental philosophy, UnitedStatesNavalAcademy, 1850to 1859. Lieut. J. W. Ba1lcy,
First Artillery, was the acting professor of chemistry, etc., from August 31, 183?, to
July 8 1838. At this latter date he was appointed professor of chemistry, mm~raloo·y 'and geology and occupied the position until his death, Februar:y- 26, 18D7.
Capt.'H. L. Kendrick, Second Artillery, was appointed profes~or of cbe_nnstry 1 etc.,
March 3, 1857, and served until December 13, 1880. Professor Kendrick, prior to
his appointment as professor, had served from Septem"J?er, 1835, fo ~annary, 1847,
as assistant, in the department, to Professor Bai~ey. Lieut. S. E. Tillman, Co~ps
of Engineers, was appointed to the professorship to succeed Professor Kendrick
January 1, 1881.
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The foregomg account, together with appended extracts from the Academic Regulations, shows the general development of the department. There bas beeu bui:;
little variation in the time devoted to the subjects of the department. The list of
text-books given shows that constant effort was made to keep abreast with the
advances in the branches taught.
The most important single and distinct change iu the department since 1830 was made
when al! the instruction in the department was transferred to the second class yea r
and the whole placed in the morning hour, from 11 to 1 for recitations. 'l'bis change
first took effect with the second class 1879 and 1880. It allowed twenty-five more
lesson days to the department, gave the morning hour for all recitations, and reliev e d
the department from the necessity of conducting simultaneously instruction in t w o
branches, occupying both morning and afternoon, with the same set of instructors,
an arrangement which prevented sufficient attention to either branch.
PRESENT COURSE.

Since the changes as to time, made in 1879 and 1882, already referred to, the department has bad one hundred and eighty-six recitation days; of this number eighty-one
come before January and one hundred and five after.
The course before January embraces the subjects heat and chemistry; after January, physiology and hygiene, electricity, mineralogy and geology. The text-books
used before January are, Elementary Lessons in Heat, Tillman; Essential Principles
of Chemistry (brochure), Tillman; Chemistry, Inorganic and Organic, Bloxam.
The two subjects first named had both been included in the text-books used prior
to Bloxam (Fowne), and their appearance as separate texts was made necessary b y
the deficiency which existed in Bloxam when it was adopted. In the separate treatment the matter considered was somewhat extended and was susceptible to more
appropriate discussion. The subject-matter of the brochure is in every respect a,
fundamental ,part of the chemical course, and the term "chemistry" will hereafter
include the matter of this brochure.
The number of recitations before the January examinations isGeneral
review.

~eat ...................................................................
Chemistry..............................................................

jAdvan:

/

23

,!'~[!!5

3
10

J7

1

Making a total of 68 recitations.
There are given four lectures on beat, and nine on chemistry. Each lecture occupies t.be recitation hours for the day. On the day of a lecture the lesson for that day
is increased by an amount equal to half that of a full lesson. The total number of
lessons of full length in the course is therefore equal to the total number of recitations increased by one-half the number of lectures. In other words, 74 lessons of
full length would cover the course.
The text-books used after January are Anatomy, Physiology, and Hygiene,
Tracey; Elementary Lessons in Electricity and Magnetism, S. P. Thompson; Elementary Text-book of Mineralogy, S. E. Tillman; Elements of Geology, Joseph
Le Conte; Brochure-Description of Common Rocks, to accompany Le Conte's
Geology, S. E. Tillman.
The number of recitations after January is :
General
review.

---------------~----------1---- -------.Anatomy, physiology, and hygiene ........••..••..••......•••..........

6

~Yi;E~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

18
7
]8

2
8
3
4

1
8
3

8

There are also five days' practical work in the electrical laboratory, making 91
~ection-room exercises not including the lectures, of which there are 14- in this term·
m all, 105.
As in the previous term, upon the day of a lecture, the lesson of that day i gen·
erally increased by an amount equal to one-half the usual length of le son, o t~at
the total number of le sons of full length in this term is 98. The lessons, of nece 1ty
vary in length with the diffi nlty of the subjects.
n the ad-yanc , the fir~t time over the subject, the lessons v2,ry iu length from
2,500 words, m the most difficult parts of the course, to 6,000 words in the mo t ea ·y
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parts. The average length over the entire course (the :first time over) is about 4,100
words. The lessons upon the two reviews are, of course, longer, but for the majority
of the cadets are less difficult than the advance lessons. The lengths of the lessons
in advance and review can not be compared by the relative numbers of eaeb, for
certain parts studied in advance are omitted on the reviews. The hours devoted to
the study of different subjects is different with different cadets, varying greatly
with tastes, abillity; and inclination. The Academic Regulations ·op to 1853 prescri becl
tlrnt "the daily allowance of time for the class studies shall not be less than nine
hours, nor more than ten." The present regulations of the Academy make about the
same amount of time available for class studies, as will be seen from the following
considerations: The working day of the cadets begins at reveille (5.45 a. m.) and
ends at taps (10 p. m. ), embracing 16¼ hours. Qne hour of this time may be considered as unavailable for purely personal reasons, leaving 15¼ hours. Of this time
each day, except Saturdays and Sundays, the class is in the section room 3½ hours,
which must be classed as study time, 2 hours of the day are devoted to meals,
which leaves 9¾ hours of the day. Assuming 2 hours for military exercises and 1½
hours for other recreation, exercise, or rest, there is left 6¼honrs for application to
the studies of the second class outside the section room.
It is my belief that the average of time devoted to the study of the subjects of my
department, outside the section room, is less than 2½hours for each recitation. This
average arises from the employment of a much smaller amount at some times and a
much larger at others. The time in section room above given includes 1t hours in
philosophy and 1 hourin drawing.
.
The l'ecitations in this department are 1 hour in length; the lectures avera.ge
about lt houl's in length. The number of hours in section room for term before January is 89¼, and the time devoted to the study of the subj ect s outside tLe section
room is 202-½ hours, or a total of 292¼hours. In the t erm after January the time in
the section room is 114¼ hours, and the time devoted to the subjects outside the sec,
tion room is ~62½ hours, making a total of 376tt, This estimate of hours assumes
that the cadets study for the lecture days the same as for days of recitation. It is
also based upon an average of 2½hon.rs' study for each recitation, which estimate is
somewhat too great, especially in the term ·after January.
The number of lectures during the year is not always the same. The number (27)
above given (13 before and 14after January) was that of the past academi c year. In
some years there have been a few more than this number, and in others a smaller
number. Tbe subjects for instructive lectures are very numerous, and when the
progress of the class is such that a lecture seems more desirable than a recitation,
the former replaces the latter. The routine instruction, however, usually permits
only the number given.
The difference in the amounts of matter studied by the upper and lower sections
is slight. Such difference as exists is made between the two halves of the class and
depends almost entirely upon the difference in the problems r equired to be solved.
The entire difference does not amount to 5 per cent of the course. This statement
refers to the difference in the amounts studied and not in the amounts learned.
ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT AND DUTIES OF THE PERSO.i: NEL.

The personnel of the department consists of the professor and the r equisite number of instructors, a civilian employee, and an enlisted attendant. The number of
instructors at the present time is four.
The professor is, by the academic regulations, mado responsible for th e mode of
conveying instruction in his department. He prepares and delivers the le<W;ures that
pertain to the course, and with the aid of the instructors and employee he arranges
for the illustrations and experiments that accompany them. He arranges and prescribes all the lessons during each term, this t edious duty being often necessary owing
to a change of text-books or th e date of lectures. He constantly supervises and assists
in the instruction .by frequent visits to the section rooms, and is always ready to
replace any instructor who may be sick or detailed to other duty. He makes constant
effort to have the aims and obj ects of th e department thoroughly understood by the
instructors, has frequent interviews with them as the course progresses to this end;
invites suggestions and discussion from them, individually and collectively, toward the
accomplishment of better results. H e sees that the same general methods are follow ed
by all the instructors. To this last result it is found very beneficial to have a new
instructor present at two or more recitations before h e is required to con~uct them.
The professor, aided by instructors, endeavors to keep note of the most unportant
publications pertaining to the department, and secures them by purcha~e as the fu_nds
warrant. With the same assistance h e watches some of the best t echmcal and scientific journals and attempts to provide the department with the best, new and approved
apparatus that the funds of the department will purchase, and which can be made
useful with available facilities.
•
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The finishing, furnishing, and equipment of the new .Academy, the adaptation of
its facilities to the best advantage of the department, with possible modifications in
the future, require the constant attention of the professor and all of his assist ants. It
is often possible to greatly improve and simplify the discussions of the text by the
addition of drawings-or modifications of the t extual matter, and to do this is one of
the important duties of the professor with the advent of ea ch new t ext-book. In
nearly all the duties enumerated as p ertaining to the head of the department much
assistance is derived from the instructors, and it is the settled purpose of th e head of
~he_ department to give the instructors every opportunity and -encouragement to aid
m its development.
Each instructor has charge of two sections, one reciting from 11 to 12, t h e other
from 12 to 1 o'clock. The instructors are required to be present in the department
by 9.30, and as a rule are there much before that time. The senior instructor, or
assistant professor, is r equired to make out a progr/l,mme for each .day's recitation,
selecting the matter to be given out at the board, that for questions, and t he problems to be solved. .All the other instructors use this programme, so that entire uniformity is observed as to the matter recited upon each day, and the experien ce of the
senior instructor is made use of to select it. This programme is the same for all the
sect:,i.ons in the same half of the class, but there is often made a difference between
the two halves. Each instructor is required to have everything in perfect r eadiness
in his room when the section enters. The problems given out the previous day must
be corrected and ready for return to the section. He must see that ;l,ny chemicals,
specimens, or apparatus required in the room for the day are upon the ex hibit table.
Any drawings upon the board or other work that he may need for the explanation
of the lesson of the day, or of the previous day, must be in readiness. The assistant
professor is charged wiLh tlle accounts of purchases, expenditures, etc., and the inventorying of the new property. Included under the above duties are many details, too
numerous to mention in full. The past academic year has been especially loaded
with labors for them, among which may be mentioned the replacement and r earrangement of the miueralogical and geological cabinet, the placing and improvising of
apparatus for electrical use in the laboratory, and the verifying of the inventor y of
all the property of the department.
·
The civilian employee has much occupation in the preparation for lectures, getting
in readiness the necessary apparatus, preparing the agents, and in removing the
material afterwards. He is at the service of any of the instructors in assisting to
supply the exhibit of specimens, apparatus, etc., required in each· section r oom, and
in removing such exhibit after use, and in replacing it in the proper storage case.
During the instruction in mineralogy and geology he keeps all the working stands
and the reagent stands of the different section-ropms properly supplied wit h chemicals, appara.tus, and material, removing that used and replacing it by fresh-a very
onerous task. With the enlisted attendant h e keeps the various rooms of the
department well policed. The cleaning of windows and the policing of the various
1·ooms of the department constitute tbe principal work of the enlisted atten dant,
though he is called upon for a variety of other tasks.
The employee and att endant rub off the blackboards prior to each recitation.
They both also have important duties in the power and battery-rooms in connection
with the electrical part of the course,
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GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF SECTION-ROOM, PLAN.

a a, etc.' wjndows.
b b, etc., blackboards.
cc, etc., cadet desks.
X X, etc., chairs.
d d, etc., workjng stancls, mjneralogy, and geology.
rn m, stone shelves for mineral anv ils and mortars.
The apparatus table during instruction in mineralogy is used as stand for r eagents.
During the instruction in electricity and chemistry the working stan<l.s and the
specimen tables are removed and four of the cadet seats and desks are placed on
that side of the room.
SECTION-ROOM AND RECITATIONS.

The general arrangement of a section-room in the department is shown by the plan
herewith. It is desirable never to lrn,ve more than eight cadets iu a section wbere
the recitation lasts but one hour. Some of the larger classes have given nine cadets
to some of th e sections in this department. The ca<lets are seated in the room in the
order in which they stand in the section, the section marcher being nearest the
instructor.
When the section. enters and the marcher has made his report, tile instructor
inquires if there ·a re any questions the section wish to ask about the lesson. If there
be any, as is Yery frequently the case, they are answered as clearly as possible. When
the section has nine men, the order of recitation is as follows: After all questions
are answered, five of tbe members are assigned subjects for dis cussion or description
at the board.
.
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The enunciations of the subjects at the board are printed and bound in pam~hlet
form. The instructor directs Mr. A, B, C, D, and E to discuss at the board sub~ects
20, 21, 23, 24, and 25, taking them in -the order named, the numbers of the subJects
being already written upon the boards. Each cadet called writes his name upon -the
board containing the number of his subject. He uses one of the enunciation pamphlets in preparing for his recitation.
. ·
.
The nature of these pamphlets will be known from the following enunciat1?n.
taken therefrom: Discuss the subject of HCI. Its occurrence in nature; artificial
preparation; the common liquid acid and bow produced; commercial source of the
comlllon liquid acid; action of heat on; action of acid upon growing plants; upon.
metals; upon metal oxides.
The enunciation calls the cadets' attention to the important points of the subject,
but does not give information upon them. He is permitted to write out under eac_h
term of the enunciation such knowledge as he has acquired in regard thereto an<l 1s
then ready for recitation. While being permitted to write upon the board the substauce of his recitation, each cadet is encouraged to outline the matter diagrammatically and only so fully as is necessary to bring readily to mind what he wishes to say
and thEn to bririg out the details orally instead of by writing out the whole upon.
the board. The cadets are supplied with the enunciation pamphlets and have the
use of them in their study at their rooms. This greatly assists most cadets, serving
to call attention to the principal and essential points of the subjects studied. When.
the instructor has sent the proper number of cadets to the board, he assigns to two
others, sets of problems involving principles already studied. These two proceed
at once to the solution of their problems. The nature of these problems is illustrated in the following example:
The specific gravity of a gaseous compound of carbon and hydrogen is 14; in 112
parts by weight of the compound there are 96 parts of C and 16 parts of H; find
the molecular formula of the compound.
The simplicity of the problems, of course, depends upon the progress of the
course, becoming more complex as principles are acquired in greater number.
Tbe remainiug two members of the section not yet mentioned, are called up and
take their position in the center of the room and are questioned by the instructor
upon parts of the lesson not given out at the board, on the more important parts of
the lesson of the previous day, or upon principles pertaining to the subject which should
be known. Experience has developed an advantage in having the cadets who are to
be questioned take the floor together inRtead of in succession as was formerly the
custom in this departmemt.
After these two cadets are questioned from :fifteen to twenty minutes, they are
given a set of problems to solve-this set of problems involving less work than that
given to the two members who were not questioned. Sometimes a greater number
than two is questioned, and then all receive problems afterwards. The exact
programme for each day is arranged by the senior instructor and ia followed in all
the sections.
When the instructor has :finished with the cadets on questions, some member at the
board is generally ready or nearly ready to recite. This member is then called upon
and proceeds to make his recitation. He makes such use of his board work as is
necessary to enable him to set forth all the information he possesses upon the points
enumerated in his enunciation. During the discussion of each heading the instructor
makes only such interruption as is essential to correct understanding and statement.
Before leaving any particular headi:il.g the instructor brings out by questions all
the important points that may have been omitted. .A.t the close of the recitations
toe instructor endeavors to call attention to all points in any part of the subject
w hich seem not to have belln properly appreciated. It is also a prime effort of the
department to show the relation between new principles and facts brought out and
others already studied and to point to some application which these principles find
in the arts and ind~stries. This is done by a simple statement of the instructor or
by a query to the cadet as to whether be had ever observed such or such application .
The above-described method for section-room exercises is applicable <lnrin,,. the
study of heat, chemistry, and electricity. During the study of mineralogy and
geology the method is materially different. A smaller number of subject is given
out at the board; no problems are given out, but instead several member of the. ~ction are assigned a number of mineralogical or geolo•rical specimeus to cletermme
by practical test , suitable stands ant1 all the necessary apparatus bein(T in the room
for tlle purpo e. In mineralogy and geology the cadets placed upon question ar
very frequently a keel about th" objects themselves. Thus cadet called up for
q uesti_on arc ,rlac~d in front _of a lot of mineralogical or geoiogical peci_men. :ind
each, m turn 1 <lll'ected to pick up one of them and is then asked all of its n~1ble
ancl ea ily determined ·haract ri tics, as color, structure, texture, luster, hardn ~.
tenac·ity . lieavine , etr .
Att•r hc•in~q1H·. tionc1l,_ tlle.c g1•ntlPnwn arr giYen ele tecl p cimenstodct :min
by the blowpipe or ·b nu ·al te ·t. . The c-aclct.· wllo hav mineral or other ·pc 'llll
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to determine, after due time bring them up in front of the instructor's desk and give
the results of their determinations, being required at the same time to state what
tests were applied in the determination. The recitations are so short that in these subjects it is often impossible to hear all recite upon their determined specimens. In
such cases those not recit,ing, leave their names in their trays with their labeled specimens and any serious mistakes of determination are referred to th e n ext day.
The time devoted to the determination of minerals, rocks, and fossils is largely
increased by allowing the cadets to use in the section-room certain "tables for th e
determination of minerals." By this aid they can have th e practice upon minerals
not in th.e lesson of the day. In the same way, 1.Jy the nse of their text-books in the
section-room, we are enabled to give out ro cks and fossils though they h ave not been
mentioned in the lessons of several previous days. In other words, the practical
work on rocks and minerals, etc., is not limited to the time that th e lithology and
mineralogy are studied, but continued through all the course of geology as well.
Thus we have developed a thoroughly practical course of Yery r easonable len gth.
In each room a full set of ordinary exhibition specimens of minerals, rocks, and fossils
is placed, so that thj3 cadets have the lJenefit of a small cabinet collection in their
stu(ly of the subject. This exhibit collection is allowed to be nsed only under such
restrictions as tend to cultivate the powers of observation and partially supply the
defects of insufficient time. It is of great assistance in acquiring a knowledge of the
subjects.
The electrical laboratory exercises are again different from the section room exercises already described. These involve practical work in electricity, and are given
in April.
They consist of explanation of apparatus by the instructor and use of the same by
the ca,d ets. For this instruction two sections attend daily from 11 to 1 o'clock.
During the past year the Sflcond assistant iustructor, aided by the two junior instructors, had immediate charge of this instruction. For this work a series of practical
electrical problems is outlined beforehand and each cadet is snpplied with a statement of each problem. It is indicate<'L to each section in adYance which of the
problems will be involved in the laboratory work of the day. They are thns enabled
to look up the principles applicable and the description of the instrnments to be
used. When they come to the laboratory they put up the necessary apparatus, make
the required observations for the solutions of the indicated problems.
The following example will illustrate the nature of this work: "Using a Weston
ammeter and a Thomson voltmeter, make the n ecessary connections and take the
data for finding the power consumed in an Edison incandesc ent lamp."
In the laboratory the sections are divided into squads of four men each and they
successively and in rotation use the apparatus for securing the data for the different
problems. The three instructors present see that the apparatus is used properly and
give assistance when any squad is us-ing too much time in making any observation.
Occasionally written recitations ~re held, usually as the subjects are being reviewed.
In these cases the entire class or half the class attends at the same hour in one of the
larger rooms of the Academy. All write answers to a series of questions pertaining
to the subjects of the lesRon for that day or of principles which are always required.
This written recitation is generally adopted when it is desired to include a, n umber
of important facts or principles. The attention of each cadet is then ca,lled to the
desired points and more time is givon for them to express their know ledge of them.
The written recitation serves to pick ·out the cadets who are weakest in certain
directions. It is also occasionally resorted to as a means of introdncing a set of
problems involving the application of principles that it is desired to impress .
promptly upon all. Only a small number of such recitations i s found desirable in
this department.
In addition to the cabinet tables already referred to in the mineralogical section
rooms, there is kept another table in each room at all times. Upon this table are
exhibited the special chemical specimens, apparatus, or drawings referred to almost
daily in the text. Any members of the section not otherwise engaged are permitted
to examine and familiarize themselves with the objects thus exposed. The members
around this table are permitted to converse in regard to the objects under consideration, but it is contrary to order to discuss other matters or to seek information upon
the subjects not yet recited upon.
Daily merit marks are given upon the results of the section-room work, and when
only eight or nine cadets are in a section the methods above described enable the
instructor to give -each cadet a mark each day, with rare exceptions. The daily
assignments of work in the section rooms are such that each cadet shall receive the
same proportion of board, question, and problem-subjects during the term. The
particular subjects of either class are assigned daily by lot. The scale of marking
is: Thorough, 3; good, 2.5; indiffereut, 2; bad, 1.5; very imperfect, 1; complete
failure, 0.
The head of the department, unless other duties prevent, visits two section rooms
daily, remaining one hour in each. He marks the cadets independently of the
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instructors, and afterwards compares his marks with theirs, using the comparison -to
establish as nearly the same standard as possible throughout the department. .After
the last recitation of the week the daily marks are summed, giving the weekly totals;
the whole is transcribed to the weekly class reports, prepared for the purpose, and
submitted through the head of the department to the Superintendent of the Academ y,.
who has the ma.rks conveniently posted for the inspection of the cadets or others.
A transcript of the weekly totals is kept by the professor and are added to the
totals of the following week as soon as the week closes. He thus bas before him at
the · beginning of each week the total mark of each cadet from the beginning of
the term. This, with the section-books of the instructors, supplies the complete
section-room record of each cadet in the rlifferent subjects of the department.
·whenevt>r such a difference exists between the total marks of two cadets in different sections as to clearly indicate that one is mastering the course better than the
other a "transfer" is, at the end of the week, recommended by the professor to the
Superintendent, and if he approves, be directs the "transfer" to be made. The
cadets concerned, at the beginning of the following week change ·sections. In this
way it is endeavored to keep the cadets of about the same proficiency in the same
sections so far as the number of members in a section permits.
In recommending these transfers the professor consults with his instructors and
makes every effort to avoid changing the sections of cadets upon an inequality of
marks due to fortuitous circumstances or to causes other than the proficiency of the
cadets. While mistakes may sometimes be made and cadetsimproperlydiscouraged
thereby, such mistakes are open to early correction if the misplaced cadet shows
that be did not deserve a transfer. Cadets often.pass clown through several sections
and by steady effort regain their lost ground.
The lectures which pertain to the course are- delivered to the entire class assembled in the l ecture room of the department. The arrangement of lectures is such
that they, in general, are delivered on the advance course and pertain to the discus~ion and illustration of principles and subjects already studied by the cadet~. Havrng the lecture precede the study of the subject was tried and found less satisfactory
tban the method indicated. It frequently happens that the knowledge of the c~ass
is such ohat subjects in advance of the lesson may with advantage be dealt w1th;
it is then done, but as a rule the lectures relate to the subjects alreacly studied. AU
but a few of the lectures are delivered during the advance lessons of the class and
follow each other in such order that the illustrations and demonstrations in each
may embrace, as nearly as possible, all the matter studied by the class since the preceding lecture. There were twenty-seven lectures during the lasi; academic year,
thus giving one lecture for each three advance lessons of the course, there being
eighty-one such lessons. The intervals between lectures is not, however, uniform,
so that precisely three recitations do not always intervene between them, even when
no review is made.
.
These frequent assemblies of the class give ready opportunity to enforce consid~rations in the direction that the section-room consideration shows to be most de rrable. They are made the occasion of calling the attention of any members of t?e
class to subjects, principles, etc., that have been slighted or need more study. Wlnle
the main object of the lectures is to illustrate and elucidate the principles and f~cfs
of the text, they are taken advantage of to convey much useful information-scientific, historical, and otherwise-in the effort to show the Lreadth of the sciences taught,
their relations to other branches of knowledge, and in the effort to give to the study
a real meaning and create a living interest in the cadets.
SEMI-ANNUAL EXAMINATIONS.

The annual and semiannual examinations in this department have, with few exceptions, been oral. The relations between the different subjects pertaining to each
term and the pre ent distribution of time to each subject renders intermediate examinations impracticable and uncle, irable. The oral examinations at the end of each
term are considered apart of the cour ·e, and each cadet is re()_uired to showprofic~ency_
at tl1em. When acadei;'s work during the term indicates deficiency, in the opinion of
the department, heis nbjectecl to a written te. tat the end of the term. A cadet who e
mark during the term indicates doubtful lJroficiency is given a sufficiently extended
oral examination to cliRpose of such doubt. If in the oral te the still fail to pro,e
hi proficiency to the sati faction of every member of the academic board, he i: then
given a more extend d wi·itten te. t. All those cadets whose mark during the t erm
clearly indicate proficiency are at examination given some subject in the conr,; ,
11. ually €hosen by lot.
These subject are taken from all part. of the cour , and
there i little or no repetition among them. A proficient knowledge of uch, nbje
indicates a proficirnt knowledge of the course, and it i'I so taken. A failure upon o?e
ubject is followed by ate t upon another sel cted in the . ame wav. A econd failure makes it nece sary for the cadet to })rove his proficiency upon a more extend
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At the examinations there js no question as to the proficiency of nearly all the
cadets. The oral examinations in these cases is an -i ndication of excellence rather
than a test of proficiency. The experience of the department has shown that when
a single recitation on the course in advance is given a weight of one, a review
recitation should have a weight of two, and the oral examination a weight of five.
In this apportionm;mt of weights no distinction i s made between the advance and
first review. The term rev iew applies only to the last review, where there is more
than one. These weights have met the approval of the board and have been adopted
by it.
The decision as to the probable proficiency of cadets at the end of the term and
before examination is based upon the entire work during the term. The considerations involved are numerous and varied, a,nd differ in different cases. The record
made upon general review is given the greatest weight. Generally, when a cadet
has made an average of a little over two-thirds of the maximum in all parts of the
course, his work is taken by the department to indicate proficiency. An average of
a little less than two-thirds of the maximum over all parts of the course indicates
doubtful proficiency, and the doubt is decided by the results of the examination.
An average considerably less than two-thirds-say 1.8 out of 3-in all parts of the
course is considered to indicate deficiency, and an extended written examination is
considered essential to determine whether such cadet has been able to make up the
deficiency between the time recitations ceased and the examinations are held.
COURSE AND METHOD OF INSTRUCTION.

From 1880 to the present time (except the gain of 25 days in 1870) the total t.ime
allowed all the subjects of the department has been very nearly the same. The
additional time given in 1879 was used first in extending the geology; second, extending tbe electrics; third, to embrace the subjects of physiology and hygiene. As
electricity has grown in importance it has been further increased and the geology
shortened. At the present time the additions to the electricity and the physiology
and hygiene consume all the t,irue gained in 1880. At the time (1879) that the
instruction of the first class year was transferred to t!Je second class year, it was
arranged to complete the chemistry proper in the first term of the academic year.
This subject has been previously examined in at both the January and June examinations, the second examination including the subject-matter of the :firs t. Since
1880 the chemistry proper is :finished in one term and only Olle examination held in
the subject. This change made available a little time for the development of the
course. Another sHght additional gain h as been made by the exercise of a proper
discrimination over the different parts of the course. Instead of requiring the cadets
to traverse all parts of the course three times (first, second, and third times over),
equal benefit and less weariness to cadets is produced by going over certain portions
only once, other portions twice, and only the remainder three times. These last two
changes, it will be noted, give additional opportunity bu.,v not additional time to the
department.
It is not possible from the records available to determine the exact ex tent of the
courses taken in the different subjects of this department for more than forty yea.rs,
bnt during that ti111e the extent of the courses has gradually incr eased, and at earlier
date it is pretty certain that the extent was still less. Since 1879 the department
hns had more time and more opportunity than previously, and the course embraces
a greater number of l essons and includes more material than at any previous time.
TLe time and attention devoted to the respective studies is now well proportioned,
but considerable modification is still possible. As th e subjects vary in importance
additional adjustments can be ma<l.e by further extension of lectures wherever
found available and by the further exercise of such discrimination as is above
referred to, coupled with a corresponding reduction in the amounts required at
examination.
The method of instruction is, in general, the same that nas long prevailed at the
institution . The transfer of all the instruction of the department to the second
class year, and of all recitations to the morning hour (made 1880), allows each
instructor to devote his entire time at any period to one subject, to the manifest and
greatest benefit of the instru ction. It permitted a perfection of arrang·ement in all
the details of the section-room work not be~ore possible, adding greatly to the efficiency of the instrnction.
In present instruction greater importance than formerly is attached to the practical bearing of all that is taught. To this end, in tho subjects of beat, chemistry,
and electricity, the solutions of problems involving the principles taught-bas
become a marked feature of the recitation work. During the day 's r ecitation of two
hours in the above subjects, each instructor gives out from twelve to thirty prohlems.
The cadets make an effort to soh,e th em, and the instructor examines, corrects, and
returns them to the section at the next re citation. In mineralogy and geology trays
of minerals, rocks, etc., for determination replace the problems, and each instructor
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must daily provide from eight to ten sets of specimens, each containing from she to
ten varieties of minerals, rocks, or fossils. The method now pursued has g reatly
increased and concentrated the labors of the instructors, with the greatest advantage to the instruction. "\Vhile it is certain that the course embraces more now than
formerly, and while it is thought that as good results are obtained over the broader
course, it is b elieved th at no greater effort is required from cadets. This belief is
b ased upon observation and the conversation of cadets, as well as upon the reasons
for such results apparent in the facts above set forth.
A comparison bet ween the courses and methods of instruction at this institution.
and any other, to be of value, would :first require a full consideration of the objects
and of the conditions surrounding the other institution. In general, it may be said
th at the subjects which are included in this department (excepting mineralogy and
geology) are, in institutions of equal standing elsewhere, taught in connection with
a greater proportion of laboratory practice. It is believed, however, that when all
the facilities of the new academy are made available, we shall have theory and practice ualanced, to the best advantage, when all the considerations connected with this
institution are justly weighed.
The ruarked advantages of this department in accomplishing results may be stated
as. follows:_
1. The division of the class into small sections by which each instructor is enabled
to give greater individual attention to each cadet and closer personal supervision of
all the work of his section.
2. The assistance of competent, willing, and interested instructors, by which the
department is enabled to create and develop the interest of the cadets in the subjects
taught. This factor, too, keeps the department in healthy activity, and multiplies
the chance of improvement in the course of study and methods of instruction.
3. The lever of effectual compulsion which pertains to all the departments of the
institution.
The gi'eatest defect to which the department is subject (without considering the
l ength of its courst>s) is t oo great a concentration of the courses. The same actual
time devoted to the i:;ub,jects distributed over a longer period would be better. .This
was one disad vantage that did not exist when the instruction wasextendedover two
years. It is still possible to largely mitigate this defect by alternation of recitations
in the sub,jects t aught iu the department, thus extending the period durin g which
each subject is recited upon. A method for accomplishing this result is now under
consideration, and will be submitted to the proper authorities in due time.
The necessities of tbe service, which preveut the retention of instructors ueyond a
certain number of year::,, is also frequently a check to the moi:;t efficient work of the
de:pa1·tment.
s. E. TILLMAN ,
P1·ofessor Chernist?-y, Mineralogy, arid Geology.
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LECTURE SUBJECTS PERTAINING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF CHE~HSTRY, MINERALOGY,
AND GEOLOGY.
'
HEAT.

Lectu1·e 1.-Before commencing recitations beginning of academic year; general
remarks on arrangement of the section room; objects intended to be accomplished;
privileges to be accorded cadets in section rooms; rules of conduct to be observed;
definition of physical sciences; branches of the department; chemistry defined; heat
(lefined; how to study the subjects; how to recite; heat as a uranch of physics; general effects of heat.
Lecture 2.-Tbermometry; convection; specific beat ( experimental illustrations).
Lecture 3.-Maximum pressure and density of vapors; ebullition; liquefaction;
evaporation; freezing mixtures ( experimental illustrations).
Lecture 4.-Hygrometry; conduction; radiation; meteorological phenomena (experimental illustrations).
·
CHEMISTRY,

Lecture 1.-Additional discussion and elucidation of the essential principles of
chemistry; chemical philosophy ( experimental illustrations).
Lectu-re 2.-0xygen; hydrogen; water ( experimental illustrations).
Lecture 3.-Nitrogen; the atmosphere; carbon; carbon dioxide; carbon monoxide;
common hydrocarbons; flame (experimental illustrations). .
·
.
Lectu1·e 4.-Silicon; boron; ammonia; oxides of nitrogen; nitric acid; chlorine;
hydrochloric acid; bromine; iodine ( experimental illustrations).
.
Lecture 5.-Sulphur; hydrogen sulphide; carbon disulphide; sulphurous oxide;
sulphuric acid; phosphorus (experimental illustrations).
Lecture 6.-Potassium; sodium; ammonium; barium; calcium; magnesium; aluminium; zinc; iron (explanatory and descriptive of processes, illustrations).
Lecture 7.-Cobalt; manganese; chromium; nickel; tin; copper; lead; mercurJ' ;
golcl; platinum (explanatory and descriptive of processes, illustrations).
Lecture8.-High explosives; inspection of gas works ( descriptive and experimental).
Lect·ure 9.-Paraffin and petroleum; alcoholic liquors; carbohydrates ( descriptive).
ANATOMY, HYGIENE, AND PHYSIOLOGY,

Lectu1·e 1.-Inv'olving matters likely to be of use in the service-experience of officers ;
frequently delivered by one of the assistant surgeons; two, pertaining to this subject
given during the year 1895-96.
ELECTRICITY.

Lecture 1.-Frictional electricity (illustrations).

Lecture2.-Naturalandartificialmagnets; theneedle; compass; cell; localaction;
amalgamation (slide illustrations).
Lecture3.-Batteries; galvanometers (experiments).
Lecture 4.-Faraday's discoveries; induced currents; induction coils (experiments).
Lecture 5.-Lines of force; field of force ( slide illustrations) ; magnetic rotations
(explanation of).
Lecture 6.-Explanation of dynamo machines from models and drawings (for past
two years delivered by Lieutenant Davis, senior assistant).
Lecture 7.-Electric lighting, machines for.
Lecture 8.-Lightning and lightning rods; electric discharge through vacuum
tubes; Roentgen photography.
GEOLOGY.

Lecture 1.-Introduction to geology; historical account of the origin, rise, and

development of the science.
.
Lectu1·e 2.-Internal beat of the earth; geysers; volcanoes; earthquakes ( descriptive, with slide illustrations of the effects of dynamical agents).
Lecture 3.-Paleontology, its relation to geology; origin of great classes i vertebrates; mammals; 1'irds (slide illustrations of extinct forms).
Lecture 4.-Scientific evidences of organic evolution.
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Extracts from Regulations United States MiUtary .Academy, giving tables of employmen _
of tirne, 18,"dl-1894, ancl programme of course of studies, 1866-1894, in department of
chemistry, mineralogy, and geology.
EMPLOYMENT OF TIME.
Hours.

First class.

Regulations .

Second class.

12 to l ... Monday, Wednesday, Friday: Lee-

tures on chemistry applied to the
arts, or i-n miueralogy and g-eology.
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday :
Study of the same subject.

Tuesday, Thurnday, Saturday: Leetures in chemistry.

1 21.

Monday, Wednesday, Friday:
Study of the same subject.

Paragraph 47.

Monday, Wednesday, Friday: ReciRecitations in chemistry applied
tations in chemistry.
to the arts, or in mineralogy.
Monday, Wednesday, Friday: Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday:
Study of the sanw subject.
Study of the same subject.
12 to 1 ... Monday, Wednesday, Friday: Lee- Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday: Leetnres on chemistry.
tures in chemistry applied to the
arts, or in mineralogy and geology.
Tuesday, Thursday, Saturday: Monday, Wednesday, Friday:
Study of the same subject.
Stndy of the same subject.
11 to 12 .. Tuesday, 'Thursday, Saturday :

1825.

Table .A.

11 to 12 .. Study of rhetoric, and moral and

Recitations and study of chemistry. 1832.
political science, and mineralogy
and geology.
12 to 1 ... Same as preceding ................... Same as preceding ....... •.... -.....
2 to 4 .... RecitatiRns of rhetoric, and moral ......................................... Paragraph 41.
and political science, and miueralogy and geology.
2 to 4 . . . . Recitations in mineralogy and geol- .................................. -.. . 1839.
ogy; tactics, or artillery, or study.
11 to 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . Recitations in chemistry and study Paragraph 41.
of same, or natnral pnilosopby.
11 to 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . Recitations in chemistry, cavalry
2 to 4 .••. Recitations in ethics, etc., mineral-

1853.

exercises ; study.

Paragraph

41.

ogy and geology; i11fantry tactics,
artillery; stuily.

11 to 1 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Recitations in electrics and chem-

1857.

2 to 4 . • . . Recitations in law, etc., mineralogy

See paragraph

istry; cavalry exercises; study.

38.

and geology; infantry tactics, etc. ;
practical engineering on the :field;
study.
11 to 1 ........................................ . Recitations in chemical physics and
2 to 4 .••. Recitations in ethics and law; min-

1866.

chemistry; cavalry exercises;
study.

eralogy and geology; ordnance and
gunnery; cavalry tactics; study.

Paragraph 41.
I

11 to 1 ........................................ . Recitations in chemical physics and

I 1873.

11 to 1 - . - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Recitations in chemical physics and

1877.

chemistry; cavalry exercises;
study .
2 to 4 •••. Recitations in ethics and law; ord- . . . . . __:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Paragraph 40.
nance and gunnery; mineralogy
and geology; study.

2to 4 . . • . Recitations in law; ordnance and
gunnery; mineralogy and geology;
study.

chemistry; cavalry e:t:ercises;
study.

11 to 1 • ...••.••••••..••••.•••...••..•...•.•.•.. Recitations in chemistry; chemical

-phy ics; mineralogy and geolo,2y;
tactics; ca,·alry exercises; study.
Recitations in chemistry; chemical
physics; hygiene; minera1oizy and
geology, and in drill re,2ulations;
cavalry exercil:!es; study.

Paragraph363;
see paragraph 41.
1

3: ~eo paragraph 40.

1 94;.

P

graph 45.

-
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02 .-Extractsf1·om Regu,lations United States Military Academy,·giving tables of employ1nent of time, 1821-1894, and prograrnme of course of st,udies, 1866-1894, in department
of chC'rnistry, mineralogy, and geology-Continued.
PROGRAMME OF COURSE OF STUDIES.
Department.
Year.
Class.
- -- Third .... Second .. Chemistry, etc .... . .

Time.

Allotment of time.

Regulations.

11 to 1

Every other week day, alter~ating with riding.

2 to 4

Every othel' week day, Saturdays excepted, from SeJ)·
tember 1 to second week in
December, and three weeks
before June for review, alternating "\Vith ethics and law.

Paragraph
38, Regulations 1860.
To date from
July 1, 1867.

Tbird .••. Second .. Chemistry ............ 11 to 1

Every other week day, al tern ating with riding.
Every other week day, Saturdays excepted, from the close
of January; examination to
June 1, alternating with
ethics and law.

Paragraph
37.
Regulations
1873.

Every other weekday; alternat.
ing with riding.
Every other week day, Saturdays excepted, from the close
of tho January examination
to June 1, alternating with
law.
·

Paragraph
364.
Regulations
1877.

I

..

Fourth .. First ... Mineralogy ancl geology.

Fourth .. First ... Mineralogy mul geology.

2 to 4

Third .... Second .. Cheniistry ............ 11 to 1
Fourth .. First ... Mineraloe;y and geology.

2 to 4

Third .... SecOJ11d .. Chemistry, etc ........ 11 to 1

Third .... Seconu .. Mineralogy aJ.l.d geol·
ogy.

11 to 1

Third .... Second .. Chemistry ...•........ 11 to 1

Third .... Second .. Chemical physics,
mineralogy, and ge·
ology.

11 to 1

Third .•.. Second .. Chemistry .••......... 11 to 1

1'1Jird .... Se1;10J.l.d .. Chemical physics, hy·
giene, mineralogy,
and geology.

11 to 1

Every other week day from Sep- Paragraph
tember 1 toN ovemberl, alter364,of Regnating with tact,ics; every
ulations
week day from November 1 to
18 7 7, as
January l, and from the close
modified
of the semiannual examinafor the sec.
tion in January till the comondclassof
pletion of the course.
1879-80.
(a) Every week <lay from the
completion of the course of
chemistry till June 1, except
during the month of April,
and every other day during
the m011th of April, alternat.
ing with riding .
.Every week day from Septem· Paragraph
ber 1 to November 8; every
39, 1883.
other week day from Novem·
ber 8 till January 1, alternat·
ing with tactics, then every
week day from the close of
the semiannual examination
in January till the completion
of the courses.
S,ime as paragraph (a) above ...

Sameworclingasin Regulations
of l 883, except alteru ates with
drill regulations instead of
with tactics.
Same wording as in the Regulations of 1883.

Paral,raph
44, egula.
tions 1894.
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PARAGRAPHS OF Tlrn REGULATIONS, UNiTED STATES MILITARY ACADE:\IY, 1 21
1894, WHICII RELATR TO THE EXTENT OF TFIE COURSE OF CHEMISTRY, ML ~E
OGY, AND GEOLOGY.
CHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY.

The conrse of chemistry and mineralogy will embraceChemical ]Jhilosophy, including theory and prnctice of analysis an
P
R
the examination of vegetable and animal productions.
36
tio:ru.'s.~11~:
_Applic~tion of chemistry to the arts, as agriculture, distilling-, ta
1821.
mng, dyemg, bleaching, gilding, pyrotechny, etc.
.
Mineralogy and geology, viz: Classification and description of m11:1eral substances, general structure and classification of ro cks, analy_ 1
and uses of minerals, view of different systems of geology and ~1neralogy and an account of the minerals and geology of the United
States.
Par. 1346, Regulatfons, U.S. M.

A., 1825.

Same as in Regulations of 1821.
CHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY.

The course will comprise.
Chemical philosophy, including the theory antl practice of analysis
tions,U.S.M.A., and the examination of vegetable and animal productions.
1832·
Application of chemistry to the arts of agriculture, distilling, tanning, dyeing, bleaching, gilding, pyrotechny, etc.
.
. Mineralogy and geology, viz: Classification and description of Illl1:1,eral substances, general structure and classification of rocks, analysi s
and uses of minerals, view of the different systems of geology _an<l
mineralogy and an account of the minerals and geology of the Umtetl
States.
Par. 31, Regula-

CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, AND GEOLOGY.

The course will comprise-

.

_Par. 32, RegulaChemical philosophy, including the theory and practice of 1tn~lrs1s
}1ii~,U.S.M. .A.., and the exa?lination of vegetable and animal productions, electrw1ty,

and galvamsm.
.
Application of chemistry to the arts of agriculture, distilling, tanning , dyeing, bleaching, gilding, pyrotechny, etc.
.
Mineralogy and geology, viz: Classification and description of m11?,eral su bstances; general structure and classification of rocks; analysrn
an<l u se of minerals; view of the different systems of geology, and
an account of the minerals and geology of the United States.
CHEMISTRY, MINER.A.LOGY, AND GEOLOGY.

_Par. 29, Re"ula-

The course will comprise.
Chemical philosophy, including the theory and practice of analysis

fki~~, u. S. M". A.., and th e exa?lination of vegetable and animal productions, electricity,
and galvamsm .
Application of chemistry to the arts of agriculture, distilling, tanning, dyeing, bleaching, gilding, pyrotechny, etc.
.
Mineralogy and geology, viz: Classification and de cription ofm1~ral snbstances; general structure and classification of rock ; analy 1
and use of minerals; view of the differeu t systems of geology an1l
mineralogy, and an account of the minerals and geology of the United
States.
CHE:\1I TRY, ML\'ERALOGY, AND GEOLOGY.

The conr, e will compri. rPar. 25, Re~la- Chemical philosophy: Electrics, the theory and practice of analytions,
·. .:u. A., i. , an,l the examination of yegetabJe and animal pro<ln tiom,_
1857·
Application of chemi, try to the art of ngricnltnr , di tillinrr, tan-

nin~, <lyeing, hleachino- gildino-, pyrotechny, etc .
. ihncralog_y an!l geology, viz : Cla .. ·ification de cription, a1;ul pr:_n tical d termrnat10n of mineral ·; general tructure and cla 1fi atto
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of rocks, uses of rocks and minerals; view of the different systems of
geology aud mineralogy, and an account of the minerals and geology
of the United States.
CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, AND GEOLOGY.

This course wilJ. compriseChemical physics: Magnetism, static and voltaic electricity; electro Par.31, Regulamagnetism; magneto-electricity; thermo-electricity; animal electric- tions,U. S.M.A.,
it,y; construction and use of apparatus illustrating the principles of 1866 ·
the foregoing subjects and their mutual relations; heat-the nature,
sources, and effects; r elation between thermal energy and other forces;
measurement and equilibrium of temperatures; thermal and aqueous
phenomena of the atmosphere; light as a chemical agent.
Chemistry: Its general laws and language; inorganic and organic
chemistry; theory of radicals, types, and substitutions; animal chemistry; animal nutrition; heat and force; relation between the mineral,
animal, and vegetable kingdoms; applications of chemistry to agriculture, fermentation, etc.
Mineralogy: Crystallography; structure, practical determination,
and uses of minerals; descriptive mineralogy.
Geology: The e~rth's features; classification, structure, modes of
occurrence, aud distribution of rocks ; rock veins; division of geological history into ages; the various agents of geological changes;
geology of the United States.
CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, AND Gll:OLOGY.

This course will compriseChemical physics: Magnetism, static and voltaic electricity; electro- Par. 30, Regulamagnetism; magneto-electricity; thermo-electricity, animal electric- tions,U. S. M.A.,
ity; construction and use of apparatus illustrating the principles of the 1873 ·
foregoing subjects and their mutual relations; heat-its nature,
sources, and effects; relation b etween thermal energy and other forces;
measurement and equilibrium of temperatures; thermal and aqueous
phenomena of the atmosphere; light as a chemical agent.
Chemistry: Its general laws and lan guage ; inorganic and organic
chemistry; theory of radicals, types, and substitution; animal chemistry; animal nutrition, heat, and force; relation between the animal,
mineral, and vegetable kingdoms; application of chemistry to agriculture, fermentation, etc.
Mineralogy: Crystallography; structure, practical determination
and uses of minerals; descriptive mineralogy.
Geology: The earth's features; classification, structure, modes of
occurrence and distribution of rocks, rock veins; division of geological history into ages; the various agents of geological changes; geology of the United States.
CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, AND GEOLOGY.

This course will compriseChemical physics: Magnetism; static and voltaic electricity; electro- Par. 31, Regulamagnetism; magneto-electricity; thermo-electricity; animal electric- tions U.S. M. A.,
ity; construction and use of apparatus illustrating the principles of 1877 ·
the foregoing subjects and their mutual relations; heat-its nature,
sources, and effects; relation between thermal energy and other forces;
measurement and equilibrium of temperatures; thermal and aqueous
phenomena of the atmosphere; light as a chemical agent.
Chemistry: Its general law and language; inorganic and organic
chemistry; theory of radicals, types, and fmbstitutions; animal chemistry; animal nutrition; heat and force; relation between the mineral,
vegetable, and animal kingdoms; application of chemistry to agriculture, fermentation., etc.
Mineralogy: Crystallography; structure, practical determination,
and uses of minerals; descriptive mineralogy.
Geology: The earth's features; classification, structure, modes of
occurrence, and distribution of rocks; rock veins; division of geological history into ages; the various agents of geological changes;
geology of the United States.
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.

The course will comprise.
Par. 30, Regula- Chemical physics: Magnetism; static and voltaic electricity; electrotions, U.S. M.A., magnetism· magneto-electricitv · thermo-electricitv · animal electricISS.3.
ity; constr~ction and use of apparatus illustrating 'the principles of
the foregoing subjects, their mutual relations, and applications to the
arts and sciences; heat-its nature, sources, and effects; relation
between thermal energy and other forces; measurements and equilibrium of temperatures; hermal and aqueous phenomena of the
atmosphere; light as a chemical agent.
Chemistry: I ts philosophy; inorganic and organic chemistry, theor~
of radicals, types, and substitutions; animal chemistry; animal nutrition, heat, and force; relation between the mineral, vegetable, and
animal kingdoms; applications of chemistry to the arts and sciences.
Mineralogy: Crystallography; structure, practical determination,
and uses of minerals; descriptive mineralogy and lithology.
Geology: Dynamical, structural, and historical, with special reference to the United States.
CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, AND GEOLOGY.

The course will comprisePar. 30,Regula- Chemistry: Chemical philosophy; inorganic chemistry, chemistry
tions U.S. M: A., of the nonmetallic ,elements and their compounds, chemistry of the
88 t:s ~otfiod metallic elements and thefr compounds, useful applications of the prin-

l f'

Jj~~

9'1~90.' · ·, ciples
'

of inorganic chemistry; organic chemistry, chemh,-try of the
carbon compounds-animal chemistry, chemistry of vegetation, useful
applications of the principles of organic chemistry; physiology, action
of alcohol and narcotics on the human system.
Chemical physics: Heat, thermometry, dilation of bodies, calorimetry, production and condensation of vapors, latent heat, hygrometry,
conduction, radiation, relation between light and heat, thermo-dynamics, terrestrial temperatures, aerial meteors, aqueous meteors; electricity, frictional electricity, sources of electricity, magnetism, current
electricity, electrostatics, electro-magnetics, electrical measurements,
heat, light, and work from electric currents, thermo-electricity, electrooptics, magneto-electricity, electro-chemistry, construction and us~ of
apparatus illustrating and involving the principles of the foregomg
subjects, useful applications of electricity.
Mineralogy: Crystallography, physical and chemical properties of
minerals, practical determination and use of minerals, descriptive
mineralogy, and petrography.
Geology: Dynamical, structural, and historical, with special reference to the United States.
CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, AND GEOLOGY.

The course will comprisePar. 35,Regnla- Chemistry: Chemical philosophy; inorganic chemistry, chemistry
tions_U. S. M.A., of the nonmetallic elements and their compounds, chemistry of the
1894 ·
metallic elements and their compounds, useful applications of the

principles of inorganic chemistry; organic chemistry, chemistr:y of
the carbon compounds-animal chemistry, chemistry of vegetation,
useful applications of the principles of organic chemistry; physiology,
hygiene, action of alcohol and rntrcotics on the human system.
.
Chemical physics: Heat, thermometry, dilation of bodies, calorimetry, production and condensation of vapors, latent heat, hygrometry.
conduction, radiation, relation between heat and light, thermodynamics, terrestrial temperatures, aerial meteors, aqueous mete_o :
electricity, frictional electricity, sources of electricity, magnet1um,
current electricity, electrostatics, electro-magnetics, electrical me urements, heat, Jigbt, and work from electric currents, tbermoelectricity, electro-optics, magneto-electricity,
lectro-chemL~y
con truction and nHe of apparatus illn tratino- ::mcl involvingtheprrn·
ciples of the foregoing subject , useful applications of electricity.
Mineralogy: Cry tallography, phy ical and chemical properti . of
minerals, practical determination and u e of minerals, de criptrr
mineralogy and p trography.
Geology: Dynamical structural and historical, with pecial r ference to the United States.
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PARAGRAPHS OF THE REGULATIONS, UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY, 1821-1894, WHICH RELATJ~ TO THE MANNER OF GIVING INSTRUCTION IN THE DEPARTMENT O.I!' CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY,
AND GEOLOGY.

The course of chemistry and mineralogy will be taught by the pro- .Par. 68, R~ulafessor of these sciences in a course of l ectures and experiments to the 11~~s,U. S. · .A..,
first and second classes, at the rate of three lectures per week to each,
·
accompanied with suitable interrogatories.
,
Three lectures will be delivered to the second class each week on the Par. 1377, R~~first part of the course of chemistry, and the same number to the first ulations, U.S. M.,
class on the second part of the course of chemistry and mineralogy. .A.., 1825 ·
Three lectures will be delivered each week to the second class on Par. 48, Regulachemistry, and the same number to the first class on mineralogy and ti~ns,U. S.M . .A..,
geology . These classes will be separately clivicle<l. (the second accord- 1832 ·
ing to general merit in chemistry) into convenient sections for recitation. The professor will be assisted in lecturing and in hefa,ring recitations by a sufficient number of officers selected for that purpose.
CHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY.

Three lectures shall be delivered each week to the second class on Par. 48, Re"ulachemistry, ancl the same number to the first class on mineralogy and tions,U. S.M..A..,
geology. These classes will be separately divided (the second accord- 1839 ·
ing to general merit, t.he first according to merit in chemistry) into
convenient sections for recitation. The professor shall be assisted in
lecturing and in hearing recitations by an assistant professor and such
other assistants selected for that purpose as may be judged necessary
by the superintendent.
CHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY.

Three lectures shall be delivered each week to the second class on Par. 48, Reg~lachemistry, and the same number to the first class on mineralogy and tions U.S. M . .A..,
geology. These classes will be separately divided into convenient 1853 ·
sections for recitation at the commencement of the term, according to
"general merit;" and after the January examination in the first class
according to merit in the course which shall have most recitations.
'fhe professor shall be assisted in lecturing and in hearing recitations by such assistant professors as may be judged necessary by the
Superintendent.
ELECTRICS, CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, .AND GEOLOGY.

For instruction in electrics and chemistry, the second class shall be _Pa.r. 51, Reguladivided into sections in September accord.in 0O' to '' 0O'eneral merit·" and tions U.S. M . .A..,
1857
after the January examination according to merit in chemistry:
·
For instruction in mineralogy and geology the first class shall, in
September, be divided into sections according to merit in chemistry.
}'or review of these subjects the class shall be divided into sections
according to merit in ethics, etc.
CHEMICAL PHYS'ICS, CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, AND GEOLOG'Y.

For instruction in chemical physics and chemistry the second class Par. 58, Regula.shall be divided into sections in Septern ber according -to "general tions U.S. M.A.,
merit," an<l. after the January examination according to merit in 1866 ·
chemistry.
For instruction in mineralogy and geology tho first class shal1 1 in
September, be divided into sections according to merit in chemistry.
For review of these subjects the cl ass shall be di vided, into sections
according to merit in ethics and law.
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_Par. 57, Regula- For instruction in chemical physics ancl chemistr_y the second class
i1~~s,U. S.M . .A.., shal_l be divided into sections, in S~ptef!lber, acco~ding to ge~er~,l

·

merit, and after the January exammat10n accordrng to merit 1n
chemistrv.
For instruction in mineralogy and geology the first class shall be
divided into sections according to merit in ethics and law.
CHEMICAL PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, MINERALOGY, AKD GEOLOGY .

. Par. 58. Reo-ula- For instruction in chemical physics and chemistry the eecond class
twns, U.S. M.A., shall be divided into sections, in September, according to general

1877

merit, and a.fter the January examination according to merit in
chemistry.
For instruction in mineralogy and geol0gy the first class shall be
divided into two equal parts accordiug to merit in law, and each h alf
shall then be arranged according to merit in chemistry.

·

CHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL PHYSICS, MINERALOGY, AND GEOLOGY •

. Par. 58, Regula-

For instruction in chemistry, chemical physics, mineralogy, and
pe divided into sections, in September,
a ccording to general m erit, and after the January examination according to merit in chemistry.

i1i~s, IT. S. M.A., geology tlie second clas., Rhall
·

CHEMISTRY, CHEMICAL PHYSICS, MINERALOGY, AND GEOLOGY.

Par. 64, RegulaFor instruction in chemistry, chemical physics, mineralogy, and
tions,U.S.M . .A. ., geology the second class shall be divided into sections, in September,

isn 4 .

according to general merit, and after the January examination according to merit in chemistry .

•

H.

HEAPQUARTERS UNITED STATES CORPS OF CADETS,

West Point, N. Y., August 24, 1896.
Sm: In accordance with the provisions of circular letter, dated October 3, 1895, I
have the honor to submit the following report:
HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE TACTICAL DEPARTMENT, ETC.

From the earliest days of the Military Academy, 1802, cadets have received practical iustruction in tactics; it was not, however, until many years later that Congress,
by a ct dated June 12, 1858, recognized the department by law, and designated the
commanding officer of the corps or battalion of cadets as commandant of cadets and
instrnctor of n,rti11ery, cavalry, and infantry t actics .
The following extracts, taken from General Cullum's history of the Military Academy and from other sources, is of interest, and has a connection in showing the devel011ment of this department:
''By the law of May 9, 1794, the grade cadet in the Army was first established, 2
being allowed to each company of the corps of artillerists and engineers. By snbSCf!uent acts an increased number was antborizc~d, thongh none were appointed until
May 12, 1800, and hut 9 up to the passage of the Jaw of March 16, 1802, tixin~ the
military peace establishment, by which the Corps of Engineers became n, eparate
branch of service and was made 'to constitute a mrntary academy.' Thi in titution
was therefore originally designed as a school for the instruction of engineers, wa
the head(]uarters of that corps, and the chief was ex officio its superintendent, but
as 40 cadets of artillery, as well as 10 of engine rs, were attached to it, the interpretation of thr law dicl not circumscribe the function of the academy which in
fact, under engineer administration, became an educational establishm nt for all
cadets of the Army.
"The law of April 12, 1 0 , authorized 156 a<lclitional cadets of artillery clra<Toon.,
infantry, and riflemen and that of ,fannary 11 1812 provided for 6-1 more of artillery and caYalr,v making a total of 310, which was reduced to 260 by the act of
April -9, 1 12, reorganizing tli ~\c-adcruy .

.
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"The whole number of cadets attached to the i.nstit ution up to the latter date had
been only 117, all of whom except 2 were appointed prior to President Madison's
Administration. ·

*

*

"The greatest number in the Academy at any time from 1802 to 1812 was 36, and
the average for that entire period did not exceed 20.

*

"The pay of the cadets at this period was$10 a month and two rations; the rations
were commuted at 27 cents a day, out of which each cadet purchased his food.
"Small messes were formed, and soldiers, hired by cadets, did th e cooking.
*
*
*
*
*
*
"In 1805 the first cadets' mess was establishef1, a captain of engineers and acting
professor of mathematics supervising and presiding at each meal. This was con tinued but for a short period, after which and even before this time cadets were
boarded at different private boarding houses, where were r equired to live unmarried.
officers.
i!-

"llfls~ruction.-From 1802 to 1812 the term time varied; usually began in April and
eudedm November; theremainderoftheyearthe cadets were absent. Study hours
after 1805 were from 8 a. m. to 1 p. m., 2 to 4 p. m ., and in the evening, and drills and
practical exercises from 4 p. m . to sunset and occasionally befor e breakfast.

*

*

*

*·

*

"The instructors for all purposes at any one time never exceeded four and sometimes were reduced to one. The instruction in infantry included the manual exercise
,vith the musket and the infantry drill extending to the school of the company, the
drill with field p ieces and mortars, and a little target pmctice.
·

"Regulations.-The first r egulations were made immediately after the opening of
tbe Academy in 1802; were very brief, and adapted to the small requiren.1 ents of the
iustitution. After an experience of eight years a ruore ext ended code was approved
A 1,r il 30, 1810, and this is the basis .upon which the school rests to this day. These
regulations established 15 to 20 years as the age of entrance; obliged cadets to
serYe the United States for four years unless sooner discharged; abolished furloughs except during vacations or under peculiar circumstances; p rescribed the same
m1iform for all cadets of the different arms of the service, and ordained minor rules
for interior police and discipliue. Previous to the adoption of these regulations and
l>etween 1802 and 1810 cadets were admitted to the Academy without mental or
JJhysical examinations on any day or in any month of' the year. Of the small number that were present a t any time, some had good preliminary education before coming to West Point; a few were college graduates ; one had been an officer in the
British-army; another had practiced law in the supreme court of New York, and
generally they had more knowledge and maturity of mind than t,hose of the present
day, but were of all ages from 12 to 34 years, one or two being married men with
several children.

*

"Quarters.-Cadets were lodged with soldiers in the old 'Long Barracks' of the
Revolution (near th e site of the present hotel) and were instructed in a two-story
wooden building which served both as an academy and for headquarters.
"Discipline.-Little can be saill for the discipline during this period, except wlien
personally supervised by Colonel Williams, the superintendent, but when he was out
of the service, 1803-1805, and when absent on other duty, 1806-1809, great irregularities
took place from want of proper control on the part of the commanding officer, but
more because the instructors were all civilians and foreigners.

*

*

"July, 1810, no general examination was held and no cadets graduated; a year
with that of 1816, which are the solitary blanks in its long existence that the inst,itntion did not graduate any cadet. This is the period, on account of no cadets beil1g
appointed and the detail of and dispersion of the few that were attached to company
and oth er duties w ith troops away from West Point, that the Academy as an educational institution practically ceased to exist.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"The law of April 29, 1812, authorized the appointment of 260 cadets and an
academic staff. On the last cluy of September, 1812, there was present only one officer,
a captain of engineers, and one new cadet. April 15, 1813, the Military Academy,
with less than a dozen cadets, resumed its existence.

*

*
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"In 1814 a civilian was appointed to take charge of the cadet commons.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

"The prescribed uniform at this time was a coat n,nd pantaloons of blue clot~
round hat with black silk cockade and gilt eagle, and Jefferson shoes. The coat -w
single-breasted, with one row of bullet buttons and a standing collar. The bel
were black, and the muskets the same as those used by soldiers, except a lighter one
for the small boys. Each cadet was expected to wear a sword, but few possessed the
weapon.

*

"During the summer of 1814 the cadets, under command of the commanding offi cer
of the post and acting superintendent, made an excursion to Governors Islan~, N e-wYork Harbor, and another excursion of three days to New York was made m tho
summer of 1816.

*

*

*

*

"The regulations approved July 2, 1816, under the head of military instruction.,.
prescribed infantry and artillery tactics, practical gunnery and camp duties, and
broad and small sword exercises.
"Pierre Thomas was the :first sword mast~r, appointed in May, 1814.
exercise was only given to such cadets as were specially selected.

*

*

*

*

Sword

"The present uniform for cadets, with slight differences, was adopted September
4, 1816.

-

*

*

*

"During the period from 1812 to Julv 28, 1817, when Capt. and Bvt. Maj. Sylvanus
'I'hayer was appointed superintendent,.the course of instruction prescribed by Regulations was practically ignored, except infantry and artillery drills, which were the
acting superintendent's delight, and were well taught by him in person, but were
necessarily limited, owing to the small number of cadets to exercise and the few
pieces of ordnance for drill and target practice.

..

*

.,.

*

"There was no officer designated specially as instructor of tactics prior to 1818.
The acting superintendent from 1814 to 1817 was commander, professor teaching all
branches then taught, and, when need be, chaplain."
.
'l'he record history of this department may be considered, properly speaking, to
date from the time that Bvt. Maj. and Capt. S,Y.lvanus Thayer assumed command and
the superintendency of the Military Academy.
He at once organized the cadets into a battalion of two companies, officered
by members of their own body, with a colonel at its head and an adjutant and a
sergeant-major for his staff, and appointed an officer of the Army to command the
battalion, as instructor of infantry tactics and in soldierly discipline, and was responsible for the interior police and administration.
Second Lieut. G. W. Gardiner, of the Corps of Artiller:v, was detailed for this duty
temporarily September 15, 1817, and was succeeded by c'apt. John Bliss, ofthe_Sixth
Infantry, April 2, 1818, who was the :first commanding officer of the battal10n of
• cadets and instructor of infantry tactics. 'l'he position was not known as ~ommandant of cadets until the Regulations of 1825. The Regulations of 1821 pr?vided
that a captain or field officer should be detailed as instructor of infantry tactics.
These regulations also provided for the following instruction in this department:
'.fbe syst_em of i~fan_try tactics established for the Army of tbe United States ancl to
rnclude mstruct10n m the school of the soldier, school of the company, school of the
battalion, and the evolutions of the line the exercises and maneuvers of light
infantry and riflemen; the duties in camp a~d garrison of privates, noncommissioned
officers, and officers, in~luding those of guard and police.
.
In 1818 the comman<lmg officer of the battalion of cadets was first designated as
the inspector of the cadet commons, and the Regulations of 1825 makes him the permanent president of t~e board to audit the accounts of the cadets' mess and board of
inspectors of supplies.
.
In 1821 was first introduced the study of infantry tactics as a regular <;:ourse. recitations upo~ wbirh were held JJetweeu 2 and 4 p. m., tbe text-books being the rules
and regulations prescribecl for the infantry branch of the servic~.
From 1 20 to 1 27 there were two as istant instructors of infantry tactic . After
that period for a number of year three were authorized and foter, i852, four a·si tants were authorized.
'
July 20, 1 21, the corps of ca<1ets m:ul . a notable summer cxcnr. ion to Bo ton. M ··
uncler :Maj. ,vmiam J. ·w orth, the then commandant and afterward di tino-ui,hed
general. The <'orps went by steamer to All>any an<1 thence marched to Bo ton. wl1e
they pent two weeks; thence they marcbe,l to Proviclenre R I., where they pen
several <la'., then re urned the ma,rch to J.Tew London, onn., having marched more
than 310 miles; thence by steamer to ... T w Ifavt\11; after a. few clay ' stay there they
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embarked again for ,New York and by steamer the same day for West Point, N. Y.,
where they arrived September 25.
The Regulations of 1825 provides for the battalion being divided into four companies, and designates the instructor of infantry tactics and commanding officer of
the battalion of cadets as "commandant of cadets," and first mentions the designation of "officer in charge," and defines his duties, which are practically the same as
at present. The Regulations also for the first time provides that the corps of cadets
shall be divided into as many squads as there are tables in the mess hall, and when
the signal for breakfast, dinner, and supper is sounded, these squads will assemble
under the direction of the first or i,;econd carver, and shall march to the mess hall by
the superintendent of the mess hall . .
The regulations of 1829 makes the :first mention requiring explanations to be submitted for offenses; from this time until 1857 all explanations were required to be
submitted in writing. From 1857 until 1866 they were required to be submitted verbally, and if unsatisfactory to the commandant might be submitted in writing. From
1866 until 1892 they were all to be submitted in writing. From 1892 until the present
time they may be sn bmitted verbally and in writing ; if un satisfactory to the commandant may be submitted in writing. From the date when written explan ations were first
required various forms of submitting the excuses have been prescribed. First, the
form prescribed that it should be characterized as" offense," then follows the "excuse,"
later it was known as "delinquency," then follows the "explanation," th€n as
''report," and followed by "explanation;" finally, and at present, the form is that
prescribed for official corre.spondence in the service.
In 1837 the first instructor of cavalry tactics was appointed.
In 1838 the term of service of cadets was increased to eight years, unless sooner
disch arged.
In 1839 the regulations prescribe that during the encampment cadets of the first
class should study the evolutions of the line in the system of infantry tactics prescribed for the Army, and would recite upon and explain the same to the instructor.
Also selected portions of the General Regulations of the Army should in like manner
be studied and recited upon. This was continued until the summer of 1862.
In 1839 a sergeant and five dragoons were ordered to West Point, N. Y., from Carlisle Barracks to aid in exercises and instruction of cadets in riding. Twelve horses
were supplied by the quartermaster's department. The sergeant was discharged the
i,ervice and, as a civilian, appointed riding master. At this time w as also purchased
the n ecessary horses and harness for the light hattery. Previous to this time cadets
hauled the pieces and carriages about by means of rope harness.
In 1840 it was provided by law that the commander of the corps of cadets should
be either the instructor of infantry tactics, of cavalry and artillery, or of practical
military engineering.
In 1842 regulations first designated an officer as h1structor of artillery and cavalry
tactics.
In 1849 the regul ations designated the instructor of cavalry as instructor in riding.
The rfding master disappears in 1852.
.
In 1852 the register shows the "commandant" and instructor of infantry t actics
with four assistant instructors of infantry. In 1857 the regulations l)rovide that at
the hour appointed for breakfast7 dinner, and supper the companies would be formed
and united, and marched to mess hall by senior cadet officer present.
On June 12, 1858, Congress first recognized the title of "commandant of cadets,"
and provided by law that "the commandant of cadets shall have the local rank and
the pay and allowances of a lieutenant-colonel of engineers, and besides bis other
duties shall be charged with the duties of instructor in the, tactics of the three arms
of the service."
February 28, 1853: First mention of an officer as instructor in small arms and military gymnastics. The sword master was his assistant. This instruction was discontinued on April 24, 1861.
September 12, 1859: During the five-year course, by direction of the Secretary of
War, the subjects of strategy, grand tactics, outpost duty, army organization and
administratio11 7 equitation, veterinary science were transferred to the second class,
department of tactics, and the commandant of cadets was directed to prepare a programme for instruction. For want of proper number of assistants in the tactical
department the commandant recommended that the subjects strategy7 grand tactics, and outpost duty be continued in the first class, department of engineering.
This was approved October 20, 1859.
.
These subjects, together with infantry and cavalr.v tactics, were taught m the _first
class course, to include the ,June examination of 1860; after that time these subJects
were discontinued in that class. After the January examination of 1860 t~e abovementioned subjects were also t aught in the second class, department of tact1cs 1 up to
and including the June examination of that year. From September, 186~, until May
4, 1861, these subjects were taught in the second class, department of tactics .. At the
end of this time the course was again changed to four years, and the subJects of
W.A.R 96-VOL I--53
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strategy, grand tactics, and outpost duty were transferred back to the :firs~ ~las :
department of en gineering. The subjects, viz, army organization and a<lm1n1str?tion and veterinary science were dropped . The other subjects were continued m
the second-class course.
The text-books at this period were Tactics of Three Arms; Tactics for Garrison7
Siege, and Field Artillery; Youatt on · the Horse; Mahan's Treatise on Advanced
Guards and Outposts; Jomini's Art of War; Thackeray's Army Organization and
Administration, and Army Regulations.
While this additional theoretical course was in this department, it was, under the
commandant of cadets, taught as follows:
The cavalry assistant taught cavalry tactics, equitation, and outpost duty; t~e
senior infantry assis.tant taught infantry tactics, strategy, grand t actics, and logistics; the senior artillery assistant taught artillery tactics and army organization and
administration.
.
After May, 1861, and the return to the fonr-year course, the theoretical bran ches
taught in the department were those described above, and from which there has been
but little change tc1 the present day.
In 1863, during the New York riots, there occurred an incident in the history of
West Point and of this department which has never been made of record. Rum?rs
reached the authorities of the intention of the disorderly element of New York City
to visit and destroy the Cold Spring Foundry, which at that timt- w as the largest
establishment for making guns in the country, and at the same time to visit and burn
West Point. Ball cartridges were issued to cadets, and the other military resonr.ces
of the post were at once made use of, including the issuing of arms and performing
of ·guard duty by civilians and employees attached to the Academy. Pickets of
cadets, with a :field gun at each point, w ere established at the south and n orth do<?ks
and Gees Point; the river and back roads at cha,llenging intervals w ere lined with
armed sentinels. This state of armed resistance was kept up for several days and
nights. No attack was made. From this time dates the present custom of armed
sentinels patrolling the post night and day.
.
.
In 1873 the corps of cadets took another excursion from West Pomt to Washmgton, D. C., absent several days participating in the ceremonies of the second inauguration of General Grant as President, Lieut. Col. and Bvt. Maj. Gen. Emory Upton
in command. In 1876 the corps visited . Philadelphia, where they spent a week on
the occasion of the centennial celebration of the Declaration of Independence,
Lieut. Col. and Bvt. Ma_i. Gen. Thomas H. Neill in command. The corps has in
more recent years inade <:>ther short excursions from West Point for a day or two,and
on one rather notable occasion the corps visited the World's Columbian Exposition at
Chicago in the summer of 1893, leaving West Point August 17, and returnin g to West
Point August 30, 1893, Lieut. Col. Sam'l. M. Mills in command.

List of commandants of cadets.
Time.
Name.

r:~~u!·.~~~~~~~~::::

JolmR. Bell ........... :
William J. Worth ..... .
Ethan A. Hitchcock ... .
John Fowle ........... .
Charles F. Smith . ..... .
J. Addison Thomas ... .
B radford R. Alden ..... .
Robert S. Garnett ..... .
William H. T. Walker ..
William J. Hardee .... .
Joh n F. Reynolds ..... .
Christopher C. Augur ..
Kenuer Garrard..... ...
Henry B. Clitz . . . . . . . . .
John C. Tidball........

Rank and r egiment.

From-

To-

Second lieutenant, Corps of Artillery . .......... Sept. 15, 1817 Apr. 2, 1818
Captain, Sixth Infantry ....... _____ ... _......... Apr. 2, 1818 Jan. 11, 1 19
Captain, Lig ht Artillery .. _. __ ....... _._._ . . . . . . Feb. 8, 1819 Mar. 17, 1820
Captain, Second Infantry, brevet major ........ . Mar. 17, 1820 Dec. 2, I 28
Captain , First Infantry .................... . . . . . Mar. 13, 1829 June 24, 1 33
Major Third Infantry. .......................... July 10, 1833 Mar. 31, 1
First lieuten an t, Second Artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ap r. 1, 1838 Sept. 1, I~
First lieutenant, Third Artillery . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sept. 1, 1842 Dec. 14, l .g
Captain, Fourth Infantry ...... .... __ .. .. .. ... .. Dec. 14, 1845 Nov. 1. 1 Captain, Seventh Infantry, brevet major, U. Nov. 1, 1852 July 31,1854
s. A.
/
?- l -·
Captain, Sixth Infantry, brevet li,mtenant.colo- July 31, 1854 May ~1 •
nel, U.S.A.
Major Second Cavalry, brevet lieutenan t-colonel. July 22, 1856 Sept. 8.1 60
Captain, Third A r tillery, brevet major..........
pt. 8, 1860 June 25. I 61
Major Thirteenth Infautry ........ . . ... ..... ... Aug. 26, I 61 Dec. 5, L
Captain, Fifth Cavalrv ..... ........ _....... .... . D ec. 5, 1 61
ept. 25, I Major Twelfth Infantry._._ . . ... _...... ........ Oct. 23, 1 62 July 4, 1
3j3'_ta~A.. econd A rtillery, colonel volu nteers, July 10, 186! Sept. 22.1

!

Henry M. Black ........ Maj.or_ ~venth Infantry, colonel volunteers. / ept. 22, 186! July
Emory

pton ...... .... / Lieuteuant-colonelFirstArtillery, brevet major,gen ral.
Thomas H. Neill ... .. .. Lien~ nant.colon l Eigllth Cavalry, bren1i
ma,Jor.general.
B nry M. Lazelle ...... Lieut naut.colonel 'l'wenty-thirdinfantry . . ....
HHamnr_vton· ~-aH
. barwoukc_k• . _·_·
aptain, Fourth rt ill rv ........ . ..............
11
1 115
Li utenant.rolonel Twenty-third Infantrr ......
amuel M. Mills ....... ·j 'nptain, l!'ifth Art.ill ry.: .............. .'... .. . .

1, r~.

July 1, 1 70 June 3_I '

I

July 1, 1 i5 Jun

Juh·
Anir.
F •b.
.- pt.

1

1.1 79
22, 1 2

I. I
1, 1 '2

_
30,l•,
4 l •
1. l
l,l•
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The scope of this department in the beginning included infantry tactics, interior
police and discipline, and the supervision of the cadet commons. The functions of
the department were not appreciably enlarged until the law of 1858, which made the
commandant of cadets instructor of tactics in the three arms of the service and
increased for the two years following the theoretica.I course by transferring to this
department the subjects heretofore mentioned and taught in the first class, department of engineering.
The commandant of cadets has always had supervision of the instruction in saber
and broadsword exercise, the sword master being a civilian . From February 28, 1858,
until April 24, 1861, instruction in small arms and military gymnastics was adde(l to
this instruction, and a commissioned officer not nttached to the tactical department
had charge . of it. After 1861 this instrnction was returned to the commandant of
cadets with a civilian as sword master, but without gymnastics. In 1881 an officer
of this department reorganized gymnastics at the Academy, which instruction was
continued by an officer, the civilian as sword master, until February 1, 1885, when
the present incumbent was appointed and has since, under the direction of the commandant of cadets, had charge of all this instrnction. This step has been an important and most snccessful one in the development of this part of the instruction. The
department bas developed otherwise along the lines of general improvement in military instruction adopted and employed in the service during the past forty years, a
description of which would involve the history of these modern methods.
The following are some of the changes made in the methods of administration
and changes of regulations with the approval of the Superintendent that have
been introduced in the past four years: The assembling of the officers of the
department daily in the commandant's office, to hear reports of the previous day;
to receive commandant's instructions for the day, interpret regulations so that in all
dealings and intercourse with cadets the practice and rulings should be uniform;
adjutant excused from making consolidated morning report, but required, before
signing, to make note of required data for details, etc.; revised, reduced, and simplified reports and returns required from cadet companies and from headqnarters
corps of cadets to correspond with army methods and returns; made the salute of
cadets to correspond with the drill r egulations; revised, rearranged, and indexed
interior regulations, known as blue book; extended the hours of commandant of
cadets for transacting business with cadets; int,roduaed verbal explanations; introduced new form in submitting written' explanations to correspond with the official
correspondence found in the service; revised and printed the lectures for second
class on subjects modified to read, staff, post, and company administration; promulgated rules and regulations in the use of the gymnasium and natatorium; attached
linen collar to dress and fatigue coat with fastenings; modified riding trousers and
introduced leggings; discontinued wearing waist belt to church and equipments in
quarters at Sunday morning inspection; discontinued the policfl inspection after
reveille and of signing a certificate pertaining thereto; introduced the system of
anthropometric records and extended the same to include other classes besides the
fourth; reintroduced the battalion color; introduced the regimental drill and
p1rade; cordage and application of tackles for raising heavy weights; during the
encampment all drills and instruction, except dancing, to take place in the morning;
during the absence of the second class on furlough all appointments of sergeants
made from the first class. Experience has thus far confirmed good results from these
changes.
ST.A.TEMENT OF PRESENT COURSE, ETC.
THEORETICAL.

Text-books used.-Drill Regulations, United States Infantry, Cavalry, and Artiller:;
Tidball's Manual of Heavy Artillery; Blunt's Firing Regulations for Small Arms;
Fitzwagram upon Horses and Stables; Wagner's Service of Security and Information; Guard Manual; Articles of War and United States Army Regulations. Recitations only in first three named, twelve recitations in infantry and ten in artillery;
drill regulations between November 8 and December 31, second class year, and twelve
recitations in cavalry drill regulations. February, first class year, sections attending in all cases on alternate days. Length of les~ons, about 16 pages, and no lessons
in review.
The hours of study and recitation are from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m. The length of the
recitation is one hour and the total number of hours allowed to each subject, both
inside and outside the section room, is 24 for infantry, 24 for cavalry, and 20 for artillery. The course is the same for all sections. Short lectures upon company, post,
and staff administration are given to the second class from November 1 to March 15,
weekly, half the class attending at a time for one hour.
.
The lectures, nine in all, are printed and delivered to the cla~s m ad-ya:nce. :rbe
lecture ii, read to the section by the instructor and the hour spent m explarnrng points
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referred to. The l ecture is required to be read over carefnlJy by cadets befo _
to the lecture room; not!:ls are not taken upon it. The lecture. are compil, t
Army Regulations and Orders of the War Department, and deal with the £
subjects:
1. Instructions of recruiting officers; reports and return s .
2. Company organization; how men are gained and disposed of.
3. Army ration.
·
4. Company records; reports and returns.
5. Duties p ertaining to the quartermaster's department.
6. Snbsistence and ordnance departments.
7. Property a ccountability.
8. Money accountability.
9. Duties of post treasurer and post adjutant; returns and reports; the
exchange.
·
These lectures, in pamphlet form, are subsequently and before graduation gi~
the class to carry into the service.
Three lectures are given to the :first class by the senior assistant mstructor of
alry in latter part of June and in connection with field exercises during that_ pe
The following subjects are treated: Preparations for field service; march mg
camping; bits and bitting (illustrated); stable management; the horse's foot, ing; common diseases of the horse; the conformation and points of the horse;
age of the horse as indicated by the teeth, and packing the Moore pack saddle.
Instructions are also given to members of the first class as to the proper meth
of making out the daily reports of a company.
In addition to the above one hour is spent daily in camp durin g Iat~er h alf
June, when there ~s but little practical work, in readings a~d explanat10ns of
guard manual, Articles of vVar, and regulations upon the pohce and government 0
cadets in camp, based upon Army Regulations.
PRACTICAL WORK CC,NTINUES DURING THE FOUR YEAiiS.

Fi1·st year.- First three weeks, school of the soldier, settings up, manual, an_d e x erctses of the squad; three drills daily. Thereafter, and until the new class 1s sufficiently advanced to become part of the battalion (a period of about two week~)! t--w-o
drills daily. In camp, from June 30 to Auo-u-st 28 practical instruction in mili tary
police and camp discipline. Practical inst~uction' in guard duty from about J uly 4.
From July 5 to August 28, artillery drill each week day, one hour; school ot the
cannoneer; siege and mortars on alternate days · s wimming for one hour, unt_il all
the class have qualified- qualification consists i~ the cadet being able to swi~ at
least ten minutes with chest stroke; infantry drill three-fourths of au hour _daily,
except Saturday and Sunday, in August, school of the company. September: infan try drill, school of the company, battalion, and regiment. October: Infantry exercises of the squad in extended order half the month; the remaining half school of
the cannoneer, siege and mortar drill, and pointing and aiming drills, small arms.
March 15 to 31 : Infantry, school of the company . April: Infantry, exten d~d order,
use of cover and battle exercises of the squad, and school of th e cannon eer, srnge and
mortar drill. May: Infantry, school of the company and battalion, close and exte1;1ded
order. From October I to June I, three-fourths of an hour daily in t he gymnasrnm,
Sundays excepted, use of the sword and bayonet, and militar y g ym n ast ics.
Second yea1·.-In camp Jnne 15 to Au g ust 28; p ractical instru ction i n guarcl clt~ty,
etc:, same 3:s in first y ear; after ·J uly 4, instruction in sm all ar ms, gallery practic ;
artilJery drill, school of the cannoneer; instruction in cordage; i nfan try, school of
the company same as first year. Drill m asters for the fourth class sq uadi; and .i...'1Inners and chiefs of detachment for fonrt h class b atteries. Septemher : Infant ·
school of the company, b a ttalion and reg iment. Oct ober: Heavy ar tillery, se~coa_
battery; squad leaders for fourth class s qu ads, ex tended order an<l in tmrt10n m
small arms ; r ange practice. November 1 t o Mar ch 15 : Riding school of ihe t roo r
on alternate days. Mar ch 15 to 31: Same as first y ear. April: ame a Octo r.
May : am e as fir t year.
Third year.- eptember: Same as first an d seconcl years. October : • cbool of
cannoneer , ligh t artillery. Novem ber 1 t o May 1: Cavalry, school of ~be tr o r
troop, an d squ adron . Mar ch 15 to 31: Infan t r y, same as in fi r t and . econ<l Y
April: Artiller y, same as Octob r . May : ,' am a first and cond year .
Fourth year. - In camp June 15 to Angu t 2 . Cavalry exerci P, . a<lYnn e nn ~ .
guards an d outpo.-t , latter half of Jun . In trnctioi:i a to them thod of !!J\"lD
commands . Practical instr uction in h avv artillerv merhanica J man uv r . n
blocks and tackl s an d in light artill r y ch ool o f tl1 batt ry. Infantry rill.
Angu t a in fi r, t ancl
ncl y ar, and a · officer noncomrui. ·iont>cl ffi
g uide of compani . , ept mber : Infantry, a in other ear .
tol, r : Li rb
lery, school of the bat t r y .
eptember to J une : ()avalry, school of the tr
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troop, and squadron. March 15 to 31: Infantry, as in other years. · April: .As in .
October, and infantry extended order, battle exercises. May: .As in other years.
Practical instruction throughout the year in the exercise and respousibilities of command as officers and noncommissioned officers in camp, in charge of subdivisions in
barracks and in command of companies at infantry drill, and of various detachments
at artillery and cavalry exercises.
The members of the class before graduation are sent to visit the squad rooms and
stables of the cavalry detachment to see the manner in which enlisted men are quartered and cared for.
ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT,

The department as now organized has charge of all strictly military drills and exercises and military gymnastics, including the sword and bayonet. The personnel is
as follows:
.A commandant of cadets with the rank of lieutenant-colonel. He is in immediate
command of the corps of cadets, the instructor of tactics, inspector of the cadets'
mess, president of the board of inspectors of supplies for cadets, and in charge of the
police, d iscipline, and administration of the corps. One senior assistant instru ctor of cavalry tactics, usually a captain, member of the
board of inspectors of supplies for cadets.
One senior assistant instructor of artillery tactics, usually a first lieutenant. He
is under the commandant, the inspector of clothing for cadets.
One senior assistant instructor of infantry tactics, usually a first lieutenant.
Four assistant instructors of tactics, commanding the cadet companies, lieutenants.
One assistant instructor in cavalry, lieutenant.
An instructor of military gymnastics and use of the sword and bayonet, civilian;
appointed permanently.
The senior assistant instructor in cavalry and assistant take all the drills in
riding.
The infantry and artillery drills are divided as nearly as possible equally among
the other officers of the department.
The instructor in military gymnastics, etc., has charge also of the exercises in
swimming.
The four assistant instructors, commanding cadet companies, conduct tbe infantry
drills of their companies and are responsible for the ordnance equipments issued to
them. They are also under the regulations of the Academy and instructions from
the commandant, directly in charge of the police and discipline of the companies.
They are required to make inspections of their companies at least twice daily before
taps, both in camp and in barracks, with frequent inspections after taps. The official papers of the companies pertaining to delinquencies, privileges, etc., pass
through their hands.
.
All the officers of the department, except the head and the senior in cavalry, form
a roster for" officer in charge." This officer is the executive head of the department
for the day, ancl represents the commandan't in his absence.
DESG:RIPTI0N AND RECITATION i CLASS REPORTS i TRANSFERS, ETC

For recitation the classes are divided into sections, and the system of instrnction
marking, etc., conforms to the practice of the other academic departments. Weekly
class reports and exhibition of marks the same. Transfers are rarely made on
account of the small number of recitations.
EXAMINATIONS, WEIGHT OF, ETC.

The examinations are written. The standarcl required for proficiency conforms to
that prescribed in other departments. The subjects•( ddll regulations for the three
arms) in whi ch recitations are prescribed have a total weight of 100 in the general
merit roll of the class.
CRITICAL REVIEW 01!' Tl'IE PREitENT COURSE, METHOD OF INSTRUCTION, ADVANTAGES, ETC.

• The present course designs to give to the cadet the elements of a military.education, as comprehended in the drill regulations. of the three 3:rms of the servi~e and
in the other manuals and lectures ·r eferred to m the theoretical course; and m the
practical work to impress upon him a thorough knowledge and appreciati~n ~f discipline and of military police, both in barracks and in camp; to. educat~ him m the
important qualities of attP-ntion to detail and of promptness m al~ his work; to
give him the physical training necessary for the work and hardships he may be
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called upon to endure; and, in conjunction with the other departments, to ins~ill
into his mind during his four years at the Academy a proper spirit of subordination.
and obedience to authority and to develop .his confidence and capacity for comm and.
The physical training, so far as it relates to work in the gymnasium, aims at, the
following results:
1. To counteract by judicious and well-regulated exercise the immense mental
strain which the successful mastery of the academic course makes necessary;
2. To improve the physical and general carriage, develop strength, health, and
endurance, and
"3. To develop agility, activity, and grace; also self-reliance, self-control, precision,
and accuracy.
These results are accomplished by a thorough system of progressively arranged
exercises, from whiGh are excluded all movements of questionable value, and every
one in the execution of which the element of danger is involved.
At the beginning of each year every cadet is measured in accordance with the r~les
prescribed by the American Association for the Advancement of Physical Educati on.
These measurements, nearly 60 in numb er, are compared with those of the average
stud.ent of the 8ame age; the weak points are noted, and directions given as to bowthey may be strengthened. Only members of the fourth class attend the regular
drills, but the above measurements are made for cadets of every class and the members of the upper classes are encouraged to avail themselves of the opportunity the
gymnasium affords.
·
Each class spends three of the four summers in camp, a total of about two hundred
and ten days. The remainder of the four years, with the exception of two and oneLalf months on furlough at the end of the second year, is spent in barracks.
The cadets are organized, under regulations prescribed by the Superintendent,
into a battalion of four companies, each company composed of fractions of all four
classes. The cadet officers for the companies, with an adjutant and quartermaster
for the battalion, are selected from the first class. The noncommissioned officers fro m
the second and third classes. The selections are made by the Superintendent, upon
tbe recommendation of the commandant, from "those cadets who have been most
studious, soldier-like in the performance of their duties, and most exemplary in their
general deportment."
The companies have separate · quarters in barracks, separate tents and company
streets in camp, and separate tables at meals.
.
The tents used in camp are the regulation wall tents with flies. Two cadets live
in each tent, except members of the fourth class, most of whom live three in a t e nt.
Two cadets live in a room in barracks.
Cadets are allowed in camp only the minimum of bedding, clothing, etc., needed
for the climate and season and consistent with a neat and soldierly appearance at all
times.
The commandant of cadets and the four assistant instructors of tactics, with an
assistant surgeon, live in ca.mp. ·
All regular drills in camp are finisheq. before 1 p. m. During the academic term.1
the practical work in the department is done b etween the hours of 4 and 6 p. ?TI·,
with the exception of a portion of the cavalry exercises and the military gymuast1es.
Two dress parades are held daily in camp, at troop and r etreat, except on aturday, when the troop parade is replaced by an inspection.
One <lress parade is held daily while in barracks, at retreat, except on Saturday:
when it is r eplaced by an inspection a t 2 p. m.
.
.
A complete guard is maintained at all times in camp and the instruction ~n th1
dnty is most thorough. During the term in barracks a guard is posted _m the
divisions of barracks durin$" study hours in the evening only to preserve qt~1et and
to prevent cadets from visitrng or from leaving the barracks without autbonty .
The companies are practiced with the fire engine and apparatus one week a ch
autumn, and are turned out for service whenever tLe emergency justifies it.
Cadets are formed by companies, cla ses, details, or sections, and the roll called
for all drills and exercises and for marching to meals and to recitation . Report of
all roll calls are rendered to the cadet offi cer of the day, whose duty it i to prorqptly
investigata every case of absence reported to him.
Regulations are pre cribed by the commandant of cadets, approved by the , np rintenden t, upon the arrangement of rooms in barracks, tent , in camp metho,, _of
conducting official correspondence, uniform for drills, privileges and minor du 1 of cadet , to more fully caITy out the regulations of the Military Acad my th :
r egulations are bound in mall book form and issued one copy to each cadet.
.
The method of instruction, broadly stated, may be aid to be ba d upon the J nnciple of requiring each cailet to learn by actually performing th m all the clnt! •
a private soldier in the di:IB rent arms of the service, beginning with the_d r_ill 0
the recruit, and tberea r the duties of the different grade. of nonCOJl!ID 1 • 10
officer and of an officer, in so far as the conditions surrounding the cour e will I
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Each cadet has at some time during the course the opportunity of exercising command in all the grades of noncommissioned and commissioned officer up to and
including that of captain of a company. The method is progressive and follows the
logical principle of assigning to a cadet supervision and command in any drill or
exercise as soon as practicable after he bas himself become proficient in it. To illustrate, the third class furnishes tbe drillmasters for the fourtb-clas 3 squads, school
of the soldier. These in their work are supervised by cadet officers of the first class
and these latter receive their instructions from a commissioned officer, who has general charge of the drill. Thus does the cadet have combined, almost from the beginning of his course, the practice of command and the exercise of authority in drills in
which he has become proficient, along with the work and instruction in drills not
yet mastered; the proportion in the former division increasing naturally up to his
graduation.
The officers of the department are assembled daily by the commandant to receive
any instructions he may desire to give them upon the drills and duties of the day;
to hear reports and observations of the previous day; to point out and correct errors
if any have been made ; to interpret tactical and other doubtful points, and to adopt
absolutely uniform teaching and practice, so that all cadets, though the battalion be
divided for purpose of administration into four companies, shall receive the same
and uniform instruction throughout, so far as it is practicable. This supervision of
the dllily work is a feature introduced by the present head of the department, and
b as been of incalculable benefit, enabling the commandant through th ese means to
keep closely in touch with every phase of discipline and instruction. This system,
toget,her with the more recently adopted provisions of permitting cadets to submit
verbal explanations, gives the commandant an opportunity of personally coming in
contact with every cadet in the corps and of learning his charactor and special aptitude for his work, to correct and point ont to him the true and proper direction of
his line of duty ·and Hs connection with the duties that may devolve upon him as an
officer.
It is thus by constantly and unceasingly, patiently and earnestly placing before
the cadet his obligations to duty and impressing upon him the qualities of mind and
character that constitutes the highminded, truthful, and conscientious officer; that
th e commandant of cadets, in my judgment, fulfills the most important part of his
many r esponsible dnties.
SAML. M. MILLS,
Very respectfully,
Lieutenant-Colonel and Commandant of Cadets.
The ADJUTANT UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.

I.
DEPARTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES,
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., July 11 1896.
SIR: In accordance with letter of instructions dated headquarters United States
Military Academy, West Point, N. Y., October 3, 1895, I have the honor to submit
the following report for the department of modern languages:
·
HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DEPARTMENT.
The department of modern languages was established by the act of Congress of
June 23, 1879, making appropriations for the support of the Army for the fiscal year
ending June 30, 1880, which provided that when a vacancy occurs in the office of
professor of the French language or in the office of professor of the Spanish language
in the Military Aca,demy, both these offices shall cease, and the remaining one of the
two professors shall be professor of modern languages, and thereafter there shall be
in the Military Academy one, and only one, professor of modern languages.
By the retirement of Prof. Patrice de Janon, professor of the Spanish language,
on June 30, 1882, and in accordance with the provisions of the foregoing act of Congress, Prof. George L. Andrews, professor of the· French language, became professor
of modern languages. The department of modern languages, therefo:r;e, dates from
June 30, 1882.
As the present department was established by the absorption of ttie d~partp:le~t
of the Spanish language by the department of the F:i;e:µc}?. language, its "li~story w~l,
require~ ~istoqr of the ~WQ ~~tter departments...
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DEPARTMENT OF THE :FRENCH LANGUAGE.

This department was established by virtue of the act of Congress, approved February 28, 1803, which provided that the President of the United States be, and he is
hereby, authorized to appoint one teacher of the French language and one teacher
of drawing, to be attached to the Corps of Engineers, whose compensation shall not
exceed the pay and emoluments of a captain in the Army. Section 27 of the act of
Congress, approved March 16, 1802, had provided that the said Corps of Engineers,
when so organized, shall be stationed at West Point, in the State of New York, and
shall constitute a Military Academy.
The act of Congress, approved April 29, 1812, which definitely established the Military Academy, provided that the Military Academy shall consist of the Corps of
Engineers and certain professors, in addition to th(' teachers of the French language
and drawing already provided:
Under the provisions of the act of Congress of February 28, 1803, Francois Desire
Masson, a native of France, was appointed teacher of the French language July 12,
1803, and was succeedell by his brother, Florimond Masson, April 15, 1810. On the
resignation of the latter, January 3, 1815, Claudius Berard, a native of France, was
appointed teacher, and as teacher and professor was the head of the department for
thirty-three years. The above constituted the teaching force of the department
from February 28, 1803, until March J, 1818, on which date Joseph Du Commun was
appointed second teacher of the French language. The office of secon<l teacher was
not created by act of Congress, as had been the case with that of teacher, but the
appointment was made March 1, 1818, by virtue of an order of the Secretary of War
in .February, 1818. Pay, however, was appropriated for the second teacher of the
French language in the successive appropriation bills for the support of the Military
Academy, and it might therefore be said that the existence of the ~rffice was sanctioned by Congrel'!s. From March, 1818, the two teachers w ere designated in the
regulations and regist ers of the Military Academy as first teacher and second teacher,
respectively, the first teacher being the head of the department. In 1846 the head
of the department was m a de professor by virtue of an act of Congress approved
August 8, 1846, which providerl that the teacher of drawing an<l the first teacher of
French at the Military Academy shall hereafter be, respectively, professor of drawing
and professor of the French language.
The remaining t,eacher (Hyacinthe R. Agnel) was, however, still designated as
second teacher until his appointment, May 16, 1848, as professor of the French 1anguage7 to succeed Professor Berard, who died May 6, 1848. From May 16, 1848, no
more teachers were appointed.
The teaching force of the department from March, 1818, until the appointment of
Professor Berard as professor in 1846, consisted of the two teachers, permanent officers
of the Military Academy, and such numb er of officers of the Army and cadets as was
deemed necessary detailed as assistants in the departm ent.
In the early part of this period recommendations and efforts were made at several
times for the appointment of an additional t eacher of tho French l anguage, but
Congress failed to create the office. These recommendations were evidently based
on the belief, quite prevalent in that day, that instruction in French should be given
by a native of .France. In accordance with this belief, Theophile d'Oremieulx, a
native of France, was appointed an officer of the Army, receiving the commission of
second lieutenant, First Infantry, and detailed as an assistant in the department. He
resigned December 8, 1856, having risen to the r ank of captain, though serving continuously at the Academy and in the dep artment. Since December 8, 1856, the
assistants in the department have invariably been officers of the Army det,ailed for
that purpose, except in some years when cadets were detailed in addition to tha
officers already serving as assistants. In 1860 the beau of the department, Profo sor
Agnel, in his statement to the Congressional committee of that year, gave strong
reasons in favor of having officers of the Army as instructors in preference to having
natives, his reasons having been based both on his experience and on theory.
During the period above mentioned (from 1818 to 1846) th e officers and cadet~
detailed as assi tauts in the department were designated as assistant teacher .
From 184-8, the date of the appointment of the second teacher as professor, the enior
officer was de ignated as assistant professor and the others as acting a i tant profe sors. Profes or Agnel served as the head of the department from the date of hi
appointment as professor, May 16, 1848, to his death, February 10, 1871, thus havincr
a service as profossor of twenty-three year ; or including his ervice as seconcl
teacher fr~m !ebruary 4-, 1840, the date of bis appointment, a total of thirty-on£.
y~ars' ervice 10 the depart~ent. He was succeeded by GeorO'e L. Andrew brigadrnr-general and br vet maJor-general of volunteers a distino-uished graduate of
the Military Academy, who was appointed profes ~r February 2 , J 71, and who
served as head of the department until it incorporation with the department of the
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Spanish language June 30, 1882. H13 then became tl:e first professor of modern languages and served as h~ad of that department until b e was retired August 31, 1892,
thus having a total service in the departments of the French language and of modern languages of twenty-one years.
He was succeeded by the undersigned, who was appointed professor of modern
languages October 1, 1892.
The following table gives the different heads of the department from its organization in 1803 :•
Appointment and name.

Army r3:nk when
appomted.

Term of ser,ice.
Remarks.
From-

To-

DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH.

First teachers. (a)
1. F. D. Masson ............. . ........................ .July 12, 1803 .A.pr. 15, 1810
2. ]'Jorimoncl Masson ................................ .A.pr. 15, 1810 .Jan. 3, 1815
3. Claudius Berard ..... _. ............................ .Jan. 3, 1815 Aug, 8, 1846

Professors. (b)
4. Claudius Berard, First ..... .. ................ . Aug. 8, 1846 May 6, 1848
T eacher of French.
5. Hyacinthe R. Agne!, Sec- ...... . ................ . May 16, 1848 Feb. 10, 1871
ond T each er of French.
6. George L. Andrews ....... Brnvet muJor-general F eb. 28, 1871 .June 30, 1882
of volunteers .

Resign ed.
Appointed professor.
Died.

Do.
Professor of modern languages.

DEPARTMENT OF MODERN
LANGUAGES. (c)

Professors.
7. George L. Andrews, pro- ....................... . June 30, 1882 Aug. 31, 18!12 Retired.
fesso1 of French.
8. Edward E. Wood . . . ....... Captain, Eighth Cav- Oct. 1, 1892
alry.

.

a The teachers hip of French, created by law of Februarj 28, 1803.
b The professorship of French, created by law of August 8, 1846.
c The professorship of modern languageR, created by law of .June 23, 1879; went into effect ,June 30,
1882.

TIME ALLOTTED TO INSTRUCTION IN THE FRENCII LANGUAGE.

Owing to the lack of complete records relating to the early years of the Military
Academy, I am unable to give with exactness and certainty the amount of time allotted to instruction in the French language previou s to 1824. From 1803 until 1812 it
seems that there were no annual classes. Cadets remained at the Academy for different periods, varying from six months to six years, before they w ere graduated,
the length of time depending upon their previous preparation and upon their capacity.
The t eaching appears to have been mainly individual, and some cadets supplemented
it by private lessons. The French language seems to have been practically a voluntary study, as it was not a requisite fol' graduation, as appears from the fact that in
some years the examinations therein were passed over for the reason that all the
cadets had not had the same advantages with respect to their acquirements on entering the Academy. With reference to the hours of reci t,atio n, the only -information
thereon I have been able to obtain is that in 1805 recitations in French were from
11 a. m. to 1 p. m. (probably recitations ·of one honr), and alternated with drawing,
the teacher of French having, at that time, charge of the instruction in the latter
branch until the appointment of a teacher of drawing.
Although in the reorganization of the Military Acaclemy in 1812 provision was
made for annual classes, an<l for examinations for passing into the next class and for
graduation, yet it d_ges not appear that these provisions were rigidly and systematically carried out until 1817. From the above it should seem that the results of the
instruction in French before 1817 could not have been uniformly satisfactory, and
it has been stated that, at the examination in 1817, but few cadets could translate
with tolerable facility the easiest French author.
From 1817 dates the definite establishment at the Military Academy of annual
classes, of uniform and systematic instruction, of reguJa.r allotments of time, and of
examination for passing from class to class and for graduation..
.
. .
The earliest official record of a recommended allotment of time to mstruct10n m
the_ French langnage appears in th~ report of the a.cademic board ~ade J ~ly 1, 1816,
which states what should be considered as a complete course of education. at the
Military Academy.
this report it is recom.m.endecl that French be studied tllti

rn
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first year (fourth class) in connection with English, and that it be completed
the second year (third class). The number of recitations or .hours of recitation are
not given, but if, as is probable, it was intended that French should alternate with
English in afternoon hours of recitation for the first year (fourth class), and that it
should have daily. recitations in the forenoon in the second year (third class), it
would give abou·t 310 recitations of one hour each. I have been unable to ascertain
whether this proposed allotment of time went into effect or not. If so, it was
changed by the year 1820. A committee of the academic board had been appointed
March 1, 1819, to revise the course of studies at the Military Academy, itnd submitted its report January 29, 1820, in which it recommended that the French l anguage
should be taught daily during five days of the week for the first two years (third and
fourth classes). This would give about 360 recitations. In a communication to
Congress from the honorable Secretary of War, dated February 28, 1820, he incloses
a report from the Superintendent _o f the Military Academy on the course of studies
etc., in which two additional teachers of French are recommended. If they were
granted, daily attendance in French during the first year (fourth class) and alternately during the second year (third class) would be sufficient, but with an insufficient number of teachers for the two largest classes at the Academy it would require
daily recitations for two years.
In 1824 the records show that the allotment of time to instruction in the French
language was as follows: Daily recitations during the first year (fourth class) of one
hour ea.ch, from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.; daily recitations during the second year (third
class) from 12 m. to 1 p. m., being- a total of about 400 recitations.
In 1826 this was changed, and the allotment of time was as follows: Daily recitations during the first year (fourth class) of one hour each, from 2 p. m. to 4 p. 111.;
recitations of one hour each from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m., alternating with English or
history in second year (third class), being a total of about 290 recitations.
This allotment of time remained in force until 1845, when it was changed to the
following: In the first year (fourth class) recitations of one hour each from 2 p. m.
to 4 p. ru., from January to June, alternating with English or history; daily recitations of one hour each during the second year (third class) from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m.,
being a total of about 272 recitations.
A letter from the inspector of the Military Academy dated July 5, 1854, was laid
before the academic board at its meeting July 8, 1854, in which the opinion of the
board was desired on an ~rangement of studies for a five years' course, the Secretary
of War being desirous of adding a fifth year. The letter l aid down certain considerations to be observed, among which were "(2) No more time to be given to I<'rench
than at present; (5) the introduction of the Spanish language."
This letter was referred to a committee of the board, which submitted its report
July 28, 1854. This report, which was adopted by the academic board and approved
by the Secretary of War, recommended the following allotment of time to the French
language: To begin the second year (fourth class) and to have during that year
daily recitations of one hour each, from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.; in third year (third class)
to have recitations of one hour each, from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m., alternating with Spanish from September to January. This gave a total of about 238 recitations.
The arrangement of studies for the five years' course went into operation September 1, 1854; but as French began the second year, the above allotment of time for
instruction therein did not take effect until September 1, 1855.
At a meeting of the academic board held August 30, 1858, a letter from the
inspector of the Academy was laid before it, stating that the Secretary of War
favored a return to the four ~ears' course, and directing a report and programme of
studies to be submitted therefor. The programme submitted allotted the same
amount of time to French that it had before the five years' course was adopted-that
is, 272 recitations.
The Secretary of War having suggested, among other modifications, that French
might be omitted from the fourth class course, leaving it with about 218 recitations,
the academic board recommended that French be retained in the fourth class on
account of the importance of the language, and also on account of its being one of
the best exercises for precision in the use of language, becau e of the remarkable
care of its structure and the exact signification of its words received from some of
the mo t acute minds and lucid writers. On account of the above rea ·ons and also
from the difficulties attending its acquirement and the lack of preparation in any
language on the part of most of the cadets, less time than propo ed (272 le · on ~)
should not be allotted to it.
By direction of the ecretary of War, the fiv,e years' course was reduced to one of
four years, May 22, 1861. By the programme of studies that was drawn up in accordance with the above order the allotment of time to French wa the ame a submitted in 1858, namely, in the first year (fourth cla s) recitations of one hour each,
from 2 p. m. to4 p. m., from January to .June, alternating with English; in the second
year ( third cla ) daily recitations of one hour each, from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m., beinrr
?o total of about 272 recit~tjons,
·
·
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By the act of Congress approved June 16, 1866, candidates for admission to the
Military Academy were required to have, in addition to the previous requirements,
a knowledge of the elements of English grammar, of geography, and of history; in
consequence, August 31, 1866, the academic board was directed to modify the programme of studies so as to meet the requirements of the above act. The programme
adopted and approved went into operation July 1, 1867. It omitted English studies
and allotted to the French language the following amount of time : Daily recitations
of one hour each during the first year (fourth class) from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.; recitations of one hour each from 11 _a. m . to 1 p. m., alternating with Spanish, in second
year (third class), being a total of about 290 recitations.
English studies w ere restored in 1877, and during the academic year from September, 1877, to June, 1878, 60 lessons were given to the study of the English course;
tli ese 60 lessons were taken from the time allotted to French, so that during this
year the number of recitations in French was about 230.
On the recommendation of the academic board at its meeting of June 11, 1878,
approved by the Secretary of ,var, June 18, 1878, the department of the French
language was charged with the instruction in English studies. The allotment of
time to French was modified accordingly, June 25, 1878, and modified as follows: In
first year (fourth class), from January to June, three recitations per week of one
hour each from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m.; in second year (third class), daily recitations of
one hour each from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m., being a total of about 280 recitations. This
allotment of time continued in force until the consolidation of the departmeut of the
French language and the department of the Spanish language into the department of
modern languages, June 30, 1882.
Tbe following. t able gives the various changes in the time allotted to instruction
in the French l anguage until June 30, 1882, the allotments previous to 1824 being
either unknown or considered as probable; from 1824 they are taken from records:

From- To-

1803
1817

1820

1824

1826

al845

a1855

1817.
1820

1824

1826

1845

a1855

al861

a l861

b 1867

b1867

a1877

Recitations cone hour each).

Not known.
Probable; :first year (fourth class), r ecitations in
afternoon, alternating with English.
Second y ear (third class), recitations daily in forenoon.
Probable; :first year (fourth class), recitations
daily :five days p er week.
Second year (third class), recitations daily :five
da{s per week.
Firs year (fourth class), recitations daily in afternoon.
Second year (third class) , recitations daily in forenoon.
First year (fourth class), recitations daily in afternoon.
Second year (third class), recitationi! in forenoon,
alternating with English or llistorb.
First year {fourth class), recitations ·rom January
to June in afternoon, alternating with English
studies.
Second year (third class), recitations da.ily in forenoon.
Five years' course adopted in 1854; went into
effect in French, September 1, 1855. Second year
(fourth class), recitations daily in afternoon.
Third year (third class), recitat10ns fron: Sept~mber to January in forenoon, alternatmg with
Spanish.
Four years' course; :first year (fourth class), recitationsfromJanuary to June in afternoon, alternating with En lish.
8econd year (thir class), r ecitations daily in forenoon.
First year (fourth class), recitations daily in afternoon.
Second year (third class), recitations in forenoon,
alternat~ng wi_th Spanish.
.
During this per10d 60 lessons were given to English studies from French.
First year (fourth class), from January to June,
three recitations per week in afternoon.
Second year (third class), recitations daily in forenoon.

8

a1877

al878

a1878

C 1882

Number and
hours.

a September 1.

b July 1.

Preparation-time
of etudy at
quarters
(two hours
per lesson).

~

90

}
}
}
}

310

620

360

720

400

800

290

580

272

54-!

238

476

220

272

544

180

} 290

580

110
230

230

460

280

560

220
180
180
180
220
180
110
52
220
185
53

l
l

52

60
~20

}

cJune 30.
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INSTRUCTION, TEXT-BOOKS, ETC.

As uefore stated, but little is known concerning the amount and kind of instruction in the French language previous to 1817. The division of the cadets into
annual classes was not strictly observed even after 1812, nor were examinations for
passing from one class to another or for graduation systematically required. As
stated, the examinations in French were sometimes passed over on the ground that
tLe cadets were not on an equality as regards knowledge of the language when
they entered the Academy. As a result, the study of the language with respect to
application must have ueen practically voluntary. The amount of instruction
appears to have varied according to the capacity and previous knowledge of the
cadet and to have been mainly individual in its character. In some cases it was
supplemented by private tuition. The only definite information I have been able to
obtain concerning the kind of instruction is that about 1814 it consisted in reading
aloud for the pronunciation n,nd accent, and in writing from dictation for the orthogrn.phy. There was but one teacher for all the cadets undergoing instruction in
French. His vernacular being that language, the embarrassment and diffic~lties
experienced by the learner from differences of construction and analysis would neither
be appreciated nor removed. As a result of the above circumstances, the examination
in .1817 appears not to have been satisfactory.
The only informa,tion that I have been able to obtain concerning the text-books
during this period is that Masson's French Grammar and Masson's French Reader
were used in 1814.
Systematic instruction, regular allotment of time, requirement of examinations,
and division of classes into sections for recitation date from 1817. ·
March 1, 1818, a second teacher of French was provided, .and from that date until
the establishment of a professorship of :French, August 8, 1846, the instruction was
given by the two teachers, supplemented by the detail of such number of officers
and, at times, cadets as was required. From 1846, or rather from tho appointment
of Second Teacher Agnel to the professorship of French, May 16, 1848, the assistants
of the head of the department were officers of the Army, supplemented at times by
cadets detailed as instructors.
Previous to the January examination in 1821 the third and fourth classes in French
were examined together, the sections being numbered consecutively throughout the
two classes. Beginning with the above-named examination and down to the present
day, the two classes have always been examined separately, the sections being numbered consecutively in each class.
The earliest record of what was considered to be . the requirements of a course of
French at the Military Academy is found in the report made by the academic boa_rd,
July 1, 1816, which states as follows: A course of French shall consist in pronouncmg
the language tolerably, and translating from French into English, and from English
into :French, with accuracy.
January 29, 1820, the academic board adopted the report of the committee appointed
March 1, 1819, to revise the course of studies. This report stated the requirements
of the French course to be as follows: 'fhe course of French shall consist in teaching
to pronounce that language tolerably, to read and translate French into English,
and to convert English into l!'rench. The elementary instruction in this department
will be con veyecl nearly in a like manner to all the sections. An extent of Frenc:h
reading, however, will be admitted in the higher sections proportional to their
progress and capacity.
The system of relative weights to be given the different subjects of instruction at
the Military Academy was nrst adopted June 2, 1818. The weight given to the
French l anguage was 1, that of mathematical studies being 2.
The earliest official record of the text-books used in the department is that for the
year 1821-22. The text-books in use at that time were as follows: In the first year,
or fourth class, \Vonostrocht's French Grammar, Murray's Lecteur Fran9ai , and
Gil Blas (Vol. I ) ; in the second year, or third class, Wono trocht's French Grammar,
Lecteur J?ran9ais, Gil Blas (Vols. II, III, IV ), and Voltaire's Charles XII. Under the
two general heads of grammars and of rea ders the above text-books were chan(Ted
at varying intervals. A complete list of the various text-books used in the department from 1821 to 1882 is given below.
The followin g rrogramme of the ourse in French and requirements thereof w
adopted by the academic board at its meeting, March 13, 1840:
1. The elements of pronunciation, so as to impart a thoroucrh knowledge of all the
sounds of the language.
.
2. Reading with a correct pronunciation and the proper modulation of the voice.
3. French grammar in it general principle and particular rule .
4. Exer i es in Engn h translated into French on the blackboard, o a to reduce
all the rules of the language to familiar practice.
5. eading and t ranslating into Engli h the whole of the Le9ons Fran9ai · · and
as wanyvolumes of Gil Blas a the capacity and J)rogress of the pupils will allow.
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6. Translating into French Murray's English Reader.
· ·
N. B.-This last exercise is now (1840) coufined to the :first section of the third cla.ss.
7. Speaking French. This can not be done except with the upper sections of the
fourth and third classes.
In 1853 the requirements were as follows: French grammar; reading French with
a correct pronunciation; translating English into French and J?rench into English
accuratelv.
In 1882; when incorporated with Spanish, the requirements were as follows:
French language.-Grammar; reading and writing French; translating (from text
and orally) English into French and French into English.
From between 1817 and 1821 up to 1859 instruction was imparted by lessons
assigned in the grammar and in the reader, the lessons varying in length and difficulty proportionate to the progress and capacity of the cadet. This progress and
capacity would be indicated by the number of his section. During the recitation of
one hour certain members of the section would be given subjects in the grammar
lesson, comprising rules and principles and their application by illustrative exercises,
to be put upon the blackboard and explained and recited upon orally. The remaining members of the section would be called upon to read the reading lesson, reading
aloud as much of the French text as the time permitted and then giving the English
translation, either literal or free, as might be required. A due alternation was
observed in assigning subjects in grammar and in reading. Pronunciation was
acquired by the information imparted therein, and by the practice in reading and in
oral recitation.
In 1842 an atte.rnpt was made to introduce a course of military reading by the adoption of Rocquancourt's Cours Elementaire d' Art et d'Histoire Militaire as a text-book
in the de1Jartment, but the committee of the academic board reported against it
March 1, 1842, on the ground that its style had not sufficient variety, being only an
enumeration of military events, and that it presupposed on the part of the student
too great a knowledge of military matters and extensive reacling; that literary
works best possess the qualifications for studying a language.
In 1849 a verb book (Bolmar's) was adopted and used until 1872, which, from its
clear and systematic arrangement and explanation of French verbs, both regular and
irregular, greatly facilitated the instruction in that difficult subject.
In addition to the text-book used as a grammar, Agnel's Elementary and Practical
French Tabular System was adopted in 1859 and used until December 14, 1883, when
it was discontinued on account of being out of print. This most valuable and useful text-book, entirely original in method and scope, was devised and written by
Prof. H. R. Agnel, then bead of the department. It bad for its object the methodical classification of the defining words of the language, the important subject of
the place and order of personal pronouns, a scheme of derivation for the ready use
of regular and irregular verbs, the use of the past tenses of the indicative, the difference between French and English prepositions, the use of the subjunctive mood,
and a course of idioms; the whole so framed as to harmonize with the portion of the
grammar rules and exercises studied simultaneously with the tables during the
whole course of instruction. Each table as successively stu<lied was written out on
the blackboard by the cadet from memory, recited upon and explained by him
thoroughly in all its bearings. The practical exercises for each table, arranged in the
form of question and answer, were translated into French and written out in exercise books by the cadet while studying in quarters. These exercise books were then
given to the instructor of the section, who corrected the exercises and returned the
book to the cadet. From 1872 these exercises were written upon the blackboard
during recitation and recited upon orally.
·
After the introduction of the tabular system the cadets when writing a French
verb were required to write in addition its primitive tenses.
A detailed programme of the course of instruction in the French language in 1859
is given in the appendix and marked A. t
This programme, though it gives the respective lessons and course of instruction
for 238 less.o ns only, which was the allotment durin_g the five years' course at the
Academy, was yet practically the same until 1872. The text-books remained, with
the exception that a second course of idioms was added in 1867, the same as given in
the programme, and the only difference was the natural enlargement of the course
arising from the change from 238 lessons to 272 and 290 lessons.
After Professor Andrews became head of the department, February 28, 1871,_rnany
changes were made in the text-books previously used, their places being supplied by
those of more modern date and of better adaptation to the req nireme1;1ts of th~ course.
These changes are shown in the table given below. The methods of mstruct1on were
made more uniform throughout the classes undergoing instruction. G1;eat th?ro_ughnf'ss was required of the cadets in their comprehension of the grammatical prmc1ples
1

Not forwarded.
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and rules, of the construction of the language, and accuracy in their explanation
and application thereof. An accurate and natural English translation was required
in translating from the reader, accuracy was exacted in pronunciation and clearness
in enunciation, and the average acquirement of the language by the cadets was considerably increased, especially in the Sl'ctions below the first.
As previously stated, the exercises in the tabular system from 1872 were no longer
written in exercise books, but were written upon the blackboard during recitation
and explained and recited upon ora.lly, thus giving more practiee in pronunciation
and a better opportunity to verify the cadet's comprehension of the subject. The
method of examination was also changed. Previous to January, 1873, the examinations in French were oral, each cadet at examination being given a subject in grammar to explail! and illustrate upon the blacklJoard, and also being required to read
in French and translate orally a portion of the course in reading studied during the
preceding term. From the January examination, 1873, the examination in grammar
and in the tabular system (as long as that text~book was used) was made written.
The examination in reading remained oral.
.
As before, the lessons during this period varied h1 length and difficulty according
to the progress and capacity of the cadet.
A detailed programme of the course of ~nstruction in the French language in
1878-79 is given in the appendix and marked B. 1 This remained practically the programme until 1882, with the exce1>tion of_changes arising from different text-books,
the number of lessons being the same.
The following table gives the text-books used in the department of the French
language until June 30, 1882:
Year.
1803-1820

1821

1832
1841

]8!l2

1848

1849

1852

Text-books.

Remarks.

Masson's French Grammar; Masson's French Reader ...... . Not known when these
books were first used or
when discontinued, but
known
that tliey were
Third class.
Fourth class.
used in 1814.
Exercises in W onostrocht's Wonostrocht's Fr e nch Wonostrocht's Gramm ar
French Grammar11 The Po.
and the Lecteur Franc;:ais
Grammar; Lecteur Fran·
between
discontinued
etry of'the Lecteur Fran9ais;
c;ais ; Gil Blas, Vol. I.
1820 and 1832, the exact
Voltaire's Charles XII; Gil
Blas, Vols. II, III, IV.
year not known.
Berard's French Grammar; Berard's French Grammar; The exact year when
adopted not known.
Voltaire's Charles XII; Gil
Berard's Leqons Fran.
Blas, Vols. II, III, IV.
9aises; Gil Blas, Vol. I.
Levizac's French Grammar; Levizac's French Grammar; Gil Blas discontinued Sep·
tember 27, 1841 ; Mur·
Berard's Le9ons ]'ran·
B~rard's Le9ons Frani,aises ;
ray's Reader adopted
Gil Blas, Vols. II, III, IV;
9aises; Gil Blas, Vol. I.
.April 7, H!40.
Murray's English Reader
(used in first section only).
Levizac's French Grammar; Levizac's French Grammar; VoyageduJeuneAnachar·
sis adopted September
Bei;ard ·s Lec;ions Fran9aises;
Berard's Le9ons Fran·
27, 1841.
Voyage du Jeune Anachar·
9aises; Voyage du Jeune
sis; (Murray's English
.Anacharsis.
Reader).
LeBrethon 's Guide to the LeBrethon's Guide to the LeBrethon adopted Sep·
French Language ; Chap.
French Language; Betember 1, 1847; Chap al
t1al'a Le9ons et Modeles de
rard's Le9ons ~ran9aises.
adopted August 22, 1848.
Litterature Fran9aise.
Bolmar's Levizac's French Bolmar's Levizac·s French Bolmar's Levizac and
Grammar and Verb Book;
Rowan adopted January
Grammar and Verb Book;
Chapsal's Le9ons et Mocle~es
Berard's Lec;:ons Fran·
16, 1849.
9aises.
i~w~~t:r:~:iea:aci~\!!~
des Auteurs Modernes.
Same, with addition of Be. Same . ..................... .

1856 .••.... . B!~~~~:~::i~~:v~:!·ch

Grammar and Verb Book ;
Cha¥,sal'a Le9onset,Morleles
i~wa~t,!6~~~~:a!'acl~t:r~
des .A uteurs Modernes.
1859........ Bolmar's Levizac, etc.; Row·

an'sMorceaux, etc.; Agnel's
'l'abular ystem; piers and
Surenne's Dictionary .

Same, with addition of Spiers and Surenne's Die·
tionarv adopted June 2,
Chapsal's Le9ons et Mo·
1856. 'For reference.
deles de LitteratureFran·
naise ; Spiers and
UI·
enne'sFrench andEngliah
Dictionary. U ed for ref.
erence in 'both clas es.
Bolmar's Levizac,
tc.; Agnel's Tabular ysteM
us rl in manu cript from
ChapAal's L09on , etc.;
1859. Adopted in printed
Rowan's .M ore aux, etc.;
form July l, 1 65.
Berard's Le9ons, etc.; Ag·
nel's Tabular
ystem;
piers and Surenne's Die·
tionary.

1 Not

forwarded.
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Year.

Text-books.

Remarks.

Third class-Continued.
1862........ .Bolmar's Levizac, etc.; Be-

Fourth class-Continued.
.Bolmar's Levizac, etc.; .Berard 's Lefons, etc.; Chaprard's Le9ons, etc.; Agsal's Le9ons, etc.; Rowan's
nel's Tabular System;
Morceaux, etc.; Agnel's
Spiers and Surenne's DicTabular System; Spiers and tionary.
Surenne's Dictionary.
1868........ Bolmar's Levizae, etc.; Chap- Bolmar's Levizac, etc.; Berard's Le9ons, etc.; Chapsal's Le9ons, etc.; Rowan's
Morceaux, etc.; Agnel's
sal's Le9ons, etc.; Agnel's
'.l'ab1c1lar System; Spiers and \ Tabular System; Spiers
and Surenne's Dictionary.
Surenne's Dictionary.
1872........ Borel's Grammaire Frarn;aise;

Reynal's Verb Book; Rowan'sMorceaux, etc.; Agnel's
Tabuiar System; Spiers and
Surenne' s "JJictionary.

1879........ Keetels' Analvtica.l and· Prac-

Bocher's Otto's French
Grammar; Reynal's Verb
Book; Bocher's French
Reader; Bocber's College
Series of French Plays,
Vols. I and II; Agnel's
Tabular System; Spiers
and Surenne's French
Dictionary.
Keetels' Analytical and
Practical French Grammar; Reynal's Verb Book;
Bocher's French Reader;
Agnel's Tabular System;
Spiers and Surenne's Dictionary.

tical French Grammar; Reynal's Verb .Book; Borel's
Grammaire Fran9aise; Bocher's College Series of
French Plays, Vol\j, l and
II; Rowan's M orceaux, etc.;
Agnel's Tabular System;
Spiers and Surenne's Dictionary.
1882 ........ Keetels' Analytical and Prac- Keetels' Analytical and
tical French Grammar; BoPractical Frencl1 Grammar; Keetels' Analytical
rel's Grammaire Fran9aise;
French Reader; Agnel's
Bocher's Colle~ Series of
Tabular System; Spiers
French Plays, vols. I and
and Surenne's Dictionary.
II; Rowan'sMorceaux, etc.;
Agn el's Tabular System;
Spiers and Surenne's Dictionary.

A second cour:,e of idioms
added to the tabular system in 1867. In third
class Bolmar's Levizac,
Cbapsal and Berard's Lecons, etc., . were di11coutinued June 24, 1872.
Bocher's Grammar, Reader, French Plays, Borel's
Gramruaireand Reynal's
Verb Book were adopted
June 24, 1872. Bocher's
Grammar discontinued
July 3, 1878.
Reynal's Verb Book and
Bocher's Reader discontinued Nov, 1, 1881.

Agnel's Tabular System
discontinued Dec. 14,
1883.

DEPARTMENT OF THE SPANISH LANGUAGE.

The Secretary of War directed, in a letter from the inspector of the Military
Academy, dated July 5, 1854, that the academic board arrange a programme of
studies for a five years' course, and observe therein certain conditions, among
which was the introduction of the Spanish language. The programme of studies
drawn up by the academic board in accordance with the above instructions was
subsequently approved by the Secretary of War and went into operation September
J, 1854. The Spanish language as one of the courses of instruction at the Military
Academy therefore dates from September 1, 1854.
Previous to this date, however, it appears that there bad been some thought of
introducing the study of this language. A letter from the Superinteqdent of the
Military Acauemy, dated January 28, 1824, to the inspector of the Academy,
acknowledges the receipt of a letter from tlrn latter, in which it was stated that the
authorities at Washington proposed to add to the academic board two professors
(or teachers) of the Spanish language . In his reply the superintendent states that
the objection to the introduction of the language was the lack of time, unless some
studies were dropped.
In 1825 the Board of Visitors recommended that instruction be given in Spanish.
Although the Spanish language as a part of the course of studies dates from Septern ber 1, 1854, yet from the fact that in the arrangement of studies it was put in
the third year (third class), instruGtion in it did not begin until September 1, 1856.
From September 1, 1856, to the establishment of a professorship of Spanish by
Congress February 16, 1857, and until the appointment of a professor, the instruction
in that language was placed under charge of the professor of the French language,
who was styled the professor of French and Spanish, and the department was styled
the department of French and Spanish.
The act of Congress approved February 16, 1857, provided that'' th~re shall be
appointed at the Military Academy, in addition to the professors authonzed by the
existing laws, a professor of Spanish."
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Under the provisions of this act, Patrice De Janon was appointed professor of Spanish July 1, 1857. With the exception of the period from September 16, 1863, to March
4, 1865, during which he was out of service, Professor De Janon was the head of the
department until his retirement June 30, 1882, when the department of Spanish -was
incorporated with the department of the French language, into the department oi
modern languages.
Professor De Janon was the only professor of Spanish under the above act of Congress, and his total service as head of the department extended over twenty-three
years.
From September 16, 1863, to July 27, 1864, the department was again placed under
charge of the professor of the French language. From July 27, 1864, to March 4,
1865, when Professor De Janon returned, it was under charge of Capt. Edward R.
Platt, Second United States Artillery, and major United States Volunteers, as acting
professor.
The following table gives the different heads of the department from September
1, 1856:
Term of service.
Name.

.A.rmy rank when appointed.

Remarks.
From-

To-

Profe1sors.
HyacintheR. .A.gnel. Professor of French .............. Sept. 1, 1856 July ], 1857 Relieved.
Patrice De J anon ... Sword mast.e r ........... ..... ..... July 1, 1857 Sept. 16, 1863 Out of service.
HyacintheR. .A.gnel. .Professor of French .... .......... Sept.16, 1863 July 27, 1864 Relie,Ted .

Acting Professor.
Edward R. Platt .... Captain, Second .A.rtillerv; major,
United Stat,e.s Volunteers .
Professor.

July 27, 1864 Mar. 4, 1865

Do.

Patrice De J anon ... .. --- . -. --.......... -... - .......... --- . - .. -- . - Mar. 4, 1865 June 30, 1882

Retired.

TIME ALLOTTED TO INSTRUCTION IN THE SPA.J.~ISH LANGUAGE.

When the instruction in Spanish began, September 1, 1856, the time allotted to it in
the programme of studies drawn up and approved in 1854 for the five years' course
was as follows:
In the third year (third class), recitations of one hour each from 11 a. m. to 1 p.
m., alternating with French, from September to .January; daily recitations of one
hour each from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m. frorn January to June; being a total of about 170
recitations.
When the change from the fl ve years' course to one of four years finally took e:ffect,
September 1, 1861, the time allotted to Spanish in the new arrangement of studies was
as follows:
In the fourth year (first class), r ecitations of one hour each from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m.,
alternating with riding, from September to June, being a total of about 110 recitations. As Spanish was changed from the third year to the fourth year, the :first cla s
was not reached until September 1, 1862; consequently from September 1, 1861, to
September 1, 1862, no instruction was given in Spanish.
In the modification of the arrangement of the course of studies caused by discontinuing English studies, which went into effect September 1, 1867, instruction in
Spanish was changed from the fourth year (first class) to the second year (third cla s),
and the following allotment of time was made: In the second year (third class), recitations of one hour each from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m., alternating with French, from
September to June, being a total of about 110 recitations.
In the rearrangement of the course of studies made necessary by the restoration
of English tudies in 1877, instruction in Spanish was, ou the recommendation of the
academic board, approved June 18, 1878, again changed from the second year (third
class) to the fourth year (first class), and the following allotment of time wa made:
In the fourth ~Tear (first class), recitations of one hour €'a.ch from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m..
al tern a ting with riding from ep tern ber to June, being a total of about 110 reci tatiou ·.
As Spani h was chanrretl from the second year
the fourth year, the fir t das '
was not reached until September 1, 1880; consequently from "'eptember 11 1 7', t-0
epteruber 1, 1880, no instruction was given in 'panish.
Thi allotment of time was remaining in force June 30, 18 2, when the d partment
of panish wa incorporated with the department of the French language into the
department of modern languages.
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The following tahle gives the various changes in the allotment of time to Spanish
from September 1, 1856:

From-

PreparaNum- tion-time
of of study at
recita- quarters
tions. (two hours
per lesson).

Recitations (one hour each),

To-

Five years' course adopted in 1854; went into
effect in Spanish September 1, 1856. Third
tear (third class) , recitations from fieptem er to January, alternatinf with French in
forenoon; from J anuar:v to une, recitations
daily in forenoon.
Sept. 1, 1862 Sept. 1, 1868 Four years' course adopted in 1861; went into
effect in Spanish September 1, 1862. Fourth
year (first class), recitations in forenoon,
alternating with riding.
Sept. 1, 1868 Sept. 1, 1880 Change went into effect in Spanish September 1, 1868. Second year (third class), recitations in forenoon, alternating with }'rench.
Sept. 1, 1880 J·uue80, 1882 Change, went into effect in Sfianish September 1, 1880. Fourth year ( rst class), recitations in forenoon , altMnating with riding.

Sept. 1, 1856

Sept. 1, 1861

170

840

110

220

110

220

110

220

INSTRUCTION, TEXT-BOOKS, ETC.

The instruction in Spanish followed as closely as possible the same system and
methods previously described as having- been followed in the department of the
French language previous to the int1oduc Gion of the tal?nlar system in 1859. The
examinations were oral, and conducted in the same manner as the examinations in
French previous to 1873. From September, 1857, to September, 1858, the professor
had no assistants, and was the only instructor in the department. The large sections necessitated thereby made it impracticable to give each cadet the requisite
amount of individual instruction and practice. · From 1858 aasistants were provided.
The requirements of the course in Spanish until -the absorption of the department
June 30, 1882, were as follows: Spanish grammar; reading and writing Spanish;
translating (from text and orally) English into Spanish and Spanish into English.
Detailed programmes of the course of instruction in Spanish for 1876 and for 1880
are given in the appendix and marked, respectively, C I and D.1 The latter programme was in force June 30, 1882.
The following table gives.the text-books used in the department until June 30, 1882:
Year.

Remarks.

Text-books.

1856 .. Third class (third year), Josse's Grammar; Romer
and Camacho's Spanish Reader; Ollendorff's Oral
Method as applied to Spanish by Velazquez.
1858 .. Josse's Grammar; Morales' Progressive Spanish
Reader; Ollendorff 's Oral Method, etc.
18fl2 .. First class, same as above.
1865 .. Same ; Seoane's Neuman and Baretti's Spanish Dictionary.
1868 . , Tl1ird class, same as above.
1874 .. Vingnt's Guide to Spanish and English; Ollendorff's
Oral Method, etc.; Morales' Reac1er; Seoane, etc.
1881., First class, same as above.
1882. . Vingut's Guide to Spanish and English; Ollendorff's
Oral Method, et0. ; Morales' Progressive Spanish
Reader; Seoane's NeumanandBaretti's Spanish Dictionary.

AdoptedJune 2, 1856. Romer and Camacho's Reader discontinued July
16, 1858.
Morales' Reader adoptedJulyl6, 1858.
Josse's Grammar discontinued Septembt:1r 1, 1874.
For reference.

ENGLISH STUDIES.

EngIi Rb studies were restored as a part of the course of instruction at the Military
Academy June 26, 1877, and from that date until June 18, 1878, were under ~harge of
tbe chaplain and professor of history, geography, and ethics, _although th~ rnstructors therefor, with the exception of the assistant professor of geogmphy, history, and
1
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ethics, were taken from the department of French. June 18, 1878, the instruct i o
in English st11dies was placed under charge of the professor of French, who fro
that date, and until the organization of the department of modern languages, ~
sty led the professor of French and English studies, and the department was sty1e
the department of the French language and English studies.
·when the instruction in English studies was transferred to the department of t h e
French language, June 18, 1878, the following allotment of time was made therefor=
English studies, first year (fourth class), September to January, daily recitation s o
one hour each, from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m., being about 84 recitations; first year (f'ourt
class), January to June, recitations of one hour each, from 2p. m. to 4 p. m., t ~ o
days each week, being about 40 recitations; a total of 121! recitations, with a preparation of two hours' study in quarters for each lesson, or two hundred and f'ortyeight hours. This allotment was in force at the organization of the department o f
modern languages.
· ·
English studies from June 18, 1878, comprised instruction in English gram.mar..,.
rhetoric, and composition, and the use and meaning of words and constructions.
Hart's Rhetoric and Abbott and Seeley's English Lessons for English People had been
used as text-books during the ,wademic year 1877-78. These two books were
retain ed, and to them was added, July 3, 1878, Whitney's Essentials of English
Grammar. Abbott's How to Write Clearly was added to the above, January 16, 1880,
and was used in place of certain portions of English Lessons for English People.
The above text-books continued in use to the date of the organization of the
department of modern languagefl.
The order and length of the lessons in English studies at the above date will be
seen in so much of the detailed programme for the department of modern languages
for 1890 (appended, marked E 1 ) as relates to English, the said programme having
been in operation in 1882 as regards that branch of instruction.
The examinations were oral at January and written at June.
The requirements of the course in English studies June 30, 1882_. were as follows:
English grammar; rhetoric; rules and exercises on composition; study of words and
sentences.
DEPARTMENT OF MODERN LANGUAGES.

The department of modern languages at its organization, June 30, 1882, was made
to comprise th e three following branches of instruction: (1) English studies; (2) the
French language; and (3) the Spanish language.
· The requirements in each branch were the same as those previously described
under the respective h eads of the above three branches.
The following table gives the respective heads of the department from its organization to the present date:
.
I
Name.

Term of service.
Remarks.

Army rank when appointed.
From-

To-

George L . .Andrews ... Professor of French .............. .Tune 30, 1882 .Aug. 31, 1892 Retired.
Edward E. Wood ...... Captain Eighth Cavalry .......... Oct. 1, 1892 --··----------

TIME ALLOTTED TO THE DIFFERENT BRANCHES OF STUDY.

The time allotted to instruction in English studies, the French language, and the
Spanish language at the organization of the department has been given under tho e
re pective heads. It remained in force for all the above branches until August 27,
1883, when the Secretary of War approved the recommendation of the acadeIDlC
board of March 14, 1883, that the study of history be introduced and that it be allotted the time hitherto allotted to Spani h from September to January in the first
cla s year.
From August 27, 1883, therefore, the allotm1>nt of time was as follows:
English st1tdies.-Daily recitations of one hour each, from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m., ptember to January, fourth class year, ancl two recitations per week from 2 p. m.
4 p. m., one hour each, from January to June, same year, or 124 recitation .
French language.-Three recitations per week of one hour each, from 2 p. m. ~ 4
p. m., from January to June, fourth class year, or 60 recitations. Daily recitatio
of one hour each, from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m., from eptember to January third c ~
year, or 220 recitations being a total of 2 0 re itation .
panish language.-Recitation of one hour each from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m.,, alternating with riding, from January to June, fir t cla s year, or 60 recitation .
1
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1'he above allotment remained in force until 1893. June 19, 1893, the academic
board adopted a programme rearranging the order and time of certain studies at the
Military Academy, whichreceivedJuly 30, 1893, the approval of the Secretary of War
f?r so much as related to the depa~tment of mod~rn languages. The allotment of
time then made to the department 1s the one now m force, and will be given in the
description of the present course. This new programme took effect September 1
1898, for English studies; January 1, 1894, for the French language ; March 1, 1895 fof
the Spanish language.
'
The first class, however, still coutinued under th e previous programme as regards
time, lessons, and text-books, until June, 1896, both the third and first classes,
therefore, undergoing instruction simultaneously during the years 1895 and 1896.
The following table gives the changes in the time allotted from June 30, 1882,
exclusive of the present arrangement:

From-

Te-

Recitations (one hour each).

June 30, 1882 Sept. 1, 1883 Enfilish studies : First year (fourth
c ass), recitations daily in afternoon,
September to January ; Januark to
June, two recitations per wee in
afternoon.
..... do ...... French language: First year (fourth
class), January to June, three recitations per week in afternoon.
Second year (third class), September to
Jun e, daily r ecitations in forenoon.
Jan. 1, 1884 Spanish langua~e: Fourth year (first
class), Septem er to June, alternatinTI with riding, in forenoon.
Sept. 1, 1883 Sept. 1, 1893 Enfi ish studies: First year (fourth
c ass), r ecitationa dailym afternoon,
September to January; January to
June, two recitations per w eek in
afternoon.
Jan. 1, 1894 French l anguage: First year (fourth
class), January to June, three recitations per week in afternoon.
Second ye:i-r (third class), September to
January, daily recitations in forenoon.
Jan. 1, 1884 Mar. 1, 1895 Spanish language: Fourth year (first
class) , January to June, r ecitations
in forenoon, alternating with riding.

Number and
Hours.

124

60
220

· no

l

124

60
220
60

l

Preparati on-time
of study at
quarters
(two hours
perlesson);

124

248

280

560

110

220

124

248

280

560

60

120

INSTRUC'l'ION, TEXT-BOOKS, ETC.

From the organization of the department, June 30, 1882, to the reorganization of
the course of studies therein, July 30, 1893, the instruction in English studies and
the French language followed the same methods as previously used, and which are
described above under those heads. The same text-books in English studies and the
French language remained in use, with the exception that Agnel's Tabular Sys tem
was discontinued December 14, 1883, on account of having gone out of print. Its
place was suppliecl during this period by selecting for each lesson an exercise selected
from the French Reader. This exercise was given to the cadets in English and was
required to be written in French upon the blackboard, recited upon, and explained.
On the introduction of new text-books in 1893, this practice was discontinued.
Rowan's Morceaux Choisis was also discontinued in 1885, and its place supplied by
Roemer's Cours de Lecture et de Traduction.
In Spanish, the former text-books (Vingut's Guide to Spanish, Ollendorff's Oral
Method by Velazquez, and Morales' Spanish Reader) were discontinued December 8,
1883, and their place supplied by the introduction of Knapp's Spanish Grammar and
Knapp's Modern Spanish Readimgs. 'rhe latter were text-books of more modern
date and were better adapted to the requirements of the course. Thoroughness and
accuracy were required in recitations both in grammar and iu reading, and the system and method of instruction were made to harmonize with the system and method
followed in English studies and in French.
The method of examination in English studies and in Prench remained during this
period the same as before the organization of the department of modern languages,
that is to say, as follows:
English studies.-J anuary examination, oral; .Jnne examination, written,
·
Frenoh,-All examinations, both oral and w1·itten.
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: In Spanish all examinations were both oral and written from and inclucling thai;
of January, 1883.
A detailed programme of the course of instruction in English, French, and Spanish, department of modern languages in 1890, is given in the appendix and marked
E 1 • This programme was in force until 1893.
The following table gives· the different text-books used in the department until
July 30, 1893:
From-

To-

, 1882

1893

1882

1885

1885

1894

1882

1883

1883

1896

Third class.

l!'ourth class.
English: Whitney's Essentials of English
Grammar; Hart's Composition and Rhetoric;
Abbott & Seeley 's English L esson s for En~lish People; Abbott s
How to ·write Clearly.
French: Keetels' .A.nalJtical and Practical
J!renchGrammar; K eetels' .Analytical :French
Reader; :A.gnel's Tabular System; Spiers and
Surei:rne's French Dictionary,

Remarks .
Whitney 's Grammar discontinued July 30, 1893.
Abbott & Seeley's English Lessons
discont inued July 30, 1893.
Hart's Rhetoric discontinued July 30, 1803.

French: Keetels' AnalytA~ftl:~ln~~nJabe~l!t::
ical and Practical French
14, 1883. Rowan's MorGrammar; Borel's Gramceaux Choisis discontinmaireFrangaise; Bocher's
ued 1885.
College Series of French
Plays, Vols. I and II;
Rowan's Morceaux Choisis d es Auteurs Modernes; Arnel's Tabular
System; Spiers and Surenne'sFrench Dictionary.
Keetels' Grammar; Borers Keetels' Grammar; Kee- K eetels' Reader discontinuedJuly30, 1893. BoGrammaire; Boche r's
tels' Reader; Spiers, etc.
cher 's College Series of
Plays, · Vols. I and II;
French
Plays, Vol. I, disRoemer's Cours de Tracontinued July 30, 1893.
duction et de Lecture,
Vols. I and II ; Spiers,
etc.
Spanish (first class): Ollendorff's Oral Method by V e- , Discontinued D ecember 8,
1883.
lazquez; Vingut's Guide to Spanish; Morales' Spanish Reader; Seoane's Neuman and Baretti's Spanish
Dictionary.
Do.
Knapp's Spanish Grammar; Knapp's Modern Spanish
Readings; Seoane's Neuman and Baretti's Spanish
Dictionary.
N. B.-Spanish in first class continued until June, 1896.

THE PRESENT COURSE.

The department of modern languages at the present time comprises the following
branches of study, taught in the following order and with the following allotment
of time:
First. English studies. Taught in :first year (fourth class) from September to
January, with daily recitations of one hour each, from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m ., and with
a total of 84 recitations.
Second. The French language. Taught in first year (fourth class) from J anuary
to June, with daily recitations of one hour each, from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m., with 100
recitations; in second year (third class) from September 1 to March 1, with daily
recitations of one hour each, from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m., with 142 recitations, or a total
number of recitations in the French language of 242.
Third. The Spanish la.nguage. Taught in second year (third class) from March 1
to June, with daily recitations of one hour each, from 11 a . m. to 1 p. m., with a total
of 78 recitations.
ENGLISH

TUDIES.

The requirements of t h e course in English studies, as given in t he academic re 17nlations of 1894, are as follows : Rhetoric; rules and exercises on composition; stu~y
of words and sentences; study of synonyms; history of the English language· hIBtory of English literature.
From the above requirements and the authorized text-books, the course in English studies is divided into the following subjects:
1. Rhetoric ; study and use of word s; rules and exercises in composition.
2. tudy of synonyms.
3. History of the English language ann literature.
1
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TEXT-BOOKS.

The text-books adopted, with the date of their adoption, for the course in English
studies are given below in the order in which they are used. The order and numbers
correspond to the order and numbers of the subjects given above:
1. Williams's Rhetoric and Composition, adopted July 30, 1893; Abbott's How to
Write C1early, adopted January 16, 1880.
2. Smith's Synonyms Discriminated, adopted July 30, 1893.
3. Meiklej ohn's English Language, adopted July 30, 1893.
BOOKS OF REFERENCE .

Roget's Thesaurus of English Words, adopted July 30, 1893; Smith's Synonyms
Discriminated, adopted July 30, 1893; Webster's Dictionary.
The above books of reference are used as such throughout the entire course of the
three languages taught in the department. Webster's Dictionary is furnished to the
cadets not merely for use in their language studies., but for use during their entire
four years at the Academy.
·
LESSONS.

The course in English studies comprises 84 lessons, of which 56 are as1:1igned to
lessons in advance and 28 to lessons in review.
Rhetoric, composition, etc.-Williams's Rhetoric and Composition, from page 1 to
bottom of page 321; 31 advance lessons and 16review lessons. Abbott's How to Write
Clearly, rules, from top of page 14 to bottom of page 40; exercises, I, page 41 to 92,
page 59; 9 advance lessons ancl 4 review lessons.
·
The total number of lessons in the subject of rhetoric, study and use of words,
and rules and exercises in composition is 60, of which 40 are advance lessons and
20 are review lessons.
'
Study of synonyms.-Smith's Synonyms Discriminated: This subj_ect is begun Octo- .
ber 1, and is taught by assigning daily one word and its synonyms from the above
date until the end of the conrse in l anguages in June of the third class year, making
a total of 384 words, with their synonyms. (See requirements in French and Spanish.)
H il3tory of the English language and literature: Meiklejohn's English Language, from
Part III, page 271, to bottom of page 443; 16 advance lessons and 8 review lessons, a
total of 24.
The respective review lessons in Williams's Rhetoric, Abbott's How to Write Clearly,
and Meiklejohn's English Language follow in the order named immediately after the
last advance lesson in Meiklejohn's English Language.
The length of each of the lessons in the course of English studies, in advance and
in r eview, is given in the detailed programme or list of lessons for the fourth class,
markeJ F 1 in the appendix.
In Engli~h studies there is no difference of course for higher and lower sections,
and the subject is tanght by lesson and recitation without lectures.
The total number of r ecitations in English studies being 84, each of one hour in
length, with two hours' study or preparation at quarters, the total number of hours
devot ed to the subj ec t is 252.
Instead of original composition, additional practice in the art of written expression
is to be given when the cadet has acquired a fair knowledge of French, short
selections from that language to be given in third class year for written- translation
i:nto the best English form.
THE FRENCH LANGUAGE.

The requirements of the course iu French, as given in the academic regulations of
1894, are as follows: Grammar; reading and writing French; study and use of idioms;
military terms; translating (from text and orally) English into French and French
into English; study of English synonyms.
The instruction in French is divided into the following courses:
1. First course: First year (fourth class), J anuary to June, daily recitations of one
hour each, from 2 p. m. to 4 p. m., with 100 recitations.
2. Second course : Second vear (third class), September to January, daily r ecitations of one hour each, from ~11 a. m. to 1 p. m., with 102 recitations. .
.
.
3. Third course : Second year (third class), January to March 1, daily recitations
of one hour each, from 2 p. m._to 4 p. m., with 40 recitations.
THE FIRST COURSE.

One hundred lessons; 66 advance, 34 review, the proportion between advance and
review varying in different text-books.
1
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Text-boolcs.-De Pei:ffer's French Pronunciation, adopted July 30, 1893; Keetels-'
Analytical and Practical French Grammar, adopted July 3, 1878; Castarede's Treatise on the Conjugation of French Verbs, adopted July 30, 1893; Roemer's Cours de
Lecture et de Traduction, Vol. I, adopted in 1885; Bocher's College Series of French
Plays, Vol. II, adopted June 24, 1872.
Books of reference.-Spiers and Surenne's French Pronouncing Dictionary, adopted
June 2, 1856.
Lessons.-Tho course of lessons in the above text-books is divided into the upper
course, or course for the first two sections; the lower course, or course for the last t-w-o
sections, and the middle course, or course for the remaining sections.
In De Pei:ffer's Pronunciation and Castarede's Verb Book the lessons are the same
for all courses.
De Peiffer's French Pronunciation, 2 lessons, from page 7 to bottom of page 31, the
book to be used afterwards as a book of reference.
Castarede's Verb Book, 60 lessons advance, 32 review, from page 1 to bottom of
page 96; same for all courses; begun at eighth lesson.
Keetels' Grammar, 64 lessons advance, 34 review; begun at third lesson. Upper
course: From lesson 1, page 25, to end lesson 56, page 467. Middle course: From
lesson 1, page 25, to end of lesson 54, page 462. Lower course: From lesson 1, page 25,
to end of lesson 53, page 448.
Readers, 58 lessons advance, 28 review; begun seventeenth lesson. Roemer's
Reader, Vol. I: Upper course, 80 pages; middle course, 70 pages; lower course, 60
pages. Bocher's Plays, Vol. II, Les Petits Oiseaux, 65 pages, for all courses.
The length of each of the above lessons, in advance and in review, is given in the
detailed programme or list of lessons for the fourth class, marked F 1 in the appendix.
SECOND COURSE.

One hundred antl two lessons; 68 advance, 34 review, the proportion between
advance and review varying in different text-books.
Text-books.-Castarede's Treatise on the Conjugation of French Verbs; Borel's
Grammaire Frarn;iaise, adopted Jnne 24, 1872; Henuequin's Lessons in Idiomatic
French, adopted July 30, 1893; B6cher's College Series of French Plays, Vol. II;
Roemer's Cours de Lecture et de Traduction, Vol. II, adopted in 1885; Revue Militaire
de l'Etranger, six months' subscription each year, adopted July 30, 1893.
Books of rejerence.-De Pei:ffer's French Pronunciation, Spiers and Surenne's French
Pronouncing Dictionary.
Lessoris.-As in the first course, the lessons are divided into lessons for the upper
course, middle course, and lower course, respectively, except in the Verb Book, where
the lessons are the same in all the courses.
Castarede's Verb Book, 62 lessom advance, 40 review, from page 1 to middle of
page 141.
·
Borel's Grammaire Fra,rn;aise, 70 lessons advance, 32 review. Upper course, from
section 15 to section 119; middle course, from section 15 to section 118; lower course,
from section 15 to section 116; omissions for all courses, sections 73, 74, 75, 77, 78, 79,
80,81,86,88,89,115.
Hennequin's Idiomatic French, 51 lesso11s advance, 51 review. One lesson per day,
omitting in advance French exercises and converf:!atiou. In review, upper course
take French exercise and theme; the other courses take themes only.
Readers: 70 lessons advance, 32 review. B6cher's Plays, Vol. II, Le Roman d'nn
Jeune Homme, 90 pages, all courses. Roemer1s Reader, Vol. II. Upper course, 120
pages; middle course, 100 pages; lower course, 70 pao-es.
Revue Militaire de l'Etranger, one lesson per week; no review lessons. Upper
course, 3 pages per lesson; middle course, 2t pages per lesson~ lower course, 2 pao-«:'8
per lesson. The length of each of the above lessons, in advance and in review, _1
given in the detailed programme or list of lessons for the third class, marked G 1 m
the Appendix.
·
TmRD COURSE.

Forty lessons; all advance; no 1·eview.
.
Text-books.-Castar de's Treatise ou Lt1e Conjugation of French Verbs; Edrrre~
Compendious :French Grammar, adopted July 30, 1893; Henneqnin's L on 1!1
Idiomatic French; Roemer's Cours de Lecture et de Traduction, Vol. II; Revue 1litaire de l'Etranger; Monday Daily .l!'igaro, three months' subscription each year·
adopted July 30, 1893.
·
Books of reference.-De Peiffer's French Pronunciation; Spiers and Snrenne's French
Dictionary.
1
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Lessons.-As in the first and second courses, the lessons are divided into lessons for
the upper, middle, and lower courses, respectively, except in the verb book, where
the lessons are the same in all courses.
Castarede's Verb Book, 40 lessons, no review, from page 50 to bottom of page 141.
Edgren's Grammar, 37 lessons advance, 3 review; selected portions of text to para:graph 171, page 110; thence to end of page 249. Exercises shortened for two lower
courses. ~
.
Hennequin's Idioms, 1 lesson per day, 40 lessons, no review; composition omitted
and exercises shortened for two lower courses.
Readers, no review. Roemer's Reader, Vol. II. Upper course, 4 pages per lesson;
middle course, 3½ pages rier lesson; lower course, 3 pages per lesson.
Revue Militaire de l'Etranger, 4 lessons per week, 32 lessons. Upper course, 4
pages per lesson; middle course, 3½ pages per lesson; lower course, 3 pages per lesson.
Monday Daily Figaro, three months' subscription yearly; 1 lesson per week; no
.
lesson assigned; reading at sight.
Dictation exercises are given once a week throughout the third-class course, and
sight reading is practicecl whenever time is available.
The length of each of the above lessons is given in the detailed programme or list
of lessons for the third class, marked G 1 in the appendix.
The three courses of the French language are taught by lesson and recitation without lectures.
The total number of recitations in the French language being 242, each of one hour
in length, with two hours of study or preparation at quarters, the total number of
hours devoted to the subject is 726.
THE SPANISH LANGUAGE.

The requirements of the course in Spanish, as given in the Academic Regulations
of 1894, are as follows: Grammar; reading and writing Spanish; translating (from
text and orally) English into Spanish and Spanish into English; study of English
synonyms.
There is one continuous course of 78 lessons; 52 advance, 26 review, the proportion
varying in different text-books.
Text-books.-Knapp's Spanish Grammar, used as verb book and for pronunciation,
adopted December 8, 1883; Monsanto and Languellier's Spanish Grammar, adopted
J nly 30, 1893; Mantilla's Spanish Reader, No. 3, adopted July 30, 1893; Eco de Madrid,
adopted July 30, 1893; Knapp's Spanish Readings, adopted December 8, 1883.
Books of referenoe.-Seoane's Neuman and Baretti's Spanish Dictionary, adopted
in 1865.
Lessons.-The course of lessons in the above text-books is divided into the upper
course, or course for the first two sections, and the lower course, or course for the
remaining sections. The lesson in pronunciation from Knapp's Grammar and the
lessons in verbs from the same text-book are the same for both courses.
Knapp's Grammar, pronunciation, 2 lessons, from page 1 to paragraph 56, page 20,
and to be used afterwards for reference.
Knapp's Grammar, verbs, 52 lessons advance, 22 review; from Haber, page 162, to
end of paragraph 554. Intermediate review in four lessons of the first eight lel:lsons
in verbs; begun at fifth lesson.
Grammar, 49 lessons advance, 27 review; begun at third lesson. Monsanto and
Languellier, one lesson daily, omitting lessons 24, 26, 32, 33, 34, 35, 38, 39, 40, 50, 53, 54,
56, 57, 60, 62; the themes are shortened in the lower course. Knapp's Grammar, paragraphs 406 to 412 and paragraph 706; 47 lessons advance, 18 review; begun at
fourteenth lesson.
Readers, 47 lessons advance, 1 review. Begun at fourteenth lesson. Upper course:
Mantilla's Reader, 20 pages; Eco de Madrid, 35 pages; Knapp's Reader, 50 pages.
Readers, lower course: Mantilla's Reader, 15 pages; Eco de Madrid, 35 pages;
Knapp's Reader, 40 pages. Intermediate review, in two lessons, of the first four
lessons in reading.
The length of each of the above lessons, in advance and in review, is given in the
detailed programme or list oflessons for the third class, marked G 1 in the Appendix.
The Spanish language is taught by lesson and recitation without lectures.
The total number of recitations in the Spanish language ueing 78, each of one
hour in length, with two homs of study or preparation at qua1·ters, the total number
of hours de-yQted to the subject is 234..
ORGANIZATION OF THE DEPARTMENT.

The department, as now organized, comprises the professor of modern languages,
head of the department, and seven assistants, who are officers of the Army that have
1
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been detailed for such duty. The two senior assist:1nts are by rank assistant professor of the French language and assistant professor of the Spanish language,.
respectively. As two classes (third and fourth) are undergoing instruction daily in.
the department, each one of the assistants has assigned to him for instruction three
sections, either one section of the third class and two sections of the fourth class, or
two sections of the third class and one section of the fourth class. The assistant;
professor of French is the principal assistant as far as relates to the instruction of
the fourth class, and the first and last sections in that class are assigned to him for
instruction in addition to the section assigned to him in the third. class. The assistant professor of Spanish has similar duties assigned to him in the third class, having
the first and fast sections thereof, as a rule, in addition to the section in the fourth
class. The senior of the two assistant professors is a member of the academic board
and examining committee, for the purpose of examining cadets, arranging them in
order of merit, and determining the proficiency or deficiency in every branch of
study in the department.
The various duties of the head of the department and his assistants are as given
in Article V, Academic Regulations of 1894.
THE RECITATION.

Tho section rooms are the same in size and form as those used in the other departments of instruction at the Military Academy. The instructor's seat and desk, on a
raised platform, are in the center of that side of the section room which is opposite
the entrance door. The seats and desks of the cadets are in two lines parallel to
those sides of the section room which form right angles with the instructor's side,
and arranged so that the two lines of cadets face each other, leaving as much vacant
space in the center of the room as possible. Cadets are assigned to seats in the order
of their rank in the section, the senior member of the section, or section marcher,
having the seat nearest to the instructor and in the line of seats to the right of the
latter when facing the door. The next in rank has the seat next to the section
marcher, and so on to the last in rank, who has the last seat to the left of the instructor.
The number of cadets in a section varies according to the size of the third and
fourth classes. During the J)ast four years the number has varied from nine to twelve
or thirteen. The sections are made as equal as possibl~ in their strength, and where
it is not possible to do so the lower sections are given the smallest number of cadets.
The members of the section, after entering, take their places in rear of their respective seats and stand at attention until the section marcher reports. The section
marcher enters the room last, closes the door, and, standing fo front of the instructor,
reports the section as all present or gives the names of the absentees, immediately
after which all members of the section take their seats. In accordance with the regulations for section rooms, opportunity is now given for members of the section to ask
pertinent questions concerning difficulties in the lesson of the day. Imruediately
after this the recitation proper begins.
THE RECITATION IN ENGLISH STUDIES.

In English studies as many members of the section are assigned subjects for recitation at the blackboard as the size of the section will permit, reserving one member, and sometimes two, for questions on the lesson of the day or on the lesson of
the preceding day. Each cadet, when his name is called, takes his place in the center of the ropm facing the instructor, and standing at attention receives his enanci:1tion. He then goes to the particular blackboard assigned to him by the order m
which his name was called to receive an enunciation or subject of recitation, the
first cadet called taking the first blackboard to the right of the instructor on the
side of the room opposite the latter, the others following in consecutive order f~om
right to left. Immediately upon arriving at his proper blackboard the cadet write
his name in the upper right-hand corner and under his name the number indicatin rr
the order in which he received his enunciation. He then proceeds to put upon the
blackboard the work called for by his subject. He is not permitted to write out the
subject-matter of his recitation, but is required to write the different bead thereof
in the form of a synopsis showing their relation to one another, and i requi:ed ~o
make the explanation orally. At each r ecitation one member of the ect10n J.S
required to write a synopsis of the lesson of th day and another member to writ a
eynop is of the lesson of the preceding aay. When the cadet is ready for recitation,
he indicates it by takin g the pointer in his ban and standing at the blackboard
facing the instructor. Until the :first cadet is called upon to recite at the blackboard, the time has been occupied in que tioning those member of the_secti~n "~ho
were not sent to the blackboard. The cadets que tioned make their n•c1tat10n
standing in the cent r of the room facing the in tructor, and when the que ·tion ar
:finished they take their seats or are given subjects at the bla.ckboard wbeu on
becomes va.cant
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When a cadet at the blackboard is called upon to recite, he first gives from memory
the enunciation of his subject in the exact words in which he received it, and then
proceeds to explain and illustrate the subject by the knowledge of it that he has
obtained by his own st11dy. If his recitation be entirely satisfactory in every respect,
he is then told that it is sufficient, and takes his seat. If not so, th6 instructor then
goes over the subject, until by explanation and question the cadet understands it.
The work 11pon the blackboard, including the cadet's name and number, is required
to be written neatly and spelled ttnd punctuated correctly. ln the case of illustrative examples and exercises for correction, the whole work, of course, is put upon
the blackboard.
THE RECITATION IN FRENCH •

.The preliminaries up to and including the questions on tho lesson of the day are
the same as in English studies. At each recitation, immediately after the preliminary questions, a portion of the time, not to exceed ten minutes from the entrance
of the section, and limited if possible to five minutes therefrom, is employed for
pronunciation exercises and practice.
These exercises and practice vary for different days. One day the time will be
devoted to explanation and practice of certain difficult sounds in the language;
another, to sentence accentuation; another, the instructor reads aloud a portion of
the reading lesson of the day, the members of the section following the reading in
their books and observing the pronunciation; another, short sentences in Prench
will be given orally to the members of the section, which they will repeat in Pren ch
and then translate into English; another, sentences in English will be given, which
they will translate orally into Pren ch; another, a short e_xtract in Prench, which the
members have not seen, will be read to them, and they will translate it. This practice is carried on during the entire course in French, and in its purpose is equivalent
to a daily drill. ~ach Monday, in the third-class course, this time is employed in
dictation exercises, the papers being subsequently corrected and marked by the
instructor, and the mark given therefor combined with their mark on the recitation
of the day.
Immediately after this daily practice in pronunciation the recitation proper
begins. The members of the section are called up in order, and, with the exception
of three or four who are reserved for recitations in reading, aro given subjects for
recitations at the blackboard. These subjects contain grammatical principles to be
explained and illustrated and themes and exercises connected therewith, or idioms
and exercises thereon; each subject, however, always requires a tense of a verb to be
written on the blackboard in addition to the subject-matter proper. Until the first
recitation at the blackboard the time is employed in the recitations in reading by
those ca(jets who were not sent to the blackboard. After these cadets have completed their recitation in reading, they are required to write a verb on the blackboard. The recitation at the blackboard is similar in form to that in English studies,
except that the subject-matter is all put upon the blackboard, with the exception of
explanations.
·
'J'he recitation in rea<ling is conducted as follows:
1. The cadet, standing in the center of the room and facing the instructor, reads
aloud a portion of the French text ·a s an exercise in pronunciation.
2. He then translates literally or freely, as may be required.
·
3. The book is then closed and a,s an exercise in ear training portionH of the French
text that he bas read, or, when more advanced, portions of French text that he has
not read, are read aloud to him by the instructor, tho cadet being required to give,
as well as possible, the English translation of what be hears.
In order to counteract the pernicious habit of guessing at the sense without an
accurate knowledge of the meaning of each word, and also in order to accnstom the
cadet to the order of the words in French ( differing so much from the order in
English), translations strictly literal are required for the first twenty lessons in
reading. After that free translations will be given, the instructor, however, whenever deemed necessary, ascertaining that the cadet understands thoroughly the
literal translation.
Reading at sight is practiced whenever time is available.
THE RECITATION IN SPANISH,

This recitation is conducted in the same manner and by the same methods as in
French.
All recitations are marked on the following scale: 3, thorough; 2.5, good; 2,
indifferent; 1.5, bad; 1, very indifferent; O, complete failure.
The different sections in the two classes, varying in number from 17 to 20 and 21,
aJ;'e visited by tb.e head 0.f the department. when practicable,. at least once each week.
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WEEKLY CLASS REPORTS, ETC.

In accordance with the provisions of the Academic Regulations of 1894, each
instructor having the immediate cha.rge of one or more sections of a class keeps daily
notes of the progress of each and of the relative merit of the members, and at the end
of each week reports the result to the Superintendent, through the head of the department, with such additional explanations as may be necessary to show the relative
progress of the members of the respective sections. 1'he head of the department at
the same time recommends such transfers from section to section as he may consider
exuedient.
'
'.fhe above-named weekly report is niade out in the following form:
[United StatesMiJiLary .A.~ademy, third class, first section. Department of modern languages (French). J

Report for the week ending - - - , 189-.
[Scale of daily merit: Thorough, 3; good, 2.5; indifferent, 2; bad, 1:5; very indifferent, l; complete
failure, 0.]
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Maximum for the week, 18.0.
Progress during the week.
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- - --- - 16.4

14. 7
17.1

Transfers recommended: Cadet B to the
second section. E. E.W., professor of
modern languages.

- - Instriwtor.
Prof. E. E.W.,
D epartment Modern Langu;zges.

The above weekly report is posted in a convenient place in the Academy building
during the week following the one for which it is submitted, thus affording the members of the section an opportunity to see their marks and keep themselves informed
of their merit in the study.
As the members of the fourth class in Englidh studies begin that study September
1 with an alphabetical arrangement in their class, the first transfer is effected at the
end of the :first month by rearranging the whole class in order of merit by the total
marks of its members and reassigning the latter to sections accordingly. The same
course is followed when the fourth class begins the study of the French language in
January. All other transfers from section to section are recommended on the weekly
class report, when judged expedient or necessary by tl:rn head of the department.
EXAMINATIONS.

The number and kind of examinations held in the respective classes undergoing
instruction in the department are as follows:
Examination of the fourth class in English studies, January-oral.
Examination of the fourth class in French, June-written ancl oral.
Examination of the third class in French, January-written and oral.
Final examination of the third class in French, March 1-written.
Exarr.ination of the third class in Spanish, June-written and oral.
The oral examination bf the fourth class rn English studies is conducted by me~ns
of subjects a sig ned to each cadet for recitation at the blackboard. Each enunciation contains subjects from both the course in rhetoric and composition and the
course in the history of the English language and literature, and also contains such
ruatter as will show the cadet's knowledge of the principles of punctuatio11. I_n
case his oral examination giveA rise to doubt concerning his proficiency, he 1s
r eexamined by written examinati on.
In the oral examinations in French and in Spanish, each cadet is required to read
a.loud, to test his pronunciation, selections from the course in reading, and to tran late them into Eno-li h; in addition, each cadet is required at each oral examination
in French and pani h (fourth cla French in June, third class :F rench in January,
nncl third la s 1,anish in June) to read at ight selections from those languages.
In the written examination the xamination papers are of suoh length and. contain su b a nnmb r of entence as will thoroughly te t the cadet's knowledge of
the grammatical }J~-inciple learned dtITing the :past term and his knowledge of a
nu..tn.be:r of th~ idiomt1.
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The sentences of course differ from year to year, but their number for each written
examination remains the same, and is as follows:
Fourth class, French, June-Upper course, 80; middle course, 70; lower course, 60.
Third class, Prench, January-Upper course, 80; middle course, 65; lower course, 50.
Third class, French, March I-Upper course, 50; middle course, 40; lower course, 30.
Third class, Spanish, June-Upper course, 70; lower course, 60.
·
The academic board has :fixed,the weights to be given to all examinations either
or~l or written, and the respective examinations in tbe department have in consequence the following weights: Oral examination, fourth class, English studies, in
January, 15; written and oral examination, fourth class, French, in June, one-Lalf
the weight of review mark; written and oral examination, third class, French, in
January, one-half the weight of review mark; written examination, third class,
French, on March 1, 15; written and oral examination, third class, Spanish, in June,
one~half the weight of the review mark.
After the examination, the examination mark received by the cadet is added to
the sum of his total mark received during the past term increased by his review
mark, and the sum thus obtained is called his grand total mark. In estimating the
deficiency or proficiency of a cadet after examination, it is considered that the
knowledge shown by him during his daily recitations and the knowledge shown by
him at the examination should give him a mark not varying much from two-thirds
of the maximum grand total.
REVIEW OF PRESENT C01'RSE.

In the course of instruction as at present arranged in the department the three
languages taught follow one another in succession; each language, English, French,
Spanish, is taken up and completed before the succeeding one iH begun, and no two
languages are studied simultaneously by the same class. By being placed, according to the programme of studies, entirely in the first two ·years at the Academy
(fourth and third classes), they are taught in combination with but one other branch
of study, mathematics, thereby affording not only the natural and best correlation
of studies for mental training during those years, but also the best opportunity for
acquirement.
ENGLISH STUDIES.

As a consequence not only of the amount of time available for instruction in this
study, but also of the fact that candidates for admission are required to possess a
fair knowledge of the elements of Enghsh grammar, the study of the latter has been
discontinued, and the course m Engli&h studies is mainly rhetorical, with the addition of a short course in the history of the language and of its literature.
As the cadets of the Military Academy are destined to be officers of the Army, the
primary aim of their instruction in rhetoric and composition is to give them such
information, instruction, and training as will enable them to express themselves
clearly and plainly, so that their meaning can not be mistaken, and that it be
expressed in the most clear and forcible way. The course in rhetoric and composition
is therefore prepared with this aim in view. It comprises the essentjal principles
of punctuation, of the selection and right u se of words, of the construction of sen tences and the errors to be avoided therein, the principles of paragraphing, the outlining of subjects of composition, the effect and use of :figures, and the forms to bo
observed in letters. All of these are supplemented by examples for practice in application. By these means the cadet obtains a knowledge of the errors to be avoided
in expression and a know le<lge of the various devices used in making it most effective.
As regards oral expression, it is known that errors therein are prevalent among
cadets, though it is doubtful whether they are more so than throughout the country·
or among students els'3where. Certainly the cadets are fair representatives of the
average youth of the various schools throughout the United States. It is simply
more noticeable to visitors here on account of the greater opportunity the latte,·
have, from the examinations and recitations, of hearing those errors.
Be this as it may, it is of course desirable to correct as far as possible tbese errors
in oral expression. But it must be borne in mind that they are the result of acquired
habit, and can be changed only by another acquired habit. This last can come only
by persistent and constant correction of those errors of speech whenever and wherever they are heard in all branches of study. Mere knowledge given to the cadet of
these errors is not sufficient to eradicate them; correction of these errors during a
recitation of an hour in one branch of study is not sufficient to eradicate them.
Daily and constant correction everywhere is the only remedy.
.
Although the writing of compositions has considerable value, yet to reqmre the
cadet to furnish both the ideas and their expression would take far too much of his
time, considering his other studies. It is believed that fully as good, if not better,
results can be obtained by furnishing him with the ideas and requiring of him their
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best expression in accordance with the rhetorical principles he has learned. This is
best attained after he has some knowledg~ of another language, as French, by giving
him extracts from that language to be translated and expressed in the best rhetorical
way. For this reason practice in composition is to be given in the third class year.
After writing this translation, the paper is given to the instructor of the section_,
who indicates the errors on the margin of the paper. The errors are not corrected
by the instructor, but reference is to be made by number of rule to the principle
violated. The paper is then returned to the cadet and he makes his corrections;
this is to continue until the paper be without error.
A knowledge of the exact and precise meaning of the words to be used is of great;
value, and some instruction in the distinction of synonyms i& desirable. It is
thought, however, that consecutive lessons on this subject alone for a definite time
as a separate division of English studies would not produce the best results. The
knowledge would soon be forgotten by the introduction of new matter. Moreover_,
any such number of synonyms as would necessarily be given for a single lesson
would require considerable time for their proper study. It is believed that the best
practicable results are obtained by assigning daily one word and its synonyms
(learned from Smith's Synonyms Discriminated) from October 1 of the fourth class
year until the end of the entire language course-that is, June of the third class
year. 'fhe labor required daiJy fo learn one word and its synonyms is a trifling
addition to that required for the study of the lesson of that day, and by extending
the study over the entire language course the habit of discrimination, resulting
from studying 380 synonyms, would, it is hoped, be acquired.
The course in the history and historical elements of the English language and in
its literature, though short, fol.fills an object of considerable importance, namely: It
not only gives information and knowledge such as those having the position of officers of the army should possess, but it is also intended to be suggestive of different
courses of reading that the cadet could follow with interest and advantage. This
suggestion and indicartion are by this course given him in his first year at the Academy. It is known that many cadets enter the Academy with a great lack of knowledge and culture derived from reading. Without somtl such suggestion as is given
by this course of literature, the use of the library by many cadets would naturally be
desultory and aimless.
Tl'IE FR~NCH LA)TGU.a.GE.

Immediately after the completion of English studies the study of the French
language i s begun in January: fourth-class year, and extends over 242 daily recitations from that time until March 1, third class year, being divided by examinations
into the course from .January to June, fourth class, September to January, third
class, and January to March 1, third class, called the first, second, and third courses,
respectively.
THE FIRST COURSE.

As regards pronunciation, the aim of the instruction throughout all the courses is
to make the cadet acquire, by knowledge and practice, the ability to pronounce
accurately each word, to a cquire a thorough knowledge of all the principles and
sounds of sentence accentuation, and in practi ce to be fairly able to give the sentence accentuation correctly. Ea e in word pronunciation and ease and correctness in sentence accentuation can be acquired only by fluency of speech. Fluency
of speech in a foreign language can be acquired only by habitual use of it by one
p erson by association with another using the ]auguage, or by residence where it i
spoke_n. In the ~ntire course in French, consisting of 242 recitations or hours ?f
practice, the sections number ten members, and frequently a greater number. ThLS
gives little more than twenty-four hours' practice in pronunciation for each cadet
dnring the entire course. The same conditions to a greater or less extent prevail in
~ll. institutions where a foreign language is necessarily taught in the cla s room ~nd
1t 1s for that reason that the power to speak with even moderate fluency a foreHm
language can not be and never bas been acquired in a cla s room.
As the majority of the cadets when they beo-in the study of French have no previous knowledge of the language, the first 2 lessons in the course are given solely
to pronunciation. Le sons are assigned in the text-book on pronunciation, upon
which the cadets r cite as well as recei veinformation and example from the in trnctor.
After the fir t 2 lessons in traction and practice in pronunciation are given by the
daily recitations and by the daily pronunciation drill described under the head of
1·eci tati ons.
Instrnction in grammar is b egun at the third lesson of the course. In the textbo_ok :i3 ed (Keetels' Ana.l~tical an~ Practical French Grammar), only the_gra_mm:1tical
pnn 1ple aud rul es, the 11lu trat1ve example thereon, and their appllcat10n rn the
theme are reauired to be learned for recitation, the oral exerci es and example being
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used for reference only, except that in each lesson the :first paragraph of the oral
exercises, consisting of a few short sentences, is required to be committed to memory,
not to be put upon the blackboard, but to be recited orally as an exercise in sentence
accentuation. The first 10 lessons in the grammar &ire reviewed in 5 lessons, so as
to give the cadet an opportunity thoroughly to grasp the first elements of the language. After that the lessons are continuous until the seventieth lesson, when the
whole grammar course is reviewed. By thoRe means all of the essa.:itial part of each
lesson is retained and the labor much lightened, so that more time can be given to
reading and translation, which are of prime importance.
It has been found by experience that for the study of the Freb.ch verb hetter
results are obtained by using a verb book separate and distinct from the grammar.
The verb is difficult for heginners and should be made as plain, full, and comprehensible as possible, and the forms and English translations thereof should be constantly
repeated in the text-book. In the verb book nsed all the verbs conjugated are given
in fo]l with the English meaning of each word and tense in the opposite column, and
the irregular verbs are grouped by clasRes of similar conjugation. To further aid
the study of irregular verbs, a pamphlet has been prepared giving a brief explanation of the derivation of the different verb forms from the primitive tenses, accompanied by a model of the form in which the verb must always be written upon the
black boa,rd.
It is deemed best not to begin the assignment of verbs for study from the verb
book until the eighth lesson in the course, or sixth grammar lesson. By that time the
cadet has gradually learned from the grammar lessons most of the different forms of
"avoir," and he is prepared to take the verb as a whole. After completing the two
auxiliary verhs and the fonr model verbs of the regular conjugation in 16 lessons,
they are reviewed. After that the lessons are continuous until the seventy-eighth
lesson, when the whole verb course is reviewed.
In reading, no single text-book has been found that is suitable for the course here,
and it has been found necessary to use several of them and to make suitable selections
therefrom. As muchaspossibie, text-books without vocabularies have been selected,
as experience has proved that more French is acquired and more French retained
when the learner has to search for the meaning of words and sentences in the dictionary than when he relies upon incomplete and faulty vocabularies and notes in
the text-book. The first reader used (Roemer'1:1, Vol. I) coutains examples of comparatively ea&y French for beginners, the extracts gradually increasing in difficulty,
and gives the lea,r ner acquaiutance with literary French. It is followed by a French
play, which gives the learner an opportunity of becoming acquainted with conversational and everyday l!'rench.
The reading begins at the seventeenth lesson in the course, experience having
sliown that this is as soon as advisable. The cadet will also then be in the first
review in grammar, and can begin reading to better advantage. The lessons are
then continuous until the seventy-sixth lesson in the course, when the remaining
lessons are given to review.
THE SECOND COURSE.

As a thorough and familiar knowledge of the verbs is essential, repeiition of
their study is neces1:1ary. Beginning, therefore, at the :first verb in the~. 3rb book,
. two verbs are assigned to each lesson as far as the fiftieth lesson, after which the
verbs previously learned are reviewed.
For a text-book in grammar in this course it has proved advantageous to use a
grammar entirely in the French language. Though the use of a grammar in French
is somewhat difficult in the first lessons therein, yet it soon becomes simple, and the
ability of the cadet to read French is much increased therehy. Lessons, simplified
as much as possible by the omission of everything except the principles and rules
with a sufficient number of illustrative examples to explain them, are assignod continuously in the advance lessons until the seventieth lesson in the course, when the
remaining lessons are given to review. Dictation exercises begin iu this course, and
are given every Monday. In the second course, it is considered that the cadet has
made sufficient progress in his knowledge of the language to admit of the introduction of a course in the study of F'rench idioms. The text-book used on that subject
is peculiarly suited, on account of the number of lessons into which it is divided and
the arrangement of the subject-matter in each lesson, to the limitations and requirements of the course here. The book is divided into 50 lessons, each lesson containing two id.ioms with explanation, an exercise in French exemplifying the idioms, a
short theme or composition, and a conversational exercise. Beginning with the
second lesson of .the programme of lessons, one lesson in the text-book on idioms is
assigned to ~a~h lesson in th~ c~n:se, omitting the .French exerci_s~ and the conve_rsation, and takmg only the two 1d10ms and the therr...e or compos1t10n; at the fiftieth
lesson the book is completed, and the idioms are then gone over again in 50 lessons.
, In the review the theme or composition 3:nd the conversation are omitted, only the
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t"'."o idioms and the French exercise being required. As the course in grammar con.tams no themes, but only principles or rules and illustrative examples, the course ?f
grammar and idioms taken together is no more difficult than an ordinary lesson m
grammar.
As the cadet is to be an officer of the Army, the coarse in the French language
shoul'd give him something of a military vocabulary. The course in reading, ther~fore, has a certain amount of military literature. As the ·cadet at this stage of bis
progress has a fair acquaintance with literary and everyday French, it has been
decidecl to introduce military literature in this course, keeping it i.ubordinate to
genernl literature. For this purpose one' lesson per week is assigned in a French
military periodical, the Revue Militaire de l'Etranger, thus giving in the secon
course 16 lessons in military reading. As it is deemed iTuportant to acquire as large
a military vocabulary as possible, and as the style in military literature is generally
quite simple and easy, the reading in the Revue Militaire de l'Etranger is continn.ous
without any review. This periodical is taken by a six months' subscription each
year, and consequently has the advantage of dealing with current military matters.
Moreover, in addition to the instruction it gives in the use of the French langua_g-e,.
the information it gives is eminently valuable to the military student, and is likely
to be rememb ered.
The remaining lessons in r eading, 86 in number, are devoted to general literature
and a ~rench play, and are divided into advance and review.
THE THIRD COURSE.

This course has only 40 lessons, and is the final or finishing course in French.
The study of the verb is continued and repeated by assigning two verbs in the
verb book to each lesson, as in second course. The lessons in this course, however,.
are without any review.
It is believed that the grammar course at this stage of the instruction in French
sh~mld be of the nature of a general review or survey of the general and important
prmciples of the language, combined with some instruction in the historical development of its various forms and· constructions, the latter instruction being adapted
to the knowledge and capacit y of the cadet. Some knowledge of this historical
development is not only information proper for an educated man, but is extremely
useful in enabling the student to understand, remember, and use the various forms
and constructions of the language be is studying. As best answering the above
requirements, Edgren's Grammar bas been selected for this course. Its explanations
of many of the difficulties of French are plain and clear, and its account of the
development of the various forms, though snfficient for the purpose, is concise and
easily nnderstood. In using this text-book, the themes and illustrative examples are
shortened when considered longer than necessary.
The lessons arc continuous with no review, as the whole third course is of the character of a general review or survey of the general principles of the language.
As there are only 40 lessons in the third course and 50 lessons in the text-book for
idioms, 40 of the most important lessons in the book are selected and assigned_ to
each lesson j n this course. Each lesson includes the two idioms, the French exercise,
and the conversational exer cise, the theme being omitted. This conversational exercise is used orally.
In this course the military reading is made predominant. There is also introduced
a course of reading from a French newspaper taken three months each year.
.
The following division is made of the different kinds of reading during the third
course : Military reading from the Revue Militaire de l'Etranger during three ~ay of
the week; reading in general literature during two days of the week; reading at
sigh~ from a French newspaper for one day of the week. The lessons in reading :ire
contmuous ju all kinds of reading, without any review. Review lessons in readrng
are necessary in the beginning of the study of a language, in order to test th~ ~ea~er's knowledge of what be has gone over, to r eiterate explanations, and to fam1llarize
him with the c~n :tractions and the words that make up the framework of a langu:irre;
but after that 1t 1s more advantageous to read continuously and as much as po 1ble.
not only ?n accou_o t of acquir ing a larger vocabulary, but also on account of the
learner's mteres~ 11:1 the subject being better maintained.
.
.
The characteri tics of the course in French are the variety of grammatical mstruction arisin~ fro1:11 the u . e of many g rammars, which enable the same ubje~t to ~
pre ented m different ways and which gives more benefit than several renew m
the arne book, the extent and variety of the course in reading, military reading, sigh
reading, the course of idioms, and the daily drill in pronunciation.
TIIE
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The sy t_em and metho_ds u eel ju the course in pani h follow the ame Jin _ . in
French, with the except10n that there i no military reading and no course of 1diozru,
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time not being available therefor. On account of the small number of lessons, the
same proficiency as in French can not be attained.
As in French, the first 2 lessons are given to pronunciation, which is afterwards
taught and practiced by the same methods as in Fi·ench. Grammar begin8 at the
second lesson of the course, and the lessons therein are contin uous, without any
intermediate review, until the fifty-first lesson, when the remaining lessons are
given to review.
A good knowlege of the forms of the verb in Spanish is relatively of greater importance than in l:<°'rencb, owing to the ordinary omission of its subject. The ease and
quickness with which the verb in Spanish may be understood and l earned depends
almost entfrely on the manner in which its forms are named, explained, and presented. For these reasons Knapp's Grammar has been selected as the text- book for
verbs, and also for the reason given in the course in French that verbs are always
better learned in a verb book separate and distinct from the gr ammar. By Knapp's
method of arranging and naming the different forms, certain peculiarities that are
exceedingly difficult for beginners are made clear and comprehensible. His treatment of irregular verbs simplifies greatly their acquirement.
_
Although beginning a new language, yet as the cadet h as had instruction in a foreign language for some time, it is believed that h e can easily begin the study of
verbs at the third grammar lesson, or fifth lesson of the course. After completing
the verb "haber" and the three model verbs of the regular conjugations in 7 lessons,
they are reviewed in 5 lessons. After that the lessons are continuous until the fiftysixth lesson, when the remaining lessons are given to review.
It has been found necessary to use three text-books to answer the re<Juirements of
the course in reading. In no other way was it possibl e to combine the necessary
ease for beginners with the necessa.ry variety in vocabulary and construction, and
variety in examples of the literature of the language as well as its everyday speech.
It is particularly the case in the Spanish course here, where it is necessary to have
as much variety as possible in a short period of time. In selectins- the three readers
used, it has been the aim to secure thereby easy and simple selections for the beginning of the course in reading, good and representative examples of modern Spanish
literature, and also reading selections that would give instruction in everyday
speech and in the names of the ordinary and usual objects therein mentioned. The
Eco de Madrid is used for the latter purpose.
The reading course begins with Mantilla's Reader and at the twelfth grammar lesson, or fourteenth lesson of the course. The first 4 l essons in Mantilla's Reader
are reviewed in 2 lessons. After that the lessons are continuous until the sixtieth
lesson of the course, or forty-sixth lesson in r eadin g, and in the following order:
Fifteen lessons in Mantilla's Reader, 15 lessons in the E co de Madrid, 16 lessons in
Knapp's Spanish Readings.
The remaining lessons are given to a review, as it i s not deemed judicious to omit
a review in reading in the short period of time the cadet has to give to the study of
Spanish.
In comparing the present course with former courses in the three l anguages, the
comparison must be made between differences in arrangement of time and differences
in matter and instruction. Formerly the three languages were in three different
departments and under three different professors; now they are all under one head.
Formerly and until 1893 two of the three languages were taught at the same time
in the same class; now each language is taught separately, and the three languages
follow one another in due succession-a great advantage over the former arrangement. In regard to the time devoted to their study, formerly French varied from
400 recitations to 272, having once 238 recitations; now it bas 242 recitations .
Formerly Spanish varied from 170 recita~ions to 60; now it has 78 recitations. English studies since their reintroduction in 1877 varied from 60 to 124 recitations; now
it has 84 recitations.
In regard to matter and instruction, English at the present time differs from the
former courses in the absence of instruction in grammar, in having a course in the
history of the language and of its lite:r nture, in allowing only th e heads of a subject
to be put upon the blackboard, and in requiring synopses. French differs from
former courses in having a greater variety of text-books in grammar and in reading,
in having a course of military reading, in reading from a French newspaper, in the
practice of sight reading and in requiring it at all examinations from every cadet, in
having dictation exercises, in the method of teaching pronunciation, in having
daily pronunciation drill, and in the absence of a review in reading in the final
course. Spani8h differs in the greater variety of the' reading, in having sight reading, requiring it of every cadet at the examination, and in the method of teaching
pronunciation.
As the object and aim of the instruction at the Military Academy give it a special
character peculiarly its own, I have found it impossible to make any fair comparison
between the course here and in other institutions.
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The advantages of the present course are in the arrangement of studies, which
permits the three languages to be studied sepa.rately without interfering with one
another, and which permits them to follow one another in due order.
The defects are, first, the short time given to Spanish; second, the fact that the
instructors are required to be versed in three languages and are required to t each
two different languages at the same time, hearing recitations in both languages o n
the same day.
.
Language being so much a matter of acquired and afterwards involuntary hab1t,
it is difficult to pass from the atmosphere of one immediately into the atmosphere of
another for the purpose of instruction.
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant,
E. E. WOOD,
Professor of Modern Languages, U. S. M. A.
The ADJUTANT UNITED STATES M:r.LITARY ACADEMY,

K.
METHODS OF INSTRUCTION IN LA w AND nisTORY.
THE DEPARTMENT

OF LAW.

The Regulations of the Military Academy, issued under the authority of the Sec retary of War on July 10, 1816, prescribed that "a course of ethics shall include
natural and political law." It is difficult at this distance of time to understan d
what was meant by the terms thus used by the Secretary of War. Natural l a w ,
a term but little used fa England and the United States, relates to a subj ect
which bas always been extensively studied on the continent of Europe, especially i n
those states whose jurisprudence is derived from or based upon the civil law. Natural law, the jus naturale of the Roman law, may be defined 1 as "the rule and dictate
of right reason, showing the moral deformity or moral necessity there is in any a ct
according to its suitableness or unsuitableri·ess to a reasonable nature," and embraces
those fundamental rules of conduct in human affairs which have received general
assent and recognition in all civilized states. It also includes matter which in Eng land and the United States would be taught under the name of ethics or moral
science. As I can find no record of the adoption or introduction of a text-book on
this subject I am constrained to believe that no formal instruction was given at a n y
time in natural law.
The term political law, as used in 1816, is also somewhat vague. The great tex tbook on that subject, prepared by Sir William Blackstone, and published in 1758,
would have been too voluminous for use i:µ a course of study so elementary in aH
respects as was that which appeared in the Regulations of 1816. I am disposed to
believe that the regulation above cited is to be regarded rather as an expression of
the executive will, as to the general importance or necessity of the study of law in
some form at the Academy, than as a direction that the two subjects named should
form a part of the official course of study.
Section 2 of the act of April 14, 1818 (3 Stat. L ., 426), provided that there sbould
be" one chaplain stationed at the Military Academy at West Point, who sb all be
professor of geography, history, and ethics1 with the pay and emoluments allowed
the professor of mathematics." Under the authority conferred by this statute the
Rev. Dr. Thomas P'.icton was appointed chaplain and professor of ethics on July 23
1818, and continued in office until January 21, 18251 when be left the serv ice by the
resignation of his commission. The :first text-book of law studied at the Military
Academy seems to have been Vattel's Law of Nations, then as now the most widely
accepted standard of authority on the subject of which it treat .
The records show that:Wheaton' National Law was introduced at some time prior
to 1839, when it was r eplaced by Kent' Commentaries. J can hardly believe that
the title cited is that of the t ext-book actually adopted and studied. The firt
edition of Wheaton s Intern ational Law w:=ts is ued in 1836 and wa , in all p robability, adopted as a tex t-book immediately upon its publication. I have been nu able,
after coo iclerahle inquiry, to learn that Mr. ,Vheaton ever wrote on the n bject of
nation:il as di tin_g !1ished from international, law. H e was for many year ~ the
reporter of th e clems10n of t he nited tates Supreme Court, but never wrot e upon
the subj ect of nat !onal or omititu t ion al law. His work gave place in 1 39 t o Kent'·
Commentarie a s10 1Yl 'olnm cov rin !Y the s nbject s of both on titutional an d international law, whi ch continued to be used as a t ext-book in those subject for more
than thirty y ars.
1
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Professor Picton was succeeded in the chair of geography, history, and ethics by
the Rev. Charles P. Mcllvaine, who resigned on December 31, 1827, and was in turn
succeeded by Prof. Thomas Warner, who was appointed on January 1, 1828, ancl continued in office until September 1, 1838, when he vacated the office by resignation,
and was succeeded by Prof. Jasper Adams, during whose incumbency of the office
Chancellor Kent's work was adopted as the principal text-book in the course of study
in law.
The register of the Academy for 1841 contains the name of the Rev. M. P. Parks
as professor of geography, history, and ethics, and the register for 1842 contains the
first outline of the course of study in law, together with a list of the text-books then
in use at the Military Academy. In this list appears Kent's Commentaries, including
the constitutional and international law, Vattel and Wheaton having both been
superseded. The Rev. William T, Sprole b ecame chaplain and professor of geography, history, and ethics on March 2, 1847, and was "superseded" in that office on
August 16, 1856, by the Rev. John W. French.
During the incnmbency of Professor French, which extended over a period of about
fifteen years, an extensive course of study was built up, including all of the subjects
mentioned in the act of April 14, 1818. In the academic year 1858-59 instruction in
the subject of military law was first given, the text-book adopted for that purpose
being De Hart's Courts-Martial. During the ensuing year the study of the rules and
articles of war was for the first time made a part of the course of study in law. The
register for the year 1862 shows Professor French's pamphlet on L aw and Military ·
Law to have been made a part of the course of study. In the academic year 1866-67
Halleck's International Law was introduced, replacing Kent, and Benet's Military
Law, replacing De Hart. In the academic year beginning September 1, 1867, all
instruction in the subjects of geography, history, and ethics was discontinued, and
the course of study pursued under the direction of the chaplain included only the
subjects of international, constitutional, and military law.
The vacancy in the chair of geography, history, and ethics, caused by the death of
Professor French on July 8, 1871, was filled on the 28th of July following by the
appointment of the Rev. Dr. John Forsyth, who continued to give instruction in law
until August 28, 1874, when under the authority conferred by the act of June 6, 1874-,
which provided that "the Secretary of War may assign one of the judge-advocates
of the Army to be professor of law," Maj. Asa Bird Gardiner was detailed for duty
in t,he department of law, and the several heads of department have since been
assigned by the Secretary of War under the authority conferred by this statute,
although under the acts of June 1, 1880, June 27, 1881, and June 30, 1882, any officer
of the Army may be assigned to that duty.
Major Gardiner initiated numerous changes in the course of study. In the year
1875-1876, Woolsey's International Law replaced the text-book of General Halleck
on that subject, and the new work of Professor Pomeroy on Constitutional Law
replaced Kent's Commentaries. Professor French's pamphlet on Law and Military
Law, was retained and Benet's Military Law discontinued as a text-book, the latter
being replaced by ·Gardiner's Practical Forms for use in Courts-Martial and Head
Notes on the Law of Evidence in Courts-Martial, and the systematic study of
General Orders No. 100 of 1863, containing Dr. Francis Lieber's admirable presentation of the rules of modern war, was introduced as a supplement to the course of ,
International Law. Major Gardiner was relieved on August 28, 1878, and Maj. G.
Norman Lieber, of the Judge-Advocate-General's department, now the Judge-Advocate-General of the Army, was assigned to duty as professor of law.
During Major Lieber's incumbency of the office, Ives's Treatise on Military Law
was introduced and Pomeroy's Constitutional Law was r eplaced by_ Judge Cooley's
text-book on the same subject, which is still in use. Major Lieber was succeeded
by Lieut. Col. Herbert P. Curtis, of the Judge-Advocate-GeneraFs department, who
was in turn succeeded by Lieut. Col. William Winthrop, durfog whose incumbency
Winthrop's MHitary Law was introduced during the academic year 1886-87. Colonel
Winthrop was succeeded on August 28, 1890, by Maj., now Lieut. Col. John W.
Clous, of the Judge-A<lvocate-General's department. Beginning with the academic
year 1891-92, Davis's Outlines of International Law was introduced, replacing Wool
sey's Elements of International Layv. Colonel Clous was relieved on August 20,
1895, by Lieut. Col. George B. Davis, deputy Judge-Advocate-General, the present
incumbent.
The present course of study in law covers the subjects of elementary law, constitutional law, international law, and military la.w; the tex t-books being Davis's
Introduction to the Study of the Constitutional and Military Law of the United
States, Cooley's Constitutional Law, Davis'sinternationalLaw, and Winthrop's Military Law. The courses of study in elementary and constitutional. law a~e completed
during the first half, and those in international and military la:W durmg. the last
half of the academic year. In view of the character of the subJects studied, each
text•book is passed through but once in advance and once in review, the general
WAR 96-VOL I--55
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review being omitted. The course in elementary law embraces 12 lessons in advan?e
and 6 in review, and that in constitutional law embraces 20 in advance and 10 1n.
review. During the half year it is proposed to give, at intervals, a course of 6
lectures upon the following subjects: 'rhe common law, the civil law, the constitutionallaw oftbe United States, crimes and criminal procedure, and the Government
of the United States.
During the second half year the courses of study in international and military la-w
will be passed over, the former in 20 advance and 10 review lessons; the latter in 18
lessons in advance and 9 in review. During this period two lectures will be given,
one upon the history of the Articles of War, the other on the subject of military
- discipline nnd administration. Under the arrangement of studies which is to go
into effect at the beginning of the next academic year (1896-97), the first class will
attend recitations in law three times per week throughout the entire year, al'ternating daily with history, in which subject two hours of recitation per week .are
required. Jnstruction in both of these subjects is carried on upon the basis of one
and one-half hours of study in quarters to each hour of recitation in the section room.
The mechanism of the recitation has already been folly and accurately described
bytheprofessor of mathematics in the arti cle treating of the course of study in that
department. It only remains, therefore, to describe those matters in which the
course of study in law differs from that pursued in the department of mathematics.
Cadets are encouraged to ask q uestions and to bring to the attention of tho instructor
any points in the lesson of the day which may have seemed to them either difficult
or obscure. These are explained to them before the recitation begins, which is carried on in the same manner as a recitation in mathematics. The practical work in
the section room consists in the study of cases bearing upon the lesson of the day,
the enactment, modification, and repeal of statutes, the examples being taken from
the Revised Statutes and Statutes at Large of the United States, and in the application of the rules of interpretation to the statutes relating to the military establishment of the Federal Government. Cases from the reports of the United States
courts are also given out for special study when important points are involved in
respect to the military or constitutional law of the United States. The course of
study is precisely the same for all the sections.
As at present organized, the department consists of a professor, an assistant professor, and three ac1;ing assistant professors, all detailed from the Army. For purposes of r ecitation the first class is divided into eight sections of nine cadets each,
who attend recitations daily from2p. m. to 4 p . m. on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
of each week during the entire academic year. The same instructors bear recitations in history on Tuesday and Thursday of each week during the same period.
The recitations are carried on, as has already been stated, in the same manner as
recitations in mathematics. The same or similar section rooms and furniture are
used, and the recitations are marked on the same scale and in accordance with the
same system. In each section two or more of the daily recitations are required to be
in writing, the subjects being chosen from the lesson for the day or taken in the
form of g eneral questions from the lesson of the day before. The recitations in
writing are marked on the same scale and have the same value in all respects as the
oral recita.tions. As there are four sections reciting at the same hour, it is impossible for the h ead of the department to visit each section more frequently than twice
per week, the lower sections being v isited more frequently than those at the head
of the class where any variation is made.
The weekly class reports are made in the same form and convey the same information as those submitted by the department of mathematics. Transfers are made, as
a rule, whenever a cadet h as an aggregate mark greater by two units than the lowest mark in the section immediately above or less by the same amount than the
highest mark in the section immediately below. While this rule is general, exception
is made when from sickness, absence: or other unavoidable cause injustice would be
done Ly it;s strict enforcement. The marks are posted ou Saturday of each week in
tbe frames provided for th at purpose in the north hall of the Academy Building.
As two courses of study are carried on ind ependently, the examinations are
arranged in such a way as to allow one of the classes to be examined orally and the
other in writinrr at each semi-annual examination. In this way each cla s as it pa ~e
throngh the courses of stndy in faw and history will be examined orally and in
writing in each snbject of study. The weights to he attached to the term marks in
advance ancl review and the special weight to be given to each form of examination
are determined by the Rules for the Guidance of the Academic Board and it
Committee.
The pre ent arran <Yement of the conrse of stndv in Ia,w is based upon the experience
of many y ars ancl e m to be fa irl y well adapted to thA peculiar ne d, of the in titution and at th same time to carry into effect the will of Con<Yre, in its everal
nae ments directing that the study of law shall be pursued at the Military
Academy.
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THE DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY.
The offices of chaplain and professor of geography, history, and ethics, createu by
the act of April H, 1818, after a joint continuance of something more than seventyeight years, w ere dissociated by the act of F ebruary 18, 1896, which directed the
uiscontinuance of the latter and vested the duties of the former in an officer to be
appointed by the President for a te rm of four years. The study of history was transferr,3d by Executive order to the dep artmen t of l aw, thus bringing together after
a separation of nearly twenty-two years the closely related studies of history and law.
The present course of study in history went into effect on September l, 1883, and
was comprised in a course of 50 l essons, begun and completed during the first half
of the academic year. The re-introduction of history into the official course of study
was due to patient and persistent endeavors of the late Rev. Dr. William M. Postlethwaite, who succeeded Rev. Dr. ,John Forsyth in the chaplaincy and professorship
on December 21, 1881. !<'or a little more than twelve years the coure of instruction
in history was carried on under the able guidance of P rofes::;or Postlethwaite, whose
labors were interrupted by his untimely death in J anuary, 1896.
For purposes of instruction in history the first class was divided into sections in
September of each year, the arrangement of the class b eing based upon the general
merit roll of the preceding year. Each half class attended recitations three times
per week from September to December aml tlte course in history closed with the
semi-annual examination in January.
With the resumption of academic duties in September, 1896, the new arrangement
of the courses of study in law and history w ill become operative. The entire first
class will attend recitation daily between the hours of 2 p . m . and 4 p. m. On Monday, Wednesday, and Friday in struction will be g iven in law and on Tuesday an<l
Thursday in history, the same instructors and section rooms being used for both
branches of s tudy.
Myers's General History, the text- book adopte<l by the Academic Board, will rep Jaco
Swinton's Outlines of the World's History, which bas been in n se since the re-intro<luction of the course of stucl.v in history in 1883. The new text-b ook is so arranged
as to enable the co urse in ancient history to be completed during the first term,
leaving the study of m ediawal and modern history for the longer term from January
to June.
The methods of instruction in history are the same in all respects as those prevailing in the department of l aw, which have already been d escribed. The b est
attainable maps are constantly and freely u se<l in the conrse of in struction, and a
part of the written recitations in this s ubject will be devoted to the graphic representation of the growth a,ntl development of the principal states of antiquity and
to the origin, colonization, anu. territorial development of the great states uow constituting the civilized world.

L.
WEST POINT, N. Y., Aitgi1st 28, 1896.
SIR: In accordance with the requirements of instructions of October 3, 1895, I have
the honor to submit the following report of the course of studies and methods of
instruction, including -practical instruction, employed at the United States Military .Academy in the departm ent of civil and mili tary engineArin g.
ln the preparation of part 1 I have been assisted b y notes l e1t by Prof. James
Mercnr. Parts 2 to 6 are almost wholly the work of Lieut. Thomas H . Rees, Corps
of Engineers, acting assistant professor of this department.
Very respectfully,
G. J . FIE BEGER,
Professo1· of Engineering.
The ADJUTANT UNITED STATES MILITARY .ACADEMY.

PART l.
BRIEF HISTORICAL SKETCH OF THE DEPARTMENT, GIVING DATES. OF ESTABLISilMEN1,
ITS SCOPE IN THE BEGINNING, A.J.~D IMPORT.A.NT STEPS IN ITS DEVELOPMENT.
Some time durin g the years 1795 to 1798, while the r eg~ment of artil~eris~s auo
eng ineers was stationed at West Point, Colonel Rochefontame and Captam R1varch.,
formerly of the French .Army, constructed a small model front of a fortification.
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Upon the establishment of the Military Academy, by act of Congress dated ~fare~
16, 1802, instruction in military engineering began at once, and the elements of fortification were taught by tl.Je use of this model.
.
Until 1818 the instruction in military engineering was by means ~f lectu_res 1l_lustrated by the model aboYementionetl aml by field exercises in practical engrneerin g.
The lectures were delivered by the snprintendent nntil 1808, by the teacher of
French, Francis 0. Musson, from 1808 to 1813, and after tha,t by the professor of
engineering.
The only text-booK in use was a small pamphlet of 50 pages, translated from the
Fr~nch by Col. Jonathan 1V-illiams, Corps of Engineers, the :first Superintend ent . .
The department of engineering was establish ed by an act of Congress of April
29, 1812:
"SEC. 2. .A:nd be itfiirther enacted, That the Military Academy sl.Jall consist of the
Corps of Engineers and the following professors: * * * oue professor of the art
of engineering in all its branches, * * * and each of the foregoing professors
shall have an assistant professor, taken from the most prominent characters of the
officers or cadets."

*

Under this act Capt. Alden Partridge, Corps of Engineers, was appointed professor
of engineering September 1, 1813.
Captnin Partridge graduated from the Military Academy October 30, 1806, and was
assigned to the Corps of Engineers. He served at the Acadeuny as assistant professor
of mathematics November 4, 1806, to June 5, 1811; as principal assistant professor of
same April 29, 1812, to September 1, 1813; as professor of engirn; ering September 1,
1813, to December 31, 1816. Much of the time while be was professor of engineering
be was also Superintendent of the Academy, and therefore gave little attention to
the work of bis department.
General Cullum, in his history, gives the following as the state of the instruction
in engineering at this time:
"Engineering was less attended to than Frerich or drawing, the greater number of
cadets on graduating never having gone beyond the definitions to be found in Colonel
Wmiams's little primer of 50 pages on the subject, which was their only text-book.
Many cadets scarce knew the difference between the ditch and the glacis of a fort
save by the conventional colors adopted in their delineation. It is said that two
cadets were graduated in 1815 in the Engineer Corps, whose studies never extended
beyond Hutton's Trigonometry."
Captain Partridge was, on March 16, 1817, succeeded by Prof. Claude Crozet, who
had oeen assistant professor of engineering since OctobPr 1, 1816.
Professor Crozet was born in :France and was educated at the Polytechnic School.
He introduced descriptive geometry as a necessary preliminary to the proper study
of engineering, made much use of the black board in demonstrations, and seems to have
made use, as far as practicable, of the methods of the Polytechnic School in developing and teaching the course of engineering.
The work of all the departments in the Academy was at this time (1817) greatly
airled by tbe reforms instituted by the new Superintendent, Col. Sylvanus Thayer.
In 1818 there was introduced as a text-book in the department, A Treatise on the
Science of War and Fortification, by Colonel de Vernon, professor of fortification
in the Polytechnic School, France, and translated by Capt. John M. O'Connor,
United States Artillery. T!Jis excellent work was used until the introduction of
the works of Professor Mab an . The original text bad lieeu submitted to the revision
of a board of distinguished marshals and engineers, and then, by order of Emperor
Napoleon I, was adopted as a t ext-book of the Polytechnic and Military School of
France. It was in two volumes, with a v0lume of plates. The first treated of the
science of war in general, and field fortification; the second of permanent fortification, and in an appendix was given a summary of the principles and maxims of
grand tacticA and operations.
The staff records for 1819 indicate the method in which it was studied.
"l. The class of the fourth year (the first in rank) to be divided for instruction
in the military co ur e into two sections, after the manner practiced in the other
clas es of the fo titution.
"2. The first section to be instructed in the entire course of engineering, military science, and grand tactics in the book now used, and to be required to execute
a aerie, of drawing and plans connected with the e ub_jects. tbi conrs to beg-in
on the 1st of eptember of each year, and to end on the 20th of March next en uing,
sooner or later.
"3. The s cond section to be taught, in connection with military cience and
grand tactics, field ngineering only, the whole of which will be comprised in the
fir t volnme and appeudi.- to the work."
The other books u ed in the cour e were in Frenc·b and probably u ed only a airl
to a course of lectures or a book of reference. They were: ProO'ram <l'un Cours d
Construction par ganzin, translated in 1827, and Traite des )1achine par Hachett
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The regulations of 1821 indicate that at this time the professor of engineering
taught some of the sections hims13lf.
"The professor of * * ·x- engineering, in order to ascertain the proficiency of
the sections in trusted immediately to the assistants and the manner in which they
have performed their duty, shall occasionally, and in rotation , when there are more
than two sections, inst,ruct the sections intrusted to his assistants, the period for
which shall be fixed by the academic staff and reported to the War Department;
a11d the assistant professor, when the professor has his section under instruction,
shall take charge of the section usually under instruction of the latter.I'
Prof. David B. Douglass on May 1, 1823, succeeded Professor Crozet, who resigned
April 28, 1823.
Professor Douglass was appointed second lieutenant Corps of Engineers August 1,
1813. He served at the Academy as assistant professor of natural and experimental
philosophy June 1, 1815, to August 29, 1820, as professor of mathematics Augnst 29,
1820, to May 1, 1823, nnd as professor of engineering May 1, 1823, to March 1, 1831.
The record8 are not definite as to what was accomplished during· his incumbency,
but it appears that the instruction in civil engineering was much improved.
Professor Douglass resigned March 1, 1831, and was succeeded by Prof. Dennis H.
Mahan, J a.unary 1, 1832.
Professor Mahan graduated from the Academy July 1, 1824, and was assigned to
the Corps of Engineers. He served at the Academy as assistant professor of mathematics August 2\:J, 1824, to August 31, 1825, and as acting professor of engineering
September 1, 1830, to January 1, 1832. Between 1825 and 1830 he spent four years in
Europe studying public works and military institutions, and was during one of these
years a pupil in the military school of application for engineers and artillerists at
Metz, France. The first work of Professor Mahan was to prepare a suitable set of
text-books for his department; he temporarily supplied their places by lectures and
his notes made while abroad .
The first record of a complete set of text-books is found in the register of 1841,
and is as follows: Mahan's Treatise on Field Fortification, Mahan's Lithographic
Notes on Permanent Fortification, Mahan's Lithographic Notes on Attack :u1d
Defonse, Mahan's Lithographic Notes on Mines and other Accessories, Mahan's Lithographic ·Notes on Composition of Armies and Strategy, Mahan's Course in Civil
Engineering, Mahan's Lithographic Notes on Archi t.ecture and Stone Cutting, Mahan's
Lithographic Notes on Machines (for first section only). These books, frequently
revised, constituted the basis of the course of engineering duringi;h e time of Professor
Mahan. In 1848 he introduced Mahan's Advanced Guard and Outposts, 1858, Moseley's Mechanics of Engineering, and in 1870 Maha,n's Industrial Drawing.
The instruction was confined to the fourth, or first-class, year, except during the
years 1858 to 1860. The classes of 1859 and Ui60 studied civil engineering during the
second-class year, and the class of May, 1861, had no instruction in civil engineering.
No records are available giving~ description of the methods of instruction, etc.,
which were in use during the entire time of Professor Mahan. Professor Mercur
states that in 1865-66, when h e was a stndent, the classes were divided into sections
of 10 to 12 men e~ch. each section receiving instruction for one and a half hours
daily, between 8 and 11 o'clock a. m. When engaged in drawing, the entire class
attended daily from 8 to 11 o'clock. Each section was under the immediate charge
of an officer, usually of the Corps of Engineers, as instructor. The professor visited
the sections daily, listening to the recitations, asking questions, making such comments and remarks and giving such additional instruction as seemed to him necessary and desirable. By this means he gained a knowledge of the capacity of the
instructors, their methods of teaching and marking, and was also able to compare
the individual cadets.
But few lectures were given by Professor Mahan, and these were restricted almost
entirely to short descriptions of campaigns and ba,ttles, with criticisms upon the
tactical positions involved. The greater portion of his oral and personal instruction was given to the cadets during hi s visits to the section room.
The course of engineering drawing included the accurate constrnction of a number
of problems contained in fortification drawing and stenotomy, drawings of a canal
lock in plan: section, and elevation, and the plan, section, and elevation of a half
front of fortification, Noizet's Metho<l. The canal lock and Noizet's Method were
finished as completely as time allowed, and the sections, slopes, etc., were usually
tinted in water colors.
Uport the death of Professor Mahan, September 16, 1871, Prof. Junius B. Wheeler
was appointed September 29, 1871.
Professor Wheeler graduated from the Military Academy July 1, 1855, was first
assig·ned to the cavalry and afterwards transferred to the topographical engineers.
He served the Academy as acting assistant professor of mathematics October 5, 1859,
to April 27, 1861, and assistant professor of same September 5, 1861, to June 18, 1863.
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During his incumbency the course and method of instructfon established by Professor Mahan remained unchanged in its essential features. Professor Mahan's te_xtbooks were revised, new material added, and portions omitted. In engineer1.ng
drawing, roof and bridge trusses were substituted for the canal lock and other
problems, and the Noizet front was slightly changed.
Professor Wheeler retired September 29, 1884, and was succeeded by Prof. James
Mercur September 29 1 1884.
Professor Mercur graduated from the Academy June 18, 1866, and was assign ed to
the Corps of Engineers. He served at the Academy as acting assistant professor
of natural and experimental philosophy August 31, 1867, to February 21, 1870, and
as assistant professor in the same February 21, 1870, to July 31, 1872.
In notes left by him Professor Mercur states that under his directjon no radical
change has been made either in course or methods of instruction. He revised the
text- books previously u sed to conform to modern engineering practice and ~he
advance in the science and art of war. A description of his methods of instruction
is found in parts 2 to 6 of this report.
- Professor Mercur died April 21, 1896, and was succeeded May 26, 1896, by Prof.
G. J. Fiebeger.
PART

2.

STATEMENT OF THE PRESENT COURSE, GIVING TITLES OF TEXT·BOOKS, FULL LIST
01!' SUBJECTS, NUMBER OF LESSONS IN EACH SUBJECT, ADVANCJ<~ AND REVIEW,
LENGTH OF LESSONS, HOURS 01:<' STUDY, LENGTH OF RECITATIONS, TOTAL NUMBER
OF HOURS DEVOTED TO EACH SUBJECT DURING THE TERM INSIDE AND OUTSIDE
THE SECTION ROOM, NUMBER OF LECTURES AND SUBJECT OF LECTURES, DIFFERENCES IN COURSE FOR HIGHER AND LOWER SECTIONS, ETC.

The course in the department of civil and military engineering is, as the na~e
implies, divided distinctly into two parts, viz: Civil engineering, which oc?1;1-p1es
the first term of the Academy year, from September 1 to December 31; and military
engineering and the art and science of war, to which is allotted the second term of
the Academy year, from the completion of the semiannual examinations in January
to May 31.
Throughout the course, recitations in this department are daily on week days from
8 a. m. to 11 a. m., one-half of the class reciting from 8 to 9.30 and the other half
from 9.30 to 11, except during the time allottecl t.o engineering drawing, when the
entire class atten~s from 8 to 11 a. m., with an intermission of about eight minutes
at 9.30.
It is arranged that three hours of study in preparation for each recitation may be
allowed and required.
Cirilengineering, September 1toDecember31.-Text-books: CivilEngineering,Wheeler
(John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1884); and Fortification and Stone Cutting, M~l;a?(John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1893). The subjects treated in Wheeler's LJ_1vil
Engineering are as follows, viz: Building materials, strength of materials, frammg,
masonry, foundations, bridges, roofs, roads, railroads, and canals. This text-~ook
has received from time to time numerous corrections and additions, which are given
to the cadets in the form of printed sheets and pamphlets, with a view to keeping
this course of instruction in a ccord with modern developments and methods in t,he
science and art of engineering. At the same time, portions of the text that have
uecome obsolete or which it is thought may be more satisfactorily presented have
been omitted.
In this connection may be mentioned, besides minor corrections, a new treatment
of the rolling loacl, also of ·the pressures sustained by retaining walls and of the
loads on bridges and their effects. The subject of the graphical determination of
streeses in framed structures is extended and improved, and there are issued to the
cadets the following pamphlets, viz: Rivets, Riveted Joints, Pin-connected Joint ,
and Riveted Girders; In tructions for Truss Computations, and Notes on the Determi nation of tre ses in Trusse . The :first of these takes the place of similar sn bject
in the text; theothertwoareforreferenceandas istanceinthesolutionofproblem.
That portion only of Mahan's Fortification and Stone Cutting which relates to tlie
latter ubject (stone cutting) is included in the coursti in civil enofoeering.
Civil engineering drawing includes generally for the upper part of the cla the
computation and dmwings for an iron or steel highway or railroad brid~e, and for
the lower part an iron or te lroof tru . The time devoted to this drawmgjsfrom
about November 20 to about December 11, or from 18 to 20 working days.
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Numiber of lessons, civil engineering and stone cutting, Septernber 1 to Decernber 31 (first
class).
First and second sections.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.Advance ---- . - - . - -. --. - - --. - -- -. - ... ....... .
]first review ........ _..... _.... __ .. __ . _. ___ .
General review . . _. _. _......... _. __ . _.... _..
Total ..... __ ....... __ ......... ___ . _.. .

Third, fourth, fifth, and
sixth sections.

8
en~\;~\r- c~fti~e"· 1 Total. en~i;~er- c ff _neg I Total.
m g.
"
mg.
u m .
- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -40

20

13½
73½

45½
22½
15
83

I

I

45

42
21

3

2

23

H
77

1
6

15
83

And in addition, engineering drawing for :1bout eighteen days .

.Average length of lessons (approxirnate).
First and second
sect'ions.

- - - - - - - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - -Advance ........ ........ -···················· ··············-·
First review ........... _.... _............... - .. .......... . ... .
General review .•........ - .......... -........ - .............. .

Third, fourth, fifth
and sixth sections.

Stone
Civil
S
C~vil
!i?e
enipneer- cutting. eng'ineermg.
mg.
cu mg.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Pages.
Pages.
Pages.
Pages.
12
24.1
35. 7

6. 6
14

23½

11. 5
23

oi

34.4

19

ii. 5

Each of t1e higher sections has~
Hours.
45½ recitations in advance (l½ hours each)................................
68i
22½ recitations in first review (1-½ hours each) ........... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33!
15 recitations in general review (1-½ hours each) .. .. ..... ................. • 22½
18 sessions in drawing (3 hours each)....................................
54
Total time in s·.;ction room . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

178-½

Each of the lower sections has45 recitations in advance (1½ hours each) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
23 recitations in first review ( 1½ hours each) ................. -. . . . . . . . . . .
15 recitations in general review (1-½ hours each). ........ . ................
18 sessions in drawing (3 hours each)....................................

67-½
34½
22-½
54

Total time in section room .... ·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

178-½

A.Y of the sections in civil engineering have83 lessons, each requiring 3 hours study...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249
18 drawing sessions, each requiring 1-½ hours preparation.................
27
Total time outside of section room.....................................
Total time inside of section room............................................

276
178-½

Aggregate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

454½

Allowing five minutes for the sections to form and to enter ancl leave the Academy
building, there remain eighty-five minutes for the session of a single section. This
time is employed about as follows:
Minutes.

N?t~ng the next l~ss?n; questions and explanations on the daY:'s lesson. . . . . . .
G1vmg out enunciat10ns. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
One recitation by questions ......................... _............. . . . . . . . . . .
Seven recitations at blackboards, eight minutes each . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10
7
12
56

Total .. - - -.... - .. -.... - - ...... - -... -........... - .... - ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . .

85

Other cadets in the section are given proulems to work out or discuf:lsions to write
at the board, or on paper at their desks, tl,leir work; bein,g e:x;amined and mairked after
the section :i,s dismi~s~d,~
·
·
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The higher sections finish the text-hook in civil engineering in 40 lessons in
advance, while the lower sections take 42 lessons in the same subject. This enables
the higher sections to devote more time to stone cutting than the lower, the numbers
of advance lessons being 5½ and 3, respectively, for the higher and lower sections.
'fhis is the only difference in the courses of the upper and lower parts of the class,
except that many subjects are more fully developed by the higher sections, and that
their problem in engineering draw'ing is more difficult.
When a class has advanced about 18 lessons in civil engineering, a lecture has been.
delivered by the head of the department on "The materials of construction, the u~e
of engineering formulre, and the limitations and possibilities of the science of eng1neering.'; No other lecture is delivered during this course. The cadets of the ~rs-t
class are, however, giYen an opportunity to examine the models and engineer1_ng
apparatus in the morlel room, with their instructors, who explain the construction.
and operation of the structures shown.
Military engineering, January 1 to Mcty 31, first class.-Text-books: Elements of
Field Fortifications, ·wheeler (D. Van Nostrand, New York, 1882); Mahan's Perm~nent Fortifications, Mercur (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1894-); Attack of Fortified Places, Mercur (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1894); Elements of the Art of
War, Mercur (John Wiley & Sons, New York, 1894); Forti:ficatio11s and Stone Cutting, Mahan (John Wiley .& Sons, New York, 1893), of which only that portion which
treats of methods of fortification drawing is included in this course.
In addition to the above, th ere are issued to the cadets of the first class, by the
department, pamphlets containing some twenty descriptions of battles, campaign s,
and other operations of war, to be studied by the cadets and used to illustrate the
principles that are taught in, the text-books. With the pamphlets are maps and
plates showing the battle :fields and theaters of operations described in the pamphlet.
Under the head of field fortifications the subject-matter treated is as follows:
General principles and definitions, profile, trace, kinds of :field works and lines, size
and garrison, construction, revetmen~s, defilade, interior arrangements, ditch defense, obstacles, works on irregular sites, bridge heads, hasty intrenchments, attack
and defense of field fortifications, communications, and transportation.
Permanent fortifications is treated under the following heads: Profile, open and
covered defenses, communications, encientes, outworks, advanced and detached
works, retrenchments, systems anti methods of fortification, existing German fortifications, detached forts, works on irregular sites, defilement of permanent works,
accessory means of defense, seacoast defense, defensive organization of frontiers ,
progress of defensive methods, progress in methods of attack, modern construction
in iron and steel.
In the attack of fortified places there is described, in part 1, blockade, surprise,
assanlt, bombardment, siege works, including tools, etc., trenches, approaches, parallels, saps, etc.; tracing and construction of trenches and saps, siege batteries and
magazines, siege operations, defense against a regular siege, siege parks, depots, etc. ;
and in part 2 (military mining) is given the nomenclature and theory of mines, galleries and shafts, ventilation, loading and firing, organization and tactics of mines,
and demolitions.
The art of war is discussed under the following headings : Army orga.aization and
discipline, tactics, minor tactics in relation to logistics, grand tactics, minor operations, logistics, and strategy.
Recitations in this course begin each year about January 10 or 11, pursuant to an
order from the Super:ntendent for the resumption of recitations after the completion
of the semiannual examinations, and continue daily, Sundays excepted, until l\Iay
31, except during the t,ime devoted to fortification drawing, from about March 20 to
about April 23, when the entire class attends in the engineering drawing rooms from
8 to 11 a. m.
,
This drawing consists in the application of the methods of fortification drawing to
the construction of plan, sections, and elevations of a detached fort for an intrenched
camp.
N1t11tbe1· of lessons in ntilitary engineering, January 10 to May 31 (first class, all secti011s).

of

Fielrl
For~ifi- I Perma· 1Atta<·k
fo1·tificacati~m
n~ut
fortified
t'on
drawmg ior:f:1.6ca. pla e 8
1
(text).
t10ns.
•
·

I

Art of
war.

I

Total.

Advance ...... ............................ - - - 9 - - - -3- ___1_4_,_ _ _1_5_ ---20-1--6-l
General review . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6 ..........
6
8
11
31
Total...............................

15

31

.A..nd in addition about twenty.eight days in fortification drawing.

I

20 ___2_3_j___31-, ~
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Average length of lessons.

p~~:t

~~~f~!Atta?k of Art of
drawing fortifica- fortified
war.
tion.
(text).
tions .
places.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - 1 - - - - -- - - - - - - - -Pages.
Pages.
Pages.
Pages.
Pages.
2!)
Adv:tnce ....... ...................... .......•. ....
6
11.4
12. 27
14...6
General review ... _._ .. _... .. ...................•..
45
26. 7
2a
20. 7
fo~ffJ~a-

Number of hours devoted to each subject and to all subjects i.n rnilitary enginem·ing, Janua1·y
•
10 to May 31,jirst class, in section rooms, drawing, and study.

Section room . ..................
Study ..........................
Total .................... .

Forti:fi.- Perma- Attack of
Field
cation
nent
Art of Fortififortifica- drawing
cation Total.
fortifica- fortified
war.
tion.
drawing.
places.
(text).
tions.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -Hours.
Hours.
Hours.
Hours.
Houi·s.
Hours. Hours.

4½

22½
45

9

30
60

34½
69

46½
93

84
42

67½

13½

90

103½

139½

126

222
318

-540

This table is based on an allowance of one and one-half hours per day in section
room and three hours per day study in quarters, and for drawing, three hours per
day in drawing rooms and one arnl one.half hours per day preparation in qua,rters.
The time of recitation of a section in this course is divided and apportioned in the
same manner as in the course in civil engineering, hereinbefore described, to which
I would respectfully refer.
The course in military engineering is the same for all sections, except that some
subjects are-more fully developed by the higher sectio11s than by the lower, and in
fortifi cation drawing the higher sections more nearly complete the sections and
elevations of the work, whereas the lower sections usually finish only the plan.
At the encl of the course a lecture has been delivered by the head of the department on the applications and use that may be made in the military service of the
principles and methods taught in this course, with some remarks on courses of reading
and study that may be profitably followed by graduates of the Mirtary Academy.
The descriptions of campaigns and battles were put in printed form in the pamphlet
previously referred to, to serve in lieu of lecture notes.
These are given out as a part of and in addition to the r egular lessons, at the rate
of one or two per week, depending on their lengths, and form subjects for recitation
in the section room. An opportunity is given to the class to visit the engineering
museum and model room under the supervision of their jnstructors, who explain the
models and apparatus and answer the questions of the cadets concerning them.
PART

3.

ORGANIZATION OF DEPARTMENT-NUMBER OF INSTRUCTORS-DIVISION OF DUTIES.

The department of civil. and military engineering is organized as follows: One
professor, head of the department; three instructors, of whom the senior in rank is
a,p pointed by the Superintendent to be assistant professor; one draftsman, employed
by the department.
The professor of civil and military engineering administers the affairs, executes
the business, and, subject to the approval of the Superintendent of the Academy,
controls the policy and regulates thti methods of the department. He recommends
the text-books to be used in the course, revising and correoting them when arlv isable, prescribes the lessons, apportjons the time to the various subjects, ·and, in order
to insure uniformity and efficiency in the work of the department, supervises the
instruction of cadets by frequent personal inspections of the progress and methods
of his assistants .
.There are also provided through his recommendation the necessary books of reference, apparatus, models, maps, materials, and supplies for the use of the department
and the instruction of cadets.
The assistant professor, in addition to his duties as instructor, is charged wi~h the
care of the property of the department, and attends to the issuing and co~lectrn~ of
the books, pamphlets, maps, models, samples, and other 3:rt~cles us~d m section
rooms, drawing rooms1 and in the quarters of cadets,. for their mstruct1on, He acta

.
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as instructor for two sections of the :first class in engineering and aids the prof"<:s s?r
in such manner as the latter may direct. Each of the other two instructcrs 1s. i n
charge of two ~ections of the :first class in engineering, aud, in addition, .holds himself at the service of the professor for such other duties as may be prescribed.
.
The :first class in engineering, being arranged originally in the order of thei..r
standing in natural and experimental philosophy, is organized into six sections,
numbered in order from one to six, inclusive, the :first section being the highest;.
The higher sections usually number one or two more cadets than the lower, in order
that more time may be devoted to individual instruction and explanation in the
lower part of the class, where presumably they are more Heeded. This ol'ganization.
of the class is mamtained throughout the year, but the members of any or of all the
sections may be changed by mutual transfers between the sections.
Each of the three instructors is charged with the instruction of two sections.
· Tl:ie assistant professor begins each term with the first and second sections, the
instructor second in rank begins with the third and fourth sections, and the junior
instructor begins with the :fifth and sixth sections. At the encl of two weeks the
instructors change sections, the senior taking the lower sections, the second in rank
taking the higher sections, and the junior takin$' the middle sections. Thereafter
the instructors change sections every two weeks m the order jnst indicated, except
during engineering, draw ing, and general review, when they retain the sections with
which they began the term.
It is believed that this rotation of instructors eliminates to a great extent the
effect of their "personal equations," and makes the merit marks of each section
comparable by a just and uniform standard to those of all other sections.
Thi& method bas the further advantage of giving to all sections equal shares of
the benefits arising from having the ablest instructor, and it enables the instructors
to compare and weigh recitations in all parts of the class and to adjust their scales
of marks to a, truer and more uniform standard.
The personnel of the department during the academic year of 1895-96 was as
follows:
Professor, James Mercur, untH his death at Fort Monroe, Va., .April 21, 1896; afterwards Gust,w J. Fiebeger, appointed May 26, 1896.
.Assistant professor, Henry C. Newcomer, first lieutenant, Co:cps of Engineers.
Instru ctors, Thomas H. Rees, first lieutenant, Corps of Engineers, and Francis R.
Shunk, first lieutenant, Corps of Engineers.
Draftsman, Louis Marcy.
Organization of first class, 1895-96, department of engineering.

I

Sec- Number
tion. _o_t_:_r:_~---i-----.A-t_t_en_d_a_n_c_e_
. ----1--T-im_e·_ _ ,_R_o_o_m_
. f----1-ns_t_ru
_c_to_r_._ __
1
2
3
4
5
6

i: .~~~l~

12
12
12
11

9.30 to 11
8 to 9.30
9.30 to 11
8 to 9.30
9.30 to 11
8 to 9.30

~~-c_e_1~~ -~~~~.~~~:::::::::::::

.. .. . do .........•.... . ... .. .........
. . .. . do ......... .................. . .
. ... . do . . ...... . ......... . ......... .
... .. do ............... ... .......... .

206
206
208
208
207
207

Lieutenant Newcomer.
Do.

Lieutenant Rees.
Do.

Lieutenant Shunk.
Do.

The rooms in the Academy building occupied and used by the department of civil
and military engineering are as follows:
:Numbers.

200
Office .................................................... _........... .
Section rooms ...................._.................................... . 206,207 2
201, 20~
Engineering drawing academy ........... _........................... .
Drafting room . .. _.......... ___ ......................... -- - - ... - ..... .
203,~
Map aud chart rooms ......................... _..................•.....
Photography and lithography .... _.... _. _.... ___ .. __ ................. .
106
11odel room .... ~ ......... _.. . _..... _. _. _... ___ .... __ ..... _ ..••....••..
PART

4.

THE DE CRI.PTIO. OF A RECITATIOX, IXCLUDING A DE CRIPTIO.• OF A SECTIW' R00lf.·Ui\18ER OF CADET
L' A SECTIOX-AS IGXi\1E."T OJ•'
EATS-QUE no.·~ A;tll
EXPLA...~ATORY A~· WER -A, IG~ 1\1},; 'T 01•'
OBJECTS l<'OR RE ITATIO.·s-U E
F
TIIE BLACKBOAlW-A.PPAltA.TUS-MERIT l\IARKS-YISITS OJ,' TlIE BEAD OF THE
DEPAI T.lE."T.

Th<\ ction rooms u cl by the department of civil and .military engineerinrr
siruis'\r in all re pects to tho rooms on the same iloor u ed by the departm n o
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mathematics. The formation of the class parade, the r eport of the sections to the
instructor, and the method of conducting oral recitations by blackboard demonstration and by questions are also similar to the general method followed by the
department of mathematics. As these subjects have been very fully and carefully
described in the report of that department, it is thought advisable to refer to that
description and to give in detail in this report only the points in which the two
departments differ.
The apparatus belonging to tho department and used in the instruction of cadots
consists of testing machines, models of engineering implements and machinery, including pile drivers, derricks, dredges, engines, etc. ; models of engineering strnctnres,
snch as arches, bridges, buildings, roof trusses, dams, locks, caissons, piers, crib work,
etc.; samples of building material, models of fortifi cations, battle fields, defensive
arrangements, block houses, etc. The smaller models and pieces of apparatus are
displayed on the tables in the section rooms when they are subjects of discussion in
the lesson. The larger models are in the model room (No. 106), and are described
and explained to the cadets when they visit this room with their instructors. The
department possesses a number of tables, drawing }:JOards, steel rulers and triangles,
color saucers and glasses for the use of cadets in engineering drawing, and the usual
instruments used in reconnoissance.
In engineering drawing the entire class attends daily, except Sunday, from 8 a . m.
to 11 a. m., with an intermission of about eight minutes a t 9.30. Several days before
the drawing begins each cadet receives a drawing board, which he takes to bis
quarters, and upon which he stretches a sheet of drawing paper, bringing it back to
be inspected by his instructor. On the first day of drawing the whole class enters
the engineering drawing academy (rooms 201 and 2-02, Academ y building), and each
cadet, directed by his instructor, seeks the table that contains his drawing board.
The tables and boards have been prev iously arranged so that the two sections of
each instructor shall be kept together in a selected portion of the rooms, and the
instructor's desk and chair are so placed that h e may readily oversee the work of his
sections. Cadets remain standing while working at their drawings, and arereqnired
to keep at work continuously and to refrain from communicating with their n eighbors and from examining adjacent drawings. Their work is inspected daily by the1r
instructor, who points out errors and gives such directions and assistance as may be
necessary. The work is marked twice a week, on Tuesdays and Fridays, each mnrk
representing an estimate of the progress, accuracy, neatness, and iudust1·y displayed in drawing, the scale of marks used being the same as for ordrnary recitations, i. e., the maximum mark for three days of perfect work is 3. At 9.20 a. m. the
class is dismissed by sections for a recess of about eight minutes, forming again :.ind
returning to their work at 9.30.
Merit marks for recitations and drawin gs are recorded in the section book furnished
to each instructor by the adjutant of the Academy for this purpose. The names of
the cadets in a section, arranged in the order of their standing, and their marks for
one week are entered on the left.hand page in the appropriate lines and columns,
and the subjects upon which th ey have recited, indicated by thwnumbers of the
paragraphs in the text-book, are entered in corresponding columns on the right-lrnnd
page, as may be seen in the following tables :
[First class, third section, 1896, department of engineering. J
LEFT·HAND P.A.GE.

No.

Name.

Wednes. Thurs.
Monday, Tuesday, day,Jan. day,Jan.
Jan. 20. Jan. 21.
22.
23.

1 H ... .........
2 M ............
3 H ......••....
4 Il ....... .....
5 B ............
6 w ...........
7 s .............
8 K .. ..........
9 M ..... , ......
10 H .•..........
11 p ............
12 L ............

2. 8
2. 9
2. 9
2. 7
2. 9
2. 9
2. 7
2. 0
2. 8
2. 7
2. 9
2. 8

R

3
2.8
3
2. 8
2. 9
2. 9
2. 8
2. 5
2. 9
2. 6
2. 9
2. 9
R

2. 2
2. 8
1. 9
2. 9
1. 7
2. 9
2. 2
2. 4
2. 9
2. 9
2.4
2. S

2. 9
2. 9
2. 6
3
3
3
2. 3
2. 9
1. 6
2. 5
3
A
R

R

SaturWeekly
Friday,
total(l8).
Jan. 24. day.Jan.
25.

---- .A.

- .A.

2. 7
A
A

2. 5
2. 4
2. 6
2. 5
2
2. 3
1. 5
2. 6
ltM

2. 5
2. 6

.A

2. 7
2.4
2. 6
2. 0
2. 4
2.4
2. 8
1. 9

.

Total
(42).

---- --~
16. 4
16. 6
15. 6
17.1
15. 7
16. 5
15. 2
15. 8
14. 6
]5. 4
15. 5
15

38./

:t~

38. 0
38
38. 5
38
38. 8
37 . ..._
37.:.,
37.:
37. 3

R
'
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RIGHT-HAND PAGE.

Remarks.
No.

~onday,
Jan. 20.

Tuesday,
Jan. 21.

1 H ............ 229-30 .. .. . . . 17 .......... .
2 M ............ 215-17 ...... . Q 222, Rev ..
3 H . ••. ........ 231. ........ . 15-16 ....... .
4 H .. •......... 218-20 ...... . Battle of
Franklin.
5 B ............ 174,etc.,Rev. 9-14 ........ .
6 W . . . . . . . . . . . Q 182, etc., Prob.3 ..•...
Rev.
7 s .... .. ....... 223-24 ....... 6-8 ......... .
8 K ............ 225 .......... Prob.2 ..... .
9 M............ 210-12.......
H ............ 226-28 .... : ..
11 P ... ··-·· .... 213-14 .......
12 L ............ 221-22 .......
10

Wednesday,
Jan. 22.

Thursday,
Jan. 23.

28 ........... Prob. 9.....
26-27........ 24, Rev.....
25 ........... Prob.7 .....
24........... 29-30, Rev..

A ........... A.

10"'-11' . . . . . 18-20.

A ........... 15-17.
A ........... A.

23....... .. . . Prob. 7..... 10"..... .. . . . 13-14.
81, Rev..... 7............ 8-9, Rev

21-22........

31. .....•....

Battle of
Franklin.
3"-5 ....... . 17-20, Rev..
20 .......... . Prob.6 ......
1-3' ........ . 29-30........
18-19 ....... . A ...........

38 .......... 8-10' ........ 7, Rev.
37 .......... 1-6 .......... 12, Rev.
35-36.......
34 ..........
33..........
32 ..........

Prob. 7......
32,Rev ......
Prob. 9......
ll"-12 .......

Lessons.

Fieldfortifi- Fortificacations: To
tiondraw.
ing: To
end; omit
192-94; omit
art. 21, p.
Uhap. XVI.
11:

Saturday,
Jan. 25.

Friday,
Jan. 24.

26.
25.
23-24-.
21-23'.

I

Fortin ca. Fortifica- Permanent Permanen t
fortificafortifica·
tiondmw- tiondrawtion: To
tion : To
i n g : '.r o
i n g : '.ro
art. 13, p.
art. 27, p .
art. 32, p.
art. 39, p.
12.
17.
11.
24.

I

The letter R at the foot of each column is the initial of the instructor. The initial M indicates
that the head of the department visited the section on that dav.
The day's lesson is given at the foot of the column on the right-band page. Subjects of recitations
are given by numbers of paragraphs in text-books. Review subjects indicated by Rev.
In determining the final total mark of each cadet in engineering the followin g
schedule of weights of marks in different parts of the course is applied:
Civil engineering:
Maximum weight.
Each recitation in advance ( Xl) .. . . . • • • • . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . 3
Each recitation in first review ( x 1). . . . . . . . • • • . . . . • . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Each mark in drawing ( X2½)............................................. 7. 5
Each recitation in general review (X2) .................................. . 6
Examination mark(x5) .................................................. 15
Military engineering:
Each recitation in advance (Xl) ................ ,.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3
Each mark in drawing(Xl) .............................................. 3
Each recitation in general ·r eview (X2) ................................... 6
Examination mark (X5) ................................................. 15
The head of the department, as a rnle, has made two visits to the section rooms
each d:1y, visiting on one clay the two sections that attend successively in one section room, say No. 206, on the next day the two that attend in room 207, and on the
next the two that attend in room 208, and con tinuin g in this order, so that each
section has received a visit from the head of the department every three days, except
when these visits are interrupted or prevented by attention to other duties.
'Dhe visit usually extended over the l ast half hour of the recitations of each section.
PART

5.

WEEKLY CLASS REPORTS-TRANSFERS-EXHIBITION OF MARKS.

Class reports are made out immediately after the last recitation on Saturday of
each week, each instructor report.ing the marks, absences, and progre . of bis two
sections on the forms provided for that pnrpo e. These reports are submitted by the
instructors to tbe head of the department. He forwards them, with hi recommen·
dations for transfer , to the uperintendent of the Academy, who, if the tran ,fe recommended meet his approval, causes them to be made by pnbli he,1 orders. and
the class reports are then exhibited in glazed frame in the lower hall of the Academy bnilding, where the cadet may inspect them dming release from quarter .
The weekly cla report is made ont, a mentioned above, by e tion . the r po
for each section being in the main a copy of the left-hand page of the section record
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book f?r _the week considered, leaving out the last column of totals, which gives the
snm of all marks up to elate for each carlet. A single sheet suffices for the report of
two 1:,ections, as is shown in the following table:
[First cl ass, first and second sections, d epartment of engineedng.]

Report for the week ending October 19, 1896.
[Scale of daily merit: Thorough, 3; good, 2.5,;_indifferent, 2; bad, 1.5; very imperfect, l; complete
failure, 0.)
.
No.

l

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
13

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Name

M.

T. w.
-- --

F'irst section.
H .... .. . .... ...... 2. 9 '.l. 9
s ----------------- 2.8 2. 8
T . ............. ... 2. 8 2. 9
c .............. ... 3 2.9
G .........•....•.. 2. 7 2. 6
McN .... ........ .. 2. 5 2. 6
c ...... .... .. ..... 2. 8 2. 4
L ................. 2, 9 2.0
M
2. 8 3
Mee:::: :::: : ::::: 3
2. 8
N ................. 3
2. 6
D ................. '.l. 9 2. 8
H ................. 3
----NM N
S econd section.
E ........... . ..... 2. 7 A
E ....... .. .... .. .. 2. 8 2. 7
B . ...... .......... 2. 8 2. 8
J ·· ··············· 2. 8 2. 7
s ···---------·-··· 2.5 2. 8
T ................. 2. 5 2. 6
T ................. 2. 4 2. 8
M ---------------- 2. 3 2. 4
J ················· 2.8 3
F ....... ..... ..... 2. 3 2. 9
B ... ........ ...... 1. 2 2. 8
H ................. 2. 5 2. 7
H ................. 2. 7 2. 9
NM I N

T.
F.
s. Total.
-- -- -2. 8

3

---·
2. 7
-- -- -

2. 8
2. 7 3
2. 8 3
2. 6 2. 6
2. 8 2. 5
2. 7 2. 8
2. 6 2. 9
A
2. 7
2. 8 ----·
~-ll 2. 8
N
N

2. 7
2
2. 6
1. 5
2. 8
2. 8
2. 9
3

2.4
3
3
3
A

16. 4
16. 3
16. 8
15. 8
16. 6
16.4
16
16. 9
16. 7
17
]6.1
15.-6
16. 6

Wheeler's Civil Engineering: To
art. 469, p. 352. Transfer recom·
mended Cadet C to the second section. Jas. Mercur, professor U.S.
M . A.

15. 2
15.1
17
16. 2
14. 8
16. l
16. 2
14.4
16.4
16
15.1
15. 4
15. 8

Wheeler's Civil Engineering: To
art. 469, p . 352. Tran sfer recommended Cadet E to the first sec·
tion. Jas. Mercur, professor U.S.
M.A.

------------.... .
2. 0

--- -- 2. 9
2. 7
2. 7
2. 6
N

2.4
1.8
2. 6
N

2. 8 2. 8
1. 8
2. 9 2. 9
2. 6 ··--· 2. 4
2. 6 ..... 1. 5
2. 7 2. 7 2. 9
2. 7 2. 7 2. 9
2. 4 2
2. 9
2. 5 2. 6 ----2. 6 2. 8 -·- ··
2. 9 3
3
2. 8 2. 9 2.5
2. 6 A
2. 7
N
N
N

2, 2
2. 8
2.8
3
2. 9

2.2

..... 2. 5

-- ---

----·
----2. 8

·· ·-2. 7
2. 2
2
2, 3
N

Remarks.

Respentfully submitted.
H. C. NEWCOMER,
First Lieutenant of Engineers.
The PROFESSOR OF ENGINEERING, U. S. M. A.

For the first two or three weeks of each term no transfers are recommended, as it i1:1
thought advisable to allow the cadets a sufficient time to become familiar with the
new subject ancl to settle down to work before advancing or dropping them in the
class. At the end of this time, and at the end of each week thereafte r, transfers are
recommend ed on the following basis: The highes~ of the total marks of the cadets
in one section is compared with the lowest of the total marks of the cadets in the
next higher section. Then the second mark of the members of the lower section is
compared with the next to the lowest mark in the section above, and so on. Those
cadets in the lower section whose marks exceed by a unit or more the marks with
which tbe comparison is rnacle are recommended to be transferred to the next higher
section, and the corresponding cadets in the higher section are recommended to be
transferred to the lower section.
.
The exhibition ·of the weekly marks in the hall of the Academy building enables
the cadets to keep track of their progress and of the efficiency of their work and to
bring to the attention of their instrnctors or of the head of ·the department, for
adjustment, any injustice or error that they may think bas occurred in the awarding
of marks.
PART

6.

EXAMINATIONS, WRITTEN, ORAL, WEIGHT OF-DEFICIENCY OR PROFICIENCY OF
CADETS-STANDARD REQUIRED.

The general regulations giving the method to be followed in the examination of
all classes are found in the Regulations United States Military Academy, 1894, sections 71 to 83, inclusive.
'1
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The examination of the first class in civil engineering in January and in military
engineering and art of war in June are conducted orally by a committee of the
academic board in the room and at the time prescribed by the Superintendent.
Prior to the examination each instructor prepares a list of subjects upon which he
proposes to examine the members of his sections and submits it to the head of the
department, who makes such alterations and corrections as may seem necessary, and
the revised list is kept .securely sealed pending the examination.
The examination begins with the lowest man in the lowest section and proceeds
in regular order upward through the class. A section to be examined enters the
examination room from three-quarters to one hour before the time appointed f'or tho
meeting of the committee of the academic board. Each member · of the section,
called by the instructor in or<1er, beginning at the bottom of the section, takes f'rom
the instructor's desk by lot a paper upon which is written a subject for examin ation,
and going to the blackboard next to the one previously occupied prepares the notes
or the demonstration which Ids subject calls for and then returns to his seat. vVhen
the committee meets ancl is ready to proceed with the examination, the head of' the
department calls upon the cadet who first received his suuject to recite. The recita tion is addressed to the committee, bnt is conducted by the instructor under the
supervision of the bead of the department, with a view of determining the proficiency and degree of proficiency of the cadet.
Questions may be and sometimes are asked by other members of the committee on
the subject under discussion. At the conclusion of the recitation the cadet is dismissed to his quarters, marks on his recitation are awarded by the head of' the
department, the assistant professor, and the instructor of the section, notes are made
by the members of the committee on the degre-3 of proficiency of the cadet, another
cadet is called up to draw a subject and take the board just vacated, and tho cadet
next in order is called upon to recite. As soon as all the members of one section
have received their subjects, the next higher section enters the room and its members
are called in the same order as before to draw subjects and prepare for recitation at
the boards as these become available at the conclusion of recitations.
The subjects are so limited iu extent that one hour is ample time for preparation,
and a cadet may ue required to recite at any time after the expiration of one hour of
prepar at ion. If it happen at any time that no cadet is prepared to recite or has
bad an hour's time for preparation, a cadet not yet called upon may-, with ~he
approval of the committee, be r equired. to recite without preparation by ans wermg
the questions of his professor or instructor upon a selected subject, the guidance
and suggestions unavoidably conveyed in tbe questions being considered equivalent,
in advantages to the cadet, to tho opportunity for preparation usually allow~d ..
The time usually allotted to the examination in engineering permits recitations
a veraging about eight or nine minutes in l ength. The actual length of recitat~on
varies from six to t en minutes, depending on the subject and the facility with which
th e cadet recites.
The drawings executed by the cadets during the term are displayed on a ta?le ~n
the examination room for inspection by the academic board, which inspect10n 1s
intended to constitnte a part of the examination.
The marks given on recitations for examination are based on the usual scale, ~h? e
maximum is 3. They are, therefore, in determining the final total mark, mult1py_ed
by 5, in order to give to the examination mark its adopted maximum weight of lo.
The prnfichmcy of a cadet in civi l or mflitaryengineering beforeexaminationi considered doubtful if his total mark is less than two-thirds of the maximum total mark,
ancl he i s so r eported to the examining committee. The question of his prqficiency
is then to be determinecl by the examination and if he is markedly deficient in mark
before examination he may be r equired to u~dergo a written examination in a~dition
to the usual oral examination. If a cadet fail on his first examination snbJect. he
receiYes a second subject in order to determine his proficiency, but in determining
hi. standing the mark which he receives on his first subject only is con idered: ~ he
fail on the second subject also, he may be required to undergo a written examrnat10n.
The standard of proficiency required is that the cadet's total mark shall be atle
two-thirds of the maximum total mark, provjded that in each ca e of d?t~btfnl
proticien ·y speeial circumstances that may affect the justice and applicability 0
this tan<lard are to be considered.
PART 7.
CRITICAL nEVIEW OF THE PRE ENT COURSE .A D METHOD OF IN TR
TIO-· - 0
PA.RI O... WITII FORMER YEARS AND WITH OTHER I TSTITUTio ... •• .

-

The radual d evelopment of the pre ent course and methods of in truction
given very fully in th pre ding part of this report.
As an engine riuo- school, its fofluence and methods as compared with ch
making th io,tructiou of engin ering in its several branche a specialty .
~ro~ght out in the r ,p rt of rofe sor Ri dler, of the Royal Polytechnicum at_ B _trlrn
m b11:1 r p~rt on Am~rican tecbnological schools. (See Report of the CoIIlllllii on r
of E<lucat1on, 1892-93, vol, I, p, 657,)
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'fbe numb er of these colleges giving degrees in civil engineer ing is 45. The
requirements for admission are all higher than at West Point, the course of pure
mathematics consequently shorter, and the length of the course generally four years.
The course of engineering is divided into recitations, l ectures, l aboratory work, drawing, and field work. The amount of time given to each division is quite different in
the different schools.
As these schools differ very much in their methods, I have limited myself to the
following extracts of the report which refer specially to West Point and military
schools in general.
"Military schools.-Before 1840 real instruction in engineering was offered almost
exclusively in the Military Academy at West Point. Up to 1840-even up to 1850nearly all the civil engineers had received their preparation in this milita,ry school.
From its establishment, in 1802, up to 1862 it prepa,red about 2,000 students. Of
these, 200 became civil engineers and about 230 entered the military Engineer Corps.
"Among the former number are the most renowned civil engineers of the
country. ;,. * *
'· Between the years 1880 and 1888 only 2 per cent of the students were admitted
to the Engineer Corps of the United States. Service in this corps r equires an additional study of two years and a half in the United States School for Engineers at
WilJets Point, L.ong Island, organized in 1885. The t echnical instruction in this
school comprises twenty-two weeks in civil engineering, nineteen weeks in chemistry
and photography, and forty weeks in science of explosives and torpedoes.
"Since the beginning of the sixties the Military Academy at West Point has lost
some of its importance with reference to education of practical civil engineers.
The number and importan ce of engineering schools! pure and. proper, have become
very great, and the enormous development of this branch has necessitat ed a division
of l abor. * * *
"Tbemilitary schools do not serve the profession of civil ancl mechanical engineering any longer. The times in which mainly knowledge of mathematics, geometry,
ancl geodesy were considered sufficient for the profession o.f eugineers have passed,
and to-day there is no engineering sch()ol which does not seek its main work in
extensive profession al instruction.
"Nevertheless the military schools, with the peculiar education ancl r ather limited
theoretical and practical instruction for civil an d. mechanical engineers they offer,
are of great importance. We find the proof of this in the great number of distinguished civil engineers who have graduated. from such schools. This holds good 11ot
only for America, but for other countries. With us the course of educat,ion of a
Werner-Siemens I ma,y induce ns to deep reflection.
"In face of the presentenorlllous development in exact knowledge of scientific and
technical details the actual result of the study is depenclent now as formerly upon
simple natural conception, clearness, and thoroughness, but not upon the extent of
knowledge. Military schools in this respect offer many advantages. The most clistinguished technological school in France also is a military in stitution. If a negative
advantage of these schools is the preveution of knowin g and learning too many
thin gs, then the strict formation of character, the reliability and independence
gained, must l>e a positive advantage that can not be gauged too high. Alas, many
a modern school esteems that advantage too little."

M.
DEPARTMENT OF PRACTICAL MILITARY ENGINEERJNG,

West Point, N. Y., Septernber 10, 1896.
Srn: In compliance with the requirements of your letter of October 3, 1895, I have
the honor to report as follows upon the department of instruction t emporarily in my
charge.
Very respectfulcl.y, your obedient servant,
JAS.

L. LUSK,

Captain, Corps of Engineers, Instructor Practical Military Engineering.
The

ADJUTANT, UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.

1 Dr. Ernst ·werner von Siemens was born at Leuthe in ] 816, and received h is
early education in the Gymnasium of Lubeck . At the age of 18 be enter~d the
Prussian Artillery, and at the same time the War Academy at Berlin, fro~ which be
grad uated in 1838. He rem ained in the service until 1848, when he res1gned and
established the firm of Siemens & Halske. He was among the foremost scientists,
inventors, and electricians of his day. For his valuable work lie was raised to the
nobility and made a knight of the Order" Pour le Merite,'' the highest scientific order
in the country, by Emperor Frederick III.
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1.

HISTORY OF THE DEPARTMENT.

During the early history of the Academy and up to about 1842 instruction in practi cal military engineering appears to have been committed to the departmen t o1'i
engineering and the science of war, under t,he title of" actual ( or practical) operations on the ground." (See in Appendix M 1 1 ; United States Army Regulations, 1821.
art. 78, pal'. 40; United States Army Regulations, 1825, par. 1349; "Regulations United
States Military Academy, 1839, pars. 34, 35.)
In August, 1842, Capt. A. J. Swift, Corps of Engineers, was assigned to duty as
instructor in practical military engineering, and his name is so borne in the Annual.
Register for 1843. About one year later the head of the department became a member of the academic board. (See in Appendix M 11, Post Orders, No. 22, of 1844. )
From 1844onward the department has existed without interruption, except during
part of the war of the rebellion, when it was probably merged in a greater or Jess
degree in the department of engineering and the science of war. ( See Appendix ]\,.f 2-)
For information as to the personnel of the department reference is invited to the
accompanying Appendix M 3 • (Prepared by First Lieut. E. Eveleth Winslow, Corps
of Engineers.)
A detailed programme of instruction first appears in the Academic Regulations in
1853. That programme was somewhat extended in 1857, and again in 1867 and 1892.
Instruction in this branch was confined to the first class until 1867, when it was
extended to include the second class. In 1891 it was still further extended to include
the third class.
The regulations of 1857 prescribed that in making up the general merit roll of the
first class, practical military engineering should h ave a relative value oft (50) (see
in Appendix M 11, par. 67, Regulations Military Academy, 1857), but the provision
does not appear to have been carried into effect. In 1891 it was ordered, upon the
recommendation of the academic board, that in making up the merit roll of the first
class a weight of 45should be assigned. (See inAppendixM 11, Circular No. 26, Headquarters U.S. M.A., 1891). This provision has been carried into effect in the merit
rolls of the first class in 1892 and succeeding years to this time.
In 1863 Capt. S. T. Cushing, a cting signal officer, was sent to West Point for the
purpose of introducing "instruction in military signaling and telegraphy as a part
of the regular course of instrnction for cadets." Under this order Captain Cushing
was on duty at West Point from July 24, 1863, to January 24, 1864, but no post
order appears to haYe been issued assigning him to duty.
Upon the recommendation of the academic board instruction in military signaling
and t elegraphy was added to the course in practical military engineering in October,
1867. (See in Appendix M 1 1, Orders, No. 125, Headquarters U.S. M.A., 1867.)
2. STATEMENT OF THE PRESENT COURSE, ETC.

Dnring .Tuly and August of each year the first and third classes are under instruction; in October and April, the first and second classes; and during the :first week in
May the first class alone.
ibe scope of the course as at present taught can probably be best ontlined by the
following programme of instruction for the year July 1, 1895 t o June 30, 1896:
FIRST CLASS.

School of the boat.
Making knots and lashings.
Bridge oy successive pontoons.
Assembling and launching canvas pontoons.
Trestle bddge on land.
Double lock spar bridge.
Abatis.
Fascine.
Hurdle.
Hoop-iron gabion.
:Brush gabion.
Gabion revetment.
Fascine revetment.
Sand-bag revetment.
Barrel revetmcut.
Wir nt:m~lement.
imple trench (one-sixth scale) .
Simple trench (full 11cale).
Flying trench (one-sixth scale).
1

Flying trench (full scale).
Shelter trenches, various types.
Russian gun pit.
Epaulment for breech-loading gun.
Epaulment for muzzle-loading gun.
Full sap.
Planting vertical palisading.
Planting inclined palisading.
Gun platform.
Mortar platform.
Profiling.
Signaling with flag.
Signaling with heliograph.
Signaling with t legrapb.
Use of rer,onnoissance in.·trument,-..
Mounted r conuoi, anre.
UtiJization of ground ancl stone wall a aro
of dcfen e.
Use of explosives.

Not forwarded.
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SECOND CLASS.

Bridge by successive pontoons.
Gabion revetment.
Sand.bag revetment.
Barrel revetment.
Wire entanglement.
Making paliRadin:,r.
Planting vertical palisading.
Planting inclined palisading.
Planting fraises in scarp.
Planting fraises in counterscarp.
Gun platform.
Mortar platform.
Signaling with flag.
Signaling with telegraph.

THIRD CLASS.

School of the boat.
Bridge by successive pontoons.
Assemblmg and launching canvas pontoons
Trestle briage on land.
Fascine revetment.
Gal)ion revetment.
Shelter trenches, various types.
Signaling with flag.
Signaling with ht>liograph.
Utilization of ground and stone walls as a means
of defense.
Use of explosives.

The text-books employed are solely for reference. The list includes Ernst's Manual of Military Engineering, the Woolwich and Chatham text-books on the same
subject, the United States Bridge Equipage and Drill, and various other publications
bearing upon the subjects taught. The actual instruction to the cadets in each subject is given out mainly in the form of printed cards containing concise descriptions
and explanations of the work to be executed. The cards ar.e supplemented by
hectographed plans and sections and by oral explanations.
The number of drills possible each season depends to a certain extent upon the
weather and upon interruptions in the way of musters, reviews, military funerals,
etc., requiring the attendance of all the cadets.
That these causes combine to lessen to a large extent the quantity of instruction
possible the following comparison will show:
October,

April,

1895.

1896.

July and•
August, Total.
1896.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - -- --1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Drills possible ................................................ .
Lost, bad weather .................... : ....................... .
Lost, military funerals ....................................... .
Lost, musters ................................................. .
Actual drills ................................................. .
Drills lost ......................................... · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Percentage lost ............................................... .

18
1
1
1
15
3
16. 7

17
2
1
1
13
4
23. 5

47
6
41
6

12. 8

82
9
2
2
69

13
15. 9

The time devoted to instruction during the year in question was as follows:
First class:
Hours.
Octo her, 1895, 15 drills, one hour each. -...• - - - ... - - ... - - ..... - - ..... - . . . 15
April, 1896, 13 drills, one hour each. ____ . ---- .................. ·----· ---· 13
July and August, 1896, 41 drills, one and one-half hours each. ____ .. - - - . . . 61¼
Total .. __ . _. __ .. __ .. _____ .... __ . _.. ______ ... _- .... _- ... ___ . - - ... - - - - . .

89½

Second class :
October, 1895, 15 drills, one hour each ...... ····-··-···· .... ·---.........
April, 1896, 13 drills, one hour each __ ._ ....... _....... __ ..... _. - - -.. _.. _.

15
13

Total ..... ____ .. ___ . _... ____ .. _ . __ . _..... _.... __ . _. _... __ ... ___ ... _.. .

28

Third class:
July and August, 1896, 41 drills, one and one-half hours each·--····-·· . . - 61½
The time lost by the individual cadets is much greater than that due to the number of lost drills. Thie arises from the absence of cadets who are sick, on old and
new guards (during the encampment), or detailed fo,: other duties. Excepting the
case of the first class in July and August, the attendance is by half classes on alternate days. During the :first class year of the class of 1896 the maximum attendance
by any member of the class was 56 drills out of a total possible of 72. The average
attendance was about 46 drills out of 72.
In May each cadet of the :first class is required to attend one full d ay at mounted
reconnoissance. This exercise involves about six and one-half hours of steady work
of observing, recording notes, making a road sketch, and a :finished map in ink, all
in the field.
No stated lectures are given in this course, but as much oral instruction is impa!ted
as time allows. There is no distinct division of the course into advance and review,
but, for the sake of proficiency, certain parts of the course are repeated to a limited
extent.
WAR 96-VOL I--56
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3. ORGANIZATION OF DEPARTMENT, ETC.

Since the expansion of the course in 1891, and until quite recently, the number of
instructors has been three-the instructor -0f practical military engineering and tw-o
assistants. As a rule, these three officers have all attended at every drill and have
found themselves fully occupied. When the classes are la.rge, the summer drills tax
the energies of t he officers to the utmost. The War Department has recen tly
detached one of the assistants and has assigned no one to take his place.
There is no strict division of duties, the officers being assigned to different lines of
iustruction at different times, thus having under their observation all the cadets of
the different classes. This arrangement is believed to bring about the fairest possible results in marking and grading the classes.
4. DESCRIPTION OF A DRILL,

When a class or hJ,lf class is reported to the instructor, the details are rapidly
made by roster for the different kinds of work to be done. The squads are promptly
marched to the working points, where instruction cards, rough drawings, and implements are provided. \Vhen deemed necessary, oral instruction and explanation are
given both before and after the squads begin working. When, in the judgment of
the officer in charge, enough work has been done, the members of the squad are
questioned sufficiently to ascertain their understanding of the practical features
involved. The marking is clone upon the method of working, the progress made,
and the understandiug shown of the subject. In signaHng and telegraphy the
marking is done upon the recorded messages turned in by each cadet.
5.

WEEKLY CLASS REPORTS, ETC.

These are made and the marks exhibited in the usual manper, the classes being
divjded into sections merely for the sake of convenience in marking. As a rule,
transfers are not made. In general, first class men are detailed as chiefs of the
working parties of the second and third classes, and are required to mark the members of their parties. The marks so given are recorded, but do not affect the final
standing in the department, which is determined solely from the marks of the :first
class year. The members of the first class are marked by the officers alone.
6. EXAMINATIONS.

These are entirely practical, and have thus far been conducted in Fort Clinton, and
with one exception (that of May, 1892) they have taken place during t!:J.e period of
the annual examination. As there is no room suitable for indoor examination, a
postponement will undoubtedly be necessary in case of inclement weather. The
mark for each day's drill having a weight of unity, ·the examination mark has thus
far been given a weight of 3, and that for mounted reconnoissance a weight of 5.
The mmal standard of proficiency is required.
REVIEW OF COURSE.

The instruction now given is believed to be as full and thorough as the time
allowed will permit. Several defects exist, the most important being as follow :
1. Lost tirne.-As stated in detail above, the time lost from instruction due to drills
missed from various causes and to the a bse1rne of cadets from drills makes up a lar(Te
total. T0 partia.lly obviate the evil requires a wearisome repetition of certain drill:.
There seems to be no remedy for this state of affairs without encroaching upon the
practical work of other departments, which is not recommended.
2. The short terms of service allowed the assistant instructors cind the irregularity of
their tours of duty.-These officers are not allowed a long terms of service at the
Academy as those in other dep:1rtments, and are assigned and relieved without reference to the academic year. The work of instruction of the department begin on
July 5 and end. with the conclu ion of the next annual examination. It is therefore
desirable that change. of assistant instructor be made between the end of the annual
examination and the succeeding 1st day of July. It i also much to be wi hed th
these offi cer .·honld hav tours of dnty at the Academy of not less than three ye~r.
In conclusion I de ire to bear witne s to the intelligence and fidelity with which
the noncommi ioned officers and privates of Company E, Battalion of Engin_ee
have for many years a isted in the instruction of cadet in practical mil1t IT
engineering. Their duti s in this regard rnquire much skill and labor and afford
no mall room for the exerci ·e of patience and tact. That the demand. upon th m
have been well and creditably met is, I am sure, the judgment of all who know
facts.
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Mz.

CONCERNING DEPARTMENT OF PRACTICAL MILITARY
DURING THE WAR OF THE REBELLION.

ENGINEERING

Engineer Company A, formed for service in war with Mexico, returned to West
Point June 22, 1848, and assisted in instruction of cadets until January 18, 1861,
when, under command of Lieut. J. C. Duane, instructor of practical military engineering, it left West Point for Washington, D. C.
On September 30, 1861, company returned with Capt J. C. Duane and Lieuts. G.
Weitzel and Jobn A. Tardy, jr., and remained at West Point till October 30, 1861,
when the company and officers again left to join the Army of the Potomac.
A stnall detachment was left behind under command of Lieut. William .P. Craighill, then in department of civil aud military engineering, and remained at West
Point under his orders (with a temporary absence June 21 to October 25, 1862) till
June 18, 1863. From June 18, 1863, to August 19, 1863, the detachment was commanded
by Lieut. J. A. Smith, then temporarily by several other officers iu succession till
September 10, 1863, when Capt. Miles D. McAlester joined as instructor of practical
military engineering and commander of detachment.
During the interval between October 30, 1861J and September 10, 1863, the department of practical military engineering was probably merged in the department of
civil and military engineering. The same may be true for the interval from January
18, 1861, to September 30, 1861.
The detachment of engineers above referred to was kept at West Point in department of practical military engineering till the return of A Company in 1865.
A Company remained at West Point till September 1, 1867, when a new detachment was formed and left behind till arrival of E Company on March 3, 1871.

Instructors, department of practical military engineering, signaling, and telegraphy.
Relieved.

Remarks.

4lex. J. Swift, captain engineers ... Aug. -,1842

Sept. 12, 1846

Fred. A. Smith, captain, engineers. Sept. 12, 1846
George W. Cullum, captain, engi- Mar. 25, 1848
neers.
Alex. H. Bowman, captain, engi- May 19,1851
neers.
George W. Cullum, captain, engi- June 1, 1852
neers.
John G. Barnard, captain, engineers_ Mar. 2, 1855
.Andrew J . Donelson, first heuten- Sept. 9, 1856
ant, engineers.
Jame~ (). Duane, first lieutenant, {°ct. 16, 1858
engmeers.
Sept. 30, 1861
Miles D. McAlester, captain, engi- Sept. 10, 18113
neers.
WilliamP. Craighill, captain, engi- June 22, 1864
neers.
George H. Mendell, captain, engi- Sept. 21, 1864
neers.
Henry M. Robert, captain, engi- Aug. 31, 1865
neers.
Peter S. Michie, captain, engineers. Aug. 31, 1867

Mar. 25, 1848
May 19, 1851

On dutl at West Point June 30,
1841, o Nov. 19, 1841; duty not
known, but probably organizing
~epartment of practical engineermg.

Instructor.

Oswald H. Ernst, captain, engineers.
Ch~rles W. Raymond, captain, enwlim.::ss. Stanton, captain, engineers.
Francis V. Greene, captain, engin1_1ers.
PhilipM. Price, captain, engineers.
George McC. Derby, captain, engineers.
JamesL.Lusk, captain, engineers ..

Assigned.

.Aug. 1, 1871

June 1, 1852
Jan.

1, 1855

Sept. 8, 1856
Oct. 15, 1858
Jan. 18, 1861
Oct. 30, 1861
June 22, 1864
.Aug. 31, 1864
July 3, 1865
Aug. 31, 1867
Mar. 8, 1871

.Aug. 28, 1878

.A.ug. 28, 1878

.Aug. 28, 1881

.Aug. 28, 1881

.Aug. 28, 1885

.Aug. 28, 1885

Jan. 12, 1886

.Tan. 15, 1886
Jan .. 4, 1889

Jan. 4, 1889
Mar. 4, 1893

Mar. 31, 1893

-·-············

.

Superintendent U.S. M.A.

Re1ieved Mar. 8, 1871, on account of
havin/f been appointed professor
of phi osopby, to date from Feb.
14, 1871.
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N.
DEPARTMENT OF ORDNANCE AND GUNNERY, UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADE~

•

HISTORY.

This department is a gradual growth from the department of artillery. In -the
earlier stages of development the instruction was mostly practical, and little is kn o ~n
of it, General Cullum gives in his account of the early history of West Point -the
following under the head of" Instruction:" * * * '' The first principlPs of artillery were taught with the drill of field pieces, target practice, a11d a little laboratory
duty. Artillery was little studied, only definitions from Scheele's Artillery -were
learned, practical pyrotechny and preparation of fixed ammunition taught, and the
use of field pieces and mortars in drills and at target t)ra.ctice."
The department of artillery first appears upon the records in 1817, the first instructor
being George W. Gardiner, second lieutenant, Corps of Artillery, whose tour of duty
extended from September 15, 1817, to February 1, 1820. During part of this time
he was also commandant of cadets.
Paragraph 7, Academic Regulations of 1821, prescribes: "There shall be detailed
a captain or :field officer, and attached to the Academy as instructor of tactics; and the captain or commandant of artillery to be stationed at West Point shall perform
the duty of instructor of artillery." * " *
By paragraph 9 of the same regulations the instructor of artillery is constituted a
member of the academic board.
In accordance with the above provisions the instructor of artillery, Capt. Fabius
Whiting, Corps of Artillery, appears as a member of the academic board for the firs-t
time June 30, 1821. The same provisions as to detail of instructor of artillery appear
in the regulations of 1839 and also in those of 1853, except that "a captain or lieutenant may be detailed as instructor of artillery."
The department of artillery continued till 1857, and a list of the instructors in that
department is given below, with the dates of their services:

List of instructors of artille,·y.
Name.
George W. Gardiner .......
Fabius Whiting ...........
Z. J. D. Kinsley . ..........
Robert Anderson ..........
Minor Knowlton ...........
E. D.Keyes ...............
William H. Shover .........

Rank and regim ent.

Second lieutenant, Corps of Artillery .......
Captain, Corps of Artillery. . . . . . . . . ........
Second lieutenant, Third Artillery ..........
First lieutenant, Third Artillery ............
First lieutenant, First .Artillery ............
Captain, Third .Artillery ....................
Captain, Third .Artillery, and brevet major,
U.S . .A.
George H. Thomas ..... . ... First lieutenant, Third Artillery, and brevet
major, U. S . .A.
Fitz John Porter ........... First lieutenant, Fourth Artillery, and brevet major, U. S. A..
Henry F. Clarke .......... . First lieutenant, Second Artillery, and brevet captain, U. S. .A..

To-

FromSept.17, 18 1.l
.Aug. 15, 1820
Dec. 18, 1823
Dec. 1, 1835
Nov. 9, 1837
July 25, 1844
Dec. 24, 1848

Feb.
A.ug.
Dec.
Nov.
July
Dec.
Sept.

.A.pr. 2, 1851 May

1, 1820
7, 1821
1, 1835
6, 1837
1, 1844
24, 1848
7, 1850

1, 1854

May 1, 1854 Sept. 11 , 1855
Sept. 11, 1855 .Aug. 6, 1856

In 1857 the department of ordnance and gunnery was organized pursuant to the
following resolution of the academic board of December 5, 1856:
"6. Tliat the portion of the present course of artHlery which comprises the science
of gnnnery, and wha,t is known in our service as ordnance, be disconnected from that
"IThich relates to tactics merely, and be made the s nbject of a separate departmen~,
nnd that th e additional time necessary for the development and improYement of this
department be taken from that now given to practical engineering in October. "
And on December 9, 1856, the course was :finally arranged as follows: "Ordnance
and gunnery from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m. from October 1 to end of thetirst week fo )!arch,
alternating every other week day with cavalry tactics during October and two wee·
in November, and with riding during the r emainder of the term."
. Paragraph 5, of the Academic Regulations of 1857, provides for the detail of t~e
mstructor of ordnance and gunnery, and by paragraph 9, same regulations, he 1B
constituted a member of the academic board.
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Under these provisions Capt ..James G. Benton, Ordnance Department, was assigned
A
list of the instructors in this department is given below with dates of service:
io duty at West Point and became the first instructor of ordnance and gunnery.

List of instructors of ordnance and gunnery.
Name.

Rank and department.

From-

James G. Benton ......... - Captain, Ordnance Department ............. Feb. 27, 1857
Stephen V. Benet---··· ___ . First lieutena:.it, Ordnance Department .... _ Apr. 26, 1861
Thomas J. 'l'readwelL----- Captain, Ordnance Department __ ._ ..... __ ._ Feb. 11, 1864
George T. Balch. ________ .. Captain, Ordnance Department __ .. _........ Sept. 22, 1864
Alfrbd Mordecai. ... _...... Captain, Ordnance Department._ .. _........ July 12, 1865
Theo. Edson _.. _... __ .. -- -- Major, Ordnance Department -..... _.. ..... . Aug. 2, 1869
Thomas C. Bradford ... __ ._ Captain, Ordnan ce Department._ ........... Jan. 1, 1871
RtPpheu C. Lyford .. ..... .. Captain, Ot·dnance Department .. __ . __ . . .... Jan. 30, 1872
John lL McGinness ____ .... Captain, Ordnance Department ......... _._. July 25, 1872
Alfred Mordecai._ ..... _... Captain, Ordnance Department ............. Aug. 30, 1874
Clifton Comly .............. Major, Ordnance Department ............... Aug. 28, 1881
Henr.v Metcalfe ........... Captain, Ordnance Department ............. Aug. 28, 1886
L. L. Bruff................ _ Captain, Ordnance Department ............. Aug.17, 1891

ToApr. 26, 1861
Feb. 1, 1864
seyt. 13, 1864
Ju y 12, 1865
Ang. 2, 1869
Nov. 17, 1870
Jan. 12, 1872
Jun e 23, 1872
Aug. 30, 1874
Aug. 28, 1881
Aug. 28, 1886
Aug. 8, 1891
To date,

HISTORY OF COURSE.

The early history of the course from the beginning of the Academy up to 1812 has
already been given. From 1812 to 1817 General Cullom states ''tactics of infantry
and artillery were Captain Partridge's delight, and were well taught, but were
necessarily limited, owing to the small number of cadets to exercise, and the few
pieces of ordnance for drill or target practice."
From this it appears that there was very little theoretical instruction in ordnance
proper, but that most of it was practical, belonging rather to the department of
tactics than to that of ordnance.
In January, 1820, a committee of the academic board, consisting of Professors
Mansfield and Crozet and Assistant Professor Douglas, was appointed to draw up a
revised code of the course of studies, and rules for classification. Under the subject
of artillery and military sci ence, they state that this course shall consist of "The
knowledge and use of the various kinds of ordnance and military projectiles, principles of gunnery, experiments on the strength of powder, and calculation of the
inHial velocity of balls."
Between this date and 1826 the instruction in the scientific part of the course was
transferred to the department of engineering, though the date of transfer is not
fixed. It was transferred back to the department of artillery by the following
resolution of the academic board of June 26, 1826, viz:
Resolved, ,That it is expedient to transfer from the department of engineering to
that of artillery all instruction included nnder the head of '' Science of artillery."
The following extract from the report of the Board of Visitors for 1833 may prove
interestin~, and it shows that even at that early date the armament of the post was
not entirely satisfactory:
"The Board attended the battalion, light infantry, and artillery drills, and had
every reason to be satisfied with the instrnction of the cadets in their field exercises.
They were present likewise in. the laboratory when the cadets exhibited their proficiency in pyrotechny, and they subsequently saw them throw shells and fire at the
target with light and heavy pieces of artillery; all which they executed with a
precision rarely equaled, and not surpassed in any school of practice in Europe.
"This is the more remarkable from the state of the pieces used for practice. They
are very defective, and the Board recommend that the several pieces of ordnance
which are required for the instruction of the cadets by their able and scientific
instructor should be furnished of the best quality and most approved construction.
"Much credit is due to the officer charged with the instruction of the cadets in
this department. He has compiled a practical treatise on military pyrotechny and
translated an excellent elementary treatise on the forms of cannon and various systems of artillery, and another on the theory a.nd practice of gunnery, from the
French of Professor Persy, of Metz; all of which, with numerous plates illustrating
the subjects, have been published in the lithographic press of the Academy."
In 1839-40 a programme of studies was drawn up by direction of the chief engineer
and the course in artillery was as follows:
.
"Pyrotechny.-Under this head the instructi~n is both theoretical a~d. practical
and extends to the making of slow match, qmck match, portfires, primmg tubes,
cannon cartridges, musket, rifle, and pistol cartridges, canister shot, grape shot,
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s-iirap shot, leaden balls, fuses, rock:fire: light balls, fireballs, incendiary balls, h
mou~se, sulphur matches, thunderi'ng barrels, carcasses, and signal rockets; to th
loa~mg of bombs, howitzers, and grenades, and putting up ammunition for tra.ns~ o
tat10n. The manner of making petards, powder sacks, smoke balls, su:ffocat:i.n
balls, alarm signals, congreve rockets, and parachute rockets is studied, but no
applied to practice.
.
"Artillery taotios.-Under this heacl the organization of a field battery and of the
company of artillerists required for its service. The school of the gunner, s chool of
the piece, and school of the battery are learned theoretically and practically. The
evolutions of the batteries are studied, but not practiced in the field.
"Gunnery.-1'he theory of gunnery is- studied and applied to practice with guns
howitzers, and mortars.
"Manufacture of gunpowde1·, percussion powder, cannon, and projectiles.-Under this
head the studies include the preparation of materials for gunpowder; the manufacture and inspection of gunpowder; the proofof gunpowder; the proof of gunpowder
by the mortar eprouvette, spring eprouvette, ballistic pendulum, cannon pendulum.,
and rotary machine; the storage and preservation of gunpowder; the restoratio~ of
damaged gunpowder; the inflammation and properties of gunpowder; a description
of the principal of the differeut fulminating powders; the manufacture of percussion caps and wafers; the preparation of metals used in the fal:lrication of arms; the
manufacture of cannon of cast iron, wrought iron, and bronze; the inspection and
proof of iron guns, howitzers, and mortars; the inspection and proof of guns, howitzers, and mortars of bronze; the preservation of cannon; the manufacture, inspection, and proof of shot and shell.
"General subject of artillery.-Under this head are included the different kinds of
guns, howitzers, and mortars; a description of the different kinds of hollow projectiles and of the manner of :filling and preservin(J' them; the description and nomenclature of gun carriages, caissons, etc., with an° explanation of their forms; propositions with respect to strength and ease of draft; the manner of spiking and
unspiking cannon; the manner of repairing and destroying the material of artillery;
the theory of firing; the manner of determinin<r
initial velocities; the effects of
0
recoil; the aiming of guns, howitzers, mortars, and stone mortars; the tiring of
grapeshot, congreve rockets, and grenades; the throwing of hand grenades; the
different modes of firing; the manner of firing by night; the causes of deviation in
firing; the effect of rifling in correcting the inaccuracy of small arms; the effects
produced by balls, howitzers, bombs, grapeshot, etc.; the composition of siege trains;
the construction of siege batteries; the manner of battering in breach and counter
battering; _the construction of coast batteries and the defense of coasts.
"Te.ct-books.-Instructions Theorique de L'Artillere, par Thiroux, upon the general subject of artillery; Exercise and Instruction of Field Artillery, a system prepared by a board of officers at Washington in 1826, by order of the Secretary of
War, upon the subject of artillery tactics.
"The remaining parts of the course are taught from notes prepared and lithographed at the Military Academy."
The course, according to the Regulations of 1853, is as follows:
"Par. 31. A.rtille1·y.-Nomenclature and description of the different kinds and parts
?f artillery, gun carriages, caissons, and other artillery carriages, of artillerists'
~mplem~nts, and ;'Dilitary projectiles; exercise of the field piece and of mortars., howitzers, siege, garrison, and seacoast guns; manamvers of a field battery of artillery;
mechanical manreuvers.
.
"Gnnnery.-'l'beory of gunnery, target practice with the gun, howitzer, and
mortar.
"Pyrotechny.-Making of all kinds of musket, rifle, pistol, cannon, and howitzer
cartrid~es; preparation _of strap, grape, and canister shot, priming tubes, fuses, ~low
and qu!cI< match,. port fire, rockets, carcasses, :fireballs, light balls, and mcendia ry
c?mpos1t1on; loadmg shells, shrapnel shot, a.nd grenades, casting musket ball ; p_uttmg up stores for transportation; loading caissons, and the manner of pronn<"
powder.
"Pa~. 50. Manner of giving instruction in urtillery.-Artillerytactics shall betau ll'~
accordmg to the most approved system. The instructor will be assisted in the drill
by the cadet best qualified acting as commissioned and noncommissioned office~.
Sele?t passages ~om the best works in the different subjects of the course shall be
studied and recited. A course of practice shall be connected with the study of
gunnery.
"T~e cade~s shal_l _be taught iu the laboratory its various duties, and shall by
practice acqmre facility and correctness in performiio.CY
them."
0
In 1857 the conr e was as follows:
. "Par. 27 .. Ordnance and science ?f gunnery.- :romenclature and de cription o_f the
d11fE~rent kmds ~nd _pa~t. of artillery, gun carriages, cais ons, and other artillery
carria e , of art11ler1 t implements, and military projectiles.
"G1mnery.-Theory of gunnery.
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"Py1·otechny.-Making musket, rifle, pistol, cannon, and howitzer cartridges, preparation of strap, grape, and canister shot, priming tubes, fuses, slow and quick match,
portfire, rockets, carcasses, fireballs, light balls, and incendiary composition, loading shells, shrapnel shot, and grenades; making musket balls; putting up stores
for transportation; loading caissons, and the manner of proving powder, shot, and
shells, inspecting guns, etc.
"Par. 53. Ordnance ancl the science of gunnery and labo1·atory duty.-For instruction
in this branch the first class shall be divifled_ into sections when commencing the
subject according to general merit, and after the January examination according
to merit in this study.
"Practical instruction in the duties of the laboratory shall be given to the first
class during a part of the period of the encampment and to the :fifth class between
the 1st of April and the 15th of May."
In this year, as already noted, the department of ordnance and gunnery had been
organized and hence the tactical part of the course ha<l been transferred to the
department of tactics.
The course in 1873 was as follows :
"Par. 32. Ordnance and giinne1·y.-This course will comprise:
"Ordnance.-(1) The theory and preparation of gunpowder, cannon, artillery carriages, projectiles, implements, machines, small arms, ammunition, and military
:fireworks. (2) Practical instruction in making musket, rifle, pistol, cannon, and
howitzer cartridges; preparation of strap, grape and canister shot, fuses, slow and
quick match, port:fire, signal rockets, carcasses, fireballs, light balls, and incendiary
composition; loading shells, shrapnel shot, and grenades; putting up stores for
transportation; loading caissons; in determining pressure on the bore of a gun; in
determining the initial velocity of projectiles; in the manner of proving pow<ler, and,
when circumstances will admit of it, the operation of casting cannon solid and hollow, casting of projectiles and the usual method of testing gun metals will be
witnessed.
"Gunnery.-Embracing the study of the movements of projectiles; the theory of
pointing :firearms; the different kinds of fires and their effect; the art of breaching
and the composition of batteri(ls.
''Par. 59. Ordnance and gunne1·y and laborato1·y d1ity.-For instruction in this
branch the :first class shall be divided into sections in September according to general merit, and after January examination according to merit in ordnance and
gunnery.
"Practical instruction in the duties of the laboratory shall be given to the first
class during a p art of the p eriod of the encampment and to the third class at such
times as the. superintendent may direct."
The course in 1883 was as follows:
"Par. 32. Ordnance and gunnery.-This course will comprise:
"1. The theoretical course of ordnance and gunnery, as follows: Ordnance: The
theory and preparation of explosives, projectiles, cannon metals, cannon and portable arms, artillery carriages, harness, and machines. Gunnery: 'fhe theory of the
motion of projectiles within and without the piece, and their effects. · The use of
range finders.
"2. 'fhe practical course will comprise instruction in the duties of the arsenal and
experiments in gunnery. When circumstances will admit of it, the operation of
fabricatin g ordnance material will be witnessed.
"Par. 39. 01·dnance and gunnery.-Two to four every other week day, Saturdays
excepted, alternating with law. The month of April to be devoted to the practical
part of the course, explanation of instruments, models, etc.
"Par. 60. Ordnance and gunnery and laboratorg ditty.-For instruction in this branch
the first class shall be divided into sections in September according to genera.I
merit, an<l after the January examination according to merit in ordnance and
gunnery.
"Practical instruction as prescribed in paragraph 32 of these regulations shall be
given to the :first class during the month of April, or at such times as the Superintendent may direct."
The following list of text-books in use in the department has been obtained from
the best available sources, and is very imperfect, especially at the beginning of the
history of the department:
Text-books in artillery.-Sheele's Treatise on Artillery.
.
1841. ~nderson's United Stat~s Artiller~ Ta~tics; Kinsley's PyrotechnyJ Thiroux's
Instruct10n Theorique et Prat1que d'Art11lene; Knowlton's Notes on Gunpowder,
Percussion Powder, Cannon, and Projectiles.
.
.
1842. United States Artillery Tactics; Kinsley's Pyrotechny; Tbiroux's Instruct~on
Tbeorique et Pratique cl' Artillerie; Know Iton's Notes on Gunpowder, Percuss10n
Powder, Cannon, and Projectiles.
-
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1850. Tactics for Garrison, Siege, and Field Artillery; Kinsley's Pyrotechny; Thiroux's Instruction Theorique et Pratique d'Artillerie; Knowlton's Notes on Gunpowder, Cannon, and Projectiles; Mordecai's Experiments on Gunpowder by means
of the Gun and Ballistic Pendulum.
Text-books in ordnance and gunnery.-1859. Thiroux's Instruction Theorique et
Pratique d'Artillerie; Ordnance Manual; Mordecai's Experiments on Gunpowder;
Notes on l<.,abrication of Cannon and Projectiles.
1863 and 1864. Benton's Course of Ordnance and Gunnery.
1865 to 1870. Benton's Ordnance and Gunnery.
1870 to 1886. Benton's Ordnance and Gunnery; Mordecai's Notes and Pamphlets;
Bruff's Exterior Ballistics.
1886 to 1896. Metcalfe's Ordnance and _Gunnery; Metcalfe's Notes and Pamphlets.
1896 to--. Bruff's Ordnance and Gunnery.
The development of the course of ordnance and gunnery has been as follo ws:
First, the whole subject, under the head of artillery, was taught by the department
of tactics. In the early days of the institution very little scientific knowledge on
the subject of artillery and ordnance was in existence. Hence the subject was
taught at first practically, great attention being given to drill and very little to the
principles. As knowledge upon the subject increased more time was devoted to
the theory of the subject, and somewhere between 1820 and 1826 this knowledge
had increased so greatly that it was deemed proper to transfer instruction in it to
another department, where more time could be given it. It was transferred back
again, however, for reasons not given, and in 1839 the course as laid down deals
extensively with the theory of artillery, the deterrn~nation of initial velocity, proof"
of gunpowder, rifling, causes of deviation in firing, etc.
The greatest step in the development of the course was undoubtedly its division
in 1857 into two parts, the one practical and belonging to the department of tactics,
the other theoretical and belongin~ to ordnance proper, or the study of the
theory of gunpowder, pressures, velocities, and the effect of these upon the building
of guns and upon their projectiles; also the numerous questions relating to pointing,
metal for guns, manufacture of ordnance stores, and many others of this class became
for the first time the subject of a separate course.
The great ability of the first instructor of ordnance and gunnery, Col. (then Capt.)
J. G. Benton, Ordnance Department, gave an organization and an impetus to the
department that it has always felt. His text-book, Benton's Ordnance and Gunnery,
is well-known almost to the present time as a model book, and it has furnished the
basis of most of the subsequent revisions. ·
The first of these was made by Col. Alfred Mordecai, Ordnance Department, who
published a series of pamphlets, taking up the different chapters of Benton in
detail and correcting them to date. His intention was upon the completion of the
work to publish it in book form, but unfortunately he was relieved from duty
before this work was accomplished.
The course for some years after his tour of duty consisted of his pamphlets and
those parts of Benton which still applied, supplemented by notes published by Ml1\j.
Clifton Comly, of the Ordnance Department, who succeeded him. It was during this
time that the old system of exterior ballistics, Didion's, was replaced by a more
modern one, Niven's.
Capt. Henry Metcalfe, who succeeded Major Comly, found that the course needed
a thorough revision, and he proceeded with the work with untiring energy, and
finally published his Ordnance and Gunnery, which remained a text-book up to the
present year, 1896.
When Captain Metcalfe's book was written the artillery system of the United
States was in embryo, and also the subject of small arms and some others. Shortly
after his relief from duty, in 1891, all these factors in the ordnance problem assumed
definite shape. The system of artillery, guns, and carriages became fixed, a new
small arm was adopted, smokeless powders came into vogue, and many other
minor changes were made:These changes necessitated a revision of the course again, and resulted in the textbook ati pre ent adopted by the academic board and compiled by the present instructor
of ordnance and gunnery.
The present coiusl' is contained in one text-book, entitled Ordnance and Gunnery,
Bruff, and a ballistic table, ompiled b y Capt. James M. Ingalls, First Artillery,
U. . A., whose tit1e is Ballistic Tables, Ingalls.
The list of subjects tanght is as follows:
.
1. G11npo11•der and interior ballistics.- nrler this head is given the composition and
manufacture of gunpowder, the laws of it burning in air and in a gun, formula b\"'
which the velocit~, of a projectile and the pressure in the bore of a gnn can he
calculated, pres ure curve in a gun, anc1 a general outline of the cbaracteri ·tic· of
powder, such as is generally comprehended under the head of interior ballistic .
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After the theory of powder is understood the practical methods of determining
the velocity of projectiles and the pressure in the bore of a gun are taught. both
theoretically and by pra,ctical use of the instruments themselves.
'
2. High explosives and smokeless powders.-This includes a description of the general properties of high explosives, and of each particular explosive used for military
purposes, giving its prepamtion, properties, uses, etc. The manufacture of smokeless powder is explained, the reason why it is superior in ballistic properties to ordinary powder, and a description of the principal well-known smokeless powders is
given. This is supplemented by the exhibition of samples of nearly all the known
smokeless powders.
3. Gnns.-Thissubjectis quite extensive, and incluq.esvarious subordinate subjects.
First. Gun steel, the metal of which all modern guns is made, is described with
regard to its properties, chem~cal and physical. Its manufacture is then explained
in detail, together with the various modern processes of treatment, such as fluid
compression, hydraulic forging, oil tempering and annealing, and the rationale of
the process of hardening, tempering, and annealing.
Second. A general outline of the principles of machines is next given, with the
various methods of transmitting and modifying power in use in shops; the general
arrangement of machine shops, and a description ofthe ·various machines in common
use, such as the lathe, planer, shaper, etc., and the tools used by them.
Third. Practical operations in the manufacture of guns, under which head are
described the various operations at the gun factory in building a modern gun,
including the prepara.tion of the parts for assembling, the heating, shrinking, and
cooling of the parts, thus forming the assembled gun, and the final operations of
finish boring rifling, etc.
Fourth. After the manufacture of the gun is understood, the reasons for the processes are given under the head of "Elastic strength of guns."
This subject includes a discussion of the strains and stresses which act on a gun,
the laws of their distribution through the metal composing it, and the methods by
which the structure may be strengthened to best withstand the strains. It is an
outline of the modern method of gun construction. Wire guns are also treated of,
and their construction illustrated by examples.
Fifth. The discussion of the elastic strength of guns having shown the necessity for
accurate measurements of all the parts, the subject of measurements in gun construction is next considered, and the instruments and methods employed are described.
Sixth. The student is now in condition to understand the completed gun, and
under the next head are described all the guns in the United States service, with
their brnech mechanism. In this description, the reasons are given for the arrangement of the various parts, and their functions and action clearly explained. The
foreign variations are also described here.
4. Projectile and armor.-Undertbis head are described the various :field, siege, ancl
sea-coast projectiles in use in the United States service; their methods of manufacture, inspection, and tests; the circumstances under which each is best employed; the
laws with respect to bursting charges, and the use of high explosives in shell; the
development and use of shrapnel; law of rotation of an oblong projectile, and its
sectional density as affecting its accuracy and range; rifling, its use a11d laws, form
of rifling curve, and kinds of twists employed; the history and development of rotating devices, both muzzle and breech loading; rule for determining the weight of
oblong projectiles; the kinds of armor _a nd their relative value; effect of projectiles
on armor; backing and fastenings for armor plates, and the principal formulas for
penetration of projectiles in armor.
5. Fuses and primers.-The various fuses used in projectiles, with their requisites,
are explained here, and also the common or friction and the obturating primers.
6. Exteri01· ballistics.-The subject of this head is the motion of projectiles iu air;
and the formulas giving the laws of resistance of the air, and those· by means of
which the various elements of the trajectory may be calculated, are deducetl, and
their application to practice explained and illustrated by nameroul'l examples. The
problems which are most likely to be met with in practice are treated only, leavfog the more extended application of the principles to be taught at the schools of
application.
7 . .1frtillery ca1·riages; theory of recoil.-The modern artillery carriage is a very complex '3tructure, and requires much study of the principles of recoil and of the stre1-ises
acting on it. The principles of wheeled carriages are described, and tbe various
brakes used to diminish recoil, together with the draft of the horse, his mode of
attachment, and the harness. A description of the various wheeled carriages for
the field and siege services is then given, followed by a description of the seacoast
carriages for tbe guns and mortars, and also a brief mention of the older forms of
carriage found. in the service.
The principles governing the recoil of guns are then discussed, and the 'l~ws of
recoil in the first and second periods deduced. This having shown the necessity for
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brakes or buffers, they are next discussed, and formulas deduced by which the elements of a hydraulic brake may be calculated.
8. Pointing; probability of .fire.-Under this head are considered the different case
which may arise in pointing, due to difference of level of target and trunnions _of
~un; the method of calculating the height of rear sight an<l. the correction for d.r~ft
1s explained, and also the methods of indirect pointing. The causes of deviation · i
firing are then considered, and the methods of estimating distances to targe
explained, together with the general principles of range finders. These principles
are illustrated by a description of one of the best known instruments. The sight;
for the service guns, field, siege, and seacoast are then explained. The laws of deviation of projectiles are then discussed, and the methods of calculating their deviations
explained and illustrated. Th"e <l.octrine-of "probability" is then briefly considered
and applied to the case of firing, and the laws of accidental error deduced and
applied to finding the probability of committing certain errors and of striking
objects of given dimensions, and these laws are illustrated by examples.
~- Portable a1·11is.-This subject includes, first, a description of the various hand
arms, thtt sword, saber, bayonet, etc., together with the principles upon which they
depend, and, second, a discussion of the modern small arm. This discussion explains
first the reason for the reduction of the caliber of the modern rifle and the ballistic
advantages obtained by it. A description in detail is then given of the various parts
of the Springfield rifle and of the caliber .30 rifle recently adopted. In this connection the general principles of breech mechanism are discussed, and the requisites of
a good mechanism given, so that each system described may be compared with the
general conditions and the ad vantages and defects of each made evident. The
sights for small arms are also described, together with the various minor p arts which
make up the gun. The magazine or repeating arms are then <l.iscussed, the reason
for using a magazine arm being explained, and the conditions which a good magazine arm should fulfill are given. The different magazine systems are then descri bed
in detail, and the advantages and defects of each pointed out. Finally the magazine
system of the United States rifle, caliber .30, is explained in detail, with the reasons for
its adoption. Metallic ammunition for small arms is next explained, a general history
of its development being given and the reasons for the various changes and improvements pointed out.
10. Machine and rapid-fire guns.-The principles upon which the various machine
guns are built are here explained, and also their advantages and disadvantages in general, and their use and the requirements which a good machine gun should fulfill.
The best known machine guns are then described in detail, with their working and
peculiar advantages and disadvantages, and each gun is shown, and explained from
the gun itself. After the guns have been studied and their working understood
they are fired a number of rounds at targets, so that their actual working may be
seen.
The same course is pursued with the rapid-fire guns, their general principles being
first explained, then each gun is studied in detail, and the gun itself used to explain
any d~ubtful points; and after being thoroughly studied they are fired to show their
workmg.
All parts of the course except those purely descriptive are illustrated by problems
which are solved as a test of the thoroughness with which the principles taught are
understood. The total number of lessons in the course is as follows:
Advance ___ .. ___ .. _......•.............. _...... ___ .... __ . __ ... . ... _.... _.. -. - . 54
Review __ . _ . _... _. ___ ..... _.... __ . __ .... _. _.. __ .. ___ .. _. ____ . _....... _______ . . 2'i
Practical instruction ....•....... ____ ............ ________ ·-··-··· __________ ---6
General review . ___ . ... ___ ..••••.••.•.••••....••.........•................. _- -. 16
Total . _·___ .. __ ...•••..... ___ .... ~ .... _... ____ ..... _... _..... _.. __ . _.. _.. 103
The ayerage leng~h of lessons is 12 pages advance, 24 pages review, 40 page_ !!"eneral review. The time allowed for the course is as follows: "From 11 to 1 o clock
~very other week day from September 1 to June 1 alternating with ridin cr, and darmg February with drill regulations, except Saturdays from September 1 to December
1 and from March 15 to June 1."
The cl=:iss is divi~e~ for inst~uction in ?rdnance and gunnery into two balm · . Th
first half attends ndmg or drill regulat10ns while the second half attend onlnaoc
and alternates next day with the first half. ' Thus one-half the clas. in any one wee
will recite either twice or three times except durincr
the time from December 1
0
March 15, when ea h half recites thre~ times. Each half class is divided into four
sections, and the numbn in each section varies of course with the ize of the cl being generally from five to ten men.
'
'
Tl?e cl~partment is organized a follows: The head of the department ha·. th
official title of "In trnctor of ordnance and o-tmnerv ." He i grnerall, a capt 1
Ordnance detailed by the ecretary of War f~r four 'years upon the recommen
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of the Chief of Ordnance. The detail is not limited to captains, as shown by the
list of instructors. Two assistants have been for some years allowed to the department, one a lieutenant of Orclnarice and the other detailed from the line of the army.
The lieutenant of Ordnance is the senior assistant instructor of ordnance a,nd
gunnery, and in addition to his du ties as instructor he is attached to the ordnance
detachment at the post and is required to assist in the duties pertaining to that
detachment, such as the care and preservation of the batteries at the post, mounting
and dismounting guns and carriages, etc.
The junior assistant is not attached to the detachment, and his duties are those of
instruction only as a general rule, but he may be called upon to assist the senior
assistant in the performance of any of his duties.
Each of the assistants instructs from 11 a. m. to 1 p. m. daily, except the Saturdays before mentioned, and bis duties as i,nstructor also require about, two hours
daily correcting problems and arranging models, drawings, and subjects for the next
recitations. The necessary time must also be given to the preparation of the lesson
for the daily recitations.
The duties of the head of the department are a close supervision of the instruction, explanations of models, and occasionally lectures, preparation of the uew matter for the course to replace such as may become obsolete, procuring of models, and
preparation of drawings for different parts of the course wheu required. In addition he bas charge of all the ordnance and ordnance stores of the post, and is
responsible for the condition of the batteries and their ammunition, for the care and
preservation of the various stores used in mechanical maneuvers, and for the target
supplies of cadets. He has command of the post ordnance detachment and regulates their duties.
'l'he ordnance sectfon rooms are located on the third floor of the new academic
building in the curtain facing the area, and are numbered 311, 313, and 315. The
two latter are section rooms, while 311 is the office where consultations are held,
marks an<l. standing arranged, models kept and exhibited, and books arranged for
reference. The office and one of the section rooms, 313, have each a small fireplace
of stone built into the wall and communicating with a flue for burning powder.
Each room also contains a glass case filled with samples of gunpowder and of
smokeless powder. These samples are kept in glass bottles, properly labeled.
The section o_n entering the section room finds the instructor seat"ed at his desk, and
after the members of the section have reached their seats and while they are still
standing the section marcher places himself in front of the instructor, salutes, and
reports "All are present, sir," or "Cadet Blank is absent, sir," etc. The members of ,
the section then take their seats.
~
All absentees are noted and reported on the class reports at the end of the week.
The section being seated, the instructor asks, "Are there any questions, gentlemen f" ·
when any member of the section may ask for an explanation of any point in the
lesson which may not be thoroughly understood by him. Very frequently there are
models illustrating some subject in the lesson. In this case the model is explained by
the bead of the department or by the instructor before recitation begi11s. These
explanations may occupy from five to fifteen minutes. 'I'he names of tbe members
of the section are then called and su bjectsin the lesson assigned to tbem for recitation.
ThAse snbjects are printed and numbered, and ea9h subject is assigned by its number.
As a rnle, not more than six recitations can be completed in the hour assigned to
each section, and hence if there are more than six cadets in the section, as is generally the case, the seventh takes his place on the floor in front of the instructor
and is questioned by him upon some subject in the lesson, and this questioning
continues tm one of the cadets at the blackboard is ready to recite. If there are
more than seven members in the section, practical problems pertaining to the
lesson or to some previous part of the course are given them, which they are
required to work out at their seats, being furnished with pencil and paper for that
pnrpose. These problems are folded and indorsed with the name of the cadet and
his section and turned in to the instructor, by whom they are corrected and returned
to the cadet at the next recitation.
The cadets at the blackboard write first their name in the upper right-band corner,
and also the number of the subject assigned them. They also write any mathematical formulas which may be given them to aid in their discussion and make such notes
as may assist them in reciting. When prepared for recitation, the cadet tak~s bis
pointer in bis right band and faces the instructor.· The instructor then calls him by
name, upon which the cadet begins his recitation by stating ''I am required to discuss the subject of---." He then proceeds with his discussion. Any errors which
he may make are noted by the instructor, and if they are not very grave he is allowed
to proceed. Grave errors, however, which vitiate the reasonin~ or impair th~ cle!Lrness of the discussion are corrected at once. At the conclusion of the re01tat1on
the instructor calls the attention of the cadet to the errors he ·may have committed,
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questions him upon the subject generally to bring out any points in which the knovy-1edge of the cadet may have appeared defective, and endeavors to impress upon h1m
the general principles underlying the subject and their connection with principles
previously taught.
_ In the meantime those cadets who have prepared for recitation take their sea-ts
and attend to the recitation and the explanation going on.
As each cadet finishes his recitation, the next in order is called by name by -the
instructor, takes his place at the blackboard, and proceeds as explained above.
In
some cases a cadet who has had a subject assigned to him will state that he is nna ble
to discuss the subject. In this case the reason is generally that he has mistaken -the
lesson or has had other duty such that he was unable to study that particular part
of the lesson. In such case a second subject is given him, and his mark for the recitation divided by 2, as it is impossible to admit excuses of this kind without injustice to other members of the section who may have been equally circumstanced and
who have prepared their l essons.
All recitations and problems are marked on the following scale: Thorough, 3;
good, 2.5; indifferent, 2; bad, 1.5; very imperfect, 1; complete failure, 0. By using
the various gradations of this scale the instructor is enabled to express very accurately the value of the cadet's performance in the section room.
At the end of each week the names of each section are written on a blank form
prepared for the purpose, and opposite each name is written the mark made by the
cadet at each recitation during the week. The maximum for the week is the greatest
possible total that could be made by the cadet who has recited most frequently. For
instance, if the section recites three times a week the maximum possible for any
cadet is 9. This, then, is the maximum for the week, and if a cadet bas recited three
times, his maximum is the sum of his marks, as, for instance, 2.3+2.8+2= 7.1,
maximum, while if he has recited twice and his marks are 2.4, 2.8, his maximum
will be the average of these two marks multiplied by 3, or 2.6 ,,< 3=7.8, maximum,
and similarly for one recitation.
'l'he marks thus written out for each section are transmitted by each instructor to
the head of the department and by him handed to the Superintendent in person,
when he makes any remarks or explanations upon the progress of the indi vidual
cadet for the week. The progress of the class is also noted on the report, as "from
page - to page-," giving the name of the text-book, and whether it is advance,
review, or general review.
The class reports above explained, after being banded to the Superintendent, are
conspicuously posted in the halls of the academy building, where they are accessible
to ail the cadets . Any cadet who thinks his instructor may have erred in his mark
upon any particular recitation has the privilege of requesting permission to speak
about it, and to explain fully to the instructor bis reasons for thinking the mark
erroneous. If it appears to the instructor that his masons aro sound, the mark, with
the consent of the head of the department and the permission of the Superintendent,
is changed.
At the end of each week the total mark of each cadet is entered in a column opposite his nam~ and these marks are arranged in each section in the order of magnitude.
Whenever the difference between tbe lowest man in an upper section and the highest
man in the next lower section exceeds 1.5, a transfer is made of the cadet from the
lower to the higher section, and vice versa. By this means the class is always
arranged according to their marks.
The head of the department alternates in visiting sections. He endeavors to hear
each section at least once a week, and more frequently if possible. The object of
his visits is to become thoroughly acquainted with the cadets, and their methods
of recitation, and mental habits; also to note the methods of the instructor , an_d
to make such corrections or suggestions to them as may establish as nearly as po. .Ible a uniform method of instruction throughout the department.
.
To further this end the sections change their instructors every two weeks. Thienables any inequality in the method of marking to be eliminated, and the secti o also alternate every two weeks in hours of attendance, so that each cadet may h ve
a far as possible the same advantages and disadvantages in this respect.
In studying the subject of ordnance and gunnery there are necessarily many ohj described which are complicated and difficult to understand thoroughly without the
u e of models and drawings. Hence the department has endeavored to pro ure
models of all the different machines, guns, carriages, etc., referred to in the t ·
These are kept in the section rooms during recitation upon the particular subje
which they refer, and the recitation is made from them.
DrawinO't1 of all the more difficult ancl complicated parts of the different obje
are al o prepared beforehand, and are used in the recitations.
After six advance l_e ons have been studied they are reviewed in three Je on , •
at th nil of ea h L· month '<·our ·e in December and .May, the whole of th P
vious course is reviewed generally.
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The examinations have so far been oral, owing to changing text-books and lack of
facilities during the erection of the new academic building, but it is believed in
future that at least one of the examinations should be written, and that frequent
written recitations should be held during the course. The oral examinations are
conducted in the presence of a committee of the academic board, and do not differ
from an ordinary recitation in the section room. If a cadet fails upon the subject
assigned him, or fails to establish his proficiency to the satisfaction uf the committee, he is given a second subject, and his examination is continued until his proficiency or deficiency is established. In case he is proficient after such first failure,
his standing is determined by the mark given him upon his first subject. In case he
fails to establish his proficiency he is subjected to a written examination, the questions
for which are approved by the committee. The result of this written examination
fixes his proficiency or deficiency, and is reported to the academic board.
The oral examination has the weight of three recitations, or 9, and the final standing of the cadet is determined as follows: The sum of all the marks made by each
cadet before general review is determined. To this is added the sum of the general
review marks multiplied by two.
In the department of ordnance and gunnery, owing to the alteration of hours and
of instructors as previously explained, and also to the fact that thew hole class takes
the same course, the cadets are arranged according to their total marks as given above,
and this determines their standing before examination.
After ex aminatiou, the mark made by each, multiplied by three, is added · to his
previous total before examination, aud the cadets are then arranged according to this
grand total, which fixes the standing after examination. This process is followed
in January and June. For any cadet, the sum of his standing in January and June,
properly weighted, gi ves his final standing.
In reYiewing the present course in ordnance and gunnery and comparing it with
former courses, it is thought that the following points have been kept in view:
1. It has been simplified. The mathematical parts of the course, though necessarily
more extensive than formerly, have been worked out more in detail. Every equation is deduced plainly and nothing left to puzzle the student. Furthermore, as a
general rule all the equations introduced have some direct practical use and bearing
upon ordnance, and this use and bearing are pointed out.
In the recitations no memorizing of eq nations or of mathematical steps is required.
Every equation which is to be used in a given discussion is priuted with the subject
which is given to the cadet, and in case equations are to be deduced from those
given, the various steps in the process are given in the form of a synopsis, unless
these steps are perfectly obv ious. The reason for this 1s that the obj ect of the course
is to teach ordnance and not mathematics, and in order that all the time may be
given to understanding and applyino- the principles taught. With the description
of guns, carriages, small arms, etc., the object has been to confine the descripfaon to
few objects and to make the description of each thorough and general, the idea being
tbat it is more advantageous to understand one carrJage or one gun thoroughly than
to have a vague idea of many. The descriptions are illustrated by copious drawiugs
and by models, so that there is no difficulty in thoroughly understanding what is
taught.
·
2. It has been extended to cover _generally the whole ordnance field. This statement may be regarded as somewhat rash, seeing that the ordnance field covers so
much at the present day, but it JS safe to assert that after going .over the present
course there is very little on the subject of ordnance that the graduate would feel
ignorant of. Many subjects have been treated to a very limited ex tent, but the general principles of each have been given, and it JS believed there is enougJi of each to
build upon. Care h as been taken that nothing shall be taught which must be
unlearned, and especial attention has been given to our own systems. But as a
general rule principles are taught rather than details, wherever possible,, and in
describing details the reasons for them and the principles on which they depend ar e
pointed out.
3. The instructfon is at present more thorough than formerly. This is entirely
owing to the fa(',t that the department has at present, and has had for some years,
two instructors in·s tead of one. This enables the head of the department to watch
the instructors constantly, to criticise and correct defects wherever they may occur,
and to assist in the instruction wherever he may deem it necessary. It virtually
gives three instructors instead of two, with greatly increased efficiency.
When the class is small the sections are small, and the instruction all that could
be asked. With large classes the sections become large, and the thoroughn ess necessarily diminishes, owing to lack of time to be given to each cadet. But the advantage of two assistants over one is maintained for all classes .
. It_ is ~ifficult to compare the instruction in this department with that i~ an_y o~her
mst1tut1on, as there is really no corresponding department in any other mf:lt}.tut10n.
The department of ordnance 'and gunnery at the. Na-val Academy is the nearest
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approach to it, and that, it is understood, includes both the scientific instruc-fiion. in
ordnance and gunnery and practical instruction. In other words, it correspon
more nearly to the old department of artillery here. So far as the scientific pa_r-t <?f
the course goes, an examination of the text-books in use at the Naval Academy 1nd xcates that the two courses are very nearly alike. In general the same subjects 3;re
taught, and to the same extent at both places, with the exception that field artillery and small arms are taught at the Military Academy in the place of torpedoes
and some other subjects exclusively naval at the latter academy.
In conclusion it may be said that the object of the course in ordnance and gunnery, like that of other courses at the Academy, is to teach general principles ~nd
their application in this country to our service, so that the cadet upon graduation
will be enabled to take bis place as an officer, with the practical knowledge which ~n.
officer should possess of the weapons he is called upon to handle, and beyond this,
with a broad foundation upon which future knowledge of the subject may rest.

o.
UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N. Y., August 31, 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report in accordance with the provisions of Circular No. 35, Headquarters United States Military Academy, West
Point, N. Y., August 3, 1896:
The growth of the library during the year ending August 31, 1896, is shown in the
following statement:
Number of volumes in library September 1, 1895 .••••••....••••..........•••• 38, 203
Number of volumes purchased up to August 31, 1896 ...... _.................
630
Number of volumes presented to the library up to August 31, 1896 ....•.. -···
779
Making a total of ........•........•....•.••...••••..••...•••........ _ 39, 612
Return ed to the War Records Office, by direction of the War Department,
duplicates in excess of two copies of the Records of the Rebellion .... 347
Transferred one complete set to the department of engineering._........ 99
Transferred to philosophical department duplicate philosophical works..
9
Transferred to Mr. John S. Pierson, in exchange........................ 16
Total loss. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . • . . . . . . . . . .

4 71

Total volumes in library September 1, 1896 .... ·....................... 39,141
Of the 779 volumes donated to the library during the year, Mr. John S. Pierson,
of New York, presented 169 volumes, which related mainly to the war of the rebellion. He also contributed 34 pamphlets of the same class of literature.
There have been added to the library during the year 218 pamphlets, which make
a total of 6,132 pamphlets at present in the library. The card cataloguing of the
books and pamphlets of the library has been continued, and at present the most
important branches of literature have been completed.
.
I mo t earnestly urge that application be made for an increased compensation t-0
the assistant librarian, Dr. Otto Plate, so that he may receive $1,500 per annum.
His services and ability are such that this compensation is the least that . ho~ld be
give_n him, and his val~e to the Military Academy is much beyond that w_h1_cll ~e
receives at pre ent. His predecessor, who was not a man of culture or trammp; 1_n
the conduct of a library, receivet.l for many year8 over $1,400 per annum, and it IE
certain that Dr. Plate is entitled to at least the same compensation.
. .
The library buHding is in exceedingly bad repnir, but it is hoped that pr~n. ion
will be mac1e at the next session of Congre s to renovate it in accordance with t
plans which have been prepared by the architect.
Very re pectfully, your obedient servant,
P.
M1cnrn,
Professor, U.S. M.A., Libraria .
The ADJ TANT U1''ITED TA.TES MILITARY .ACA.DEl\,IY.
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P.
UNITED STATES MIUTARY ACADEMY,
SURGEON'S OFFICE, CADET HOSPITAL,

West Point, N. Y., August 31, 1896.
Sm: In compliance with the requirements of Circular No. 35, dated United States
Military Academy, August 3, 1896, I have respectfully to submit the following statement of the work done in the medical department of the post of West Point, N. Y.,
during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896.
The mean strength of the command for the year is shown in the following table:
Officers ................................................... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50. 83
Cadets ............... _........... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 296. 77
Enlisted men ... _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 330. 78
Civilians-officers' families, etc.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 300
Civilians-soldiers' and employees' families ....................•..••••....... 481. 60
The number of sick treated during the year was as follows:
Officers . . ..................•••.................•............•.•••••••••.....
35
Cadets in hospital ......................................................... . 1,011 .
Cadets in quarters . _. . ___ ........ ____ . . .................................... . 3,504
Enlisted men treated in hospital and qnarters ........... ,. .............. ___ . 488
Civilians and officers' families who have received treatment from the cadet
hospital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 209
Civilians and soldiers' families who have received treatment from the soldiers'
hospital ...... ____ .......... ____ ............ ---- .......................... 1, .416
Number of recruitsexamined ........................................ ____ ....
117
Accepted ........ __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
81
Rejected __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
36
Births .. _.... _... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23
Discharged for disability ..............•.......••.•••.• .-. • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . .
4
The number of deaths was as follows:
Officers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . .
2
Cadet................................... . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Enlistedmen.... .... ...... ...... ...... .... ...... .... ...... ...... ...... ......
0
Civilians ..... _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
One officer, not included in this statement, died at Fort Monroe, Va., while absent
on sick leave.
Besides the cases of sickness in the above statement, there were many others of
minor importance which do not appear of record except in the form of a prescription
entry in one of the dispensaries of the post.
The health of the garrison during the past year must be regarded as unsatisfactory,
whether the number of admissions to the sick report be considered, the number constantly sick, or the number of deaths, as the rates which represent these are higher
than those of the previous year and the corresponding rates for the previous decade.
The principal causes of admission were malarial diseases, ephemeral fever, epidemic influenza, acute pharyngitis, acute tonsilitis, and injuries, the larger proportion of which consisted of contusions and sprains.
One case of typhoid fever was admitted to the cadet hosp ital for treatment.
Dnring the winter months measles prevail ed-as an epidemic among the civilians
residing at the post. This disease was almost immediately followed in the spring by
an epidemic of whooping cough, which also affected the same class of patients.
Fortunately there was no extension of either of these diseases to the members of the
Corps of Cadets.
The epidemic of malarial fever, which has added such a large percentage to the
sick rate of the post for the year, began in July, 1895, mcreased in severity and numbers in August and September, and declinecl in November. During the winter
months the post was free from this disease. In December, March, and April a l arge
number of cases were admitted to the sick report suffering from ephemeral fever.
In January and February the majority of admissions were due to epidemic influenza.
The ephemeral fever of the spring months yielded to malarial fever in April, when
this disease again became epidemic, continuing as such to this date.
The management of these epidemics did not interfere with the ordinary routine
work of the medical department of the post.
There has been no change dnring the year in 1,he personnel of the medical officers
on duty at West Point.
GEO. H. TORNEY,
Very respectfully,
Majo,· and Surgeon, U. S . .A..

The
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Q.
HEADQUARTERS UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY,
OFFICE TREASURER, QUARTERMASTER AND COMMISSARY OF UADETS,

West Point, N. Y., August 10, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following relative to my duties as treasurer of
the United States Military Academy, quartermaster and commissary of cadets, for
the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, referring to each duty under its heading, viz:
TREASURER OF THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.

The business of the treasurer's office during the year necessitated the keeping of
28 separate accounts, which were settled and inspected every two mon tbs, and
which are enumerated in Statement No. 2 of this paper. The following statement,
No. 1, was the last one made in this office prior to the expiration of the fiscal year
1894-95, and shows the treasurer's assets and liabilities at date when made, viz,
May 21, 1895 :
LIABILITIES •

ASSETS.

.Assistant treasurer United States .. .. $32,130.83
Cadet cash . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19. 50
Dentist ..........................·......
115. 00
Bonds................................. 20, 000. 00
Cashvn hand.......................... 1,176.94

Athletic Association ...... ........ ... .
Cadet hospital ....................... .
Cadet laundry ....................... .
Cadet quartermaster's department ... .
Cadet subsistence department ....... .

£~io:ft~~~~~~~:::::::::::::::::: ::::::

I~~c~~-~~~~ :::::: :::::::: :: ::::::

Dialectic Society ..... ... .......... ... .
Miscellaneous fund ................... .
Total............................ 53, 441. 97 j

Total............................

$226.93
232.66
1,749.10
10,885. 93
355.15
8,618. 05
100.00
31, 0!0. 00
50. 49
149.92
33.74
53, 441. 97

The following statement, No. 2, enumerates the 28 separate accounts, exhibits the
total receipts and disbursements under each between date of Statement No. 1, above
given, and Statement No. 3, that of date May 21, 1896, the last one made prior to the
end of the fiscal year 1895-96, and shows fully the :financial work of the office, viz:
Designation.

No.

1 .Assistant treasurer ................................................. .
2 ' Athletic Association ................................................ .
3 Balances paid ....................................................... .
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Barber .............................................................. .
Cadet cash ........................................................... .
Cadet hospital ...................................................... .
Cadet laundry ....................................................... .
Cadet quartermaster's department .................................. .
Cadet subsistence department ....................................... .
Confectioner ........................................................ .

g £~~!:e\,~~t~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
13 Dancing ............................................................. .
14

Dentist; ..............•.... ••...... ................ ............ ....... .

i~ ¥~~. ~ti::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
ii ~?J~~~~sto~i~ti}:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
8

~~
~~

23

24

~~
~~

~!r~~~~~~.::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

:?fc~fi~~:i~r:if~~l; . :: : : : : : : : : : : : : ::::::::::::: :: : : : ::: : : : : : : : : :: : : :
Miscellaneous i tems ......... . ....................................... .
Oaths ......................•.........................................

~:i:di~~~::::::: :-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1~~u~~tE~~~cks::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::

Disburse·
ments.

Receipts.
$167, 335. 38

1,355.50
17, 543.18
600. 30
10, 168.08
2,282.07
10,270.95
71,744.08
61,694.83
136. 00
194,509.65
11. 58
526. 22
840. 00
16,872.20
114. 00
14,432.00
483. 71
37. 30
1,054.56 I
1,443. 77 ,
23. 27
857. 91
53. 50
169,756.92
8. ]5
90. 00
5,592.41

I

$169, 750. 92
1,488. 86
17,543.18
600. 30
10,156.08
2,514.73
10,763.03
73,735.29
61,269.01
136. 00
193, ]26. 27
11. 58
526. 22
8.55. 00
16, 8?1· 20
l;)_, 94
11,
. 00
46 . i4
37. 30
1, '.?66•• •
1,443. ii
'i . 32
57. l
53.5'!
169.T
1·

5,59'.!.

The foregoing di bursem~n~s nnder accounts 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, H, 16. 1 ". ~9 - •
21, 23, 24, 26, 27,_ and 28 exh1b1t the purposes for which tbe pay of th cadet 1 • •
pended for their support, and the total amount expended under each account durm_
the year.
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The following statement, No. 3, dated May 21, 1896, was ·the l ast one made during
the fiscal year ending June 30 last, and exhibits the assets and liabilities of the
treasurer, Military Academy, at the date given, viz:
ASSETS.

-&?~J!it:~;~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~

LIABILITIES.

·_ ·_ ·_ ·. ~ ·_ ·_ ·. ·_ ~ ~ ·_·. ·_ ·_ ·_ $34, 54t ~i

Dentist . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
130. 00
Miscellaneous fund...................
19. 31
Bonds .... .............. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20, 000. 00
Cash on hand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
784. 37

At,h letic Association...................
$93. 57
Cadet laundr,y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,257.02
Cadet quartermaster's d epartment..... 8,894.72
Cadet imbsistence department . . . . . . . . .
780. 97
Corps of Cadets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10, 001. 43
D eposits . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
100. 00
Y. M. C. A.............................

11. 55

E9uipll! ent f1!nd ....................... 33, 97~. 00
Dialectic Society . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
163. 99
Gas funcl........................ .. . . . . .
212. 30
Total............................

55,487. 55

Total. ... ......................... 55,487. 55

The graduates of this year, 73 members, r eceived on final settlement of their
accounts $17,731.63, an average per man of $227.83.
Sixty-nine furlough men received $7,668, an average of $111.13.
The 109 new cadets who entered this year deposited $10,256. 29, an average per
man of $94.09.
The expense to the Corps of Cadets on account of the cadet hospital for the year
ending April 30, 1896, was $2,514.73, an annual cost to each cadet of $7 .21, or an
average monthly cost of 60.8 cents per man.
CADET QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT.

The following exhibits the work of the department in reference to the manufacture and repair of clothing, viz:

N::.~t

Number
factured. repaired.

Articles.
Dress coats .................. .
Overcoats ...... ............. .
Fatigue coats .......... ..... .
White jackets . ...... : .. .... . .
Gra:y trousers ............... .
Wh1tetrouser& .............. .
Flannel trousers . .... ....... .
Riding trousers ......... . ... .
Oflicers' trousers ............ .
Officers' blouses .. ..... •. .....

304
158
496
214
504
924
112
67
03
43

333
283
704
49
943
1,310

Articles.

N;:~t Number
factured. repaired.

1
Officers' dress co:1ts . . . . . . . . .
~tlicers' cal?e~-.-·············
4
rrom1ers, c1v1han.. .. . ......
4
3
Coats, civilian.. .......... ...
3
Vests, civilian............ . ..
Waiter jackets..............
34
Socks, pairs of ..... . ...... ....... . ... .
Gloves, pairs of . .... .................. .
Crape, pieces of, sewed on ... ...... ... .
Shoes, pairs of ........................ .

11

169
169
169
40
2,835
]53
656
1,986.

CADET SUBSISTENCE DEPARTMENT.

Prior to November 1, 1887, the cost of subsistence of cadets in the cadets' mess
included the cost of cadets sick in hospital. Since t,hat date the two accounts
have been kept separate, the cost of tho subsistence of sick cadets, after tbe accounts
of the surgeon have been audited by the board of inspectors of supplies and have
b een approved by the Superintendent, beiug paid by the treasurer of the Academy,
who divides the expense each settlement, pro rata, against all cadets on the rolls of
the Academy, whether they are present or absent. The following exhibits the
annual and daily cost of subsistence per cadet of subsisting cadets in both mess
and hospital for the period July 1, 1870, to June 30, 1887, the end of the last fi scal
year prior to the commencement of keeping the two accounts separately, a periou of
seventeen years, viz:
Annual Average
cost per
daily
cadot,
cost per
mess auc1 cadet,
hospital. 365 days.

Fiscal year.

1870-71 .. •.........•..•.. •• ...
1871-72 ... ·······• ....•. ·•·•··
1872-73 ..... .•..•.............
1873-74 ........•••......•••...
1874--75 ..............•....•.••
1875-76 . ..•....•.•...•.•......
1876-77 •....•...••....••......
1877-78 ..•...•...•............
1878-79 ...•..•..•...••..•.....

WAR 96-V0L

$243. 81
227. 00
238. 30
270. 40
248. 00
233. 00
1!)9.00
195. 50
182. 00

I--57

$0. 668+
. 622.653.741.680
.638+
.545+
.535+
.499-

Fiscal year.

1879-80 ..•..••.•••..•..••....
1880-81 . .. .. •...•. .. ... .•.•.•
1881-82 ..•...... . ...•........
1882-83 ......•......... ···•··
1883-84 ...... •... . .. ·•··•·•••
1884--85 . .• . ......•. •• •.......
1885-86 ..•......•....•..•....
1886-87 •.•..•..••. - ... .....•.

Annual Avera,g e
cost por
clai"iy
cad et,
cost per
messan·cl cadet,
hospital. 365 days.
$0. 503. 516+
.589+
.589+
. 575.j. 537. 526+
.539+

$183. 50
188. 50
215 . 00
215. 00
210. 00
196. 00
192. 00
197. 00

I
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The following shows the annual and dailv cost of subsistence in both mess and
hospital for the fiscal year 1887-88, during the first four months of which the ho pita! expenses were merged with the mess expenses, and for the last eight mon ths of
the year were separate, viz: Annual charge, $195.96; average daily charge, 53. 7 c en 1:-·
The following exhibits separately the annual charge per cadet for subsistenct: 1.n
tb.e cadet mess, the annual charge against each cadet in the corps for the su b 1.stence of sick cadets in the hospital, the totals of both, and the average daily c h a~ge
per cadet for both for the period, :fiscal years 1888-89 to 1895-96, inclusive, a period
of eight years, viz:
Fiscal year.

Annual
charge,
mess.

Annual
charge,
hospital.

Total
charge.

.A.,erage
d aily
c h arge.

1888-89 .•.•....•••.•.••••.......•......•••...•••••.......•..••
1889-90 ..........•............••.........•.•...••••.•.•.......
1890-91. ..•.........................••••••••••••.••.. _•• _...•.
1891-92 ............••..........•...........•••..•...•.•••.•...
1892-93 . . . . . . . . • . ...... . .......•..••............ : ... . ....... .
1893-94 ..•.........•.........••.•.•..•..•..•....•........••••.
1894-95 ......................•..•....•.•.............•••.••••.
1895-96 .........••...•.................. ····••·· ............. .

$192. 06
190. 30
183. 35
181. 03
190. 70
189. 30
184. 40
186. 50

$5. 25
9. 54
8. 39
7. 34
7. 24
7. 79
8. 63

$197. :n
199. 84
191. 74
188. 37
197. 94
197. 09
192. 93
194. 07

$ 0. 540+
. 547--r
.525+
.516+
.542+
.539+
. 528+
. 531+

7. 57

I

From the foregoing the following facts of interest are evident:
During the twenty-six years last past the highest charge for subsistence, including cost of sick cadets in hospital, was, per cadet per day, 68 cents. The low-est
similar charge was 49.9 cents. The average similar charge was 56. 8 cents. T he
average similar charge for the last eight years prior to July 1, 1887, was 54.6 cents .
The aYerage similar charge for the last past eight years was 53.2 cents.
The variation in the annual cost of subsistence in the cadet mess from year t o
year is clue chiefly to the variation in the number of cadets present and in the varia tions of the cost of provisions.
.
A Pasteur-Chamberland filter of 40-tnbe power has been pbced in the mess, and s o
connected that an abundant supply of :filtered water, chilled, is furnished at e a ch
meal.
The variety, qualit.,, and character of food supplied is essentially the same a s
that heretofore furnished, with the exception of milk, which article, for sanitary rea sons, has been discontinued as a potable. article of diet. Coffee, chocolate, and wat er
are furnished n,t breakfast; wn,ter at dinner; coffee, tea, and water at supper, with
boiled milk for the coffee and tea.
CADET LAUNDRY.

The following exhibits the work done at the laundry during the year for .individu als, viz:
·
·

1, 947
34 Jackets, white ................. 17,723 Pillowcases ................. - .. 13, 189
21,936
2,550 Sheets ........................ .
20,597 Shirts, white ....... -....... - .. . 26,993
276 Shirts, night .... _ ............ - . 11,848
2,627 Shirts, under ......... _. - ...... . 34, 263
97,939 Socks, pairs of ............. - . - - 39,315
107 Towels ..... --·· ............... . 6J, 922
153
64,039 Trousers, gray ............ - . - . - 34,170 Trousers, white ..... _.......... . 31,360
. 30
32,442
Total .... ·····- ...... ---- 5 2, 72
64, 268
During th e sa me p eriod there was laundried for the cadet hospitalBandages . ·····- .... ------ ......
6 Sheets···--···-·····-··· ....... . 2.956
Bedsprea d . -···-- ------ ..... ---·
320
birts, hospital. ..... --···· ..... .
Blanket , single ...... - . . . . . . . . . .
1 Tabl cloths ................... -.
Mattre s covers .... - . . . . . . . . .. . . .
13 Towels ............ ·-.--· ....... .
Napkins .......... - .. ---- .... .... 1,484
Pillowca e . ...... ...... .... .... 2,243
Total ........ _..... _.. _... 10. 67
The fi ve w a her now in the laundry are brass of the late t and mo t improv
pa t ern, ancl an effort i being made to produce fi~ t-class work.
Very r spectfully, your obedient servant,
Wi\r. F. p RGI.",
aptain, Twenty-first Infantry Trea surer r. . M. A ..
QuartermaBter and Commissary of Cad I ·
Tb A D.JT 'TA ."T U~'ITED T T E' lILIT.ARY A ADE:'IIY,
Bathing suits ... _.............. .
Belts, shoulder. ____________ ---·
Belts, sword ....... . .... _...... .
Belts, waist ................... .
Blankets, single ... _........ _. _.
Clothes bags._ .................. .
Collars.·----- .... ____ .... ··-···
Comfortables. ··-··· _________ _. __
Cuffs, pairs of. ...... _..... _... .
Drawers . . .. . .......... _...... .
Fatigue coats .. _.............. .
Gloves, p airs of_ .. . ... : ........ .
Handkerchiefs .... _........... .
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WEST POINT, N. Y., A.ugitst 18, 1896.
Srn: In accordance with instructions I have the honor to submit the following
report of the principal operations in the department of ordnance and gunnery at
the United States Military Academy during the fiscal y·e ar ending June 30, 1896:
' LABORATORY.

r.rhe routine work at the laboratory includes the care and preservation of two light
batteries, the seacoast battery, and battery Knox, and the siege arnl mortar batteries. The guns and carriages belonging to these batteri es l1 aye been painted,
lacquered, and kept in repair during the year. It bas been fonnd necessa ry to d ismount the mechanism of the 8-inch steel B. L. rifle and the 12-inch mortar, as they
were constantly interfered with by unauthorized persons. The rapid-fire and machine
guns have been placed in the ordnance museum, where they can be exhibited and
used for cadet instru ction, and where 1:ihey can be k ept in better condition. ·
The ammunition for gallery practice and the necessary targets for cadet practice
have b een prepared and attendance upon the same furuished, and also the care and
rep airs of the implements used in mechanical m aneuvers, repairs of cad et arms
and equipments, and the care and preservation of the trophy guns have received
due attention. The skidding of guns on Trophy Point will be continued.
A model lathe one-fourth size has been m ade for use in cadet inst ruction and for
exhibition in the mnseum. The cuts for the text-book of ordnance and gunnery have
been completed, and the book bas been published and is now ready for use by the
present first class. Pamphlets containing lists of subjects and practical problems for
the course ancl also the lesso:qs for the entire year h ave been prepared and published.
Considerable work has been done upon the new museum in fitting up the various
models, and all the varnishing of the woodwork has b een done by the members of
the ordnance detachment.
MUSEUM,

The models, flags, etc., belonging to the museum have been arranged during the
year in proper ca~es and upon stands and the room opened to th e public. This has
been the principal work of the year. The models had been stor ed for nearl y fonr
years in various placer;, and it was impossible to have acc0ss to them for the purpose
of cleaning them. It was found, consequently, that man y_ of them were in bad condition, and they have all been thoroughly overhauled, cleaned, and placed in proper
condition. Four handsome cases of pl ate g lass contain most of th e battle and trophy
flags, hermetically sealed and. numbered, and the remaining trophy flags will be
placed in a large case of sufficient length to contain them. All models have been
mounted on oak stands provided with fri ction roll ers, a nd they can be moved
readily and used for purposes of instruction. The mod.el Mexican mine has been
thoronghly r epaired. and placecl ju proper condition. The work in the mnseum js
still incomplete and has been suspended during the summer. It i1:1 the intention to
continue the work during the fall and winter.
SMALL ARMS, ETC . , RECEIVED.

During the year the following additions to the small arms have been r eceived:
On e Spanish Mauser rifle, caliber .276; one cadet rifle, caliber .45 ; one cadet rifle,
caliber .30; one carbine, service, model 1895, caliber .30; one rifle, service, model
1895, caliber .30; two rifles, service, model 1893, caliber .30.
These are nsed in cadet instruction and also for exhibition in the museum.
The ordnance department has also furnished one Gatling g un, caliber .30, model
1895; one carriage and limber for same; one 8-inch steel armor-piercing shot.
MODELS.

The following models have heen received during the year: One 5-inch siege carriage, one-tenth size; one 7-inch siege howitzer carriage, one-tenth size; one 8-inch
Buffington-Crozier disappearing carriage, one-tenth size.
These models are ex act reproductions of the service carriages, and are very use_ful
in cadet instructiou. Work is in progress upon other models, and at the con~lus1on
of the present year the department will have a working model of every servi ce gun
and carriage.
There have also been received from the Ordnance Department a number o_f samp~e
boards containing fuses and primers, n, number of samples of shrapnel, s ho:vu~g their
manufacture, and from Messrs. E. I. Dn Pont De Nemours & Co., of W1lmmgton,
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Del., a handsome case containing samples of the different kinds of gunpowd{'r and
smokeless powder manufactured by them. This case was presented to the department through the kindness of the above firm.
·
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
L AWRENCE L. BRUFF,
Captain, Ordnance Department, U. S. A., Instructor Ordnance and Gunnery.
The ADJUTANT UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
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WEST POINT, N. Y., September 7, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to report as follows upon the different branches of work
assigned to me for the year from September 1, 1895, to August 31, 1896:
PRACTICAL MILITARY ENGINEERING,
During October, 1895, and April, 1896, the classes of 1896 and 1897 were under
instruction, and during July and August, 1896, the classes of 1897 and 1899.
.
The class of 1896 received instruction in bridge by successive pontoons, fascme,
hurdle, hoop-iron gabion, brush gabion, gabion revetment, sand-bag revetment, barrel revetment, wire entanglement, simple trench (one-sixth scale), simple trench (full .
scale9), flying trench ( one-sixth scale), flying trench ( full scale), shelter _trench~s
(various types), Russian gun pit, full sap, making palisading, planting vert1c3:l P~~1sading, planting inclined palisading, planting fraises in scarp, planting fra1s~s. m
counterscarp, gun platform, mortar platform, signaling with telegraph, explammg
model bridge train, use of reconnoissance instruments, mounted reconnoissance.
The class of 1897 received instruction in school of the boat, making knots and
lashings, bridge by successive pontoons, assembling and launching canvas pontoons,
trestle bridge on land, single lock spar bridge, double lock spar bridge, single sling
spar bridge, fascine, hurdle, hoop-iron gabion, brush gabion, gabion revetm_ent,
sand-bag revetment, barrel reYetment, wire entanglement, simple trench (one-sixth
scale), simple trench ·(full scale), flying trench (one-sixth scale), flying trench
(full scale), shelter trenches (various types), Russian gnn pit, sin_gle full s~p (oneinxth scale), double full sap (one-sixth scale), epaulement for breech-load~ng _gun
(one-sixth scale), making palisading, planting vertical palisading, planting rnclmed
palisading, planting fraise:s in scarp, planting fraises in connterscarp, gun p_latform,
mortar platform, profiling, defilading, signaling with flag, signaling with heltograph,
signaling with telegraph, and use of explosives.
.
One member of the class of 1898 attended instruction with the class of 1897 durmg
part of last July.
.
The class of 1899 received instruction in school of the boat, bridge by succes~1ve
pontoons, assembling and launching canvas pontoons, trestle bridge on land: fasc11:e,
hurdle, hoop-irorr gabion, brush gabion, fascine revetment, ga,b ion r evetme1:t, wire
entanglement, signaling with flag (sending and receiving), a,nd use of explosives.
COMPANY E, BATTALION OF ENGINEERS,
This company has furnished throughout the year a daily guard detail of from te!l
to twelve men; has kept its barrack and barrack ground in rep air and police; cultivated its garden; kept the two pontoon trains and the cadet boats in r epair; C?mpleted two new pontoon boats, and h as kept the s{'acoast, siege, and mortar batteries,
with Fort Clinton and Battery Knox, in order. It bas assisted in the instructio.n of ~he
cadets in practical military engineering, preparing the bridge and siege material.
In connection with the extension of the waterworks, it has also furnished field parties for the survey and constru ction, and from one to three noncommissioned officers
at a time as overseers of working parties. It has also furnished from two to three
teachers for the post school for soldiers' children, and a like number for the post
school for enlisted men.
T~e company is now eight b_elow its allotted strength. Four desert!ons occ~r:ed
durmg the year, the company m each case being the gainer. The physical cond1t1on
of the men has co ntinued excellent, and the discipline of the company good.
Attention is invited to the accompanying table, which contains a r esume of the
company's duties by months.
WATER

SUPPLY

AND PIPE

LINJ~.

The summer of 1 95 was a ratber favorable one for the water supply, but on a1.,count
of a, dry eptember the level of Round ond was reduced to 7.45 feet by October 22,
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the last day of drawing for 1895. Last spring this pond failed to fill by 1.6 feet, an
unfortunate feature, accentuated by dry weather in April and May, which resulted
in drawing upon the pond at the unusually early date of May 25. The drought has
since continued with practically no intermission, until the stage of about 9 feet was
recorded on August 31, ultimo. The stage on.the corresponding day last year was 14.5
feet, a.nd as low a stage for that day bas not been recorded since 1886.
The consumption of water haA apparently increased since the inauguration of the
new swimming-pool and the new cadet bathrooms. The attendant at the :filter house
is positive that the increase is consi<lerable. An opportunity to test the matter arose
during the latter part of August, when the siphon from Round Pond was temporarily
out of service. During six days Delafield Pond Jost water at an average rate of
417,000 United States gallons daily, the greatest loss being nearly 436,000 gallons on
the day ending at 5 p. m., August 24 (Monday). A small percentage of 'this loss is
possibly due to leakage, which it is impracticable to recover, but the fact remains
that the daily consumption or loss of water at this post is much greater than it should
be, and to meet it without inconvenience the new reservoir must be made to bold the
greatest practicable volume.
The de_ficiency of rainfall during last July and August, coupled with the failure of
Round Pond to fill last winter and spring, may possibly require a closer restriction
than usual of the daily consumption, until the brooks begin to run their customaryfall volume.
·
The pipe line has fulfilled all demands upon it without trouble, except in a recent
instance, when temporary repairs were required in the siphon at Ronnd Pond. In
this portion of the line several joints have been distorted, apparently by the action
of ice upon the cribs last winter. Further repairs will be needed as soon as the
siphon can be put out of service for the purpose of making them.
NEW RESERVOIR.

Work on the north dam was suspended for 'the winter on December 14, 1895, the
core wall having been carried up to the level of the temporary roadway (about 318
M. L. W.). The 6-inch pipe connection had previously been completed between the
new reservoir and the Round Pond pipe line, intersecting the Delafield pond-Jilter
house and Cro' Nest pond-filter house pipe lines en route. This new pipe line is laid
through the core wall of the north dam at about the elevation of 309 M. L. W. At
the same elevation four lengths of 12-inch pipe are laid, also piercing the core wall,
and allowing a future connection of larger size to be made between the new reservoir and the Cro' Nest ridge without breaking through the core wall. I believe that
the said larger connection will undoubtedly be necessary in the near future.
Work on the main dam was suspended on December 28, 1895, the body of the
structure having been completed and somewhat more than half the coping set.
Stonecntting was suspended for the winter on January 8, 1896, but was again
renewed on April 20 following, and completed about June 6, 1896. The north and
south faces of this dam were thoroughly cleaned and pointed during May, June, and
July, 1896. The work yet to be done upon this structure includes parapet walls, the
paving of the carriageway on top, the building of the overflow and spillway, and
the road connections at the ends.
During last March and April the water in the new reservoir rose to the elevation
of about 317 M. L. W., fairly testing the tightness of the main dam, which was then
in an unpointed state. The structure appeared to be entirely free from leaks.
REMOVAL OF SOIL .AND PE.AT,

Under the appropriation for this purpose work was commenced by day labor July
1, ultimo, and on August 31 about one-third of the entire marsh had been stripped
of the objectionable material. 'fhe commencement of this work was expensive, a
deep drainage ditch having to be driven through a deposit of bowlders, and plank
roads having to be provided to support the teams and vehicles used in hauling. The
work is now proceeding at a fairly satisfactory rate, and it is hoped to have the
reservoir in condition for storing water by December 1 next.
FILTERS.

My last annual estimates included an item of $35,000 for covered filter beds, of
capacity sufficient to filter the entire consumption at any season of the year.
.
'I'his item did not reach Congress, and thus no appropriation ~as made. '.fhe item
was not presented bv me until several years' study and observat10n hacl satisfied_ me
that thorough filtration was nncessary. During the summer just closed an exam~nation into the sanitary condition of the water supply by Maj. Charles Smart, Medical
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Department, United States Army, resulted in a strong recommendation of filtration
upon the lines _previously covered by the estimates and recommendations above
referred to. This item will appear in my estimates for the coming fiscal year.
NEW SUPPLY MAIN,
No appropriation was made for this work by Congress at its last session.
estimate will be renewed this fall.

The

MEMORIAL HALL.
The supervision of certain features of the work on this structure was committed
to me last !April. The work progressed rapidly until about August 1, since which
time there has been some delay, apparently without sufficient justification.
The character of the work done seems to be entirely satisfactory.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
JAS. L. LUSK,
Captain, Corps of Engineers, Instructor Practical Milita1·y Engineering.
The ADJUTANT UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
1896.

1895.

Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May. June. July. Aug.
---- -- -- -- - - -- -- -- --

--

Average strength of company·-··· ·· ······-·····
A vera~e strength of
guar detail ...........
Fatigue days ............
In fan trdi drills ...........
Signal rills .............
Engineering drills .......
Gymnasium drills .......
Average attendance at
drills ......... ... .... ..
Target practice, days ....
School days ..............
Average attendance at
school .................•

88

87

89

91

94

96

96

93

92

91

92

92

12
25
2
1
2
0

12
27
10
10
9

12
26
4
4
5
9

12
27
4
4
5
9

12
25
4
4
4
8

12
26
4
4
5
9

12
26
4
3
3
7

12
25
14
1
1
1

12
26
2
2
4
3

12
27
13
14
6
0

12

6

12
26
3
3
3
5

38
12
0

35
0
0

33
0
18

38
0
21

36
0
20

43
0
20

44
0
22

37
0
0

43
0
0

42
0
0

36
0
0

34
0
0

0

0

17

21

18

20

19

0

0

0

0

0

27

6
5

'i
0

T.
U. S. MILITARY ACADEMY,
West Point, N . Y., August 31, 1896.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith the following report of the operati?ns
of the quartermaster's department at West Point, N. Y., for the :fiscal year endmg
June 30, 1896, prepared in ·accordance with instructions from your office. dated
August 3, 189~:

QUARTERMASTER'S

OFFICE,

QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT, UNITED STATES

ARMY.

The duties pertaining to this department are enumerated in paragraph 972, Army
Regulations, 1895. The amounts received, disbursed, etc., under the various beads
of appropriation are shown in accompanying statement, marked A.
.
The following contracts for furnishing fuel, forage, and straw were entered rnto
and were satisfactorily fulfilled:
Clark & Wilkins: 200 cords hard wood, 20 cords soft wood.
Dickson & Eddy: 600 tons egg coal, 1,100 tons stove coal, 300 tons chestnut coal.
William E. Dante: 600,000 pounds oats.
John Moonan: 20,000 pounds middlings, 40,000 pounds bran, 400 tons hay.
Charles L. Rickerson: 95 tons straw.
William McMeekin: :F lagstaff.
It is imperative that the number of quartermaster's animals at this post be
increased by at least six. In connection with this I desire to call attention to the
increased demands on the transportation by the increased size of the post, and
the corresponding increase of work and special attention to the increased work on tbe
transporta.tion during nearly four months of the busiest season by the use of
the range at this post by troops from the harbor. No allowance whatsoever has been
made for the necessary work which must be done for these troops in hauling their
property, camp and range equipage.
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QUARTERMASTER'S DEPARTMENT OF THE UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.

My · duties in this branch are defined in paragraph 15 of the United States Military
Academy Regulations, 1894.
Contracts entered into during the year and made in previous years and remaining
in force in the fiscal year to which this report relates were as follows:
No.

Contractor.

Date.

Purpose.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Thomas J. Gilroy ................... : ..............
John.Fox .. .. ..... ............ ..... ................
Davis, Reed & Alexander ...... ...................
Warren Foundry and Machine Co .................
Westmoreland Coal Co ............................
Di ckson & Eddy ....... .. .............. . ... . ......
Warren Foundry and Machine Co . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Empire Paving and Construction Co ..... .. .......
The Mason & Risch Vocalion Co ............ _......
Probst Construction Co . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

June 26, 1894
May 21,1895
May 25, 1895
June 11, 1895
June 27, 1895
June 28, 1895
July 23, 1893
Sept. 23, 1895
Sept. 7, 1895
Jan. 22, 1896

Unmarried officers' quarters.
8·inchgaspipe.
Tile floor, cadet mess.
6.inch water pipe.
1,700 tons gas coal.
4,600 tons coal.
12-inch water pipe.
Gra-nolithic pavement.
Organ for chapel.
Memorial Hall.

The contract with Thomas J. Gilroy, deceased, for unmarried officers' quarters has
been closed, final payment having been made to the administrators by the Treasury
Department.
The following buildings h ave been repaired, either by special appropriation therefor or from the appropriation for repairs and improvements: Cadet mess building,
cadet laundry, cadet quartermaster1s department, gymnasium, cadet guardhouse1
cadet barracks 1 cadet hospital, soldiers' hospital, band barracks1 quartermaster1s
stable and barn, Company E 1 engineer barracks. The barracks of army service
detachment was completed sufficient for occupancy about April 11 1896. Some
minor details of work on outside of building remain to be completed with the
appropriation available for fiscal year ending ,June 301 1897. All officers' quarters
given such repairs as were necessary 1 new organ placed in the chapel, granolithic
pavement laid around the new Academy building, and the roads in that vicinity
regraded and macadamized. The picket line at the cavalry stables was also macadamized. Iron fence was built around the soldiers' hosp ital. A new gas main laid
below the present south gate. Stone wall on west side of road from the crossroads
to Highland Falls was built by the men of the army service detachment, some 11 000
linear feet.
'
During the past fiscal year the post has suffered severely from storms, and much
unforeseen work has been necessitated. The retaining wall of road east of cemetery
was undermined and fell down. This amounted to some 3,600 cubic feet of stone
wall to rebuild. The retaining wall of road to east of Fort Clinton was undermined
and required rebuilding . This amounted to some 1,500 cubic feet of stone wall.
The roof of the quartermaster1s stables was twice blown partially off. All roads
were badly eroded and many trees blown down and uprooted. 'l'wo sets of married
soldiers1 quarters in Logtown were pulled down 1 having been condemned as
uninhabitable.
Attention is invited to the present method of paying civilian employees which was
adopted July 1. The duty of paying the additional pay to officers, the extra-duty
pay to enlisted men, and the pay of civilians provided for by the act making appropriations for the support of the Military Academy was then transferred to the pay
department. TJ;i.e transfer of the first two appears desirable, as it relieves this office
of the necessary clerical work of preparing the roll s and vouchers and does not
materially increase the clerical work of the companies, requiring only the additional
note on the muster and pay rolls to cover the payment of the extra-duty pay. The
transfer of the payment of the civilian employees is not1 in my opinion, advisable1 as
it unnecessarily increases the work both of this office and that of the paymaster
designated to make the payment without corresponding advautage.
Prior to this year all the regular civilian employees were pajd on the monthly rolls
with those temporarily hired, such as painters, carpenters 1 and mechanics of all kinds,
as well as the laborers. The money was _drawn from the Treasury at the same time
and one pay d ay answered for all, the 27 permanent employees entailing very little
additional work over the several hundred men pa.id. Under the present arrangement 1·olls (in tripli cate) must be prepared by this office and the signatures thereon
be obt"ained as before. These are then forwarded by the Superintendent to the paymaster, who is obliged under the regulations to put each man's pay in a separate
envelope, marking the envelope with the man1s name anJ. its contents 1 etc., and tI?-en
forward same to the Superintendent. He transmits the package to the disburs1~g
officer, who distributes the envelopes to the employees, seeing that each envelope 1s
correct.
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This system, it will be seen, makes the work performed by the pay department
entirely additional and unnecessary, and at the same time increasing the work of
this office.
·
I would recommend that the matter be brought to the attention of the Adjutan~General, with a view of having the civilian employees paid, as heretofore, by this
office.
Statement of the receipts and disbursements for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1896, accompanies this report, marked B.
GAS WORKS, UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
As director of the gas works, I am charged with providing the necessary illuminating gas for the needs of the post. In order to properly light the buildings and
gronnds of the Academy, Congress appropriated for the last fiscal year the sum of
$5,000 for the purchase of gas coal, oil, candles, lanterns, matches, chimneys, and
wicking for lighting the Academy chapel, library, cadet barracks, mess hall, shops,
hospital, offices, stables and riding ball, sidewalks, camp, and wharves. As the gas
consumed costs more than the amount appropriated, all that which is consumed _a t
places not enumerated in the act is sold at actual cost of manufacture with a small
increase for contingencies, which includes a portion of the deficiency above named,
and also provides for contingent repairs, which experience has shown to be necessary
from time to time. The remainder of the deficiency is charged to cadets, who pay
for gas at the rate of 35 cents per mon,th for the time they are actually present. T_he
sale of gas as above, of coke, coal tar, etc., constitutes a fund known as the" contmgent fund," which is expended under the direction of the Superintendelit of the
Academy in the purchase of additional gas coal when necessary, retorts, gas fixture~,
and repairs of sarue, pay of labor employed in making gas, and such other expenditures as pertain to the gas-making plant of the Academy.
The receipts and disbursements are shown in the statement of the contingent fund
herewith, marked C.
SPECIAL CONTINGENT FUND, UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.
This fund is derived from the rent of certain buildings on the post and from the
sales of gas, coke, coal tar, etc.
.
Statement of the receipts and disbursements under this head accompanies this
report and is marked C.
Respectfully submitted.
J. B. BELLINGER,
Captain and Assistant Quartermaster, United States Army,
Disbursing Officer, United States Military Academy.
The ADJUTANT UNITED STATES MILITARY ACADEMY.

A.-Statement of funds pertaining to the Qua1·termaster's Depa1·tment, United States A1·my,
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896.
Balance on hand July 1, 1895 ..........••........•....••................. $1,259.82
Received since :
Regular supplies ................................................... . 25,965.86
Incidental expenses ....... _........ . ...•................. ; ...... .'.. . 12,545.71
Army· transportation ............................................... . 4,874.82

2.00
4,281.78
582.63
Sales at auction .............................•...........•.......•...

~~~!~\~go~1er~q-~~~~~~-- ~ ~:: ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total to be accounted for .........•............•.......... 0 • •

----

• • • • • •

49, 512. 62

Disbursed:
Regular supplies ............••.....••..•..•...•••..•........••...... 25,930.58
Incidental expenses ............... _.... _. _...................... __ .. 12,446.23
Arm y transportation ................ _.............................. . 4,761.49
Dep~1&:~~!-~~~-~:-~i-~~~~:~:: :::::: :::::: ::~:~: ::~::: :::::: ::::::::::::
Balance on hand June 30, 1896 .................................••.••.•...

2.00
5,072.87
1,299.45

Total ......................................................... . .. . 49,512.62
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B.-Statement showing 1·eceipts and disbursements, etc., pertaining to the appropriations
for the support of the United States Military .Academy for the fiscal year ending June
30, 1896.

M!~~~;a·

Current
and
items and Bu~:~ngs N~:m~~a· Memorial
0rdinary incidental grounds, building.
Hall.
expenses. expenses.

Date.

•.rotal.

CR.

By balance on band
fiscal yearJ-aly 1, 1895
Do ...... .
Do ...... .
Do ...... .
Do ...... .

1889 .....••••.......••.••.••••.......•••........ $59, 055. 20 ....•.•.... $59,055.20
8,428.54
1894 . • . . • • • . • . . $4,856. ]9
$53. 15 $3,519.20 ...........••.•.......
1895 . . . . • • . . . • . 16, 864. 04
5, 276. 50 20, 950. 58 .............••....... 43,091.12
8,724.49
5,000_. 00

Me~~;~;r~·;1c::• .... ~~~:~~. :::::: ::::: .. ~:~~~:~:. :::::: ::::: .$5;ooo: oo·

Received since fis.
cal year153. 33
June 30, 1896
1889 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . • . . . . • • . . . . • .
153. 33 .......... .
Do ...... .
1895 . • • . • • . . . . . 3, 000. oo, . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 000. 00 ..................... . 11,000.00
Do ...... .
1896 . . . . . • • . . . . 79, 867. 10 29, 310. 00 50, 451. 25 • .•••••................ 159,628.35
97.50
1895--96 . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
97. 50 .. ·. . . . . . . . . . ......... .
Do . ..... .
35,000.00
Do ...... . Memorial Hall . ........ ........... ........................ ... .. 35,000.00
Total. ....... 105,187.33 .34, 639. 65

91,143.02

59,208.53

40,000.00

330,178.53

DR.

June 30.1896
Do.·..... .
Do ...... .
Do ...... .
Do ...... .
Do ...... .
Do . ..... .
Do ...... .
Do ...... .

Disbursed ft s ca 1
year· 1889 ..•.........•••••••...••.•...•.. ·•••••·•·•· 59,208.53 .......... . 59,208.53
1,864. 4.6
1894........... 1,413.87
3.12
447. 47 ••.•...•••............
1895 . . . . . . • . • . . 14, 263. 08
4, 426. 28 25, 981. 26 ... . ..........•....•. . 44,670.62
1896 . . . . . . . . • • . 62, 178. 46 25,531. 79 47, 168. 50 .. . ........ .. ........ . 134,878.75
8,821.99
8,366.75
Deposited ft seal

Me~!~~;i~ia\i::::: .... ~~~:~~. ::::::::::: .. ~'.~~~·.::. ::::::::::: ··s;aiJiJj5·
year-

1894 . . . . . . • . . . .
1895 . . . . . . . . • • .
1896 . . . . . . . . . . .

3, 442. 32
50.03
3,071.73
5, 600. 96
850. 22
1, 293. 19 . . • • . • • . • • . . . . • . . • . • . . . . . . • • • • • • . . ..•..••••.

Balance on hand
fiscal yearDo ...... .
1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . • . • . . . . . . • . . • . • . . . 2, 969. 32 .•••••..•..........•..
Do ...... .
1896 . . . . . . . . . . . 16, 395. 45
3, 778. 21
3, 282. 75 ...•................. .
Do ...... . Memorial Hall ............................................ . .... 31,633.25
Total. ....... 105,187.33

34,639.65

91,143.02

59,208.53

40,000.00

6,564.08
6, 4.51. 18
1,293.19
2,969.32
23,456.41
31,633.25
330,178.53

C.-Statement of receipts and expenditures JJertaining to the special contingent Jund,
United States Military .Academy, from July 1, 1895, to June 30, 1896.
Gas works. Rents, etc.
Balance on band July 1, 1895...... •••• •• ••••••••••••••••••• ••. . •• .
Received since:
By rent ofW est Point Hotel..,,,, , , .... , , .. .. .. •• • • • • • . • • . . . . • . • . . .
Post-office . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Stables . . . ...............•........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Store (retiring house) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .
By sale of-Gas.......................................................
Coke.....................................................
Coal tar..................................................
Junk.....................................................

$2,182.72

$810.18

Total.
$2,992.90

l=====l=====I
. •• • • • • • • . . .
. . ••. . . . . . . .
. .. . . . ..... .
... . .. ......

2, 000. 00
150. 00
75. 00
350. 00

5,185.11 .•••........
817.50 .........•..
442.74 •••........ .
............
123. 50
196.

Miscellaneoue ..... ,,,,.. ,.,,. " ,,,,,,," ,, ,,,,,, ., ,., ,... ...... ......

24

2,894.74

9,340.09

Total to be accounted for............................... . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

12, 33:!. 99

6,445.35

Disbursed........................................................
On hand June 30, 1896 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • . • . . . . • . . . • . . • • . . • . .

8, 041. 82
905. 99

2,865.05
519.53

Total accounted for . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

10, 907.47
1,425. 52
12, 332. 99

•
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REPORT OF THE BOARD OF ORDN ANOE AND
FORTIFICATION.
W .A.R . DEP .A.RTMENT,

Washington, D. O., October 31, 1896.
The SECRET.A.RY OF WAR.
Sm: In compliance with the provisions of the act approved February
24, 1891, the Board of Ordna.pce and Fortification has the honor to
submit for transmission to Congress its annual report for the year ending October 31, 1896, as follows:
NEW LEGISLATION AFFECTING THE BO.A.RD.

1. By the provisions of the act approved June 6, 1896, an appropriation was made for continuing the work of the Board, as follows:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification .-To enable the Board to make all needful and
proper purchases, experiments, and tests to ascertain, with a view to their utilization by the Government, the most effective guns, small arms, cartridges, projectiles,
fnses, explosives, torpedoes, armor plates, and other implements and engines of war,
and to purchase or cause to be manufactured, under authority of the Secretary of
War, such guns, carriages, armor plates, and other war material as may, in the judgment of the Board, be necessary in the proper discharge of the duty devolved npon
it by the act approved September twenty-second, eighteen hundred and eighty-eight;
to pay the salary of the civilian member of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification
provided by the act of February twenty-fourth, eighteen hundred and ninety-one,
and for tbe necessary traveling expenses of said member when traveling on duty as
contemplated in said act; for the payment of the necessary expenses of the Board,
including a per diem allowance to each officer detailed to serve thereon when employed on duty away from hi s permanent station, of two dollars and fiftJ cents a day;
and for the test of experimental guns, carriages, and other devices procured in accordance with the recommendation of the Boar<l of Ordnance and Fortification, one hundred and fifty thousand dollars: Provided, That before any money shall be expended
in the construction or test of any gun, gun carriage, ammuni~ion, or implemeuts
1mder the supervision of the said Board, the Board shall be satisfied, after due
inquiry, that the' Government of the United States has a lawful right to use the
inventions involved in the construction of such gun, gun carriage, ammunition, or
implements, or that th e construction or test is made at the request of a person either
having such lawful right or authorized to convey the same to the Government.
That all materiai purchased under the foregoing provision f:i of this act shall be of
American manufacture, except in cases when, in the judgment of the Secretary of
War, it is to the manifest interest of the United States to make purchases in limited
quantities abroad, which material shall be admitted free of duty.

2. Howell counterpo-ise carriage.-By the same act the following contingent appropriation was made:
To enable the Board of Ordnance and Fortification, in its discretion, to procure
and test one ten-inch counterpoise carriage of the type patented by Co1:11modore
J. A. Howell, United States Navy, the Secretary of War is hereby auth?nzecl ~nd
directed to contract with the licen ee of said Howell patents for said carnap;e, w~thout advertising, which shall be constructed according to the plans and spec1ficat10ns
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prepared by said J. A. Howell, and said carriage shall be capable of an all-round
:fire, and the details of said plan may be modified, changed, and improved in the
discretion of the contractors: Provided, That the ten-inch carriage herein authorized
to be contracted for shall be subjected to the same tests as the Buffington-Crozier
. ten-inch carriage wiJl be subjected to with respect to ease of maneuvering, rapidity
of firing, of traversing, and raising to the :firing position; and the sum of fifty
thousand dollars, or so much thereof as may be necessary, is hereby appropriated
for the purchase of said Howell ten-inch carriage, including the erection of foundations and platform, the expense incident to its mounting, and the ammunition for
its t est. Eighty-five per centum of the amount herein appropriated shall be paid in
partial payments as the work progresses, and the remainder upon the completion
and test ·of said carriage by the Board of Ordnance and Fortification and the work
found to be done according to contract.

By the terms of the act the procurement of this carriage was left to
the discretion of the Board, and at the July meeting it was decided to
allot the amount appropriated for this purpose, subject to the approval ·
of the Secretary of War, which was given July 10, 1896.
The Chief of Ordnance has therefore entered into contract with the
licensee of the patents of Commodore Howell, and it is expected that
the carriage will be ready for test some time in the ensuing year.
The cm,t of constructing the foundations and platform and the expenses of the test of the carriage are, by the act of Congress, included
in the appropriation. The Board fixed 20 rounds as the least number
that would constitute a proper test of the system, and the contractor
was required to furnish that number.
The Board also imposed the conditions that the loading angle should
not exceed 5 degrees and that -the cover should be at least 7 degrees.
3. Eniery loading apparatus.-The act approved June 6, 1896, also
contained the following-:
·
That in the act making appropriations for fortifications and other works of defense,
for the armament thereof~ for the procurement of heavy ordnance for trial and service, and for other purposes, approved February eighteenth, eighteen hundred and
ninety-three, the paragraph beginning with the words, " Of the one hundred and
ten thousand dollars," and providing for terms of payment for the twelve-inch elevating gun carriage to be contracted for with A.H. Emery under the provisions of
said act be, and is h ereby, amended to read as follows:
Of the one hundred and ten thousand dollars to be paid for the carriage and its
foundations, eighty -five per centum shall be paid in partial payments as the work
progresses, in accordance with the proposals submitted by A.H. Emery to the Board
in bis letter of January twenty-first, eighteen hundred and ninety-three. And no
bond shall be required for the return of this money if the carriage is not accep~ed,
nor shall the said Emery be required to return the money paid, and the carnage
shall belong to the United States when the tests are completed. The balance of the
one hundred · and ten thousand dollars shall be paid as soon as said carriage shall
have been completed in all respects according to coutract and shall also have undergone and endured a test satisfactory to the Board of Ordnance and Fortification. Of
the twenty thonsand dollars to be p,:iicl for the testing of the carriage three-eightlis
shall be paid the contractor when the preliminary tests are completed, and the other
five-eighths shall be paid to him proportionally as the fifty rounds for proof are
furnished. And the Secretary of War is hereby authorized ancl directed to enter
into a supplemental contract with the contractor for this carriage, for the supply by
him of a loading apparatus to go with and belon o- to the carriage and to be furnished
therewith as a part thereof; and the carriage sh~ll be so constructed that a part of
the work of recoil can be u sed for the horizontal traverse of the carriage ancl the
working of the loading apparatus; and the payment for the work so furnished under
this supplementary contract shall be ten thousand <lollars, which sum shall be due
and payable w hen said loading apparatus is completed in all respects according to
contract, and shall also have undergone and endured said test hercinbefore mentioned, to make which payment the 1mm of ten thousand dollars is hoceby appropriated.

The extra amount appropriated was allotted by the Board July 2,
1896, as required by the act.
The po ition taken by the Board ju regard to amending the act
approved February 18, 1893, which made the original appropriation of
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$130,000 for the construction of the 12-inch Emery elevating carriage,
was defined at the March meeting" in reply to a letter of the Hon.
E. J. Hainer, chairman Subcommittee on Fortifications, United States
House of Representatives, as follows:
The Board of Ordnance and Fortification does not recommend the enactment of
the amendments proposed by Mr. Emery for the following rea,sons:
•
First. With reference to the amendment in regard to the 12-inch elevating carriage.
By the act approved February 18, 1893, the Board of Ordnance and Fortification was
required to allot out of its funds $130,000 for the construction and proof of a 12-inch
carriage of Mr. Emery's design. The plans for this carriage were not completely
worked out at the time the appropriation bil1 was passed and were never approved
by the Board. In its action of .January 25, 1893, the Board stated as follows: ''In
view of the doubts in the mind of the Board as to the successful working of this
carriage, as expressed in its action of December 29, 1892, it is of opinion that if
Congress deem it advisabl e to authorize and direct the construction, the appropria-·
tion shoul cl b e so worded as to make the cost of tho carriage ancl foundations payable
only after their successful t est and acceptance by the War Department." The Board
still adheres to th e opinion.thus expressed. Should the proposed amendment become
a law, $93,500 might be paid to Mr. Emery for preliminary work on a carriage the
plans of which have never been approved by experts on this class of work and the
patents for which are not transferred to the United States, although it should prove
of no value whatever after completion.

Other amendments proposed by Mr. Emery were also discussed a1;
the same time, but as they were not adopted it is unnecessary to give
the action of the Board.
The report of Mr. Emery on the progress made in the construction
of his carriage will be found on page 12.
4. Gatling 8-inch gun.-The following appropriation was also made
by the same act:
'l'o enable the Board of Ordnance and Fortification to procure and test one eightinch caliber high-power ·gun, cast in one piece, on the plan of R. J. Gatling; and the
Secretary of W ar is h er eby authorized and directed to contract with said Gatling
for said gun, without advertisement, which gun shall be constructed according to
the plans and specifi cations prepared by said Gatling, and under his supervision, and
to be subjected to the same test now applied to the built-up gun of the same caliber,
and the sum of forty thousand dollars is hereby appropriated to pay for said gun;
of which sum eighty-:five per centum shall be paid in partial payments as the work
progresses, in a ccordance with the contract to be entered into b etween the Secretary
of War and thQsaid Gapling, and the remainder upon the completion and test of said
gun: Provided, That before said contract is enternd into, the plans and specifications
for said gun shall be deposited with the Secretary of War, which plans and specifications may be modified in the discretion of said Gatling, from time to time as the work
progresses: And providecl furthm·, That the said gun shall conform in general form
and dimensions to modern ordnance, and shall not therefore differ materially in form
and dimensions from service guns, in order that it may admit of being mounted on a
service carriage and in a service emplacement or fortification.

The act being mandatory, the Board recommended the allotment
required July 2, 1896.
.A.PPROPRIA'l'IONS AND ALLOTMENTS.

In compliance with the act of February 24, 1891, which requires the
Bo,ard to'' give a detailed statement of all contracts, allotments, and
expenditures made by the Board," an exhibit, marked Appendix A, is
attached to this report, giving this detailed statement from October 31,
1895, to October 31, 1896.
No contracts are entered into by the Board, as they are made by the
chief of the department t o which the work pertains, under the direction
of the Secretary of War.
The following table gives a summary of the appropriations which
have been made for the work of the Board since its organization, the
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amounts which have been allotted therefrom, and the balances unallotted
at the date of this report:
Summary of appropriations fo1· the Board of Ordnance and Fortification and allotments
froni September 22, 1888, to Octobe1· 31, 1896.
Total
allotted, etc.

Total appro·
priations.

A ct.

Fortification act, September 22, 1888 .•.•••.••..••..•. ••• •••.
Ar1.Uy appropriation, March 2, 1889 .••.••..•• • .•••••• . •••••.
Fortification act ofMarch 2, 1889 .......................................... .
August 18, 1890 ....••... .........•••• •. .. ..••••••..•• •..
February 24, 1891 . .• ..• ••••.... . ••••.... . .•••.•••.......
July 23, l892, February 18, 1893, August 1, 1894, March
2, 1895, and June 6, 1896 ....... ....... ... ............. .

$3,972,000
56,000

Total ............................... . ................ .

{

Tota.
balances on
_h and.

$5, 392.60
$3,966, 607.40
3,156.20 __________
·- ·--·--- --·
,._
52,843.80
14, 775.00
15,355.69

1,233,594
3,832,935
2,290,803

1, 204, 819. 00
3, 831, 579. 31
2, 290, 803. 00

------ -----·

835,000

682, 645.08

152,354.92

12,220,332

12, 032, 453. 79

187,878.21

Total allotments .... .... . . .. ........ . ................ . ...... . ......... . . .... ~ ........... $11, 935, 051. 61
Total expenditures for necessary expenses of Board . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
44, 558. 38
443 - 8
~otal turne~ iu to ~reasury .......... . .- ........... . : ........ . .......... .. .. . -· -- · · · · · - -52 , 400· 0 0
'Iotal revertmg to Treasury by lapse of appropr1at1on . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

°

Grand total. ................ : ... ..... _..... . ....... _................. .-.. ... . ...... 12, 032, 453. 79

GENERAL OPERATIONS.

• The general operations of the Board during the year have comprised
the examination of a large number of devices that have been brought to
its attention; the deveJopment of a system of fire control with the necessary position finders, instruments for tramiferring the data and means of
communication; the supervision of the tests of such guns and carriages
as are still in an experimental stage, and the investigation of smokeless
·
powder~ and high explosives.
A large number of projects and suggestions have engaged the attention
of the Board during the year. The majority of the devices suggested
by inventors, as was to be expected, have not proved worthy of trial at
the expense of the United States, but all have been carefully investigated
with a view to utilizing everything of real value.
SUBJECTS CONSIDERED.

The following is a list of the varied subjects that have been before the
Board, with the action briefly stated in each case:
New subjects considered by the Board during the past yea1·.
Subject.

Proposed by-

Action.

Method of packing ammunition. ........ F. L . Hagadorn . . . . . . . . . . . . . Trial recommended, but disap·
proved by Secretary of War.
Plane tabl~s, ·with specially made tele- Chief of Ordnance.... . . . . . . Purchase recommended.
~:J>ue!d. for Sandy Rook Proving
Standard base·end instruments.......... Range Finder Board . . . .... . Allotment made.
Gerdom breech mechanism .... ...... .. ... Chief of Ordnance ....... .. . Allotment to adapt to Rotch·
kiss 12 cm. gun.
Breeching battery ..... . .... ........ : . . . . Edwin Gomez .... .... . .... . Not recommended.
Fuse train ............. ......... . ............ do ...................... .
Do.
Vertical base range finder (Fi ke).... .. Western Electric Co .. .... .
Do.
Equipoise disappearing gun carriage ... Commodore J. A. Howell, Contracted for.
U. S.N .
lQ.incb Brown segmental wire gun..... Brown & Munsell ........... . Action not completed.
Macbinegun ................ ... .... . .... A. Demeulle ............... . Not recommended.
Powder pneumatic gun...... .......... . Sims-Dudley Co ..•..•...... Under investiga1ion by a CO!ll•
mittee of the :Board.
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New subjects considered by the Board cluring the past year-Continued.
Proposed by-

Subject.

F. P. Cobham ..... . ........ .
Driggil Ordnance Co ...... .
John Schnepf. ............. .
Maxim Powder and Tor·
pedo Co . .......... ... .... .
Cast-steel S·inch rifle ................... . R. J. Gatling .•..............

Lance-edge steel bullet ................ .
Rapid-fire gun . ........................ .
Method of gnn construction ... . ....... .
Method of firing high explosives ...... .

.Action.
Not recomrr:ended.
.Action postponeu.
Not recommended.
U~~\!~1:~t~\~f~~:~cfY a com.Allotment made ·i n compliance
with act of Congress.
Allotment made.
Under investigation by a com·
mittee oft!Je board.
Not recommended.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Cast-steel mortar . .........•................. do .................. . .. .
Pneumatic dynamite guns.............. Pneumatic Torpedo and Construction Co.
Gyroscopic projectile................... Eugene Turpin ............ .
Method of constructing forts ........ ... E. L . Dudley ............... .
l!'loatin g battery........................ T. L. Sturtevant ........... .
Invention for increasing destructive M. H. Holdorf. ..... ....... .
energy of projectiles.
Electric torpedo ....................... . J.M. Davis . ............... .
Do.
Pneumatic torpedo .......................... do ..................... .
Do.
System of coast defense................ .Arthur Hubbard .......... .
Do.
Shell for high explosives .............. . F. P. Cobham .............. .
Do.
Mushroom lance bullet ...................... do ..................... .
Do.
Projectile............................... G. H. Gray ................ .
Do.
Torpedo system . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . W. F. Brewster ............ .
Do.
Slide rule correction table . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Lieut. E . .A.. Miller ........ . Trial recommended.
Center pintle disappearing gun car· Chief of Ordnanc9 ......... . Construction and trial recomriage 10-inch.
mended.
Antifriction projectile .................. Norman Wiard ........... .. Not recommended.
System of torpedo .... .. ................ S. B. Smith ................ .
Do.
Method of coast defense ................ E. C. Coombs .............. .
Do.
Do.
0
~!~~~~~~ .~~::: ::: : ::: : : :
Do.
Method of coast defense ................ ,V. B. Parker .............. . . Do.
Telemeter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . E. Cuenod ................. . Awaiting aduitional iuforma· ,
tion.
System of coast defense ..... •.•••....... W.W. Hastings ........... . Not recommended.
Projectile ..... .. ....................... .
Do.
Submarine boat ............... .......••.
Referred to Navy Department.
12-inch disappearing gun carriage .... . . Chief of Ordnance ......... . .Allotment made.
.Method of t esting symmetry of shells .. Peter Glaser .... . . . . ....... . Not recommended.
Plan for harbor defense ................ .
Do.
Ran~e findRr ........................... .
Do .
Honzontal base range finder .......•.... .American .Artillery R. F.
Do.
and Relocator Co.
Type rapid-fire gun, 5 inch ...•.......... Chief of Ordnance ......... . Construction and trial recom
mended.
Rapid.fire gun ......................... . Sponsel R. F. Gun Co .. .... . Postponed.
Device for directing fire of heavy guns. C. E. Burnap ............... . Not recommended.
Military balloon . .. . .......... ... .. . ... . M. Knickerbocker ......... .
Do.
Visual target indicator ........ ........ . Lieut. A. Murray ...... . ... . Purchase r ecommended.
Plan for signalin g ranges and azimuths. West-em Electric Co ....... . Not r·ecommended.
Pneumatic gun ... ..................... . D. M. Mefford . ...... .. ..... . Under investigation by a com.
mittee of the Bo:ird.
Device for transmitting angular or Lieut. S. E. .A.Ben .......... . Provision for development
.
linear measurements.
made.
Proj ectile ......... .... .... .. .. .. . ...... Mrs. M. E. Klacber ...... .. . Not recommended.
Deviation indicator ................ .. ... ! American Artillery R. F. Trial recommended.
and Relocator Co.
Rocket torpedo . . . . . . .. . . . • . . . • . • • • .. . . . Bcnt,on Halstead .... ....... . Not recommended.
]'lying machine for military purposes ... Wagner & Heyer .... . ..... .
Do.
Torpedo for harbor defense .. .... .. ..... E. C. Sooy .................. .
Do.
Boom for harbor defense .. ..... .. ....... C. O'Brien ................. .
Do.
"Flying battery"....................... 0 . .A.. Su tcliffe . ............. .
Do.
High explosive .......... . ... . .•........ W. E. Gibbs ............... . .A. ;r~~~ing addition al informa-

i!~:i:~!bi~·~;~~; ·pi;t~::::::::: ::: ::: .~:
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W.1P' 6r~~cp:::::::::::::::

D eton ator .......... .......................... do ..................... . N ot recommended .
Projectile ............ . . .... ....... .... .. W. Mottram ............... .
Do.
Shell for high explosives. .............. . R. J. McKeone ....... ...... .
Do.
Gun . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . D. C. Carter ............... .
Do.
"Seruisubmarine double-acting dyna· C. F. Shedd ................ .
Do.
mite shell."
Floatinirgun ............................ A. C. J. H. McIntosh ....... .
Do.
:Battering-ram ............................... do ..................... .
Do.
Experimental parapet . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Col. P. C. Hains ........... . Allotment made.
Emergency defense for guns and maga . . .... do .................... .. Report filed.
zincs.
11
Kot recommended.
Do.
Method of coast defense................. W. H. Bradbury ........... .
Do.
Do .. ........................ ... ..... M. W. Griswold .... .•.. . .. .
Do.
Do .
.A.waiting aclclitiona.l information.
Do.
Winrl-allowauce device .......•............. . do ............... ... ... .
Dial telegraph .......... ................ Lieut. I. N. Lewis . ......... . .Allotment for test made.

~~1t~~~!~ : !~~ !~~a1~!~l~; a~ia"~~e:::::::
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New subjects considered 7/y the Boa1·d during the past year-Continued .
.Subject.

Proposed by-

Action.

Howell torpedo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . American Ordnance Co .... . Not recommended.
System of communication . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Interior Telephone Co ..... . Allotment for installation
made.
Lieut. C. W. Hobbs ....... . Trial recommended .
.Alex. Harroun ............ . . Not r ecommended .
.Method of coast defense ............... . B. N. Kuhns ...... ..... .... .
Do.
12-inch Gordon carriage ............... . Morgan Eugineerino- Co ... . Final action not detf>rmined.
Torpedo ............................... . Lient. N . .J. Halpine:tJ. S. N . Purchase recommended.
System of fire control. ................. . Board on Regulation of Sea. Adopt ion for service recom·
m ended.
coast Artillery.
6·inch rapid-fire gun ______ ............. . Board of Ordnance and For· Under consideration by Secre·
t ary of War.
tification.
Armor plate ........................... . H. Burlich ................. . R eferred to Navy Department.
Method of coast defense ........ ... . ... . A. F. Sweet ................ . Not recommended.
Multiplying scale .............. ...... .. . Lieut. W. C. Rafferty . . .... . Allotmentforconstruciion and
test.
Air ship for coast .defense ...... .. _..... Dr. A. De Bausset ......... . Not recommended.
Elevation indicator .................... . Lieut. W. C. Rafferty ...... . Final action not yet determined.
.Allotment for purchase.
Not approved.
Final action not yet deter·
mined.
Harbor defense by means of naphtha ........ ........ .. ....... .... . Discussion by H. H. Rogers.
flame.
Filed.
Method of assembling armor plates ... . P. McMillan .. . .. _......... . Not r ecommended.
Do.
Method of constructing foundations for G.Blanchard ··· : ··· · ·······
turrets.
Method of manufacturing steel ....... . L. Launay ................. . Filed.
High explosive .. . ..... .. .. .... . .. .... . . G. Blackman .............. . . Not recommended.
Do.
Pneumatic gun (small arm).·" ......... . Alex. Klinger .............. .
Do.
Automobile torpedo ................... . E. D. Peerstone ........... . .
Do.
Shield for infantry .................... . Chas. Coltrin .............. .
"Megaphones" for artillery use ....... . Maj. C. A. Woodruff ....... . Final action not determined.
Do.
Telephoioscope . ..... .... ..·............ . Lieut. G. N. Whistler ...... .
Electro buoyant deep-water torpedo .... . T. R. Owen ................. . Not r ecommendecl.
Do.
Projectile .......... . .............. ..... . G. F. Cole .................. .
Disappearing gun carriage ............ . Lieut. Col. S. M. Mansfield, Final action not yet deter·
mined.
U . S.A.
Method of firing high explosiv-es ...... . A . E. Carlyle ............... . Not r ecommended.
Do.
"Aluminium aerial torpedo boat" .. ... . T . .J.Brown ................ .
Do.
Projectile .............................. . D. M. Mefford ............. . .

~~~ji:til~~~~:::: ::: ::::::: :: ::::::::::::
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In addition to an investigation of these new subjects, the Board has
also devoted considerable .time to the following, which have been previously under consideration, viz, the Millar converter board; the Fiske
stadimeter; the Rafferty relocator; the Lewis, Fiske, Zalinski, Ruckman-Crosby, Unge, Nolan, Aide.Tireur, "\Yeldon, and Watkins ra1?ge
:finders; the Ericsson and Sims-Edison torpedoes; the Emery elevatmg
carriage; the pnuematic, Adams, and Gordon disappearing gun carriages; the_gun-lift battery; the Haskell multicharge gun; the manufacture of one hundred 8, 10, and 12 inch guns by the Bethlehem Iron
Company; the Parkhurst aud Best telescopic sights; the system of
plotting and directing the fire of batteries at moving targets, devised
by Lieut. E. M. Weaver; and the Best system of range finding.
In connection with the consideration of these sn bjects, the Board
has granted to the inventors presenting them twenty-six hearings
during the year.
EXPERIMENTAL GUNS.

The Crozier wjre-wound 10.inch B. L. rifle.-At the date of the last
report tbi gun bad been fired 230 rounds. It ba~ since been fired 44
rounds. The bol'e is so much eroded that it has been decided not to
fire it again until it is relined. Thi gun, with the exception of ~he
ero ion referred to above, i in perfect condition, and is thP- only wnewound gun that ha been successfully tested in this country. It posses es the quality of longitudinal tiffoess to a remarkable degree . .
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The 8-inch Haskell rnulticharge gun.-The gun is in the same condition
as at the date of the last report. It is ready for the test as soon as the
projectiles and powder are obtained. An estimate of tbe cost of the
ammunition was received from the company, May 26, 1896, and an allotment was made for the purchase of 20 rounds, the number fixed by the
Board for the preliminary test. The delay in testing this gun has been
due entirely to the failure of the Haskell Gun Uompany to furuish the
necessary data in regard to the ammunition, which was called for by
the Board three years ago. It is understood that the estimate bas been
delayed by the long-continued illness of Mr. Haskell. It is expected
that the gun can now be tested within a few months.
CONTRACT GUNS.

The hundred-gun contract.-Under this contract twenty-five 8-incb,
fifty 10-iuch, and twenty-five 12-inch guns are to be made by tbe Bethlehem Iron Company. The progress on this contract is slJown by the
report of the company, dated October 8, 1896:
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PA.,

October 8, 1896.

REPORT OF PROGRESS IN THE CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT OF THE GUN-FINISHING PLANT OF THE BETHLEHEM IRON COMPANY AND OF THE MANUFACTURE
OF 100 FINISHED GUNS UNDER CONTRACT WITH THE CHIEF OF ORDNANCE,
UNITED STATES ARMY, NOVEMBER 7, 1891.

[Supplementing r eport dated September 7, 1895.] .
MACHINE TOOLS AND EQUIPMENTS.

No material additions in t h e way of machine tools have been made to the assembling plant durin g the past year. A number of new boring and special tools,
especially for the manufacture of the 12-inch guns, have been provided.
PRESENT

CONDITION

OF

GUNS

BEING MANUFACTURED
( OCTOBER 3, 1896).

UNDER

THIS

CONTRACT

Twenty-five guns, 8-inch calibm·.
Guns Nos. 1 to lO, inclusive.-Shipped.
Guns Nos. 11, 12, 14, .l5, and 16.-Completed, except muzzle marking and fitting of
sights.
Guns Nos.17 to 221 inclusive.-Complete, except threading and slotting breech recesi;.
Mechanism complete.
Guns Nos. 13, 23, 24, and 25.-Complete, except inserting bus!Jing, threading, and
slotting same, proof firing, muzzle marking, and sight :fitting. Mechanism complete.
Fifty guns, 10-inch caliber.
Guns Nos. 26 to 30, inclusive.-Shipped.
Guns Nos. 31 to 40, inclusive.-Accepted and ready to ship; waiting for slight additions to consols.
·
Gun No. 41.-Assembled, except A, B, and D rows; other forgings machined for
assembling.
·
Guns Nos. 42 to 48, inclusive.-C row assembled; other forgings machined for
assembling.
Guns Nos. 49 and 50.-C row assembled, other forgings machined for assembling,
except D hoops, which are not accepted on tests.
Guns Nos. 51 to 56, incliisire.-Of the 66 forgings (exclusive of those for breech
mechanisms) required for these guns, all but 9 hoops are forged and rough machined.
All tubes, 3 jackets, and 23 hoops are accepted as to physical qualities.
Guns Nos. 57 to 62, inclusfoe.-Tubfls, jackets, and trunnion hoops forged.
Guns Nos. 63 to 68, inclusive.-J ackets and trunnion hoops forged.
Guns N~s. 69 to 72, inclusive.-Trnnnion hoops forged.
Mechamsm for guns Nos. 51 to 75, inclusive, about one-eighth completed.
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Twenty-jive gu,ns, 12-inch caliber.
Gims Nos. 76, 79, and 80.-Tube, jacket, A, C, and D hoops assembled; other forgings
( except trunnion hoop) machined for assembling.
G·un No. 77.-Tube, jacket, C and D hoops assembled, other forgings ( except trunnion hoop) machined for assembling.
.
G1ins Nos. 78 and 81 to 85, incfosive.-Of the 66 forgings ( exclusive of those for breech
mechanisms) required for these guns, all but 3 tubes, 3 jackets, and 3 hoops are
forged and accepted as to ·physical qualities, and 29 of them are machined ready for
assembling.

The act of Congress authorizing this contract provided that one type
gun of each caliber shall be subjected to such tests in respect to accuracy, range, power, endurance, and general efficiency as the Board of
Ordnance and Fortification shall have prescribed.
.
.As stated in the last report, it was decided in the case of the 8-~n~h
gm1s to submit one to a partial test and then decid.e whether 1t 1s
necessary to proceed with the exhaustive test ordinarily required of
a type gun. This was done, and the performance of the gun ~as
satisfactory. Only the regular proof tests will therefore be reqmred
of these guns in future .
.As the 10-inch guns are subject to the same conditions as the 8-inch,
being constructed on the plans of the Ordnance Department and under
the inspection of an ordnance officer, it was decided to submit them
to the usual proof firing only.
HE.A.VY RA.PID-FIRE GUNS.

The report of the ordnance member of the Board gives the full pa~ ·
ticulars in regard t.o the progress of the test of these guns and 1s
transcribed in full:
MAY 6, 1896.
As the representative of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification at the
firings of the various guns purchased under allotments of the Board, I have the honor
t.o sn bmit the following summary:
.
The 4.72-inch guns purchased were the Armstrong, Canet, Hotchkiss, and Schneider, with their mounts. The general programme for the test of these guns was prescribed by the Board. It contemplated an examination of the strength and num?er
of parts of the mechanisms, the general efficiency of the systems, especial attention
being paid to the action of the firing pin and extractor, and the position of the cartridge when it can be pushed home by the breechblock. The guns were also to be
fired for v elocity, accuracy, rapidity, rapidity with accuracy, with defective cartridges, and with charges to get excessive pressures, The guns were also to be tested
after dusting and rusting.
Such guns as successfully passed the above tests were to be further fired with
shrapnel and canister against steel plates; and for dispersion, as well as for accuracy,
against a moving target.
The .Armstrong became disabled at the thirtieth round. A. defective primer caused
a "blow back," or escape of gas through the primer back into the interior of ~he
breech block, through the firing-pin hole in face of the block. The firing mechamsm
was completely disabled, and the block itself could only be opened by repeated
blows on the locking lever.
The Schneider.-The action of the mechanism of this gun in manipulation and
deliberate firing was satisfactory. The number of parts of its mechanii:1m, 61, includ~n g 9 spring~, is, however, greater than is usually found in the best modern. mechanisms for rapid-fire guns. The extractor has very little surplus. power and 1s not _on
the whole entirely satisfactory. One objection to this gun is that its extractor gmde
~xt~nds 11 inches to the rear of the breech. The operator in manipulating the blo?k
1s ~1able to s~and cl~se to the end_ of this guide. Should, in the excitement of rapid
firmg, the pm be discharged while he was in this position a probably fatal blow
would ~e received froill: the guide d~ing the recoil of the 'piece. The devices for
preventmg premature discharge, <Jr t11l the block is closed and locked, appear to be
efficien~ and satisfactory. With a charge of 18¼ pounds of I3. N. smokeless powder
a velocity of 2,537 feet per second was obtained with a pressure of about 33,_000
pounds. The ~un st?o.d the tests for accuracy and excessive pressure satisfactorily,
but no_t tho~e for rapi_d1ty, dust, an~ ~efective cartridge . A "blow back" d stroyed
~he firmg prn and sprmg. The rap1d1ty was noticeably affected by the lack of power
m the extractor, and the fact that it was necessary to push the projectile well up
GENERAL:
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into the rifling in order to close the block, and the care required before pulling the
la~yard to see that the man operating the block was out of the way of the extractor
gmde.
The Canet.-The number of parts of the mechanism of this gun (39, including 4
springs), although nearly one-halfless than that of the Schneider and not excessive,
is still considered greater than is consistent with the simplicity and certainty of
action required in a rapid-fire gun. The extractor is not satisfactory. It bas little
surplus power over that required in the normal condition, and a separate tool is
required for the extrnction of cases which have stuck in the chamber. In case the
necessity of the use of this tool is not discovered in time, the extractor will probably
be overstrained and therefore bent and·distorted in its efforts to receive the cartridge
case. This piece stood the test for Yelocity, accuracy, and rapidity satisfactoril,y.
In the test for rapidity with accuracy a premature explosion occurred, resulting in
the death of two and wounding of the remaining four of the detachment working
the gun. This unfortunate accident was caused by the faulty seating of the coned
portion of the firing pin in the recess prepared for it in the mechanism of the block,
so that when the latter was quickly closed the protruding pin struck the primer a
blow sufficient to explode the cartridge before the block closed. The breech block
being completely destroyed, the test of the gun closed.
The Hotchkiss had been fired about four times when an explosion occurred, resulting in the carrying away of the whole breech of the gun and the death of the officer
superintending the firing.
Au allotment was made for the purchase of the Seabury gun (4.72-inch), provided
it stood certain tests. This gun was removed some months since from the Proving
Ground for certain alterations, and has not yet been returned for trial. Last fall th e
Driggs-Schroeder Cornpany submitted a 4-inch rapid-fire gun, and tho Board allotted
money for its test. The programme was the same as that adopted for all g uns of this
class. The mechanism consists of 15 parts. They are securely housed and protected
from exposure to .the weather. This enabled the gun to stand very sati1-1fac1iorily the
rust and dust tests. Twenty-one rounds were fired in two minutes, and 25 in two
minutes and thirty-five seconds, and this under somewhat adverse circumstances
due to the direction of the wind, which blew the smoke into the fac es of the gunners. The mechanism worked well untler increasing pressures up to 47,000 pounds
per square inch. The results of the firing with this gun of 4-inch caliber w ere so
satisfactory that one of 5-inch caliber has been recommended by the Chief of Ordnance and allotted for by the Board. One of the great advantages of this syst em is
that the gunners in loading and firing stand to one side of the gun and not in its
rear, and are thus protected from the liability to such accidents as occurred at the
trial of the Canet gun.
G1·uson minimwni port carriage fo1· 12-inch rifle.-Since the report of the Board of
1894 (p. 10), a new cast-steel transom was furnished by the company and the test
satisfactorily completed. After one preliminary round 10 rounds were fired, 7 with
· 467 and 3 with 465 pounds brown prismatic powder, at elevations varying from
+ 12 degrees to -1 degree, the carriage in every case running smoothly into battery.
The carriage was traversed by the motor from left to right through 20 degrees in
twenty-five seconds, and from right to left, 14 degrees, in eleven seconds. Later it
was traversed twice through 22 degrees in sixteen and fifteen seconds, r espectively.
This trial could have been bettered if the main traverse circle had not settled. It
was depressed from+ 20 degrees to - 2 degrees.in forty-three seconds and elevated
from -2 degrees to + 12 degrees in fifty-six seconds. To run into battery occupied
six and four-fifths seconds.
The carriage having satisfied the conditions imposed by the contract it was
accepted and bas been paid for. The Haskell gun bas been ready for firing for a
long time, but nothing can be done further toward its test till Mr. Haskell complies
with the instructions of the Board to furnish information as to the powder h e
desires for the inftial and accelerating charges.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
FRANK H' PHIPPS,

Major, Ordnance D'e]'artment, United States Army.
Gen. NELSON A. MILES,
President Board of Ordnance and Fortiji,at-ion, Washington, D. C.
RAPID-FIRE FIELD GUNS,

The field guns tha.t were fitted with var10us systems of breech mechanism under nl1otments of the Board, have been delivered at the woving ground and. are undergoing test. They are the Seabury, Da lliell,
Fletcher, and Gerdom. All failed on the blow-back test, but the Ger-·
dom was readily repaired and bas since passed that test successfully,

•
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as well as the others prescribed by the test programme.
the other guns is still in progress.

The test of

GUN CARRIAGES.

Emery 12-inch eleva,ting carriage.-The following report from Mr. A.
H. Emery as to the progress made upon his carriage has been received
by the Board :
STAMFORD, CONN., October 1, 1896.
GENTLEMEN: I am in receipt of yours l)f September 24, asking me to report progress made in the construction of my 12-inch elevating gun carriage contracted for
March 17, 1893.
·
The requirement of the contract that I give bonds to return the moneys advanced
thereon prevented me from getting suitable parties to build the carriage, as they
did not like to take the risk of building the carriage and the additional risk of
returning the moneys if necessary. For this reason I was ol>liged to go to Congress
for relief, which was given me in the act approved June 6, 1896, which not only
relieved me from the bond, but provided for a supplementary contract, under which
I am to furnish a loading apparatus to go with this carriage, an<l. which is to be a
part thereof~ the whole to be so arranged that I can make use of the recoil of the
gun in traversing the carriage and in loading the gun.
The supplementary contract bas been made and a large amount of material for
the carriage has been contracted for, principally the gun-iron castings and most of
the steel castings.
.
As soon as I can get these castings the work will be pus.bed rapidly in the shops.
Yours truly,
A.H. EMERY.
The BOARD OF ORDNANCE AND FORTIFICATION,
Wa1· Department, Washington, D. C.

The second 10-inch pneumatic carriage.-This carriage was contracted
for in compliance with the act of Congress approved August 1, 1894,
and should have been delivered at the Sandy Hook Proving Ground
June 7, 1895.
Tbe carriage is not yet :finished. The following report from the Pneumatic Gun Carriage and Power Company has been received:
WASHINGTON, D. C., Octobe1· 6, 1896.
DEAR Sm: In reply to the letter of the Board of September 23 last, making inquiry
as to the progress in the const,ruction of our improvell 10-inch pneumatic _disappe_aring gun carriage, I have to state that the carriage has been finished and is now bemg
assembled in the shop of the Cm.mp Shipbuilding Company. As soon as it is assembled we will mount upon it the 10-inch gun which is at the Cramps works and test
it as far as possible in the shop. We expect to have it shipped to Sandy I-look
by November 1 proximo, and have th e official trial take place about the 15th of
December.
The delay has been caused by the failure of seven or eight castings of the cylinder.
I respectfully request that your Board will, in its report to the Secretary of War,
include its estimate of $50,000 for possible prem iums on this carriage which your
Board made to the Secretary in its report dated October 21, 1894. (Seep. 32 of said
report contained in Ex . Doc. No. 136, Fifty-third Congress, third session.)
On J anuary 9, 1895, we addressed the following letter to Hon. Wilkinson Call,
chairman of the Subcommittee of Appropriations having in charge·the fortificaticrus
appropriation bill:
"DEAR Srn: I beg to call J OUr attention to pnge 32 of the in closed report of tb_e
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, from which y on will see that there is an estimate of $50,000 for the purpose of paying }Jrcmiums on our 10 -inch disappearing
carriage provideu for in the forti fl.cations appropriation act approved Augnst 1,
1894-, copy inclo ed. It will be seen that the Board gives the section of the act covering onr carriage the construction Congress intended, viz, that we are to r eceive
the same ben efi ts that are given to our rivals, the Gordon carriage. We understand
Captain Gordon bas received about $50,000 in premiums. We therefore ask that
the amount e timated by the Board, vfa, $50 ,000, to cover premiums that may be
~arned by onr carriap;e. be inserted in the pendin-g fortifications appropriation bill.
"Very respectfully,
"C. E. CREECY,
"Proeident of the Pneurnatic Gwn Ca1'1'iage and Powe1· C01npany."
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I appeared before the committee in person and asked that the appropriation be
made, but as I could not assure them as to the time of completion, the committee
decided to postpone the appropriation until after the premiums were earned. The
reason why I now ask that the estimate be repeated is because the official trials will
take place before adjournment of the naxt session of Congress, and the estimate of
the Department will avoid a technical point that the estimate should .have been
mado with the estimates for next Congress. · We are confident that in firing r ap idity
we shall excell the performances of both the Gordon and the Crozier 10-inch carriages.
Very respectfully,
C. E. CREECY;
P1·esident of the Pnewrnatic Gun Carriage and Power Company. '
Maj. Gen. }iELSON A. MILES, u. s. A.,
P1·esidMt of th e Board of Ordnance and Fortification, Wa1· Department.

The following action was taken by the Board on this letter October
20, 1896:
The Board considered the letter of the Pneumatic Gun Carriage and Power Company, dated October 6, 1896, reporting progress made in the con struction of their
second pneumatic disappearing carriage. The report was directed to be filed.
In reply to the request of the company that the Board" will in its report to the
Secretary of ·w ar include its estimate of $50,000 for possible premiums on this carriage,'' it is recommended that the company be informed that the Board declines to
make such an estimate. In the action of the Board on the original request of the
company that a contract be entered into pursuant to the act of Congress approved
August 1, 1894, the whole st1bject of the requirements of the act was discussed and
it was recommended that the legal questions involved "be referred to the proper
legal authority and a decision obtained before a contract be drawn." This .was not
done, bnt the contract was drawn without containing any reference to a premium
for rapidity of fire and so accepted by the Pneumatic Gun Carriage and Power Company. In the absence of a legal deci8ion as to the meaning of th e act of Congress
the Board does not interpret it to authorize any premiums whatever, and will not
recommend any payments not specified.in the contract.

The Gordon modified 10-inch disappearing carriage.-The Morgan
Engineering Company, the manufacturers of the two Gordo.n carriages,
submitted at the January meeting a working model of a 10-inch Gordon
carrfage, with certain modifications calculated to overcome the objectionable features of the previous designs. The changes consisted, first,
in overcounterweighting the carriage, so as to do away with the pneumatic feature of the carriage by which air was compressed by the recoil
and used to raise the gun to the firing position; and, second, in compelling, by means of slots and guides, the counterweights to rise vertically under the force of recoil and thus causing them to be gradually
accelerated. The company was requested to submit an estimate of the
cost of altering the modified carriage at Sandy Hook so as to embody
these features. This was done, and at the February meeting it was
decided to make the alteration and use this carriage for a conclusive
test of the Gordon system.
The carriage has an all-around fire and a cover of about 13 degrees.
It is expected that it wiH be ready to test in a short time.
·The Adams center-pintle disappearing carriage.-After careful examination of all the pla,ns for disappearing carriag;es, the Board decided
not to recommend the construction of a type carriage according to this
system.
Twel1Je-inch disappearing carriage.-At its Ma,r ch Ression the Board
recommended an allotment of $45,000 for the construction of a disappearing carriage for the 12-inch B. L. rifle, after the Buffington-Crozier
design, which has proved so successful iu the carriages for the 8 and
10 inch rifles. This was approved by the Secretary of War, and the
carriage is now being constructed at the Watertown Arsenal.
Center-pintle disappearing carriage for 10-inch B . L. rijle.-In order to
test the efficiency of a modification of the Buffington-Crozier system of
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disappearrng carriages, designed to permit an all-around fire, the Board
allotted, March 12, 1896, $25,000 for the construction of a, type carriage
on the plans of the Chief of Ordnance. It is expected that this carriage will be ready for test during the coming year.
Eapicl-fire gun mounts.-With the 5-inch type rapid-fire gun, which is
being constructed at the Watervliet Arsenal under an alJotment of the
Board, a slight modification of the pillar mount is to be used. The
mount consists of the usual form of rapid-fire carriage on a steel cylinder, which is counterpoised and drops into a pit in the platform. It is
raised and lowered by means of a lever working suitable gearing. In
action the gun is elevated above the parapet and remains in that position during the firing. When not in action it is lowered behind the
parapet and no evidence of its position is displayed to the enemy.
DUTIES OF THE BO.A.RD AND ADOPTED TYPES.

The following letter was received by the Board from the Secretary
of War:
WAR DEPARTMENT, January 7, 1896.
SIR: A careful examination of the act of September 22, 1888, creating the Board of
Ordnance and Fortification, and of the subsequent acts governing its operations, convinces me that there has been a certain amount of confusion of opinion as to the
duties devolved upon the Board under the law and the method in which its operations should be conducted.
While it is true, as stated in its first annual report, that "the Board is only ad visory to the Secretary of War," those words do not adequately convey the real meaning
and purpose of its creation. The Board was created at a time when Congress was
taking the first step in the execution of a project that involved an ultimate expenditure of more than $100,000,000.
·
A most important object in view, doubtless, was that the Secretary of War, in the
elaboration of the proposed system of fortification and a,rmament, might have t_he
advice of an organized body of experts in addition to but separate from the special
bureaus which already existed for that purpose in the War Department.
But beyond this and perhaps more important than this was another object, viz,
that of inspiring Congress with confidence in the conclusions and recommendations
of the vVar Department. Recent years had witnessed a rapidevolution in war material. Foreign nations had armed and rearmed at short intervals. Costly material
bad been manufactured; much of it to be thrown away as defective or because outclassed by superior inventions on the part of a possible enemy.
In this country, owing to a general absence of expert knowledge of such matters
among the people, there were great differences of opinion. Whether 16-inoh g~ns
could be succes:;fully built, or whether they were needed even if they could be bmlt;
whether guns should be mounted in turrets; whet.her guns and mortars should be
built-up and all-steel, or of cast iron and steel, or all cast iron. These and many
other important questions were and some still remain subjects of dispute.
Congress knew that every year it would be asked to appropriate millions of dollars
1'or the purchase or manufacture of war material in regard to which all men would
not agree. But it determined that when it gave the money•it should have every
possible guaranty that the articles purchased would be the best of their kind. _In
other words, it determined that it would not give money to buy anything in quantity
until the best type of that thing had been determined by the judgment of experts.
For that purpose, and for that purpose alone, it created the Board of Ordnance and
Fortification.
The creating act (September 22, 1888) declared that the "Board shall be under the
direction of the Secreta-ry of War and subject to his supervision and control in all
respects, and shall have power to provide suitable regulations for the inspection of
guns and materials at all stages of manufacture to the extent necessary to protect
fully the interests of the United States, and generally to provide such regulations
coucerning matters within said Board's operations as shall be necessary to carry out
to the b est advantage all duties committed to its charge."
The Boal'd ri ghtly interpreted these words as vesting in it the power and duty to
establish types. In its first annual report it appears that, in connection with the
contract for 100 heavy uns, it prescribed all the conditions to which these guns
~hould conform, th ese conditions being those of the best types known to it. Aud so
m many otb er cases.
By the creating act and subsequent ones, including the one of February 27, 1891,
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the Board was vested, to a varying degree, with the control of expenditures for fortifications and the armament thereof. After the above date the Board was relieved of
this duty .
.By the creating a.ct and all those subsequent to the one of August 18, 1890, it was
made the duty of the Board "to make all needful and proper purchases, experiments,
and tests to ascertain, with a view to their utilization by the Government, the most
effective guns, small arms, cartridges, projectiles, fuses, explosives, torpedoes, armor
plates, and other implements and engines of war. " '~ *"
Tbe two paragraphs qnotetl above endow the Boa.rd with all the powers that it'
may la.wfully exercise. Its duty is '' to ascertain, with a view to their utilization by
the Government, the most effective guns, " " " anu other implements and
eI!gines of war." These, being determined, become the types to which all other
things of the same kind must conform, until, by a similar process, another type is
determined. Nor does Congress contemplate that the War Department shall make
estimates for the purchase of any one of these "implements and engines of war"
until its type shall Lave been determined. The process by which the type is determined is defined by law, viz, by making "all needful and proper purchases, experiments, and tests," and by providing "suitable regulations for the inspection of guns
and material at all stages of manufacture."
In performing this duty, I do not find that any exact method haA been adopted and
closely adhered to. I find, from the reports of the Board, that in some cases funds
have been allotted for the construction and tests of types, and that upon the recommendation of the Chief" of Ordnance funds have been allotteu for purchase in quantity. I find, in other cases, that funds have been allotted for construction and tests
of types, and that then, without further reference to or recommendation from the
Board, estimates have been submitted for purchase in quantities.
The result is that it is now difficult, when estimates aresubmitteclfor the approval
of the Department, to know whether they are for articles of which the standard
type had been established or not. It is a matter of importance that this cause of
embarrassment be removed, and I therefore submit, through you, to the Board, the
following for its consideration and action:
.
(1) I desire that the Boar<l prepare and submit to the Secretary of War a list
which shall show seriatim all the implements and engines of war which the Board
considers to come within the scope of the duty devolved upon it, for which, in the
judgment of the Board, satisfactory types have been determined.
(2) In order that the above list in the office of the Secretary of War may be kept
corrected to <late, I desire that the following method of procedure be followed: It
is assumed that the tests of implements and engines of war will be conducted as it
is understood that they have been in the past, i. e., by the Board of Ordnance, at
Sandy Hook or elsewhere, or under the immediate supervision of officers of the
Ordnance Department; in either case, with or without the immediate presence of
the Board of Or<lnance and Fortification. But, in any case, the tests will be conducted in accordance with suitable regulations prescribed by the Board. After a
sufficient test of any article has been made and the report of the officers who have
condu<'ted it, together with the recommendations anrl criticisms of the Chief of
Ordnance, have been received by the Board, antl the latter has arrived at its conclusion, if this conclusion be favorable to the adoption of the article tested, as the type,
the B0ard will make a specific recommendation for its adoption to the Secretary
of War, and upon approval by him this article will become the standard type of all
others of tho same kind to be thereafter procured for service, and will remain the
typo until superseded by another one determined in the above manner.
If the Board of Ordnance and Fortification desires to suggest a method' of procedure which, in Hs judgment, is preferable to the one indicated above, the Secretar,y
of War desires that it will submit its views thereon to him in sufficient time to
receive his consideration and actiou prior to the adjournment of its present session.
Very respectfully,
DANIEL S. LAMONT,
Se<Yrefary of War.

The PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD 0l!' ORDNANCE AND FORTIFICATION.

This letter was considered by the Board January 10, 1896, and the
following action taken in reply to it:
When the larg·e appropriatfons for tho Engineer ani Ordnance departments, which
were made at the time of the organization of the Board, were under its supervision,
designs for batteries, guns, etc., were snbmitted and allotments were made after
examination and approval. Suitable regulations for the inspection of guns and
material were also prescribed, which are still in force.
By the terms of the appropriation acts of 1890 and 1891 the work of the Engineer
Department was removed from the supervision of the Board, and by the act of 1892
most of the work pertaining to the Ordnance Department was also removed.
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Congress having seen fit to appropriate funds in some instances for constrnctions
by the two depart,ments without giving the Board any supervision over them, the
Board can not be officially acqnainted in all cases with the progress of the work.
It is believed that the following may be considered as a correct list of constructions for which satisfactory types have been determined :
LIST OF IM.PLE.lVrnNTS AND ENGINI£S OF WAR FOR WHICH
I-IA VE BEEN DETERMINED.

SATISFACTORY TYPES

12-inch steel B. L. rifle. Now under construction, model 1888 and model 1891.
10-inch steel B. L. rifle. Model 1888.
8-inch steel B. L. rifle. Model 1888.
12-inch steel B. L. mortar.
12-inch cast-iron mortar hooped with steel.
7-inch siege howitzer. Model 1890.
5-inch siege rifle. Model 1890.
3.6-incldielcl gun. Model 1891.
3.2-inch field gun. Model 1890.
3.6-inch field mortar. Model 1890.
3-inch Hotchkiss mountain gun.
12-incb nondisappearing b arbette carriage.
10-inch nondisappearing barbette carriage
8-inch nondisappearing barbette carria.ge.
12-inch spring r eturn mortar carriage.
8-inch disappearing carria.ge. Crozier-Buffington type.
10-inch disappearing carriage. Crozier-Buffington type.
Carriage for 7-inch siege howitzer.
Carriage for 5-inch siege rifle.
Carriage for 3.6-inch field gun.
Carriage for 3.2-iuch field gun.
Carriage for 3.6-i11ch field mortar.
Carriage for 3-inch Hotchkiss mountain gun.
Caissons for field guns.
Corn binecl battery wagons and forges for field guns.
Armor-piercing projectiles jor seacoast guns.
Shell and shrapnel for field guns.
Torpedo casemates and cable galleries.
.
This Board bas allotted $266,850 for the construction of a gun lift for two 12-mch
guns at Sandy Hook, now Fort Hancock. This lift has been constructed, the gu_ns
placed in position, ancl the experimental trials have heretofore been reported. While
the lift worked satisfactorily, in view of the great expense of this system, of the
complexity of the mechanism, of the liauility to get out of order, and of the probability of securing a more simple, economical, and efficient method of mounting guns
of this caliber, the Board does not recommend at the present time its adoption as a
type.
In regard to the selection of rapid-fire and machine guns and other patented ar~icles,
of which there are many systems of nearly equal excellence, it is not always d esirable
to designate one as a definite choice of the Government until it is in a position to
purchase or manufacture in large quantities.
.
It is evident that such published selection would naturally advance the pnce of
the article should it become known tliat th e manufacturer practically had a monopoly.
The mMhod of procedure suggested by the Secretary of War as to fnture tests
· ::i,ppears to the Board to be proper, and will be followed so far as the jurisdiction of
the Board extends.
·
MOR'r.A.R-STEEL MORT.A.RS.

Under the provision of the act of Congress approved March 2, 1895,
requiring ,:that whenever any party shall present for test a completed
breech-loading mortar of 12 inches caliber, of not more than 4,000
pounds weight, built of mortar-steel, with a proper supply of ammuui-·
tion therefor, not exceeding 200· rounds, such mortar shall be tested by
the Board of Ordnance and Fortification," etc., no mortar has been
presented during the year.
RANGE .A.ND POSITION FINDERS.

'l he reports of the Board to Test Range and Position Finders to the
oard of Ordnance and Fortification are appended (Appendix B), and
show the rogre made during the year in the development of position
finder for the artillery service.
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The Lewis depression position .finder.-Upon the report of the Range
Finder Board, and as the result of actual trial by the Board of Ordnance and Fortification, this instrument was recommended for adoption
as the type for range finders having a vertical base. The recommendation of the Board was approved by the Secretary of War February 8,
1896. It was also recommended that steps be taken to acquire the
right to use this instrument upon such terms or at such rate of compensation as may, to the Secretary of War, seem just and equitable.
This instrument takes the distance from its level to that of the
water for its base, and, atter proper adjustment, an observation on the
water-line of a ship or other object by means of a powerful telescope
gives directly on a dial the distance in yards. The azimuth of the
object is given by means of another dial as an arm in the vertical plane
of the telescope moves on an iron table.. The dials are very easily
read, and experiment has shown the instrument to be accurate within
. about 1 per cent for distances under 10,000 yards. The three instruments stated in the last report to have been or<Iered by the Board have
been sent to San Francisco, Cal., Fort Monroe, Va., and Fort Adams,
R.I.
Horizontal base range .finder.-A.s yet the Board has not recommended
the adoption of any range finder using a horizontal base. Several
forms are under consideration. The Piske, at Fort Hamilton, has given
very good results; the Ruckman-Oros by is being developed at Fort
Monroe; and the Gaillard is under consideration by this Board.
The underlying principle of all horizontal base range tinders is the
same, namely, the solution of a triangle of which the apex is the object
whose distance is desired, and the efforts of inventors lie in the direction of simplifying the means of communication between the ends of
the base line or automatically indicating the intersection of the lines
of sight of the two telescopes upon a plotting board.
In order to provide a standard of comparison for range finders
under trial, the Board allotted fonds for the construction of a pair of
special azimuth instruments, and their installation at Fort Hamilton,
New York Harbor. These iustruments are connected by telephone, and
have given excellent results. In combination, tlrny form a practical
range and position finder, though not so rapid as some of the automatic
devices.
·
BOARD ON REGULATION OF SE.A.CO.A.ST ARTILLERY FIRE.

The reports of this Board are appended (Appendix 0) and show substantial progress. A.t the June meeting a proposed system of :fire control for the United States seacoast artillery service was submitted and
approved by the Board of Ordnance and Fortification. The system is
based upon the use of polar coordinates, and is given in full in the
appendix.
1'he following recommendations were made in connection with this
report:
(1.) In the construction of the emplacements for the batteries now
being placed in position, that due consideration be given to the importance of providing for a system of fire control and communication
between batteries and for all other necessary appliances.
(2) That we especially recommend that appliances for this system be
provided at Fort .Monroe, Fort Hancock, and San Francisco Harhor,
where high-power guus, pneumatic guns, and mortar batteries are now
in position or under construction.
.
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(3) And furthermore, the Board recommends that a system of regulations and tactics, based upon the report herewith submitted, be formulated and published to the Army for the instruction, information, and
· guidance of the artillery service.
.
In addition to the devices for the improvement of' the seacoast artillery service mentioned in the last annual report as an outgrowth of the
work of this Board, the following may be enumerated: A multiplying
scale, by Lieutenant Rafferty; a replotting arm for attachment to the
Lewis position :finder, by Lieutenant Lewis; a sliding scale for the correction of certain errors in gun laying, by Lieutenant Millar; .a v~sual
range and azimuth indicator, by Lieutenant Murray; and a modification of the service sight for predicting the position of a vessel, by
Lieutenant Hobbs.
Relocating instrmnents.-Two, instruments for transforming the data
obtained by the position-finder into corresponding data at the gun have
been procured under allotment by the Board during the year-the
Rafferty relocator and the Millar converter board. In the test both
proved efficient and no decision has yet been reached as to the adoption
of either for service.
One of the most difficult problems to determine is the subject of communication between the officers of a :fire command, the range-finding
stations, and the guns. Two systems of telephones and a printing telegraph are now installed at the Narrows. An electrical method jn
which the parallelism of two or more arms is indicated by the galvanometer needle is being developed by Lieut. S. E. Allen, Fifth Artillery;
and a mechanical transmitter or dial telegraph devised by Lieut. I. N.
Lewis, Second Artillery, is in process of construction.
.
The work of the Board on the Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire
is very important and will be encouraged by this Board during t1!,e
coming year. It is hoped that before another annual report is submitted a complete and efficient system of :fire control can be presented to
the War Department for installment at our seacoast forts.
HIGH EXPLOSIVES.

This subject has been in charge of Maj. Frank H. Phipps, Ordn~nce
Department, as a committee of the Board.
The following report gives a resume of the experiments made and_ the
work accomplished by the committee and is considered to be of suffiuent
general interest to warrant its being embodied in full.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON HIGH EXPLOSIVES.
GOVERXORS ISLAND, N. Y., October 12, 1896.
GENERAL: The committee on high explosives has the honor to report that during
the past year no new explosive compounds have been submitted or tested. T1:te fnrther test of emmensite, recommended in previous reports, has been unavoidably
delayed, but an 8-inch high-power breech-loading rifle will soon be available for use,
and experiments will be continued to t est the safety of firing emmensite and_ wet
gun-cotton with higher velocities and pressures than have heretofore been possible.
A communication of March 2!5 last from Mr. W. E. Gibbs, in which he referred
to a nitroglycerin composition, and also suumitted drawings of detonators, was
referred to your committee. Mr. Gibbs was informed tb~t jt was a rule of the committee to make no test of compounds the compositio~1 of which was not fully known.
The detonators do not, it is believed, possess sufficient merit to justify tests at the
expense of the Government.
A further test of jovite was asked for by the J ovite Manufacturing Company: and
permi sion given for the test, but no sample has as yet b een submitted by the comp any under this authority. In February last, however, tbo Hathaway High Explosive Company, by permission ot the Chif'f of Ordnance, fired at andy Hook :five
shells from the 6-pounder Driggs- cnroeder r api<l fire gun. Tho shells weighing 6
110,1~nds (empt;v) were filled with 7¼ounces o /' jovito.
lhe propelling charge was 1 pound. of powder, which gave an average pressure of
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29,300 pounds per square' inch. The jovite was said to be of the same composition
and proportions as the N. S. powder t ested by your committee last year, and r eported
on page 5 of the report of the Board for 1895. The shells were fired against a 1¼-inch
steel plate, having a 3-inch oak backing, and it was intended to demonstrate the
insensitiveness of the jovite to shock, friction, and impact, and also that it could be
destructively detonated by the Hathaway compound, the exact composition of which
is unknown to your committee.
In no case was there a detonation, but the explosions were of a low order, a considerable amount of unexplodedjovite being found in front of the butt. The shells
penetrated plate and backing, and were, with one exception, found intact, except
that the fuse had been blown out by the jovite. · One shell evidently broke on impact,
from weakness of the shell itself, there being but three or four pieces. The last shell
was :fired without fuse or detonator, a blank fuse being used to close the fuse hole in
rear of shell. No explosion of shell was observable after striking the plate, but after
recovery from butt the blank fuse and the ,iovite were found to have blown out.
The ideal explosive for a shell charge is one which can safely withstand the shock
of :firing and impact; the friction due to rotation in the gun; is safe to handle; does
not deteriorate in storage or by the extremes of heat and cold, and when properly
detonated produces an explosion of a very high order. Such a compound requires a
very powerful detonating fuse to produce the proper effect. Efforts have been
repeatedly made to accomplish this without the use of fulminate of mercury, but
unsuccessfully, at least so .far as is known to your committee.
The detonator must, like the composition it is intended to instantaneously explode,
not be liable to premature explosion, endangering the gun. It should be sufficiently
-insensitive to permit the shell to penetrate a vessel's armor, waiting for the a ction of
the percussion or delayed-action fuse, that the explosion may occur behind the plate
rather than on it. Fulminate of mercury is very sensitive to a blow, and it has been
a difficult matter to so carry or cushion it in the shell, as to prevent premature
explosion.
.
The accompanying plates, 1 to 11, show the methods tried at Sandy Hook Proving
Ground. The drawings are so plain that a description of them seems unnecessary .
A base percussion fuse was used to explode the detonator, compressed gunpowder
being used for delay action. None of these detonators worked satisfactorily.
A series of experiments have been made with one designed by Lieutenant Pierce,
Ordnance Department, with great promise of success, and it is hoped that tests yet
to be made will demonstrate its adaptability for service.
Respectfully submitted.
FRANK H. PHIPPS,
Major of Ordnance, United States Army.

Gen. NELSON A. MILES,
President of the Board of Ordnance and Fortification.

Special methods of throwing high explosives.-Five methods of throwing high explosives have been under consideration by the Board during
the year, viz":
1. The Sims-Dudley system.-The Sims-Dudley powder pneumatic gun
for discharging high explosives consists of three tubes parallel to one
another and in the same plane. The middle tube is the largest, and in
it is inserted from the rear the projectile, the breech being closed by an
ordinary slotted screw breech mechanism. The two side tubes together
form the reservoir. The right-hand tube is chambered to receive the
powder charge, and is closed at the rear by a second bre6ehblock similar to that used in the main barrel. This tube is united at the front
en~ to the left-band tube, which opens at the rear end into the main
barrel in rear of the projectile. The theory of the gun is that the
explosion of the powder charge compresses the air in the tubes, which
forms the slow propelling force for the projectile.
The projectile is a cylindrical case, having a suitable head and fuse
and a base terminating in a winged tail to steady the shell during
flight. What little recoil is developed is absorbed by a pair of springs
encircling the side tubes, the three tubes being free to move to the rear
against the springs through the trunnion band.
Five shells, containing 15 pounds of explosive gelatin each, were
successfully discharged from the gun in the presence of the Board at
the company's range at Glen Cove, Long Island, but in firing at a
target the third shell, loaded with 4 ponnds of rifle powder, was
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exploded in tlte gun, probably by-the premature action of the fuse.
The gun burst violently, and fragments were scattered in every direction.
No further experiments have been made with this system.
2. System of the Jlia.rim Powder and Torpedo Oompany.-This consists
in the use of slow-burning Maxim smokeless powder in a gun of great
length of bore. The powder was successfully used to discharge shells
containing high explosives from a 7-inch Ames rifle, but owing to the
shortness of the gun only low velocity and pressure could be obtained.
3. The system of the Pneii1natic Torpedo and Construction 001npany.This h, represented by the two batteries of three guns each at Sandy
Hook and San Francisco. Compressed air alone is used in this system,
and it has been shown by experiment that charges of 200 pounds of
explosive gelatin can be safely l)rojected with accuracy to a distance
of 4,000 yards, and a charge of 500 pounds to a distance of 2,000 yards.
The company asks that their method of throwing high explosives be
made a part of the defensive system of the United States.
4. The JJie:fford pneumcitic gim.-Mr. Mefford proposes to use compressed air simply, but modifies the method of introducing it into the
chamber, and claims to avoid "cyclonic action" and obtain increased
range for his gun. Only a gun of small caliber has been constructed on
this principle and its performance has not been exhibited to the Board.
5. The Jitstin systeni.-This consists in the use of a carrier for the
explosive inside the shell. A part of the Board witnessed some experiments with the Justin projectile June 5, 1896, but they were not successful. Some projectiles were afterwards discharged in the presence
of the president of the Board with more success.
No definite conclusion as to these rival systems has been reached,
but the whole subject of discharging high explosives from guns is
under investigation by committees of the Board.
Halpine torpedo.-The importance of adopting some form of dirigible, automobile torpedo for the auxiliary defense of our harbors
has long been appreciated by the Board. After a careful examination
of the Halpine system it was deemed worthy of trial, and an allotment
was made for its test under the supervision of the Engineer Department. This torpedo is propelled by an electric storage battery and
guided electrically by means of a wire from the shore Qr a boat. It
has an arrangement, a more particular description of which is withheld, for hurling the charge of high explosive under a ship's net, against
her bottom, the most vulnerable part.
'
It is expected that the trial of the torpedo can be made at Willet8
Poin.t early next year.
The. Gatling cast-steel mortar.-In order to test the system of constructing mortars proposed by Dr. R. J. Gatling, the Board at its May
session made au allotment for a 12-inch B. L. mortar. This mortar is
to be made of cast steel, cooled from the interior on the Rodman principle. The bore is afterwards condensed by mandrels, operated · by
powerful machinery, while the mortar is kept at a red heat in a
movable furnace.
The Bqa.rd, in order to protect the Government, required the following
proviso:
That before payment such mortar shall be tested by the Board of Ordnance and
Fortification, the ammunition being furnished by the Government, and shall be
shown to the satisfaction of said Board by such test to be at least equal in accuracy,
range, power, endurance, material, and general efficiency to the service 12-inch steel
mortar now in use.

Experimentai parapet.-In order to determine the penetration of
projectiles into sand and concrete, and to trace their course ~ccu.rately,
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the Board at its May meeting made provision for the erection of an
experimental parapet, in the form of the aid opted type of battery ·at
the Sandy Hook Proving Ground.
It is designed to utilize the firing for other purposes, such as proving
guns, testing carriages, etc., for this experiment, in order to save
expense.
Such a parapet has been designed by the engineer member of the
Board, and is now nearly completed. It is expected that interesting
and useful data wi_ll be obtained from the firing.
Tlfe polarizing photochronograph.-The new instrument, which was
stated to be under construction in the last report of the Board, bas been
completed and is much superior to the first machine. It bas already
given valuable results, aud important investigations in smokeless
powders in high-power guns are soon to be undert.a ken.
This remarkable instrument bas well fulfilled the promise that led
the Board to undertake its development. The results obtained with it
in the determination of the motion of the projectile, both inside and
outside of the bore, and of the motion of the gun in recoil, have been
appreciated not alone in this country but by the leading military
journals of Europe.
For the earlier dissemination of the information, the Journal of the
United States .Artillery has been permitted to publish the reports to
the Board of the experhhents made, and they are therefore i:iot inserted .
as an appendix.
Smokeless powders.-Decided progress 'has been made in the production of smokeless powder in this country during the year, and it may
now be authoritatively stated that satisfactory smokeless powders, so
far as ballistic results are concerned, for all calibers, can riow be obtained
of A:merican manufacture. The development thus far has been principally at the expense of the manufacturers, but it will be necessary still
for the Government to make costly tests in order that the best in all
respects may be adopted. Many things have to be considered besides
the ballistic results~as the heat developed, the erosion of the gun, the
permanency of the powder, the relative c9st of different compounds,
the effect of heat and cold, moisture and dryness, etc.
The Board has estimated for a considerable sum for experimentation
in this field, and it is hoped that during the coming year the problem
of a suitable smokeless ·powder for the service will be definitely solved.
In connection with its regular meeting in November, 1895, the Board
visited the Midvale Steel W-0rks, the Bethlehem Iron Works, the Army
Gun Factory, and the .Army Gun Carriage Factory, with a view to
observing the methods in use at those establishments and ascertaining
the capacity of their plants for the production of ordnance material.
.As the notes may be of value in connection with the memoranda of a
similar inspection which were incorporated in the report of the Board
for 1892, they are given here.
MIIDV.A.LE STEEL WORKS.

The Board spent the afternoon of November 18, 1895, in inspecting
the Miavale Steel Uompany's works.
Among other interesting processes, the Board witnessed the forging
of a B hoop for a 12-inch rifle, weighing 10 tons, under the 87-ton hammer userl. for this purpose. This heavy weight was mauaged with great
ease by the ingenious appliances employed. Tlrn method of supporting the mandrel in forging- a hoop is novel. A very heavy overhead
crane has an overhang on the side toward the liammer fixed upon powerful springs, from which falls an endless chain. This cham supports
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the mandrel, and also, when actuated by a steam engine, turns the
mandrel and forging when it is desired to apply the blow in a new
place. The springs allow a slight play in the mandrel when the blow
is delivered. The company designs putting in a powerful press for
forging by the hydraulic-pressure method at an early day. A small
plant for producing Holtzer armor and deck: piercing projectiles has
been established, which is to be considerably extended.
The Board was greatly impressed with the handsome appearance of
some 12-inch deck-piercing mortar shells that had just been :finished.
The company bas bad remarkable success in producing this class of
st.eel shells.
The Board also witnessed the pouring of a 10-ton steel ingot. This
was poured from the ladle into a pipe that carries the molten metal
into the flask at the bottom. This method is said to give a cleaner
and more _uniform east than where the metal is poured into the flask
at the top.
Since the last visit of the Board to these works a new machine shop
bas been erected. -This shop is supplied with t"o electric· overhead
cranes on separate tracks, one running under the other. The upper a,nd
larger of the two cranes has a capacity of 80 tons. In this shop was
observed the method of cutting up ingots, taking out test specimens,
etc. A recently _m ade casting of a chassis for a 10-inch disappearing
carriage was lying on the floor. This shop is designed in such a way
as to be capable of extension.
A large steel casting was poured and a D-hoop for a 12-inch gun was
oil-tempered during the Board's visit.
The capacity of these works is believed to be as follows:
Holtzer armor-piercing projectiles.-With the present plant, five 10inch or 12-inch and ten 8-inch armor-piercing shot can Le made per lay,
but under pressure the plant could be increased in from tllree to six
months so as to produce fifty 10-incb or 12-inch and seventy 8-inch armorpiercing shot per clay.
Semiarmor-p'iercing pr~jectiles.-Witb the present plant, twenty 8-inch
and twelve 10 inch or 12-inch semiarmor-piercing shot can be made per
day. The plant could be increased in about three months so as to produce one hundred 8-incb and. forty 10-inch or 12-inch projectiles per·day.
Gun forgings.-Tbe works can now supply 30 sets of forgings for
8-incb guns or 22 sets for 10-incb, or 14 sets for 12-incb guns per year,
but the plant could be increased sufficiently in about twelve months to
produce 85 sets of 8-inch forgings, 60 sets of 10-inch, or 40 sets of
12-inch forgings per year. A set of forgings for 8-inch gun can be
made in thirty days and one set every fourteen days thereafter; for
IO-inch guns, first Ret in forty days and one set every twenty-three days
thereafter; for 12-incb guns, first set in fifty da.ys, and one set every
tllirty days thereafter. Under pressure the ti rue of delivery of firsii set
could be reduced to twenty-four days for 8-inch, thirty-six for 10-inch,
and forty-five for 12-inch forgings.
Forgings and ccistings for disappearing carriages.-These can be produced at the rate of 16 per year for 10 inch. Under pressure 34 sets of
each could be turned out. These forgings and castings could be supplied in six week , or mi<ler pressure in fourteen days.
The Bon,rd was received with great courtesy and given every facility
to see the works by Pre i<lent C. I. Harrah and his associate officers.
BETHLEHEM IRON WORKS.

Since th la t vi it of the Board to tbi place in 18!l2, forging under
powerful hydraulic presses has been substituted for forging under the
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hammer. The enormous 125-ton hammer is now idle. In an emergency
it could be used, but it was found to be impossible to prope~ly support
its anvil. The jar disturbed machinery in all the other shops and could
even be felt in residences across the river.
The hydraulic presses worlt. very effectively and give superior results.
They are capable of exerting a pressure of 3,500 pound.s per square inch,
and with the largest press an ingot of 130 tons weight can be forged.
The Board witnessed the forging of a jacket tube for 5-inch guns
under one press and the forging of an ammunition tube about 5 feet in
diameter under the heaviest press. The engines that work the l_a tter
press are said to have a capacity of 15,000 horsepower and to be the
largest land engines in the world.
The Board also witnessed the process of casting a steel ingot and
compressing it while in the fluid state. The metal was compressed
about 23 inches, a pressure of 7,000 tons being imposed. The method
of fluid compression is as follows: The piston is stationary and the
strong steel flask is made to rise by hydraulic power. The upward
motion of the flask is checked for a brief interval as soon as the piston
head touches the surface of the metal. The metal in contact with the
piston cools and soon forms a sort of packing between the piston head
and the cylinder. The plant for harveyizing, oil tempering, and face
hardening armor plates was examined. Since the last visit of the Board
this process has been perfected, and the Bethlehem plates have been
very successful.
Several of the plates of the Iowa were seen in various stages of
progress.
The Board carefully examined the progress of the work on the 100gun contract. Ten 8-inch guns were finished and the work on the 10inch guns appeared to be well advanced (November 19, 1895).
The Board was shown the Leibert system of breech mechanism for an
8-inch gun in which, by an ingenious system of pinions, a continuous
turning of the crank in the same direction rotates the breech block,
withdraws it, and swings the tray. By turning the crank in the opposite direction, the reverse operations are successively performed. The
company proposes to try the same principle for a 12-inch breech
mechanism.
The Board also observed four 10-inch Crozier-Buffington carriages in
various stages of advancement. One of them was :finished.
A visit was made to the shrinking department, where a trunnion band
for a 10-inch gun was shruuk in place.
The Bethlehem Iron Company has a magnificent plant for the manufacture of heavy ordnance which would prove invaluable in supplementing the Army and Navy gun and carriage factories in time of war, and
should therefore be sustained by generous orders in time of peace.
The following statement shows the capacity of the works for producing material, under peace conditions and under pressure:
con~1tiins. Urgency·

iii fl!~i:ifit~:t~t~{/\/\ffPl\\\\Uff)]f\
One 8-inch Urozier-Bnffington disappearing gun carriage .... _._. ___ __ . __.do. __ .
One 10-inch Crozier-Buffington disappeari11g gun carriage. _. . .. _.. _.. ___ .do. __ .
Fo~gings and castings for one 8-inch Crozier-Buffington disappearing gun carria~e. --- -..... - . -............... - ... -. - .. - - - .. --... --- __ .. ___ ... _. __ .weeks ..
Fo~gmgs and castings for one 10-inch Crozier-Buffington disappearing gun carriai!;0 . .. -- -- . --- . - ............. -- - . - --- - -.......................... _.. weeks_.
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co?a.1tfins. Urgency.
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Total guns per annum....................................................

With their present facilities they can turn out about twelve 10-inch
or 8-inch Crozier-Buffington disappearing- carriages, aud under pressure
and with some additional tools this number could be increased to about
one and one-half per month of either size. Their annual capacity for
forgings and castings for disappearing carriages is,for 8-inch or 10-inch,
about two sets per month, and these figures might be increased to about
three sets per month, of either size, under pressure.
The total annual capacity of the works at present for the production
of gun forgings is about 6,1G2,000 pounds, and under pressure this
might be increased to 9,000,000 pounds. The weight of a set of 8-inch
gun forgings is 39,166 poupds; of 10-inch forgings, 82,068 pounds, and
of 12-inch forgings, 139,778 pounds.
The Board did not meet the president of the company, Mr. Robert P.
Linderman, who was absent from the city, but were received by VicePresident R. W. Davenport, who very courteously threw open the works
to the inspection of the Board.
ARMY GUN FACTORY AT WATERVLIET ARSENAL.

The Board was shown through the gun factory by the commanding
officer, Maj. I. .Arnold, Ordnance Department, and l.Jis officers.
The plant has been much improved since the last visit of the Board
in June, 1892.
The south wing of this magnificent shop, 1,000 feet in length, is now
equipped with machinery, lathes for 16-inch guns, additional traveling
cranes, an electric plant, and many new machines have been put in.
The capacity of the arsenal for the manufacture of modern ordnance
is per year as follows: Twelve 8-inch guns, twelve 10-inch guns, thirteen
12-inch guns, and fifty field guns.
It is probable that the output of 10-inch and 12-inch guns will reach
fifteen and f?ixteen, respectively, next year, if sufficient appropriations
are available. This capacity could be doubled in case of emergency by
running the shops overtime. To provide machinery for still further
ncreasing the output would take, it is estimated, at least two years.
The time required to completely construct guns after receiving the
for gin gs is as follows: For an 8-inch gun, nine months; for a 10-inch
gun, ten months; for a 12-inch gun, eleven months. This, of course,
could be reduced by working night and day.
The Board witllessed the shrinking of a 10-inch jacket upon the tube.
The heavy weight was handled with ease by the overhead crane, accurately centered above the tube, and dropped home with no apparent
difficulty;
Many heavy gun were noticed in various stages of construction, and
the operation of turning off the exterior of nearly :finished 12-inch guns
and rifling them were e pecially observed.
The enormou lathes erected for the construction of 16-inch guns were
examined. The e lathes were de igned at the ar enal and made by the
Pond Machine Tool Company, of Plainfield, N. J., and are the large t
ever made in thi country.
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The gun factory has been in operation about eight years, the new ·
shops only about half that time, and the output of guns is already
creditable.
ThB total* is as follows :
Eighteen 12-inch B. L. steel rifles, including three to be :finished December 31.
Forty-two 10-inch B. L. steel rifles, including seven to be finished December 31.
Twenty-five 8-inch B. L. steel rifles, including :five to be :finished December 31.
Seven 12-inch B. L. steel mortars.
'l'wenty 7-inch B. L. steel howitzers.
One 7-inch B. L. steel-mortar type.
Twenty-four 3.6-inch B. L. steel field guns.
Sixteen 3.6-inch B. L. steel field mortars.
One hundred and twenty-five 3.2-inch B. L. steel :field guns.

The Board is indebted to Major Arnold for his courtesy in furnishing
information in regard to the work under bis charge and in throwing
his shops open to its inspection.
The gun factory is now equipped with the most modern machinery
and everything is in excellent condition, and the best class of work is
being turned out in a most satisfactory manner.
WATERTOWN ARSENAL.

The Board was received by Maj. J. W. Reilly, Ordnance Department,
the commanding officer, and his assistants, who offered every facility
for a .thorough examination of the works.
The Board first visited the United States testing machine and bad
its operations explained. The various machines and appliances in the
shops and foundry were exhibited to the Board and the several seacoast
carriages were manipulated.
The action of an 8-inch Crozier-Buffington disappearing carriage was
shown by traversing and elevating. it and running it in and out of
battery. It worked very smoothly.
Only cast-iron projectiles, principally for test purposes, are made at
the arsenal.
With the present plant, which should be largely increased, the
capacity of the arsenal is about thirty seacoast carriages per year.
This output could be doubled by working day and night, and the plant
could probably be duplicated in about a year. The steel forgings and ·
castings are purchased, but the cast-iron parts are made in the arsenal
foundry.
The capacity for cast-iron projectiles is about 3,000 per year of all
calibers. It takes about ten days to finish a 12-iuch projectile. The
projectile plant could readily and quickly be increased.
The gun carriage factory has but made a beginning in supplying carriages for modern guns, and only the following had been made at this
place, at the date of Board's visit, November 18, 1895:
Four 12-inch gun-lift carriages, including one to be finished December 31 (1895).
Four 12-inch barbette carriages.
Five 10-inch barbette carriages.
Eight 8-inch barbette carriages.
Five 8-inch disappearing barbette carriages, includi•g tkree to be :finlj,shed December 31 (1895).

The Board was impressed by its observation of the various establishments visited with the embarrassment and lack of' economy that
result from the irregularity and uncertainty with which work is carried
on under the present system of making appropriations. Many of·the
processes in gun, carriage, and projectile making are now very scientific
*These :figures are given for the time of the Board's visit in November, 1895.
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and require the education of a staff and workmen to carry them on
successfully. Unless continuous work can .be supplied, foremen and
~orkmen must be disbanded, and when work recommences, others
have to be trained as before. The Board is more than ever convinced
of the wisdom of the recommendation it made in its last annual report
(1895), that regular annual appropriations be made for seacoast defenses
and their armament. It is not difficult to determine what total amount
will be necessary to place our coasts in a proper state of defense, and
by apportioning this through a suitable number of years, a fixed annual
appropriation could be made that would obviate the disadvantages
noted and enable the work to be done with far more economy to the
Government.
ESTIMATES FOR THE COMING YE.A.R.

The Board submits the following . estimate of funds that will be
required for its work during the ensuing fiscal year:
Proof carriage for 16-inch B. L. rifle .................................... _..
Steel plates, projectiles, and other expenses connected with the test of high
. explosives . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Tests of field and siege material. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
For test of experimental guns and carriages...............................
For experiments with smokeless powder. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . .. . .. .
For development of a system of seacoast fire control, purchase of range finders and other instruments, installation of means of communication, etc . .
Tests of rapid-fire gm1s and mounts.......................................
Expenses of Board, including salary of civilian member....... . • . . . . . . . . . .

$25, 000
30,000
10, 000
25,000
30, 000

10, 000
10,000
10, 000

Total .................•......• _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150, 000

It is recommended that the appropriation be made as heretofore in
a single amount to enable the Board to make all needful and proper
purchases, experiments, and tests to ascertain, with a view to their
utilization by the Government, the most effective guns, small arms,
cartridges, projectiles, fuses, explosives, torpedoes, armor plates, and
other implements and engines of war, and to purchase or cause to be
manufactured, under authority of the Secretary of War, such guns,
carriages, armor plates, and other war material as may, in the judgment of the Board, be necessary in the proper discharge of the duty
devolved upon it by the act approved September 22, 1888; to pay the
salary of the civilian member of the board of Ordnance and Fortification provided by the act of February 24, 1891, and for the necessary
traveling expenses of said member when traveling on duty as contemplated in said act; for the payment of the necessary expenses of the
Board, including a per diem allowance to each officer detailed to serve
thereon when employed on duty away from bis permanent station, of
$2.50 a day; and for the test of experimental guns, carriages, a11d other
devices procured in accordance with the recommendation of the Board
of Ordnance and Fortification.
CONCLUSION.

Under the increased appropriations of the present fiscal year, the
work of placing our harbors in a proper state of defense is making good
progress, aud jf only the same sums are appropriated annually for a few
year our principal ports· will present a formidable front to an attacking- fleet. It is hoped, however, that even more liberal appropriations
will be made in order that we may sooner be ready for an emergency
that may arise at any time. In view of the present eriou aspect of
European politic , it is only common prudence for this nation to be on
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its guard, for should a conflict arise we are liable to be embroiled with
some power whose navy, in the present defenseless condition of our
coasts, might destroy or exact enormous ransoms from our chief cities.
A war, if it come at all, will come with no warning and no time -for
preparation. China, with undefended ports and an inadequate navy,
was defeated in a few months. In the last war between the great military powers of Germany and France, the surrender at Sedan occurred
only forty days after the declaration of war.
The wars of nations occur in cycles of varying length, but seldom
does a generation pass without a great conflict. Already more than
thirty years have elapsed since our last great war, and another may
soon, if the past be a guide to the future, terminate one of the longest
intervals of peace we have ever enjoyed.
Our Engineer Department is ready with the most modern plans for
fortifications, and our Ordnance Department is prepared with designs
for guns and carriages that are equal to any in the world. If Congress
wiil but increase the appropriations to the ca,pacity of those departments for useful and economical work, it will not be long before our
coasts are secure against the attack of foreign powers. An effective
preparation for war is the best safeguard against war.
NELSON A. MILES,
Major-General Commanding U. S. Army, President of -the Board.
ROYAL

'r. FRANK,

Colonel Pirst Artillery, U. S. Army.
. PETER C. HAINS,
Colonel of Engineers, U. S. Army.
FRANK

H. PHIPPS,

Major Ordnance Departrnent, U.S. Army.
JOSEPH H. OUTHWAITE,
Civilian Member, Board of Ordnance and Fortffica,tion.
J.C. AYRES,

Captain Ordnance Department, U.S. Army, Recorder of the Board.

APPENDIX A.

TAB!..,E SHOWING ALLOTMENTS MADE BY THE BOARD OF ORDNANCE AND FORTIFICATION FROM OCTOBER 31, 1895, TO OCTOBER 31, 1896, INCLUDING STATEMENT 01!'
UNEXPENDED BALANCES UNDER THE SEVERAL APPROPRIATIONS.

AC'.r OF SEPTEMBER 22, 1888.
Date.

Amonnt.

Pu1pose of allotment.
1896.
For the purch~se of submarine mining material ....•.......••....••..••....•.. Mar. 12
For the construction of a type 5-inch rapid-fire gun with pillar mounting .......... do...
For twenty rounds of ammunition complete for test of Haskell 8-inch multicharge gun . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . June 1
Additional for test of Haskell 8-inch multicharge gun ... ............... :...... July 1

$2,500.00
13,349.18

Total .......••............. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

18, 448. 05

853. 27
1, 745. 60

Revoctttions of allotment under this act.
From the allotment of $5,000 (included in sum of $200,000) made Oct. 30, 1888,
"for purchase of motors for equipping movable torpedoes in store" .. ...... Mar.
From allotment of $1,500 made Jan. lU, 1889, "for one carriage for 3.6-inch
field gun" ...........•............................................................ do
From allotment of $385 made Juno 5, 1889, "for the purchase of two Scott
telescopic sights '' ...... ... ............ . ......... .. . ............. .. ............... do
From the allotment of $600 made Oct. IO, 1889, '' for the purchase of two U nge
telemeters" ...................................................................... do
From allotment of $35,000 made Oct. 31, 1888, '' for the purchase of material
for and the manufacture of one 12-inch hool)ecl steel type gun" . .... ............. do
.From allotment of $2,000 made Oct. 1, 1890, "to repair damage to the carriage
used in the test of the 10-inch B. L. R. '' .......................................... do
From tho allotment of $150 made Nov. 5, 1890, "for the purchase of Bode
quadrant sight" ......... .. .... .......... ................ . .. ............ ......... . do
From allotment of $125 made Nov. 8, 1890, •·for the purchase of one Watkins
infantry range finder" ....... ..... ..... ...... .......... ... .. ....... .... ... ........ do
From allotment of $50 made .Feb.11, 1891, "for Grenfell electric night sights" ...... do
From allotment of $4,000 made Feb. 13, 1891, '' for altering carriage for 12.25-

F:~!h
~'i i1i3joc>~~(l~. M~~: ·2·5·, 'is9i: ;,·i~; ':iit~r"i~-g-~- ~~~~i~g~ "io·; i2: ..... do
inch B. L. c. i. R., to be n sed in test of B. L. rifles" ............ -~ ................. do
F~om all?tment of $2,81 made June 15, 1891, 'for completing Woodbridge 10nich wue-wound gun ....................................................... .. ... do
From allotment of $500 made Mar. 15, 1889, '• for cradle for test of 12-inch B.
L. cast-iron mortar" . ....... . ............... .... ...... . ........... .. ......... .. ... do
From allotment of $3,870 made June 12, 1889, "for purchase of 6-pounder
Driggs-Schroeder B. L. gun and 500 rounds of ammunition" ..................... do
From allotment of $2,857 made Dec. 13, 1889, "for the purchase of drawings
and forgings and for the manufacture of an experimental 3.2-inch ~un to be
fitted with the breech mechanism of the Driggs Ordnance Co., mcluding
small tools" ........................................... .... . . ..................... . do
From allotment of $51,000 made Dec. 14, 1889, •.• for completing 12-inch hooped
steel type gun" ................................................................... do
From allotment of$14,000 made June 6, 1890, "additional for the construction
of the 10-inch wire-wound rifle of Lieutenant Crozierls design" ................... do
From the allotment of $150 made May 5, 1891, "for oue Best telescopic si~ht" . . ..... do
From the allotment of $250 made July 23, 1891, "for further tests of Jjerdan
fuzo" .............................. . ... . .....................•............... . .... do
From the allotments of Jan. 21 and 22, 1892 ($2,900 and $2,800, respectively),
"for construction of outer and inner platform ,Plates for mounting gun carriages for use at the ordnance proving ground' ................. . ................ do
From allotment of $131. 71 made May 5, 1892, "for procuring and testing Walter
combination fuzes (aclditional) " ....... . ............................ . ............ . do
.From allotment of$1,485 madti Feb. 21, 1894, ''for the purchase of a 6-pounder
Seabury rapid-fire gun" ....................................................,- . . . ... do

ifif~~~~t-

~
1
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2, bC!O. 00

.. .

1,481.05

.. .

. 55

.. .

157. 80

.. .

28.19

.. .

564. 78

...

126. 20

...
.. .

43. 61
1. 33

.. .
.. .

1,217.46
655. 22

.. .

1,537.18

.. .

350. 00

...

70. 00

.. .

904.15

.. .

4,602.90

...
.. .

638. 52
50. 00

...

89.91

.. .

783. 83

.. .

31. 83

.. .

3. 00
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TABLE SHOWING ALLOTMENTS MADE BY THE BOARD OF ORDNANCE AND FORTIFICATION FROM OCTOBER 31, 1895, TO OCTOBER 31, 1896, ETC.-Continuecl .
.A.CT OF SEPTEMBER 22, 1888-Continued.
Date.

.A.mount.

Revocations of allotment under this act-Continued.
From allotment of $60 made June 25, 1894, "to enable the Chief of Ordnance
to have tested at Fort Monroe, Va., the system of plottii:!~ and directing the
1896.
fire of batteries at moving targets devised by Lieut.E . .M.. Weaver" ......... Mar. 12
From allotment of$45,000 made Nov. 6, 1888, "for purchase of one 12-inch baibette gravity return carriage, one 12-inch mortar carriage, and one 12-inch
mortar Canet or Raskazoff carri11,ge" ............................ .... .. ...... . .A.pr. 14
From allotment of $25,000 made Jan. 8, 1889, "for ammimitionfor test of Wood.
bridge 10-inch wire-wound gun" .................................................. do .. .
Fr~m allotll!ent ,~f $5,000 made Feb.12, 18:l0, "for the purchase of a Raskazoff
siege carriage ................................................... . .......... _ .... do _..
From allotment of $11,333.33 made Feb. 13, 1891, "for purchase of aerial subaquatic torpedoes" ........................................................... .. .. do _..
From allotment of $300 made July 14, 1893, "for preparation of drawings of
first Gordon disappearing gun carriage" ...................... .. ............. . .... do. .. .
From allotment of $2,000 made Dec. G, 1893, "for mounting 12-inch mortars at
Sandy Hook Proving Ground" ................. .... , ............................. do ...
From allotment of $5,810 made Jan. 9, 1894, "for rifling one 15-inch S. B. gun,
etc., for use in connection with experiments with high explosives" ... .... . .... .. do . _.
From allotment of $60 made .A.pr. 27, 1894, "for r epair of 5-inch rifle fitted with
Seabury breech mechanism'' ..................................................... do .. .
From allotment of $2,500 made Jan. 22, 1892, "for alteration of two 15-inch carriages for mortars" ........................................ . ..... .. ............... do . . .
From allotment of $500 made Jan. 22, 1892, '' for platforms for these mo:rtars " ....... do .. .

2,098.87
500. 00

Total r evocations under this act.......................................... .. . . . . . . . .

23, 840. 65

$11. 07
2,294.06
86. 87
650. 80
. 01
300. 00
2,000.00
.80
60. 00

Total appropriat e<l under this act ...... . ....................... . . ... ..................... . 3, 972, 000. 00
Total net allotments . ..... . ............................................................... 3,966,607.40
Balance available for allotment ................ : ................................... .

5,392.60

.A.CT APPROVED M.A.RCH 2, 1889.
For the purchase of a Halpine torpedo with five extra-charge cans, July 1, 1896.... ......

$10,000.00

l'otal allotted, expended; and ·r everting to Treasury to October 31, 1895 (seo last report) .. 1, 250, 819. 00
A.llot,ted from Octob_er 31, 1895, to October 31, 1896.......... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••• . . . . . . . . . .
10,000.00
Total allotted to date .••.••....... "· ................................................ 1,260,819.00
Total appropriated under this act ........................................................ 1,289,594.00
Total allotted, expended, and reverting to Treasury .......... . ................... _....... 1, 260, 819. 00
Reappropriated in act of August 18, 1890 (see first r eport of Board, p. 37) ..............•• .

28,775.00
14,000.00

Balance available for allotment.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .

14, 775. 00

This balance is available only for the purchase of movable submarine torpedoes .
.A.CT APPROVED AUGUST 18, 1890.
Date.

.A.mount.

Purpose of allotment.
For the purchase (including cost of transportation) of one Barr and Stroud
1896.
fortress range finder......................................................... Oct. 20

$1,300.00

Revocations of allotment under this act.
From allotment of $277.16 made Sept. 25, 1894, "additional to defray freight
charges on experimental powders purchased abroad"....................... Feb. 6
From allotment of $25 made Nov. 20, 1894, "to enable Chief of Ordnance to
purchase a second Weldon range finder" ........................................ do ..•
From allotment of $110 made Sept. 6, 1893, " ,for purchase of one set of mekom.
eters............................ . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .A.pr. 14
From allotment of $500 made Oct. 1, 1890, "for drawings and advertising for
bids for finishing 8, 10, and 12 inch guns by private parties" .................... do .. .
From allotment of $65,000 made Nov. 8, 1890, "for finiAbing and assembling
eleven 8-inch guns by West Point Foundrv Co" ....................... ......... do .. .
Fro~ allot~ent of $3,'031 made May 6, 1891: "for test of Brown segmental
wire gun ........••.......•••..••.•.•.......•..•...••.••.....•....•............. do ...

277.16
25. 00
46. 74
440. 00
473. 28

48.00
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.A.CT APPROVED AUGUST 18, 1890-Continued.
Date.

Amount.

Revocations of allotment under this act-Continued.
From allotment of $3,484 made Jan. 10, 1894, "for test of Brown segmental
1896.
wire.wound gun" ............................................ . ............... Apr. 14
From allotment of Oct. 2;\ 1894, $800, "for ten cast·iron projectiles for use in
·
connection with experiments in high explosives" ......••.......•...•........... do . . .
Total revocations under this act. ......................... .. ......... ..............

$212. 84
18. 00

1-- - - 11,541.02
- -- - -

Total allotted and expended to Oct. 31, 1895 (see last annual report)........... . . . . . . . . . . 3, 831, 820. 33
Net revocations of allotment from Oct. 31, 1895, to Oct. 31, 1896................ ..•....•..
241. 02
Total net allotments to date .....•..••••.......•.• ......•. •••...• ......•....•....... 3,831,579.31
Total appropriateu under this act ....................••...............•........••...... · 1 3, 832,935.00
Total net allotm_e nts to date.................................................... . . . . . . . . . . 3, 831, 579. 31
Reappropriated from act of Mar. 2, 1889 (see first annual report, p. 37) . . . . . . . . . . . ... . • .,.

1,355.69
14, !)OQ. 00

Balance available for allotment .....•.......... .. .............. ....•..... · ;.···· ....
ACT APPROVED FEBRUARY 24,1891.
Amount.

Date.

Purpose of allotment.
For adapting the Hotchkiss 12.cm. gun to the Gerdom breech mechanism . . . . .
For the alteration and transportation of the modified 10-inch Gordon disap.
pe.aring gun carriage by the Morgan Engineering Co. (see also acts of 1892,
1893, 1894, and 1895) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
For construction of a type 5·inch rapid.fire gun with pillar mounting (see also
acts of 1888, 1892-1895) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • •. . . . . . .
For the purchase of a completed 12·inch cast.steel mortar constructed on the
plans of R. J. Gatling (see also acts of 1892-1895) ••••••.•.•••••••••.•.•....•.

1895.
Nov. 25

$1,500.00

1896.
Feb. 6

336. 49

Mar. 12

7,215.38

May

5

233. 24

Total allotments .....................................••....••. : ...•.• . ... .......... i---9,-2-8-5.-1-1

Revocations of allotment undm· this act.
Fro!Il allotment of $32,p~o ~ ade May 8, 1891, "for purchase of 12.cm. Botch.
1895.
kiss gun and ammumt1on 1 ...... ............ ...... ........................ .. Nov. 25
From allotment of $1,500 marle May 5, 1891, "for purchase (duty free) of a

:::f,~~

.~~ .~~~~~~ ~~~~ .~:~~~~~i·c· ~~~~~: .~~~ ~~~~~ ~~. ~~·e· ~~~i~~~ .~~ ~·. ~·:. F!g~o. 6
From the allotment of $24,000 made May 8, 1891, "for purchase and delivery
of one Hotchkiss 12.cm. gun and 500 rounds of ammunition" .. .. .......... . Mar. 12
From the all otment of $35,000 made May 8, 1891, "for the purchas~ ~nd,~eliv.
ery of one Armstrong 12-cm. R. F. gun and 500 rounds of ammumt1on ....... .•. do ...
Allotment maue Oct. 21, 1891, "for the purchase and transportation of a sample
of Nobel smokeless powder for use in the 12.inch B. L. R. steel" ...... . ... ...... . do .. .
From the allotment of $2,000 made Mar. 29,189], ••to proYicle for 15 rounds for
preliminary tests of pneumatic disappearing gun carriage by the manufac.
turers ". . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... do ...
From the allotment of $200 made Dec. 29, 1892, "additional for the cost of pro·
curing smokeless powder for experimental purposes'' .................... . ...... do .. .
From the allotment of $250 made Sept. 6, 1893, "for the transfer of the Lewis
range finder to another position at Fort Wadsworth" ............. .... . . ........ do .. .
From the allotment of $175 made Oct. 24, 1893, "for test of Robertson 2-barrel

p~;~h~;~ ~r"~a;;pi~; .....

F;!~cf~ebill~::~~f$t~5o·~;ci~-Ma;: 2ii; isiii; ~; i~; .th~
do ...
of smokeless powder from the Cologne powder works" ................. . .... .Apr. 14
From the allotment of $150 made Feb. 23, 1893, ''for the purchase of a Whistler
elevatin~arc" ....... .. ....................................... . ...... ............ clo ...
From the allotment of $175 made Feb. 23, 1893, "for purchase of a Watkin
range finder'' .................................................................... do...
From the allotment of $130 made Apr.14, 1893, for Greeley ink.writing district
r egisters .................•....•...•.....................•..•• , .••..•...•. ........ do . . .
Total revocations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1,815.70
20. 70
982. 50
3,373.38
2,500.00
248.00
16. 74
21. 07

73. 70
78. 08
150.00
4.66
. 50

1----. 0, 285. 11

Total net allotments to elate (see last annual report) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,290,803.00
Total appropriated under this act............................................. . . . . . . . . . . 2, 29ll, 803. 00
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FORTIFICATIONS .A.CTS APPROVED JULY 23, 1892, FEBRU.ARY 18, 1893, AUGUST 1, 1894,
M.A.RCH 2, 1895, .A.ND JUNE 6, 1896.
Date.

•

.A.mount .

Purpose of allotment.
For the erection of shelter houses at Forts Hamilton and Wadsworth for the
1895.
protection of converter boards and relocator instruments (additional)....... Nov. 25
For the renewal of traverse at Sandy Hook for protection against accident,
and for removal of loading magazine to a more secure locality ................... do .. .
For purchase of new plane tables for use in connection with experimental
work at Sandy Hook Proving Ground .......................................... . do .. .
For the removal from gun lift at Fort Hancock of the type 12-inch B. L. rifle
and for mounting another rifle on gun lift in its stead ........................... do .. .
For the removal and shelter of 12-inch minimum.port experimental carriage
at Sandy Hook ................................................................... do .. .
For the construction and installation of two standard base.end instruments,
as proposed by Lieut. H. L. Harris ............................................... do .. .
To reimburse Ordnance Department for powder used in test of Driggs.
1896.
Schroeder 4·inch R. F. gun. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Jan. 8
For the alteration and transportation of the modified 10-inch Gordon disappearing gun carriage by the Morgan Engineering Co ........................ ·Feb. 6
For the manufacture of a type 10-inch center-pintle disappearing gun carriage
of the Crozier·Buflingtondesign .............. ._.............................. Mar. 12
T~!d~~~i:c~~t~fe~\r~rt~:~~J':u~1:f:1::::i~t~a°~~~~~:~i~J~tfh~t~
construction of the Millar converter board ..•............•..........••.•....... do ...
For the manufacture of a type 12-inch disappearing gun carriage and plat.
form of the Crozier·Buflington design ............................................ do .. .
For the construction of a type 5-mch R. F. gun with pillar mounting .... -......... do .. .
For disbursements under supervision of Chief of Ordnance for such work and
m!lterial as may be required by Board on Regulation of Seacoast Artillery
Fire ......................................................................... .A.pr. 16
For the purchase of a completed 12·inch cast-steel mortar, constructed on the
plans of R. J. Gatling (see also act of 1891)................................... May 5
For the construction at Sandy Hook of an experimental butt with the view
to tracing the course of a projectile in sand or concrete ......................... do .. .
For the procurement of certain special material required in connection with
the experimentation and construction of the polarizing photochronograph . . .May 6
For the procurement of a replotter arm, as designed by Lieut. I. N. Lewis ........ do .. .
For the l?rocurement and installation a~ Fort Wadsw~rth of a set of dial tele·
graph mstruments, as proposed by Lieut. I. N. Levns ........................... do .. .
For the installation at Forts Hamilton and Wadsworth of the system of the
Interior Telephone Co., for te~t.............................................. May 7
For certain expenses already incurred in the construction of the Parkhurst
telescopic sight, and to procure labor and material for the purpose of com·
pletin~ the instrument... . .................................................. June 1
.Ammumtion for trial of Haskell 8·inch multicharge gun (see also act of 1888). July 1
For construction of another platform at Sandy Hook Proving Ground for test
o~ clisapp~aring; gun carriage~ ..................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . July 2
Purnhase of a 10-mch Howell d1sappearmg gun carnage .....•.••................ . do .. .
Construction of a Gatling 8-inch cast·Steel gun .................................... do .. .
Loading apparatus for Emery elevating carriage .................................. do .. .
For the construction of one breech sight for 8-inch converted rifle, as designed
by Lieut. C. W. Hobbs ................•................•......................... do .. .
.Additional for experimental parapet at Sandy Hook ...... . ................... . .... do .. .
For the construction of a visual target indicator designed by Lieut. Arthur
Murray ....................................................••.•..........•....... do . ..
For procuring a type quadrant, as designed by Lieut. I. N. Lewis .......•...... Aug. 18
To reimburse Ordnance Department for expenses incurred in procuring one
Rafferty multiplying scale................................................... Sept. 15
To procure friction primers, cartridge bags, and -pressure gauges for use in
experimental firings at Sandy Hook Proving Ground ........................ Oct. 19
For purohase of smokeless powders for cannon, to be used in the development
and test of smokeless powders, with a view to their adoption for service ........ do .. .
.Additional for the construction of a visual target intlicator of the design sub.
mitted by Lieut. Arthur Murray ................................................. do . . .
For repair of wires of the Fiske position finder at Fort Hamilton............. Oct. 20
For necessary expenses of the Board ................................................... .
Total allotted ......••...•••........................................................

$79. 63
750.-00
800. 00
1,500.00
1,000.00
1,500.00
175. 66
13,628.51
25,000.00
214.12
45,000.00
435. 44
100. 00
14,766.76
5,000.00
1,420.00
50. 00
500. 00
35. 00
245. 24
1,286.13
4,000.00
50,000.00
40,000.00
10,000.00
90. 00
1,300.00
170. 00
75.00
15.00
1,500.00
20,000.00
30. 00
20.00
8,564.63
249,251.12

Revocations of allotments under these acts.
From allotment of $18,000 made Nov. 16, 1892, "for tests of 8-inch barbette
and <lisappearing carriages, including minor alterations antl repairs ........ Mar. 12
From allotment of $20,000 madeNov.16, 1892, "for test of lO·incb disappearing
carriages, including minor alterations and repairs and incidental expenses 11 • • • • • do ...
From allotment of $12,000 made Nov.16, 1892, ' 'for tests of 12.inch barbette
carriage, including minor alterations and repairs and incidental ex:r;>enses " ...... do .. .
Fr~m al~otmen~ of $~ 500 made~ ov.16, 1892, '.' f~; tests of 7·inch howitzer car·
nage, mcludmg mmor alterations and repairs ................................. do .. .
From allotment of $4,500 made N ov.16, 1892, '' for tests of 7-inch mortar car·
riage, including minor alterations and repairs 11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . do .. .

8,000.00
9,000.00
2,000.00

1

3,000.00
4,000.00
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FORTIFICATIONS ACTS APPROVED JULY 23, 1892, ETC.-Continued.
Date.

.A.mount.

Revocations of allotments under these acts-Continued.
From allotment of $10,000 made Nov. Hi, 1892, "for completion of test of Oro1896.
zier 10-inch wire-wound gun to 300 rounds" ....... ____ ... _..... __ ............ Mar. 12
]'rom allotment of $12,000 made Nov. 16, 1892, "for completing test of Woodbridge wire-wound gun to 300 rounds " ............... _....... _............. ...... do . . .
From allotment of $8,000 made Nov. 9, 1893, '' forpurchaseof one12-cm. quickfire gun and mount of desi~n of Schneider & Co." ...... _....... _................ do...
From allotment of $4,000 maae Sept. 7, 1893, "for the purchase by the Chief of
Ordnance of 100 rounds of ammunition, complete. with ordinary cast-iron
shell, for test of the 12-cm. Schneider (Creusot) quick-fire gun" ................. do...
From allotment of $1,200 made Sept. 24, 1895, for completing test of the 8-inch
1895.
aucl 10-inch Crozier-Buffington gnn carriages ....................... . .. . ..... Nov. 25
From the allotmPntof $20,000 made Oct. 24, 1891, '' for the purchase by the Chief
1896.
of Ordnance of brown powder for experimental firings with seacoast guns ". Mar. 12
From allotment of $50 made Jan. 8, 18%, '' for purchase of two lightning arresters and two small switch boards for use of Boarcl on Regulation of ·eacoast
Artillery Fire" ................ -~ .......................... _. _................... do .. .
From allotment of $200 made Feb.12, 1895, "for purchase of 40 rounds of ammunition from Driggs Ordnance Co. f<g: experimental firings with Driggs 12pounder R. F. field gun mounted on a minimum recoil carriage" ................ do . -.
From allotment of $100 made .A.pr.18, 1895, "for purchase, for Board on Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire, of 20 chestnut telegraph poles," etc ............ do . . .
From allotment of $105 mane June 18, 1895, "for construction of certain
parts of sights for the 8-incb converted and 8-inch service B. L. rifles for
tho development of the telescopic sights of Lieut. C. D. Parkhuriit '' .... . ....... do . . .
From allotment of $85.11 made July 16, 1895, "to enable the Chief of Ordnance to purchase 353 pounds No. 12 B. & S. gauge copper wire" ... _............ do . ..
From the allotment of $40 made Aug. 6, 1895, "to enable the Chief of Ordnance
to procure a new metallic arm for the Rafferty relocator" . ...................... do - - From the allotment of $28 made Sept. 23, 1895, "for the procurement, for the
Boa.rel on Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire, of four Swiss stop watches" .. - .. do . -.
From the allotment of$25 made Sept. 23, 1895, "to procure a detector galvano-

$10,000.00
2, 250. 00
280. 00
236. 50
1,200.00
6,750.00
_
16 50
12. 80
.28.·50 ·
30. 00
.11

::.o. 00
2. OO

!~

-~~~-t~_r_r~- ~~-~l~ ____ .do ___
r;f!f:.f~_r_ -~~~ _~~~- ~~- ~~~- -~~~1~_it~~~- ~-~ _~~~~ -~~:_l~~~~~-sFrom the allotment of $550 made Oct. 22, 1895, "for the necessary changes in
tho old Lewis range finder now at Fort Wadsworth" ................ .. ...... -- .. do -- .
From the allotment of $1,500 made Nov. 25, 1895, "for the purchase of two
base-end instruments"................................. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . .A.ug. 19

5 _OO
_
50 00
87
,_____
1.

Total revocations under these acts .............. _...... __ ............... .. .. . . .. . .

46, 873. 28

Total allotted ancl expended to Oct. 31, 1895 (see last report) . . _........ _....... . . . . . . . . . .
Total net allotments Oct. 31, 1895, to Oct. :n, 18!)6 ....... _................. ____ .. .... .. .. ..

480,267.24
202,377.84

Total n et allotments and expenditures to date ..... ..... _..... _.......... . ..... . .. .

682,645.08

'fotal appropriated under these acts ..........•.••••..................... _..... . . . .......
Total allotted ................... _............................. _.. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .

835,000.00
682, 645. 08

Balance available for allotment .................•... __ ..•....•........... ..•.......

152,354.92

SUMMARY TO OCTOBER 31, 1896.

.Act.

Total appropriations.

Fortification act of Sept. 22, 1888 ..
Army appropriation of Mar. 2, 1889.
Fortification act ofMar. 2, 1889 ....................

$3, 972, 000. 00
56,000.00

iJuly
~lf-23,
~.·mt::::::::::::::::::
1892, Feb.18, 1893, .A.ug.
1, 1894, Mar. 2, 1895, and June
6, 1896 .......................

1, 233, 5!)4. 00
3, 832, 935. 00
2, 290, 803. 00

Total allotTotal net allotmentsand
Allotments, expend- Total bal- expendiances on tures from mentsreitures, and revoked.
hand.
verting to
Oct., 1895, to
Treasury.
Oct., 1896.

{

$3,966,607.40
3,156.20
52,843.80
1, 204, 819. 00
3, 831, 579. 31
2, 290, 803. 00

835,000.00

682,645.08

Total. .................... -1 12, 220, 332. 00

12, 032, 453. 79

$5,392.60

$18,448.05 $23,840.65

---·------·· -- ----- -- -- - --------------------· ------------ ----------

---········ ·

10,000.00
1,300.00
9,285.11

152,354.92

249,251.12

46,873.28

187,878.21. 288,284.28

81,540.06

14,775. 00
15, 1s55. 69

.. j; 54i: 02
9,285.11

Total allotments ...... ... ....... ........................................................ $11,935,051. 61
Total expenditures for necessary expenses of Board....................................
44,558.38
Total turned into Treasury ..................................... _................. •• • • ..
443. 80
Total reverting to Treasury by lapse of appropriation..................................
52,400. 00
Grand total..... . • . .. . • . . . . • • . • .. . . .. • . • .. . . • • • • • . . . . • . • • • • • • . • . • • • . • • • • • • . • .. . • ..

12, 032, 453, 79

APPENDIX B.

PROCEEDINGS OF BOARD TO TEST RANGE AND POSITION FINDERS,
INSTITUTED BY SPECIAL ORDER NO. 249, ADJUTANT- GENERAL'S
OFFICE, OCT )BER 24, 1890.

41 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK CITY,

'
January 23, 189.6.
The board met pursuant to the call of the president.
Present: Lieut. Col. A.. C. M. Pennington, Fourth Artillery; Lieut.
Col. M. P. Miller, First Artillery; Maj. John G.D. Knight, Corps of
Engineers; Capt. Frank E. Hobbs, Ordnance Department; First Lieut.
Edward Davis, Third Artillery, recorder; First Lieut. Henry L. Harris,
First Artillery, executive officer.
The board examined three types of the Lewis depression range and
position :finder at the place of busines.:; of Messrs. Stackpole & Brothers,
41 Fulton street, New York City, with bases as follows: 300 to 100 feet,
100 to 200 feet, and 200 to 400 feet, and :find them all improved types of
Lis former instruments and recommend their acceptance.
The board further recommend that the Lewis range and position
:finder be adopted for service.
. The board then proceeded to Governors Island and continued its session in the office of the chief ordnance officer and inspector of artillery,
Department of the East. The board then read all tlle communications
on hand in reference to the latest type of the Fiske position :finder
adapted for use with a vertical ba&e, each member of the board having
had the opportunity, previous to this meeting of the board, of examining the drawings showing the adaptation of the present Fiske instrument as a vertical base range and position :finder. The board carefully
considered all the claims made for this instrument by its manufacturers,
the Western Electric Company, and report as the opinion of the board
that the system bas not sufficient merit to justify its adoption, and it is
therefore not desirable to have a set of instruments constructed.
With reference to the Unge and Aide-Tireur range :finders, a committee of the board appointed at its previous meeting to test these
instruments submitted a report showing distances determined by these
instruments and the corresponding errors. The errors were as great
as 10 or more per cent of measured distances under even 2 miles; the
board therefore concluded that neither of these instruments bas sufficient accuracy to justify its adoption in service.
The board then adjourned.
A. 0. M. PENNINGTON,

Lieutenant-Colonel Fourth Artillery, Presid-mt.

Enw.

DAVIS,.

First Lieutenant Third Artillery, Recorder.
939
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Rec01·d of observations with the "Aide Tireu,·."
Distance
Distance
given
bytrianguby
"Aide
lation.
Tireur. ''

Yards.

Yard8.

2, 473
2,473
2,473
2,263. 5
3,807.3
2, 574.3
2,374. 2
1,460
1,256.7
2,473 .
2,473
2,473
2,473
2,473
2,473
2,473
2,473
2,473
2,473
2,473
2,473
2,473
2,773
3,807
3,807
3, 807
3,807

2,825
2,780
2,710
2,350
4,400
2,720
2,950
1, 495
1,354
2, 750
2,675
2,875
2,725
2.800
2,850
2,600
2,635
2,600
2,750
2,730
2,655
2,650
4,200
4,430
4,530
4,250

Error.

Length of
base.

Yards.

F eet.

+ 352
+307
+237
+ 86.5
+592. 7
+145. 7
+575. 8
+ 35
+ 97. 3
+277
+202
-j-402
+252
+327
+377
+ 127
+152
+ 127
+277
+257
+182
+177
+ 393
+623
+723
+443

Rule would not give
reading.

3,807
2,473
2,473
2,263.5
2,263.5
2,263.5
2,473

4, 110
2,950
2, 950
2,800
2,650
2,650
2,890

+303
+477
+477
+536. 5
t-296. 5
+296. 5
+417

39
37¾
42
42
42
29¾

29¾

30
30¼
30
41¾
36
36
36
30¾
35½
39¾
44{
28¾
37
37
37
37
50
50
45
30
34½
34¼
34¼
35¼
31
45
43¼

HENRY L. HARRIS,
Ffrst Lieutenant, First .Artillery, Executive Officer of Board.

.

Record of observat·ions with the " Unge."
"UNGE" NO. 48 .
Distance
bytriangulation.

Distance
given by
"Unga."

Error.

L ength of
base.

Meters.

Meters.

Meters.

Meters.

2,268.8
2,268.8
2,268.8
2,268.8
2,268.8
2,268.8
2,268.8
2, 268.8
2,268.8
3, 493
3,493
3,493
3,493
2, 076.6
2,076.6
2,361
2,179
1, 152
2,268.8
2,268.8
2,268. 8
2,268.8
2,268.8

2,480
2,352
2,384
2,385
2, 484
2,439.6
2,386
2, 354
2,401
3,640
3, 486
3,735
3,620
2,223
2,247
2,480
2,429
1, 409.5
2,360
:.>, 392
2, 457
2,320
2,,!70

+212. 2
+ 83.2
+1.15.2
+ 116. 2
+215. 2
+170.8
+117.2
+ 85.2
+132. 2
+147
+ 7
+242
+127
+ 146.4
+170.4
+ 119
+21>0
+257. 5
+ 91.2
+123. 2
+188. 2
+ 51.2
+101. 2

6. 2
8.4
12. 55
5. 3
6. 9
10. 7
10. 7
10. 7
6.9
5. 2
8.3
8. 3
8. 25
7. 8
7. 75
6. 2
G.15
5. 9
11. 8
11. 67
11. 7
13. 3
13.5
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Record of obser,vations with the " Unge"-Continued.
"UNGE" NO. 49.

Distance
Distance
bytriangu- given bi
"Unge.'
lation.

Meters.
2,268. 8
2,268.8
2,268.8
2,268.8
2, 268. 8
2,268. 8
2,268.8
2,268.8
2,268.8
2,076.6

Meters.
2,463.3
2,520
2, 300
2,458
2,479
2, 1>05
2,727
2,605.5
2,566.9
2,257.2

Error.

Length of
base.

Meters.

Meters.

+194. 5
+251. 2
+ 31.2
+189. 2
+210. 2
+236. 2
+458. 2
+336. 7
+298.1
+180.6

11.!)
11. 5
11. 5
13. 5
13. 55
13. 55
10.1
13. 5
13. 3
13. 2
HENRY L. HARRIS,

First Lieutenant First A.rtWery, Executive Officer of Board.

PROCEEDINGS OF A BOARD Ol!., OFFICERS TO TEST RANGE AND POSITION FINDERS, CONVENED BY SPECIAL ORDERS 249, ADJUTANTGENERAL'S OFFICE, SERIES OF 1890.
FORT HAMILTON, NEW YORK HARBOR,

·
June 23, 1896.
The board met pursuant to the call of the president.
Present: Lieut. Col. A. C. M. Pennington, Fourth Artillery; Lieut. Col.
Marcus P. Miller, First Artillery; Maj. J. G.D. Knight, Corps of Engineers; Capt. Frank E. Hobbs, Ordnance Department; First Lieut.
Edward Davis, First Artillery, recorder; First Lieut. Henry L. Harris,
First Artillery, executive officer.
The board proceeded to test the Fiske range finder for accuracy and
speed in connection with the new standard base end instruments
recently installed on the Hamilton-Wadsworth permanent base line.
These base end instruments were designed ,for their purpose by First
Lieut. I. N. Lewis, Second Artillery, and their successful completion
and installation are largely due to his personal attention and individual
work. These stations (Hamilton and Wadsworth) are connected by
telephone, and also by an electric clock and bell system, whereby simultaneous observations at twenty seconds interval, or any other desired
interval, may be made of record. The board also takes advantage of
this meeting to make further tests of the Lewis range and position
finder as a vertical range finder, and also as an azimuth instrument
for base end uses. This latter test is to compare its work with the
standard base end instruments.
The board also considered the Nolan instrument, which had been
referred to Maj. J. G. D. Knight, Corps of Engineers, as a subcommittee of this board, for tests at Willets Point. Major Knight, after having caused it to be tested under varying atmospheric conditions, reports
that it is not satisfactory for service use for the following reasons:
(1) The vibrations of the base rod, in even a slight wind, cause the image to dance
so r apidly over the scale as to render accurate reading impossible.
(2) .A.s at present arranged, there are no means of focusing the telescope on each
object si ghted at, which prevents securing distinctness of the image and scale
simultaneously.

The board takes notice of the resolution of the Board of Ordnance
and Fortification of June 1, 1896, that the house built for the Zalinski
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range finder at Fort Wadsworth and the material purchased for the
installation of that instrument be turned over to the Board on Range
and Position Finders for such use as it may deem advisable, which
resolution met the approval of the Secretary of War June 16, 1896.
The board then proceeded to Fort Wadsworth and witnessed the
practical working of the Rafferty relocator in connection with the
Lewis instruments at Hamilton and Wadsworth used as azimuth instruments.
The Range Finder Board is of the opinion that the combination of
any base-end azimuth-reading instruments with the Rafferty relocator,
and the necessary electrical connections whereby to telephone or otherwise communicate the base.end readings to the relocator, constitute
practically the instrument described by the American Artillery Range
Finder and Relocator Company.
The feature peculiar to its combination is the relocator. This may
be used .in combination with any form of azimuth.reading instrument,
be it that used at Forts Hamilton and Wads worth, the Fiske range
finder, or the Lewis.
The relocator itself has been previously observed in operation by
other boards, and is of record as having given satisfaction. From
practice with it observed by this board, it is thought to be an efficient
device for passing from the base.end measurements to gun ranges and
azimuths, and even to gun elevations and azimuths.
There is no sufficient reason to justify the United States in entering
into any agreement to obtain from this company at special prices any
collection of azimuth instruments and telegraph or telephone apparatus. The component parts of such combinations are in the market.
The value of the relocator as such, it is understood, has been a subject
for the consideration and report of the Board on Regulation of Seacoast
Artillery Fire.
The board then adjourned to meet at the ca11 of the president.
A. C. M. PENNINGTON,
· Lieutenant-Colonel, Fourth Artillery, President.
Enw. DAVIS,
•
First Lieutenant Third Artillery, Recorder.
Tests of instrwrnental accurcicy of position finders at the Narrows, New York Harbor.
JUNE 23, 1896.

dard Azimuths at L ewis P . F . Ranges at Lewis P. F .
Azimuths Stan
base S.,
at P., Fort Fort
Wads· Calculatecl. Observed. Calculated. Observed.
Hamilton.
worth.
0

1. .... ······· · ..............
2* ························ ·
3 .. .... .. .... ..•. . ...... ....
4 .•.........................
5 ...................... ... . .
6 ....... . ···· ··· · · ········· ·
7 ...........................
8 ..... .... ... ...... .. .......
9 •• •. ••...• • ...•.•••.••••• • .

10 ........ . ............ . .....
11. ............... .... .......
12 ...... ·· · ··· ·· · ···· ..... . . .
13 .......................... .
14 ...... .. .... ······ · • •···· ··
15 ......................... ..

I

II

39 58 50
29 55 40
20 16 05
13 19 20
10 55 55
7 56 15
7 24 15
6 54 00
4 22 50
119 05
356 55 50
349 49 00
342 14 80
340 16 35
340 14 30

I

0

348
348
349
349
350
350
352
353
351
347
341
332
321
314
309

II

6 30
31 40
09 50
06 40
23 50
58 45
20 20
30 00
35 30
36 40
34 50
19 40
26 20
37 30
12 40

--

0

I

II

0

I

JI

343
345
346
347
348
349
351
352
350
346
340
Z32
322
315
311

28
10
46
19
47
38
03
18
33
43
57
11
01
52
10

03. 9
49. 4
03. 6
53. 5
50
10
55
25
39. 5
45. 7
05. 8
12. 8
15. 3
22. 5
37

343
345
346
347
348
349
351
352
350
346
340
332
322
315
311

26
23
45
18
46
36
02
17
33
43
56
11
02
51
10

00
30
00
30
30
30
45
00
00
00
30
20
25
50
00

* See note on page 37.

Yards.
1,654. 9
2,352.4
3,394
4,556.95
5,395.2
6,600.8
7,391. 25
8,276.65
8,845.2
8,499.22
7,882.8
7,233.6
6,294.74
5,241.42
4,457.25

Yards .
1,645
2, 500
3,345
4,525
5,370
0, 500
7,375
8,275
8,850
8,445
7,865
7,200
6,310
5,220
4,500
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Tests of instrumental. acmwacy of position finders at the Na1·1·ows, New York Hm·borContinued.

J-UNE 23, 1896-Continued.
Ranges at Fi.ske P. F. Az imuths at Fiske P. F.
Azimuths Standard
base S.,
at P., Fort Fort
WadsHa_m ilton.
CalculatecL Obser,ed. Calculated. Observed.
worth.
0

1. ..........................
2~ ... .................... ..

,L ..........................

4 ...... ... ..................
5 .... - . ......... ·-· · ........
6 ...........................
7 ...... ··············-······
8 ...... . .... .. .. .... ..... ...
9 .•.•••........ . ..•.....•...
10 ..•...........•.......•.••.
11. .......... .... .. ... . . .. ...
12 ... ........... ........... •..
lU. __ ......... - .. ................... ... ..

14 . ... .......... .... ... ..... .
15 ........... .. .......•.... ..

II

I

39 58 50
29 55 40
20 16 05
13 19 20
10 55 55
7 56 15
7 24 15
6 54 00
4 22 50
1 19 05
356 55 50
349 49 00
342 14 30
340 16 35
340 14 30

0

348
348
B49
349
350
350
352
353
351
347
3H
332
321
314
309

II

I

6
31
U9
06
23
58
20
30
35
36
34
19
26
37
12

30
40
50
40
50
45
20
00
30
40
50
40
20
30
40

Yards.

Yards.

2,667
il, 181. 4
4,063.5
5,107.9
5,928.4
7,006.8
'i, 904
8,803
9,294.8
8,820.5
8,015.5
7,068
5,798
4,589
3,712.6

2,660
3,300
4,055
5,098
5,915
Lost.
7,900
8,770
9,285
8. 800
8,015
7,065
5,795
4,585
3,720

0

I

36
27
18
12
9
7
6
6
3
0
356
349
341
340
3:l9

49
28
32
05
53
08
41
16
49
46
3!
21
52
02
44

II

34
35. 6
58
43
25
44. 8
49
18
08
15
24
28
21
54
45

0

I

II

36
25
14
12
9
7
6
6
3
0
356
249
341
339
339

49
37
33
06
55
08
42
16
48
47
23
21
52
53
45

50
30
20
00
20
15
30
30
50
00
50
55
10
00
20

NoTE.-The instruments tested were the Lewis P. F., at Fort Wadsworth, and the Fiske P. F., at
Fort Hamilton. The height of the former above mean water is about 173 feet.
*In the second observation of this series it is evident that, some mistake was made in one or the other
of the standard base instruments, since a comparison of the results obtained by the Fiske and L ewi!!
give good accord with each other.
In observation No. 3 there must have been a misreading of the azimuthing wheels at Fiske H.
The observations were made on the steamer General Thayer, and up to about the eighth observation
about 12 yards should be added to the ranges from the Lewis P. F. for distance from water line to
smokestack, on which latter the vertical hairs were ordered laid.
.

.TUNE 24, 1896.
Azimuths at Lewis P. F. Ranges at Lewis P. F.
Azimuths Standard
base t:i.,
at P., Fort Fort
Wads·
Hamilton.
Calculated. ' Observed. Calculated. Observed.
worth.

1. ............ ..... .........
2 .... .. . : ......... ····-·····
3 ..... - .................... .
4. ··· · ·······•··············
. 5 . ..................... : ....
6 ....... ... ... .. . .. ......... '
7 . . · - ··----- ··-····-·····--·
8 ..... . ........... ..... .....
9 ..... . ........... .. . . ......
10 ...........................
11. ....... ...................
12 .......... ................ .
13 . ...... ...... .. . ...........
14 . . ...................... ...
15 . ............. .............
16 ............ . ... ) ...•••... .
17 ......... ..................

iO

I

II

0

I

II

35
25
17
11
9
7
7
3
0
356
347
340
339
338
343
10
38

18
27
f,6
06
02
52
18
22
27
13
48
45
09
59
53
29
26

15
05
20
00
10
30
30
00
50
50
50
20
15
35
00
10
35

348
349
349
348
350
351
353
350
345
339
327
318
312
304
294
299
308

48
41
11
10
15
51
18
08
34
21
57
05
00
14
24
51
43

30
10
40
20
30
50
30
40
30
10
50
10
30
50
45
20
00

0

I

35
25
18
11
9
7
7
3
0
356
347
340
339
339
343
10
39

41
42
08
13
08
57
23
25
81
17
51
46
09
00
57
53
08

II

41
47
13
23
35
50
07
47
34
16
04
06
40
04
07. 3
37
13

0

35
25
18
11
9
7
7
3
0
356
347
340
339
838
343
10
39

I

II

42
44
08
14
08
58
22
25
30
16
49
45
08
59
56
54
05

30
45
20
10
25
00
45
30
45
50
50
00
55
30
10
10
05

Yards.
2,815.1
3,483
4,243.1
5,257.0
6,320.6
7,330.65
8,305
8,906
8,038.85
7,175.25
6,043.3
5,083.58
4,103.01'
3. 034. 5
1,076. 67
], 728. 7
1,815.87

Yards.
2,810
3,505
4,170
5,310
6,400
7,422
* 8,470
8,985
8,085
7,190
6,100
5,080
4,085
3,020
1,960
1,720
1,805

REMARKS AS TO JUNE 24 TRIALS.-Tbe position finder under test was the Lewis P. F., at Fort
Hamilton, at the height of 59 feet above mean water. It was raining, and the w eather uot suitable for
tests of -i nstrumental accuracy.
* In this observation, the range at the Lewis P. F. was undoubtedly wrongly read. The observed
reading at this instrument should have q een 8,370 yards instead of 8,j70 yards.
Calculated and compiled from the official records.
HENRY L. HARRIS,

Ji'irst Lieutenant Ji'irst Artillery,
Execut-ive Ojjicer, Board to Test Range Ji'inders.
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GOVERNORS ISL.AND, August 10, 18.96.

Sm: In compliance with your ·instructions, I have the honor to submit the following report of progress since my report of ,T uly 27, 1895:
TESTS OF INSTRUMENTS.

The Fiske position find.er, model of 1895; the Lewis position finder,
model of 1895, and the improved Lewis position finder, latest model,
have been tested for instrumental accuracy.
The results submitted are based on the official reports of the commissioned officers, Lieutenants Murray and Hawthorne, First Artillery,
who operated the new standa1'd base instruments on each date of tests.
Lieut. I. N. Lewis, Second Artillery, designed the instrument, superintended its construcUon by Stackpole Bros., and suggested most of the
changes made in the original design.
I do not agree with Lieutenant Lewis in certain points as to numbering the graduations, though I think the instruments are admirably
suitable for '' horizontal base-end instruments." In case of construction
of similar instruments I would suggest that every degree be numbered
in order that there may not be any excuse for misreading an angle. A
difference of a minute amounts only to 0.296 of a yard at 1,000 yards,
but a difference in reading of 2 degrees would generally make a serious
error, and particularly in relocation.
.
The War Department has adopted the Lewis depression position
finder for the service. The records of the instrumental accuracy of
tliis instrument should make a new standard of acceptance in case of
any other instrument proposed. We have heretofore taken the English
standard of 1 per cent per 1,000 yards. I think we can now safely place
our standard at 1 per cent of the range. This, of course, refers to instrumental accuracy. What can be obtained under conditions of actual
action is yet to be ascertained.
The records show a less general error in the case of tlle Fiske horizontal base position finder. It should, of course, be borne in mind that
a base of nearly 1,000 yards, even with two observers, ought to give
more accurate results when time is not regarded than a base of 60 or
175 feet with one observer; but when it comes to a case of quick work,
the errors due to the adopted depression position finder, even at a
height of 60 feet, will be more than compensated for by ha,v ing but one
observer who can concentrate his attention on the target in view without any reference to an observer at a secondary station.
In connection with the trials of the li''iske position finder at Fort
Hamilton, I desire to submit reports, with accompanying tables,* from
Sergt, Neils P. Yurgenson, Signal Corps, U. S. A., who has given very
conscientious and intelligent attention to the work confided to him.
During tbe time of the tests the temperature corrector was not moved
once, in order that we might ascertain to what extent, permanent or
otherwise, changes in temperature would affect the voltmeter readings
at different points of the scale.
As will be seen from a comparison of the tables, very little change is
necessary at any time to adjust for temperature correction, and wben
this adjustment is once made, it can be relied on for the length of time
consumed in any one test.
The greatest difficulty encountered in our work has arisen from the
fact that our wire' are overhead wireR and not put up in the most per*Omitted from report of Board of Ordnance and Fortification.
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feet way. Wires are very frequently found entangled after heavy windstorms, and the whole system generally requires an overhauling before
the fault can be located.
Underground or lead cable wiring, in iron pipes, when necessary, is
in my opinion the only thing which will give us satisfactory results,
and I trust that the Board will strongly recommend such a system for
its work at Hamilton and V\T ads worth. If these posts are ever to be
properly wired, now is the time to begin.
As our board has to report on the merits of the different range finders
submitted for its inspection, and as at one or more of the meetings of
the board the several individual members thereof have seen the operation of a horizontal base connected with a "relocator" or "converter
board," I would respectfully suggest that it be recommended that some
of the principal artillery posts be supplied with the new azimuthing
device (standard base instruments), and whatever converter board for
relocation may be adopted, together with the latest improvements in
telephonic communication, so that the merits of the combination can
be fully tested and reported on.
This should be taken in hand first at some post provided with the
modern artillery.
The Nolan instrument (field range finder) was sent to Willets Point
for trial and report, and I understand that this report has been submitted to you.
The board has also again experimented with the "Aide Tireur" and
the" Unge" and reported thereon.
·
The question of a supplemental position finder for emergency work .
is one that merits attention; but with the present knowledge of the
board, I respectfully submit that it is not in a position to make any
definite recommendation on the subject.
When our new batteries have been tried, and their excellencies or
defects become known, we may be better able to suggest the necessary
auxiliaries for working them. But one thing is certain, and that is
that at the trial of these new batteries tbe best instrument should be
available for determining all the data necessary to a generally perfect
solution of the problem of seacoast artillery fire.
This problem can never be solved theoretically. Money can be well
spent now in endeavoring to effect the practical solution.
Since at target practice time iR not considered, nor need it be forcertain results to be ascertained, I recommend that all artillery posts provided with modern high-power guns and mortars be supplied wifo two
of the standard base instruments similar to the ones described in the
accompanying * blue prints and photographs, but with a few minor
modifications. These modifications will take definite shape when the
results of the trials of tbs two instruments (base end) made for use at
the proving ground at Sandy Hook, New Jersey, become known.
This is a question conc.erning the work of our board, since, to determine the conditions which a supplemental range or position finder must
fulfill, it is very desirable to know with what degree of accuracy the gun
it works can be laid. And-repetition here can do no harm-to know
the accuracy of your guns as affected by atmospheric conditions, defects
of carriage, platform, site, etc., we must have quick working and accurate instruments, accurately set up, to determine range, etc., of shot in
every case.
The present base-end instruments, used in connection with converter
or relocator for the gun, and provided a careful triangulation before" Omittecl from r eport of Board of Ordnance and J<'ortification.
W.A.R
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hand has determined the relative positions of the fixed points used,
will, in my judgment, prove amply satisfactory.
The Zalinski position finder never having been submitted for test, the
house provided for the same has been turned over to our board. It
will probably be found a good place for the Watkins depression R. F.,
or any instrument under temporary test.
It is proposed to continue work during the coming season by endeavoring to ascertain more definite data with reference to atmospheric refraction. This work will be undertaken by me in connection with my duties
on the Board on Regulation of Seacoast .Artillery Fire.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
HENRY L. HARRIS,
First Lie,u tenant First .Artillery,
Exec11:tive O.fficer of Board.
Col. A. 0. M. PENNING'.1.'0N, Fourth Artillery,
President of Board to Test Range Finders,
Governors Island, New York.

APPENDIX C.
BOARD ON REGULATION OF SEACOAST ARTILLERY FIRE.
ARMY BUILDING,

New York City, April 13, 1896.
SIR: In accordance with instructions received from your Board, we
have the honor to report that we have made a careful and thorough
practical test of the "relocator" devised by First Lieut. William C. Rafferty, First Artillery; and the '' converter board" devised by :First Lieut.
E. A. Millar, Third Artillery,; the tests being competitive in character,
and both made at Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor.
Our report has been delayed for more than a month awaiting the
receipt from Lieutenant Millar of a complete description and the necess·a ry drawings of his device. These have not as yet been received, and
we are therefore compelled, in order to avoid further delay, to submit
this report without them.
It is now ~·enerally recognized to be essential to a thorough and
effective system of artillery-fire control to provide means for obtaining
quickly and accurately the conversion of ranges and azimuths as given
by the range and position finder into the proper ranges and azimuths
from the gun itself. There are so many honest differences of opinion
among artillerists as to the best methods of accomplishing tllis, and
also as to tbe best place for making the conversion, whether at the gun
or at the position finder or at some convenient central place distant
from both, that we have not considered it within the scope of the present
report to enter into the general subject of replotting devices, but have
confined ourselves t o the construction, operation, and relative merits
of the two instruments mentioned, since they are the only ones of the
kind which have been referred to us for official test.
,
THE FIRST DAY'S TES1'.

The board met at Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor, Friday, February 28, 1896, at 11 o'clock a. m., with First Lieut. H. L. Harrist, First
Artillery, and First Lieut. I. N. Lewis, Second Artillery, the two members composing the board, both present. A dense fog concealed all
objects seaward, so that it was impossible to take observations from
the range finders, and after waiting in vain until 1.30 p. m. for the
weather to clear it was decided to limit the work for the day to an
examination of the mechanical features of the two devices and to
an explanation by Lieutenant Millar of the principles involved in the
construction and use of his board-in the relocator of Lieutenant
Rafferty's design these were already well known.
In the absence of full drawings and description, the accompanying
photographs* will give a fairly correct idea of tbe appearauce of the
Millar converter. No. 1 shows the board in working position swung
between vertical uprights. The framework is of iron, covered with

- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - -

-

* Photographs, drawings, and tables omitted from Report of Board of Ordnance
and Fortification.
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thin sheets of hard rubber so as to make an even surface; the horizontal diameter is about 10 feet and the vertical diameter is about 8 feet.
Two scale-bearing arms are so pivoted that the centers about which
they turn will represent the relative positions of the range finder and
the gun, one center being fixed, the other movable in the direction of
the length of a short carrying bar which carries the arm and its dial
mechanism, and which also turns about a common center with the other
scale arm. This carrying bar has a clamping attachment at its outer
end which enables the operator to swing it over any portion of the upper
circumference and then clamp it securely in the desired position. This
arm would only be changed in position when the position of the range
finder with respect to the gun is changed.
·
The dial mechanism carried near the center of each scale-bearing arm
is used instead of large graduated arcs around the lower circumference
of the table which would be otherwise necessary. The dials are
arranged in pairs, one reading minutes and the other degrees of arc.
A novel sliding collar is used which permits both arms to slide freely
through it, and by means of an aperture in the center enables the operator to quickly note the exact point of intersection of the two arms, and
permit the scale reading of each to be seen. The photograph also shows
a third arm to the left of the other two. This arm has no scale, and is
used only when the converter board is employed in connection with a
ho1;izontal base range finder, in which case it is coupled to the second
range finder arm by ml'.)ans of a short bar near the lower extremities of
the two, so that to whatever angle the second is moved the third will
·
remain parallel to it.
The two essentially novel features of this board are the sliding collar,
by means of which the scale readings are quickly and accurately m.ade,
and the movable carrying bar which affords a ready means of adJustment for changes in the relative positions of range finder and gun.
The construction and operation of the Rafferty relocator are fully
explained in the appended description and drawing pr'e pared by the
inventor. The most novel feature of this board is in the position
selected to represent the target or other object whose range is to be
determined. In every case this is taken to be at a point near the center
of the table, about which both scale-bearing arms are pivoted. ~ts
most valuable feature from a service point of view is its extreme simplicity, there being really but four essential parts, viz, ~he table with a
single graduated arc, two scale-bearing arms, and a spacing piece.
THE SECOND DAY'S TES'.l.'.

The board reass~mbled at Fort Hamilton, New York Harbor, on
Monday, March 2, 1896, at 10 o'clock, a.m., with both members pre ent.
The following programme had been prepared in advance and was
carefully followed out:
First. A preliminary test of the relocator, Lieutenant Rafferty working alone. A set of three angles and ranges given, to be replotted.
Time kept by Lieutenant Bailey.
As Lieutenant Minar could not operate his board alone, a sim.ilar test
was not made of the converter.
Second. Time test. Lieutenants Rafferty and Millar, each with one
assistant (a corporal), operating their respective instrument at the
ame time. Range finder station Lh. Set of three augle~ and range
to be replo ted. Timekeeper , Lieutenaut Bailey and Marsh.
As ome confu, ion r ulted <luring this t t, <lne to the fact that one
operator was accustomed to set fir t for range and the other for azimuth
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first, it was decided to change the order of the readings alternately
thereafter. It was also found to confuse the timekeepers to have both
instruments used at the same time, and this was also changed.
Third. Time and accuracy test.
1. Position of range finder changed to Fa, and same set of angles
and ranges replotted. Lieutenant Millar, operator. Time kept by
Lieutenant Marsh.
2. Same, with Lieutenant Rafferty operator, and Lieutenant· Bailey
keeping time.
Fourth. Time and accuracy test.
1. Set of three angles and azimuths, replotted by Lieutenant Millar,
covering the case where the field of fire of the gun extends through
more than 180° of arc. Lieutenant Marsh timekeeper.
2. Same, by Lieutenant Rafferty, with Lieutenant Bailey timekeeper.
Fifth. Predicted positions. Three observations and predictions by
each, the range-finder station remaining at Fa. Timekeepers same as
before.
Sixth. Predicted positions.
A second set of three observations and predictions under the same
conditions as before.
Lieutenants Rafferty and Millar each explained to the board certain
special advantages of their respective instruments, and the board then
adjourned.
Appended hereto will be found the tabulated results of the above
tests arranged and noted in such a way that the comparative work of
the two instruments is clearly brought out.
·
From the foregoing tests, and from our knowledge of the construction, operation, and governing principles of these two instruments, we
believe:
(1) That both are far within the service requirements as to accuracy
of results and ease and quickness of manipulation.
(2) That as regards the time actually employed by each in replotting,
they are both equal; but the Rafferty board has a slight advantage in
that one man alone can operate it.
(3) That they are equally accurate in results.
(4) That the Rafferty board has a decided advantage in simplicity
of construction, has fewer and more substantial parts, is much less
liable to get, out -of order, is less bulky wllen made to same scale, is
more easily housed and transported, and will work equally wen in any
position, while the Millar board in its present form must be placed jn
vertical position.
While fully aware of the fact that Lieutenant Millar had but little
time to familiarize himself before the test with the manipulation 'of
his own device, and'was for that reason at a considerable disadvantage
during the tests, and while believing that his converter can be, and
undoubtedly will be, much simplified and improved in the future, we
are convinced that in its present form it is inferior to the Rafferty relocator, and that of the two the latter is much better adapted to meet
the requirements of the artillery service.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
HENRY L. HARRIS,
First Lieu·tena,n t First Artillery, President.
I. N. LEWIS,
First Lieutenant Second Artillery, 111.ember and Recorder.
The RECORDER,
Board of Ordnance a,n d Fortification, Washington, D. 0.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY ' OF WAR.
ARMY BUILDING,

New York City, April 20, 1896.
Sm: We have the honor to submit herewith our report on the " system of plotting shots and directing the fire of batteries at moving targets," devised by First Lieut. E. M. Weaver, Second Artillery, whicll
was referred to us by your Board a year ago.
Since it was referred to us, this system has been the subject of frequent study and discussion, but we have deferred taking definite official
action thereon until by full investigation of the general subject of ~re
control, as understood here and abroad, and by thorough practical firrng
tests we have convinced ourselves of the relative merits of the two
underlyin g gene:ral principles, one of which must necessarily gover~ in
whatever method of fire control is to be finally adopted for our servrne,
viz: First, the system of" squares," where the water area to be defended
is mapped and plotted into squareR or other small areas, each lettered
and numbered and the whole tabulated; and second, the more gene_ral
principle of polar coordinates where no such mapping and tabulation
is necessary.
.
After carefully studying the subject as a whole and in detail, and as
the result of practical work of our board for the past year (with the
greater part 0f which you are already familiar) we feel in a position to
pass an intelligent and unbiased opinion in tlie matter referred to us.
The actual firing tests under the system proposed by Lieutenant
Weaver, which took place at the Artillery School at Fort Monroe (see
accompanyiug record with report), may be accepted as illustrating_the
best that can be done with it under the present service conditions, smce
both officers and men engaged in it were experts, and we did not consider it necessary to make a practical trial of the system ourselves.
Lieutenant Weaver's system consists of a certain method of replotting for the gun, based upon the" square system." His relocator board
consists of a harbor chart laid off into squares as now required; au arc
centered at the position of the gun on the chart, which arc extends
over the field of fire of the gun and is divided into smaller arcs corresponding to 100 yards at the extreme range and numbered conse?utively; and arm graduated for range and lettered for each consecutive
danger space between 1,000 yards and the extreme range of the ~un.
The traverse circle is not divided into degrees and minutes, but mto
arcs corresponding to the arcs before mentioned, and suitably numbered in inverse order.
A range dial is used, graduated or lettered to correspond to the
ranges indicated on the replotter arm.
The method simply narrows down the several water areas to separate
danger spa.ces for the target and obviates the necessity for consulting
a voluminous table of squares.
The characteristic features, therefore, which distinguish this system
and differentiate it from the well-known "square" system are:
First. The use, in conjunction with a map of the harbor laid off into
squares, of a transparent chart representing the water area defended
by the gun laid off into sectors, the form and area of which are determined by tbe length of a ship, extreme range of the gun, and the angle
of fall of the projectile.
Second. A range dial for indicating elevation of gun, lettered or number d to correspond to definite range .
Third. A traver e circle lettered or numbered to corre pond to tlrn
danger paces or sect r on the trc n pareut relocating chart.
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In paragraph 41 of his report, Lieutenant Weaver claims the following advantages for his system over the "square" system:
(1) That the size of the block is adjusted to the danger space at all
ranges, and the blocks are much deeper in range than those of the
"square" system at the shorter ranges.
(2) That for the same water area to be covered, fewer blocks are
required.
(3) That no converting tables are necessary to lay the gun.
(4) Simplicity and quickness as compared with other systems.
(5) That the range dial is an improvement over the means heretofore
used to give elevation.
(6) That direction in azimuth can best be given by traverse circle
graduations.
·
(7) The system may be put into operation at once in connection with
the apparatus and methods now employed in target practice at our
coast forts and with no expense except for making the range dials.
As to the merits of these claims we believe· as follows:
First. The first claim is correct when the blocks are adjusted for any
particular initial velocity. This is assumed to be constant, but in
practice 'it is found that changes amounting to as much as 30 feet per second frequently occur.
Second. We think it doubtful if fewer blocks are required for a given
area under this system, particularly when extreme ranges are considered, and in any event the difference would be of small importance.
. Third. It is true that no converting tables are required to lay the
gun, and this is an advantage over the "square" system.
Fourth. If by "other systems" Lieu tenant Weaver means the "square"
system alone, we agree with him that his is simpler and quicker.
Fifth. The range dial or its equivalent is an old <le vice, and it is already
used generally with all modern ordnance. The particular form suggested by Lieutenant Weaver, with its peculiar notation, is not believed
to be the best, although better than the quadrant alone.
Sixth. We agree with Lieutenant Weaver that direction in azimuth
can best be given by traverse circle graduation, and this is now done
with all modern ordnance, but we do not consider the notation employed
by him to be as general or as convenient as the usual azimuth graduation.
Seventh. The seventh claim is admitted, except that a certain additional amount of delay and expense would be necessary in preparing
gun cl;larts.
As the result of our investigation, and with ·our present knowledge
of what has already been accomplished in the English service as well
as our own, we are of the opinion that Lieutenant Weaver's system as
here outlined and proposed is too slow and too complex to meet the
present or prospective needs of our seacoast artillery service.
HENRY L. HARRIS,
lfirst Lieutenant First Artillery, President.
W. 0. RAFFERTY,

First Lieiitenant First Artillery, Member.
I. N. LEWIS,
.
First Lieutenant Second Artillery, Recorder.
The RECORDER,

Board of Ordnance and Fortification, Washington, D. 0.
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REPORT OF THE SECRETARY OF WAR.
ARMY BUILDING,

New Yorlc Oity May 22, 1896.
SIR: The Board on the Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire desire
to submit for the consideration of your Board the inclosed outline
description of a system of "Fire control and direction" for the use of
the seacoast artillery of the United States service.
We have given much time and careful consideration to the subject,
and have bad enough practice in the preliminary stages of the work to
feel satisfied that our conclusions are correct.
Your Board has witnessed the experimental work in progress from ·
time to time, and can therefore judge whether or not the theoretical
ideas advanced with reference to the more progressive steps in the
system, yet untried, are worthy of adoption, or at least of more continued practice, to determine the suit~bility for our service of the
methods proposed.
In a previous report (on Lieutenant Weaver's syRtem), dated .April 20,
1896, we made this statement: "(There are) two underlying general principles, one of which must necessarily govern in whatever method of
fire control is to be adopted for our service, viz: First, the ~ystem of
· 'squares,' where the water area to be defended is mapped and plotted
into squares or other small areas, each lettered and numbered and the
whole tabulated, and second, the more general principle of' polar coordinates,' where no such mapping and tabulation are necessary."
We believe that the second or more general principle of" polar coordinates" should be adopted as the fundamental basis of our system.
The use of this principle obviates the necessity of plotting the several
necessary harbor charts in squares or other small areas -and tbe coustruction of voluminous tables of "squares;" it gives more accurat_e
results with a, saving of time-a most essential feature-and much simphfies the transmission and conversion of the indications from the position
finder to the gun or from one position finder to another, and J>ossesses
many other desirable features, which will be evident from a consider~tion of the proposed system. This is true whether a depression or horizontal base position finder is used; whether the position finder is in
immediate proximity to the gun or at a distance from it.
We have assumed, therefore, that our system is based on the general
principle of" polar coordinates," and that polar coordinates at auy one
point (as at gun, position finder, etc.) are direction and range.
"Direction," as used here, is practically '' azimuth."
·
We feel a certain degree of embarrassment in submitting such a skeleton report on such an important subject. We thP-refore beg yon to
considerthefacttbatno single device for conversion or for correction has
as yet been adopted for the service, and we consequeutly have some hesitation in attempting to fill in the details necessary to a perfected sclrnme.
We propose to continue our work by making a thorough investigation as to the'' best possible system of communication between the range
finders and the relocators or batteries," in accordance with tbe direction of your Board under date of May 7. Also to have practice in the
progressive steps of our proposed system, as far as the means available
will permit.
HENRY L. HARRIS,
First Lieutenant First .Artillery, .President.
W. C. RAFFERTY,
P.irst Lieutenant First Artillery, Member.
I. N. LEWIS,
First Lieutenant Second .Artillery, Recorder.
The RECORDER,
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, lVashington, D. 0.
1
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PROPOSED SYSTEM OF "FIRE CONTROL AND DIRECTION" FOR THE
UNITED STATES SEACOAST ARTILLERY SERVICE, PREPARED IN OUTLINE BY THE BOARD ON REGULATION OF SEACOAST ARTILLERY FIRE,
MAY, 1896.

'rhe fundamental basis of the system is the practical application of
the general principle of "polar coordinates."
It will be necessary to preface the description in outline of the proposed system by some brief definitions of the terms employed.
The unit of the artillery command consists of an area of laud and sea,
provided at certain points with works of defense and with an artillery
armament. In our service this unit corresponds to what is termed a
"fort," and its commander would be called a "fort commander."
A "fort" would be organized, for artillery purposes, into one or more
"fort commands," of which the size should be governed by the character of the area to be defended and by the number of guns of one kind
which it may be possible for one officer to "direct" in action, or by local
conditions. The officer commanding a '' fire command" would be called
a "fire commander."
A "fire command" would be subdivided into a number of ''.groups,"
each group consisting of such a number of guns as could be efficiently
"supervised" in action by one officer and regulated as to firing by one
position finder, either for independent or parallel fire. Tile commander
of such a" group" would be called a" group commander."
For the proper supervision of the group of position finders corresponding to any "fire command," a "range-finder commander" would
be necessary, who would be subordinate to the "fire commander."
The officer in command of a position-finding station would be called
a "position-finding officer."
.
Under the" group commander" would come the" gun director," who
would be in immediate command of one of the gqns of the group.
The following diagram will illustrate the "chain of command" for
one "fort," comprising two "fire commands" of three "groups" ea.ch 0
each group consisting of three guns:

Titles.
Fortcommander ...........................................................................
.l!'irucommauder. ............•• _. ····-·. ··- ... ··- .. ···-· ...................................
Groupcommancter .........•••.•••.... : ....................................................
Gun director .................................................. - .......... _................

Abbrovia·
tious.
Ft. C.
l!'. '·.
G. C.
G.D.

r

~~~iff~~~,:di~;1om~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~: 8.·
0
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The G. 0., R. F. O., and P. F. 0. are under the direct orders of the
F.O.
The general nature -of the duties, etc., of these officers would be as
follows:
·
·
The Ft. 0. would have more responsibility resting upon him than
would any other officer of the chain. He would be responsible for the
i>roper condition of the a,rmament, ammunition, etc., of his fort, and
for the proper training and discipline of the personnel under his command. He must be thoroughly conversant with all the capabilities of
his command for artillery offense and defense, and must have studied
out the several possibilit ies of naval attack and the way in which each
should be met.
·
In case of action he would assign targets to the several F. Cs. under
him, making such changes in the same as the successive stages of an
action might render necessary.
His station should be a P . .F. station, which would give him an unobstructed view of the whole scene of action, if possible, and he should
be in direct commuuication with his F. Cs . .
In most cases the Ft. 0. would also be the F. C.
The F. 0. would be responsible to the Ft. C. for the proper condition
of all the artillery material and fot the proper instruction and discipline of all the personnel under his own command.
His duties in action would be to carry out the orders of the Ft. 0.,
and in case of breakdown of communications between himself and the
Ft. 0. to act on his own responsibility. He should be made acquainted
with the general plan of defense adopted for any particular course of
action, in order that he can thus act intelligently in the absence of
specific orders.
He should be in direct communication with the Ft. 0. and with aach
gun group and P. F. of his command.
His station should be a P. F . station commanding an unobstructed
view of the water ar(5a covered by the guns of his command.
In certain cases the "fire command" might consist of a single group.
The G. 0. would be responsible to the F. C. for the condition of the
armament and ammunition, and for the training and discipline of the
personnel appertaining to his command.
His duties in action would be to carry out the orders ;:'eceived from
the F. 0., to lay and fire his guns in accordance with the information
received from the range or position finder assigned to his group, and
to see that tlle proper ammunitiou was supplied to his group. His
station would be with his group.
In case of breakdown of all communication outside of his group he
must act 011 his own responsibility.
The R. :F. 0. would be responsible to the F. C. for the condition of the
R. F. material and Jines of communication and for the proper instruction
of the personnel under his control. This would be limited to the personnel and material necessary for the R. or P. Fs. assigned to the groups
of guns constituting tbe fire command, and to the communications
between his F. 0. and the Ft. 0.
His duties in action would be to have a general supervision of the
range-finding group and the lines of communication.
His station would be wllerever most convenient for his duties and
for communication with the F. 0. and the range-finding group, and he
should be prepared to repair any damag to the lines of communication
under hi control in the borte, t possible time.
The P. F. 0. will be responsible to the F. 0. for the proper working
of hi station.
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The G. D. would have immediate command, under the G. C., of .the
gun, the smallest unit of seacoast defense.
He would be responsible to the G. C. for the care of the gun, etc., for
the proper training of his detachment, and for their discipline when at
tbe ;;un.
His duties in action would be to see that bis gun was properly loaded,
laid, and fired, in accordance with directions received from the G. 0.
His station would be at his gun.
, Having thus given in outline the chaiu of command down to the
smallest unit, and a very general description of the duties and stations
of the officers composing it, it is in order to consider briefly the means
of communication and other material required to carry out the system.
And there is no present necessity for going any higher than the fort
commander.
To indicate in a general way the extent of the lines of communication considered necessary, the diagram illustrating the chain of comma,nd will serve all purposes. Thus:
The Ft. 0. is in direct communication with his F. Os.
Each F. C. is in direct communication with bis R. F. C., with each
group, arnl each P. F. of bis command, and each group is in communication with the P. F. working it. The R. P. 0. is also in communication
with each P. F. of his group.
In case of any breakdown of communication between a group audits
P. F. it should be possible to place this group in communication with
another P. F. of the same fire command.
It will be seen from the above that it is the belief of our board that
rach Ft. C. should have a P. F. station from which he can "control" the
fire of bis several fire commands by "indicating" targets to the F. Os.,
ordering the kind of fire to be used on the different targets, reserving
the fire of one or more groups or of one or more guns of a group, concentrating the fire of two or more groups or fire commands on any particular target, etc.; that each F. U. would be provided with a P. P.
station from which he can "direct" the fire of his groups through the
P. F. of the group and specific orders as to kind of fire, etc., he sends
direct to the G. 0., in accordance with the orders of the Ft. 0.; that
each group should be connected with a P. F. by which its fire can be
directed, and with the F. C.
•
As, in general, the G. C. could not personally direct the fire of each
gun in bis group, he should be provided with the means of conveying
to each G. D., without undue loss of time, the information necessary to
enable him to lay bis gun properly and to fire it at the proper time.
If each G.D. is provided with a means of conversion of the coor-:
dinates given by the P. F., it is evident that be can receive at first
panel from the P. F. the data necessary to enable him to lay his gun
correctly, etc.
In order to correctly lay bis gun the G. D. must know two things,
viz: First, the direction of the target, and second, the distance or range
to the target from bis gun. These two variable elements, referred to
the position of tlle gun itself as a center, form our system of "polar
coordinates," and are obtained from the couespondiug elements at the
position-finder, by some method of conversion. The gun is laid in direction by means of a properly graduated traverse circle and quick-reading
vernier (or, in case of "direct laying," by means of a .s ight with or
without reference to tbe traverse circle graduations), and is given the
elevation corresponding to the given range by whatever means may
be provided for the purpose. The necessary corrections to be applied
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to these two elements to compensate for drift, wind, and other atmospheric conditions, etc., being determined and applied before the gun
is laid. This determination should be made, so far as practicable, by
means of mechanical devices, in order to avoid unnecessary numerical
computations.
The methods of conversion available are:
(1) By a relocator or converter. board at the gun.
·(2) By a replotter arm at the position-finding station.
(3) By tabular conversion.
(4) By a combination of the first or second with the third.
No matter which of these is adopted it will be necessary, for firing at
fixed targets, or for predicted firing, to supply certain corrections for
atmospheric conditions, drift, etc. The place at which these corrections should be made is still an open question and our board bas not
had the necessary practice nor does it possess the requisite information
to enable it to make any specific recomm'e ndation with reference to this
point. Certain mechanical devices for quickly obtaining these corrections have been tried and found to give satisfactory results, and others,
it is understood, are yet to come before us for trial and report.
.
It is our conviction, therefore, that the material required for the complete equipment of a modern battery will be, in addition to the guns,
carriages, ammunition, etc., a range or position :findmg establishment;
the necessary lines of communication connecting all the different officers of the chain of command; means for converting the coordinates
determined at one position into the corresponding ones for another;
and means for quickly obtaining the necessary corrections to be applied
to these elements for use at the gun.
For the range or position finding establishment, the board, as previously stated, believe it necessary to ha·v e:
For each fort commander a depression position finder; for each fire
commander a depression position finder; and to have each group commander or his guns connected with a position finder for the group..
The last-mentioned position finder may be a depression position finder,
depending on site or other local conditions. It will also be necessary
to provide for each group one or more supplemental range or position
finders, in case tbe main system breaks down. Reference, at this point,
to the two methods of laying a gun-the" direct" and the "indirect''seems logical and proper.
The board believes that, whenever possible, the method of 4ndirect
laying should be used; since it is convinced that, for seacoast artillery,
guu s can be more accurately laid to a mark (on traverse circle for direction and on elevation indicator for elevation) than by means of a telescopic or other sight. And this is true for either a fixed or moving
target.
This method must be followed in the case of the 12-inch mortars and
is, as said, deemed preferable for all guns except "rapid-fire" guns or,
in case the group commander is- thrown on his own resources, from the
breakdown of communication or from the fact that the action becomes
so close and heavy that direct laying must be resorted to.
The ·e are possible eventualities, and must be foreseen avd provided
for in any scheme of artillery instruction.
The subject of ''means and lines of communication" is deemed such
an important one that one of the members of the board has been
appointed a subcommittee for the purpose of preparing a special report
tl1ereon and entering more into detail than bas been deemed advi able
for other portion of this report. This paper will be found appended
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marked A, and is adopted as the report of the board. A dissenting
opinion on certain points of the report, by one member of the board, is
also appended, marked B.
The different methods of conversion available have already been set
forth. The only mechanical means of conversion submitted to us for
practical trial and test are: The Rafferty relocator and the Millar converter board. These were given a competitive test, in accordance with
instructions from your Board, and a report thereon has been. made to
you.
.
As to the means of making mechanically the corrections for drift,
atmospheric conditions,. etc., to be applied to the elements for the gun,
no device has come officially before our board.
In order that the initial steps of the system, using ·the method of
indirect laying, may be practiced, if thought desirable, at the various
military posts provided with the means of doing so, a ''pointing drill,"
prepared as the result of our practice, is submitted herewith.
POINTING DRILL BY INDIRECT LAYING.
[For one or more guns which are electrically connected with a position finder (P. F.), and which are
·
prov~cled with relocators or converter boards.]

In general terms the pointing drill consists of the following operations:
(1) Taking observations (direction and range) on a point of a ship at
regular intervals of time, or in case of ·a fixed target, at any desired
time.
(2) Transmitting these to the gun or guns.
(3) Converting these data to the position of the ship or target with
respect to the gun.
(4) Predicting a point which the ship will reach in a definit6 known
time.
(5) Laying the gun upon this point and commanding "Fire!" in
advance of this time so as to allow for time of flight.
The intervals of time must be constantly known or marked both at
the P. F. station and at the gun. This interval is here assumed to be
twenty seconds; but for beginners the interval may be made thirty
seconds.
·
CASE !.-DEPRESSION POSITION FINDER

(D. P. F.) . .

The P. F. detachment .consists of an officer and one number.
The position-finder officer (P. F. 0.) commands the station, operates
the P. F., and reads and calls out the direction and range.
,
No. 1 operates the telephone, fills out identification card when used,
and calls the intervals. He should be supplied with record blanks,
pencil, stop watch, and identification cards. He puts on the telephone
bead receiver when the'' Attention!" ring sounds and keeps it on until
"Good-bye!" He records all messag"es received at bis station and
repeats th~m at once to the P. F. 0.
The method of working the P. F. 0. station is as follows:
The P. F. 0. selects the ves el to be tracked or receives information
of the same. He assures himself that everything is in readiness at the
relocator station, picks up the vessel with the telescope and commands
"Time!" At this command No. 1 calls "Ready! 1, 2, 3," and starts his
stop watch ·at "3"; the direction and range at "3'' are called by the
P. F. 0. and telephoned by No. 1 to the relocator station. No. 1 calls
''Ready! 1, 2, 3," every twenty seconds, regulating the calls so that "3"
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will fall at the end of the twenty seconds exactly. After calli11g out
the direction and range, he records them and, at the close of the exercise, signs his record and gives it to the P. F. 0., who authenticates it
and hands it in with his record.
Relocator station.-The detachment consists of the gurl director(G. D. ),
who may be preferably an officer or a reliable, well-informed noncommissioned officer (N. C. 0.), and three members.
The equipment necessary for the G.D. is a stop watch and a straightedge proportional scale divided into equal parts on both sides of the
zero; but the parts on one side are double those on the other.
No. 2 is equipped with colored pencil.
No. 3 is a telephone man, who record& and repeats all telephone messages intended for the station, including "Ready! 1, 2, 3." He should
be provided with pad and pencil, and, at the close of the exercise, dates
and signs his record and bands them to the G.D. On taking station
he puts on head receiver as soon as "Attention!" is sounded and keeps
it on until "G-ood-bye!" is transmitted to or from his station.
For the Rafferty relocator the duties are as follows :
The G.D. keeps time, predicts; and gives command for firing; N?.1
sets the range arm at the indicated direction; No. 2 sets the spacrng
pieces at the indicated distance on the range arm, marks each relocator
position with _c olored pencil, also each predicted position, distinguishing the latter by a tail to the circle (Q), and calls out the direction and
elevation of the predicted position.
With the Millar converter board the collar is set at the given range
on the P. F. arm first, and then this arm is moved to give the proper
reading direction.
The method of working is as follows:
.
The G.D., seeing that everything at his station is in readiness, notifies the P. F. 0. of the fact and then stands ready with his stop watch
at zero. When No. 3 hears and repeats the first "Ready! 1, 2, 3," sent
from the P. F. station, the G. D. at "3" starts his watch. The direction and range are called out by No. 3 and are relocated. This gives
the first relocation position.
If the target is stationary, the elevation and direction of the guns for
this position are called out to the chief of detachment and gunner::_; the
gun is laid accordingly, and the G.D. commands" Fire! Hit!" lf the
target is moving, three consecutive positions are relocated as above
and, by means of the proportional straightedge, the predicted position
is marked as follows:
The G.D . sets the proportional straightedge so that the" zero" is
at the third relocated position, the smaller divisions running toward
the first position; the reading at this point is noted and the corresponding reading on the opposite side of the zero marks the predicted
position.
No. 2 moves the gun arm to this point and calls the direction and
elevation of this position aloud to the chief of detachment and gunner.
The ves el should be at the predicted position exactly two minutes
from the time of the first ob ervation when the stop watch was started.
The G.D. note the fifth relocated position to a sure himself that the
course and speed have n"ot materially altered and command "Fire!"
sufficiently before the end of the two minute to allow for time of flight.
At the end of the two minute he calls" Hit!" and the man at the telescopic ight note and record the point of the vessel cut by the vertical
hair of the. ight.
No . 1 and 2 continuer locating while the G.D. is at the gun firing.
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, The G. D., immediately after the command ''Hit!" turns back his
stop watch to zero, returns quickly to relocator, and starts watch again
at the n~xt "3." To find the next predicted position he lays off the
same double distance as before this '' 3" was sounded. This position
ought to be the 'position of the vessel at the expiration of one minute
by his watch; he therefore commands "Fire!,"" Hit!", so that ''Hit!"
will be given at the expiration of on-e minute.
Should the course alter so as to cause an error in the pointing, a new
predicted position will be determined and the time of the new predicted
position will be as indicated above, i. e., one minute from the time of
setting the watch at zero; provided the point for the zero of the scale
is at the point located just previous to the" 3" at which the watch was
set at zero.
If only the speed alters, the G.D. must judge how many seconds must
be allowed for the change and command "Fire!" and "Hit!" the necessary number of seconds before the regular time.
The gun.-The chief of detachment supervises the giving of direction
and the gunner the elevation. Both go to the relocator. station, which
should be as near the gun as practicable, after the gun is loaded (the gun
is not loaded in pointing drilI) and receive data which they will note.
Returning to the gun, the G. D. has the gun rapidly traversed to the
indicated direction, while the gunner gives the necessary elevation with
such assistance as the particular gun may require. Not over fifteen
seconds should be occupied in laying the gun.
The elevation to be given is quadrant elevation, and may be indicated
by quadrant or other elevation-indicating device.
Telescopic sight at the giin.-One well-instructed man will be required.
His duty will be to set the sight at the approximate sight angle for the
predicted position (determined by distance and height of gun above
water) and with zero deviation, to place the sight in its seat, and be
ready at the command "Hit!" to uetermin.e what point of the ship, if
any, the vertical hair covered at that command; to make a note of this
at each fire, and hand his record, duly signed and dated, to the G. D.
at the close of the exercise.
·
. His equipment should be telescopic sight, pad, and pencil.
If no telescopic sight is available he uses the sight provided for the
gun.
CASE II.-HORIZONTAL BASE POSITION F1;-;mm (H.B. P ..

P.).

Two azimuth circles at the ends of a horizontal tase line and the
relocator· and converter board at the gun may constitute this case. The
stations at the end of the base line and the relocator station are electrically connected.
The detachment at each observing station consists of au observer
in charge and No. 1. The observer will command station, 01>erate
azimuth instrument, and call out direction. No. 1 will operate the
telephone as previously explained.
The detachment at the relocator station is the same as before.
The two observers receive from the G.D. at target practice, or from
the fire commander in action, notification of the target or of the ship to
be followed by the same means employed with the D. P. F. This means
is given on the identification cards and is as follows : To obtain the
direction of the ship from the two base stations, the G. D., using the
graduated traverse circle as a guide, notes the directiop. of the ship
from the gun and estimr~tes the range; plots this point, and, by the
relocator or other device for conversion, finds the approximate direction
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of tbe line joining that point and each base station. A description of
the vessel i:-, included in the identification. The observers are thus
enabled to pick up the ship with t1.eir telescopes.
When everything is in readiness at the relocator Rtat10n, and the base
statio_n s are-ready. the G. D. commands "Time!" at which command
No. 3 calls (so as to be heard in the station and also through the telephone) "Ready! 1, 2, 3." .At "3," the G.D. and No. 3 start their stop
watches (in this case No. 3 at the relocator station reg·ulates the time
interval instead of No. 1 at the P. P. station). No. 3 cal!s "Ready!
1, 2, 3," every twenty seconds as before
No. 1 in each base station repeats "Ready! 1, 2, 3 ;" at "3" the
direction is read and cal1ed to No. 1, who telephones it to the relocator
station.
'fhe station is then worked as before.
FOR PRACTICE A'r FIXED TARGETS.

The target fired at will be the last position of the target sent to t1;1e
relocator station, and to this position the poiut of fall of the shot will
be referred. In direct laying, the point of fall of the shot is naturally
referred to the position of the target ascertained immediately after the
position of the shot is determined.
The following additional details will be necessary:
One well-instructed man to observe, record, and transmit to the
relocator station the atmospheric data, consisting of direction a.nd
velocity of wind and the value of
.At the relocator station, one wellinstructed mau to receive and transform this data for the gun.
The corrected direction and elevation of the gun will be called out by
the G.D. and not by No. 2.
.And similarly for fire at predicted positions .
_
.All records shoulrl be carefully kept and banded in.
Slight modifications of this drill can be made when other appliances
are at Land, such as electric clock and bells for marking time intervals,
printing telegraph or other device for sending directio n and range, etc.
.And these will doubtless suggest themselves in any particular case.
BENR Y L. HARRIS,
First Lieutenant First Artillery, President.

1'.

W. 0 . .H.AFFERTY,

First Lieutenant First Artillery, Member.
I. N. LEWIS,
First Lieutenant Second Artillery, Recorder.

A.
REPORT OF SUBCOMMITTEE ON MEANS AND LINES OF COMMUNICA'.rIO
T .

The various units of the chain of artillery fire command are necessarily so situated that direct communication by me senger between them
is out of the que tion except a a last re ort, aud the <listance are, as
a rule, so great that speaking tubes or other mechanical means for the
transmis ion of ound can not b u. ed. It will therefore be nece sary
to d pend upon ome sy tern of ignalling, ei.tb r visual or electrical in
character.
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Visual signals are practicable for comparatively short distances only,
and their use involves a most serious loss of ti me, but they have the
advantage of being extremely simple and reliable, and it is believed
tbat they should find a place in the general plan. They will be used
in the main to check information sent electricaUy between the different stations. I have not, however, thought it necessary at present to
describe any particular form of visual signal apparatus.
This report will b~ confined exclusively to electrical lines of commu1lication, using the telephone and the telegraph, since tlrn practical
efficiency of our whole system of fire direction and control depends, in
large measure, upon their perfection.
.
Both the telephone and the telegraph are too well known as electrical
instruments to need description, but it should be understood that by
tbe term telegraph is here meant any form of writing or printing, or
other telegraph, which severe service tests may hereafter determine to
be the best. I give both, because I believe that both should be used ic.
all cases; each as a check upon the other, and either to be used in case
of damage to the other. Whenever practicable tbe wires for the two
instruments should be laid along different routes between stations, so
as to minimize the danger of a complete break down, and it would be
well to avoid the use of a '' central station" for the same reason. In
all the newer fortifications .provision will probably be made, and certainly should be made, for laying wires in conduits underground, and
the cheapest and best conduit for all military purposes is ordinary iron
gas pipe of proper size to contain the requisite number of wires. This
pipe should be laid at a depth of at least 3 feet from the surface, and
should be provided at intervals of about 500 feet with cast-iron junction
boxes to permit of ready access to the different wires for examination
and test. Similar junction boxes should also be provided at all points
where branch lines connect with the main cable. In every case a complete metallic circuit should be provided for each telephone, but the
telegraph may be operatrd on an "earth circuit,"· using the iron conduit
pipe as a common " earth" or return. In most of our older fortifications, and with the facilities already at hand for conducting drill and
target practice, it will probably be necessary to depend upon overhead
wires, in which case the poles should be of wood, at least 30 feet in
length, with a single cross arm at least 10 feet in length, and the number of wires carried by a single line of poles should not exceed six.
The wires should be stretched as tightly as possible, and the distance
between wires measured along tbe cross arm should be at least 18
inches. ~Jxperience at Forts Wadsworth and Hamilton during the past
year has shown all these precautions to be necessary in order to protect
the lines against serious injury from the storms of wind, sleet, and
snow w lich so frequently visit our seacoast forts.
While the first cost of installation is considerably less where overhead wires are used, I believe the underground system better and
cheaper in the end, and would therefore earnestly recommend that
wherever it is possible to do so all electrical wires used in the artillery
defense be placed in suitable underground conduits, a.nd that tue ques
tion of providing these conduits in all the new fortifications be brought
to the attention of the proper department as soon as it is expedient to
do so. The cost of providing the necessary conduits while the fortifications are in course of construction will be less than one-quarter the
cost of providing them afterwards, and the total saving, even for a
single work, will be a very considerable sum. In laying these conduits
one other question should be considered, viz, the almost certain use in
WAR 96-VOL I--61
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future of search lights to light up the water approaches to forts at
night, and also the electric lighting of all magazines, loading rooms,
and passageways within the limits of each gun group or battery. The
wires for these purposes should, wherever possible, be laid in conduits
at the time the forts themselves are built, and the same conduitR may
be used to carry the telephone and telegraph wires.
I believe tbe success or failure of our proposed system of control to
be absolutely dependent upon two things: First, the lines of communications, and second, the time necessarily employed in determining the
range and direction of a moving object from the gun.
To insure success the first should be as short, simple, and well protected as possible, and the different parts should be so arranged that
not only can accidental damage be easily and quickly repaired, but an
accident to one should not affect the other parts of the system.
The second should be as short as possible consistent with service,
accuracy, and reliability, and to secure this the numher of repetitions,
operators, and instruments must be as few as possible, and the instruments used the best obtainable.
. The commercial development of the telephone bas been so rapid during tbe past five years that it is no_w an exceedingly satisfactory and
reliable instrument for the transmission of intelligence in the business
world. That it will prove equally satisfactory under the exacting conditions of military service use may reasonably be doubted, and for this
reason the telegraph should be used in conjunction with it in every
instance, since the latter is believed to be more reliable, although not ,
so satisfactory in other respects. In any event the use of both diminishes the danger of complete breakdown in the lines one-half, and t~e
same wiring may answer for both, so that the only additional cost is
that of the telegraph instruments .
. To illustrate this latter point, suppose A and B, a,s shown in the
figure, to be connecte4 by telephone using complete metallic circuit.

By making the connections as shown it is possible to have two complete telegraph circuits and one telephone circuit over the. ame two
wire . Each of the three can be used independently of the others, and
all three cau be used at tbe a,me time without inductive effect. Thi
3:rrangement i_ p~rticular~y de irable on long military lines, where the
fir t co t of wire 1 a considerable item.
.
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It is essential th.at our fire commander be in direct communication at
all times with each and every unit of his command, and at the same
time he must be able to issue the same orders simultaneou~ly to several
or even all of these units. To satisfactorily meet this requirement, the
usual commercial practice in ·arrnnging the electrical lines can not be
followed, since such a con~ition seldom, if ever, exists commercially.
To place all the stations in series upon one line of cable would be most
unwise, since a single mishap to any part of line or any instrument on
the line would disable the whole system, and in order to locate the trouble it might be necessary to examine and tP;st all the wiring connections
throughout.
The only alternative method is what is known as the arrangement
"in parallel," by placing each station on a separate branch of the circuit with all these branches united at some common point. This common point is not a "central station," but simply conststs of two metallic
posts buried far underground, to each of which one wire from each branch
cfrcuit is led and permanently attached. · This point may be called the
"electrical center" of our wiring system, and its location should be such
that the electrical resistances of the different branches measured from
it are approximately equal, and in no case should the point be at or near
one of the operating stations.
The following diagrams will explain more fully the distinction between
telephoning "in series" and telephoning ''in parallel," and will show
also the advantages of the latter arrangement over the former for all
military purposes:

FIG. 1.-"In series." Six telephones connected in series with metallic return.

It is evident that a single break in any part of this line or at any one
of the six instruments completely disables the line. It will also be noted
that each telephone added to such an arrangement adds its resistance
to that of those already in circuit, and for this reason the electrical
resistance of each bell and receiver is made as low as possible, usually
about 90 ohms each.
If the six telephones are so distributed as to form (roughly) a circle
the arrangement in series would then be as follows:

FIG. 2.-"In series."

The same objections apply, but in this case there is one advantage,
viz: The length of the wire required is a minimum.

FIG. 3.-"In multiple." Six telephones connected in multiple, complete metallic circuit,
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The chief advantage of this arrangement over that shown in Fig. 1
is that an injury to one telephone does not affect the operation of the
other. Five of them may be broken and the sixth worked as well as
ever. It is also evident that each telephone added to such a line dimin- •
ishes the resistance of the whole. The arrangement is still faulty in
that a single break in either one of the le&d wires would disable the
whole line.
Now, if the six telephones are distributed as shown in Fig. 2, the
proper wiring in multiple will .be as follows:

FIG. 4.-"In multiple."

1.'his illustrates what I believe to be the typical arrangement for all
military purposes. There are as many branches as there are separate
telephone stations. An injury to one branch or to one telephone does
not affect the others; but the following precautions should be observed:
First, the receiver and the call bell in each telephone should have the
the same resistance, and this resistance should be high-say at least
1,000 ohms. Second, the ·'electrical center" should be so placed that
the resistance of each separate branch will be approximately the same.
I will now submit what I conceive to be an ideal wiring diagram for
asingle fire command composed of :fire commander, three position-finder
stations, and three gun groups of three guns each.

~
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NoT_F..-Tbis diagram is general; simply made to Ulustrate the method. No details are given, sue~
!1u~:ri~~~oards, number of telephones, call bells, etc., M the e will be arran~ed to ~uit each inrh-
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The three groups are located at D, E, F. Each group consists of three
guns but since the group commander is supposed to be stationed
at or near the guns and in direct communication with them either by
speaking tube, visually, or by voice, I have not shown the electric lines as
extending to each individual gun. Such wiring naturally comes under
the head of interior wiring of the battery itself, and however much
there may be of it it does not affect the exterior or main lines of communication in the slightest degree.
'fhe three position finders for the three groups named should be
placed at C, A, and B, or at the vertices of a triangle, the sides of
which are chosen with especial regard to the lines of approach which
must necessarily be followed by au attacking fleet. 1 will call this triangle a range-finding triangle.
The depression position finder for group D will be at C; for group E
will be at A; and for group F will be at B.
If at any time it is desired to "t1Se any two of th~se instruments as a
horizontal base position finder the fire commander designates through
his telephone which two are to act in this capacity, thus: For group D,
A and B would form the base, for group E, C and B would form the
base, and for group F, A and C would form the base. And the use of
these instruments as horizont_a l base posit,ion finders would not interfere. in the slightest degree with their legitimate service.
The fire commander's station is at R. The ''electric.al center" of the
system is at K. All wires are supposed to be under ground. A single
pair of wires is laid from R, A, B, O, D, E, and F, direct to K, where
the wires are united to two common metallic contact posts. In addition to this, two wires are also laid from R to A, thence to O, D, E, F,
B, and back again to R. With suitable switchboards in the different
stations, a comprehensive and very flexible system of communication
is provided with a, comparatively small number of wires and instruments and at a moderate cost.
An inspection of the diagram will show:
First. That all the telephones are connected in multiple;
Second. That damage to one instrument or one pair of wires does
not affect the remainder;
Third. That any two stations are connected by three distinct lines
of communication, and therefore all three have to be broken before a
station is isolated, for instance-

f ~i

A and Dare connected thus ........................... · ~
lABFED
Fourth. Each position finder is directly connected with its corresponding gun group, while the fire commander is in constant touch
with every part of his command.
Fifth. In case of injury to one position finder, its gun group can be
operated directly from one of the remaining P. Fs. without cha11ge in
the lines of communication.
The general system of wiring here outlined may readily be applied
to any particular case, and with such modifications as future experience
will no doubt suggest, I believe it will meet all the practical needs of
the service.
I. N. LEWIS,
First Lieutenant Second Artillery, Subcommittee.
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B.
ARMY BUILDING,

New York City, Jlfoy .29, 1896.
The President of the Board on Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire.
Srn: I am constrained to differ with Lieutenant Lewis, and therefore
respectfully submit the following views for consideration:
As between the arrangement in multiple and the arrangement in
series, there is no question; telephones will be arranged in multiple;
printing telegraph or its equivalent will probably be arranged in series.
The fundameutal conditions existing demand that provision be made
to meet the following requirements: Any P. F. of fire command may be
required to be in communication with any group by telephone and telegraph; one P. F. must be in communication by telephone and telegraph
with one group; the F. C. must be able to communicate in both wa.ys
with any set (meaning P. F. and group). These should be practically
applied in such manner as to secure the greatest simplicity and the
least loss of time.
The basis of Lieutenant Lewis's system is a condition much more
limited (as to use in practice, that of p1acing the F. C. primarily in
communication with all stations and all stations in communication with
each other; that is, a closed circuit all around).
Its practical a,pplication I illustrate by Figs. 1 and 2, referring to
telephone only. (1) When F. C; speaks, all hear him; when be is giving orders to A B, the others, C D, G H, should be cut off so as to prevent confusion. (2) The work of A B is different from that of C D,
G H; so when A sends an angle or range to B, neither F. 0. nor the
others should hear it; therefore, A must be cut off from F. C. and also
from O; and B should be cut off from D and also from O, and so for
CD, G H. Yet (3) the F. C. may desire to give further orders or to
change his orders and be must be able to open up communication again.
In each station three sets of wire run and they must be cared for on
a switch board; such switch board is shown in Fig. 1. To detach or
cut out A from F. C. and O, and still permit F. C. to call up A, a call
bell may be placed on each line from F. 0. and O; then, changing the
wires from their present posts to their respective hells will accomplish
this purpose. In every station, therefore, there must be a switch board
and an expert to operate it.
I believe that a" central" will be required for the satisfactory operation of all lines from a F. C. down. The switch board in the central is
shown in Fig. 3. Whether for telephone or telegraph, the method of
using would be the same.
A comparison of the two systems may be made as follows:
With central.
All switch.boards in one place.
On e expert.
No code of bells.
On e hind of work in each station.
Provides for printing telegraph.
The central is tbe station of tb e R. F. commander,
thus facilitating bis work in locating breaks.

·without central.
Switch boards in all stations.
Six experts.

~ra:;;:i kl~~tot;}i;k

in each station.
Does not provide for printing telegraph.
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As to safety, a central can be made as secure as a powder magazine.
Some of .the best authorities in New York City have been consulted on
the subject of communications.
It should be observed that when two depression range :finders are
used to send angles only, they make only one working range finder and
all the guns directed by it must fire at one objective.
w. C. RAFFERTY,
First Lieutenant First Artillery.

ARM1'. BUILDING,

New York OUy, August 14, 1896.
Sm: In accordance with instructions received from your Board 1 we
have the honor to submit herewith our report on the Millar slide-rule
correction table and the Rafferty deviation index, which were referred
to us for practical trial, examination, and competitive test.
THE MILLAR SLIDE-RULE CORRECTION TABLE.

This apparatus was designed and constructed by First Lieut. E. ~Millar, Third Artillery, U. S. A., as a practical application of the p~mciple of the slide rule to the solution of the various problems which
arise in the use of tables of fire.
As the device itself, as well' as the general principles of its construction, are already familiar to your Board, we have not deemed it necessary to submit more than a brief outline description, but have
appended hereto a full description of the methods employed in finding
and applying the different corrections, together with practical examples
illustrating the use of the different rules. (See end of this report.)
In its present form, the table consists of two thicknesses of pine
board, rectangular, 14 inches wide by 30 inches in length, with the top
surface covered by heavy drawing paper, upon which the Vfl,rious scal~s
and tables are drawn in ink. Thirteen scale-bearing rulers, slidiug m
undercut grooves, ar·e arranged side by side on the surface of the table;
also two celluloid disks with graduated edges are pivoted on this surface.
Each ruler and disk has its own individual scale and is employed for
finding a specific correction.
The scope of the table as a whole is most compreheusive, iucluding
as it does absolute correction for all the various small errors which may
arise in laying a gun, due to the elevation above target, drift, force and
direction of wind, changes in temperature and barometric pressure,
variations in initial velocity, density of loading, weight and kind of
projectile, etc.
The principle of construction is undoubtedly correct, aud the corrections aR found by this table may safely be assumed correct, although no
means are available by which the actual values in each instance can be
determined a a check. The mechanical construction is rough, and the
arrangement of so many slides on the same board is mo t confusing, but
in case other tables of this kind are made we believe the construction
and form can and will be improved.
From our examination and study of the device we believe that it will
accompli h an that Lieutenant Millar claims for it. As he state , it is
a gen .ral method rather than a pa1·ticular embodiment of the method
that we are calle<l to pa s upon. We believe the me thou to be a good
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one and its practical application feasible in each particular case, but we
do not feel prepared to say that the method shoald either be or not be
adopted in service, nor do we feel competent at the present" time to
institute a fair comparative test between it and other well-known
methods of finding and applying these corrections. In our opinion,
enough practical data is not at band to do so. Only results obtained
during actual firing should be used in such a test. Most of these corrections are small, and until our modern guns are tried under conditions
that approximate those of service we can not know to what extent they
will effect the accuracy of the fire. It will probably be found that the
time saved by not making the corrections in some cases will more tlian
compensate for the errors involved.
THE RAFFERTY DEVIATION INDEX .

.A full description of this device, together with practical examples
illustrating its use, will be found appended hereto. The fundamental
difference between this and the preceding device is, that while Lieutenant Millar offers a general solution to the problem, Lieutenant Rafferty
has confined himself to a quick mechanical solution of three particular
examples under it, viz: Correction for wind, correction for drift, and
correction for changes in value of
the correction in each case being
given directly in minutes of elevation or minutes of azimuth. This he
has accomplished, both quickly and accurately.
In reaching a conclusion as to the absolute value of the device, or as
to its comparative value with respect to others of its kind, the remarks
we have made above apply equally well here.

i,

COMPARISON .

.A comparison of the two, so far as they cover the same ground, shows:
First, that they will both accomplish the same results in about equal
periods of time; second, both are simple in construction an<l. use; third,
the operation of each is so simple that enlisted men quickly learn to
make the correction.
HENRY L. HARRIS,
First Lieutenant First Artillery, President of Board.

I. N. LEWIS,
First L-ieutenant Second Artillery, JJ[ember and Recorder.
The

RECORDER,

Board of Ordnance ctnd Fortification, Washington, D. 0.
DESCRIPTION OP A SLIDE-RULE BOARD FOR CORRECTIONS USED WITH
TABLES POR 8-INCH M. L. RU.,LE.

The board is submitted as an example of the principle of the slide
rule as applied to the· solution of many problems which may be necessary in the use of tables of :fire.
The particular board submitted could be very much improved upon
in mechanical construction and accuracy of graduation, but it is considered that in its present shape it will show the speed, accuracy, and
the great range to which its principal may be applied.
The coefficients for .J cp for .JX, .JV and LJO are from tables computed
by Lieut. OoL J. I. Rodgers, Second ArtilJery. The drift, timo of flight,
an<l jump from Whistler's Graphic Tables.
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The wind coefficient from Lieutenant Ruckman's tables. The other
coefficients were computed for this board.
Oolumn 1 gives the range by 100 yards.
Column 2 the corresponding angles of elevation (drift from Lieutenant Whistler's tables).
Column 3 gives the corresponding angles of projection for standard
conditions as given in Lieutenant-Colouel Rodgers's tables.
To find Liq; for L1X between the ranges given in column 1, Slide A.
Required the angle of elevation under standard conditions for a range
of 3,660 yards.
Bring 60 on A opposite 3,600 the index is opposite 9.6 . · . E=6° 44'
(columns 1 and 2) +9'.6=6° 53'.6.
When the shot is fired it goes 27 yards over the target; how much
must the elevation be reduced for this~
Bring 27 on A opposite 3,700 (the nearest range), the index shows
4'.4 .·. Llcp = 9'.6 - 4'.4 = 5'.2, or 3,660-27 =3,633. Bring 33 opposite
3,600, the index shows Li cp to be 5' .3.
For 3,680 yards~
·
·
Bring 80 opposite 3,600, the index which is on the scale is marked
lOx .·. lOx l.0 = 13' E 6° 44' + 13 = 50 57'.
For 3,608 yards~
Bring 80 opposite 3,600, but as 8 is -i1"0 of 80 take -1.1.0 of reading opposite index Llcp = -h- of 10 x 1.3 = 1'.3 E = 60 44' + 1'.3 = 6° 45'.3.
To find Li cp for LIV slide B.
On the left of B there are four columns. The first gives the distances in inches from base of shot to bottom of bore; the second gives
these distances in feet from muzzle to base of shot; the third gives the
corresponding I. V. to these loadings as determined by experiment at
Fort Monroe, Va., with 35 pounds Dupont hex. E. V. I. 1876. 'l'his
would probably differ slightly with different powders. The fourth
gives velocities greater than 1,~14. Column 3 is beaded Li cp + and
column 4 - Li¢.
When the piece is loaded it is found that the scale on the rammer
staff indicates that the base of shot is !W".51 from botton of bore
(= 8.062 feet muzzle to base of shot). For a range of 3,600 yards what
is the Li </J for this loading1
Column 3 shows that I. V. is 1,398 fs. +Llcp is+.
Bring 3,600 on B opposite 1,395 line; the index is opposite 9.8 .·. Liq;=
9'.8.
For an I. V. of 1,425 fs., what is the Llcp for a range of 3,600 yards,
Bring 3,600 opposite 1,425; the index is opposite 5.7. As 1,425 is in
column 4 Llcp= -5'.7.
To :find LI cp for LJC slides C and D.
Range 3,600 yards, ther. 80°, bar. 30", shot 178 pounds, what is Ll</J
for LIC from normal conditions,
Bring 30" on O opposite 80"; opposite 178 is found 1.025, where ,tJrp
is shown to be -.
Bring 3,600 on D opposite 1.025; the index is opposite 3.4 .·.Llcp-3.4'.
Range 3,600, bar. 29"; ther. 40° , shot 177 pounds.
Bring 29" on C oppo ite 40°; opposite 177 is found 0.975=10-0.025,
where L1 cp i shown to be + .
Bring 3,600 on D oppo ite 1.025; the index i. opposite 3.4 .·. Llcp 3.4'.
To find the "reduc d velocity" Slide A, B, C, and D.
The bar. is 30".1, ther. 88°, shot 182 pounds; the piece i loaded to
give an I. V. of 1,405 f1 • Range 3,600 yards.
For these conditions L1cp for LiC= -8'.1, Llcp for LJV = +4'.6. Bring
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the index on B opposite 3.5. In the column headed L1 cp-3,600 is
· nearest 1,421; reduced velocity = 1,421 fs.
Range 3,652 yards, conditions as above. For Llcp = -3'.5 (using
reduced velocity) Llcp for LJX = +8'.4 .·. total Llcp =8.4 -3.5 = +4'.9.
Suppose the shot is fired and plots 20 yards short:
Bring 20 on .A. opposite 3,600; the index is opposite 3.2. This would
indicate that the reduced velocity may be taken as the standard 1,414
f's., as the Llcp -3.5 and +3.2 would about cancel each other, and the
only corrections are those in range.
Oorrectious for wind, Disk I, Slides E and K.
Wind XI o'clock, 18 miles per hour, range 3,600 yards, or direction
of wind may be given in azimuth, one set of conditions corresponding
to XI o'clock is azimuth of target 60°, azimuth of wind 30°.
Move Disk I until the arrow is in the relative position of wind vane
· to the line of fire as indicated on the board, or set the azimuth of the
target on I opposite the direction of wind on azimuth; this will bring
the arrow in the proper direction. There are three openings in I,
which, wheu set for the above conditions, show that Llcp is +, the
allowance L, and that the component letter is C.
· Bring 18 on E opposite 3,600; the component letter O is opposite
7.5 .·. Llcp is +7'.4.
Bring 18 on K opposite 3,600; the black C is opposite 2.7 .·. allowa,n ce for wind is 2. 7 points L, but drift for this range is shown to be
2.2 .·. allowance =4.9 points L.
Opposite the blue letter C is 9.2; allowanceis-9'.2 in azimuth; allowance for drift= -7'.5 .·. laying in azimuth is azimuth of target-16'.7.
Slides E and K may be connected so that in one movement both L1 cp and
allowance may be read.
For use of direct fire at a moving target the allowances for movement of target during time of flight, or time of flight + 1, 2, 3, 4, or ·5
seconds, are given on Disk H, and ~Ii.des F and L.
In two minutes the target will be at 3,600 yards; it is moving 9 yards
a second and in a direction relative to the line of fire as shown on the
disk (when the point to be aimed at is 250° in azimuth and the target is
moving toward 30°). The openings in H show the component letter to
be D, the allowauce Rand Llcp-.
Bring 9 on F opposite 3,600 on D. L1 cp = - 11'.
Bring 9 on L opposite 3,600 on D allowance = 15 points R.
The piece is to be fired at the end of the interval when sight with
above allowance is pointing at the target. If it is desired to give an
interval for the gunner to dismount bring the speed on F and L opposite range on the lines numbered with the desired interval.
To :find the distance a target will move in different intervals and its
speed when one distance and its interval is given, slide M. For the
intervals on the left of M (10s. to lm. 40s.) the indices give speed as
indicated: For intervals on right of M the readings in speed are onetenth, and in distance ten times those indicated.
If the distances are one-tenth of distance on left scale, speed will be
one-tenth of indicated speed.
The index for miles per hour reads to same unit as upper index for
yards per second and ten times the unit of lower .
.A. vessel moves 320 yards in 40 seconds. Bring 40 on M opposite
320. The yards per second is 8, miles per hour, 16; in 1 minute 30
seconds it will move 720 yards, in 2 minutes 30 seconds, 1,200 yards,
etc.+ c.
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To find the components of distance and speed moved in directions
parallel and normal to range, slide N.
A. target is moving in a direction indicated by H by the component
letter F, the speed = 0 yards per second.
Move X on N opposite 9, opposite I? on side giving component parallel to Xis found 4.G; opposite Fon side giving component normal to
X is 7.G .·. speed in direction of range is 4.6 yards per second n,ud
across range 7.6 yards per second.
A target is moving in direction indicated on H by the component
letter O at rn miles an hour and at 4,280 yards; what will be the ra~ge
in 2 minutes (speed and direction considered uniform) t On 1\1 brmg
''miles per hour" opposite 19 and index on N opposite OM in on N.
On distance scale 970 is found oppoRite O parallel to range .·. new•
range = 4,280 - 970 = 3,310 yards. This gives an approximation only, .
as tile cosine instead of the radius is given.
· .
For giving the correction for height of gun above target whe~ us1?g
quadrant angle and for finding yards deviation for deviation m mmutes and the allowance in points for this deviation, shde O is use<l.
The angle of elevation for a target at 3,G00 yards under existing conditions is 6° 49'; what is the quadrant angle when the gun is 40 feet
above the target t Move 40 on 0 opposite 3,600, M is opposite 12
Quadrant angle = G0 49'- 12' = 6° 37'.
·
.
The difference between the azimuth of target and azimuth of shot 1s
7'; what is the deviation in yards and what allowance in points, range
3,600 yards~
Move 1; on O opposite 7, opposite 3,600 is 7- and opposite Y in the
last column is 2.
.·. Deviation is 7 yards and allowance= 2 points.
.
.
Slide G is used for finding the algebraic sum of corrections m
elevation.
Slide J is used for finding the algebraic sum of corrections in deviation.
THE RAFFERTY DEVIATION INDEX.

The deviation index has for its object the mechanical determination
of the correction in minutes to be applied to the elevation of the gun
and to the azimuth in or9-er to allow for the deviating effect of the
atmosphere, the wind, and the drift. The correction in elevation for
the state of the tide may also be obtained.
Omitting, for the present, the last factor, it will be seen that the
atmosphere and one wind component act along the range, the drift and
the other wind component act across tLe range. Remembering this, it
will be found that the operation consists of two parts:
Fjrst. Separating the wind into its components to each of which the
appropriate factor is then automatically added (that is, to the component along the range the atmospheric effect is algebraically added and
to the component across tl1e range the drift is algebraically added).
Second. Mechanically changing the numbers so obtained to minutes
of the appropriate scale (that is, minutes of elevation in one case, of
azimuth in the other).
The instrument consi. ts of a circular base having an azimuthal graduation, interval 5°. Pivoted in thi is a disk having two diameters, at
right angles to each oth r, marked th reon. Au arrow at one end of
on diam ter i11dicat the dire •tion of tue wind; the di k i. " et ' 1 by
turning it until the arrow read the direction from which the wind
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comes. One-half of the other diameter bas au arbitrary scale of miles
of wind marked on it.
Part of one semicircumference of this disk is graduated into divisions
representing degrees of elevation and parts of degrees. These divisions and the scale representing miles of wind depend on each other.
Curved lines on the disk are lines of uniform lateral deviation in
minutes of azimuth.
A short arm rotates about the center of the disk and independently
of it. It has a scale of miles of wind corresponding to that previously
referred to.
Mounted on this arm by means of a sliding block and a hollow screw
with a shoulder, serving as a pivot, is a cross-arm.
Both the long and short branch of this cross-arm has a scale of miles
of wind the same as those previously referred to. On the short branch
this scale is marked on the metal; on the long branch it is marked on
one side of a boxwood ruler of triaugular cross section; the other side
of this ruler has a scale for values of
the ruler slides along the long
branch of the cross-arm.
The long branch has on its surface another graduation, which is one
of minutes of elevation.
The minutes of azimuth correction are therefore read on the curved
lines of the disk; the minutes of elevation correction are read on the
long arm.

t;

OPERATIONS.

'lli divide the wind into its components:
(1) Set arrow at azimuth of wind.
(2) Set sliding block on radial arm at the velocity of wind.
(3) Set radial arm at the azimuth of target; bring the cross-arm so
that its long branch will be parallel to the arrow diameter.
Then read on the left side of boxwood scale the longitudinal componeut where the scale is cut by the lateral diameter and read on the
short branch the lateral component where that branch is cut by the
arrow diameter. The sign + is indicated by the semicircle in which
the O of the scale lies.
The principle upon which this resolution is based is practically the
graphical method of obtaining rectangular components. The angle
between the direction of the wind and the direction of the target is
graphically represented, and he force of the wind is so represented on
the radial arm.
.A.UTOM.A.TIO ADDITION.

$
1

The boxwood scale is set so that the
reading shall be on the edge
passing through the center of the cross-arm pivot. By this mean s the
atmospheric effect is added without further action.
The O of the lateral scale is set to the left of the pivot enough to
allow for drift.
CONVERSION 1'0 MINUTES.

(1) Of azimuth. Set radial arm at the gun elevat ion. U nder the
direction component number on this arm read the disk number, which
is minutes of azimuth.
(2) At the elevation component number set the sliding block and
rotate on its pivot the cross-arm until the long branch reads the sa me
number on the diameter graduation. Here read on the long branch the
minutes of elevation correction.
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ORDER OF OPERATION.

(1) Set fort.
(2) Set for wind direction and velocity.
These are done in advance.
(3) Set radial arm at azimuth of target and read components.
(4) Set radial arm at gun elevation and read direction correction.
(5) Set sliding block at elevation component and read elevation correction.
_
ARMY BUILDING,

New York City, .August 14, 1896.
Sm: The Board on the Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire, constituted by Special Orders, No. 273, Headquarters of the Army, AdjutantGeneral's Office, Washington, D. C., November 20, 1894, respectfully
submits herewith its progress report for 1895-96.
As most of t,he work done by the board during this period has been
made the subject of special reports to your Board, it is deemed only
necessary to mention the reports by name.
The most important of these reports is the one of May 27, giving a
proposed system of '' fire control and direction" for the United States
seacoast artillery service. This we understand was approved by your
Board and has been directed to be tried at three artillery posts. Also
that a board has been constituted to formulate regulations and tactics
based on this proposed system.
•
The other reports, in order of date, are:
Octobe1· 18, 1895.-'' Printing telegraph" system of the Consolidated Telegraph and
News Company of New York City.
.
April 13, 189e.-Report of '' competitive test" of the relocator, devised by First
Lieut. William C. Rafferty, First Artillery; and the converter board, devised by
First Lieut. E. A. Millar. Third Artillery.
April 20, 1896.-" Sy1-1tem of plotting shots and directing the fire of batteries at
moving targets," by First Lieut. E. M. Weaver, Second Artillery.
.
April 25, 1896 (Wrapper indorsement).-Returning papers 1·elating to electrical
device for automatic plotting, by First Lieut. D. D. Johnson, Fifth Artillery.
April 25, 1896.-Partial report on "system of range and position finding and converter board," devised by First Lieut. C. L. Best, jr., First Artillery.
.
May 15, 1896.-"Target indicator," devised by First Lieut. Arthur Murray, First
Artillery.
.
May 19, 1896.-"Improvement in breech sights for aiming at moving t argets," by
_·first Lieut. Charles W. Hobbs, Third Artillery.
May 27, 1896.-Table of "directions and distances," with plot of triangulation at
the Narrows, ew York Harbor.
July 13, 1896.-" Plan for signaling azimuths and ranges/' devised by Lieut.
Bradley A. Fiske, United States Navy.
August 14, 1896.-Report on competitive trial of the slicle rule devised by First
Lieut. E. A. Millar, Third Artillery; and the deviation index, devised by First Lieut.
W. C. Rafferty, First Artillery.

The board has had no experience with modern artillery and, until
the re ults of thi year's target practice by artillery troops are known,
prefers to make no sugge tions or recommendations as to guns, carriage·, platforms, or acces ories which might properly come under the
head of ":fire control and direction."
·
The two ystem of telephone -the Bell long-distance and the Colvin-are undergoing a thorough and exhaustive test.
The Colvin system i being te ted through the courtesy of the Interior Telephone Company of New York City, at no expen e to the Government other than the necessary battery power (not to exceed 35).
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The Bell long-distance telephones, made as nearly as at present possible to conform with service requirements, were placed at our disposal
through the courtesy of Messrs. J. J. Carty and U. N. Bethel, Metropolitan Telephone Company, New York City, at no expense to the
Government.
·
As we have already stated in previous reports, we consider the subject of "communications" to be of vital importance. No matter what
system may be adopted, the wiring will be practically the same, and
as this can be put in at the outset at so much less cost than when the
batteries are completed, we strongly urge the immediate consideration of this question for works in course of construction_or to be constructed. The test of the telephones and telegraph typewriter should
be continued.
The board still has under consideration the various elevation-indicating devices submitted, but it is not prepared to make a definite report
on any one.
HENRY L. HARRIS,
First Lieutenl:Jnt First Artillery, President.
W. 0. RAFFERTY,
First Lieutenant First Artillery; ]!,[ember.
I. N. LEWIS,
.
First Lieutenant Second Artillery, Recorder.
The RECORDER,
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, W ash-ington, D. C.
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REPORT
OF

INSPECTION OF NATIONAL HOME FOR DISABLED
VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.
WAR DEP.AR'l'l\'IENT,
lNSPECTOR-GENER.A.L'S OFFICE,

.
Washington, D. O., February 4, 1897.
Sm: I have the honor to submit the following report of the annual
inspection of the several Branches of the National Home for Disabled
Volunteer Soldiers under the provisions of the act of Congress approved
August 18, 1894; during which personal visits were made from July 21
to November 1, 1896, and the preliminary and subsequent work lasted
from early summer until now. The duty imposed entailed an inspection
of the entire plant valued at not less than $7,500,000; its financial departments, with their intricate methods, and accounts and vouchers representing nearly $5,000,000; its supply departments with their great
aruount and endless variety of property and stores, valued at hundreds
of thousatnds of dollars; its medical departments, with their several
thousand sick; its complex and bulky system of records and papers; its
numerous buildings from cellar to garret; its large and constantly
increasing population of over 17,000 men; and involved a tra.vel of
several thousand miles from the Atlautic to the Pacific shore in a midsummer, when men and animals were daily reported in the 11eighboring
cities as overcome by foe heat, and at times it was thought best 11ot to
inspect the men in line nor subject them to exposure. It is hardly best
to give an account here of the minuthe of this inspection, so reference
is made to the appendixes, as bas been customary in former reports.
The work is not an insig11ificant undertaking.
Special attention is invited to the report of Col. Dallas Bache, Assist-ant Surgeon-General United States Army, who assisted in the inspection
of the Southern Branch with a view to a more thorough knowledge of
its medical and hygienic features. As to the wisdom of such assistance
-Occasionally in the inspection, if not in the permanent control, of such
a Home for disabled men, a perusal of Colonel Bache's excellent report
will afford the best demonstration. It is understood the desirability of
such services bas received some attention, and tliey have been offered
to the Home authorities, though not yet adopted for the Home. The
accountant of the department assisted throughout this inspection,
especially with papers and accounts. The law requires this inspection
to be thorough. The assistance of a medical and a :financial expert and
of an analyst for food seemed specially important and readily accessible;
and the benefi.r, to be rlerived from . uch special knowledge and experience, where utilized, is evident. If such a sistance for the inspection
979
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is deemed objectionable by Congress, it is hoped its pleasure will be
indicated in the premises.
In collecting and summarizing data at the Branch Homes occasional
difficulties have been met; but the effort to obtain it invites attention
sometimes to where it may be needed; and when the information aud
statistics are habitually received accurately and promptly, the inspection
is greatly facilitated and its complete thoroughness insured. In such a
simple matter, for instance, as the number of barracks or storehouses,
or the number of persons present, confusing statements have been given.
The Branches are generally in good condition and the grounds
admirably kept, and some of the buildings are models of neatness and
order and design. How to improve or replace those that are not
deserves constant attention. The question of cleanliness will be recognized at once as deserving attention, whether in grounds1 buildings,
bedding, person, or clothes; and the more public the place the more
probable the success. Food and proper ventilation are the first essentials of health; and the former seems rather more satisfactorily met
than the latter, though both are successfully supplied at some Branches,
except as vitiated by overcrowding. In no particular is deterioration
noted. Wherever any change is being effected it seems an improvement: and the earnestness and zeal with which the task and duty
assigned these Homes are being met deserve warm commendation.
DISBURSEMENTS.

Amount appropriated for the support of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896 ..... $2,514,846.00
Including for special construction ... _.. ____ . _____ ... __ ..... __ .. ___ ..
173, 500. 00
Leaving for maintenance ... __ ........ _... ___ ................ _.
To this was addedFrom posthumous sources ........ ___ ........................... .
From sales and other sources .. _................. _.............. .
From disallowances. ______ ...................................... .

2,341,346.00

Making a total of ...... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2,447, 862. 69

43,674.74
61,859.33
982.62

From this amount there was expended to September 30, 1896:
For maintenanceBy disbursing officers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2, 198, 002. 16
By Treasury settlements . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
134. 89
By allowances ......... _..... __ .. ___ .... ____ . . .
2, 160. 41
For posthumous repayments .. ____ .... _....... ____ .

2,200,297.46
22,841.63
2,223,139.09

Balance . ___ .... __ ... __ . _........ ____ .. ___ ... _........ _...... .

224,723.60

Of this balance there was undrawn from the Treasury .............. .
Surplus funds turned in by general treasurer .. ____ . ___ ............. .
Remaining in hands of treasurers .......... _.....••......•••... ___ ..

104,865.11
99,764.31
20,094.18
224,723.60

Of the amount appropriated for special construction .. _....... _. . . . . .
There was expended ........ _............ __ ... _.•.... _..... __ . . . . . . .

173, 500. 00
173, 257. 46

Leaving unexpended.... . . . . .. __ . ___ .. __ . __ . _. __ .. ___ ... _. _. _
DistributeJ. a follows:
Turned into Treasury ........... __ .. _.. ___ .... __ ..
$21. 37
In treasurer's hands ................ _.. ____ . _. __ .. _
221. 17

242. 54

242.54
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While the amount of unexpended balances held by the general treasurer is much smaller than the amount held at the corresponding date
last year, there does not seem to be any reason why any funds not
needed for current monthly expenditures should be held, if these funds
are regarded as public funds; for not only bas the Secretary of the
Treasury, under authority vested in him by law, directed that such
funds should be redeposited in the Treasury promptly after the close
of the fiscal year, but Congress as late as May 28, 18D6, amended section 3621, Revised Statutes, to include '' disbursing officers having
moneys in their possessiou not required for current expenditure'' in the
enactment that "they shall pay the same to the Treasurer, an assistant
treasurer, or some public depositary of the United States, without
delay, and in all cases within thirty days of their receipt."
The general treasurer also carries a balance of cash on hand, and
does not make all his payments by check, as required by the general
laws governing the disbursement of public money; nor are some of bis
disbursements of funds relating to the several Branches approved, as
apparently required by Treasury regulations; nor is the law requiring
that funds shall be drawn from the rrreasury only in favor of the
person entitled to the payment always observed.
The following statement presents a summary of the
Estimat~s ~nd ap- estimates and appropriatiom, for the sup1)ort of the
propnat10ns.
.
Home and the amount unexpended of such appropnations during the past three years, as shown by the records to December 31, 1896:
Fiscal year.

Estimates of
Board of
Managers.

1894 __ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1895 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1896 .............................................•...... _

$2, 620, 34 8. 41
2, 530, vn. 70
2, 711, 326. 06

Total. ..... .

7,861,806.171

Appropriated Unexpended
by Congress.
balances.
$2, 879, 872. 99
J 2,447,531. 74
2, 514, 846. 00
7,342,150.73 1

$183,741.03
2P, 691. 30
224,966.14
656,398.47

1 This amount includes $123,058.74 appropriated from posthumous funcl1:1 that were lying idle in tbe
hands of Branch treasurers.

The reports of previous years show the cost per capita
based on the amount expended for maintenance for the
fiscal year 1894 as $141.41 and for 18D5 as $128.78. The
amount expended for maintenance for the fiscal year 1896, as shown by
the acconnts to September 30, 1896, appears to be $2,200,2!J7.47, and the
average present 17,451, making the cost per capita for that year $126.08.
This does not include the amounts expended from the post fund, such as
the pay of the baud, peusion clerks, and other items, which at other than
the N atioual Homes go to increase their cost. A comparison between
tbe cost per capita under the several beads show a slight increase over
1895 in tlle cost of clothing, subsistence, and current expenses, and a
decrease in repairs, hospital, farm and household, and the general appropriation for salaries and incidental expenses.
The care and economy exercised in the di bursements of these fund
-were everywhere in evidence; and if the expenditures of the post fund,
which last year aggregated nearly $458,000, were as efficiently supervised, possibly similar result might follow.
The various laws and regulations relating to the
Deposit of fu11ds.
deposit of public funds looking to tbeir safe-keeping,
give preference to the placing of such funds in a Uuited
States subtreasury. 'Ihe wisdom of such a rule is apparent from the
Per capita expense.
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frequent announcements of the closing of other depositories. While
under the laws requiring bonds to be given to secure the balances, no
loss may ultimately occur, much inconvenience is possible by even the
temporary locking up of such funds until the depositories' affairs can
be adjusted. In two instances the funds of the Home are kept iu
national banks in the same city in which a subtreasury is located.
While it may be necessary to keep tlie balances of the post fnnd, owing
to its daily cash receipts, in a local depository, possibly the balances of
the general and pension funds might be placed with the assistant treasurers. 'fhese balances frequently exceed $500,000, and the idle pension
balance of one of the Branches alone is apparently over $80,000.
It is a.gain noted that the general treasurer does not always test by
collection the checks remitted to him by the Branch treasurers, but
merely indorses and returns them to the drawer. Experience has
shown the necessity of the regulations which require that all checks
transferring funds should not only be deposited, but should be remitted
direct to the depositary to be placed to the credit of the receiving
officer. In many instances, idle balances were found in the hands of
the Branch treasurers, possibly due to the transfer to those officers of
funds not needed nor requested for present disbursement, as for special
construction; and in some cases, where such excess under one head was
noted, a deficiency under another head existed.
.
The accounts relating to the various funds held by
Special funds.
the president of the Board of Managers, outside of
and additional to those held by the general treasurer,
were inspected, and show but little change since last report. To the
balance reported at last inspection ($67,046;13) interest on the Wardfund bonds,amountingto $1,848.27, was added; and from these amounts
the principal disbursements were $27 4 from the Stinson legacy for a
clock at the Marion Branch dining hall, and $4,014.87 from the Ward
fund, covering $3,0rn for cold storage at the Pacific Branch, $300 for
lease of gas land at the Marion Branch, and $350 for services in closing General Franklin's accounts as acting treasurer and preparing bills
for Uougress.
The balance on October 20, 1896, was as follows:
W arfl fund. -.. - - - . - .. - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - .. - - - - - ... - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - $60, 208. 07
St in sou legacy_ . _. _. _ .. ___ . ____ . ___ . _. __ .. _____ . __ ... __ ... _... _. _.. - - . 442. 58
Butler settlement . __ .. ________ . ___ . _. _______________ .. ____ . __ ..... ____ .
2,354.88
Improvement fund, Western Branch. ___________ . ___________ . __ --· ... ___
1,600. 00
Total __ ... _____ . ____________________ . ____ .. _______ • ___ . _. _______ .
Distributed as follows:
North Carolina bonds _____ ... _______ . __ . ___ ... ____ . ________ $10,000
Tennessee bonds ___________ . __________ . _.. __ . _____ .. __ ____ _ 33, 300
Virginia bonds ... ___ . _. ___ .. ______ . _... _______________ . _. __ 151 000
Phrenix Bank, Hartford, Conn .... ___ . ______________________ .... ____
Cash in hand ____ .. ___ . __ . _. _____ ..... ____ . ____ . ____ . ____ . ____ . ____

6-1, 605. 53

58,300.00
3,950.65
2, 354. 88

'l'otal . _. _ . _. ___ . _.. _____ . _____ . _. _.. _____________ . ___ . ___ . ___ . ___ 64-, 605. 53

It was noted at some of the Homes that a great deal
of the work on the po t accounts arose from the furni hing of transportation to members going on furlough,
and at others, where arrangement had been made with the railroad
companie to i sue the usual half-fare ticket to the member on presentiug evidence of hi member hip, the Home trea urer' office was saved
much labor. I 1t not practicable to extend th latter method to all
PO!;t fund.
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the Branches~ At one Branch they were forced to it, because the supply of coupons was exhausted, and no inconvenience to the members
was reported. It should not be difficult to show the railroad officials
tbe advantages of a cash system over one involving bills, vouchers,
a.nd accounts.
.
The provisions of law authorizing the Home to procure from the
Ordnance Department ammunition for the morning and evening gun,
and for :firing squads, did not seem to be known at some of the Branches,
and they were purchasing powder and cartridges for such purposes
from their post fund. A preference for buying stores for themselves
can, of course, hardly dominate such questions.
SUPPLY DEPARTMENTS.

The barracks are very satisfactory at some places,
though not at others ; but recent constructions are
generally excellent and their appointments meet the
most modern views. The overcrowding noted in previous reports did
not seem to have decreased during the past year. Indeed, why should
it 1 A resolute endeavor.would be necessary to stop it. Enough dormitories have perhaps been built during this Administration to empty the
so-called "gopher holes" and dark and questionable sleeping places;
but the pressure for any sort of a place within the Homes bas not ceased,
and some sort of provision seems essential. _..At one Home the upright
lockers standing between beds were being replaced by the old-time
boxes that fit under the beds and admit of greater crowding, though
already the proper allowance of air and space seemed trenched upon;
and the sleeping in basements has not lessened. Where electric lighting bas been introduced, tbe air possibly should be less vitiated than
in dormitories lit by gas and without ventilating chimneys or louvers.
Perhaps enough has been said in reports from year to year as to either
the successes attained or the failures marked. Plumbing and cleanliness are generally good, and the bedding is improving and carefully
watched, though decidedly superior at some Branches than at others;
and there should be fewer bedbugs: but ventilation and bathing facilities leave much room for criticism. Something more than water and
soap seems required at several Branches: and what a bather should be
given as toweling may seem insignificant: but when it is utterly inadequate to dry the person, or is a roller towel already used a score of times
for the hands and face, evidently bathing can not be tempting. And a
towel for one or more dozen men, and apparently not always changed
daily, is hardly a liberal allowance.
Complete information as to cost of barracks per cubic foot, or some
other adopted unit of measure, has not been obtained; and comparison
between Branches of the economical methods and work, or with outside
work, can not be made, however suggestive or de irable.
The endurance and cheapness of an iron bunk and
Bedsteads.
its importance in the life of a member in an institution
established for disabled men, who certainly will grow
feebler with increasing years, would seem to fairly warrant tbe purchase
of nothing less than a 3-foot bunk hereafter. The reasons for a cleanly,
comfortable, creditable bed and bedding are too patent to need argu~
ment. Some may think the old way and supplies are good enough,
though the Government can do better without undue expense or effort,
for such men as are collected in these Homes; but it is submitted that
where improvement is practicable it, should be made. A narrow cot, a
Barracks.
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flimsy matt1.1ess, bugs, counterpanes with holes, a pair of sheets per
month, ·the makeshifts for warmth and comfort, the absence of foot
rugs or slippers, and the storage of wearing apparP;l and other articles
under the bedding may be less or no more usual now than ten years
ago; but if the opposite condition were made universal, no matter bow
gradually, evidently there is something about it that does not seem
undesirable. 'The labor, eare, and expense are not excessive; and some
of the Branches have proved how success can be attained in most of
these particulars. The 3.foot bunk seems needed, not only for comfort,
but as some protection against the vitiated air in such dormitories as
are habitually overcrowded. It is believed that much that is unhealth·
ful or objectionable in this could be remedied inexpensively if a relia·
ble and experienced medical director were assigned to duty with these
old soldiers under ordinary military supervision and esprit de corps.
Some of the dining halls and kitchens seem the per·
Food.
fectiou of cleanliness and are excellently managed,
and tbe worst are not discreditable, and it is believed
they never were. 'rhe food is generally of good quality, well cooked,
and ample; and these Homes present a striking example of what can
be accomplished by economical and skillful methods, whkh deserve
the attention of all interested in messing large bodies of men. With
such neatness and attractiveness even the plainest food appeals to the
palate. If more is possible under the circumstances, it can be left to
the zealous and intelligen.t efforts of the officers in charge to discover
it and the best means to meet it.
The immense quantities in which subsistence supplies are purchased
by these Branches, amounting to many thousand pounds per mouth,
should secure the most favorable terms. The extremes in contract
prices prevailing during the last quarter of the year are indicated in
the following articles:
Price per 100 pounds .
Articles.

Flour ..••.•................................••....... ·{

Branch.

Minimum. Maximum.

:;~~~:r~· ::::::::: ::: :...... ~~: ~~. ···· ···$2." 25

Coffee .........................•..................... { ~:~~~::::::::::::::: ...... ~~: '.~ ..... . . ·2i."
T ea ...... ············································ { .

Bacon········· ·· ·· · ·································{

iis

do
.. - -·
:ii~~th~este~~·:
::::::: ........14:.45.. . -- ... - -s2.
oo

~~:,81~:::::::::::::: ...... .~:~'.. ········s~53

It seems fair that grade and quality should be alike for all, but such
differences may be due to transportation, quality, brand, or other causes.
In one instance, two of the Branches purchased tea iu the same market
at a difference of $5 per 100 pounds, which seemed to more than offset
difference in cost of transportation; and in another, three Brauclles
bought their oleomargarine in tb.e same city, the one nearest by over
500 milespayingover $1 more per 100 pounds than the one most remote
from that market. Praise is due the officials for what they have already
accomplished, and their coutinued efforts and watchful care are a
guaranty that the interests of the Government may not suffer. Tbe
average cost per capita for sub istence was about 56 for the pa t year.
The bowl in use appeared to be a cheap and brittle crockery, ost·
in g about one.third as much and the breakage being about five times
as great as in the Army.
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As the expenditure of money became more regular
in conforming to the rules regulating the deposit and
disbursement of public funds, it seemed desirable to
devote more attention than had previously been possible to the business
methods relating to property. A call was made for the necessary
statement, somewhat similar to that used for funds or to that used for
property in the Army, in advance of the visit, but they generally had
not been prepared prior to my arrival; and possibly some disinclinatfon
may exist to furnishing these statements, as there was to submitting
certain funds when these inspections began. Onless such inspections
meet with cheerful alacrity and ready assistance and a receptive spirit
from all, the difficulties are unnecessarily increased and the fullest success restricted. A telegraphic call was also made for certain samples
of food, to be simultaneously submitted for expert, chemical analysis:
but these matters are held in abeyance, as it has seemed best to take
up seriatim in this inspection what pressed for attention and make it
as thorough and complete as the opportunities and the limited means at
hand p-ermitted, but stop short where the opposition would clearly compel an imperfect inspection. With a patient and decided effort, it is not
doubted that this public duty will ultimately be correctly adjusted, and
apparently while progressing toward this end it is accomplishing all
that was expected by those who established it. The readiness of this
Department to comply with the behests of Congress concerning this
duty seems sufficiently evident, whether to discontinue or proceed with
it. The question presented seems to be simply what the best methods
and the public interests require; whether lax or exact methods ;:tre
desired and satisfactory; whether those usual with Government
accountability or for a private corporation are desired. In short,
whether money appropriated by Congress shall be expended for the
purposes for which it was appropriated; and Government money shall
be expended in the Government way. Whatever the law indicates is
decided upon, it is the duty of this Departmeut to try to help execute.
A simple, clear, uniform, and rigid system of accountability and
responsibility for both money and property, and in the distribution and
performance of duty, is of course essential in so large and expensive
an institution; and in some points it seems hardly to have been attained.
For in.stance, the amount of property in actual existeuce in store or
use, but not on the quartermaster's bulky volumes, has already invited
remarks, and seems excesbive for surplus stores, which indeed should
never be allowed.
The value of the property classed as imperishable (which does not
include articles consumed in the using, such as subsistence, medicines,
etc.), may be estimated from the statement that nearly $200,000 worth
of such property had been condemned during the year. Are not values
jn property as much a responsibility as values in money, and sboul<l
not the same accountability exten<l over each, as they are convertible
each for the other~ And should there not be a property return submitted at state<l peri ds accounting for all property received and
expended, just as it is now done for funds, and as is done in the Army
for both funds and property1 Such a return seems to be require<l to
reconcile tlle apparent differences between the reports of the issuing
and receiving officers.
Property and stores seem to have received good care and supervL ion
considering their scattered and inadequate storage places aud these
business methods.
Property.
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The price of clothing is changed from year to year,
dependent upon the cost of manufacture; yet in charging to the members the value of clothing not accounted
for by them, the value of the clothing at the date it was received was
not clrnrged, but they are expected to pay the price fixed by regulations
in 181:,3. Should 11ot the members receive the benefit of the reduced
price, as in the sale of subsistence to officers and others f
The shop accounts have been receiving some attenShop accounts.
tion, with a view to improvement. Under the new
methods the shop appears .to be charged with the value
of the material issued and the cost of service, and credited with the
value of the work done, based upon the probable rate of pay for such
services outside the Home. Thus a member who was paid 35 cents per
day would have his services rated at from $1 to $1.50 per day, and
other rates accordingly, and so the profit to the shop is apparently a
matter of estimate. This possibly accounts for some of the varying
per cent of profits on the stated value of articles fabricated in the shops
of the several Branches, as follows:
Clothing.

A1!emge profit.
Eastern Branch ...••.....•.......... _........ ___ .. .... ... _... ___ .. __ ..... _.. 0. 033
Pacific Branch._ ......... __ .. _. _..... _.. _... _.. ___ .. __ .. _.... _.... __ .. . . . . . . . 052
Central Branch ... __ ....... __ ..... .. _.... __ .. __ .. ____ .... _ . _.. _. _.... _.. . . . . . 081
North western Branch .......................... ______ ............. __ .... __ .. . 128
Marion Branch ...... _.... ___ ....... ___ ....... ____ .. _.... ____ . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200
Southern Branch ............................. ____ ............ ______________ .208
Western Branch ................... _.......... ___ ..... __ .... _. __ ..... __ . ___ . . 427

The bakery at the Pacific Branch shows a small loss, while that at
the Western shows a gain of 38 per cent. All the shops at the
Eastern Branch closed out without gain or loss, except the soap shop,
at which a gain of 47 per cent is reported, while the soap shop at
Marion reports only 9 per cent, and at the Western nearly 75 per cent.
While these shop accounts may be interesting to keep, they do not
.seem to have much practical value, as the profits stated are not actual
gaius, but theoretical estimates, and no loss in the value or quantity of
the material used need appear.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENTS.

These institutions come high in importance, and
possibly next to t,h e dining balls and kitchens in perHospitals.
fection of construction at some of the old Branches,
where the admirable dormitories predominating at the newest seldom
appear; but here, too, the limit of space has been reached, and the
buildings and rooms added from time to time to the medical departments indicate their growing need. With an average daily sick of
over 2,400, resources are taxed to the utmost in giving well-deserved
care to all sufferers. Where women nurses have been employed,
improvement has been effected in the service. The suggestion of
divorcing the Army and Navy Hospital at Hot Spring , Ark., from the
active force and devoting it to the care of these disabled veterans is
submitted. for consideration. The sick and the helpless and the feeble
need our fir t attention; and the lack of a central medical authority is
much felt, and uniformity of administration and methods has suffered
in consequence.
It i.' important that all drugs and preparations procur d for the e old veterans should be the be t obtainMedicines.
able, purcha ed from reliable dealers by experts, if possible, with facilities to te 't their pnrity and potenr,y, and no old tock or
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deteriorated <lrugs should be accepted. The combined. list of medicines
used at tbe different Branches seems large enough to embrace every
variety in the market. The Home officials have not as yet availed
themselves of the privilege of purchasing army medical ~mpplies under
the act of June 11, 189G, but the law may be too recent for immediate
re~mlts. They are not limited to the 223 articles on the army list, nor
eveu to the 600 or more medicines they are now using if more are needed
to cure the sick, and if there are any articles it is desirable the Home
should obtain through this means under reasonable regulations the law
now seems to authorize it. From the contracts on file in this office it
appears that nearly l ,500 gallons of alcohol were contracted for at the
various Brauches at au average of $2.40 per gallon, and nearly 5,000
gallons of whisky at au average of $2.14 per gallon. As the Government
does not pay the internal-revenue tax of $1.10 per gallon, the Medical
Department of the Army is possibly enabled to purchase articles subject
to that tax at lower rates.
There were 1,171 deaths duriug the year, of which
The dead.
206 occurred outside of the Home, giving a slightly
greater rate of mortality than reported for the preceding year. Nearly 80 per cent of these men were buried at the Home
cemeteries, which, with the present rate of interment, are rivaling our
national cemeteries, au<l. may deserve to be placed on an equal footing,
like that at the Southern Branch or at the Soldiers' Home for regulars;
thus leaving it to the officials of the Home to care for the living in their
charge and permitting another branch of the public service already
eRtablished, and performing its duty _equally well, to take care of the
last resting place of our dead. It is mrnecessary to say at which
Branches this change would be the greatest boon; but would it not be
acceptable and decorous at most of them 1
ADMINISTRATION.

The officials have shown comrnentla,ble zeal and efficiency in conducting affairs at the Brauch Homes, and
their efforts are praiseworthy; though occasionally
there is lack of uniformity in methods or respousibility. Who should
have direct charge of work and property and tools and where the personal touch of the governor, doctor, treasurer, or quartermaster, or
some subordi11ate of either, excludes the others, are matters which have
received attention at more than one Home, and deserve still more.
Uncertaintyiu such matters is undesirable. Perhaps the varying quality and harmony amOllg the officers at the several Branches make
uniformity throughout the whole Home difficult; but the greatest practical efficiency at each seems eminently desirable. It would be beneficial
if the division of duties among the officers at the Branches assimilated
as nearly as possible to that of an army post, which long experience
has demonstrated is best for an aggregation of old soldiers. This natural division gives the commandant an assistant to take charge of the
sick, of the well, and of the material (whether money or property).
The original law authorized such a quartet in a govemor, deputy
governor, treasurer, and doctor. One of the troubles at the Branches
seems founded on the failure to follow the wise provision of the organic
law an<l. the natural distribution of the essential duties under whatever
titles may be chosen. The Dayton and Milwaukee branches haYe
officer~ performing adjutant or inspection duties with marked ' Uccess
aud benefit. The newer Branches already need another officer, and if
Officers.
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one could be assigned to this class of duties it would be in the direction
possilJly most needed.
The average number of officers and members reported
Member!).
present during the year was 17,451, which is an increase
of 974 over the number rep01-ted for the previous year,
and an average of 4,'.!33, or 19.5 per cent, was constantly absent, making the total number of members prese11t and absent during the year
21,684. The per cent of coustant absentees for the two preceding
years was 18.46 for the fiscal year 1895 and rn.rn for 1894; so it seems
about 19 per cent of the men canied on the rolls nre not living at the
Home.
Among some State Homes there is an active movement for removing
names of unaided absentees which cumber the rolls and files indefinitely, and give privileges which may appear sometimes to militate
against those who have never received any benefit from t.he Home
before; and it seems no hardship to drop men who apparently are not
in need of its benefits.
By far the greater number of the members are penPen sioners.
siouers. At the close of the year over 82 per cent of
the members on the rolls, or 18,531, were pensioners,
who received pensions through all intermediate grades from $G to $72
per month. Tbe amount paid them during the year was nearly
$2,500,000; and there was a balance held to their credit by the treasurer,s amounting to over $200,000 and representing the savings of 3,149
men, of whom 171 had been transferred to insane asylums and 108 were
not within reach, as their addresses or residences were not known.
These funds are now lying idle in depositories. Active soldiers are
given the right to deposit funds with the United States, aud it seems
reasonable and fair to give these disabled ones a similar privilege.
The discipline is generally acceptable, though if the
Discipline.
number of trials may be taken as a measure of judgment, there has been a deterioration as compared with
the previous year. During the past year about !:n per cent of the average number of members present were tried for breaches of discipline,
which is 4 per cent more than for the preceding year. Liquor seems
to be the cause of most offenses. A good many worries come to the
innocent and unoffending thretdourths of au institution when the other
fourth persist in overindulgence; and the struggle of the Branch Homes
against intemperance is liable to be in e,·idenr.e. The efforts at one
Branch in supprnssing the hauuts of vice in the vicinity of the Home
and removing temptation from the feeble-minded and disabled seem to
have met with exceptional success and borne good fruit aud are worthy
of emulation. At one Branch no intoxicating liquors are sold on the
grouuds.
Something more than mere food, shelter, and clothing
Amusements.
seems due tbe e men, and until adequately supplied
l)erhaps the Homes are not all they should be. Even
the active Army devote set time.· to manly and military port . The
propet oecupation, and even the innocent amuseme11t, of so large an
aggregation of men without the refining presence of e<1ual number of
womeu aud chil<lreu ha received consiclerable, and deserve more,
attention and effort. To keep their intere t enlisted and attention
en°·:-1ged in all worthy matter may be so natural a not to require any
special effort, but the need mu t e recognized in this a in every home
in the land.
ome pla · , eem to lack littl convenience. that l'ender
them comfortable, aud Uongre ·ional appropriations seem to have given
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no church to any Branches. The need of a proper place for divine worship is most felt at the younger Branches, particularly the Pacific,
where an unsightly frame that would make a poor barn at most is used
for the purpose. Even the beer halls lack something or appear grosser
than is essential to such profitable institutions. ·
·
Years ago attention was invited to the unseemly
outdoor relief. sleeping places and overcrowding of hundreds of these
veterans at some of the Branches. Since then enough
buildings have been erected either by State or national expenditure to
provide for this surplus population, but little or no relief is shown in
this objectionable feature. Surely all the members should be housed
like men, and the congested condition of tlle Home and the constantly
increasing throng of needy and worthy men pressing to its doors for
shelter, food, and care calls for some prompt measure of relief. If the
temporary character of an institution limited to a single generation
were persistently recognized throughout its entire system, possibly the.
amounts expended would go much further in affording relief to the
disabled.
Under the present pressure for relief, three methods suggest themselves: First, to increase the present plant; second , to build new
Branches; and, third, to provide for the members at their private homes.
It is respectfully submitted that all three are pressingly needed. The
mere building of barracks is not all that is necessary. Other incidental
expenses follow as a matter of course. The barracks furnish only the
shelter; and the kitchens, the hospitals, the storehouses, and other
necessary adjuncts are now crowded beyond their capacity and may
need to be correspondingly increased. In the $500,000 expended from
post and general funds in permanent improvements during the last
four fiscal years, including 1897, apparently some three-fifths have·
not been for dormitories. A new Brauch on a comprehensive plan
capable of development would doubtless in time relieve some of the
pressure. But either adding to old or building new Branches will consume time; and as stated in a previous report we can not build as fast
as grim want grows upon the thousands who are already appealing
for relief, nor even fast enough to meet the present wants of men that
should appeal to our sense of honor and patriotism. Their wants
are for to-day, not a year hence, when some of the buildings may be
completed.
We need not ask who is to be benefited, and when. If unworthy,
nothing should be bestowed; if worthy, the paraphernalia of an expensive Home the sufferer is too late to enter is useless to him. It does
not come Jike relief to the disabled if they ask for bread and are offered
a stone. The simple question is, What is the best and most prompt and
economical method of extending needed and deserved relief to all these
actually disabled old soldiers, and render it unnecessary to unduly overcrowd them, or confine relief to a favored few, Thousands of dollars
put into brick and wood for future and growing needs may be very good.
But the unexpended balances for the past three years amounted to over
$600,000, and might bring comfort now in their day of need and in such
wintry weather to be enjoyed while still alive. Some say that the maximum membership of the Home will probably be reached in from eight to
ten years, and the buildings are larger now than may be needed after a
score of years. Would it therefore be wise to let these men continue to
suffer while we attempt to build barracks or new Branc~es for all, even
during the most crowded winter, The men seeking the shelter of the
Home to-day do so generally not from choice, but are driven to it by
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distress. There are many members now in the Home who have expressed in letters to this office the hope that such relief would be given
them so they could return to their families and leave a place for some
poor comrade now without shelter or home. Perhaps it may be due or
permissible to present their petition with some special earnestness.
It has been practically demonstrated in some of the States and at
the regular Home that it is possible to provide the aged and disa,b led
soldiers with relief at their own homes. There are effective agencies
employed for the distribution of this relief through the towu, the county,
the State, or through Homes; showing that a widespread desire exists
to ameliorate the condition of' these worthy veterans in this manner.
By this direct distribution of the fund there is no expense for costly
barracks, ornamentation of grounds, maintenance of bands, theatrical
companies, and a small army of officials; but the old soldier gets it all in
the midst of his home associations, his wife, his children, and his friends.
To those who are without these associa,t ions the National Home offers
its sheltering care; but why should those who can have them be denied
thern, and at an additional cost to the Government¥ Doubtless a plan
can be found, if desired, by which extravagance can be avoided; and
Congress can at all times limit the appropriation. The overcrowding
at the Hornes may not be creditable, and . the exclusion of so many
deserving men entirely from these benefits seems severe. Is there
any other method to fully meet this duty, except away from these
Branches~ The generosity of Congress to the old veterans in this and
all matters is a characteristic of our times. Nothing greater can be
asked. But is there not a pressing need to have the old law establishin~
outdoor relief duly recognized during this severe season and these hard
times~ It bas been practically demonstrated bow such relief can be
economically and efficiently managed whenever its benefits are extended
again properly to the National Home.
If it is deemed best to build a new Branch, would it not be best to
locate one in the South, where less expensive and more speedily constructed buildings may be erected and the household expenses be kept
down without loss of comfort to·tbe men,
It may not be inappropriate to refer at this time to
Changes noted.
some of the changes which have occurred and their
trend. The net cost per capita, based upon the
amounts appropriated for maiutenance, not including receipts from
sales and other sources, has been reduced during the past four years
over 22½ per cent; while the average present Las been iucreased during
the same period about 19 per cent. The active interest taken by Congress in the affairs of tlie Home is shown by the enactment of laws
requiring the Secretary of War to exercise the same supervi ion over
all receipts and disbursements of the Home as for the Army, and
providing for a general treasurer, who shoulu. not be a member of the
Board of Managers, and who should lJe bonded to the United States,
and the bonding of the Branch treasurers to him; the fixing of the
salaries of the officers and employees of the Board; the more prompt
rendition of accounts; the cla8 ification of all employees; the con oli<lation of appropriation for clothing under one head; the right to u e
funds received from ale. ; the u e of penalty envelopes; the , hipment
of certain stores direct to the place where u ed; the tran fer of the
p tbumous fund '152 232.63, then lying idle, aud the urplmi ·ub equ ntly accruil}g, to th gen ral fund; th limiting of tl1e di bur. rment
to the amount appropriated tber for; the prohibition of expenditures
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from the general fund for new buildings without Congressional authority; the payment of mileage to officers instead of actual expenses; the
annual inspection uuder the Secretary of War of the disbursements,
management, discipline, records, and condition of the Home; the issue
by the Ordnance Department of the .Army of ammunition, etc., for the
morning and evening gun and for firing squads; and the right to purchase medical and hospital supplies from the Medical Department
of the Army; and in addition to these, a series of rules aud regulations for the audit of the accounts with forms for accounts current
and vouchers were prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury under
authority of law of long standing.
.As a result of this legislation and executive action it certainly seems
that a more strict and prompt accounting bas been obtained, and a
greater econumy in the use of public funds, without detriment, but
with positive benefit to the service for which they have been so generously appropriated. This ought to be satisfactory to all concerned.
In conclusion, I beg to invite attention to the need of clerical assistance in handling the vast amount of work connected with this institution. .At times it seems that all the clerks in this office are engaged on
Soldiers' Home matters to the exclusion of their former duties, and for
months during inspection Sundays and 1iights are occupied, though
their a,d ditional duties scarcely receive any outside recognition. The
work so done may bave borne the fruit intended by those who established it, but it should be fairly provided for.
Respectfully submitted.
J. 0. BRECKINR,IDGE,
Inspector- General.
The SECRET.A.RY OF WAR.
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APPENDIX A.
No.1.-REPORT OF A.N lNSPEC'.I.'ION OF THE EA.STERN BRA.NCH, MADE
JULY

21, 1896.

There has been no change in the officers of this Branch during the
year. They seemed to be impressed with the responsibility of their
duties and to endeavor to perform them to the best of their ability.
In a former report it appeared that the commissary officer expended
and controlled cash which was carried on the treasurer's books. As to
property, some overlapping of direct control and methods of business
seems to have existed.
DISBURSEMENTS.

The accounts and disbursements of the treasurer were examined from
October 21, 1895, the date of last inspection, to Ju]y 21, 1896, inclusive,
involving $493,210.62, pertaining to the genera], pension, and post
funds. The expenditures, as shown by vouchers and transfers, amounted
to. $421,345.23, leaving a balance on hand of $ 71,865.39, which consisted
of $996.43 cash in the hands of the treasurer, and $70,8G8.96 on deposit
. in bank.
During the past fiscal year the treasurer received on
General fund.
account of the general fund $249,577.35, which includes
$3,308.78 received from posthumous sources, and
$7,468.57 from sales. The expenditures for the same period were
$231,538.51, of which nearly one-fourth was disbursed in currency. .At
the date of inspection there were $20,266.40 on deposit and $374.51
cash on hand pertaining to this fund. The e:x:cess of 10 cents was due
to an error in drawing a check for payment of a voucher.
The only new building reported made during the
Improve~ents and year was the new frame barrack at a cost of $6 983
repa1rd
'
'
•
·
It can accommodate 125 men and is occupied by Company H, and therefore costs $55.86 per capita, which can be compared
with prices at other Branches. The boggy natnre of the ground
usually requires piling for foundation. Possibly the present hospital
would answer much better for barracks, in which meu do not r emain
so constantly; and a modern hospital with the best scientific con struction might wisely be erected. No new constructions have beeu authorized for the present fiscal year, except the building of a new barn, for
which $2,800 was appropriated. .A new coal shed at the wharf at
Rando-lph, Me., for the use of the Home is much needed to replace the
one destroyed by the freshet last spring. The amount expended on
repairs during the year is reported at $16,318.92. The most considerable repairs upon one structure were made on the old bakery building,
,which was converted into quarters for convalescents.
WAR Ou-VOL r--63
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From tbis fund $246,913.72 was disbursed during the
year, leaving a balance of $26,351.87 due the pensioners
at tbe close of the year. The United States bonds
bought many years ago with the idle balance of this fund were sold
and the proceeds, $8,620, deposited with tbe Granite National Bank of
Augusta, .Me., to the credit of the treasurer on account of the pension
fund. It would seem the pensioners or the Home sbould receive some
benefit from it. The treasurer reports that the Shawmut National
Bank of Boston, Mass., in which is kept the account with the general
fnnrl, charges the Home for the collection of checks, and so to avoid
this expense the checks are sent through the Granite National Bank of
Augusta. Why should not the accounts of the general and pension
funds, at least, be kept with the United States sub-treasurers¥ At the
close of the year there were 2,044 pensioners on the roUs at this Branch,
against 1,868 the year previous. An average of $32.27 was paid each
pensioner for the last quarter of the fiscal year. The funds of which
the treasurer is the custodian belonging to insane and other pensioners
are not inconsiderable. At date of inspection the treasurer's balance
to the credit of this fund was $11.53 over the amount shown by his
records ai:-; due the account from him.
The receipts from sales during the year at the Home
Post fund.
store, restaurant, and beer ball were $49,516.75, and
therevenues from the theater $1,385.41; and the expenditures were $21,524.78 for stock, and $24,116.20 for clerk and help hire
and other items. At the close of the year the treasurer held $15,349.42
to the credit of this fund. .At date of inspection he had $14,332.07, or
$4.02 more than the amount necessary to close his account.
·
The insurance on the opera house, chapel, store stock, and Keeley
clubhouse was paid from this fund; also the salary of the Keeley doctor
at $80 per month, and postage stamps for the use of non-pensioners.
Purchases in open market are made upon requisition
Purchases.
of the quartermaster, approved by the governor, for
such supplies as are required and authorized in the
schedule furnished by the president of the Board of Managers for the
treasurer's guidance. Those made by contract are usually made monthly
as far as practicable in case of imperishable articles, and weekly or
oftener in case of perishable articles. Tile principal supplies of food
for the last quarter of the fiscal year were bought in Maine, Massachusetts, and New York. Flour was obtained from Auburn, Me.; fresh
beef, ham, salt pork, and potatoes from Ga,rdiner, Me.; corn beef, bacon,
and sugar from Augusta, Me.; coffee, tea, fresh fish, butter, and lima
beans from Boston, Mass.; codfish froru Gloucester, Mass.; navy beans
from Rochester, N. Y., and sirup from New York City. This Bran~h
pays ruore for fresh beef and less for coffee than any of the others.
The number of employees reported authorized during
Employees.
the year under the general fund were 3 officers, 20 noncommissioned officers, 341 members, and 49 civilians, or
a total of 413, which is to the average present for the year as 1 to 4.5.
No members worked without pay during the year, except as a penalty. '
Pension fund.

ADMINISTR.A.'l'IO N.

The average number of officers and members present
during the year was 1,855, which i an increase of 78
over the average of the previous year; and an average
of 539, or 22.5 per cent, was constantly absent. At date of inspection,
Population .
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the total population living on tlle reservation consisted of 1,914 sonls,
including civilian employees, women, and children; and 653 members
were absent. There were 103 vacant beds in barracks and 15 in hosoital, whicll does not seem large, considering the number of absentees.
The overcrowding in some of tlle old dormitories has been mentioned
in former reports. The vertical lockers which replaced the boxes gave
more floor space by separating the beds, but are now being taken out
of the sleeping rooms. The appearance of the men at review was
commendable.
Discipline seems fairly well maint3:ined, though a
Discipline.
slight increase is reported in the number of trials as
compared with the previous year. Nearly one-half of
an offenses committed consist of inebriety, and over one-fourth of
absence wit,hout leave. The punishments comprise labor without pay,
generally police duty, and restrictions in liberties.
lVIen who ask for discharge before the expiration of six months after
admission are reported as absent without leave for sixty days and are
then dropped from the roHs. If an old soldier's temporary necessities
force him to seek the shelter of the Horne, and before the expiration of
six months circumstances should favor him so that he could support
himself or no longer become a charge upon the Horne, and thus give
place to one more needy than he, should not such an one be commended
and encouraged rather than have bis record discredited by the charge
of "absent without leave'!"
The authorized "furlough register" does not seem well adapted for
its purpose. It is suggested that the system of keeping each man's
record on a separate card to be filed alphabetically, after the manner
adopted by the War Department for all its records with such satisfactory results, would be more simple and expeditious. When a man
returns from furlough, his caird with bis record on it is withdrawn to
another file box to be returned to the active :file when he again goes on
furlough, which file alone engages the clerk's attention and shows at
any time the number aind Dames of those then on furlough. The advantages of this system could be extended to other records in the offices
of the adjutant and the surgeon.
The State register contained at date of inspection -only the names of
members admitted since about four years ago, and was about a month
in arrears.
Facilities for amusement and recreation consist of
Amusements.
reading room and library, smoking and card room, bil~
liard and pool room~ deer park, concerts, and theater.
Of these the concerts seem best liked.
The library and reading room were in good condition. Books may
be taken from the library on presentation of a card and retained fourteen days. Books of fiction are in greatest demand, aud it seems that
an average of nearly 16 books was read by each member during the
year.
The band is maintained during the entire year, with an average
membership of 17, all of whom are civilians. The annual cost of maintaining the band, including subsistence and other allowances of the
mu ' icians, averaged $390.09 per man. The concerts are reported well
attended, and there are no charge for admission. The musicians are
quartered in therestaurantbuilrling, which was built from tbepostfund,
and they are subsi sted in the general diniug room and receive the same
a1lowance of clothing as the members of tbe Branch, but no fuel.
The opera house wa-..:i in excellent condition. All the leading theatrical
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companies that come east of Portland usually give performances here.
The expenses are met from the post fund. Members are taxed a
nominal charge for admission, but the receipts from this source cover
nearly one-fifth of the expense.
The basement of the library building is used as billiard, pool, and
card room, and was in good condition. It is frequented at all times
from morning till evening, except on Sundays. There are no charges
for the use of the tables.
The Grand Army post at this Branch holds its meetings in the opera
house.
Catholic and Protestant services are held every SunReligious services. day in the Home chapel, which was built within the
·
past few years, and special services are held when
required. The ministers receive each $65 per month, and do not live
at. the Home. They also visit the sick when necessary and officiate at
funerals, and on some occasions the governor officiates. Divine services are reported to be attended by a larger proportion than is found
in_ outside communities.
The farm is under the direct charge of the governor.
Farm.
About 500 acres are reported under cultivation, and
the following buildings are used for farm purposes: 7
barns, of which 2 are used for horses, 3 for cows, 1 for vehicles, and 1
for hay; 2 sheds for carts and tools; and 4 buildings for horseshoeing,
harness maker, wheelwright, and quarters for teamsters. They were
all in good condition. Ten carriages and sleighs, or pungs, and 28
wagons and sleds are kept for use by the Home. The stock on hand
June 30, 1896, was valued at $5,680, and consisted of 16 horses, 58
eows, 2 oxen, l bull, 49 calves or heifers, and 40 deer and bears. The
principal products are milk, hay, and ensilage, the former valued at
' $7,889.25, and the hay and ensilage at $5,705. Milk seems to be credited
to the farm at the rate of 24 cents per gallon, though it is reported
that the price of milk by the quantity in the nearest town is only from
18 to 20 cents per gallon-a difference of 20 or 30 per cent. A comparison of prices of some articles at the several Branches is suggestive
of the differences in their surroundings; and the care and improvement
of a herd is not al ways so successful as here.
SUPPLY DEP.A.RTMENTS.

The barracks were generally clean and. m good repair;
that occupied by Cor_npany G was undergoing repairs.
There were some signs of leaks, and perhaps more
·modern barracks might improve in design and construction upon the
older or altered ones. The dormitories are crowded. and some of the
companies are scattered in parts of several buildings·.
No record is kept of the amount expended on each building. Where
the estimate or expense on a building does not give its size, any comparison of the economical work and methods is difficult between the
Branches or for work outside; and information as to cost per cubic foot
or some oth~r adopted unit of measure or comparison has not yet been
fully received.
The general washroom in the basement seemed less inviting than the
water-closet and bathroom, though the appearance of the bath tubs could
be improved by a coating of enamel paint. The bath towel were noticea ly mall and thjn. Toilet paper i found in gen ral use throughout
the other Homes, and all might be treated fairly alike.
Buildings.
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The beds in use are of various patterns-iron cots with
woven-wire bottom, about~½ feet wide and ti¼ feet long.
The average supply of bedding per man consists of a
cotton mattress weighing 14 pouuds, ,three woolen blankets, two linen
sheets, one cotton pillow and slip, aud one bedspread or counterpane.
Sheets and pillow slips are said to be washed each week, and blankets
and counterpanes aired frequently out of doors when necessary. Some
of the latter seemed to be ill neetl of washing.
The supplies seemed of good quality (though there
Supplies.
was some criticism about the coffee and O sugar) and
of sufficient quantity; but the storage places are undesirable and too scattered, and in some cases supplies pertaining to
different departments are stored in the same places. ~ome of the
quartermaster property, for instance, is stored in a room in rear of the
quartermaster's office, in cellar of Company D, in engineer's and carpeiiter's shops, hospital, paint shop, etc., and subsistence supplies
are stored in basement and cellar under the main dining room, in cellar of Company D, and in meat shop. No damage to the supplies,
however, is reported on account of storage; and with such scattered
stores it may be unnecessary to question whether better police and
order in some rooms would be possible. The furniture and other property of the Horne is not all marked, but all is reported as taken up as
public property on the books under the various heads and kiud of
stores. Property and stores are usually issued upon properly approved
requisitions, though some stores, like coal, are issued without requisition. The closest supervision of such matters is apt to be benefi_cial to
the public interest.
The engineer makes monthly report to the quartermaster of the coal
used by the boilers. The number of tons used in January was reported
as 420, February 362, March 387, April 190, and June 271, leaving a
balance on band, acording to the records, of 100 tons. No report for
May was shown the inspector.
·
If these accounts are deemed necessarv and are to
Shop accounts.
be regarded of value, they should be assigned to one
responsible officer, and be should be furnished with all
the data affecting them. Last year's accounts were apparently entered
from memoranda. Repairs made on verbal order::; do not appear, and
apparently the internal vouchers do not show all the internal transactions. The double set of time books required seem to entail a good
deal of clerical work.
A clothing account is kept with each member of the
Clothing.
Home, the various articles being iss,ued according to
regulation and charged to each man, who is held
.accountable for eacll and every article until worn out. When on furlough his clothing is held for him until his return, but if he be absent
twelve months it is returned to the quartermaster's department and, if
suitable, reissued or put in condition for reissue. No account seems to
be kept of secon<l-halld clothing or clothing awaiting condemnation.
Cast-off clothing, unfit for further use, is condemned and sold as rags,
except old shoes, which are destroyed, and buttons, which are cut off
and returned to the Central Branch depot.
The sales of rags during the past year comprised 31,780 pounds
woolen, 1,925 pounds cottou, and 1,370 pounds bedding. The prices
obtained per pound were 5 cents for 14,460 pounds, 4½ cents for 19,245
pounds, and lf cents for 1,370 pounds, the total receipts amounting to
$1,613.02.
.
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The members of each company are required to send
their clothing to the laundry on Sunday morni11gs, and
each member is permitted to send one shirt, one pair
of drawers, and a pair of socks, and other clothing if necessary. · The
average number of pieces laundered per month is reported to be slightly
over 29,000. Members wash their handkerchiefs themselves, and a
number wash their own socks, shirts, or drawers in a room with the
necessary appliances for that purpose. The wash list seems to indicate
that counterpanes are in use about a year and the small band towel a
week without laundering: The dryer does not seem to work well at ·
times.
The apparatus for the protection against fire seemed
Fire department. in good condition. The fire organization consists of
fifteen men, who are required to respond to the fire
alarm sounded by a whistle on the machine shop~ and are said to be
able to respond in from two to five minutes. During the past year a
fire occurred from the range in the main kitchen, which caused a damage amounting to $50 before extinguished. No other fires are reported
for the past twenty years.
The chief engineer at this Home has charge of the
Engineer department. machine shop, all boilers, plumbing, repairs of all kinds,
except carpenter's work, hydrants, and hose, and has
been on duty here for four and one-half years. Thirty-six men, or less,
varying with the Heason·, are employed under him as plumbers, steam
fitters, stone masons, laborers, tinsmith, coal passers, and firemen.
The system of water supply and of drainage and sewerage is reported
satisfactory.
These were in fair condition and police; but the range
nd
and steam-kettle facilities seem insufficient, and tables
have to be set twice for each meal as at the other
Branches. The food is generally acceptable in quantity and quality.
The daily consumption of food and cost for the months of December, 1895,
and June, 1896, are exhibited in Tables 27 and 28. Dining room and
kitchen work is performed by 53 men, who constitute the permanent
force for this duty, and there are no additional temporary details, as at
other Branches.
'fhere are 6,589 pieces of crockery reported in daily use in the main
kitchen. The percentage of breakage of each kind during the past
year ranged from one-third for vinegar bottles to 63 for bowls. The
breakage is said to be due principally to handling in setting tables
twice for each meal and to poor quality of the ware.
Swill and garbage are sold to the highest bidder by annual contract.
The price obtained last year was $50 per month.
Thirty-three members are reported living in the vicinity of the Home,·
to whom a month's supply of rations is issued in advance a1, an average
cost of the ration for the previous month, or about $5.~0 per man.
Clothing is also issued to these members under the same rules as apply
to those within the Home.
Laundry.

Dinfctrc::~_a

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.

The hospital consists of a brick buil<ling and two fmme pavilion
connected by covered pa , ages, and a smalJ building adjacent thereto
serves as quarters for convalescents. Uleanliness wa observed on every
side.
The ho pital baserueuts are occupied by morgue, crernatorie.·, team
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boilers for heating, and fan for ventilation, labora,tory, and storage,
and the attics are used as storage rooms and attendants' quarters.
Each ward is snpplied with set bath tubs with hot and cold water, and
patients are required to bathe once each week, unless otherwise ordered
by -the surgeon. Some are bathed daily. Ventilation is effected by a
steam fan which exlrnusts t~e foul air, and fresh air is admitted through
stacks after being heated by passing over steam radiators. The large
metal cylinders standing at different heights in the wards are a marked
feature here.
The average daily sick during· the year has been 278 in hospital, 30 in
convalescent quarters, and 6~ at sick call. There were G07 patients
adrn.itted to the hospital and 52 to the convalescent quarters, a11d 236
cases were discharged from the former as cured and 3 from the latter.
The total number of cases treated during the year was 2,505, and each
case was treated an average of 43 days aud about 44.7 per cent resulted
in a cure. Acute pulmonary affections and inflammatory rheumatism
are reported the principal diseases of local origin, due frequently to
climatic conditions. There were no infectious or contagfous diseases
dudng the year beyond 5 sporadic cases of erysipelas and 1 of influenza.
The death rate is reported greater than for the previous year, and
was 50.91 per 1,000 of the average present and absent, and 40.22 per
1 1000 of the whole number cared for. Of the 122 deaths, 91 occurred
in hospital, 4 in other parts of the reservation, and 27 on furlough.
The causes assigned are 119 natural, 1 snicide, and 2 accidents. The
average age at death wa,s over one year less than reported for the previous year.
Eighty of the deceased members were buried at tbe Home cemetery,
which is kept in excellent order. Funerals at the Home cost $10.49
each, not including care of cemetery and graves, which are made almost
in solid rock. Coffins are made by contract at Angustn, Me., at a cost
of $3.50 each. The deceased are buried ill uniform clothing. No allowance is made for the funeral expenses of members dying outside of the
Home, as is done at the Home for regulars.
There are 82 hospital employees, of whom 70 are members and 1~
civ"ilians. The former serve as hospital stewards, ward masters, barbers, bread cutters, cooks, dishwashers, drivers of hearse, elevator
attendants, funeral escort, gravediggers, hall cleaners, nurses, orderlies,· porters, readers to blind, waiters, and wound dressers; aud tlrn
latter as assistant surgeons, matrons, internes, druggists, and muses.
Cl1he ratio of these employees to the total uurn uer of patients treatetl is
as 1 to about 30, and to the average daily sick as 1 to nearly 5.
Medicines are obtained from the quartermaster's department upon
the surgeon's requisition approved by the governor. They are then
issued to patients at surgeon's ca11 upon verbal orders of the surgeon,
a11d to patients in hospital upon bis written orders, wliich are preserved. After issue by the quartermal:lter's departme11t 110 further
record is kept of medicines. The hospital records were in good order
and kept as required; but the sick-call record could be improved for
historical or stati ' tical purposes.
:F acilities to care for the insane con ist of one grated ward with three
cells for close confinement. It i cheerful aud sunny, aud its windows
afford a view of the busiest part of the camp. Occasionally the ward.
is crowd.ed, aud tliere i no inclosed court for outdoor exercise of the e
unfortunates. 'rhe average annual number of insane at this Home is
41, and about 18 are sent yearly to the a ylum.
Sixteen members are reported tota.lly blind, aud :,W with an impaired
eye,igbt so as to be unable to read.
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2.-REPORT OF INSPECTION OF THE NORTHWESTERN BRA.NC:tt,
MADE AUGUST 4, 18!)6.

The officers are efiicient and zealous in the discharge of their duties,
and there bas been no change in their personnel since last inspection.
DISBURSEMENTS.

The 3:~counts and disbursements of the treasurer were inspected from
Noveml:Jer 11, 1895, the date of last inspection, to July 31, 1896, and
involved $525,947.50, pertaining to the general, pension, and post funds.
The expenditures, as shown by vouchers and transfers, amounted to
$483,800.99, leaving a balance on hand of $42,146.51, which consisted
of $~148.44 cash on hand pertaining to the post fund and $41,798.07
on deposit in the First National Bank of Milwaukee.
During the past fiscal year the treasurer received on
General fund.
account of the general fund $281,900.03, consisting of
$270,625.01 from Congressional appropriations and
$11,275.02 from sales and other sources. The expenditures for the same
period were $258,674.03, which was all disbursed by check. At some
of the other Homes it is noted that considerable sums of this fund are
still disbursed in currency. At date of inspection there was a balance
of $3,520.58 on deposit to the credit of this fund. The accounts and
records of this offiqe are very neatly and intellig~ntly kept.
This Bra.nch erected during the year a new headI mprovemen t s and
· ·
·
repairs.
quarters b mldmg
an d a quartermaster an d commissary storehouse at an expenditure of $13,803.10. These
buildings meet a long-felt want. No improvements are contemplated
or have been authorized for the present fiscal year, but the following
are reported needed for the year ending June 30, 1898, viz: Additional
electric-light plant, $9,500; two water-tube boiler~, $12,000; and improving old hospital building, now used for shops and storage purposes, $6,000. The amount expended on repairs during the year is
reported as $19,856.56. The most considerable repairs upon one structure were made upon the convalescent barracks at an expense of about
$1,000, which is a· specially tidy and comfortable building, with plenty
of light and air, aml the occupants seem to be specially cheerful and
well cared for.
The treasurer paid out during the year on account of
Pension fund.
pensions $280,716.66, and had a balance of $19,343.08
due the pensioners at the close of the year. The average paid each pensioner during the last quarter was $31.66. On June
30, 1896, there were 2,238 pensioners on the rolls at this Branch against
2,078 a year previous, of whom 1,917 were present and 321 absent.
Twenty-four had been absent over one year. At the close of the year
there were 224 pensioners who had balances to their credit. Of these
1 had over $1,000, 8 between $500 and $1,000 each, 44 between $100
and $500 each, and 171 less than $100 each. The addresses of 19 pensioners, who bad balances to their credit amounting to $658.17, were not
known; and 8 pensioners, with a total credit of $381.50, had been transferred to an in ane a ylum. At date of in pection, July 31, 1896, the
balance to the credit of this fund was $26,290.18, including the proceeds of a United State bond for $800 sold during the year.
The receipts from sales during the year at the Home
Post fund.
store, restaurant, and beer hall were $51,060.41, and
the ex enditures for tock $26,646.6!). The a sets
reported at the close of the year were $9,684.09 cash and $1,442.62
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merchandise . . At date of inspection, July 31, 1896, the treasurer- had
in bis charge $12,335.75 to the credit of this account.
The cash book of this fund was ruled in colunms to show the receipts
and disbursements from each source each day, thus making a very full
and satisfactory record and involving much less labor than the method
in use at some other Branches, where the record was spread over three
an<l. four times the space.
It was noted that funds received from sales of transportation to members are held by the transportation clerk until from $!WO to $300 are in
his hands before it is turned over to the treasurer, who does not take
the amount up on his cash book until the end of the mouth. Evidently
a more frequent regular settlement and smaller accumulation of undeposited cash is a better business method.
· The checks on sales at tbe beer hall seem to be satisfactory and the
business carefully conducted. The caRh register at the store and t.he
returns do not always agree, but the balance is largely in favor of the
returns. Both places were found in commendable order and police.
It might be well if the best business methods found at one Branch
were uniformly extended to all.
·
Purchases are practicany all made under contract,
Purchases.
and only a few of small value are made in open market,
when it is impracticable to enter into contract. The
principal articles of food for the last quarter of the :fiscal year were all
purchased in· Milwaukee, which is but a few miles from the Home.
The number of employees reported authorized during
Employees.
the year under the general fund were 6 officers, 29 noncommissioned officers, 926 members, and 40 civilians, or
~ total of 1,001, which is to the average present as 1 to 2.3, though the
average reported employed is as 1 to nearly 5.
An average of 66 men daily worked during the year on various details
without pay, but not as a penalty.
ADMINISTRATION.

The 2,313 average present is a gain of 83 over last
year; the average coustantly' absent was 382, or 14.2
per cent. The bigbest mun ber present during the year
was 2,436 on January 8 and 9, 18V6, and the lowest 2,116, on July 21
and 22, 1895, so that the greatest oYercrowding is habitually when 11atural ventilation is poorest. At date of inspection 2,344 officers and
members, including 58 temporary members were present at the Home,
whiclJ, witb the civilian employees living on the reservation, and women
and children, made the total population present 2,446 persons; and 487
members were absent. The number of vacant beds was 58 in barracks
and 28 in hospital, which is about 18 per 100 of the members then
absent.
It is believed best to see the members in a body as the quickest,Jf
not the only, way to judge of the general condition of the clothing and
other elements essential to their comfort and contentment. Snow prevented their turning out on two previous occasions, and owing to the
intense beat it was now omitted, and an inspection was made indoors.
Discipline is maintained by the non-commis ioned
Discipline.
officers and the Home police. Judging from the number of trials, discipline seems to have improved. The
decreaRe in the number of trials was about 5 per ceut, as compared with
the precedhig year. One-half of all offenses committed are due to
drink, and oue-sixth absence without leave.
_Population.
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The punishments attached comprise labor from ten to sixty days and
forfeiture of pass privileges; and for incorrigibles, dishonorable discharge. Sentences of labor may be commuted in the discretion of the
governor c:lit the rate of 20 cents per day. From this source $503 was
received, which was paid by 106 members. These funds are held by
the chief clerk, under receipt to the sergeant of the guard, who reports
the amount at the end of the month to the treasurer, who then receipts
to the chief clerk for the amount collected and credits it to the post fund.
Facilities for amusement include theater, billiard
Amusements.
room, card room, band, library, beer hall, boating,
skating, an~ · entertainments by members. Theater,
billiards, and c~rds seem best liked. Bowling was tried several years
ago, but the alley was abandoned from want of use. The library and
reading room were not only in good condition and police, but seemed a
creditable and economical structure in full use throughout, both in
basement and above. .A.t the close of the year there were 7,809 volumes
on hapd, which shows nice improvement. Books may be taken from
the library, one at a time, but must be returned within two weeks iu
good condition. Books of fiction, history, travels, explorations, and
adventures are reported in greatest demand, and the books read average
about 14 per member for the past year. The Home also subscribes for
103 papers and ~2 1>eriodicats, at apparently full rates, and received 25
papers and 4 periodicals gratuitously.
The band is maintained during the entire year with an average membership of18, all of whom are civilians. rl'he cost of maintenance during
the year, including subsistence and other allowances, averaged $339.86
per musician. The concerts are reported well attended aud there are
no charges for admission. The musicians are quartered iu a, small building set apart for the purpose and receive one suit of uniform a year, and
rations the same as members of the Home.
The second floor of memorial hall serves the purpose of a theater.
It was in good condition, but is reported to be dangerous in case of
fire, on account of insufficient exits. The performances given are chiefly
comedies and there is no charge for admission, and generally two performances of each play are given to accommodate all the members.
Fifteen performances were give:n during the year at an expense of
$4,250. Nothing like all the members attend the theater, play billiards,
etc., and the question wllether any payment should be made and how
adjusted has received various decisions at different times and places.
The theater is occasionally used by public speakers addressing members
of the Home.
The basement of the social hall building is used for billiards and pool
and was in good condition. There are no charges for the use of the
tables, and they are in nearly constant use when the room is open, from
8 a. m. to 8 p. m.
The card room is in the basement of the library building and contains
sixteen table and one long table for checkers.
The seven boats on the lake are at the disposal of members free of
charge, but civilians pay 5 cents each per hour for tbeir use. The
receipt from this source were $64.70 for the year, and the expenditures
24.87, so the plant seems maintained upon a very small charge.
This society number 252 and bolds weekly meetings
Keeley League.
in it club room. It gain in member hip during tbe
year wa 61, who took the cnre for the first tim~, and
34 took the cure a econd a d 11 a third time. The los during the
, amc time was 88, of wl10m ~3 rclap:ecl. The <;o t of taking the cure
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for the first time is report~d as $23.75, for medicine, lodge, club dues,
and initiation fee. It is reported that care is exercised in having members take the cure voluntarily, and no inducements are given nor
encouragement beyond the necessary information. The total receipts
for the year were $2,580.32, the expenditures $1,916.75, of which
$1,521.60 was for medicine, and the balance on hand was $1,085.21.
The accounts are kept by the post-fund clerk and the funds by the
treasurer of the Branch, who pays tne bills on the approval of the
governor. To Dr. Comfort, tbe assistant surgeon of the Home, $25
per month was paid for services, and the amount of dues collected was
paid to the treasurer of the league.
.
In addition to this league ~here are two other societies among the
members-Veteran Post No. 8, G. A. R., with a membership of 207, and
Cushing Naval Veteran Association, with a membership of 42-both
holding their meetings in the social-hall building. These organizations
are said to have a good effect upon discipline.
The Methodist Church and Women's Christian Temperance Union
are mentioned as showing a special interest in the members.
The~ are hel<l five and six times each week in the
Religious services. Home chapel, which has a capacity of 400 and is
reported suitable for the purpos~. There are two chaplains, a Roman Catholic and a Protestant Episcopal, who receive each
a compensation of $41.66 per month. The Protestant chaplain lives at
the Home. In addition to dfriue services, the chaplains officiate at
funerals and give spiritual comfort to tlie sick and dying. Religious
services are reported well attended.
It is reported the farm contains 150 acres under culFarm.
tivation, and comprises the following buildings: One
farmer's quarters and wood shed, 3 horse stables,
I large hay barn with tool and implement house in one end and grain
bins in the other, 1 carriage and vehicle house, 1 blacksmith shop with
teamsters' quarters overhead, 2 hog barns, 1 two-compartment house,
1 wagon shed with straw loft overhead, 1 implement shed, 1 dwelling
used as drivers' quarters, 1 corncrib, 1 ve.ry dilapidated dwelling near
cemetery, l two-compartment icebouse, ·and two small icehouses and
tool shed. A number of these buildings require reshingling, otherwise
they are in serviceable condition. The transportation facilities of the
Home consist of 15 vehicles, such as a carriage, ambulances, wagons,
carts, etc., and 22 horses. Six of the latter are used for duty on the farm
and about the grounds. Besides these the farm keeps 62 cows, 18 calves
and yearlings, 22 sheep and 19 lambs, and furnishes stabling for 7
private vehicles and 10 private horses. The stock on hand June 30,
1896, was valued at $4,197.
The products for the year are reported as valued at $8,434.17, of
which $3,808.62 was for 30,469 gallons of milk, which is credited to the
farm at tlrn rate of 12~ cents per ga,llon. A nominal account seems to
be kept of this milk and that purchased. At one of the other Homes
where cows are kept on the farm, the rate is 24 cents per ga1Jon. The
farm land here is not suitable for raising potatoes, but cabbage, hay,
and other articles raised are reported as good as can be bought.
.
Four hundred pounds of live chickens were purchased and expended
each month during the last year. They were reported as turned over
to farm and thence to hospital on requisition. There did not appear to
be any report of farm chickens since September 30, 1895, when the
report showed 130 on haml.
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The baracks were well policed and in good repair,
and their condition as to comfort and sanitation is
reported good, though the ventilation, which is regulated by windows and doors, does not seem to be satisfactory in every
respect. They are heated by steam and lit by gas and electricity. The
concentration of the steam plarft, for which $27,300 was appropriated
in a,4>rior year, has progressed far enough for some of the old space to
be now used for other purposes. Six of the 12 barracks at this Branch
have basements, of which. 3 are used as storerooms, etc., and 3 as dormitories; and 3 barracks have an attic used as dormitory, baggage
room, and for bath tubs, respectively. There were 342 men sleeping in
basements, and 69 in attics, and 129 in scattered places not originally
built for sleeping in. The attics are reported as good as the barracks
with respect to ventilation, etc., but the basem~nts have more or less
dampness, and less light and ventilation than the barracks, and are
generally objectionable. The construction of these veterans' Homes
should contradict the idea that any old thing is good enough for us
soldiers.
No record is kept of'. the amount expended on each building, thoug·h
such data seems essential to the best and most economical administration of construction and repair.
The bedsteads are 6! feet long by 2½ feet wide, and
Bedstea~s a nd
the
mattress in use is cotton and reported
to weigh 13
beddmg.
.
pounds. The average supply of beddmg per man consists of 1 counterpane, 4 blankets, 3 sheets, 1 pillow, and 2 pillow slips.
This supply .seems to be more liberal than reported at the Eastern
Branch, which is in a higher latitude. Dormitory windows are thrown
open at 6 a. m., and kept open until the rooms and bedding are aired.
The locker in use here is 3 feet high, 2 feet wide, ·a nd 1 foot deep.
Bedsteads, bedding, and lockers were reported in good condition.
The erection of a new storehouse during the year
supplies.
has relieved the pressure for room to a great extent,
though the necessity of recourse to basements does not
seem to have been obviated, but basements, however dark, dank, and
inaccessible are rather better for property than men, though there is a
fair-sized battalion in them here.
The supplies seem of good quality, and sufficient in quantity. The
current supplies of quartermaster stores on band June 30, 1896, were
valued at $7,671.81, and of commissary stores $4,447.82. Coal is
weighed when received, but not when issued, and a requisition is
issue<l. at the end of each month for the amount of coal purchased during the month. The record of amount on band deserves some other
and closer test. What statement and verification and supervision of
the property received, issued, and remaining on hand throughout the
Branch Home is wise or needed bas attracted some attention. It is
understood that no returns whatever are desired or demanded of uch
public property for this general purpose and u e, under the instructions
of the officer of the Board of Managers. The supervision of higher
'authority of property expended and hygienic que tions are matters
now of fir t moment, and deserve conclusive ettlement. Furniture
and other public property are not all marked, but taken up on the
property book . The value of property condemned <luring the year is
t'-x hibited in the tables appended.
Buildings.
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The value of clothing on hand July 1, 1895, is reported
as $10,178.74, and that received during the year from
depot as $25,:-308.30, and from other places as $6,573.05,
giving a total accountability of $42,060.09. The value of the clothing
issued during the year is reported as $29,753.77, leaving clothing to
the value of $12,306.32 on band at the close of the year. The issue
of clothing is regulated according to the table of allowances, and clothing worn the required Ieng-th of time is exchanged for new, garment for
garment, if worn out; but if still serviceable, it is worn until unfit for
further use. This appears a most economical arrangement for supplying the indivjdual wants.
Condemned clothing is eold as rags. From this source $1,063.53 was
realized during the past year. The prices obtained per pound were:
For all wool, $0.0825 to $0.10; all cotton, $0.01; all wool seams,
$0.0175 to $0.0225; rn.ixed cotton, $0.0025 to $0.0075; socks, $0.0725 to
$0.08; blouse linings, $0.003 to $0.0075; canton flannel drawers, $0.0175
to $0.0225; linen towels, $0.0225; shirts, K. W., ·$0.015; hats, $0.0225
to $0.03; all wool linings, $0.0375; and cotton and wool seams, $0.025.
The company commanders report at the end of the fiscal year the
clothing in the possession of the men, and also all Home property in
the barracks. This is a practical, disinterested, and much-needed count
of stock, which deserves universal adoption. An attempted verification of something in the clothing accounts displayed lack of agreement,
and the reasons given hardly seemed to reach the root of the matter satisfactorily. Whether or no account was kept of clothing taken away
by me\l. going on furlough, or there was no time to review the company
commanders' reports, or caps· and great coats were condemned years
ago and dropped from the records, and. subsequently issued but not
taken up ou the books, the stores should agree with the returns, and
the several persons in actual charge of property should have correct
lists and knowledge of its destruction. The keeping of the average
price list involves much labor, but does not appear to be of much practical value. .An earnest effort seems to l1ave been made to improve the
system of shop accounts, and some results, theoretical or otherwise, may
be obtained to compensate for the labor involved. .At this Branch a
shop for cleaning the clothes of the members is maintained which apparently adds not only to tbe appearance of the men, but also to economy
in clothing, and a similar one might well be established at the other
Branches.
Clothing is sent to the laundry at specified times, in
Laundry.
charge of duly authorized men with duplicate wash
lists, which are verified by count, the laundry clerk
giving receipt as the laundry comes iu and taking receipt as it goes out.
Each member is permitted to send to the laundry, weekly, one shirt, one
pair drawers, and one pair socks, and as occasion may require, a blouse,
trousers, vest, or OV(tralls. The average pieces of wearing apparel
reported laundried per month during the past year were 7,165 shirts,
7;668 drawers, and 61828 socks, 132 trousers, 14 blouses, and 6 vests.
This is less than a change of clothes per week. The expense of the
laundry during the year was $1,440 for the services of 20 employees,
and $1,000 for soap chips, an average of a little over $1.05 per man;
but doubtless many of the men ha,ve their laundry done outside the
Home.
The fire department is reported adequate and in good
Fire department.
condition, and e2.amiued monthly. One engineer and
five hosemen are quartered at tbe engine house, ready
to respond to an alarm. Tllere is also an auxiliary force, consisting of
Clothing.

_
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all civilian firemen employed at the Home, who are regularly practiced
in fire drill. The Home is also connected with the fire department of
Milwaukee. There was no fire during the year. The last considerable
fire reported occurred in 1876 and caused about $5,000 damage. A
smaller fire in 1872 resulted in a loss of about $100.
The chief engineer at this Home has general superEngineer department. vision of construction, sewerage, electric, gas, and water
supplies, plumbing, steam :fitting and heating, machin-ery and boiler plant, and has been on duty here for twenty-six years.
Seventy-two men are employed under him as steam fitters, :fireme_n,
plumbers, ma~ons, builders, hosemen, coal passers, lamplighters, etc.
His department seems in good condition, and the system of water supply and sewerage satisfactory.
There are eleven shops at this Home-known. as the bakery, carpenter, engineer, harness, linen, paint, printing, shoe, soap, tailor, and tinthe accounts of which are under the quartermast'er.
Th~se :presented a neat appearance, and the facilities
Dini~_g hall a nd
for cooking and serving meals are reported ample,
kitchen.
·
though tables have to be set twwe
for each meal . Th e
food seemed well cooked and ample in quantity. From the reports
furnished it appears that during the month of December, 1895, the
daily issues to the dining hall averaged 3.11 pounds per man, at a cost
of $0.122; and during Jun~, 1806, 2.86 pounds, at a cost of $0.118.
To the hospital the issues during the month of December averaged
4.41 pounds per man, at a cost of $0.16; and during June 4.12 pounds,
at a cost of $0.147.
Swill and garbage are sold under contract at the rate of $20 per
month. The amount is estimated at 18,000 pounds per month.
There are 4,650 pieces of crockery reported in daily use, and 15,216
were received during the year and 7,552 broken, the breakage of bowls
and dinner plates amounting to over 3,000 each. The percentage of
breakage ranged from 2 for pepper and mustard pots to 84 for vegetable dishes.
None of the members of the Home receive outdoor relief in subsistence or other allowances.
MEDICAL DEP .A.RTMENT.

The hospital consists of 1 central building for offices, dining room, and
kitchen, and 3 two-story wings connected by corridors and used as wards,
all of veneered Milwaukee brick. The north half of the west wing is
used for the convalescents, in addition to those in the separate barrack.
The insane ward and a company are under this roof. The room wh~rc
the boilers were removed from is being nicely fitted up for other use.
The capacity of the hospital for patients is 169, and of the quarters
for convalescents 103. Everything in and about the hospital was in
goo9-.police. The hospital basements are used for storage and baggage
and by extra-duty men and a few patients, and the attics for storage
and aviary. There are 10 bath tubs in the hospital, and patients are
required to bathe once a week, or oftener when necessary. Ventilation
i effected by roof ventilators, fireplaces, and windows.
The average daily sick during the year was 172 in hospital, 91 in
convalescent quarter , and, 75 at ick call. There were 6U3 patients
admitted to the hospital during the year and 70 to tbe convale, c nt
quarters, and 546 were di charged from the former and 114 from the
latter a ur d. The total numb r of patients treated during tlie year
wa 3,072, and ach ca e wa. treated an average of forty-two day .
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There were no cases of contagious or infectious disea~es during the year
except erysipelas, and ·no diseases of local origin are reported.
The death rate for the year was 50.46 per 1,000 of the average present
and absent, and 39.78 per 1,000 of the whole number cared for, and is
about the same as reported for the previous year. Of the 136 deaths,
111 .occurred in hospital, 6 in other· parts of the reservation, and 19
away from the Home. The causes assigned are 128 natural and 8 the
result of accidents. The average age at death was 66.1 years; for the
previous year it was 64.8 years.
One hundred and seventeen of the deceased members were buried at
the Home cemetery. They are buried in the Home uniform, and a coffin
made in Milwaukee at a cost of $7.50. No allowance is made for funeral expenses of members dying outside of the Home, unless they are
buried at the Home. The cost of a funeral is reported,. at $16.65.
There are 138 hospital employees, of whom 121 are members and 17
civilians. The former serve in the capacity of hospital stewards, ward
masters, barber, bread cutters, cooks, dishwashers, drivers, funeral
escort, gravediggers, hall cleaners, nurses, orderlies, reader to blind,
waiters, and wound dressers, and the latter as a8sistant surgeon,
internes, nurses, matron, druggist, and cleann. The ratio of these
employees to the total number of patients treated is as 1 to nearly 22.5,
and to the average daily sick as 1 to about 2.5.
Medicines are obtained from the quartermaster's department upon
requisition, and issued to the patients upon the doctor's prescriptions
and at sick call. No account, except of whisky and wines, is kept at
the hospital of medicines received from quartermaster.
Facilities to care for the insane consist of a restraint ward of 12 beds,
closet and bath, and what is called the untidy ward of 31 beds, with
two small rooms aud one padded room. There is one strait-jacket, but
no cells for close confinement. The average annual number of insane
for the past three years bas been 45, while the number sent to an
insane asylum has averaged 9 per annum for the same period.
Nine members of this Branch are reported totally blind and 58 with
an impaired eyesight, so as to be unable to read, and all require more
or less attendance.
Many of the records a,re duplicates of those kept by other officers, and
it would seem as if the system could be simplified and made uniform
throughout all its branches.
Money and valuables found on unconscious members brought to the
hospital are taken by.the assistant surgeon, hospital steward, or ward
masters to the surgeon in charge, by whom they are kept in a safe.
No record is kept of what is turned over. The surgeon holds the pension money of the men in the hospital, and pays the same to them in
sma.11 sums, as needed by them.
The medical storeroom is in the cellar of the hospital building, and
jt seems dry and clean. Whisky is issued in 5-gallon lots, about 15
gallons per week; wine by the gallon, 2 to 4 per week; beer by the
case, 3 dozen. No account is kept at the hospital of second-hand clothing on hand.
NO. 3.-REPORT OF .A.N INSPECTION OF THE
AUGUST 16, 1896.

P .A.CIFIC

BR.A.NCH, MADE

There has been no cbange in the officer§ since last inspection. The
general condition of tbe Ilome and the adminiRtration of the various
departments speak well for their efficiency and ability.
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The accounts and disbursements of the treasurer were inspected from
November 30, 1895, the date of last inspection, to August 15, 1896, and
involved $340,167.52, pertaining to the general. pension, and post funds.
The expenditures, as shown by vouchers and transfers, amounted to
$3l7,278.64, leaving a balance on hand of $22,888.88, which was all on
deposit in tbe Los Angeles National Bank, except $43 of the post fund
cash on hand.
During _the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, the
General fund.
treasurer received on account of the general fund
· $262,150.53, of which $254,905.34 was from Congressional appropriations. The expenditures for the same period were
$233,734.31, of which over one-fifth was disbursed in currency. At
date of inspection there was a balance of $7,436.40 on deposit to the
credit of this fund.
The principal improvements made at this Branch
nd during the past year were an additional barrack, a main
Improvements
repairs. a
kitchen, and electric-light plant.
The contracts for the main kitchen amoup.t to ....•...••••••••••••••••••••• $18, 939
And sundry bills to ..••••..•••..•••••.•••••.•••••.•.•• ·. • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••
80

Total cost...........................................................

19,019

The appropriation for the building wa~ only $16,000; so the balance
was paid by General Franklin from the Ward fund, $3,019.
Tbe appropriation for tbe electric plant was $10,000, of which $9,969
was paid the contractor and $30.60 for sundry bills, leaving 40 cents
unexpended.
The appropriation for the barrack was $22,500. The original contract was for $20,153, but supplemental contracts were made ail.ding
$2,16l.10 to this amount, and sundry bills were charged amounting to
$184.90, leaving· $1 of the appropriation unexpended.
The plant is reported to give good service, but not of sufficient capacity for the work needed. The electric lights seem to be too high.
A trolley for carrying the beef and mutton to and from the cold-·
storage rooms is suggested, as the present method is very laborious;
the receiving point and scales are so distant from the storage rooms.
The improvements authorized for the present y~ar are a boiler house
and stack, $9,200, and an additional barrack, $22,500, .for which a contract for $20,376 has been made. This includes all plumbing, beating
apparatus, electric work, etc., complete. The building is to be two
stories of 13 feet, and an attic of average height of 8 feet. The central
building will be 45 by 45 feet, with two wings 26 by 72 feet each, with
no basement. Its normal capacity will be about 100, and the abnormal
from 185 to 200.
The improvements reported needed for tbe year ending June 30, 1898,
are estimated at over $100,000, and include two additional barrack ,
quarters for treasurer, chief clerk, and female nurses, large shop building, permanent bakery, permanent pumping plant, chapel, and as em bly
ba11. The amount expended on repairs during the year is reported as
19,195.42. The most considerable repairs upon one tructure were
made upon the pumping plant, at an expen e of $1,700. The water
problem is hardly satiRfactorily sohed yet at this Branch, and other
matter may naturally be held meanwhile in abeyance.
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· The treasurer paid out during the year on account
of pensions $168,037.30, and had a balance of$ 10,242.53
due the pensioners at the close of the year. 'l'he average paid each pensioner during the last quarter was $34.11. On ,June
30, 1896, there were 1,372 pensioners on the rolls at this Branch, against
1,113 a year previous, of whom 1,165 were present and 207 absent, 90
being absent over one year. At the close of the year there were J 51
pensioners who had balances to their credit. Of these, 2 had between
$500 and $1,000 each; 28 between $100 and $500 each; and 121 had
less than $100 each. The address of one pensioner who had $ l00 to
his credit was not known; and 3 pensioners, with a total amount of $78
to their credit, had been transferred to an insane asylum. At date of
inspection the balance to the credit of this fund was $9,355.30.
·
The receipts from sales during the year at the beer
Postfund.
hall and Home store and restaurant were $ 17,535.52,
and the expenditures for stock $9,717.41. The assets
reported at the close of the year were $5,095.40 cash, and $2,002.56
merchandise. At date of inspection, August 15, 1896, the treasurer
had in his charge $6,097.18.
·
The post-fund buildings are not convenient nor suitable for their
purpose. The unsightly beer hall was origiually constructed for a store,
and the store and restaurant for a waiting station, post -office, and lunch
counter. There are few or none of the usual checks on the r eceipts
from sales, and reliance is placed on the men in charge and the supervision of the treasurer, who makes monthly inventories of stock and
property. The receipts at the beer hall are not turned over to the
treasurer as so much received each day, but so much received for each .
barrel, varying from $25.25 to $25.75 per barrel in August. During
three days in that month one barrel was sold each day, and yielded
exactly the same amount. The system adopted at some other Branches
appears more businesslike and commendable.
Purch~ses are made by the treasurer, as regulated by
Purchases.
the supply scliedule of the Board of Managers. Contracts are made for everything practicable which can
be foreseen.
The principal articles of food, as flour, beef, potatoes, coffee, tea, sugar,
bacon, etc., for the last quarter of the fiscal year were purchased in Los
Angeles; fresh fish were procured from San Diego, and sirup from
Santa Monica.
The average number of men reported employed durEmployees.
ing the year under the general fund were 3 officers, 14
non-commissioned officers, 241 members, and 31 civilians, or a total of 289, which is about one-fifth of the average present.
An average of 77 men per day were on fatigue duty, cleaning grounds
and dining room and kitchen duty without pay, but not as a penalty.
Diniug-room service is performed by detail for a week at a time and
recurs about every four and a half months. Substitutes may be hired
for $1.50, which is paid to the dining-room sergeant, by whom the substitute is hired. About 75 men are detailed each week, and from 30 to
35 of these hire substitutes.
Some system of detail and substitutes for dining-room duty seems to
prevail at several Branches, and uniformity, supervision, and regular
record seems needed, so the best practice will prevail everywhere.
Perhaps one officer or the post council could take cognhauce of all
hiring of duty and see that all expenditures are duly recorded and conform to services properly rcndere<l. Experienced aucl proficient workers.
WAR 96-VOL I--64
Pension fund.
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room orderlies, nurses, etc., can usually render better service than can
be expected from too frequent changes and grumbling workers, and to
give the man in charge some opportunity for selection of a capable
man of proper temper and habits may sometimes prove more beneficial
than blindly following the roster. Good management, watchful care,
and a kindly, contented spirit sometimes seems needed all round ; and
it must be known where and how the best success has been attained,
and whether the same methods can be adopted or improved upon
elsewhere,
.A.DMINIST'RATION,

The average number of officers and members present
during the year was 1,408, which is an increase of 175
over the number reported for the preceding year; and
an average of 362, or 20.5 per cent was constantly absent. A.t date of
inspection, 1,585 officers and members, including 17 temporary members,
we1--e present at the Home, which, with the civilian employees, women and
children living on the reservation, made the total population present
1,627; and 391 members were absent.
The number of vacant beds was 10 in barracks and 3 in hospital, which
is a little over 3 per 100 of the members then absent.
The men presented a fine appearance at the review, and showed
evidence of good care.
·
Discipline seems well maintained, and a considerable
Discipline.
decrease is noted in the number of trials during the past
year as compared with the previous year, despite the
increase in membership, and only about 15 per cent of the average present were tried.. Over two-thirds of all trials were for drunkenness and
absence without leave. The penalties attached include reprimands and
,caution, labor without pay, if the offender is under 64 years of age and
·not too much disabled, and in extreme cases, discharge from the Home.
Discipline is enforced by the company officers and Home police and
the officers or foremen of the various departments. Disorderly or insubordinate men are cautioned, and if the disturbance continues, sent to the
guardhouse, which was a model in order, neatness, and ventilation .
The library is located on the second floor of the
Amusements.
administration building, and seems well arranged and
satisfactorily conducted, but is rather distant from the
,barracks. A.t the close of the year it contained 1,727 volumes. Books
,may be taken from the library for one week and renewed at the expiration of that period. Books of fiction and magazine literature are
reported in greatest demand, and it seems that an average of about 11
books was read by each member during the past year. This Home did
.not subscribe for any paper or periodicals, but received a liberal supply
gratuitously.
The band was maintained during the entire year with an average
.member hip of 11 musicians, 8 of whom are civilians. The cost of
maintenance for the year, including subsistence and other allowances
of civHians, bas averaged $321.71. per musician and ij2.51 per member,
which enables some compari on of per capita cost and benefit to ue
made between the everal Branches.
The band play each afternoon ou the balcony of the dining ball. The
mu ·ician ~ receive the ·ame rations as member , but no clothing. Their
quarter are team heated. There was some complaint as to the extreme
paucity of patriotic familiar, or Anglo-Saxon music, though 11one as tQ
·the excellent rendition of the elections.
Population.
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There is no building at this Branch deserving the name of theater,
and no theatrical performauces are given. _The small, unattractive, and · ·
unsuitable assembly ball (so called), which seats about 250, is used for
entertainments, religious services, Grand Army and society meetings,
and other assembly purposes. No expenses were incurred during the
year for performances. When any are given, an admission charge of 10
or 15 cents is collected by the company performing. Thirteen performances were given for which admission was charged, aud three were
free.
Such an amusement building as was recently erected at Dayton and
such a church as was built at Leavenworth would be a godsend here.
A suitable hall is certainly badly needed here, and would be much
appreciated by the men.
There is no billiard hall nor tables, except one in the Keeley Club.
Cards are played in barracks and hospital; in the former about twentyfive tables and in the latter t:wo tables are used for that purpose. A
chessboard and men are provided in the library.
.A small collection of animals assembled within screened inclosures
attract considerable interest and furnish some amusement; indeed, it
frequently becomes the center of a cluster of intent spectators.
This club has a membership of 51, and holds weekly
Keeley Club.
meetings in a room in the hospital basement specially
fitted up for the purpose. Its gain in membership during the year was 25, who took the cure for the first time, and 2 took
the cure a second time. The loss from all causes was 48, of whom 39
were dropped for nonpayment of dues. The cost of taking the treatment, whether for the first or second time, is $15, and $2.30 additional
for initiation. The receipts of the club during the year were $632.05,
and the expenses were $24.83 in excess of the receipts. No inducements are given members to take the treatment. Occasional1y a dissipated member is advised to investigate the matter, and graduates of
the cure sometimes persuade others ,yho have the drink habit to take
the treatment.
In addition to the Keeley Club, there are two Grand Army posts, one
Union Veteran Legion, one naval organization, 3,nd a singing club at
this Home, with a total membership of 400. These societie.s meet weekly
in the assembly ball, except the singing club, which meets in the band
quarters, and are said to have an excellent effect upon the discipline of
the Home. Their iufluence is iu the direction of restraining members
whose habits are bad, encouraging good conduct and observance of the
rules, and giving a valued support to the administration of the Branch.
Divine services are held every Sunday morning and
Religious services. afternoon in the assembly hall or hospital, and other
services are held on week days, the total numl>er,
including prayer meetings and services by volunteers, aggregating
about 250 for the year. The chaplains regularly employed by the Home
are a Roman Catholic and a Protestant, who receive each a compensation
of $20 per month, and $5 for officiating at funerals, and do not live on
the reservation. Each chaplain manifests an interest in the religious
welfare of the members. They also visit the sick frequently. Religious
services are reported well attended.
The farm contains 469 acres under cultfvation, and
Farm.
comprises tlie following buildings: 1 house for farm
hands, a barn and shed for stock and carriage , 2 hay
barns, 4 corncribs, a d1icken hou e, slaughterhouse, 1 house for breeding hog·, 3 hog sheds, a milk house, cow shed, tool house, nursery
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building, and hothouse. The horse barn and 2 hay barns are in fair
condition; all others are reported in poor condition.
The transportation of the Home consists of 24 public vehicles, carts,
etc., and 19 horses and 2 mules. Besides these, the farm keeps 23 cows
and 225 pigs, and furnishes stabling for 7 private vehicles and-4 private
horses. The farm stock on hand June 30, 1896, was valued at $4,735.
The products fo:1' the year furnished the mess were estimated at a value
of $9,002.07, including $2,276.64 for 14,229 gallons of milk, which is
credited to the farm at 16 cents per gallon. The value of the crop
raised and consumed on the farm is reported as $2,787.10, and of the
products sold as $154.13. The quality of the crop compares favorably
with that purchased, and no Branch has the appearance of greater interest or success in the department.
One hundred and ninety acres of land were leased for one year from
. November 19, 1895, by authority of the Board of Managers, for onethird crop to the Home.
The records and files in this office were up to date and
.Adjutant's office. properly indexed, and showed care and system. The
data required by the "application blotter" seemed to be
voluminous and might be postponed until the applicant was admitted,
when it is all repeated in the historical register, such as height, complexion, color-of eyes, of hair, religion, ability to read or write, matters
which apparently could have no bearing on his eligibility for admission.
SUPPLY DEPARTMENTS.

There are seven barracks at this Branch, all well
policed and in good repair, except as to painting 3:nd
floors; and their condition as to comfort and sanitait10n
is reported good, though the system of ventilation, which is effected by
open fireplaces . and foul air ducts leading to air shafts, does not work
equally well in bright and damp or foggy w~ather. They are heated by
steam and lighted by electricity. The latter is not quite adequate,
owing to necessary economy of power. It is understood the new barracks now under construction may have no basement nor chimneys, as
they maybe useless and cost more. The barracks were originally constructed for 100 men each; but are now occupied by an average of 187
each. This change was effected by increasing the number in the wards,
using smoking and reading rooms for beds, and occupying the attics .
.All of the barracks have attics, and three have basements which are used
as storerooms. The attics seem popular enough among the members, and
have been decidedly improved as dormitories, though at first they had
no special provisions for ventilation, and were not so well lighted nor
heated. Lavatories, fire escapes, additional windows, ceilings, etc.,
have made a marked difference in their appearance and comfort.
There are 17 bath tubs in the barracks with an average number of 77
men to each tub, and the.re are 23 men to each hopper and 32 to each
urinal. The scarcity of water, without regard to its quality, increasingly affects this question, and attention is invited to the system mentioned by Colonel Bache in his report upon the Southern Branch, a it
i said to be equally efficacious with the expenditure of half the quantity of water.
The bed teads are single, iron cot., with woven wire
13 t8!1~:/ nd
mattre es, 6 feet 2 inches by 2 feet 6 jnches. The
mattre in use js cotton and reported to weigh 16
pound . The average up ply of bedding per man con i 't of 1 cotton
:Buildings.
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mattress, 3 blankets, 3 sheets, 1 counterpane, 1 pillow, and 2 pillowcases. The bedding is aired daily. The locker in use is 3 feet high, 2
wide, and 1 deep, and has a drawer in top and shelves below inclosed
with panel door. Bedsteads, bedding, and lockers were reported in
. good condition. This being a new Branch, everything of a semi-permanent character is in excellent condition. It may be better that no more
such narrow bedsteads and mattresses be purchased, but the hospital
size (3 feet broad) be used throughout the camp during the declining
days of these elderly men.
There are no storehouses at this Branch, and all
Supplies.
quartermaster, subsistence, and medical supplies are
stored in basements. These storage places are as little
objectionable as could be expected for basements, and are far less objectionable for stores than for humans, and less objectionable than basements where members sleep by the score or hundred at other Branches.
Inventories· are taken annually of quartermaster stores, quarterly of
clothing, and mon~hly of commissary . stores, and veriiied by the
property clerk or the quartermaster-sergeant. It is just as well not to
have any excessive stock on hand. Furniture and other property of
the Home is not all mal'ked, but taken up as public property, and the
quartermaster has no receipt from officers and others for property continuously in their possession, though he reports that he bas a complete
record of the same. Unserviceable property is disposed of by inspection
and condemnation, and sale or destruction. The value of property
condemned during the year is exhibited in the tables appended.
The bill of fare is made up quarterly by the treasurer, and is adhered
to except under a failure to receive supplieR. Weekly issues are made
of sugar, tea, coffee, and groceries generally, and daily issues of beef
and vegetables. The dining-room sergeant has charge of these stores
and issues to the chief cook the amount required for each day. He
also has supervision of the m~als and cooking. The swill and refuse
are carried to barrels near the kitchen. These barrels are carried each
day to the farm, emptied and brought back, sometimes uncleaned. The
admirable tidiness about the handling of the refuse, which is so evident
at some of the branches, has hardly been attained yet at this, but the
management and arrangements about the general mess have greatly
improved recently.
All clothing jssued, whether new .o r secondhand, is
Clothing.
charged in the clothing ledger to the member receiving
it. In case of failure on his part to account for it,
when called upon to do so, he is dealt with according to the laws and
regulations of April 30, 1883, applicable to such cases. The allowance
of clothing and the exchange of old clothing for new are governed by
the regulations. No clothiug is allowed to be taken away .by members
who go on furlough, except by order of the governor, nor do men
become entitled to issue during absence. Condemned clothing is sold
as rags or destroyed. 1'here were 5,882 pounds of rags sold during the
year at one-half cent per pound.
Theclothing accounts at this Branch seem very complete. All clothing
received at the Home is taken up and carried, until dropped by action of
an inspector. The surgeon reports all clothing destroyed by his order,
or used for burial of the dead, and if a member leaves the Home with
clothing, and while absent is dropped from the rolls, a board of survey
reports the amount of clothing taken and these reports are all held for
the action of an inspector. Clothing is not issued nn1ess the clothing
proposed to be turned in is not fit for further wear, though record is
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made of clothing exchanged. Clothing fit for further wear, received
from. effects of dead or discharged men, is issued to men temporarily at
post or exchanged with men not entitled to new clothing. The storeroom was in good condition and articles were conveniently and carefully
arranged. A satisfactory test was made of certain articles reported
on hand.
Soiled clothing and bedding are collected from. com.Laundry.
panies and hospital under the supervision of noncommissioned officers on Saturdays, and sent to tbe
laundry and returned on Fridays. Duplicate check lists are kept an_d
verified. The average number of pieces laundered per m~nth 1s
reported as 9,990, of which 4,280 are shirts, 3,687 drawers, anct. 1,152
socks (pairs). There are 12 men employed in the laundry, to whom. a
compensation of $1,181.79 was paid during the year for services. The
following is the reported cost per week for washing of clothhig.

i~~~ :~~~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: $~~:~

t1esoda. ·----- ............ ···:-·· ------ .... ------.------ ------ ·----· .... ····: tf~
Total .•••• - - - - • - --- • - - - - •• - -- • - - - - - -- - - • - - --- • - - - - •• -- ••• - - - •••• - --- • 72. 98

During the week of the inspection 7,137 pieces of clothing were
washed, making the expense of washing, exclusive of steam power, a
fraction over one-half cent per piece. It is estimated that 200 memb~rs
do their own washing wholly or partly, or have it done for them outside
the laundry.
.
The number of dryers is reported·as not sufficient for the growmg
needs of the camp. At least two more are needed, also an additional
washer and a wringer. It is found that some Branches have not the
same machinery as others. The supply of towels is reported as not
sufficient; that members sometimes use pillow-cases for that purpose.
The laundry was in good police and the work well done.
Protection against .fire consists of 25 fire hydrants,
Fire department. 2,000 feet fire hose, fire extinguishers and grenades
distributed in buildings, and a volunteer fire brigade.
The hose is carried on a temporary wagon, and a suitable hose cart
seems n~eded. The fire brigade consists of 125 men with a chief and
assistants, made up of small organizations in each inhabited building,
and is able to throw a stream of water on a fire, except at remote buildings, within three minutes after an alarm in daytime. The apparatus
is tested usually two or three times a month, except when the water is
scarce. There were no fires <luring the past year for which the fire
department was called out. The only serious fire at this Branch occurred
in 1893, when· the governor's residence was completely destroyed, causing a loss of $8,000. The frame buildings here demand a particularly
good fire service.
The duties of the chief engineer pertain to the superEngineer department. vision of all construction, machinery, plumbing,repairs,
etc., and he bas general charge of the shops, and
receives orders from the quartermaster at the treasurer's office, where
he reports daily for instruction. He has been on duty here about
seven years. Forty-eight men are employed under him as blacksmiths,
painters, tin mith, carpenters, engineer , plumber, coal passers, laborers, steam :fitter, and clerk.
There are eleven hops at this Branch known as the bakery, carpenter, engineer, harness, horseshoeing, printing, paint, hoe, soap, tailor,
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and tin, the accounts of which are under the · charge of the treasurer
and acting quartermaster.
Material for the shops is chaTged to the shop account at cost price,
and credited at same rate from the shop book for quantity used and
service as. to time employed at average rate of pay. 'fhe annual report
of the shops, made to the Board of Managers, is made from the internal
vouchers, and "repairs" is charged with a sufficient amount to make
up the difference between the amount expended for labor and material
taken from the shop account, and the amount as shown by the internal
vouchers, but the cost of service as shown by the shop accounts do not
agree with the actual amount expended as appears on the pay rolls.
The shops are somewhat scattered and in temporary places, and it
would seem more desirable if they were located in one suitable and
presentable building.
The drainage is reported good, and the sewage, mixed with some
fresh water, is carried to the vegetable garden for irrigation. The
chief engineer is competent and attentive to his duties.
The question of water is a serious problem at this
Water supply.
Branch. The supply is limited and not adequate to the
present demands, owing to two dry seasons. Water is
obtained from two distinct sources-wells and a flowing stream in one
of the mountain canyons. The wells and pumps are located in the low
land on the Home territory, about half a mile from the headquarters
building. There are three wells-one large well 75 feet deep and two
new welJs 89 feet deep each. The pumps in use are a deep-well pump,
with a capacity of 125 gallons, and a Worthington pump with a capacity
of 160 gallons per minute. There is said to be no special difference in
the quality of the water pumped from the mountains or that pumped
from the wells. It contains much sand and grit, which injures and
obstructs valves and cuts surfaces and wears cylinders and pump rods .
. There is so much scale that boilers must be cleaned every two weeks
or so. A settling reservoir or a :filtration system may possibly cure
this. It is understood that the question of an improved water service
bas been brought to the attention of the Boa.rd of Managers. Large
expenditures have been made to receive and bold the expected water
from the canyon, but the water is not received, if there now, in the
quantity needed, so recourse is bad to wells and pumps; aud yet, with
this addition, it is insufficient, even if of the best quality, and great
economy has to be observed in its daily use at the Home, and the
sewage is utilized for irriga,tion. It would seem but proper before any
further expenditures were made looking to improve the water supply
that careful study and tests and detailed plans and estimates again
should be made by experts in these matters. Mistakes in such matters
a.re costly, and it is not unimportant there to get the matter fixed just
right.
The kitchen is so new that of course it was in good
Din~fct:~.and condition, but in the dining hall the floor is considerably worn, and the plastering of the walls more or less
cracked. Both places were in good police. Facilities for cooking and
serving meals are reported ample, though tables have to be set twice
for each meal, and several tables three times. Twenty-two men are
permanently employed in the kitchen and five in the dining hall; and
72 are temporarily detailed, the details being made by the acting adjutant on the first of each month by roster from the several companies.
From the reports furnished it seems that during the month of December, 1895, the daily issues to the dining hall averaged 3.25 pounds per
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man at a cost of $0.127, and during June, 1896, 3.84 pounds at a cost of
$0.128. The issues to the hospital averaged during December 5.51
pounds per ma.n at a cost of $0.211, and during June 5.84 pounds at a
cost of $0.199.
There are 5,760 pieces of crockery, co!Sting $326.99, reported in daily
use. The per cent of breakage for the year ranged from 10 for salt
cellars and mustard pots _to 90 for water pitchers.
The tea did not seem to be of good quality, and more time seems
needed at meals before waiters remove the dishes. Complaint was also
made of the poor quality and distribution of ice recently used for drinking water. The flavor of artificial ice sometimes is unpleasant; and
this cold storage and ice plant is new and hardly working as well at
first as those at the Dayton and Southern Branches now do.
None of the members of this Home receive outdoor relief in subsistence or other allowances, but several letters have been received asking for it, and it works so well at the regular Home that it seems to
deserve consideration here.
MEDIC.AL DEPARTMENT.

The hospital is composed of four buildings connected by inclosed
eorridors, viz, administration building, north and south wings, and
kitchen and dining hall, and with two lavatories. Its capacity for
patients, without crowding, is 146. The convalescent company is
quartered in one of the dormitories of Barrack No. 7, and part of the
attics of the north wing of the hospital. Other parts of the attics are
used as dormitories :for the employees, and the basements of the hospital are used for storage. Great care seems to be taken to keep the
hos_pital in a neat and clean condition. There are four bathrooms in
the hospital, and an average of 40 patients to each bath tub. Patients
are required to bathe weekly, and have the assistance of a nurse, if
necessary. There are gratings in the floor for the purpose of ventilation, leading into wooden conduits, and a ventilating stack built of
brick.
It seems questionable whether a water-closet should be introduced
into a sick ward, as has been done at one Branch.
The average daily sick during the year was 94 in hospital, 66 in
convalescent company, and 31 at sick call. There were 418 patients
admitted to the hospital during the year, and 222 to the convalescent
company; and 63 were discharged from the hospital as cured. The
total number of patients treated during the year was 774, and each
case was under treatment an average of seventy-seven days. There
were no cases of contagious or infectious diseases, nor diseases of local
origin reported for the year.
The death rate for the year was 46.89 per 1,000 of the average present
and absent, and 38.04 per 1,000 of the whole number cared for, and is
higher than reported for the preceding year. Of the 83 deaths, 68
occurred in hospital, 1 in barracks, and 14 outside of the reservation. The causes assigned are 74 natural, 2 suicide, and 7 the result of
accidents. The average age at death is reported at Mt years against
61 the year before.
Seventy-four of the deceased members were buried at the Home cemetery. They are buried in the Home uniform, consisting of blouse, trousers, undershirt, drawers, and socks, and in coffins made in San Francisco
at a cost of $8.45 each. Coffins can be made at the Home cheaper.
'.rhe cost of a funeral is reported as 15. No allowance is made for
funeral expen es of rnembers <lyiug out i<le of the Home.
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.A. more careful and closer index to the hospital records might add to
their value. .Money and valuables are permitted to be kept by the
patients but may be turned over to the surgeon, who gives no receipts
for money or articles received by him. The sick-call blotter kept at
this Branch seems to be of more value than the regular sick-call
r ecord.
There are 74 hospital employees, of whom 66 are members and 8
civilians. The former serve in the capacity of druggist, hospital steward, ward masters, cooks, dishwashers, funeral escort, nurses, waiters,
etc., and the latter as assistant surgeons, matron, interne, and female
nurses. The ratio of these employees to the total number of patients
t reated is as 1 to about 10.5 and to the average daily sick as 1 to
about 2.6.
.
Medicines are obtained from the quartermaster's department, which
apparently issues in large quantities upon monthly requisitions, and
issued to the patients upon the doctor's prescription. The drug storeroom was not in very good police.
There are no facilities at this Branch for 'the proper care of incurable
or violent insane, and all such are sent at once to an asylum, after having been adjudged insane by commissioners appointed by a civil court.
Seven were sent to the asylum at Highlands, Cal., during the year.
Twenty-six members showed indications of disordered minds during
the year, of whom 7 were considered permanently insane and 19 temporarily. The insane are quartered in hospital wards and attic, and
there are 2 cells for close confinement and one strait-jacket.
Nine members at this Branch are reported totally blind, and 18 with
impaired eyesight so as to be unable to read. Members requiring treatment for diseases of the eye are attended by a specialist regularly
detailed as assistant surgeon.

No.

4.-REPORT OF AN lNSPEC1'ION OF THE WES1':&.RN BRANCH,
MADE

AUGUST 31, 1896.

The officers are efficient and painstaking, and exercise a watchful
care over the interests of the Home. There has been no change in their
personnel since last inspection.
DISBURSEMENTS.

The accounts and disbursements of the treasurer were inspected
from November _19, 1895, the date of the last inspection, to August 31,
1896, and involved $635,519.19, pertaining to the general, pension, post,
and improvement funds. The expenditures, as shown by vouchers
and transfers, amounted to $568,779.68, leaving a balance on hand of
$66,739.51, whfoh consisted of $234.17 cash on hand and $66,505.34 on
deposit in the First National Bank of Leavenworth.
During the past fiscal year the treasurer received
General fund.
on accoun1i of this fund $327,273.88, consisting of
$295,980.60congressional appropriations and $31,293.28
receipts from sales and other sources. The expenditures for the same
period were $232,580.50 by check and $70,129.76 in currency. At date
of inspect-i on there was a balance of $36,432.28 on deposit to the credit
of this fund.
No special improvements were authorized or made
Improve~ent and during the past year, but during the present year a
repairs.
building for the insane, long needed, if it will , ec_l!re
better quarters and care tllau the basement gave they formerly occupied,
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is contemplated and under construction at a cost of $5,300, and to
renew and cover the steam pipes and connections, for which $7,514-.75
was appropriated. The improvements reported needed for tbe year
ending June 30, 1898, are a quartermaster's building, water filter, a,nd
building two barracks, a guardhouse, and steam boilers, at a total
estimated cost of $87,400. The amount expended on repairs during
the past year is reported as $26,012.48.
Nothing was received by the treasurer during the year on account of
the western improvement fund. At date of last inspection, November
19, 1895, be had $840.68 on hand, of which $58~.80 was disbursed during the year. The October pay roll from this fund embraced a civilian
florist and 5 laborers, 2 guards, 1 machinist, 1 rodrnan, and 1 civil
engineer, members.
The roadway leading by the most direct way from the barracks of
"0," "F," "M" and "A" companies to the dining hall was paved with
irregular blocks of stone, and seemed very rough.
The treasurer paid out during the year on account of
Pension fond.
pensions $321,230.79; and had a balance of $16,170.55,
due the pensioners at the close of the year. The average paid each pensioner·during the last quarter of the year was $35.36.
On June 30, 1896, there were 2,456 pensioners on the rolls at ·this
Branch, against 2,177 a year previous, of whom 1,725 were present and
731 absent, the longest absence being four years. There were 74 pensioners, at the close of the year, who had balances to tbeit credit. Of
these, 4 bad between $500 and $1,000 each; 42 between $100 and $500
each; and 28 less than $100 each. The addresses of 11 pensioners,
who had a total of $450 to thetr credit, were not known; and 34 pensioners, with a total of $4,536.75 to their credit, had been transferred
to an insane asylum. At date of inspection, August 31, 1896, the funds
on hand, pertaining to pensions, were found to be $21,204.22, which
were on deposit in bank.
The receipts from sales during the year at the Home
Postfund.
store, restaurant, and. beer hall were $38,060.31, aud
the expenditures $20,709.74, of which $19,501.79 was
for stock and $1,207.95 for employees and incidentals. Receipts
from other sources under this fund were $5,268.64, and expenditures
$19,015.66. The assets reported at the close of the year were $9,983.42
cash and il2, 719.82 merchandise. Goods for the store are bought on
competitive bids. Some vouchers for payments from this fund sent to
Hartford last April had not been returned, thus leaving the disbursing officer without any evidence of payment to present for inspection.
The pay roll for July, 1896, amounted to $797.90.
At date of inspection, August 31, 1896, the treasurer had in his
charge $8,845.13 pertaining to this fund.
The business of the post fund is almost entirely transacted in the
basements of two barracks, and this Home has no separate buildings
for store or beer ball, as found at other branches. Large upper rooms
over the dining room might answer for a canteen, library, and amusement room, if properly divided, when no longer needed for a theater.
They are miserable abortions when used as dormitories. These ba ements are not considered convenient nor suitable. There are, however,
several buildings at the Branch erected in whole or part from the post
fund, namely, chapel, band leader's re idence, two band stands, and
member's work hop. The la t named is a tructure deigned for men
who delight in pa ing their time m~king all orts of fancy articles or
working on some pet invention or scheme.
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The brick plant, which was established some years ago under this
fund and has furnished considerable material for paving and building,
does not seem to have been profitable during the year. The reports
sh9w the receipts from the sale of brick to have been $3,850.50, and the
expenditures $4,123.26. The accounts relating to it seemed to bein a confused condition. The inventory for June takes up 22,887 tiling brick as
"not heretofore reported." Fifty thousand brick for the foundation of
the new boilers were sold to the general fund at $6 per thousand, and
112,000 tiling brick for repairs of hospital basement and kitchen scullery at $20 per thousand, while 53 cents per thousand was paid from the
general fund for hauling 400,000 brick from the brickyard to various
places on the Home grounds.
The brick plant, which was inventoded June 30, 1896, at $3,500, after
a credit on account of depreciation of $10,000, was sold on July 24,
1896, for $2,500, possession to be given immediately and allowed to
operate until December 1, 1896. , Five per cent of brick made to be left
on the ground as rent and for use of clay, and all the plant to be removed
March 1, 1897.
Purchases for staple article used by the Home are
Purchases.
usually made under contracts for three, six, nine, or
twelve months. Open-market purchases are made in
cases of emergency, where the articles are not covered by contract or ,
the amount involved is less than $100. The principal articles of food
·for the last quarter of the fiscal year were purchased in Kansas City
and Leavenworth. ]'lour, coffee, potatoes, :fish (salt and fresh, except
fresh white), beans, sirup, cheese, and sugar were obtained from the
latter city, and beef (fresh and corned), tea, bacon, pork, fresh whitefish, ham, and butterine from the former city.
The daily number of employees averaged 355, and
Employees.
included 5 officers, 25 non-commissioned officers, 285
members, and :4,:0 civiUans. The maximum employed
at one time was 379 and the minimum 308. .A.bout 41,724 days' work
was performed without pay, but not as a penalty, by an average daily
number of 114 members, who were detailed for dining-room or kitchen
duty or picking garden products on the farm.
ADMINISTRATION.

The average number of officers and members present
during the year was 2,340, which is a gain of 79 over
the number reported for the preceding year, and an
average of 784, or 25.l per cent, was constantly absent. The highest
number present during the year was 2,531, on February 21, 1896, and
the lowest 2,211, on July 1, 1895. At date of inspection the total popuJation consisted of 2,455 persons, including temporary members, women
and children, and 846 members were absent.
The transients or "temporary at post" add over seventy-five per cent
to the average present to make the total cared for. Neither the transients nor the continuous absentees may be so marked a feature of this
new post as some of the others, but in considering the statistics concerning the men it is apt to enUst attention everywhere.
There were no vacant beds reported in barracks or hospital at date
of inspection.
The rnem bers presented a commendable appearance at inspection.
The broad paveme11ts and beautiful site of this Home aff'orcl. a rare
opportunity for interesting ceremouies. Ouly tlie useful is giveu much
Population.
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place at these inspectio11s, where it is important to see the men and
several suits of their clothing and have some test of the discipline and
orderliness. But on a flag day there was a very noticeable ceremony
here, when children mingled with the veterans, and the impressive features of the occasfon have been most widely commended.
Discipline is enforced by company captains and the
Discipline.
corporal in charge of each ward, and by the guard,
consisting of 1 lieutenant, 2 sergeants, .2 corporals,
and 13 privates. Over 82 per cent, or 1,932 members, were reported
as uot tried during the year.
The penalties attached comprise extra duty without pay from thirty
to sixty days, light labor, and limits of the Home grounds. Fines are
not imposed, and members 64 years old and over are not required to
work outside under sentence.
Among the facilities for amusements are mentioned
Amusements.
billiard and card tables, checkers, dominoes~ theater,
opera, minstrels, band concerts, boating, fishing, boo]rs,
papers, and magazines, '' old men's workshop," which seems gro_wmg
into quite a feature·and novelty~ requiring some management and isolation perhaps; and quoits, with championship rules and regular org~nization. Of these comic opera, minstrels, and melodrama, and quoits,
seem best liked.
The deer park has been abolished. 'rhe proper encouragement_ and
arrangements for outdoor occupation in summer and indoor in wmter
has received considerable attention and deserves complete success at
all the Branches. The active army is perhaps making more progress
in this direction at present than the disabled veterans.
.
The library is situated in the up-per story of ~he Ward Memorial
Building. It is well lighted, roomy, clean, and tidy, and serves the
purpose of a reading room as well as library.
At the close of the year there were 8,062 volumes on hand. Books
may be taken from the library for a peri-od of ten days, but must 1?e
returned in good order. Books . of fiction, history, and biography, m
the order named, are in greatest demand, and the books read averaged
over 11 per member for the past year.
The band is maintained through.out the year, though with a considerably reduced strength during winter. Each year about October 15
the band is usu.ally reduced to six or seven, exclusive of tbe leader, who
is permanently employed, and in April of each year or thereabout the
band is reorganized with a full membership. The number of musicians
in the band throughout the year averaged 14-h, The cost of maintenance during the year, including subsistence and other allowances of
civilians, has averaged $393.09 per musician and $2.45 per member.
The bands appear to have been the most acce-ptable and successful
amusement at these Homes, and it may be only fair if the Government
should contribute as much to their support as it does to that of a regimental band. The musicians are quartered in a room on the first floor
of one of the barracks, except the leader, who lives in a house built for
his use and supplied with steam beat from the boiler house, but receives
no clothing or rations. The other musicians are each furni hed with a
blouse and one pair of trousers, and eat at the general table with the
members. Their ub istence is paid for by the po t fund.
The second floor of the general dining ball is fitted up as a theat r.
It was in good condition, but doe not eem suitable for that purpo e,
the , eats, of which there are 1 300, b ing on a level, and the ' taO'e ne e sarily low ou account of a low ·eiliug, and the acoustic propertie are
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said to be poor. The entertainments given comprise concerts, lectures,
melodrama, minstrels, and general theatrical performances. No admission is charged to members, but outsiders pay 25 cents. The revenue
from this source was $45.50 for the year. Sixteen performances were
given, at a cost of $2,147.50.
The success of the amusement building recently erected at Dayton,
in addition to its handsome theater aud church, may fill a long-felt
·want and will be watched with interest. The mental and social side
of humanity deserves considerate attention at every Home and receives
it about in equal proportion at each Branch.
·
The billiard room is in the Keeley clubroom in the basement of the
Ward Memorial Hall, and contains one billiard and one pool table.
The tables are not reported in frequent -use, which may be due to their
location, though there is some little playing nearly every day except .
Sundays. There is no charge for these games. The billiard room is
also used for card playing, though the latter is indulged in mainly in
barracks and hospital, where about 75 card tables are in use. Perhaps
cards are the most common amusement at the Homes.
The Home owns six boats, which may be used free of charge by members. Civilians pay 25 cents per hour for one person and 5 cents extra
for each additional person. Disorderly or hazardous condu.ct is strictly
J)rohibited. The receipts from this source were $40.20 for the year and
the expenses $18.67.
There is also a quoit club at the Home and a quoiting ground in the
ravine in rear of the barrSieks. This game is very popular.
This society numbers 1,046, and holds weekly meetKeeley League.
ings in the basement of Ward Memorial Hall. Its gain
in membership during the year was 72, who took the
cure for the first time; aHd there were 20 who took it a second, and 4 a
third time. The loss during the year was 72 by relapse and expulsion.
The total cost of medicines in taking the cure is reported as $15 for
alcoholism and $22.10 for morpbinisrn. The total receipts during the
year were $3,231.90, which, with the balance of $114.36 on hand July 1,
1895, made $3,346.26 available for disbursement. The expenditures
were $2,547.29, leaving a balance on hand of $798.97. The funds are
deposited in the First National Bank of Leavenworth, and its accounts
are kept separate and distinct from other funds. It is reported that the
members take the cure of their own volition, and no inducements are
held out except the encouragement engendered by the redeemed men
themselves or the moral suasion which every sober, right-thinking man
exerts to save his brother from a drunkard's grave.
In addition to the Veterans' Keeley Lea,gue there is a Grand Army
of the Republic post (Brennan Post, No. 380) at the Home, with a membership of 300, which meets twice a month in the basement of the Ward
Memorial Hall. Great interest is manifested in the welfare of tbese
organizations by the members, and they are said to have a good effect
upon the discipline of the Home.
Divine services are held in the two auditoriums of
Religions services. the chapel, or Immanuel Church, as it is known, each
chaplain having his own auditorium. The Protestant
chaplain, who receives a compensation of $100 per month and quarters,
fuel, light, and forage and stabling for one horse, held services regularly
three times each week, with occasional extra services, and officiated at
all funerals of members not of the Catholic faith. He al o vi ·ited the
siek frequently and performed acts of kindness for them, such as
letter-writing, etc. The Catholic chaplain, who receives $65 pe1· month
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and forage and stabliug for one horse, but does not live at the Home,
held services twice each week and benediction each Friday evening;
also services during Lent and on other occasions. He visited the sick
in hospital frequently, officiated at funerals of Catholic members, and
attend-ed a number of society meetings and other gatherings tending to
the happiness and well-being of the members. The auditoriums have
a capacity of 300 each, and services are reported well attended.
The church is comparatively new, and quite artistic from chimes to
basement, and adds to the appearance and decorous spirit of the iustitution. It solves the problem better than usual where several denominations worship under one roof; and it is submitted that every Home
should have some such place of worship.
The farm has_90 acres under cultivation, 60 less than
Farm.
reported last year, and contains the following buildings:
A frame for storing vegetables, a tool shed, and a large,
handsome brick barn and stable, all in good condition except the tool
shed. The transportation consists of 16 vehicles and carts and 16
horses. Two of the vehicles were presented to the Home-a phaeton
donated bY, the Veterans' Keeley League, and a wagon known as t~e
Pullman coach, presented by S. F. Scott, of Kansas City, and used for
hauling the sick. The Veterans' Keeley League also presented a team
of horses for use of the sick. There -are no other animals kept on the
farm, but stabliI1g is provided for 10 private horses and 6 carriages, 5
buggies, and 2 ph_a etons. The value of the farm stock on band June
30, 1896, was estimated at $1,200. The products for the year are valued
at $1,545.61, which was all used on the table except $10.84 sold, and
are reported of as good quality as can be purchased outside, excepting
potatoes, which are poorer. The appropriation for the farm was $8,000,
but this was used also to maintain the stock and to supplement the
improvement fund in the care and ornamentation of the grounds, and
also to provide for the teaming about the place. This year the farm is
managed by the Home. Last year the value of the products of the
farm was rep.o rted as $5,704.06, of which $5,303.26 was turned into
the commissary department on an appropriation of $9,700.
SUPPLY DEP .A.RTMENTS.

The buildings were in good police and repair and
seemed well designed. There are 13 barracks, all constructed of brick, with basements and metal roof, and
reported in good condition as to comfort and sanitation, and evidently
receive constant and close attention. They are heated by steam and
lighted by gas, and ventilation is effected by 2 large ventilating
shafts extending from ground to roof, a.nd each ward contains 6 wall
ventilators, near floor, and 2 registers, 1 near ceiling and the other
near floor. The system of heating, lighting, and ventilation is reported
satisfactory. As the barracks are such an important element iu the
lives of the members, it may be due to especially commend the plan
and care of these, except the use of the basements for human habitation. Few if any, of the Branches excel the average of these. Marion
and Santa Monica have not reached the dimensions of this Branch, and
are still under con trnction. The e barracks were originally con tructed
for 124 men but are at pre ent occupied by an average of 165 men each.
This was made po sible by placing bed in the ward ai le and occupying 8 of 1he basement for sle ping purpo e . The other 5 ba ement are used for Home tore, property, etc.
t date of inspection
:Buildinge.
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271 meu were reported sleeping in basements, 229 iu aisles, and 10 in
other places. The basements do not seem to have as much light or
ventilation as the regular dormitories, and they are reported damp at
times in wet weather, though there seems to be no difference as to heat.
One of the basements is used for the paint shop, which seems dangerous on account of the inflammable material therein. There are 2 bath
tubs and 5 toilet rooms and urinals in each barrack. The supply of
toweling, toilet paper, etc., is specially well administered.
The bedsteads are iron with spring bottoms, 2½ by
Bedstear1s a nd
6_1~ feet, and the mattress in use is cotton, and reported
bedding.
to weigh from 8 to 11 pounds. This is less than reported at some of the other Branches. The variety reported was unexpectedly great, though the transition from a ridiculously thin pad to a
serviceable mattress compelled some difference. It is to be hoped that
a broader, and therefore more comfortable, bedstead will alone be
bought hereafter. The uncomfortable narrow one, like the former
flimsy pad, is evidently not good enough now for disabled veterans,
even if they were good enough twenty years ago. The average supply
of bedding per man consists of 1 mattress, 1 pillow, 2 pillow cases,
3 sheets, 3 blankets, and 1 counterpane. Each man is required to keep
his cot clean, and air and dust his bedding daily. The locker in use
is 3 feet high, 2 wide, and 1 deep, with 1 drawer and 2 shelves. Bedsteads, bedding, and lockers were reported iu good condition.
There are no storehouses at this Branch, and supplies
supplies.
are stored in basements. The quartermaster supplies
occupy basements of four barracks and two rooms at
the carpenter shop; medical supplies are in a basement room of the
hospital, and subsistence supplies are stored in the basement of the dining· hall, which seems admirably adapted for the purpose. Inventories
of quartermaster property are reported as taken semiannually and of
subsistence stores quarterly. Furniture and other property of the
Home is reported marked as far as practicable, and the quartermaster
has memorandum receipts from officers for property continually in their
possession. Supplies are taken up on inspection reports approved by
the governor and issued on proper requisitions, except coal, which is
charged as expended when received. No record is kept of its distribution. Unserviceable property is condemned and destroyed or sold. The
supplies seemed generaUy of good quality and ample for the needs of
the Home.
The clothing, as soon as received from the depot, is
Clothing.
taken up in the cumbrous property book, and issued to
members on approved requisitions. Credit is given
them for articles turned in. 1-'he contrast between the paper work
required for the men iu a company to get t,wo such pieces of property
as tobacco and socks seems phenomenal. One requires as many signatures for each man as the other does for the company. It would be
well if the system of accountability and responsibility for property
were established on a better basis, with constant supervision.
If the clothing turned in is not worn out it is cleaned, pressed, and
taken up as second-hand clothing and reissued to readmitted members
or members returning from furlough whose clothing has been turned
in. In certain cases members are permitted to wear clothing on furlough, and they are not held accountable for clothing taken with them
when the time from date of issue of such clothing to date of return from
fnrlough is er11rnl to tlie time prescribed for the wear of the a.rtirles.
Ulotlliug takeu with permission by furloughed members is eutered in
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pencil on the credit side of the clothing book as temporary memoranda.
Clothing in use is not carried on the property ledgers.
· Four towels of linen crash, 22 by 36 inches, are issued to each member. This seelils to be an advance on other methods and in the interest
of cleanliness.
Cast-off clothing is condemned, cut into rags, baled, and sold. The
receipts from this source for the year were $1,126.59. The following
are the amounts sold and prices per pound obtained: 1,802 pounds
blouses, and 1,434 pounds dress coats, each 9 cents per pound; 296
pounds great coats, and 3,635 pounds kersey trousers, each 11 cents;
2,296 pounds wool socks, 8 cents per pound; 1,482 pounds blouse trimmings, 1,202 pounds sheet linen, and 2,213 pounds trouser trimmings,
each 3 cents per pound; 2,262 pounds white linings, 3¾ cents per pound;
and 2,335 pounds 0. F. drawers, 2½ cents per pound.
The shop account inventories do not always agree with the property
account.
Soiled clothing and bedding are sent each Monday
Laundry.
to the laundry and returned on Thursdays and Fridays,
accompanied by lists which are verified and receipted
at each end. Members are permitted to send all their soiled clothing
and bedding. The following are the average number of pieces of each
kind reported laundried per month: 1,654 aprons, 120 blankets, 85
blouses, 438 counterpanes, 8,984 drawers, 402 handkerchiefs, 52 oyeralls, 10,556 pillowcases, 10,482 sheets, 7,700 shirts, 1,924 socks (pairs),
78 tablecloths, 5,470 towels, 250 trousers, 94 waiters' jackets, 108 dress
coats, 194 vests, 387 napkins, 40 waiters' caps, 14 bibbs, 78 gloves, and
374 sundry articles.
The number of pieces Iaundried during August, 1896, is reported_ as
56,045, against 51,921 for the corresponding month of the precedmg
year.
The laundry was in good condition and police.
Small structures, not unlike old-time sentry boxes,
Fire department. containing fire plug and hose, with nozzle connected
with the water main, are scattered at suitable intervals
between barracks and about the grounds, and can throw a stream of
· water to the highest parts of adjacent buildings within 400 feet of the
box. In addition, fire extinguishers are on each floor of barracks. The
fire department seems well organized and the firemen can respond in a
few minutes after the alarm is sounded. No fires occurred during the
past year, and none have been reported for previous years, except that
of a small stable in 1886. The apparatus is reported frequently tested,
and the hose no longer in the best condition, owing to age.
The chief engineer, who has been on duty here for
Engineer department. nearly eleven years, has charge of the boiler house,
steam and gas fitting, engineer, and tin shops, and
looks after tke heating of the Home. In addition to the shops under
charge of the engineer, there are a carpenter, paiut, printing, shoe,
soap, and a tailor shop, the accounts of which are under the charge of
the quartermaster.
There are 48 men employed under the chief
engineer.
'fhe boiler house is a large, substantial brick structu:re, 140 by 42 feet,
with a 190-foot smoke tack. It contains four boilers, two of 250 hor epower each, and two of 350 hor epower each, u ed for heating the
Home, and supplying hot water for kitchen and bathroom . There is
also a team pump in the boiler bou e, by mean of which the water
supply may be mi ·e<l. to 16 pounds if ncces ary. The engineer
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department seemed in good condition. The sewage of the Home passes
from each building to sewer pipes in the tunnel and empties into the
Missouri River. The mingling of tubes in the tunnel and leading thence
into inhabited buildings has received some criticism.
These give a most favorable impression in every
Dinikifct!~_and respect, and are kept in admirable order. The dining
hall seems spacious and the shelving and other conveniences adequate; but the growth of the Branch haEi outgrown the
ball, and the 30 tables, each of which seats 36 persons, have to be set
twice for each meal. The good order and management is intelligent,
considerate, and effective. The kitchen is in the rear of the dining hall,
and is equipped with a large range of a capacity of 1,300 pounds of
food, 6 boilers with a total capacity of 480 gallons, 5 steamers holding
together 15 bushels, and 5 coffee boilers of 50 gallons each. The facilities for cooking and serving meals are reported ample. Sixteen men
are permanently employed in the kitchen and six in the dining hall,
and there is an additional dining-room detail of 72 men, to which every
member is subject, though be is permitted to hire a substitute or commute through the sergeant. Details are made for one week and average
about 3 per annum for each member. During the week ending August
29, 1896, there were 16,952 rations reported issued to both general and
hospital messes, costing $1,847.34. Deducting from this $50.38 for
supplies furnished by farm, and adding $149.37 for bakery and $126.65
for pay, the cost of the ration was $0.1223, or without the farm account
$0,1252.
Swill and garbage are given to a civilian for the hauling•
. There are 11,470 pieces of crockery reported in daily use. The per
cent of breakage for the year ranged from 10 for mustard pots to 71 for
bowls.
None of the members receive outdoor relief in subsistence.
MEDICAL DEP .A.RTMENT.

The hospital is a long brick structure with basement and attic, composed of a central or administrative building of three stories, and two
wings on either side of two stories each. A third wing is directly in
rear of the administrative building, and broad balconies, on a level
with each floor, surround the hospital. It was in excellent condition
and has room for 200 patients, exclusive of insane wards and the olcl
men's building, which have a capacity of 40 and 49, respectively, and
of quarters for convalescents, with a capacity of 109. The east basements of the hospital are used as a dormitory for employees, and the
west basements as storerooms. The attics are used as quarters for
women nurses and wards for patients. There are nine bath tubs in the
hospital, and patients are reqL1ired to bathe on entering, and weekly
thereafter, or oftener ff necessary.
The average daily sick during the year has been 177.96 in hospital,
90.60 in convalescent company, and ~5 at sick call. 'l'here were 871
patients admitted to the hospital during the year, and 2 ,1 to the convalescent company; and 660 were discharged from the hospital a-s
cured, and 40 from the convalescent company. The total number of
patients treated during the year was 4,479, and, exclusive of sick-call
cases, each case in hospital was 71.50 days under treatment, and in convalescent company 136.14 days. Malarial fever, of which there were
88 cases during the year, seems to be the principal disease of local
origin.
WAR 96-VOL I--65
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The death rate for the year was 52.49 per 1,000 present and absent,
and 39.93 per 1,000 ~f the whole number cared for, and is sligbt1y higher
than reported for the preceding year. Of the 164 deaths, 130 occurred
in hospital, 7 in convalescent quarters, 1 elsewhere on the reservation,
and 26 died outside of the Home. The ~auses assigned are 158 natural,
1 from violence, 2 from suicide, and 3 the result of accidents. The
average age at death was 63.08 years, against 61 for the previous year.
One hundred and thirty-eight of the deceased members were buried
at the Home cemetery. They are buried in their Home uniform and a
coffin made at the Home at a cost of $3.46. The use of a caisson instead
of a hearse is a feature at this Home and seems very appropriate. The
cost of a funeral at the Home is reported as $7.80, and no allowances
are made for funeral expenses of members dying outside.
There are 90 hospital employees, of whom 77 are members and 13
civilians.. The former serve in the capacity of hospital steward, barber1
cooks, driver, grave digger, nurses, reader to blind, ward masters, breact.
cutter, dishwashers, funeral escort, hall cleaners, orderlies, waiters, and
wound dresser, and the latter as surgeon, and assistant surgeons, matron,
druggist, interne, and women nurses. The ratio of these employees to
· the total number of patients treated is as 1 to nearly 50, and to the
average daily sick as 1 to about 3.3.
Medicines are obtained upon properly approved requisitions made
weekly upon the quartermaster's department, and issued to patients
upon the surgeon's prescriptions. No record is kept of medicines after
receipt. Whisky is issued to the hospital by the barrel. There are 443
different kinds of drugs, etc., reported in use in the dispensary, and the
amount expended for them during the past year was $4,200.90. .
The inadequacy of facilities to care for the insane has been ment10ned
in a previous report. Basements with poor light and ventilation and
cheerless surroundings are hardly ca,Iculated to improve insane patients.
There were 57 members showing indications of disordered minds during the year, of whom 40 were considered permanently insane and 13
were sent to St. Elizabeth's Asylum. The insane at this Branch average 44 per annum, and about 15 are sent annually to the asylum. There
are no cells for close confinement.
·
Thirteen members are reported totally blind, and 27 with an impaired
eyesight so as to be unable to read; 11 of these are cared for in hospital, 15 are quartered in Barrack C, and the others in different barracks.
The required records of the hospital were in good order and neatly
kept.

No.

5.-REPOR'.1' OF AN INSPECTION OF THE MARION BR.A.NOH, MADE
SEPTEMBER 8, 1896.

There has been no change in the officers, and the Home showed
evidence of excellent administration.
DISBURSEMENTS.

The accounts and disbursements of the treasurer were inspected
from November 2, 1895, the date of the last inspection, to September 7,
1896, and involved $449,067.78, pertaining to the general, pension, and
post funds. The expenditures, as shown by vouchers aud tran fers,
amounted to $413,449.64, leaving a balance on band of $35,618.14, of
which 34,506.25 was on deposit in the Indiana National Bank of
Indianapolis, and 1,111.89 cash on hand.
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During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, the
treasurer received on account of this fund $225,179.05
of which $221,421.10 were from Congressional appro~
priations and ~3,757.95 from sales. The expenditures for the same
period were $211,621.74, which was all disbursed by checks. At date
of inspection there was a balance of $27,415.86 pertaining to this fund,
which was all on deposit, except $35.01 cash in the hands of the
treasurer.
The inventories of effects of deceased members are not filed with the
treasurer, as in other Branches, but the amount is taken up from a
memorandum banded in to the treasurer's office by a member of the
· council of administration. Often there is no report, and an examination
between some of the reports and the amounts taken up showed minor
discrepancies. Possibly this would not occur if the usual course were
followed.
Vouchers given for cash for sales to officers and others do not always
show the amount turned over to the treasurer.
The principal improvements made during the past
Improvem ~nts and year consist of two additional barracks new dining
repairs.
.
'
hall, and standpipe, at a cost of $74,972.76. The
improvements authorized for the present year, and already under way,
are three additional barracks, a new boiler house, gas well and connections, and lease of additional grounds, and $74,800 has been appropriated for the purpose. The estimates for the year ending June 30, 1898,
include a gate lodge, new barn, greenhouse, and electric-light plant,
and $19,500 is asked for these improvements. The cost of repairs made
during the year was $9,954.87. The most considerable repairs upon
one structure consisted in painting walls of hospital and replacing
window screens and floors in corridors, etc. Three hundred dollars
was paid for lease of some land, for which there did not seem to be any
appropriation. Five thousand dollars was appropriated this year for a
natural-gas well and connections, and $10,000 is asked for an electriclight plant for next year.
The treasurer paid out during the year on account of
Pension fund.
pensions $186;428.90, and had a balance of $1,876.68
due the pensioners at the close of the year. The average paid each pensioner during the last quarter was $30.67. On June
30, 1896, there were 1,544 pensioners on the rolls of this Branch, against
1,355 a year previous, of whom 1,175 were present and 369 absent; 6
being absent over one year. There were no pensioners on the rolls with
balances to their credit whose addresses were unknown; and there were
4 who had between $100 and $500 to their credit each, and 48 with less
than $100 each. Six of these, who have a total of $161.05 to their credit,
have been transferred to an insane asylum. One clerk, at an annual
salary of $240, paid from the post fund, is em ployed on pension business.
At date of inspection, September 7, 1896, the balance to the credit of
this fund was $2,882.33, which was on deposit in bank, except $350. 70
cash on hand. The policy of this Branch seems to be to let the men
have their pension money more freely than at other Branches, and no
harm seems to arise from it.
The receipts from sales during the year at the Home
Postfund.
store were $19,005.15, and the expenditures for stock
$12,112.57. There is no beer ball nor restaurant at
this Branch. The assets reported at the close of the year were $3,435.69
cash and $5,834.33 merchandise. At date of inspection the treasurer
had in his charge $5,319.95, which was on deposit except $726.18 cash
General fund.
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on hand. This amount of cash on hand was reported as due to the
distance from the depository at Indianapolis, Ind. It would be a convenience if a bank in Marion could be made an authorized depository
for at least a part of this fund.
·
The Home store is reported convenient and suitable for the purpose.
It was erected from old lumber taken from buildings on the grounds
when the Home was first started. The revenues of the post fund at
this Home are not so large as at some of the other Branches, and very
little can be expended for improvements. No buildings have been
erected from this fund, but nearly $3,000 was expended for scenery,
seats, furniture, range, etc., of the Stinson Memorial Building. A cash
register is in use at the store. This fund is also charged with the
expense of bringing money from Indianapolis by express to pay pensions. The amount due for transportation i~ ascertained at the end of
the quarter by going over the book and picking out the items not paid.
A general account, showing the amount received and expended day by
day on this account, would seem advisable.
Purchases are nearly all made by contract or agreeP~chases.
ment. In cases of emergency purchases are made in
open market by the treasurer, who calls upon different
dealers and places the order with those giving the lowest figures, qual~ty .considered. The principal articles of food for the last quarter of
the year were obtained from a number of markets, as, for instance, fresh
beef, corn beef, bacon, and ham, from Chicago; coffee and sugar, A and
C, from Cincinnati; granulated sugar, cheese, and fresh mackerel from
Dayton; butter from Kansas City; flour, potatoes, fresh :fish, and navy
beans from Marion; salt pork from Hammond, Ind., and tea from
Marion and Chicago.
The number of employees during the year under the
Employees.
general fund averaged 3 officers, 16 non-commissioned
officers, 195 members, and 45 civilians, who received a
-total compensation of $47,473.47. Their daily pay is reported as
follows:
1

Maximum. Mi.Ilimum.
Officers .......................................................... .
Non-commissioned officers •......•..•............................

:~~t:::::·.:·.::::·.·.::·.·.:::::::::::::::::·.::: :: ::::::::::::::::::

$7.63
1. 33
1.00
~16

$5.55
.40
.16
.66

Average.
$6.SD
.Si

.51
2.41

An average of only one member per day worked without pay during
the year, not as a penalty, distributing medicines in hospital.
.ADMINISTRATION.

The average number of officers and members present
during the year was 1,422, which is an increase of 213
over the number reported for the preceding year, and
an average of 364, or 20.4 per cent, was constantly absent. The growth
is shown from year to year as follows: 1893, 150; 1894, 144, and 1895,
145. The total number cared for was 2,503, against 2,160 the previou
year. At date of inspection the population of the Home con isted of
1,595 persons, including temporary members, women, and children, and
488 members were ab ent. The nnmber of vacant beds reported was
75 in barracks and 20 in hospital. At the inspection there were 792
Population.
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men in line, including officers, members, and band, and 715 were excused
by reason of sickness or extra and other duty. The men presented an
excellent appearance and seemed well disciplined.
Compared with the previous year, there is a decrease
Discipline.
of 172 in the number of members tried for breaches of
discipline against the rules and regulations of the
Home; the percentage last year of men tried to average present being
about 40, but only 22 this year. About one-third of the total number
of trials was for fence jumping, and less than one-fourth for drunkenness. The penalties attached usually consist of labor without pay, or
confinement to the limits of the camp. Printed rules relating to discipline are posted in all wards, and violations are reported to the company captains, who correct the disorder, or call in the guard and have
the offending member taken to the guardhouse. There are also four
guards stationed within the camp, who are instructed to preserve order
on the grounds and guard public property. Twenty-one members were
dishonorably discharged during the year, and 75 were dropped from
the rolls for desertion or ahsence without leave. Other losses during
the year were 269 by discharge, 188 by transfer, 81 by death, and 11 by
commitment to insane asylum, making a total loss of 645.
Facilities for amusements comprise theater, billiards,
Amusements.
band, and library. Of these the band concerts given
under its efficient leader seem to be best liked by the
members. The Stinson Memorial Hall, which was completed during
the year, has added greatly to the facilities for amusement, though its
exterior architecture was apparently marred by changes of plans during
the progress of construction.
The library .was in good condition and contained at the close of the
year 2,264 volumes. It also serves as a reading room. Books may
be taken from the library by members of tlle Home on presentation of
a library card. There were 16,879 books taken from the library during
the year, and 11,000 were reported read in the reading room, which
gives an average of nearly 20 books read by each member. Fiction and
history of the civil war are reported in greatest demand.
The band is maintained during the entire year with an average membership of 22 musicians, of whom 19 are civilians. At date of inspection
there were 17 civilians in band. The cost of maintenance during the
year, including subsistence and other allowances of civilians, has averaged $326.90 per musician, and $5.06 per member present. The band
practices daily, except Sunday, and the concerts are free to all. Tbe
civilian musicians are quartered in part of one of the barracks, and
receive clothing and rations tbe same as members.
The Stinson Memorial Hall serves the purpose of a theater, and was
in excellent condition, and bas a seating capacity of 500. It is also
used for divine services. There were 7 free performances given during the year, at an expense of $25, and 14 paid performances, at an
expense of $700, which is met from the post fund. An admission of
5 and 10 cents is charged to members and of 50 cents to others, bringing a revenue of $454.85, perhaps tbe largest revenue in proportion to
the expense for this amusement of any of the Branches, which marks
good management in the first year after opening.
The billiard hall is located over the new dining room, where the
upper story seems delightfully arranged for comfortable sociability.
It contains 1 pool and 3 billiard tables, which are almost constantly in
use from 8 a. m. to 9 p. m., except Saturday afternoons and Sundays.
There is no charge for the use of the tables. Cards are played by
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members in the barracks, which contain about 2 tables in each ward,
and are reported to offer 'ample opportunity for all who desire to play.
This club has a membership of 125 and meets once
Chlorid e of Gold
in two weeks in its room over the kitchen. Its gain in
Club.
. the year was 44, who too k tbe cure
mem b ersh"1p d urmg
for the first time; and 4 took the cure a second time. The loss in membership during the year was 35, of whom 4 died, 3 resigned, and 4 were
transferred to other Branches or ab3:ndoned treatment; and 25 relapsed.
The cost of taking the cure, whether for the first or second time, is $15.
The receipts duringtheyearwere$757.35 and the expenses $644.39 ; and
the balance reported on hand at the close of the year was $406.60. No
inducements are g:i-ven members to take the treatment. The accounts
are kept separate and distinct from other funds by the treasurer of the
Home. The attempts to cure intemperance in these ways, as a disease
rather than a vice, seems to be given this social feature and a hall at
all the Branches.
In addition to this club there are six other societies, viz, Union Veteran Legion, Encampment No. 90, 137 members; Union Temperance
League, 250 members; Tom Bennett Post, No. 546, G. A. R., 64 mem. bers; The Christian Union, 250 members, and League of the Sacred
Heart, 40 members. All but the last named have regular meetings in
the assembly hall in basement of barracks No. 1. The League of the
Sacred Heart meets in the chapel, but not regularly. These societies
are said to have a good effect upon the discipline of the Home.
There is no chapel built wholly for tbe purpose of
Religiaus services. worship. Divine services are held twice each week by
each chaplain in the Stinson Memorial Hall. There
are two chaplains, a Protestant and a Catholic, who each receive a compensation of $50 per month, but do not live at the Home. The Protestant chaplain held 104 services and tbe Catholic about 200. They also
visit the sick about three times each-week and officiate at funeral services, and the Protestant chaplain acts as librarian. The services are
reported fairly well attended.
The farm contains 75 acres under cultivation, an
Fa.rm.
increase of 5 acres over last year, and comprises tbree
buildings: A barn, a carriage house, and a bay shed.
These buildings are reported in bad condition and old, and were on the
farm when the Home was organized. The transportation of the ffome
consists of 1 surrey, 1 carriage, 1 ambulance, 1 :messenger wagon, 7 wagons
for use around Home and on the farm, and 1 cart; total, 12; and 12 horses.
There are no other animals owned by the Home, but stabling is furnished
for 6 private vehicles and 6 private horses. The farm stock on hand
June 30, 1896, was valued at $540. The value of the farm products
furnished the commissary department is reported as $1,474.18, and that
fed to the stock, $166.55. Last year it was $624, and $62.60 was received
from the sa,le of products. The quality of the crop is reported to be as
good as what was purchased. The appropriation for the farm was
$6,000, which embraces the expense of maintaining the teams and
drivers for the teaming about the Home and the ornamentation and care
of the grounds.
SUPPLY DEP .A.RTMENTS.

The buildings at this Branch are new and more are
being con tautly added, aud they were in neat order
and well policed. The barrack are all brick ·tructure
with basements and attics and slate roofs, and no Home can show a
Buildmga.
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better model nor buildings better kept. Ventilation is effected by two
air flues from basement to roof, connecting with each dormitory, and by
open ~replaces and transoms. They are heated by gas in open :fireplaces in all dormitories, and one is also heated with hot air. During
extreme cold weather the fireplaces are insufficient. Some of the cellars have been remarkably damp. The nature of the neighboring soil
suggests carefully considered and extensive subsoil drainage. Light
is supplied by natural gas, :five double pendent burners banging from
the ceiling of each dormitory and one in each haH, but it is reported
poor, though the Welsbach burner seems to improve the Ught. The
barracks are occupied by about 50 per cent more than they were originally intended for, and there are about 90 men to a bath tub and 25
to each hopper and urinal. The basements are not used for sleeping
purposes, which may be numbered among the kindly blessings of this
and some of the other Homes. One is occupied as mess for clerks and
the others are used as shops and for other purposes. The attics are
used for sleeping purposes and storerooms, principally for personal baggage, and one as-a practice room by the band. The attics at this Branch,
as at Santa .Monica, seem to be considered by the Home people to be as
desirable as the regular dormitories, and those sleeping in them are
said to prefer them on account of the quietness.
The bedsteads are 6½ feet long and 2½ feet wide, with
Bedstea_ds and · woven-wire mattresses. The hospital bedsteads are ·
bedding.
one-half foot wider, and, therefore, <lecidedly more
comfortable, and might wisely be gradually introduced as the adopted
pattern for all. The barrack mattress, which '.replaced the ridiculously
thin pad, is reported to weigh 17½ pounds, and the hospital 20 pounds,
and both are made of cotton. The average supply of bedding per man, '
consists of 2 pillowcases, 3 sheets, 3 blankets, 1 counterpaue, 1 mattress, and 1 pillow. Bunks and mattresses are examined once eachweek by a man regularly detailed for such work, and the effect on
cleanliness and freedom from bugs needs no comment; and all bedding
is aired at least weekly, and a general house cleaning- occurs twice each
year. The locker in use is 28 inches high, 24 wide, and 13 <leep, and has
1 shelf inside abd an outside door with cupboard turn, and gives satisfaction. Bedsteads, bedding, and lockers were repc:>rted in good condition. It seems a pity that so many of the recent purchases should
appear insufficient in size.
There is but one storehouse at this Branch, a brick:
Supplies.
structure used for both quartermaster and subsistence·
supplies and property, and the Home must be expected
to outgrow it. It was in good condition, but of insufficient capacity,.:
and the attics of two barracks and a basement have to be used also for,
quartermaster stores. Part of the subsistence and quartermaster supplies are stored together in the basement of the storehouse. Quarter-·
master inventories are reported as taken annually, except of elothi.Dg,;
and subsistence stores qn~rterly, and verified by the quartermastersergeant and property clerk. Furniture and other property of the
Home is not all marked, but taken up as public property on the pro~
erty ledger. Unserviceable property is condemned and disposed of asi
directed by the inspector. The value and amount of property condemned are exhibited in the tables appended. The supplies seamed of
good quality and ample. The broom and mop stands and the fancy
blacking benches noticed at this Branch may deserve mention. The
former cost $3.41 and the latter $8.95 each. They are decorative and•
handy, instead of playing "poor puss wants a corner," as mops and
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brooms usually do, quite unsuccessfully. Three grades of beef are
bought at .05¼, .06, and .06i per pound. The first and third qualities
are delivered on the same date and the second on· intermediate dates.
Olothing when received is entered on the property
Clothing.
ledger and issued on properly signed requisitions to
members, who are then charged with it on the individual clothing ledger. The number of signatures required to clothe
the command might excite remark in any organized body of men. New
clothing is not issued unless the old clothing turned in is sufficiently
worn out and unfit for further use and has been worn the prescribed
time. When a member has been absent one year his clothing, with the
exception of hat, greatcoat, and dress coat (if the term of using same
has not expired), is distributed. Such as is found fit for reissue is taken
up on the ledger and the rest placed on second band shelf for issue,
except that worn out, which is set aside for condemnation. The
imperishable-property account shows only the clothing on band for
issue. Condemned clothing, of which no record is kept, is cut up and
sold for rags, except shirts and drawers, which are issued for mops,
and suspenders, shoes completely worn out, caps, and slippers, wh~ch
are destroyed; shoes that have fair uppers are sold. Some complamt
was made of delay in receiving shoes, so that second-hand shoes had to
be repaired from time to time and reissued. It was stated that 600
men there required shoes, but that 310 pairs were on the way. · The
shoes wear well, and some will stand their half soles if nails rather than
pegs are used.
The clothing condemned during the year cost originally $13,114.83,
and gave 8,850 pounds of rags. No sale was effected during the year,
though proposals had been invited. There was but one bidder, his offer
amounting to $541.35, -and ranging from 30 cents per 100 pounds for
cotton lining to 13 cents per pound for sky-blue seamless; but for some
unknown reason the Home authorities bad not beard from him at date
of inspection.
All soiled underclothes are washed once a week, the
Laundry.
clothing being sent from companies and hospital on
stated days to the laundry; and there is no amount
fixed of what each member may send. The average number of pieces of
clothing laundered per mouth is reported as 9,330, of which 3,892 are
shirts, 3,663 drawers, 1,131 pairs of socks, 27 trousers, 567 waiters' coat~,
46 overalls, an<l. 4 blouses. About 5 per cent of the members have their
washing done ouside, anq. about 60 per cent wash their own socks.
There are 15 men employed in the laundry.
The steel standpipe erected at the Home during the
Fire department. year is reported to hold 238,000 gallons of water and to
be k~pt full at all timep,, giving a sufficient pressure to
throw water over the highest buildings. '.l'he water question here is
pressing, as at other Branches. The fire apparatus consists of a large
hose reel, with 1,000 feet of 2½-inch hose and small hose on hanger , in
the halls of all buildings from basements to attics. The large ho e is
tested every thirty days and the small hose every ninety days, and both
were reported in good condition and adequate. The fire company consists of 16 members, who meet every Saturday, and are said to be able
to respond in ca e of fire in from one to five minute . A small fire
occurred on December 15, 1895, at tbe laundry boiler room, which was
extinguished in two and one-half minutes and cau ed a los of only
about 1. The only other fire at tbi Branch occurred in 1894 at the
guardhouse, where the roof caught fire from the stovepipe. The fire
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company had a stream of water on the building in seven minutes,
though the alarm was given at 2 a. m., and the ground was covered
with snow and ice. The damage was about $10.
.
The chief engineer has been on duty at the Home for
Engineer department. about seven years, and has charge of all shops, pumping station, gas, and water-supply plants and superin- tends the erection of all buildings. Forty-five men are employed under
him.
·
There are.but six shops at this Branch, the carpenter, paint, and pipe
shops located in barrack basement, the tailor and shoe shop in the
storehouse, and the blacksmith shop in a separate building. The carpenter and paint shops are not considered suitably located under barracks. The quartermaster has charge of the shop accounts. Repairs
are made on requisition approved by the governor and sent to the chief
engineer through the quartermaster's department, though when immediate attention is needed the governor is consulted and issues the necessary orders to the engineer. A new system of shop accounts was being
inaugurated here so as to show a profit or loss in each account.
The water supply is pumped from 7 gravel wells 87 feet deep and
from 1 well 345 feet deep, and distributed by standpipe pressure. The
gravel wells are not reported satisfactory. The sewerage is in good
condition.
The dining hall, which has but recently been comDinilti~ct~.and
pleted, and the kitchen were in good order and police;
and the facilities for cooking and serving meals are
reported ample, except that two boiling kettles are required. The shining coffee hopper is an illustration how this young Home is rivaling the
best of the old ones in the absolute cleanljness and painstaking care of
its management; and the design, construction, accessories, and care of
the buildings here show the progress of the Branches to this, which is
the latest built in brick. The appearance and conduct of the members
seem to refi~ct the excellence of their surroundings. The dining hall
has a capacity of 1,272, which was more than adequate for present use,
and under the prevailing system of setting tables twice at the Homes
the provision here promises to be as adequate as any. The permanent
employees· average 22 in kitchen and 5 in dining hall, and 42 are detailed
each week for temporary duty in the dining room. The food seems well
cooked and ample. During the week ending August 29, 1896, there
were 10,534 rations expended in kitchen and hospital, or an average per
day of 1,504*, which cost $1,370.76. Adding to this $109.33 for value
of products of farm furnished and $116.57 for labor, the total cost was
$1,596.66, which gives an average cost per ration of 15l0 cents, or 14¼
cents without the farm products. The average cost of the hospital
ration was about 6 cents higher than that of the general dining hall.
Swill and garbage were sold last year under contract at $17 per month.
The amount is estimated at 30 tons per month. This year it is given
for the hauling, as it is stated no contract could be obtained.
There are 2,136 pieces of crockery reported in daily use. The per
cent of breakage is reported as ranging from four-tenths for salt cellars
to H7 for water pitchers.
Th~ new type of dining-room tables, manufactured for the new mess
hall, cost $6.50 each. They are a simple novelty and certainly look surprisingly satisfactory when new. Eighty-nine cast-iron table legs on
hand were sold to the contractor for these tables at 70 cents each.
Nineteen members of thjs Branch receive outdoor relief in subsistence and clothing, at an expense per month of $106.40 for the former
and $24.98 for the latter.
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The hospital con sists of an administration building, with a wing on
each side for wards, and a building in rear, constituting the kitchen
and dining room. The convalescents are quartered in wards 1 and 2
of barracks No. 4. The capacity of the hospital for patients is 224, and
of the convalescent company, 64. The hospital attics are used as dormitories for the employees, and the basements are used for storage
purposes and heating apparatus, except the basement beneath the
kitchen and dining room, which is used as a scullery. There is· a bath
tub for the upper and one for the lower wards in each wing, with an average of 56 patients to each tub. Patients are given a bath as soon as
admitted to the hospital, and weekly thereafter unless exempted by
the physician. Patients confined to their beds receive a sponge bath
weekly. The hospital was in good condition and well policed throughout. The placing of an elevator between the first and second stories
was being considered. Such improvements would seem to be always
desirable here as at Dayton.
The average daily sick during the year has been 213 in hospital,
53 in convalescent company, and 85 at sick call. There were 535
patients admitted to the hospital during the year, and 200 to the convalescent company, and 159 were discharged from the hospital as cured
and 5 from the convalescent company. The total number of patients
treated during the year was 2,598, including sick call, and each case in
hospital and convalescent company was an average of 181.6 days under
treatment. There were no cases of contagious or infectious diseases
during the year; but there were 86 cases of malaria, which seems to be
due to local conditions.
The death rate for the year was 45.35 per 1,000 of the average present
and absent, and 32.36 per 1,000 of the whole number cared for, and is
lower than reported for the previous year. Of the 81 deaths at this
branch, 61 died in hospital, 4 elsewhere on the reservation, and 16 outside of the Home. The causes assigned are 76 natural, 1 from violence,
1 by suicide, and 3 the result of accidents. The average age at death
is reported at 61.28 years, against 60.3 for the year before.
Sixty-six of the deceased members were buried at the Home cemetery. Members are buried in blouse, uniform trousers, hospital shirt,
drawers, aud socks, and in a coffin made at the Home at a cost, with
box, of $4.96. The cost of a funeral is reported as $8.93, and no allowance is made for funeral expenses of members dying outside of the
Home.
There are 52 hospital employees, of whom 37 are members and 15
civilians. Tbe former serve in the capacity of ward masters, barbers,
bread cutters, cooks, dishwashers, gravediggers, hall cleaners, nurses,
and the latter as assistant surgeons, matron, druggist, nurses, and
cooks. The ratio of these employees to the total number of patients
treated is as 1 to about 50, and to the average daily sick as 1 to 6.7.
Medicines are obtained from the quartermaster's department upon
requisitions made at least once in every two weeks and issued to patients
upon the surgeon's order. There are 234: different drugs and preparations used in the di pensary, and the amount expended for them during
the year was $5,820.86. Money and valuables found on patients when
admitted are taken in charge by the head nurse, who deposits them in
the surgeon's safe, keeping a record of the amount in a book for that
purpo e, and pays the money out on the request of the patients .
. Faciliti~s to care for _the ~n ane are reported in ufficient, and the
v10lently rn sane are confined m cell in tlie guardhouse and cared for by
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the guard. All others are cared for by the nurses in hospit-al. Twentyseven members showed indications of disordered minds - during the
year, all of whom were considered permanently afflicted, and eleven
were sent to the Government Insane Asylum in the District of Columbia. The average annual number of insane at this Home is reported
15.6, and an average of 6.3 is sent annually to the insane asylum.
Ten rµembers of this Branch are reported totally blind and 13 with
an impaired eyesight so as to be unable to read. They are quartered
in hospital and given such assistance as may be needed.
The surgeon of this Branch makes a weekly sanitary inspection
report to the governor.

No.

6.-REPORT OF. AN INSPECTION OF THE CENTRAL BRA.NCH,
MADE SEPTEMBER 14, 1896.

The officers of this Branch are Col. J. B. Thomas, governor; Capt.
Milton McCoy, treasurer; Capt. James C. Michie, quartermaster; Maj.
J. S. Galbraith, commissary of subsistence; Maj. Carl Berlin, adjutantgeneral; Dr. David 0. Huffman, surgeon; Rev. Ezekiel Light, Protestant chaplain; Rev. C. S. Kemper, Catholic chaplain; Maj. John W.
Byron, inspeetor.
There has been no change in the officers since last inspection, and
their duties have been performed with the same zeal and thoroughness
noted in a previous report. This is the largest of the Branches; the
ratio of the annual pay of its officers and non-commissioned officers to
the membership is 5.62, and the amount disbursed is .049. The question of neatness, discipline, good order, and contentment, which can
not be measured by pounds or dollars, is of very great importance, and
is too apt to receive ineffective or inadequate attention in such a large
aggregation of men, already past middle age, and marked by the
absence of women and children, and the interests and occupation of
industrial life. Ultimately this, as all other questions seriously affecting the Home, must rest upon the ·governor to a great extent. Tact,
discretion, and judgment necessairily :find a marked illustration here.
Perhaps the same number or proportion of members of no other Home
have been promoted to offices of trust as from this. In organizing the
offices at a growing Branch it may be that the position of adjutant and
inspector can be made practically useful and beneficial, and demoustrate
that the men are as carefully looked after and deemed of at least as
mueh importance as the property or money. Perhaps the presence of
a deputy governor at some of these Homes, a title recognized in the
organic law, would be desirable, or at least admissible.
DISBURSEMENTS.

The accounts and disbursements of the treasurerwere
inspected from October 28, 1895, the date of last inspection, to September 14, 1896, and involved$1,647,922.27,
pertaining to the general, pension, and post funds. The expenditures,
as shown by vouchers and transfers, amounted to $1,388,773.59, leaving
a balance on hand of $259,148.68, which was all on deposit in bank,
except $1,418.66 cash on hand, of which $1,350 was post-fund money.
The constant balance kept on hand at the store and beer hall seemed
large, though absolutely necessary.
The expenses of the general depot located at this Branch Home for
the manufacture of clothing and the printing of blanks are paid by the
Treasurer.
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treasurer of this Branch with funds furnished him by the general treasurer, but the transactions do not appear in the accounts of the officer
who made the actual payments, but in the accounts of the general
treasurer, and the receipts to the vouchers thus paid fail to report, as
required by regulation, the depository upon which drawn, and the number of the check that was issued to ·the payee of the voucher, and the
payee is obliged to acknowledge the payment from an officer by a check
on a depository of which he has no knowledge. Evidently the close
connection between the voucher and the check, which it is always wise
to establish, is not accomplished. · Thorough inspection of this depot's
methods and expenditures are not facilitated by these obscure and
roundabout methods. The officer on the ground (the Branch treasurer)
who pays these _vouchers should be compelled to enter them in his
accounts and let the records show the whole and actual transaction.
All the business he does is under the general treasurer's bond to the
United States, and the present confusion seems entirely unnecessary.
A sort of irresponsible performance of duty and supervision exercised
by those on the spot and hypothetically direct payments by a distant
disbursing officer seems unbusiness-like and tangled up.
During the year ending June 30, 1896, the treasurer
General fund.
received on account of the general fund $580,757.88, of
which $525,122.34 were from Congressional appropriations. The expenditures for the same period were $568,683.53, which
was all disbursed by check. At date of inspection there was a balance
of $17,998.15 on deposit to the credit of this fund and $14.01 cash on
hand.
It has become the general rule at the Homes to issue a check only on
a receipted voucher. This seems entirely safe, and insures the prompt
return of vouchers in proper form, and where it is not always followed
at this Branch a full and satisfactory inspection is defeated, owing te
the absence of some vouchers for which credit is claimed.
. The only improvement reported made during the
Improvem~nts and past year from the general fund was the erection of a
~~gas house, at a cost of $6,419.67, and no permanent
improvements were under way at date of inspection nor are any contemplated or authorized for the present year. Those reported needed
for the year ending June 30, 1898, are an addition to the central boiler
house, brick water-closet, addition to electric-light plant, extension of
tunnel, a new barrack, and hospital out-ward. The amount expended on
repairs during the year is reported as $56,894.48. The most considerable repairs upon one structure were made upon the nurses' cottage, at
a cost of $1,935.89. The origin a.I inferior design and construction of the
barracks here made the introduction of new ones of healthful and comfortable design very desirable. An exhaustive report upon the history
and qualities of these migratory and transformed structures, accompanied by a well-considered plan to replace or supplement them with
creditable ones, is required as a proper guide to Congressional action.
Haphazzard or ill-planned or not well con idered work of such magnitude and affecting so many people might be extravagant or unwise.
Plans and cost were asked for in such form as would enable comparison ·
with buildings for similar purposes elsewhere, but have not been
received.
The tr a. urer paid out during the year on account of
Pension fund.
pen ions $745,898.29, and had a balance of $106,835.09
due the pensioners at the close of tbe year. The average paid each pensioner during the la t quarter of the year was $35.61.
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On June 30, 1896, there were 5,237 pensioners on the rolls at this
Branch, against 4,958 a year previous. .At the close of the year there
were 824 pensioners on the rolls who had balances to their credit. Of
these 5 bad over $1,000 each, 31 between $500 and $1,000 each, and
219 between $100 and $500 each, and 569 less than $100 each. The
addresses of 19 pensioners, who had $371.22 to their credit, were
unknown, and 66 with a total amount of $7,489.96 to their credit had
been transferred to an insane asylum. Six clerks at a combined salary
of $1,980 per annum, paid from the post fund, are employed on pension
work. The treasurer of this Branch suggests that the expenses incurred ,
in the transaction of pension business be met from the surplus accruing I
from posthumous sources. .At date of inspection September 14, 1896, ,
the balance to the credit of this fund was $231,299.15. This large bal- :
ance was deposited in a Dayton and New York national bank, and ;
included the proceeds of $80,000 United States bonds sold by order of!
the Board of Managers. This amount of bonds represents the idle balance of this fund. The steady increment of this almost disregarded
fund in the system of supervision suggests that authority be given for
the deposit with the assistant treasurer in New York of all such sums
over $10,000 where their safety would seem assured.
The receipts from sales during the year at the
Poat fn11d.
Home store, beer hall, and hotel and restaurant were
$139,401.92, and the expenditures for stock $81,213.85.
The cash reported on band July 1, 1895, was $7,833.08 and $12,316.40
merchandise, and at the close of the year $5,042.99 cash and $16,078.68
merchandise, showing a gross profit of $61,950.35, and a net gain of ;
$972.19. .At date of inspection, September 14, 1896, the treasurer bad
in his charge $9,837.37 pertafoing to this fund.
The largest revenues are derived from the beer hall, where 226,498
gallons of beer were sold during the year at one pint for 5 cents, and at
a profit of nearly 150 per cent. The hotel does not seem to pay expenses,
and seems to be classed with the theater as essentially expensive, though
it appears that something near self. support should be possible. The
employees under this funcl averaged 2 non-commissioned officers, 82
members, and 44 civilians, whose average daily compensation was 80
cents for non-commissioned officers, 31 cents for members, and 90 cents
for the civilians. The buildings occupied for post-fund purposes are
reported convenient and suitable, and all were constructed originally
for their present uses except the beer ball, which was built for the commissary department. The expenses of heating and lighting the postfund buildings, heretofore paid from the post fund at an estimated cost,
seem now paid entirely from the general fund, except for the coal used
for cooking at the hotel.
Purchases are made by the treasurer under schedule
Pnxchases.
regulations prescribed by the Board of Managers. The
principal articles of food purchased under contract
during the last quarter of the year were obtained from the following
places: Flour, coffee, bacon, codfish, ham, and sugar from Dayton;
fresh beef, oleomargarine, and sirup from Kansas City; tea from Boston; potatoes from Petosky, Mich.; fresh fish from Detroit; mackerel
from Cincinnati; navy beans from Marion; lima beans from Xenfa, and
cheese from Chicago. Although the rations for fl.our and fresh beef were
higher than at some of the other Homes, the other contracts seemed
very favorable, and the average expense of maintaining a man here is
less than at other Branches, as might be anticipated at the largest and
centrally situated Home. The cheapest post in -the Army for maintaining a cavalry soldier is Fort Riley, Kans.
1
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The number of employees reported authorized during
the year under the general fund were 8 officers, 71 noncommissioned officers, 2,008 members, and 78 civilians;
total, 2,165; and the average daily number employed were 8 officers, 51
non-commissioned officers, 824 members, and 61 civilians; total, 944.
Employees.

ADMINISTRATION.

The average number of officers and members present
during the year was 4,982, which is an increase of 215
over the number reported for the preceding year, and
an average of 785, or 13.6 per cent, was constantly absent. The highest
number present during the year was 5,162 on December 22, 1895, and
the lowest 4,723 on July 1, 1895; and the total cared for during the
year was 7,141 against 6,732 for the previous year. Their average age
is reported as 62+ years, which is an increase of about 2 over the
age reported for ·the preceding year. At date of inspection, 5,212
officers and members, including 39 temporary members, were present at
the Home, and 811 were·absent. Adding to these the civilian employees
and members of families, including women and children, the total
population present was 5,298 persons.
·
The number of vacant beds at date of inspection was 12 in the
hospital and none in barracks.
September 13, 1896, there were 2,759 men in line,
Inspection.
including officers, members, and band, and 2,414 were
reported absent from review, but present in camp, of
whom 938 were sick, 1,043 on extra and other duty, and 433 excused.
The advantage in any inspection of getting both a general and detailed
view is readily recognized; and it is never more important than when
considering the comfort, condition, and care of men. Every effort has
been made to see the men at meal time, in mass, or at their beds,
whether sick or well, and nowhere has their appearance been more
effective and borne such testimony concerning their condition, surroundings, and treatment, as when thus brought all together so they can
be seen face to face-an essential of effective inspection, it becomes an
imperative demonstration of the excellence of the Branches. The
absentees from camp on the day of the review were reported as follows :
With leave or on pass, 765; without leave, 46; total, 811.
Compared with the previous year there was a deDiscipline.
crease of over 150 in the number of trials, and 3,617
members, or about 73 per cent of the average present,
were not tried, against 3,252 reported for the preceding year. Of the
total number of members tried, 887 were tried once, 288 twice, and 182
more than twice. Nearly one-third of all offenses were committed by
these 182 members, and about half of all offenses were due to intemperance, or for absence without leave, and fence jumping. The penalties
attached are usually work without pay, and restriction of passes, which,
as a rule, are conditioned on good behavior. Fines are not imposed.
There were 1,357 members in confinement during the year and 18 in
confinement at date of inspection, and 299 members were dropped from
the rolls for desertion or absence without leave. Discipline is enforced
through company captains in barracks, and through the captain of the
guard on the grounds.
'Ibe e embrace theater, concert , library, boating,
.Amusements.
billiards, and other games. Light plays-billiards,
card , and checkers-s em to be be t liked by the members. The library and reading room were in good condition. The latter
Population.
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bas a seating capacity of about one hundred and is reported usually
filled with members. The library is not seated. There were 661 volumes
presented to the library during the year, and 237 were purchased; and
at the close of t he year it contained 19,794. The number of books taken
from the library during the year average a little over nine per member.
The Home subscribed for 65 papers and 25 periodicals, and received
quarterly 131 papers and 8 periodicals.
The band was maintained during the entire year with an average
strength of 32 musicians, of whom ~8 were civilians: The cost of maintenance for t he year, including subsistence and other allowances of civilians, averaged $360.17 per musician. The band practices daily, except
Sundays, and concerts are free to all. The civilian musicians are quartered in barracks and receive the same allowance of clothing and rations
as members of t he Home.
The theater is in the memorial hall and was in good condition. In
addition to theatrical purposes, it is used for lectures, soldiers' reunions,
and other assemblies. Thirty paid performances were given during the
year at an expense of $6,990, and 14 free performances at .a cost of
$325. An admission charge of 5 and 10 cents is made to members, and
of 25 and 50 cents to others. The revenue from this source was
$3,007.50. The average attendance has been about 1,000, though the
seating capacity is 1,500.
The billiard hall is being removed from the second floor of the laundry
building, which is some distance from the center of the camp. There
are four billiard and three pool tables in use, and no charge is made for
these games. The billiard room is open daily except Sundays, and was
in good condition. There was no card room or tables for cards, checkers,
and like games; but they may be, and are, played in barrai;ks, hospital
wards, and Gold Club room. Facilities for playing cards are reported
insufficient. The Home owns seven boats which may be used free of
charge. The amusement room is reported as inspected by a commissioned officer weekly and oftener. At the date of inspection the new
amusement hall built from the post fund was nearly ready for occupancy. It is a commodious building, finely finished in the natural
wood, and frescoed ceilings. The first floor, divided by a hall, was used
for a billiard room on one side, with balconies on the upper stories leading to small card rooms on each side, and on the other side is a fine,
well-lighted reading room, and above this is a handsome hall arranged
for society meetings. Its location is convenient, and adds another
feature to this already attractive Rome. The cost of the building was
about $16,000 including $1,000 for fresco work. There is talk of a tenpin alley or other improvements in the basement.
This club has a membership of 210, and holds monthly
Wherc1~t~ Gold meetings in its clubroom from April to September and
bi-monthly from October to March. Its gain in membership during the year was 9, who took the cure for the first time; and 5
took the cure a second time. The treatment is not given a third time.
The loss in membership was 14, of which 3 died aud 11 relapsed. The
cost of taking the cure for the first time is reported $15, and for the
second time nothing. The receipts of the club during the year were
$97.80 and the expenses $230.04, and there was a balance of $956.64 on
hand at the close of the year. The funds are kept by the treasurer with
the post fund, but the records are kept separate and distinct. Members needing the treatment, who have will power left, are advised to
take it, and encouraged in every reasonable way. The secretary and
janitor of the club are paid from the post fund; also, a payment for
gold cure medicine was noted.
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The following four societies are reported among the members: Grand
Army of the Republic, 237 members; Union Veteran Union, 60 members;
Union Veteran League, 208 members; and Na val VetP-rans, 52 members.
These societies meet weekly and are reported to be no aid to discipline.
There are two chaplains at the Branch, a Protestant
Religious services. and a Catholic, the former holding divine services tri- weekly and the latter daily. Both are furnished quarters and live on the reservation, and receive a salary of $125 and $103.33½
per month, respectively. Services are reported well attended, and are
held in the chapel and sometimes in memorial hall. The chaplains also
visit the sick in hospital and members in barracks, the Catholic chaplain making daily visits to the sick and the Protestant on alternate days.
The farm contains 285 acres under cultivation, and
Farm.
comprises the following buildings: A frame hogpen; a
frame building for hog feeder, aud one for dairyman;
a frame dairy barn and stable; 4 cattle sheds and box stalls; a frame
grain storeroom with vegetable cellar; a carriage house and stable; a
frame stable for farm teams; a frame corncrib; a frame cleaning house,
and a trick slaughterhouse. These buildings were all reported in
fairly good condition. The transportation of t,he Home consists of 25
vehicles, carriages, wagons, carts, sleighs, etc., and 30 public animals.
There are als<;> kept on the farm 21 cows, 36 pigs, and some deer and
bear in the park; and stabling is furnished for 7 private horses and 15
private vehicles. The farm stock on hand June 30, 1896, was valued at
$2,950. The number of employees on the farm average 14 members and
2 civilians. The products of the farm are valued at $9,766.78, of which
$5,558.76 was furnished to the table, $2,532.19 fed to the stock, and
$1,675.83 sold. The suvplies furnished the mess include 18,162 gallons
of milk, credited at 10.10 cents per gallon, which is over 3 cents per
gallon less than it can be purchased by the quantity in the nearest
town. The quality of the crop compares very favorably with that purchased. Potatoes are not raised on the farm. The amount expended
from the appropriation for the farm for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1896, to September 30, was $16,356.46, but this included the cost of
maintaining all the stock at the Home, the pay of teamsters, harness
maker, and stablemen, and the care and ornamentation of the grounds.
SUPPLY DEPARTMENT.

There are 32 barracks at this Branch, 17 frame and
15 brick, ranging in quality from the excellent one
.
joined with the store to almost shanties, illy ventilated,
designed, and constructed. All were well policed and generally in fair
repair. They were reported in good sanitary condition, though the
system of ventilation, which is effected in most barracks by windows
and doors only, is not satisfactory in every respect, and under the floor
it is still less, and this promises to be imitated in the new California
barracks. They are all heated by steam and lighted by gas, except barrack No. 21, which is also supplied with electric lights. The system of
beating and lighting is reported satisfactory. These 32 barracks were
said to beoriginallyintend dfor3,855 men, but are now occupied by4,385,
or one-seventh more. None of the barracks have basements, but 12
have cellars which are priiwipally used for storing property, and only
one ha an attic, which j u ed for baggage. There are no bath tubs in
the barracks, except in barrack No. 0, but there is a general bath
house, and members are re uired to bathe once weekly. There are 82
toilet room · and 134 urinal in barrack , located in wings and corners
Buildings.
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of building. The average number of men to each urinal is 32, and to
each hopper 25. The best general bathroom and latrine is probably
at the Eastern Branch. A new latrine is estimated for at the Central,
and where there are so many men something more decorous and suitable should be built than any plan shown there.
The bedsteads are iron with wire mattresses, 6 feet
Bed steaas and
6 inches by 2 feet 6 inches. There are two styles of'
bedding.
mattresses in use, said to weigh 13 and 17 pounds. The
average supply of bedding per man consists of 3 blankets, 3 sheets, 1
mattress, 1 pillow, 2 pillowcases, and 1 counterpane. The bedding is
aired out of doors and washed when necessary. The lockers in use are
small cupboards of two sizes, the larger of which is best liked. Bedsteads, bedding, and lockers were reported in good condition.
There are three storehouses, one brick, one stone, and
Supplies.
one frame in good repair, but of insufficient capacity,
and supplies have to be stored in sheds and cellars.
Inventories ar.e taken .quarterly and annually, and verified by the quartermaster and the commissary of subsistence. Furniture and other
property of the Home is not all marked, but all is reported as accounted
for as public property. Unserviceable property is disposed of by sale
or destruction after condemnation. The property condemned during
the year cost originally $86,026.12, and $2,559.07 was received from the
sale of condemned property. The large quantity of quartermaster
stores on hand at the close of the :fiscal year, $26,835.78, has attracted
attention. The amount is a little less than that reported last year, but
it is more than the value of the combined stock of four other branches
having nearly twice the population; it may be possible to further reduce
the stock without detriment to the efficiency of the service. Seldom
are such Government stores improved by storage. Limited purchase
and steady use under their long-term contracts is apt to be economical.
An individual clothing account is kept with all memClothing.
bers; and issues are made in accordance with the terms
:fixed in the allowance tables, with individual papers
requiring thousands of signatures, but the accuracy and efficiency of the
whole system depending upon the faithfulness and qualities of the quartermaster's employee in charge of the matter. No exchanges are made
until the articles are sufficiently worn, and their use is not infrequently
prolonged after the term :fixed in the allowance table by making repairs.
Members who go on furlough are not allowed to take clothing with them
except by order of the governor. Cast-off clothing is sold as rags.
Pains are taken to prepare the rags for the trade so good competition
may be obtained, at most of the Branches. The receipts here from this
source were $1,780.98 for tlle year; The following are the amounts sold
and prices obtained per pound: 776 pounds linen ra.gs, at $0.07; 12,014
pounds mixed rags, at $0.0075; 6,622 pounds seamless sky blue, at $0.11;
4,539 pounds seamless dark blue, at $0.065; 5,969 pounds wool seams, at
$0.03; 3,410 pounds wool socks, at $0.075; 5,728 pounds white cotton, at
$0.01; 2,9m pounds linen sheets and pillowcases, at $0.02; and 990
pounds linen counterpanes, at $0.02. These rags include all parts of the
uniform clothing except rubber boots, shoes, and hats, for which $64.91
was received.. Gloves are not issued to the members here, nor is account
kept of such as are i sued at other Branches to men transferred here.
Soiled clothing is put up in bundles in each barrack
Laundry.
and sent to the laundry on Monday morning, and each
man is permitted to send one set of underclothes per
week and bedding when necessary. The average number of pieces
WAR 96-VOL I--66
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of each kind of clothing reported ·laundered per montli is 78,660, consisting of 12,866 aprons, 25 dress coats, 828 handkerchiefs, 3,814 white
ackets, 210 trousers, 171 blouses, 26,169 drawers, 27,926 shirts, 6,478
socks, 50 vests, and 123 overalls and jumpers. In looking over the
. wash lists of one of the companies for seven consecutive weeks, the
entire absence of socks from the lists was noticeable, and it seemed
that bed sheets and pillowcases were washed but once in two weeks.
All Home clothing is washed at the laundry, except that some men
wash their own under~lothes and socks. An average of 40 men was
reported employed in the laundry, and the pay roll during the year
amounted to $4,014.59.
·
The chief engineer bas been on duty at the Home
Engineer department. for thirteen years, and has charge of the heating, lighting, water, and sewerage systems. Eighty-eight men
are employed under him, 77 of whom are members, as blacksmiths,
engineers, firemen, gas makers, gasfitters, plumbers, and laborers.
Orders for repairs are issued to the chief engineer from the governor's
office, and the shop accounts are under the charge of the quartermaster.
A change is being made in methods of keeping and rei,orting these
accounts. Their utility and accuracy at some of the Branches has
seemed .at least doubtful.
The systems of water supply and sewerage and drainage have received
much attention and require it, an.d after the improvement in recent
years are reported satisfactory.
The electric plant at this Branch was installed May 12, 1894. The
system in use is the Edison "three-wire system." The plant consists
of two 60-kilowatt dynamos, voltage 125, set to run at 110 volts. The
engine in use is a high-speed engine, set to run 235 revolutions a
minute, and is rated at 145 horsepower. There are about 1,800 16candlepower lamps on the circuit, also 18 arc lamps of 1,200-candlepower each, and 8 fan motors of one-eighth horsepower each.
The Home fire company consists of the entire force of the engineer
department, and is under the immediate charge and direction of the
-chief engineer~ The fire apparatus was reported adequate and in good
condition. No fire worth mentioning has occurred since October 17,
1892, when the laundry was burned.
These were both in good condition and well policed.
Dinitfc.tau
and The facilities for cooking and serving meals are reported
1
en.
ample, though tables have to be set twice for each meal,
even since the annex was built. The upstairs room, originally intended
for another dining room, is now used as an excessively large dormitory,
for wbich it appears as unsuited as it could have been for a dining
room. Most of tbe men sleeping about the mess hall seemed illy located.
This space seems better used at the other Branches. Fifty-seven men
are permanently employed in the kitchen and 125 in the dining hall,
and 220 are additionally detailed for dining-room duty, the details
being made by the adjutant through company captains. From the
report furni hed it seems that during the month of December, 1895,
the daily issue to the dining hall averaged 3.57 pounds per man at a
cost of $0.146, and during June, 1896, 3.71 pounds at a cost of $0.147.
The i ues to the hospital averaged during D ecember 5.32 pounds per
man at a cost of 0.156, and during June 6.13 pounds at a cost of $0.153.
'The weights above given are gross weights and include corn cobs,
melon rinds, etc. The is ue of milk for the week ending September
12, 1896, amounted to 1 974 gallon , of which 590 went to the gen ral
me s, or 4 326 1:1en; 1,221 to the hospital, or 792 men; 50 to clerks'
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mess, or 48 men; 37¼ to employees, or 102 men; 20 to bakery, and 55!
were sold.
The sales of commissary stores to officers and members, and the
making up of the individual vouchers in duplicate, are reported as taking
up about one-half the time of the persons employed in this department.
Subsistence was sold during July to 68 persons, and that number is
reported as below the average.
Swill and garbage, including bones, grease, etc., are sold to the
highest bidder. From this source $4,967.16 were received during the
year, or $413.93 per month, and it is estimated that the refuse averages
about 190,000 pounds per month.
There are 11,482 pieces of crockery reported in daily use, consisting
of 2,014 coffee bowls, 234 pepper bottles, 332 vinegar bottles, 236 sirup
pitchers, 1,982 vegetable dishes, 308 meat platters, 334 deep round
plates, 4,058 dinner plates, 364 bread plates, 583 cheese plates, 572
butter plates, 230 mustard pots, and 235 saltcellars. The per cent of
breakage reported for the year ranged from 1 for saltcellars to 74 for
bowls. The percentage of t,h e breakage seems large, and as it is
reported to be largely due to frequent and hurried handling of the ware,
would it not be possible to avoid this trouble by providing two sets of
dishes, so setting the second tables would not unduly hurry the dishwashers 1
MEDIC.AL DEPARTMENi1.

The hospital is composed of the following structures: A modern
buildiug- containing executive office, kitchen, dining room, seven wards;
and dispensing department; one double 2-story brick; one 2-story
brick, five 1-story frames, and a nurses' cottage, and bas a capacity of
646 beds for patients. The so-called convalescents occupy the first
floor of barracks l 5 and 28, and all of barracks Nos. 21, 24, and 26.
Their quarters have a capacity of 355 beds. The basements of the
hospital are used as storage and baggage rooms, and furnish a limited
number of sleeping quarters near the morgue for employees. The
ventilation of the basement did not seem to be well established. The
attics of the hospital annex are also used as dormitories for employees.
The attics in the main hospital are reported not in use. There are bath
tubs in each ward with from 28 to 40 patients to each tub. Ventilation
is effected by open grates with natural-gas fires and by hot and cold
air flues with registers.
The average daily sick during the year has been 605 in hospital, 340
in so-called convalescent companies, and 115 at sick call. There were
2,037 patients admitted to the hospital, and 559 to the convalescent
companies, 66.67 per cent of whom were discharged from the hospital
as cured, and 10 per cent from the convalescent companies. The total
number of patients treated duriug the year was 6,193, and each case
was under treatment an average ·of fifteen days.
The death rate for the year was 65.55 per 1,000 of the average present
and absent, and 52.93 per 1,000 of the whole number cared for, and
is higher than reported for the preceding year. Of the 378 deaths,
307 occurred in hospital, 2 in convalescent quarters, 11 elsewhere on
the re ervation, and 58 out. ide of the Home. The cau es assigned of
tho e who died at the Home are 317 natural, 2 suicide, and 1 the result
of accident. The average age at death is reported 66.54 years, which
is very lightly higher thau for tb'e previous year.
Three hundred and six of the deceased members were buried at the
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Home cemetery. They are buried in a new uniform, underclothes, and
shroud, and a coffin made at the Home carpenter shop a,t a cost of $3.52.
The cost of a funeral is reported as $6. 78. The creditable monuments
and general condition of the graveyard show a becoming interest in
the departed. It is the duty of another branch of the public service
to care for our deceased fellow-soldiers-and it does it well, as well as
the Home cares for the living-and it would possibly be better to have
national cemeteries near these Homes, where so many hundreds are
dying, and let each branch of the public service attend to its special
duty, which it can do.
At the other Homes the cost of the telegram notifying friends of the
death of a member is paid by the Home, but here the cost is taken out
of the effects of the deceased if there are sufficient funds found. The
files of the inventories of the effects of deceased men were not found
complete.
There are 199 hospital employees, of whom 172 are members and 27
civilians. The former serve in the capacity of hospital steward, ward
masters, cooks, dishwashers, house cleaners, nurses, reader to blind,
waiters, etc., and the latter as assistant surgeons, matron, internes,
druggists, nurses, cooks, janitress, and laundresses. The ratio of these
employees to the total number of patients treated is as 1 to about 31,
and to the average daily sick as 1 to about 5.3. To have special
nursing or waiting on done and paid for by one patient for another as
a customary matter appears a questionable or inferior system.
Medicines are obtained from the quartermaster department on weekly
requisitions of the surgeon approved by the governor, and issued to
patients upon the doctor's prescriptions. No record seems to be kept
of medicmes after they are received in considerable bulk at the hospital
to show amount on hand or dispensed, though much labor is expended
in duplicating re.cords kept elsewhere. The surplus medicines not on
the quartermaster papers at the Home fill the druggist's shelves and
are visible in the laboratory and storeroom. Money in possession of
members brought to the hospital is taken by the hospital steward and
turned over to the surgeon, who puts it in his safe in an envelope
marked with the owner's name, date of receipt, and date of repayments.
If a large amount is received, the larger part of it is turned over to the
treasurer as a special deposit. There are 225 different drugs and preparations reported in use, and $13,556.01 was expended for drugs during
the year. As instances of the medicines used, 1,000 pounds magnesium
sulphate, 300 pounds carbolic acid, 46 ounces of morphine, 100 pounds
potassium bromide, and 46 barrels whisky are mentioned.
The faci1ities to properly care for the insane at this Branch are not
considered complete. They are quartered in 1-story frame wards in
rear of main hospital, and there are six cells for close confinement and
- but one strait-jacket. There were 290 members showing signs of
insanity during the year, of whom 80 per cent were considered permanently insane and 20 per cent temporarily, and 10 were reported violent.
The average number of insane at this Home has been 155, and about
40 are sent annually to the Government Insane Asylum in the District
of Columbia. During the past year 32 were sent there. Many sent
from other Branches are said ultimately to drift to Hampton.
Forty-six member at this Branch are reported totally blind and 193
with impaired eye ight so as to be unable to read. The blind are quartered in ho pital and first floor of barrack No. 15. The eye, ear, and
throat clinic is a feature of thi
raucb, and members al'e sometimes
sent from the others for this special treatment.

~
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No. 7.-REPORT OF AN INSPECTION OF 1'HE SOUTHERN BRANCH,
Mj.DE OCTOBER 2, 1896.

The growing population of this Branch, now second in size, would
suggest the appointment of an additional officer, say a deputy gove_rnor, as mentioned in the organic act, or an adjutant and inspector,
bke those at D ayton or Milwaukee. The logical division of duties
among the governor's subordinates is to give one the care of the personnel, a~other t he material, another the money, and a fourth the sick.
There is an evident weakness at some Branches in this respect. Dr. E .
L. Welling succeeded Dr. W.W. L. Phillips as surgeon of this Branch
during the year.
DISBURSEMENTS.

The accounts and disbursements of the treasurer were inspected from
December 14, 1895, the date of last inspection, to September 30, 1896,
and involved $918,335.68, pertaining to the general, pension, and post
funds. The expenditures, as shown by vouchers and transfers, amounted
to $819,722.22, leaving a balance on hand of $98,613.46, which was all
on deposit in t he Norfolk National Bank, except $75 cash on hand. All
checks coming into t he bands of the treasurer-- should be promptly
deposited, and checks should be issued only in favor of the person entitled to the payment.
The treasurer, by an indorsement on his checks, seems to defeat the
object had in view by the Comptroller's circular of May 20, 1896, paragraph 4, in accepting as satisfactory to him an indorsement on the
check other t han that of the payee of the check.
During the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, the
General fund.
Branch treasurer received from the general treasurer
on account of the general fund $387,128.32 and from
other sources $15,017.43. The expenditures for the same period were
$376,710.74, of which $303, 730.18 were expended by check and $72,980.56
in currency. At date of inspection there was a balauce of $57,591 on
deposit t o the credit of this fund.
.
The infrequent report of funds found on the persons of deceased ·
members in the reports of the council of administration was noticeable,
but it was understood that small amounts were not turned over to the
treasurer, b ut were allowed to remain with the clothes of the members
to be t urned over to their relatives or sold at auction.
The principal improvements made at this Branch
I mprovem_e nts and during the year were the erection of two frame barracks
repairs.
of a capacity of 200 men each at a cost of over $26,500,
not including the payments to a superintendent of construction and for
plans, specifications, and inspection of heating, plumbing, etc., and services of a civil engineer at $20 per day, while but $25,000 was appropriated therefor; and the erection of a frame guardhou e, for which $4,000
was appropriated, but this appropriation, though largely supplemented
from the post fund, was exhausted before the building was ready for
occupancy, and at the date of the inspection the old guardhouse was
still in use, and no appropriation has been asked to complete the building
t his year. Usually the O ngressional appropriation is regarded as the
limi t for the cost of a building. The disbursements from the post fund
are not yet submitted to the admini trative supervision of the War
Department, and ome payments from it seem to be out We the object
fo r which such funds are raised, and some for services and travel
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expenses seem made with a liberal band. The mingling of these funds
with Congressional appropriations tends to confusion and inaccuracy.
The improvements authorized for the present year are sewage pumping works, including building; reservoir, machinery, pipes, ventilating
chimney, and other items, for which $26,000 has been appropriated; a
new gasoline lighting plant, to cost $6,000; an addition to the present
latrine, $3,500, and an appropriation was inade to reimburse the post
fund for the amount advanced by it for additional boilers, $4,200.
The estimate submitted by the Board of Managers to Congress for
these boilers was $3,500.
T-be pumping station and reservoir were in course of construction at
date of inspection.
For the coming year ending June 30, 1898, two additional barracks,
at an estimated cost of $15,500 each; 30 closets in the hospital, at a
cost of $1,500, and enlarging the ice plant, $5,500, are reported as
needed by the Branch authorities, but the Board of Managers approve
only the last item.
The amount expended on repairs during the year is reported as
$27,925.40. The most considerable repairs upon one structure were
made upon the main building at an expense of $:3,541.21.
The treasurer paid out during the year on account
Pension fund.
of pensions $475,463.36, and bad a balance of $29,376.70
due the pensioners at the close of the year. The average paid each pensioner during the last quarter was ,$34.04. On June
30, 1896, there were 3,640 pensioners on the rolls at this Branch against
3,168 a year previous. The exact number of these pensioners present
at the Home at that time is reported not known. Thirty-one of the
pensioners were reported absent over one year. At the close of the
year there were 275 pensioners on the rolls who had balances to their
credit, of whom 2 had over $1,000 each; 6 between $500 and $1,000
each; 41 between $100 and $500 each, and 226 less than $100 each.
The addresses of 56 pensioners who had a total of $2,916.38 to their
credit were not known, and 12 pensioners, with a total amount of
$1,257.63 to their credit, had been transferred to an insane asylum.
. At date of inspection, October 2, 1896, the treasurer had a balance
of $27,706.35 pertaining to this1 fund,all on deposit.
'fhe receipts from sales during the year at the Home
Post fund.
store, hotel and restaurant, and beer hall were $60,755.09
and the expenditures for stock $28,709.29. The assets
at the beginning of the year were $28,074.97 cash and $6,033.56 merchandise, and at the close, $9,110.34 cash and $6,968.26 merchandise.
At date of inspection, September 30, 1896, the balance to the credit
of this fund was $13,315.36.
From this statement it appears that all the profits on sales, $32,980.50,
and $18,029.93 of the assets at the beginning of the year were expended.
The cost of laying a sewer and the placing of electric lamps and
:fixtures in the new barracks was charged to this fund; also the labor
and material in extension of the hospital kitchen, heating and ventilating the kitchen, and alterations in the hospital pavilion, and other
work connected with the new barracks and guardhou e, including $1,200
for six month 'services of a uperintendent of construction and $352.61
for his traveling expenses, and all the cost of procuring currency from
a local bank on Norfolk checks for the payment of pen. ions.
The post-fund buildings are reported convenient and suited to their
purpose, and, with the exception of the theater, were con truct d for
their present uses. The theater building wa originally intended for
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use as a mess haU and general kitchen on the :first floor, with a theater
on the second, but, .a new mess hall and general kitchen being subsequently provided, the building was changed so that the theater now
occupies the main section from the ground up and the remainder is
occupied as a store in the one part and smoking room in the other. The
other bui]dings pertaining to the post fund, namely, beer hall, chapel,
greenhouse, pavilion, restaurant, and social hall, are used for the purposes indicated by their names, except the pavilion, which is used as a
·meeting place for the Grand .Army of the Republic and other societies,
and the social ball, which is used as a club room by the Keeley League.
.At the beer hall the Milwaukee checks are used, but the system js
not so closely supervised .
.At the store no check is kept. The storekeeper keeps an account of
his sales, but no comparison is made with cash turned in .
.All staple articles regularly used are reported as
Purchases.
obtained by contract awarded after due advertisement
inviting proposals for three, six, or twelve months' supplies. In general, supplies of a perishable nature, or those subject to
frequent change of price, mainly groceries, are reported as obtained
under contracts for three months; subsistence stores ofa less perishable
character are obtained under contract for six months; and manufacturing or construction material is included in the twelve months' contracts. Green fruits, vegetables, articles of special manufacture, and
such supplies as are infrequently required, are purchased in open market in quantities not exceeding $100, and generally after personal or
written inquiry as to price, etc., from two or more dealers or producers.
The principal articles of food for the last quarter of the year were purchased in the following places: Flour, Fort Wayne, Ind.; fresh beef,
corned beef, and bacon, Norfolk; coffee, Richmond; mackerel, sirup, and
sugar, New York City; salt pork and ham, Washington; tea, New
York City and Washington; potatoes, navy beans, and cheese, Hampton, Va.; fresh fish, Phrnbus, Va.; codfish, Boston; lima beans and
oleomarg~rine, Baltimore.
The average number of persons reported emp]oyed
Employees.
, under the general fund during the year was 5 officers,
18 non-commissioned officers, 428 members, and 57 civilians, which is the same as the number reported authorized. Their daily
pay is given as follows:
Maximum. Minimum. Average.

Officers .......................•.........•................•..........
Non·commi ssioned officers ..............................•..........

~~u~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

$7. 673
1. 667
2
4.167

$3. 333
.500
.167
.333

$5. 625
.667
.276
. 801

.An average of 70 men per day worked during the year as waiters
without pay, but not as a penalty.
ADMINISTRATION.

The average number of office:r;s and members reported
present during the year in the official statement furni hed jn connection with the inRpection was 3,084,
which is an increa e of 84 over the number reported for the preceding
year; and an average of 1,129 was constantly absent. In a previous
Popula-tion.
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statement the average present was given as 3,131, and this figure
appeared subsequently in the report of the Board of Managers. Discrepancies and lack of promptness in the data furnished for the inspection add much to its difficulties .
.At the date of inspection, 3,400 officers and members, including 56
temporary members were present at the Home, which with the civilian
employees and women and children make a total population of 3,465
persons. The number of vacant beds at date of inspection was 5 in
barracks and 10 in hospital.
The reports show a considerable increase in the numDiscipline.
ber of trials during the past year as compared with
· those of the preceding year. Of the avera.ge (3,131)
present it is reported 1,405 members, or nearly 45 per cent, were tried
for offenses against the rules and regulations of the Home. Of this
number 262 were reported tried twice and 406 more than twice during
-the year. Last year these figures were but 31 and 54, respectively.
Nearly one-half of all trials were for drunkenness and over one-fourth
for absence without leave and fence jumping. Only those on whom
sentence is passed are entered on the offender's docket. The penalties
attached include restrictions to the camp and police duty in periods
varying with the number and gravity of the offenses. Incorrigible cases
are dishonorably discharged. Discipline is enforced by the company
officers, the janitors in charge of public buildings, and the Home guard,
and drunken or disorderly persons, whether members or civilians, are at
once arrested and confined or brought before the commandant. .A police
corporal and guard are stationed at each gate, and on the pier where all
boats are required to land, with instructions to let no members out without a pass, and to arrest all returning under the influence of liquor; also
to search for liquor and prevent intoxicated civilians and disorderly
characters from entering the grounds.
The pass privileges seem consistent with a good and reasonable discipline. .AU members upon admission are allowed daily passes, good
from 9 a. m. to 6 p. m. .After six months' good conduct they are entitled
to weekly passes, good from 7 a. m. to 7 p. m. (except Sundays),_and
renewable weekly until violated. After one year's clear record they are
given a red card, good from 6 a. m. to 9 p. m. (except Sunda,ys), until
revoked for misconduct. Violation of the rules forfeits pass privileges
according to the extent of the offense.
.A small expenditure would improve the facility for filing papers in
the vault attached to tbe governor's office.
Facilities for amusements comprise theatrical perAmusements.
formances, lectures, library, concerts, base ball, boating,
billiards, pool, cards, and other games. .Among the
amusement rooms are a billiard and pool room, a smoking and card
room, a social hall for the Temperance League, and a reading room.
The room where chess, checkers, etc., are made a specialty seems unique
in its success and the quiet pleasure and pastime it affords. Base ball
and theatrical performances seem best liked by the members, but each
amusement room is reported thronged from opening to closing hours.
The library was in good condition and seems satisfactorily conducted.
During the year the library received 258 volumes by donation and 3
by purchase, and at the close of the year it contained 10,363 volumes.
Book taken from the library must be returned in good condition within
two weeks. Books of :fiction are reported in greate t demand, and it
eems that an average of nearly 17 books was read by each member
during the past year.
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The band was maintained during the entire year with an average /
membership of 25 musicans, 22 of whom are civilians. The leader of
the band is a member of the Home. The cost of maintenance for the I
year, including subsistence and other allowances of civilians, averaged ;
about $295.79 per musician. The band practices two or three times per i
week, and there are no charges for admission to concerts. The civilian I
musicians are quartered in 6 small, one-room cottages, and receive the
same allowances as members of the Home.
The theater at this Branch has a seating capacit,y of 1,400, and was t
in good condition. The building is principally used for theatrical per- ,
formances, minstrelsy, lectures, and concerts, though encampments of !
the G. A. R., celebrations of anniversaries by soldier organizations, ,
Sunday-school exhibitions, and other public meetings are also held :
there. '.l1here were ·17 paid performances given during the year at an i
expense of $4,550; and 32 free performances at an expense of $5,152.15 . .
The charges of admission are 25 cents for reserved seats in parquet,
10 cents for balcony, and 5 cents for gallery for members; others have
to pay $1 for reserved seats, and 75, 50, and 25 cents for general admission, according to location of seats. The revenues from this source for
the past year were $3,410.41. Performances usually draw a full house.
The billiard hall is annexed to the theat er, and was in good condition.
It contains 3 billiard tables and 1 pool table; and there is another pool
table in the Keeley Social Hall. There are no charges for these games,
and the tables are in use daily from 8 a. m .. to 8 p. m., except Sundays. ,
One large room adjoining the theater is used as a card and smoking
room. There are 24 card tables, 7 checker tables, and 3 chess tables, ,
and facilities are reported ample for all who desire to play these games.
There are also 4 boats belonging to the Home, which may be used free
, of charge by members, and about 40 boats belonging to the members
individually.
'
This club bas a membership of 94 and bolds its
Keeley Club.
meetings in the social ball, weekly in winter and semi- .
monthly in summer. No gain in membership is
reported for the year, as there bas not been a doctor employed since I
June 30, 1895. The loss was 65 by relapse. The cost of taking the
treatment is reported as $22.30. The club receipts for the year were ·
$165. 72; and the expenses $144, for the services of janitor; and there
was a balance on hand at the close of the year of $197.27. The treasurer has charge of the funds, and keeps the accounts separate and distinct from other funds.
In addition to the Keeley League, there are 5 Grand Army posts, 1
Union Veteran Legion, 1 Union Veteran Union, and Ex-prisoners of
War Society at this Branch, with a total membership of slightly over
600. There is a large inclosed pavilion at the Home, with a capacity of
about 200, which is us~d by these military organizations and fitted up
for their especial use. In season it is also u sed by excul'sion parties
for dancing and other purposes, for which a fee of $3 is charged.
These societies are said to have a good effect upon discipline and promote good order.
Divine services are held in the Home chapel, which
Religious services. has a capacity of 500. There are two chaplain , a
Baptist, who occasionally exchanges pulpits with other ,
denominations, and a Catholic. The former lives at the Home and
receives a compen ation of $100 per month, and the latter receives
$41.67 per month, but resides outside of the re ervation. The Protestant chaplain held 517 services during the year and officiated at 127
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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funerals, and the Catholic held 355 services and officiated at 56 funerals;
and both made daily visits to the sick. The congregations are large,
and the chapel at times filled to its utmost capacity.
The farm contains about 80 acres under cultivation,
Farm.
and comprises the following frame buildiug·s: Mess
house and quarters for foreman; sleeping quarters for
employees; tool house; barn (capacity for 60 cows) ; shed for carts,
wagons, and farm implements; shed for mules; piggery for brood sows,
and butcher shop.
The quarters for employees, cow barn, and butcher shop were built
by the Home and are in good condition. The other buildings are
reported in poor condition, except the quarters of foreman and piggery,
which are fair.
The transportation of the Home consists of 26 wagons, carts, trucks,
etc., and 6 vehicles classed as carriages, 8 horses, and 13 mules. Besides these, there are 29 cows, 2 bulls, l 2 heifers or calves, and 93 pigs
owned by the Home, and stabling is furnished for 13 private carriages,
10 private horses, and 1 cow.
The farm stock on hand June 30, 1896, was valued at $2,975.
Considerable loss was sustained during the year by an epidemic of
hog cholera, which carried off 2 boars, 26 brood sows, and 142 bogs
and pigs.
The appropriation for the farm was $13,000, and the value of the
farm to the Home for the year was reported to be-

~!fi~~~~- ~~. ·. ·.-_-_ ~ -.-.:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
1

4~~~8: ~~

Beef, pork, etc ... __ .. ____ .... _...... .. ............ __ .....•... ___ ... _... _ 2, 611. 87

~~~~l~i~~~~~

i; ~~t ~~

TeamiJt~~ :~.
:: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: :
Fed to stock .. ___ .• _. __ .... _.... __ ........ ___ .. _.............. _...• ____ . 2, 555. 00
Sales ...... ___ .. _..... ___ .. ____ ... ___ .. ____ .. _.... ___ .... _... __ . _.. ___ . _
472. 15
Total ... __ .... ____ . ___ . ____ ... __ ... ____ .. _. _ ....... ___ .. __ .... _... 14, 156. 87

Milk is credited to the farm at the rate of 17% cents per gallon, which
is said to be less than milk can be bought for in quantity at the nearest
town. Why can not the milk required for the restaurant be purchasf'd
under the same contract as for the Home mess, instead of paying 25
cents per gallon,
The appearance of the cows seemed inferior, which was said to be
usual in this section.
Last year milk was charged at 21! cents per gallon.
The yield of the farm products is reported small. Some goes to the
hospital and some is sold to the officers and others, but none of the
garden truck goes to the general mess.
SUPPLY DEP.A.RTMENTS.

Eighteen buildings are used as barracks, not including the bakery, repai_r shop, and engine house, which
are u ed in part as dormitories. Three of the barracks,
the main building, and companie I and K have basements, and the
convalescent company and company I have attics, which are all u ed
a dormitories, the ba ements by 124 men and the attics by 139 men.
The attic are not lined or pl . tered in ide and during the heated term
or the cold winter month the men often suffer from extreme temperatures. The basements seem no better and their poor ventilation
Buildinga.
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frequently renders the air foul, stifling, and unhealthy. Thirteen of
the barracks were orig'inally constructed as such, one was a female
seminary, one a hospital (which might wisely be replaced by, a modern
and healthful structure), one a boiler house and kitchen, one a guardhouse, and one was a private residence, built prior to the late war.
They are all heated by steam, except the repair shop and engine house
by stoves; and fifteen are. lit by gas, including the bakery, three by
electricity, including the two new barracks erected during the year,
and one, which was formerly a private residence, by gas and candles.
The repair shop and engine house still use oil. Some of these buildings are old and their sanitary condition and ventilation are reported
poor, though they were generally in good police. All, except company
H, are provided with bath tubs, hoppers, and urinals, but there is a
latrine for general use of twenty-four hoppers and urinals. •
·
No record bas been kept of amount expended on eaeh building.
The bedsteads in use are iron, 6 feet 6 inches long
Bedsteads and bedding. and 2 feet 6 inches wide, with woven wire mattress.
The hospital bed is 6 inches wider. The mattress in
use in barracks is said to weigh about 17 pounds, and in hospital, 26
pounds. The average supply of bedding per man consists of 1 cotton .
mattress, 3 blankets, 1 pillow, 2 sheets, 2 pillowcases, and 1 counterpane.
Beddin g is aired when necessary, and sheets and pillowcases sent to
the laundry weekly. The locker in use is plain wood, painted, 2~- feet
high, 2 feet wide, and 1 foot deep, and is hinged with a door, and bas two ·
shelves. Beds, bedding, and lockers were reported in good condition . .
There is no regular storehouse for quartermaster
Supplies.
stores, the lower floor of one of the frame barrack buildings and the cellars under the Home store and of barracks of I, K, and L companies being used for the purpose. These
storage places are in different parts of the Home grounds, which f:lCatt ers the property and makes it inconvenient in issuing and properly
caring for same.
The subsistence stores are in a brick storehouse used exclusively for
that purpose, and the medical supplies are stored in the basement of
the hospital.
Inventories are reported as taken annually of quartermaster stores
and monthly of commissary stores. Furniture and other property ot
the Home is not all marked, but taken up as public property. Unserviceable property is disposed of as directed by the inspector-general of
the Home on inventory and inspection reports.
Circular order, dated Hartford, Conn., .April 30, 1883,
Clothing.
governs the system of accountability, allowance, exchange, etc., of clothing. Articles that are good and
considered serviceable after the expiration of the term fixed in the
allowance table are not exchanged, but must be retained in use by the
members to whom they were issued until worn out. Cast-off clothing
is sold to the highest bidder for the fiscal year after due advertisement.
The receipts from this source for the year were $952. 73 for old clothing and $121.14 for old blankets. Cotton and linen articles are used
for cleaning purposes, there being no other means to obtain material
for this use, and wool shirts are used as mop rags.
The company commanders present an inventory on June 30 of the
clothing on hand, but no use appears to be made of these inventories,
nor is there any record ke-pt of clothing taken from the Home and not
returned. The methods in use will not permit of the readiest verification of the clothing account. The dress coats of the' present issue
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received at this Home do not seem of as good quality or of the same
color as those last received; and shoes received from the manufactory
appeared of inferior quality and finish to the sample sent.
Oompany bed linen and clothing is sent to the launLanndry.
dry on Saturdays, and hospital clothing on Mondays.
Members, however, take their own clothing to the laundry properly marked with a laundry number, and are ordinarily allowed
tbree pieces a week, though no objection is made if they have occasionally washed more. The following is the average number of pieces of
each kind of clothing reported laundered per month: 955 aprons, 313
blankets, 162 blouses, 381 counterpanes, 7,865 pairs drawers, 52 handkerchiefs, 13 pairs overalls, 13,561 pillow cases, 13,447 sheets, 9,277 ·
shirts·, 1,535 pairs socks, 79 tablecloths, 173 hand towels, 3,207 roller
towels, 304: pairs trousers, 74 dress coats, 47 ves-ts, 504 waiters' jackets,
73 pi~ces canvas, and 72 mattress covers. . .
There were 17 men employed in the laundry, and the amount expended
during the year for laundry work done at the Home was $1,716, and
for work done outside $109.14.
No blanks are used to show the quantity received from each company.
When men use their own underwear it is washed for them.
The chief engineer has been on duty at the Home
Engineer department. over ten years, and has charge of all machinery pertaining to steam, water, gas, and other works. The
engineer shop, in the basement of Company K barracks, does not seem
suitably located; it is so dark that lamps are used most of the time.
Thirty-five men are employed under the chief engineer as assistant
engineers, steam :fitters, mason, janitors, boiler cleaner, plumber, :firemen, coal passers, and laborers. During the winter months there is an
increase of 5 :firemen and 1 coal passer.
The system of drainage, sewerage, and water supply is under pro<;ess
of improvement and reported in good condition. Water is obtained
from the Newport News Water Company.
The fire apparatus is reported adequate and in good
Fire department. condition, and tested once in three months. The fire
company consists of 16 men, who respond at once to the
alarm, and are able to throw a stream of water on a fire in from three
to ten minutes, according to the location. There was no fire during
the year, and the last reported occurred April 13, 1884, when the stable
burned down.
These were in good condition, neatly kept, and a sucrn~ict!~.aud_ cess. Facilities for cooking and serving meals are
reported ample, though tables have to be set twice for
each meal, and a few tables frequently a third time. There are 22
tables, each seating 56 persons. Thirty-three men are permanently
employed in the kitchen and 29 in the dining hall, and 53 are temporarily detailed in addition as helpers to tlle regular waiters. Details are
made weekly, and no one is exempted from this duty except the noncommissioned staff and those excused by the surgeon. Pensioners
physically disqualified must furnish a substitute. Substitutes are paid
$2 direct by the detailed man. The average tour of this service is
about once per annum and refers only to members who take their meals
in the main dining room.
Swill and garbage are fed to the hogs, and what remains is sold
when a purcba er can be found; otherwi e it is u ed as fertilizer on the
farm. During the past year 1,738 barrels were sold at 30 cents per
barrel of 30 gallons each, yielding a revenue of $521.40.
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The amount of crockery reported in daily use consists of 1,729 bowls,
618 vegetable dishes, 557 meat platters, 379 butter plates, 589 cheese
plates, 348 bread plates, 3,422 dinner plates, 2,355 soup plates, 308
water pitchers, 235 molasses pitchers, 174 cups, and 371 saucers. The
per cent of breakage reported ranges from less than 1 for soup plates
to 81 for bowls. Breakage is said to be due principally to the quality
of the material and improper nesting.
Five members of this Branch receive outdoor relief in subsistence at
an average cost of $6.19 each per month.
The food seemed properly cooked and of good quality and ample.
Each officer may purchase commissaries worth the amount advanced
by him, but must settle his account and buy its full value before the
end of the month. This seems to be reasonable, and accords with
the practice in the .Army, except that no advances are there required
nor percentage added. Members may not purchase from time to time
from the commissary to the amount advanced by them, as the officers
do, but must take out the full amount of their credit at once, except
only the amount of beef paid for.
·
The clerical work in this department could possibly be much reduced
if the sales of commissary supplies were reported on an abstract instead
of on individual vouchers. lt is uuderstood the Treasury Department
would as readily accept such abstract from the National Homes as it
does now from the .Army.
The commissary-sergeant makes up the requisition for the general
mess, and for the hospital mess the matron and sergeant send a pass
book, with note of such articles as they may want, to the commissarysergeant, who adds or strikes out as he may have articles on hand. He
then fills the blanks, and, after the requisitions have been filled, sends
them to the officers for signature .
.A new system of shop accounts was in usefromJulyl, ,
Shap accounts.
1896. Under this system the shop is charged with the '
amount paid for the service, but it is credited with an
assumed market rate of the value of such service. In the carpenter
shop, for instance, it may be the service paid is about 41i cents per day,
though it is valued at from $1.06 to $1.67 per day. Perhaps each shop
will show a profit, on paper, to its credit at the close of the year. The
labor expended in keeping these b"oks appears more evident than the
advantage of the system.
MEDIC.AL DEPARTMENT.

The hospital consists of a main building and a double annex containing four war.ds, and has a capacity for about 400 patients, though
the overcrowding of the Home has compelled the department to receive
and care for over 500 patients. The convalescents are quartered in a
series ·of buildings termed the '' convalescent company," which are old I
and might well be remodeled. The hospital attics are used as regular
wards, anrl the basement of the east wing as "unclean ward,'' and of ;
the west wing as storeroom. The hospital was in a neat condition. ,
Each ward has a bathroom containing one bath tub. There are about
40 patients to each bath tub, and they are required to bathe once weekly.
Ventilation is effected by air shafts and ventilators.
· The aver·a ge daily sick during the year has be€n 338 in hospital,
231 in convalescent company, and 233 at ick call. There were 542
patient admitted to the ho pital during the year, and 256 to the convalescent company; and 382 were discharged from the ho pital as
cured, and 30 from the convalescent company. The total number of
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patients reported treated during the year was 1,125, and each case was
treated au average of seven days, which is very small as compared with
some of the other Branches. The surgeon of the Home reports an epidemic of erysipelas during the year, and four cases of typhoid fever.
The death rate for the year was 49.9 per 1,000 of the average present
and absfmt, and 41.68 per 1,000 of the whole number cared for, and is
less than reported for the previous year. Of the 207 deaths, 159
occurred in hospital, 1 in the convalescent company, 1 elsewhere on the
reservation, and 46 outside of the Home. The causes assigned are 157
natural, 1 from violence, 3 from suicide, and 1 the result of accident.
The average age at death is reported 62 years, against 66.25 the year
before.
One hundred and fifty-four of the deceased members were buried at
the Home' cemetery. Members are buried in a shroud. furnished by the
hospital and underclothes taken from their effects, and, if they are
taken away for buria.J, in a new suit of clothes furnished by the quartermaster's department. The coffin is made at the Home carpenter shop
at a cost of $1.41.
There are 108 hospital employees, of whom 91 are members and 17
civilians. The former serve as hospital steward, ward masters, nurses,
waiters, scrubbers, and general laborers, and t}le latter as surgeons,
female nurses, and druggist. The ratio of these employees to the total
number of patients treated is as 1 to about 10.4 and to the average
daily sick as one to about 7.4.
Medicines are obtained from the quartermaster's department by requisition, and issued to patients on the surgeons' prescriptions. There are
457 different drugs and preparations reported in use, of which 343 were
bought during the year at a cost of $3,904.72 . . The stock of medicines
j n the quartermaster's hands was small, while that in the hands of the
surgeon seemed large. Whisky is issued by the gallon once a week;
79 gallons were issued during the three months ending September 30,
1896; of brandy, 4 gallons were issued during the same period, and 15
gallons of sherry wine in two months. All liniments, tinctures, ointments, and sirups are made by the druggist, who keeps a record of
medicines on hand, and states he takes an inventory every 15 days and
puts up about 2,800 prescriptions per month.
There seemed to be no record of hospital property kept, and the storeroom where property not in use is kept will probably be in better
police as the hospital steward becomes acquainted with his duties. The
records of the hospital do not show the usual care and attention given
them. Some members in the hospital hire from among the convalescents nurses for their personal use and pay them at the rate of $4 per
month. Some of the blind have such nurses.
Facilities for the proper care of the iusane are inadequate, and an
isolated building for their exclusive occupancy seems needed. They
are now placed in a basement ward and guarded and cared for by
attendants and nur 'e ·. There are also 3 cells for close confinement,
and 2 strait-jackets, but no padded cells. There were 45 members
reported permanently insane during the year, and about 27 temporarily,
and 15 were sent to the in ane asylum, including 4 returned. During
the previous year 3 were transferred there, and 4 are reported as the
average number sent annually to the asylum.
Thirteen members at this Branch are reported t,otally blind, and
25 bave impaired eye igbt o as to be unable to read. Six have to be
led around. The blind are quartered in the annex connected with the
hospital by a covered way.
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N O. 8.-REPORT OF A MEDICAL INSPECTION ·oF 'l'HE SOUTHERN .
BRANCH, MADE BY COL. D. BACHE.

W .A.SHINGTON, D. c., November 5, 1896.
Sm: I have the honor to report that under the letter of instructions of
the Secretary of War, October 15, 1896, I reached the Southern Branch
of the National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers, near Hampton,
Va., on the morniug of October 28, and proceeded at once to the medical inspection outlined in your letter of Octo.ber 19. This investigation,
together.with special inquiries arising in its course, occupied the greater
part of five days, terminating November 1.
The barracks, adjuncts, tents, mess ball, kitchen, bakery, laundry,
places of recreation, hospital, d etach ed latrines, and sewage pumping
stations were visited, and every facility for inquiry was afforded me by
the governor of the Home, who accompanied me throughout, except
in the inspection of the hospital. The companies were present in their
quarters, so that their personal appearance could be observed; and
finally I joined the governor in his inspection' of the command upon
Sunday morning.
Before entering into details it is proper to say here that I was strongly
impressed with the unquestionable order and comfort of this large
aggregation of complex invalid life, for which successful result unusual
organizing and administrative ability, with continued diligence, was
and is required.
As is already known to you, the most serious and pressing difficulty
under which this Home labors is the intense overcrowding. Were
the barracks all ,suitable in original provision and equipment, still the
numerica,1 excess of at least 20 per cent over any proper occupancy
would be a severe and unreasonable test, so that when this rising overflow has filled the attics and basements of well or poorly designed
buildings, and occupied many structures not originally intended for
any such purpose, the density of some of the local populations makes a
startling appeal
Under these conditions of pressure it is perfectly useless and immaterial to cite figures of :floor area and cubic air space, because no two
buildings, nor the same building in its divisions, will give the same fig.ures of allowance, and for the added reason that in the great majority
of instances no correct ventilation has ever been attempted. So, too,
as to any record of the allowance per capita of bath tubs, hoppers, and
urinals.
·
Between an air space of 320 and 1,078 cubic feet per man there are a
score of variations, and the allowance of bath tubs fluctuates between
a maximum of 1 to 29 men (29 men in the new barrack of Company N)
and a minimum of 1 to 189 men in Company E; of hoppers between
1 to every 14½ men in Company N, and to 112 occupants in Company I.
Passing beyond a criticism of widely unequal parts, it seems sufficient
to state that the best hygienic conditions unquestionably exist in the
two new frame barracks occupied by companies Maud N, and that these
barracks also represent in most respects tbe type of the most suitable as
well as the most economical barrack construction for any contemplated
audition . They will give the best results for estimated occupancy,
and will im:ffer less in bearing any burd en of general overcrowding.
As might be expected und er the le ,' favorable conditions cited in
buildin gs hastily adapted to a den se occupancy, and with in ·ufficient
means for correction and repair, I found many utterly unsuitable and
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unsanitary bath tubs, water-closets, and urinals; as to which appliances
under faulty conditions it may be said that the wiser method is to separate them from the dwelling altogether. All such plumbing, unless of
suitable material, well done and well kept, is ~oon offensive and rapidly
unwholesome. Much has been done in the construction of the out-ofdoor latrines, to relieve the indoor demand for such facilities, but these
can not be safely multiplied for an infirm and inactive population requiring the least possible exposure and exertion.
Were it not for this latter consideration I would advocate without
hesitation, not for the latrines, which must be reasonably dispersed,
but for the bathing, a central bath house for the Home. In this the
stall rain bath of hot and cold. water should. be the prominent feature
and constitute the principal means of ablution, a swimming pool Being
added if practicable. The bath tub should be subordinated, and but a
very small number would be required, for selected and designated cases.
I am, however, inclined to think, under all the conditions presented
or likely to develop, that such a central bath house, to which a large
percentage of the Home members might be sent with regularity, supplemented by one or two bath tubs attached to each company barrack
for the use of such cases as might be assigned by the medical officer,
would satisfy the demands of a most difficult problem. The advantages
of the central over the dispersed methods, even when the latter is ordinarily sufficient, are gains in regularity, in order, in cleanliness, and
generally those of unified control.
The two sewage pumps, the second of which is under construction,
should deal safely with all the liquid waste of the institution.
The messing arrangements appeared admirable, and the meal which
I inspected was well prepared, of good quality, and ample. The bread
was notably good. The inadequate size of the mess ball is already
known to you, and any expansion a subject of convenience, the only
sanitary reference ensuing from the exposure of the men waiting for
the second and third sittings.
The men inspected in the barracks, as well as in review, were clean,
and their clothing and bedding neat and in order.
THE HOSPITAL.

This building, a large and well-plauned structure of brick, has a normal ward capacity of about 145 beds, with an actual ward occupancy
of 195 beds. Besides these, there are in the ward attics 84 beds, and
in the general basement 46 beds, a total in hospital of 325 patients.
The excess of occupancy over allowance is therefore 180.
To the hospital two separate frame pavilions of one story and attic
each are attached as an annex. The wards in this occupy both floors,
and have in them 165 patients. The excess of occupancy, even were
the propriety of using the attics unquestioned, is 91 beds. The total
excess in the entire hospital is therefore 271 patients.
Here again, with double the number of inmates w4ich the hospital
should serve, the cleanliness, order, and comfort were most creditable
to the management.
The hospital staff con ists of 1 surgeon, who is the chief medical
officer of the Home; 1 l)rincipal, and 3 other as istants. The service is
performed by 1 matron; 13 female nurses, of whom four are trained; 1
teward, 1 clerk, 1 pbarmaci t, 2 as istant , and 97 members of the
Home elected for the purpose. The number of cooks is 11, included
in the quota of member ' , which also includes 2 laundrymen. Five
other membera of the ome are independently employed by patients.
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So far as I could observe, the treatment of the sick was well ordered
and judicious, their own appearance, and that of all bedding, clothing;
and appliances, satisfactory. The diet, and special diet under observation, was liberal and carefully prepared.
The brick hospital proper is heated by steam, direct indirect; but
the special system of ward ventilation. designed, by aspiration through
circular protected openings nuder alternate beds, has long been iu disuse and the various ducts neglected. I found that the air of the occupied basement passed readily through the opened pold-air boxes into
the ward above at the position of the radiators. Whether this system of
ventilation proved inefficient or was abandoned without sufficient cause
I am unable to determine, but unless it is restored the fl0or openings
should be sealed, and the cold-air ducts secured against the existing
very obvious evil. It should not be difficult in the mHd climate of this
Harne to ventilate any building without undue chill to the inmates.
The number of patients treated in the hospital during the fiscal year
ending June· :-m, 1896, was 567, the deaths numbering 163. The ratio of
death should be calculated from its relation to the whole number of the
members of the Home, its average strength, and not· as among the hospital admissions alone. The chief causes of death were consumption,
valvular disease of the heart, paresis, interstitial nephritis or Bright's
disease, and pneumonia. Alcoholism is assigned as the cause of much
gastric disease, and an important factor throughout. There was a small
outbreak of eryRipelas, but infection is not as pronounced as might be
inferred from the overcrowding, and its absence is creditable to the
medical management.
·
Of the 490 beds in hospital 26 were vacant November 4.
These simple figures represent an immense mass of the most interesting pathological material, of which systematic scientific use should
be made. This now depends not upon organization, but upon individual
and fragmentary industry.
The number of water-closets in the hospital is 31, of bath tnbs 17,
and of urinals 12; an allowance sufficient for the proper occupancy but
insufficient for the increase of patients. No addition to this allowance
is wise and none is recommended.
RECORDS, SUPPLIES, ETO.

The registration of patients, as affording a continuous medical history
of any individual, is, in my judgment, defective, inasmuch as it does
not complete the record, nor by reference to other entries assist the
search. The much simpler continuous record in m;e in the Army, suitably modified, would prove much more satisfactory and far less cumbersome. This outline record should be expanded by a medical history
contributed by case books, charts, and minutes 0f autopsy, records not
systematically kept at this Home, and not dependent upon the individual interest and industry of the house surgeons.
The medical supplies are obtained in the same general manner as the
supplies of other departments, through approved requisitions upon
the treasurer; and there is an indefinite table of such supply included
in the general consolidated lists. This table needs se-vere revision in
the interest of precision of supply, correct nomenclature and cla stiication, and economy of use. These will be best attained by a table of
supply modeled upon that of the Army, and like that table supple, meated by rules for requisitions and proper property dispo al. By thes<:,
means, and independent of the varying judgment of a ohief mee.-ical
officer, a hospital would be fully supplied, not only with the ord.m ary
W.A.R 96-YOL I--67
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remedies and stores, but with dressings, instruments, and appliances for
sincere and advanced medical work. This i)rovision should include a
chemical and bacteriological set in rooms fitted for such work and a suitable operating room fully equipped. What is now left to individual and
desultory effort, with varying result, would be advanced to systematie
treatment, with a resulting gain in efficiency and economy of administration. It is easy to appreciate tlie advance upon well-directed lines
of sustained effort.
SURGEON'S CA.LL.

The number attending sick call at the time of inspection was about
one hundred, but, as might be anticipated, these figures are liable to
much :fluctuation and great increase. The room in which this important duty is perf!)rmed is entirely unsuitable for the purpose, and the
method of identifying the applicant for treatment, by cards intrusted
to the individual, is loose aud unsatisfactory. These cards must frequently be lost or mislaid and can serve no purpose of accurate record.
There seems no reason why the company sick book should not be used,
and the sick of each organization marched to the designated place by
a non-commissioned officer. This would coutribute to better control,
and the record would be continuous and intelVgible.
There is required for this ~ litary function a large, well-lighted, comfortable room, with adjoining space for a small dispensary and minor
surgical operations. No attendance except upon those sick in quarters
should be required of the medical officer ju charge of surg·eon's call,
unless there is need of some minor assignment in the hospital.
'.l'HE CONV.A.LESCENT COMP .A.NY.

There seems no need for this separate organization. It is simply an
aggregation of the more permanently disabled and answers no practical
purpose of :filtration as between the quarters and the hospital. The
members ·of this company are not convalescents in any special. sense,
and in my judgment they would be much better off if distributed
among the regular companies than they are collected in a separate
building, which is reaUy one of the most objectionable at the Horne.
It is wiser for discipline and all administration to have a member, if
slightly or temporarily disabled, in a barrack, under bis company officers; or, if more seriously sick, in the hospital under the surgeon, than
to establish any intermediate stage with a dual control, under any
theory of differentiation of the sick.
RECOMMENDATIONS.

The most imperative sanitary need of this Home is new construction;
for the barracks such additions as will house the e timated excess of
twenty per cent, about 600 members, and for the hospital an addition
to accommodate 100 beds. The most uitable barrack construction i '
represented by the frame buildings occupied by companies Mand N;
for these are not only of wi er sanitary design and appointment, but
they promise, at a minimum co t of erection, a sufficient endurance for
the probable active life of the Home-twenty-five years.
The con truction of a central bathing e tabli hment, upon some uch
lines as adYi ed, will relieve the barracks of the extra burden of bathing now imposed, and new barrack pla.n might well consider the reduc. tion of the number of bath tub· to a ufficient allotment for special
cases.
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I am also of the opinion that additions to the hospital accommodation
should be of the same inexpensive construction; but to include, besides
the wards, suitable space for laboratory and operative work. To relieve
the hospital of urgent pressure, such as the preseut reprehensible sick
occupancy of dark and uns~nitary basements, all insane members
requiring constant care-or restraint should be transferred to the Government .Asylum for the Insane, and this separation shouid be maintained.
•
.A.gain, as these Homes are to all intents and purposes large hospitals, of which the barracks are but the wards, and the hospital proper
011ly a place of marked and final absorption, it is increasingly plain and
of the greatest importance that the medical administration should be
as exact and intelligent as can be attained. To this end it is essential
that the chief medical officer should Le selected for active administrative ability, for professional knowledge and practical value, and that
none but young men of hospital experience and accredited attainments
be assigned as assistants. Judging from a uecessarily short observation I think that care has been used in the appointment of this latter
class, and that the results are most creditable.
To attain the full value of the experience offered by this large congregation of men of advanced years aud varied infirmities, to collect
and codify rare and interesting data and results, the most precise
records sl10uld be maintained, and but little should remain for individual choice and activity.
The method of hospitai supply is now too indirect and the responsibility so distributed that accurate and iutimate knowledge of what is
required and what has been used does not rest in any one individual.
Whether the present method of obtaining medical supplies is continued
or not there should be a precise and well-considered table of supply
prepared and strictly enforced.
Finally, and as a recommendation upon which all medical and sanitary
Ruggestions converge, I advise most emphatically either that a competent medical associate be authorized by legislation upon the Board
of Managers, through whom all sanitary and medical matters should
proceed, and upon w horn reliance could be placed for thorough medical
inspect ion of all Home Branches or such equivalent association of medical control and advice with the Board as will secure a central and
uniform medical administration. When this uninterrupted medical
direction is assured, all medical and sanitary questions will be readily
solved.
Very respectfully,
DALLAS BACHE,

Colonel, .Assistant Surgeon-General, United States Army.
Brig. Gen. J. 0. BRECKINRIDGE,
Inspector-General U. S. A ., Washington, D. 0.
:No. 9.-'-GENERAL DEPOT.

This depot is located at the Central Branch, and is in charge of Mrs.
E. L. Miller, as superintendent. The systematic order and neatness
that everywhere prevailed was creditable, and the familiarity of the
superintendent with all the details of the various hops and records
evinced the per onal interest and attention she gave to the performance of her duties .
.At thi depot i · manufactured the uniform clothing, underwear, bedding, and blank form for distribution to the several Branches of the
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Home. It is located in one of the main buildings, well lighted, and
occupying a floor space of nearly 41,000 square feet, divided into a
tailor shop, knitting shop, suspender shop, underwear and bedding
shop, printing office, bookbindery, and wart.rooms, while part of a
cellar under oue of the barrack buildings is used as a storeroom for
the crockery yet on hand.
·
A force of 34 persons, consisting of the superintendent and 33 members of the Home, is reported as the daily average number of salaried
employees-as clerks, foremen, laborers, packers, cutters, trimmers, suspender makers, and sewing-machine operators.::_to whom was paid during the year $7,874.55, at rates from $125 per month down to 30 cents
per day. In addition to these, a number of persons are employed on
piecework, the daily average reported as 71 members and 126 civilians;
the civilians are mainly women of the families of old soldiers living in
the vicinity of the Home. These are employed in the manufacture of
uniform clothing, underwear, and bedding. The amount paid them
during the year was $37,568.27. The amounts paid the civilians for
making dress and great coats was $1 each; for blouses and vests, 50
cents each; for shirts, 25 cents; trousers, 35 cents; sheets, 3 cents; and
pillowcases, 2 cents. To the members employed on uniform clothing
the rates were from 10 to 30 per cent less.
The materials are ·p urchased principally on contracts made by the
general treasurer at Hartford, Conn., and the treasurer of the Central
Branch, and all open-market purchases are made by the last-named
. officer, by whom all the actual disbursements are made from special ·
remittances made to him from the general treasurer, in whose name the
receipts are taken and in whose accounts tbe vouchers are filed as
though made by him. The uniform rule in aU other Government disbursements that reqmres the voucher to be connected directly with the
check by which it is paid has been developed by long experience to be
of the highest importance and such practice is clearly required by the
Comptroller's circular of May 20, 1896.
,
The reports from the shop accounts show improvement and are more
consistent in details. If the values of the different fabricated articles
were based upon the actual cost of the materials used, and not upon
the cost of the goods during a prior year, it would possibly lead to a
clearer accounting and a statement of the actual value of the clothing
on hand. The present method was doubtless adopted as the more
simple.
From the reports submitted by the several branches it appears thatThe value at last report, July 1, 1895, of clothing on hand was._ ... _.... $75, 460.72
Received during the year from depot ... ___ ... __ ..... . .. __ .............. 198, 497.17
Received during the year from other places...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 40, 952. 69
Total -..................... _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314, 810. 58
Clothing issued during the Y,ear .............................. _......... 242, 139. 64
Leaving on hand June 30, 1896 .............. _.......... ... . ......

72,670.94

Reports from the depot show as follows:
Clothing and bedding:
On hand July 1, 1895 . ........ ··---· ·-·· ·---·· .......... $123,942.41
Fabricatecl during year ............... . ............. _.. 171, 738. 55
Total . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
Transferred daring year...... . .. . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

295, 680. 96
224,436.44

On baud Jone 30, 1896 ....................... _.. .. .. .. . . . .. • .. . . • . . .

71, 244. 52
143,915.46
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Clothing and bedding material:
.
On hand July 1, 1895 _________ .. _... __ .. ____ . . . . . • . . . . . .
Purchased ... _•••..... _. _. _....................•..... _.

$30, 619. 63
118, 125. 52

Total...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . • • . .
Expended an9- transferred._. _................• _•... ___ .

148, 745. 15
109, 352. 48

On hand June 30, 1896 ...... _...•......... _. _....• _.... __ ... . . . . • . . . $39, 392. 67
Total value of clothing, bedding, and material on hand June 30,
1896 .............. - ........... _.. ___ . __ ........... _.... ___ .. __ . 183, 308. 13

The clothing seemed to be substantially made and of good quality,
though it was stated at some of the Branches that the quality of the
dark-blue cloth used for blouses was not of as good quality as the
former issue. The trousers seem to be cut on patterns suitable for
younger men than those found at the Hornes, and tbe tailors at nearly
all the Branches stated that much of their work was the shortening
the length of the leg, as the men, to get the proper girth, bad to take
sizes too long. A little longer over the hips would possibly add to the
comfort of the wearers. If the blouses were not cut so low in the neck
would it not give the men a more trim and ·soldierly appearance~ and
adding white collars and gloves to the authorized allowance, as is done
in the Army, would encourage cleanliness in appearance. The only
recreation possible to many of the old veterans is that of walking, so
special attention is invited to their shoes. It should be possible to
keep the Branches better supplied with a somewhat better class of
shoes; and Regulars are riow given barrack shoes also, which would be
a very acceptable addition to the allowance of these veterans. Quite
a variation was noted in the reported weight of the mattresses at the
Branches, but it is understood that hereafter all mattresses will be
made at this depot.
Under the law crockery and tableware are required to be shipped
direct from the contractors to the Homes where needed. A balance of
old stock, however, remained on band at the depot when the law went
into effect. This balance has been reduced $3,302.74 during the year,
leaving $1,569.96 on band June 30, 1896. The principal articles on
hand are sirup pitchers, mustard pots, bedpans, table forks and spoons.
In the printing office three mern bers are employed at an average
monthly salary .of $48.89, or $586.66 per annum.
There is so much variance between the report and the statements
submitted with reference to the transactions of the printing office that
it is thought best to make no reference to either, but attention is invited
to the recommendation iu last year's report, that the expense of this
office be paid from one appropriation rather than distributed among
tbe appropriations for the seven branches.
Statement of ma.terial on hand July 1, 1895, purchased and expended cluring the year and
1·ernain·ing on ha11d June 30, 1896.
()n

Articles.

hand July 1,
1895,

Amt.
Bimling ............. gross ..
Buckles, suspender, dozen
gross ..... _.. ....... ..... .
Bnckles, vest ........ gross ..
Buckram .. . ...... ... yards ..
Buttons, coat.--·· ... gro s ..
Buttons, drawer, great
gross ............ __ ...... .
Buttons, :fly •... ..... gross ..
Buttons, shirt, great gross ..

13
10
661
93
22
139
21

Purchasetl.

Expenued and
transferred ,

On hand June 30,
1896.

------ ·-----Value. Amt.
Value.
Amt.
Value. Amt.
Value.
- I- - - - - - - - - - - - $9, 10
$22. 67
$31. 17 ........... ·····----29m
42H
173, 25
105
105
173. 25 . ........... ··------··
1. 00
100
9. 62
8. 98
4
106
$0. 36
47. 93 10, 668G
344.10
75
27. 28
5. 22
8. 33

24
660

714. SJ 10,270
277. 50
168
29. 76
18. 98

........... ...........

31½
725
7½

691. 73 1, 059 6
621. 60 .........
39. 06
22. 07
3.16

14½
74
19½

71. 01

-·-------·

17. 98
2.18
5.17
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Statement of material on hand July 1, 1895, etc.-Continued.

Articles.

On band July 1,
1895.
.A.mt.·

Value.

Expended and
transferred.

Purchased.
.A.mt.

.A.mt.

Value .

--- ---

- --

----

On hand June 30,
1896.

Value.

Arnt.

Value .

---- --- - - -

52
$1. 74
l, 252
$43. 91
183.15
234. !?5
99
127.
384. 28
243. 26 4,537
2,783
7, 002 6 9,234.54 4,082 4 5,021.48
121. 58 ·····-·· ...........
94 1
430. 56
368
5, 5.17 7 7,794.62
Cloth, d . b., 16-oz .••.. do .... 4, 579 3 6,687.84 1, 429 7
135. 60 ····--·- -·-------93 3
2E
72
9. 29
49. 01
Cloth, white .......••. do ....
14 4
33. 80
24. 50
10
8. 25
100 2
335. 57
D enim . ............... do .... ···----· ......... 4, 177 4
343. 82 4, 077 2
36. 56
616 4
154. 62
Drill, black ........... do ....
151. 35 2,598 4
662 6
39. 83 2, 5522
527.3 4
1,882.63 10,873
Drill, unbleached ..... do .... 4,652
2,182.49 38,729
227.48 45,000
8. 33
Duck ...•.. . .. . .. .. ... do . ...
59~
8. 33 ------- - ---------- --- ---- 59½
4.4.0
20
13. 20
E yelets ................ . M ..
60
15. 40
10
2.20
70
3,074.98
Flannel, canton .... . yards .. 40, 231 4 2,869.48 75,000
5,902.50 64, 723 4 4,797.00 50,508
Flannel, coat lining .. do ... . 5,138 1,231.58 18, 024 6 3,738.33 9, 2696 2,088.47 13, 893 1 2,881.44
16. 95 -------· ---------100
Flannel, domett ...... do . . ..
100
16. 95 ··· ····· ...........
Flannel, d. b., 11½ oz .. do .... 7, 894 4 6,153.76 32, 2403 23,617.92 25, 215 1 18,880.26 14, 919 6 10,891.42
732. 88
467. 75 3, 042 2
Flannel, red ..........·<lo .... 1, 799 6
732. 88 1, 799 6
467. 75 3, 042 2
70.5 4
92. 85 4,436
°128. 22 5,792
Interlining .... ....... do .... 2,164
35.17 8,064
570. 91
Jeans, Kentucky . .... do .... 2, 770 6
204. 20 32, 00.!2 2, 320. 31 26, 900 4 1,953.60 7, 874 4
2 32,867.08
0
8,759.1
9,030
Kersey, s. b., 22 oz .... do .... 2, 7663 2,988.93 38, 837 7 38,646.95 {32, 564
9. 70 -------· ---------10
6.
0
9
945.
03
84
Muslin, bleached ..... do ....
939. 60 13,046
11.52 12,960
170
1. 24
8
32. 24
Rings, suspender ... gross . .
6
. 93
210
32. 55
208
92. 70
620. 30 1, 563 2
Silesia ........... ... yards .. 1, 432 4
111.02 10, 151 4
601. 98 10, 020 6
128.4.0
30
204. 54
Silk twist ..... .... pou111ls ..
256. 8,1
18
76.14
60
48
498. 07
276. 77 8,165
i3heeting, 1 cotton ... yards . . 4,636
276. 77 8. 165
498. 07 4,636
1,972.68
82}). 72 14,990
1,972.68 6, 762 2
Sheeting, ;f cotton .... do . . .. 6, 7622
829. 72 14., 990
3,121.22
---·- --· ---------Sheeting, ¾linen ..... do .... ........... ............. 25, 295 4 3,121.47 {25, 29r
. 25 ········ ------ ---Sheeting, £ linen ..... do ... .
193. 27 50, 215 4 9,872.36 51, 094 10, 065. 631... . . - - .
878 4
970. 0
325. 54 15, 102 2
Shirting, ¼cotton . ... do .... 10, 206 6
643.13 10,053
652. 44 5, 157 4
14.4
321
681. 58
Straps, susp ... . doz. pairs ..
495
21.03 15,000
675. 00 15,174
13. 7
128
26. 84
Tllpe .. ........ ..... . dozen ..
16. 09
136
24. 48
150
158
Thread, black cotton, O.N.
180. 4
493
734. 69
T .. . ......·. . ..... . dozen ..
73. B2 2,300
183
841. 80 1,990
Thread, white cotton, O.N.
179. 7
491
311. 20
T ................. dozen ..
805
307. 91
500
183. 00
814
Thread, basting, cot to n,
42.67
107
72. 21
dozen .....•..... .. .... .. . .
15. 20
250
99. 68
38
181
94. 20
141
405. 54
Thread, linen ....... dozen ..
48
32. 08
700
467. 66
607
120. 60
120
124. 08
'l'hread, linen ...... pounds ..
107
118. 80
125
112
131. 88
92.8 0
413
215. 29
Wadding .........•.. dozen ..
126. 09
810 .
385
182. 00
782
31. 43
762
Webbing .....•.•.... yards ..
720
30. 60 25, 035 4 l, 032. 70 24, 993 4 1,031.87
2
6
6
2
170.4
5
247. 92 3, 060
Wigan : .......... . ... do .... 1, 013
56. 56 6, 495
361. 81 4, 440
5,124.96 ----·-- · -------- ··
Yarn, b. w ... ...... pouncls .. 1,829
740. 75 11,063
4,400.69 {12,850
16. 48 ---- --··
42
183. 6
468
929. 77
Yarn, w .......•...... do ....
12
4. 86 2, 809
l, 108. 60 2,353

Buttons, suspender .. gross ..
Buttons, vest ........ do ....
Canvas, French ..... yards ..·
Cloth, d. b ., 20-oz ..... do ....

200
126
], 320
3,688

$8. 85
233. 10
119. 34
5,163.20

l, 104
100
6,000
7, 491 3

$36. 80
185. 00
508. 20
9,214.40 {
1,672.94 {

---------- - - - - - -- - - - - - - -39,392.6,
- -. 30,619.
63 .......... 118,125.52 . .......... 109,352.48 --------

Total ........ ·........ - -------

Statement of articles on hand July 1, 1895, transferred du1·ing the yea1·, and remaining on
hand June 3U, 189G.
On hand July 1, 1895.

Transferred.

On hand June 30, '06.

Articles.
Amount.
Blankets, g . w ........ ......... number ..
Blankets, w. w .................... do ....
Bed teads, barrack ............... do .. ..
Caps ............................. do ....
Counterpanes, linen ............. . do . .. .
Hats, black . ...... . .... . .... ••.... do ....
Hat , drab ........................ do . ...
Mattresses, barrack .............. do ... .
Pi.!lowR, cotton ..............•.... do ....
Ponchos .......................... do ....
hirts, k. w ...... .. ... ...... ...... do ....

~~::; i>·a:~a:;k·: :: .·.·_· ::: ::: :: :: ::~!~~~::

Slipp rs .•.... . ............••..... do ....
boulder straps, captain .•........ do ....
Shoulder straps, first lieutenant .. do .. . .
Total ....•.•.•••••.....•.....•. ... ~

Value.

.Amount.

Valne.

Amount.

Value.

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -

1,436 $5, 706.66
1,406 5,180.24
174. 96
54
994
459. 72
206
155. 42
15,912 17,662.32
1,502 1,483.77
572 2, 2 8. 00
5, 356 6,052.28
57
85. 50
12,771 6,130.08
2, 627 3,468.42
999
794. 21
2, 36
1, 2 9.14
8
1 . 00
79
150.10

1, 4.36 $5,706.66
201
812. 04
162. 00
50
135. 05
292
206
155. 42
8,041 8,925.51
7:35.02
74.4
572 2,288.00
1,930 2,180.90

------------------·
5,323 2,555.04
494
299
960
8
28

652. 22
237. 71
522. 62
18. 00
53. 20

1,205
4
702

.$4: 368~20
12. 96
324. 67

··s: 736:
si
748. 75
758
---------·
3, 426 -·3: s1i: as
85. 50

---------7,871
57
7,448
2,133
700
1,408

3,575.04
2,816.20
556. 50
766. 52

----------.... 96.- oo
51

-51,09 .821·· ········25,139.39 .......... 25,959.43
1
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Statement of articles on hand Jul!f ~, 1895, fabricated and transferred during the ·year, and
rernaining on hand Jnne 30, 1896.
On band July 1,
1895.

.Articles.
.Amt.
Blouses ......... . munber ..
Coats, dress ......... do ....
Coats, great . . .. . ... . do ...
Coats, great, in excess,
number ....... .-..... .....
Chevrons, corporal. . pairs . .
Che:7rons, first sergeant,
pairs .......... ...........
Chevrons, q. m. s .... pairs ..
Drawers, c. f ........ do ... .
Drawers, r. f ........ do ....
Overalls .. : ..... . .. .. do ....
Pillowcases, cotton, num.
ber ........ . .. ...........
Pillowcases, linen, number.
Sheet!', cotton ....... do ....
Sheets, linen ........ do. : ..
Shirts, cotton ........ do ....
Shirts, d. f. .......... do ....
Shirts, r. f ........... do ....
Socks .......... doz. pairs ..
Socks, stump ........ do ....
Stripes, captain .. .. . pairs ..
Suspenders . ..... .... do ....
Trousers ............ do . ...
Trousers in excess .. do ....
Vests ............ number ..

I

Value.

6, 948 $15, 271. 01
3,134 13,160.61
1,344 6,422.44

....... ....... .
20
10
3
17,366
984
341
3, 6'l8
11. 079
1,787
4,564
1,909
1,229
633
2,46P

.Amt.

Transferred.

Value.

.Amt.

16,302 $35,830.15
4,535 19,043.81
336 1,605.61
96

Value.

924. 27
123. 82
569. 35
1,592.05
648.14
2,677.24
895.13
822. 32
596. 48
4,666.89

6,394.50

283
1,490

On hand June 30,
1896.

Amt.

Value.

19,949 $43,845.89
7, 084 29,747.83
1, 528 7,301. 71

3,301 $7,255.27
585 2,456.59
248 1,185.09

458. 75 ··- ··--· . ..........

......... ... ..........

---·---- ............ --····· · -----·-···
5. 00 -------- ---------· .. ......... .............
1. 80 ------ -· .... ... ..... . ---····· ---------6,420.21 26 972 9,971.54 34,546 12,771.65
7. 00

1
.40
3,555
483. 48
5,613 11,161.45
4,658

Fabricated.

265. 83
541. 01

5,240
820. 05
28,218 4,054.92
2,623
951. 36
20,172 11,832.90
1,787
837. 93
22. 75
34
335
315. 67
5,263 9,972.32
6
1. 50
158
63. 20
15,096 2,053.05
25,784 51,271.47
20
39. 77
15,869 21,784.96

- - - - - - - - -·-

492
1,342

462. 14
487. 28

20

7. 00

10
3
9,792
775
489

5. 00
1. 80
3,620.10
727. 96
177. 55

5,000
782. 49
3,878
606. 91
20,551 2,953.17 18, 746 2,693.80
3, 150 1,142.50
1,260
457. 00
17,625 10,338.83
7, 111 4,171.31
2,068
969. 69
1,628
763. 37
514
343. 91
749
501.16
358. 08
380
554. 07
588
5,874 11,130.04
1,852 3,509.17
6
1. 50 .....•.. ...........
158
.40
63. 201
1
15,688 2, 133. 56
2, 963
402. 97
25,764
11,240. 99
.
...
16,923 23,231. 8~1~ ' 604 4, 947.58

~ ~: ~~~-. '.~

~·. ~~~

--

Total .....•••••...... ... . ...... 72, 843.. 59 ........... 171,738.55 . ......... 199, 297. 05 .....•.. 45,285.09
I

Statement of amount ancl value of fabricated adiclP-s t?'ansferred to the several B1·ancheB
National Homefo1· Disabled Volunteer Solcliersfor the fiscal year ending June 30, 1896.
Central.
.Articles.
.Amt.
Blouses ...••.•... number ..
Coats, dress ......... do ....
Coats, great ......... do ....
Dra~ers, canton flannel,
pairs ....................

5,025 $11, Oi4. 44
8,377.61
1,995
2,867, 16
600
3,096. 2*.
......... ...
350
127. 09

8,375

~~~~~i'!: ~~~. ~~.~~~~·. E!~~~:

Pillowcases, cot.ton, num·
ber ...................... 1,750
Pillowcases, linen, num·
ber ..... ....... .......... 5,600
Sheets, cotton ... number ..
500
Sheets, linen ........ do .... 3,600
Shirts, cotton ....... do ....
450
Shirts, domett flannel,
numboc .. ............. ...
514
Shirts, red flannel, num·
ber ................ ...... ...........
Socks ........ dozen pairs .. 1,463
Suspenders .......... do ... . 3,500

i~iE:;;;:~::::::::::~~::::,
Vests ..... .. .. ... number ..
Total ..... ...........

Value.

70
6,475
3, f/50

---·----

Northwestern.
.Amt.

Value.

--- ---

2,541 $5,584.86
939 3,943.14

---·--·· ·--- ····· ·
4, 46L
50
225

Eastern.
.Amt .

1,649.22
46. 96
81. 70

2,400 $5,274.96
875 3,674.39
760 3,631.74
4,800
108
200

Southern.

Value.
.Amt . Value.
--- --- --3,781 $8,310.26
1,012 4,249.69

.......... .............

1,774.56
5,920 2,188.63
101. 44 .......... ..... . ......
72. 63 . -......... ..........

273. 87

300

46. 94

1,250

195. 63

700

109. 55

804. 72
181.35
2,111.76
211. 01

2, 550
400
1,475

366. 43
145. 08
865. 24

3,000
800
3,500
104

431.10
290.16
2,053.10
48. 76

3,800
300
3,550
602

546. 06
108. 81
2,082'. 43
282 . 28

343. 91

----------·
2,772.09
476. 00
28. 00
12,875.54
5,422.56

......... .............. .

.......... ............... ... ......... ------···· ..... . .... . ·········
.......... ·--------90. 47 ..... .... . . .........
96
843
2,050
45
3,566
2,142

1,597.31
278. 80
18. 00
7,090.99
2, 940.53

51,013.35 . ........ 24,655.20

829
2,300
1
2,615
2,400

1,570. 79
886 1,678.79
385.15
312. 80
2,832
. 40 .. ... .... --- --- -··
5, 199.93
4,611 9.168. 95
3,294.72

,..,,I. "'· ..

28, 017.58 . ••.•... 32,997.00
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Statement of amount and value of fabricated a1·ticles tl'ansferred to the several Branches
National Home for Disabled Volunteer Solcliers, etc.-Continued.
--Western.
Article.

-

-

--·-

Amt.

Marion.

Total for all
branches.

-- ----Value.

Amt.

Value.

Amt.

Value.

Amt.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - -

2,200 $4,835.37
795 3,338.44
Coats, dress ......... do ....
Coats, groat ..... .. .. do ....
D rawers, c. f . ...... pairs .. 4,000 1,478.80
D rawers, r . f ...... .. clo .... ......... -----···-·
175
63. 54
0 veralls ............. do ....
p illowcases, cot.ton .. . No ..
300
46. 95
p illowcases, linen ... do .... 3,000
431. iO
200
72. 54
Sheets, cotton ....... do .. ..
Sheets, linen . ....... do .... 2,500 1,466.50
225
105. 50
Shirts, cotton . .. . ... do . . ..
Shirts, d. f ........... do .••. ...... .. . ---···---Shirts, r. f ... ..... ... do .... -------Socks ..... . .. dozen pairs ..
840 1, 591.62
258. 40
Suspenders .......... flo .... 1,900
Socks, stump ........ do ....
8. 00
20
Stripes ..... •.. ...... do ....
Trousers .. . ...... . .. do .... 2,902 5,770.64
Vests .•.......... number .. 1,950 2,676.96

B louses .......... number ..

Total ........... : ....

·
Pacific.

1,850 $4,066.12
7i0 B, 233. 46
3,945
84
150
400
600
600
700

1,802 $3,960.62
698 2,931.10
168
802. 81
3,045 1,125. 74
250
234. 83
242
87. 86
300
46. 95
2,000
287. 40
350
1211. 94
2, 300 1,349.18
687
322.14

1,458.46
78. 91
54. 46
62. 60
86. 22
217. 62
410. 62

--- --- -· ---------·
84
441
1, 150
22
2,585
1,880

---- -----

79. 15
835. 61
156. 40

200
188. 46
572 l, 083. 83
1, 95tJ
266. 01
6
1. 50
8. 80 . ........... ---------5, 140. 27
2,560 5,090.56
2,580.86
1,420 1,949. 37

--··-··· 22,144.36 -------- 18, 469. 56

I·.- ...... 19,855.30

19,509
7,084
1,528
3J, 546
492
1,342
5,000
20,550
3,150
17, .625
2,068
514·
380
5, 87!
15,688
6
158
25,314
16,573

Value.

- --$43, 076.63
29,747. 83'
7,301. 71
12,771.70
462.14
487. 28
782. 52
2, 953.03
1,142.50
10,338.83
969. 69
343. 91
358. 08
11,130.04
2,133.56
1. 50
63. 20
50, !!36. 88
22, 751.40

. ....... ,197, 152. 35

Average quantit-y of goods iisecl in the manufacture of each article of clothing, bedding, etc.,
for fiscal year ending June :130, 1896.
Article.
Blouses:
Flannel, cl. b., 11½-ounce ....... yard,; ..
J eans, Kentucky ....•.......... do .. . .
Drill, unbleached .............. . do . .. .
Wigan ......--.. . .... ...... . .... . . do ... .
Buttons, coat ...... . .. ......... dozen ..
CoatR, dress:
Cloth, d. b., 20·onnce ......... .. yards ..
Flann el coat lining .. . .......... do ... .
Drill, unbleached ............ . . . do ... .

~~~!~tFfe;~h ·::::::: ::: : : : :: :~~: : ::

~l~~~~~~~~t ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ·. ·.·.-.·.·.~i~~~::

Amt.

1. 5J67
1. 6501
1.029
. 2729

½
1. 5418
1. 8666
1. 563
1. 1045
. 5766
.1089

½

Buttons, vest ...... . ............ do ... .
½
Coats, great:
Kersey, s. b ........ . ....... .... yards .. 2.1339
Flannel coat lining .... .... .. . .. clo . .. . 2. 3929
Drill, unbleach ed . .. ........... . do ... . 1. 75
Canvas, French ..... ... , ..... ... do . .. . .5
2. 3304
.125

:u~iil;~1ii·:·:·:·:·:·:·:~~~·:--.~·:·:·:·:·:~i{~~::

y\

Drawer s, canton flannel:
Flannel, canton .............. . yards .. 2. 3996
l
Buttons ..... ........... ...... . dozen ..
Tape ..... . ........... ... . ...... do ... . . 0058
Drawers, red flannel:
Flannel, red .•••••...... .... .. . yards .. 2. 911
Buttons ....................... dozen ..
¼
Ove~~'jf.,-8: ··· ··· ······ ·· ···· · ······.do.··· . 0058
2. 7362

R~~{<fe~:::::
:::::: ::::::::::::a~~~!::
Buttous, fly .... . .......... ...... do . .. .

12

a

Buttons, suspender ...•.. .. . .... do ... .
i'1
Pillowcases, cotton:
beeting, ¼.... .. .............. yards .. . 9135
Pillowcase~ · ~en:
'he t.,1g, t .................... . do ... . . 91
Sheets, cotton:
heeting,i . . ................•.. do .... 2. 5204

.Article.

1

Sheets, linen:
Sheeting, i
Shirts, cotton :

Amt.

................ .. .yards ..

2. 5138

i~ift~~f !.·.-.-.-.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·cigi~~::
ii~~~:~.·.·.·.·.·.·.-_._._._._..·.-.·.·::.·_. .-J:!~1~::

2. 8858

Shirts, dom ett flann el:

-r'I
2. 9412

i-1

Shirts, red flannel:

J~!~!::

ii~at~~!~.· _-:: .": ." .':::: .' :: : : :." ." ."
Socks (per pair):
Yarn, b. w .................. ponnds ..
Yarn , w. w .................... do ... .
Socks, stump (per pair) :
Yarn, w. w ...... .............. do ... .
Stripes (per pair):
Cl .. th, white ... ....... ........ yards ..
Suspenu ers :

~~1I1~!::::::.·.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.·.·:.-.-::J:i:~::
Eyelets ........................ do ... .
Riu gs ................... ...... do ... .
Straps . . .. ............... dozen pair ..
Webbing ............. . ....... yards ..
Trousers:
Kersey, s. b ........ . .... . . .. .. . ao ... .
Drill , unbleached ......... .. ... do ... .
Drill, black ...... ........ ...... do ... .
Bntt.ons, fly .................. dozen ..
Buttons, suspender ............ do . . . .
Vests:
Cloth, cl. b., 16-ounce ......... yards ..
Buckram ...................... do ... .
Silesia ......................... do ... .
Muslin, blenched .............. do ... .

1~~~!~~v~st·.-.-.
·:::.-::.·. ·. ·.-:. ·. ·.~d~~~::
Buckles •.•••• , ........•...••.• do ....

2. 911

1'1
. 2035
. 0372
.5

.1018
. 0028

¼
½
1

a

1. 0556

1. 2351
. 5557
.1008

¼
t'I
. 3496
. 6472
. 6315
. 8221

. 021e

t
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Estimated cost of the material a-nd of the fab,·ication of each article for fiscal year ending
June 30, 1896.
Cutting,
Material. making,
etc.

Articles.
Blouses ..................... .
Coats, dress ................. .
Coats, great ~ ................ .
Drawers, canton fl annel. .... .
Drawers, red flannel .... .... .
Overalls .................... ..
Pillowcases, cotton .......... .
Pillowcases, linen ...... . .... .
Sheets, cotton ........ ... .... .
Sheets, linen ................ .

$1. 3505
2. 8512
2. 8431
. 1802
• 7664
. 2253
• 05'i5
.1144
. 3118
.4971

$0. 5781
. 9466
. 9320
.1688
. 2688
.1265
. 0319
. 0319
. 0426
. 0425

Cutting,
Material. making,
etc.

Articles.

I

Shirts, cotton .............. .
Shirts, flomett flannel ...... .
Shirts, red flannel. ......... .
Socks ....... . .... .... pairs ..
Socks, stump ....... . ...... ..
Stripes . . .... .. ............. .
Suspenders ................ ..
Trousers ................... .
Vests ...................... .

$0.1866
. 5076
. 7664
. 0956
. 20
. 3102
.1305
1. 2870
. 6462

$0. 2734
. 2734
. . 2734
. 0620
. 05
. 0160
. 4356
.5826

Rates paid for each class of piecework, year encling June :JO, 1896.
To members.

Articles.

To civilians.

Blouses .........••••••.• •••••• •..••• ••••••••• ••••••.•.••....... $0. 35 each ........ $0. 50 each .
. 75 each . . . . . . . . 1. 00 each.
Coats, dress.. . ............... .. ....... ....................... .

~!:!:~ef~it~fn~~~~~~: : :: :: ::::::::: :: :::::::::: :: :: ::::::::: :;~:~~t::: : ::: ii mt
1

Overalls................. . .. . ... ............................... .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .

:
1. 25 dozen pairs.

~m~;~!!!!·,
1?J~~n-::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::: :. 03g~ ::~k:
t:,heets, cotton................................................. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. ..
each
Sheets, linen . ...... . ....... ......... .. ... ...... ,. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. 03 each

i~~~it·ti~i;~~i::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Shirts, reel flannel.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

:
. 25 each.

~~m::

~~

::~t

i~11:~~~:: ~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :lg :~~rt~~:: ···: ~~ ·::~r: --·---APPENDIX B.
TABLE

1.-Roster of officers of the various Branches, National Home for Disabled Voluntee1· Soldiers.

Branch .

Office.

Name.

Appointed. Monthly
salary .

.A.pr. 17, 1883 $229.167
Eastern ....... . Governor .........
Treasurer ...... .. ~-. r.e~~ii:~~- ~:::: ~ Oct. 17, 1894 177. 083

Quartermaster
ancl commissary of subsistence.
Northwestern .. Governor .........
Treasurer ..... ...
Quartermaster
and commissary of subsistence.
urgeon ..........
.A.cljutaut .........
Pacilic ......... Governor .........
Treasurer ..... ...
Surgeon ..........
Western ....... Governor ........ .

S. J. Gallagher ...... Dec. 24, 1894 137. 50

Former service.

Quartermaster and
commissary of
subsistence,
Eastern Branch,
Oct. 1, 1889, to
Oct. 17, 189f.

Cornelius Wheeler .. Dec. 26, 1891 229. lfl7
J.E. Armitage ...... 8ept. :!9, 189 L 177. 083
W.W.Rowley ...... May 1, 1889 137. 50

Almon Clarke ...... .A.pr. 1, 1895
Moses Harris ....... Jan. 6, 1893
J. G. Rowland ...... .A.ug. 8, 1894
.A.pr. 1, 1895
Feb. 19, 1889
.A..J. Smith ......... .A.pr. 7, 1885

t.l~~:~::::::::

166. 667
75. 00
229. 167
85. 417
166. 667
229. 167

Treasurer, Eastern
Branch, Sept. 27,
1872, to Apr. 7,
1885.
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TA:BLE

Branch.

1.-Roste,· of office1·s of the vario-us Branches, etc.-Continued.
Office.

Western ....... Treasurer . .. .. ...
Quartermaster
and commis·
sary of subsist.
ence.
Surgeon ..........
Marion ........ Governor .........

Name.

-

Appointed. Monthly
salary . .

Former service.

W. B. Shockley ..... Oct. 10, 1885 li7. 083
D. C. Goodrich ...... Nov. 17, 1888 137. 50

D. C. Jones ......... Oct. 21, 1893 200. 00
J. H. Chapman . ..... Feb. 15, 1891 229. 167

Treasurer ..•..... H. 0. Reichert ...... Dec. 18, 1891 166. 667
Surgeon .......... A. D. Kimball ...... May 21, 1890 166. 667
Central ........ Governor ......... J. B. Thomas ....... Nov, 17, 1288 275. 00

.A<lj ·1tant, July 11,
1882, to Dec. 17·
1885; quarter,
master and com·
missary of sub·
sistence, Dec. 17,
1885, to June 1,
1890, at Central
Branch.
Treasurer, Central
Branch, Dec. 5,
1867, to Nov. 17,
1888.

Treasurer •••.....
guartermaster ....
ommissary of
subsistence.
Adjutant .........

Milton McCoy ...... . ... do ....... 220. 833
J.C. Michie ......... June 1, 1890 150. 00
J. S. Galbraith ..... . Feb. 8, 1892 125. 00
Carl Berlin ......... Dec. 17, 1885 125. 00

Inspector ......... J. W.Byron ........
Surgeon ......... . D. C. Huffman . .....
Chaplain ...... _..
Southern ...... Governor .........

:~1--. t~i!~!:::::::

Nov. 1, 1893
May 11, 1893
Aug. 1, 1893
Mar. 81, 1874

100. 00
200. 00
125. 00
229.167

Additional officer,
Central Branch,
Sept. 25, 1885, to
Dec. 19, 1885.

Secretary, Eastern
Branch, July 2,
1869, to Mar. 81,
1874.

'l'reasurer .••..... Wm. '£hompson .... Sept. 29, 1882 177. 083

Steward, Central
Branch, Dec. 4,
1872, to Jan. 18,
]882.

Quartermaster Chas. Candy ... . .... Jan. 1, 1888 137. 50
and commissary
of subsistence.
Surgeon .......... E. L. Welling .... ... June 26, 1896 200. 00
Chaplain . ... .. ... Rev. W. Price ....... Feb. 1, 1893 100. 00

.ALLOW.A.NCES.

All commissioned officers are allowecl furnished quarters, fuel, light,
and, in addition, governors are allowed forage in kind for two horses.
Treasurers, surgeons, quartermasters, commissaries of subsistence,
chaplains, and adjutant-general are allowed forage for one horse.
All employees, members of the Home, are furnished with quarters,
clothing, fuel, board, and washing.
Citizen employees, when permanently employed as assistant surgeons,
internes, matrons, women nurses, and cooks are furnished with quarters, board, fuel, light, and laundry work.
Superintendents of repairs, chief engineers, and farm foremen are
furnished with quarters .
.Assistant engineers, firemen, electricians, farm bands, teamsters,
musicians, blacksmiths, plumbers, gas fitters, chief bakers, and clerks
are allowed quarters and rations. No commutation is permitted, and
the ration is the same as supplied to the members of the Home.
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2.-Statement showing population of Branch Homes.
Officers and members.

Branches.

June 30, 1895.

.June 30, 1896.

Present. Absent.

Total. Present. Absent.
Total.
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Eastern ....••.....
Northwestern . . ...
Pacific .............
Western ...........
Marion ............
Central .....•......
Southern ...... ... .
Total ........

1,726
2,165
1,263
2,165
1,237
4,732
2,797

628
44.6
388
874
404
9ll7
1,093

2,354
2, 611
1, 651
3, 039
1,641
5,669
3,890

16,085

4, 770 .

20, 855

1,744
2, 345
1, 505
2, 318 .
1,368
4,846
3,129

Admitted
since June

Net
gain.

722
42-!
431
893
490
1,020
1,310

2,466
2,760
1,936
3,211
1,858
5,866
4,448

112
158
285
172
217
197
558

5, 299

22,554

1,699

30, 1895.
102
104
(1)

113
243
371
296

---- ----- - -- - -- - - - - - --17, 255

1,229

Average officer s ancl members.
Pres.
ent
and
absent
dur·
ing
year.

Branches.

Pres· Con- Maxi·
ent stantly
dur. absent mum
pres.
iug during
year. year. ent .

- - Eastern ..... ...... .
Northwestern .....
Pacific.,............
Western ...........

- --

2,394
2, 695
1,770
3,124

1, 855
2,313
1,408
2,340

539
382
362
784

Marion ............ 1,780
Central .... . ...... . 5,767

1,422
4,982

364
785

Southern .•••.•.... 4,148

3,131

1,017

Total ........ 21,684 17,451

"O

tD •
tDID

0

IE

~~

0

.:i
0

z

rn
q)

~

!ls

-!~
§

;::;i ~
--- -

cri

in

q)

cil

"al

q)

s

fz1

50
42
19
38
18
25
20

6
1
6
7
12
18
19

Total ... . 33 230 17, 792 255

221

69

-

3 21
6 21
3 16
5 21
3 18
8 108
5 25

1,821
2,259
1, 549
2,306
1, 486
5, 057
3,314

60. 67
57. 49
59. 54
56. 31

56
62+

61
67+

59

60

60. 50

61. 29

Per cent of mem·
bers absent
to whole number present and
absent.

Total.

familie~.

-- -

i:l

rn

q)

q)

"al
80)

.fl

0)

~

Easten, ........
Northwestern .
Pacific .........
W estern .......
Marion ........
Central ........
Southern ......

61
61. 9
59.88
61. 05

3.-Census at date of inspection.

15's

'"'
p.

- --

Not reported.

2
58
17
44
39
30
56

0

........... 27,338

16,041

4,233 18,574

$; ployees .

....

·s ~

- -- - - - - - - - - --

1895.
1896.
1, 995 Mar. 10 1, 710 Oct. 3 3,033
July 21 }3, 406
J an. 8
2, 436{ Jau. 9 }2,116{ July 22
1,522 June 18 1,253 July 5 2,182
2, 531 Feb. 21 2,211 July 1 4,107
1895.
1,542 Nov. 22 1, 2fl6 July 1 2,503
5, 162 Dec. 22 4,723 July 1 7,141
1896.
4,966
3,380 June 16 2,792 July

P.
Members of
8 . Civilian
em-

.:i

~
0)

Date.

6

a,

0

Branches.

IUUlll

present.

- - - - - --

1

'fABLE

MiniDate.

Total
cared
for
To
dur.
Admit.
ing
June
tell
year. 30, 1896. since.

u,
0)

~

;::;1

-

4
1
1
4
2
8

---·

~

5
31
8
10
12
27
9

-

20 111

:a
0

-

2
27
8
11
5
8

-

8

g

.;
0)

ce

ri,
q)

8q)

~

;::;1

~

1,901
2,387
], 605
2, 418
1,566
5, 245
3,429

11
32
14
26
24
45
28

--- -

'"'

"O

:E0

-

2
27
8
11
5
8
8

Q)

'ci,

b.O

~

1894. 1895. 1896.

b.O

~

--- - - - - - 1, 014
2,446
1, 61!7
2,4fi5
1,595
5, 208
a, 4.65

.196
.161
.180
. 224
. 202
.135
. 250

. 207
.141
.181
. 223
.196
. 131
. 244

. 225
.142
. 205
. 251
• 204
.136
. 245

----- -69 --- - - - -.195
18,800 .191 .185

69 18, 551 180

I
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TABLE

4.-Personnel reported at inspection;

Present in
mmp.

In line.

Not in line.

Absent from camp.

rn

f

1- - - - - - 1 - -- -- --I - - - - - - - - - I A ~ l - - - - - ---,-----:----

l:3ranches.

~

~

_1 j

....

.;:;

._;'g

i
~

0

'+-'

ti:,

0

- - - - - -1·-

~

. ~

~

~

8

P"'1

$

'O

~

A
~

§

0

l"'l

Eastern . ...... .
Northwestern 4 •
Pacific ........ .
Western . ..... .
Marion ....... .
Central ....... .
Southern .....•

-;;

~

....
j

~
w.

0

~~
l>1
~

.~

8

~ :.§

.S

~ .s

,d'

0

H

i..

C!)

0

p.,

;

,

~
-c ~ .£ 1a' .£ A

!o ._g. hv

l>1
~

~~lg1~ I: ,.; : ;
With leave.

... 0 " "

,..,0.-1

:

1
1
·

~ ~~

0 Qi

ai

g
.-<,-0

-- - 1 - - -

~ .,... ....,
~

i;;,.

,.....

"-'

""'

3 668

4 .... 608 17 39
3 1, 842 1, 845 3
998 463 312
97 872 54. 1
6 2, 280 2, 286 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... s35 669 °309 6 74 41 487
8 213 132 13 391
3 1, 565 1, 568 3 1, 015 12 1, 030 240 272
38 550 65. 7 25
5 6 2, 371 2,376 51,153 211,179 255 343 620 1,218 49. 6 163 . . . . 603 54 26 84.6
9 109 272 57 41 488
3 1, 504 1, 507 3 766 23 792 372 135 208 715 52. 6
8 5,165 5,173 62,720 332,759 9381, 043 433 2, 414 53. 3 565, 6432 °314 46 811
5 7 3, 395 3, 400 3 2, 356 30 2, ~89 . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . 70. 3 612; 629J5 858,625!) 421,149
- - -l- - -l- - ·l- - -1- - - - - - - -·1 - -1- - - - - - - - - - - - - -248 4,840
4; 721
Total .... ,3318, 12218, 155 23 •8, 983141 9,147 2,268 2, 1051, 396 5,769 57. 6
1 973 2 22

!

I
1 Includes

5 temporarily at post.
2 Includes 2 members.
3 Includes 15 members living with their families in vicil}ity of Home.
4 No inspection in line.
s Absentees without leave included.
6 Includes 44 temporary members.
7 Includes 56 temporary members.
TABLE

5.-Statement showing gain in ai:erage number of riiembers present.
Branches-.

Total.
Eastern.
Pacific. Western. Marion. Central. Southern.
- - - - - -- - -1 - -- - - - - -f- - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Year.

-!~~!~~-

68

149
72
79

56
462
252
150
144
145
213

157
17
-135
-14
165
68
215

698
99. 7

1,422
203.1

473
67. 6

227
136
40

1890 .........•.• ·•·•··
1891 ................. .
1892 ...... . .......... .
1893 ................. .
1894 ................. .
1895 ................. .
1896 .•••.•............

-74
73
81
90
78

214
73
21
36
77
141
83

326
159
95
166
182
233
175

-5

Total .......•..
Average ...... .

327
46.7

645
92.1

1,336
190. 9

11

TABLE

,..;
C!)

sp

z
Eastern .......
Northwestern.
Pacific··-·· ...
Western ......
Marion . ....•..
Central .......
Southern ......

1,434
1,681
1, 199
1,933
1, 109
3,625
1, 726

I

--8251-5, 726
117. 8

818

Confinements.

Never
punished.

Trials, etc., of a,erage present.

Dropped
Tried.more for absence
Not tried. \ Tried once . Tried twice. than
twice.
without
leave, etc.
,D

1,208
996
265
465
940
8'78
974

6.-Statement ·relating to discipline.

.

Branches.

160
138
66
59
142
129
131

.µ
A

C!)
<:.}

I,<
4)

P-;

~

,D

sp
z

-- -77. 30
72.68
85.16
82. GO
77. 99
72.76
55.13

236
388
140
271
110
887
737

Total. ... 12. 707- 72-. 82 2. 769
1
1

.µ

8

;;
C!)

,D

sp

.µ
A

C!)

,..;
C!)

,D

..,;
A

C!)

,..;

C!)

,D

sp

~

C!)

,..;
C!)

,D

.+>.
§

..,;

A

C!)

P-;

t

s
~

112
141
39
89
101
288
262

6. 04
6.10
2. 77
3. 80
7.10
5. 78
8. 37

73
103
30
47
102
182
406

3.94
4.45
2. 13
2. 01
7.17
3. 65
12. 97

72
95
23
15<!
75
299
86

3. 88
421
4.11
632
1. 63
181
817
6. 58
5. 27
932
6. 01 1,357
2. 75 1,887

22. 70 77. 3
27.32 81
12. 86 95.45
34. 93 82. 60
65. 54 78
27. 28 74
60. 27 55

16. 87 1,032

5.91

943

5.40

804

4. 61 6, 277

35. 97

<:.}

I,<
C!)

P-;

12. 72
16. 78
9. 94
11. 59
7. 74
17. 81
23. 54

z

<:.}

<:.}

<:.}

<:.}

<:.}

I,<
4)

1--

P-;
z p., z~ p., p.,
--- - - --· - - --- - I,<

4)

I,<
C!)

C!)

-----·

BRANCH HOMES FOR DISABLED VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.
TABLE

Branches.

7a.-Amusements, recreation, etc.

Facilities for amusements.

.Amusements tried and
abandoned.

.Amusements best liked.

Eastern ........ Reading room, library, smok.
ing and card room, billiard
and pool ,room, deer park,
concerts, aud theater.
Northwestern . Theater, billiard room , card
room, beer saloon, boating,
skating, band concerts,
entertainments by Keeley
League, meetings of Post
No. 8, Department of Wis•
consin, Grand .Army of.the
Repu b lie, and Cushing
Naval Veteran .Association.
Pacific .... .... .

o~~~~
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facilities are po~r.

Probably band concerts,
but all mentioned are enjoyed by a large number.

Shoot.ing gallery, on
account of lack of in·
terest, and bowling
alley, because toovio.
lent exercise for old
men.
Theater, billiards, and cards. Bowling was tried sev·
eral years ago, but
1
wi;a:~a~f
use.

i~~ef elor

Entertainments where
there is good, lively mu.
sic and songs, and humor·
ous productions; also en·
tertainments where chil.
dren are performers.
Theater, comic opera, min·
strels, melodrama, quoits.

None specially.

Western . .. . : .. Billi~rd and card tables,
:None.
checkers, dominos, theater,
opera, minstrels, concerts,
boating, fishing, books, pa.
pers,magazines, "old men's
workshop," quoits.
Marion ....... . Theater, billiards, and band .. Band ........... . .......... .
Do.
Central ....... . Theater, billiard room, boats, Light plays, billiards, cards,
Do.
clleckers, etc.
etc.
Southern ..... . Billiard and pool room, smok· Baseball and theatrical per·
Do.
formances; but each
ing and card room, social
amusement room is
hall for temperance league,
thronged from opening to
library and reading room.
closing hours.

TABL]\:

7b.-Amusements, recreation, etc.
Library.

Branches.

Volumes
at close
·of year.

Papers
sub·
scribed
for.

Periodi·
cals sub·
scribed
for.

Papers
fur·
nished
free.

Periodi.,. Volumes Volumes
Books
pre·
cals fur. cE~;~d
sented taken from
nished
during
during
library.
free.
year.
year.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- Eastt1rn ..........
Northwestern ...
l'acific ...........
Western .........
Marion ..........
Central ..........
Southern .••.....

8,655
7,809
1,727
8,062
2,264
19,794
10, 363

Total ......

58,674

58
103

··· ·······
14

52
22

16
65
10

10
8
25
7

266

124

102
25
30
67
14
131
......... ..
369

. ...........
4
20
12
2
8

··- -·- · ·- ·
46

336 ...........
!l06
68
462
97
500
70
179
14
661
237
258
3
2,467

1, 339 1

28,406
31,770
12,300
26,650
16,879
46,562
52,000
214,567
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TABLE

7b.-Amusernents, recreation, etc.-Continued.
Library.

Branches.

Class of reading
in greatest
demand.

Ten books most read.

.racob Faithful, .Harry Lorrequer, .roseph Fiction . . . . . . . . . . .
Wilmot; Ishmael, or In the Depths;
. Guy Earlscourt's Wife, David Copper·
field, Pickwick Papers, Barriers
Burned A way, Diamond Coterie, Ben·
Hur.
Northwestern . . . Ishmael, Self Raised, Colonel's Daughter, Fiction, history,
Count of Monte Cristo, Ivanhoe, Bar·
travels, exploriers Burned Away, Age of Reason,
rations, adven·
tures, etc.
The Manxman, Ben-Hur, Corporal Si
Klegg.
Pacific ..•...•.... Harpers, Century, and Cosmopolitan Fiction, magazine
Monthlies (bound), Midshipman Easy,
literature.
Marion Crawford's Works, Life on Mis·
sissippi, Count of Monte Cristo, Captain
King's Novels, Grant's and Sheridan's
Memoirs. ·
Western ......... Pudd'nhead Wilson, Ben.Hur, She, Adam Fiction, history,
Bede, Cohaba, Robert Elsmere, '.rhe
biography.
Wandering .Tew, The Man in the Iron
Mask, Allen Quartermain, Uncle Tom's
Cabin.
~
Marion . . . . . . . . . . History of the United States Battles, and Fiction, and his·
Leaders of the Civil War; History: of
tory of civil
Mexican War, David Copperfield, Little
war.
Dorrit, Vanity Fair, Jacob Faithful,
East Lynne, RobRoy, Grant's Memoirs.
Central .......... Boys of '61, Chattanoo~a, Adrift in Dixie, ]'iction, and war
Anecdotes of the Civil War, Colonel's
history.
Daughter, Adventures of Arthur
O'Leary, Family Doom, Girl of the
C.o mmune, Huckleberry Finn, Pauline.
Southern . . . . . . . . Be11-Hur, and The Fair God, l>y General Fiction . . . . . . . . . . .
Wallace; Works of Dickens, Reynolds,
Lever, Zola, Captain Marryatt, and
Mrs. Southworth.

Eastern... . ..... .

Total.. ....................................................................
1 Library

and reading room are same.

2

No seats.

(')

15. 5

;;1500

(2)

13. 8

112 1 400

20

10. 9

30

130

(1 )

11. 4

90

225

(1)

19. 6

31

175

(2 )

90

9. 3 100

16. 5

~,13.0

a Usually full.

(3)

90

360

703

J1, 790
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'l'AnLE

7c.~Amusmnents, recreation, etc.
Band.

Average strength.

Average cost for year.

Branches.
Members.

Total. ....

Cost for past Number
of'
year.
Per
concerts. musician.

Civilians.

Eastern .•...•.. ...............
Northwestern .. ...............
Pacific ........•
3
Western .......
½
Marion ..•.•....
3
Central . ... •....
4
Southern ••••••.
3

17
18
8

13½

1071

P er
concert.

Per member of
average
present.

19
28
22

Hr\

$6,631.49
6,117.44
3,538.83
5, 731.21
7,191.80
11,525.42
7,394.69

278
412
350
291
193
204
249

$390. 09
339. 86
321. 71
893. 09
326. 90
360.17
295. 79

$23. 85
14. 85
10.11
19. 69
37. 26
56. 50
29. 70

$3.57
2.65
2.51
2.45
5.06
2.31
2.36

126n,

48, 130.88

1,977

344. 83

24. 35

2.76

--- ·

Theater.
Branches.

Charge of admission toCapacity.

MeIDbers.

Eastern ........ 1,100 10 cents, general; 25 cents,
reserved.
Northwestern .
578 None .••..•.....
Pacific .... . .... I 250 15 cents; sometimes lO cents.
Western ...... . 1,300 None . ..... .....
Marion ........
500 5 and 10 cents . ..
Central .•.. ·.... 1,500 5 and l0cents ...
Southern .•.•.. 1,400 25cents,10cents,
and 5 cents.

I
Receipt8'.A.verExpense
from
age
for free I Total
of atperform· expense. sale
seats, tendOthers.
ances. j
a.nee.
etc.
- -- -i,
600
25 cents gen- $6,525.00 $572. 00 $7,097.00 $1,385.41
eral.

None ..•. ..•••..
Same as for
members.
25 cents ...... ...
50 cents .........
25 and 50 cents ..
$1, 75 cents, 50
cents, and 25
cents.

Expense
for fuaid
per ormances.

600
4,250.00 ........... 4,250.00 .........
.......... ....... .. ... ...... . . . ..... ... ... 125
2,147.50 ... .. ...... 2,147.50
45.50 1,200
700. 00
6,990.00
4,550.00

------

~:2.

25. 00
725. 00
454. 85
387
325. 00 7,315.00 3,007.50 l, 000
3,410.41 1,250
15,: 2 . 15

---- - -

Total .... 6,628 .......................... .. .. . ..... ..... ... ... 25,162.50 6,074. 15131, 236. 65 8,303.67 5,162
1 Temporary

TABLE

Branches.

Billiard
tables.

Eastern ..•... ..
Northwestern .
Pacific ........ .
Western .... ...
Marion ........
Central .....••.
Southern .••...

2
3
11
1
3
4
3

Total . ...

17

Pool
tables.

---5
8
0
1
1
3
2
15

building; not equipped as a theater.

7d.-Amusements, recreation, etc.
Card
tables.

2

14
16
27
75

(3)

0
24

Facilities ample
for all who desire Amusement room-how often in·
to play cards and spected by a commissioned officer1
ot-h er games 1
Yes ..•..••.......
Yes .. .. ..........
Believed to be ....
Yes ............•.
Yes ..............
No ...............
Yes ..............

Daily.
Once a week; sometimes oftener.
No special amusement room.
Once a week.
Occasionally; no regular time.
Weekly, aud oftener.
Once a week.

156

1 In Keeley Club room used by members of that club.
25 in barracks anrl 2 in hospital are used as such.
a Two in each ward.

2
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TABLE

Branches.

8a.-Keeley, Wherrel, or Gold Cure, and societies.

Numbertaking cure
during year Membership. First Second Third
time.
time. t ime.
--- --- ---

-------·····-23-- ------··
88
11

Eastern ... .. .. .
Northwestern .

117
252

Pacific .........

51

25

2

0

Western .... ...

1,046

72

20

4

Marion ....... .
Central ....... .
Southern ......

125
210
94

Total . ...

·-···--······34-·
61

44
9
(3)

-1, 895

4
5
(3)

Cost of taking cure-

Loss in
Num- m em ber r e- bership
lapsed. duriog
year.
---

4

48

72

72

25
11
65

10

200

308

1

0
0
(3)

-2ll1_ 65 _ 15r

14

76

For first time.

For second time.

-----·-···· ··· · ······· ·· ·
Medicine ....... $20. 00

$20. 00
Badge, dues. etc. 3. 75
Same.
Treatment ... .. . 15. 00
Initiation ....... 2. 30
Same.
15. 00
2 Alcoholism . . ..
Morphinism .... 22. 10
Same.
15. 00
15. 00 Nothing.
$22. :iO
22. 30

Branches.

Members Accounts
who h ave kept sep- What amounts and on what ac·
Inducements or encourage- taken
count have payments been made
t he a rateaild
ments given member11 to cure emto officers or mern bers of the
distiu ct
take the cure .
Home 1
ployed from other
underpay. fnnds 1

Eastern. : . .. . ..
Northwestern ..

---------.N~~~-;- lt. i; ·~~i,{;;1y ·~~i~ii--. ---------129 Yes ..... .$25.p~~- ~~~·t:h. t~. ~~;;i.;~~. ~;-~{1~:
tary.

Pacific ... .. .... None ... . .. . .. . .............

14

Western .. ..... The encouragement i>ngender ed by the redeemed
men.
Marion ........ None .......................

62
29

Central ........ Advice . ................... .
Southern ...... None; voluntary action on
their part.
·

13

T otal . . .. ......... . .. .. ................. .

304

57

geon, $5per month to memberas
janitor.
Yes . .... Fi.md coiitrnlled by club, used for
entertainments and paying janitor.
Convention
expenses, loans, serv.
Yes . .. ..
ices, and entertainments, $276.63.
Yes . .... Prescription ist, $180; janitor, $90;
night watchmau, $45, and secr etary of club, $60.
Yes . . . . . Janitor, $110; secretary, $24.
Yes ..... ~one.

1 72 reported, but it is believed that [l)auy of these bad relapsed 2 and 3 years J.,efore.
2 Cost of treatment.
BNo Keeley doctor employed during the year .

TABLR

.Branches.

8b.-Keeley, Whtrrel,

01·

Gold Cure, a·n d societies.
Total
member·
ship.

Other societies and membership.

Effect of societies upon dis·
clpline.

Eastern ...... . Cutler Post, No. 48, G. A. R. , 157 .. .. . ... .... .
Northwestern . Veteran Post, No. 8, G. A. R., 207; Cushing
Naval Veteran Association, 42.
Pacific ... ..... . Two G. A. R. posts, 270; Union Veteran
Legio~, 70; Naval Society, 35; Singing
Club, ...5.

274
501

Good.
Do.

451

Western ....... Brennan Post, No. 380, G. A. R., 300 ......... .

1,340

Marion .. ..... . Union Veteran L egion , o. 9u, 137; nion
Temp ranee Leagno, 250; Tom .Bennett
Post, 1'0. 546, G. A. IL 54; the Christian
nion , 250; Leagne of th11 'acred Ueart, 40 .
Central ..... . . . G . .A. U. , 237;
nion
eteran
nion , 60;
nion Veteran L gion , 208; Naval Veterans, 52.
Southern ..... . Ffre G. A. R. po!!ts; 1 Union Veteran Le_c:ion; 1 nion Veteran Union; 1 Ex·Pris
oners of War.

856

Eb~~;e~1 r;:~rat~bi1s ~~~:
couraging good conduct
and observance of the
rules.
Good; their influence permeates the entire Rome.
Good.

Total ...................... .. ....................... . .

707

They are not aids to discip·
line.

700

Very good; they are promo·
tiv<' of dis ipline and good
or<ler.

-1--;1-,895 I
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9.-Religious services.

TABLE

·where held.

Branches.

1073

Capacity. ,

Eastern. . . . . . . . Chapel ..... . '. .................. .

500

Northwestern .... .. cI'o .......................... .
Paci.fie ........... .Assembly Hall ....... .. . ... ..... .
· Wes tern....... Chapel ........ ......... .. ...... .

400
250
600

Marion . . . . . . . . Stinson Memorial Hall ......... .
1

~i~t~!~;;:::::: _?.~~a~~::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Total ...................................... .

When held.
Every Sunday, with special services
when req uirecl .
Five and six times each week.
Every Sunday, ancl also on w eekdays.
Each chaplain 3 per week, occasionally
more.
Twice weekly, each denomination.
Daily.
Sundays and Thursdays , and on holy
days.

700
950
5v0

3, 900

Services during :year byBranches.

What denominations.

Catholic.

Protestant.

Attendance.

Eastern........ Catholic, Episcopal, Metho· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . By larger proportion than
dist, Unitarian.
in outside
communities
232 Good.
Northwestern. Roman Catholic,Protestant
151
Episcopal, and Methodist.
Pacific......... Episcopal and Roman CathFairly well.
olic.
177 70 sermons, 1,400 Good .
"\Vestern ....... Protestant and Catholic ... .
confessions.
104
200 Fairly well.
Marion ...... •...... tlo .... ... .... .... ... ....
Central. .. . ....... .. flo .............. ..... .. . Tri weekly . . .... . . Daily ..... ....... . Good.
Southern ........... do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 517 sermons, 127 3ii5 sermons, 56 Very good.
funerals.
funerals .
Total ..................... ..... .. ..... .
1 Protestant

3,639 ,

room, 450; Catholic, 500.

10.-Farm.

TABLE

Acres Build·
under ings,
cultivation. etc.

Branches.

~i,-

13

,;,

~

-~
::0p

-~

8

150

18

15

7

19
3
3
13
8

24
16
]2
25
32

7

6
15
13

1,649

77

162

69

--·- --- 123

Ave<,ge
employees
of on farm.
Milk Value
farm
yielded, stock,
ui
~
in gal· Jnno 30,
A
Q)
c<!
lons.
.a
1896.

Eastern ..... ... 32, 533¼ $5,680.00
Northwestern .. 30,469 4, 197.00
Pacific . ........ 14,229 4,735. 00
W estern ....... ........... 1,200.00
Marion .........
540. 00
Central ........ 18,162 2,950.00
Southern ....... 25,647 2,975.00

:3

2
19
4
16 ---·- 10
12 · ----- 6
30 ....... 7
13 10
8

rn

- - ---- - -

~

15

6

ci,

i:i

A

·a

<D

'C

c<!

<D

6
6

1

2
7½

11
31
8
30
25a

15-i

10½

117¼

-----2

------- -- -- --

Total .... 121, 040¼ 22,277. 00

WAR

96- OL I--68

Other animals kept.

~

0

0

62

2 oxen, 1 bull, 49 calves or heifers,
. and 4.0 deer and bears.
22 sheep, 19 lambs, and 18 calves

23

225 pigs.

30

36 pigs, and deer ancl bear in ~ark.
93 pigs, 2 bulls, 5 calves, 7 heifers.

58

--------21
--

and yearlings.

19-!

Disposition of products.
Value of

{.!)

2
2
4

p.

lil-

-- -- -22
38
55
1
23
14

53

..,;
<D
~

Average
I employed

1il

;..

~

~

;a ·c
p.,
-- -- 16 ----- 6
22 ·-·-- 10
P=l

469
90
75
285
80

~

<D

k
0

p.,

38

~

,;,

~

Pacific .........
Western .......
Marion ........
Central ........
Southern .......

Branches.

A

i,-

Northwestern ..

Total ....

~

k
0

(l)

--- --- 500

,;,

----

:.cl

p.,

Ea.stern ........

Public
animals.

,;,
(l)
c3

,;,
<D
c3

Including services held by volunteers.

2

H

farm

products.

Turned
into commissary.

Ji,ed to
stock.

Sold.

---- ---

10
10
7
8
7
15
10

$14,534.83 $8, 820. 83 $5,705. 00
8,434.17 4,891.15 2,647. 79 . 895. 23
154.13
11,943.30 9,002.07 2,787.10
10.84
1,545.65 1,534.81 . ...........
166. 55
62. 60
1,703.33 1,474.18
9,589.86 5,558.76 2,532.10 1,498. 91
472. 15
10,855.62 7, 828.47 2,555.00

07

58,606.76 30,119.27 16,303. 63 3,093.86

---- - -
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lla.-General fund.

TABLE

Receipts for fiscal year e11ding June 30, 1896.
Branches.

Current expenses.

Subsistence.

Clothing.

Household.

Eastern .........................
Northwestern .................
Pacific .... .....................
,vestern ....... ................
Marion ........................
Central ........................
Southern ... . ..................

$24,883.78
33, 76(\. 93
25,736.28
33,009.91
27,862.75
79,967.70
35,373.44

$112, 211. 07
122,344.20
97,271.28
150,879.10
97,415.48
281 , 160.20
195,241.93

$2,564.85
3,717.14
2,099.11
3,157.80
2,746.30
5,941.75
3,700.33

$48,640.22
52,687.55
28,206.09
64,562.06
13,563.11
90,789.19
61,895. 5,5

Total ....................

260,600.79

1, 056, 523. 26

23,927.28

360,343.77

Receipts for fiscal yea.r ending June 30, 1896.
Branches.

Transporta. Co:p.struction
and repairs.
tion.

Hospital.

Farm.

Total.

Eastern .......................
Northwestern ..•..............
Pacific ........................
Western ......................
Marion ........................
Central. .......................
Southern ......................

$25,155.00
24,676.65
20,192.75
28,982.45
19,863.70
49,414.84
29,273.40

$1,433.33
1,252.55
3,778.48
3,292.80
1,750.00
1,391.67
2,303.87

$24,502.60
34,560.41
73,654.05
33,562.53
93,506.25
55,408.95
58,573.92

$10,186.50
8,894.60
11,212.49
9,827.23
5,112.09
16,683.58
15,783.31

$249, 577. 35
281,900.03
262,150.53
327,273.88
261,721.68
580,757.88
402,145.75

Total. ...................

197,558.79

15,202.70

373,768.71

77,699.80

2, 365, 527. 10

TABLE

llb.-General fund.

Expenditures for fiscal year ending June 30, 1896.
Branches.

Current ex·
penses.

Subsistence.

Clothing.

Household.

Hospital.

Eastern ................
North western .......••.
Pacific .................
Western ...............
Marion .................
Central. ................
Southern ...............

$24,392.06
27,648.66
21,315.58
29,470.40
22,710.38
70,916.00
32,171.77

$107, 864. 02
117,147.08
80,970.48
140,581.10
80,452.92
278,340.59
184,132.80

$2,002.34
2,586.95
1,299.68
2,587.52
2,249.98
5,658. 09
2,677.66

$40,350.52
48,661.83
27,020.36
61,456.76
10,317.98
89 170.11
58,033.78

$23,030.95
23,440.93
17,612. JO
26,304.65
15,563.96
49,533.34
26,464.51

Total. ..•.•.•.....

228,624.85

989,488.99

19,062.22

335,011.34

181,950. '4

Expenditures for fiscal year ending June 30, 1896.
Branches.

Transportation.

Construetion and
repairs.

Eastern ................
Northwestern ..•......
Pacific .................
Western ............•..
Marion ................
Central ................
Southern ..............

$1,287.43
8Sl.13
3,159.04
3,077.03
873. 70
1,445.12
1,804.10

$23,301.92
30,288.37
72,385.76
30,505.46
74,991. 16
56,894.48
56,925.40

$9,309.27
8,019.08
9,971.61
8,727.34
4,461.66
16,725.80
14,500.72

$231, 538. 51
258,674.03
233,734.61
302,710.26
211,621.74
568,683.53
376,710.74

$174,354.83
258,674.03
184, 767. 62
232,580.50
211,621.74
568,683.53
303,730.18

Total ............

12,527.55

345,292.55

71,715.48

2, 183, 673. 42

1, 934, 412. 43

Farm.

Total.

By check.

In our·
rency.
$57,183.68

····-------48,966.99

70,129.76

·--- -------·· ·12: !iso: 56
249,260.99

BRANCH HOMES FOR DISABLED VOLUN'l'EER 8OLDIERS.
TABLE
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12a.-Principal articles of food.
Contract price for quarter ending June 30, 1896.

Branches.

Eastern ..... . .....
Northwestern ....
Pa,citic ...•........
Western .......•..
Marion ..••••••••.
Central .•••••••••.
Southern .....•••.
Regular Home ..•.

Flonr, Fresh
beef,
pound. p<,..and:
--Gents. Gents.

2. 1!)
7. :!5
1. 58
5. 23
1. !l75
5. 34
r 1. ,10
l 1. 64 } 5. 425
1. 628
6. 25
1. 781
5. 698
2. 25
5.44
1. 91
5.5

Corn
Salt
Pota- Fresh Cod.
beef, Coffee, 'Tea, Bacon, pork,
toes,
:fish;
:fish,
pound. pound. pound. pound. pound. pound. pound. pound.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - Gents. Gents. Gents. Gents. Gents. Gents. Gents. Gents.
5. 24

··-··---

·····-··
5. 48
5.125

-------3. 44
2. 63

16. 75
20
21. 65
19

24. 5
32
14. 45
30

{ 24
20
26
19. 375
29.5
30. 5
17. 875 { 30
18
15

7. 625
7. 000
8. 37
8.53

5. 225
5.1.:!5
8
5. 415

0. 833
. 616
. 72
1 68.

5. 25

. 583
1 33
• 983

} 7. 25
6.37

...........

} 6. 73
7.875

4. 83
4.5

{

7
6. 5
4.5
8. 5
9. 75
8. 39
5. 24
5. 75

6
6

5.1
9

}

----·--·
4.38
4. 5
4

........ .........

Contract price for quarter ending June 80, 1806.
Branches.

Fresh Navy Lima
Su~ar, Sugar,
Ham, Butter, Sirup, Cheese, Sugar,
mack· beans,
~ranuA,
C,
beans, pound.
pound. gallon. pound. pound.
ated
erel, pound. pound.
pound.
pound.
pound.

- - - - - - - --

Gents.

Eastern ........... .........
Northwestern .... ........
Pacific ............
Western .•.••..••. 11
Marion ....•...••. 8. 81
Central .......•••. 9.125
Southern ......•.. 8. 74
Regular Home .••. ........

···-----

Gents.
2. 5
2.167
1.75
2. 5
2
2
2. 48
2.167

Cents.

Gents.

2. 0()2
8.49
3. 75
8. 75
2. 81 .........
9.48
3.5
9.125
3. 25
8. 37
9. 325
3. 75
10.87

········
. .......

1 Bushel.

TABLE

2

Cents.

Gents.

16
18
2 13. 50
2 14. 90
2 13. 99
2 13. 85
2 15
2 9. 5

19
17. 5
20
26

. .... .... .
17
20
16

Cents.

Gents.

Gents.

........ ......... .........
8.5
·····--· ··-· ····
8.37 ........ 4. 75
8
8. 375
8.5
9.125

--··---4. 7916
4. 6162
4.64
4. 97

.........

4. 76
4. 5441
4. 37
8. 96
4. 22

--Gmts.
5.125
5. 25
5. 52
5. 5
5. 31
5.1
5. 08

. .......

Oleomargarine.

12b.-P1·incipa.l articleB of food.

Amount (pounds) purchased during quarter ending June 30, 1896•

....

<I)
<I)

Branches.

~

~

Eastern ........... 96,040
Northwestern .... 82, 320
Paci:fic ............ 82, 500
Western ...... . ... l 06, 500
Marion .••....••.. 78,400
Central. •••••••••. 215,600
Southern ......... 129,860

.!4Q

f

,n<I)
<I)

~
Eastern ...........
Northwestern ....
Pacific .........•..
Western ..........
Marion .. .........
Central . ..........
Southern .........

<I)

IC<

fa:,

............
---·-···

........
9,200
(), !00
15, coo
41, 000

....

<IS

<I)

.0

h

~

z

,i,l

<I)
<I)

.c
A

IC<

0

0

41,495 27,222
110, 000 .........
1 77, 000 --- . --- .
8!), 210 10,400
36, 473 14,000
,276, 939 ......... .
1148, 097 26,400
A

e...:
,Q

,;J

ai

<IS

Branches.

.c

~0

0

14,206
15,000
9,900
17,886
7,800
35,048
26,404

Q

E-t

i:q

1,686
1,200
2,200
1,906
1,259
3,667
3, 22()

ti,

~

.:l
0

ce
<I)

<IS

2,630
10,000
5, 50(.)
3,925
2,900
3,510
11,000

~

~

C

P:1

i:q

~i
p.A

e.s

w

<I)

0

i

,;j
<.:l

.g

_..,
~
cp
~0
0
c6
p.;
00
0
~
- -1- - - - - - - P<

3, 01)0 143,580 11,338
26,000 8()2, 400 15,000
2, 200 .129, 528
8, 685
2, 000 1 2, 771! 8,360
1, 200 iJ'1, ~uo
2,550
•••••••• 1 6,259
12,000
6,700
2, 600 i223, 680

I

2,400
6, 000
1,000
1,400

-- -- ····

9,640
18,000
~

~

§
<I)
.c
E!
~

,n

IC<

ai

g
<I)
<I)

..<:j

0

~

,.;
<IS

ti)

.:,

00

c;:

d

\i

bl)

.:,

en

tn~

ti~

bll.:,

.:,
00

------ - ------------- --- --8,011
600
6,021
2, 000 21,000
7, 034
4. 292
2,787
5, 129
3,835
8,292
5. 114 ..... .... (), 889
18,000
5, 22t 48,520
18, 08()
5,488
2,506

15,114
14,500
18,000
2] , 654
10,200
45, 9CO
80,240

1 Bushel.s,

206
1,000
2,500
217
1, 8i0
582½ 8,099
. ........ . 2, 242
1, 095½ 12, 128
7, 7()6
408

. ....... ·····--·
......... ···
·- -- . ......... 3,800
.... ..... 4,000
]5, 4!!2
50,2!!4
11,000

2,042
20,122
29,641

26,974
80,000
17,600
19,804
2,200
10, 182
5,187
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TABLE

13.-Average daily employees under geneml fund.
Noncommissionedoflicers.

Officers.

Members.

~

Total.

Civilians.

~~
i...

Q)
Q);,-,

r,.;

~

Branches.

Q)

Annual
cost.

.0

sp

Total. •..
1

Annual
cost.

s

Q)

3 $6,525.00 19½ $5, 328.00
6 10,625.00 23
4,906.00
3 5,764.59 14
3,984.66
5 1 8,475.00 25 15,305.25
3 6,750.00 16
3,972.00
8 15,849.96 51 . 12,145.32
5 9,638. 33 18
4, 34.4. 00

-- 33 -63,-627.
88 166~

.Annual
cost.

P<:..

~

~

.0

sp

.0

sp

291¾$32, 568.12
419 44,688. 89
241 30,487.08
285 135,069.25
195 19,002.24
824 98,551.24
428 42,541.13

.Annual
cost.

g1~

Annual
f§
cost.
~
~"'
<lj
~
l2i
l2i
-- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - ---- --.0

~ -

~

Eastern .......
Northwestern.
Pacific ........
Western ......
Marion ......•.
Central .. .....
Southern ......

Q)

i-::
Q)

.0

36{;z $18,081.36
16,238.00
34
14,006.28
31
40 120, !176. 40
17,749.23
45
35,546.45
61
16,457.10
57

350¾ $62, 50,. 48
482 76, 45'1. 89
289 54, 24~. 61
355 169,825.90
259 47,473.47
944 162,092.97
508 72,980.56

178.19
15~- 63
187. 69
196. 69
183. 30
171. 79
143. 66

- ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

39,985.23 2, 683J/02, 907. 95 304{;z 139,054.82 3, 187¾5-!5, 575. 88 171.15

I

Estimated from schedule for Western Branch, as the cost was not reported.
TABLE

14.-Daily cornpensation of employees under general fund.
Non commissioned
officers.

Officers.
Branches.

Civilians.

Members.

Maxi- Mini- .Aver- Maxi- Mini: Aver· :Maxi- Mini.· I.A.ver- Maxi- Mim- Avermum. mum. age. mum. mum . age. mum. mum. age. mum. mum. age.

I

Eastern . ......... $7.64
Northwestern ... 7. 62
Pacific . .......... 7. 64
Western .........
Marion ..........
Central ..........
Soutli ern ........ 7. 67

$4. 58 $5. 96 $1. :33 $0. 50 $0.69 $0. 833 $0. 167 $0. 35
2. 50 5. 23
.17
. 29
1.00
. 50
. 59 1. 33
. 36
2. 85 5. 33
1. 33
. 25
.17
. 71 1. 67
5. 62 . ... ...... ··----- .66 ---- --- ----- -- . 31
6. 59
.40
.16
. 58
.86 1.00
1. 33
. 33
5. 4.3
1. 67
. 25
. 65 1.17
.17
3. 33 5. 62
.67 2.00
.28
1. 67
.50
.17

Ti\pji

TABLE

$5. 00
4.17
4.17

$0. 50
. 50
. 33

5. 00
4.17

. 4.0
.33

----- - ...........
. 66
4.16

$1. 51
1. 33
1. 67
1. 45
2. 41
1. 60
.80

15.-0ost of maintenance, including repairs, per capita for yea1· 1895-96.
Subsist- Clothing.
ence.

Branches.

House- Current Hospital.
hold. expenses.

Farm.

Total.

Repairs.

- - - - - - - - - -- - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - -

Eastern ............
Northw estern .....
Pacific .. ... . .......
·we8tern . ..........
Marion ............
Central ............
Southern ..........

$60. 3,
52.13
62. 21
58. 66
5!>. 84
52. 22
58. 81

$18. 92
13. 78
17. 88
12. 31
17. 48
10. 23
11.71

A verage .... .

56. 21

13. 38

$26. 245
22. 57
18.43
26. 01
12. 09
18. 77
18. 54

I

$0. 55
l . 23
I . 50
3. 54
1. 16
. 45
4. 63

16.-Post-fund employees.
.A. verage daily
compensa1 ion.

A

A

-~,,, ,,,.
-~S<J~
§~

Cost per
year.

Or.j

§

z

$13\l. 175
117. 70
133. 95
134, 29
119. 83
113. 70
1:io. 60

Credit.

Average daily employees.

Branches.

$8. 79
7. 76
13. GO
11. 48
4. 89
9. 68
18.18

-- - - - - - - ---- -124.
-20.-432
--842
11.00
11. 32
1. 39
11.11
1

TABLE

$13. 41
11. 32
1~. 48
11. '.:!1
12. 23
12. 05
8. 45

$11. 90
10. 37
10. 85
11. 08
16.14
10. 30
10. 28

ai

~

.0

Cost per
year.

~

A

~

~

27 ~3, 426. 00
51 5,155.67
11 1,320.16
(I)
30
11 I, 776. 00
2 9,176.39
43 5,230.49

24 $7, 306.89 51 $10, 732. 9~
26 6,115.11 77 lf, 270. 78
7 2,182.97 18
3, 50:l.13
17
(I)
50
(')
18 3, n.13 30
5, 7!\9. 13
44 14, 2fl6. !!3 12d 24, 0 l!l. 32
27 7,601.16 70 12,930.65

----

Total ... -6-1726.0-0)55 26, 093-:SO 163
1

3

·~
0

Q)

Eastern ....... ...... ··-····- ·
Northwestern ..... ..........
Pacific .. ......
(I)
We. t rn ......
3
:Marion .......
1 $150. 00
Central .......
576. 00
2
Southern •.... ...... . ··· ···· ··

Cost per
year.

ai

.Avera_ge
amrnal
Total cost cost
per
per year.
employee.

Not reported.

0

2

·s;:;9~

,;,

.,;

50

Q)

.0

j

<J,o

A a>

0

~

8

-41,466.19 424

.;a,;.,w

68, 2 5. 99

;.,

~

~

$210. 45 ...... $0."
146. 37 ...... . 54
104. 62 ...... . R6
$0. 12
. ~6
. 41
. 58
19:t 30
. 31
187. BS
. 80
.
41
184. 72 ······
2

182. 58

Western branch not included.

I·.....

~

0

l;o.1. 8749
. !\2
. 73
1. o:>

. 90
. 69

----

BRANCH HOMES FOR DISABLED VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.

17a-Post-fund business.

TABLE

Merclrnndi se on
hand June 30 . -

Cash on band
June 30Ilran~bes.

I

1895.

1896.

EaAtern .....
Northwest'n
Pacific···-··
·western ....
Marion ......
Central. .....
Southern ....

I

1895.

Sales during year.
store.
Hom,

1896.

--- ------

- --

1077

Rest au Beer ball. Hotel.
rant.
- -- - - -

Total.

$7. 097. 37 $J5, 349. 42 $4,066. 80 $4,771.60 $lfi, 901. 9-i $2,696.81 $29, 916. 00 ......•••. $49,516.75
50 36,502.50 .....•••. 51, ouo. 41
,. '"· rn ,. "'· 1,678.941 1, "'· 02 ia, m . ,1 1, 38:.J.
(1)
0,431. ~;j .••••••••• 17, &:l5. 52
l , 828. 43 5,005.40 1,718.96 2, 052.56 8,103.77
6, 948. 58 9, 983. 42 2, 982. 53 2, 719. 82 10, 731. 36 2,296.00 25,032. foi, ··•• • • •••• 38,060.31
6, 20!). 93 3, 435. 69 2, 493. 71 5, 834. 33 19, 005. 15 >752. 45 . -- . - ... - . . - - - - ... ... 10,757. 60
91,676.45 3 $9, 117. 40 139,401.92
,. 8:13. 08 ,. 042. 99 12. 316.
0'78. .. "· 608. ,,
28,074.97 9, llO. 34 6,033.56 6, ~68. 26 13,534. 50
38,834.24 3 8,386.35 60,755.09

"I

·r·

-------

Total.. .. 66,817.49 57,701. 35,31, 290. 90 39,867.87 120,061.20 7 128. 70 '.l31, 393. 89 17,503.75 376, Ul:'7. 60
IIncludedin Homestore.

2

TAilLE

,s Restaurant included.

Miscellaneous sales.

17b.-Post-fund business.
Expenditures for-

Branches.

Stock
home
store.

Stock
beer
hall.

Stock
restau.
rant.

Clerk"
Oth er
Total for arnl
other item s out
stock.
help. of profits.

Stock
hotel.

Tota.I.

Net
profits.

- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Eastern ...... $10,688.74 $9ll. 291$9, 92<75 .. , .. .. .. $21, 524. 7P. $10, 840. 34 $13,275.86 $45, 640. 98 $8, 056. 85
North western 9,271. !J2 606. 7716, 768. 00 .•••••••. 26,646. (HJ 2, 740. 26 53,823.46 83, 210. 41 20, 969. 36
Pacific ....... 6, 335. 41
637. 33 3,913.81 14, 268. 55 1 3, 600. 57
(1 )
3, 382. 00 .•••••.•. 9,717.41
Western ... -.. 8, 312. 681, 846. 87 9, 342. 24 . • . ••.• •. 19, 501. 79 1, 167. 95
40. 00 20,709.7417, 350. 57
Marion . ...... 12,112.57 .•....•............... .... 12, 112. 57
918. 16 16,071.36 29, 102. 09 3, 681. 49
Central ...... 32,588.541 (2 )
144, 329. 00 20, 115. 00
54,488.16
138,707.44 $9,917.87 81. 21,.
8. ,,._..
Southern .... 11,632.74 {2)
12, 008. 20i 5,077.35 28, 709. 29 3, 715. 91 41,128.86 .73, 554. 06 l, 111. 94

"I

Total .. 90, 942. 60 3, 3G4. o:i oo, 132. 63 14, 995. 22 199, 426. 38 28, 646. 94 182,741.51 410, 814. 83 75, 785. 78
1

1

1

1

Included in store.
TABLE

2

Included in hotel.

17c.-Post-Jnnd business.
Beer.

Transportation.

Amount Per cent
sold for 5 of profit.
cents (in
pints).

Cost of.

Receipts
from sale
of.

43,013
77,580
11,055
37,906

$9,924.75
16,768.00
3, 377. 10
9,342.24

$20,016.00
36, 502.50
9, 4:Jl. 75
25,032.95

226,496
6~, 408

35,924.07
10,282.10

89,131.00
38,834.24

1

4.58, 4.88

85,618.35

228,848.44

½to 1

Branches.

Amount
received
for.

Amount
expended
for.

Number
of gHllons
sold.

Eastern ............
Nortl,western ......
Pacitic .............
Western .... ...•...
Marion . .....•.•....
Centrnl.. ....•......
Southern ...........

$9,498.27
6,356.55

$8,636.20
6,313.44

----

Total.. .......

--- 3,401.65
--------- ----------·
3,071.76
6, 5,0. 25
19,087. 73
13,829.88

6,078. 33
20,750.59
13,931.13

58,744.33

59,681.45

TAnLE

-fir

½
i
---- ---- ---- ------ ------ ------------ .............

i

201+
117+
17!1+
lv7+

---- -···
··
140+

277+

··········

18.-Irnprovements and repairs.
Cost daring year of-

Ilran chos .
ImJJrovements.
Eastern..............................
$Ci, 98:J. 00
Northwestern . ....... __ .. . . . . .. . . .. .
13, 80:3.10
Pacific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
48, 498. 60
Western .................... . .............. ... ...... .
Marion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
00, 971. 37
Central . ............... ... . . . . . . . . . . .
6,410. 67
Southern . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • . . . . . . . .
20, 000. 00
Total ........ ... .............. .

1

204,675.74
1 1-lot

.11.iven.

Repairs.

Estimated cost for 1898 of-

Imp,ovomoo

t,.I

Repairs.

$16,318.92
19,856.56
10, HJ5. 42
26,012.48
9,954.87
56,894.48
27,925.40

$32,500.00
27, 500. 00
165. 200. 00
87,400. 00
19, 500.00
(')
3], 000. 00

$20,000.00
26, 427.50
46,437.38
29,140.23
19,407.55
67, 248.84
26,598.67

176, 158. 18

803,100.00

2a5, 259. 07
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TABLE

19a.-Pensioners and pensions.
Clerks on pension
business.
Average
paid each Balance due
Present
pensioner
On rolls
Home for last pensioners. Number. Annual
.June 30, at
,mlary.
.June 30, quarter.
1890.
Pensioners.

Branches.
.•

1896.

---Eastern ....................••••.•••..
North western .. ..............•.... ..
Paci.fie ...... ....... ... . ..........•...
Western ................. ............
Marion .........................••••.
Central ..........................••••
Southern ... .....••••.••........•••..

2,044
2, 2:J8
1, 372
2,456
1,544
5,237
3,640

1,353
1, 917
1,165
1,725
1, 175
4,473

Total ..•..•••••••••.•..•.•••.••.

18,531

11,808

I

$32. 27
31. 66
34.11
35. 36
30. 67
35. 61
34. 04

(l)

------·-··

Not given.
TABLE

.,

2

$26,351.87
19,343.08
10, 242.53
10,170.55
1,876. 68
106,835.09
29,376.70

23

$000. 00
1,360.00
900. 00
960. 00
240. 00
1,980.00
036. 83

210,196.50

17

6,676.83

2
2
1
2
1
6

One temporary.

l9b.-Pensioners and pensions•
Per cent on rolls
J' une 30, 1896.

Pensioners on June 30 having to their
credit-

Branches.

Pension·
ers.

Between
Nonpen· Less than $100
and
sioner11.
$100.
$500.

Between
$500 and

Over
$1,000.

$1,000.

\

Eastern ........... : .........•...•.••.
Northwestern ....................•..
Pacific ...............................
\Vestern ...••......................•.
1\{arion .... .........•..........•••••.
Central .......•...•.......•••••....•.
Southern ..•.•...........•••..••..•..
Total .•.•.•••••••••••••.••..••.

83.0
81. 0
71.0
76. 6
8:3. 2
89.4
81. 9

17.0
19. 0
29.0
23.4
16.8
10. 6
18.1

82.3

17. 7

- - -·

Pensioners whose
addresses are not
known.
Branches.

Number.

Ea11tern .•...................••..••••.
Northwestern ..••..•......••••••.••.
Pacific . ..................•...........
Western .....•.•..................•..
Marion ...•..........•...............
Central .........••..............•....
Southern .........••.................

2
19
1
11
0
19
56

Total .•••••••.••••••..••.•••••.

108

1,207
171
121
28
48
569
226
2,370

60
44
28
42
4
219
41

I

438

Pensioner11 transferrcd to the in·
sane asylum.

Amount
held to
their
credit.

Number.

$60. 00
658.17
100. 00
450. 00

42
8
3
34

2
4

0
31
6

2

63 1

9

Pensio11ers absent
over one year.

Amount
Longest
held to
Number. absence.
their credit.

----

371. 22
2,916.38

66
12

$5,394.12
381.50
78. 00
4,536.75
161. 05
7,489.96
1,257.63

4,555.77

171

19,809.01

..... . ..........

1
1
0
0
0
6

2
8

6

79
24
90
6

300
31
530

5 years.
6 years.
4 years.
17 years.
2 years.

-
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20.-Numbe1· of pensione1's on rolls June 30, 1896, at each mte per month.

g~g~gg~

0
0

Branches.

~aaa~~~
--

co

(fl-

- - - - - - - 1 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Eastern......... 588
506
143 . . . . . . . • • . . . . • . 705 . . . . . • . . • • . . . 1
Northwestern .. 545
5113
1 1
112 ...•..... 1 1
956 1 1
3 ......
Pacific.......... 296
207
73 . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . 651 . . . 1 . . • . . . . . . .
Western........ G20
632
3 . . . 168 . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . 937 ... 1
3 .•.. ..
Marion . . . .. . . . . 329
2
348 . . . . 1
100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 640
2 ... ...
Central......... 882
2
941
2 . . . 287 . . . . . . 1 .•... . 2,709 2 1
1 1 1
Southern . . . . . . . 665
1
708 . . • . 3
195 2 2 . . . 1 ... l, 7'?'?
4 1 2
Total ..... 3, 925

5

5 13, !J50

r:..:
,..-4

0O
00
,......

fl,-

0

fl,-

lO

Branches.

5 1, 078 1 2

6

0
lO
00

2

3 1 1 8, 375 1 3 1 4 1 13

1

2

30
27
19
25
52
93
57

4 303

1

1

o0 0o

00
0C"J,

g g
------1--- --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --1
9
Eastern .. ..... . ... 3 18
19
1 . ..
1
12
1
1
3
2 . .. .... ..
2,044
1 . ... 2
North western .. ... 6 2a
1 ....
20 ... . ... ... 3
9
2
3 . .. ....
2,238
Pacific .......... ... 4 12 14
.....
1 . ...
. .. .... 1., 372
2
1
4
Western .••••••. ... 4 32
2 .....
1.
7
1
2 ... ....
7
4
2,456
Marion ......... ... 6
Central ..•...•.. ... 10
Southern .. •.... 1 7
Total .•..

21
62
54

29
93
40

1l40 222

216

-- - - - 1

TABLit

l"""-1
fl,-

fl,-

1 ... 3
2
11
4 1
9

4
4

......
......

6
57
47

31

12

1

139

17

1
6
2

1
4

- -- -- - - - - 1

11 1 7

fl,-

fl,-

2
48
27

10
9

6
5

92

24

18

. ..

1

....
s
6

1,544
5,237
3,640

9

18,531

21a. -Treasure1·- Funds 1-eceived.
Amounts received during year fromKeeley,Wher- Posthumous
rel, or gold
sources. Pension fund.
cure.

Branches.

Congressional appropriations.

Eastern .....•.••••............

$238, 800. 00

$49,516.75

$3,808.78

$:?46, 918. 72

Northwestern ..............••.
Pacific .............••.........
Western ....................•..
Marion .....................•..
Central. .....••...........•.•..
Southern ...................•..

Under controlof governor.

270,625.01
254, 90.'i. 34
295,980.60
258,118.83
525,122.34
34(>. 524. 67

58, 016.91
17,535.52
46,732.00
26,327.85
162,191.70
78,045. 47

$2,580.82
632. 05
8,231.90
757. 35
97. 80

..............

5,619.67
2, 265.26
3,551.65
1, 3!!1. 40
22,248.76
5,289.22

280,748.66
167,347.08
823,484.90
186,428.90
728,249.46
476,121.67

Total ..•....•••••.••..••. 2, 184, 076. 79

438,366. 20

7,299.42

43,674.74

2, 409, 294. 34

TABLE

Post fund.

21b.-Treasurer-Funds received.

Amount received during year from sales-general fund.
Branches.

ConCurHospi- struc·
Farm.
Clothing. Houserent ex- Subsisthold.
ence.
tal.
tion.
penses.
---- --- - -----

East ern ....... ........ $5,211.07 $1, G98. 18 $140. 22 $30. 00
Nor th western . $6'.l. 9'.l 2,060.86 1, 2:!5. 48 304. 21 26. 65
P:i.cific ........ 119.44 3, 100. ::8
606. 09
54. 52
149.11
. 90
Western ......
2. 78 3, 294. 80 1,306.94
4. 60
63. 11 113.70
Mai-ion .....••. ] 2.90 1,84 3. 36
174. 63
Central. . ...... 583. 81 17, 159. 70 1, 741.75 2,846. 69 12!1. 37
756. 87
Soutl1ern ...... ...... .. . 5,844.60
971. 28
38. 4C

- - - --

Total. ... 702. 86 38,514. 86

-

7, 2G7. 37

i4' 718. 09

Receipts Total refrom
other ceiptsfrom
sources. all sources.

$202. 60 $186. 50 ... .... .. $546, Cl07. 82
6:.1 2. 41 1,411. 20 · · · ··· · ·
623, 315. 87
447, 665.13
71. 30
538. 15 $420. 94
682, 451.67
329. 99
404. 48 4, 126.04
1U6.10
475,390. 88
49. 00
3. 75
585. 17 1,675.83 ..... .. .. . 1, 462, 632. 38
908, 206. 58
138. 38
472.15
3. 8'/

----

397. 24 2, 008.85 4, 092.12 4, 656.05 5, 145, 669. 83
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22a.-Quartermaster's depa1·tment-Barracks, etc.
Barracks •
..cl
0

r.rl

Q;,~

.... .,....,.d

Condition,

o A
..,_,..

0..,

+"

1

-1

Q;, ~

i-..

Q;,t=I

~p

i:q

..cl

~

Q;,p

t=I

0
. g~

0

~.o

p

Branches.

..cl

•

--

~

0 P<
.... P<
AO
~..cl

Ventilation.

Eastern ........ Good, and fairly suit·
able.
Northwestern . Good ......•••.......... 30

50

90

45

64

33

19

Pacific .••..•... Good repair, except as 17
to painting and floors;
some dampness in
basements.
Western ....... Good .......... ·...••••.. 26

77

32

23

62

25

Marion .•••••.. Newfloorsrequirecl and 14
painting outside.
Central ... ..• •. Good ......•••.••.•••••. (2)

90

25

16½ Ventilating slmfts, registers, and ven·
tilators satisfactory.
25 Ail' flues from basement to roofs, open
fireplaces, and t r ansoms .
25 Windows and doors in most; ventilating flues in barrack 21; not satisfactory in every respect.
23 No r egular system; only by opening
of doors and windows when neces•
sary.

1 33

Southern ..•••• Fair .••••••••••••••••••. 43

Total .•..

32

(2)

56

29

-.......................... 163

Windows, ventilators, and chimneys
not satisfactory in every r espect.
Doors and windows not satisfactory
in every r espect.
Open fireplaces and foul.air ducts
leading to air shafts; do not regu·
late well if damp or foggy .

Barracks.

B~al!ches._

H eating.

Condition
of beds, Reported
bedding, weightof
mattress.
and
lockers.

Lighting.

Pound,.
51
14
E astern.. ... ... Steam; satisfactory .... . Electricity; adeq uate.... Good ..... .
7
13
Northwestern ..... . do . ... ........ ..... . Gas aud electricity; ade.... .. do ..•.
qiiate.
3
16
Pacific...... . . . Ste::tm; low pressure; Electricity; not quite ..... do ..• .
adequate, owing to n ec·
indirect radiation;
essary economy of
satisfactory.
power.
Western....... Steam; satisfactory . .... Gas; adequate ................ rlo ..•. Stoll .••••..
17½
12
Marion . . • . . • • . Open fireplaces, and one Natural gas; poor light; .•.. :do ....
electric lights r equired.
also h eated with hot
air; insuffi cient on
extreme cold days.
s13 }
88
Central . • . . • • • . Steam ; satisfactory ..... Gas,exceptin barrack 21, . : •.. do .... {
4 17
gaA and electricity; a<le·
qnate.
17 100 to 150
Southern . • . . . . Steam .••••••.•••••••... Electricity in three bar. .••.. do ....
racks; r emainder gas,
oil, and candles.
1
2

T wC'nt,y-nine of these loc::i.ted in lauudry.
General bath house; no bath tubs in barracks, except in barrack 30.
TABLE

22b.-Quartermaslel''B deparl-ment-Ba1'?'aclcs, etc.

Number of acres.
Branches.

In reser.
vation.

Leased.

Eastern..........
1,754
Northwestern....
3 2. 25
Pacific...........
620
190
Wes tern . . . . . . . . .
640
Marion . . . . . . . . . . .
250. 65
120
Central..... . . . . . .
578
........... .
Sout11cr11 ... .............. . .. .
43
Total.......

s01r1 style.
4New style.

4, 242. 90

I

Barracks.

Number.

12
12
7

tone or
brick.

Frame.

1, 451

7
7 .•••.•.•. ~~.
13

13
7
32
...... ·i1 ·1
JO
11
102

Number
Number
of men
of men ::tt
~~t':is~~ll prCSCllt OC·
for.
cupied by.

40

I

········100·

·······i;aoil

1,612

2,145
1,102
4, 353

7

740

15

3, 855

8

62 1··:········· ..... ···•••·
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22b.-Quarte1"rnaster's depa1·tment-Barracks, etc.-Continued•

TABLE

Floor space per man
(square feet).

Branches.

...

High•
est.

(i0, 6
Eastern ............•......
Northwestern ......•.. ... .
69
Pacific ..•..........•...... 149
Western ...........••.....
60
Marion ...... : .....•••..... ..........
Central .•.•........•••.....
78
Southern ..........•••.....
88

Total. ....••.•••.....

149

TABLE

.Air space per man
(cubic feet).

Number of men
sleeping-

In other
places
not
.origi·
Low- A.ver. High• Low. .Aver· In at. In base·
est.
ago.
est.
est.
age.
tics. ments. nallyin·
tended
for
_slee;p·
mgm.
- - - - - - - - - ,- - - - -- ·- - 40. 25
38
56
ll7.6

50
53. 5
73
51.8

726
906
1,941
817

383
372
734
409

554
639
815
637

50

69

1,078

432 1
6118
318

139

37.6

65.8

1,941

318 1 662. 3

756

........

124

326
128
7
240
25
21
1 282

639

1,029

842
2
271

---2

23a. -Quartermaster's department-Stm·ehouses, property, etc.

Brick
or stone.

Eastern ...... ......
Northwestern .....
Pacific .............
Western .••...••••.
Marion .....••.•••.
Central .....••.••..
Southern .••.••••..

0
4
0
10
1
I

2

Record
kept of
amount
Sufficient expended
capacity1 on each
buildingf

Condition.

Wood.

1 Good .•••••............•. .••.•••..••...
0 3 good ; 1 not goocl .. . .. .. .....•.•••..
0 Quite ~amp in rainy season ......• •·.·
0 JJamp m wet weather .......•..••.•..
0 Good ..........••........•••.•..••••..
1 ..... do ................................
1 Fairly good ..••••..•••..••.....••• : ••

·-········
-------8
Total ....•••.
7

Value of property on
hand June 30, 1896.

Northwestern .....
Pacific .............

7, 671.81
(2)

12,107.89
14,133.89

Western ......••••.

(2)

12,397.59

Marion ...••...... .

3,254.24

6,398.51

Central ............ 26,835.78

16,767.38

7,682.81

7,487.20

Total .... .. .. 52,503.75

79,726.80

1 Barrack

No ....•••.
No ..... ; ..
Yes ..•.•..
No .... ....
No ........
No ........
No .••..••.

No.
No.
No.
Ye.s.
Yes.
Yee.
No.

--·

How are stores ancl property
accounted for 1

Quartermaster
stores
Clothing.
(current
supplies).

Eastern .......••... $7,059.11 $10,433.84

Southern ..........

..........

2 None reported sleeping on floor.

Storehouses.
Branches.

75
69
379

......... .................
94
········
········
......... ········
48
60
1,022
660
........

1 Includes 150 outside of camp.

Branches.

1081

:inventories-How
often taken f

Taken UJ? on property books after Quarterly and yearly.
inspection and acceptance, and
issued opou proper requisition,
and charged off in property books .
Inventories ....••................... .Annu:::.lly.
On the books ........•...•.•••...•.. Clotrung, quarterly;
stores , annually.
Taken up on inspection reportR ap. Semiannually.
proved by the Governor. Perish·
able stores issued on approved
requh1itions and dropped. Im·
perishable dropped by condemna·
tion by proper officer or by sale.
Taken ~ on general Jlropertv ledg· Clothing, quarterly;
other property, anera an individual prop~rty book~
nually.
and expended on requisition an
by condemnation.
To the Board of Managers .... ...... Quarterly and an·
nually .
0
ac· Annually.
~o!~~k~tte:ri~~r:~r:_rate

basements used.

2No report.
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23b.-Quarterrnaste,·'s departrnent-Property, etc.
Unserviceable property.

Branches.

Eastern . ........•.••••••
Northwestern .......•..
Pacific ..................
Western ................
Marion .................
Central .. ... ...... ......
Southern ...............

$30,188.97
31,634.17
6,737.80
32,139.46
3,734.19
86,026.12
8,737.95

46,504
2,227
15,883
07, 0531:\
17,695
119,282
12,357

Total .............

199,198.66

281, 0011\

1 Amount

Rags and clippings.

Value of
fr!!c!~1!~f Pounds
property con· Articles
con·
demneddur. demned.
condemned of, sold.
property.
ing year.

advertised for sale.

TABLE

2

$1,613.02
1,247.83
71. 92
1,315.01

·-----·--·2,559.07

- 35,075
26,342
5,882
18,857
1 8,850
42,960

1,150.82

...............

7,957.67

137,966

Total re,
Price per pound. ceipts from
sale of.
$0. 0175 to $0. 05
. 0025 to .10
. 005
.025 to .11
2 • 003 to
.13
• 0075 to .11

$1,613.02
1,063.53
29.41
1,171.86
1,780.98

-----------------· ...............
• 0025 to

.13

5,658.80

Prices offered and aocepted, but sale not consummated.

24.-Quartermaster's department-Clothing and laundry.
Value of clothing.

Branches.

On hand .July
1, 1895.

Received from
depot during
year.

Eastern ........
Northwestern ..
Pacific .........
Western .......
Marion . ... .....
Central. ........
Southern .•.••••

$6,281.26
10, 178. 74
10, 583.51
12,770.74
3,716.31
26,919.61
7,206.17

$27,498.80
25,308.30
18,469.56
27,509.78
16,520.82
50,997.44
32,292.47

Total . .' ••.

77,656.34

198,597.17

Received from
other places.

Issued during
year.

Inspected and
condemned.

13. 50
4,912.33
15,737.07
6, 914.65

$31,541.18
29,753.77
20,715.47
28,194.68
21,889.64
71,172, 28
38, 8i2. 62

$30,188.97
25,407.09
5, 476.64
22,807.71
13,114.83
54,712.48
22,633.89

40,952.69

242, Ul9. 64

174, 341.Gl

$6,802.09
6,573.05

...................

Laundry.
Branches.

Av:erage
pieces
laundriec1
per
month.

Expense
for laundry
work at the
Homedur·
ing year.

Expense
for laun·
dry work
done
outside.
$63. 76

Number
of men Number
doing
of emtheir own ployees.
washing.
----

Weekly allowance per man.

13

1 shirt, 1 pair drawers, 1 pair
socks, and other clothing if

480

20

1 shirt, 1 pair drawers, 1 pair

.............

200

12
18

(3)

15

(')

40

······----

17

736.19 , ... ... ~ ...

135

Eastern ........

29,245

$1,446.56

Northwestern ..

1 21,813

2,440.00

Pacific .........
Western ....•..

9,990
49,484

1,268. 83
1,317. 98

263.17
113. 25

Marion ..••••••.

9,330

2,005.43

186. 87

Central ....... . .

78,660

4,014.59

··-·-·····

Southern .......

52,099

1,716.00

109.14

Total. ....

250,621

14,209.39

............

(2)

necessary.

socks, and trousers, blouses,
vests, and overalls, as occa.sion may require.

All soiled clothing and bed·
ding.
No fixed amount. All soiled
underclothing is washed
once a week.
l set of underclothes
week, and bedding wC:!
ner,essary.
3 pieces as a rule; no objection
to an occasional greater
number.

-·
1 Pieces

of clothing only.
Members wash tlieir handkerchiefs, ancl a few wash their shirt, drawers, and sock.a.
Sixty per cent on socks, 8 per cent on shirt .
• Some men wash their underclothes and aocka.

2

1
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25.-Engineer andfire departments.
Engineer department.

Ratio of
empl yeesunder
chief enMem- Civil- gineerto
bers.
iaus. average
reseut.
neto--Employees.

Branches.

Satisfactory in What officer has
every respect 1 ch!~~~i!i:~op

System of water
supply.

0

Eastern ....... .
:Northwestern .
Pacific ..•......

62 I
48

10

Western ...•••.

40

11

Marion .••.•••.

,1

'

Central .••..••.

77

11

Southern ..••.•

25

IJO

'l'otal ....

51. 5

30

375

Angnsta Water Co ... Yes .....•••••. Quartermaster.
City of Milwaukee ........ do ......••.
Do.
Springs in mountai_n s Inadequll'te ...• Treaimrer and
and wells on Home
acti_n g quargrounds.
termaster.
45.8 From Leavenworth Yes .......•.... Quartermaster.
Waterworks, from
reservoir by gravitation.
31. 5 Standpipe pressure; No ............ .
Do.
~!Jfsl.ypumpedfrom
56.6 Pumping and stand- Yes ........... .
Do.
pipe system.
·
82. 4 NewportNew11 Water •••.. do .••••••••
Do.
Co.
32
29. 3

46.2
Fire department.

Branches.
Protection against :fire.

Apparatn!! adequate and in good
condition.

Eastern ....•••. Very goocl; 12 hydrants supplied from Appear11 so . •••••.
.Augusta Water Co., 60 pounds pressure.
Also, in each barrack, standpipes, hose,
chemical pails, etc.
Northwestern . One fire engine; hydrants at convenient Yes ...............
stations surrounding all public buildings;
c,ne fire pump; standpipes and hose in
bntldings; fire extinguishers and baud
grenades.
Pacific ..••.•••. 25 -fire hydrants; 2,000 feet fire hose; fire Saitablehosecart
extin~uishers and grenades distrilmted in
needed.
buildmgs.
Western ...... . Hydrants and 2½-inch fire hose ..... ...... .. . Tiose getting old ..
Marion .....•.. Steel standpipe 18 feet in diameter and 125 Yee ...•••••••.•••.
feet lJigh, holding W8,000 gallons of water
and kept fn)l at all times. Hose reel
with 1,000 feet 2½-inch hose; also small
hose in all builoings.
Central. ••.•••. Standpipe with 65 pounds pressure ... .......••.. <lo .•••••••••••
Southern ..••.. One steam engine; fire hose connection in .••.. do .•••••••••••
main building and hospital; fire bnckets
in racks in main butlding, convalescent
company, and other barracll:s.
1 Srs;

additional in wmter.

\

How c,ften tested.
8 or 4 times a year .

Monthly.

Usually 2 or a
times monthly.
Freq_ueutly.
Large hose monthly; small hose
quarterly.
Weekly.
!frequently.

1o·si·
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26.-Conimissary depa1·tment-Storelwuses, stm·es, cl'ini11g hall .
.storehouses.

.1,raaches.

131-ick
Wood.
or
stone.

Eastern ........... .
Northwestern ..•..
Pacific ............ .
Western .......... .
Manon .......•....
Ce.n tral ........... .
Southern ......... .

ll

1

2

Condition.

Fair repair .....•...... No ..•.••••

Gootl aud dry ..........
Goml ..................
••••••••.••.. do ....•............
1 · .••..•....... do ... : .............
1
1 ... . . do ........ ... --~·-·
1
Very fair . . • . . • • • • • . . • .

1
20
20

Total ....... .

Yes .••••..
Yes ...••••
Yes ....•..
Yes ......•
Yes ...... .
y ·es ..•..••

2

8

Monthly.
\\'eekl_y.
Mouthly.
Quarterly.
Do.
Do.
Monthly.

$4,074.30
4,447.82
2, 35:i. 55
2. 697 . 02
1,059.52
9,038.35
4,198.27
27, 8i0. 83

Unserviceable prop~_rty.

. Branohea.

Value of snb·
Inventories,
sistence
bow often
Sufficient
stores on
capacity 1 handio~~e 30, . take1,11

I

Dining hall.

VaJi:. of, ~ nm_ber f~o~e;f1~~
dernned of articles of con· C~pac.
duriuocon.
dernned
ity.
year~ demned. property.

Eastern............ $523. 48
8,705 ...•.•..••
North western . . • • .
039. 88
3, 031
$61. 01
Paci_!!c.-,.-.: :.·.:·.·.···· ., . . .................•........
Western ..•...••... 1,071.38
Marion ..•.•••••••.
975. 14

16,253
1,315

(3)
Central ..•..••...•.
Southern ......•••. 1,710.95

20,538

How many times are
ta!Jles set for each meal1

In
In dinkitchen. ing ball.

three times.
Twice .................. .
Once in new, three times
in old hall.
Twice ............•......
Twice, several tables
thrtoe times.

1, 272
(3)

1- - - - - -

950 Twice .............. ,. ••••
963 .•... do .................. .
574 Twice, several tables
1, 080

(3)

A vernge permane11 t employeos.

2,076
1, 2:32

20
12

33
54

22

6

16

6
5

22
57

33

125
29

182

257

1 Rooms
2

in mafo bnilding.
Basement under dining hall used.
in data given under Quartermaster's Department.

1 Included

TABLE

27.~Con~rn,issary department-Issues to dining hqll,
A vemge per day for
June, 1896.

Average per day for
Decem!Jer, 18!15.
Branches.

Amount,
iii

pounds,
issued .
Eastern ........
N ortbweetern .
Pacific ..... ....
Western . .•....
Marion ......•.
Central ........
Southern ......
Total ....

6,057
5, !JOS.
4,151
7,238
3,717
15,644
8,908

---51,623

Cost.

Mem· .Amount,.
I.Jers
in
present pounds,
in !Jar. issued.
racks.

Cost.

A.
.Sar~ Cl)'Mem. .,...a'l. Cl)'""
.'d d!
.'d ~
A•
bers
p.~
A
.._,d!
present §~S ..., cu ~AS
:,::! '""
Cl s
in !Jar· 0 0 ~ "'s
0
0
racks. ~ AP.
!~~ 0
0
--- --- --- ---

--

$220. 20
:!Hl. 30
162. 20
294. 03
131. 78
640. 48
432. 24

1, 5!l0
1,900
1,277
2,163
1,244
4,387
2,601

5,475
5,145
5,036
6,266
3,178
15,563
8,568

$242.17
211. 53
168.12
2:10. 96
121. 31
617.56
406. 78

1,451
1,800
1,312
1,924
1,117
4,198
2,707

2,118.83

15,132

49,231

1,998. 4.3

14,609

I

Average per Average per
day for
day for
December,
June, 1896.
1895,

Gross weight.

3. 88 $0.145
.122
3.11
ll. 25
.127
.136
3. 35
. }()6
2.99
1 3. 57
.146
3.42
.160

3.'1

.140

3. 77 $0. 167
.118
2. 80
.128
3. 84
120
3. 26
.109
2. 85
1 3. 71
.147
.150
3.17

I 3. 39

.138
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28.-Gommi8sary department-issues to hospital .

Average per day for
December, 1895.

,

.A verago per Average per
day·for De.
day for
cem ber, 1895. June, 1896.

Average per <lay for
June, 18!l6.

r

Branches.
Amount
issued.

Members
pr~sent Amount
JU
issued.
hospital.

Cost.

-+'>.

AA

lil

hospital.

--- ---- ---- --- ---- Eastern .....•..
Northwestern ..
Pacific .........
Western ..•.•..
Marion .....••.
c . mtral ··•·•••·
Southern ...•..
Total ....

Pounds.

Poimds.

1, 572
2,204
892
1,812
1,250
8,919
1,978

$57. 28
80.10
34.15
58. 46
51.88
115. 02
116. 97

890
500
162
827
257
736
550

1,435
2,058
1,081
1,2 12
1,120
4,305
2,088

$60. 08
78. 27
36. 90
59. 21
45. 54
107. 75
101. 57

860
500
185
3:;7
248
702
520

18, 122 1 518. 81

2,922

18,244

484. 82

2,852

1 Gross

TABLE

-+'>

""A•

;s
s~

Members
pr~sent

Cost.

is

~ A

.

A§
;s
s~

<t)

A
-+a>as

""
;g
<t)

~s
0
--

~A

0

- - - - - - -Lbs.
Lbs.
4. 08 $0.147
4. 41
.160
.211
5. 51
4. 01
.179
4. 86
. 202
1 5. 83
. 156
. 213
8. 59

8. 99 $0.167

--4.49- -.176

4.12

.147

5. 84
8. 60
4. 51
1 6. 18
8. 91

.199
.176
.184
.158

.195

4. 64

j--:-i7

weight.

29.-Commissary department-Swill, outcloor i·elief.
Outdoor relief.

Swill and garbage.
~

.t]
~bi
~ '-'

.µ

·~·~

Receipts f '§
Est.imat-ecl amount, from salo ,,,oo
of, for
t.S
per month .
year.

Branches.
Disposition.

..c::

S--"

"'

i·--_;

.

....

~
oo

oo A :::l

<t) C,

t~ '-'

's ~~~ s<t> .S.; ..~~
;r-- ::-,i
~
b.O.,S:

<t)

- - - - - - - -1 88 ......... $178. 20
Eastern ........ Sold to highest bidder by 860 to 450 barrels , . $600. 00
. contract annually.
24Q. 00 ........
..... .....
Northwestern . Rohl under contract .......... 18,000 pounds .... .
········ .........
Pacific ... .. . .•. Swill fed to hogs; garbage ...................... .......... ......... ········
hauled away.
Western ..••... Taken by civilian daily and ..................... . ......... -. ··-···-- -----··· ········
fed to hogs.
Marion .•...... Sold under contract .......... 80 tons . ...........
Central. ...••.. Sold to highe11t bidder ........ 190, 414 pounds ....
Southern .••••. Sent to farm for feeding ho~s 108,000 to 120,000
pounds.
as required; balance so d
when purchaser can be
found.
Total ....

.... .. ...... ..... -............ - .....................
1 These

TABLE

tti

2
.£"" 0A

•
i...<t>
<.JOO

.... p

~

0
0

~

Eastern . . . . .. .
N ortbwestern .
Pacific...... . ..

i
0

p:i

-a
...,
c,j

<t)

:a

"d

tti
<t)

s

0
,Q

I

""

<t)

~

A
a:,

p

)l

~

-

rn

co

<t)

~0

,Q

~

bO
a:,

.s

~

-a
~
A
A

l
.ES

A
A
p

0

6, 580 68
4, 6:iO 78
5, 750 60
1

u~g 1J~.

13
40
86

4

~
;.a
A""
<t)

.£ .s
·a ·a
A
l
p
..<1

j
Cl)

b.O

cO

.~
en t::: I>

A en
-- - --- I>

<t)

ri,

"'~

tti

10
0. 83 39
9
2 2 8
51 10
10 ..•. 13
17 .. ... ..
3
4 ~. 4
4 : . o~. 7
1
Central. ....... 11, 4 2 74 120
4 48 28
46 44
Southern ...... _:.::.085 ~53.6l.:...:.:..:..:...:.:..:.·····62
.047

:::i~~:::::::

841. 53

Per cent of breakage of crockery during year .

'-'
0

<t)

19

57

live outside with their families.

~
,bf
rn
a:,

1,079.83

Ull.88

19

·-····-·
......... ········
30. 95

30.-Commissary departrnent-Croclcery.

.a
Branches.

204. 00
19
418. 93 ····· · ·521. 40
5

18

-

<t)

-

Total. ... 53,162 1··-- ..•. ,...................... .
1 Deep

U')

..., as
as P
~

a!

... . 'a

i~
p

~

-

8
42
90

s""

~

p:i

-

co

~

~
.£
ceen

l
d

-a
<t)

~

<t)

.Cl

0

4)

~0

4)

ri,
a:,

'-'

I§

'le

""

'-'
rtf
p.

rtf

<t)

'-'
p
as

en

0

p

0

-a
"d

as

<t)

""

p::i

- -- - - -

47 • ., • .••..•• . .•...••.••• . .•••
84
21 24
.••...•..•••
.•...... 30 10 22 . .......... .
54
2
2 .~.
o .~~1:i ··· ·1 47
ll.J.
1
6
21
:!0.5 40 78 ... -t,U.7 .... 30
25 4R.5 72.3

21
12

~i ···.-6·· iL g i~.

rn.

.s .s
t~ i
---,

1

l....

44."9 · -.-.ilt

1····

····J···· ····J···-1-··· .... ···-/--··

round plates.

32.5
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Capacity for
patients.
Branches.

iL.i

~§

O·'"'

.; p.

-~

Patients.
June 30, 1805.

~-

~-~

]

31a.-Medical department.

~

e

~

June 30, 1896.
.p

rn A

Cl)

o:l

~~
AO

•

Arn

<l)<l)

j
·a

Average daily.

3-~

<l,) Cl)

3
·~

o•r-1

rn A

Cl)~

ol

p.

P's
Ao

0

.cl

~o~

0-.,:i•.-

Ou

80

l:I:l

Eastern . . . . . . . .
Northwestern..
Pacific . . . . ..
Western.......
Marion.........
Central.. . • . • . • .
Southern . . . • • • .

292
169
146
2 200
224
646
400

',l'otal.....

2, 077

~

-~

l:I:l

40
103
23
109
64
355

184
140
64
144
197
527
415

1

(a)

694

1, 671

73
87
92
104
22
355
209
.

942

266
14-8
160
190
203
533
389
- 1~ 8~°.J

27
88
30
94
5:'l
353
228

278
172
94
177. 9
213
605
338

38
91
66
90. 6
53
340
231

75
31
25
85
115
233

873

1, 877. 91

909. 6

633

Principal diseases and percentage of _e ach to whole number. ·
Chronic.

Acute.

Pulmonary, 1.23; abscesses, etc .. 1.:n;
arthritis and synovitis, 1.30; alimentary, 0.08; genitouriuary, 0.07.
Northwt.etern. 'Rheumatism, sen,ilA 'Catarrh, broncbidebility, para.ple~ia,
ti s, diarrh en,
hemiplegia, senile
rheumatism, inedementia, cystitis,
briation.

Eastern ..... u. Heart, 12.61; nervous,
10.16; pulmonary,
7.18; aliment.ary,
6.26; senility, 5.04;
rheumatism, 2.13.

R~.t~~~:i

<1¥~~1:~~aPacific .••••.... senne debility, 26; ·ca- Bronchitis, 45; catarrh of stomach,
tarrh of stomach,
20; dysentery, 13;
19; bronchitis, 10;
heart, mitral affecenteritis, 10; alcotion, 8; dilatation of
holism, 8.
heart, 6; hemiplegia, 6.
Weatern ..••••. Senile debility, 27.9; Malarial fever, 62.4;
rheumatism, 27.6;
influenza, 13.5;
erysipelas, 12.8;
paralysis, l6.4; tuberculosis, 11.4;
pneumonia, 11.3.
asthma, 7.7; diarrhea, 4.8; eye diseases, 4.2.
Marion •••••••. Rheumatism, 11.7; Malaria, 6.3; myaldiseaseofheart, 8.1;
ll';ia, 1.9; pneumonia,0.37; articuJar
diarrhea, 3.3; bron chitis, 3.15.
rheumatism, 0.37.
Central •.•••••. Paralysis, 10; rheu- Pneumonia, 50; camatism, 35; nephrital'l'h, 20; gastritis, 20; heart distis, 5; cat,al'l'hal
ease, l O; pulmonary
conjunctivitis, 10;
diseases, 8; gastrinervous diseases,
tis, 2; nasopbaryu5; nephritis, 10.
geal catarrh, 15.
Southern ..•••• Rlienmatism, 72; par- Pneumonia, 7; dystial palsieR, 62; ne~ntery, 11; delirphritis, 40; phtbisis,
rnm tremens, 4;
11; l>ronchiti!1, 80;
hepatitis, 3; gaspulmonary tibrosi!!,
tritis, 11; cysti31 ; general malaria,
tis, 19.
19 ; general valvular
disease, 73.
1 Exclnding

Surgical.
Genito-urina!y,
6.09; hernia,
3.37; varicose
veins, 2.07; rectum, 1.35.
4 Piles,

fractures,
abscesses, ulcer11, dis lo cations, contused
and incised
wounds.
Hernia, 50; hemOl'l'boids, 13; eye
diseases, 12; ear
diseases, 11;
cystitis, 10.

69

Local diseaseli
reported.

p~:U~n:~ ini~::
matory rheuma·
tism frequently
due to climatic
condition&.
None.

None.

Cystitis, 23.6;
u 1 c er s , 22.6;
wounds, 21.7;
cancers, 12.2;
fractures, 15.1;
syphilis, 4.7.

Malarial fever and
influenza.

Hemorrhoids, 3.7;
inguinal hernia,
2.3; Yaricose ulcers, 2.25; anal
flst.ula, 0.6.
Tumors, 30; ul·
cers, 30; necrosis, 10; hemorrhoids, 10.

Malaria.

Eryaipelas,

None.

2l .... Acute gastritis

due to alcoholism, acute oyst,itis due to JZl'avel,
indolent leg ul
cers due to gun
shot wound and
injuries.

attic.
Exch1eive of insane ward (capacity, 40), and old men's building (capacity, 40),
•Not reported.
'Percentage not reported.

2

~0

"'0
oo
00
A
A
~
~
0
0
H
H
--- --- --- --- --- ------- ---Ao

0

Branche~.

~s

cdo
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Medical department.

TABLE· 31b. -

Patients ad- Patients dismitttid dur- char~ed cured
fog year.
durmgyear .

'd

~

. G)

..c::l

~

0

~ 'g

.;j~

Branches.

;!:
A

~,.Q

-~

O+> i,

0

o .:~

0

0 0

..c::l

G)

E-i

~

I.

E-i

..c::l

s~~

...
~

,...'d

_g

I=;

607
693
418
871
Marion ........
535
Central ..•.... : 2, OB7
Southern ......
542

52
70
222
251
200
559
256

236
546
63
660
159
1,358
382

Total .... 5,703

1,610

3,404

-~ §g
o<

~I!;
~

..c::l

0

~

,=1

1::1
H

0

I>

0

--- --- ---

·E astern .••..•..
Northwestern .
Pacific ...•.....
Western ...•••.

~<tl
G) <,l

~~

~l~

@

0~

0

E-i

40
5
56
30

2,505
3,072
774
4.479
2; 598
6,193
1,125

43
42
77
1 71. 5
2 181. 6
15
7

91
111
68
130
61
307
159

248

20,746

..........

927

3
114

.....

pal

z

10

28

.......

<,!

s

1)

~
...,~

2
1

····7

'd

t

4
6
1
1
4
11
1

.......

g

G)4i

~~ ~~

..c::l

~f!

--- - - - - - - - -

.........

Causes of death.

'H
0

A

G)

~~ ·3 $~ 0
ci!.E ~~

~-~

1::1,,j

A

,ricil

.,~h.o
.=

0
0-,a,

...,

Gl+a

G)

+>I>-,

~,.Q

~

A

rr,

~~

~

ch~

~~

....
s

Number of deaths.

ci!

.... 0

<+-<$
OA

<Ii

0
i:l

:;;0 ~~

G)

'o

·g "'
~
---- - - 119 . .... 1
27
128 ..... ·--19
p
0

14
26
16
58
46

ci!

74
158
70
33]7
3157

G)

~

00.

....
1
1
(3)
(3)

---

206 1,029

2

2
2.
1
32
33

2
8

7
3

a

31
31

-11 - 25

1 Hospital patients only.
. .
2 Hospital and convaJ.escent patients.
• Exclusive of deaths outside of Home.

TABLE

Death rate per
1,000-

fj
ci!

...,

,.Q

G)

~~
A,,,

i:i.S

b(

ci!

G)

G)'O

G)

...-<Gl

b.O

io

63. 7
66.1+
64.8+
63.161. 28
66. 54
62

Total .... 64.42

.0

~ca

oa;

1-'l
I>
~
G)

Eastern ........
Northwestern.
Pacific .........
Western ..•••..
Marion ..•...•.
Central ........
Southern ......

G)

sp ....

ci!

Branches.

G)

4i

s ci!s..;

s

0

...,
A
"'.

~

G)

'd

31c.-Medioal depa1·tment.

><'O

~§

~

~bl)

1u

-c,S
F-<-c

....0

40. 22
39. 93
37.58
39. 93
32. 36
52. 1!3
41. 68

50. 91
50.46
46.89
52. 49
45. 35
65. 20
49. 9

80
117
74
138
66
306
154

42. 83

54

935

~§~
..., s

G)

Cost.

....0

gt~

Where made.

~;a

<l:>

~]~
ca 1::1

.a,

Gl

"'0

z"

~-~
G),;::I

0

· ..c::li::i.ci!

]

G)

0

i~~
O'J

';I
~

Q:>I-<
....
p

.EP>
~$
,0
~~

....

~~

(.Joffins.

0

~~

I> .......

.q

0

$10. 49
16. 65
15. 00
7. 80
8.93
6. 78
(1)

$3. 50 Augusta, Me . ......
7. 50 Milwaukee, ,vis ....
8. 45 San Jfrancisco, Cal..
3.46 At the Homo .......
4. 96 . .... do .......••..••.
3. 52 ..... do ....•••...•••.
1. 41 . .... do ..•••••••..••.

6. 78

........... ........................

to 16. 65

Oents.
17.44
19.50
17. 00
18. 01
16.10
18. 69
20. 07
18.55

/
Ratio of hospital
emplo_yees to-

Hospital employees.

~i:. I
A-'o
~~~

Annual cost.

-

Branches.
.,;

.,;

G)

A

...

,Q

s
G)

~

Eastern ....... 70
Northwestern . 121
Pacific ......... 60
Western ....... 77
Marion ........ 37
Central ........ 172
Southern ...... 91

-~

Members.

0

.

~

$7,464.00
15,986.00
7,530.84
9, 378:oo
3,630.00
18,378.80

Total ... . 634T l09

2 62,307.64

(l)

reported

Civilians.

Total.

Per capita.

1::1$~

~r,o

t-1

$14,544.00
21,098.00
9,867.51
18,998.00
9,002.00
28, 905.32
(I)

2 40,047.19

2 102,

2

4H. 83

<d..a,

11::4)

'.s-~~
o..,_;,,.,...
$7,080.00
5, 112.00
2, 336. 67
9,620.00
6,372.00
10,526.52
(')

~J

'sp...,~"
«I

12
17
8
13
15
27
17

1 Not

t~8

.;.!Ii
G)

A

~

~
(. 7
2. 4

$177. 37
162. 88
133. 34
211. 09
1n.12
145. 25

................

30. 5
22.3
10. 5
49. 7
50
81.1
10.4

3.3
6. 7
5. 3
7.4

2 161.

27. 0

4.0

28

Southorn Branch not included.

2. 6
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31d.-Medical department.

Drugs, chemicals, and pharmaceutical preparations.

~

,Q

..d

ai

Q

<sS
Q..o
~
...,O;:l..., .s
..., ...

Branches.

What ten have been most used
during year1

111

Q

A

,Q

C,

~

s

~

;:l

- - - - - -1·-- -

-

--1-- - - - - 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f - - - - - -- -

Eastern....... . 23 337 2·17

50 200

Paoiflo .•••..••. 40

62

77

$4, 255. 47

Ca.rbolic. acidum; fld. extractum Verbal and written
digitalis ; fld . extractum rhamni
to governor from
time to time. No
pursha ; magnesii sulpbas; malt
and similar tonics; morphinre
blanks for the pur·
sulphas; potassii ioclid um;
pose:
phenacetin; !'lpiritus frumenti;
salts of ammonia.
(I)
Magnesium sulphate; iodide of -Special report to the
Inspector-General
potash; calomel; morphine;
of the Army and
acetanilid; pepsin; chloral;
to assistant inbromide of potash; senna; qni•
spect,or-general of
nine.
the Home.
1,740.10 Quinine; morphine; phenacetin; Monthly to governor
and annua lly to
antipyrine; cbloralamid;
presidentBoard of
opium; elixir of iron, quinine,
Managers.
and strycbnia; potassium iodide; potassium bromide; fid.
extract of cascara.
4,200. 90 Potassium bromide; fid. ext. cas- Weekly and annual
cara ; fld. ext. digitalis; fld. ext.
reports.
hydrastis; potassium iodide;
pepsin; quinine; sodium salicylate; sodium phosphate;
whisky.
5,820.86 A lcoholic liquors; quinine; opium Weekly to governor
and amrnal report
· and its compounds; epsom salts;
to Board of Mannux vomica; soda bicarbonate;
carbolic acid; compound catbar·
agers.
tic pills; rhubarb and pepsin.

45

Northwestern. 23 250

15

Western.~ ..... 30 443 241 148

Marion . • • . . . . . 56 234 149 44

!~}

(1 )

1
( )

13,556.01

Southern . . . . . . 40 457 343

87

a, 904. 72

Central. ...... {

What sanitary inspection and hygienic reports
have s urgeons
submitted to higher authority dur·
ing year1

23

Total ... { to

225

77

to

50

to

15} 2

to

Whisky; wines; quinine; morphine; phenacetin; acetanilid;
potassium bromide ; carbolic
acid; magnesium sulphate;
compound cathartic pills.
Epsom salts; rochelle salts; quinine sulphate; salol; bismuth
subnitr.ate; g1,ntian root; fluid
extract nux vomica; castor oil;
iodide potash; bromicle potash.

None.

Almost daily con•
sultations with
the governor.

33,478.06

56 457 343 .!00

I Not

reported.

TABLE

'Northwestern Branch not included.

31e.-Pe,· cent of deaths to average sick for the years 1892-1896.
1892.

1--.,....--.--

1893.

1894.

~

1896.

1805.

1 - - - : - - - , - - - 1 - - - . - - - , - - - f - - ~ - - r - - l - - - r - - - r - - l P<
Cl)~

~o~

Branches.

~

CJ

~
- - - - -- 1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Central........
Northwestern .
East rn . . . . . . .

~~!t:::.::::::
Pacific.........

Marion . . . . . . . .

393 1, 133
112 239
1001 182

m1i~
1

56
43

68
68

35
47
55

3051, 054 30
l ilO 233 56
105 229 46

~~ ~~~,
R2

63

- -1 -- - - --

Total .... 1, 05712, 525

59
5ti

350
118
120

908
274
237

47

86
137

m~~ m
~~g
561
75 79
87 64

-- - -

42 1, 020i2' 511 40. 0 1, 047 2, 551
1

1

1

38
43
50
30
60
651
34

321
131
106
220
150
61
71

914
222
262
650
238
Hl7
141

35
60
40
34
63
44
50

378
136
122
206
164
83
St,

901 42
35. 6
237 57
52
296 41
45. 8
659 31
32. 1
270 60
67
172 48
58. 5
255!_3_2_ _
43_._3

411, 060 2, ?6J 41. 3 1, 110 2, 792 41. s 41. 4
1

1

1

1
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3lj.-Pe1· cent of average sick to average present f 01· the years 1892-1896.
1892.

Branches.

,v

1893.

,v.
b.0-+'>
<il A

b.O

p..rll

~

ol,.!:,j
... 0
<V''"'

0

...

,v

p.;

~P<

-- 4,548
1,976
1,553
2,670
2,044
652
770

b.O.

A
,v

p.H

Central ........ 1,133
Northwestern . 239
Enstern ....... 182
Southern ...... 655
Western ....... 180
Pacific ...•.•••.
68
Marion ........
68

,v

...;

~~ ,v,v
... ~
,v·e<

p..rll

-<tj

..,

ceA

0

-<tj P<

,v
~

p. H

,v

b.O

cil.

A
,v

...,v,v~

251,054
12 233
12 229
24 617
9 216
75
10
9
87

4, 5fl4
2,012
1,606
2,729
2,039
818
920

182,511 14, 6581

TABLE

1895.

,v

..,;

b.()-P

A
,v

<il A

... ~ ... ~
,t>•e<

...

p..rll

-<tj

-- -- -

- - - - -- ---

Total .. .. 2, 525114, 213

,v.
b.0-+'>

1894.

p. H

~P<

-- --

23
11
14
23
11
0

9

908
274
237
630
279
86
137

0

...

,t)<l)

,v
~

-

4,699
2,089
1,687
2,871
2,188

19
13
14
22
13
9
13

1,0001

1,064

172,551 15,598

,v

,v.

b.O

~~
,t>•e<

p..rll

b.O""'

ce§
H

<fl

,v,v

P..'"'

-<tjP<

-<tj

4,767
2,230
1,777
3,000
2,261
1,233
1,209

,v
b.O.

..,;
§

ol,.!:,j

0

.... 0

~

~

-- -- 914
222
262
650
238
137
141

Average.

1896.

19

10
15
22
11
11

12

,v·e<
1>"'

~

,v
bl).P

dA

...

~
<t>,v
p. H
~Pi

-- --901
237
298
659
270
172
255

4,982
2,313
1,855
3, 131
2,340
1,408
1,422

~,v

' ..,;
A

4)

0

0

...,v
~

...

<l)

-

~

-

18
10
16
21

20.8
11. 3
14. 2
22.3
11 10. 9
12 10.5
18 12.8

--

16i2, 564 16,477 15. 5;2, 792 17,451rl6 16. 3

32.-Mental alienation and blindnes,.
Insane members.

Branches.

Eastern ....... .

114

Northwestern .

36

Pacific ..••.•...

26

Western •...•..

57

Marion •••.•••.

27

Central. ••.••..

290

Southern .••••.

72

Total....

What recreation and amusement afforded them 1

Principal classes of illusions.

Hallucinations of persecution; illusions of vision and hearing; melancholia and exaltation .
Persecution and exaltation .. ..••..••.
Melancholia, hypochondriasis, de·
mentia.
Conspiracy to poison; to blow him up
with dynamite; to be court-martialed and shot; visions of grandeur
and wealth; swindled out of fortune, etc.
Fear of bodily injury and erroneous
inceptions of time and :place.
SenHe, paralytic, epilept1c, and alcoholic dementia; acute and chronic
mania.
Seeing and hearing threats against
life and of persecution.

622 .................................. . .... .

WAR 96-VOL I--69

O Pictorial and newspapers, and
walking with an attendant.
0
0

Riding, walking, boating,
music, and general.
None special.

57

Exercise about grounds; play.
ing cards; reading books
and papers.

0

Daily excursions into the
grove under guard.
Some ar e allowed guarded
privileges ; bad cases take
open-air walks with attend·
ants.
None.

0

23
80
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32.-Mental alienation and blindness-Continued.
Insane members.

Blind members.

4)

A

A

,,,cs:....

.E~

Cl)

"'.
0+>

u

Facilities ample .o properly
ca.re for them 7

'c §

.s s

§~

Occasionally crowded ..••••.•••
Yes; for such as ought to be
cared for in the Home.
0 No facilities for proper care of
incurable or violent insane,
and they are at once sent to
asylum. ·
·
28 No ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
0 No •••••••••••••••••••••••••.•..
3to 10 No .••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••
6 No .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
0

---

Total .••. 51 to58

.................................

reported.

1

J6
9

A

,.Q

~e

..., p

fh
"'~

3...,

~~
-~ A

0

~::,

~

... .cl

Cl)

b.O

...

~

~Cl)

41
45

18

7

(l)

13 44
11 15. 6
32 155
15 14

...,0

'de,;,
Q)

"d

A

.9 ~

~
,s.c

;a~
.... ..,
~:S 0... ...
... 0
AQl

...,

~

~

...,

lllb.O

~

~
Cl)

Cl)

~

I>,

.cl

Ci!

!-<
0

A""
so
........

i:I

;::i

,.Q•r<

Cl)

14

~;:l

'd

~"d

.... <'I!
Ci! Cl)

,.0

Cl)<,!

~

'd

Pd

<11

,.Q

~

TABLE

Ao
Cl)

~

1 Not

PS

"'s
tEI>, Ci!b.O
...
s"'

,.Q

Western .••••••
Marion .•••••••
Central ...•••• •
Southern ••••••

.9

.;li

a,'C

...

Cl)

Pacific •••••••••

I>,

;,i<II

Q

Eastern .•••••••
Northwestern •

Cl)

1...· ~ ~

§
Branches.

...,

~

0

Cl)

Cl)-+-'

'a

,.Q

si
s::,
i:11>.

~

::,

:z;

:z;

----

9

16
9

26
58

1
2

20
50

(I)

9

18

1

8

15
6.3
40
4

13
10
13

27
13
193
25

1
1
1
1

116

360

8

46

103 314. 6 2 92. 3 2

(B)

23
46

.All.
147

•Variable.

Pacific Branch not included.

33.-Statement of money accountability of Branch treasurers-General and
special funds.

Date.

Appropriation account.

Pension
fund.

Support
1895.

Support,
1894.

ImprovePost fund. mentfund.

Receipts, includi-n g balance on hand last in•
1pection.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

19, 1895
28, ]895
2, 1895
11, 1895
19, 1895
30, 1895
14, 1895

Eastern Branch •••••••• $233, 588. 01
Central Branch .•••••••• 899,015.79
Marion Branch .•• •••••. 190. 330. 66
Northwe11tern Branch .. 243,888.16
Western Branch ..• ••••• 335,714.70
Pacific Branch ... .••••. 136,899.90
Southern Branch .•••••• 441,821.30

t7, 500. 69
4,486.92
29, 096.30
54,751. 60
ll6, 369. 00
17,157.37
84,466.11

Total to be accounted for .•••••..•.••• 2, 481, 258. 52

453,827.99

............
-······--·-· $7,042.70
·--------··· 2,830.46
····-······· ..............
$840. 68

................

.............

-----------·

$3,054.61
16,136.94
6,924.19
5,078.54
2,892.98
3,800.75
8,528.66

9, 977.22

46,416.67

................
104.06

840. 68 1

Expended and tranB·
jerred.
July 21, 1896
Sept. 14, 1896
Sii_t. 7, 1896
J y 31, 1896
.Ang. 31, 1896
A.ug:. 15, 1896
Sept. 30, 1896

Eastern Branch ••••••••
Central Branch .•••••••.
Marion Branch .......••
Northwestern Branch ..
Western Branch .••..•••
Pacific Branch ..•••.••.
Southern Branch ...••..

.......
····-. ............
..............
7,042.70

196,691.48
667,716.64
187,448.33
217,597.98
314,510.48
127,544.60
414,114, 95

43,172.64
164,649.55
23,776.35
42,415.85
27,523.87
11,060.19
71,150.75

Total expended and
transferred ....•.. 2, 125, 624. 411

383,749.20

582. 80

70,078.79

257. 88

Balance on hand .•..

355,634.06

...... ........

116.20
16,136.94
6,852.65
5,078.54
2,892.98
3,799.25
8,528.66

2,830.46

:::::~~~~ ~~ l:: :j~~~ ~~:
I

I

9,977.22

...........
1

I

·I

43,405.22
3,011.35

BRANCH HOMES FOR DISABLED VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.
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33.-Staternent of rnoney accountabil'ity qf Branch treasurers, etc.-Continued.

Date.

Current
expenses,

Subsistence, 1896.

Clothing,

1896.

1896.

1896.

Eaf!tern Branch .....••.
Central Branch .....••..
Marion Branch ........ .
Northwestern Branch ..
Western Branch ..•.... .
Pacific Branch ......•..
Southern Branch ..•.•. .

$19,136.52
63,209.24
18,151.14
25,597.84
21,121.20
17,310.78
23,695.31

$9,838.52
212, 025.32
61, 5H 41
93,248.59
95,080. 08
62,604. 76
132,188.68

$2,024.76
4,936.47
2,089.61
3,170.13
2,059. 85
1,503.39
2,169.43

$37,784.15
76,977.60
8,985.07
43,170.00
43,250.95
17, 515.25
39,575.95

$20,283.45
37,193.88
13,611.14
17,953.06
18,350.27
13, 2:.!5. 27
17,908. 43

Total to be accounted for. . . . . . . . . . . . .

188, 222. 03

750, 530. 36

17, 953. 64

267, 258. 97

138, 525. 50

Eastern Branch .••.••••.
Central Branch .......•.
Marion Branch . ....... .
Northwestern Branch ..
Western Branch . ... ... .
Pacific .Branch .....•••.
Southern Branch ...... .

18,643.90
62,963.58
18, 057.22
25,294.53
20,671.20
16,978.86
23,343.41

89, 491.47
211,514.07
61,204.54
92,956. U
94,761.83
62. 535. 56
131,888.68

1,414.25
4,812.31
2, 0.i5. 37
2,870.13
2,005.85
1,466. 63
2,006.93

29,785.54
76,900.24
8,772.94
42,670.00
42,937.96
17,633. 78
-39, 106, 71

18.110.15
37,192.26
rn, 378. 40
17,724. 27
17,983. 73
13,197.44
17,688.21

Total expended and
transferred . . . . . •.

185,952.70

744,352.89

16,621.47

257,807.17

135,274.46

Balance on hand ....

2,269.33

6,177.47

1,332.17

9,451.80

3,251.04

/ Subsist-

Clothing,

Avpropriation account.

Household, Ho!<pital,
16lJG.

Receipts, including balance on hand last inspection.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

l!l, 1895
28, 1895
2, 1895
11, 1895
19, 1895
30, 1895
14, 1896

Expended and trans/erred.
July
Sept.
Sept.
July
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

21, 1896

14, 1896
7, 1806
81, 1896
31, 1896
15, 1896
30, 1896

Date.

Appropriationaccount.

Tra11spor- R
.
tation,
epairs,
1896.

1896.

]!~11,rm 1

1896.

I Current

"fs',~'."f""·

1'97,

1897.

Receipts, inclu din,q
balance on hand
last inspection.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Deo.

19, 1895
28, 1895
2, 1895
11, 1895
19, 1895
30, 1895
14, 1895

Eastern Branch ...... $1, 222. 82 $13,216.26 $8, 237. 26 $410. 51 .......... .
Central Branch...... 1, 214. 49 36,697.15 12 224 25 13,790.17 $49,140.25
7,540.69 3: fi52: 32 3, 854. 50 13, 34 2. 80
Marion Branch . .....
879. 18
Northwester.n Branch 1,009.43 15, 315. 70 6,264. 21
764. 30
102. 50
Western Branch .. .. . 1,926.24 17,862.04 6,266.94 4, zo1. 30 21, 5G7. 79
Pacific Branch . . . . . . . 2, 494. 65 15, 355. 66 6,890.07 1, 865. 55 . 6, 734. 42
Sout,hern Branch..... 1, 490. 82 18,435.57 10,213.10 6,767.82 46,092.25
Total to be acI
counted for ..... 10, 237, 63 124, 423. 07 ~3, 648.15 ,31, 660.15 136,980.10

$1,232.81
330. 00
11. 84
59:i. 36
161. 52
350. 00
2,679.58

Expended and trans/erred.
July
Sept.
Sept.
July
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

21, 1896
14, 1896
7, 1896
31, 1896
31, 1896
15, 1896
30, 1896

I "'·

1, 076. 92
1, 203. 43
757. 49
739. 12
1,807.54
2,351.61
1, 420. 82

12,753.65 1. 311.,,
,1
36,242. 74 12, 133. 64 10, 656. 87
7,495.56 3, 505. 63 3, 739. 42
15,015.70 6, 032. 16
30. 35
17,532.82 6, 038. 92" 2, 032. 93
15,190.06 6,828.90 1,516.47
18,235.57 10, 075. 19 4, 289. 95

45, 081. 31
6, 158. 31

607. 23
859. 89

9,289.97
5,666.41
80,906.65

101. 85
62. 50
331.12

T~~ expended
and transferred. 9, 356. 93 122, 466. 00 51, 926. 41 22, 676. 00

97, 102. 65

1,522.59

39,877. 45

1,156. !)4

Eastern Branch . . . . . .
Central Branch . . . . . .
Marion Branch......
Northwestern Branch
Western Branch .....
Pacifie Branch.......
Southern Branch.....

I

Balance on hand ..

--iiso:W-j

1,956.17 - 1, 7~1. 74

8,084.16

1092
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33.-Statement of 'rnoney ctccountability of Branch treasu1·ers, etc.-Continued.
TransHouse.Appropriation account. hold, 1897. Hospital,
porta1897. tion
,1897

Date.

R epairs,
1897.

Farm,
1897.

Total.

Receipts, including
balance on hand
last inspection.
Oct. 19, 18%
Oct. 28, 1895

No,r. 2, 1895
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

11, 1895
19,.1895
30, 1895
14, 1695

----------·

Eastern Branch ..•••• . ..... ....... ............. ...... . ......
Central Branch .•.... $15,118.56 $9,324. 65 $250. 00 $10,803, 37
2,000.00
Marion Branch ...... 1, liOO. 00 2, 425. 00
250. 00
::N"orthwestern Branch --------------------------- Western Branch ..... 7,000.00 4,400.00
33~. 33
4,103.49
Pacific Branch ....••. 2,002. 2'.l 1,500.75
250. 00
1,833.33
Southern Branch ..... 12,604.04 6,021.88
200. 00
6,250.00

--- ---- ---

Total to be accounted for ..•.. 38,324.82 23,672.28 1,283.33

$19. 00 $490, 316. 46
3,095.25 1, 643, 915. 81
370,437.56
1,100.00
510, 1175. 71
49. 81
625,635.81
1,695.61
310,067.59
857. 89
862,345.96
3,566.61

24,990.19 10,384.17 4, 813, 094. 90

Expended and tran11.
fen·ed.
.Tnly 21, 18!16

Sept. 14, 1806
Sept. 7, 1896
.July 31, 1896
.A.ng. 31, 1896
Aug. 15, 1896
Sept. 30, 1896

Eastern Branch .••••• ..................
Central Branch .•••.. 12,836.21
Marion Branch ...... 1,209.04
Northwest,ern Branch
Wes tern 'Branch .. ... 2,551.14
Pacific Branch .. ..•• . 1,997.86
Southern Branch ..... 8,511.00

------ -- ---

............. ------····· . ............. 418,978.58
---------246, 48
5,769. 89 2,799.41 1, 384, 766. 63
8,201.63
2,390.22

..............

2,503.57
1,325.97
4,005.18

--------19. 20

2,041.86

........... . ......

952. 60

---------911. 83

352,976.28
468,425.37
568,779.68
291,326.46
789,340.82

197. 39

2,138.41
1,193. 20
2,076.35

Total expended
and transferred. 27,105.25 18,426.57

463. 07

13,219.71

6,980.15 4,274,593.82

Balance on hand .. 11,219.57

820. 26

11,770.48

3,404.02

5,245.71

853. 01
1,463.30

---538,501.08

SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS.

Date.

Gas
house,
1895.

Appropriation ac·
count.

- - - - - + -- - - - - - --

New
harracks,
1895,

Boiler
plant,
1895.

Tunnel, Sewerage,
1895.
1895.

New bar.
racks,
18()6.

-1-- - - - -- - - -- - - - - - 1 - - - - 1 - - - - -

Receipts, including
balance on hand
last inspection.
Oct. 19, 1895

Eastern Branch...... . . • • . • . • • . . • . • •• • •• • . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . . ••• •• • • • • .

g~t;. 2~:

~:i~~~~~:~~L:::::
!~:~~~~~~- $5jiis: ili. :::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::: ·--ss: oio:20
Northwestern Branch .. .•.. .••. •••••••••• $355.11
$100. 04 $1,116.64 ..•....••• .•

m~

Nov. 11, 1895
Nov. 19, 18£15
Nov. 30, 1895
Dec. 14, 1895

$2, 794. 16

W estern Branch ............................................. . ..................... .
Pacifi c Branch.. ..... ...••• ••• . .••••••••. .••••... •. .••••••... ...••. .. . . .
11,773.39
Southern Branch..... •.•••• .• . . ..••••• •• . . ..••.. ••. ...••••••. .••••.•• ••.
20,048.80
Total to be ac.
counted for... .. 4, 006. 46

5, 568. 91

355.11

100. 04

1, 116. 64

69, 626.55

Expended and trans·
ferred .
.July
Sept.
Sept.
.July
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

21, 1896
14, 1896
7, 1896
31, 1896
31 , 1896
15, 1896
30, 1896

Eastern Branch . . . • . . . . • . .•.... • • •• •••••. ••••••••.. .••• ••• •• • . ••••• .• • • .
2,777.16
Central Branch ...••. . 4,006.46 .... ................................................ .
Marion Branch ...... ........ ... 5,568.91 ... . . . . . . . ... . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .
28, 661.70
Northwestern Branch . .. ... . . •. ... ... . . . .
355.11
100. \)!
1,116.64 ........... .
Western Branch ..... . ................ .... .......................................... .
Pacific Branch........ . .. . . • . . . . . . . • •• . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11,773.39
Southern Branch..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
20, 048. 80

--------- - - - - -----1·- - - -,------

Total expended
and transferred. 4,006.46

5,568.01

355. 11

100. 04

1, 116. 64

Balance on band .....•••.••..•••••. • •.....••......••••.••............

63,261.05
6,365.50

BRANCH HOMES FOR DISABLED VOLUNTEER SOLDIERS.
TABLE
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33.-Staternent of money accoimtability of Branch treasurers, etc.-Continued,
SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS-Continued.

Date.

Apppropriation ac.
count.

Dining
]iall,

Stand
pipe,

1896.

1896.

Quarter.
master
Head·
and
Main
quarters commiskitchen,
building, ary
store1896.
1896.
houses,

Electric
plant,
1896.

1896.

Receipts, including
balance on hand
lait inspection.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

19, 1895
25, 1895
2, 1895
11, 1895
19, 1895
30, 1895
14, 1895

Eastern Branch_ ..• • - _••••••.••....•.•.•• _ •••••••.••......... _............•....•••••
Central Branch ..... _.. __ _.. _......... _................... _............••...•••..••••
Marion Branch .... .. . $ID, 532. 25 $5, 435. 50 ... _.... _..............•••......••••••••••
Northwestern Branch _.................... $10,000.00 $4,000.00 .... _..... _....•.••••
Western Branch .................••••.••.....•....•.. .. . _..... . ......... ... ... _.. _..
Pacific Branch ...........••..... _•....•....•••••.•.•.••.••..... $8, 138. 29
$5, 688. 25
Southern Branch .............••...••••.•• _ .•••.•..................... .. ....... . _....

1-----1----1----·I-------------

Total to be 1ccounted for..... ID, 532. 25

5,435. 50

10, 000. 00

4,000.00

8, 138. 29

5, 688.25

Expended and trans·
/erred.
July
Sept.
Se~t.
Ju y
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

21, 1896
14, 1896
7, 1896
31, 1896
31, 1896
15, 1896
30, 1896

Eastern Branch ....•....•.•.•••..••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.•••••.••....•••.••••
Central Branch ........... _. __ ..................•..... -•••.••••.••••••.......••••••••
Marion Branch . ____ . _ 19,507.25 5,435.50 . _... _.. ....... __ .....•.••••••..••••••••••
Northwestern Branch .••••••.•............ 10,000.00 3,803.83 .•••.•.......••..••••
Western B ranch ... .....••• ..•. '. .....•..•. -···· · ......•.............. -·· ......... -··
Pacific Branch ...••••.•••••... _................•..... _.. ....... 8, 138. 29
5, 688. 25
Southern Branch ...•................. _.......•..• ·..•..•...................... -..... .
Total expended
and transferred. 19,507.25
Balanceonhand..

Date.

Appropriation ac.
count.

5,435.50

10,000.00

25.00 ...•...... •.••••.•••.

Guardhouse,

New bar.
racks,

Boiler
house,

1896.

1897.

1897.

-

3,803.83

I

1,138.29

5,688.25

196.17 1·········· •••...•••••

Gas well, Leasing Repairs to
etc., 1897.
1wir.e,

1i~f

Receipts, inclt1,ding bal·
ance on hand last in·
spection.

Oct. 19, 1895

Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Dec.

25, 1895
2, 1895
11, 1895
19, 1895
30, 1895
14, 1895

Eastern Branch ••••••.••••••••..•••••••••.••••••••...••••••••...••••••••••••••••••••
Central Branch .•.....•.•..•. •....... - .......... . .. .. .... ... ..... -.........•••••••••
Marion Branch _... __ ...••..... _. $4, 283. 36 $2, 500. 00 $5, 000. 00 $1, 300. 00 •.•••••.•••
Northwestern Branch .•...•••.... -............. - ............... ..........•••...•••••
Western Branch ................................ -... . ...•..••.. -····· - .. - ..•..•.••••
Pacific Branch ...... ..... ...... . 2,000.00
2,500.00 ..........•••••••...........••.
Southern Branch..... $4, 000. 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . • . . . • • • • • • • • . $3, 500. 00
Total to be accounted for_.....

4, 000. 00

6, 283. 36

5, 000. 00

5, 000. 00

1, 300. 00

3,500, 00

Expended and trans.
{erred.
July
Sept.
Sept.
July
Aug.
Auj?.
Sept.

21, 1896
14, 1896
7, 1896
31, 1896
31, 1896
15, 18!!6
30, 1896

Eastern Branch ....... ... .•••••..•••.•••••.•••••.•••..•••••.••...•••.......•.•••••••
Central Branch .........•••..•...............................................•..••••
Marion Bran ch .. ... .. .......... 4,283.36
2,500.00 1,000.00
300. 00 ..•..••.•••
Northwestern Branch ..........................................................•••••
Western Branch .... . ..••.•........ . ................ . ..••.•.......••..............••
Pacific Branch . .......... _..... .
152. 95
199. 80 .•••••.......••••••..••.......•
Southern Branch... .. 4,000.00 . ......... . ...•...... . .••.•. •. . ..•••.....
16. 95
Total exp ended
and transferr d .

4, 436. 31

2, 699. 30

1, 000, 00

300. 00

16. 95

Balance on hand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,847. 05

2, 300. 70

4, 000. 00

1, 000. 00

3,483.05

4, 000. 00
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33.-Statcment of money accountability of Branch treasurers, etc.-Continued.
SPECIAL APPROPRIATIONS-Continued.
Reim·
burse.
Total
Total genRew3:ge
mentpost Gasoline
purnpmg special. ap- eral and
plant,
propr1a.
special
fund,
works,
1897.
funds.
1897.
tions.
hoilers,

Appropriation
account.

Date.

Grand
tot.al.

1897.

Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.

19, 1895
25, 1895
2, 1895
11, 1895

Nov. 19, 1895
Nov. 30, 1895
Dec. 14, 1895

July 21, 1896
Sept. 14, 1896
Sept. 7, 1896
July 31, 1896

Aug. 31, 1896
Aug. 15, 1896
Sept. 30, 1896

Receipts, includinp
balance on hand
last inspection.
Eastern Branch .. ··········
Central Branch .. ............ .. - -- ........
Marion Branch . ..
···-··. -...
Northwestern
Branch ......... ..........
.... . .....
Western .Branch. ............... ........... .............
Pacific Branch ... ............... ............... ................
Southern Branch. $4. 200. 00 $6,000.00 $18, 240.92

$490, 316. 46
....... --· ........... $2,794.16
4., 006.46 1, 643, 915. 81
-------···· 78,630.22
370,437.56
·-----····
···········
510,375.71
15, 5';'1. 79
.......... -. ............ 625,635.81

525,947.50
625,635.81
340,167.52
918,335.68

310,067.59
862,345.96

Total to be ac.
counted for .. 4,200.00 6,000.00 18,240.92 187,092.28 4, 813, 094. 90 5,000,187.18
Expended and
transferred.
421,755.74
418,978.58
Eastern Branch .•
2,777.16
Central Branch .. ..... 4,006.46 1, 384, 766. 63 1, 388, 773. 09
... .
420,233.00
352,976.28
Marion Branch .•• •••••• <»••• .
67,256, 72
Northwostern
483,800.99
Branch ......... .......... ...........
468, 425:37
15,375.62
568,779.68
568,779.68
Wes tern Branch •
.. --.... ----------·
317,278.6'
Pacific Branch ... ·········· ----······
291,326.46
25,952.18
-----·····
819,722.22
Southern Branch. 4,200.00 .......... 2,115.65 30,381.40
789,340.82

.... .. .. . ..
---·······
...... ..........
.......... .. .....

--------. ···--· -· --·

...........
..
----------·
~

·····----·

----

Tot al ex·
pended and
transferred. i, 200. 00

..........

Balance on
hand ..••.. - -········· 6,000.00
TABLE

30,099.93
55,989.72

$493, lJO. 62
1, 64,7, 922. 27
449,067.78

2,115.65 145,749.54 4, 274, 593. 82 4, 420, 343. 36
16,125. 27141, 342. 74

579,843, 82

538,501, 08

34.-Statement of the money accountability of the geneml treasurer, from January
1 to October 20, 1896.
State aid.

General fund.

Appropriation ac.
count.

Total.
1894.

1895.

1897.

1896.

1896.

1897.

Balance on hand last
$85,695.27
$10,044.58 .
inspection .........
.... $20,173.89 $46,476.80
Received since:
By Treasury
drafts . ........ $1,309.10 18,813.88 1, 259, 671. 00 $883, 070. 85 618,750.00 $181, 250. 00 2, 962, 864. 83
98,903.47
By transfers .•.. 9,977.22 33,696.22
55,230.03 ............. ............
2,693.73
From sales .....•
2,691.53
2.20
Disallowed by
United States
accounting
77.98
officers ........
77.98
Overpayments
27.02
refunded . ..... ·········· ·······---27. 02 ··········· ............

-----·

··········-··········· ............

-----······

............ ........... ........... ............

·······--·

--··········

I

Total to be ac·
counted for .. 11, 286.32
Credits claimed:
Ex~ended, as
s o wn by
vouchers ......
Transferred .....
Dep osited to
creditofTreasnrer U nit ed
States .........

...........

----·· ----.

81,701.97 1, 864, 096. 38 883, 073. 05 628,794.58

181, 250. 00 3, 150, 262. 30

I
............

18,813.88

............

9,977.22

I

Total exp nd·
eel an<l trallS·
ferred .......

9,977. 22

Ba.lance on
band ........

1,309.10

-

62,810.39

157,711.02 34,678.33 607,211.65
1, 098, 693. 03 681,605.67

. ............

818,414.88
680, 198. 70

--·-········

194,156.22

----······· ············ 1

99,785.68

---········

21, 582.93

81,624. 27 1, 356, 189. 73 616, 184.. oo, 628, 794. 68 .....• •.•.. . 2, 692, 769. 80
137. 70

7,906.651 266,889.05

······-····

I

181, 250. 001 4.57, 492. 50

INDEX.
Abram, Francisco:
]filibuster, 145.
Abscess, Peritoneal:
Report~ of:
Hoff, Surg. J. Van R., 504.
Kneedler, Asst. Surg. W. L., 505.
Absence Without Leave:
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Eastern Bran ch, 995.
Account of Balances:
In bands of paymasters July 1, 1895, etc., 579,
590,591.
Account of Sales at Auction:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 125.
Accounts :
See Disbursements.
Of Pay D ept. with appropriations, 588,589.
Accounts, Signal:
Examination of, 605.
Act of Congress :
Approved June 6, 1896:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 909-91 l.
Adair, Surg. G. W.:
Report of appendicitis, 496.
Adams, lllaj. 11. Ill. :
Disappearing carriage of, mentioned, 914, 919.
Adams, Fort, R. I. :
Headquarters, 2d .A.rt., 99.
Means of communication, 95.
Position and disposition of' troops, etc., 86.
Adjutant-General:
Annual reports 81-99, 189-206.
Armories, arsenals, and depots, list, 98.
Engineer depot, 99.
Geographical departments and posts, 81, 86-94.
Posts, garrisons, etc., li st, 86-98.
Recruiting rendezvous, list, 99.
Regimental headquarters, list, 99.
Remarks:
·
Annual return of the A. rmy, 81.
Army bands, 196.
Artillery force, 81.
-Battalion organization, 81.
Battles, chronological list of, 198.
Clerical force in Adjutant-General's office, 200.
Clerical service in Army, 198.
Colle~es and universities, 194.
Consolidated messef!, 84.
D esertions, 82.
Detached service, 81.
Discharge on account of minority, 82.
Distribution of Gov1:rnm ntpuulications, 190.
Division of Military Infonuation, 189.

Adjutant•General-Continuecl.
Remarks-Continued.
Encampments, 191.
Enlisted men receiving increased pay, 81.
Enlisted strength of the Army, 81.
Enlistments, 81, 82, 192.
Foreign publications, 190.
Fraudulent enlistments, 82.
Government Hospital for the Insane, 196.
Gunners' qualifications, etc., 197.
Gymnasiums, 83.
Index cards, 199, 200.
Infantry r eorganization, 81.
Intern ational courtesies, 196.
L aundries, 83.
Line of the Army, 81.
Maps of foreign countries, 190.
Military Academy, 195, 196.
Military attach es, 189.
Military colleges, etc., 194Military Information Division, 189, 190.
Militia, armament, etc., 191.
Militia bill,191.
Officers on detached ser vice, 81, 191.
Officers on duty at State headquarters, 191.
Officers on leave, 191.
Organized militia, 189-191.
Pay of noncommissioned officers, 197.
Post exchanges, 82.
Post-graduate schools, 83.
Post l yc~ums, 83.
Post schools, 83.
Reconnoissance maps, 191.
Recruiting service, 99, 191-194.
Recruiting station s, 193.
Reenlistments, 81, 192-194Regimental bands, 96, 196.
Regimental recruiting, 193.
Telegraphic communication, 198.
Strength of the Army, 84, 99.
Adjutant-General's Ofllce:
Annual report, 189-206.
Appropriation for salaries of, 50.
Remarks, Adjutant-General:
Clerical force and wo~c, 79, 199, 200.
In<l x ancl record cards, 199,200.
Military Information Divfaion, 189.
:row system of records, 199,200.
Organization of for e and worl done, 189-191,
199, 200.
Adjutant's Office:
ee Branch Homu.
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Administration:
See Branch Homes.
Adopted Types :
Of implements and engines of war, 920-922.
Advertising in Subsistence Department:
Expenditures for, 316.
Aerial Subaquatic Projectiles:
Revocation of part of allotment for, 935.
Aerial Torpedo:
T . .J. Brown, 914.
Agate Bay, lllinn. :
Appropriat ion, improving harbor at, 58.
Almapee, Wis.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
Aide-Th-cur Range Finder:
Mentioned, 914.
Report on tests of, 939.
Ainswortll, Col. F. C. :
Appropriation , reimbursement to, 68.
Chief Record and Pension Office, 618.
Air Shi1> for Coast Defense:
Dr. A . De Bausset, 914.
Alabama River, Ala.:
Appropriat ion, improving, 62.
Alaska:
Garrisons n eeded :
Remarks, Otis, Brig. Gen . E. S., 160-163.
Albemarle Sound, N. C.:
Waterway from Norfolk Harbor, Va. , to:
Appropriation, 61.
Alcatraz Island, Cal. :
Cable connection with San Francisco, 596.
Means of communication, 95.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 90.
ilcoholism:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 472.
Report of Col. Dallas Bache, Asst. Sur g. Gen., et
al., 472-477.
Alden, C. H., Assistant Surgeon-General:
Report, Army Medical School, 403.
Allegheny Arsenal, Pa. :
Location, etc., 98.
.lllegl1eny River, Pa.:
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Herra Island, near Pittsburg:
Appropriation, dam at, 60.
Allen, Capt. James:
Experiments in field telephony and telegraphy,
598.
Mentioned, 134.
Signal officer, D epartment of the East, 605.
T elephone and telegraph apparatus devised hy,
598.
Allen, Lieut. S. E. :
Device for tran mitting measurements, 913.
Mentioned, 924.
Allotments:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification :
Revocations of, 934-937,
Since date ofla t report, 934-938.
Summary of, 91~, 938.
Allowanc :
Statistical Tablu, ational Jiome.
Alpena, Mi h.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.

Alva1·ez, ,Tuan:
}filibuster, 145.
Alvarez, lUiguel:
.Filibuster, 145.
American Artillery Range Finder all(} Relocator
Company:
D eviation indicator, 913.
Mentioned, 913.
Report of range finder board, 942:
Amite River, La.:
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Aminunition :
Appropriation for, for morning and evening
gun, 53.
Hagadorn's method of packing, 912.
Ammunition, Purcliase of:
Remarks, Inspector-General:.
National Home, 983.
Amusements:
See Branch Homes.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
National Home, 988.
Soldiers' Home, 652.
Analysis of Food:
Remarks, Inspector-General:
National Home, 985.
Anderson, First Lieut. G. L., 4th Arty.:
Member, joint Army and Navy board on revision of signal code, 601.
Mentioned, 183.
Angel lslaucl, Cal.:
Headquarters 1st Inf., 99.
Means of communication, 95.
Position and disposition of troops, etc., 90.
Angleometer:
H. E. Bishop's, 914.
Animals:
See Public animals.
Horses.
Cavalry and artillery horses .
V ehicles and animals.
Annapolis, lUd.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 56 .
Antietam, Md.:
Battle lines and sites for tablets at:
.Appropriations, 50.
Antietam B1Lttlefield, Md.:
Expenditures and balances, 43, 44.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 43-45.
Antifrictional Projectile:
See Wiard anJ Mefford.
Apache, Fort, Ariz. :
Means of communication, 95.
Position and disposition of troops, etc., 88.
Remarks, Wheaton, Brig. Gen. Frank, 149.
Apache Indians:
Establishment of prisoners upon military reservations:
Appropriation, 67.
Pri oners of war:
Eatablishmen t of, upon military reservation11:
Appropriation, 67.
Remarks, ecretary of War, 39, 4.0.
Pursuit into Mexico, 4.
Raids into Arizona, 4 .
Scouting for r nega<le , 4.
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Apache Prisoners:
Establishment of, upon military reservations:
.Appropriation, 67.
Apalacl1icola Bay, Fla.:
Appropriation, improving, 56.
Appendicitis:
Reports ofAdair, Surg. George W., 496.
Hudley, Dr. J. Mason, of Baltimore, Md., 501.
McCaw, .Asst. Surg. W. D., 500.
Worthington, Surg. J.C., 501.
Appendixes :
Board of Ordnance and Fortification:
A. Table of allotments, expenditures, etc., 934.
B. Report of range finder board, 939.
C. Report of board on regulation of seacoast
artillery fire, 947.
List of, National Home Report, 992.
To report ofDodds, Capt. Frank L., 268, 269.
Hunter, Lieut. Col. Edward, 245-248.
Appliances:
Remarks, Surgeon-Gent,ral, 394.
Appliances ancl Artificial Limbs:
For disabled soldiers:
.Appropriations, 66.
Appomattox River, Va,:
.Appropriation, improving, 61.
Appoquinnimink River, Del.:
.Appropriation, improving, 60.
Appropriations:
Aggregate available, 50-60.
.AppropriatedJuly 1, 1895, to June 30, 1896, 50-69.
Balances July 1, 1895, and June 30, 1896, 50-69.
Board of Ordnance and Fortification:
Act of June 6, 1896, 911.
Summary of, to October. 31, 1896, 912, 934.
Carried to surplus fund June 30, 1896, 50-69.
For libraries, offices of judge-advocates, etc.,
240,245.

For War Department:
For fiscal year ending June 30, 1896, 3.
Unexpended, turned into the general fund of
the Treasu1-y for the years 1894, 1895, and
1896, 4.

Pay, etc., of the Army:
Statement of disbursements and suspensions, 587.
Payments, July 1, 1895, to June 30, 1806, 50-60.
Quartermaster's Department:
Barracks and quarters, 278.
Financial statements, 273, 282-290.
Remitted from regular and indefinite, 287.
Repayments, ·J uly l, 1895, to Juno 30, 1896, 50-69.
Signal Corps:
Condition of, June 30, 1896, 596.
Estimate for, to purcha e and lay cable, 604.
Aqueduct Bridge, D. C.:
Appropriation for repairs, 51.
Remarks, ecretary of War, 47.
Road to Mount Vernon from :
Appropriation, survey of, 67.
A<tuia Creek, Va.:
.Appropriation , improving, 61.
Arn.nsas Pa sand Bay, Tex.:
Appropriation, improTing, 63.

Arctic Overshoes:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 276 .
Arizona:
National Guard, 146.
Scouting for renegaue .Apaches, 4.
Arizona, Department of:
U.S. Marshal's call for troops, 4.
Arkansas River, Ark.:
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Removing obstruction in:
Appropriation for, 63.
Arlington Memorial Bridge:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 47.
Arlington (Va.) National Cemetery:
Approaches to:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 281
Armament:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 190.
Arming and Equipping tlie Militia:
.Appropriations, 67.
Armories:
List, 98.
Armories, Arsenals, and Depots :
Means ofcommnnication, etc., 98.
Armor Plate:
See Burlich, Hargrove, McMillan .
Arms:
·
Appropriation, manufacture of, 52 .
For ·wyoming, appropriation, 67.
Arms and Equipments:
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Military colleges, 228.
Armstrong Rapid-Fh-e Gun:
Report oftest, 916.
Revocation of part of allotment for purchase
of, 936.
Army and Navy Hospital:
[Hot Springs, Arkansas.]
Appropriation, 52.
Means of communication, 95.
Remarks:
Inspector-General, 220.
Secretary of War, 10, 11.
Surgeon-General, 395, 396.
Transfer to Interior Department, 11.
Use of, b y National Home suggested, 986.
Anny Bakers:
Seo Bakers.
Army Clerks:
See Clerks and Clerical Duties, etc.
Army Cooks:
Manual for, 318.
Army Oun Factory:
Watervliet Arsenal, West Troy, N. Y.:
Capacity of, 030.
Gun and mortar construction, 27, 28.
Mortar forgings, 23.
Output, ei ., 35.
Remarks, ecr tary of War, 35, 36.
Visit, Board of Ordnanr.e and Fortification,
930, 931.

Army Medical ))epnrtment:
Remarks, Insp ctor-Gen ral:
Sale of medicines to ational Home, 987 .
Army Medical Museum:
Appropriations, 52.
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 396-398.
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Army Medical School :
Army of the United States-Continued.
Field maneuvers, 73, 75, 131, 132, 138, 148, 156, 163,
Remarks, Surgeon-General, and reports, 403-412.
164,169,171,172,184.
A1·my Officers :
Garrisons, 131, 141, 165.
Commended, 141, 143, 153.
General condition, 74, 78, 132, 133, 164, 190.
Detached, 81, lnl.
Geographical departments, 81, 86-94.
On detached service, 81.
Gunners, qualifications, 197.
On duty in States, 191.
Gymnasiums, 75, 83, 141, 148,169,172.
On leave or detached, 191.
Health of the, 10, 11,165, 174, 412-518.
Reports upon military subjects:
Remarks:
Remarks, Major-General Commanding, 79.
Bliss, Brig. Gen. Z. R., 165.
Army of the Tennessee, Society of the :
Coppinger, Brigadier-General, 174.
See Society of the, etc.
Secretary of War, 10, 11.
Army of the Unite1l States:
Surgeon-General, 412-518.
Active operations for the year, 4.
Hospital Corps, strength, 99.
Administration, 133.
Indians, 99, 142-144, 149, 150.
Alcoholism, 174.
Indian scouts, 99.
Annual report of operations, 73-186.
Infantry and cavalry school, 178-182.
Appropriation for contingencies of the, 51.
Infantry organization, 78, 81.
Appropriation for 1897, 3.
.A.ppropriation, military establishment, 51, 52.
Infantry practice marches, 131.
Armament, 174,190.
Inspections, 142, 165-168, 174.
Army or regimental bands, 96, 196.
Instruction, 163, 164.
Judge-A.dvoeate-Gen eral's Department, 237Artillery drill and practice, 130, 163, 172.
Artillery force, 81, 131.
269.
Artillery school, 182-185.
Laundries, 83.
Artillery stations, 79.
Line of the, 81 .
Athletics, 169.
Line organization, 6-8.
Attaches, military, 189.
Location of troops, 5.
Barracks and quarters, 74.
Major-Gene~al Commanding:
Battalion formation, 78, 81.
See Miles, Maj. Gen. Nelson A.
Bicycles and motor wagons, 79, 169.
Messes consolidated, 8-1.
California, Department of, 163, 164.
Mexican border troubles, 141, 145.
Cavalry, mounts and remounts, 175.
Military Departments:
Cavalry practice marches, 131.
Department of California, 163,164.
Cavalry stations, 79.
Department of the Colorado, 141-153.
Clerical duty or service, 79, 153,170,198.
D epartment of the Columbia, 154-163.
Colorado, D epar tment of the, 141-153.
D epartment of D akota, 136- 141.
Columbia, Department of the, 154-163.
D epartment of the East, 131-134.
Commendation of officers and men, 141, 143, 153,
Department of the Missouri, 134-136.
158.
Department of the Platte, 170-176.
Compilation of laws, etc., relating to, 9.
Department of Texas, 164-170.
Concentration of troops, 158.
Missouri, Department of the, 134-136.
Consolidatell messes, 84.
Nativity, 74.
Corps of Engineer s, work of, 8.
Noncommissioned officers' pay, 79.
Courts-martial, 172,173,237,239,241,242, 244-24.6,
Noneommissioneu officers' schools, 172.
2.J.9-264., 266-268.
Number of posts and how garrisoned, 5.
Dakota, Department of, 136-141.
Officers detached, etc., 7, 8, 81,191.
Deserters, 239-24.5, 247-249, 2:12, 257, 261,263, 265,
Officers on duty in States, etc., 17-19, 191
266,268,269.
Officers' reports on the service, 79.
Desertions, 82, 239-245, 24.7-249, 252, 257, 260, 261,
Organization, 189,190.
263, 265, 266, 268, 269.
Payment of troops, Jl-13.
Discharges, 82.
Pay of civilian clerks, 79.
Discipline, 74, 164..
Pay of enlisted men, 79, 169, 175.
Distribution of troops by geographical departPay of noncommissioned officers, 197.
ments, 6.
Per onnel of the, 74.
Drill halls, 141,157.
Platte, Department of the, 170-176.
East, D epartment of the, 131-134
Position and distribution of troops, 86-94.
Efficiency, 74,132,133,164,190.
Post messes, 8-1.
Encampmeut11, 191.
Post exchanges, 82,169,172,175.
Engineer dapot, 98.
Po t gardens, 174.
Enlisted strength, 99.
Post-graduate schools, 8:l.
Enlistments, 81, 82, 192, 19.J..
Po ts and garrison , li t, 86-98.
Estimat~s for 1898, 3.
Post school., 83.
Exp nditur s, 18 6, 3.
Practic marcbes, 73,131,148,156,169.
Extra duty, 173.
Prot ctin~ American porti n of town of Nogales,
A.riz., 4.
Fraudulent enlistments, 82.

INDEX.
Army of the United States-Continued.
Protecting citizens near Tongue River Agency,
Mont.,4.
Pursuit of Indians into Mexico, 4.
:Recruiting, 99, 191-194.
Reenlistments, 81, 192-194.
Regimental bands, 96.
Regimental headquarters, list, 99.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 81-84, 189-200.
Arnold, Colonel, 176-178.
Bliss, Brigadier-Gen eral , 164-170.
Brooke, Brigadier-General, 136-141.
Coppinger, Brigadier-General, 170-176.
Forsyth, Brigadier-General, 163, 164.
Frank, Colonel, 182---185.
Hawkins, Colonel, 178-182.
Major-General Commanding, 74-79.
Merritt, Major-General, 134-136.
Otis, Brigadier-General, 154-163.
Secretary of ,var, 3-48.
Wheaton, Brigadier-General, 141-153.
Reorganization, 78.
Requirements for entry, 74.
Riding h alls, 141,157.
Rifle ranges, 168.
Sanitary condition of the:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 518-531.
Scouts and fights, 142-144.
Seacoast defenses, 131-133.
Service schools, 74, 83, 190.
Signal Corps, 172.
Signal Corps, experiments, etc., 8.
Special service corps, 173.
Staff departmen ts, 164, 170, 176.
Staff organization, 8.
Standard, 74,
Srength of the, 5, 6.
Target practice, 168, 172.
Telegraphing, 198.
Texas, D epartment of, 164-170.
Transfer of regiments and exchange of stations, 5.
Transportation , 277.
Trials by courts-martial, 237,239,241,242,244,247,
240- 265, 267,268.
Troops sent to capital of Choctaw Nation, 4.
Army Records :
Remarks, Secretary of War, 38, 39.
Army Schools:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 111.
Army Service and Station s :
Remarks, Secretary of War, 4, 5.
Arnold, Col. A. K., lstCav., Commandant Cavalry
and Light Artillery School:
Annual Report, 176-178.
Arsenal s :
Appropriations, 3, 52, 53.
EstiD1 ates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
List of, 98.
.Arsenals and Armories:
See Powder depots:
Sandy IIook Proving Ground.
pringfield rmory.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 220.
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Artesian Well:
Appropriation for, Fort Monroe, Va., 53.
Arthur, W. H., Assistant Surgeon:
R eport of diphtheria, 431.
Arthur Kill:
Appropriations, improving, 55.
.Articles of War, Extension of Jurisdiction of the:
Remarks, .Judge-Advocate-General, 239,240.
.Artificial Limbs and Appliances :
For disabled soldiers :
Appropriations, 66.
Artificial Limbs and their Commutation:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 393,394.
.Artillery :
Camping with State troops, 131.
Increase of force, etc., 7, 81,133.
Location of regiments and batteries, 5.
State troops as, 132.
Transfer of 5th Reg., 5.
Artillery and Cavalry Horses :
See Horses.
Appropriation for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for J 896, 3.
Purchase and cost of, 277.
.Artillery Fire :
See Board on Regulation of.
Artillery Fire, Seacoast :
See Board on Regulation of.
.Artillery Inspections:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 107.
.Artillery Practice:
California, Department of, 163.
Heavy practice, 133.
Light-battery practice, 132.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 107.
Artillery School :
Annnal report, 182---185.
Appropriation, 67.
Bicycles, 183.
Bindery and printing press, 184.
Chemistry and explosives, 182.
Course of study, 182, 185.
Discipline, 185.
Electricity and mines, 182.
Enlistecl men's division, 183.
Laboratories, 183.
Library, 183.
Military science, 183.
Practic:.l exercises, 184.
Range finders, 185.
Remarks :
.A.cljntant-General, 83.
Frauk, Col. R. '£., 183.
Ruger, Major-General, 132.
Sanitary condition, 185.
team and mechanism, 182.
Target practice, 184.
Artillery Stations :
R marks, Major-General Commanding, 70.
Artillery Targets:
Appropriations, 53.
Ashland, Wis.:
.Appropriation, improvinrr harbor at, 58.
.As11tabula, Ohio:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
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Assinniboine, Fort, Mont.:
Headquarters, 10th Cav., 99.
Means of communication, 95.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 88.
Remarks, Brooke, Brig. Gen . .John R., 140.
Atcbafalaya and Red Rivers, La.:
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Athletics:
Colorado, Department of the, 148.
Remarks, Major-General Commanding, 75.
Texas, Department of, 169.
Atlantic Ocean:
Water communications, the Great Lakes and, 59.
Attaches, Military :
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 189.
Atwood, Maj. E. B., Quartermaster:
Mentfoned, 153.
Auction Sales:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 125.
Augusta Arsenal, Ga.:
Location, etc., 9fl.
Ausable, Mich.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Averill, Lieut. N. H., 7th Cav.:
Commended, 143.
Mentioned, 142-144.
Ayres, Capt. J. C. :
Recorder, Board of Ordnance and Fortifications,
933.
Azimuth, Ranges and:
Western Electric Company, plan for signaling,

Balll,nces:
In hands of paymasters .July 1, 1895, etc., 579,
590,591.
National Home, Disabled Volunteer Soldiers:
, Remarks, Inspector-General, 981,982.
Ballistics :
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Method of study, by Dr. Crehore and Lieutenant Squier, 107.
Balloon, Military :
Estimate for appr'n for constr'n and experim 'ts 1
603.
.
House for, at Fort Logan, Colo., 603.
. Knickerbockers, mentioned, 91B.
Plant, at Fort Logan, Colo., 603.
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 602-603.
Section, train, Department of the Colorad o, 603.
Baltimore, Md. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 56.
Defenses:
Remarks, etc., Maj. Gen. Commanding, 77.
Sites for seacost defense, 22.
Baud:
See Branch Homes.
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 653.
Bands:
Army or regimental:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 196.
Banister, J.M., Assistant Surgeon:
Report, treatment of hernia, 487.
913.
Barracks:
Bacaceasi, Jose:
See Branch Homes.
Filibuster, 145.
Public Buildings.
Bache, Col. Dallas, Assistant Surgeon-General:
Sleeping out of Quarters.
Remarks, Southern Branch:
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Air space, 1056.
National Home, 213,983.
Barracks, 1055, 1058.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 653.
Central bath house, 1056, 1058.
Barracks and Quarters:
Central medical control, 1059.
Appropriations. 51.
Convalescent company, 1058.
Appropriations, construction, and repairs,37,38.
Hospital, 1056, 1059.
Cavalry and Light Artillery School, 177.
Hospital r ecords, 1057, 1059.
Colorado, Department of the, 150.
Hospital staff and employees, 1056.
Remarks:
Latrines, 1056.
Major-Gen eral Commanding, 74.
Medical administration, 1059.
Quartermaster-General, 278.
Medical supplies, 1057, 1059.
Secretary of War, 37, 38.
Messing, 1056.
Texas, Department of, 165.
Patients, 1057.
Barracks and Quarters and Hospital Constr' n,
Review, 1056.
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Sewage pumps, 1056.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Surgeon's call, 1058.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Report on al coholism, 472.
Barr, Col. T. F., Asst. Judge-Atlvocate-Gen .:
Report, Southern Branch, 979, 1055.
Mentioned, 134.
Suggestions and recommendations, 1058.
Barr and Stroud Range Finder:
Bachronio, Zgnacio:
Allotment for purchase of, 935.
Filibuster, 145.
Barbette Uarringes :
Back Uove, Portland, Me. :
Revocation, part of allotment, and for tests, etc ..
Appropriation, improving channel in, 54.
935,937.
Ba on, Col. J. r., 1st Uav.:
Barr:mcas, Fort, Fla.:
Mentioned, 145-148, 151.
Means of communication, 95.
Baker , Army :
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86.
Reco=endations of Commissary-General, 317. Bartholomew Ila.you, La.:
Balanced Pillar :lloant :
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Remarks, Board of Ordnance and Fortifications, Ba End Instrument :
920.
Allotment for construction and installation, 937.

INDEX.
Base End Instruments-Continued.
Report of tests with, ?43.
Revocation of part of allotment for, 938.
Bates, Maj. A. E., Paymaster:
Mentioned, 164.
Ilatlting I<'acilities :
See Branch Homes.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Army posts, 114.
National Home, 983.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 653.
Battalion Organization:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 81.
Batteries:
Appropriations for gun and mortar, 53.
Battering Ram :
A. C. J". H. McIntosh, 913.
Battery:
Counterpoise:
See Oounterpoise.
Gomez's breeching, 912.
Sturtevant's floatin g, 913.
Sutcliffe's flying, 913.
Battlefield Parks :
See Antietam.
Chickamauga and Chattanooga.
Gettysbur.g.
Military Parks.
National Parks.
National Military Parks.
Parks.
Shiloh.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 43-45.
Battle Lines and Sites i'or Tablets:
Appropriation for, at Antietam, 50.
Battles:
Chronological list of:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 198.
Bayard, Fort, N. Mex.:
Headquarters, 15th Inf., 99.
Means of communication, 98.
Position and disposition of troops, etc ., 88.
Remarks, Wheaton, Brig. Gen. Frank, 149.
Bayous:
Indexed by name.
Beaufort, N. C.:
Appropriation:
Improv ing harbor at, 56.
Improving water way between Newbern, N. C.,
and, 56.
Beaufort Harbor, N. U.:
Improving water way between New River, N.
C., and:
Appropriation, 56.
Beaufort River, S. C.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Bedsteads and Bedding:
ee Branch Homea.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
National Home, 983.
Soldiers' Ilome, 654.
Belfa t, Me. :
Appropriation, improving harbor, 54.
Bell, Capt. J. 111,, 7th Cav.:
Mentioned, 142.
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Bell, Col. W. H., A. C. G. S.:
Mentioned, 153.
Bellamy River, N. H.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Ben]iam, Asst. Surg. Robert B.:
Report, treatment of carbuncle, 512.
Benicia Arsenal, Cal. :
Appropriations, 53.
Location, etc., 98.
Benicia Barracks, Cal. :
Means of communication, 95.
Position and disposition of troops, etc., 90.
Berdan Fuse :
Revocation of part of allotment for, 934.
Best, Lieut. C. L. :
Range :finder, 914.
Revocation of part of allotment for telescopic
sight, 934.
Telescopic sight, 914, 934.
Betllel Springs, 'l'eun. :
Trustees of Presbyterian Church:
App1·opriation, relief of, 68.
Bethlehem Iron Company:
Capacity of the works, 929.
Contract for completed mortars, 23.
Contract for guns, 20.
Contract for steel gun forgings, 22, 23.
Contract with, 914.
Gun and mortar construction, 27, 28.
Report, progress of 100-gun contr act, 915.
Visit, .Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 928930.
Bicycles:
Automatic wire-reeling attachment, 598.
Remarks:
Chief Signal Officer, 597.
Frank, Col. R. T., 183.
Major-General Commanding, 79.
Texas, Department of, 169.
Bigelow, Jolm R.:
.A.ppropriation, relief of estate of, 68.
Big Sandy Rh•er, W. Vit. 1tnd Ky.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Big Sunflower Rher, llliss.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Billiards:
See Branch Homes.
Remarks, Im,pector-General:
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 652.
Bill of Fnre:
See Branch Homes.
Exhibits, Soldiers' Ilome report.
Biloxi Bay, lUi s. :
Appropriation, improving, 57.
Bimalleolar Fracture:
Report, Asst. Surg. N. S. Jarvis, 512.
Binding and Printing, etc. :
Remarks:
Arnold, Col. A. K., 177.
Frank, Col. R. T., 184.
Births, lllarriages an!l:
Remarks, Surg on-General, 479.
Symphyseotomy:
Report of Asst. urg. J". R. Kean, 479.
Triplets:
Report of Asst. urg. A. . Stark, 479,480.
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Bisbee, Ariz. :
Military telegraph line to San Bernardino, 596.
Biscayne Bay and Palm Beach, Fla.:
.Appropriation, surveys of, 62.
Bishop, H. E. :
.Angleometer, 914.
Bismarck, N. Dak.:
Military post at:
Remarks, Qnartermaster-General, 280.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 37.
Black Bayon, La. :
.Appropriation, improving, 63.
Black Lake, Mich. :
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Blackman, George :
High explosive, 914.
Black River, Ark. and Mo.:
.Appropriation, improving, 63.
Black River, Mich.:
Appropriation, improving, 64.
Black River, N. C.:
.Appropriation, improving, 61.
Black River, Ohio:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Black Warrior River, Ala.:
.Appropriation improving, 62.
Blanchard, G.:
Method constructing foundations for turrets,
914.

Blind Members :
See Branch Homes.
R emarks Inspector-General :
Soildiers' Home, D. C., 662.
Bliss, Brig. Gen. Z. R.:
Annual report, 164-170.
Mentioned, 73, 79, 94.
Bliss, Fort, Texas :
Headquarters 18th Inf., 99.
Means of communication , 95.
Position and disposition of troops, etc., 92.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Z. R. Bliss, 167,
Bliss, Fort (Old), Texas:
Sale of lots at:
R emarks, Quartermaster-General, 279.
Block Island, R. I. :
.Appropriation, improving harbor of, 55.
Board, Joint Army and Navy:
Appointed, r evision of signal code, 601.
Board of Ordnance and Fortification:
.A.ct of .June 6, 1896, 909-911.
.Annual report, 909- 975 .
.Appropriations, 53.
Conclusion, 932, 933.
Duties of, etc., 920, 921.
Estimate for necessary expenses, 932.
Expenditures, 937, 938.
General operations of, 912.
Legi lation (new) affe11ting the, 909.
L etter of Secretary of War on duties of, 920.
New subjects considered by, 912-914..
Remarks, 909-933.
Visit to and capacity of works:
Bethlehem Iron Company, 92S-930.
Midvale te 1 Works, 927,928.
Wartertown Arsenal, 931,932.

Board of Publication of War Records:
.Annual report, 619-629.
Board on Fortifications and Other Defeniies:
.Appropriations, 53.
Board on Pacific Coast Gun Factory :
Appropriations, 53 .
Board on Range and Position Finders :
See Range Finder Board.
Board on Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire:
Allotment for expenses, 937.
Remarks, Board of Ordnance and Fortification,
923.
Report of (.Appendix C), 947.
Report, on Millar converter and Rafferty relocator, 947.
Report, on Millar slide-rule correction table and
Rafferty devia1fon index, 968.
Revocation, part of allotment for material, 938 .
Revocation, part of allotment for purchase of
wire, 938.
System of :fire control proposed by, 914, 952.
Board to Determine Route :
Of Chesapeake and Delaware Canal:
Appropr:iation, 56.
Boating:
See Branch Homes.
Bode Quadrant Sight:
Revocation of part of allotment for, 934.
Bo:mf, Bayou, La. :
.Appropriation, improving, 63.
Boise Barracks, Idaho:
Means of communication, 95.
Position and disposition of troops, etc., 90.
Remarks, Otis, Brig. Gen. E. S., 158.
Bomus, Capt. P. S. , 1st Cal".:
Mentioned, 142, 144, 145, 147, 151.
Boom for Harbor Defense:
C. O'Brien, 913.
Boston, Mass.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54.
Cable connection with Fort Warren, 604.
Defenses:
Remarks, Major General Commanding, 7'7.
System of military cables for harbors, 604
Boston Harbor, Mass. :
.Accommodations for troops inadequate, 37.
System of military cables for, 604.
Bounty and Pay:
War claims of v olunteers, their widows, etc. :
.Appropriations, 67, 68 .
Bowman Act:
Appropriation for claims under, 68 .
Boyd, Orsemus B.:
.Appropriation, r elief of widow, etc., 68.
Bradbury, W. H.:
Method of coast defense, 913.
Bradley, Assistant nrgeonA. E.:
Report of trcphining, etc., 510.
Bradt, Fort, Mich.:
Means of commnnication, 95.
Position and disposition of troops, etc., 86.
Brady, Fort (Old), Texas:
Sale of lots at:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 279.
Branch Homos:
Adjutant's office: Pacific, 1012.
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.Administration: Central, 1038; Eastern, 994;
Marion , 1028; Northwestern, 1001; Paci:fic,
1010; Southern, 1047; ·western, 1019.
.Amusements: Central, 1038; Eastern, 995; Marion, 1029; Northwestflrn, 1002; Pacific,
1010; Southern, 1048; ·western, 1020; statistical tables, 1069.
Band: Central, 1039; Eastern, 995; Marion, 1029;
North western, 1002 ; Paci:fic, 1010; Southern,
1049; Western, 1020; statistical tables, 1071.
Barracks: Central, 1040; Eastern, 996; Marion,
1030; Northwestern, 1004; Paci:fic, 1012;
Southern, 1050, 1055; Western, 1022; statistical tables, 1080, 1081.
Bathing facilities: Centl'.al, 1040, 1043; Eastern,
996,999; Marion, 1034; North western, 1006;
Pacific, 1012, 1016; Southern, 1053, 1056;
Western, 1023, 1025.
Bedsteads and bedding: Central, 1041; Eastern,
997; Marion, 1031; Northwestern, 1004; Pacific, 1012; Southern, 1051; Western, 1023.
Billiards: Central, 1039; .Eastern, 996; Marion,
1029; Northwestern, 1002; Pacific, 1011;
Southern, 1049; Wes tern, 1021 ; statistical
tables, 1071.
Bill of fare: Pacific, 1013.
Blind members: Central, 1044; Eastern, 999;
Marion, 1035; Northwestern, 1007; Pacific,
1017; Southern, 1054; Western, 1026; statistical tables, 1090.
Boating: Northwestern, 1002; Southern, 1049;
Western, 1021.
Brick plant: Western, 1019.
Buildings : Central, 1040; Eastern, 996; Marion,
1030; Northwestern, 1004; Pacific, 1012;
Southern, 1050; Western, 1022.
Card tables: Central, 1039; Eastern, 996; Marion,
1029; North western, 1002; Pacific, 1011;
Southern, 1049; Wes tern, 1021; statistical
tables, 1071.
Chloride of Gold Club: Marion, l 030.
Clothing: Centra,l , 1041; Eastern, 997; Marion,
1032; Northwestern, 1005; Pacific, 1013;
Southern, 1051; Western, 1023; statistical
tables, 1081, 1082.
Coal: Eastern, 997; Northwestern, 1004.
Coffins: Central, 1044; Eastern, 999; Marion,
1034; N ortbwestern, 1007; Paci:fic, 1016;
Southern, 1054; Western, 1026; statistical
tables, 1087.
Convalescent company: Southern, 1058.
Crockery: Central, 1043; Eastern, 998; Marion,
1033; N ortbwestern, 1006; Paci:fic, 1016;
Southern, 1053; Western, 1025; statistical
tables, 1085.
Deaths: Central, 1043; Eastern, 999; Marion,
1034;
orthwestern, 1007; Pacific, 1016;
Southern 1054; WesteTn, 1026; statistical
tables, 1087.
Dining balls and kitchens: Ct>ntral, 1042; East. ern, 998; Marion, 1033; Northwestern, 1006;
Pacific, 1015; outbern, 1052; Western, 1025;
statistical tables, 108-!.
Dinio groom details: Cen Lral, 1042; Marion, 10:13;
Pacific, 1009, 1015; Southern, t052; Western,
1025.

Branch Homes-Continued.
Disbursements: Central, 1035; Eastern, 993;
Marion, 1026; Northwestern, 1000; Pacific,
1007; Southern, 1045; Western, 1017; statistical tables, 1074, 1077, 1090.
Discipline: Central, 1038; Eastern, 995; Marion,
1029; Northwestern, 1001; ·Pacific, 1010;
Southern, 1048; Western, 1020; statistical
tables, 1068.
Diseases: Eastern, 999; statistical tablfls, 1086.
Drainage and sewerage: Central, 1042; Eastern,
998; Marion, 1033; Pacific, 1015; Southern,
1052; Western, 1025.
Effects of patients: Northwestern, 1007; Pacific,
1017.

Electric-light plant: Central, 1042.
Employees: Central, 1038; East,ern, 994; Marion,
1028; Northwestern, 1001; Pacific, 1009;
Southern, 1047; Western, 1019; statistical
tables, 1076.
Engineer department: Central, 1042; Eastern,
998; Marion, 1033; North western, 1006; Paci:fic, 1014; Southern, 1052; Western, 1024;
statistical tables, l 083.
Farm: Central, 1040; Eastern, 996; Marion, 1030;
Northwestern, 1003; Pacific, 1011; Southern,
1050; Western, 1022; statistical tables, 1073.
Fire department: Central, 1042; Eastern, 998;
Marion, 1032; Northwestern, 1005; Paci:fic,
1014; Southern, 1052; Western, 1024; statistical tables, 1083.
·
Flag day: Western, 1020.
Food: Central, l 042; Eastern, 098; Mario11, 1033;
Northwestern, 1006; Pacific, 1015; Southern,
1053, 1056 ; Wes tern, 1025; statistical tables,
1075.

Funerals: Central, 1044; Easter11, 999; Marion,
1034; Northwestern, 1007; Pacific, 1016;
Southern, 1054; Western, 1026; statistical
tables, 1087.
Furlough register: Eastern, 995.
General fuud: Central, 1036; Eastern, 993;
Marion, 1027; Northwestern, 1000; Pacific,
1007; Southern, 1045; Western, 1017; statistical tables, 107 4.
Hospital: Central, 1043; Eastern, 998; Marion,
1034; Northwestern, 1006; Pacific, 1016;
Southern, 1053, 1056; Western, 1025; statistical tables, 1086.
Hospital employees: Central, 1044; Eastern,
999; Marion, 1034; Northwestern, 1007; Pacific, 1017; Southern, 1054, 1056; Western,
1026; statistical tables, 1087.
Hospital records: Central, 1044; Eastern, 999;
Northwestern, 1007; Pacific, 1017; Southern,
1054, 1057; Western, 1026.
Hospital supplies: Southern, 1057.
Ice: Pacific, 1016.
Improvements and repairs : Central, 1036; Eastern, 093; Marion, 1027; North western, 1000;
Pacific, 1007; Southern, 1045; Western, 1017;
statistical tables, 1077.
Insane members: Central, 1044; Eastern, 990;
Marion, 1034; N ortbwestern, 1007; Paci:fic,
1017; Southern, 1054; Western, 1026; statistical tables, 1089,
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Branch Homes-Continued.
Branch Homes-Continued.
Keeley L eague : Northwestern, 1002; Pacific,
Shop accounts: Central, 1042; Eastern, 997;
1011; Southern, 1049; Wes tern, 1021 ; staPacific·, 1015; Southern, 1053; Western, 1024.
tistical tables, 1072.
Societies: Central, 1040 ; Eastern, 996; Marion,
Laundry: Central. 1041; E as tern, 998; Marion,
10;10; Northwestern, 1003; Pacific, 1011;
1032 ; Northwestern, 1005; Pacific, 1014;
Southern, 1049; Western, 1021; statistical
Southern, 1052; Wes tern, 1024; statistical
tables, 1072.
tables, 1082.
Supplies: Central, 1041; Eastern, 997; Marion,
Library : Central, 1038; Eastern, 995; Marion,
1031; Northwestern, 1004; Pacific, 1013;
1029; Northwestern, 1002; Pacific, 1010 ;
Southern, 1051; Western, 1023.
Southern, 1048 ; Western, 1020 ; statistical
Supply departments: Central, 1040; Eastern, 996;
Marion, 1030; Northwestern, 1004; Pacific,
· tables, 1069, 1070.
List of r eports on, 992.
1012; Southern, 1050; Western, 1022; staMedical department: Central, 1043; Eastern,
tistical tables, 1080-1085.
998; Marion, 1034; Northwestern, 1006 ; PaSurgeon' s call: Southern, 1058.
Swill and garbage: Central, 1043; Eastern, 998;
cific, 1016 ; Southern, 1053; Western, 1025 ;
Marion, 1033; Northwestern, 1006; Southern,
statistical tables, 1086-1090.
Medicines: Central, 1044; Eastern, 999; Marion,
1052; Western, 1025, statistical tables, 1085.
1034; Northwestern, 1007 ; Pacific, 1017;
Tea: Pacific, 1016.
Southern, 1054; Western, 1026; statistical
Theater: Central, 1039; Eastern, 995; Marion,
tables, 1088.
1029; Northwestern, 1002; Pacific, 1011;
Southern, 1049; Western, 1020; statistical
Milk: Central, 1040 ; Eastern, 996; Northwestern, 1003; Pacific, 1012; Southern, 1050; Atatables, 1071.
tistical tables, 1073.
Vehicles and animals: Central, 1040; Eastern,
Officers: Central, 1035; Eastern, 993; Marion,
996; Marion, 1030; Northwestern , 1003;
1026 ; Northwestern, 1000; Pacific, 1007;
Pacific, 1012; Southern, 1050; Western,
Southern, 1045 ; Western, 1017 ; statistical
1022; statistical tables, 1073.
tables, 1065, 1066.
Water supply : Central, 1042; Eastern, 998;
Outdoor relief: Eastern, 998; Marion, 1033 ;
Marion, 1032, 1033; Pacific, 1015; Southern,
Southern, 1053; statistical tables, 1085.
1052 ; Western, 1024; statistical tables, 1083.
PaAs privileges: Southern, 1048.
Wherrel Club: Central, 1039.
Patients: Central, J 043; Eastern, 9&9; Marion,
Branclt Treasurers:
1034.; Northwestern, 1006; Pacific, 1016 ;
Statement showing money accountability of,
Southern, 1053, 1057; Wes tern, 1025; statis10()1.
tical tabled, 1086, 1087.
Bratton, Assistant Surgeon T. S,:
Pensioners and p ension fund: Central, 1036;
R eport, treatment of alcoholism, 475.
Eastern, 994.; Marion, 1027; Northwestern, Brazos River, Tex.:
1000; Pacific, 101)9; Southern, 1046; Western,
Appropriation, improving mouth of, 63.
1018; statistical tables, 1078, 1079.
Brazo s Santiago, Tex. :
Population: Central, 1038; Eastern, 994; Marion,
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
1028; Northwestern, 1001; Pacific, 1010;
Breakwaters:
Southern, 1047; Western, 1019 ; statistical
Appropriations for:
tables, 1066.
Mount Desert to Porcupine Island, Me., 54.
Post fund : Cent,ral, 1037; Eastern, 994; Marion ,
N ew Haven, Conn., 55.
1027; Northwestern, 1000; Pacifi c, 1009;
Rouses Point, Lake Champlain, N. Y., 55.
Southern, 1046; Western, 1018; stat,isticaJ
Straits of Fuca and San Francisco, Cal., 58.
tables, 1076, 1077.
Breckinridge, Brig. Gen. J. U.:
Purchases: Central, 1037 ; Eastern, 994.; Marion,
See Insp ector-General.
1028; Northwestern, 1001 ; Pacific, 1009;
Mentioned, 73.
Southern, 104.7; Western, 1019.
Station and duties performed, 100, 101
Rags and clippings: Central, lOH ; Eastern, Breeching Battery:
997; Marion, 1032; N orthwesteru, 1005;
Gomez, E., 912.
Pacific, 1013; Southern, 1051; Western, 1024.; Breech Sight :
Hobbs, Lieut. C. W., 914,937.
statistical tables, 1082.
Record of absence without l eave: Eastern, 995.
Br wster, W. F .:
Religious services: Central, 1040; Eastern, 996;
Torpedo system, 913.
Marion, 1030; Northwestern, 1003; Pacific, Brick Plant:
1011; outbern, 10i9 ; Western, 1021; sta1-Vestern Branch, National Home:
tistical tables, 1073.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 1019.
Reports of inspection: Central, 1035; Eastern,
Bridge, lemorial:
993; Marion, 1026; Northwestern, 1000;
See MemoriaZ Bridge.
Pacific, 1007 ; outbern (Col. Bach ), 979,
1055 ; South rn (Inspector-General), 1045; Bridgeport, Conn.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Western, 1017.
Revi w: Central, 1038; Eastern, 095; Pacific, Bridge :
.A.rlingtQn memorial, 47.
1010; Southern , 1056; statistical table , 1068.

INDEX.
Brinkerltoff', Capt. H• .R. :
Special inspection duty, 101, 224.
Broad Creek, Del. :
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Brooke, Brig. Gen. J. R.:
Annual report, 136-141.
Mentioned, 73, 94.
Br01m, T.J.:
Aluminium aerial torpedo, 914.
Brown, Fort, Tex. : •
Means of communication , 95.
Position and disposition of troops, etc., 90.
Remarks, Bliss, Brig. Gen. Z. R., 165, 166.
Brown Segmental Wire Gun:
Mentioned, 912.
Revocation, part of allotment for:
Ammunition for test of 5-inch gun, 936.
Testing 5-inch gun, 935.
Browns Creek, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Brunswick, Ga. :
Improving outer bar at:
Appropriation, 56.
Buffalo, N. Y. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Ship channel connecting Great Lakes, etc., 42, 59.
Buffalo Bayou, Tex. :
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Buffington-Crozier :
See Grozier-B~~tfington.
Buford, Fort, N. D.:
Abandoned, 5, 136.
Builders' Iron Foundry, R. I. :
Contract for mortar forgings, 23.
Gun and mortar construction, 28.
Mortar carriage· construction, 30.
Building:
For military balloon at Fort Logan, 603.
Buildings:
Appropriations :
For purchase of, at military posts, 53.
For rent of, for War Department, 50.
Buildings and Grounds:
Appropriations:
In and about Washington, 50, 51.
Military Academy, 52.
Buitemea, Juan:
Filibuster, 145.
Bullet:
Lance-edge steel (Cobham), 913.
Mushroom lance (Cobham), 913.
Bullock, Lieut. E. C., 'it11 Cav.:
Mentioned, 143,147.
Burlich, H. :
Armor plate, 914.
Burlington, Vt.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54.
Burnap, C. E.:
Devicb, for directing fire of h ravy gun1:1, 913.
Burt. Col. A. S. :
Sy"stem of bul)l.e signals, 604.
Burton, Col. G-. H.:
Remarks
Subsistence department, 120.
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Burton, Col. G. H.-Continued.
Remarks-Continued.
Supply departments, 118.
Uniforms at colleges, 228.
Station and work performed, 100, 101.
Buslmell, G. E., Asi.istant Surgeon:
Report of typhoid fever cases, 432.
Business lUethods :
Remarks, Inspector-General:
General depot, National Home, 1035.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 654.
Butte1·milk Channel, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving, 55.
Buttler, Capt. W. C.:
Special inspection duty, 101, 224.
Byrne, Col. C. C., Asst. Surg. 6en.i
Mentioned, 133.
Cable Lines, ltlilitary:
Construction of, in Boston, New York, and San
Francisco harbors, 604.
Destruction of, in San Francisco harbor, 604.
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 604.
Signaling through disa,bled, San Francisco harbor, 599.
Calcasieu River and Pass~ La.:
Appropriation, improving, 63.
California:
Expenses in suppressing Indian hostilities:
Appropriations, reimbursing State and citizens of, 67.
Traveling expenses of volunteers:
Appropriat,ions, 68.
California Debris Commission: ·
Appropriation, expenses of, etc., 67.
California, Department of:
Annual report, 163, 164.
Appendixes referred to, 164.
Artillery practice, 163.
Discipline, 164.
Instruction, 163, 164.
Lyceums, 164.
Posts and garrisons, 90, 94.
Practice marches, l 63, 164.
Staff departments, 164.
Target practice, J.64.
Trials by com·ts-martial, 249-251.
Calisthenics and Gymnastics:
Department of Dakota, 141.
Department of the Missouri, 134.
Calumet, Ill.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Calumet Rh-er, Ill. aucl Ind.:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Cambridge, Md.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 56.
Camden, lUe.:
Appropriation, improving harbor, 54.
Camden, N. J.:
Appropriation,improviug harbor between Philadelphia, Pa., and, 56.
Camp of Instruction:
Monterey, Cal.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 112.
Canarsie Bay, N. Y. :
Appropriation, improving, 55.
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Carri q,ges-Continued.
Canada:
See Gun lift.
Cree Indians delivered to officials of, 4.
Canby, Col, J, P., A. P. M. G.:
Howell.
Mentioned, 153.
Howitzer .
Canby, Fort, Wash,:
Mansfi eld.
Means of communication, 95.
Mortar.
Position and disposition of troops, etc., 90.
N ondisappearing.
Remarks, Otis, Brig. Gen. E. S., 159.
Pneumatic disappearing gun.
Canals:
Raska zoff.
Appropriation, Illinois and Mississippi, 65.
ReYocation of part of a llo1mlent for:
Appropriations for survey of:
.Alteration of 15-inch mortar, 935.
Connecting L ak e Erie with OhioRi ver,Ohio,64.
Altering, for 12.25-inch gun, 934.
Connecting Lake Su_perior and Mississippi
Carriage for 3.6-inch gun, 934 .
River, 62.
Re-pairs to, used in t est of 10-inch B. L. R., 934.
Canals and Other Works of Navigation:
Test of 8-inch howitzer, 927.
Appropriation, operating and car e of, 65.
Test of 7-inch siege mortar, 937.
Canapitsit Channel, Mass.:
Carroll, Fort, Mel.:
Appropriation, improving, 55.
Location, etc., 95.
Canet Carriage :
Carter, D. C. :
R evocation of part of allotment for, 935.
Gun,913.
Canet Rapid-Fire Gun:
Carter, E. C., Assistant Snrgeon:
R eport of treatmen t, gunshot wound, 509.
Mentioned, 917.
Caney Fork River, Tenn.:
Cartridge Bags :
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Allotment for, 937.
Cap Devices:
Cast-Steel Mortar:
For enlisted m en of the Army :
Gatling, Dr. R. J ., 913,926.
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 275.
Caswell, Fort, N. C.:
Cape Charles City, Va. :
Location, etc., 95.
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 56.
Cavalry:
Cape Fear River, N. C.:
Location of regiments of, 5.
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Practice marches Dept. of the East, 131.
Caps, Forage :
Cavalry and Artillery Horses:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 275 .
See Horses.
Carbuncle, Ichthyol in the Treatment of:
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
R eport of Assistant Surgeon Benba.m, 512.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Card Index Record System:
E x penditures for 1896, 3.
Militaryrecords, Record and :Pension Office, 616 .
Purchase and cost of:
Remarks, Chief R ecord and Pension Office, 617 .
Remarks Quartermaster-General, 277.
Card System of Recorcls :
Table showing condemned, etc., 126.
Remarks, Inspector-Gen eral:
Cavalry and Infantry School:
.National Home, 995.
See Infant r y and Cavalry School.
Card Tables :
Cavalry an<l Light ArtilJery School:
See Branch Homes .
Annual Report, 176- 178.
Carey, Lieut. Col. A. B., D. P. M. Gen.:
Approprlation asked for, 177.
M entioned, 134.
Barrack and quarters, 177.
Carlton, Col. C. H. :
Buildings neede1l, 177.
Sign al instruction under command of, 600.
Disbursem ent of funds, 177.
Carlyle, A. E.:
E lectrical plant, 177.
Method of firing high explosives, !J14.
Instruction, 176.
Carpenter, l!Ia.j. G. IS.:
Payment of troops, 177.
Special inspection duty, 101, 224.
Printing and binding, 177.
Carquinez, Straits of, C1il. :
Remarks:
Appropriation , survey of, 58.
Adjutant-General, 83.
Carriages:
Arnold, Col. A . K., 176-178.
See Adams.
Ruger, Major-General, 132.
Barbette.
Staff, changes in, 177.
Canet.
Tour of duty of troops, 176.
Uenter-pintle disappearing.
Cavalry In spection s :
Counterp<'ise.
German army, 109.
Crozier-Bu_ffi.ngton.
PrincipleH of General von chmitlt, 10 .
Disappearing.
Remarks
of General von Pelot-Narbonne, 108.
Disapp aring gun.
Cavalry Instruction:
Emery.
R mark!!, In!!pector-General, 107.
Gordon .
Gruson.
('avalry , tatlons:
(}nn,
R marks, Ma,jor- ncral (;ommancliug, 79,

INDEX.
Cedar River, :mcl1.:
Appropriation, improving mouth and harbor
of, 58.
Cedar Springs, Ariz.:
Construction of militar:y telegraph line to Mammoth, Ariz., 596.
Cemeteries, National:
See National Cemeteries.
Census, National Honie:
Sec Statistical Tables, National Home.
Census of Posts:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 118.
Center-Pintle Carriages:
Mentioned, 91:l, 919.
Center-Pintle Disappearing Carriage:
Remarks, Board of Ordnance and Fortification,
913,919.

Central BrancJ1, National Home:
See Branch Homes.
Report of inspection, 1035.
Cerano, Juan:
Filibuster, 145.
Cerbes, Raphael:
Filibuster, 145.
Cervical Vertebrro, Luxation or Fracture of tlie:
Report of .John H. Lacy, M. D ., of Solomonsville, Ariz., 510.
Chaffee, JUaj. A. R., 9th Cav.:
Mentioned, ·170, 171.
Clrnpel:
See Religious Services.
National Homes:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 989.
Charcoal Powders:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 36.
Cl1arenton, La.:
Connecting Bayou Teche with Grand Lake at:
Appropriation for, 63.
Charleston Harbor, S. C.:
Accommodations for troops inadequate, 37.
Charleston, S. C.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 56.
Defenses; remarks and r eco mmondatio11s,
Major-General Commanding, 77.
Sites for seacoast defense, 22.
Vharlevoix, lllich,:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Charlotte H1trbor and Pease Creek, Fla.:
Appropriation, improving channel, 56.
Charlotte, N. Y.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.i
Chatham, 1'111\ss.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54.
CJu1ttahootchee River, Ga. and Ala.:
.Appropriation, improving, 62.
Cheat River, W. Va.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Cheboygan, lllich.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
CJ10cks:
National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 982.
Chehalis River and Gray's Harbor, Wash.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.

Chemistry and Explosives:
Remarks, Col. R. T. Frank, 182.
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Chesapeake and Delaware Canal:
Board to determine route of :
Appropriation, 56.
Cliester River, Md.:
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Chicago, Ill.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Ship channel connecting Great Lakes, etc., 42, 59.
Cllicago Drainage Canal:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 43.
Chickamauga and Chattanooga National Military
Park:
Appropriations, 54.
Expenditures ancl balances, 43, 44.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 43, 44.
Chickasahay River, l'lliss.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Chief of .Record and Pension Office:
See Record and Pension Ojjice, Chief of.
Chief Signal Otlicer:
Annual report, 593-609.
Remarks:
Clerical force and duties, 606.
Code, signal, change in, 601.
Disbursing division, 605.
Discontinuance of signaling instntetion in
line of Army, 601.
Distribution of public documents, 608.
Flying telegraph lines, 598.
Military cable lines, 604.
Military signaling, 599.
Military telegraph lines, 595.
Personnel of the Signal Corps, 605.
Reports of experim ent s, E1tc., 8.
War Department library, 606.
War photographs, 607.
Cllincoteague Bay:
Waterway to Indian River Bay, from:
Appropriation, 61.
Vhippewa River, Wis.:
.Appropriation, improvh1g, 64.
Chitio, Ilayon, La.:
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Chloritle of Gold Clull:
Marion Branch, National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 1030.
CJ1octawhatcJiee River, }'la. antl Ala.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Choctaw Nation:
Troops sent to capital of, 4.
Choptank Uivcr, llld,:
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Citizens:
Issues subsistonco sto1·es to cl stitute, 316 .
Vivrnan Employees, Post ExcJ111nge:
Remarks, Adjntant-Genoral, 82.
Civilians Attached to tho .Army:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 478.
Vivilians:
To testify before courts-martial, 239, UO, 266.
Civilian Witnesses:
Legislation suggested, 239, 240, 266.
Remark<':
Glenn, Capt. Edwin F., 266,
.Judge-Advocate-General, 239, 240.
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Civil Service:
Extension of:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 121.
Civil Surveys :
A.ppropriations, 67.
Claims:
Appropriations:
Act of March 3, 1891, 68.
Act of July 4, 1864, 68.
Act of July 28, 1866, 67.
Act of June 27, 1882, 67 ..
Bowman Act, 68.
California, Indian hostilities, 67.
Capture of Jefferson Davis, 68.
Commutation of rations, 68.
Destruction of private property, 68.
Horses, etc., lost in military service, 67.
Loyal citizens for supplies, 68.
Missouri Cavalry Volunteers, 67.
Montana Volunteers, Indian war, 67.
Pay, etc., Oregon and Washington Volunteers,
1855-56, GS.
Pay of volunteers, Mexican war, 68.
Relief acts, GS.
States and T erritories, 67.
Stores and supplies taken by Army, 68.
Traveling expenses, California and Nevada
Volunteers, 68.
Volunteers, their widows and heirs, 67, 68.
War, of States and volunteers, 67, 68.
War claims of States and Territories:
.A.ppropriations, refunding expeJlses, etc., 67.
Clark, Fort, Tex. :
Headquarters 23d Inf., 99.
Means of communication, .95.
Position and disposition of troops, etc., 92.
Remarks, Bliss, Brig. Gen. Z. R., 167.
Clark, Lieut. W. F., 7th Cav.:
Mentioned, 149.
Clarks Point, lUass.:
Location, etc., 95.
Cleary, P. J. A., Surgeon :
Report of causes of different types of fever, 447.
Clerks:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 200.
Need of additional:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 991.
And messengers:
Department headquarters, 135.
Clerical Duties in the Army:
Colorado, Department of the, 153.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 198.
Major-General Commanding, 79.
Texas, D epartment of, 170.
Clerical Force, Duties and Work:
Record and Pension Office:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 38W ar Records Office:
Remarks, Secretary of ,var, 39
lerical Force, Reduction of :
Remarks, Chief Record and Pension ffice, 618.
lerical Work:
Office Commissary-General 'ubsistence, 319.
Rearrangement of, 319.

Cleveland, Ohio:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Clinch, Fort, Fla. :
Location, etc., 95.
Clinclt River, Tenn. :
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Clinton River, Mich.:
.Appropriation, improving, 64 .
Clotlting:
See Branch Homes.
General Depot, National Home.
Remarks:
Inspector-General :
National Home, 986.
Soldiers' Home, 658.
Surgeon-General, 530.
Clotl1ing, Camp, and Garrison Equipage:
Appropriations, 51.
Clotlting and Equipage Supplies:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 274.
Clo tiling, etc. :
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Clous, Lieut. Col. J. W., Deputy J. A. Gen.:
Judge-Advocate, Department of the Missouri:
Annual Report, 241-244.
Remarks:
Punishment without trial, 244.
Treatment of prisoners, 243, 244.
Coal:
See Branch Homes.
Coast Defense :
See also Harbor Defense.
Bradbury's method, 913.
Coombs's method, 913.
Hastings's system of, 913.
Hubbard's syst em, 913.
Kuhns's method of, mentioned, 914.
Parker's (W. H.) method of, 913.
Sweet's (A. F.) method of, mentioned, 914.
Coast Defenses :
See Seacoast Defenses.
Appropriation for, 76.
Armament for, 70, 77.
Remarks, Maj. Gen. Commanding, 76, 77.
Coasters Harbor Island, R. I.:
Appropriation, improving cove, 55.
Coates, Lieut. Col. E. lU.:
Special inspection duty, 101,224.
Uobham, F. P.:
Lance-edge steel bullet, 913.
Mushroom lance bullet, 913.
Shell for high explosives, 913.
Cocheco River, N. H.:
Appropriation , improving, 59.
Code Signal :
Change in, 601.
Coff'ee :
Expenditures for liquid, 316.
Collins:
, e Brrinch Homes.
, oldiers' Ilome, D. C. :
Remarks, Inspect.or-General, 661.
Cole, O. F. :
Projectile, 914.

INDEX.
Collections by Pay Department :
For staff departments, etc., 584.
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Uolnmbia, Department of the-Continued.
Trials by courts-martial, 261-266.
Colleges:
Troops, movements of, 154.
See Military Colleges.
Walla Wa11a water supply, 159.
Special inspectors of, 101, 224.
Columbia Arsenal, Tenn.:
Colleges and Universities:
.Appropriations, 52 .
.Average attendance of students, 194, 201-206.
Location, etc., 98.
Military instruction at :
Columbia River, Oreg.:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 16.
Defenses; remarks and recommendations,MajorMilitary organizations, 201-206.
General Commandin g, 77.
Gauging waters of:
Military professors, 194.
Military students enrolled, 194, 201-206.
.Appropriation for, 65.
Examination of obstructions in:
Officers detailed as instructors, 194.
.Appropriation, 65.
P ersonnel, 194, 201-206.
Statistics, 201-206.
Improving, at Three Mile Rapids, Oreg. and
·wash.:
Students average attendance, 194, 201-206.
.Appropriation, 65.
Students in military departments, 194, 201-206.
Tabulated statements, 194, 201-206.
Improving, from Rock Island Ra,pids to Priest
Rapids, Wash.:
Cologne Powder Works:
.Appropriation, 65.
Revocation of part of allotment for purchase oJ
powder, 936.
.Accommodations for troops at the mouth of the,
Colorado, Department of the:
inadequate, 37.
.Annual r eport, 141-153.
Columbia River, Oreg. and Wash.:
.Athletics, 148.
.Appropriation, examination and survey of, 65.
Clerks, pay of, 153.
.Appropriation, improving, at Cascades, 65.
.Appropriation, improviug mouth of, 65.
Construction and repairs, 150.
Gymnasiums, 148.
Columbia aml Lower Willamette Rivers:
Indians, 141, 142, 149, 150.
Improving below Portland, Oreg. :
.Appropriation, 65.
Indian depredations, 142, 144, 149.
Mexican border troubles, 144, 145.
Columbia (Upper) and Snake Rivers, Oreg. and
Officers and men commended, 143, i53.
Wasl1.:
Posts abandoned, 1.41.
.Appropriation, improving, 65.
Posts and garrisons, 88, 94, 141.
Columbus Barracks, Ohio:
Barracks ancl quarters, expenditures, 37.
Practice marches, etc., 148.
Construction of buildings at:
Remarks, Major-General Commanding, 74.
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 279.
Santa T eresa fanatics, 145.
Headquarters 17th Inf., 99.
Scouts and fights, 142-144.
Means of comnnmication, etc., 95, 98.
Trials by courts-martial, 258- 261.
Colorado River:
·
Position anu distribution of troops, 86.
Commanding Ge11eral's Otlice:
Improving, at Yuma, Ariz.:
.Appropriation for expenses of, 51.
.Appropriation, 65.
Commissary Department:
Coltrin, Charles:
See Subsistence Department.
Shield for infantry, 914.
Supply Departments.
Columbia, Department of tile!
Statistical Tables, Nationsil Home .
.Alaska, garrison n eeded, 160, 163.
Commissary-General's Omce :
.Annual r eport, 154- 163.
.Appropriation for salaries of, 50.
Boise Barracks, 158.
Clerical force, 319.
Concentration of troops, 158.
Clerical work, 319.
Construction of barracks, etc., 158.
Commissary-General of Subsistence:
Desertions, 155.
.Anuual report, 313-389.
Discipline, 154.
Remarks, 313-320.
D1ill halls, 157 .
Commissioned Ofllcers:
Efficiency of troops, 154.
See Officers; .Army Ojjicers.
Fishermen's strike, Columbia River, 154.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 105.
Fort Canby improvements, 159.
Commutation for Artificial Limbs:
Health of the troops, 154, 155.
Remarks, Snrgeon-General, 393.
Indian affairs, 154.
Commufation of Rations:
Inspections, 155. •
To prisoners of war and soldiers on furlough:
Lyceums, 157.
.Appropriations, 68.
Maneuvers, etc., 156.
Concentration of Troops :
Military reservations, 160.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 105.
Posts, garri ons, etc., 00, 94,158.
Conclusion:
Puget ound, 154,158,160.
Board of Ordnance and ]'ortHication , 032, 933.
Service of troops and ·ivil authorities, 154.
Strength of command, 154.
Conecuh and Escambia Rivers, Fla. and Ala.:
Trespassers, and Island, 159.
.Appropriation, improving, 62.
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Congaree River, S. C.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Conneaut, Ohio:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Connecticut River:
Appropriations, improving :
Below Hartford, Conn., 59.
Between Hartford and Holyoke, 59.
Consolidated Mess:
See Mess, Consolidated.
Consolidated Messes:
See Messes, Consolidated; Messes; Post Mes.es.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 10.
Consolidated Telegraph a]l{l News Company:
Allotment to reimburse, etc., 937.
Constitution, Fort, N. H. :
Location, etc., 95.
Construction:
Barracks and quarters and hospital:
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
E x penditures for 1896, 3.
Construction and Repairs Division, Q. lU. G. O. :
Report of operations, 290-310.
Construction and Repair of Hospitals :
R emarks, Surgeon-General, 399, 400.
Contentnia Creek, N. C. :
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Contingencies :
Appropriations for:
Military Information Division, A. G. 0., 51.
Headquarters Military D epartments, 51.
Army,51.
War Department, etc., 50.
Contingencies of tlte Army and Shooting R:mges:
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Contingent Expenses and Salaries, War Dept.:
Appropriations for :fiscal y ear ending June 30,
1897, 3.
Estimates for :fl.seal year enJing.June 30, 1898, 3.
E xpenditures for :fl.seal y ear ending .June 30,
1896, 3.
Contract Guns :
See Bethlehem Iron Company.
Contract Prices:
National E ome:
Remarks, Inspector -General, 984.
Convalescent Company:
Southern Branch, N ational Home:
Remarks, Colonel Bache, 1058.
Converter Board:
See Millar, Lieut. E . .A.
Convicts:
Military.
ee Military Convicts.
Cooks, Army:
Recommendation, Commi . ary-Gener al, 317.
Cooking, Lighting, and Heating Apparatus:
Exp nditures for, 2i8, 279.
oolting Ut n il and Tableware:
'Expenditur s by Quart •rmaster'~ D pt. for, 278.
'oomb E. . :
M thod of coa!t defens , 913.
oo Rlv r a. and la,:
ppropriation, improving, 62.

Coos Bay and Harbor, Oreg.:
Appropriation, improving entrance to, 59.
Coosawattee and Oostenaula Rivers, Ga. :
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Coppinger, Brig. Gen. J. J.:
Annual reports, 170-176.
Mentioned, 73, 94.
Coquille River, Oreg.:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Corbin, Col. H. C., A. A.G.:
Mentioned, 133.
Corps of Engineers :
Work of,. 8.
Cos Cob and Miamus River, Conn.:
Appropriation, improv-ing harbor at, 55.
Cost per Capita:
See Per Capita Expense.
National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 213,981.
Statistical tables, National Home, 1076.
Counterpoise Battery:
Appropriation for construction of, 53.
Counterpoise (;arriage:
Appropriation for Howell, 53.
Courtableau Bayou, La.:
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Courtesies, International:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 196.
Courts-Martial:
Acquittals:
General courts, 237, 241, 244, 246, 249,252, 256,
260, 261, 267.
Inferior courts, 239, 242, 244, 246, 250, 25~, 254,
258, 260, 263, 267.
Convictions:
General courts, 237, 241, 244, 246, 249, 252, 256,
261,267.
Inferior courts, 239, 242, 244, 246, 250, 254, 258,
260, 263,267.
Different meu trieil, number of:
General courts. 249, 251.
Inferior courts, 239, 242, 244, 250, 258, 260. 264,
267.
General courts, ~37, 241-253, 255-263, 265, 267, 268.
Inferior courts:
Garrison and s ummary, 239, 242,245,246,250,
251, 253-255, 258, 260, 261, 263-265, 268.
.Jurisdiction, enlarging, 239,240, 266.
Legislation suggested as to civilian witnesses,
239, 240, 266.
Military Departments:
California, 239, 249-251.
Colorado, 239, 258-261 .
Columbia, 239, 261-266.
Dakota, 239, 244-248.
East, 239, 256-258.
Missouri, 239, 241-244.
Platte, 239, 251-255.
Texas, 239, 266-26!!.
Offenses tried, list of:
General courts, 237, 238, 2H, 242, 244, 245, 249,
250, 252, 256, 250, 262, 263, 268.
Inferior courts, 253, 254, 260, 264, 267.
Previous conviction cMes, 241, 250, :l56, 260, 263.
Remarks:
Coppinger, Brigadier-General, 172,173.
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Courts-Martial-Continued.
Crump, W. E.:
Remarks-Continued.
Range :finder, 913.
Clous, Lieut. Col. J. W., 243,244.
<Juenod, E,:
Dodds, Capt. Frank L., 269.
Telemeter, 913.
Glenn, Capt. Edwin F., 263, 266.
Cumberland River, Ky.:
Inspector-General, 105.
Appropriation, improving South Fork, 64.
Judge-Advocate-General, 239,240.
Cumberland River:
Sharpe, Capt. A. C., 261.
Appropriation for improving:
Trials by general courts:
Above and below Nashville, Tenn., 63.
_Decrease, 237, 246, 249, 251, 255, 256, 258; 261, 262.
Cummins, First Lieut. A. S., A. D. C.:
Mentioned, 134.
Increase, 242, '.!57, 263, 265.
Nnmber, 237, 241,244,246,249,251,252,256,258,
Current River, Ark. and Mo.:
.A.ppropriation, improving, 63.
261,267.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 9.
Custer, Fort, Mont.:
Trials by inferior courts :
Means of communication, 95.
At posts outside of Departments, 239.
Position and distribution of"troops, etc. , 88.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. John R Brooke, 139.
Decrease, 239, 242, 246, 250, 251, 255, 258, 261, 264.
Cypress Bayou, Tex. and La.:
Increase, 242.
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Number, 239,242,244,250,255,258,260,263,267.
Dairy:
Co,vlitz River, Wash:
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
AJ)propriation, improving, 65.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 660.
Craig, Capt. Robert:
Dakot:i, Department of:
Disbursing officer, Signal Corps, 605.
Annual report, 136-141.
In charge military telegraph lines, 595.
Crane, (;apt. C. J., 24th Inf.:
Appropriation, library, OJ:lice Judge-Adv., 245.
Mentioned, 149.
Athletics, 141.
Change of station of troops, 136.
Cree Indians:
Fort Buford, 141.
Delivered to officials of Canada, 4.
Fort Harrison, 136.
Crehore, Dr. A. C.:
Gymnasiums, 141.
Method of studying ballistics introduced by,
Indian depredations n ear Tongue River .Agency,
107.
Mont., 4.
Polarizing photochronograph, 913.
Indian refugees, 137.
Creusot Rapid-Fire Gun:
See Schneider Rapid-Fire Gun.
Indian troubles, 137.
Inspection of posts, 139.
C1·ockcry:
Officers commended, 141.
See Branch Homes; General Depot, Na_tional
Posts and garrisons, 88-94
Home.
Practice marches, 138.
National Home:
Riding balls, 141.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 984.
Trials by courts-martial, 244-248.
Crook, Fort, Nebr.:
Damages:
Barracks and quarters expenditures, 37.
Appropriation for:
Headquarters 22d Inf. , 99.
Improvement, Fox i.nd Wis. Rivers, Wis., 64.
Means of communication, 95.
Damages by Storms:
Position and distribution of troops, otc., 92.
Remarks:
Remarks, Brig-. Gen. J. J. Coppinger, 171- 173,
Miller, Capt. C. P., 802.
175.
Quartermaster-General, 279.
Occupation of, 5.
Dan River, Va. and N. C.:
Crosby, Assistant Surgeon W. D.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Report of treatment of hernia, 494.
D' Arbonne Bayou, La.:
Crowder, M:ij. E. H.:
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Judge-advocate, Department of th<} Platte, reD. A. Russell, Fort, Wyo.:
port, 251-255.
Ileadquarters, 8th Inf., 90 .
Crozier-Bullington Disappearlng Gun Carriages:
Means of ommunication, 95.
Capacity to produce of the:
PosiUon and distribution of troops, etc., 02.
B thlebem Iron Works, 929.
Remarks, Coppinger, Brig.Gen. J. J".,171,172, 175.
Midvale Steel Works, 928.
·water supply, appropriation, 53.
Watertown Arsenal, 931.
Dashiell Rapid-Fire Gim:
R vocation, part of allotment for tests, 938.
Mentioned, 917.
10-inch enter-pintle carriage, 913.
J>avis, Jefferson:
Allotment for, 937.
.A.ppropriation, captur of, 6 .
12-inch :1rriage, 913.
Allotmontfor, 937.
DaviH, J.M.:
El clric and pneumatic torp does of, 01:1.
Crozier, Capt. W. '.:
'ondition of test of wire-wound ~un, 914.
Davis, :.Uaj. George W.:
Revocation of partij of allotments, etc., 034, 0:J8.
Board of Publication, War Records, 024.
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Deaths:
See Branch Homes.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
National Home, 987.
Soldiers ' Home, D. C., 661.
De Bausset, Dr. A.:
Airship for coast defense, 914.
Deep-Water Harbor:
.Appropriation, examination for, at:
San Pedro or Santa Monica bays, Cal., 58.
.Appropriation for:
Gulf of Mexico, 65.
Defenses:
.A.ppropr'ns for fortifications and seacoast, 53.
.Appropriations for seacoast, 53.
Boom (O'Brien's) for harbor, 913.
Bradbury's method of coast, 913.
Coast. See Coast; Seacoast Defenses.
Coomb's method of coast, 913.
Fatic's plan for harbor, 913.
Fortifications and seacoast:
.Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1896, 3,
Griswold's m ethod of harbor, 913.
Harbor. See Harbor Defen, e.
Hastings's system of coast,, 913.
Hubbard's system of coast, 913.
Kuhn's method of coast, mentioned, 914.
Parker's (W. H.) method of coast, 913.
Remarks, etc., Major-General Commanding, 77.
Remarks, Maj. Gen. Ru ger, on seacoast, 133.
Reportonproject foremergency, mentioned, 913 .
Rogers's (H. H .) method o.f harbor, 914.
Seacoast. See Seacoast Defenses.
State troops for seacoast, 132.
Submarine net for harbor, 913.
Submarine. See Subma.rine Defenses.
Sweet's (A. F.) me'thod of coast, mentioned, 9i4.
Torpedo (Sooy) for harbor, 913.
Defensive Works for Cities:
Remarks, Major-General Commanding, 77.
Delaware and Chesapeake Canal:
Board to determine route of:
.Appropriation, 56.
Delaware Bay, Del. :
.Accommodations for troops inadequate, 37.
Delaware Breakwater, Del.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 56.
.A.ppr'n, removing obstructions from harbor, 56.
Delaware, Fort, Del. :
Location, etc., 95.
Delaware Rher, Pa. and N. J.:
.Appropriations :
Improving, 60.
Survey between Philadelphia and Camden, 60.
Demeulle, A.. :
Machine gun, 912.
Denver, 'olo. :
Constr'n of mil. tel line to Fort Logan, olo. , 596.
Department , Military:
,_,ee MilitanJ D epartments.
Depo. it of Fund :
National Hom :
Remarks, Inspector- eneral, O 1.

Deposits, Soldiers' :
Remarks, Paymaster- Gen eral, 581,582.
Depots:
List, 98.
Dermatitis, caused by tops of tile garden parsnips:
Report, of Asst. Surg. C. F. Mason, 513.
De ~ussy, Col. I. D., 11th Inf. :
Mentioned, 152.
Deserters:
Identification of, etc., 419 .
Nativity of, 268.
Rema~ks:
Adjutant-General, 82 .
Dodds, Capt. Frank L., 269 .
Glenn, Capt. E<l.win F., 266.
J udge-.A.dvocat,e-General, 240.
Sharpe, Capt. .A. C., 261.
Surgeon-General, 419.
Reward for apprehension of, 240, 261, 266, 269.
Desertion:
Causes of, 243,248,268 .
Classification, limit of punishment, 239,242,257.
Decrease,.261, 269.
Increase, 239,242,248,257,263,265.
Number of desertions, 239, 243,247,257,260,265,
268.
Number of trials for, 239, 242, 248, 257,260,263,
268.
R emarks :
Dodds, Capt. Frank L., 269.
Glenn , Capt. Edwin F., 266.
Judge-Advocate-Gen eral, 240.
Sharpe, Capt. .A.. C., 261.
None in Troop B, 9th Cavalry, for 12 years, 106.
·R emarks, Inspector-General, 106.
Table of, by inspection districts, 106.
Remarks·, .Adjutant-General, 82.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 14, 15.
Removal of charge of:
L egislation removing time limit for application, 614.
De Slton, Assistant Surgeon G. D.:
Report of treatment of fracture, etc., 510.
Destitute <.:itizens:
I ssues of subsistence stores to, 316 .
Destitute Patients :
Support and medieal treatment of:
.Appropriations, 51.
Detonator:
Gibbs, \Y. E ., 913,924 .
Detroit River, Mich.:
Traffic through :
R6marks, Secr etary of War, 42.
.Appropriation, improving, 64 .
Devi'ation Indicator:
See .American .Artillery Range Finder and Rolocator Company; Rafferty, Lieut. W. C.
De Witt, Surgeon C. :
Report of fever cases, 443.
Dinl Telegraph:
'ee L ewis, Lieut. I. N .
Diarrheal Di eases:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 471.
Dining Halls and Kitchens:
e Branch Ilomes.
Tational Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 084.
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Dining Room Details:
See Branch Homes.
Diphtheria:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 424.
Disappearing Carriages:
See.A.dams.
Crozier-Buffington.
Gordon .
Howell.
Mar.sfield.
Pneumatic.
Disappearing Gun Carriages:
See .A.dams.
Crozier-Buffington.
Gordon.
Howell.
Mansfield.
Pneumatic.
Allotment for platform for, 937.
Contracts for 8-inch, 10-inch, and 12-inch, 23.
Manufacture, Watertown Arsenal, 24.
Number completed and building, 28-31.
Revocation of part of allotment for test of, 937.
Disbursing Officer, Signal Corps:
Money clerk for, 605.
Report of, 608.
Disbursements:
See Branch Homes.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Army, 209.
Balances, 210.
Decrease in number inspected, 210.
National Home, 980.
Relation between disbursements, +,ransfers,
deposits, and balances, 211.
Relation of balances to average ~onthly disbursements, 211.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 654.
Transfer of funds, 210.
Table showing number of inspections made,
211.
Discharge s :
For fraudulent enlistment, by favor, etc., 82.
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 82.
Discipline 1
See Branch Home,.
Artillery School, 185.
California, Dept. of, 164.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Army, 105.
Military colleges, 227.
National Home, 988.
Soldiers' Rome, D. C., 652.
In the Army:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 0.
Discipline, lUilitary:
East, Department of the, 132, 133.
Remarks, Major-General Ruger, 132, 133.
Military Academy, 15.
Colleges ancl universitioR, 16.
Disea es :
See Branch IIomeM.
Soldiers' Ilome, D. C.:
Remarks, Insp ctor-Gen ral, 661.
Di cases, S1iecial :
See Special Dise<Uu.
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Diseases, Special-Continued.
Prevalence of, in the Army:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, reports, etc., 422477.
Dismal Swamp Canal, Va,:
Waterways connecting sounds of North Carolina with:
Appropriation for survey of, 61.
District of Columbia:
Receiving r eservoir; appropriation for improving, 51.
Water supply, 46,
Dodds, Capt. Frank L.:
Acting Judge-Advocate, Department of Texas,
report, 266-269.
Mentioned, 147, 170.
Remarks:
Reward for apprehension of deserters, 269.
Dodge, Maj.}'. S., P. 111.:
Mentioned, 170.
Dormitories:
See Barracks; Public Buildings.
Douglas, Fort, Utah:
Headquarters 24th Inf., 99.
Means of communication, 95.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 88.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Frank Wheaton, 150.
Dover, N. J.:
Appropriations, powder depot at, 53.
Dover (N. J.) U.S. Powder Depot:
Location, etc., 98.
Drainage and Sewerage:
See Branch Homes.
Army posts:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 114.
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 520-523,
Drainage, Etc. :
Expenditures, 277, 298.
Dravo, Capt. E. E., C. S.:
:Mentioned, 170.
Dredge and Snag Boats:
Operating on Upper Mississippi River:
A. ppropriation for, 63.
Driggs Ordnance Company:
Allotment for powder for test 4-inch gun, 937.
Construction of a type 5-inch gun, etc., 913.
Heavy rapid-fire gun, 917.
'Rapid-fire gun, 913.
Revocation of part of allotment:
For ammunition for 6-pounder gun, 934.
For ammunition for test of 12-pounder gun,
938.
In connection with manufacture of a type
3.2-inch gun, 934.
Drill:
System of, for artillery, cavalry, and infantryrevised, 8.
Drill and Instruction:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 8, 9.
Drill Halls:
See Riding Halls.
Colllillbia, Department of, 157.
Mi, souri, Department of the, 135.
R emarks:
Brooke, Brig. Gen. John R ., 141.
Merritt, Maj. Gen. Wesley, 135.
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Duck Island Harbor, Conn.:
Appropriation, harbor of refuge at, 55.
Duc1iesne, Fort, Utah:
Means of communication, 95.
Position an d distribution of troops, etc., 88.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Frank Wheaton, 150.
Dudley, E. L.:
Method of cqnstructing forts, 913.
Dulutl1, lllinn,:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
Ship channel connecting Great Lakes, et,:.,42, 59.
Dunkirk, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Dunwoody, lllaj. H. H. C.:
Station and duty of, 605.
Dutch Island, R. I., Fort on:
Location, etc., 95.
Dutton, Maj. C. E., Ordnance Dept.:
Mentioned, 170.
Dynamite Guns, Pneumatic:
See Pneumatic, etc.
Dynamite Guns:
. Remarks, Secretary of War, 32, 33.
Eagle Harbor, Mich.:
Appropriation, improving, 58.
Eagle Pass, Camp, 'fex. :
Commanding officer and garrison, 92.
Location , etc., 95.
Mentioned, 165.
East, Department of the:
Administration, 133.
Annual report, 131-134.
Artillery camping with St:::te troops, 131.
Artillery drill and practice, 132, 133.
Artillery increase recommended, 133.
Cavalry practice marches, 131.
Coast defenses, 131, 132.
Discipline, 132,133.
Field exercises, 132.
Garrisons, 86, 94.
Infantry practice marches, 131.
Instruction and efficiency, 132.
Light battery practice, 132.
Maneuvers, 132.
Officers commended, 133.
Practice marches, 131.
Posts and troops list, 86, 94.
Post-graduate schools, 132.
State troops camping with troops in, 131.
Trials by courts-martial, 25ti-268.
East Chester Creek, N. r. :
Appropriation, improving, 59.
East River and Hell Gate, N. Y.:
Appropriation, removing obsirncti011 s in, 59.
Eastern Branch, National Home:
See Branch Jiomu.
Report of inspection, 993.
Ea tern Branch of the Potomac River:
Bridge across, appropriatio11, 51.
Ebert, A , i tant urgeon R. G. :
R port of treatm en t of h ernia, 494.
Edenton Bay, .·. . :
Appropriation, improving, 56.
Edi 0. L.,
i taut urgeon:
Report of treatment of hernia, t95.

Eft'ects of Patients:
See Branch Homes.
Egan, lllaj . .C. P., C. S. :
Mentioned, 164. ·
Eighteen Hundred and '.l'welve, War of:
See War of 18W.
Eight-Inch B. L. Rifle:
Capacity ofBethlehem Iron Co. to produce, 929.
Midvale Steel Works to produce forgings for,
928.
Watervliet Arsenal to produce, 931.
Progress report of Bethlehem Iron Co. on manufacture, 915.
Electric-Light Plant:
Central Branch, National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 1042.
Electrical Plants:
Cavalry and Light Artillery School, 177.
Electricity and lllines:
R emarks, Col. R. T. Frank, 182.
Electric Torpedo:
· See Davia, J.M .
Elevating Carriage :
Report of .A.. H. Emery on progress in construction of, 918.
Elevation Indicator:
See Lewis, Lieut. I. N., Rafferty, Lieut. lV. O.
Elizabeth River, N. J.:
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Elk River, W. Va.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Embankments and Sea Walls:
See Sea Walls ancl Embankments.
Emergency Defense:
Mention of report on project for, 913.
Emergency Ration:
Action of War Department, 388.
Appendix to Com. Gen. 's Report, 323-389.
Appointment of boards on, 324.
Appointment of final boarcl, 365.
Board in Dept. California, 355.
Board in Dept. Colorado, 352.
Board in Dept. Columbia, 357.
Board in Dept. Dakota, 347.
Board in Dept. East, 330.
Board in Dept. Missouri, 333.
Board in Dept. Platte, 326.
Board in Dept. Texas, 351.
Papers referred to boards on, 325.
Proceedings, etc .. of boards, 323-389.
Proceedings of final board, 366-381.
Remarks:
Commissary-General of Subsistence, 317.
Secretary of War, 9.
Submission of r ports by Com. Gen. Subs. , 358.
Summary of proceedings and recommendations
of final board, 381.
Emery, A. Il.:
.A.ct of Congress r lative to, 910.
Allotment for loading apparatus of, 937.
Mentioned, 914.
Report, progress in construction of elevating
carriage, 918.
Emery Loading pparatus:
Appropriation, 53.
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Emmensite:
Mentioned, 925.
Emplacements :
.Allotments for construction of, 21, 22.
Distribution and location of, 26, 27.
Total number of gun aud mortar, etc., 24, 25.
Employees:
(See Branch Homes; General Depot, National
Home.)
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Remarks, In spector-General, 657.
Statistical tables, National Home, 107G,
Encampments, Field Maneuvers, etc.:
See Practice Marches, Field Maneuvers, etc.:
Encampments:
Remarks, .Adjutant-General, 191.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
.Army, 111.
Military colleges, 232.
Engineers, Chief of':
.Appropriation for salaries of office of,
Engineers, Corps of:
See Gorps of Engineers.
Engineer Department:
See Branch Homes.
Engineer Depot, Willets Point, N. Y.:
Appropriations, 52.
Location, etc., 98.
Means of communication, etc., 98.
Engineer Property:
Inspection :
Remarks, Inspector-General, 123.
Engineer School, Willets Point, N. Y.:
Remarks, Maj. Gen. Ruger, 132.
Enlisted lllen :
See Married Enlisted Men, Retired Enlisted
Men .
.Actual strength of .Army, 81, 84, 99.
Character of, enlisted in 1896, 81.
Commended, 143, 153.
Deserted, 82.
Discharged by court-martial, 82.
Discharged for fraudulent enlistment, 82
Gain and loss, 81.
Nativity, 74, 193.
Number receiving increased pay, 81
Remarks:
.Adjutant-General, 81, 82, 191-194.
Inspector-General, 105.
Major-General Commanding, 73, 74.
Strength , actual, of the .Army, 81- 99.
Enlistment:
Discharges for fraudulent, 82.
Enlistments and Reenlistments:
Remarks, .Adjutant-General, 81, 82, 191-193.
Total in year 1896, 192.
Equestrfau Statues:
Washington, D. C.:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 47.
Equipment, Signal:
Field glass, 604.

Lant ru, 604.
Remarks, Chief ignal Offic r, 604.
Equipment of Troops:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 113.

Equipoise Disap1>earing Gun Carriage:
See Howell, Commodore J . A.
Ericsson Aerial Subaquatic Projectile:
Mentioned, 914.
Erie, Lake:
Canal connecting Ohio River with:
.Appropriation, survey of, 64.
Erie, Pa.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 56.
Escambia and Conecult Rivers, Fla. and Ah1.:
.Appropriation, improving, 62.
Essex River, lllass.:
.Appropriation, improving, 59.
Estimates and Appropriations:
National Rome:
Remarks, Inspector-Gen eral, 981.
Estimates:
Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 932 .
War Department, for fiscal year ending .June
30, 1898, 3 .

Ethan Allen, Fort, Vt.:
.
.Additional land for r eservation:
.Appropriation, 53.
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 279.
Barracks and quarters expenditures, ~7.
Means of communication, 95. •
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86.
Evans, Capt. R. K., 12th Int'.:
Mentioned, 189.
Exclianges, Post:
See Post Exchanges.
Executive lllansion:
.Appropriations; repairs, fuel, etc., 51.
Exhibits, Soldiers' Home Report:
.Amount paid civil employees for September,
1896, 664.
Bill of fare, Home mess, 669 .
Bill of fare, hospital, 672.
Crockery in use, 670.
Expenditures, 663.
Expenditures on quarters ancl public buildings,
666.

Farm account, 667.
Field r eturn, 663.
Garden account, 667.
Horses and mules owned and employed, 670.
Hospital supplies received, issued, and on hand,
671.
L ength of army service of members, 665.
List of contracts, 665.
List of exhibits, 662.
List of extras, acceptetl bids, but no formal
contract executed, 666.
Medicines on hand and received. 673.
Out-door relief, 66i.
P ension rs and rate of pensions , 665.
Ration return, hospital mess, 672.
Requisition for stores aucl supplies for hospital
us , 072.
Special di t of patients, 670.
Transportation, 670.
V ~getables ancl fruit supplied by farm and gar.
den , 067.
V getabl !-! purcl.iased, 668.
Wash list, 669.
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Expenditures :
War Dept., for fiscal year ending June 30, l 896, 3.
Experimental Guns:
See Crozier; Brown Segmental; Haskell; Wood
bridge.
Expert Assistance :
Inspection, National Home :
Remarks, Inspector-General, 979.
Explosives, High:
See High Explosives.
Extension of Civil Service :
Remarks, Inspector-General, 121.
Extra-duty Service in Subsistence Department:
Expenditures for, 316.
lt'air1>ort, Ohio:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Farm:
See Branch Homes.
Soldiers ' Home, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 659.
Fatic, Henry:
Plan for harbor defense, mentioned, 913.
Feather and Sacramento I ivers, Cal.:
Appropriation, improving, 65 .
Fenton, Lt. C. W., 7th Cav.:
Mentioned, 149. _
Fever:
Remarks, Surg. Gen., and reports , 422, 431--453.
Scarlet:
Cases reported, 422.
Spotted, as reported from Idaho:
Remarks, Surgeon-'General, 448.
Field, Maj. E., 2d Art.:
Mentioned, 164.
Field Artillery Driving:
German army, 110.
Field Exercises :
Military colleges:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 232.
Field Maneuvers, Practice Marches, etc.:
See Practice Marches, etc.
Field Range Finders:
See Aide-Tireur; Unge; Weldon.
Field Signaling Operations :
RE.'lliograph and other practice, 602.
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 602.
Financial Statements :
Quartermaster's Department, 273, 282--290.
Signal Corps, 608.
Subsistence Department, 313-316.
Appropriations under direction of War Dept.:
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
For year 1897. 3.
Unexpended in years 1894-1896, 4.
Finn, John:
Appropriation, r elief of, 68.
Finn's Point, N. J., Battery at:
Location, etc., 95.
Fire:
Losses at military posts, etc., by, 302.
Fire <.:ontrol, System of:
See Board on J~egulation of Seacoast Art. Fire.
Fire Department:
See B ra;n,ch Homes.

Fire Department-Continued.
Soldiers ' Rome, D. C. :
Remarks, Inspector-General, 659.
Fire Drill:
Army:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 113.
Fiscal Affairs:
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Unexpended appropriations for years 1894-189.6, 4.

Signal Corps, 608.
Fishing Creek, N.. C.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Fishermen's Strike, Columbia River :
Remarks, Brig. Gen. E. S.Otis, 154.
Fiske, Lieut. R. A.:
See Western Electric Company.
Allotment, repairs of range-finder wires, 937.
Range finder, mentioned, 914.
Report of t ests with range finder, 942-944.
Stadimeter, !U4.
Vertical base-range finder, 912.
Five-Inch Rapid-Fire Gun:
Action, Board of Ordnance and Fortification
with reference to type, 913.
Five Mile River, Conn.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Flag Day:
W es t ern Branch, National Rome :
Remarks, Inspector-General, 1020.
Fletcher, Lieut. F. F.:
Rapid-fire field gun, mentioned, 918.
Flint River, Ga.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Floating Battery :
Sturtevant's, 913.
Flume and Ditches:
Presidio of San Francisco, 296.
Flushing Bay, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving, 55.
Fly Bite, Result of:
R eport of Asst. Surg. E. F. Gardner, 185.
Flying Battery:
Sutcliffe's, 913.
Flying l!Iachine:
Wagner and Heyt>r, 913.
Flying Telegrapll Lines :
Field reel for, 598.
Field train for, 598.
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 598.
Food:
See Branch Home s.
National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 984.
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 530.
Foote, Fort, Md_. :
Location, etc., 95.
Forage Caps :
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 275.
Ford's Theate1· Building :
Appropriation for repairs, 51.
Ford's Theater Disaster:
Appropriations, relief on account of, 68.
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Foreign Countries :
Transportation of maps and reports to:
Appropriations, 51.
Forgings:
Contract for steel gun, 22, 23.
Contract for mortar, 23.
Fornance, Capt. James:
Special inspection duty, 101, 224.
Forsyth, Brig. Gen. J. W.:
Annual report, 163, 164.
Mentioned, 73, 94.
Fortifications :
Appropriations, 53.
Remarks, Major-General Commanding, 76, 77.
Fortifications and Other Defenses, Board on: /
See Board on Fortifications and Other Defenses.
Fortifications and Seacoast Defenses:
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Appropriations for sites, 53.
Fort Monroe Arsenal, Va.:
Location, etc., 98.
Fortress Range Finder :
See Barr and Stroud Range Finder.
Forts:
Dudley's method of constructing, 913.
Forwood, Lieut. Col. w. H.:
Surgeon, Soldiers' Home, D. C., 651.
Report of treatment of hernia, 486.
Fourche Le Fevre River, Ark.:
Appropriation, improving, 63.
4-. 724-inclt Rapid-Fire Gun:
See Armstrong.
Canet,
Dashiell,
Driggs,
Fletcher,
Gerdom,
Hotchkiss,
Schneider,
Seabury.
Fox River, Wis.:
Appropriation , improving, 64.
Fox and Wisconsin Rivers, Wis.:
Appropriation, damages by improvement of, 64.
Fracture, Bimalleolar:
Report of Assistant Surgeon Jarvis, 512.
Fracture of Both Bones of Both Legs :
Report of Assistant Surgeon DeShon, 510.
Frarture, Cervical Vertebrae:
Report, by Dr. John H. Lacy, Solomonsville,
Ariz., 510.
Fracture of the Skull, Gunshot:
Report, b.v Surgeon L. M. Maus, 506.
Frank, Col. Royal T,, 1st Art., Canun1tnda.11tArty.
School:
Annual report, 182-185.
Member, Board of Ord. and Fort., 933.
Frankford Arsenal, Philadelpllia, Pa. :
Appropriations, 52.
Location, etc., 98.
Output. etc., 35, 3G.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 35, 36.
Frankford Creek, Pa.:
Appropriation, improving, 60.

Frankfort, Mich. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Fraudulent Enlistment:
See Enlistment.
French Broad River, Tex.:
Appropriation, ,mproving, 63.
Friction Primers:
Allotment for, 937.
Fuca, Straits of:
Breakwater, etc., between San Francisco and:
Appropriation, 58.
Funds:
Pay Department:
Comparison of expenditures with prior year,
579.

In Jiands of Paymasters July 1, 1895, 579.
Received and expended, fiscal year 1896, 579.
On hand June 30, 1896, 579.
Increased disbur,sements to the Army, 579.
Funds:
See Branch Homes;
Pensioners and Pension fund;
Pi,rmanent fund;
Post fund;
Special funds.
Statistical tables, National Home, 1079.
Funerals:
See Branch Homes.
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 661.
Furlough Register:
Eastern Branch, National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 995.
Fuse:
See Ber_dan; Gomez; Greenough; Walter.
Fusatajoy, Estwan:
Filibuster, 145.
G~illard, Capt. D. D.:
Range finder, 914, 923.
Gaines, Fort, Ala. :
Location, etc., 95.
Galvanometer:
Rev·o cation of part of allotment for, 938.
Galveston, Tex.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Defenses; remarks and recommendations,
Major-General Commanding, 77.
Galveston Bay, Tex.:
Appropriation, improving ship channel in, 57.
Garden:
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 660.
Gardner, Assistant Surgeo1t E. F.:
Report of result of fly bite, 513.
Garfield Hospital:
Appropriation for maintenance, 51.
Garlington, Maj, E. A.:
Course of instruction at military colleges, 231, 2J3.
Furnishing certain books free to colleges, 231.
Station and work performed, 100, 101.
Garrisons, Posts, 1111d Reservations:
Means of communication with, 95--98.
East, Department of, 131.
Dakota, Department of, 141.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86-94.
Texas, Department of, 165.
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Gasconade River, lllo.:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Gateways and Walls:
Presidio of San .Francisco, 278, 296.
Gatling,Dr. R. J.:
Act, manufacture of 8-inch cast-steel gun, 011.
Allotment for construction of:
8-inch cast-steel gun, 937.
12-inch cast-steel mortar, 936, 937.
Cast-steel 8-inch rifle, 9:!.3.
Cast-steel mortar, 913, 926.
Gatling 8-inch Gun:
Appropriation, 5J.
Gauging:
Waters of Columbia River, Oreg., 65.
Waters of Lower Mississippi, etc, 63.
Gauley River, W. Va.:
Appropriation, improving, 61
Gauntlets, Buckskin:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 276.
General Courts•IUartial:
See Courts-Martial.
General Courts.
General Depot, National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General :
Business methods, 1035, 1060.
Clothing, 1061.
Crockery, 1061.
Employees, 1060.
General work at, 1059.
Report of inspection, 1059.
Shop accounts, 1060.
Statements of material purchased, fabricated,
transferred, etc., and cost of material and
work, 1061-1065.
General Fun cl:
See Branch Homes.
General Treasurer:
N ational Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 981, 982.
Statement showing money accountahility
of, 1094.
Geographic:11 Departments, Posts, etc. :
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 81, 86-98.
Georgetown, S. C.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 56.
Gerdom Breech Mechanism:
Allotment, Hotchkiss 12-centimeter gun, 936.
Mentioned , 912, 918.
German Army:
Cavalry inspections, 109.
Field artillery driving, 110.
Gettysburg, Pa.:
M onuments or tablets :
Appropriation , 50.
Gettysburg Battlefield Memorial Association:
Payment to:
Appropriation, 54.
Gettysburg X ational i'llilitary Park:
Expenditures and b:ilances, 43, 44.
R emarks, Secretary of War, 43, 44.

Gettysburg National Park:
Appropriation, 54.
Appropriation, Lincoln tablet, l>O.

Gibbs, W. E.:
Detonator, mentioned, 913, 924.
High explosive, mentioned, 913, 924.
Girard, Surgeon A. C. :
Report of gunshot fracture of the skull, 506, 508.
Girard, Surgeon J.B.:
Report of water supply, Presidio of San Francisco, 525.
Glaser, Peter:
Method of testing symmetry of shells, mentioned, 913.
Glasgow, Second Lieut. W. J., 1st Cav.:
Mentioned, 170.
Glassford, Capt. W. A. :
In charge military telegraph lines, Department
of the Colorado, 595. 1
Mentioned, 144, 153.
Reference to r eport of, 600.
Signal officer, Department of the Colorado, 605.
Supervising construction of military balloon, 603.
Glenn, Capt. Ed1rin F. :
Acting judge-advocate, Department of the
Colorado :
Annual report, 261-266.
Remarks:
Civilian witnesses, 266.
Reward for apprehension of deserters, 266.
Glenmm, Asst, Surg. J. D.:
Mentioned, 136.
Gloucester, lllass.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54.
Gloves:
Buckskin gauntlets, 276.
Godfrey, Capt. E. S., 7th Cav.:
Mentioned, 149.
Gomez, E.:
Breeching battery, 912.
Fuse train, 912.
Gomez, Jos6:
Band of outla~s, 145.
Gordon, Capt. W. B.:
.Allotments, etc. , 10-inch carriage, 936, 927.
Disappearing carriage, mentioned, 914.
Modified 10-inch carriage, 919.
Revocation of allotment for drawings, first 10inch carriage, 935.
12-inch proposed gun carriage, 914.
Gorges, Fort, llle.:
Location, etc., 95.
Goshen Creek, N. J.:
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Government Ho s1>ital for the Insane:
See InBane, etc.
Gowanus Bay, N. Y.:
.Appropriation, improving channel in, 55.
Grand A.rmy of tlle Republic:
Appropriation, national encampment, 51.
Grand Haven, Mich.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Graud Lake at Charenton , La.:
Connecting Bayou Teche, La., with:
Appropriation for, 63.
Grand Marais, lUich. :
Appropriation, harbor of refuge at, 57.
Grand lUarais, Minn.:
•
Appropriation , improving harbor at, 58.

INDEX.
Grant, Gen. U. S. :
Memorial at Washington, D. C.:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 47.
Grant, Fort, Ariz. :
Headquarters 7th Cavalry, 99.
Means of communication, 95.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 88.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Frank Wheaton, 150.
Gray, G. H.:
Projectile of, mentioned, 913.
Gray's Harbor and Chehalis River, Wash.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Great Chazy River, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Great Falls, Potomac River:
Erection of fish ways at:
Appropriation for, 51.
Raising the dam at:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 46.
Water rights and titles to land at:
Appropriation for investigations, 51.
Great Kanawha River, W. Va.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Great Lakes, The:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 42.
Ship channel connecting waters of:
Appropriation, 59.
Water communications, Atlantic Ocean and:
Appropriation, 59.
Great Pedee River, S. C. :
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Great Sodus Bay, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Greeley Ink-writing District Registers:
Revocation, part of allotment for, 936.
Greely, Brig. Gen. A. W. :
.Annual report, 593-609.
Chief Signal Officer, United States .Army, 608.
Member of .Joint Army and Navy Board on
revision of signal code, 601.
Greene, Col. O. D., A. A.G.:
Mentioned, 164.
Greene, Lieut. Frank :
Commended by commanding general, Department of California, 602.
Field practice of signalists, 602.
Field telephony experiments, 598.
Field wire reel, improvement in, 598.
In charge military telegraph lines, Department
of California, 595.
Mentioned, 164.
Signaling through disabled cable, 599.
Green Bay, Wis. :
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
Green Jacket , ltoal:
Providence River, R. I.:
.Appropriation, removing, 59.
Greenough, Capt. O. G. :
Fuse of, mentioned, 913.
Range :finder of, mentioned, 913.
Wind-allowance device of, montionecl, 013.
Greenport, N. Y.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Green River, Ky.:
ppropriation , improving, 64.
Greenvill , Ii • :
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 59.
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Grenfell Nigl1t Lights:
Revocation, part of allowance for, 934.
Griswold, W.W.:
Method of harbor defense, 913.
Griswold, Fort, Conn. :
Location, etc., 96.
Groesbeck, lllaj. S. w.:
Judge-Advocate, Department of California, report, 249-251.
Mentioned, 164.
Gross, Samuel D. :
Pedestal for statue of, 50.
Gruson 12-incli lllinimum Port Carriage :
.Allotment for removing and shelter, 937.
Report of test, etc., 917.
Gulf of Mexico :
.Appropriation for deep-water harbor, 65.
Gun Carriages:
Contracts for disappearing, 23.
Manufacture, Watertown .Arsenal, 24, 29.
Number completed and building, 28, 31.
Gun Construction:
Schnepf's method, mentioned, 913.
Gun Factory:
Board on Pacific Coast Gun Factory :
See Board on Pacific, etc.
Gun Lift:
.Allotment for removal of type 12-inch gun, 937.
1
Gunners:
Qualifications required:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 197.
Guns:
Brown segmental:
See Brown.
Capacity to produce:
Bethlehem Iron Works, 930.
Midvale Steel Works, 928.
Watervleij; .Arsenal, 930,931.
Carter gun:
See Garter.
Cast-steel gm1 :
See Gatling.
Construction of, under contract, 28.
Contract guns:
See Bethlehem.
Crozier wire-wound gun:
See Orozier.
Floating gun:
See McIntosh.
Machine guns :
See Robertson; Demeulle.
Multicharge gun:
S eHaBkell .
Rapid-fire gun s :
See that subj ct.
Revocation of allotments for:
Adver~ising, manufacture of 8, 10, and 12 inch
gun s, 935.
Finishing1 etc., 8-inch, byWestPoint]'oundry
Company, 935.
eacoast guns:
S e Eight, Ten, and Twelve inch Gun,•
Wire-wound guns:
See ]3rown,
Crozier,
Woodbridge.
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Guns arid Mortars:
Appropriations; remarks, Major-General Commanding, 76.
Gunshot Fracture of the Skull, · Krag-Jorgensen
Rifle:
Reports of:
Girard, Surg. A. C.,·506, 508.
Maus, Surg. L. M., 506.
Gunshot Wound of the Neek:
Report of Asst. Surg. E. C. Carter, 509.
Gnyandotte River, W. Va.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Gymnasiums:
Colorado, Department of, 148.
Dakota, Department of, 141.
Platte, Department of, 172.
Remarks:
·
.A.djutant-General, 83.
Inspector-General, 113.
Major-General Commanding, 75.
Texas, Department of, 169.
Gymnastics and Calisthenics:
Department of Dakota, 141.
Department of the Missouri, 134.
Gyroscopic Projectile:
Turpin's, mentioned, 913.
Habits of the Enlisted lllen of the Army:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 531.
Hagadorn, F. L. :
Method of packing ammunition, 912.
Hains, Col. P. C. :
Experimental parapet designed by, 913 .
Member Board of Ordnance and Fortification,
933.
Report on emergen cy defense, 913.
Hall of Records:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 48.
Hal pine, Lieut. N. J. :
Allotment for purchase of torpedo, 935.
Torpedo of, mentioned, 914, 926.
Halstead, Benton:
Rocket torpedo, mentioned, 913 .
Hamilton, Fort, N. Y.:
Allotment for shelter house, 937.
Barracks and quarters' expenclitures, 37.
H eadquarters 5th Artillery, 99.
Means of communication, 96.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86.
Hampton, Va.:
Road to national cemetery, appropriation, 66.
Hampton Roads, Va. :
Defenses; remarks and r ecommendations,MajorGeneral Commanding, 77.
Hancock, Maj. Gen. Winfield S.:
Equestrian statue, Washington, D. C. :
Completed and dedicated, 47.
Pedestal for statue of, 50.
Hancock, Fort, Sandy Hook, N. J.:
Construction of barracks, 37.
Means of communication, 96.
Hancock, Fort, Tex. :
Abandoned and turned over to Interior Dept.:
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Z. R. Bliss, 165.
Dismantling telegraph Line, 595.
Post discontinued and garrison withdrawn, 5.

Handbook of Subsistence Stores:
Remarks, Commissary-General, 318.
Hands, Alfred :
Herder, killed by Indians, 142.
Harbor Defense :
S~e also Coast Defense.
Appropriations for torpedoes for, 53.
By means of naphtha flame, 914.
C. O'Brien's boom for, 913.
Fatic's plan for, mentioned, 913.
Grisswold's method of, 913.
McMillan's submarine net for, 913.
Remarks, etc., Maj. Gen. Commanding, 77.
Remarks, Major-General Ruger on seacoast cl~fense, 133.
State troops for seacoast defenses, 132.
Torpedo (Sooy) for, 913 .
Harbors and Rivers :
See Rivers and Harbors.
Appropriations, 54-66.
Examinations, surveys, and contingencies of:
Appropriation, 66.
Harbors of Refuge:
Appropriation for, at:
Duck Island Harbor, Conn., 55.
Grand Marais, Mich., 57.
Little Harbor, N. H., 54.
Milwaukee Bay, Wis., 58.
Point Judith, R. I., 55.
Portage Lake, Mich., 57.
Sand Beach, Mich., 57.
Sandy Bay, Cape Ann, Mass., 54.
Straits of Fuca and San Francisco, Cal., 58.
Sturgeon Bay Canal, Wis. , entrance of, 58.
Woods Holl, Mass., 54.
Hardin, Capt. E. E., 7th Inf.:
Mentioned, 148.
Hare, Capt. L. U., 7th Cav.:
Mentioned, 145-147.
Hargrove, lll. C. :
Armor plate of, mentioned, 913.
Projectile of, mentioned, 913.
Harlem River, N. Y. :
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Harrisseckit River, llle.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Harrison, Benjamin, Ex-President of the U.S.:
Appropriation for portrait of, 51.
Harrison, Fort, ltlont. :
Barracks and quarters expenditures, 37.
Means of communication, 96.
Occupation of, 5.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 88.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. John R. Brooke, 136, 140.
Harroun, A.lex.:
Projectile of, mentioned, 914.
Harvey, P. F., Surgeon:
Medical r eport, 428.
Hasbrouck, lllaj. H. C. :
Station and work performed, 101.
Haskell 8-inch lllulticharge Gun :
Allotments for ammunition for teats, 934 , 937.
Mentioned, 914,915,917.
Hastings, W.W.:
System of coast defenes, mention d, 913.

INDEX.
Hawaiian Islands, Honolulu and the :
Coucerning conditions, sanitary and medical:
Report of Surg. C. E. Munn, 516-518.
Hawkins, Col. H. S., 20th Inf., Commandant Inf,
and Cav. School:
Annual report, 178-182.
Hay Lake Channel :
St. Marys River:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 42.
Sault Ste. Marie River, Mich. :
Appropriation, improving, 64.
Headache, Inveterate, following Injury, Tre•
phining for:
Report of Ast1t. Surg. A. E. Bradley, 510.
Headstones:
Appropriation, for graves of soldiers, 66.
Health of the Army :
Remarks:
Bliss, Brig. Gen. Z. R.,.165.
Coppinger, Brig. Gen. J. J., 174.
Secretary of War, 10, 11.
Surgeon-General, 412.
Health of the Military Departments:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 414-418.
Heating, Lighting, and Cooking Apparatus:
Expenditures for, 278, 299.
Heavy Rapid-fire Guns :
Report, progress of test of, 916.
Heliographing:
By moonlight, 602.
Long range, 602.
Hell Gate and East River, N. Y.:
.Appropriation, rmnoving obstructk,ns in, 59.
Henry R. Tilton (schooner) :
Appropriation, relief of owners and crew of, 68.
Hensley, A. T. :
.Appropriation, relief of, 68.
Hernia, Radical Cure of:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 484, 485.
Reports of:
Banister, Asst. Surg. J.M., 487.
Crosby, Asst. Surg. W. D., 494.
Ebert, A.sst. Surg. R. G., 494.
Edie, Asst. Surg. G. L., 495.
Forward, Deputy Surg. Gen. W. H ., 486.
McElderry, Surg. H., 490.
Maus, Surg. L. M., 495.
Robinson, Asst. Surg. S. Q., 492.
Herring, N. W.:
Steel shield for infantry, 913.
Uerrs Island:
Allegheny River, Pa.:
Appropriation, dam at, 60.
Heyer and Wagner:
Flying machine, 913.
Heyl, Cupt. A. B., As istant !oiurgeon:
Mentioned, 178.
High F.xploshes:
See Blac~: man,
Emmensite,
Gibbs,
Jovite.
Report of committee on, 92,.
Revocation , partofallotm ntforpurchas of, 936.
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High Explosives-Continued.
Shells for:
See Carlyle,
Justin,
McKeone.
Method of firing, 913, 926.
Special methods of throwing, 925, 926.
Hobbs, Lieut. C. W.:
Allotment, construction of breech sight, 937.
Breech sight, 914, 937.
Sight, 924.
Hoff, Surgeon J. Van R.:
Report of inspection, camp Pennsylvania National Guard, 420-422.
Report, case of peritoneal abscess, 504
Holdorf, 111.:
Invention of, mentioned, 913.
Homes:
For disabled soldiers and sailors:
See See State or Territorial Homes.
For disabled volunteer soldiersSee National Home; Sold-iera' Home.
Honolulu and the Uawaiian Islands:
Concerning conditions, sanitary and medical:
Report of Surg. C. E. Munn, 516-518.
Hoppin, Capt. C. B., 211 Cav.:
Mentioned, 148.
Uorizontal Base Range Finder:
Mentioned, 923.
Horses:
Cavalry and artillery:
Appropriations for, 3, 51.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1890, 3.
Purchase and cost of, 277.
Horses and Property Lost in the Military Service:
.Appropriations, 67•
Hospital Corps:
Enlisted strength of, 99.
Remarks:
Inspector-General, 113.
Sanger, Maj. J.P., 113.
Surgeon-General, 402.
Uospital Employees:
See Branch Homes.
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 662.
Hospitnl Records:
See Branch Homes.
Hospital and Barracks ttnd Quarters Construe·
tion:
Appropriations for 1897,ll.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Hospitals:
See Branch Homes.
Appropriations:
Construction and repair, 51.
Remarks:
Miller, Capt. C. P ., 300.
urgeon-General, 399.
Remarks:
Inspector-General:
National Home, D. V . . , 986.
Soldiers' Ilome, D. C., 661.
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Ichthyol in the 1'reatme11t of Cal'buncle:
Hospital Stewards' Quarters:
Report of Asst. Surg. Robert B. Benham, 51:l.
Appropriations, 51.
Idaho:
Hot S1iriugs, Ark. :
Spotted fever as reported from, 448-453.
Army and navy hospital at:
Illinois :
See .Army and Navy Hospital.
Road to the National Cemetery:
Rotch.kiss Rapid•}'ire Gnu:
Appropriation, 66.
Allotment, adapting to Gerdom breech mechIllinois and lllississi1i1ii (;anal:
anism, 936.
.Appropriation, 65.
Revocation, part of allotment for purchase of,
Illinois Rh'er, Ill.:
936.
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Housatonic River, Conn. :
Improvements and Repairs:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Bowell, Commoclore J . A. :
See Bl'anch Homes.
Act, for manufacture of carriage of, 909Incidental :Expenses, Q. lll. Department:
Allotment, ptirchase of carriage of, 937.
Appropriations, 51.
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Carriage of, mentioned, 912.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Torpedo of, mentioned, 914.
Expencliturei! for 1896, 3.
Howell Counterpoise Carriage:
Appropriations, 53.
Independence, Fort, lllass. :
Location , etc., 96.
Howitzer Carriage:
Revocation, allotment for test of 7-inch, 937.
In1lex Cards:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 200.
Howitzers, Torpedo:
See Torpedo Howitzers.
Index Catalogue:
Library, Surgeon-General's Office:
Huachuca, Fort, Ariz. :
Means of communication, 96.
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 399.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 90.
Index-Record Card System:
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Frank Wheaton, 151.
Military Records, Record and Pension Office, 616.
Remarks, Chief Record and Pension Ofiice, 617.
Hubbard, A. :
System of coast defense, 913.
Indianapolis Arsenal, Ind. :
Hudson RiYer, N. Y.:
Appropriations, 52.
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Location, et.c., 98.
Hughes, Col. R. P.:
Inclians:
Remarks:
Apaches, 136,142, 149_
Springfield Armory, Mass., 220.
Apache prisoners:
Station aucl work performed , 100, 101.
Establishment, upon military reservations, 67.
Humboldt Uarbor and Bay, Cal.:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 39, 40.
Appropriation, improving, 58.
Apache raids into Arizona, 4.
Hundley, Dr. J. lllasou:
Pursuit of, into Mexico, 4.
Report of cases of appendicitis, 501-504.
Bannocks, 73, 170, 171.
Hundred-Gun Contract:
Canadian Cree Indians deported, 4.
See Bethlehem Iron Company.
Depredations, 142-144.
Hunter, Lieut. Col. Edwarcl, Deputy Judge-AllvoDepredation by, 11ear Tongue River .Agency,
cate-General:
Mout.,4.
,Judge-advocate, Department of Dakota:
Department of Colorado, 141-144, 140, 150.
Annual report, 244--248.
Department of the Columbia, 15-L
Hunter, Capt. G. K. :
Department of Dakota, 137, 138.
Special inspection cluty, 101,224.
Enlisted, 99.
Huntington, N. Y. :
Hostilities:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Appropriation; preventing, etc., 67.
Huntt, Col. G. G., 2<1 Cav.:
Issues of subsistence stores to, 316.
Mentioned, 152.
Nez Perces, 154.
Huron, Ohio:
Prisoners, 1:J6, 275.
Appropriation, improving harbor at,, 57.
Issues of clothing, etc., to:
Hyannis, lilass.:
See Prisoners of War.
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54-.
Remarks:
Hydro1iltobia from the Bite of'a Cat:
Quartermaster-General, 27v,
Report of Dr. William Morrow, Dallas, Tex., 514.
Secretary of War, 30, 40.
Ice:
Surgeon-General, 480.
Pacific Branch, National Home:
Hefug es, 137.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 1016.
Remarks:
Brook , Brigadier-General, 141-144-.
Ice Harbors:
Appropriation!:! for, at:
Major-General Commauding, 73, 75.
Dubuque, Iowa, 58.
Otis, Brigadier-General, 154.
Renegade Apaches, 4.
M:ircus Hook, Pa. , 56.
_ ewcastle, Del., 56.
Scouts, 90.
Reedy Island, Del., 56.
Shoshones, 171.
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Indians-Continued .
Title to lands of Fort Sill Reservation in, 40.
Troops sent to capital Choctaw Nation, 4.
Utes, Uintahs, ancl Uncompahgres, 142, 150.
Yaquis, 146.

Indian River Bay:
Waterway from Chincoteague Bay to
Appropriation, 61.
Indian River, Fla.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Indian Territory:
Troops sent to capital Choctaw Nation, 4.
Indian Wars:
Claims, volunteers in Nez Perce war:
Appropriations, 67.
Index-record card system, 617.
Military records, 617.
Indicator, I<~levation:
See Lewis . Lieut. r: N.
Rafferty, Lieut. W. C.
Indicator, Visual Target:
See Murray, Lie·ut. A.
Infantry:
Drill book revised, 8.
Location of regiments of, 5.
Practice marches Dept. of the East, 131.
R eorganization, 7, 81.
Remarks:
Adjutant-General, 81.
Major-General Commanding, 78.
Transfer of the 4th, 15th, and 24th regiments, 5.
Infantry and Cavalry Scllool:
Annual report, 178-182.
Appropriation, 67-183.
Artillery departments, 181.
Cavalry department, 180.
Changes regulations, 179.
Chiefs of departments, reports, 179
Consolidation of departrneuts, 179.
Engineering department, 179.
Infantry department, 180.
Instruction in drill, 181.
Military art department, 180.
Pen;onnel of student class, 178.
Quarters, lack of, 181.
Remarks:
A.djutant-General, 83.
Ruger, Ma,jor-General, 132.
Stmlents, increase in number. 181.
Inferior Courts•Miirtial:
See Courts-Ma.rtial:
Inferior courts .
I11flue11za:
.Prevalence of, in the Army, 423.
111,juries:
r:.eruarks, Surgeon-General, 477.
Insane, Government Hospital for tlto:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 196,
Insane l'llembers:
Seo Branch B omes.
Soltliers' Ilome, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 661.
Inspection:
Military departments, 142, 165-168, 174.
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Inspection-Continued.
Remarks, Inspector S-eneral:
National Home, scope of, 979.
Unserviceable property, 122.
Inspection Districts:
Designation of, and orde~ establishing, 100.
Map of, facing, 234.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 209. ·
Inspections:
Per cent of troops present at:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 104.
Inspection Service :
Remarks, Inspector-Gen eral, 125, 233.
Inspector-General:
Annual inspection r eport:
National Home for Disa bled Volunteer Soldiers, 978.
Soldiers ' Home, D. C., 651.
Annual report to Commanding General, 100.
Annual report to Secretary of 'iVar, 209.
Remarks:
Account of sales at auction, 125.
Army schools, 111.
Army and Navy Hospital, 220, 986.
Arsenals and armories, 220.
Artillery inspections, 107.
Artillery practice, 107.
Bathing facilities, army posts, 114.
Camp of instructiou at Monterey, Cal., 112.
Cavalry instruction, 107.
Census of posts, 118.
Commissioned officers, 105.
Concentration of troops, 105
Courts-martial, 105.
Desertions, 106.
Disbursements, 209.
Discipline, army, 105.
Drainage and sewerage, ar!Ily posts, 114.
Encampments, 111.
Engineer property, 123 .
Enlisted men, 105.
Equipment of troops, 113.
Extension of civil service, 121.
Fire drill, 113.
Gymnasia, 113.
Hospital Corps, 113.
Inspect-ion districts, 209.
Inspection of posts, 102.
Inspect.ion of unserviceable property, 122.
Inspection service, 125, 233.
Instruction, 107.
Irregularities ancl deficiencies at posts, 105.
Lyceums, 110.
Married enlisted men, 118.
Medical supply depots, 219.
Messing, 114.
Military collegcH, 223.
Minor tactics, 111.
ational cemetenes, 221, 222, 987.
National Home for Disa,bled Volunteer Soldiers, 213.
Ne d of additional clerks, 991.
Noncommissioned officers' Hchools, no.
Ordnance stores, 123.
Per ceut of men present at inspections, 104.
Post excbang s, 115.
Post schools, 112.
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Inspector-General-Continued.
Ipswich River, Mass.:
.Appropriation, improving, 59.
Powder depots, 221.
Practice marches, 111.
Irwin, Capt. D. A.:
Protection against fire, 113.
Deputy Governor, Soldiers' Home, D. C., 651.
Public animals, 123.
Jackson Barracks, La.:
Public buildings, 116.
Means of communication, 06 .
Quartermaster's D·epartment, 118.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86.
Quartermaster's depots, 218.
Jackson, ]fort, La.:
Quartermaster's depot, St. Louis, 122.
Location, etc., 96.
Quartermaster supplies, 122.
James Uiver, Va.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Recruit rendezvous, 221.
Retired enlisted men, 121.
Jarvis, Assistant Surgeon N. S. :
Sale of stores, 219.
Report of bimalleolar fractur e, 512.
Sandy Hook Proving Ground, 221.
Jefferson Bar-1.·acks, Mo.:
Headquarters 3d Regt. Cav., 99.
Schools for training remounts, i.08.
Signaling, 113.
Means of communication, 06, 98.
Sleeping out of quarters, 118.
Position and tlistribution of troops, etc. , 88.
Small-a_rrns target practice, 112.
Jefferson, I<'ort, Fla. :
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 217.
Location, etc., 9.6.
Subsistence Department, 120.
Jeffersonville, Ind. :
Subsistence depots, 219.
Quartermaster's depot:
Subi!istence stores, 123.
Remarks, Lieut. Col. P. D . Vroom, 123.
Supply departments, 118.
Jenks, Lieut. J.C., 24th Inf.:
Transportation, 120.
·Mentioned, 149.
Transportation of officers, 222.
Johnston, Fort, N. C.:
Ungarrisoned posts, 125.
Location, etc., 96.
Water supply, 114.
Jonesport, Me.: ·
Station and work performed, 100, 101.
Improving Moosabec bar, 59.
See Brauch Horne:i.
Jovite:
Exhibits, Soldiers' Home Report.
Mentioned, 025.
General depot, National Home.
Judge-Advocate-General:
National Home for Dis. Volunteer Soldiers.
Annual report, 235-269.
Soldiers' Home, D. C.
Remarks:
Statif,tical tabfos, National Home.
Appropriation for law books, 240.
Tables, Inspector-General' s Reports.
Civilian witnesses, 239,240.
Inspector-General's Department:
Decrease in nnm ber of trials by inferior courtsOfficers and duties, 100, 101.
martia-1, 239.
Special inspectors, 101, 224.
Increase in number of desertions , 240.
Summary of work performed, 101.
Legislation suggested, 239.
Inspector-General's Office:
Military prisona , 240.
Reward for apprehension of deserters, 240.
· Appropriation for salaries of, 50.
Instruction :
Summary court act, 239, 240.
Trials by general courts-martial, 237-230.
Artillery school, 83, 182-185.
Trials by inferior courts-martial, 239.
Calisthenics, gym n asium s, etc., 83.
Judge-Advocate-General's Department:
Cavalry and light-artillery school, 83, 176-178.
Infantry and cavalry school, 83, 132, 178- 182.
Annual report. 235-269.
In the Arm y, 73, 75, 131-Hl5, 138, 141,148,155, 156, Judge-Ad,·ocate-General's Ollice:
163, 164, 169,172, 178-182, 184.
Annual report, 235-240.
Milit.ary, at colleges, etc., 16.
Appropriation for salaries of, 50.
Military departm ents, 181-135, 138, 148, 155, 156, Jupiter Inlet, Fla.:
163,164,169,170, 171,172.
Appropriation, impro ving, 57.
Remarks, Inspe.:tor-General, 107.
Justin Projectile:
Signaling, discontinuance of, in line of the
Mentioned, 026 .
.Army, 601.
Kaskaskia Uiver, Ill. :
Interior Department:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Transfer Army and Navy Hospital to, 11.
Kean, J. R., Assistant Surgeon:
Troops sent to capital of Choctaw Nation, 4.
Report of symph yseotoruy, 479.
Interior Telephone Company:
Keeley
Le:Lgue :
Allotment for installing system, 937.
See Branch H omea.
System of communication, mentioned, 914.
Kennebec Arsenal, Me. :
International CourteRies:
Location , etc., 98.
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 196.
, Kennebec Uiver, Me.:
International Tables :
Appropriation, improving, 59.
List of, 532.
Kennebunk Rher, Me. :
Inte tinal Ob struction:
A.ppro11riation, improving, 59.
11cporl of Asst. Surg. W. L. Kneedler, 505.

INDEX.
Kenosha, Wis.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
Kent, Col. J. F., 24th Inf.:
Mentioned, 149-150.
Kent, W. T.:
Accountant, Inspector-General's Dept., 651.
Kentucky River, Ky.:
Appropriation, improving, 64.
Keogh, Fort, lUont. :
Headquarters, 2d Rtigt. Inf., 99.
Means of communication, 96.
Position and distribution of troops, etc,, 88.
Remarks, Brig. Gen . .John R. Brooke, 140.
Kewaunee Bay :
Improving. waterway to Lake Superior from:
Appropriation, 64.
Rewaunee, Wis.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
Keyport, N. Y.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 56.
Key West Barracks, Fla.:
Means of communication, 96.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86.
Key West, Fla.:
Defenses :
Remarks and recommendations, Major-General Commanding, 77.
Kilbourne, H. S., Surgeon:
Report of febrile cases, ·F t. Clark, Tex., 447.
Kimball, Lieut. Col. A. S., D. Q, lU. G.:
Mentioned, 164.
Water supply, Presidio of San Francisco, 525.
IHngston, lUass.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Kiowa and Comanche Jnrlians:
Title to lands of Ft. 8ill reservation in, 40.
Kirkley, Joseph W.:
Board of Publication, War Records, 624.
Kit:
Fielrl telegraph and telephon e signaling apparatus, 598.
Kitchens:
See Dining Halls and Kitchens.
N ationnl Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 984.
Klaeber, l'llrs. 111. :
Projectile submitted by, 913.
Klinger, Alex.:
Pneumatic gun of, mentioned, 91-!.
Kneedler, Assistant Surgeon W. L.:
Report of intestinal obstru ction, 505.
Knickerb ocker, 111.:
Military balloon, 913.
Knox, Fort, Me. :
Location , etc., 96.
Kosterlitzky, Colonel, lllexiran Army:
Mentioned, 144.

Knllns, B. N.:
M ethod of coast dPfense, 914.
Laboratories:
Remarks, Col. R. T. Frank, 183.
Lacy, John II., 111. D.:
Report of luxation or fracture of the c nical
vertebrre, 6l0.
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Lafayette, Fort, N. Y. H.:
Location, rte., 96.
Lafourche llayou, La. :
Appropriation, improving, 63.
La Grange Bayon, Fla. :
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Lake Michi_!.!an and Sturgeon Bay Ship Canal:
Appropriatiou, improving, 64.
Lakes:
Snrvey of Northern anrl Northwestern:
Appropriations, li7.
Lakes, 'l.'he Great:
See Great Lakes, The.
Lake Superior and Portage Lake Ship Canals :
.Appropriation, examinatiqn of, 64.
Lamont, Hon. Daniel S.:
See Secretary of lVar .
Secretary of vVar, 48.
Lance-Edge Steel Bullet:
Cobham, lf. P ., 913.
Land:
For rifle range, Madison Barracks, N. Y., 51.
Purchase of, for target ranges, Fort McPherson,
Ga.,51.
Land-Grant Railroads:
Payment for travel over:
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 581.
Landis, First Lieut. J. F. It., 1st C:tv.:
Mentioned, 164.
Langhorne, Second Lieut. G. T., 3d Cav.:
Mentioned, 148, 153.
Larcl1mont, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Latrappe River, Md.:
.Appropriation, improving, 61.
Launay, L.:
Method of manufacturing steel, 914.
Launclries :
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 83.
Laundry:
See Branch Homes.
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 658.

Laws, Decisions, etc. :
Compilation of, relating to the Army, 9.
Lawton, Lieut. Col. U. W. :
Remarks:
Public buildings, 117.
Quartermaster's Department, 119.
Station and work performed , 100, 101.
Leaf River, llliss. :
Appropriation , improving, 62.
Leavenworth, Fort, Kans.:
Coostrnctiou of telephone exchano-e at. 599.
Headquarters 20tli Infantry, 99.
Infantry and Cavalry School, see Infantry, etc.
Means of communication, 90 .
Mihtary prison , see Military PriRon.
Position arnl distribution of troor,s, etc., 86.
Rernarks, Col. H. S. Hawkins, 178.
LegiRJation:
.Affecting Board of Ord. and Fort., 909.
Suggested:
Civilian witnes o , 2:J9, 240,266.
Criminal jurisdiction, 239.
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Legislation- Continued.
Suggested-Continued.
Law books for judge-advocates of departments, 240, 245.
MilitaTy prisoners, 239, 240, 243, 244.
Military prisons, 240, 243, 244.
Reward for apprehension of deserters, 240,
261, 266, 269.
Summary court act, 239, 240.
Legs, fracture of both bones of both:
Report of Assist. Surg. G.D. DeShon, 510.
Leon lUiguel:
Filibuster, 145.
Lewis, Lieut. I. N.:
Allotments (three) replotter arm aud dial telegraph, 937.
Dial telegraph of, mentioned, 913, 924.
Quadrant of, mentioned, 914.
Range finder of, mentioned, 914,923,944.
Replotter arm of, mentioned, 924.
Report of tests with range finder of, 942, 943.
Revocation, part of allotment for:
Changes in his first range finder, 938.
Transfer of range finder, etc., 936.
Libraries:
Judge-Advocates of departments, 240,245.
Remarks:
Hunter, Lieut. Col. Edward, 245.
Judge-Advocate-General, 240.
Post, See Post Libraries.
Library:
See Branch Homes.
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 653.
Library, War Department:
See War Department Library.
Library of tlie S1ugeon-General's Office:
Appropriations, 52.
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 398.
Library, War Department:
Chief signal officer in supervisory chargE' of, 606.
Clerical force, 607.
Publications added during the year, 606.
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 606,607.
Report of operations of, 606.
U8e of, extended to Columbian University, 607.
Lieber, Brig. Gen. G. Norman:
Judge- Advocate-General, 240.
Lieutenant-Colonel:
Appointment of a, in Signal Corps, 601.
Lighti11 Heating, and Uooking Ap1iaratus:
Expenditures for, 278, 299.
00

,

Lightning Arresters:
Revocation , part of allotment foT, 938.
Ligiulinea, ,Juan:
Filibu ter, 145.
Lincoln Tablet:
Gettysburg National Park:
A.ppropriation, 50.
Line of the Army:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 81.
Links, J. J.:
Appropriation, relief of, 68.
Liso, Luis:
Filibuster, 145.

Litter, New, 1\Iodel of1895:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 402.
Little, First Lieut. J., 14th Inf.:
Mentioned, 170.
Little Harbor, N. H.:
Appropriation, harbor of refuge at, 54.
Little Pedee River, S. C.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Little Rock, Ark.:
Public works near:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 219.
New post occupied, 5.
Post near:
Commanding officer and garrison, 88.
Location, etc., 96.
Little Sodus Bay, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Liquid Coffee :
Expenditures for, for troops, 316.
Liviugstou, l<'ort, La.:
Location, etc., 96.
Loading Apparatus:
Allotment for, of A.H. Emery, 937.
Appropriation, Emery, 53.
Loading Magazi11e:
Allotment for removal of, at Sandy Rook, 937.
Lockers:
National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 983.
Lockwoods Folly River, N. C.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Logan, Maj. Gen. Jolin A.:
Equestrian statue, Washington, D. U.:
Iowa Circle selected as site for, 47.
Appropriation, pedestal for, 50.
Logau, Fort, Colo. :
Barracks and quarters, expenditures, 37.
Construction of balloon house, 603.
Construction of military telegraph line between
Denver, Colo., and, 596.
Headquarters 7th Inf., 99.
Means of communication, 96.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 88.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Frank Wheaton, 151.
Loug Island Sound :
Defenses ; remarks and recommendations.
Major-General Commanding, 77 .
Losses by Fire, Storm, etc.:
.At military posts and depots:
Remarks:
:Miller, Capt. C. P. , 302.
QuartermasteT-General, 279.
Losses of Sub!listence Stores and Property:
Remarks, Commissary-General, 316.
Lower Macllodoc Creek, Va.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Lower Mississippi River:
Gauging waters of, etc.:
Appropriation for, 63.
Lower Willamette and Uolumbl:i Rivers :
Improving below P lrtland, Oreg.:
Appropriation, 65.
Lubec Cl1annel, Me.:
A.ppropriation, improving, 59.
Ludington, Mich.:
Appropriation, improviug harbor at, 57.
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Ludlow, Lieut. v ol. W., Corps of Eng.:

Mentioned, 189.
Lumber RiYer, N. C.:

Appropriation , improving, 61.
Lungo,Juan:

.Filibuster, 145.
Luxation or Fracture of the Cervical Vertibrm:
Report of John H. Lacy, M. D., of Solomons-

ville, .Ariz., 510.
Lyceums:

See Post Lyceums.
California, Department of, 164.
Platte, Department of, 172.
Remarks:
.Adjutant-General, 83.
Inspector-General, 110.
Texas, Department of, 170.
Lynn, lUass.:

.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54.
McCaw, Assistant Surgeon W. D.:

Report of appendicitis, 500.
Report of fever cases, 446.
lllcClary, Fort, Me.:

Location, etc., 96.
Transfer school site, military reservation:
.Appropriation, 53.
lUcElderry, Surgeon JI.:
Report of, on radical cure of hernia, 490.
1\IcHenry, l•'ort, llld.:

Means of communication, 96.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 80.
lUclntosh, A. C. J. JI.:
Battering ram, 913.
Floating gun, 913.
llclntosh, Fort, 'l'ex.:

Mean s of communication, 96.
Positio11 aml distribution of troops, etc., 90.
R emark s, Brig. Gen. Z. R. Bliss, 165.
Telegraph line from Fort Ringgold, Tex.:
.Appropriation, Signal Service, 66.
lUcKeonl', R. J.:
Shell for high explosives, mentioned, 913.
Mc!Uillan, Peter:

Method of assembling armor plates, 914.
Submarine n et for harbor defense, 913.
llfacArthur, Lieut. Col. A., A. A, G. :
Mentioned, 170.
lllncauley, C. N. B., Assistant Surgeon:
Neport of scarlet fever, 422.
llltlrl1i11e Guns:

See Robertson; Demevlle.
.Appropriations, 5:1.
lll!lckeyH Creek, N. C.:
.Appropriation , impro vi ug, 61.
lllacon , Fort, N. C.:
Location, etc., 96.
~l:uli son Uarracks, N. Y.:
Headquarters, 9th Regt. Inf., 99.
Land for rifie ranire near, 51.
Means of commnnication , 96.
Position and clistrihution of troopo, etc·., 86.
Malarial Diseases:

Remarks:
Maus, Snrg. L. M., 440-443.
Surgeon-General, 453--405.
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lllalden and lllystic Rivers, l\Jass.:

.Appropriations, improving, 59.
Mallory, First Lieut. J. S., 2d Inf.:

Mentioned, 153.
lllamaroneck, N. Y.:

.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 5ft
lllammotl1, Al'iz. :

Construction of military telegraph line to Cedar
Springs, .Ariz., 596.
Manatee River, Fla.:

.Appropriation, improving, 62.
Manchester, lllass.:

.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54.
lllaneuvers, Fieltl, etc. :

See Practice jj{arches, Field Manenvers, etc.
Manistee, lllich. :

.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
lUanistique, l\Iicli. :

Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
lllanitowoc, Wis.:

.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
Manokin River, llld. :

Appropriation, improving, 60.
l\Iansfleld, Lieut. Col. S. 111.:

Disap:pcaring gun carriage of, 914.
llauual for Army Cooks:

Printing of, 318.
l\fanufacture of Arms:

.Appropriation, 52.
lllap:

Inspection districts, facing, 234.
Mapping tlie Country:

In vicinity of posts, Department of Texas, 169.
lllaps:

Transportation of, to foreign countries, 51.
lllaps of Foreign Countries, Staff:

Remarks, .Adjutant-General, 190.
lllaps, Reconnoissance:

Remarks, .Adjutant-General, 191 .
Marcus Hook, Pa.:

.Appropriation, ice harbor at, 56.
Marion Brauch, National llome:

See Branch Homes.
Report of inspection, 1026.
Marion, Fort, Fla. :

Location, etc., 06.
Marquette, lllicl1. :

.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Marl'ied Enlisted lllen:

Remarks, Inspector-General, ll8.
Marriages aml Births:

Remarks, Surgeon-Gen eral, etc., 479 .
lllarthas Vineyarll, lllass.:

Appropriation , improving harbor at, 65 .
!Uason, Assistant Surgeon C. F.:

Report of dermatitis, etc., 513.
Report of diphtheria] cases, 4:n.
ilia on, Fort, Cul.:
Mea11s of c0rumtmication, 96.
Po ition and clistribntion of troops, etc., 90.
111:tttaponi Ril'er, Va.:

.Appropriation, improving, 61 .
Mattawan <.:reek, X. J.:

.Appropriation, improving, 60.
Maus, L. lit., ,'urgeon:

Medical reports, 428,430,495,514.
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Maxfield, Lieut. J. E. :
Experiments in fi.t1la telephony and telegraphy,
598.
Signaidetachmentin Wounded Knee campaign,
600.
Signal officer, Department of the Missouri, 605.
Maxim Powder and Torpedo Company :
Method of firing high explosives, 913,926.
Meade, F-ort, S. Dak. :
Headquarters 8th Cav., 99.
1\feans of -communication, 9G.
Position an<l distribution of troops, etc., 92.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. J.J. Coppinger, 172,175.
Hospital, appropriation for, 51.
Meade, W. K., U. S. Marshal:
Mentioned, 148.
Measles:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 423.
Medical and Hospital Department:
•
Appropriations, 52.
Medical and Hospifal Su-pl)·l ies:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 400, 401.
Medical Department:
See Army Medical Department.
B1·a.nch Homes .
National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 98G.
llledical Department of the National Guard':
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 420.
Medical Department, U. S. Army:
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1396, 3.
llledical Museum, Army:
See Army Medical Museum.
Medical OtHcers:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 401.
Medical Reports :
List of, 481.
Medical Supplies:
Sale of, to National Home :
Remarks, Inspector-General, 219.
Medical Supply Depots:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 219.
Medicines:
See Branch H ome1.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
National Home, 086, 087.
Solcliers' Home, D. C., 662.
Medico-Military Statistics, Uniformity iu:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 420.
Mefford, D. M.:
Pneumatic gun, mentioned, 913.
Projectile of, mentioned, 914.
System of throwing high explosh'e11, 926.
Megaphones:
For artillery us , mentioned, 914.
Mekometers:
Revor.ation , part of allotment for, 935.
Members:
See Branch Homes; also POJYU,lation.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
National Home, !!17, 988.
Removal of unaided absentees from rolls of
State Homes, 988.
Solcliers' Home, D. C., 651.

l'lembersllip :
National Home :
Remarks, Inspector-General, 217.
Memorial:
At the national capital:
To perpetuate the memory of General Grant, 47.
Memorial B1·idge:
Over Potomac River to Arlington:
Remarks, Quartermaster- General, 281.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 47.
Memphis, Tenn.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58
Menomonee River, Jllicl1. and Wis.:
Appropriation, improving, 64.
Mermentau River, La.:
Appropriation , improving, 63.
Merriam, Col. H. C., 7th Inf.:
Mentioned, 151.
Merrimac ltiver, Jllai.s.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
lllerrill, H. H. :
Killed by Indians, 142, 143.
Merritt~ Jllaj. Gen. W.:
Annual report, 134-136.
Mentioned, 73, 79, 94.
Mess, Consolidated:
See Consolidated Messes and Post Messes.
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 84.
Messing:
See Branch B omes.
Remarks, Inspector-General :
Army, 114.
National Home, 984.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 660.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 10.
Meteorological Instruments :
IAsue of, for artillery ranges, 599.
Mexican Border:
Troops crossing:
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Frank Wheaton, 143.
Mexican Border Troubles:
Remarks: .
Major-General Commanding, 73.
Wheaton, Brig. Gen. Frank, 144, 145.
Mexican Boundary Commission:
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Z. R. Bliss, 168.
Mexican War :
Index-record card system, 617.
Military records, 617.
Pay of ,olunteers, etc . :
Appropriations, 68.
Mexico:
Crossing border of, by troops, 143, 144.
Indians and filibusters ' rairl Nogales, Ariz. , 4.
Pursuit of renegade Apaches into, 4.
Mexico, Gulf of:
Appropriation for deep -water harbor, 65.
Miamus River, CoR Cob and, Conn,:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Michigan City, Ind,:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Midvale Steel Co.:
Contract, steel gun forgings, 23.
Contract, mortar forjpDgs, 23.
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Midvale Steel Works:
Capacity of the works, 928.
Visit, Board of Ordnance and Fortification to,
927,928.

Middleton, Lient. Col. J. Y. D., D.S. G.:
Mentioned, 16'4'.
Mifflin, Fort, Pa.:
Location, etc., 96.
Mileage:
See Tranaportation of Officers.
Annual disbursements for years 1886-1896, 581.
Appropriation, officers traveling without
troops, 51.
Disbursements, and saving, 580.
Paid paymasters and their clerks, 586.
Remarks:
Paymaster-General, 580, 581.
Secretary of War, 13.
Miles, Maj. Gen. N. A,:
Annual report, 73-79.
Appropriation for expenses, office of Commanding General, 51.
President, Board of Ordnance and· Fortification, 933.
Remarks:
Artillery stations, 79.
Barracks and quarters, 74.
Battalion formation, 78.
Bicycles and motor wagons, 79.
Cavalry and cavalry stations, 79.
Clerks at military headquarters, 79.
Coast defenses, 76.
Distrilmtion of troops, 75.
Field maneuvers, etc., 73.
General condition of the Army, 78.
Gymnasiums., 75.
High-power guns and mortars, 76.
Indians' condition, 73-75.
Mexican border troubles, 73.
Modern artillery needed, 711 .
Pay of noncommissioned officers, 79.
Personnel of the Army, 74.
Post libraries, 74.
Public buildings, 79.
Reorganization of the Army, 78.
Standard of strength of the Army, 73.
Militia:

Amendment to law to permit issue of signaling
appliances to National Guard, U05.
Appropriations:
Arming and equipping the, 67.
Seacoast batteries for instruction of, 67
I ssues by Quartermaster's Department to
States and Territories, 275.
Organized, of States and Territories:
Appropriations by States and U.S., 18, 19.
Aggregate strengtM:l of, by States, 19.
Remarks:
A.djutant-General, 189-191.
Secretary of War, 17-1 9.
Signaling by, 604.
Militia BUI:
Remarks, .Adjutant-General, 191,
Military Academy, United tates:
Aci..demic and military staffs, 711, 718, 720.
Academic buildint, 680, 682, 718, 716, 903.

Military Academy, lfnited States-Continued.
Academic departments, 712, 722, 906.
Accounts and supplies, 714, 715.
Acoustics, optics, etc., course of study, 728.
Address to graduates, Hon. R G. Cousins, 705708.

Adjutant, increased pay for, 715, 716.
Administration, discipline, 677, 673, 714.
Admission of candidates, 678.
.Annual report of Superintendent, 711-905.
Appendixes, 717,718,905.
Appointees, number authorized, admitted, etc.,
712.

Appointments and examinations, 677-680.
Appropriations:
Buildings and grounds, 52.
Current and ordinary expenses, 52.
For 1897, 3.
Memorial Hall, West Point, N. Y., 52.
Miscellaneous items and incidental expenses,
52.

New academic building, 52.
New gymnasium, 52'.
Pay of, 52.
Armament and equipment, 678, 715, 8
Army service men, 721, 903.
.Astronomy course of study, 728.
Auction sales, supplies, 904.
Band, 681,683, 715-721.
Barracks and quarters, 903.
Board of Visitors:
.Address, Hon. R. G. Cousins, 705-708.
Annual report, 675-704.
Appointment, 677.
Committees, 677.
Organization, 677.
Recommendation s, 1178, 680, 683.
Reports of committees, 690-704.
Barracks and quarters, 679, 680, 681, 683.
Battle flags , 715.
Battle Monument, 716.
Books for cadets, 714.
Buildings, grounds, lights, etc., 678, 679, 713, 714,
716,903.

Cadet barracks, 716.
Cadet hospital, 682,692,701, 903.
Cadets admitted, discharged , died, etc., 712.
Cadets, battalion, 721.
Cadets, deficient in drawing, 746.
Candidates examined and rejected, 678-712.
Cadets, foreign, 712.
Cadets graduated, 712.
Cadets, increase recommended, 680.
Calisthenics, 715.
Casualties, 711, 712.
Chapel, 903.
Chaplaincy, 711,719.
Chemistry, mineralogy, all!l geology dept., history, course of study, etc., 719,809,830.
Civil and military engineering department. history, course of study, etc., 719,867, 879.
Civilian employees' pay, 903,904.
Clothing and equipage, 904.
Clothing for cadets, 714.
Commandant!'! of cadets, list, 834.
Construction , repairs, etc., 717.
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l\lilitary Academy, United States-Continued.
Contingent fund, 904, 905.
Contracts, 902,903.
Course of study, 677, fi79, 712.
Courts-martial, 71-l.
Cullum Memorial Hall, 716, 902, 905,
Deaths, professors, cadets, etc., 711, 712,714,721.
Disbursements, 678, 896, 897, 904-905.
Discipline, 677-714.
Drainage, 714, 900.
Drawing, caclets deficient in, 746.
Drawing depar tment, history, course of studies, etc., 718, 732-746.
Drawing instruments, 714.
Drills, 714.
Electric clocks, 717.
Engineer company, 721 .
Engineer company instruction, 900.
Enlisted men and employees, pay, 903.
Estimates for 1898, 3, 682, 683, 692, 717.
Expenditures, 3,678, 896, 897, 904, 905 .
Filter beds, water supply, 682,717,901.
Financial statements, 678, 896,897,904,905.
Footl for cadets, 714.
Gas works, 903,904.
Guardhouses, 681, 682.
Gymnasium, 903.
Gymnastics, 715.
Gymnastics, teacher of, 683.
Hazing, 714.
History departme~t, course of study, etc., 712,
864-867.

History, instruction in, 712.
Horses, additional number needed, 680.
Hospital corps list, 721.
Hospitals, 682, 692, 701, 903.
Hotel accommodations, 681-683 .
Hotel fund , 905.
Hygiene and athletics, 678, 682, 685, 692, 704, 713,
895.

Incidental expenses, 904.
Increased prevalence of malarial fevers at:
Report, Surg. Charles Smart, 465-471.
In crease of disbursements:
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 580.
Instmction, 677,679,712.
Laboratory, department of ordnance, 899.
Laundry, 898, 903.
Law and history clepartment, 712, 719.
Law department, history, course of study, etc.,
864-866.

Librarian, increase of pay of as istant, 713.
Library, 680, 682,713,714,717.
Library, report of librarian, 894
Malarial fevers, G92-i04, 714- 95.
Master of 1he sword, 683, 715, 719.
Mathematics, departm e11t history, course of
study, etc., 718, 746-807.
M c:hanics, analytical conrse of study, 727.
Medical department, 692-704.
Medical department, report of surgeon, 95.
Mes, 903.
Models, sample ordnance, 899.
Modern languages department, history, course
of study, etc., 712, 719, 839, 864.
Museum, 899.

Military Academy, United States-Continued.
Music teacher, 719.
Natural and experimental philosophy department, history, course of study, etc., 71 8, 722,
731. _

Obituary orders, Professor Mercur, 722.
Obituary orders Profes<1or Postlethwaite, 721.
Officers and instructors, 711.
Officers' relative r ank list, 720.
Officers' quarters, 680, 682.
Officers, sales to, 904.
Operating room, hospital, 682.
Ordnance, 715.
Ordnance and gunnery department, 713, 7l9.
Ordnance and gunnery department, history,
course of stuuy, etc., 713,884,894,899, 900.
Orunance detachment, 721.
Ordnanco museum, 715.
Pay, increase recommended for certain officers
and the band, 68:3, 715, 716.
Personnel, 711, 712, 718, 721.
Philosophy, clepartme11 t organization, 729-731.
Policing, 714.
Post-office, 905.
Practical military engineering department, history, course of study, etc., 713, 716, 719,
879, 883,900, 902.

President to name ten cadets at large, 15.
Professors and instructors, 678.
Professorship, history, geograp_hy, and ethics
abolished, 711.
Quartermaster's D epartment, 902-905.
Reports and remarks:
Adjutant-General, 195,196.
Bellinger, Capt. J.B., 902-905.
Bass, Prof. E.W., 746,807.
Bruff, Capt. L. L. , 884, 804, 899, 900.
Davis, Prof. G. B., 864-867.
Ernst, Col. 0. H., 709-905.
Fiebeger, Prof. G. J., 867-879.
Larned, Prof. C. W., 732-746.
Lusk, Capt,. ,J. L., 879-883, 900- 902.
Michie. Prof. P. S. , 722, 7:11, 894.
Mills, Lieut. Col. S. M , 830-839.
Roster, 718-721.
Spurgin, Capt. W. F., 896-898.
Superintendent, 709-905.
Tillman, Prof. S. E., 809-830.
Torney, Maj. G. H., C92, 895.
Wood, Prof. E. E., 839-884.
R egular s upplies, 714,904.
Remarks:
Secretary of War, 15.
mart, Major, 692-704.
Reservoir, n ew, 717.
Riding hall, 680-682.
anitary condition, barracks, etc., 713, 805.
Soil and peat, remoYal, 901.
outh clock reconstruction, 682, 717.
Stables, 680.
ubsistenc Department, 714,897.
SuperintendentA.cademic staff, etc., 6i8, 718, 721.
upplies, 678.
Swimming, instruction in, 715.
Tactics department, history, course of instruction, etc., 719, 830-839.
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Military Academy, Uniterl States-Continued.
Military Departments:
Temperature and rainfall, 703.
Appropriation, contingencies, headquarters of,
Transportation, 904.
51.
Treasurer, quartermaster, and commissary
Health of, 414.
cadets' rank, 896-898.
Department of California, 418.
Trophies, 715.
Department of the Colorado, 417.
War relics, 715.
Department of the Columbia, 418.
Department of Dakota, 416.
·water supply, G82, 694,704,714,716,717,900.
Military Attaches:
Department of the East, 415.
Remarks, Adjutant General, 189.
Department of the Missouri, 416.
lllilitary Balloons:
Department of the Platte, 416.
See Balloons.
Department of Texas, 417.
Military Cable Lines:
The highest arnl lowest rates at individual
See Cable Lines.
posts, 418.
Military Colleges:
Tabulated statements, 86-99.
See Colleges and Universities .
Military Establishment:
Remarks, Col. G. H. Burton:
Appropriations, 51, 52.
Uniforms, 228.
Military Inf'ormation Division, A. G. O.
Appropriation for contingencies, 51.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Remarks, Ad,iutant-General, 189.
Armorers, 229.
Military Instruction:
Arms and equipments, 228.
Remarks, In spector-General, 107.
Cadet officers and noncommissioned offillilifary Parks:
cers, 227.
See Battlefield parks.
Ceremonies, 232.
National milita1-y parks.
College military organizations, 226.
National parks.
Competitive drill, 231.
Parks.
Demand for military instructors, 233.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 43- 45.
Discipline, 227.
Military Posts:
Dress parades, 233.
See Ungarrisoned Post.Y.
Encampments, 232.
Appropriations, 53 .
Field exercises, 232.
Buildings at; appropriation, purchase of, 53.
Inspections, 223.
Remarks, Inspector-General :
Inspectors, 224.
In spection, 102.
Military conrse, 229.
Irregularities and defects, 105.
Military museum, 232.
Return of troops, 103.
Military professors, 224.
:llilitary Posts and lteservatious:
New rifles for instruction purposes, 232.
See Reservations.
Practical work, 231.
Abandoned, 14-1, 165.
Problems in minor tactics, 232.
Appropriations, 75.
Students, 225.
Barracks aml quarters, 165, 175.
Target practice, 232.
Building operations, 74.
Text-books, 230.
Condit.ion, needs, etc., 88-94, 136,141, lGO, 16~.
Theoretical in struction, '.!30.
Construction of buildings, 278, 293.
Uniformity of instru ction, 233.
Damages by :fire and storm, 279,201,302.
Uniforms, 228.
Discontinued and occupied, 5.
· Remarks, Maj.]'. Moore:
Drill balls, gymnasium, etc., 135, 141.
Students, 225.
Garrisons, 92, 94, 131, 141, 165.
Remarks, Ma_j. J.P. Sanger:
Inspection, 142.
Arms and equipments, 229.
Lists of, 95- 98.
Discipline, 227.
Location, etc., 86-98.
Forms and records, 225.
Number of posts, and how garr iAo ued, ii.
Inspections, 223. •
Puget Sound, 158, 160.
Military professors, 225.
Remarks:
Suggestion, Major Garlington:
Mill r, Capt. C. P., 291,293.
Course of instruction, 231, 233.
Quartermaster-General , 278.
Furnishing certain books free, 231.
Sites for n ew posts, 37, 38.
Suggestion, Lien tenant-Colonel "Vroom:
utlers contin necl at two posts, 10.
"Visit to college before granting detail, 229.
Titlo to land s of Fort Sill Roservatioll i11 il1 e
lllili tary Con vie t s:
Kiowa and Comanche Indiam1, 40.
Appropriation, expenses of, 67.
Water supply, 159.
Legislation suggested, 239,240.
.llilitary Prison, Fort Leavenworth, Ka11,.,,:
Prisons for, 240, 243, 244.
R marks:
Appropriation, support of, 67.
Clous, Lieut. Col. J. W., 243, 24i
R marks, Secretary of \Var, 14, 15.
Judge-Advocate-General, 239,240.
Military Prisoners:
'Trial of, by courts-martial, 230, 240.
Legislation suggested, 239, 2•!0.
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Military Prisoners-Continued.
Prisons-fer . 240, 243,244.
Remarks:
Clous, Lieut. Col. J. W., 243,244.
Ju,lge-Advocate-General, 239,240.
Trial of, by courts-martial, 239, 240.
Military Records:
Index-record card system, 616,617.
Indian wars, 617.
Mexican war, 617.
War of 1812, 616.
War of the rebellion, 617.
War of the revolution, 616,617.
Transcripts of:
Applications for, 618.
Legislation, act of March 2, 1895, 618-.
Orders, Secretary of War, 618.
Remarks, Chief, Record and Pension Office, 6}8.
Military Reservations:
See Military Posts and Reservations.
Establishment of Apache prisoners upon, 6'i.
Military Signaling:
By bugle, 604.
.By moonlight, 602.
By whistle, 604.
Change in code, 601.
Change in instruction in line of Army, 601.
Myer system, r eadoption of, 601.
Number of men instructed in line of Army, 601.
Practical use of, 602.
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 600.
Repeal of Army Regulations relative to, 601.
Standard of proficiency, 600.
Time devoted to, in the Army, 601.
Militltry Stores:
For Montana militia, appropriation , 67.
Mi1it:1ry Telegraph Lines:
Appropriations, Signal Service, 66.
Millar, Lieut. E. A.:
Allotment (additional), for converter board, 937.
Converter board, !l14, 924, 937, 947.
Report on converter board, 947.
Report on slide-rule correction table, 968.
Slide-rule correction table, 913, 924, 968.
Mill Creek, Fort Monroe, Va.:
Appropriation, 53.
Miller, Capt. C. P. :
Construction and repafrs division, Q. M. G. O.:
Annual report, 290-310.
Miller, Capt. W. H., A. Q. M.:
M entioned, 177.
Mms, Capt. s. c., .A. D. C. :
Mentioned, 134.
Milwaukee, Wis.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
Milwaukee Bay, Wis.:
Appropriation, harbor of refuge at, 58.
Miner, Maj. (). W.:
Special inspection duty, 101,224.
Mingo Creek, 8. C. :
Appropriation , improving, 61.
Minimum Port Casemate Carriage:
See Gruson.
Allotment, removing and shelter of Gruson
12-inch, 937.

Mining, lllitttary:
Remarks, Col. R. T. Frank, 182.
Minnesota Point at Superior, Wis.:
.Appropriation, improv in g, 58.
Minor Tactics:
Remarks, Inspector-General :
Army, 111.
Military colleges, 232.
1'tississip1)i River:
Accommodations for troops below .New Orleans,
inadequate 37.
Approp1iation, improving, 62.
Between mouths of Ohio and Illinois Rivers,
63.
Minneapolis to Des Moines Rapids, 62.
Mouth of Ohio River to Minneapolis, 63.
Canal connecting Lake Superior and:
.Appropriation, survey for, 62.
Constructing jetties and other works at South
Pass:
Appropriation. 63.
Continuing improvement of:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 40-42.
Examination and surveys at South Pass:
Appropriation for, 63.
Gauging waters of Lowe_r, etc., 63.
Operating snag and ,lred·g e boats on, 63.
Removing obstruction in :
.Appropriation for, 63.
Reservoirs at head waters of:
.Appropriation for, 63.
lUississippi River Commission:
Appropriation, 63.
.Appropriations and expenditures:
R emarks, Secretary of War, 40-42.
lUispilliou Creek, Del.:
Appropriation , improving, 60.
lllissoula, Fort, Mont.:
Headquarters 25th Inf. , 99.
Means of communication, 96.
Position and distribution of troops, etc, 88.
Remarks, Brig . Gen. John R. Brooke, 140.
Missouri:
War claims, Cavalry Volunteers, 67.
Missouri, Department of the:
.Annual report, 134-136.
Apache prisoner!!, Fort Sill, 136.
Clerks and messengers, 135.
Drill balls, 135.
Gymnastics ancl calisthenics, 134,
Indians, 136.
Lyceums, 135.
Officers commended, 135, 136.
Photographing, 135.
Posts and garrisons, lists, 86-94 .
Trials by courts-marti al, 241-244.
Missouri River:
Appropriations and expenditures:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 40-42.
Appropriations for improvin g, 65.
Examination, from Three Forks to Canyon
Ferry, Mont., 65.
From mouth to Sioux City, Iowa, 65 .
From Stubbs Ferry, Mont., to Sioux City, 65.
Continuing improvement of:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 40-42.
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Mobile, Ala. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Defenses; remarks and recommendations, Ma,j.
Gen. Commanding, 77.
Mobile Harbor, Ala. :
Accommodations for troops iuadeq uate, 37.
Mokelumne River, C:.tl.:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Molino, Juan:
Filibuster, 145.
Money Accountability:
Branch treasurers, National Home, 1090-1094.
General treasurer, National Home, 1094.
Money Accounts :
See Disbursements.
Monongahela River, W. Va.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Monongahela River, Pa.:
Upper lock and dam :
Appropriations, cost of condemnation and pmchase of, 60.
Purchase upper lock and dam :
Appropriation, 60.
Monroe, lllich.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Monroe, Fol't, Va.:
Appropriation, artesian well, 53.
Artillery School. See .Artillery, etc.
Barracks and quarters, expenditures, 37.
Bridge over Mill Creek; appropriation, 53.
Means ot' communication, 96.
Position and disposition of troops, etc., 86.
Remarks, Col. Royal T. Frank, 182.
Sewerage system; appropriations, 53.
Wharf; appropriation, 53.
Montana:
Military stores for militia; appropriation, 67.
War claims, volunteers in Indian war, 67.
Monterey, Cal. :
Camp of instruction:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 112.
Montgomery, Fort, N. ¥.:
Location, etc., 96.
Monuments:
Appropriations for erection of, 50.
Monuments in Washington, n. C.:
Commission to select designs and sites:
Itemarks, Secretary of War, 47,
Monuments or Tablets :
At Gettysburg:
Appropriations, 50.
Moonlight:
Signaling by, 602.
Moore, Mnj. }'ranch;:
Remarks:
Students at colleges, 225.
Station and work performed, 100, 101.
Ioosabcc Bar, llle.:
Appropriation, irupronng, 59.
Morgan, Brig. Gen. M. R. :
Commissary-General of 'ubsist nee, 320_

Morgan, Fort, Ala. :
Location, etc., 06.
Morning and Evening Gun:
Appropriation for ammunition for, 53.
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Mortality:
See Deaths.
!Uortar Carriages:
Contracts for, 24.
Number completed and building, 28-31.
~Iortars:
Construction of, under contract, :!8.
Gatling cast-steel, mentioned, 913,926.
Allotment for, 12-incb, 936,937.
Mortar-steel mortars:
Remarks, Board of Ordnance and Fortification, 922.
Revocation of:
Allotment for mounting, Sanely Hook, !135.
Part of allotment for carriage for, 9'37.
lUortar-Stecl Mortars :
Remarks, Board of Ordnance aud Fortification,
922
lUonltric, }'ort, S. ().:
Location, etc., 96.
Mound City, Ill.:
Road from National Cemetery to Mounds J unction, appropriation, 66.
Mounds Junction, Ill.:
Road from National Cemetery near Mound City
to, appropriation, 66.
lUount Desert, Ille.:
Breakwater to Poruupine Islands, Me.:
Appropriation, 54.
Mount Vernon:
Road from Aqueduct Bridge to:
Appropriation, survey of, 67.
lllotors:
R evocation of allotment, for, 934.
lllotor Wagons:
Remarks, MaJor-Genera1 Miles , 79.
Mottram, W.:
Projectile of, mentioned, 913.
lllulticharge Gun:
See Haskell.
Multiplying Scale:
See Rajferty.
l!Ium1>s:
Prevalence of, in the Army, 424.
lllunn, Assistant Surgeon U. E. :
Report of, concerning conditions, sanitary and
medical, in Honolulu and the Hawaiian
Islands, 516.
lllunson, Assistant, urgeo11 E. L.:
Report of, treatment of alcoholism, 476.
lllurderkill River, Del.:
Appropriation, improving, 60.
lllurray, Lieut. A.:
Allotments (two) for construction of visual
target indicator, 937.
Visual target indicator, meutioned, 913,024, 03i.
Museum, Army Medical:
See .A. rmy Medical, etc.
lllush1·oom Lance Bullet:
Cobham, F. P ., 913.
Muskegon, Mich.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Muskingum IUver, Oltio:
Appropriation, improYing, 64.
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Myer, :Fort, Va.:
Tiarracks and quarters, expenditures, 37.
Headquarters 6th Cav., 99.
Means of communication, 96.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86.
Mystic and Malden u.ivers, Mass.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Nantucket, Mass.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54.
Napa River, Cal.:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
1'" a,phtha Flame:
Rogers'smethod of harbor defense, 914.
Narragansett Bay, R. I.:
.Accommodations for troops inadequate, 37.
Defenses; remarks and recommendations, Maj.
Gen. Commanding, 77.
Sites for seacoast defense, 22.
Narragansett Bay and Providence River, R. l.:
Appropriation, improYing, 59.
Narragaugus Rivei·, llle.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Natchez and Viclalia, llliss.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 59.
Katioual Uemeteries:
Appropriations, 66.
Remarks:
Inspector-General:
Establishmentof, atNationalHome, 222,987.
Iuspection of, 221.
Removal of Confederate dead to, 222.
Quartermaster-Geueral, 280, 281.
Superintendents, 66.
National Encam1lment, Grand Army of the Republic:
Appropriation, 51.
National Guard:
Aggregate .,trength of, by States, 19.
Appropriations, by States and United States 18
19.
' '
Arizona, 146.
Relations with the Army, 131.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 17-19.
Medical department of the:
Remarks, Surgeon-General U.S. Army, 420.
Xational Home for D. V. S.:
See Branch Rouses.
General depot, :Xational Home.
outhern Branch, ~ ational Home.
Statistical tables, National Home.
Appendixes:
Reports of Branch Homes, 992.
Statistical tables, 992.
Appropriations for, 67.
Remarks, Inspector-Genr,ral:
Amusements, 988.
Analysis of food, 979, 9 5.
ppropriations, 215.
Appropriations for maintf'nanc·e and construction, 217.
Balances, 981, 982.
Barracks, 213,983.
Bathing :facilities, 983.
Bedsteads, 983.
Card records, 095.
Chapel, 989.

National Home for D. V. S.-Continued.
Remarks, Inspector-General-Continued.
Checks, 982.
Clothing, 986.
Contract prices, 984.
Crockery, 984.
Deaths, 987.
Decreased irregularitie,,, 214.
Deposit of funds, 081.
Difficulty of obtaining accurate statistics, 980.
Dining balls, 984.
Disbursements, 980.
Discipline, 988.
Division of duties among officers, 987 .
Estimates and appropriations, 981.
Examination of accounts, 214.
Expert assistance for inspections, 079.
Food, 984.
General good condition, 980.
General treasurer, 981, 982.
Hospitals, 986.
Kitchens, 984.
Lockers, 983 .
Medical department, 986.
Medicines, 986.
Member~, 988.
Membership, 217.
Messing, 984.
Muster of members, 214.
Net disbursements and unexpended balances,
216.
Officers, 987.
Outdoor relief, 218, 989.
Pensioners, 988.
Per capita expense, 981.
Post fund, 982.
Posthumous fund, 216.
Property accountabilit,y , 985.
Pnrchase of ammunition from Ordnance Department, 983.
Purchase of medicines from Medical Depart
ment, 987.
Recipts and disbursements, 215.
Reduction in cost per capita, 213.
Scope of inspection, 979.
Shop accounts, 986.
Special funds, 982.
Special funds not supervised by Government,
213.
Subsistence supplies, 984.
Supply departments, 983.
Summary of changes in past four years, 990.
State-aid funds, 215.
Tran sportation accounts, 982.
Report of inspection, 970.
:Nativity of Enlisted Men in Army:
Remarks, Major-General Commanclinir, 74.
:National Mllitar Park s :
ee Battlefield parks.
Military parks.
.i.: ational parks.
Parks.
Remarks, ecretary of War, 4~5.
National Parks:
, ee Battlefield parks.
Chickamauga and Chattanooga.

INDEX.
National Parks-Continued.
See Gettysburg.
Military parks.
NaHonal military parks.
Parks.
Shiloh.
Yellowstone.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 43-45.
Navigation:
Appropriation, removing obstructions, etc., 65.
Notice for removal of obstructions to:
R emarks, Secretary of War, 43.
Navigation, Canals and Other Works of:
Appropriation, operating and care of, 65.
Neches River, Tex.:
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Neck, (l;unshot Wound of the:
Report of Asst. Surg. E. C. Carter, 509.
Negatives, Photograph:
Remarks of Chief Signal Officer on war, 607.
Restoration of damaged, 607.
Nehalem Bay, Oreg.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Neuse River, N. C.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Nevada:
TraYeling expen ses of volunteers:
Appropriations, 68.
New Beflford, lllass.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54.
Newbern, N. C.:
Improving waterway between Beaufort, N. C.,
and:
Appropriation, 56.
Newburyport, lllass.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54.
Newcastle, Del. :
Appropriation, ice harbor at, 56.
New Haven, Conn.:
Appropriation, breakwater at, 55.
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
New Orleans, La.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 59.
D efenses; remarks and recommendations, Maj.
Gen. Commanding, 77.
Newport, R. I. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
New River, N. C. :
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Improving waterway b etween Beaufort Harbor,
N. C., and:
Appropriation, 56.
Waterway between Swansboro, N. C., and:
Appropriati;,n, 61.
New River, Va. and W. Va,:
.Appropriation, improving, 61.
Xew York:
De~ nscs; remarks and recommenclations, M aj.
Gen. Commandin~. 77.
New York Ar enal, N. Y.:
Location, etc., 08.
New York City:
Cable connection with Fort 8locnm, ~"· Y., 506.
New York Harbor, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving, 55 .
Appropriation for steam tug, 51.
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New York Ilarbor, N. Y. -Continued.
Appropriation, prevention ol' deposits, 51.
System of military cables for, 604.
Nez Perce Indian War:
Claims, Montana Volunteers:
Appropriations, 67.
Niagara, Fort, N. Y.:
Headquarters Thirteenth Infantry, 99.
Means of communication, 96.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86.
Niag1tra River, N. Y,:
Appropriation, improving, 60 .
Niagara River, Tonuwaucla Harbor and, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving, 55.
Niles 'fool Works:
Disappearing gun-carriage contract, 23.
Niobrara, Fort, Nebr.:
Headquarters 12th Infantry, 99.
Means of communication, 96.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 92.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. J. J. Coppinger, 171,175.
Niobrara River, Nebr.:
Reconstructing bridge, appropriation, 53.
Nicholson, First Lieut. W. J., 7th Cav.:
Mentioned, 144 .
Nobel Smokeless Powder:
Revocation, part of allotment for, 936.
Nogales, Ariz.:
Protection of American portion from Indian
raillers, 4.
Nolan Range Fincler:
Mentioned, 914, 941, 945.
Report on, 941.
Nomini Creek, Va.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Noncommissioned Officers:
Bill to regulate pay of, etc. :
Remarks, Ma,i, Gen. Commanding, 79.
Pay of:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 197.
Noncommissioned OJ!icers' Schools:
R emarks, Inspector-General , 110.
N ondisap1lCaring Gun Carriages:
Number completed anu building, 28-31.
Norfolk, Va.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 56.
Norfolk Harbor, Ya.:
Waterway to A lbemarle Sound, N . C. , from:
Appropriation, 61.
North Carolina:
Waterways connecting Dismal Swamp Canal
with sounds of:
Appropriation for survey of, 61.
NortltLa11ding River, Va. and N. C.:
Appropriation , improving, 61.
Northwestern Branch, National Home:
See Branch H omes .
Report of insp ction, 1000.
Norwalk, (;01111.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Nowlan, 1!laj. II, J., 7th Cnv.:
M entioned, 145, 14.6.
Oakland, Cal.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 68.

Oak Orchard, N. Y. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
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Obeys River, Tenn.:
Appropriation, improving, 64.
Obion River, Tenn.:
Appropriation, improving, 64.
O'Brien, C. :
Boom for harbor defense, 913.
Occoquan Creek, Va.:
.A.ppropriat.ion, improving, 61.
Ocklawaha River, Fla.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Ocmulgee River, Ga.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Oconee River, Ga.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Oconto, Wis. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
Ocracoke Inlet, N. C. :
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Oflicers:
See Branch Homes; Oommisiioned Officers.
National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 987.
Medical. See Medical Officers.
Official Records of the War of the Rebellion:
Annual report of the board of publication,
619-629.

Appropriations, 67.
Appropriations and expenditures for publication, etc., to .rune 30, 1896, 623, 624.
Atlas accompanying the, 621, 622, 629.
Contents, etc., of volumes of Series I, 625-629.
Cost of publication, etc., to .Tune 30, 1896, 623.
Money covered into the Treasury from sales of,
623.

Number of employees engaged in the work of
publication of, 622.
NwnbE'lr of volumes published to .Tune 30, 1896,
622.

Reduction in estimate for appropriat ion, 622.
Reproduction of war photographs in, 608.
Sales of, to .Tune 30, 1896, 622,623.
Series II, III, and IV, condition of, 622.
Surplus volumes, number on hand, 622.
Y olumes issued during tho year, 621, 624.
Work on Series I remaining to be done, 621,623.
Offley, Lieut. R. S. :
Long-range hflliographing by, 602.
Moonlight signaling by, 602.
Ogclensburg, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Oglethorpe, Fort, Ga. :
Location, etc., 96.
Ohio River:
Appropriation for improving, 64.
Canal connecting Lake Erie with:
Appropriation, survey of, 64.
Operating snag boats on:
Appropriation for, 64.
Survey of the, below Pittsburg, Pa.:
Appropriation for, 64.
Olcott, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Olympia, Wash.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 59.
Omal1a, Nebr.:
Military 11torehouse; appropriation, 53.

Omaha, Fort:
Abandonment:
Remarks, Brig. Gen . .r . .r. Coppinger, 171.
Location, etc., 96.
Post discontinued and garrison withdrawn, 5.
Oi,.tario, Fort, N. Y.:
Location, etc., 96 .
Ontonagon, MielL :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Ooste.n aula and Coo_sawattee Rivers, Ga.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Operations, Surgical :
List of, 483, 484.
Ordnance and Fortification, Board of:
See Bpard of Ordnance and Fo·rtijication.
Ordnance, Chief' of:
Appropriation for salaries of office of, 50.
Ordnance Depa,rtment:
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Sale of ammunition to National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 983.
Ordnance Establisl1ment:
Output, capacity, etc.:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 35, 36.
Ordnance Material, Proceeds of Sale:
Appropriations, 52.
Ordnance Service :
Approp.ciations, 52.
Ordnance Stores :
Inspection of:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 123.
Ordnance Stores and Re11airs:
Platte, Department of, 174.
Ordnance Stores, e.tc. :
· Appropriations, 52.
Oregon:
Pay, etc., of volunteers in 1855-'56:
Appropriations, 68.
Organization of the Aru1y :
Remarks of the Adjutant-General, 189, 190.
Osage River, Mo. and Kans.:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Oswego, N. Y. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Otis, Brig. Gen. E. S.:
Annual report, 154-163.
Mentioned, 73, 79, 94.
Otter Creek, Vt. :
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Ouachita River, Ark. and La.:
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Outdoor Relief:
See Branch Homes.
Remarks, Inspector-General :
National Home, 989.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 656.
Outlnvaite, Hon. Joseph H.:
Member, Board of Ordnance and Fortification,
933.

Overcoat and helter-Tent, Combined:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 276.
Overshoes, Arctic:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 276.

INDEX.
Owen, 'f. It.:
Torpedo of, mentioned, 914.
Pacific Branch, National Home:
See Branch Homes.
Report of inspection, 1007.
Pacific Coast:
Survey of, between Points Duma and Capistrane, Cal.:
Appropriation, 58.
Pacific Coast Gun l<'actory, Board on:
See Board on Pacific, etc.
P11lm Beach and Biscayne Bay, Fla.:
.Appropriation, surveys of, 62.
Pamlico and Tar Rivers, N. C.:
.Appropriation, improving, 61.
Pamunkey ltiver, Va.:
.Appropriation, improving, 61.
Parapet, Experimental:
.Allotments (two) for construction of, 937.
Mentioned, 913, 926, 937.
Parker, Maj. lticl1. C.:
Secy. and Treas., Soldiers' Home, D. C., 651.
Parker, W. H.:
Method of coast defense, 913.
P:ukhurst, Lieut. C. D.:
.Additional allotment for telescopic sight, 937.
Revocation of part of allotment, etc., 938.
Telescopic sight of, mentioned, 914.
Parks:
See Battlefield Parks.
Milit.ary Parks.
National Military Parks.
National Parks.
Remarks, Secretary of W ar, 43-45.
Pascagoula Itiver, lUiss. :
.Appropriation, improving, 62.
Passo Cavallo, Tex. :
.Appropriation, improving, 63.
Passaic ltiver, N. J. :
.Appropriation, improving, 60.
Pass Privileges:
Southern BrancL, National Homo:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 1048.
Pasquotank River, :X. C.:
.Appropriation, improving, 61.
Pafapsco River, Md.:
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Patchogue River, N. Y.:
.Appropriation, improving, 50.
Patients:
See Branch Homes.
Soldiers' Home, D. U. :
Remarks, Inspector-General, 661.
Patten, Capt. W. ., A. Q. lll.:
Mentioned, 133.
l'atuxent ltiver, lUd.:
Appropriation, improving. 60.
Ptmcatuck River, R. I.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Pawtucket River, R. I.:
Appropriation, improving, 50.
Paxton, Lieut. A. R.:
, 'pecial inspection duty, 101, 224.
Pay:
Uivilian clerks, 70.
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Pay--Contin11ed.
Enlisted men, 79.
Noncommissioned officers, 197.
Pny and Bounty:
War claims of volunteers, their widows, etc. :
.Appropriations, 67, 68.
Pay Corps:
Changes in personnel, 584.
Increase in number of paymasters, 585.
Number and duties of paymasters:
Remarks, Secretary of ·war, 13.
Pay, etc., of tile Army:
Appropriations, 51.
.Appropriation for 1807, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Remarks:
Bliss, Brigadier-General, 169.
Coppinger, Brigadier-General, 175 .
Pay DeJ)artment:
.Annual report, 579-591.
.Accounts with appropriations, 588, 589.
Balances in hands of paymasters, etc., 579, 590,
501.
.Appropriations, disbursements, etc., 579, 587.
Collections by, 584.
Soldiers' deposits, 581,582.
Funds, 579.
Mileage, 580, 581, 586.
Disbursements, Military .Auatlemy, 580.
Paymasters' accounts, 582.
Payments, 580, 583, 584.
Paymasters, 584, 585.
Pay trips, 586.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 11-13.
Retainecl pay, 584.
Travel over land-grant roads, 581.
Volunteers, pay of, etc., 580.
Paymaste1·-General:
.Annual r eport, 579-591.
Remarks:
.Appropriations, pay, etc., of tbe.Arrny,570-581.
Soldiers' deposits, 581, 582.
Paymasters' accounts, 582, 583.
Payments, 583 .
Work of tho Pay Corps, 583,584.
R otained pay, 584.
Personuel of tho Pay Corps, 584.
Necessities of tho service, 585 .
Increased disbursements to the .A1·my, 570.
Paymaster-General's Office:
.Appropriation for s:tlaries of, 50.
P:tynrn.sters:
Increaso in number of, 585.
umber aml duties of:
Remarks, ecretar .v of War, 13.
Paymasters' Accounts:
Prompt rendition of, and retention of, in Paymaster-G on ral's Oflice:
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 582.
Payment of 'froops:
Remarks:
.Arnold, Col. .A.K.,177.
S cretary of War, 11-13.
Payments:
J3y tho Pay Corps of th .Army:
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 583, 584.
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Pny Trips:
Statement of, made by paymasters, etc., 586.
Pearl River, Miss.:
.Appropriation, improving, 62.
Pearson, Capt. D. C., 211 Cav.:
Mentioned, 152.
Pease Creek and Clutrlottc Harbor, Fla.:
Appropriation, improving channel, 56.
Pedestals for Statues:
.Appropriatio:1s for, 50.
Peerstone, E. D.:
Automobile torpedo, mentioned, 914.
Pennington, Lieut. Col. A. C. M., 4th Art.:
Mentioned, 133.
Penobscot River, Me.:
.Appropriation, improving, 59.
Pensacola, Fla. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Defenses; remarks and recommendations, Maj.
Gen. Commanding, 77.

Phipps, Maj. F. IL-Continued.
Member Board of Ordnance and Fortification,
933.

Phmnix, Fort, Mass.:
Location, etc., 96.
Photographing:
Posts in Department of the Missouri, 13:i.
Photographs, War:
lfoport on, by Chief Signal Officer, 607 .
Pickens, Fort, Fla. :
Location, etc., 97 .
Pikes Peak, Colo. :
Road to the signal station on:
.Appropriation. 66.
Pilot Butte, Camp, Wyo.:
Location, etc., 97.

Piper, 1st Lieut. A. R., 15th Inf.:
Mentioned, 145.
Pi1)er, Lieut. S. B., Arizona N. G.:
Mentioned, 145.
Peusacola Harbor, Fla.:
Pitcher, Capt. J., 1st Cav.:
Accommodations for troops, inadequate, 37.
Mentioned, 149.
Pensaukee, Wis,:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
Plane Tables:
Allotment for purchase of, 937.
Peusioners and Pension Fund:
See Branch Homes.
Mentioned, 912,937.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Platform Pates:
National Home, 988.
R evocation, part of allotment for, 934 .
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 655.
Platforms:
.Allotment for disappearing gun carriages, 937.
Stat.istical tables, National Home, 1078, 1079.
Revocation, part of allotment for, 935 .
Pentwater, Mich.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Platte, Department of the :
Per Capita Expense :
Alcoholism, 174.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Annual report, 170-176.
National Home, 213, 981.
A.rms and equipments, 174.
Soldiers' Home, D. C. , 656.
Artillery practice, 172.
Statistical tables, National Home, 1076.
Bannock Indians, 170,171.
Peritoneal Abscess:
Barracks and quarters, 175.
Report of Surg. J. Van R. Hoff, 504.
Cavalry mounts and remounts, 175.
Report of Asst. Surg. W. L. Kneedler, 505.
Construction and repairs, 175.
Permanent Fund:
Courts-martial, 172,173.
Soldiers' Home, D. C. :
Extra duty, 173.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 655.
Fort Crook garrisoned, 171
Perry, Leslie ,J.:
Fort Omaha abandoned, 171.
Board of Publication, War Records, 624.
Garrisons, 92, 94.
Personnel of the Army:
Gymnasiums, 172.
Remarks, Maj. Gen. Commanding, 74.
Health of the t.roops, 174.
"Indian Race Horse" Case, 171.
Personnel:
Signal Corps, 605.
Location of troops, 171.
Pesce, G. L.:
L:vceums, 172.
Submarine boat of, mentioned, 913.
I~spection, 173.
Petaluma Creek, Cal.:
Instruction, 172.
.Appropriation, improving, 65.
Movements of troops, 170.
Noncommissioned officers' school, 172.
Petoskey, Mich.:
Ordnance stores, etc., 174 .
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Payments to enlisterl me11, 175.
Philadelphia, Pa.:
Position and distribution of troops, 171.
Appropriation, improving harbor between CamPost exchanges, 172-175.
den, N. J., and, 56.
Post gardens, 174.
Defenses; remarks and recommendations, Maj.
Practice marches , 171, 172.
Gen. Commanding, 77.
Shoshone Indians, 171.
Quartermaster's depot:
Signaling, 172.
Remarks, Maj. J.P. Sanger, 122.
Special-service corps, 173.
Phipps, Maj. F. H.:
Staff depa;::tment reports, reference to, 176.
Reports onTarget practice, 172.
Heavy rapid-fire guns, 016.
Trials by courts-martial, 251-255.
High explosives, 924.

INDEX.
Plattsburg, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Plattsburg Barracks, X. Y.:
Barracks and quarters, expenditures, 37.
Headquarters 21st Infantry, 99.
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86.
Plaquemine, Bayou, La.: ·
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Pleurisy and Pneumonia:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 477.
Plotting, System of, etc.:
Weaver, Lieut. E. M., 935.
Plumbing, etc.:
Expenditures, 277, 298.
Plymouth, lllass.:
..Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54.
Pneumatic Disappearing Gun Carriage:
A.ppropriations, 53.
Report, progress of construction, 918.
Revocation, part of allotment for. ammunition,
etc., 936.
Pneumatic Dynamite Guns:
..Appropriations, 53.
Pneumatic Gun :
See Klinger.
Mefford.
Pneumatic Torpedo and Construction Co.
Sims-Dudley.
Pneumatic Torpedo and Construction Compauy:
Guns of, mentioned, 913.
System for throwing high explosives, 926.
Pueumonia and Pleurisy:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 477.
Point Capistrane, Cal, :
Survey of Paci:fic Coast between Point Duma
and:
Appropriation, 58.
Point Duma, Ca.I. :
Survey of Pacific Coast between Point Capietrane and:
Appropriation, 58.
Polnt Judith, R. I.:
Appropriation, harbor of refuge at, 55.
A.ppropriation, improving entrance to, 55.
Polarizing Photo-Chronograph:
..Allotment, 937.
Remarks, Board of Ord. and Fort., 9'37.
Pool, Robert, & Sons Company:
See Robert Pool & Sona Oompany.
Popham, Fort, Me. :
Location, etc., 97.
Population:
See Branch Homes; Members.
Porcupine Islands, llle. :
Breakwater from Mount Desert to:
..Appropriation, 54.
Portage Lake, Mich.:
Appropriation, harbor of refuge at, 57.
Portage Lake an<l Lnke Superior Shlp Canals:
Appropriation , examination of, 64.
Port Chester, N. Y. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Port Clinton, Ohio:
..Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
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Porter, Gen. Fitz Jolm:
Use of military balloons by, 602.
Porter, Fort, N. Y.:
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86.
Port Jefferson, N. Y.:
..Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Portland, llle.:
Appropriation, improving channel in Back
Cove, 54.
Sites for seacoast defense, 22.
Portlancl Harbor, Me.:
Accommodations for troops inadequate, 37.
Portland, Oreg.:
Defenses; remarks, Maj. Gen. Commanding, 77.
Portrait:
..Appropriation for, of Benjamin Harrison, 51.
Portsmoutll, i'lle. :
A.ppropriation, improving harbor, 54.
Portsmouth, N. H. :
Defenses; remades, MaJ. Gen. Commanding, 77.
Port Wasltington, Wis.:
..Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
Position Finders:
See Range and Position Finders.
Postage to Postal Union Countries:
Appropriation for War Dl'partment, 50.
Post Buildings:
Remarks, Maj. Gen. Commanding, 74.
Post Exclmnges:
Description, etc., 82.
Financial operations, etc., 82.
Remarks:
Bliss, Brigadier-General, 169.
Coppinger, Brigadier-General, 172,175.
Inspector-General, 115.
Maj. J. P. Sanger, 116.
Secretary of War, 10.
Post Fund:
See Branch Homes.
National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 982.
Post Fund Employees:
Statistical tables, National Home, 1076.
Post Fund Businl>SS:
Statistical tables, National Rome, 107'i.
Post Gardens:
Platte, Department of, 174.
Post-Graduate Schools:
East, Department of:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 83.
Ruger, Maj. Gen. Thos. H., 132.
Post Libraries:
Remarks:
.d.rnold, Col. A. K., 177.
Frank, Col. R. T., 183.
Major-General Commanding, 71.
Post Lyceums:
ee Lyceums.
Remarks, ecretary of War, 9.
Post l'llefiSCS:
ce Ooneolidated JJfea,es; 1Jfes1e11.
Post Schools:
Remarks:
Adjntant-General, 83 .
Coppinger, Brigadier-General, 172.
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Post Schools-Continued.
Remarks-Continued.
Inspector-General, 112.
Major-General Commanding, 74.
Post Telegraph and Telephone Lines:
Construction of telepho!!e exchange at Fort
Leavenworth, 599.
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 599.
Posts and Garrisons:
See Gar1·isons, Posts, and R,eservations.
Posts, Military:
See Military Posts and Re1;ervations.
Postluunous Fund:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 216.
Potomac River:
.Accommodation for troops below Washington,
inadequate, 37.
.Appropriation, improving, 60 .
.Arlington memorial bridge, 47.
.Aqueduct bridge, 47.
Bridge across Eastern Branch, appropriation
for,51.
Memorial bridge over:
See Memorial Bridge.
Raising the dam at Great Falls:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 46.
Water rights, etc., Great Falls of the, 51.
Erection of fish ways at Great Falls of the, 51.
Ponchos, Rubber:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 276.
Powder:
See Cologne; Nobel; Smokeless.
Allotment for purchase of, 937.
lfovocation of part of allotment:
For purchase of, abroad, 035.
For p!:!rchase of brown, 938.
For purchase of Germ:rn, 936.
Powder and Projectiles:
.Appropriation-proceeds of sale, 53.
Powcler Depot, Dover, N. J.:
.Appropriations, 56.
Powller Depots:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 221Powder Pneumatic Gun:
Sims-Dudley system:
Mentioned, 912.
Remarks, Board of Ord. and Fort., 925
Powders:
Charcoal, and smokeless :
Romark , Secretary of War, 36.
Powell, Col. W. H., 11th Inf.:
Mentioned, HO.
l'owow River, llla8s,:
.Appropriation, improving, 59.
Practice llfarche ·, Field Maneuvers, et·.:
.Army, 73, 75.
.Artillery school, l 84.
California, department of, 16.J, 164.
Colorado, department of the, 148.
Columbia, department of the, 156.
Dakota, department of, 138.
East, department of the, 131,132.
Expenditures summer encampments, etc.:
Remarks:
Quartermaster-General, 277.
Platte, department oftbe, 171,172.

Practice Marches, Field Maneuvers, etc.-Cont'd.
Texas, department of, 169.
Remarks:
.Bliss, Brigadier-General, 169.
Brooke, .Brigadier-General, ms.
Coppinger, Brigadier-General, 171-172.
Forsyth, Brigadier-General, 163-164.
Frank, Colonel, 184 . .
Inspector-General, 111.
Maj. ~n. Commanding, 73, 75.
Rugar, Major-General, 131, 132.
Secretary of War, 9.
Wheaton, Brigadier-General, 148.
Preble, Fort, lUe. :
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86 .
President of the Unite<l States:
To name ten cadets to Military .Academy, 15 .
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. :
Barracks and quarters expendit,ures, 37.
Flume and ditches on reservation, 206.
Gateways and walls, 296.
Headquarters, 3d .Arty., 99.
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 90.
Improvements, 295.
Remarke:
Miller, Capt. C. P ., 295-297.
Quartermaster-General, 278.
Road to national cemetery, appropriation, 6G.
Trees and tree culture, 295.
Pressure Gauges:
Allotment for, 937.
Prevalence of Special Diseases
Remarks, Surgcon-General,rt,ports,etc., 422-477.
Printing and Binding, etc.:
Remarks:
Arnold, Col. .A.. K., 177 .
Frank, Col. Royal T:, 184.
Prisoners of War:
.Apache Indians:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 39, 40.
Commutation of rations to, in rebel States:
Appropriations, 68.
Establishment of Indian, upon military reservations:
.Appropriation, 67.
Indian. See Indian Prisoners.
Private Property:
Claims of officers and men of the .Army for destruction of:
Appropriation , 68.
Professors, Military:
.A.t colleges, 194.
Projectiles:
See Cobham .
Cole .
Gray.
Hargrl)ve.
Harroun.
Justin.
Klaeher.
Mefford.
Mottram.
Tnrpin.
Wiard.
Gyroscopic (Turpin's), 013.
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Projectiles and Powder:
.Appropriation, proceeds of sale, 53.
Property:
Claims for destruction of private:
Appropriation, 68.
Losses of subsistence, 316.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Natfonal Home, 985.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 657.
Sales of subsistence, 317.
Statement of, rented by Q. M. Dept., 302.
Statistical tables, National Home, 1081, 1082, 1084
Property ancl Horses Lost in the Military Service:
Appropriations, 67.
Protection Against }'ire:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 113.
Providence Hospital:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 395.
Providence River, R. I.:
Removal Green J" acket Shoal:
Appropriation, 59.
Providence River and Narrag:msett Bay, R. I.:
A.ppropriation, improving, 59.
Provincetown, Mass. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54.
Proving Ground, Sandy Hook, N. ,J.:
.Appropriations, 53.
Public .Animals:
See Oavalry and A. rtillery Horses;
Horses; Vehicles and animals .
Remarks, Inspector-General, 123.
Publication of Records o'f the Rebellion:
Appropriation for salar;es of office of, 50.
PulJlications, DistrilJution of Government:
Remarks, .Adjutant-General, 190.
Publication s, l<'oreigu, etc.:
Remarks, .A.d_jutant-General, 190.
Public Buildings :
See Branch Homes.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Army posts, 116.
Soldiers' Home, D. C., 653.
Remarks, Lieut. Col. H. W. Lawton:
Army posts, 117.
Publi c Buildiugs and Grounds:
.Appropriation for salaries of office of, 50.
Appropriation, contingent expenses, 50.
Public Documents:
Distribution of, 608.
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 608.
Public Property:
See Inspection; Property.
Public W01·ks:
.Appropriations, 52-5l.
Near Little Rock, Ark:
Remarks, Inspcctor-Geueral, 219.
Puget Sound, Wash.:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Defenses, 77.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 37.
Site for new military post on, 158, 160.
Waterwayt1 connecting Lakes Union anu Wasl1ington with :
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Pulaski, Fort, Ga.:
Location, «::tc., 97.

Pullman Coach:
Presentation of, by S. F. Scott to National Rome,
1022.

Pultneyville, N. Y. :
Appropriation, improviug harbor at, 55.
Punishment of Crimes:
L egislation suggested, 239, 240.
Punishment of Military Prisoners:
Legislation suggested, 239, 240.
Remarks:
Clous, Lieut. Col. J". W., 243,244.
Judge-.A.dvocate-General, 239,240.
PurchaseR:
See Branch Homes.
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, !i58.
Purchasing stations of Subsil:1tence Department
discontinued, 316.
Quadrant:
Lewis, Lieut. I. N ., mentione1l, 914
Quartermaster-General:
Annual report, 273-310.
Rem arks, 273-281.
(iuartermaster-General' s Otllce:
Annual report, 273-310.
.Appropriation for salaries of, 50.
Construction and repairs division:
Report of' operations of, 200-310.
Quartermaster's De1iartment:
See Supply departments; Statist'ical tables, National Home.
Annual report, 273-310.
.Appropriations:
Inciuental expenses, 51.
Regular supplies, 51.
Remitted from regular and indefinite, 287.
Duties of the, 274.
.Expenditures for tablewar e and cooking utensils, 278.
Expenditures, water snpply, sewertLge, etc., '!.77,
298.

Financial statements, 273, 282-290 .
Incidental expenses :
Appropriations for 1897, :i.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1890, 3 .
Regular supplies:
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for. 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Remarks:
Inspector-General, 118.
Lawton, Lieut. C.:ol. H. W., 119 .
Repairs authorized, 291.
Statement of property renteu bJ, 302.
Steamboats owned by, etc., 277.
Transportation; practice marchefl, eic., 277.
Quartermaster' s Depot:
Je:fli rson.-ille, Ind.:
Remarks, Lieut. Col. P. D. Vroom, 123.
Philauelphia, Pa.:
Remarks, Maj. J.P. Sanger, 122.
St. Louis, Mo.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 12~.
Quartermaster's Depots:
Remark&, Inspector-General, 218.
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Quartermaster Stores:
Department of Texas, 169.
For Wyoming, appropriation, 67.
Quartermaster Supplies:
Remarks, Inspector- 3-eneral, 122.
Quarters and Barracks and Hospital Construction:
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Quarters, Sanitary Condition:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 518.
Quinton, First Lieut, W.W., Assistant Surgeon:
Mentioned, 177.
·
Racine, Wis. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58
Raccoon River, N. J.:
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Ratl'erty, Lieut. W. C.:
.J..llotment (addl.) for multiplying scale, 937.
Elevation indicator of, mentioned, 914, 924.
Multiplying scale of, mentioned, 914, 9~4, 937.
Relocator of, mentioned, 914, 938,947.
Report on deviation index of, 968.
Report on relocator of, 947.
Revocation, part of allotment for replotter arm
for relocator, 938.
Rags and Vlippings :
See Branch Homes.
R-ailroads, Laud-Grant:
Payment for travel over:
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 581.
R-ailroad Service :
Texas, Department of:
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Z. R. Bliss, 169.
Ramierez, Franco:
l!'ilibuster, 145.
Raucocas Riwr, N. J.:
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Randlett, Jllaj. J. F., 9th Cav.:
Mentioned, 150.
Range and Position Finders:
Aide- Tireur.
See .Aide-'l'ireur.
Barr and Stroud.
See Barr and Stroud.
Board on Regulation of Seacoast Artillery Fire.
See Board on, etc.
Crump range :finder.
See Grump, W. E.
Field range fintlers.
See Aicle-Tireur.
Weldon.
Huge.
Fiske range finders.
'ee Fiske, Li,eut. B . .A.
Fortress range finder.
See Barr and Stroud .
Gaillard range :finder.
See Gaillard.
Greenough range finder.
See Greenough.
Horizontal base range :finder.
See Horizontal.
Lewis position finder.
See Lewis, Lieut. I. N.

Range and Position Finc!ers-Continued.
Nolan range :finder.
See Nolan, etc.
Remarks, Board of Ord. and Fort., 922.
Ruckman-Crosby range :finder.
See Ruckma.n , etc.
Range Finder Board:
Report of (Appendix B), 939.
Range Finders :
Remarks, Col. R. T. Frank, 185.
Ranges and Azimuths:
Western Electric Co., plan for signaling, 913.
Ranges, Shooting Galleries, etc. :
See Rifle ranges.
Shooting galleries and ranges.
Target ranges .
Rapid-Fire Field Guns:
Remarks, Board of Ord. and Fort., 917,918.
Rapid-Fire Gun Mounts:
Remarks, Board of Ord. and Fort., 920 .
Rapid-Fire Gm1s:
See Armstrong.
Canet.
Dashiell.
Driggs.
Fletcher.
Gerdom.
Hotchkiss.
Schneider.
Seabury.
Sponsel.
Heavy rapid-fire guns.
Allotment for construction of 5-inch, 934, 936, 937.
Five-inch rapid-fire gun, mentioned, 913.
Remarks, SecretaryofWar, 27.
Six-inch rapid-fire gun, mentioned, 914.
Rappal111n11ock River, Va.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Raritan Bay, N. J. :
Appropriation, improving, 56.
Raritan River, N. J.:
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Raskazoft' Siege Carriage:
R e,ocations (two), parts of allotments for, 935.
Rations:
Claims for commutation, 68.
Emergency.
See Emergency Ration.
Issue of, to officers and servants, 317.
Raymond, Capt. T. U., Assistant Surgeon:
Mentioned, 177.
Rebellion Records:
See Official Records of the War of the Rebellion.
Rebellion, War of tile:
See War of the .Rebellion.
Reber, Lieut. Samuel:
Experiments in field telephony, 598.
Experiments with wire-reeling device, 598.
In charge military telegraph lines, Department
of Texas, 595.
Mentioned, 170.
Signal officer, Department of Texas, 605.
Receipts and Expenditures:
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 655.
Statistical tables, National Home, 1074, 10';7, 1079.

INDEX.
Recorel and Pension Office, Chief of:
Annual report, 613-618.
Record and Pension Office, War De1iartment:
Annual report, 613-618.
Appropriation for salaries of, 50.
Character, etc., of the work of, 613.
Military Records:
Index-record card system, 616,617.
Indfa,n wars, 617.
Mexican war, 617.
War of 1812, 616.
War of the Rebellion, 617.
War of the Revolution, 616,617.
Transcripts of:
Applications for, 618.
Legislation, act of March 2, 1895, 618.
Orders, Secretary of War, 618.
Remarks, Chief Rec. and Pension Office, 618.
Reduction of clerical force, 618.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 38.
Removal of charges of desertion, 614.
Remuster:
Claims for, 616,617.
Legislation proposed, 617.
Work and clerical force of:
Work done during the year, 614.
lteco1·d-l11dex Carel System :
Remarks, Chief Rec. and Pension Office, 616,617.
Records, Army:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 38, 39.
ltecords of the War of the Rebellion:
See Official Reco1'ds of the War of th~ Rebell·ion.
Records, System of Keeping, etc. :
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 199,200.
Records, Transcripts of 1Uilita1·y:
Applications for, 618.
Legislation, act of March 2, 1895, 618.
Orders, Secretary of War, 618.
Remarks, Chief Rec. and Pension Office, Gl8 .
Recruiting:
Appropriation for expenses of, 51.
Remarks:
Secretary of War, 13, 14.
Surgeon-General, 419.
Recruiting Rendezvous:
Li st, 99.
Recruit Rendezvous :
List of, etc., 98.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 221.
Recruiting Service:
Enlistments, etc., 99, 174, 191-104.
Remarks:
A.djutant-General, 99.
Coppinger, .Brigadier-General, 174.
Recruiting Stations:
List, 193.
Recruits and Recruiting Parties:
Meals for, 31G.
Red and Atchafalaya Rivers, La.:
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Red River, La. and Ark.:
A.ppropriation, improving, 63.
Appropriation, improving above
Ark., 63.

Full.on,
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Red River of the Nortll, Minn, and Dak,:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Reed, Surgeon W.:
Ileport of prevalence of malarial fevers, 454.
Reedy Island, Del.:
Appropriation, Ice lu•,r bor at, 56.
Reenlhitments:
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 81, 192-194.
Regimental Bands:
See Bands.
Regiments:
Headquarters of, 99.
Registers:
Greeley ink-writing district:
Revocation, part of allotment for, 930.
Regular Supplies, Q, lU. De1iart111ent:
Appropriations, 51.
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures, 278.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Regulation of Seaco:1st Artillery Fh·o:
See Boa1'd on, etc.
Relief Acts :
Appropriations, 68,
Religious Services :
See Branch Homes.
Soldiers' Jiome, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 653.
Relocating Instruments :
See Rafferty, Lieut. W. C.
Millar, Li eut. E . .A.
Allotment, erection of shelter houso for, 937.
Uomom1ts:
School for training:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 108.
Removal of Charges of' Desertion:
See .Dese1·tion,
Uemuster:
Claims for, 616, 617.
Legislation, proposed, 617.
Reno Fort, Okla.:
Headquarters 10th Infantry, 99.
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troop s, etc., 88.
Rent:
Appropriation for \Var Department for, 50.
Repairs:
Authorized, Qnartermasf,er's Department, 291.
Uepayments:
In excess of payments:
Erection of fish ways, Great Fal1B, 51.
Expenses of recruiting, 51.
Land, rifleraugc, Madison Barracks, N.Y., 5l.
Military establishment (total), 52.
Buildings aud grounds, tc. (total), 51.
S a walls unel embankments, 53.
Forti6cationf:I (total), 53.
Rivers and harbors, 54.- 66.
Rivers ancl harbors (total), 66.
Support ational Ilom D. . S., 67.
Misc11llaneous (total), 67.
Ainsworth, Col. F. C., 68.
J{ol ief acts (total), 68.
Total from July 1, l895, to June 30, 1896, 09.
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Replotter Arm:
Lewis, Lieut. I. N., mentioned, 924.
Reports:
Transportation of, to foreign countries, 51.
Roservations:
See Military Posts flnd Reservations.
Remarks:
Miller, Capt. C. P., 307.
Transferred to Interior Department, 280.
Reservations, Military:
See Military Posts and Reservations.
Reservoirs :
.At h eatl -waters of Mississippi River:
.Appropriations for, 6~.
Retained Pay :
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 584.
Retired Enlisted Men:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 121.
Review:
See Branch Homes.
Revolution, War of tlle:
See War of the Revolution.
Reward s :
For apprehension of deserters, 240, 261, 266, 269.
R emarks:
Dodds, Capt. Frank L., 269.
Glenn, Capt, Edwin F ., 266 .
.Judge-Advocate-General, 24.0.
Sharpe, Capt. .A.. C., 261.
Rheumatic Affections:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 477.
Rice, First Lieut. Sedgwick, 7th (!av.:
Commended, 143.
Mentioned, 142,143,144.
Riding Halls:
See Drill Halls.
Dakota, Department of, 141.
Missouri, Department of, 135.
Rifle Ranges:
See Target Ranges; Shooting Galleries and

Ranges.
Bellevue, Omaha, Nebr., 51.
Land near Madison Barracks, N. Y., for, 51.
Texas, Department of, 168.
Riley, Fort, Kans. :
Headquarters 1st Cavalry, 99.
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 88.
Practice marches, 75.
Remarks, Col. .A. K . .Arnold, 176.
Ringgold, Fort, Tex.:
Telegraph line to Fort McIntosh, Tex. :
.Appropriation, Signal ervice, 66.
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops , etc ., 90 .
Remarks, Brig. Gen . Z. R. Bli s, 165.
Rio Grande, ."arigo.tion on:
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Z. R. Bliss, 165.
Rio Grande, Xavigation of:
R emarks, Brig. Gen. Z. R. Bliss, 166.
Rivas, Loreto :
Filibuster, 145.
Rivers, Lieu ::. W. ('., l. t Cav.:
Mentioned, 149.
Rivers nnd Harbors :
.Appropriations, 54-66.

Rivers and Harbors-Continued.
.Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
· Examinations, surveys, and contingencies of:
A.ppropriation, 66.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 40-43.
Roads:
To national cemeteries:
.Appropriations, 66.
Roads, Roadways, Walks, etc.:
Remarks:
Miller, Capt. C. P., 296 .
Quartermaster-General, 277.
Roaclways:
See Roads, Roadways, etc.
Roanoke River, X. C.:
Appropriation, impro,ing, 61.
Robe, Maj. C. F.:
Special inspection duty, 101, 224.
Robert Pool & Sons Company:
Contract for mortar carriages, 24.
Mortar-carriage construction, 30.
Roberts, Capt. C. S.:
Special inspection duty, 101, 224.
Robertson Machine Gun:
Revocation, part of allotment for ammunition,
936.
Robinson, Asst. Surg. S. Q.:
Report of, on radical cure of hernia, 492
Robinson, Fort, Nebr.:
Headquarters, 9th Cavalry, 99.
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 92.
Rem:1rks, Brig. Gen. J. J. Coppinger, 172,175.
Rock Island Arsenal, Ill.:
.Appropriations, 52.
. Location , etc., 98.
Output, 35.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 35, 36.
Rock Isl:uul Bridge, Ill.:
.Appropriatiom1, 52.
Rockland, lUe.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor, 54.
Rodman Gun, lo-inch:
Revocation, allotment for modifying, 935.
Uogors, U. JI.:
Method of harbor defense by naphtha fl a.me, !l14.
Rohl-Smith, Carl :
Design for statue submitted by, 47.
Ilondout, N. Y.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at. 55.
Roster of Subsistence Departm ent:
June 30, 1896, 320.
Rouge River, Mich.:
.Appropriation, improving, 64.
Turning basin :
Appropriation for, 64.
Rough River, Ky. :
.Appropriation, improvin~, 64.
Rubber Poncl1o s :
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 276.
Ruckman- Crosby Range Finder:
Mentioned, 914, 923.
Ruger, Mnj. Gen. T. H.:
Annual report, 131-134.
Mentioned, 73, 94 .

INDEX.
Ruggles, Brig. Gen. G. D., A. lfl.:
Annual report, l 89-200.
Mentioned, 73.
Ruhlen, Capt. G., A. Q• M.:
Mentioned, 177.
Rupture:
See Hernia.
Sabine Pass, Tex.:
· Appropriation, improving, 63.
Sabine River, Tex.:
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Sacketts Harbor, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 56.
Saco TI.iver, Me.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Sacramento River, Cal.:
.Appropriation, survey of, 58.
Sacramento and Feather Rivers, Cal.:
.Appropriation, improving, 65.
Saginaw River, lllich.:
Appropriation, improving, 64.
Sailors and Soldiers:
State or Territorial Homes for disabled:
Appropriations for, 67.
St. Augustine, Fla.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
St. Clair Flats Canal, Mich.:
Appropriation, improving, 64.
St. Croix River, Ille.:
Appropriation, improving, 69.
St. Croix River, Wis. and lllbm.:
Appropriation, improving, 64.
St. Francis River, Ark.:
Appropriation, improving, 63.
St. Francis River, lUo.:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
St. Francis Barracks, Fla.:
Headquarters, 1st Artillery, 99.
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribntinn of troops, etc., 86.
St. Joseph, lllich.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
St. J'ose1>h River, lllich.:
Appropriation, improving, 64.
St. Louis, lllo .:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Quartermaster's depot:
Remark , Inspector-General, 122.
St. Louis Bay and Superior Bay, Wis.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
St. Louis Powder Depot, Mo.:
Location, etc .. 98.
St. Lawrence River, N.Y.:
Appropriation, improving, 60.
St. Marys lfalls Canal:
Traffic through:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 42.
Saint lllarys Falls Canal and t. lUarys River:
.Appropriation, improving, 64.
Saint Marys River, lllich.:
Appropriation, improving, 64.
r w lock at the falls of:
Remarks, 1:cretary of War, 42.
Hay Lake Channc,l:
Remarks, .'ecr tary of Var, 42.
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Saint Marys River and Saint Marys Falls Canal,
Mich.:
Appropriation, improving, 64.
St. Philip, Fort, La. :
Location, etc., 97.
Salaries and Contingent Expenses, War Dept.:
Appropriation for fiscal year ending .June 30,
1897, 3.
Appropriations, War Department, etc., 50.
Estimates for fiscal year ending.June 30, 1898, :1.
Expenditures for fiscal year ending June 30,
1896, 3.
Salcido, Jose:
Filibuster, 145.
Salem, Mass. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 5-i.
Sales at Auction:
See Account of Sales at Auction.
Of condemned subsistence stores and property,
317.
Of subsistence stores, proposed amendment of
law, 318.
Of subsistence stores on credit, 317,3 18.
Of stores:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 219.
Sales, proceells of:
Appropriation, ordnance material, 52.
Appropriation, powder an<l projectiles, .58.
Salkalmtch.:io River, S. C.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Sam Houston, Fort, Tex.:
Headquarters 5th Cavalry, 99.
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, r,ic., 90.
Remarks, Brig-Gen. Z. R. Bliss, 168.
San Antonio Arsenal, Tex. :
Location, etc., 98.
Sand neacl1, lUich.:
Appropriation, harbor of refuge nt, 57.
San Bernardino, Arlz.:
Military telegraph lin e from, Bisbee, Ari,1. 596.
Sau Carlos, Ariz.:
Location, etc., 97.
Subpost to Fort Grant:
Inspection , 151.
Sitn Diego, C11l. :
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
Defem,es; r emarks and recomm endations, Maj .
Gen. Commanding, 77.
San Diego Ilarmcks, Cal.:
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., !JO.
Sandusky City, Ohio:
Appropriation, improving harbor at., 57.
Sandy Bay, Capo Ann, lllass.:
Aprffopriation, lrnrbor of refuge at., 54.
Sandy Hook, N. J.:
Appropriation, proving gro und; 5:'I.
Sanrly Ilook Proving f1round:
Allotments for:
Experim ntal material, 937.
Pnrcba e of plane tab! s, !l37.
Ren wal of traverse and removnl of loa<lin.,.
magazin , 937.
Appropriation, 53.
Location, etc., 98.
.Remarks, Inspector-fl neral, 221.
1

0
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Sau Francisco, Cal.:
Appropriation, survey of harbor, 58.
Breakwater, etc., between Straits of Fuca ancl:
Appropriation, 58.
Construction of military cable to Alcatraz Islan<l, Cal. , 596.
System of military cables for harbor of, 604.
Defenses; remarks and recommendations, Maj.
Gen. Commanding, 77.
Sauger, Maj. J, P.:
Remarks :
College arms and equipments, 229.
Discipline at colleges, 227.
Forms and records at colleges, 225.
Hospital corps, 113.
Inspection of colleges, 223 .
Military professors, 225.
Post exchanges, 116.
Quartermaster's depot, Philadelphia, 122.
Station and work performed, 100, 101.
Sanitary Condition of Posts:
Artillery School, 185.
Sanitary Conditions of the Army:
Remarks, Surgeon-General:
Clothing, 530.
Drainage and sewerage, 520.
Foorl,530.
Habits of the men, 531.
Quarters, 518.
Water supplies, 523.
San Joaquin River, Cal.:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Appropriation, survey of, 58.
San Luis Obispo, Cal.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58
Sau Pablo Bay, Cal.:
Appropriation, survey of, 58.
Examination for deep-water harbor:
Appropriation, 58.
Santa Monica Bay, Cal.:
Examination for deep-water harbor:
Appropriation, 58.
Santa Teresa Fanatics:
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Frank Wheaton, 145.
Santee River, S. C,:
.Appropriation, improving, 62.
Saugatuck, Micl1.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Saugatuck Ri'fer, Conn.:
Appropriation, improvin g, 59.
Saugerties, N. Y.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Sault Ste. Marie River, Mich.:
H ay Lake Channel :
Approrriation, improving, 64.
Savannah, Ga.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 56.
Defenses; remarks and recommendations, Maj.
Gen. Commanding, 77.
Sawtelle, Brig. Gen. C. G.:
Mentioned, 133.
Quartermaster-General, U.S. Army, 281.
Scammel, Fort, Jlle.:
Location, etc., 97.
Scarlet Fever:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 422.

Schmidt, General vou:
Principles of cavalry inspections, 108.
.Schneider Rapid-Fire Gun:
Revocation of part of allotment for:
Purchase of, 938.
Purchase of powcler for, 938.
Schnepf, John:
Metliod of ~un construction, 913.
Scllofteld, Capt. C. B., 2d Cav.:
Mentioned, 152.
Sclloftelcl, Lieut. Gen. ,T. 111.:
Remarks:
Line organization, 7,
Scllool, Army Medical:
See Army Medical School.
Scllool Site:
Fort McClary (Me.) Milit,ary Reservatiou:
.Appropriation, 53.
Schools:
See Army Schools,
Engineer School ,
Noncommissioned Officers ' 8cbools,
Post Schools,
Service Schools,
Post graduate.
Artillery, see Artillery.
Infantry and Cavalry, see Infantry, etc.
Schroeder, Lieut. Commander Seaton, U.S. N.:
Member of joint Army ancl Navy Board on revision of signal code, 601.
Schuyler, Fort, N. Y.:
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc. , 86.
Schuylkill Rh-er, Pa.:
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Scituate, Mass. :
Appropriation, impro\'iug harbor at, 54.
Scorpion of Durango, i'tlexico:
Report of Surg. L. M. Maus, 514-516.
Scott, Capt. H. L., 7th Cav.:
Mentioned, 136.
Scott, S. F.:
Presentation by, of Pullman coach to National
Home, 1022.
Scott Lights:
Revocation, part of allotment for, 934.
Scouts aud Fights:
Colorado, Department of, 142-144.
Scriven, Capt. George P. :
Station and duty, 605.
Seabury Gun:
Mentioned, 917.
Revocation, part of allotment for purchase
6-pounder, 934.
Seacoast Artillery Fire :
See Board on R egitlations of, etc .
Seacoast aud Fo1·tiftcations Defe111,es:
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Appropriations for sites, 58.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1890, 3.
Seacoast Batteries :
For instruction of militia:
Appropriation, 67.
Seacoast Defenses:
Appropriations, 20, 21, 26.
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Seacoast Defenses-Continued.
Appropriations for purchase of sites, 53.
Barracks and quarters appropriations, 38.
Bethlehem Iron Company contracts, 20, 22.
Builders' Iron Foundry contracts, 23.
Construction of emplacements, 21, 22.
Disappearing gun carriages, etc., 23, 24.
Dynamite guns, 32, 33.
Emplacements, gun and mortar, 21, 22, 24, 25, 26,
27.
Estimate for fiscal year 1898, 33-35.
Gun and mortar construction, 27, 28.
Gun carriages completed and building, 28-31.
Midvale Steel Company contracts, 23.
Mortar carriage contracts, 24,
Niles Tool Works contract, 23.
Present and prospective condition of, 31-35.
Purchase of sites for, 22.
Rapid-fire guns, 27.
Remarks, etc.:
Major-general commanding, 77.
Ruger, Maj. Gen. T. H., 133.
Secretary of War, 20-35.
Southwark Foundry and Machine Ce. contracts,
23, 24.
State troops for, 132.
Submarine defenses, 22.
Seattle, Wash.:
New military pol.'t at:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 280.
Secretary of War :
.A:i;nual report, 3-69.
Appropriation for salaries, office of, 50.
Letter to Ordnance and Fortification Boarrl 011
subject of its duties, 920.
Remarks:
Acknowledgment to officers, etc., 48.
Aqueduct Bridge, 47.
Arlington Memorial Bridge, 47.
Army records, 38, 39.
Army service and stations, 4, 5.
Barracks and quarters, 37, 38.
Battlefield parks, 43-45.
Corps of Engineers, 8.
Desertion, 14, 15.
Drill and instruction, 8, 9.
Equestrian sta tues, Washington, D. C., 47.
Fiscal affairs, 3, 4.
Hall of Records, 48.
Health of the Army, 10, 11.
Indian prisoners, 39, 40.
Line organization , 6-8.
Military Academy, 15.
Military instruction at colleges, 16.
Ordnance establishments, 35, 36.
Payment of troops, 11-13.
Post exchanges, 10.
Powrlers; tests, etc., 36.
Recruiting, 13, 14.
Rivers an<l lrn.rbors, 40-43.
Seacoast defenses, 20-35.
ervice schools, 16, 17.
Signal Corps, 8.
Staff organization, 8.
tate troops, 17-19.
Strength of the Army, 5, 6.
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Secretary of War-Continued
Remarks-Continued.
Subsistence, 9, 10.
Water supply, Washington, D. C., 46.
Yellowstone National Park, 4.5, 46.
Sl}a Wall, Governors Island, N. Y. Harbor:
Appropriation, 53.
Sea Walls and Embankments:
A.ppropriations, 53.
Service Scl1ools:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 16, 17.
Sewall, Fort, Mass. :
Location, etc., 97.
Sewerage, etc. :
Expenditures, 277, 298.
Sewerage, Drainage and:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 520-523.
Sewerage System :
Fort Monroe; appropriation, 53.
Sewera~e System, Military Posts:
Texas, Department of, 168.
Sharpe, Capt. A. C. :
A.cting judge-advocate, Dept. of the Colorado:
Annual report, 258-261.
Remarks:
Reward for apprehension of deserters, 261.
Mentioned, 153.
Sheboygan, Wis.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
Shedd, C. F. :
Semisubmarine torpedo and dynamite shell, 913.
Shell:
See Carlyle.
Cobham.
Glaser.
Justin.
McKeone.
Shedd.
Sl1elter Houses:
Allotment for, at:
Hamilton, Fort, 937.
Wadsworth, Fort, 937.
Shenandoah River, W. Va.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Sheridan, Oen. P.H.:
Equestrian statue, Washington, D. C.:
Pa. avenue and 13th street as site for, 47.
Pedestal for statue of, 50.
Remarks:
Line organization, 7.
Sheridan, Fort, Ill.:
Headquarters, 4th Regt. Inf., 99.
Means of communication, 97, 98.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86.
herman, Gen. W. T.:
Equestrian statne, Wasl1ington, D. C.:
Design for, accepted and site s lected, 47.
Pedestal for statue of, 50.
Remarks:
Line organization, 6, 7.
berman, Fort, Idaho:
Headquart rs 16th Infa11try, 99.
M ans of commm1ication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, et c., 90.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. E., . Olis, 158.
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Shleld for Infantry:
Coltrin, Charles, 914.
Herring, N. W., 913.
Shiloh National Military Park:
.Appropriation, 54 .
Expenditures ancl balances, 43, 44.
R emark s, Secretary of War, 43, 45.
Slli1) Canal:
Sturgeon Bay and Lake Michigan :
.Appropriation, improving, 64.
Ship Canals:
Examination, Portage Lake and Lake Superior:
A.ppropriation for, 64.
Sllip Cltannel:
Connecting waters of tl1e Great Lakes:
.Appropriation, 59.
Ship Island, Miss.:
Fort at, location, etc., 97.
Shipman, John J.:
.Appropria~ion, relief of, 68.
Shoes:
With rubber heel lifts:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 27B.
Shooting Galleries and Ranges:
See '1.'arget Range&; Rifle Ranges.
.Appropriations, 51.
Shooting Ranges and Uonti11ge11cier; of t11e Army:
.Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3,
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Shop Accounts:
See Branch Homes; General depot, National
Home.
National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 986.
Shrewsbury River,~. J.:
.Appropriation, improving, 60.
Sights:
Best's telescopic, 914, 934.
Bode's quadrant, 914.
Grenfell's night, 934.
Hobbs's breech, 914,924,937.
Parkhurst's telescopic, 914, 9'.l7, 938.
Scott's telescopic, 934.
Signal Code:
Appointment of joint .Army arnl Navy board
to consider revision of, 601.
Return to Myer system, 601.
Signal Corps:
.Annual report of Chief Signal Officer, 593-609.
.Appointment of lieutenant-colonel in, 601.
.Appointment of money clerk for disbursing
officer, 605.
Equipment of, 604.
Experiments and tests, 8.
Increase in, 601.
Long-range heliographing, 602.
Military cable lines, 604.
Military telegraph lines, 595, 596, 609.
Officers of, on detached duty, 605.
Personnel of, 605.
Post practice telegraph lines, 599.
Proficiency in signaling of officerR and ewl-isted
men of the .Army, 600.
Reorganization of, 600, 601.
Signaling instruction, 599-602.

Signal Corps-Continued.
, ignal prop rty acconntability, 605.
Standard of proficiency iu sihrnaling, 600.
ignal Equipment:
Remarks, Chief Signal Officer, 004.
, igualing:
See ]Jfilitary Signaling.
Platte, Department of, 172.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 113.
Western El ctric Company's plan for, rang s
ancl azimuths, 913.
Signal Office :
.Appropriation for salaries of, 50.
Accounts and vouchers examined, 60fJ.
Annual report, Chief Signal Officer, 593-609.
Clerical force ancl clnti s. 606 .
Clerk recommended for clis bursing officer, 605.
Disbursing division, 605.
Property returns examined, 605 .
R port of disbursing officer, 608.
Sigunl Ofllcer, (;hief:
See Ohief Signal OJficer.
Slgual Service:
ApproprM1tlons, 51, 66.
Sill, Fort, Okin.:
Means of communication, 97.
Position an<l distribution of troops, etc., 88 .
Title to lands of reservation in Kiowa and Comanch e Indians, 40.
Sims-Dudley Oun:
Mentioned, 912, 925.
Sim . Torpedo System:
Revocation, partial allotments for, 934.
Sites for Fortifications a11d Seacoast ))e1'enses:
Appropriations, 53.
Sites for !Uilitary Posts:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 37, 38.
Sites for Seacoast Defenses :
.Appropriations, 53.
Appropriation for purchase of, etc., 22.
Siuslaw River, Oreg.:
.Appropriation, improving, 65.
Six-incl1 Rapid-Fire Guns:
I Action, Board of Ord. ancl Fort., 914.
Six-Pounder Gun:
See Driggs Ordnance Oompany; Seabury Gun.
Skull, Gunsl1ot Fracture of, Krag-Jor"'ensen Rifle:
Report, Surg . .A. C. Girard, 508, 509 .
Report, Surg. L. M. Maus, 506-508 .
Sleeping Out of Quarters:
Remarks, Inspector-General, ll8.
Sliding Scale :
See Millar, Lieut. E . .A.
Slocum, Unpt. H. J., 7th Cav.:
Mentioned, 149.
Slocum, Fort,~. Y.:
Cable connection with NElw York City, 604.
Commanding officer and garrison, 86.
Location, etc ., 97.
Recruiting rendezvous, 98.
Small-ArmR Target Practi ce:
Seo Target Practice.
ltemarks, Inspector-General, 112.

INDEX.
Smart, Surgeon C. :
Report of, on increased prevalence of malarial
fevers at Military Academy, 465-471.
Smith, Lieut. Col. G. C., D. Q. .lll. G.:
Mentioned, 170.
Smith, S. B.:
System of torpedo, mentioned, 913.
Smokeless Powder:
See Powder.
Remarks, Board of Ord. and l!'ort., 927.
Remarks, tiecretary of War, 36.
Revocatfon,partofallotmentforpurchaseof, 936.
Smyrna River, Del.:
Appropriation, improving, oO.
Snag and Dredge Boats:
Operating on Upper Mississippi River:
Appropriation for, 63.
Snag Boats:
Operating on Ohio River:
Appropriation for, 64.
Snake (Upper) River, Idaho:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Snake and Upper Columbia ltivers, Oreg. and
Wash.:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Snelling, I<'ort, illinn.:
Headquarters 3d Infantry, 911.
Means of communications, 97.
Position aml clistrilmtion of troops, etc., 88.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. John R. Brooke, 141.
Snohomish River, Wash.:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Societies:
See Branch Homes.
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 653.
Society of the Army of the Tennessee:
Design for statue of General Sherman accepted
by,47.
Soldiers:
Appropriations:
Appliances for disabled, 66 .
Artificial limbs, etc., for disabled, 66.
Burial of indigent, 66.
Headstones for graves of, 66.
Homes for disabled, etc., 67.
Trusses for disabled, 66.
Soldiers and Sailors:
State or Territorial Homes for disabled:
.Appropriations for, 67.
Soldiers' Deposit:
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 581,582.
, 'oldiers' Home, D. ().:
ppropriation, support of, 67.
Admitted, dropped, 636, 637.
Au.ministration, 636-638.
Allowances, nonpensioners, 634.
Amusement Hall, 637-651.
Amusements, 635,637, 652.
Annual reports, 631-674.
Board of Comm is. ion rs, 633-636.
Forward, LiPnt. Col. W. H. , 638-643.
Inspector-General, 657- 674.
Park r, Maj. Ric]Jarcl '., 643,650,664,660,667.
Stanley, Brig. Gen. D. ., 636-638.
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Soldiers' Home, D. C. -Continued.
Appropriations, 634.
Army service of inmates, 652-665.
Band, 653 .
Beneficiaries, 633,636,637.
Billiard and pool tables, 635, 652.
Bill of fare, November 14, 1896, 669.
Board of Commissioners' report, 633,636.
Board meetings, 635.
Buildings, 638,645,653,656,666.
Casualties, 633, 635, 637, 640.
Clothiug, 634, 635, 637, 644, 646, 655, 656.
Chapel, 646, 653.
Chaplain, 653.
Contracts, purchases by, 635.
Contracts, list of' services and supplies, 665, 667.
Crockery, list, 670.
Cows, purchase recommended, 638-660.
Dairy, 638-660.
Diet, full, and special hospital, 670, 671.
Disbursements, 634, 648,654.
Discipline, 635, 638, 652.
Drainage and sewerage, 659.
Draft animals, 673.
Employees, 657-664.
Epidemic diseases, 643.
Expenditures, 634,641,643,650,655,663,666.
Extra duty and extra-duty pay, 634.
Farm and garden, 634, 645, 655, 656, 659, 660, 667.
:Field return of inmates October 15, 1890, 662, 663.
Financial statements, comparative, 656,657.
Farm account, 634,645,649,667.
Garden account, 634, 645, 667.
Interest account, 647.
Pension account, 648-654.
Permanent fund account, 644, 647, 654, 655.
Receipts and expenditures, 634, 643, 650.
Fire department, 659.
Food, 635-637.
Forest, 637-651.
Fuel, 644-646.
Funds deposited in Treasury, 635.
Garden account, 634,645, 651, 6ti7.
Garden and farm, 634, 637, 650, 660.
Governor'!'! report, 636-638.
Grounds, 634-635.
Ho11pital, 634, 635, 637, 638, 640, 644,646,656,000,
662,672.
Income, sources of, 634.
Inmates, 633,636,646.
Iusane. beneficiaries, 633, 637, 641.
Insp ction, 651-674.
Laundry, 658,659,669.
Library, 635,637,645,653.
Medi al department, 635,637,640,644,646.
Medicines, 673,674.
Members, 651. 652.
Messing, 645, 64.6, 660, 669, 672.
Mexican war veterans, 634-636.
Nativity of inmates, 636.
Necrology, 640.
Outdoor relief, 634, 636, 638, 645, 649, 650, 656, 657,
664.
Pensioners and pensions, 634, 636, 638, 649, 655,
66~, 065.
P rmanent fund, 634.
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Soldiers' Home, D. C.-Continued.
Property accountability, 657.
Quarters, 638, 644, 646, 653, 654.
Ration cost, 646.
Rebellion, war, veterans of, 635, 636.
Receipts and dfabursements, 634,643,660,655.
Relief, destitute discharged soldiers, 634-640.
Relief, destitute ex-volunteer soldiers, 635, 636.
Religious services, 653.
Remarks:
Board of Commissioners, 633, 636.
Breckenridge, Brig. Gen. J.C. 651-674.
Governor of the Home, 636-638.
Inspector-General, 551-674.
Miles, Maj. Gen. N. A., 633-636.
Stanley, Brig. Gen . D.S., 636-638.
Sanitary condition, 635-643.
Secretary and treasurer's report, 643-650.
Sick in hospital, 635, 637, 638, 643, 661.
Societies, 653.
Sources of income, 634.
Subsistence, 634, 641, 644, 655.
Supplies on hand in hospital, 671, 672.
Supplies purchased by contraot, 665-667.
Surgeon's report, 638-643.
Transportation, 644, 646, 655, 656, 660, 670.
Treasurer's accounts, 634.
Treasurers and Secretary's report, 643-650.
Trials and discipline, 635, 638, 652.
Value of farm prodnct~, 649.
Vegetables, from farm and garden, 649-667.
Vegetables purchased, 667,668.
Water supply and system, 659.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Amusements, 652.
Band, 653.
:Barracks and buildings, 653.
Bathing facilities, 653.
Beds and bedding, 654.
Billiards, 652.
Blind members, 662.
Clothing allowance and issue, 658.
Coffins, 661.
Cost of hospital ration, 661.
Daily consumption of food, 660.
Dairy, 660.
Deaths, 661.
Disbursements, 654.
Discipline, 652.
Diseases, 661.
Disposition of worn-out clothing, 658.
Employees, 657.
Expense per capita, 217,656.
Farm,659.
Fire department, 659.
Funerals, 661.
Garden, 660.
Hospital, 661.
Hospital employees, 662.
Insane members, 661.
Interest on savings, 218.
K eeping of accounts, 218.
Laundry, 658.
Library, 653.
Management and condition, 217.
Medicines, 662.
Members, 651.

Soldiers' Home, D. C.-Continued.
Remarks, Inspector-General--Uontinued.
Membership, 217.
Messing, 660.
New construction,·651.
Officers, 651.
Outdoor relief, 218, 656.
Patients, 661.
Pensioners and pension fund, 218, 655.
Permanent fund, 217, 655.
Property, 657.
Purchases, 658.
Receipts and expenditures, 655.
Religious services, 653.
Societies, 653.
Swill and garbage, 660.
Treasurer's business methods, 654.
Unserviceable property, 657.
Vehicles and animals, 660.
Water supply, 659.
Southern Branch, National Home:
See Branch Home~.
Remarks, Col. D. Bache:
Air space, 1056.
Barracks, 1055, 1058.
Central bath house, 1056, 1058.
Central medical control, 1059.
Convalescent company, 1058.
Hospital, 1056, 1059.
Hospital records, 1057, 1059.
Hospital staff and employees, 1056.
Latrines, 1056,
Medical administration, 1059.
Medical supplies, 1057, 1059.
Messing, 1056.
Patients, 1057.
Review, 1056.
Sewage pumps, 1056.
Surgeon's call, 1058.
Report of inspection, 1045, 1055.
Suggestions and recommendations, Colonel
Bache, 1058.
Sooy, E. C.:
Torpedo for harbor defense, 913.
Sounds of North Carolina:
Waterways connecting Dismal Swamp Canal
with :
Appropriation for survey of, 61.
South Fork Cumberland River, Ky.:
Approprfation, improving, 64.
South Haven, Mich.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
South Pass, Mississippi River:
Constructing jetties and other works at:
Appropriation, 63.
Examination and surveys at:
.Appropriation for, 63.
Southwark Foundry and Machine Co. :
Contract for mortar carriages, i4.
Disappearing gnn-carriage contract, 23.

Special Diseases:
Prevalence of, in the Army:
Alcoholism, 472-477.
R eports of:
.Bache, Assistant Snrgeon-General, 412.
Bratton , AsRt. Surg. T. S., 475.
:Munson, asst. Surg. E. L. , 476.

INDEX.
Special Diseases-Continued.
Prevalence of, in the .Army-Continued.
Diarrheal diseases, 471.
Diphtheria, 424.
Influenza, 423.
Malarial diseases. 453-471.
Reports of:
Reed, Surgeon Walter, 454.
Smart, Surgeon Charles, 465.
Measles, 423.
Mumps,424.
Pneumonia and pleurisy, 477.
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 422-479.
Rheumatic affections, 477.
Scarlet fever, 422_.
Spotted fever, as reported froru Idaho, 448.
Tuberculosis of the lungs, 477.
Typhoid fever, 431, 440, 443.
Reports of:
Bushnell, .Asst. Surg. G. E., 432.
Cleary, Surg. P. J . .A.., 447.
De Witt, Sarg. C., 443.
Kilbourne, Surg. H. S., 447,
McCaw, .Asst, Surg. W. D., 446.
Maus, Surg. L. M., 440.
Venereal diseases, 472.
Special Funds:
National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 213,982.
Special Inspectors:
See Colleges.
Inspector-General's Department, 101, 224.
Special Reports :
List of medical and surgical, 481-484.
Specimens, Army Medical Museum:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 396-398.
Spokane, Fort, Wash.:
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 90.
Remarks, Col. E. S. Otis, 158.
Spokane, Wash.:
New military post at:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 279.
Site for new military post near,
Remarks, Secretary of War, 37.
Sponsel Rapi<l-Fire Gun:
Mentioned, 913.
Spotte<l Fever:
.A.s reported from Idaho, 448, 453.
Springflelcl Armory, Mass.:
Location, etc., 98.
Output, capacity, etc., 35.
Remarks, Col. R. P. Hughes, 220.
R emarks, Secretary of War, 35, 36.
Springfield Arsenal, Mass.:
.Approp1iations, 52.
Squan River, N. J.:
.Appropriation, improving, 50.
Squier, Lieut.
O.:
Method of studying ballistics, introduced by,107.
Polarizing photochronograph , 927, 937.
St:ulimeter:
Fi F.ke, Lieut. B . .A.., mentioned, 914.
Staff' Corps Reorganization:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 8.

o:
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Staff' Departments:
Publication of manuals of duties of, etc., 8, 9.
Reference to, Department of Texas, 170.
California, Department of, reference to, 164.
Platte, D epartment of, reference to, 176.
Stamford, Conn. :
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Standard Dase-~nd Instruments:
Mentioned, 912,923.
Stanley, Brig. Gen. D.S.:
Governor, Soldiers' Home, D. C., 651.
Stanton, Brig. Gen. T. H.:
Paymaster-General, 585.
Stanton, Fort, N. Mex.:
.Abandoned, 141.
Dismantling of military telegraph line, 595.
Post di8continued and garrison withdrawn, 5.
Stark, Assistant Surgeon, A. N.:
Report of triplets, 479.
State-Aid Funds:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 215.
State Homes :
Removal of unaided absentees from rolls of, 988.
State Troops:
See Militia; National Guard.
.A.s heavy artillery, 132.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 17-19.
States and Territories:
Issues to militia by Q. M. Dept., 275.
-war claims of:
.Appropriations, refunding expenses, etc ., 67.
State or Territorial Homes:
For disabled soldiers and sailors:
.Appropriations for, 67.
Stationery :
.Appropriation for War Department, 50.
Statistical Tables, National llomo:
.Allowances of officers and employees, 1066.
.Amusements, 1069.
Band, 1071.
Barracks, 1080, 1081.
Billiards, 1071.
Blind members, 1090.
Card tables, 1071.
Census at date of inspection, 1067.
Clothing, 1081, 1082.
Coffins, 1087.
Commissary department, 1084, 1085.
Compensation of employees, 1676. '
Crockery, 1085.
Deaths, 1087.
Dining halls and kitchens, 1084.
Discipline, 1068.
Diseases, 1086.
Employees under general fund, 1076.
Engineer department, 1083.
Farm, 1073 .
Fire department, 108~.
Food consumed, 1084, 1085.
Funds received, 1079.
Funerals, 1087.
Gain in average members present, 1068.
General fund, 1074.
Hospital employees, 1087.
Improvements and repairs, 1077.
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Statistical Tables, National Home-Continued.
Insane members, 1089.
Keeley League, 1072.
Laundry, 1082.
Library, 1069, 1070.
Medical department, 1086---1090.
Medicines, 1088.
Milk, 1073.
Officers, roster of, 1065.
Outdoor relief, 1085.
Patients, 1086, 1087.
Pensioners and pension fund, 1078, 1079.
Per capita expense, 1076.
Per cent of deaths to average sick, 1088.
Per cent of sick to average present, 1089.
Personnel reported at inspection, 1068.
Population, 1066.
Post-fund business, 1077.
Post-fund employees, 1076.
Principal articles of food, 1075.
Property, 1081, J 082, 1084.
Quartermaster's department, 1080-1082.
Rags and clippings, 1082.
Religious services, 1073.
Societies, 1072.
Storehouses, 1081, 1084.
Swill and garbage, 1085.
Theater, 1071.
Vehicles and animals, 1073.
Water supply, 1083.
Statistic1il 'l'ables :
Metlical, etc., United States Army, 531-575.
Statistics, Jledico-lUilitary, Uniformity in:
Remarks, Surg6on-General, 420.
Statistics, National Home:
Difficulty of obtaining accurate:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 980.
Statues:
Appropriations for pedestals for, 50.
In Washington, D. C., 47.
Staunton River, Va.:
Appropriatfon, improving, 61.
Steamboats:
Owned by Quartermaster's Department, and
cost of maintenance:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 277.
Steam Mechanism:
Remarks, Col. R. T. Frank, 182.
Steam Tug:
Appropriation for, harbor of New York, 51.
·teel:
Launay'1:1 method of manufacturing, 914.
Steeles Bayou, :tli s. :
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Sternberg, Brig. Gen. Geo. lU.:
Surgeon-General, 575.
, 'tevens, J,'ort, Oreg.:
Location, etc., 97.
Stonington, Conn.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 55.
Stop Watehe :
Revocation, part of allotment for, 938.
Storehou e :
ee Btatistical 1'ablei, ,.Yational Home.

Stores:
See Sale of Stores.
Quartermaster, for Wyoming, 67.
Military, for Montana militia, 67.
Storms:
Damages by:
Remarks:
Miller, Capt. C. P., 302.
Quartermaster-General, 279.
Students:
Attendants at colleges, 194, 201-206.
Sturgeon Bay Canal, Wis.:
Appropriation, harbor of refuge at entrance of,
58.

Sturgeon Bay and Lake Michigan Shi11 (;anal :
Appropriation, improving, 64.
Sturtevant, T. L.:
Floating battery of, mentioned, 913.
Submarine Net for Harbor Defense:
McMillan, Peter, mentioned, 913.
Submarine Boat:
Pesce, G. L., mentioned, 913.
Submarine Defenses:
Expenditure ~f appropriation for, 22.
Submarine Mining Material:
Allotment for purchase of, 034.
Subsistence:
Of the Army:
Appropriations, 51.
Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Estimates for 1898, 3.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Subsistence Department:
See OommisMzry Department.
Annual report, 313-389.
Expenditures for advertising, 310.
Extra duty, service in, 316.
Financial statements, 313-316.
Purchasing stations discontinued, :n6.
Roster of, .June 30, 1896, 320.
Remarks:
:Burton, Col. G. H., 120.
Commissary-General, 313-320.
Insp ector-General, 120.
Subsistence Depots:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 219.
Subsistence Sales:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 1~0 . .
Subsistence Stores:
Issues to destitute citizens, 316.
Handbook of, 318.
Issues to Indians, 316.
Losses of property and, 3] 6.
Sales of property and, 317,318.
Sales of, etc., 317,318.
Subsistence Stores and Supplies:
Remarks, Secretary of War, !l.
Subsistence Supplies:
National Home :
l:{emarks, In, pector-General, 08'~.
Suisun Bay, Cal.:
Appropriation, survey of, 58.
Summ:Lry Court Act:
Legi lation suggested, 23!J, 240.
Summary Courts-Martial:
Seo Courts-Martial.
Inferior courts.

INDEX.
Sumner, Col. E. V., 7th Cav.:
.Mentioned, 142, 143, 144, 146, 150, 153.
Sumter, Fort, S. C.:
Location, etc., 97.
Superintendents of National Cemeteries:
.Appropriation, pay of, 66.
Superior, Wis.:
.Appropriation, improving Minnesota Point at,
58.

Superior Bay and St. Louis Bay, Wis.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 58.
Superior, Lake:
Canal connecting Mississippi River and:
.Appropriation, survey for, 62.
Freight carried to and from:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 42.
Improving waterway from Kewaunee Bay to:
.Appropriation, 64,
Supplies:
See Branch Homes.
Supplies, Medical and Hospital:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 400, 401.
Supply Departments:
See Branch Homes.
Quartermaster's Department.
Subsistence Department.
Remarks:
Burton, Col. G. H., 118.
Inspector-General:
.Army, 118.
National Home, 983.
Supply Table, Medical De1mrtment:
Uemarks, Surgeon-General, 401.
Surgeon's Call:
Southern Branch, National Home:
k emarks, Col. D. Bache, 1058.
Surgeon-General:
.Annual report, 393-575.
R emark s:
A-11pliances, 394.
.Army a11d Navy General Hospital, 395,396.
.Army Medical Museum, 396-308.
Army Medical School, 403.
.Artificial limbs and their commutation, 393,
394.

Civilian$ attached to the .Army, 478,479.
Construction and repair of hospitals, 399,400.
Beal th of the .Army, 412-518.
Health of the military departments, 414-418.
Hospital Corps, 402, 403.
Identification of deserters, etc., 419,420.
Inclian prisoners, 480.
Injuries, 477,478.
Library of the Surg. Gen .'s Office, 398, 399.
Marriages and lJirtbs, 479.
Medical and hospital supplies, 400, 401.
Medical dept. of the ational Guard, 420.
Medical officers, 4.01.
Prevalenc of special diseases, 4.22-477.
Providence Hospital, 395.
Recruiting, 4.19.
Sanitary condition of the .Army, 518-531.
Trusses, 394.
Uniformity in m dico-military statistics, 420.
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Surgeon-General's Office:
Appropriation for salaries of, 50.
Library of the:
See Library of the Surgeon-General', Office.
Surgical Operations:
List of, 483, 4.84 .
Surgical Reports :
List of, 482.
Surveys:
.Appropriations for:
Biscayne Bay and Palm Beach, Fla., 62 .
Canal connect'g Lake Erie and Ohio River, 64.
Canal connecting Lak,e Superior and Mississippi River, 62.
Civil, appropriations, 67.
Deep-water harbor, Gulf of Mexico, 65.
Delaware River, bet. Phila. and Camden, 60.
Mouth of Sacramento River, Cal., 58.
Mout-h of San Joaquin River, Cal., 58 .
Ohio River, below Pittsburg, Pa., 64.
Pacific Coast, between Points Duma and Capistrane, 58.
San Francisco Harbor, 58.
San Pablo Bay, Cal., 58.
South Pass, Mississippi River, 63.
Straits of Carquinez, Cal., 58.
Suisun Bay, Cal., 58.
Waterways connecting the Dismal Swamp
Canal with sounds of North Carolina, 61.
Susquehanna River :
.Appropriation for improving:
:N"ear Havre de Grace, Md., 60.
Sutcliffe, O. A. :
Flying battery of, mentioned, 913.
Sutlers:
Continuetl at two garrisoned posts, 10.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 10.
Suwanee Uh·er, Fla. :
.Appropriation, improving, 62.
Swansboro, N. C.:
Waterway between New River, N. C., and:
.Appropriation, 61.
Swanton, Vt.:
Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54 .
Sweet, A. F.:
Method of coast defense mentioned, 914.
Swill and Garbage:
See Branch Homes.
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 660.
Swinornisl1 Slough, Wash.:
.Appropriation, improving, 65.
Switch Boards:
Revocation of part of allotment for, 939.
Symmetry of Shell:
Glaser's (Peter/ method of testing, 913.
Sy tem of Const Defense :
See Bradbury. ·
Coombs.
Gris.vold.
Rn. tings.
Hubbard.
Kuhns.
Park r.
Sntc.qffe.
weet.
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System of Fire Control :
See Board on Regiilation of Sea- Ooast .Artillery
Fire.
Sympllyseotomy:
Report of .Asst. Surg. .J. R. K ean, 479.
Tables, Inspector-General's Reports:
See Exhibits, Soldiers' Horne Report; Statistical
Tables, National Ho me.
Appropriations, National Home, 215-217.
Cavalry and artillery horses condemned, 126.
College inspectors, 224.
Concentration of troops, 105.
Desertions by inspection districts, 106.
Disbursements, 210.
Extremes in cost of certain Q. M. supplies, 119.
Home and pension funds, Soldier.,' Home, D. C.,
654.
Issues to mess hall and hospi ta!, Soldiers' Home,
D. C., 6G0.
Number of inspections of accounts and amount
involved, 211, 212.
Per cent present at inspections, Army posts,
104.
Permanent fund, Soldiers' Home, D. C., 655.
Posthumous fund, National Home, 216.
Profit of exchanges, 115.
Rate of compensation of Q. M. employees, 219.
Ratio of employees, Soldiers' Home, to expenditures and membership, 657.
Receipts and disb ursements , Nat'l Home, 215.
Receipts and expenditures, Soldiers' Hon1e,D.C.
655.

Relation between disbursements, transfers,
deposit!<, and balances, 211.
Relation of balances to average monthly disbursements, 211.
Return of troops at date of inspections, 103.
State aid funds, 215.
Summary of work performed, 101.
Tablets:
Battle lines and sites for, at Antietam.
Appropriations, 50.
Tablets or Monuments:
.A.t Gettysbnrg:
Appropriations, 50.
Tableware and Cooking Utensils:
Expenditures, QuarLerwaster's Dept., for, 278.
Tallahatcheo River, lliss.:
Appropriation, improving, 62 .
Tallapoosa River, Ala.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Tampa Bay, Fla. :
Appropriation, improving, 56.
Tar :tnd Pamlico Rivers, N. C.:
.c\.ppropriation, improving, 61.
Targets, Artillery :
'ee Artillery 1'argeta.
Tar •et Practice :
See, mall-Arms Target Practice.
California, Department of, 164.
~Iilitary colleges:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 232.
Platte, D epartment of, 172.
Remarks, Maj, Gen. Commanding, 73.

Target Range:
For Fort McPherson, Ga. :
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 277.
Target Ranges :
See Rifle Ranges; Shooting Galleries and Ranges.
Land for, Fort McPherson, Ga. :
Appropriation for purchase of, 51.
Taunton River, lUass.:
Appropriation, i.mproving, 59.
Taylor, Capt. H. C., U.S. N.:
Mentioned, 179.
Taylor, Fort, Fla.:
Location, etc., 97.
Tchula Lake, llliss. :
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Tea:
Pacific Branch, National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 1016.
Techc, Bayon, La. :
Connecting Grand Lake at Charenton, La., with:
Appropriation for, 63.
Telegraph:
To connect the Capitol with the Depts., etc.:.
Appropriations, 51.
Telegraph and 'l'elepl10ne A1)paratus :
See Telephone, etc.
Telegrapliic Communication :
Remarks, Adjutant-General, 198.
Telegraph, Lewis Dial:
See L ewis, Lieut. I. N.
Telegra1)h Lines, Military :
Appropriation, Signal Service, 66.
Construction of, between Cedar Springs and.
Mammoth, .A.riz., 596.
Construction of, between impo1tant military
posts, etc., 596.
Dismantled at Fol't Hancock, Tex., ancl Fort.
Stanton, N . Mex., 595.
Importance of, to commercial interests, 596.
Length and location of, 609.
Number of messages handled on, 596.
Projectecl, between Bisbee and San Bernardino,.
Ariz. , 596.
Receipts ancl tolls for messages on, 596 .
Remarks, Chief Signal 01licer, 595.
Value of, in Indian affairs, 597.
Telegrapl1ing f'or the Army:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 277.
Telemeter:
Cu enod, E., mentioned, 913.
Unge, mentioned, 934.
Telephone and Telegraph Apparatus:
Devised by Capt . .James .A.Hen, 598.
Remarks, Uhief Signal Ofiicel', 598.
Signaling through disabled cable with, 599 •
Tests of, 599.
Telescopic Sights:
Best, Lieut. C. L., 914, 934.
Parkhurst, Lieut. C. D., 014, 937,038.
Scott, 934.
Ten-inch B. L. RiJle:
Capacity of Bethl hem Iron Co. to produce, 929.
Capacity of Midvale Steel Works to produce
forgings, 928.
Capacity of Watervliet Arsenal to produce, 931.

INDEX.
'Ten-inch B. L. Rifle-Continued.
Progress report, Bethlehem Iron Company, on
manufacture of, 915.
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Thompson, Capt. R. E.:
In charge military telegraph lines, Department
of Dakota, 595.
Signal officer, Department of Dakot1, 605.
'Tennessee River :
Thunder Bay River, lUicJ1. :
.A. ppropriation for improving:
.Appropriation, improving, 64 .
.Above Chattanooga, Tenn., 63.
Below Chattanooga, Tenn., .Ala., and Ky., 64. Tillamook Bay and Bar, Oreg.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
'Tennessee, Society of the Army of the:
Tilton, Henry R. (Scl1ooner):
See Society of the, etc.
Appropriation, relief of ownerA aml crew of, 68.
'Tents:
Toledo, Ohio:
Austrian shelter, and overcoat combined, 276.
Appropriation, impn,ving harbor at, 57.
Improvement in, 276.
Tombigbee and Warrior Rivers, A.la. and Miss.:
Remarks, Quartermaster-General, 276.
Appropriation, improving, 6~.
'Territorial or State Homes:
Tonawanda Harbor and Niagara River, N. Y. ·
For disabled soldiers and sailors:
.Appropriation, improving, 55.
·
.Appropriations for, 67.
Torpedo:
'Terrebonne, Bayou, La. :
(Sooy) for harbor defense, 913.
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Torpedo Howitzers:
'Territories nnd States :
.Appropriations, 53.
See States and Territories.
Torpedoes:
.Appropriations for, for harbor defense, 53.
Test,ng Machine:
Torpedo Systems:
Appropriations, 53.
See Brewster.
Texas, Department of:
Brown .
Annual report, 164-170.
Davis.
.A thlctics, 169.
Halpine.
J3arracks and quarters, 165.
Halstead.
Bicycles, 169.
Howell.
Eagle Pass Reservation, 166.
Owen.
Clerks, 170.
Peerstone.
Fort Brown -water supply, 166.
Smith.
Fort Hancock abandoned, 165.
Sooy.
Garrisons, change of, 131, 165.
Aluminium aerial (Brown), 914.
G:nnnasiums, 169.
.Antomobile (Peerstone), 914 .
Health of troops, 105.
Electric and pneumatic (Davis), 913.
Inspections, 165, 168.
Revocations of partial allotment for Sims, 9'.l4.
Lyceums, 170.
Rocket (Halstead), 918.
Mapping the country, 169.
'.l.'own, Col. F. L., Assistant Surgeon-Geneml:
Mexican Boundary Commission, 168.
Mentioned, 170.
Payment of troops, 109.
Tradewater River, Ky.:
Post exchanges, 169.
Appropriation, improving, 64.
Posts and garrisons, list, 92-94.
Transcri1>ts of lllilit~ry ltecords:
Practice marches, 169.
See Military Recorde.
Quartermaster and suhsistenco stores, 169.
Transportation:
Railroad service, 169.
See "Vehicles and Animals.
Rifle ranges, 168.
Appropriations for:
Rio Grande navigation, 166-168.
Maps ancl reports to foreign countries, 51.
Sewerage system of posts, 168.
Of the Army and its supplies, 3, 51.
Staff department reports, referred to, 170.
Of the .Army and its supplies, Pacific railTrials by courts-martial, 266-269.
roads, 51.
Troops, movement , 104, 165.
Of the Army:
Water supply of posts, 166,168.
.Appropriations for 1897, 3.
Texas Fever:
Estimates for 1898, 3.
nemarks, Surgeon-General et al., 439-448.
Expenditures for 1896, 3.
Thames River, Conn. :
For officers traveling without troops, 18, 222.
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Remarks:
Theaker, Col. H. A., 16th Inf.:
ecretary of War, 13.
fentioned, 150.
In pector-General, 120,222.
Quartermaster-General, 277.
Theater:
Signal Service, appropriation, 66.
See Branch llomes.
Transportation Accounts:
Thomas, Fort, Ky.:
Ilarracks and quarters, expenditure11, 37.
National Home:
Ileadquarters, 6th Infantry, 99.
Remarks, Inspector-General, 9 2.
Means of communication, 97.
Transportation of Officers:
Position and distribution of troop , •tc., 86.
Remarks, Insp ctor-General, 222.
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Travel:
Payment for, over land-grant roads, etc.:
Remarks, Pa,ymaster-Gem1ral, 581.
Traverse Circles:
.Allotment for removal of, at Sandy Hook, 937.
Treasurers, National Home:
See Branch treasurers.
Disbursements.
General treasurer.
Money accountability.
Trees and Tree Culture :
Presidio of San Francisco, 278, 295.
Trent River, N. C.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Trepltining for Inveterate Headache Follo,ving
Injury:
Report of Asst. Surg. A . E. Bradley, 510.
Trinity River, Tex. :
Appropriation, improving, 63.
Triplets:
Report of Asst. Surg. A. N. Stark, 479.
TrOOllS:
Commended, 143, 153 , 158.
Concentration, 132, 158.
Cost of principal mo,ements of:
Remarks, Quartermaster-Gen eral, 277.
Crossing Mexican border, 143.
Department of Dakota sent to Tongue River
Agency, Mont., 4.
Distribution, etc., 75, 86-94, 132, 158, 170,171.
Exchange of stations, 5.
Location of various regiments, etc., 5.
Distribution by geographical departments, 5.
Location by departments, 86-94.
Payment of:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 11-13.
Practice marches, etc., 131, 132.
Sent to capital of Choctaw Nation, 4.
Regimental headquarters, list, 99.
Remarks:
.Adjutant-General, 81:-84.
Bliss, Brigadier-General, 164-165.
Inspector-General:
P er cent present at inspections, 104.
Return of, at date of inspections, 104.
Major-General Commanding, 73-74.
Ruger, Major-General, 131,132.
Table showing per cent present at inspections,
104.

Table showing return of, at date of inspections,
103.

U.S. marshal's call for, Dept. of Arizona, 4.
'frumbull, Fort, Conn. :
Meam1 of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86.
Trns es:
Appropriation, for disabled soldiers, 66.
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 394.
Tuherculosjs of the Lungs:
Remark , urgeon-General, 477.
Turner, Lieut. R. B., Gth Inf.:
Mentioned, 152.
Turning Basin:
Rouge River, Mich.:
Appropriation for, 64.

Turpin, Eugene:
Mentioned, 913.
Turrets:
Constructing fonndations for:·
Blanchard's (G.) method, 914.
Twelve·Incl1 B. L. Rifle:
Capacity Bethlehem Iron Co. to prodnce, 929.
Capacity Mid"\"ale Steel Works to produce forgings, 928.
Capacity Wat,ervliet .Arsenal to produce, 931.
Progress report Bethlehem Iron Co . on manufacture of, 915.
Twelve-Inell B.-L. C. I. n.:
Revocation, part of allotment for altering, 934.
Twelve-Inch llisappearing Gun ·c arriage :
See Crozier-Buffington.
Gordan.
Twelve-Inch Hooped Steel Type Gun:
Revocation. part of allotment for, 934.
Twelve-Inch lllortar n. L. C. I.:
Revocation, part of allotment for cradle, 934.
Tnelve-Incb lllinimnm Port Carriage:
Allotment, removing and shelter for Gruson. 937.
Report of test, etc., of Grusou, 917.
Twelve-Pounder Gnn:
Driggs Ordnance Company:
Revocation, part of allotment for amm unition
938.

Types, Arlopterl:
Of implement,; and engines of war, 920-922.
'l'ypJ1oid Fever:
Remarks, Rurg. Gen., repo, ts, etc., 4:n, 440,443.
Ungarrisoned Posts:
Remarks, Inspector-General. 125.
Unge Uange FitHler:
Mentioned, 914, !l45.
Report on tests with, !J39.
Revocation of part of allotment for, 934.
Uniform, Hospital Corps :
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 403.
Uniformity in lUedfoo-lllilitary Statistics:
Remarks, Surgeon-General, 420 .
Union, Lake:
Waterway connecting Puget Sound with:
Appropriation, improving. 65.
United States and Mexican Bounrlary Commission:
See .ll[exican Boundary, etc.
United States Powder Depot, Dover, N. J.:
Location, etc., 98.
Universities ancl Colleges:
Statistic , 201-206.
Unserviceable Property:
See Inspection of Unserviceable Property.
Upper Columbia and , nake Rivers, Oreg. and
Wash.:
Appropriation, improvina:, 63.
Upper Mississippi Uiver:
Operating suag and dredge boats on:
Appropriation for, 63.
pper Snake River, Idaho:
Appropriation, improvin", 65.
rbana Creek, Ta.:
Appropriation, improving, 6J
Valencia, Juan:
Filibuster, 145.

INDEX.
Vanconver Barracks, Wash.:

Headquarters, 14th Infantry, 99.
1ieans of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 90.
Van Valzah, J,icut. Col. D. D., 24th Inf.:

Mentioned. 151.
Vasquez, F1·a11co:

Filibuster, 145.
Vehicles and Animals:

See Branch Romes.
Transportation.
Soldiers' Home, D. C.:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 600.
Venereal Diseases:

RemarkR, Snr.~eon-General, 472.
Vermilion , Bayou, La.:
,\ ppropriation, improving, 63.
Vermilion, Ollio:

Appro11riatiou. improving harbor at, 57.
Vertebrm, Cenical:
See Cervical Vertebrre
Vick sburg, lliss. :

.Apprni.,riation, improving h arbor at, 59.
Vidalia and Xatchez, llliss.:

.Appropriation, improving l1arbor at, 59.
Vincent, Col. T. 1'I., A. A. (J.:

Mention ed, 189.
Vineyard Haven, lUn.ss.:

.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 54.
Visual Target Indicator:
See Murray, Lieiit. A.
Volkmar, Lieut. Col. W..J., A. A. G.:

.Mentioned, 153.
Voluuteeri,:

Decrease of expenditures on account of pay of:
Remarks, Paymaster-General, 580.
War claims of, their widows and heirs:
Appropriations, 07, 68.
Volu sia Bar, F la.:

.Appropriation, improving, 62.
Von Pelet-Narbonne, General:
Cavalry inspections, 108.
Von ScJnnidt, General:

Principles of cavalry inspection, 108.
Vroom, J,ieut. Col. P. D.:

Remarks:
Quartermaster's clepot,J efl'erson ,ille,Ind., 123.
Visit to college before granting detail, 229.
Station ant.l work performetl, 100, 101.
Wabash River, Incl.

111111 Jll.:
.Appropriation, improving, c;:;,
Wareamaw River, N'. C.:
Appropriation, improving, OL.
Wad sworth, Fort, :V. L:
.Allotmeut for shelter house, 937.
Means or commnnication , 97.
Position arnl distribution of troops, etc., 86.

Wagner an<l Heyer:

Flying machine, 913.
Walk:
See Roads, Roadways, etc.

Walla Walla, Fort, Wash.:
Headquarters, 4th Cavalry, 99.
Means of communication, 97.
Position anrl distribution of troops, etc., 90.
Remarks, .Brig. Gen. E. S. Otis, 159.
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Walter Combination Fuses:
Revocation, part of allotment for, 934.
Wappoo Cut, S. C.:
.Appropriation, improving, 61.
War Claims:
See also Claims.

Of States and Territories :
.Appropriations, refunding expenses, etc., 67.
Of Yolunteers, their widows and heirs:
.Appropriations, 67, 68.
Ward, Capt. Thomas :

In charge of judge-atlvocate's office, Department of the East, rtiport, 256-258.
War Department:

Annual report, operations of, 3-69.
.Appropriations:
Contingent expenses, 50.
E stimates forfisca1 year endin g June 30,1898, 3.
Expenditures for :fiscal year ending .June 30,
1806, 3.
For :fiscal year ending .June 30, 1897, 3.
Unexpen,1ed, turned into the genera l fund of
the Treasury for the years J 894, 1895, 1896, 4.
Office, Secretary of War, etc. , 50.
Postage to Pos tal Union countries, 50 .
Rent of buildings, 50.
Statement of appropria1.ions, balances, etc.,
50-60.
Stationery, 50 .
War Department Library:

Remarks, Chief Signal officor, 606.
ecretary of War, 0.
Ward, Lieut. Col. 'I'., A. A. G.:
Mentioned, 133.
Wareham , Mass.:

.Appropriation, impro ving harbor at, 54.
War, lll(li:tn Prisoners of:
See I-n<lian Prisoners.

War of 1812:
.Army records :
Remarks, Secretary of War, 38.
Index-recorrl car,l system, 616,017.
Military records, 617.
Wnr of tJ1e llebellion:
Index-record card system, 616,617.
Military r ecorrls, 017.
Publication of Official Records of:
.Appropriatfou, 67.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 38, 39.
War of the Rebellion, Recor,ls of the:
ee U.Dici al Records of the lVcir of the R ebellion .
War ol" the Revolution:
.Army records:
R emark!-!, Secretary of \Var, 38.
Index-recorcl c:ml system, 616,017 .
Military recnrcl~, 616, 617.
War Photograpl1s:

Report on, by Chief 8ignal Officer, 607.
R production of most im1wrtant, recommended
60 .
War Rei·orcls, Roard of Pul.llie:ttion:
Annnal r port of operatiou1:1, 019- 029.
War Reror,ls Oilier:
A11nual roport of the, 019-629.
Appropriation for salaries of. 50.
Recorch,, work arnl derical force of:
Remarks, 'ecretary of War, 38, 39.
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Warren, Fort, Mass. :
Construction of cable between ·B oston, Mass.,
and, 60i.
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 26.
Warrior and Tombigbee Rivers, Ala. and Miss.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
·
Warwick River, Md.:
Appropriation, improving, 60.
Wasb:.kie, Fort, Wyo.:
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 92.
Remarks, Brig. Gen . .J . .J. Coppinger, 170, 171,
175.
Washington:
Pay, etc ., of volunteers in 1855-56:
.Appropriation, 68.
Washington Barracks, D. C. :
Headquarters, 4th .Artillery, 99.
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86.
Washington, D. C.:
Appropriations:
Buildings and grounds in and about, 50, 51.
Defenses; remarks and recommendations, MajorGeneral Commarnling, 77.
Destitute patients, 51.
Equestrian statues, etc., 47.
Memorials, mon1uuents, and statues in:
Commission to select designs and sites; 47.
::Memorial to preserve t,be memory of General
Grant, 47.
·water supply. 46.
Appropriation for increasing, 51.
Washington, Fort, lU!l. :
Location, etc., 97.
Washington, Lake:
Waterway connecting Puget Sound with:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Wasltingtou Monument:
Oare ancl maintenance of:
Appropriations, 31.
Watches, Swiss Stop :
R evocation , part of allotment for, 938.
Water Communication s :
Committee on, between tlie Great Lakes and
the Atlantic Ocean, 59.
Wateree River, S. C. :
Appropriation, impro-~ing, 62.
Water Rights, etc. :
At Great Falls, Potomac River:
Appropriation for investigations, 51.
Water Supplies :
Remarks, 'urgeon-General, 523-530.
Water , upplr:
ee Branch Homes.
Remarks, Inspector-General:
Army posts, 114.
Soldier's Home, D. C., 659.
Washington, D. C., 46.
Watertown Ar eual, Mass.:
Appropriations, 52.
Capacity of, 931.
Gun and mortar construction, 28.
Gun-carriage factory at:
Manufacture of gun carriage~, 24, 29 .

Watertown Arsenal, llfass.-Continued.
Location, etc ., 98.
Output, etc., 35.
Remarks, Secretary of War, 35, 36,
Visit, Board of Ord. and Fort. to, 931, 932.
Watervliet Arsenal, West 'fro3:, N. Y.:
Appropriations, 52.
Capacity of, 930 .
Visit, Board of Orel. ancl Fort. to, 930,931.
Watervliet Arsenal Gun Factory:
See .A. rmy Gun Factory.
Watkins Range :F inder:
Mentioned, 914.
Revocation, part of allotment for, 9341 936.
Waterways:
Appropriations for improving, surveys; etc .:
Beaufort Harbor and New River, N. C., 5'6 .
Chincoteague Bay and Indian River Bay, 61.
Dismal Swamp Canal, Va., and sounds of
N. U., 61.
Kawaunec Bay and Lake Superior, 64 .
Newbern and Beaufort, N. U., 56.
New River and Swansboro, N. C., 61.
Norfolk Harbor, Va., and Albemarle Sound,
N.C.,61.
Puget Sound and Lakes Union and Washington, 65 .
Waukegan, Ill.:
Appropriation , improving harbor at, 57.
Wayne, Fort, lUich. :
Appropriation, military reservaliion, 53.
Headquarters, l9th Infantry, 99.
Means of communication, 97.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 86.
Weaver, Lieut. E. lU.:
Revocation, part of allotment for system of
plotting, 935.
System of plotting, mentioned, 935.
Webb, S. F.:
Collector, Nogales, Mexico, 145.
Weldon Range Finder:
Mentioned, 914.
Revocation, part of allotment for pnrchase of,
955.
Wellfleet, Mass.:
Appropriation, improving harbo1, at, 54.
Welling, Dr. E. L.:
Appoiutment of, as surgeon, Southern D!.·anch,
10-!5.
Wells, llfaj. A. B.:
Signal instruction under supervision of, 600.
Western Branch, National Home:
See Branch Homes.
Report of insp ection, 1017.
Western Electric Company:
See Fiske,Lieut. B . .A.
Plan for signaling ranges and azimuths, 013.
West Galveston Bay, Tex.:
Appropriation, improving channel in, 57.
West Point, N. Y.:
Means of communicatio11, 97.
West Point Foundry, Cold , pring, ~. Y.:
Gun and mortar construction, 27.
Iortar-carriarre con. truction, 30.
Weymouth River, illass.:
Appropriation , improvincr, 59.
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Winyaw Bay, S! <.:.:
Appropriation, improving, 56 .

Wharf at Fort Monroe, Va.:
.Appropriation, 53.
Wharves:
Expenditures, 2i7.
Wherrel Club:
Central Branch, National Home:
Remarks, Inspector-General, 1039.
Wheaton, Brig. Gen. F.:
Annual Report, 141-153.
Ment10ned, 73, 79, 94.
Whipple Barracks, Ariz.:
Headquarters, 11th Infantry, 99.
Means of communication, 97.
Position anu distrilmtion of troops, etc., 90.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Frank Wheat~n, 152.
Whistler, Lieut. G. N.:
Mentioned, 914.
Revocation, allotment for elevation arc of, 936.
White River, Ark.:
.appropriation, improving, 63.
White River, Ind.:
.Appropriation, improving, 65.
White River, :lllicb. :
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 57.
Wiard, Norman :
Antifrictional projectile of, 913.
Wicomico River, illd,:
. .Appropriation, improving, 60.
Willamette (Lower) and Columbia Rivers:
Improving below Portland, Oreg. :
.Appropriation, 65.
Willamette River:
Improving above Portland, Oreg.:
.Appropriation, 65.
Willapa River an,l flarbor, Wasb,:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
Willets Point, N. Y.:
Engineer depot at:
.Appropriations, 52.
Means of communication, 98.
Wilmington, Del. :
A.ppropriation, improving harbor at, 56.
Wilmington, N. <.:.:
Defenses; remarks and recommendations, Maj.
Gen. Commanding, 77.
Wilson, N. Y.:
.Appropriation, improving harbor at, 56.

Wire No . 12, B. anrl S.:
Revocation, part of allowance for purchase of, 938.
Wire-Womul Guns:
See Brown.
Crozier.
Woodbridge.
Wisconsin and }'ox Rivers, Wis.:
· Appropriation , damages by improvement of, 64.
Withfacooche River, Fla.:
Appropriation, improving, 62.
Woodbridge Wire-Womul Gun:
Revocation, part of allotment for, 934, 935, 937.
Wood, Col. H. C., A. A. G.:
Mentioned, 189.
Wood, Fort, N. Y.:
Location, etc., 98.
Woodlmll, Lieut. <.:ol. A. A., D.S. G.:
Mentioned , 153 .
Woodruff', Maj. C. A.:
Mentioned, 914.
Woodruff', JUaj, C. A., C. S.:
Mentioned, 134.
Woods Holl, Mass.:
.Appropriation, harbor of refuge· at, 54.
Wortltington, J.C., Surgeon:
Report of appendicitis, 501-504.
Wrecks:
· ~ otice for r emoval of obstruction to navigation:
Remarks, Secretary of War, 43.
Wylie, T. J.:
Postmaster, Nogales, Mexico, 145.
Wyoming:
Arms and quartermaster's stores for:
.Appropriation, 67.
Yadkin River, N. C.:
Appropriation, improving, 61.
Yaquina Bay, Oreg.:
Appropriation, improving, 59.
Yates, Fort, N. Dak.:
Position ancl distribntion of troops, 88.
Means of communication, etc., 98.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. Jolm R. Brooke, 139.
Yates, Second Lieut. w., 1st <.:av. :
Mentioned, 144.
Yazoo River, Miss. :
Appropriation, improving, 62 .
Yellowstone, Fort, Wyo.:
Means of communication, etc., 98.
Remarks, Brig. Gen. J obn .R. Brooke, 140.
Yellowstone 1'"ational Park:
.Appropriation for improvement of, 54.
Remarks, Secretary of War·, 45, 46.
Yellowstone River, Mont. and Dak.:
Appropriation, improving, 65.
York River, Va.:
.Appropriation, improving, 61.
Zalinski Range Finder:
M ntioned, 914, 946.

Wilsons Point, <.:onn.:
.Appropriatio11, improving harbor at, 55.
Wind-Allowance Device:
Greenough, Capt. G. G., 913.

Wingate, Fort, N. Mex.:
Headquarters, 2rl Cavalry, 99.
Means of communication, 08.
Position and distribution of troops, etc., 88.
Remarks, Brig. (:J.en. Frank Wheaton, 152.
Winflelcl Scott, Fort, Cu.I.:
Location, etc., 08.
Winthrop, Fort, Mass.:
Location, etc., 98.
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